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PARAMOUNT-DREW

COMEDIES

THE charming home comedies featuring Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew are the most popular comedies of their kind ever
produced.
Exhibitors

will find in them

a box

office asset of real money

value. Those in which Sidney Drew appears are more
ular than ever. They are available for booking now.
"BUNKERED,"
in July.

in which

Produced

Mrs. Drew

pop-

is the star, will be released

by V. B. K. Film Corporation

Under Personal Supervision of Mrs. Drew
..«*♦»
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

ANNOUNCES

A

Brand

New

i^Serierof

TWO
The

REEL

famous

MASTER

CYCLONE

Eight

PICTURES

SMITH "Stortef

The mere announcement of the great POLO,
tremendous Box Office Star of "THE LURE OF THE
CIRCUS," in these big special 2 reel Western picturesf
will be met with applause at the hands of thousands o,
Exhibitors, the world over. This series of 8 pictures will be
SPECIAL — Special in story, direction, power, and will contain as much
"meat" for fans as any five-reel feature, while the name and fame
of POLO will draw capacity on every picture. Get your signed
contract for this series in by wire, if necessary, to secure your territory. Now Booking thru all Universal Exchanges.

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

EVOLUTION

Eighteen months ago I stopped PROGRAM RELEASES because I thought the
Program had outlived its usefulness to distributors and producers, and was a hindrance to
exhibitors.
Last November
EXCHANGES.

I closed out my BRANCH

The system of distribution through a chain
of exchanges scattered throughout the United
States, owned and managed by a New York o$
Chicago concern, is unavoidably and inherently
WASTEFUL.
One company reports an expenditure for
film DISTRIBUTION in 1918 of approximately FOUR MILLION DOLLARS.
If that company had thirty branches the
average operating cost was $133,000.00 per
branch, or about $2,500.00 weekly for each
exchange, large and small.
Suppose each of these branch exchanges
had been owned by its branch manager and a
few of his assistants; suppose they had had
for distribution the same stock of films.
Would

the INCOME

have been less?

Would the operating EXPENSE
been as great?

have

The answers are clear and point but one
way.
The

TREND

OF

DISTRIBUTION

is

toward the exchange OWNED
either partly
or wholly by those actively in charge. This
rule is working as surely as the law of gravity.
There are such exchanges in existence, hardly

known «to the gentlemen who sit at the executive tables in New York, which are prosperous
because they achieve the EFFICIENCY that
comes through INTENSIVE work, INTIMATE knowledge of conditions and PERSONAL acquaintanceship with customers:
and most important, because they have the
great INCENTIVE
that comes from the
OWNERSHIP

of one's business.

I want to form a close business intimacy
with an independent exchange in every principal city in the United States.
Where necessary I will assist in establishing new exchanges with films or cash.
In either case I want to be associated with
experienced film men who are STRAIGHT,
ENERGETIC and COMPETENT
Who

will put every ounce of their ability

into the running of the exchange
Who can be depended upon to be
SQUARE

with exhibitors as well as them-

selves.
I would prefer to deal with men who have
sufficient means to partly finance the operating
expenses of their exchange while it is being
placed upon a sound footing, but PERSONAL
QUALIFICATIONS are more important
than finances.
I have it in mind to acquire an interest in
such exchanges.
In writing, mark

letters "Personal and

Confidential."

63 East Adams St.
Chicago.
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Superfeatures,

GEORGE

5

Inc.

KLEINE,
63 East Adams
St.
Chicago.

MOTOGRAPH
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ATTRACTIONS

How

to

— be happy

though

hired.

— win a maiden's love.
— chauffeur the cows.
— mow

the floor.

— entertain

beautiful

fairies.

— lay fresh-fried eggs.
— cheat the alarm clock.

A

vision
as

it

Charlie
in his third

of

Farm

should

Life

be.

Chaplin

Million

Dollar

Comedy

"Sunnyside"
In 3 Reels

Mr.

Foreign

Chaplin will make 5 more for First National.
He has produced 3 in the past 18 months.

Rights

6

Controlled by WILLIAM
VOGEL PRODUCTIONS,
Longacre Bldg., New York, N. Y.

INC.
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ATTRACTIONS

It

is

of

the

the

Armenian
says

struggle
"The

for

the

Detroit

"AUCTION

Cabin"

Tom's

"Uncle

right

to

live —

Times"

OF

SOULS"

The film story, all true, of Aurora [Mardiganian, sole
survivor of half a million Armenian girls, from the
book
Is

breaking
people

7

Reels

"Ravished
house
have

of

Armenia,"
records

never

Unf

seen

by H. L. Gates
everywhere
anything

orgetable

Women
sold for
as little as 80c
Christian Women
The better people of
every Community are
for this film because
of its influence for
good.

i

like

because
it

Sensations
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ATTRACTIONS

He is just a boy budding

into manhood

with all of a boy's loyalty to his
mother's memory, when his father
brings a stepmother to their mountain
cabin.

He

couldn't find room

in his heart for

a new "mother," he didn't want "that
woman" to even sit in his real mother's
easy chair and as for calling the
newcomer

"mother,"

well —

he left home.
Then

his troubles started.

He just had

to
love that
somebody
and, been
it didn't
to him
there had
bad matter
blood
between

the girl's family and his own....

A true to life story
love and adventure.

The

Jack Pickford

JACK

Film Company

presents

PICKFORD

in a drama

"Bill

of boyhood

of the Kentucky

Hills

Apperson's

Boy

Written and directed by James W. Kirkwood
the story "That

A

5

Reel

Woman"

Release

by Hapsburg

for

July.

from
Liebe.

A X D

HERALD

EXHIBITORS

MOTOGRAPHY

ATTRACTIONS

Getting

married

about

the

thing

that

thrilling

men

do —

people

wonders

woman

Every
how

most

is just

go about

choos-

ing their wives — and men
bet their futures in efforts
to pick suitable

So

you

mates.

see

"Choosing
a
Wife"
is a live proposition and will
win

at your box office.

"Choosing a Wife"
well acted domestic

is a strong,
drama with

a really novel twist.
Adapted

from the societv novel

'The Elder Miss Blossom" by
Ernest Hendrie and Metcalfe
Wood.
Get

a

press

sheet

from

the

exchange and see the advertising possibilities.

It's a

Winner!
9
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at a record-breaking rental has booked for its first run
American pre-release and for an immediate playing date
in one of the greatest theatres of the Pacific Coast the first

Benjamin
Great

%e

B.Hampton
Authors

Production

Pictures

Inc.

WESTERNERS
The

photoplay of the novel by

STEWART

EDWARD
WHITE
Directed by
Edward

Sloman

with an all star cast :
ROY STEWART
MILDRED MANNING
ROBERT McKIM
WILFRED LUCAS
MARY JANE IRVING
GRAHAM PETTI E
FRANKIE LEE
Here is a production of tremendous virility, the first of the new
kind of great screen achievements
made under the direct supervision
of the author; a production that
exhibitors at once will recognize
as being of mid-winter dimension
and audience power.
Available now for pre-release
showing in the large American
cities.
W W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifih Avenue. New York City
Ptstributinti through PATH!: Iwfuinptjmorponitcxi
Foreign Dietnbutor.J Frank BrockJiss.liu.7W-7« Ave.
/ft vWSRM

LUBLINER

&

TRINZ

CIRCUIT

Chicago

Intensely competitive conditions exist now in the Chicago
territory for big screen productions. Four circuit organizations are combing the market
for the biggest pictures.
This Lubliner & Trinz Circuit,
one of the nation's biggest big
city factors, controlling large
houses backed by able showmanship, has booked
J.Parker

Read

presentation

Jr. s
of

LOUISE

GLAUM

"By C.Gardner

Sullivan

Personally

supervised

by Allan Dwan

Every first run and circuit in Chicago awaited the arrival of prints
on this big special, promising immediate playing dates and expressing complete willingness to shelve other pictures to give "Sahara"
precedence over everything else.
From the box office angle, this is the greatest woman's picture of the
past twenty-four months in the motion picture industry.
W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATHf: Erchanpe. Incorporated
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Defense

Of

A

Woman

Millionsof Americans know daredevil,
loyal Fighting Dick Gale as well as if
he were a member of their own
families.
Millions know Nell, the fair-haired
sweetheart, and Mercedes, the beautiful, persecuted Spanish girl.
Millions

remember villainous revengeful Rojas, the bandit leader.

Millions remember Blanco Sol, Diablo
and the famous Belding white horses.
The several million copies of the famous novel have made you, the exhibitors, that many millions of additional patrons for the

Benjamin R Hampton
£Eltinge
F! Warner's
presentation
of

EY'S
GR
ZANE
most powerful
picture

DESERT

GOLD
Directed by
T HAVES HUNTER.
With an all-star cast:
t. ICLINCOLN
MARGERY WILSON
W. LAWSON BUTT
WALTER LONG
EDWARD (OXEN
RUSSELL SIMPSON

Y* ISON
EILEEN
UR PERC
ARTH
MORR
FRANK LANNING
FRANK BROWNLEE
WILLIAM BAINBRIDGE

Just produced and shortly ready for
pre-release in the larger cities as the
first of the Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.,
made under the personal supervision of
the author.
You can throw out four or five average pictures to make room for this
remarkable production.

W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PATHI; Exchange, Incorporated
Foroiy}ii Distributoi ,J Vrank Brockliss. Inc. 729-7^ Ave.
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EXHIBITORS

Current

HERALD

Releases
ALL

FOX

Salome

Xo.
Reels

Productions

I Would

Excel

Miserables

Victory
Subject
The Wilderness Trail...
The Coming of the Law
Hell Roarin' Refor.n...
Fighting for Gold
Fame and Fortune......
Treat 'Em Rough
Mr. Logan. U. S. A
The Sneak
The Divorce Trap
Kultur
Pitfalls of a Big City...
The Call of the Soul . . . .
The Strange Woman...
The Forbidden Room...
Putting One Over
Help! and
Help'Pluck
Police!
Luck
Xever Sav Quit
I'll Say So
On the Jump

Pictures

Xo.
Star
Reels
.Tom Mix
5
. Tom Mix
5
. Tom Mix
5
. Tom Mix
5
. Tom Mix
5
.Tom Mix
5
.Tom Mix
5
. Gladys Brockwell
5
. Gladys Brockwell
5
. Gladys Brockwell
5
. Gladys Brockwell
5
. Gladys Brockwell
5
. Gladys Brockwell /. 3
.Gladys Brockwell
5
. George W alsh
5
.George Walsh
5
.George Walsh
5
.George Walsh
5
.George Walsh
5
.George Walsh
5

The

Lucky Thirteen
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells
Roaring Lions on the Midnight Express
A Milk-Fed Vamp
Shadows of Her Pest
A Tight Squeeze
His Smashing Career
The Son of a Gun
A Xeighbor's Keyhole
Damaged-Xo
Goods
A Self-Made
Wild Women
and Tame
Lions Lady
Hungry Lions in a Hospital
Are Married Policemen Safe?

Not Marry

Pictures

Subject
Rose of the West
When Fate Decides
The Love That Dares
The Danger .Zone
Gambling in Souls
Cheating Herself
Cowardice Court
The Rebellious Bride
Caught in the Act
Marriages Are Made
Be a Little Sport
Words and Music By —
Married in Haste

FOX

of the Sea

Prussian Cur

The Land of the Free
(Life of General Pershing)
Why

Available

EXTRAORDINARY

Les

Pictures

Subject
Star
The Lone Star Ranger William Farnum.
The Man Hunter
William Farnum .
The Jungle Trail
William Farnum .
Riders of the Purple Sage . .William Farnum.
For Freedom
William Farnum.
The Rainbow Trail
William Farnum.
A Woman There Was
Theda Bara
When Men Desire
Theda Bara
The Siren's Song
Theda Bara
The She-Devil
Theda Bara
My Little Sister
Evelvn Xesbit. . .

The

NOW

Queen

Cleopatra

Standard

MOTOGRAPHY

EXCHANGES

PRODUCTIONS

Special

A X D

Xo.
Reels
Star
Madlaine Traverse .
Madlaine Traverse.
Madlaine Traverse .
Madlaine Traverse.
Madlaine Traverse .
Peggy H viand
Peggy H viand
Peggy Hyland
Peggy Hyland
Peggy Hyland
Albert Ray
\lbert Ray
Albert Rav

FILM

Mutt

and Jeff
Animated Cartoons
Sweet PapaBud Fisher's
Oh ! Teacher
Downstairs and Up
Pigtails and Peaches
Look Pleasant. Please
The
Cave
Man's Bride
Seeing
Things
A Prize Fright
Pets
HandsandUp Pests
Subbing for Tom Mix
A Cow's Husband
Out and In Again
The Shell Game
\\ ild Waves and Angry
Left Sidney
at the Post
Sir
Women
Fireman. Save My Ch.ild!

CORPORATION
13
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ar

building your business for the
future. Put in the screen magazine of vision — the Ford Educational Weekly. It thinks ahead
with the Patrons that pay — the

FITZPATRICK
and Mcelroy
Ch.ica.qo
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR, CQ
Motion Picture
Laboratories

people whose word of judgment
sends friends to your theatre. It
shows them the triumphs of industrial America in which they
hope to share. It carries them to
lands they expect to visit. It has
the quality these people appreciate
— the solid perfection of the thing
with a future. Make it a part of
your program today.

FORD

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY
Clip, Fill Out and Mail
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation,
469 Fifth Ave.,
New York City.
Send me, free of rental, one issue of the Ford
Educational Weekly. I will pay expressage from
and to nearest Goldwyn office.
Manager,

EXHIBITORS

Get

HERALD

Your

S.

R.

tj In

speaking

revivals,

of

" A

''Police",

the

"The

"The

success

revivals)

was

^

Book

Show",
"Shang-

Review

idea

says:

(the Chaplin
most

thor-

Theatre

Rialto

by

only."

also the

picture,
Chaplin
any World
Film

I » ,.-

and

demonstrated

and

Ready

Revivals

the

York

of the

room

them

in

Bank"

oughly at the

standing

Signs

Essanay -Chaplin

Night

haied", The New

^

O.

MOTOGRAPHY

Chaplin

Essanay-

for

AND

new

"Triple

Essanay-

Trouble"

at

Exchange.

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
George Kleine System
Distributors
15

, ,.\
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EXHIBITORS

HERALD

You

Can

AND

Have

Making

Lots

MOTOGRAPHY

of Fun

Money

Why not ? Even the Exhibitors laugh at
the Taylor Holmes Comedies. His humor
is contagious.
Think of the exhibitors who in addition
to pocketing profits — are laughing with
their audiences.

M 9

Wise is the showman who compels his
audiences to leave his house with that
feeling of good humored content.
They'll surely come back for more.
Lose no time. Start at once to create
the Holmes Habit of Happy Patronage.

\

SCREEN
TAYLOR
/

\

HOLMES
in

"Upside
Down"
Then if vou haven't alreadv shown "It's
a Bear," "A Regular Fellow" and 'Taxi,"
you'll
demand.be compelled to do so by papular
Each Holmes comedy teems with laughable but logical situations. They grip because they're human.
Released by
Triangle Distributing Corp.
1457 Broadwav
New York

m

'A
7

1

Oscar Apfel has turned out in this publication
an idyllic little story, half romance, half satire,
that is as pleasantly refreshing as the breath of
Spring. Evelyn Greeley, as the child of innocence
unspoiled by education and a foe of hypocrisy,
achieves some of the best work of her career.
Honors must be given to the star for a penetrating

and pleasing delineation of character. Because of
the unusual nature of the story exhibitors may be
a bit chary about trying it out upon their public,
but with the ever present demand for the unique
there should be no question of its satisfying
powers.

Exhibitors Herald and Motography

=5

will be mystified, thrilled,
and then given the surprise
of their lives at the end.
Not one out of fifty who
see the picture will ever
guess the finish.

WILLIAM

RUSSELL
IN

William Russell will win
thousands of new friends
for himself by his splendid
work in this production.
SPORTING
William Russell Productions
Now Available:
"Hobbs in a Harry"
"All the World to Nothing"
"When a Man Rides Alone"
"Where the West Begin*"
' 'Brass Buttons' '
"Some Liar"

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

CHANCE

BY

STEPHEN

OIRECTEO

PRODUCTIONS

BY

FOX

HENRY

Distributed

KINO

by PATHE

1

A

"

A most bizarre, amazing
and unusual story is unfolded. Your audiences

JACQUES

o&ghe

SILVER

A

drama

of

the

which
again
of

y ROBERT
d

FRANK

NORTH

of

the

Jeep-snow

Canadian
virile

seen

chest

BRADBURY

HOWARD

NORTH

CLARK

Northwest,

Mitchell

as
and

a

lands

Lewis

Canuck,

great

of

in
is

strong
heart.
Directed by
NORVAL

MacGREGOR

MITCHELL

LEWIS
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in

THE

and

thinking

PRESENT

in

THE

Book

ing

Christie

ing in the

Specials

specials

present

and

will

BOOK

SUPREME
SYSTEM,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

p

work-

the

future

e

c

1 a 1 s'

CRESCENT
FILM CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

PLAYERS

207 South

* "S

for

both

THROUGH

A. H. BLANK
ENTERPRISES
OMAHA, NEB.

CELEBRATED

be

thinking

Are

That

FUTURE

Wabash

Avenue,

Inc.

FILM

CORP.

CHICAGO

MID-WEST
DISTRIBUTING
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

12

CO.

*

EXHIBITORS

New

TO

THE

HERALD

York City

AND

lz

MOTOGRAPHY

Los Angeles

TRADE:

In the selection of the above insignia
trade-mark I have been governed by a desire
make it mean something more than merely the
necessary stamp for commercial protection.

as my
to

I want this trade-mark to represent the
collective signature of myself and organization as
affixed to a guarantee.
A guarantee that the
production so marked has attained or surpassed
the standard set by "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
"Stella Maris," "M'Liss," "The Unpardonable Sin,"
and "Daddy Long Legs . "
In the past it has been the custom of producing organizations to carelessly and indiscriminately place their trade-mark on productions
whether good, bad, or indifferent.
Such practice
has caused the average trade-mark to mean nothing
to the exhibitor or public insofar as quality is
concerned.
This latter condition is the very
thing I want to avoid, and in order to establish
and conserve the integrity of the above trademark it will be my policy not to release any
production falling below the aforementioned
standard .

Marshall Neilan Productions
Capitol Theatre Building
New York City

Released through
The First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, Incorporated
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HERALD

KEEP
Don't

THE

Let

Hot

AND

CROWD

MO

TO GRAPH

Y

COMING

Weather

Stop

Them

Be prepared early. Fans will cost mure later, if you can
get them at all.
Universal

Fans

Get

The 8 and 10-inch Universal Fans are a mighty good buy.
Can use them anywhere, on either A. C. or D. C. current. No
adjusting needed.
Westinghouse and Menominee Fans, in larger sizes.
Specify whether for A. C. or D. C.
Place Your Order NOW. One show on a hot day without fans will drive away endugh trade to pay for all the fans
vou will need, twice over.

Universal Fans
Either A. C. or D. C.
110-volt 220-volt
8-inch straight
$ 9.00 $10.50
8-inch oscillating
15.00 16.05
10-inch oscillating
18.00

12-inch
12-inch
16-inch
16-inch

Menominee Fans
60110Cycle
C. 110 v.
D. C.220 v.
v. 220A. v.
straight $23.16 $25.05 $21.76 $24.53
oscillating ....26.90 28 8J 25.51 28.34
straight
25.51 27.36 24.07 26.90
oscillating
29.22 31.17 27.88 30.71

Fans

Westinghouse Fans
110 Volt, 60 Cycle, A. C. or D. C.
12-inch straight ..
. 32.00
12-inch oseillat'ing
16-inch
straight ..
29.50
..$24.50
36.50
16-inch oscillating

BARGAINS IN USED MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT
2 — Simplex regular equipment machines with 110-volt.
ture and stereopticon lenses, less rheostats, in excellent condition, each
$200.00
60-cycle
motors,speed
largecontrols,
2,000-ft.complete
Magaz'incs
late
style friction
withandlenses,
-Power's
6 Machine,lenses,
hand less
driven,
complete with picture 85.00
less rheostats, each
$250.00
and
stereopticon
rheostat
Standard latest Master Model Machines, large lamp
2 — Simplex machines with 110-volt, 60-cycle motors, comBell & Howell
housesreels,
with rewinds
2,000-ft. and
Magazines,
hand-driven, 100.00
turepleteand withstereopticon
lenses,lamp
less houses,
rheostats,motion
eachpic- 200.00
with
lenses, complete,
each
I— less
Simplex
hand-driven
machine,
complete
with
lenses,
1912
Model
Motiograph.
all
in
perfect
mechanical
rheostat
165.00
condition,
hand driven, complete with lenses, hut no 100.00
rheostat
1— 1916 Motiograph motor driven with 110-volt, 60-cycle
1909 Model Motiographs. in extra good mechanical
motor, lenses,
large complete
2,000-ft. Magazines,
picture and stereopticon
less rheostat
175.00 2— condition,
complete with lenses, each
50. CO
Douhle
stereopticon machine, nearly new,
3— motors,
Power's 6-A
Machines,
driven, 110-volt,
60-cycle
1- complete dissolving
complete
with motor
large 2,000-ft.
Magazines,
picwith rheostats and lenses
85.00
A. C. to D. C. Motor Generator Sets
1 -Douhle
50
Trail
svcrter,
220-volt,
60-cycle,
3-phase, with
Rexlux 50 Ampere Machine with panel board
panel board, complete
S25C.00 1- •Wotten
complete with ammeters, completely overhauled, 2201— 50Ft. Ampere
Wayne Machine
Generatorwith
set, panel
220-volt,
60-cycle,
3-phase,
volt,
single
phase. 60-cycle
$200.00
hoard mounted with 2 110-volt, 60-cycle
fans, slightly used, each.. 22.50
volt and ammeter, complete
250.00 I 110-volt. 60-cycle oscillating
straight Westinghouse fan
18.50

Exhibitors

Supply Co., 845 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago

Branch Sales Offices:
107 Mailer. Bldg., CHICAGO
157 N. Illinois St., INDIANAPOLIS
133 Second St., MILWAUKEE
■
24
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Exhibitors

Kansas
Louis

and

from
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receive

A X D
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from
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St.

Paul

Exhibitors

Motography

the

to

to St.
Herald

day

after

Herald

and

publication.
0=0

The

Exh

gives

Motography
to

exhibitors

and

ibitors

in

the

the

any special information
plied gratis by the Exhibitors

Herald

FIRST

Middle

West

West.

O

-and

news

and Motography

=Q

you

may

Herald

want

will be sup-

and Motography.

and
/ Motography
xh^\"
417
S. Dearborn
Street,
Chicago

Is Only a Dollar a Year

Place my name on your
list for HERALD SERVICE

If You

Are

Not

Already

a Subscriber
SUBSCRIBE

TODAY
25

/
City
State

He«w
Send me E*hibit°r»
/ andandMotography
for one year.
e*vm„t

NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

Big Publishing Companies Break Away From
S. A. A. C. Music Trust
31
Friends of Censorship in Illinois in Desperate
Fight to Pass Bill
31
Arthur James to Direct Publicity and Advertising for William Fox
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SUSPICION
FIVE

REEL

SUPER

PRODUCTION

featuring
GRACE
WARREN

DAVISON

COOK
AND ALL STAR

WILMUTH
CAST

MERKYL

An amazingly clever and keen photo drama of the husband,
his wife and the man whom suspicion said was her lover.

A

PLAY

AND

OF

HUMAN

HUMAN

If you know a man
to this picture.

PASSIONS

WEAKNESSES

who does not trust his wife — take him

If you know a wife who
her this picture.

is innocent, but tempted — show
\ i

"Suspicion" is a machine-gun roll of hits — a series of exciting secret service crises, linked with the powerful story
of the husband

into whose ears the world whispers:

"Your

Wife Is False."

SILEE

Phone

FILM
EXCHANGE
LEE HERZ, President
Harrison 3742
Consumers
CHICAGO, ILL.

Now

Showing — Band Box Theatre,
Loop For Indefinite Run
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Geo. Kleine System

A

RADICALLY new yet thoroughly Bane and
practical plan of distribution is announced and
identified with no less a name than tliat of George
Kleine.
Following the closing of the branch offices of the
George Kleine System several months ago it was
known that Mr. Kleine was only withdrawing momentarily from the active forum of the industry for
the purpose of perfecting plans for a scheme of distribution which would minimize existing ills and
afford a more thorough cultivation of the individual
territories, resulting in lower distribution costs and
consequently rental prices more favorable to the exhibitor.
The new plan is disclosed in an announcement this
week.
In brief, it provides for a nation-wide alliance of
exchanges of an independent character. The individual exchanges are to be headed by local film men
with records of success in the various territories, who
may be presumed to know local conditions intimately.
According to the plan, Mr. Kleine will finance or
assist in financing the individual exchanges and will
arrange for satisfactory product for publication
through the various offices.
The Kleine plan is distinctly novel and suggests
tremendous possibilities.
It has long been the belief of the well informed
that the independent exchange is destined to become
a powerful factor in distribution. Obviously, the independent manager of wide local acquaintance and
thorough knowledge of his territory is in a position
to get results both in renting film and rendering a
satisfactory service to his clientele. Insufficient
finances and lack of satisfactory product have been
the factors largely responsible for the slow development of independent exchanges.
Very wisely under the Kleine plan managerial ability is to be the first consideration, but for obvious
reasons personal investment of heads of the various
individual exchanges is to be encouraged. Such a
partnership plan should attain a maximum efficiency,

2'J

with benefits for the organization itself, the independent producer and the exhibitor.
Mr. Kleine's announcement will be received with
great interest by the trade at large. It is a distinct
contribution to current thought on distribution. And
the association of the name of George Kleine with
the project will commend it for especial consideration.
The New

York

Victory

Till-] censorship ordinance proposed for the City
of New York has been decisively beaten and the
committee of the aldermanic board in rejecting the
measure thoroughly agrees with the contentions of
the industry and emphasizes particularly the fact
that existing laws are sufficient to cope with any
contingency.
To the victory over the proponents in twenty-two
states of the Union during the current legislative
season may now be added the Xew York triumph.
To appreciate fully the New York victory it must
be noted that while the contest was not of long duration, a violent and determined fight was made to
saddle the ordinance upon the metropolis. The assault called for a competent and aggressive defense,
which was promptly supplied by Gabriel L. Hess,
chairman of the anti-censorship committee of the
National Association.
Mr. Hess and his associates are to be complimented
warmly upon their clean-cut victory.
The

Co nvention

THE coming convention of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of America is fortunately timed.
There are many intricate and far-reaching problems
which demand the consideration of exhibitors.
Having dropped from the schedule of the meeting
the time-wasting by-play that has characterized previous exhibitors' conventions there is an excellent
chance of making this session one of the genuine
accomplishment.
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Close-Ups

Don't
Forget
The M. P. E. of A. ConventionNext Week — June 25, 26, 27 and 28 — at
St. Louis.
Carl Lae.mmle was a Chicago visitor, on
Wednesday.
Francis Ford opened his new studio at
Hollywood recently with a dance and buffet
luncheon.
George D. Baker, who was recently
signed to direct a series of Cosmopolitan
Productions, has started his first feature.
Mary Miles Minter is taking her first
vacation in three years. With her mother,
sister and grandmother, she is at Atlantic
City.
Jean Wall has been selected by Universal to open an exchange for the company
in Mexico City.
Grace Darling has joined the Goldwyn
forces, having signed a contract for three
years. Her first picture will be "The Silver
Horde," from Rex Beach's popular novel.
Peggy Wood will appear in support of
Will
stories.Rogers in his Goldwyn "Billy Fortune"
Chicago will soon lead the world in big
motion picture theatres. Aschf.r Brothers
are about to build a o.OOO-seat house.
Dr. W. E. Schallenbergek, of the Arrow
Film Corporation, New York, was a recent
Chicago visitor.
Eugene Strong, after finishing "The
Vengeance
of Durand"'
withmanAlice
has been engaged
as leading
for Joyce,
a new
production under the direction of Leander
De Cordova and Burton King to be published by Independent Sales Company.
Howard Jose has a visit from burglars at
his home in Weehawken, N. J., recently.
Among the valuables taken was a ring presented to him by Enrico Caruso at the time
Mr. Jose directed "My Cousin."

George Ingersol, well-known magazine
writer, has been selected to take charge of
the press work in connection with Eminent
Authors' Pictures, Inc.
Governor Alfred E. Smith of New York
posed for a scene in "The Volcano," Autrialgustus
drama. Thomas' recently completed indusFraxkie Lee, juvenile star in "The Westerners." whoPickford
has appeared
recent pictures
with Mary
and inDorothy
Dalton.
celebrated his seventh birthday a few davs
Elsie Janis has been signed to appear in
a special production for Lewis J. Selznick.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis postcard from
Hong Kong that they are having a merry
old time looking over the Orient.
versal to prepare screen script for J. G.
Hawks' ''Sundown Trail," which is to star
Monroe Salisbury, has been taken ill with
typhoid fever. Waldemar Young will complete the scenario for him.
Jacob Glucksmax, who represents the
Glucksmann Brothers, exporters to South
America,
sari" fromreturned
Bahia. last week on the "VaMargaret Campbell. notable stage
beauty, and Christine Mayo, emotional leading woman, are among the recent additions
to the film colonv at Lds Angeles.
Martin Johnson, who is in the South
Seas securing pictures for Robertson-Cole,
is believed to have reached New Hebrides,
having sent mail from Sydney five weeks
ago.
Grace Carlyle, who was last seen on
Broadway
in "A hasStitch
Time"by atOscar
the
Fulton Theatre,
been insigned
Apfel to support Evelyn Greeley in "Bringing Up Allison,
Betty." Metro star, has sold her
May
turkey ranch at Saugus. Cal., thereby losing a valuable source of publicity.
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of the
Pioneer Film Corporation, was in Chicago
the greater part of the present week.

By J. R. M.
Who's next —
It has started — the wave of "Broken"
pictures. nounced"Broken
last week. Butterfly" was anCan't Beat Em —
N. Y. business men composing the
Broadway Association adopted the catch
line
thought
now "Give
B. S. a Moss
chipsto inBroadway"
and says and
its
too bad the printer omitted the word
"the" before "Broadway." Mr. Moss, you
know, runs the Broadway theatre.
Let George Do It —
Among andthetraining
jobs wethose
don'toctopusses
want is
feeding
J. E. Williamson is going to raise on
his West Indies island.
YesFord
Indeed
—
Educational
Weeklies are becoming as popular as Ford cars. It
seems that anything Henry puts his hand
to
suits.is destined to fame, including libel
Sounds Interesting
The cabareteria is the latest thing at
Universal City. Between traysful of selfservice food the stars dance the Monroe
Salisbury glide, the Dorothy Phillips
trot, Priscilla Dean "shimmie" and Harry
Carey cowboy one-step.
Story of a Close-up —
Terry Ramsaye kicks in with this
story. You know Terry. His stuff's always good:
When J. Pierpont Morgan was down
in Washington the other day to testify
in the Senate's
treaty
leak inquiryCarl
he
decided
not to be
photographed.
Turnage, a Kinograms camera man had
another notion. He set up his motion
picture camera at a strategic position
on the roadway and had an obliging
friend fall down in the road in front
of Mr. Morgan's taxi. The friend was
only slightly injured and Kinograms got
an excellent close-up of Mr. Morgan
who got out to stand by and see what
had happened.
A new film company has been
Haformed
Ha— in Chicago. It will produce
three features a year of "the very best
quality and artistic settings."

DRACTICALLY
all the greatest poster
artists are in the Ritchey organization,
and every one of them has wonderful
►
knowledge of advertising values; that is why our
posters get astounding results,- they are the most powerful posters that can be made!
Ettcfjep Hitfjo. Corporation
The greateat organization of po»ter specialists in the world!
Phone Chel»ea 8388
406 West 31st Street, New York
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Censorship

Friends

In Desperate Fight
To Pass Their Bill
Illinois House
Is Rushed
With Work As Last
Day Approaches
SPRINGFIELD. ILL.— Although advocates of censorship are making a desperate effort to have the House pass the
Buck motion picture censorship bill before adjournment early Thursday morning, it is very probable that the bill will
not be reached by the present legislature.
Business far more important in the
eyes of representatives is piled up and
must be acted upon. So great is the crush
of business that the new direct primary
law and the congressional reapportionment measure, which are ahead of the
censorship bill, may not be reached.
for the fight,
passage
of Chicago's
which therebond
is abills,
determined
are
taking up considerable time.
Censorship advocates are lobbying
actively for their bill, as they fear that
failure to pass the censorship law at this
session may mean its permanent defeat.
Adjournment was expected last Saturday, but the session was continued three
days.
Report Famous Now Owns
Moss Houses in Gotham
NEW YORK. — It is declared on good
authority that the Famous Players- Lasky
Corporation has purchased theatres p*
the B. S. Moss Company in New York,
including the Broadway. Regent, 81st
Street. Jefferson. Hamilton. Moss. Avenue A, and Prospect.
The theatres, it is said, are to be operated on the same basis as the Strand.
Rivoli and Rialto. indicating that vaudeville will be eliminated entirely.
George D. Baker Signed
By International Film
NEW YORK. — George D. Baker has
been signed by the International Film
Service Company. Inc.. to direct a series
of Cosmopolitan productions for publication through the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
For several years Mr. Baker was witli
Metro. He left that company several
weeks ago. announcing his intention of
free lancing.
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Eve

Trust
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Fight

of Annual

Convention at St. Louis, June 25-28
Almost on the eve of the first annual convention of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of America. Inc.. where exhibitors expected to open up a finish
light with the Society of American Authors and Composers — the "music
trust" — the Broadway Music Corporation, one of the largest music publishing companies in United States, announced its withdrawal from the
"trust" and instructed its agents to permit theatres to play all of its music
without paying tribute to the S. A. A. C.
The action of the Broadway Music Corporation follows a similar decision by YYaterson. Berlin and Snyder, and is believed tu be the forerunner
of the complete breaking down of the "trust."
Complete Victory Is Now at Hand
With a large choice of popular as well as classical music to select from,
exhibitors believe that it will be an easy matter to conduct their playhouses without paying taxe* to the trust.
Both \\ aterson. Berlin and Snyder and the Broadway Music Corpora"trust" and instructed its agents to permit theatres to play all of its music
without paying tribute to the S. A. A. C.
Chairman of the Convention CommitA hint that the Broadway Music Cortee Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu. who is in
poration was about to break away from
the social side of the gatherthe music organization was given by chargeing, hasofarranged
for a banquet at the
officers of the Motion Picture ExhibiMission Inn. an evening at Forest Park
tors of America. Inc.. several weeks ago. Highlands, a trip on the river and a ball
Officers of the association have been at the Coliseum.
He is anxious to have several motion
active in an effort to settle the entire
picture stars attend the convention and
question before the annual convention
lend their presence to the ball, which
which opens at St. Louis next Wednespromises to be well attended.
day, June 25 and will continue to SatAt the suggestion of John C. Ragland. St. Louis manager for Select, it
urday. June 28.
has been decided to take a motion picOther Matters Are Pending
ture with local talent during the convention.
The music tax. however, is but one
of several important questions to be
Big Delegations Expected
discussed at the convention. Advance
Delegations from all parts of the
deposits, censorship, and other matters country are expected. Especially large
are on the schedule for discussion.
groups from
Indianapolis.
Minneapolis.Chicago.
Omaha. Denver
Kansas City,
Cincinnati and Cleveland are promised.
Business sessions will be at the Statler
Hotel, and exhibitors from many cities
have already made reservations at this
hotel.

North Will Handle
Short Subjects for Fox
Tom North, head of the special feature department for Pathe, has resigned
to accept a similar position with the Fox
Film Corporation. He will handle Sunshine comedies. Mutt and Jeff and other
special short reels.
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Tom

Proctor Returns to N. Y.
Ralph O. Proctor, assistant general
manager of the United Artists' Corporation, the "Big Four," spent a few days in
Chicago this week for the purpose of_ closing several important contracts for "United
Artists"
Mr. Proctor returned to
New Yorkproduct.
on Wednesday.

C.

Break

ROYAL

Republic. Kans.HERALD
TO EXHIBITORS
AND MOTOGRAPHY;
Enclosed
find check.
We
need your valued paper in the
small town even more than you
think.
The department "What
The Picture Did For Me," is
very valuable to us in selecting
films. Keep Herald coming to
]'ours truly,
( Signed ) G. G. XUTTER.
I Royal Theatre. Republic, Kan.
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FRANK RKMBIMH,
National
secretary
of M. P. E.next
of A.creek.
holding
first annual convention
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Publicity
William

Corporation

After

Fox
Four

Years

Service — Will Re-organize Publicity
Department for Fox
Arthur James, at present publicity and and has been instrumental in raising advertising standards in the industry.
advertising director of the Metro Pictures Corporation, and who has been
Welcomed by Sheehan
identified with the growth of that organ"We welcome Mr. James in the Fox
ization since its beginning four years ago,
will on June 23 take over the general organization and regard him as the leading exponent of motion picture advertisdirection of the publicity and advertising
of the Fox Film Corporation. Mr. James
ing the general
publicity,"
said of
Winfield
Sheehan,
manager
Fox FilmR.
will make his headquarters in New York.
Corporation.
Under the new arrangement Mr. James
"Mr. James will direct the general adwill reorganize the publicity forces,
vertising campaigns of the Fox Film Corwhich now extend around the world.
poration in America, as well as throughIn addition to representatives in London
out
all
foreign
countries in which we
and continental cities, there will be staff
members in the principal centers of the have branches."
United States who will be in direct contact with local publicity conditions, giv- Whartons to Produce
ing the Fox exhibitors the advantage of
At San Antonio July 1
expert-on-the-ground service. The pubSAN ANTONIO, TEX.— Work of relicity policy in its entirety will not be announced until July first.
modeling buildings at Exposition Park
for use as studio headquarters of the San
Started as Newspaper Man
Before entering the motion picture field Antonio Pictures Corporation is nearing
Mr. James was a newspaper man with a completion, according to Maclyn Arof the new motion piclong experience in New York and other buckle,turepresident
concern. As soon as the elaborate
cities. He was for seven years city editor
equipment that has been orof the New York Morning Telegraph and electrical
arrives and has been installed the
also was Sunday editor of that paper, studio dered
will be ready for business, said
and prior to this connection was in Mr. Arbuckle.
He estimated that affairs
1.should be in shape to permit actual picture making to get under way about July
L. D. Wharton, vice-president and
general manager of the company, is
scheduled to return to San Antonio soon,
but has been detained by the illness of
his mother in New York. When he does
arrive it is expected that he will be accompanied byhis camera operators.
Another Big Theatre
Will Be Erected for

AM I III It JAMES.
Celebrated publicist, «h<> head* the Wllllan Poa world-wide adTertlalng and
publicity organisation,
charge of the publicity department of the
Hampton Advertising Agency, directing
the publicity for the American Tobacco
Company,
the I)ubusinesses.
I'ont I'ovvder Company
and
other larj;e
He left the \forning Telegraph to reorganize the publicity department >i the
Mutual Film Corporation, and after fourteen months joined Metro, where he attracted national attention with a .cries
of successful campaigns. He was the
first utilize the color insert in the field

Chicago South Side
Ascher Brothers, motion • picture theatre operators and owners, are to erect
a half million dollar motion picture theatre and business block at the southeast
corner of Sixty-third street and Marshfield avenue, Chicago.
The playhouse is to have a seating
capacity of 5,000 and will be one of the
finest in all of its details of any in the
country. It will be on a lot !»."> x IS.*), just
purchased from Blair McElroy of Chicago for a consideration of $70,000.
It is the second large motion picture
theatre proposed for Sixty-third street.
Chicago. Balaban and Katz, owners of
the Riviera and Central l'ark theatres,
are to erect a 5,000 scat house at Sixtythird street and Cottage drove avenue.
Let Wilkesbarre Contract
Wl I.KESBARRE. PA.— The contract
for building the Metropolitan Theatre in
Public Square has been let by the Metropolitan Amusement Company to Brieg
Brothers, of Scranton. The theatre will
seat 2,500 people and will cost approximately1.(200,000. It is expected to open
December
32

Snapshot of cornerstone of tbe new Fox
Film Corporation's
$2,500,000
ing' in New York
City* lluildFirst National Exchange
At Minneapolis Is Moved
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— The Minneapolis First National Exchange has
moved from the Film Exchange Building to new and larger quarters on the
fourth floor of the Loeb Arcade. J. F.
Cubberly, manager of the local office, is
this week supervising the carpenters,
painters and other workmen who are
busy getting the exchange into first class
shape. New racks and new slide cases
have been provided, and all the stock
is being inventoried and placed in the
best possible condition.
New systems of bookkeeping, accounting, shipping, handling of paper and inspection, are also being installed. All of
the prints are being rennovated. In fact,
it is a general house cleaning on the
part of Mr. Cubberly, who found the old
offices too cramped to comfortably accommodate the rapid expansion of busiA projection room
is being
operatedness.in connection
with the
new office,
abuilding.
feature that was lacking at the other
Oklahoma City to Have
$350,000 Picture House
WICHITA. KAN.— Witchita men are
promoting a motion picture theatre for
Oklahoma City, the cost of which is
given at $350,000, The Witchita men in
the deal are C. C. McCollister, Tom C.
Noftzger, W. 1). Jochems, and J. H.
Cooper. A ninety-nine year lease has
been taken on a 7.1-foot frontage in Main
street.
New 'Frisco Playhouse
SAN FRANCISCO. CAE. — A new
photoplay theatre has been opened up on
West Seventh street, between Hartford
and Garland streets, with Chester F.
Bailey as director, Walter II. Cree manager and J. M. Leonard projectionist.
Tlie
will be known as the "Playsented.theatre
house." and notable stars arc to be pre-
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NEW YORK. — Action of the Board of Aldermen in killing the proposed censorship of motion picture films in New York City is regarded
by officers of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry as
a body blow at censorship throughout the United States.
The indictment of the entire theory of censorship, contained in the
report of the Committee on General Welfare, is considered one of the most
powerful and convincing arguments on the question yet brought forth.
Believed to Have Killed Agitation
The decisiveness of the aldermen's action is believed to have permanently discouraged censorship agitation here. The organizations and individuals backing the proposed ordinance included practically every friend
censorship has in the city. Their defeat is taken as assurance that the
motion picture industry will not be subjected to the whims of an arbitrary
power of censorship at any future time.
Penal Code to bring to punishment any
The author of the proposed ordinance
was Alderman Augustus M. Wise. Hear- exhibitor who transgresses the law.
ing on the measure was held by the
Must Look to Courts
Committee on General Welfare three
The provisions of the Penal Law inweeks ago. After considering the testimony offered in executive session, the
vests the courts with authority to detercommittee recommended to the Board
mine when pictures even tend to the
of Aldermen that the ordinance be corruption of morals. And if we cannot
tabled. The aldermen adopted the report depend upon our courts of justice to
without discussion.
enforce a penal law drawn with such a
broad and comprehensive scope, then it
The opinion, written by Alderman
is time to consider the whole structure
William T. Collins, chairman of the comupon which our Government rests, says
mittee, states that the members are conopinion.
fident there is ample provision in the theContinuing
the opinion says that the
committee does not believe that the adm
i
nistration of the criminal law has
II!"!' I.IIH11
.iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiKg
broken down, "nor that our courts are
unable to cope with the evil sought to
I THE CASE AGAINST
be remedied by this ordinance. The advocates of the proposed ordinance sugFILM CENSORSHIP |
gest an abandonment of a court proceeding and a substitute of a censorship
| "The committee does not be- | by the Commissioner of Licenses to de| lieve that the administration of |
termine in advance what pictures may or
I criminal law has broken down j may not be exhibited. If such legislation
I nor that our courts are unable | as this may be enacted, it can be followed by the censorship of plays and
S to cope with the evil sought |
the author compelled to submit his man§ to be remedied by this ordi- j
uscript, or the censorship of the press
and the news items and editorials in our
| nance. . . .
| "If the good people who are § daily
subjected be
to allowed.
the censor's
K. papers
before publication
1 seeking the enactment of this | O. "Your
committee believes that the
| ordinance — and their purpose | broadest liberty of the citizens should be
in the matter of free speech
1 is certainly to be commended — | preserved
in whatever manner this freedom
| should report every picture ex- | and
1 hibitor who
offends against | be manifested, be it in speaking, printing, paintings, or pictures, subject alby the exhibi- j
decency
j public
ways,
to prosecution
vio| tion of risque or suggestively j
lationof course,
either of the
penal laws for
or libel
laws.
If
this
ordinance
becomes
opera|
I indecent pictures, to the Comand the time should ever come
1 missioner of Licenses, in a very j when tive,
the censor, through caprice or
|
exhibof
class
that
time
| short
favoritism, pass unfit and indecent pic1 itors, to whom the box office j
tures and perrrit their exhibition, would
1 receipts are everything and the | we not be driven to invoke the courts
1 public morals nothing, would | and call upon them to enforce the penal
aire ady on the statute book, and
1 be driven from the motion pic- j law
which we are now asked to put aside as
."
too
cumbersome
and slow?
.
.
s.
busines
1 ture
|
Extracts
from the report of the §
Quotes
Late
Mayor Gaynor
| Committee on General Welfare of the j
"Your committee is opposed to any
| Board of Aldermen in New York g individual
being invested with such
1 city recommending that censorship j
| not be adopted.
j oower. The late Mayor Gaynor. in disap roving ofa censorship ordinance sevP ,:niF.i. i't "mi]'.nii'iii!llini!<ii1irnniii: ri:.iiinni;iiii.;;i!inn :iui i niinniiiniirnin^
eral years ago, said: 'Ours is a Govern33

ment of free speech and free press, that
is
the committee
corner stonebelieves
of free that
Government.'
Your
the safer
way is to stick to a Government of laws
and not of enacting in the capacity of
censors or monitors, or under whatever
title its autocratic character may be disguised. The constitution and the law
should be the effective weapon in the
righteous pursuit of crime, and it will be
a sorry day when they are set side and
we go back to a resoldering of the fetters in the shape of censorships.
"It may well be that among the thousands of pictures which are annually exhibited in this city, that there is an
occasional one which offends public decency, and your committee is of the
opinion that when such an exhibition
occurs the prosecuting officers of the
various counties should vigorously and
determinedly enforce section 1140 section A of the Penal Law.
Reformers Misdirect Energy
"Your committee is convinced," concludes the report, "if the good people
who are seeking the enactment of this
ordinance — and their purpose is certainly
to be commended — should report every
picture exhibitor who offends against
public decency by the exhibition of
risque or suggestively indecent pictures,
to the Commissioner of Licenses that in
a very short time that class of exhibitors
to whom the box office receipts are
everything and the public morals nothing, would be driven from the motion
picture business or compelled to confine
themselves to decent productions.
"That class of exhibitors should be
treated with the same degree of relentless severity as the keeper of a disorderly house, and the evidence of their
offending is easily obtainable because of
the publicty of the offense.
"Your committee is opposed to the
creation of a censorship because it regards the remedy suggested as far more
inimical to our institutions than the evil
sought to be corrected thereby, and
recommends the filing of this ordinance."
Abelson Quits Road
Art Abelson, who has been covering
Southern Minnesota for First National,
has resigned
to take Hays,
a position
as assistant to Theodore
manager
of
the New Garrick of St. Paul. Mr. Abelson is entering a branch of the industry
with which he is familiar, having been
an exhibitor previous to his connection
with First National.
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"Home

Owned and Home Managed" Exchanges —
Big Opportunity for Capable Men
Departing from every tradition of motion picture distribution, George
Kleine, one of the leading figures in the industry, is about to establish
independent exchanges in every principal city in the United States, each
one to be a separate corporation and each to be managed by a "home" man
of proven ability.
The authority of the manager is to be complete. He will buy his film
and will sell it without being hindered by "home office instructions."
W here necessary, Mr. Kleine will assist in establishing new exchanges
with films or cash.
Personal Qualifications Are Most Important
While Mr. Kleine, in his announcement, states that he prefers "to
deal with men who have sufficient means to partly finance the operating
expenses of their exchange while it is being placed upon a sound footing,"
he adds that "personal qualifications are more important than finances."
His idea is outlined in the following exchanges who have not yet acquired
sufficient funds to swing a business
paragraph taken from his preliminary
announcement:
alone. It is these men he is seeking.
Expect to Open by Fall
"The trend of distribution is toward
the exchange owned either partly or
By fall, he expects to have his exchanges established in the twenty-five
centers in the country and, if the right
man can be found, in some of the smaller
exchange centers. Negotiations for
Canadian
der way. distribution posts are well unThe exchanges are to be given the first
opportunity of taking over all film controlled by Mr. Kleine. The various managers, however, will be free to enter the
open market at all times; purchase rights
for their territory to any feature they
approve, and exploit it in any way they
deem best.
Mr. Kleine states that he has "it in
mind exchanges.
to acquire His
an interest"
in allvaryof
the
interest will
according to the wishes of the managers
and other conditions.
Form

GEORGE KLEINE
Fllmooi produce* amd distributor* who
son ounces ien distribution plan*
wholly by those actively in charge. This
rule is working as surely as the law of
gravity. There are such exchanges in
existence, hardly known to the gentle
men who sit at the executive tables in
New York, which are prosperous because
they achieve efficiency that comes
through intensive work, intimate knowledge of conditions and personal acquaintance with customers — the most important, because they have the great incentive that comes from the ownership of
one's business."
Selection of the nu n who will operate
the new Kleine exchanges has already
been started. Each exchange center is
being surveyed to find the most .competent man available.
Mr. Kleine believes there are scores
of able men, anxious to own their own

New

Syndicate

Simultaneously with this move to establish independent exchanges, it was
announced that Mr. Kleine and other
prominent men in the film idustry have
formed Syndicate Superfeatures. Inc.. a
New York corporation.
The corporation, it is understood, will
purchase big productions and later may
produce.
It is believed that the corporation will
regard the "home owned and home managed" exchanges favorably in arranging
for the 'distribution of its features.
The men associated with Mr. Kleine
are some of the most successful leaders
in the film industry. The new corporation will not compete with their present
interests, but will be an important factor in the independent field.
Robbins Goes to Coast
Herman Robbins, assistant general
manager of the Fox film Corporation,
stopped off in Chicago on Monday en
route to the West coast where he will
confer with producing directors on several forthcoming features.
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Rules

Protest

Put

in Force

By Ohio Exchanges
Miami Valley Theatre Men
Will Carry Fight to The
New York Offices
DAYTON, OHIO— John Seifert. presiof the Miami Valley Exhibitors' League,
made the announcement in Dayton
Wednesday that the present dissension
caused by the announcement of a new
set of rules by the Associated exchange:of Cincinnati would only be settled by
an appeal to the New York offices of the
film concerns involved if the Cincinnati
managers did not listen to reason when
a committee from the League calls upon
them. Several weeks ago new rules to
go into' effect June f5 were mailed to
Ohio exhibitors. A majority of the rules
are acceptable to the exhibitors with
the exception of one that requires that a
check must be in the exchange office be
fore the film leaves the exchange.
Exhibitors in Protest
Accompanying the new rules wis a
letter saying that they went into effect
June 15 without any consultation with
exhibitors who are vitally concerned in
this matter. A reply was sent saying that
in as much as the exhibitors of the Dayton territory had not been consulted,
they did not approve of the new rules
and that they intended to fight them to
a finish on their points.
In arguments advanced by the Exhibitors' League, it is mentioned that the exhibitor of today is not the fly-by-night
showman of yesterday. Although the
local League does not want unlimited
credit advanced and even though they
advocated paying bills on time, they do
not think it fair that an exhibitor of
means should be disappointed through
not having his check into the office on
time. It is pointed out that frequently
invoices do not arrive on time.
It is said that in the last week there
were ten local exhibitors who did not
receive their invoices until after play
date. Eight were disappointed in not
receiving their shows and were forced
to obtain other attractions than the ones
they had booked in advance. The number of disappointments can be seen had
the rules been effective last week in regard to advance payment.
League Has Large Membership
Miami ValleyperExhibitors'
League
hasThea ninety-eight
cent membership
in Dayton, one hundred per cent membership in Springfield, Ohio, one hundred
per cent in Lima, and also members in
Troy, Sidney. Delphes, Hellefountaine,
Wapekaneta, Van Wert and numerous
other northern towns. It is planned to
bring Hamilton. Franklin, Middletown
and other southern Ohio towns into the
League this week. New headquarters
have been taken in the Lindsey building.
Dayton, in a suite of four rooms where
state headquarters will be established
eventually.
John Seifert, manager of the Ideal
Theatre, Dayton, is president of the
League; A. F. Kiuzeler, one of the founders and manager of the Elite and Wyoming Theatres, is secretary; Bert Fiala.
manager of the Alhambra, is treasurer,
and A. M. Schaeffer, is vice-president.
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of Sharing

Employes

This

Fall

Head

of World Organization Discloses Future
Plans at Banquet Given in His
Honor in New York
At a dinner at the Hotel Astor, New
means something to be associated with
York, in which he was the central figure,
Mr. Pathe."
Charles Pathe. head of the world organAddress by Mr. Pathe
ization that bears his name, announced
Mr.
Pathe's
speech wasHeboth
ciation and a promise.
said:an apprethat scope
he" wasof considering
a plan toof widen
the
the present method
profit
"Before leaving America, I have called
sharing, which he hoped to complete on
his return to this country in the fall. you all together on this occasion to express to yot' all the satisfaction I have
The governors of thirty-seven states felt during
stay amongst you. The
contributed to the occasion personal ap- success of my
the business of Pathe Expreciation, of Mr. Pathe and his educais due in a large degree to its
tional and patriotic work and forecast of manager. changeMr.
Brunet. who has risen with
the cinema's
future.
Mr. Louis
Landry,of the organization. He can and ought to
assistant
general
manager,
on behalf
the staff of the home office, presented Mr. serve as an example to you all — who are
his immediate colleagues — of what any
Pathe with an inscribed cigarette case one
who gives himself up entirely to his
and match safe. William Raynor, manprofession and his work, may aspire to.
ager
of
the
Xew
York
bra'nch,
presented
"To have only one vital preoccupation
the distinguished chief with a desk set
— that of the work you have to do — is
from the branch managers.
sufficient to obtain success, which means
to attain an enviable situation in the proBrunet's Address of Greeting
fession you follow. Concentration on
Mr. Paul Brunet, vice-president and
general manager, in a brief address of your part takes the place of genius, if
greeting said:
there really exists such a thing. For my
"We are gathered here to do honor to part. 1 have never known any one who
the man who gave to the world the in- really succeeded in life without doing
dustry which today ranks as the fifth more work daily than he was really
largest in the United States: which has obliged to do by the strict limitation of
penetrated to the utmost corners of the the duty imposed on him by his engagements. Sooner or later the man or
earth; which is the chief amusement of
tens of millions; which gives a livelihood
woman who follows this program is obto vast numbers; and which is destined
served in a business house and the extended knowledge which is thus forcibly
to be one of the greatest of all instruments of entertainment and education —
acquired is made use of and paid for as
it deserves to be.
the motion picture!
"The business of Pathe Exchange,
"We toareMr.glad
personally
do this which
honor
Patheto when
we remember
has considerably increased during
that his own government has signally the past year, is still capable of considerable increase. Its future is in your
honored him and that the governors of
most of the states of the Union have hands, and for this reason it is my desire
to interest you in a large measure in its
also honored hi m with their personal
message of appreciation. Gentlemen, it welfare.
ASSOCIATES AND FRIENDS HONOR

CHARLES

"I intend to return to New York next
October and propose studying with Mr.
Brunet an arrangement with the intention
of making all the immediate colleagues
of the administrative, industrial and commercial management share in the profits
of Pathe Exchange. Inc. Mr. Brunet and
myself hope, in this way, to increase the
personal activity of each of you, as well
as your good will and cohesion, of which
I have already noticed the satisfactory
condition.
"1 hope that your effective participation in an appreciable portion of the
profits of Pathe Exchange. Inc.. will
have, better than any argument, the result of making you increase your assistance mutually the one to the other in
your work, which co-operation is of such
enormous benefit to the final resufts of
your work.
"Our exchange managers, whose cooperation means so much to us, will not
be forgotten, and I request Mr. Brunet
to let them know, at the same time of
expressing my regret to them of not
having been able to invite them on this
occasion, that they may count on our
solicitude in the bounds of the efforts
they will make to maintain and increase
the activity and the good order of their
respective exchanges. I extend my
thanks to all and sincerely wish that I
willAddresses
lie in yourwere
midstmade
soon byagain."
Frank Keenan, Albert Capellani, Leonce Perret, Gilson Willets, George Blaisdell, George
T. Ames and Fred C. Quimby.
Others present were Louis Mever,
Charles
Gatchell,B. E.Seitz,
K. Gillette.
Lynch, George
Bertram E.'Mil-C.
hauser, G. L. Chanier, Adolphe Osso, L.
G. Gasnier, A. S. Abeles, W. S. Wessling,
L. S. Diamond, J. W. Kyle. E. O. Brooks,
Elmer R. Pearson. Harry Lewis, J. T.
Richards,
W. Allers,
j" Hiinira,
A.
Gray.
F. V.C. Bruner,
Robert
Welch, G.
P. A.
Parsons, Randolph Lewis, H. E. Genet,
Mr. Alicoate, W. C. Smith, Fred Chapin,
A. E. Rousseau, P. Barbier, L. E. Franconi, E. Cohen, F. R. Clarke, A. Miller,
A. Adatte. C. J. Fischer, A. Werkmeister; C. Julien, C. A. Brady and G. Bardet.
PATHE

At a dinner given
tin- Hotel Astor,
New the
York,happy
on June
10, byof three
as aoftoken
Pathe:it KxehaiiRes,
Inc., was
recipient
many seore
gifts, ofas hiswellfriends,
as words
praise.of esteem, the head of the
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Metro

Announces
As

Richard
For

Open

Its Policy

A. Rowland
Europe

Booking

After

in Statement

August
Before

Says Big Productions
Be Undertaken

Metro's new production policy, which
includes fewer and better pictures, open
booking and especial attention to the big
theatres, was announced 'at the offices
of the Metro Pictures Corporation, 1470
Broadway, by President Richard A. Rowland, just before sailing for Europe.
"Ending with August 17 next there
will be no more program pictures for
Metro, as our new plans, which have been
in preparation since January, will then
become effective. These call for fewer
and better pictures, which will be made
with four stars, and in the coming yeat
there will be thirty-six of these productions. In addition there will be several
specials with all-star casts, made from
big material which already has been arranged for. and such other popular books,
plays and stories as will lend themselves
to the manufacture of big productions.
Seek Big Theatre Business
"We aremaking
going pictures
after thefor big
business,
weektheatre
runs
and longer, and only material of absolute box office value will be made use of.
There also will be some extra big productions, even bigger than 'The Red Lantern,'
but
the whole
our new policy, or I should
say idea
our ofdeveloped
policy, will be better productions regardless
of length. The first of the new productions will be 'The Brat.' in which Nazimova is starred. This will be published
September 1. and it will be accompanied
by an exceptional publicity campaign
along lines that we believe will appeal
tremendon ily, first to the big theatres
and later to the smaller houses.
"We have secured a number of wellknown plays which, when they arc announced, will please the exhibitors generally, because they are already welladvertised attractions and demonstrated

17

Sailing

Will

successes. Each of these pictures will be
sold it on its individual merits, following
put
the advertising
open policy more
whichthan
we two
advocated
in our
years
ago. While we do not set ourselves up
as the discoverers of open-booking policy, we do wish to call attention to the
fact that we advocated it in a series of
striking advertisements some twenty-four
months ago. At that time, although the
open-booking policy was sound and reasonable, the exhibitors were not quite
ready for it. There were not so^many
big theatres as now, nor so many fine
theatres. Present conditions make it bad
business for the owner of a house to burden himself with a blanket contract for
an entire year when his public will be
calling for the big attractions and his
competitor will be in shape to provide
them.
Efficiency Is Attained
"Our production organization has been
brought to a high pitch of efficiency, and
we made certain of this condition before launching out along these better
lines in production. An announcement
will shortly be made of the stars who
will be used and of the productions in
which they will appear.
"Metro desires to express to the motion picture industry in general and to
the exhibitors in particular their very
cordial acceptance of its recent new and
better pictures. These offerings have
gone beyond our best hopes, and those
to come will, we feel sure, continue to
raise standards and box office attraction
values for the theatres."
Metro Manager Attends
Cresson E. Smith, manager of the
Metro onChicago
exchange,
NewYork
June 17
to attendlefttheforannual
convention of bis company to be held
at the Hotel Astor.
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Film Company Given
Permit to Sell Stocks
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— The Science Film Company of San Francisco
has been granted permission by E. C.
Bellows, commissioner of corporations,
to sell 2,000 shares of its preferred capital stock and 2,000 shares of common
stock in units of one share of common
and one share of preferred at the par
value of the preferred shares, $10 each.
Whenever a unit is sold by the company it is required to issue to Frederick
G. Wythe and the Rev. Paul Smith a
certificate of two shares of common
stock.
The company will produce and distribute motion picture films for church and
school uses under the direction of Wythe
and the Rev. Mr. Smith.
New

Picture Theatre
For Hammond, Ind.
11. L. and A. Gumbiner, operating the
DeLuxe and Orpheum theatres, Hammond, Ind., have acquired property at
the northwest corner of Homan and
State streets, Hammond, with a frontage of 150 feet on State street and 212
feet on Homan street.
The property will lie improved immediately with a four-story concrete firebuilding, to
of 150-room
hotel, aprooftheatre
withconsist
a seating
capacity
of 3,500 and six stores. Plans are now
being prepared by C. W. and Geo. L.
Rapp, architects of Chicago. 111.
Messrs. Gumbiner Brothers will operate the theatre when completed.
Bettendorf, la. Will
Have Picture Theatre
BETTENDORF, I A.— Bettendorf is at
last to have a real motion picture theatre.
I II. Pabst, manager of the Mirror theatre of Davenport, has purchased a site
at State and West First streets and will
build a $10,000 house seating S0O people.
It is to be finished October 1.
In the past people have had to depend
upon tent shows at infrequent intervals.
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LONDON?

Newspaper

British cinematographic interests have risen to tell the

"Unpardonable Sin" In New
Controversy During
Milwaukee Run

world that the film capital of the universe is again London,

MILWAUKEE. WIS. — A review of "The
Unpardonable Sin."' appearing in the Milwoamket Hcrold. a German language newspaper, suggests that the picture "sprang
entirely from the imagination of a sensation-hungry author and should not be
taken seriously."
Hinds Writes Answer
Frederic C. Hinds, manager of the company now playing Milwaukee, immediately
wrote a communication to the Milwaukee
Journal, declaring the picture "is based on
an actual experience of a family which resides in Marion. Ind."
The Hcrold review in part is as follows:
"I think that our censor board comsin' in atof first
wantingmittedto'an unpardonable
forbid the showing
the
piece — they took it seriously!
"It is true there are highly dramatic
scenes interspersed, which, if true, would
show frightful atrocities. But. since it
is known that Gen. Pershing disciplined
an American sergeant who told just such
tales as of his own expierence. one may
properly suppose those shown in the
picture have also sprung entirely from
the imagination of a sensation-hungry
■ author and should not be taken seriously." Major Hughes Author
Mr. Hinds' reply, printed in the Journal,
reads:
"Maj. turnedRupert
Hughes,
refrom Belgium,
basedrecently
his story.
The Unpardonable Sin. on actual sights
witnessed by himself. Elements in history of which he was not an eye-witness,
are vouched for by Brand Whitlock.
United States minister to Belgium, and
Hugh Gibson. The story of the principal characters in the play is based on
an actual experience of a family which
resides in Marion. Ind. I have Mr.
Hughes'
personal
not only
but
positive
proof word
that — every
phasethat,
of
his story is based on actuality and is not
fiction."
Argument Continues
Over Sunday Theatres
ADRIAN".
tion has not MICH.—
yet been Although
put up tothethequescity
council, petitions favoring and opposing
Sunday motion picture shows are being
circulated here. The city commission has
served notice on opponents of Sunday
shows that they will not consider the
matter until petitions bearing 1.066 names
are presented.
The fact that a special election will
cost $800 is bringing considerable criticism against the movement to stop the
theatres from being open Sunday.
Hoffman in Chicago
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of
the Pioneer Film Corporation, stopped
off in Chicago for a few days last week,
leaving on Thursday for the east.

England.
This pronouncement,

while not convincing, should be

the means of a quick awakening

on the part of American

producers and distributors.
If London

does actually become again the film center

of the world, the commercial

blindness and inertia of the

American motion picture interests will make it possible.
If there is any good reason why New

York should not

continue as the motion picture metropolis of the world it
has not been made apparent.
If there is any reason why America, which has been
responsible for all existing standards of photoplay production and distribution, should not continue as the leading
factor in the world film market, it has not been advanced by
Britain in her hollow claim for supremacy.
The fullest profit from foreign distribution of Americanmade

motion picture is rightfully due the American

pro-

ducer. In the natural sequence of affairs and with competent management there is no reason why the British film
man

whose

function is practically only that of a broker

should be permitted to step in and assume mastery of the
situation.
The determination of Britain to dominate the international film market is apparent. And there can be no questioning of the fact that Great Britain knows very well the
science of the proper conduct of foreign trade relations. Yet
in film matters the vast superiority of American pictures in
quality and quantity places Britain under such a severe
handicap that only the stupid acquiescence of American
trade will allow it to attain supremacy.
The British boast is not disconcerting but it should be
taken as a warning by the American

producer and distrib-

utor that unless they are constantly watchful, far-visioned
and intelligently energetic they will be placing in the lap of
British commerce
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this rich prize of international commerce.
M. J. Q.
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tract— Many Other Stars Anxious
Join New Organization
LOS ANGELES. CAL. — Louis
I!. .Mayer, owner of eleven eastern
theatres and twenty film exchanges,
who entered the motion picture production field when he became manager for Anita Stewart, has organized a$5,000,000 producing company
w hich will erect studios in this city
immediately.
Mr. Mayer signed Mildred Harris
Chaplin to a long term contract at
Los Angeles, June 13. She will be
known in Mayer productions by her
legal name of Mildred Harris Chaplin.
The same high standard in productions and exploitation which has
made the name Mayer a trade-mark
with exhibitors will be used, it is
announced.

MOTOGRAPHY

Con-

to

director of exploitation for the organization.
This is to be an independent organization with sufficient capital to make
film plays without the necessity of curtailment of production expense, according to its promulgators.
Negotiations are pending with two or
three of the well known stars now. hut
no announcement has been made of their
names.
The studio will be built to accommodate five companies with all of the modern equipment and conveniences.
It is planned that the studio will be
ready as nearly as possible to begin
production by September.
Mr. Zeidman accompanies Miss Stewart and a large company of players to
Louisville. Ky.. where the race track
scenes will be taken for her current production. "Old Kentucky," the stage play,
which is being produced for the screen
by Marshall Neilan for Mr. Mayer.
Expects Big Productions
"1 have been engaged in the publicity
work for film stars most of my life."'
said Mr. Ziedman, "and this time 1 can
say faithfully
plans as
are the
of
enormous
valueMr.to Mayer's
Los Angeles
film capital of the world.
"He has the money, he had the organization and he will have the plays and
the players. While I am sorry to sever
my connections with Mr. Fairbanks. 1
could not resist joining this big organization in which 1 will have a large field
for work."
New Exchange Formed
By Iowa Theatre Men
WATERLOO. IA.— H. X. Frudenfeld,
manager
of the Majestic
tired to become
a member Theatre,
of the F.hasA. re-F.
Enterprises, Inc.. with headquarters at
Des Moines. Nick Abramson is president: Paul Fine, vice-president, and Mr.
Frudenfeld. secretary and treasurer. The
company
is incorporated
for $50,000 under the laws
of Iowa.
The film exchange expects to purchase
rights to big productions for Iowa and
Xebraska.

MM is It. M \ 1 BR.
It is rumored that owing to the
effective Mayer exploitation methods, several other prominent stars
desire to ailign themselves with the
Mayer
( '< unpany.will make his home
Mr. Mayer
here. The organizers of the corporation are alreadv seeking a
studio site. Not less than $100,000
i> to be expended in construction
work.
Zeidman Exploitation Manager
Bcnnie Zeidman. publicity manager for Douglas I'airbanks. is to be
general manager of productions and

Buy Astor Property
As Site for Theatre
NEW YORK. — The Astor estate announces the sale of a property on liroadway between 4lird and 44th Streets. The
purchasers have declared their intention
to erect a monster motion picture theatre as soon as possible.
Woody Tours Country
J. S. Woody, general sales manager
of the Kealart Pictures Corporation, arrived in t btcago, June 17, on the first
leg of a trip that will embrace the whole
country. Mr. Woody is organizing
branch offices and perfecting the field
distribution for Kealart Picture-.
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MII.OKKD HARRIS CHAPLIN
Who hn» been signrd b.v L«-«is B. Mayer
Charles
How

King Tells
Theatres Are

Operated in Cuba
No Film Salesmen Needed on
Declares "U"
Island Manager
Cuban
manager,
Charles
B. Universal's
King, arrived
in Xew
York recently
and was given a warm reception at the
Xew York office. He was at one time
service versal
manager
Exchange. of the Xew \ ork UniMr. Kingfor has
manager
somebeentimeUniversal's
and came Cuban
back
with acess glowing
story
of
Universal's
on the island. According to sucMr.
King the Cubans are the greatest picture
fans in the world.
Orders Come by Mail
"There are no film salesmen in Cuba."
Mr. King said, "all the orders and contracts being taken through correspondence. Or, if I do call on a man. I
spend several days with him and then
signUniversal
him for one
ownsyear."
the largest motion
picture house on the island of Cuba. It
is the Campoamor and is the combined
Strand, Rivoli. Rialto and Circle of the
island. The house has a seating capacity
of 8,000 persons and of extraordinary interest is the fact that ten shows, all different with a few exceptions, are run
each day. They are run according to
hours, starting at U o'clock in the morning. From ten cents to forty cents adif the
andthan
is charged,
wishes tomissionstay
for more
one "fan"
show
he buys another ticket. The biggest
-.bows are at ."> in the afternoon and at
6:30 at night. In the case of the latter
two the five-reel features are run.
Priscil'.a Dean Popular
According to Mr. King the news reels
are features on the island and are
watched by all. Serials, comedies and
two-reel westerns arc especially liked,
according to Mr. King. Priscilla Dean
is one of the most favored stars among
the populace, according to Mr. King.
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to Be

Offered

M erit — Exhibitors

to

New

PoK

Separately
Be

Given

ance Sh owmgs — Elaborate Exploitation
Part of Extensive Co-Operation Plan
as a poor picture cannot possibly earn
"Selective Booking Plan" is the apt
(under the Selective Booking Policy) a
Iterm given by the Famous PlayersPlan
in
Brief
sum sufficient to make its production
Lasky Corporation to the method under
and distribution profitable.
which it will distribute its product durEvery production will stand on
It will permit the utmost in exploitaing the new season of 1919-1920 which
its
own
merit
and
will
be
booked
tion.
begins September 1.
separately.
It will prove a great medium in creatThe program and star series methods
Paramount-Artcraft pictures will
ing good will between exhibitor and disof publication are to be cast into the
tributor.
be
published
at
the
rate
of
two
or
discard in the belief that the exhibitors
three
a
week,
alternately,
as
well
It will mean the ultimate in the progare prepared to accept each picture on
as a number of comedy features
its individual merit.
ress of eliminating the weak in producand
other
short
subjects.
tions and compensating the strong.
The decision follows a survey of the
No
price
or
publication
date
will
It
will permit such exhibitors that may
entire United States during which the
be set for any production until it is
question the particular worth of a picopinion of exhibitors and exchange men
completed and pronounced perfect
ture to see it before buying.
were carefully compiled and digested.
by those responsible for its quality.
By August 31 next there will be some
The plan has been submitted to every
No
limit
of
time
or
money
is
twenty-five productions at the exchanges
department of the Famous Playersplaced upon the energy and genius
available for exhibition and sale to exLasky
corporation
and
has
been
approved.
of the producing forces in their dehibitors. Paramount-Artcraft pictures
termination to make each producwill be published at the rate of two and
Meaning of Selective Booking
tion an individual success.
three
a
week,
alternately, as well as a
The meaning of the Selective Booking
number of comedy features and other
"Fatty" Arbuckle and Mack SenPlan is that every production will stand
short subjects.
nett subjects will be published and
Ion its own merit before the exhibitors
sold in the same manner as featand the public of the country. In other
ures. The Burton Holmes, Briggs
No Limit to Expense
words, each film will be booked by itComedies, Post Scenics and Paraself regardless of any other production.
No price or publication date will be
mount Magazine will be published
Every picture will be produced, distribset for any production until it is comin series.
uted and exploited as if it were the only
pleted and pronounced perfect by those
All pictures will be completed a
(picture made by the Famous Playersresponsible for its quality. No limit
sufficient
length
of
time
before
Lasky organization, and each picture
of time or money is placed upon the enpublication to permit exhibitors to
will be a financial success or loss acergy and genius of the producing forces
view
each
picture
and
prepare
a
cording to its own quality.
in their determination to make each probig
campaign
for
the
showing
of
duction an individual success. This
The principal advantages of the Sethe film.
lective Booking Policy, as pointed out
means that there will be two or three
by the Famous Players- Lasky Corporareally big pictures every week, rather
tion are as follows:
than two or three every month.
It will enable each production to earn
Paramount-Artcraft pictures will open
a sum for the exhibitor, distributor and distributing methods.
It will answer the wide demand of their first run showing as soon after pubproducer commensurate with its value
lication date as possible. In various inthe exhibitors to buy their pictures upon
to the public.
stances, arrangements will be made with
a more flexible basis than methods hereIt will permit the company greater
first
run
exhibitors, to allow other extofore
employed.
latitude in purchasing best material and
hibitors who wish to view the film on
the screen before booking it, to see the
the
Greater Care in Production.
able. engagement of the best talent availpictures at the theatre. Thus che smaller
It will necessitate greater care in the exhibitors will be afforded the opportunIt will encourage longer runs.
It will eliminate entirely inequitable
selection and production of pictures.
ity of not only seeing the merits of the
LEADING EXECUTIVES GUIDING FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY POLICY CHANGE
Aids

ADOLPH ZUKOR
Pre»ident

ARTHUR
S. FRIEND
Treasurer

JESSE
L. LASKY
First Vice-President
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WALTER E. GREENE
Vice-President
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have the chance
production, but will also
to see how it goes over with regular
motion picture audiences. This will
prove a big asset to the exhibitor who
wishes to get all the information possible on his production.
Policy to be Flexible
In exceptional cases a percentage arrangement will be entered into with an
exhibitor, on a given production. Thus
it is evident that the flexibility of the
selective booking plan is evident to a
greater degree than in any other sysfore. tems which have been in vogue hereto"Fatty"willArbuckle
and and
MacksoldSennett
subjects
be published
in the
same manner as the features. The Burton Holmes. Briggs Comedies, Post Scenics and Paramount Magazine will be
released in series.
To insure the utmost success of each
picture the company will extend the activities of its exploitation, publicity and
advertising department with a view of
exploiting each picture as efficiently as
if it were the only picture distributed by
the company. Men in the branch offices
will be ready to assist the exhibitor in
putting over a Paramount-Artcraft picture. These men will be expert showwork. men with many years' experience in such
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Arline Pretty Betting
Roll on Jess Willard
Arline Pretty, who is being featured
with Champion Jess Willard in "The
Challenge
seven-reel
picture which of
willChance,"
soon be areleased,
is making all sorts of bets that Willard will
win the fight at Toledo on July 4th. If
he does win. Miss Pretty is likely to be
buried alive beneath an avalanche of
candy, silk stockings and sundry articles
which will come her way as the result
of Willard's victory. If Willard does not
win, his pretty little co-star will be kept
very busy paying various little penalties
contracted by her under the terms of
the bets.

Another
of experts
will the
prepare
piconly after
material
exploitation corn's
ture has been completed. The powerful
national advertising campaign in magazines and newspapers is to be continued
and expanded.
Big Productions Ready
Among the big productions to be ready
for the fall and early winter are: "Witness for the Defense," starring Elsie
Ferguson: "The Valley of the Giants,"
starring Wallace Reid; "Peg o' My
Heart." starring Wanda Hawley; "Told
in the Hills," starring Robert Warwick;
"Everywoman," "The Miracle Man,"
"Huckleberry Finn," "The Misleading
Widow," starring Billie Burke; "April
Folly," the first Cosmopolitan production starring Marion Davies; "A Widowby Proxy," starring Marguerite Clark,
"In Mizzoura," starring Robert Warwick;
a number of Thomas Ince productious
including "The Market of Souls" with
Dorothy Dalton, and "Mary's Ankle"
and
"What's
YourMacLean,
HusbandandDoing,"
starring
Douglas
Doris
May, and many other well known stage
plays and popular magazine stories and
books.
Advance

W.

Buys

H. Re-issues

for

Repeat Campaigns
Started on $25 Year Ago;!
Last Deal Involves $60,000
In Cash
T. R. Gardiner, president of the Gardi-B
ner Syndicate, Buffalo N. Y., has closed I
with W. H. Productions Company forK
New York State, one of the biggest!
single deals for re-issues that has yetM
been made. It involves $60,000. TheH
unusual feature of this proposition isll
that under former contracts Mr. Gardi-M
ner has been re-issuing W. H. Produc-1
tions Company's subjects for the pastS
year, and under the new deal he is takingB
new prints of all subjects for both hisM
Buffalo office and his newly opened Al-B
bany office.
Had $25 One Year Ago
In speaking of the development of hisl
business in New York State, Mr. Gardi-1
ner made the following statement:
"About a year and a half ago I started*
up in business with about $25 in thel
bank, having up to this time dropped I
about $15,000 for film experience. I then!
made a very fine connection with W. H.H
Productions Company, with whom I ar-M
ranged
purchase
re-issues,
and J
from thatto time
on my their
business
developed*
extraordinarily. W. H. re-issues were sot
successful in my territory and the re-B
quests for re-showing from principal the- J
atres throughout the state are of such/I
a nature as to warrant me to purchase i
additional prints of all these re-issues. 1
A great majority of exhibitors prefer re- J
showing these subjects in preference toj
a great many of the new short subjects I
that are being released today.
"In addition to closing this new deal
with W. H. Productions Company, I
have also secured 'Mickey,' 'Yankee
Doodle in Berlin' and 'The Birth of sfl
Buys "Custer's Last Fight"
"In contracting for 'Custer's Last
Fight,' revivals,
one of Ithebelieve
W. H.I have
Productions'
latest
secured
an Race.'
exceptional box office asset. I intend
to show this in leading theatres throughout the state as a super-attraction, and
with the line advertising helps W. HM
Productions Company have developed on
this subject, I feel quite sure that it will
prove to be a great summer attraction.
"I attribute a great deal of my success
to booking entertaining pictures and
maintaining an efficient organization
whose paramount thoughts are efficiency

Boston Prices

For "Daddy Long Legs"
BOSTON. MASS.— For the first time
since "The Birth of a Nation" and "InBoston ispicture
payingproduction.
advanced
prices for a tolerance,"
motion
"Daddy Long Legs" opened a six
weeks'
( ngagcmenl
at thefrom
Tremonl
tre.
Monday,
with prices
25 centstheato
$1.60, After this engagement Cordon
and Mayer, owner of the First National
franchise in New England, will exploit
tin- picture throughout New Filmland on
a percentage basis only.
Marshall Neilan, director of the production, isexpected in the east early in
July, and will be tendered a banquet be
press representatives if) Boston.

T. R. Gardiner

and service."
New
Offices Awaiting

Marguerite <'lnrk '<>40 three aeeaM from
pinj. "Gtrl«t" <<> ••«■ l"»oe«
Clyde Pitch'!
bj Paramount June -!>•

Lasky at Hollywood
returns to HolWhen Jesse L. Lasky
will find a suite of three handnew heoffices
somelywood
awaiting his occupancy
at the Famous Players-Lasky studio. The
furdesk andto aoffice
dent'sremoved
first vice-presi
spacious
nishings have been
new apartment, paneled throughout, with
art glass windows and skylight. Next to
this is a waiting room and desk for his
secretary, while adjoining is the office of
Milton K. Hoffman, studio general manwhich also is handsomely finished
in darkager,wood.
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CUTTING

ROOM

Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
j?w^iirr!irsT^Tffff^.fr-T! 77- 77n77 rT^Trwwr, tts ?rrT.ff? . t7^
ne Curse of the
lm Business
NE OF THE GREATEST CURSES
e film business has today is the broker.
and about New York there are huneds of men and women who come
lider this heading. Without connecpns one way or another, they make an
peal to either a star or producer and
en juggle them against the distributor
vice-versa. Without investment,
metimes even without an office and
thout any regard or care whether the
oposition they are endeavoring to put
;er has any value and will result in the
Induction of a worth-while product,
ey go ahead to make a few dollars,
broker is a legitimate factor in busiss, in many cases, but when operatg in this manner there is nothing legitate about his activities and in ninetyne cases out of a hundred his work
suits in nothing but promoting consion, gossip, rumors, sometimes misderstandings, and very often very poor
ctures.
he independent producer and the amtious amd as yet unrecognized star, are
sually the most vulnerable prey for this
ibe. The business could very easily
o without them, and undoubtedly with
e growth of well organized and propIrly working bureaus for advice and
jounsel to independent producers and
tars, the destructive activities of this
K'pe of film vulture will disappear.
The Sea Wolf
^gain
THE REPORTER WAS GREATLY
nterested to learn from Mr. C. E. Shurteff that he had sold "The Sea Wolf"
o the Famous Players-Lasky, for reilming.
The original production of this wonderul Jack London story was made by
Bosworth and I am informed did not
ost much more than $10,000. Considering it good as it was. one is amazed
o realize the advance that motion picure photography and construction has
made in the past few years.
There is no doubt that the new version
of "The Sea Wolf" will be tremendously
powerful and one hundred percent better than the old.
To The Reporter, it seems that its development will do Shurtleff an immense
amount of good, because if the exhibitor

re 7r.~ 7r<rey^rre^

needs any further proof of the tremendous value in Jack London stories, he
certainly has it in the willingness of
such an organization as Paramount to
repicturize the story, when one considers that it is only one of two that
this company has treated thusly, in all
its history.
Goldywn's
Author
Scheme
TO THE REPORTER THERE SEEMS
to be many elements of danger in the
new scheme of Goldwyn's in tying up
authors for production purposes.
While the basic idea is splendid inasfar
as the production of the pictures that
follow out the stories in a faithful manner, and take full advantage of the author's prestige, yet it seems that some
of the authors might feel that the collaboration and supervision of one of
these writers whose name it is stated,
will appear on every film, an unnecessary boost to this one author's prestige.
It is quite true that this author is a
"member of the company with Mr. Goldwyn, but it would seem to The Reporter
that each author should be permitted
to stand on his or her merits independently and alone, without any mixing of
another writer's name on the production. If the story is good, it is hard to
give credit to the element that was responsible for its success and efforts. If
it is a failure all those whose names appear on it, inasfar as taking responsibility for the production will be concerned
in the smash.
Then again, professional temperament
exists among authors as well as stars
and this has always to be taken into consideration.
Important Developments
In Canada
THE PURCHASE OF THE CONtrolling interest in the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit in western Canada
by the Aliens, is a move that should receive careful consideration by every
Canadian exhibitor.
If the Aliens in the future are going to
devote . themselves to theatre construction and theatre operation, their position is entirely justified, but if they are
still going to attempt to control a leading program of pictures as well, the
menace of their operation is so greatly
41
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increased that unless some action is
taken by the exhibitors in Canada, they
will find themselves in a very bad position indeed.
The power that the Aliens already have
is very clearly illustrated by their last
m(.\e in purchasing this western circuit,
which has always been one of their
strongest enemies. Today the Aliens
have a strong grip on all parts of the
country with the exception of the Maritime Provinces and Quebec. It is to be
presumed that this territory will also
come under their attention very soon.
Mrs. Pickford,
Business Woman
THE REPORTER WAS ONCE VERY
much interested in hearing a well known
executive in the trade state that the
cleverest individual in the business, barring none, is Mrs. Charlotte Pickford.
mother of Mary.
Upon consideration of this statement,
it is not so unreasonable as it might
seem at first, and when one appreciates
the tremendous problem of maintaining
the success that Mary Pickford has
achieved in the past, the realization of
the tremendous task that has been primarily on Mrs. Pickford's shoulders is
more clear.
In one matter alone Mrs. Pickford has
always had a big problem to meet, and
that is in the securing of stories big
enough
and yet suitable for Miss Pickford's delineation.
This in itself is a matter that requires
very keen appreciation of the story field,
and also a knowledge of exhibiting conditions and the public's demands that
must be kept constantly up to date.
The acquisition recently of "Pollyanna"
and "Hop o' My Thumb" by Mrs. Pickford. for her daughter, are quite evidence enough that she is splendidly capable of handling her big task.
Metro Retains
Nazimova
BY SO DOING THEY INSURE
themselves a place with the leaders. It
has been rumored for some time that
this star would be the next addition to
the big four, but the decision of Nazomovia to remain with Rowland who has
undoubtedly given her the opportunity
to show the ability she possesses satisfies good sense as well as sentiment.
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] J. V. Ritchey Hits Censoring of Posters □=
□
Declares Agitation to Prevent Distributor from Issuii'ig 'Indecent °
and Vulgar' Paper isArtan inInsult
to Public and Will Stifle
Lithographs
□
•
□
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else! She wears nothing except an adorIt is
not always
at theconversations
directors' table
that
really
interesting
are
able smile, and j'et that poster will make
held — the remarks men make at more as pure, refined, and decent a piece of
paper
has ever been seen upon the
casual meeting places — on street cars and boards!as But
it would never have been
corners, or in restaurants, it is there, lisordered if a censor had to pass upon it!
tening in, one sometimes hears comments
and remarks of singular interest to the
"In fact, the whole censorship movement runs counter to the current of enindustry. In a cafe, not very far from
lightened opinion. It is the expression
44th and Broadway, the following statement was heard:
of a reactionary attitude toward artistic
matters. My own criticisms voice a per"The
of the upon
posterthecensorsonal point of view, of course, the point
ship baseexponents
their contention
belief
that a majority of human beings are vul- of view of a lithographer — but of one
is sincerely trying to better the
gar, Ritchey,
indecent, or president
both." of the Ritchey who
artistry of motion picture posters, for
J. V.
Lithographing Corporation, was speak- that reason, and no other, I raise a voice
ing to a group of well known producers in protest. If the censors could point
arrd distributors. In the discussion to any one thing that their supervision
which follow-ed he pursued this theme had improved, it might alter my attitude,
in a manner so convincing that his re- but can they? I think I am perfectly
safe in saying that the censor has been
marks are herewith quoted:
TARKIXGTOX BAKER
as an impassable barrier in the path of General manager
Inference Is Untrue
of Universal Film Manuthe scenario writer, for example, and
facturing Company*
who about
is making sure \
is not a man at this table who will
that everyone
knows
'"Stripped of all the non-essentials," there
sal's
seventh
birthday. I niverdisagree
with
me!
he
"a censorship
is askedindecent
to restrain
the said,
distributor
from issuing
and
Censors Ruin Scenarios
vulgar paper, which is the kind, one
Methodists to Confer
would be led to infer, that he insisted
"Here is the condition in that branch
With Board of Reveiw
upon having. Of course, he would only of photoplay production — the public dewant it because the exhibitor demanded
mand good stories, the producers, to
On Films for Churches
it, and likewise the exhibitor would only meet that demand, offer almost fabulous
want it in order to please a majority of sums for fine scenarios. Fully realizing
The committee in charge of motion!
his patrons, all of which carries the im- the artistic possibilities for screen story pictures for the Centenary Convention!
plication that vulgar and inartistic pos- telling, and spurred on by the hope of
ters sell more admissions than the better large financial returns, the author starts of the Methodist Episcopal Church, atj
ambitiously to work, and let us say he Columbus. Ohio, under the direction ofl
sort do. which is quite untrue!
labors until he has achieved a master- Rev. Dr. Reisner and Rev. C. C. Mar-!
"Good entirely
paper," upon
he continued,
"depends
piece. What happens? He sends it to shall of New York plan to hold a dis-1
almost
the artistry
of its
design, plus its lithographic execution. a producer, whose editor reluctantly re- cussion
to discover the kinds of pictures*
turns itwith some such comment as this:
One of the most effective sketches we
have ever turned out. from both a box- 'In our judgment the script (herewith en- required for churches. This will apply!
closed), isone of the best we have ever both to those used in the Sunday serv-1
office and an artistic point of view, is the
ices and by the various organizations!
seen, but owing to the parts which we connected
24
sheet
for
'Scandals
of
1919.'
It
depicts
with the churches.
a. nude infant and absolutely nothing have underlined, we do not think a film
The National Board of Review has been I
made from it would be passed by the
to assist in forming this procensor.' As the scenes underscored are requested
gram and to present the system under!
in all probability, the very ones upon
which
they
are already making selections
which the dramatic action hinges, the
author finds he cannot cut them out with- of the finest pictures for such purposes.
out ruining his story. So, rather than It is expected that D. W. Griffith, who
do that, he throws it into the waste- has expressed great interest in this de-,
paper basket, and sends his next effort to velopment, will be present and will
the Saturday Evening Post.
speak. The date of the conference is set!
"And that," said Mr. Ritchey, as he tentatively for July 8.
finished his coffee (which had grown

will hapquitepen cold),
the
the censorwhatis given
to posters"is ifprecisely
power to pass upon them."
way of for
conclusion,"
he added,
"let
me"Byapologize
this unusual
loquacity,
but there is, you know, a time to speak,
and a time for silence, and this present
moment is the time for talking."

Prank <■• linii.

Will Produce Stories
Of the Lumber Camps
NEW YORK— l-.dgar Jones, the director, and Francis M. Smith, of Kirbv
and Smith, left Saturday for a week's
trip through Maine. During the- week
they expect to lay-out location and start
any construction necessary for series of
two-reel pictures, featuring life in the
lumber camps and in42the northern woods.
Plans for distribution and title of picture will be announced later.

To Enlarge Playhouse
ALBANY. ALA. — H. B. Cagle, manager of the Delite Theatre, is remodeling
his theatre to increase the seating capacity. The floor is to be lowered four feet
and the interior redecorated.
Lawyers Buy Theatre
EATON. OHIO— Risinger & Risinger,
local law firm, has purchased the Star
motion picture theatre and will continue
its operation.
Bob Hess Has Son
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Bob Hess, secretary of the F. I. L. M. Association of
this city, has announced the arrival of
a i o-pound son.
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Aimed
"Sporting Chance"
New William Russell Play
Keeps Viewers Guessing
To the End
"When is a mystery not a mystery?"
can usually be answered by the statement. "When the author and director
haven't learned how to keep folks guessling." More than one so-called mystery
play recently produced has utterly failed
|to justify its classification by reason of
the meticulous care that has been exercised to let the audience into the secret
early in the picture — apparently for fear
that,
failing to "cafch on," they might
lose interest.
Such a criticism cannot be directed
aginst William Russell's newest "Flying
A" feature,
Sporting
Between them, "A
Stephen
Fox, Chance."
the scenarist,
and Henry King, the director, have
taken good care of the all-important element of suspense. As a result, the spectator is unable to hazard the slightest
guess as to why the hero, John Stonehouse, has set out to shoot himself: why
he should be selected as the victim of
what is very evidently a frame-up; why
he is induced to pose as the perpetrator
of a crime that was never committed;
or why such a complicated series of adventures should be cooked up. centering about an emerald of emeralds — the
Signet of Sheba — and a girl of girls —
Fritzi Brunette. There are explanations
of these mystifying things, but they are
carefully saved up as a surprise to the
audience about the- middle of the last
reel — where surprises rightfully belong.
This special feature is on the American
program for publication June 29, and is
meeting with enthusiastic praise from
executives and exhibitors who have been
present at the advance showings.
Two other Russell pictures. "Six Feet
Four" and "This Hero Stuff" are now in
the cutting and titling stage and are
down on the American's program of
midsummer.
Pemiers Arranged

Publicity

MOTOGRAPHY
Service

to Assist

Aid

Accompanying
rades" in First of New
Furnished for Each

One of the most helpful and attractive
press and service books issued for the
promotion of motion pictures has just,
been put into circulation by Goldwyn for
the nation-wide exploitation of Tom
Moore's new drama. "The City of ComThe new "Business Builder." as it is
rades."by Goldwyn. takes the place of the
styled
four-page newspaper-size press sheet issued in the past and presents several innovations in scientific advertising and
publicity.
To Be Issued Regularly
The new press and service book, to be
issued on each Goldwyn picture and extra, embodies sixteen pages and is produced on special quality white coated
stock. The size of the book is 8x11, and
ideally adapted to facilitate the managerial functions of the exhibitors and
their local exploitation representatives.
Compiled and edited by Director of
Service Hunt Stromberg. the press and
service book offers many unique and
original ideas in efficient exploitation.
One of the "surprises." as tipped off by
Goldwyn's
last lobby
week,
is the pageService
devotedDepartment
to illustrated
displays. Under the heading. Lobby
Displays,
"Catchy the
Cutouts."
Mr. ofStromberg has simplified
execution
lobby

in

Books

Exploitation

"The City of ComStyle to Be
Feature

exhibits and displays by the use of pen
and ink drawings, illustrating just how
the exhibitor or decorator should carry
out the suggestions and plans given in
the typed description.
Another outstanding feature of the
book is the analytical editorial on page
three. In this article. Mr. Stromberg
summarizes the box office possibilities of
"The cereCity
of Comrades." analysis
in a calm,of sinand straightforward
the
selling angles as proved by the picture
itself.
The newspaper display advertisements
are striking and powerful. Three sets
of newspaper advertisements and one set
of production publicity cuts and matrices
have been added to the number supplied
in the past. In addition to these, there
are several pen and ink portraits of Tom
Moore to be used by showmen who prepare their own advertisements in varying sizes and layouts.
Use Salvation Army Slogan
The front cover of the book features
the slogan-catchline suggested by Goldwyn's Service Department for the promotion of "The City of Comrades." The
Salvation Army phrase. "A Man May Be
Down. But
catchline
used.He's Never Out!" is the
The publicity stories, edited by Director of Publicity Ralph Block, are of
such news value as to appeal to motion
picture editors. Several feature articles,
including one which tells of "The Baffling Art of inMake-up."
Tom Moore,
are included
the press by
pages.

"PARLEZ VOUS FRANCAISE"

for

"Virtuous Men" in South
Arthur H. Sawyer, of S-L Pictures, has
left on another special sales trip in behalf of "Virtuous Men," the initial production sponsored by himself and Herbert Lubin. Mr. Sawyer will cover the
entire Southern territory during this trip,
stopping at Philadelphia. Washington,
Baltimore, Richmond, Atlanta, New Orleans, reaching his furthest point South
at Dallas, Texas.
During his sales drive in behalf of
"Virtuous Men," Mr. Sawyer will ar
range for special openings of the E. K.
Lincoln starring vehicle in first run theatres in the various territories. This will
be done in accordance with a prearranged
plan of S-L Pictures, in order to prove
through the box office the drawing power
and entertainment value of "Virtuous
Men" as a first run production. The various state rights buyers will be invited to
attend these openings in each city.

"Oui. oni." said Margarita Fisher, the American Film Company star, dressed for her role
in aviator
"The Tiger
Lieut. Henri
Farre.
the world
and Lily."
painter. a«* she
R. R.welcomed
Nehls. general
manager,
stands
next tofamous
the
lieutenant, while A. L. Thompson, studio manager, George
Periolat, Frank Clark and Director George
I . Cox look on.
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Play "Sahara"
Over
Entire Circuit
J. Parker Read Feature, Published by Hodkinson,
Is Given

Record

Bookings Throughout
the Country

Exhibitor demand for the big J. Parker
Read Jr.Louise
specialGlaum
production,
starring
in a C. "Sahara,"
Gardner
Sullivan drama personally supervised by
Allan Dwan, has kept the W. W. Hodkinson organization busy nationally during the past week.
Joseph L. Plunkett, managing director,
has booked "Sahara" for an immediate
playing date at the Strand theatre, admitting that this booking of a noteworthy
production meant laying another picture
on the shelf, the Strand being overbought from now until the new season
starts in September.
Playing at Moore Theatres
Tom Moore's big Rialto. Washington,
not only booked "Sahara," but gave it
an immediate playing date, beginning
Sunday, June 8, and opening to remarkable business despite hot weather. Mr.
Moore's
calls forruntwoto follow
weeks at
at
the Rialtocontract
and a second
Tom Moore's Strand theatre, Washington.
The Chicago office of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, through Division Manager E. C. Fielder and Manager E. S.
Rowley, have booked "Sahara" for the
entire Lubliner & Trinz circuit of theatres with a first run to precede this
splendid
circuit showing.
"Sahara"
its run through
the Lubliner
& starts
Trinz
houses with a week in their beautiful
Pantheon theatre.
Exhibitor competition for big productions is keen in Chicago at the present
time and the arrival of the prints found
not only many big first run and circuit
accounts in the city demanding the first
opportunity to book "Sahara," but found
Milwaukee exhibitors telephoning for
first options.
In New York one of the largest circuits
in Amerjca had "Sahara" previewed at a
private showing at the home of its general manager, and contracts are being

drawn for runs throughout July and August following the Strand run for a
greater number of days than has been
given any production in the past twelve
months.
Exploitation Is Demanded
Under rigid instruction of the Hodkinson home office organization only such
exhibitors as will guarantee unusual advertising and exploitation are being permitted to book "Sahara" at this time. No
exhibitor whose showmanship plans involve treating "Sahara" just as a routine
picture is being granted bookings, and
there is no intention of the production
being permitted to get into the hands of
any exhibitor-customer who fails to take
advantage of the remarkable possibilities of the production from a box office
angle.
Three thousand exhibitors, owners of
the largest theatres in the country, have
been supplied directly from New York
with the music-theme prepared for "Sadirectorhara" byofDr.theHugo
RivoliRiesenfeld,
and Rialto managing
theatres.
New York, and the use of this theme is
expected to be general.
Elaborate Set Used
In "The Tiger Lily"
A spacious and costly set embracing
four rooms and covering approximately
400 square feet of floor space is being
used at the American in the production
of "The Tiger Lily," the drama by Joseph Franklin Poland in which Margarita
Fisher is now appearing under George
L. Cox's direction. It represents the
home aireofwhose
"Philip
Remington,"
a millionson becomes
involved
in a
romance with Miss Fisher, who figures
as "Pepita," an Italian-American peasant
girl.
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Suggestion Is Worth
25 Cents to McFarland
C. A. McFarland, manager of
Queen Theatre, Houston, Texas, has
inaugurated the following unique
ice.
plan for bettering his theatre's servEvery Tuesday morning he calls
the employes together in his office
and suggestions are made by each
for the betterment of the service to
patrons. The employe that makes
the best suggestion is declared exempt
from paying
a "fine"thatof istwenty-five
cents
each week,
assessed
against the manager and all employes
of the Queen.
The assessments are pooled and at
certain intervals a committee is appointed to buy refreshments which
are served on the mezzanine floor of
the theatre at get-together banquets.

Four Companies to Bid
On Minnehaha Studios
SPOKANE, WASH.— Not less than
four motion picture concerns or individuals will bid on the Washington Motion
Picture Company's plant at Minnehaha,
if it is found necessary to place it on
sale. F. K. McBroom, receiver of the
company, stated that he is assured of
four offers on the plant, all of them being from concerns which will operate
the plant.
"The affairs of the company are not
yet in such shape as to make it possible
to say just when the plant can be operated plenty
again." saidof Mr.
McBroom.
"Thatto
there are
people
who want
put in a company of players at the studio
is indicated by the inquiries I receive in
regard to the sale of the property. I
know of four other bona fide propositions
that will be submitted.
"The court will order the sale of the
plant, probably, if it is found that there
is not enough money to pay the indebtedness of the company. We are working
on some figures now that will tell us
more about how we stand."
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"The

Challenge of Chance" With World's
Heavyweight Champion in Lead
Frank G. Hall, president of Independhas been seen in "The Grouch,"
ent Sales Corporation, has acquired the Mr. Hart
Foot Ben." "The Man Hunt," "The
rights to United States and Canada to "Big
Page Mystery" and "A Woman of Rethe seven-reel special. "The Challenge
The features of the production are two
demption."
of Chance,"
featuring
world's who
heavyweight champion,
JesstheWillard.
on fight scenes in which the champ displays
the
prowess that has won for him th;
July 4 will defend his title against Jack
world's title in the prize ring, and a
Dempsey at Toledo. O. "The Challenge racing
which is a true picture of the
of Chance" was completed recently, un- famed scene
Kentucky Derby, with all the
the direction
Harrywritten
Revier."
The
storyder and
scenarioofwere
by Roy
spirit of the racing track as exhibited in
Summerville.
the Bluegrass country. The scenes were
The first print of the big special West.
reached New York last week and the taken on and near Willard's ranch in the
select few who saw it predict that the
picture, augmented as it is by one of the S. W. W. R. Advance Men
biggest publicity and advertising campaigns ever launched in the interest of a
Plan Visit to 59 Cities
production, will be the greatest drawing
Fifty-nine of the cities which will be
card screened since "The Birth of a
visited by Universal's representatives
Nation."
Figures Said to Be $500,000
who are to exploit the series of Stage
The deal which was closed with Mr. Women's War Relief pictures in the
Wilke. acting for Continental Pictures, United States, have been selected and
and Mr. Hall for the Hall interests, is are named below. The two men who
said to involve a half million dollars and
gives Mr. Hall the exclusive rights of will visit the cities are William Howard
distribution for the Willard picture, to and W. R. Wilkerson.
the United States and Canada. ImmeThe cities which will be visited by Mr.
diately after the signing of the papers. Wilkerson are: Des Moines. Davenport,
Mr. Hall commenced negotiations for a St. Louis. East St. Louis, St. Joseph.
Broadway house in which to open the
City. Topeka. Kan.. WichWillard picture for an indefinite run. Mo.:ita,Kansas
Muskogee. Oklahoma City, Santa Fe,
Harry P. Diggs, exploitation manager Pueblo, Colorado Springs. Denver, Cheyfor the Hall interests, has set on foot one
enne, Lincoln, Omaha. Sioux City, Aberof the most extensive advertising and
deen, Fargo. Bismark, Helena, Butte.
publicity campaigns ever inaugurated in Spokane. Tacoma. Seattle, Portland. Sathe interests of a Broadway opening.
lem. Boise. Ogden. Salt Lake, Frisco.
Following the completion of the plans Oakland. Sacramento. Berkley. San Difor the opening on Broadway, Mr. Diggs
ego, Los Angeles. Pasadena. Tuscon.
will leave for Chicago, where he will ar- San Antonio, Ft. Worth, Dallas, Houston.
Galveston and New Orleans.
range for the opening in one of the prominent theatres of the loop district.
Mr. Howard will call upon the exhibitors in the following cities: Houston,
Prior to the publication of "The Chal- Montreal.
Toronto. Buffalo. Cleveland.
lenge
of
Chance"
a
national
billboard
campaign will be launched covering Detroit. Columbus. Cincinnati. Indianapevery center of importance from coast olis. olis, Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapto coast, and this campaign will be supplemented by a newspaper campaign
which has been carried on for the past
several weeks in the news columns and Frank Keenan Author
sport pages of the dailies. The big naOf Two of His Plays
tional papers are carrying daily in their
sporting pages a special article by the
F. X. James, the author of "The Maschampion, and during the past weeks
ter Mind" and "The World Aflame." two
there has not been a more advertised
of
the four productions Frank Keenan
figure in the country than Jess Willard.
produced for Pathe, is none other
In view of his engagement on July 4 to has
than Frank Keenan himself.
defend
the
world's
championship
in
the
Mr. Keenan modestly insisted upon a
prize ring, and due to the fact that he is
a national figure, there is every reason
nom de plume, but his friends couldn't
to believe said Mr. Hall, that his pic- keep
the secrtt.
ture and his debut on the screen will
arouse an interest never before manifested in a star of the silent drama.
Parke Again With Pathe
Arline Pretty in Cast
William Parke is again to direct pictures for release by Pathe. according to
In the principal supporting role oppo- announcement
made this week. He has
site Willard appears Arline Pretty, who
been engaged by Ruth Roland, Pathe
was Douglas Fairbanks' leading woman
serial star, to direct her in her new comin "In Again Out Again." She appeared
pany, Ruth Roland 45Serials, Inc., and is
also in Pathe's serial, "The Hidden
to go to Los Angeles at once to begin
Hand."
Albert
Hart,
one
of
the
screen's
work
on
her first personally produced
well-known character men, is seen in a
serial for which she furnished the plot.
strong role in support of the champion.

KIXG W- VIDOR
Director of Brentwood
features. who
(•rented "The Turn in the Road'* and
"Better Times." which will he controlled hy Robertson-Cole.
Australian Production
Practically Non-Existent
SYDNEY. X. S. W.. AUSTRALIA.—
The production of film subjects locally,
never a very flourishing industry, is practically non-existent at present, although
a few pictures will be published as soon
as the theatres open again. These include "The Sentimental Bloke," from the
book of poems by C. J. Dennis, which has
had an enormous sale in this country
during the past two years. BeaumontSmith's racing
present
showingdrama.
in the"Desert
country,Gold."
is alsoat
widely booked for cit}- and suburban
screening. This production is of more
than ordinary interest, and has been
well directed, while the photography is
of a high order.
R. L. (Snowy) Baker will shortly put
his latest production on the market. This
is entitled
"The Man
River,"of
the
story being
takenfrom
fromSnowy
the book
that name by the famous writer, Banjo
Patterson, together with incidents from
other works of that author. It is anticipated that this picture will set a new
standard in Australian productions.
Fans Like Riley Film
World Pictures, which is distributing
"Little Orphant Annie," a five-reel feature from the famous poem of the same
name by James Whitcomb Riley, is in
receipt of a large number of letters from
Riley clubs throughout the country asking for information as to when this picture will be seen in their home towns
and at what theatre. These letters in
themselves indicate a splendid means of
exploiting the local production of this
picture and gives to the exhibitor o
tie-up with his box office.
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ALICE BRADY PLAYS DUAL ROLE IN "HIS BRIDAL NIGHT

.lames C. Crane is the affianced husband of one of the "elinirinc vines" on the left, but he
can't tell which one. A ticklish situation, we'd say. Miss
Brady is seen as the twin sisters. (Select.)
New

Sessue

Hayakawa

Is Completed

for

Production
Robertson-Cole

"The Man Beneath," in Which Japanese Actor
Portrays Hindu Physician, Required Four
Months in Taking
Frank D. Ormstrom, who is considered
The pretentiousness of the six previous
Hayakawa productions controlled by one of the finest technical directors in the
Robertson-Cole and published through country, was engaged by Haworth for
Exhibitors Mutual, is said to be over- this picture, to design and supervise the
shadowed by the production of "The interior and exterior settings. Especially
of notice is the Anglo-Indian
Man Beneath," which the Japanese actor worthy
furniture used in the production.
has just completed. "The Man Beneath"
was adapted for the screen by L. V. JefWhen the Haworth management deferson, from a novel by Edmund Mitchell.
cided to make this picture, Hayakawa
cabled to friends in Calcutta asking them
Hayakawa's
characterization
is
given fullmastery
sway inof this
offering, in to send him all the photographs they
which he portrays a Hindu surgeon.
could find of scenes in India during the
"The Man Beneath" will take Hayakawa virtually around the world on the great
and' famine.
him
severalplague
hundred
and the They
best sent
of these
screen, for the scenes are laid in India, have been reproduced.
Scotland and Italy, and the expense incurred in the erection of the various sets
Scenes Are Taken at Dusk
for this production will make it the
costliest of the costly Hayakawa pictures.
Great pains were taken with the exterior settings. In order to obtain the
Expect Great Success
right effects in these scenes, the entire
Four months were devoted to the mak- company waited until the hour between
ing of this photodrama, and according to six-thirty and seven-thirty p. m., at which
William Worthington, who directs all time the cloud formations in California
are very beautiful and the atmosphere
Hayakawa's
pictures,
no more
five-reel
feature
has ever
been effective
shown
hazy and dim, and then accomplished
most
of their work.
than "The Man Beneath." The success
When these scenes are shown on the
which has attended "His Debt." "The
screen they appear more like composiCourageous Coward," "Bonds of Honor,"
tions painted by some great artist, than
"A Heart in Pawn," "The Temple of
like
real exteriors. Nothing in the way
Dusk"
and
"His
Birthright,"
will
be
far
outdone by the newest Haworth play, if of this beautiful background has ever
predictions are fulfilled.
used in a picture since "Stella
The few who have seen the rough print been
Maris" with Mary Pickford.
in the Haworth studio, pronounce it one
Mr. Hayakawa is said to have the most
of the most perfect pictures of its kind sympathetic role in this production that
ever made on the West Coast.
he has had for some time, being a Hindu
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surgeon who rescues many people when
India is suffering from the plague.
Victor Kremer Takes
Over Essanay Library
Victor Kremer has taken over the entire library of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company and will be ready to
publish within a very short time enough
film for two different and distinct programs for an indefinite period. By his
deal with Mr. Spoor, president of the
Essanay Company, he obtained millions
of feet of film and acquires subjects of
from one to six reels of comedies, dramas, fables, serials and features with
Essanay's
the leads. complete list of stars playing
Mr. Kremer is in Chicago at the present time concluding details of the transaction.
In addition to the Essanay program he
has entered into another deal whereby
he will gain possession of another assortment of films of various lengths and
themes which will give him sufficient film
to supply two exchanges in each city
with an entire program without conflicting with one another. He will for the
present make his headquarters in Chicago, with branches in New York and on
the Western Coast, for which point he
will start immediately to make all possible arrangements, as he intends to pubsimultaneously in every film zone in
this lish
country.
Metro Loans Connelly
Edward Connelly, Metro character
actor who has played in support of Mme.
Nazimova on both stage and screen, has
been loaned by Director General Maxwell Karger to Goldwyn for the current
Geraldine
Farrar production at the Culver City plant.
JtiiiiititiiKmiitiiitini minimi iiiiiiKiiiiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiii in mini iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiillHutC
I Helen Keller Is Star
In Screen Production
Helen Keller, known the world
1 over as "the blind girl," has posed
1 as the central figure in a screen
production, and the picture called
"Deliverance" will be shown in a
New York theatre of the Messrs.
Shubert soon.
George
Foster
1 Piatt, who staged and produced
[ "The Blue Bird," directed "Deliverance," which has employed the
services of some thousand persons,
including many of the most not| able men and women.
The story is in three episodes,
| showing
the childhood,
and womanhood
of Miss girlhood
Keller,
although in the first two episodes
Miss Keller, of course, does not
! appear.
While the aim of "Def liverance"
is toKeller,
show born
the without
manner
in which Miss
sight, hearing or power of speech,
overcame these unsurmountable
obstacles and took her place in the
front rank of science and letters,
there is a counter story depicting
in a most interesting fashion the
struggles of a young girl who
without the handicaps met by Miss
i Keller, has difficulty in obtaining
even an ordinary education.
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□ General Manager of "Big Four" Believes That Day of Closer Relationship and Co- Operation Between the Producer and the
Exhibitor is at Hand
Li
□

□
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By Hiram Abrams
(General Manager, the United Artists' Corporation)
When Mary Pickford. Charlie Chaplin. of our own distributing depots. The
Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith sales managers of two of our fifteen dehave already been announced, and
formed their association, they had in otherspotswill
follow as quickly as men of
mind, not merely the seeking of a dif- the calibre we want for our organization
ferent channel of distribution for their take hold.
product. It was not their intention to
At no time, and under no circumgo from one distributing company to anstances, will any productions of United
other. They intended to depart from
Corporation be handled in any
all the plans and traditions of then ex- Artists'
other way than through our own organisting distributors, for they felt that noization. Every exhbitor in the country
where in fhe industry was there an outlet will at all times know that full and
for their product that would assure to
of theirArtists
productions
exhibitors the freedom of action that was complete
main withcontrol
the United
so that re-in
essential for the proper exploitation of renting the pictures of Mary Pickford.
their pictures. Likewise they felt that Charlie Chaplin. Douglas Fairbanks and
their own freedom of action was not as- D. W. Griffith, the exhibitor, in dealing
sured under contracts that they would
Artists Corporation, is workbe obliged to enter into if their pictures with ingUnited
with the producer-artists themselves.
were to be released through outside disDespite innumerable rumors from
tributors.
sources that seek to enhance their own
Seek Direct Dealings
prestige by appearing to have some interests in the operations of United ArOnly one way seemed open to them —
Corporation, I want to state as
the formation of their own distributing plainlytists'
and emphatically as I can. that
organization, leaving them free to deal no distributing organization, or theatre
direct with the showmen of America, and
enabling them to work hand in hand with
the men who exhibited their pictures to
the public.
A Good Little Scout
On this was built United Artists' Corporation, the first and only organiza'in which
thesell
masterartiststion ofofitsthekind.
screen
were to
their
product direct to the exhibitors.
And what has been the result so far.
In the first place, exhibitors for a long
time had demanded genuine open booking, single picture rental that would
leave them free to handle pictures as individual units on a basis of pure merit.
In answer to this exhibitor demand the
United Artists committed themselves to
single picture booking, a move that would
have been impossible if they had not
had their own distributing organization
over which they could exercise full and
complete control.
And we are already seeing the fruits
of producing with genuine exhibitor cooperation inmind. Mr. Fairbanks is well
along in the production of his first release, and by wire and correspondence
he has been in constant touch with the
home office here, so that when his picture is ready for exhibitors there will
be ready with it the very finest exploitation aids that can be devised. And the
production itself will reflect much that
we have gained from the suggestions of
the leading showmen of the country, for
which Mr. Fairbanks is grateful.
And the net results of it all are the
truly remarkable bookings already secured on the September release. A representative first run of extraordinary
length and magnitude is assured all over
the country, indicating clearly that the
direct-with-the-star method of doing
business is what the exhibitor wants.
ENID BEXXETT
Book Through Home Office
Paramount star reviews the Los
Every booking contract has been made The Anpreles
Scouts, whom
she has
adopted drive
and isfor
assisting:
through the home office cf United Arfunds. in their
tists' Corporation, pending the opening
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circuit of any kind or any locality, will
have any control or interest whatsoever
in the production of this company. At
no time will even the remotest control
over our releases pass from our hands.
Once and for all. we want to urge exhibitors to ignore absolutely any rumors
of this sort, and to remember at all times
that this company will deal direct with
the exhibitors themselves, either through
our home tributing
officedepots.or through our local disBreak Away From Tradition
The four artists who have had the
courage
break away
from ofthethetraditions andtoantiquated
methods
past
would be defeating their purposes if at
any time
tions to be they
taken permitted
out of the their
open producmarket
or tied up in any way by interests seeking something other than the preservation of the freedom that the United Artists have won for the exhibitors of the
country.
It is well for the entire industry to be
reminded of the foundations on which
United and
Artists'
Corporation
has those
been
reared,
to be
assured that
foundations are unchangeable.
Pathe Review to Show
Novelty Baseball Plays
Charles Watson, president of the
Xovagraph Company, has just completed
making, for the Pathe Review, a series of
slow motion baseball studies, which are
declared by John J. McGraw to be the
most remarkable and revealing "diamond
disclosures" ever taken. All of the star
players of the Giants are shown and so
thorough was the work accomplished,
during five days with the team on the
I'olo Grounds. New York, that the analysis may go almost as a course of complete instruction.
This achievement, though it had been
planned in the very beginning of the exploitation of the slow motion pictures
by Pathe. was the result of a mass of
suggestions from sporting departments
of newspapers all over the country and
in thousands of letters both to Pathe
Exchange and John J. McGraw.
Kraft Joins Universal
Staff as Publicity Man
William Kraft, at one time associated
with the staff of the N. Y. Evening Mail,
and who has had a wide newspaper experience as well as magazine work, has
joined the staff of the Universal home
office publicity department. For some
time Mr. Kraft has been writing the daily
Anniversary Bulletin, which is being sent
to the Universal salesmen during the
anniversary month. Among his duties
on the publicity staff Mr. Kraft will have
charge of the publicity for the motion
picture "fan" magazines.
Helen Ferguson Plays
Opposite Harry Morey
A contingent of Vitagraph stock players headed by Harry T. Morey has begun
work on "The Gamblers." the third of a
cycle
of Charles
Klein's stage plays to
be
screened
by Vitagraph.
Harry T. Morey was chosen for the
role of Wilbur Emerson. The pivotal
feminine role, that of Catherine Darwin,
will be interpreted by Helen Ferguson.
Miss Ferguson began her screen career
with Essanay in Chicago.
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Woman

Exhibitor

Establishes

Record

I Thresa Nibler, Manager of Electric Theatre at Springfield, Missouri, [
Plays Attraction to 18,000 People in Three .Days
in City of 35,000 Population
iuwiuuiiumaiiuiuuiiuiniiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu
Advertising Is Intensive
Can the manager of a motion picture
theatre in a city of 35,000 — and where
All of the Tarzan books were exhibcompetition is keen — hope to play to
ited in the windows, with special emonc-hali
the
city's
population
in
three
phasis given to "The Romance of Tardays with a big feature as the drawing
zan" on the hand-lettered cards announccard?
ing the coming of the picture to the
Electric. Then Miss Nibler offered a
It can't be done: Impossible? Xo use
trying?
prize of $5 to the child who could write
All wrong! It can be done and has the best essay on why Tarzan was a
been done.
popular hero on the screen and in fiction. Hundreds of replies were received.
The Electric Theatre at Springfield,
A
week
the opening, small ac»
Missouri, is the house. Thresa Nibler, a were used before
daily in the two newspapers.
woman, put it over. The First National
The theatre house organ, "The News,"
attraction.
"The Romance of Tarzan."
was devoted almost exclusively to Coplwas the feature.
and illustrations on Tarzan. On Sunday,
Attendance Breaks Record
Monday and Tuesday, the days the picture was shown, four column ads, twelve
On Sunday the picture played to 7.000: inches deep, were used.
Monday to 5,000 and Tuesday to 6,000.
Miss Nibler wanted a real lobby disOther bookings prevented it being held
play— -and she figured out how to get
over. The total attendance was 18,000 —
one without expending any money. From
Seed Company she bormore than
of the city's
total record
popu- the Springfield
lation. Ithalf
established
a house
rowed beautiful ferns, banana trees, and
tropical vegetation. From the zoo she
that had previously been held by "Tar- borrowed
a couple of live monkeys and
zan of the Apes."
a
snake. And from a furniture store
Anita Stewart in "Virtuous Wives" al- shehuge
borrowed some beautiful mirrors.
most pushed "Tarzan of the Apes" out
Cutouts from the 24 sheets supplied
of second place on the Electric's records.
figures of Tarzan. Under her direction
"How did we put it over?" Miss Nibler an artist and a window trimmer — both
remarked.it "Well,
was not
hard When
to do, of whom get an occasional pass to the
because
was a itgreat
picture.
Electric — made a jungle scene out of the
you have a feature that is a feature, play lobby.
The snake and the monkeys were
it off the boards. Don't keep it a secret.
arranged so that it was impossible to
Lots of managers do and then they wonder why a picture falls flat. We used all tell that they were caged. The lobby
the good mediums of advertising, pulled attracted great attention.
a few stunts, and could not have handled
"U" Buys Mc Culley Story
any more people if they had sought admittance. As it was it required two ex"The Brute Breaker," a tale of the
tra policemen to handle our evening
Canadian logging camps, from the pen
crowds."
McCulley, has been purThe advertising campaign was started of Johnston
chased by Universal to be made into a
two weeks before the picture opened. six-reel special production.
Frank Mayo and Kathryn Adams will
The first stunt was to induce the bookstores to put out special window dis- head a specially selected cast, which will
plays of the Tarzan novels.
be seen in this out-of-door photoplay.

LEAH BAIKD
Star of new Augustus
Thomas
picture distributed by W. W,
Hodkinson.
"Paradise Annie" Title
Of Alma Rubens Feature
Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman, who is
associated with Alma Rubens in her
forthcoming production, to be published
by Pathe announces that the first picture
now in course of making and originally
called "Annie Marnet," will bear the title
of "Paradise Annie." The former Triangle star is very enthusiastic regarding
her new creation.
Bee Farm in Kinograms
The current issue of Kinograms, although itcontains nine features, includes
one that should arouse great interest
among those who book this news weekly.
It is designated on this issue as "The
in Ohio."
picturizesas
aSweetest
bee farmPlace
at Medina,
Ohio,It known
the biggest honey plant in the world.

Membership of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
The complete list of members of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, which includes the advertising managers
of practically all of the leading motion picture producing and distributing companies, as well as the leading free-lance
publicity and advertising men, is as follows:
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Exports of motion pictures during the
month of April totaled $631,531. according to a report just secured from the Department of Commerce. This total was
composed of 405,456 linear feet of unexposed film, valued at $11,733. and 12,107.273 feet of exposed film, valued at
$619,793. While our exposed films were
exported to some forty different countries, of which England was the most
important consumer, our shipments of
unexposed film were limited to four markets, Canada. Brazil. Venezuela and
Japan.
The following table, prepared by the
Department, shows the exports of exposed film of the month in detail:
Countries Lin. Feet Dollars
Denmark
254.257 19.956
France
688.128 50,053
Greece
7,000 340
Italy
28.819 1.358
Netherlands
19.000 475
Norway
97.047 2.087
Portugal
129.000 2,900
Spain
67.888 5.200
England
2.161.1S5 132.946
Canada
1,053.620 72,696
Costa Rica
10.000 500
Guatemala
20.255 648
Nicaragua
42.000 2.100
Panama
262.100 15.319
Mexico
•. ..
77.100 5.505
Newfoundland and
Labrador
357.000 10.270
Trinidad and Tobago.
11.600 2,273
Cuba
715.786 32.767
Virgin Islands of
United States
1.000 150
Dominican Republic.
225.317 3.250
Argentina
566.516 29.958
Brazil
1.137.307 44,677
Chile
131.841 8.171
Colombia
9.000 450
British Guiana
48.000 3.000
Peru
45.800 2.066
Uruguav
29.729 829
Venezuela
83.305 2.691
China
105.375 3,775
British India
609.236 27.527
Straits Settlements.. 661.834 21.229
Dutch East Indies...
1*4.400 6,520
Hongkong
28.419 .1.137
Tapan
682.286 30.9SS
Russia in Asia
225.000 9.180
Australia
1,031.165 53.998
New Zealand
80.146 4.199
Philippine Islands . . 156.630 4.636
Egypt
63.1S2 3.970
Total
12.107.273 619.793
The War Trade Board has announced
the removal of motion picture films from
the export conservation list. Exports of
films may now be made freely to all
countries, so long as they are not consigned to or for the benefit of persons
or concerns appearing in the enemy
blacklist.
Australia. New Zealand and Tasmania
rights to Outing-Chester pictures have
been purchased for Australian Films.
Ltd.. by Harry G. Musgrove. manager
director of the company.
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Information
Mexican rights to the Craig
serial "The Carter Case'* have
by Export and Import, leaving
gium. Holland and Central
rights still to be disposed of.

Kennedy
been sold
only BelAmerican

Who's
Who
In Chicago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

British rights
to "Topics
the Day."
produced
by Timely
Films.of Inc.,
have
been taken by the Motion Picture Sales
Agency of London.
That the strike situation in Argentine
is still serious is the advice received by
American film exporters during the past
week.
Robertson-Cole is invading Japan on
a large scale. Nippon Katsdo Shasin
Kaisha. Tokio, has taken over all of
the 1919 features of H. B. Warner. William Desmond, Bessie Barriscale. H. B.
Walthall. Alma Rubens. Sessue Hayakawa, and the Brentwood features. The
Eskay Harris Feature Film company
has purchased Japan rights to five Billie
Rhodes features. Among other sales reported are: France. Holland. Switzerland and Belgium rights to "Cannibals
of the South Seas" purchased by the
British and Continental Trading company. F. M. Furio and company of
Buenos Aires, who control Hayakawa in
Argentine. Paraguay and Urauguay have
extended their rights to Chile, Ecuador.
Peru and Bolivia. The North American
Motion Pictures, Inc.. of Argentine. Uruguay forand the
Paraguay
renewed its contract
coming hasyear.
— fames Beecroft.
J. Stuart Blackton
Heads New Company
J. Stuart Blackton is president and director general of the newly formed J.
Stuart Blackton Feature Pictures. Inc..
which has taken over the interests of
Blackton Productions. Inc. Associated
with him are Martin Justice as art director. Jack Martin as studio and technical director Stanley Olmstead. chief
of the scenario department, and J. Stuart
Blackton.ecutiveJr..
offices. who will work in the exSix to ten special pictures will be made
"Moonshine."
The first will be
annually.Sylvia
Gorand Robert
Breamer recently
starringdon. Mr. Blackton
acquired
rights to "Dawn." by Eleanor H. Porter,
and "Phantoms," by Wallace Irwin.
Cutting Minter Picture
"Yvonne from Paris." the story of a
French dancer, by Joseph Franklin Poland, in which Mary Miles Minter soon
will be presented by the American, has
undergone its second cutting and is almost down to footage, according to reports from Santa Barbara. The film is
on the list of "Flying A" for July.

LEE HERZ.

Silee
er ofof thetheyoung
manag
Film HERZ
Excha.nge,
is one
LEE
nge manest independentd film excha
agers in the Unite States, and at the
same time, one of the most successful.
Entering the film business in April.
1917, as junior partner in the firm of
Griever & Herz. he quickly grasped every
phase of the business ana in July, 1918,
bought out his partner. Today, he is
president and general manager of the
exchange and with his father owns the
business.
Mr. Herz has just passed his twentyfourth birthday. He was born in Chicago and received his education in the
public
and from
Northwestern
Universitv. schools
graduating
the university
in 1916.
When a boy he had an ambition to become a dentist.
a far cry
from from
extracting teeth to It's
extracting
money
exhibitors. Mr. Herz. however, is just
as contented as he would be with a
D. D. S. after his name.
After graduating from Nothwestern, he
held various positions and was assistant
general maViager of the Crown Press,
when he joined with Si Griever in purchasing the holdings of the General Feature Film Company, the Balaban and
Hershberg exchange, and started the
Silee exchange.
Mr. Herz has been specializing in
physical distribution of films for other
firms and holds contracts with the
Mickey Film Corporation. Capital Film
Corporation. Commonwealth Pictures
Corporation. Arthur S. Hyman Attractions, and other companies.
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TOO much attention cannot be given by exhibitors
to the farce.
The personal reviewing of the entire output
of features, desirable as it is, is impractical in the
cases of the great majority of exhibitors. It would
consume so much of his time that he could not give
to this theatre the personal care it requires. Yet a
certain amount of personal reviewing must be done
to keep in touch with the market and to gain firsthand knowledge of coming attractions.
Just where to draw the line, of course, must be
decided by each exhibitor for himself. But this much
is certain. The man who neglects an opportunity to
be present at the screening of any picture known to
be a farce is doing himself an injustice.
No form of film fiction is advancing so rapidly
either in technical quality or popularity. Xo form
of photoplay entertainment offers as splendid opportunities for exploitation. The prosperous exhibitor
of the immediate tomorrow is going to be the man who
has played every good farce and exploited it to the
limit.
"HAY FOOT STRAW FOOT" (Paramount)
has in its make-up several characteristic Charles Ray
touches and a story that uses the war as a developmental incident but tells a tale that would be as
interesting without it. The star has done better work
with stories more amply provided with his peculiar
type of materia], but this one may be considered typical of his average.
"SAHARA" (Hodkinson) presents Louise
Glaum in a play calculated to bring out the best
of her talent. It is a wonderfully constructed photoplay, impressive and convincing. The story is adult
in
appeal,production
but the appeal
is one
splendid
in every
way. of great scope.' A
"MY LITTLE SISTER" (Fox) is a picture
with a definite point, a moral set forth baldly. Evelyn Nesbit is the star. The play contains some of her
best work to date. A thinking audience will see the
good in the picture. The seeker after thrills will be
disappointed.
"THE DEVIL'S TRALL" (World) depicts with
commendable realism the ways of the Yukon country
and tells its story with admirable dispatch. Betty
Compson and George Larkin are the featured players. They work well together.
"TOO MANY CROOKS" (Vitagraph) is a
lively little semi-farce which makes capital of the
crook plot by treating it as comedy. Gladys Leslie
is the star mentioned jn the press matter and on the
film, but Jean Paige enjoys equal prominence in the
play and the combination is a good one. The offering, though light and altogether trifling, should make
a Wfty for itself because of the qualities mentioned.
"SUNNYSIDE" (First National) proves again
the comedy talent of Charlie Chaplin. His personal
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endeavors are at all times during the picture's progress the sources of humor. By his own efforts he
pleases. After all, it is Chaplin that the people want
to see. In "Sunnyside" he is constantly before the
lens, constantly active and always funny. The comedy comes up to standard.
"GATES OF BRASS" (Pathe) casts Frank
Keenan in yet another crook role which he handles
to even better advantage than those that have gone
before. The ending is unhappy, and without apparent justification, but the tone of the whole production
is such that the point will be overlooked. Keenan
admirers, and strangers as well, will find much to
praise in the picture.
"SECRET SERVICE" (Paramount) brings to
the waiting fan body the Robert Warwick of antebellum days improved in style and technique by participation inthe European disorder. A big production with an enviable stage history, filmed magnificently, the intelligent exhibitor should be able to
capitalize it to his complete satisfaction.
"THE LONE STAR RANGER" (Fox) tells a
story of big men and big purposes in admirable continuity and with William Farnum at the height of
his power in a play which calls forth the best that is
in him. In six parts, it is undoubtedly the best of
this star's work since "Les Miserables."
"IN SEARCH OF ARCADY" (Exhibitors Mutual) presents the delicate Billie Rhodes in a delicate
little story resembling nothing so much as "Diane of
the Green Van," recently published with Alma Rubens in the star role by the same organization. As
Miss Rhodes' productions have been running, it is a
decided betterment. While not in any respect a
"big"
it will please the star's fans and the
casual picture,
attendance.
"LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN" (Triangle)
follows closely the story that gained considerable
prominence some years ago when it appeared under
the signature of the famous Oscar Wilde. French in
theme and atmosphere, the plot is nevertheless one
with universal application. A story of mother love
and sacrifice, its appeal is to the adult.
"OTHER MEN'S WIVES" (Paramount) lets
its viewers in on the ways of the social leaders in
their element and depicts brilliantly the pleasant and
unpleasant angles. Dorothy Dalton has a role to luv
liking and makes capital of it. The whole is splendidly produced and will more than please admirers
(if tiie emotional drama.
"HAPPINESS A LA MODE" (Select), the last
production of Constance Talmadge's under the Selznick trade-mark, is worth anybody's time. Miss Talmadge's large following will not be disappointed in
this amusing tale of domestic misunderstandings.
Sumptuous settings, splendid direction, clever acting
by a capable supporting cast, all are here.
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Robert Warwick in
SECRET SERVICE
Six-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Hugh Ford.
Published June 15.
OPINION: William Gillette's remarkable stage record with "Secret
Service" in the yesterday of stage drama
argues well for the attendance possibilities of the film version with the recently
appointed Major Robert Warwick in the
star role.
What the stage play was . to the
speaking
stage
of be
its totime
cellu-of
loid edition
should
the the
screen
today. Any antipathy to the war story
that may exist because of the flood of
war pictures not yet subsided should
have no ill effect upon the box office,
since the play is primarily drama, secondarily aCivil War story.
The plot is good. That is a known
fact. Paramount's presentation of it
is in keeping with the style and technique of that organization. Warwick's
acting has taken on maturity and solidity since his participation in the big
events across the sea. His good looks
and attractive mannerisms have not
been impaired.
Produced lavishly, authentically and
with due appreciation of dramatic effects, that feature has many big moments and when presented with intelligent musical accompaniment should
satisfy completely.
SYNOPSIS : Captain Lewis Dumont
of the Confederate Army is sent to
Richmond disguised as a Union officer
and accepts the hospitality of the Varneys as Captain Thorne of the northern
forces. His mission requires that he
gain access to the telegraph office and
send false orders which will bring the
Union Army into a trap laid by the
rebel general. Edith Varney secures
for him the post of telegrapher and he
attempts to send the message but is
discovered, court-martialed and sentenced to death. As he faces the firing
squad the Union forces take Richmond
and save his life. He cares for the
Varney family during the occupation
and, when the war is over, returns to
marry Edith.
Billie Rhodes in
IN SEARCH OF ARCADY
Five-part comedy-drama; Exhibitors
Mutual.
Directed by Bertram Bracken.
Published in June.
OPINION: Billie Rhodes' peculiar
personality has not always in the past
lent itself readily to the five reel dibut in "the present
production
an ideal mension,
combination
of comedy
and
drama has been hit upon and the play
presents the diminutive star at her best.
A somewhat idylic story, as the title
implies, it is made to hold interest for
the desired period by the use of attractive settings, essentially romatic incidents and even distribution of the action. A cast of not too notable actors
employed in support sets off the work
of the star. Beautiful photography
dresses the developing plot becomingly.
An electrical storm is especially well
managed.

The play is not one to bear up under
exploitation of circus magnitude. The
man in the street who drops in to see
it will be amused, but not to the extent
of jotting down in his note book a record of the event. The matinee girl
will not rush madly to the studio door
in search of employment after seeing
the picture. It is not that sort of a
picture. But the audience that is familiar with the star and favorably so
will pronounce the production one of
her best.
SYNOPSIS: Barbara Chichester
buys a Gypsie's van and runs away
from home to escape the siege of the
noblemen gathered -by an aunt who
wishes to wed her to a title. The Earl
of Chamboyne, fleeing title-hunting
mothers, also takes to the road, as a
peddler of household furniture. A wayfaring Gypsie attacks Barbara and the
Earl rescues her. They are together
for a day and then Barbara joins a band
of Gypsies encamped in the vicinity.
The Earl follows. The chief of the
Gypsies tacked
proves
be the
who her
atBarbara.to He
has one
learned
identity and tries to hoid her for ranr
som. The Earl rescues her again, they
return
civilization,
learn each other's
identitiesto and
are married.
Frank Keenan in
GATES OF BRASS
Five-part drama; Pathe.
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
Published July 6.
OPINION: In the pearl gray derby, the
loud checkered suit and the white spats
of the "three
shell" gambler
county
fair circuit
Keenan haunting
begins the
the

'You're My Prisoner."

picture with a new characterization and
a remarkable one. As the play progresses, he rises in his profession to the
estate of polished promoter of big business swindles and reforms for the sake
of his daughter just before an untimely
death overtakes him.
Through it all, his acting is superb, his
changes of character subtle, his effects
gained quietly but powerfully. The story
is a bit out of the ordinary. The star's
work is more so. The whole is deservrating.ing of something higher than program
Lois Wilson and George Fisher are
members of the cast that attract considerable attention and bear it well. The
technicalities reflect credit upon Ernest
C. Warde, the director, and the producing organization. Suitable for any audience, there should be many screens
ayvaiting its publication.
SYNOPSIS: Jim Blake, confidence man
extraordinary, unwittingly defrauds the
father of the boy his daughter, Margaret,
has promised to marry. But she stands
by her father and renounces her sweetheart when the charges fail of substantiation. Some time later she is convinced of his guilt in a land swindle and
deserts him, marrying the man she has
never ceased to love. Blake seeks to
restore his wealth to its original owners, but continues to prosper by honest
methods. When amends have been made
he is forgiven, but before his daughter
can reach his side he dies suddenly, clear
of conscience and forgiven by all.
Pathe in New Field
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has decided to
advertise its next serial, "The Great
Gamble,"
to be published August 3 in
fan magazines.

A dramatic scene from
"Secret Service," featuring Robert Warwick. (Paramount.)
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Louise Glaum in
SAHARA
Six-part drama; W. W. Hodkinson.
Directed by Dick Rosson.
Published in June.
OPINION: C. Gardner Sullivan wrote
a strong story, Dick Rosson gave it logical direction, and Louise Glaum contributed a forceful delineation of an
exacting role. The Sahara desert, a backwell suited
to the star's with
personalityground
and style,
is represented
attention to detail and general effect which
removes any suggestion of artificiality.
Matt Moore and Edwin Stevens are excellent in support. The story is one for
the mature and the serious minded, yet
it has nothing in it- which will offend the
most exacting. If there is an author
writing for the screen today whose name
means anything to the public that man
is C. Gardner Sullivan. Use his name
and that of the star, emphasize the fact
that the play is characteristic of both
and done in their best manner, and the
play should be exhibited to a goodly

Gladys Leslie in
TOO MANY CROOKS
Five-part comedy; Vitagraph.
Directed by Ralph Ince.
Published June 16.
OPINION: The difficulties attendant
upon an effort to sustain comedy interest throughout the five-reel length have
been demonstrated by many producers
in the past, by the failure of their attempts to do so, but in the present case
the triumph over these handicaps is effected by the mystery element in the
story which is well maintained and pleasantly engaging.
Gladys Leslie is the starred member
of the cast, but Jean Paige proves by
her clean-cut performance that she is
quite the equal of her sister player. The
two work well together, however, and
the resultant impression is a good one.
The plot is very thin. There is no
great point to the story. But the pleasant manner in which it is told and the
speed with which the action passes lends
is value. Especially suitable for the
warm weather, the production should satisfy.
SYNOPSIS: Charlotte Browning aspires to be a writer of crook stories and
so that she may study her characters at
close range engages Bidwell Wright, a
society criminal, to people her country
estate with a choice selection of crooks.
Among them, and the one most busily
engaged in keeping the desired thrills in
motion, is "Boston Fanny," who vamps
the aspiring novelist's father and threatens her sweetheart. Strangely enough,
Wright has advanced to this latter position in the young
esteem.
When
complications
havelady's
reached
a satisfactory climax and the police threaten to
arrest the household, Wright reveals his
identity as a detective, secures the escape of the crooks, whose crimes have
been but well done imitations, and asks
for Charlotte's hand in marriage.

SYNOPSIS: Mignon Stanley, French
wife
American engineer, is the cenprofit.terofof aan circle
of male worshippers in
Paris when her husband is assigned to
work in the Sahara desert. She consents
to go along, her desire to see Cairo being the real motive. They go first to the
desert, and developments then postpone
the trip to Cairo until Mignon grows
impatient and finally elopes with Baron
Alexis, a Russian. He establishes her
in a palatial home and for a while she
is happy, but the love for her child
brings her to a realization of her mistake. Going into the "Street of the Beggars" she finds her husband among them,
his mind having failed because of her
desertion. She takes him and the child
back to the desert and nurses him back
to health.

Charles Ray in
HAY FOOT STRAW FOOT
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Jerry Storm.
Published June 22.
OPINION: Standard work by the
star, a colorful characterization by Spottiswoode Aitken and uniform production make Charles Ray's present publication an altogether acceptable attraction for those who have played his pictures satisfactorily in the past.
As the title indicates, the war comes
in for its share of consideration, but it
is employed merely as a means to an
end, a background for the story, and the Charlie Chaplin in
action never progresses beyond the SUNNYSIDE
training camp stage. The Civil War and Three-part comedy; First National.
its effect upon the generation involved
Directed by Charlie Chaplin.
in the more modern struggle is equally Published in June.
prominent.
OPINION: A room-full of exhibitors,
The story is, at best, but a vehicle men who looked at the picture with
for the star. It is his character comeyes made critical by visions of themedy that gives the picture its strength.
selves as prospective purchasers, found
And there is no amusement of the type occasion to laugh several times at Chapto surpass that of Mr. Ray.
lin's antics in "Sunnyside." Furthermore,
The prejudice against war pictures the laughter
was of the abdominal variety
should not rightfully work against "Hay
which
is characteristic of Chaplin audiences.
Foot, Straw Foot." Because the title
hints of the training camp and the awkThis would seem convincing enough as
ward squad it may do so. Explanatory
proof of the picture's laugh producing
advertising to overcome this effect may
insure good attendance, in which case qualities.
When the showing was finished the
the play will meet all amusement re- men talked it over as they filed out of
the exhibition room. As usual, there
quirements.
SYNOPSIS: Ulysses S. Grant Briggs, were arguments pro and con. But the
rookie, bound by his father, a veteran of concensus of opinion seemed to be that
the picture would give good account of
the Civil War, to emulate his illustrious
itself when submitted to the public.
namesake in all things, is court marA comedy of small town mannerisms
tiallcd for entering a notorious road- and
habits, it affords Chaplin ample
house against orders and rescuing Betty
scope
for his inimitable individual humor.
Martin, a young lady who aspires to the
Ever a master of pantomime, he depends
stage and has just taken part in a camp
entertainment, from the wiles of a man
upon it almost entirely and as a result
who poses as a vaudeville agent. His the laughs which the picture elicits are
father appears at camp and insists that nearly all due to his personal efforts.
the boy must have had good cause for
new good.
"stunts"Imitators
are introduced, most of them
his action, but the boy refuses to speak. Several absolutely
will doubtless make capital of the organ
Betty Martin thinks over the disgrace
incident, the small town hotel series and
she has caused the young man, comes
to camp and tells her story and secures
the dream passage, but they cannot imhis acquital.
prove upon the original.
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William Farnum in
THE LONE STAR RANGER
Six-part drama; Fox.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Published June 29.
OPINION: As the Texas Ranger
who plays a lone hand and invades the
territory terrorized by a hitherto unconquerable band of cattle rustlers and
emerges victorious William Farnum delivers the best bit of screen acting that
has come from the Fox studios in
months.
The story is big, the men who play
the leading roles are big in stature and
in character, the action is motivated by
big impulses and tocussed in big incidents.
J. Gordon Edwards has kept the background true and convincing throughout.
Lamar Johnstone, recently deceased,
G. Raymond Nye, Charles Clary and
Louise Lovely deserve honorable mention for fine work in support. The
scenario is compactly constructed and
effective.
It is the custom, when production
warrants it, for exhibitors to boost
William Farnum productions in streetwide banners and widely distributed
paper stands. The present one warrants such exploitation. It will bear
out the exhibitor's promises.
SYNOPSIS: Cyrus Longstreth,
"Bully" Brome and Jeff Lawson, a trio
of unprincipled cattlemen, have defied
law and order to interfere with their
rustling activities. Steele, a Texas
Ranger, enters the village alone and
under an assumed name, rescues Longstreth's daughter from two Mexican assailants and wins her father's gratitude.
When one of the trio murders Steele's
best friend he enters the locality alone,
goes to work on Longstreth's ranch and
wins
girl'she heart.
many
thrillingthefights
managesAfter
to dispose
of Brome. then confronts Lawson and
Longstreth with the charge of murder.
Lawson betrays his guilt and is killed
in the fight which follows. Longstreth
proves that his part in the rustling was
an involuntary one and Steele marries
the girl.

MOTOGRAPHY

Dorothy Dalton in
OTHER MEN'S WIVES
Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Victor L. Schertzinger.
Published June 15.
OPINION: The powers that be seem
to have chosen the emotional drama as
the type of photoplay best suited to the
talents of Dorothy Dalton and seem determined to spare no pains or expense
to make her a leader in that field.
Such a description fits the present
publication nicely. A careful vivisection of the whys and wherefores of divorce, a cutting commentary upon current conditions in the loftier realms of
society, it serves its story purpose well.
Sumptuously mounted, skillfully written and directed, acted by performers
who appreciate the demands of the
script, it doubtless delivers the author's
point unaltered and unimpaired.
As emotional drama of the heavier
type it is many degrees above the averclass. If original
the author's
was agenotof its
a strikingly
one itpoint
has
at
least
the
advantage
of
unclouded
illustration.
Technically the production is excellent. The audience that cares for the
sort of fiction set forth cannot find better entertainment. The exhibitor who
has such an audience and can keep the
hot weather influence from operating
may consider the picture a find.
SYNOPSIS: Cynthia Brock, society
girl, is made penniless by the death of
her father and is about to relinquish her
place in the select circle when Fenwick Flint, a wealthy bachelor, persuades her to aid him in breaking up the
happiness of Mr. and Mrs. James Gordon, so that he may marry the lady.
In a weak moment she accepts and soon
has Gordon at her feet. Then she falls
in love with her victim and refuses to
stage the final scene which will provide
grounds for divorce. When the situation occurs naturally after a fainting
spell she tells the truth about the whole
matter, Gordon permits the divorce and
Cynthia
money
and Gorgoes
to
work. returns
In due Flint's
time she
marries
don.

FOX STARS IN TWO
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Betty Compson in
THE DEVIL'S TRAIL
Five-part drama; World.
Directed by Stuart Paton.
Published June 16.
OPINION : The five reels are brimming with action and there is not a dull
moment in the play. Probability is
stretched slightly at times, but the impressive power of the production is
great. Where the audience is not too
critical of cause and effect the melodramatic nature of the composition will
render it entertaining.
Betty Compson is a pretty little lady,
as her acquaintances of the old lightcomedy days are well aware, and she has
sufficient ability for the purposes of the
present venture. George Larkin has the
physique and the talent necessary for
the Mounted Police role which is his.
The
remaining members of the cast are
in keeping.
A story of the Yukon country, it is
naturally a romantic one. Those who
ing.
favor that sort of screen fiction should
find the feature very much to their likSYNOPSIS: Sergeant Delisle of the
Northwest Mounted Police returns home
to find his wife murdered and his eldest
daughter abducted. Years later he is in
charge of a trading point in the Yukon
country and his remaining daughter, now
a young lady, is in love with Sergeant
MacXair, also of the Mounted. Dubec,
a gambler, comes to the town with his
wife,
Delisle's
takes
measures
to adddaughter,
her sisterandto soon
his lawless
company. His wife warns her sister of
the plot. Dubec captures the girl and
takes her to his dance hall and saloon,
where the rough miners fight for the
first dance with the new beauty. Sergeant MacNair is instrumental in effecting her rescue and they are married.
Guinan Rights Sold
The Frohman Amusement Corporation
reports the closing of contracts for the
territory of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
New Mexico and Southern Idaho with
the Arrow Pictures Corporation of Denver, of which Joseph J. Goodstein is
president, for the twenty-six Mack Swain
Comedies, and the Texas Guinan productions.
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(right and left issue
circles),
in tense
story,in "The
Star Ranger," reviewed in this week's
53Kane Grey's
of The
Herald. scenes
Centrefrom
— Gladys
Broekwell
"The Lime
Sneak."

EXHIBITORS
Constance Talmadge in
HAPPINESS A LA MODE
Five-part comedy-drama; Select.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Published in June.
OPINION: Select's latest Constance
amusTalmadge picture is a light and suitable
ing comedy-drama especially
for the summer months. Although the
present tale — a story of a young wife
who agrees to give her husband a divorce rather than curtail his freedomis not as plentifully supplied with laughs
as some of her previous offerings have
been, it is entertaining all the way
gracious presthrough, made so by the delightful
Harstar and the
encerisonof the
Ford.
Walter Edwards' perfect treatment of
several situations which in the hands of
one less adroit would have caused aversion to the picture, makes for its success.
The role of Barbara Townsend is one
and
perfectly suited to Miss Talmadge,
Mr. Edwards appears to understand
how best to present her in such roles.
The settings of the play are in good
taste and far above tne average in
sumptuousness. Betty Schade, Myrtle
Richele, Paul Weigel. Thomas D. Persse
and A. Fremont complete the cast.
SYNOPSIS-: Barbara Townsend
wishes to make a success of married life
and allows her husband Dick, so much
freedom he suspects she no longer loves
him. Dorothy Mitchell takes advantage
of the fact and cajoles Dick into the
a divorce. Barbara asidea ofsentsgetting
and a shyster lawyer agrees to
sepsecure evidence for thein necessary
a disreputable
aration. A frame-up
hotel is staged where Dick is found with
a hired co-respondent. A country judge
effective
grants a decree which becomes
three months hence. Dick, because of
Dorothy'. s Attemper,
Barbara
together Barbara's
a dinner craves
company
feigns illness and is driven home by
While
doctor.
the
for
Dick, who sends
Dick is trying to nurse Barbara, Dorothy enters and accuses him of perfidy.
A loop-hole in the divorce proceedings
finds them reunited with Barbara a little
wiser.
Evelyn Nesbit in
MY LITTLE SISTER
Five-part drama; Fox,
Directed by Kenean Buel.
Published June 15.
OPINION: Those who judge a motion
picture story by the moral it teaches
will doubtless pronounce "My Little
Sister" a good production. It presents
its point frankly but in good taste,
clearly yet without picturing the horrible.
The dangers that threaten the unenlightened girl budding into womanhood
have been made the foundation for numerous photoplays in the past. Some have
been good, some bad. This one establishes an average.
Considered strictly as an entertainment, it has definite limitations. The
story has never been allowed to overthadOW the point to be made. The surface thinker and the idle amusement
seeker will not, therefore, become enthusiastic about it. The opposite types
will.
Evelyn Nesbit has a role less tryinp
than usual and capitalizes upon it. Lillian Hall, as the little sister, bears an
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'You'd lie for n pal, wouldn't you?" asks Harrison Ford of friend wife (Constance Talmadge) in "Happiness a la Mode." (Select.)
The trailer was first used on a print
equal share of the burden and acquits
herself with credit.
of
"Daddy
Long Legs"
in Louisville,
and atwonthea Strand
notice
SYNOPSIS: Bettina's elder sister ac- theatre
companies her to London to visit her from the local newspaper critics for its
aunt. Residents of a small provincial novelty and for the advertising value it
town, they are deceived by a well dressed
procuress who poses as their aunt and possesses.
lures them to her gilded palace of sin.
When the elder sister learns of the deDirector Now Producer
ception she manages to escape and finds
her real aunt, but when she attempts to
lead a rescue party back for Bettina
A striking personality among indeshe discovers that she cannot find the
producers is that of David G.
house. The search goes on for weeks, Fischer. pendent
His continuous record is that
while the elder sister passes through of a successful pioneer. In 1903 he was
a serious illness. When she recovers leading man with a stock company. Then
she sees her sister in a vision and feels
became stage director for Virginia
sure that she is dead, another victim of he
Ilarned. From 1907 to 1910 he played
man' s lust.
and directed for the American Film
Company. During 1911 he directed for
Essanay. Later Mr. Fischer turned again
Col. Levy Adopts Trailer
to the legitimate stage and was the auTo Advertise Exchange
thor and producer of such successful
As a part of the campaign for making
productions as "The Stronger Love,"
the only film exchange in Louisville. Ky., "The Purchase Price," "John Rawn,"
and Old Lace," and "The
a recognized local institution, with a "Lavender
Master's Violin." The lure of the screen
position in public estimation throughout
however, claimed him and he produced,
the territory equal in importance to that wrote and directed "The Law of Nature," which is now being sold on a state
of the largest department stores or the
basis.
leading newspapers, Colonel Fred Levy, rights
Mr. Fischer recently returned from
president of the Big Feature Rights Cor- Miami, Fla., where he produced "Where
poration, owner of the First National
Bonds Are Loosed," the second of a seriescherof six
playshis forownthis distributor,
year. Mr. FisExhibitors' Circuit franchise for Kenwill be
and
tucky and Tennessee, has purchased a
have been completed for the disnovel film trailer for use with every print plans posal
of his pictures. Those who have
of all subjects handled by that branch.
seen "Where Bonds Are Loosed" state
The trailer shows a curtain unfolding, it is one of the biggest features of the
which reveals two children turning the times.
Mr. Fischer has gathered an efficient
crank of a motion picture camera. Stars force
around him. Himself directorshoot out from the lens case and form
general, he has as his assistant S. Robert Elton, recently of the French High
the words: "Big Feature Rights CorCommission in this country. His camporation." Asecond star bursts to form
the
"Fred Levy,
president;"
a thirdto
eraman is Stanley G. Mason and Clarstar line:
dissembles
itself and
is arranged
ence Dull, his technical-director, is a
read: "l.ee Goldberg, secretary." Then
pioneer in the field and of quite sonic
the word "Presents" follows this as the repute. Mr. Fischer is now located in
immediate preface to the main title of the Selwin building, 229-231 West 42
the particular production.
street, New York.
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Four

The Poster Season
The hot weather ushers in the
most trying period of the exhibitor's
business year. The beaches and
parks open. The roads are good and
the purr of the motor is music to the
ears of automobile owners. The
residence district is dark of evenings.
The populace is out of doors.
Here is where the poster comes
into its own !
These warm evenings the newspaper is read less thoroughly. The
newspaper advertisements reach a
smaller circle of readers.
The house organ is not minutely
perused when even reading is an effort to the sweltering citizen.
But
the poster's audience is bigger
than ever!
The more people there are on the
streets, the greater the profit in
posters.
Now is the time to put up twentyfour sheet stands on lighted boards.
It is the time to use window displays in prominent stores more extensively than ever before.
It is time to put up banners in
front of your theatre.
Big lettering, readable at a disdistance, pictures that say much in
little space, streamers that those
who run may read, — those are the
best friends the exhibitor can have
in warm weather.
The people are out in the open.
You've got to convince them that
your show is good enough for them
to come into the house to see. And
you've
gotto tothem.
go out and find them
to tell it

Timely

Hints

man. The benefits that accrue more
than repay the watchtul waiting
which leads to the development or
such a story.
The inauguration of the open market policy by the distributors is that
kind of a story.
Open booking means better pictures. There is no denying that
fact.
Tell your public about it.
Tell your editor, or the reporter
who handles your publicity for you,
all the circumstances, the companies that have adopted the measure
and why, the changes it will make
in your program policy in the future
and the beneficial result that is sure
to follow.
Explain to him that under the program booking policy you have been
forced at times to exhibit pictures
which you knew to be below grade
but which you could not avoid. Emphasize the fact that on such occasions you always refrained from
making big promises- and always
stood ready to refund admissions
to those who did not feel satisfied.
Point out the assurance which
you will
able toAdd
give that
your after
custo-a
mers in be
future.

last or your program contracts, your
personal guarantee will go with
every attraction you offer.
Utilize the national phaze of the
policy change as the body of the
story. Speak of the fifth largest industry and thus be assured of a
reading. Strike hard with the point
that the exhibitor has now become
a merchant of staple commodities.
The propaganda effect will be
The public confidence in the industry will be strengthened. You
will profit personally. Identify
good.
yourself with the story and reap the
benefit for your theatre.

That War JJicture
I
When you get that next war
picture, and
they
all been
disposed
of yet
by haven't
any means,
why
not forget all that has been written
and said about the public aversion
to the type and get behind it with
the same enthusiasm, the same wideawake exploitation that you would
accord a feature without the military element?
There's a local hero in your town.
certain date, when you will close the (The town and the neighborhood are
STRIKING SIGN THAT GETS BUSINESS

The poster is the answer.
Big Publicity Story
Legitimate news stories with a
publicity angle in favor of an individual are rarities not to be overlooked by the thinking business

One of severalWaco,
28-sheet
size painted - iun» used by the W. F. Sonnemnn Enterprises,
55Texas. The design is the work of W. F. Sonneman.

EXHIBITORS
governed by the same conditions.)
The papers have written up his
story, his wound and the circumstances surrounding it or his decoration and how it was earned. Where
matters of military nature are concerned he is locally regarded as
authority.
Why couldn't he help you put
over the war picture?
The chances are that he will be
glad to go on record in the newspapers as having seen the production
and pronounced it true to actuality
and a valuable record of European
conditions as he found them.
Make of this a news story. The
hardest editor can scarcely refuse
to run it, but is is worth buying by
the line if that is necessary.
In the next issue let the hero's
name appear in the advertising.
In a day or two announce that he
will be present at each performance
and give an enlightening little talk
on points brought out in the play.
The credulity of your patronage
will determine the length to which
this line of endeavor may safely be
pursued.
Hero worship is a common weakness. Coupled with patriotism it can
wield great influence. As long as
you keep within the bounds of legitimate advertising there is no reason
why you should not play upon the
combination to the betterment of
your box office.
There will be more war pictures.
Most of them will be above the average production in plot and story
value. They would not, otherwise,
be published.
Enterprise will capitalize them.
The Picture Song
Songs titled after current motion
picture productions are becoming so
frequent of appearance as to demand
consideration of the exhibitor who
wishes to remain in the front rank.
At first the tendency was to ignore them. There was no history to
indicate the method of their utilization, no parallel to follow. The
waste basket or the desk spindle has,
consequently, received the printed
score in most cases.
There are better ways to use the
idea.
The simplest method, perhaps, is
the employment of a vocalist to sing
the Song :i- a feature of the program
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Ziegfeld Theatre Ad
Has Cool Weather

AND NOW WE EE

Co

Our Vmliirup
System
Keeps
Zleofeld
Much the
««r-e1
Always.the
Coofer— Thin
Ziegfeld Theatre ad which conveys an idea
of coolness while advertising its
feature attraction.
a week or more ahead of the showing. If the singer is good and the
song has real merit there is no objection to this method.
But in case it is used care should
be taken to permit the genuine musical entertainment value of the song
exert itself before the advertising
angle is approached. After the encores and just before the beginning
of the feature, a simple announcement of the coming attraction will
connect up with the song without
detracting from the entertainment
merit thereof.
It is a simple expedient, this song
method of exploitation, and yet it
should be a paying one.
The producer will furnish the
music and the necessary details. If
additional copies for popular distribution are desired these may also
be obtained at the exchange.
Additional angles will present
themselves. There is the local music
dealer who should be induced to
help boost the thing along. There
is a big opportunity to popularize a
song through its use by the dance
orchestras playing in the vicinity.
If there is a record in stock at the
phonograph
ment might bedealer's,
made withan himarrangeto put
over a newspaper ad that will profit
bv the mention of the coming photoThe song may be developed as an
plav.
idea. It is a good finishing touch to
round out an advertising campaign.
Tt should not be neglected.
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Appeal All Over It
The accompanying reproduction of the
advertisement carried by Messrs. Linick
& Jacoby, managers of the Ziegfeld Theatre, Chicago, is a striking example of
showmanship.
'"Happiness a la Mode," the play advertised, isa light bit of farce capitally
suited for the warm weather. The management has shown commendable insight in not overlooking the opportunity
to link up the attraction presented with
the season of its presentation.
Instead of trying to keep the public
mind off the warm weather discomforts
by ignoring the climatic condition, they
have made that very condition one of
the most prominent features of the copy.
Then, by the use of the ice cream illustration, they have concocted a composition that fairly chills when the eye lights
upon
The it.popular diversion these days is
the hunt for comfort. The spot that is
cool is densely inhabited. The Ziegfeld
advertises itself as such a spot. The
association of ideas cannot fail to produce the desired box office result.
The combination of impressions that
the picture is light and frothy, that the
theatre is cool and that the weather is
warm is a stroke of advertising genius.
Paramount Provides
Orchestration Gratis
Old methods have again been discarded
by Paramount in that organization's earnest endeavor to present "The Woman
Thou Gavest Me," a Paramount Artcraft
special attraction. The leading producers
have provided orchestrations for their
features for some time, but always with
the price thereof marked up against the
exhibitor on the books.
It is here that Paramount has dropped
the shackles and abandoned tradition.
The orchestration offered comes free of
charge and is to be presented to every
exhibitor
playingthatthehe picture,
with score
earnest solicitation
use it. The
fits in well with the musical accompaniment of the picture; forms, indeed, the
theme of that score.
The advantage of thus popularizing the
song in advance from the single copy of
sheet utilizing
music that
is' alsoas provided,
later
the same
the theme andof
the musical accompaniment, cannot be
overestimated.
Another step ahead. A lead toward
real co-operation.
Actor Turns Director
To Complete Feature
Howard Hickman, director of all the
Bessie Bariscale features published by
Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors Mutual, was in the midst of work on the
star's
feature, "Tangled
Threads."
when newest
he contracted
pneumonia
which
sent him to the hospital. No delay was
caused
by Mr. for
Hickman's
unfortunate
illness, however,
Henry Kolker,
who
was acting in the play, immediately took
up the
the
job. directorial reins and completed
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"Saengerette" Comes
Through With Valued
Exploitation Ideas
In
"The
Saengerette."
twenty-page
house organ published bya the
Saenger
Amusement Company, operating the Liberty theatre. New Orleans, La., there
appears a four-page pink insert devoted
entirely to exploitation that has real
value as advertising and displays plainly
the
tion. work of' a master hand in composiCalling the feature '"The Sensation of
1919," the author occupies two pages with
an enumeration of reasons why the picture should be deserving of that title.
No less than eighteen items appear, and
they are all items of moment. The diligent search required to gather this information and mass it in the proper
order might have daunted a less determined man that L. H. Grandiean. listed
as director of publicity. That the work
is such a success is ample proof of the
sound logic which dictates the employment of a man for that single branch of
the work.
The fourth page contains a brief statement by Maurice F. Barr, the house manager, signed by him and voicing hi? willingness to stand behind the play with
his personal guarantee.
Altogether the insert is a rock-bound
recommendation for the picture. If
there is a citizen in New Orleans that
wants sition
to willseeleave
a good
picture,
the mind
compo-as
no doubt
in his
to the one he wants to see.
Personal promise is becoming ever a
n^ore important element in motion picture advertisement. It is a mark of advancement that should be emulated.
St. Louis Exhibitors
Use Increased Space
The Exhibitors Bureau is in receipt of
a most interesting page from the St.
Louis Star of May 31, 1919, when that
paper carried the first full page devoted
to motion picture advertising by any
morning, evening, daily or Sunday paper
in St. Louis.
These facts are vouched for by A. C.
Kaye. who has charge of the amusement
department of that paper.
The story told by the page and the attendant facts is an important one. It
shows that the necessity for advertising,
bigger advertising, ever-increasing advertising is appreciated by the exhibitors in
this representative city of the central
west.
That it comes at the beginning of the
warm weather is further indication of the
confidence these men must have in the
business. The dull season is not the
master of these enterprising business
men. They are going after the business
harder than ever. That they will get it
goes almost without saying.
The principle is right.
Success is certain.
WACO LOBBY DISPLAY
THAT DREW BUSINESS
The possibilities of cut-outs are well
illustrated by the strong lobby decoration used by C. Levy, manager of the
Washington theatre. Waco. Tex., in putting over
"ForWilliam
Freedom."
a Fox production
starring
Farnum.
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The cut-out itself is a strong one. It
has action in every line of it. And there
is a sense of restraint about the pose of
the star that is emphasized and given
power by the use of of the barred cell set
that has been built about it.
Placed in the middle of the lobby it
cannot escape the attention of the most
casual eye. And. once caught, there is
not the slightest chance of the eye moving away until it has absorbed the message intended by the management.
A simple design, but one that has
power and shows discernment, there is
no doubting its money value.
Striking Color Plate
For Paramount Film
The New York Tribune for Sunday,
May IS, carried in its colored magazine
section one of the most notable examples
of
exploitation
that producer's
has ever been
recorded. co-operation
"The Woman Thou Gavest Me" is a
picture with great pictorial beauty as
well as dramatic power. The stills from
the play are of a nature that permits of
excellent coloration and grouping.
Taking advantage of these facts the
designer of the page has made the most
of his opportunity and turned out a page
that admits of not a single adverse comment.
Printed in five primary colors, gaining shadings and blendings by the mingling of these bases, the pictorial value
of the page is great. The printed text
has been kept down to a minimum, telling the big points that most merited
telling, omitting the trifles that might
have been allowed by a less careful designer to overbalance the page.
It is not possible to reproduce the layout in black and white without doing it
injustice. It must be seen to be appreciated.
But the general advertising effect will
certainly be a remarkable one. The Famous Players-Lasky corporation deserves credit for its unusual enterprise.

Magazine Co-Operates
With Paramount on
"The Firing Line"
The Ladies' Home Journal, with two
million circulation, is undoubtedly one
of the greatest moulders of public opinion in the nation today. And the power
of that great family institution is to be
added to the already many-sided exploitation campaign put over by Famous
Players-Lasky in behalf of "The Firing
Line,'' a special feature with Irene
Castle in the leading role.
The Ladies' Home Journal for July,
which will go on the stands July 1, is
to carry an article occupying three pages
profusely illustrated with photographs of
Irene Castle wearing the gowns which
she will use in the above mentioned feature.
The article is written and signed by
the star and will deal with matters of
interest to the feminine population.
The women, representative exhibitors
maintain, are the most influential members of the public family when amusement is the subject of debate. To influence them in favor of "The Firing
Line."nal is therefore,
Home Jourobviously the
the Ladies'
best medium
that
could have been secured.
In addition to this general measure
the magazine has instructed its representatives in every city in the country
to lend every possible local aid to the
exhibitor who plays this feature. Arrangements for window displays combining the appeal of pretty clothes and
good pictures have also been completed.
The exhibitor who takes advantage of
the opportunity offered will be accomplishing adouble purpose. He will gain
the support of a great magazine and
his leading dry goods store. He will
make supporters of the women whom
the campaign attracts. It is a permanent, as well as a transient benefit.
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With J. B.
New York City, June 17, 1919.
become a reguCharley Pettijohn has
lar ball fan, and well he might, for his
is a "south-paw"
Lynch, string
brother-in-law,
of wins to
unbroken
with anJim
wonder,
his credit, which reminds us of the best
days of "Big Six." * * *
Joe "W." Daxxexberg has returned from
the Catskill Mountains, where he spent his
long over-due vacation. Joe whipped all
the streams in the hills, but no knockouts
were reported.
* * *
That fishing bout is at last under way.
Yearsley are
P. A. Parsons and "Bill"
casting and recasting in the trout streams
up-sta"te. Bet a hat* it*will* be a draw.
Tex Rickard better look to his laurels,
Wilsince Frank G. Hall has taken Jess
lard into camp. Frank fights at catch
weight, while Jess is some heavy.
* * *
Arthur James is following the uptown
trend. A long time ago Arthur hung his
printer's
rungup asthea ladder
bottom
on the and
jumper
of
started
devil. I believe,
but
now,
up
away
He's
success.
newspaper
if he ever reaches the Milky Way I imagine
the smell of printer's
* ink
* *will be at his heels.
"Let's go," says the advertisement of the
National Prosperity Campaign, "America's
Tippettto
is America."
market are
greatest
and
Schulberg
doing their Yet
darndest
make London the film centre of the world
Both these men are Americans. How come ?
* * *
James Gibsox, who lately returned from
City, says "The film business there
Mexico
is
great. For each print you sell, you have
five stolen." He further remarks, "I was
'stuck up' three nights in succession within
a block of my hotel."
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Carl Laemmle said that the "Heart of
Humanity" was the screen's greatest picture.
But the governor of Missouri said, "You
gotta show me," and Mr. Laemmle did. The
governor of North Carolina remarked to
"It's gonna
Carolina,
of South
the agovernor
be
damn slow
trip from
the mint
patch
to
the
tumbler
after
July
I."
And
answered.
* * *
« no one
President "X." and his director of the
"Stigmatic Film Company" had been out in
the company's
automobile About
all oneseven
afternoon,
looking
over locations.
p. m.,
on their return, the old car came to a dead
stop. After many hours of near-mechanics
and much profanity, they found the trouble
was due to no gas. Along about dawn they
the vesaw a light approaching, and when
hicle to which it was attached came alongside President "X." said, "Hey. I will give
pull us in." "Hitch on,"
bucksofftothey
ten
you
'said Si, and
went. It was almost
dawn when they approached the town, and
as the rube pulled up to give Dobbin his
wind, President "X." said. "Kind of early
it?" "Yep," replied
to be on the road,git isn't
out early so as to cover
Si, "but I got to
inquired
you do?"around
"What
route.""X."
my
President
Peddledo gasoline
the
town." said Si. * * *
Jack Meador. the genial, is about to move
his fixtures into the front office, lately occuat Metro.
pied by Arthur James,
* * *
"Jimmie"
last weekwhich
knocked
almost Grainger
a surprise
metOnewithnight
him cold. He was about to sit down to
dinner when the doorbell rang. The Japanese butler answered the summons and then
rushing back into the dining room with his
eyes bulging from their sockets, exclaimed,
"It's a mob about to storm the house."
Mr. Grainger made a record run for the
door and was almost knocked off his feet

"OH SKIN-NAY, BRIGGS HAS JOINED!"

by the inrush of exhibitors and friends who
had arrived. J. R. made a dash for the
back door, where he met his brother Edmund. "For the love of Mike," shouted
"Jimmie," "hitch up the sea-going surry
and all
rushtheover
the have.
'2.75 emporium'
get
sudstothey
This gang and
of
exhibitors
can't
wait
for
the
regular
office
hours, but have rushed me at home to get
first
crackreturned
at the toM.theN.gang
P." with
Whenhis Mr.
Grainger
pad
and fountain pen, all hands asked for Mr.
Bonns. It took a bit of explaining before
Mr. Grainger got the idea of the party,
when he was shown a clipping from The
Herald of June 21, which read :
Eddie Bonns, who has been acting as
special representative for the Fox Film
Corporation, making his headquarters at
the Indianapolis exchange for the past
ten months, has tendered his resignation,
to take effect June 14. Before joining the
Fox sales organization, Mr. Bonns was
associated with J. R. Grainger, exploiting state right features. Before deciding
on plans for the future he will spend a
short vacation at his bungalow. 59 Holland avenue. Rockaway Beach, N. Y., and
friend exhibitors and film men visiting
New York are invited to be his guests.
The above address is the home of J. R.
Grainger and not Eddie Bonns. But on the
return of the surry and the suds everyone
had a good time and all perspired freely.
Griffith Production
Run Continued Again
David Wark, Griffith's production of
"Broken Blossoms," based on the narative of "The Chink and the Child" from
Thomas Burke's "Limehouse Nights,"
enters upon its sixth week at the Geo. M.
Cohan Theatre, New York, without any
apparent waning in public interest and
patronage.
Although this offering was intended
merely as the opening attraction in the
Griffith Repertory Season, its success has
become so tremendous that other productions have been postponed until the
playgoers of New York have had an opportunity to see it. Despite the fact that
it is being presented every afternoon
and evening, including Sundays, the long
line of ticket-purchasers at the box office of the Cohan Theatre indicates a
sensational success and one that is being duplicated in Chicago, Boston and
Philadelphia, the other three cities where
the Griffith Repertory also is being patronized to the absolute capacity of the
theatres.
Realart to Establish
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Twenty Branch Offices
NEW YORK. — Twenty exchanges in
the principal cities of the United States
are to be established immediately by the
Realart Pictures Corporation, of which
Arthur S. Kane is organizer and president. The cities selected are: New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta, Dallas, Kansas
City', Omaha,
Minneapolis,
Denver,
Los Angeles,
San Francisco
and
Seattle.
Realart expects to begin distributing
September 1, and will have three pictures
ready at that time. The new organization will publish from thirty-five to fifty
pictures each year.
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You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, *'W hat The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Excellent. Drawing power
extra good. — C. J. Carey. Victory theatre, Houston, Tex. — General patronage.
Border Wireless, with William S.
Hart. — An excellent picture. Was sent
in place of another and had little chance
to advertise it. — Bert Norton. Kozy theatre. Eureka, 111. — Average patronage.
Qon't Change Your Husband, a DeMille production. — Only a fair picture. —
H. H. Sink, Pastime theatre. Greenville,
O. — Middle and high class patronage.
The Romance of Happy Valley, a Griffith production. — Fine picture. Book it.
— D. B. Jackson. Lyric theatre, Rogers.
xArk. — High class patronage.
For Better For Worse, a DeMille production.— Class A. Exceptionally good.
Cast good. Story good. Photography
and direction excellent. Recommend it
to your patrons. Business good. — Chas.
H. Ryan. Garfield theatre. Chicago, 111.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
Captain Kidd, Jr., with Mary Pickford.
— Their foot slipped when they made
this one but it will get by. No one will
yelp. — C. A. Krause. Empress theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. — Best patronage.
Captain Kidd Jr., with Mary Pickford.
— Marv's worst picture. Nothing to it. —
H. B. Hall, Key theatre, Houston. Tex.—
General patronage.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — 100% good entertainment.
It will send >our patrons all away smiling.— Beth Drew Guhl, Pastime theatre.
Delevan, Wis. — High class patronage.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Dougks
Fairbanks. — The poorest picture we have
run with Fairbanks. — W. H. Griffiths.
Union Hall theatre, Smithfield, Utah.—
Mixed patronage.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Picture started out fine but
wound up with too much slapstick,
•which made it disappointing. — D. B.
Jackson. Lyric theatre, Rogers. Ark. —
High class patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production. — A mighty fine picture and
will please any audience. — G. W. JohnMystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D. —
Mixedson,patronage.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks.— Pleased all. Good comedy
drama. — P. K. Anton. Royal theatre.
Newcastle, Ind. — Mixed patronage.
For Better For Worse, a DeMille production.— Great picture. Land office business.— Coliseum theatre, Seattle. Wash.
— High class patronage.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with

GITV EMPEY
And his co-star. Evelyn Martin, in a scene
from the Select Picture. "The Undercurrent." previously announced
as "Hell on Earth."
Douglas Fairbanks. — Just average.
Drawing power ordinary. — C. B. Wood.
Hippodrome. Waco. Tex. — General patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production. — Drew well and pleased. — J.
Henkle Henry. Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
Heart of the Wilds, with Elsie Ferguson.— Very good. Drew big. Ferguson
in a new role. — A. L. Picker, Rex theronage.atre, Ironwood. Mich. — High class patDon't 'Change Your Husband, a DeMille production. — Give us more like this
and we can always pay our film rental.
— D. B. Jackson. Lyric theatre. Rogers.
Ark. — High class patronage.
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks. —
Full of pep and action. Fairbanks is not
drawing as formerly. — H. H. Sink. Pastime theatre. Greenville. O. — Middle and
high class patronage.
Exhibitors Mutual
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — A fine story which pleases.
Extra good program picture. — B. C.
Brown, Star theatre. Viroqua. Wis.—
General patronage.
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Cannibals of the South Seas, photographed
— Goodas educationalby Martin
picture but Johnson.
not thrilling
the
title would lead one to think. Drew fair,
but cost too much money for a town of
this size. — R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre. Oberlin, Kansas.
Whitewashed Walls, with William
Desmond. — Fine picture. Record-breaking Saturday business. — Charles Kuchan,
Ioylhour theatre. Canton, 111. — Mixed
patronage.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — This star not known in our
house, so did not make anything on this.
It pleased those who saw it. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre. Omaha. Neb. —
High class suburban patronage.
Tricks of Fate, with Bessie Barriscale.
— Splendid production. Business good.
— A. D. Stanchfield. Rae theatre, Ann
Arbor. Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.— Poor. No business at all. Snow
scenes do not pull here. — A. B. Mendal,
Falace theatre, Galveston, Tex. — General
patronage.
Hoop La, with Billie Rhodes. — Went
over good. A first class program picture.— B. C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis. — General patronage.
All of a Sudden Norma, with Bessie
Barriscale. — Up to the Mutual star
standard, giving the little blond actress
ample chance to prove her ability. — R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kansas.
Cannibals of the South Sea. photographed by Martin Johnson. — Exhorbitant price. People disappointed. — R. S.
Tucker. Orpheum theatre. Moscow,
Idaho. — First class patronage.
The Turn in the Road, with an all star
cast. — Pleased greatly. Above average
drawing power. Worth advertising. —
W.
Jensen. class
' Lathrop
theatre. Omaha.
Neb. O.— Middle
patronage.
The Courageous Coward, with Sessue
Hayakawa. — A splendid picture. Pleased
all. — M. Van Praag. Central Garden theatre. Kansas City, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Just Squaw, with Beatriz Michelena. —
Good picture. Average Saturday business.— Charles Kuchan. Idylhour theatre.
Canton. 111. — Mixed patronage.
First National
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmc Lincoln.— Big. Business extra big. Pleased
all. — B. C. Brown. Star theatre, Viroqua,
Wis. — General patronage.
A Dog's
with Arms,
Charlie myChaplin.
Better
than Life,
Shoulder
patrons—
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For Freedom, with William Farnum.
— My patrons don't like war films. — S.
A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island,
Neb. — High class patronage.
The Jungle Trail, with William Far- I
num. — One of his best pictures. William Farnum holds his own with us.
Drew well. — A. Levy, Washington theatre, Waco, Tex. — General patronage.
Swat the Spy, with Jane and Katherine Lee. — These kids are the biggest
drawing card I have. Always draw big
and please entirely. — C. E. Morrow, Lyric theatre, Bennett, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Luck and Pluck, with George Walsh.
— Can't get business on him in my house.
His last one for me. — W. O. Jensen,
Lathrop
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Middle
class
patronage.
Goldwyn
A Man and His Money, with Tom
Moore. — A dandy comedy. Moore is
sure a comer. — M. Van Praag, Central
Garden theatre, Kansas City, Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Spotlight Sadie, with Mae Marsh. —
Very good. Centennial
One of Marsh's
best.Wajsaw,
— A. S.
Widaman,
theatre,
Ind.

said. Good business. — Charles Dahler.
Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 111. — Mixed
patronage.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlies Chaplin.
—business
Chaplin'swithbesta carnival
comedy. inPlayed
to big
the vicinity.
— L. C. Tibball, Isis theatre, Ft. Worth,
Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Great. Good business at advanced
prices. — T. H. Nagle, Crescent theatre,
Shawano, Wis. — Small town patronage.
The Sign Invisible, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Average picture. Nothing
worthy of mention. Drew average Saturday business.— L. C. Tibball, Isis theatre,
Ft. Worth, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Big. Business bigger than
with Tarzan of the Apes. Best business
of the season. Pleased immensely. — B.
C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis. —
General patronage.
Fox
The Divorce Trap, with Gladys Brockwell. — Great picture. Patrons asked me
to return it next day. — A. Weilbacker,
Liberty theatre, San Antonio, Tex. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Western Blood, with Tom Mix. — Fine.
It pleased the crowd. — J. L. Meyers.
Liberty theatre, Ivesdalc, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Fighting for Gold, with Tom Mix. — A
thrilling western that is full of pep.
Where western pictures are appreciated
there is none better than Mix. I consider him the greatest interpreter of
western dramas and am always assured
of a good house when I advertise a Mix
picture. — C. C. Hubert. Newark Opera
House Co., Newark, Del.
Hell Roarin' Reform, with Tom Mix.
— Mix does good work. Too many impossible or improbable situations. — H.

H. Sink, Pastime theatre, Greenville, O.
— Middle and high class patronage.
Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix.- —
Great western picture. Mix is a comer.
Book it. — J. M. Bailey, Gem theatre,
Waverly, Kans.
The Rebellious Bride, with Peggy Hyland. — Very good. Drawing power light.
•— C. J. Carey, Victory theatre, Houston,
Tex. — General patronage.
The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum. — Duplicated the business we did
with Riders of the Purple Sage. Book
it
give it a strong
play. It'stheatre,
fine. —
J. and
H. Vaughan,
New Orpheum
Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Light, with Theda Bara.— This
star has wonderful drawing power here.
I did well on this picture here considerthe hotandweather.
is a verypoor ingstory
the wholeThis
audience
was
dissatisfied. — C. C. Hubert, Newark
Opera House Co., Newark, Del.
Help, Help, Police, with George
Walsh.
— GoodDrew
picture.
worklastis
improving.
betterWalsh's
than his
one. — A. Levy. Washington theatre,
Waco, Tex. — General patronage.
Words and Music By — , with Albert
Ray and Elinor Fair. — Very clever picture. Better book it. — Barney Hatkc,
Royal theatre, Sabetha, Kans. — General
patronage.
Marriages Are Made, with Peggy Hyland. — Good. Pleased a small audience.
Business bad. Expect to close the first
of July. The new time is to blame. —
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.
— Mixed patronage.
Why I Would Not Marry, with an allstar cast. — Fine picture. Good drawing
card. Business great for two days. — A.
Hammerly, Lyric theatre, Hamilton, O.
The Heart of a Lion, with William
Farnum. — This is old but a good picture.
Played two days. First day fair, second
day very poor. Don't
why. — A. C.
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Klug, Empress theatre,
Zumbrota, Minn.

The Brand, with Kay Laurell. — Rex
Beach subjects are flivvers for me. — W.
H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. —
College town.
The Border Legion, with Blanche
Bates. — First run in Galveston. Drew
fair. — A Martini, Dixie theatre, Galveston, Tex. — General patronage.
Daughter of Mine, with Madge Kennedy.— AnotherSheonealways
of Kennedy's
fine
productions.
gets by fine
here. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.
— Star splendid. Business fine. Hot
weather. — A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.Back to the Woods, with Mabel Normand.— Good. Not quite the Normand
pleased. Business fair. — F. M.
but
pep
Childs,
Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. —
Mixed patronage.
Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy. —
Another
"bloomer."
— George
A. Bleich, Goldwyn
Empress theatre,
Owensboro,
Ky. — Better class patronage.
Speedy Meade, with Louis Bennison.
— Good. Drew fine. — A. B. Mendal,
Strand theatre, Galveston, Tex. — General
patronage.
The Stronger Vow, with Geraldine
Farrar. — Spanish picture. Good supporting cast and well staged. Ought to go
good with any audience. — Chas. H. Ryan,
theatre,
Garfield borhood
patronage.Chicago, 111.— Neigh-

with Mae Marsh.—
Hiddenfair Fires,
business.— A. D. Stanchfield,
Pleased
Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.— Mixed
patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.—
inpopularity
Very good.
creasing as heMoore's
is playing
in only isclean
pictures. — H. J. Gould, Hippodrome, Ft.
Worth, Tex. — General patronage.
The Venus Model, with Mabel Normand.— Pleased some. Good clean picture. Business poor.— F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre. Villisca, la.— Mixed patronage.
TomH. Moore.—
Tonight,
Just usformore
Wilson,
it.— H.
like with
Give
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Sherman theatre, Sullivan. Ind. — High
:lass patronage.
Daughter of Mine, with Madge Kennedy.—Five thousand feet of film wasted.
— Mrs. R. J. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban patonage.
Hodkinson
The Best Man, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— Swell picture. Drawing power fine.
— Queen theatre, Mart, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rose O' Paradise, with Bessie Barriscale. — Very clever picture but exchange has little advertising matter for
same. — Barney Hatke, Royal theatre.
Sabetha, Kans. — General patronage.
Rose O' Paradise, with Bessie Barriscale. — Good picture. Fair business. —
Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.— Mixed patronage.
The Best Man, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— Great. Pleased everybody. Best
work of this star since A Man's Man. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha.
Neb. — High class patronage.
Come-Again Smith, with J. Warren
Kerrigan. — Poor. Kerrigan is losing his
popularity here. — A. B. Mendal. Palace
theatre, Galveston, Tex. — General patronage.
The Drifters, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— A mighty good picture, but same
trouble as always. No drawing power. —
Barney Hatke. Royal theatre, Sabetha.
Kans. — General patronage.
The Forfeit, with House Peters. — This
picture was certainly poor. — A. B. Mendal. Strand theatre. Galveston. Tex. —
General patronage.
Jewel
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips. — A truly wonderful picture.
Still did not draw owing to lateness. —
T. H. Nagle. Crescent theatre. Shawano.
Wis. — Small town patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Ran it three days to capacity
business in hot weather. A wonderful
picture.
Don't beGarden
afraid theatre.
of it. — M.
Van
Praag, Central
Kansas
City. Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Exceptionally strong war picture, but it is not getting the money in
small towns. — H. H. Sink. Pastime theatre, Greenville. O. — Middle and high
class patronage.
The Doctor and the Woman, with Mildred Harris. — Very good. Pleased only
small audience. — T. H. Nagle. Crescent
theatre. Shawano. Wis. — Small town
patronage.
Metro
The Lion's Den, with Bert Lytell. —
Not up to usual standard of Lytell subjects.— Fred Cosman. Electric theatre.
St. Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
Satan Jr., with Viola Dana. — A picture that will please the majority of any
audience. A good comedy drama. Miss
Dana is a drawing star here. — C. C. Hubert. Newark Opera House Co.. Newark,
Del.
Out of the Fog. with Nazimova. — As
much can be said in favor of Nazimova
pictures as of any star specials on the
market. Business big. — B. C. Brown.
Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis. — General
patronage.
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nasty look,
it doesn't
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(Brownie)
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from nor Agrnes
there. (Exhibitors' Mutual.)
Paramount
The Red Lantern, with Nazimova. —
Production great but story weak. Played
Something to Do, with Bryant Washto 1,400 opening Sunday. — W. S. Crosburn.— Fair picture. Have seen better
bie. Eyers theatre. Ft. Worth. Tex. —
High class patronage.
from star but it will get by. — D. B. JackLyric theatre, Rogers, Ark. — High
Johnny on the Spot, with Hale Ham- class son,
patronage.
ilton.— Pleased big business. Snapp>
You Never Saw Such a Girl, with
comedy drama of the sort our patrons
like. — A. D. Stanchfield. Rae theatre. Vivian Martin. — Audience all pleased.
Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Miss Martin's facial expressions are
pleasing. — H. H. Sink, Pastime theatre.
Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. —
Greenville. O. — Middle and high class
Photography good. Acting is wonder- patronage.
ful. Well liked by patrons. Good busiThe Squaw Man, with an all-star cast.
ness for two days' run. — B. Hirsch. NewForest theatre. Philadelphia. Pa. — — Good picture. Poor drawing card. —
W. O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre. Omaha.
Neighborhood patronage.
Neb. — Middle class suburban patronage.
The Island of Intrigue, with May AlLittle Women, with an all-star cast. —
lison.— A beautiful picture and one that
ought to please anyone. Star becoming A good story spoiled like lots of others.
more popular here. — A. S. Widaman.
My advice
to littleontowns
your
admissions
this is.
as "Don't
it does raise
not
Centennial theatre. Warsaw. Ind.
please."
—
Charles
Dahler.
Abingdon
theToys of Fate, with Nazimova. — Same
atre. Abingdon. 111. — Mixed patronage.
satisfaction with all Nazimova productions. Brings the business and satisfies
Pettigrew's Girl, with Ethel Clayton.
all. — B. C. Brown. Star theatre. Viroqua, — Good picture. Drawing power fair. —
H. H. Moloney, Strand theatre. Ft.
Wis. — General patronage.
Worth. Tex. — Downtown patronage.
The
Lion's
Den,
with
Bert
Lytell.
—
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray.—
The title is all wrong. Picture is fair.
Business normal. — G. A. Grunblatt. Excellent comedy-drama. Good business
and patrons pleased. — Mrs. Ed. VanderHouston. Tex. — General patronage.
Star patronage.
theatre. Mt. Vernon, 111. —
Five Thousand an Hour, with Hale grift,
Best class
Hamilton. — Very poor. Good direction
Desert Wooing, with Enid Bennett.
might have saved this. — Mrs. R. J. Jor- — AGood
picture. — J. B. Endert, Endert
dan. Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale, 111. —
theatre. Crescent City. Cal. — -General
High class suburban patronage.
patronage.
Unexpected Places, with Bert Lytell
Get Him Yet, with Dorothy Gish.
— Good. Will please any crowd. — J. M. — I'll
Good comedy-drama. Wish I could
Bailey, Gem theatre. Waverly. Kans.
good as this. — D. B. JackPeggy Does Ker Darndest, with May get moreLyricastheatre.
Rogers, Ark. — High
Allison. — Played to good business. class son.
patronage.
Everyone satisfied. An excellent comedy
Her Final Reckoning, with Pauline
drama. A picture that any exhibitor will
Frederick. — Just about as good as they
be glad to run. — C. C. Hubert. Newark
make them anywhere. — W. D. Martin.
Opera House Co.. Newark. Del.
Badgerpatronage.
theatre. Neillsville. Wis. — Small
The Red Lantern, with Nazimova. — town
Grand production. Believe this is only
Paid in Full, with Pauline Frederick.
for the better classes. Held out good
for six days. — C. A. MacFarland. Queen — Her best picture. — H. H. Wilson.
Sherman theatre. Sullivan. Ind. — High
theatre.
ronage. Houston, Tex.— High class pat- class patronage.
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The Home Breaker, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Fair picture. Did not draw as
well in this one as she usually does. —
H. H. Moloney, Strand theatre, Ft.
Worth, Tex. — Downtown patronage.
The Gypsy Trail, with Bryant Washburn.— Awfully weak. A big disappointment after such a treat as Till I Come
Back to You— R. J. Relf, Star theatre,
Decorah, la.
The Family Skeleton, with Charles
Ray. — This is the poorest Ray picture
we have shown. Did not get over. — Ben
L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
— General patronage.
The Biggest Show on Earth, with Enid
Bennett. — Lots and lots of circus stuff.
Drew well for I circussed it with billboards. Pleased all positively. — Majestic
theatre, Lexington, Neb.
The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
— Very good and well liked. Star will
draw well in future. — Joe Hewitt, Strand
theatre, Robinson, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Paid in Full, with Pauline Frederick.
— Did not take well. Star not liked here.
— D. B. Jackson, Lyric theatre, Rogers,
Ark. — High class patronage.
On the Quiet, with John Barrymore.
Very pleasing comedy and will please
most all classes.— P. K. Anton, Royal
theatre, New Castle, Ind.— Mixed patronage.
Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray.
— Immense. Capacity at every evening
performance. Good matinee business.- —
H. J. Gould, Hippodrome, Ft. Worth,
Tex. — General patronage.
The Man from Mexico, with John Barrymore.— Pleased some, the greater percentage being dissatisfied. Fair business.
— Brockhouse & Weeks. Electric theatre, Arenzville, 111— Small town patronage.
Too Many Millions, with Wallace
Rei-d. — Reid deserves being put in better
pictures than this Story disappointed.
— L. E. Larkin. Beckwith theatre, Dowagiac. Mich. — Middle class patronage.
A Nine O'Clock Town, with Charles
Ray. — A dandy subject. Pleased entire
audience. — M. C. Kellog, Homestake theatre, Lead, S. D. — Mixed patronage.
The Busher, with Charles Ray. — Good
timely subject and well done. Business
exceptionally good. — C. B. Wood, Hippodrome, Waco, Tex. — General patronage.
Patlie
The Cry of the Weak, with Fannie
Ward. — Good. Had a big crowd and
— M. Van Praag, Cenpleased.
everyone
tral Garden
theatre, Kansas City, Kans.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Molly of the Follies (American), with
Margarita Fisher. — Good picture. Ordinary Monday business. — Charles Kuchan,
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.— Mixed
patronage.
with Bryant Washburn. —
All Wrong,
Washburn
has lost his popularity since
he went with Paramount. — Fred Cosman,
Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.— General patronage.
Loaded Dice, with Frank Kcenan. —
Good program picture. Star is not liked
here. Fair business.— T. H. Nagle. Crescent theatre, Shawano. Wis. — Small town
patronage.
Brass Buttons (American) with William Russell. — A good comedy-drama.
Went over big— M. Van Praag, Central
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Garden theatre, Kansas City, Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Go Get 'Em Garringer, with Franklyn
Farnum. — Good picture. Big business in
spite of hot weather. — Charles Kuchan,
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed
Datronage.
A Bachelor's Wife (American), with
Mary Miles Minter. — Very good. Mary
is quite a favorite here. — Fred Cosman,
Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
Molly of the Follies (American), with
Margarita Fisher. — Good. Fisher is a
favorite here. Got over good. — M. Van
Praag, Central Garden theatre, Kansas
City, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.

The Midnight Patrol, an I nee production.— Picture very good but this type
does not draw in our house. Receipts
fell very much. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre,
Omaha, Neb. — High class suburban patronage.
Red Head, with Alice Brady. — Fine
picture. Good business. Patrons called
it the best picture they had seen in some
time. — A. Martini, Dixie theatre, Galveston, Tex. — General patronage.
Her Better Half, with Alice Brady. —
Good acting. Fine settings. But the plot
is the same old stuff. No business. —
Charles Dahler, Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 1 1.— Mixed patronage.
Triangle

Select

Wolves of the Border, with Roy Stewart.— A fine western feature. Stewart is
a winner. — Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium
theatre, Cuba City, Wis. — Mixed patron-

Children of Banishment, with Mitchell
Lewis. — This star does not appeal here.
— C. E. Morrow, Lyric theatre, Bennett,
111. — Small town patronage.
Who Cares, with Constance Talmadge.
— -Give us more like this. Light comedy
is what pleases. — H. H. Sink, Pastime
theatre, Greenville, O. — Middle and high
class patronage.
The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Lewis. — As a looker Lewis is a failure,
but as an actor he is there and over.
This is a splendid north woods story
that satisfies. Go to it. — J. C. Jenkins.
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Who Cares, with Constance Talmadge.
— Good picture. Star always draws for
me. — D. B. Jackson, Lyric theatre, Rogers, Ark. — High class patronage.
Romance and Arabella, with Constance
Talmadge. — Constance Talmadge's good
carried Electric
this subject
through.'
—work
FredonlyCosman,
theatre,
St.
Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.-— Very timely. Drawing power
very good. — C. A. MacFarland. Queen
theatre, Houston, Tex. — High class patronage.
In the Hollow of Her Hand, with Alice
Brady. — A little below normal. Very ordinary.— H. H. Sink, Pastime theatre,
Greenville, O. — Middle and high class
patronage.
The Studio Girl, with Constance Talmadge.— Tickled them to death. — Raymond
Piper,Nev.
Piper's Opera House, Virginia City,
Cecilia of the Pink Roses, with Marion
Davics. — Very poor. No plot. No action.
— C. E. Morrow, Lyric theatre, Bennett,
111. — Small town patronage.
DeLuxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
— Star not well known here but this picture made her a star here. — Beth Drew
Guhl, Pastime theatre, Delevan, Wis. —
High class patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.— Exceptionally good picture.
Patrons liked this one fine. Drawing
power big. — C. A. Maguire, Phillips'
Egypt theatre, Ft. Worth, Tex. — General
patronage.
Marie Ltd., with Alice Brady.— Patrons like lighter themes. Fair. — H. H.
Sink, Pastime theatre, Greenville, O. —
Middle and high class patronage.
Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Talmadge. — Clever star and production.
Business poor, however, as star is not
popular in this house. — A. D. Stanchneld.
Rac theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed
patronage.
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Faithwestern.
Endurin',
Roy Stewart.
age.
Fine
Lotswith
of action.
Stewart—
won't disappoint you. — J. M. Bailey,
Gem theatre, Waverly, Kans.
Restless Souls, with Alma Rubens. —
Good picture but I fear I have fed them
too many Triangles. Business poor. —
Dr. F. M. Childs, Kozy theatre, Villisca,
la. — Mixed patronage.
The Pretender, with William Desmond.— A corker. Desmond always
good. — Meldrin & Clark, Opera House,
Edwards, N. Y. — General patronage.
The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.
— Good western, but not star's best.
Some splendid riding, however. — P. G.
Estee, Star theatre, Alexandria, S. D.
Sudden Jim, with Charles Ray. — A real
good picture. Well liked by all. — R. L.
Hood,eral Opera
patronage. House, Nobel, 111. — GenWee Lady Betty, with Bessie Love. —
Fair picture. Star new here. — L. A.
Hasse.
Majestic
theatre, Mauston, Wis. —
Small town
patronage.
Old Loves for New, witli Margery
Wilson. — Good story up to the last reel
and then director fell down and the closing scenes are weak. — P. G. Estee, Star
theatre, Alexandria, S. D.
The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.—
Very good. Boost it. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. —
High class suburban patronage.
High Stakes, with J. Barney Sherry. —
Good, but did not please as well as
other Triangle pictures. — Loeffelholz
Bros., Auditorium theatre, Cuba City,
Wis. — Mixed patronage.
United Picture Theatres
The Light of Western Stars, with Dusti 11 Farnum. — Fine picture. Drew extra
good in bad rainy weather. — Leo. F.
Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. —
General patronage.
The Light of Western Stars, with Dustin Farnum. — Farnum is made. I played
it two days to capacity. — A. J. Minor,
Blue Mouse theatre, Ft. Worth, Tex. —
General patronage.
Her Code of Honor, with Florence
Reed. — One of the best pictures I have
played intennial
months.
— A. S. Widaman,
Centheatre, Warsaw,
Ind.
Adele, with Kitty Gordon. — Fine.
Dandy. All United pictures great so far.
— Leo F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky.— General patronage.
Her Code of Honor, with Florence
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Reed. — Picture very good. But it did not
draw as well as expected. No kicks from
those who saw it. — Clay H. Powers.
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General
patronage.
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. — Absolutely great. Everybody
liked it. Lots of compliments. — Leo. F.
Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. —
General patronage.
Universal
That Devil Bateese, with Monroe Salisbury.— Fine picture. Good business. —
Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, III.— Mixed patronage.
The Light of Victory, with Monroe
Salisbury. — Splendid picture that stirs
American blood. Salisbury great, and
big business getter. — J. B. Stine, Gem
theatre, Clinton, Ind. — Mining town.
Three Mounted Men, with Harry
Carey. — Good feature for those whb like
western stuff. — D. B. Jackson, Lyric theatre, Rogers, Ark. — High class patronage.
The Fire Flingers, with Rupert Julian.
—seeA where
good interesting
dramaa but
don't
they got such
title.I With
a good title would have made some
money. Star plays a double role. — Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Three Mounted Men, with Harry
Carey. — Good western. Capacity business.— M. Altman. Odeon theatre, Houston, Tex. — Colored patronage.
The Scarlet Drop, with Harry Carey.
— My first Carey picture, but it certainly
will not be the last. Wish there were
more like him. — C. E. Morrow, Lyric
theatre, Bennett, 111. — Small town patronage.
Roped, with Harry Carey. — Good
western. Drawing power for us good. —
J. S. Phillips, Odeon theatre, Ft. Worth,
Tex. — Transient patronage.
Smashing Through, with Herbert
Rawlinson. — No kick coming on the picture.— J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre,
Ivesdale, 111. — Small town patronage.
Vitagraph
Within the Law, with Harry T. Morey.
— Biggest crowd in six months. Good
picture. — J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre,
Ivesdale, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. — A splendid picture. And the star
makes it a knock out. — Barney Hatke,
Royal theatre, Sabetha, Kans. — General
patronage.
From Headquarters, with Alice Joyce.
— Fair picture. Poor business. Star does
not pull here. — Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
The Girl Problem, with Corinne Griffith.— Very good and well liked. — H. H.
Billings, Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine
Island, Minn. — Small town patronage.
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. — Played with Arbuckle in Love.
No need to say, big business. Stars and
pictures both very good.— -Mrs. Ed. Vandegrift, Star theatre, Mt. Vernon, 111. —
Best class patronage.
The Girl Problem, with Corinne Griffith.— Good society play. Star wears
clothes which ought to satisfy the ladies.
— A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre,
Warsaw, Ind.
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce. —
Fine picture. Holds as good as the stage
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production. Drew fine. — Queen theatre.
Mart, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Gentleman of Quality, with Earle
Williams.— Excellent production. Star
well liked here. — Geo. A. Howard, Bijou
theatre, Monmouth, 111.
World

Crook of Dreams, with Louise Huff.
—A very good program picture. One
that will make money wherever Huff
is known.— C. C. Hubert, Newark Opera
House Co., Newark, Del.
The Scar, with Kitty Gordon.— Good
business and picture pleased patrons. —
R. Rosebush, Esthena theatre, Chicago,
111. — Mixed patronage.
The Unchastened Woman (Rialto De
Luxe), with Grace Valentine.— The slowest drag we ever showed. A sure disappointment.—H. H. Sink. Pastime theatre, Greenville,
class patronage. O.— Middle and high
The Amateur Widow, with Zeena
Keefe. — Poor. Enough said. — A. B. Mendal, Palace theatre, Galveston, Tex.—
General patronage.
The Quickening Flame, with Montagu
Love. — Fine business. Popular star and
pleasing production. R. Rosebush, Esronage. thena theatre, Chicago, 111.— Mixed pat-

The Better 'Ole, with an English cast.
— We paid for a special
feature. But
after we ran it we found it to be a verypoor picture, photography very poor,
picture shows up miserably, everyone
dissatisfied.— C. C. Hubert, Newark
Opera House Co., Newark, Del.
The Rough Neck, with Montagu Love.
— A knock out. World is always good.
—Barney Hatke, Royal theatre, Sabetha,
Kans. — General patronage.
Love in a Hurry, with Carlyle Blackwell. — Blackwell and Greeley always
draw a good house regardless of the
weather. — Mathews Bros., Opera House,
Greenview, 111.— Village and rural patronage.
Courage for Two, with Carlyle Blackwell. — Good business. Pleased my patrons immensely. All left with a smile.
— Samuel Halper, Irving theatre, Chicago, 111.— Middle class patronage.
Courage for Two, with Carlyle Blackwell. — Very good picture. Plenty of
action. — Barney Hatke, Royal theatre,
Sabetha, Kans. — General patronage.
Hook or Crook, with Carlyle Blackwell. — Good comedy-drama. Pleased all.
Good business. — Sidney Spiegel Jr.,
Community House, Winnetka, 111. — High
class patronage.
Specials
Hearts of the World (D. W. Griffith),
with an all-star cast. — A wonderful picture. Too high rental for small town.—
E. Sazma, Peoples theatre, Wyoming,
la. — Small town patronage.
Wanted for Murder (Film Clearing
House), with Elaine Hammerstein. — An
extra good one. Don't miss running it.
Up to date. — Meldrin & Clark, Opera
House, Edwards, N. Y. — General patronage.
The Inn of the Blue Moon (Sherry),
with Doris Kenyon. — Oh, Boy. Lay off
it. People asked for money back. The
worst yet. — M. Van Praag, Central Garden theatre. Kansas City, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
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THIS

BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service.
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors.
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient

or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage
City
State
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Convinced

Big Pictures Mean
Big Profits
Walter F. Davis, proprietor of the Her- Now the manager of the Herrold theatre
rold theatre, at Herrold, la., lias built up is not reposing behind a' cut and dried
the business of his house by nearly fifty program.
He's outwill
booking
thinks his audiences
like the what
best. he
per cent in the last three months. There
was a time not very long ago when he
had a hard time to make a profit. That
Select Appoints
era ended when he began to seek attractions for the pleasure of his audiences
V. P. Whitaker to
rather than for himself.
Is Doubtful at First
Important Post
He had been playing a program reguGeneral Manager Sam E. Morris of
larly, and when a representative of the
Select Pictures Corporation announced
A. H. Blank Enterprises, in Omaha, came
to offer him the First National attrac- this week that V. P. Whitaker, formerly
tion, Charlie Chaplin in "Shoulder Arms." branch manager of Select's Washington
Davis wouldn't listen.
exchange, has been promoted to the
"Too much money to pay," he said, position of eastern representative, which
"I would lose."
in Select's organization has been
"No,"sureinsisted
the other.
always
make
that there
will be "We
a profit
for berth
created especially for Mr. Whitaker.
theButexhibitor
abovestillourrefused.
price." After the
Manager Whitaker has had charge of
Mr. Davis
representative left he was talking over Select's Washington branch since the
the picture and the price with a friend. early days of Select's organization. Under his management the Washington
"I'm sorry you didn't get it, though," said
the friend. "I like to see a good picture." branch exceeded its quota week after
goodgood
picture,"
you"A see
ones said
rightDavis,
here "Don't
in my week. His success gave him a reputation throughout the trade.
house?1"
As eastern representative he will have
"Oh, yes, you're program is all right —
but — well — you know what Chaplin is."
under his charge the entire territory
Finally Takes the Plunge
east of the Mississippi. Traveling out
Davis couldn't forget his friend's ap- of the home office he expects to keep in
preciation ofChaplin against his old reg- the field almost continuously.
ular program, as he thought over the
Succeeding Mr. Whitaker as Washingday's happenings before falling asleep
ton manager for Select is J. U. McCorthat night. Next morning he said: "He's mick, his former assistant. R. Childs,
right. Others would feel the same."
formerly
of the Washington Exchange
So he wired for the Chaplin picture.
force, becomes assistant manager
When opening time arrived Saturday aft- sales
of the exchange.
ernoon there was a lobby full of people
Recentlytributing
a newly
formed producing
and had
diswaiting. Mr. Davis paid far more for the
company announced
Mr. Whitaker
been
appointed
manager
of
its
Washington
ex"Shoulder
Arms"
his the
regular
program, but
the than
best for
judge,
box these negotiations
change. Setect's failed
announcement
indicates
that
to
materialise
and
tliat
office, told him in emphatic tones he was
Select in retaining Mr. Whitaker gave him an
right when the counting up was ended.
important promotion.
RUTH

SIGNS BIG CONTRACT

Exhibitors

Mutual

Withdraws
Lone

Charlie

Chaplin Comedies
Star Exercises Its

Option Under Original
Contract
All prints of the Chaplin Mutual comedies are being withdrawn from circulation in the United States and Canada by
the Exhibitors'
Mutual ofDistributing
poration as a result
the Lone CorStar
Corporation, producers of the comedies,
exercising an option under its original
contract with the old Mutual Film Corporation.
The purchase of the negative rights to
the twelve Charlie Chaplin comedies,
knowiii as the Chaplin-Mutual specials,
is nowtual is among
in negotiation.
Exhibitors'
Muthe distributing
companies
seeking rights to the negatives. Several
other bids have been entered and the
competition has become spirited.
"Exhibitors' Mutual as the distributor
of the original prints has been served
with a notice by Lone Star Corporation,
exercising an option under its original
contract with the Mutual Film Corporation, ordering withdrawal of all prints of
the Chaplin Mutual specials from our exchanges," says H. C. Cornelius, vicepresident
of Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation.
"Notice hibitors
haswho had
been made
served contracts
upon all exfor
these pictures with Exhibitors' Mutual,
exercising
a four-weeks'
cancellation
clause, and upon
the expiration
of these
notices all prints of the Chaplin Mutual
comedies will be withdrawn from circulathe United
States produced
and Canada."
Thetion in twelve
comedies
by
Lone Star Corporation and published by
Exhibitors' Mutual are: "The Floorwalker," "The Pawnshop," "The Count,"
"Behind the Screen." "One A. M.." "The
Vagabond," "The Rink," "Easy Street,"
"The Fireman," "The Cure," "The Immigrant" and "The under
Adventurer."
The contract
which they were
made provided for a salary of $670,000
per year for Chaplin, the first big salary
contract in the industry. It was concluded in 1916. "The Adventurer," last
of the series, was released in November
of 1918.
New

Title Is Chosen
For Traverse Film
The Fox Film Corporation has chosen
"Rose of the West" as the title for Madlaine Traverse's latest picture, which has
been in work under the name "Until
Eternity."
is a picture and
of the-deals
Canadian
Northwest Itwilderness
with
the highest reaches of mother love and
the lowest depths to which greed can
bring the father of a beautiful girl. Harry
Millardi directed "Rose of the West."
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Complete Texas Work
House Peters, the star, Frank Powell,
the director, and an entire company of
players returned this week to New
York from San Antonio, Texas, to complete the metropolitan scenes for Sir Gilbert Parker's story, "You Never Know
Ynur Lurk," which will be distributed by
W, W. Hodkinson Corporation.
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PICTURE

THEATRES

Located
Troowt and
Avenue
:!l*t street,in the
Isis Theatre,
the Blackstone
Amusement
beautiful
edifice,
of the
best atequipped
most andcomft>rtalile
America.
It is under
the management
of JackCompany's
H. Koth and
is a credit
to theis one
industry.
Charles

R. Rogers

New

Ford

Features

Completing Survey
Of Select Offices
Charles R. Rogers, director of sales
of Select Pictures Corporation, returned
to his desk in the home office last Tuesday after aandtwo-week's
tour started
of Select
exchanges,
on Thursday
on
another trip, which will complete his
survey of the eastern branches.
The Select exchanges which Mr. Rogers visited on his first trip included
Pittsburgh. Cleveland and Buffalo, with
short trips to the high spots in those
territories, in company with the branch
managers of the respective exchanges.
Mr. Rogers reports that business is
exceptionally good in the districts he
has visited, especially in Cleveland and
Buffalo, where the director of sales was
greeted with record-breaking business.
Several big contracts were signed in
each territory and there are prospects
of other big ones coming through within
the next few days.
The number of new theatres which are
in the course of construction in the
various cities is especially gratifying,
Mr. Rogers declares. He says that
wherever he visited the exhibitors show
unusual optimism regarding the future.
In many instances exhibitors are considering plans for enlarging their present houses. Even in the face of unprecedented building costs, Mr. Rogers
states that exhibitors are going rapidly
ahead with their plans for new houses.
Rogers'exchanges
present tour
will take in
theMr.Select
at Washington,
Philadelphia and Boston. In each district he will make short trips to the
theatres of the first-run exhibitors in
company with the branch managers. It
is
thatabout
Mr. two
Rogers'
tourexpected
will cover
weeks,present
after
which he will return to New York to
map out a tour of the middle west
branches.

Ready to Distribute
The latest Ford publications now ready
for distribution by the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, are: "The Land of
Ukelele." a trip through Hawaii; "When
Black Is Read," the story of a modern
newspaper: "The Only Way." a picturization of the "safety first" slogan, and
"Pure Havana," a sight-seeing journey
through the capital of Cuba.
"The Land of Ukelele" is a travelogue
of America's Pacific Island possessions,
made famous in novel form by Tack London's "Cruise of the Snark." The beach
of Waikiki with its horde of surf-riders
on their wave-skidding ocean sleds, and
many cool trips to beautiful inland places,
bring the unforgettable beauty of the
islands
screen. to American patrons of the
In "When Black Is Read" we follow
every incident in the creation of a daily
newspaper. The operation of the gigantic power presses, the gathering, writing
and editing of news, and the making of
the colored sections are all vividly depicted.
The old slogan of "Safety First" is
shown to be "The Only Way" to avoid
accidents. The thoughtlessness of pedestrians, as well as of automobilists, with
its tragic results, is portrayed so that
any one who sees the picture will never
again be guilty of traffic carelessness.
"Pure Havana" is not a cigar story,
but a trip in and about the capital of
Cuba. Beginning with a panoramic view
of Hanava Harbor, showing the approximate location of the battleship Maine
when she was blown up before the Spanish-American war. the camera catches a
clear view of Morro Castle, then shifts
to Havana's narrow streets and beautiful driveways. All Ford Educationals
entertain while thev instruct.

Sell Comedy Rights •
Territorial rights to Jester Comedy
pictures for New York State and Northern New Jersey have been sold by the
Territorial Sales Corporation of 1600
Broadway, New York, to the Merit Film
Company.

Ray and Fair Busy
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair, the two
William Fox stars who have been cast in
young lovers'
several
ductions, are atroles
workin on
a newrecent
storyproby
George Washburn Child — scenario by
J. Anthony Roach. The working title is
"Life Is Love."
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Gilbert

P. Hamilton

Will Direct Elvidge
For World Pictures
Gilbert P. Hamilton has been engaged
by World Pictures to direct June Elvidge
in "The Tangled Romance." a five-reel
feature adapted by Will C. Murphey
and
Philipdepartment.
Lonergan of this company's
scenario
A biographical sketch of Mr. Hamilton
runs current with the history of the motion picture industry. His connection
with motion picture photography began
twenty-five years ago. which was a surprise to the natives of Chebeauque
Island. Maine, where he was born. The
monotony of his life prompted him to
leave his native haunts and he secured
a position in the developing department
of the Edison Company. After learning
the fundamental principles of photography, he identified himself with the Biograph Company as a camera man. His
next position was with G. K. Spoor in the
Kinadrome Company, where he was emstudios. ployed as superintendent of factory and
Foreseeing possible millions in picture
productions, he was one of four incorporators of The American, and was afterwards for two and a half years general
manager of the St. Louis Moving Picture Company. He also organized the
Albuquerque Company.
He was prominent in the production
of numerous photoplays, including "The
Price of Crime," "The Perils of the
Plains." "The Lust of the Red Man,"
"Even Unto Death." "Inherited Passion,"
"Miss Robinson Crusoe." "The Maternal
Spark." his last picture being "Open
Your Eyes." He has been employed by
half dozen of the most prominent producing companies of this country.

"U" Signs Himey White
Himey White, well known in newspaper circles in Missouri, has been assigned as publicity representative at the
Kansas City Universal Exchange. Mr.
White is the latest addition to Universal's large staff of exchange publicity
men. which
was organized several
months
ago.
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Independent Chicago
Exchanges Apply for
American Program
Membership in N. A.
For Present Month
W. R. Rothacker, president of the
The "Flying A" list for June includes Rothacker Film Manufacturing Comthree star features, titled "A Bachelor's
pany of Chicago and chairman of the
Wife" "Trixie from Broadway," and membership committee of the National
"A Sporting Chance."
Association of the Motion Picture In"A Bachelor's Wife," featuring Mary
dustry, left on Friday for the coast.
Miles Mintcr and published June 1, has
It
is
Chairman
Rothacker's purpose to
met with a splendid reception from coast confer with the various
producers in Los
to coast and has doubled the usual run
Angeles, Hollywood and Culver City
who are not directly identified with the
at scores of Class A theatres. It was
booked for a solid week at the famous
activities
of the
Producers'
the National
Association
withJDivision
a view of
to
Tivoli in San Francisco, the Strand in securing their co-operation and support
in
the
future.
Denver, the Rialto in Los Angeles, the
Just before leaving for Los Angeles
Doric in Kansas City and the Strand at
Newark among others. Successful four- Mr. Rothacker sent in to Executive Secretary Frederick H. Elliott the appliday runs were reported by theatres like
cations of several new members from
the Blue Mouse, St. Paul; Columbia,
Chicago,
among them the application of
Pittsburgh; Mission and Class A, Se- Martin J.
Quigley, publisher of the
attle; Columbia, Portland, Ore., etc.
Exhibitors' Herald and Motography, for
Three-day showings were down on the membership
in Class 5. This gives the
books for such houses as the 81st Street, four important
trade papers in the inNew York; Isis, Indianapolis; Merrill,
dustry representation in this division of
Milwaukee; Blue Mouse, Baltimore; the organization.
were also
Pershing, St. Louis, and the various received from J. Applications
L. Friedman of the
theatres of the big Turner & Dahken
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
circuit in California.
and Frank Zambreno of the Unity Pho'!A Bachelor's
Wife" was
written by
by
toplays Company, for membership as inJoseph
Franklin Poland
and directed
dependent exchanges.
Emmett J. Flynn. The cast includes
These are the first applications of inAlan Forrest, leading man; Myrtle
dependent film exchanges to be received
Reeves, Lydia Knott. Charles Spere, , by the National
Association, indicating
Margaret Shelby and Harry Holden.
the intention of some of the prominent
The Margarita Fisher special, "Trixie independent exchange managers to parfrom
Broadway,"
was
ticipate actively hereafter in the councils
scenarized
by Frankpublished
Howard June
Clark15, from
of the association. It is assumed that
an original story by Agnes C. Johnston. other independent exchanges will take
An interesting combination of life be- advantage of this opportunity, in view
hind the scenes on Broadway and in the
the plan recently announced by the
highly contrasting environment of a of
National Association to organize the
small California town, it has scored a film
clubs and associations as an integral
decided hit with fans and exhibitors
everywhere and is adding new points to unit of its Distributors' Division, in
which fourteen of the largest distributMiss charm.
Fisher'sEmory
reputation
for Olga
versatility
ing corporations are now represented.
and
Johnson,
Grey,
J. Farrell MacDonald and George Periolat are in the cast.
Alan Dwan Becomes
Three

Features

on

Patrons' Comments
Reported by Ushers
Hugo Riescnfeld, the director of
the Rialto and Rivoli theatres.
New York, is always willing to
listen to suggestions from the
various members of his staff. A
member of the orchestra advanced
an idea by which Mr. Riescnfeld
could get the opinions of his patrons on all the pictures shown
without troubling the patrons by
asking them. Mr. Riesenfeld
promptly accepted the suggestion.
As a Tesult, printed forms are being distributed to all employes and
they are requested to report the
comments made by the patrons
concerning the picture, the music,
the lighting, the temperature, the
condition of the seats. Mr. Riescnfeld has decided to award a prize
each week for the best_ report and
he is further stimulating the inventivenes of his staff by promises of money for any ideas that
will better the service at the Rialto
and Rivoli.

Independent Producer
HOLLYWOOD, CAL.— Alan Dwan,
director of many notable screen successes, is now at the head of his own
independent producing organization and
has started work on his first production
under the new arrangement, a picturization of Richard Harding Davis' "Soldiers of Fortune."
In' the
cast he is using Pauline Starke.
Anna Q. Nilsson, Norman Kerry, Ward
Crane, Frank Wally, Wallace Beery,
Wilfred Lucas, Herald Lindsay. Fred
Kohler, Philo McCullough and Melbourne MacDowcll.
Community Theatre
For Little Rock, Ark.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.— Ike Kempner
and Saul Harris, owners of the Kempner,
Gem, Royal and Crystal Theatres here,
have purchased a site at Sixth and Louisiana streets for the purpose of erecting a $:5(>0.000 community theatre, auditorium and roof garden.
The new theatre will have a seating
capacity of 3,000. There will be no stairways in the building, inclined walkways
being planned. The roof garden will
seat 1,000 people and is intended for
vaudeville and dancing.
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MARGUERITE S\OW
Who returns new
to Metro
Hale Hamilton's
leadingas lady.
Guy Empey Special
For Select Titled
"The
Select PicturesUndercurrent'
Corporation announce
this week that a definite title has
decided upon for the forthcoming been
Guy
Empey special attraction, which has
been previously announced under the
temporary working title of "Hell on
Earth." _ The permanent title will be
"The Undercurrent,' which more adequately fits the nature of his compelling drama.
forceful
story "The
of lifeUndercu
as it isrrent"
today. is a
Guy Empey, the soldier hero, author
and lecturer, whose first screen appearance was in the picturization of his war
story, "Over the Top," will be seen in
the principal male part of "The Undercurrent," while the leading opposite role
will be filled by Sergeant Empey's costar, Evelyn Martin. Three other feminine parts of almost equal importance
will be played by Marguerite Courtot,
Betty Blythe and Sallie Crute.
The storyandof "The
was
conceived
writtenUndercurrent"
by Guy Empey
himself, while the adaptation for the
screen is the work of William Addison
Lathrop. It is being directed by Wilfrid
North, who directed Sergeant Empey in
"Over the Top."
The dominant note in "The Undercurrent" is one which carries a special appeal to the public of today. It is a story
of love with the contrasting elements of
pathos and happiness, intrigue and design. No truer story of modern life
could have been written. The filming of
"The Undercurrent" has been completed and work is now progressing on
the cutting and titling.
Hostetter Buys Theatre
WATERLOO, IA— J. E. Hostetter,
owner of the Crystal and Plaza Theatres,
has added another playhouse to his long
string in Iowa and Nebraska by purchasing the Isis at Cedar Rapids. He also
owns the Casino at Marshalltown, the
Gem at Charles City, and theatres at
Wayne and Bloomfield, Neb.

all get
summery
togsforof next
ours
allLet's
fussed
up those
by friend
tailor,
week is the time—Tune 25, 26. 27— and lest
we forget, all day Saturday — June 23. You
know it is the "show me state," and we
must show 'em. Will we? Just watch
that old Chicago flier hit St. Louis bright
and early Wednesday morn with all of the
gang. and
Yea, best
bo — convention
yea! It's ever
got to
biggest
held.be the
That's a terrible admission H. C. Holah
is making about losing the two tens last
Friday. Whoever heard of any film representatives possessing such financial affluence
the day prior to the ghost walkin'?
Harry Charnas is sure a busy buddie
receiving the greeting of his many friends
in the local film field. Harry was honorably discharged from the service June 6,
having served abroad with the medical detachment, 106th U, S. Engineers of the 31st
Division. The youngster looks fine and we
are all g'ad to have him back home again.
Another successful barrage laid down by
the wily
littleannouncement
marksman. DanCupid,forthresults in the
of the
coming nuptials of George Booth, now managing the Douglas Theatre. The ceremony,
it is said, takes place the early part of next
month and the happy bride-elect is Miss
If. Swider of this city.
Understand Sam Riecer of the Silee
Film Exchange is being kept on the jump
these days with the record A. II. "Cootie"
Silverman* of the same company has established for record bookings on "The
Profiteer."
Oh. yes.
some Kankakee
traveler,
too
; been down
to Sam
Elginis and
twice since April 15.
Of course. Johnny Medikow of Celebrated Film Corporation is justly proud of
his enviable record on those Christie Specials and Serial contracts, but your ear for
a second. That hugely important look he
has been disporting the past week or so is
due to the big event of June 0. Yep — a
great big. bouncing baby boy. Mother and
son are doing splendidly, reports daddy.
Lester Cuneo. the well known Metro
player,
in "civies,"
having
just
returnedis back
from arain
overseas
with the
Prairie
(33d) Division. The lad is just brimful of
that old-time Windy City pep and had not
been out
of than
Unclea Sam's
chine more
dav orbigtwofighting
before ma-he
pitched in and started something. He is
directing a big musical revue to be called
the
"LibertyonBelles."
at the
Playhouse
Boule which
Mich opens
Wednesday
night for an extended run. proceeds to be
turned into a fund to aid the unemployed
of the Prairie Division.
Jack Willis is surely chuck full of that
smile stuff these days. He should be with
the oodles of congratulations that are pouring into the local Triangle exchange from
the "veteran's" many friends, extending
him their best wishes upon his recent appointment as manager.
L. L. Ballard, sales representative for
Metro, has laid aside the high .cilk hat

Reported by "Mac"
and frock coat with copious tears flowing,
owing to the onslaught of old King Sol.
Cheer up,that
"Flick,"
— 'tis demeanor
said you
maintain
modestoldandboyquiet
of
withvampish
that "riot"
a rajah
silk
suityours
and the
panamaof just
as well.
Eddie Eckels of the Capital Film Company, Inc., just returned from Indianapolis,
promises some big surprises in the near
future with regard to his company's fuhave it.ture releases. Come on. Edward — let's
Add to list of film mysteries the whereabouts of Fred Creswell, manager of the
Chicago Paramount branch, who departed
these haunts some days ago bound he alone
knows whither. The finny tribe, the closecropped green and the feathered things of
the forests are numbered among the suspected lures.
Who says we film representatives can't
be
the best
o' pals Louis
and still
all the
business
in sight?
B. grab
Goulden
of
Celebrated Film Corporation arrived in the
city last week after an extended tour a la
motor car through Indiana seated in Harry
Weiss' big seven-passenger Westcott. Both
First National Exhibitors' Circuit and the
Celebrated reps modestly claim " a remarkably profitable trip." Ahem !
So the lure of our great and lovable
business brings back into the fold again
Phil Soloman. Yep, he is all fixed up
with Frank J. Flaherty and the Film
Clearing
Inc..oldandcelluloid
states you
stay away House.
from the
reels,can't
not
even hinting at the monetary angle.
Two well known exchange men spent a
few
the city
"the p.
boys"
otherhours
day, inleaving
on with
the 5:10
m. the
the
same
day
for
the
"sticks."
arriving
at
Garrick Theatre building to attend tothea
carload of inquiries that had piled up in
the Argosy Film Exchange during their
city visit. No? Well, just drop over there

any
and quiz Messrs. Hayes and
Orr morning
for vourself.
One of the big events in baseball circles
and film circles was pulled off on Wednesday afternoon at Washington Park when
the salesmen of the Universal Film Exchange and the employes of Ascher
Brothers' theatres met in mortal combat
Up to the hour of going to press (the third
innings) the score stood 43 to 63 in favor
of Ascher
Brothers'
the
battle next
week. team. Full details of
Ruth Roland, who recently formed her
own serial company, was a popular attraction at Chicago theatres last week, where
she made several personal appearances.
Frank B. Rogers, manager of Pathe Exchange, wilted several collars trying to keep
up with her.
G. X. Montgomery, the popular district
manager for Sherry Pictures Corporation,
has been confined to his home ill for the
past
Here's soon
hoping
breezesseveral
of old days.
Lake Michigan
puts the
to
rout the rather extended session of heat we
are now amidst and our good friend
"Montie" soon joins his busy squad in the
Film Exchange Building.
Frank J. Flaherty, manager of the Film
Clearing House Exchange, is receiving profuse congratulations on the arrival of a
baby boy at the Flaherty domicile Friday,
June 13. "Jimmie" W. arrived bright and
early, registering a rousing ten pounds of
nicely.
roguish smiles. Mother and boy are doing
Ralph T. Kettering, who writes publicity for the Jones, Linick & Schaefer circuit of theatres in his spare moments, has
just written another play, called "The Commoner." It is a story of Abraham Lincoln.
Catherine Curtis, who is featured in
I'-.told Pell Wright's photoplay, "The
Shepherd
of the forHills."
the onguest
W.
T. Gaskell
a fewwashours
Tues-of
dav of last week.
Charles
H. Miller,
Mutual salesman,
has comethetoExhibitors'
the conclusion
that it is not the original cost but the upkeep of a Ford which hurts. Charlie paid
a $26 fine for running thirty-one miles
an hour on Jackson boulevard the other
night. It cost him $70 to have the radiator,
lights and fenders fixed up on Wednesday,
and later in the week $2S for repairs after
side-swipin' a speeder on Michigan boulevard. Total, $124 for the week.
Charles Lamb, the redoubtable Rockford (111.) exhibitor, was seen running
around the loop picking off pictures for his
Palm Theatre.

J. c. cox
Genernl sales manager of the Marquette
Piano Company, who will be at Hotel
Statler, St. Louis, next week, with
various models of Cremona
Theatre Organs.

J. W. for
Allen,
Famous including
Player.--Lasky
manager
the territory
Chicago. Minneapolis and Detroit, is actively
in charge of the local branch during the
absence of Fred Creswell, who is vacationing far from the realm of films.

EXHIBITORS
I. L. LeSERMAN, manager of the Universal
exchange, made a flying trip to Cleveland
on Saturday to attend a meeting of district
managers.
question Mr.
of Universal's
policy
was The
discussed.
Leserman new
returned on Monday.
Roy Jacoby is joyously awaiting the coming of "Yankee Doodle in Berlin" and those
Mack Sennett bathing girls, due at the Ziegfeld theatre about July 1. Another tirm, it
is said, offered Messrs. Jacoby & Linick $5,000 for their option on the picture, but they
refused. They expect to clean up, with a
long run. The original Sennett beauty
squad (not a road show bunch) Roy announces will be there twenty strong.
J. L. Friedman and family will leave
on Friday for a summer vacation at
Charlevoix, Mich.
Garretson's New Post
Benjamin Garretson. the popular free
lance publicist, has been placed in full
charge of all publicity and exploitation
of the Chicago Goldwyn exchange. Mr.
Garretson will establish an exhibitor's
service bureau in I. Van Ronkel's territorv.
"As a Man Thinks" Run
Extended at St. Paul
A ten-day run with packed houses the
rule at every performance is the record
set by "As a Man Thinks," Augustus
Thomas' four-star production, starring
Leah Baird. a W. W. Hopkinson Corporation release, at the Blue Mouse theatre, St. Paul, Minn., a successful engagement that has seldom been equaled
in the Minneapolis territory.
Originally booked for a week, the
Thomas picture and the brilliant exploitation campaign executed by Manager O. A. Rowe aroused such public
interest that a three-day extension of the
run was required to appease St. Paul motion picture devotees.
Speed Production of
Fitz-Gerald Comedies
Joseph Kerr, manager of the Cissy
Fitz-Gerald Pictures. Inc., claims a new
speed record for production. Miss FitzGerald's new comedies, known as the
"Cissy and Bertie" series, are being
filmed at the Rothacker plant in Chicago. Miss Fitz-Gerald, who formerly
was featured in Gaumont and Vitagraph
comedies, early in May expressed her
desire to have her first three films out of
the way by June 1. Mr. Kerr's answer
to this was to speed up the work, with
a result that the three comedies are now
practically complete.
Milwaukee

F. I. L. M. to

Dine Exchange Employes
The Milwaukee F. I. L. M. Association
will entertain all salesmen, cashiers and
bookkeepers at a dinner June 20. The
committee in charge includes Roderick,
Universal; Aschman, Pathe; Lanford,
Wisconsin Theatre Supply Company;
Nathan; on. Triangle, and Conway, Exhibitors' Mutual.
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With H. E. N.'
City in 18S9, he states, with
Harry J. Gould now controls the des- Alexander
$4.80 in his pocket, from Lacca, Italy.
tinies of the Hippodrome at Ft. Worth,
He went into the grocery business and
Texas, one of the Lucy Enterprises.
failed twice, but the third time succeeded.
Harry is a son of O. F. Gould, manager
of the Majestic Theatre, also of Ft.
A. B. Mendel will close the Palace TheWorth. Harry was formerly an exhibitor at Attica, N. Y., having had the
atre, Galveston, August 1, and besides comold Bijou Theatre there.
pletely remodeling the house, will install
a new screen and new projection machines.
Frank Jennings, secretary of the Al JenHarry VanDemark, of the Zoe Theatre,
nings Production Company, of Los Angeles,
Calif., and a brother of Al Jennings of Houston, Texas, has installed a new Minusa screen, 13 feet by 17 feet, the largest
"Beating
Worth lastBack"
week. fame, was a visitor in Ft. in Houston.
Andrew Zuccaro, owner of the Queen
Theatre, Ft. Worth, Texas, has installed
a new Hope-Jones orchestra. It cost $12,000. Mr. Zuccaro will play the first Rothapfel Unit Programme, which is to have
its Ft. W orth premier at the Queen.
W. S. Crosbie, manager of the Byers
Theatre, Ft. Worth, has just closed a successful run with "Mickev."
H. Levy, owner of the Levy Enterprises,
will break ground soon in Ft. Worth for
a new photoplay theatre and office building.
D. C. Feegles, manager of the Rex Theatre. Ft. Worth, is making his annual pilgrimage to Chicago this week. He will
stop off at St. Louis to attend the motion
picture convention on his way back.
W. P>. Pittman has opened the Gaiety
Theatre at Ft. Worth. It has a seating
capacity of 300.

F. M. Sarger has opened the New Boulevard Theatre, Houston, Texas, which was
recently erected at a cost of $7,000. It
seats 500.
W ill Horwitz, Jr., owner of the Iris
Theatre,
house on Houston,
June 7. Texas, opened his new
Moyer Wicks, Jr., owner of the Gem
and Dixie Theatres, Houston, has instal ed a new $2,000 Wurlitzer organ in
the Gem Theatre at Whatron, Texas.
F. K. Davis will take over the Alhambra
Theatre. Eastland, Texas, on July 1. The
theatre is equipped with a Minusa screen,
two Simplex machines and a Wurlitzer pipe
organ, and seats 700.

fflODSTOG
STANDARD srnau- shift

L. C. Tibball, manager of the Isis Theatre, Ft. Worth, has installed a new CoinOla self-playing piano and rectifier.
W. F. Sonneman. president of the Sonneman Amusement Enterprises, Waco, Texas,
which company controls the Nickel, Rex
and Victory Theatres, announces that the
exhibitors are back of the fight on the
music tax and lauds the Herald for assisting exhibitors in this move.
H. H. Maloney, manager of the Strand
Theatre, Ft. Worth, states his theatre is
enjoying unusual prosperity. II. H. is the
man
the Sunday shows in
Buffalo,whoN. opened
Y.
S. T. McDonald, general manager of the
Hulsey Enterprises of Texas, and manager of the Queen Theatre. Galveston, cntained the Herald representative at a
bathing
last
week.party and luncheon at Hotel Galvez
The Queen Theatre, Galveston, has installed an ammonia ventilating plant which
makes this theatre one of the coolest spots
on "Pirate Isle."
Emit. Ouda will open the Fortuna Theatre at Galveston, Texas, this week. The
house mseats
odel it. 250, and it cost $3,000 to reA. Martini, of the Martini Theatre, Galveston, who now controls a chain of theatres in Galveston, is one of the pioneers
of the southwest. Mr.
68 Martini landed in
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Universal Completes Pictures
Far in Advance of Publication
Following the statement that the exhibitors of the country
would have a chance to see all future pictures made by Universal far in advance of their publication dates conies the announcement of the completion and distribution to exchanges
of three of the best pictures ever produced under the U banner.
They are a part of the new program which Universal announced the beginning of its anniversary month of June. The
three productions are of the Universal-Jewel brand.
The three Jewels, which are now being sent to the exchanges for the exhibitors to see are: "Home." in which
Mildred Harris is starred. "Paid in Advance." starring Dorothy
Phillips, and "Forbidden," starring Mildred Harris.
''Home" Stars Mildred Harris

Cremona
Solo Theatre Orchestra-Organs
all sizes
can be played
by hand
by 88 note player roll (with operator)
by 134 note orchestrated solo roll
(without operator)
and our wonderful

"Home" was written and produced by Lois Weber, the
well-known woman author-director, who has many screen successes to her credit. Mildred Harris, who has starred in a
number of Jewel and Bluebird productions, is said to have
reached the acme of her career in this picture and in "Forbidden." The production, "Home." was several months in the
making and contains some excllent scenic pictures of wealthy
homes and gardens. Miss Harris is superbly gowned in this
picture, which deals with the life of a young girl just returned
from boarding school and who becomes ashamed of her home
surroundings. Later, after an eventful visit to the home of a
wealthy girl chum, she decides that home is after all the best
place and that only true happiness is found in the friends of
one's home folks.
Dorothy Phillips in "Paid in Advance"
Universal scored a victory in the purchase of the story of
"Paid in Advance," by James Oliver Curwood. Mr. Curwood
is perhaps the most wide-read author of stories of the Klondike and Canadian Northwest. He has written innumerable
stories of the life and customs of the people of the North and
is considered an authority on the subject.
Dorothy Phillips. Universal's greatest actress, who starred
in the super-production. "The Heart of Humanity," and who
recently completed "Destiny." another Jewel production, is
cast in ported
theby the
leading
"Paid William
in Advance."
two part
malein stars,
StowellSheandis supLon
Chaney. Dorothy Phillips is considered by many one of the
most versatile actresses of the screen and in this production
she is seen at her best. The scenes of the picture are laid in
the north country, where Miss Phillips is the daughter of a
fur trapper. Through the death of her father she becomes
public property and after a life of fear and association with
the rougher element, finally wins happiness with the man she
learned to love because of his courage. The scenic effects of
the North are excellent, according to Universal authorities,
and some of the best photography of the screen is shown in
this production. The story abounds with dramatic incidents.
William Stowell, who has appeared opposite Miss Phillips in
many of her productions, does admirable work in this picture
and proves himself to be one of the strongest screen character
portrayers of today. The life, manner and customs of FrenchCanadian and Indian mixed breeds of the fur districts of
Canada and the life of the miners during the gold rush of the
Yukon are said to be faithfully portrayed in this UniversalJewel production.

permits

double

tracker

following the film
using music cue sheet and
instantaneous change of music

Style M3 Duplex
The solo instrument with the
human voices.
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Two music rolls enable operator to follow the action of the
picture with ease and accuracy.
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The 134 note solo reproducing j|
EE
roll is a complete orchestra |jj
within itself.
jj
A size for every theatre.
Plays any 88 note player roll. j|
Your weekly music bill can be made an
investment instead of an expense.

Mildred Harris in "Forbidden"
The other Mildred Harris production was written by E. V.
Burling, a New York newspaper man, and is said to be one
of the finest and most adaptable stories ever written for the
screen by a newspaper man. The production was directed
by Lois Weber and Phillip Smalley. This superb story of
a country girl who longs for the city and who marries a
wealthy man who longs for the country, contains many dramatic points where the heart interest is especially keen. As
in
"Home"
the interior
scenes
homesScenes
and
the rural scenes
in keeping
with are
the oflifetheof wealthy
a farm girl.

Why not write us today for information regarding this
most modern instrument and its adaptability to
your theatre?
The

Marquette Piano Co.
Factory and General Offices
2439 Wallace St.
CHICAGO

of the Woodward
wild life in and
NewFred
York's
Bowery
are ofshown.
Henry
Goodwin
are section
in support
Miss
Harris in this production.
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ENDAR-OFPROGRAMPUBLICATia
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Jan. — "The Eleventh Commandment," fire reeli, with Lucille Lee Stewart.
Feb. — "Trick of Fate/' five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Feb.
Lane'a Turning,"
HenryDesmond.
B. WalthalL
Feb. —— "Long
"The Prodigal
Liar," five five
reels,reels,
withwith
William
Feb. —"What Every Woman Wants," five reels, with All Star Cast.
Feb. — Martin
reels. Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas," final installment, five
Mar. — "A Heart in Pawn," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Mar. — "The Lamb and the Lion," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Mar. — "The Turn in the Road" (Special Cast), five reels.
Mar. — "Hearts Asleep," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Apr. — "Diane of Green Van," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Apr. — "The Courageous Coward." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Apr. — "The Love Call," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Apr. — "Modern Husbands," five reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
May — "Josselyn's Wife." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
May — "The Mints of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
May — "Just Squaw." five reels, with Beatriz Michelena.
May — "His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
June — "In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
June — "The Man Who Turned White," five reels, with Henry B. Warner.
June — "Broken Threads," five rqels, with Bessie Barriscale.
June — "Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels, with William Desmond.
STRAND COMEDIES
Feb. 2 — "How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor Field.
Feb. 9 — "Merely Marrying Mary, one reel, with Elinor Field.
Feb. 18 — "Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
Feb. 23 — "Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
Mar. 2 — "The Wigwam System," one reel, with Elinor Field.
Mar.
Door Between," one reel.
Mar. 169—— "The
Wife's Birthday," one reel.
Mar. 23 — "His
"The Way of a Maid," one reel.
May
May 4— "His Scarlet Past," one reel, with Elinor Field.
Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 1118 —— "Nobody's
"Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 25 — "For
Love
of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June 1 — "Hearts and Hats," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June 8— "Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel.
June 15 — "Little Lucy's Lion," one reel.
" 'Twas Henry's Fault," one reel.
une 2922 —— "Little
Miss Pinkerton," one reel.
e
n
Ju
ROTHACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
Tea and Totum Poles," one reel.
Jan. 6— "Teetotalers,
'Geesers and Geysers," one reel.
'Bulls and Bears."
'Western Stuff."
the God's
Dells."Country."
'ADoing
Bit of
'Out Wyoming Way."
'A Peek at Paradise," one reel.
"Columbia Highway," one reel.
"An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel.
"In Pyramid Land, ' one reel.
" 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
"Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.
"A Palestine Pilgrimage," one reel.
t
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Jan. 26 — "Don't Change Your Husband," DeMille.
Feb. 2 — "Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Mar. 2 — "Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar. 9 — "Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
Mar. 9 — "The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 26—
16 — "The
"The Girl
PoppyWhoGirl'sStayed
Husband,"
five reels,
with W.(D. S.W.Hart.
Mar.
at Home,"
five reels.
Griffith.)
Apr. 6 — "Capt. Kiddjr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 20 — "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr. 20 — "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr.
"For Better
For Worse,"
five reels,
with Gloria
Swanson.
May 274 —— "The
Money — Corral,"
five reels,
with William
S. Hart.
May 18 — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, wirh Douglas Fairbanks.
June 1 — "True Heart Susie," five reels. D. W. GrifFth Special.
June 8— "Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart.
June 22 — "The Avalanche," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
July 20 — "Wagon Track," five reels, with William S. Hart.
PARAMOUNT
Feb. 2 — "Hard Boiled," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Feb. 2 — "Happy Though Married," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Feb. 0 — "Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch," five reels, with Margaret Clark.
Feb. 9 — "Two Brides," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
Feb. 9— "The Girl Dodger," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Feb. 16 — "Boots," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Feb. 16 — "You Never Saw Such a Girl," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Feb. 28 — "Maggie Pepper," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Feb. 28 — "Paid in Full," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Feb. 28 — "The Winning Girl," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
Mar. 2 — "Good Gracious, Annabelle," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Mar. 2 — "Puppy Love," five reels, with Lila Lee.
Mar. 9 — "The Poor Booh," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Mar. 16 — "Three Men and a Girl," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
Mar. 16 — "Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Mar. 28 — "Partners Three." five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Mar. 28 — "Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Mar. 80 — "Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Mar. 80
80 —— 'The
"PeppySherifFs
Polly,"Son,"
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Dorothy
Mar.
CharlesGish.Ray.
Apr. 6— "The Test of Honor." five reels, with John Barrymore.
Apr. 6 — "The Rescuing Angel," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
Apr. IS — "Something to Do, five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Apr. 13 — 'The Roaring Road." five reels, with Wallace Reid.

-"Let's Elope," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
-"Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
-"The
Law of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Apr. 13- "Oh! You
Women," five reels, Ernest Truax.
Apr. 20- -"Vicky Van,"
reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Apr. 27- ■"Come Out of five
the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
May 4— "The Home Town
Girl," five reels, Vivian Martin.
May 11— -"The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
May 11- -"The Final Close-Up," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 18- -"The Busher," five reels, with Charles Ray.
May 18- -"The Haunted Bedroom," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 18- -"I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
It Over,"
BryantReid.Washburn.
May 25- -"Putting
'You're Fired,"
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Wallace
May 25June
1— 'An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
-"Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
June 8— -"Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
-"Hay
Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
June
15—
8—
June -"A Daughter
of the Wolf." rive reels, with Lila Lee.
June
15—
fune 22—
five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
fune
22— -"Girls,"
-"The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
June 29— -"A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
-"Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
June 29Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
July
6- -"The
Tuly
13-"Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Tuly 13- -"Rose of the River." five reels, with Lila Lee.
Tuly 20PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
July 20- -"Little Women," seven reels.
-"False Faces," five reels.
Feb. 1 5-6- -"The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
Jan.
-"Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
May 25- -"White
Firing Line," five reels, with Irene Castle.
June 15- -"The
-"The
Career
of Katherine
June 29-6- -"The Dark Star,"
five reels.Bush," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
luly
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
July 13July 27Feb. 9— Sennett, "Rip & Stitch, Tailors."
Feb. 23 — Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
Mar. 9—
2 — Sennett,
Arbuckle, "The
"Love."
Mar.
Village Smithy."
Mar. 16 — Drew, "Once a Mason."
Mar. 23 — Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 — Flagg. 'Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
Apr. 13 — Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Apr. 27 — Sennett, "The Little Widow."
May 4 — Drew, "Harold, The Last of the Saxons."
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
May 18 — Flagg. "Welcome, Little Stranger."
May 25 — Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
June 1S —— Drew,
June
Sennett."Squared."
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 29 — Flagg. "The 'Con' in Economy."
.luly 6 — Sennett. "Trying to Get Along."
July 13 — Drew, "Bunkered."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
"Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
May
STANDARD PICTURES
Feb. 23 — "The Man Hunter," six reels, with William Farnum.
Mar. 9 — "When Men Desire," five reels, with Tbeda Bara.
Mar. 23 — "Thou Shalt Not," six reels, witb Evelyn Nesbit.
Apr. 204 —— "The
five reels,
reeU, with
with Theda
WilliamBara.Farnum.
"The Jungle
Siren's Trail,"
Song." five
1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
15 — "My Little Sister," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
June 29 — "The Lone Star Ranger," five reels, with Williatt Farnum.
June
VICTORY PICTURES
June
May
16
—
"Hell
Roarin'
five reels, with Tom Mix.
Feb. 2— "The Forbidden Reform,"
Room," five reels, with Gladys Brocfcwell.
uly 16 — "Never Say Quit,"
Mar.
May
five
reels,
George Walsh.
uly SO — "Fighting for Gold," five reels,with
Mar.
with Tom Mix.
18 — "Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Apr. 27 — "Help I Help I Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
une 11 — "The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
25 — "The Divorce Trap." five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
226— "Putting
One Over."
five five
reels,reels,
with with
George
Wilderness
Trail,"
Tom Walsh.
Mix.
Aug. 20 — "The
"The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
8 — "The Seventh Person, five reels, with George Walsh.
EXCEL PICTURES
26
—
"The
Girl
with
No
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
Feb. B — "The Love Auction,"Regrets,"
five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
24) — "Smiles," five reels, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
Feb.
in Souls,
Traverse.
Mar. 28g —— "Gambling
'The Rebellious
Bride,"fivefivereels,
reels,with
withMadlaine
I'eggy Hyland.
Mar 6 — "Married
in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.
Jan.
70 Apr.
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204 —— "Miss
"The Love
That Dares,"
five reels,
Adventure,"
five reels,
with with
PeggyMadlaine
Hyland. Traverse.
18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
6— "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse,
15— "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
29 — "Be a Little Sport," five reels, with Albert Ray.
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Not. 17— "Fan Fan."
Not. 26 — "Ali Baba and
Forty ThieTes."
THEthe GREAT
NINE SERIES
Feb. 9 — Valeaka Suratt in "The Soul of Broadway."
Feb.
in "The
Darling of Blind."
Paris."
Feb. 16—
28 — Theda
WilliamBara
Farnum
in "Hoodman
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — "Money Talks," two parts.
Apr. 6— "Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. 20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May 11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two reels, with Tom Mix.
May 25— "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
July 6— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
June 15 — "Dabbling in Society." two reels.
July 6— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
Mar. IS — "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
Mar. 23 — "Out and In Again," half reel.
Mar. SO— "A Cow's Husband." half reel.
Apr. 6— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half reel.
Apr. 13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half reel.
Apr. 20 — "Pigtails and Peaches." half reel.
Abr. 27 — "Seeing Things," half reel.
May 4 — "The Cave Man's Bride," half reel.
May 11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
May 25 — "The Shell Game," half reel.
June 1— "Oh! Teacher!" half reel.
June
8— "Sweet
"Hands Papa,"
Up," half reel.
une
une 2215 —— "Pets
and Pests."halfhalfreel.reel.
une 29 — "A Frize Fight," half reel.
uly 6 — "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel.
July 13 — "Downstairs and Up," half reel.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 2— "The Bondage of Barbara," five reels, with Mac Maria.
Feb. 16 — "Sis Hopkins," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Feb. 28 — "The Woman on the Index," fire reela, with Pauline Frederic!
Mar. 9 — "The Brand," seven reels (Rex Beach Special).
Mar. 16 — "A Man and His Money," five reels, with Tom Moore.
Mar. 30 — "Daughter of Mine," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Apr. 6— "Spotlight Sadie," five reels, with Mae Marth.
Apr. 13 — "One Week of Life," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Apr. 20 — "The Pest," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
May 4— "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan " five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
May 25 — "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
une 8 — "The Fear Woman," five reels, with Pauline Frederick,
une 22 — "The City of Comrades," five reels, with Tom Moore.
July 6 — "Through the Wrong Door," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Feb.
8 — "Canada's
"Carrying Old
Glory ofto Tears."
the Seven Seas."
Feb. 10—
Mountain
Feb.
17—
"Where
The
Spirit
That
Won' Was Born."
Feb. 24— "Rough Stuff."
Mar. 2 — "Good to Eat."
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar.
Apr. 23—
6— "What
"Cut ItUncle
Out." Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
Apr. 13 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20— "Good Roads."
Air. 27— "A Visit to New Orleans."
May 4 — "Going Up."
May 11— "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
May 25 — "From Mud Dug."
June 1 — "The Land of the Ukulele."
une 8— "The Only Way."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Feb. 7— "Have Another."
Feb. 23 — "A Master of Music."
Mar. 9— "The New Breakfast Food."
Mar. 23 — "The Potum of Swat."
Apr. 6— "The Midnight Alarm."
Apr. 20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two reels.
May 4— "The Sea Wolf," two reels.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
June 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
June 15 — "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
June 29 — "Their Day of Rest." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
July 13 — "Chasing Rainbeaux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
July 27 — "After the Bawl." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
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DENNISON STAR SERIES
"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"The Road Called Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
Feb. 24 — "The Love Hunger," five reels, with Lillian Walker.
Mar. 10 — "The Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
Mar. 24 — "The End of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
Apr. 6 — "Thunderbolts
of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Anna
Lehr.
May 4 — "The Best Man," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Apr. 20 — "As a Man Thinks," five reels, with Leah Baird.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
'Wanted
for ofMurder."
i
'A Romance
the Air."
'When
My
Ship
Comes
In."
'A House Divided."
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Life's Greatest Problem."
"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
• , ;<
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1 — The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
45 —— AWildThought
Equity (Epigram).
Flowersof (Comedy).
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
an. 20—
IS — "The
"The Divorcee,"
Spender," five
an.
five reels,
reels, with
with Bert
Ethel Lytell.
Barrymore.
an. 27 — "In for Thirty Days," five reels, with May Allison.
Feb. 3 — "Faith," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Feb. 10 — "As the Sun Went Down," five reels, with Edith Storey
Feb. 17 — "Johnny on the Spot," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Feb. 24 — "Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with May Allison.
Mar. 8 — "Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Mar. 10 — "Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Mar.
"The WayGood,"
of thefiveStrong,"
five Hale
reels, Hamilton.
with Anna Q. Nllssoi..
Mar. 2417 —— "That's
reels, with
Mar. 31 — "Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Apr. 7 — "The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allison,
Apr. 14 — "Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Apr. 21 — "False Evidence, five reels, with Viola Dana.
Apr. 28 — "After His Own Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
May 6— "The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Weal en.
May 12 — "Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
May 19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell.
May
Pep," five five
reels,
withwithHaleMayHamilton.
Tune 262 —— "Full
"Almostof Married,"
reels,
Allison,
une 9 — "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
une 16 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
une 23 — "One Thing at a Time, O'Day," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
'Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Rita, Jolivet.
'The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
'The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser," seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.
"Why
Germany
Must Pay,"
six reels,
All StarLockwood.
Cast.
"The Great
Romance,"
six reels,
with Harold
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
'Toys of Fate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye offor theEye,Fog,"seven
"Out
sevenreels,
reels,withwithNazimova.
Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Mar. 2 — "Common Clay," seven reels, with Fannie Ward.
Apr. 27 — "The Lincoln.
Unknown Love," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli una u. »Apr. 20 — "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
June 15 — "The Little Diplomat," five reels, with Babv Marie Osborne.
June 29 — "The Profiteers," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
May 25 — "The Master Man," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
July 6 — "Gates of Brass," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
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VIRGINIA PEARSON PHOTOPALTS. INC.
8 — "The Bishop's Emerald," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALBERT CAPELLAM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 22 — "Oh, Boy!" six reels, with Creighton Hale and June Caprice.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Jan. 12 — "The Midnight Stage," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
Feb. 9 — "Todd of the Times," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
Mar. 9 — "Carolyn of the Corners," five reels, with Bessie Love.
Apr. 6— "The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
May 4 — "The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
June 1 — "All Wrong," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES
Jan. 26 — "A Vagabond of France," four reels, with Henri Krauss.
Feb. 23— "The Old Maid's Baby," five reels, with Marie Osborne.
Mar. 23 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Apr. 20 — "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
May 18 — "Caleb Piper's Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
'The Amazing Importer," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Trixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Signet of Shelba," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvdnne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
"This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.
PERFECTION PICTURES
/ao 7 — Kleine, "Quo Vadis," eight reels.
Ian. 10— Selig,Daly."Brown of Harvard," six reels, with Tom Moore and Hazel
Feb. 1— Easanay,
"Men Who Have Made Love to Me," six reels, with Mary
MaeLane.
Essanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap," six reela, with Taylor Holmes.
Jan. 91 — Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee.
Essanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Easanay, The Curae of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Edison, "The Wall Invisible," six reels, with Shirley Mason.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
Jan. — "The Indestructible Wife," five reels, with Alice Brady.
Feb. — "Romance and Arabella," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Feb. — "The Belle of New York," five reels, with Marion Daviea.
Feb. — "Children of Banishment." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
Feb. — "The World to Live In, ' five reels, with Alice Brady.
Mar. — "The Probation Wife," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
Mar. — "Experimental Marriage, " five reels, with Constance Talmad*..
Mar. — "Marie. Ltd.," five reels, with Alice Brady.
Apr. — "Bolshevism on Trial."
Apr. — "Getting Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies.
Apr. — "The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance TalmadgiApr. — "Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
May — "The New Moon." six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
May — "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
tune — "Happiness a la Mode." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Tune —— "His
"Upstairs
Down."fivefive
reels,
Thomas.
Tune
BridalandNight,"
reels,
withwith
AliceOlive
Brady.
SPECIALS
'The One Woman," with All-star cast.
'The Cavell Case." with Julia Arthur.
'The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richrru.u.
"Break the News to Mother," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
Mar. 2J — "The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
Mar. SO — "Toton" (special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
Apr. 6— "Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
Apr. 13 — "A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Apr. 20 — "Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
Apr. 27 — 'The Follies Girl." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
May 4 — "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch*.
May 11 — "Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
May 18 — "The Water Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.
May 25 — "Mayor of Filbert" (Special), with Belle Bennett.
lune 1 — "The Root of Evil," five reels, with Frances Mann.
June
"Love'sWindemere's
Prisoner" (Special),
reels,
Thomas.
June IS8—— "Lady
Fan," six six
reels,
withwith
All Olive
Star Cast.
Tune 22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
tune 29 — "Dombey & Son." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Tuly 6 — "Prudence of Broadway" (spcical), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
July 13 — "Muggsy." five reels, with Jackie Saunders.
July 20 — "Mistaken Identity," five reels, with Anita King.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
RLUEDIRD PHOTOPLAYS
Jan. 20 — "The Game's Up," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
Jan. 27 — "Who Will Marry Me?" five reels, with Carmel Meyei_
Feb. 8 — "Sue of the South," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Feb. 10 — "Millionaire Pirate," five reels, with Monroe Salisbar*.
Feb. 17 — "Sealed Envelope.' five reel*, with Fritzi Rrunette.
Feb. 24 — "The Little White Savage," five reels. CarmH Meyer*.
Mar. I— "A Taste of Life," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Mar. II— "A Silk Lined Burglar." six reels, with Priscill* Hear
July ■— "I'rudrnce of Broadway" (Special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
July 13 — "Mugsy." five rrcln, with Jackie Saundcr*.
July 20 — "Mistaken Identity," five reels, with Anita King.
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7 — "The Amazing Wife," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
28 — "The Exquisite Thief." six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
6 — "Bare Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
12 — "The Delicious Little Devil." six reels, with Mae Murray.
19 — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
2 — "The Big Little Person," six reels, with Mae Murray.
9 — "Riders of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
16— "Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
30 — "The Weaker Sex," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
VITAGRAPH
"Fortune's Child," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
'Silent Strength," rive reels, with Harry Morey.
'The Loan and the Mouse" (special — Alice Joyce).
"The Girl Problem," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
'The Wishing Ring Man," five reels, with Bessie Love.
''From Headquarters." Special, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.
'Miss Dulcie from Dixie." five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
'Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Cambric Mask," live reels, with Alice Joyce.
Unknown
Quantity,"
five reels,
with Corinne
"ATheYankee
Princess,"
five reels,
with Bessie
Love. Griffith.
"Two Women," five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
"The Usurper," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Stitch in Time," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
'*Beating the Odds." five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Third Degree," seven reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
"Thin Ice." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Little Boss." five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance." five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beauty
I'roof,
' five five
reels,reles,
with with
HarryAlice
T. Joyce.
Morey.
''The Spark
Divine."
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"'A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
'Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornet's Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Feb.
17
—
"Courage
for Deadline,"
Two," five reels,
with Carlyle
Blackwell.
Feb. 24 — 'The Moral
five reels,
with Frank
Mayo.
Mar. 8 — "Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
Mar. 10 — "The Unveiling Hand," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
Mar. 17 — 'The Hand Invisible," five reels, with Montagu Love.
Mar. 24 — "Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
Mar. 31 — "Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
Apr. 7 — "The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
Apr. 14 — "The Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
Apr. 21 — "The Quickening Flame," five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 — 'The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May 5— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — "The Unwritten Code," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 19 — "The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Tune 2 — "Phil for Short," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
'une 9 — "Thro' the Toils." five reels, with Montagu Love.
June 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 23 — "Love and the Woman." five reels, with June Elvidge.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21- — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 28 — "Bringing Up Betty," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
PRIZMA
"Kilanea," one reel.
"Skyland," one reel.
"Catalina." one reel.
"Everywhere,"
one reel.
reel.
"Model
one
"Front," Girls."
one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations," one reel.
ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A
Night
in
the
Show."
"Shanghaied,"
two reels. two reels.
"The Bank."
"Police,"
two two
reels.reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.
NEWS REELS
Kinograms. one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Jan.
6
—
'The
Light
Western
seven reels, with Dustin Parnnm.
Ian. 2ft— "Adele. sixoireela,
with Stars,"
Kitty Gordon.
Keh. 23 — "A Man in the Open," five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
Apr.
"Her Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed,
1une IS8 —— "Playthings
of Passion." five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
une 29 — "The Woman Under Oath." five reels, with Florence Reid.
CURRENT SERIALS
Universal, 'The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery "
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph,
Iron Test,"
Antonio
Pathe, 'The"The
Lightning
Raider,"withPearl
White.Moreno.
Universal,
"The ofRed
Walcamp.Larkin
I'athe, "Terror
the Glove,"
Range," Marie
with George
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe. "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
"niversal. "The Midnisht Man." with James I. Corbett.
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain," with Antonio Moreno.
Universal, "Elmo the Mighty," with Elmo Lincoln.

THE
OPE>TMARKET
STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
HIRAM ABRAMS
D. W. GRIFFITH
'The
Birth
of
a
Nation,"
nine
reels, Marsh.
with H, B. WalthalL
"Hearts of Men," six reels, with George Beban.
"Intolerance," nine reela, with Mae
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Cish and Robert Harrot.
"The Decanter," nine reeli, with Derwent Hall Caine.
HILLER AND WILK
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
Tk« Million-Dollar Mv»tery," six reels.
"The Battle the
of Gettysburg."
"My Husband's Friend," five reela.
"Wrath
Gods."
"Woman,"of eight
reels.
"Perfect ofModel,"
re-issue
of "Inspiration," fire reels.
"Finger
Justice,"
six reels.
"The Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.
"Sunset Princess."
1TWON FILM CORPORATIOX
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
The
Eternal
Penalty,"
with
Christine
Mayo
and
Henry
Kolker.
"Sins
of
Ambition,"
with
Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Caatleton.
"Roses and Thorns," with Lenore Ulrich.
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
"Apartment 23."
"The Doctor and the Woman," five reela, with Mildred Harria.
"Lost — A Bridegroom."
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"Stop,
Look and Listen."
"The Geezer of Berlin."
"Sea Sirens."
"The
Sinking
of theto Lusitania."
"Too
Many
Wives."
"Crashing
Through
Berlin," seven parts.
"A Rustic Romeo."
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillip*.
"Oh.
Susie,
Be
Careful."
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
"Kiss the Bride."
JESTER COMEDIES
"Tell Your Wife Everything."
"Sally's
BlightedtwoCareer,"
One two-reel comedy a month, with Twede Daa.
"Rowdy Ann,"
reels. two reels.
"Can Wives Be Trusted?"
"A Full House."
JAMES KEANE
"Oh, My, Dear."
"The Spreading Evil," seven reels.
"Anybody's Widow."
CLUNE PRODUCTIONS
LEA-BEL COMPANY
"ModernWhite,"
Mother four
Goose,"
five reela.
"Ramona, ' eight reels.
"Snow
reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven reels.
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
"The Boomerang," with Henry B. Walthall.
Tie Froien Warning," five reels, with Charlotte.
"Spanutb't Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."
"Virtuous Sinners."
CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
HARRY RAPF
"The Chosen Prince," eight reels.
"Wanted for Murder," five reels, with Elaine Ilammerste t
"The Grain of Dust," six reels, with Lillian Walker.
"A Romince of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert Hall
HARRY RAVEFt
"The Liberator," serial, with Maciste.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION
SELIG SPECIALS
(Robert C. Bruct Sctnies)
"The Cri*i»," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Nature — Hot and Cold." one reel.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas Saat«*n
"Men
in the Mountains,"
"BeforeMetBreakfast,"
one reel one reel.
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and ffelen Wan.
Jan. 81 — "Bringing the Boys Back Home," one reel.
"WhoBrunette.
Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas S* -it> hi and Frits*.
Feb.
Magazine
Feb. S1 —— "Photoplay
"Indian Life,"
One reel.Screen Supplement," one reel.
'TheSantchi.
City of Purple Dreams," »ix reel*, with Bessie E>t*n and Thoasas
Feb. 10— "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
Feb. 17— "A Day With Caranza." one reel.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Feb. 24 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel.
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchange*
Mar. 3 — "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.
.
FELIX F. FEIST
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars." six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Stolen Orders, eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calverf.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"A Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with B-roncno Billy.
"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Daughter of Destiny," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Calibre
"Twilight,".38."six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
'Tempered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
"Italy's Flaming Front." Italian official war film.
"Pershing** Crusaders.
S-L PICTURES*
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
THE SOLITARY SIX CORPORATION
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"The Solitary Sin."
"A Midnight Romance." seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary Regan," seven reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Beyond
the
Law," »ix reels, with Emmett Dalton.
"Auction of Souls," eight reels.
"Sunnyside." two re*l», with Charles Chaplin
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"Bill Apperson's Boy," six reels, with Jack Pickford.
"The White Heather."
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
"My Lady's Garter."
"Broken Butterfly."
"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
"Romany Rye."
"My Own United States," with Arnold Daly.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack SherrilL
"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.
J. FRANK HATCH ENTERPRISES
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"Tempest and Sunshine." HARRY GARSON
"The
Crime
of
the
Hour,"
five reels.
"The Unpardonable Sin." eight reela, with Blanche Sweet.
The Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
AT. AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS
GENERAL ENTERPRISES
"T.adv of the Pnennt." '\i re»1«
WARNER BROTHERS
"Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
'Open Your Eyes."
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life." seven reels, with Grace Darmond.
WESTERN IMP ORT
GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"Mickey," seven reels, with Mabel Norman i
"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
ZION FILM, I.VC.
"Moral
seven six
reels,reels,
withwith
LeahGail
Baird.
73 "Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
"hen Suicide,"
Men Betray,"
Kane.
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Let

the

As pioneers in the manufacture

Exhibi-

tors Herald and

of motion picture film — for it was
Eastman Film that first made mo-

M

tion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from
the beginning been identified with

o tography
Help
The

the success of the motion picture
industry. One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development without the other.

You

Exhibitors Herald

and Motography

will print

in the Service Department,
without

charge, applica-

tions of film trade employes for positions, requests of employers for

1 Jkntifiuble by theinwords
" and *' Kodak*#
the film"Eastman
margin

help, and will list articles
of theatre equipment that

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

are for sale or exchange.
Salesmen, bookers, shippers, inspectors, etc., who
are seeking new positions,

The PERFECT
Means

PERFECT
THE

can obtain quick

SCREEN

results

through these columns.
Exhibitors and exchange

PROJECTION

managers

who

need help

can obtain competent
RUSH
SCREENS

workers through these columns.

We

Have It All RE<^Tj§'°N Do It Now
De berri scenic Co.
CHICAGO
922 W. MONROE ST.

Send your wants in to
the Service Department.
Your

Effective Film Insurance for
MANUFACTURERS AND EXCHANGE MANAGERS
All new Almsto run
shouldthrough
be properly
treated before
they are
permitted
the projection
machine.
My
special
procees
of
seasoning
and
softening
or
new
films
will
positively
toughen,
creatine
ao
efficiently
durable
and long-llwd flint.
Manytest tofo theChicago's
managers
atexcellent leading
result* ofexchange
my method,
which will
Is done
by haod. glvlag personal service to every Aim treatei.
A. XEIXEL.
112 Nsrtb Ls Sails St, CHICAGO Telephone Fnnklii 35U

name

and

address

will not be printed unless
so requested.

Tell

the

Herald

and Motography

MANAGER,
Now Employed, Open for
Proposition to MANAGE Theatre ; to Lease
Theatre, or to Buv in on a Theatre. Pictures,
Vaudeville or Both. I AM A LIVE WIRE
AND CAN PROVE IT. Address ABC, care
Exhibitors Herald.

1

and

1

Trade

the

Whole

Will

Hear

\
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MARTIN
J. QUIGLBY.
PUBLISHER
ONE DOLLAR
A YEAf
Enured w uceni clmt, matter. August Ml ion. •( Ik* Ptti OMct tt Ckictoo. III-. "»* Act 'f Uarch- *<

Paramount

-Arhuckk

Comedies
r
V

I

. .7

'-MM

mw

A

Clean-up!

Paramountys eswhen
BlueleMonda
NO Arbuck
hit the screen!
Comedi
Exhibitors are finding them the big moneymakers in the comedy world. Each one is
good for repeated repeats.
Fatty today is at the top-notch of popularity. Cash in on it ! The public want
him in his new pictures and want him in
the pictures they've already seen. Book
him and try to satisfy the demand.
Produced by Comique Film Corporation
Released exclusively through
\: FAMOUS
,> ■ , ,
iLPIl ZUKOR_PLAYERS
/Vr> JKSSK LUtSHY-LASKY
WifM
DC MILLE 0>m«rCram
SSI CORPORATION

■

sc.

EXHIBITORS
sitting in committee as reiewers were unanimous
man

with

to

this verdict

w

i

ONE
^
I

Sensationally
Successful

\

\

PER

HUNDRED
CENT

— in story — 100 per cent, in direction— 100 per cent, in dramatic values — 100 per cent, in
novelty of lighting effects and
method of presentation, and 100
per cent, in Box Office Value is
the combined verdict of 25
careful Exhibitors who have
seen all the finished "CYCLONE
SMITH" stories, featuring Eddie Polo.
Several Exhibitors expressed
themselves as favoring the
same amount of newspaper advertising on the series as the
big features that head their
daily programs.
Perhaps that will give you a
clue as to how good this series
is. The way to know is to see
them YOURSELF at your nearest Universal Exchange. They
are going over big wherever
shown. Big and quick money
for you if you handle them
right. The pictures are there.
Now Booking through All
UNIVERSAL Exchanges
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Positively

THE

GENUINE
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EACH
A

New

Era

PICTURE

SUPPORTING

CAST

ALL PICTURES
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I
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PRODUEi

FREDERICK
Emerald
Motion
Pictue
1717-1729 No. Wells St.

THE MAGNET

OF THE SCREEN

Chicago,

III.!
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COMPANY
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OWN

Ihe
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Only

COMEDIAN

and

Comedy

Original

Productions

ARTICLE
SILLY

WEST

100%

Comedies

PRODUCTION"
PERFECT
INDENIABLE MERIT
MDER THE SUPERVISION

J.

OF

IRELAND

'O.

Communicate
GEORGE
Manager

B.

with
WEST

of Release
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MONEY -MAKING

What
Mary
is doing
for

H. M. Thomas,

Pickford
in
exhibitors.

Mgr.

MOTOGRAPHY

"Daddy

Rialto, Omaha,

Long

Legs"

Neb., says:

'After seeing 'Daddy Long Legs' I announced from the stage that it
would play to more people than any other. Despite the hot weather
and strong opposition we played to more people than any picture ever
did, which certainly tells its own story."

Hal Norfleet,

Mgr.

the Hippodrome,

Dallas, says:

Smashed all records to smithereens.
I can conservatively say it is the
greatest attraction in the history of the business.

Grand

Opera

House

and

Liberty

Theatre,

Pittsburgh

two largest and finest houses in the state, are holding "Daddy Long
Legs" that
for a this
second
This is the first time in the history of either
house
has week.
been done.

the
Ask
it.
ran

man

who's
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Foreign Rights Controlled by William Vogel Productions, (Inc.), Longacre Bldg., N.

Y
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ATTRACTIONS

Aurora

Mardiganian,

survivor

of half

Armenian
escaped
two

sole

a million

Christian

girls,

America

after

to

years in Turkish harems and Kurdish
slave

raiders.
her

She

re-enacts

unspeakable
experiences in the film. Her

story

is supplemented

by

the official reports of Commissioner Lord Bryce and
Ambassador

Never
See

it and

you

a

Film

will understand

why

Like

From

Though

extremely

and

of

H. L. Gates' Sensational

to capacity

big ones.

Souls

Book, "RAVISHED

sensational

It!

it is playing

everywhere — in little theatres

Auction

Morgenthau.

ARMENIA"

this picture has everywhere

enlisted the sympathy and
support
of the best people,
including churches.

See

It

and

Ask

any

You'll

exhibitor
s

w ho

Book
has

run

it.

It
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Jaelc Pickford Film Co.
Presents
i

in "
Bil
l
PICKFORD
M

Appersons
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I

^

all

its

dptendor

TV I 'GENE O'BRIEN, Selsnick Pictures. "The Perfect Lover," A Ralph luce production, four beautiful leading
Cj women -all in one photo-romance.
What more could you ash.' The ladies herewith are Marguerite CourtotX
[to/>), Lucille Lee Stewart {right) and Martha Mansfield-- Mav Poland is missiiu/. Contracts at Select Branches.

II

^
<Jmpu£s&
of youthful
c/J Drama
^
OUVE THOMAS, today scoring a nation-wide success as the "baby vamp" in "Upstairs and Down," ivill
fascinating in an entirely different way in her next Sclznick Picture. This story, "The Spite Bride," shows h
as a pathetic and charming girl, suddenly hurled into emotional adventures. Select will distribute, of course.

1

T? I. .11. XI- HAMMERSTE1N one of the youngest and most appealing figures ever shadowed upon the screen.
Fj With all her youth, die possesses remarkable dramatic fire. due. possibly, to her loiui line of theatrically famous
forebears. She XuUi he the star of a series of productions of Sclzmck standard. Select will distribute.

_
□

MARY

■ mm

wM
illlll
n

MILES

i

MINTER
IN

PARIS
from
YVONNE
Directed by EMMET J. FLYNN
By JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND

A cast of exceptional
excellence*
A

story

of

unusual

appeal — one of inter*
est to men, women
and children.
Lavish stage settings —
crystal-clear photography
— good direction.
Other Minter Successes Now Booking:
"A Bachelor's Wife"
'The Intrusion of Isabel"
The Amazing Impostor"
"Wtves and Other Wives"
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights"
"The Eyes of Julia Deep"

□

Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc
Samuel S. Hutchinton, Prewident

. iI

mm

EXHIBITORS

100
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A.

HERALD

DAYS

Days

H.

AND

MO

TO GRAPH

STANLEY

on

the

Y

CIRCUIT

Poli

BLANK-DES

Circuit

MOINES

A clean sweep of top-of-the market, pick of the
first run and circuit bookings across the nation.
So tremendous is the exhibitor demand for
"Sahara" that our sales organization in thirty
branches is swamped; cannot get over the territories fast enough; has to handle the first run
applications
by long distant 'phones and by
telegraph.
We knew that we had struck the exact taste of
the nation's
bution of exhibitors when we took the distri-

J. Parker
Read ofJr.'s
Greatest
special production
the year
LOUISE

in
GLAUM

S

aliara
By C Gardner Sullivan
Personally supervised by
•ALLAN DWAN.
You'll have to hurry if you want playing dates
before August.

FINKELSTEIN

TO

H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 R/lh Avenue. New York Gtr
Diilribulinjt through PATHI- [ixhangr, Incorporated

AND

RUBEN

California

Theatre—

Los

ASCHER

CIRCUIT-

Angeles

CHICAGO

EXHIBITORS

Ihe
of

HERALD

Biggest
the

Hour

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

Special
in

Picture

America

We announce the immediate release of the big, timely production that shows how to crush the
radicals and bomb-senders who
are trying to wreck this great
nation.
presentation of
Harry Raver's
stirring
screen THO
challenge
MAS'
USTUS
AUG

VOLCANO
Starring

LEAH

BAIRD

in a vivid emotional role
with a supporting cast of
2,000 players including
Gov.

Alfred E. Smith
of New York
Directed by

GEORGE

IRVING

An invited audience that
saw this drama in New York
stood up and cheered. What
"The Beast of Berlin" did for
you as the greatest moneymaking special of its hour,
"The Volcano" will do for
you now.

W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributing through PMUt la hange. Incorporated
13

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

Four months time has been taken to
produce for this nationally -popular
little star by all odds the biggest and
most human picture she has ever
made. We advise you now to save
time for the production that will link
the affections of your patrons closer
to your theatre —

Ixodes
1TL
Clhe
BO

BLUE
WET

By E. Maqnus Inyleton
Directed by Couis Wm.Chaudet
Produced and Presented By National
Film Corporation of America, William
Parsons, Pres.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Cltr
Dtrtributlng through PATHf Lechanfr.JncarporaVd
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THOMAS

in

PRUDENCE
Unsophisticated!
onBROADWAY

That's what everybody thought of this
little Quakeress when she was introduced to New York society.
They knew more about poker than
"Prudence." But she cleaned them
up at bridge.

15
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HIRAM

ADOLF ZL'KOR
J. D. WILLIAMS
RICHARD ROWLAND
ALBERT SMITH

ABRAMS

HARRY SCh. ,
LEWIS SELZNICK
WALTER GREEN

And every other big producer and
distributor now admits that individual
pictures sold on individual merit is
the one and
only policy of booking.
Hence
"W

he

n

'Bear-Cat'

The

Second

Massive

Production

of theeMacauley
nt
W

Dry" Inc.
Photoplays,

will be distributed in such a manner that any
exhibitor will have an opportunity to play it
within a reasonable time after release date.

t

100 Prints Will Cover the Country.
It will be released shortly after July 1st.

And you will not be compelled to play any

FISH
FILM
TO GET IT

MACAULEY
516 FIFTH

PHOTOPLAYS,

AVENUE
HARRY

NEW

L. RE I CHEN B A CH, Special Representa'.ioe

17

YORK

Inc.
CITY
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To

My

The

Exhibitors

MOTOGRAPHY
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Friends,

I have

and

proven

of the Federal

the Public:

my

case to the satisfaction

Court, and truth and justice have

prevailed.
I am
Emerald
My

now

working

Motion
new

under

Picture

pictures will speak for themselves
with real manage-

my friends to be careful of misrepresentation, and with President Frederick J.

Ireland, I guarantee
produced

of the

Company.

and show what can be done
ment and direction.
I warn

the banner

every

by the Emerald

Billy West

picture

Company.

I cordially invite my friends to visit the
Emerald Studio and see how real comedies
are made.
With my
success, I am

earnest

Your

wishes

Old

for our mutual

Standby,

The Only and

Original

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
1717-1729 North Wells Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
iiiniimiNiim
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realize

are

HERALD

real

big

of

ideas

and

like

tional merit, are enjoyed
as much

or more

Essanay-Chaplin

showmen

5,000,000.
the

World

nials on the
in the

and

Are
Film

"Shanghaied,"

one

or

"Triple

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
George Kleine System
Distributors

19

The

demon-

There
of

are

500

to

Ask

for testimo-

in playing

"Police,"

or third

of them?

Exchanges

profits

Show,"

towns

excep-

first.

have

question.

you

of

the

vision,

comedies

a second

than

in

country,

clear

books

revivals

strated this beyond
real

this

Essanay-Chaplin

classics —

time

MOTOGRAPHY

showmen

with
that

AND
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"The

Night
Bank,"

Trouble."

EXHIBITORS

Wide-

HERALD

A

AND

wake
Appreciate

MOTOGRAPHY

Exhibitors

the

Value

of

D

HAM
JLM.

AS

/BUD

LAUGH

PRODUCERS

KNEW WE WOULfi.
OOP THINGS
OML BACH

Now

jLJ

Booking

the Following

At

Exchanges

Wisconsin, Northern Illinois and Indiana:
UNITY PHOTO -PLAYS
207 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

CO.,

Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri:
STANDARD FILM CORPORATION,
Boley Building,
Kansas City, Mo,
Kansas and Western Missouri:
CRESCENT FILM CO.,
315 Gloyd Building,
Kansas City, Mo,

A

FEW

WRITE,

TERRITORIES
□□□□□□

STILL

729 Seventh Avenue

WIRE

Phone Bryant 3623

OPEN

JANS

ONS,
PRODUCTI
20

Inc.

NEW YORK CITY
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WE'VE

GOT
'EM

TOM

MIX

SINGLE

FORTY

The

REEL

SUBJECTS—

WESTERNS

Released

Cream

One

of

a

Week

All

ALSO

HAM

and

SINGLE

REEL

BUD

COMEDIES

Wire or Phone
FRANK ZAMBRENO,
President

UNITY

PHOTOPLAYS

207 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
21

CO.

Phone Harrison 7954-7955

M.J.MINTZ,
Manager
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MOVES
IN"
FEATURIN
G
|

FAY

KATHERINE

AND

TINCHER

LEWIS

PATRICIA

PALMER
AN

ALL

Christie's
2
REEL

STAR

EDDIE

BARRY

I

HARRY

HAM

I

CAST

IN

I

3rd
Special
COMEDY
Zz^

A

BARN

PUTS
IN

THIS

DANCE
A
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Don't

zines, picture and stereopticon lenses,
stat-s, in excellent condition, each
...
I — Power's
Machine, handlenses,
driven,lesscomplete
with picture and6 stereopticon
Theostat
2— Standard latest Master Model Machines, large lamp
houses with
with reels,
2.0O0-it.
Magazines,
complete,
hand- 100.00
driven,
rewinds
and lenses,
each
1—1912 Model Motiograph, all in perfect mechanical
condition,
hand driven, complete with lenses, but no 1CO.00
rheostat
1909
Model
Motiographs,
extraeach
good mechanical 50.00
condition, complete
with in
lenses,
1 — Double dissolving stereopticon machine, nearly new,
complete with rheostats and lenses
85.00
Generator Sets
1- Wotten Rexlux 50 Ampere Machine with panel board
complete with ammeters, completely overhauled, 220volt. single phase, 60 cycle
$200.00
2— 110-volt. 60-cycle oscillating fans, slightly used, each. 22.50
1— 110-volt, 6'J-cycle straight Westinghouse fan
18.50

Let the
Hot
Weather
Stop
the Crowd
Be prepared early. Fans will cost more later, if you can get them at all.
Universal

Get
Fans

MACHINES

EQUIPMENT

2 — Simplex regular equipment machines with 110-volt
60-cycle
motors,speedlargecontrol-s,
2,000-ft. complete
Magazineswithandlenses,
late '
style
friction
less rheostats,
each
$250.00
2— complete
Simplex machines
110-volt,
with Bell with
& Howell
lamp60-cycle
houses, motors,
motion
picture and stereopticon lenses, less rheostats, each. 2C0.09
1— less
Simplex
hand-driven machine, complete with lenses, 165.00
rheostat
1—1916 Motiograph motor driven with 110-volt, 60-cycle
motor, large
Magazines,
picture and stere- 175.00
opticon lenses,2,000-ft.
complete
less rheostat
3— Power's 6-A Machines, motor driven, 110-volt, 60cycle motors, complete with large 2,000-ft. MagaA. C. to D. C. Motor
1— Double 50 Transverter, 220-volt, 60-cycle, J-phase.
with panel board, complete ,
$2S0.C0
1— 50Ft. Ampere
Wayne Machine
Generator with
set, panel
220-volt,
board60-cycle.
mounted3-|>hase,
with
volt and ammeter, complete
ZSC.00

I

MOTOGRAPHY

Fans

Get

The 8 and 10-inch Universal Fans are a mighty good buy. Can use
them anywhere, on either A. C. or D. C. current. No adjusting needed.
Westinghouse and Menominee Fans, in larger sizes. Specify
whether for A. C. or D. C.
Place Your Order Now.
One show on a hot day without fans
will drive' away enough trade to pay for all the fans
you will need, twice over.

Universal Fans
Either A. C. or D. C.
110-volt 220-volt
8-inch straight
$ 9.00 $10.50
-inch oscillating
15.00 16.05
10-inch oscillating
18.00

12-inch
12-inch
16-inch
16-inch

Menominee Fans
60110Cycle
C. 110 v.D. C.220 v.
v. 220A. v.
straight $23.16 $25.05 $21.76 $24.53
oscillating ....26.90 28.80 25.51 28.34
straight
25.51 27.36 24.07 26.90
oscillating .... 29.22 31.17 27.88 30.71

Exhibitors Supply Co., 845 S. Wabash
Branch Sales Offices:

Westinghouse Fans
110 Volt, 60 Cycle, A. C. or D. C.
12-inch straight
$24.50
12-inch oscillating
32.00
16-inch straight
29.50
16-inch oscillating
36.50

Ave., Chicago

407 Mailers Bldg., CHICAGO
157 N. Illinois St., INDIANAPOLIS
133 Second St. MILWAUKEE
25
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CIRCULATION

FACTS

Since January
1, 1919,
EXHIBITORS
HERALD
and
MOTOGRAPHY
has
gained
2119

a

net

circulation

increase

off

copies.

This is unquestionable
proof that in the
HERALD
the exhibitors of America have found
a trade

paper

eminently

suited

to their require-

ments— brief and pointed, newsy
compelling from cover to cover.
Circulation
proof

Facts

comprise

of a publication's

and

interest-

the only competent

popularity —

— we

submit the record of 2119 new subscribers added to the HERALD
lists since January 1

as

positive

proof

of

a

great

and

growing

popularity.

This circulation increase exclusively
voluntary subscriptions. No premiums
offered and no contests carried on.
Each subscription has been made
the publication alone.

June

represents
have been

on the merits of

21, 1919.
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Editorial

btj

Comment

MartintJ-

TKe New Order
ONE of the most encouraging features of the St.
Louis convention was the utter absence of the
old political clique that once ruled and menaced the

oe

im

W$$k

QltiGl^y
New Patrons

legalized death of the liquor traffic unquestionably means larger theatre attendance. Much
of the increased attendance will turn automatically
to the picture theatre, but the greater portion will
have to be catered to especially if their patronage
is to be permanent.
The passing of liquor will result in a greater
adult attendance which indicates the necessity for
a changed policy in the case of many theatres. The
present situation is like many another which places
upon the exhibitor the responsibility of keeping thoroughly abreast of the times, knowing his public and
overlooking no opportunities to win permanent converts to the motion picture.
* * *
Why?
THE

exhibitors' organization.
It was apparent at every session of the convention and also where smaller groups of theatremen
met that the old scheme of operation is a dead-letter :
that the organization from now on is to be builded
solidly on the firm foundation of service to all and
favoritism to none.
If the St. Louis convention did nothing more
than to make this fact plain to the thousands of
exhibitors throughout America who have had no contact with organization matters, it will go down in
the records as a meeting of great accomplishment.
* * *

THE convention approached very near being a
genuine business session. Practically all of the
time-wasting stunts of other years were tossed into
the discard. Only one point of contact was maintained with the old order. And in this connection

M arcus Loew
EVERY exhibitor present may count the hour
spent listening to Marcus Loew of New York
as an hour exceedingly well invested. Despite the
many exactions upon Mr. Loew's time he graciously
consented to make the trip to St. Louis and after
having arrived there he took his address very seriously.
Mr. Loew spent no time in idle compliment,
neither did he urge the impossible. He simply advised those present out of the wealth of his personal
experience and every line he uttered carried a valuable message.
It is seldom that the exhibitors have had an
opportunity to listen to a more informative and constructive addresss than that presented by Mr. Loew.
* * *

we would like to inquire,
* is a Movie Ball ?"'
"Fi*sh *"Why
Film
u AND youll not be compelled to play any 'fish
film' to get it," declares Harry L. Reichenbach in an advertisement. We don't know exactly
what this celebrated exploiter has in mind when he

us.'s this very descriptive phrase — ''fish film" — but it
seems to connote very accurately that great class of
stuff which the exhibitor simply does not want.
In all this discussion about booking plans there
is only one fact which interests the exhibitor and it
is comprised in the above. He wants a plan under
which he may obtain the pictures he wants, ignoring
those which, in his opinion, do not promise a profit—
* *films" or something else.
whether they are called* "fish

Sign of Progress
ANOTHER very hopeful sign was detected early.
Of the exhibitors' convention of recent years at
least there has been none which attracted a more
representative gathering of theatremen. From every
territory there came men who are in fact leaders.
This seems to indicate unfailingly that in the near
future the biggest exhibiting interests of the country
will be prominently identified with the organization
to the end that it will be generally representative
of the exhibiting business and that it will more
speedily attain its proper sphere of influence.

Public Opinion Prevails
DURING the past six months the industry has
undergone the severest censorship assault in its
several battles now finhistory and with all of the everywh
ere political cenished the records show that
all the freak legDespite
d.
sorship has been defeate
islation that has crept into the statute books of the
various states it is very interesting to note that censorship has failed.
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Close-Ups

Harry Garson has leased the Selig studios in Edendale, Calif., where it is said
Clara Kimball Young will commence work
on "Eyes of Youth" about August 1.

Arthur J. Zellner, well known New
\ ork production man, has been appointed
head of the scenario and editorial departthe American
diosmentatatSanta
Barbara. Film Company stu-

L. AuGAR. general manager of Comique
Film Company featuring Roscoe Arhuckle,
states a permanent location has been obtained at Culver City for a new studio,
where production on a large scale will be
started July 15.

Houdini, the handcuff king, starred in
B.
A. Rolfe'stheserial.
"Theanniversary
Master Mystery,"
celebrated
silver
of his
marriage
June at
22, dinner.
by entertaining a number of friends

Samuel Katz, the Chicago exhibitor,
who is on a tour of inspection with his architect, is in Los Angeles looking over
Harry. Leonhardt's California theater.
J. B. Chapman, director of publicity for
J. Warren Kerrigan, announces that "The
Denver Sprig"
be Mr. appears
Kerrigan's
next
picture.
LillianwillWalker
opposite
Mr. Kerrigan.
Lieut. Archie Buchanan, D. F. C, of
the Royal Flying Corps of Great Britain,
who recently returned from Europe, has
entered the Fox office in Cleveland.
Sessue Hayakawa is enjoying a fishing
trip at Big Bear Lake, Cal., after completing "The Man Beneath."
Sam Sothern, brother of E. H. Sothern
and himself a popular English comedian,
ivill make his first appearance in motion
picture in Douglas Fairbanks' new play.
Miles F. Gibbons has been appointed
branch manager at Detroit for Fox. He
has managed offices previously in Cleveland, Chicago and Denver.
Harry Crandall of Washington, D. C,
has been staying at the Astor, New York,
searching the market for new material
in the way of special productions.
Wally Van left for the Pacific coast
this week to represent Frank Hall in the
West and to make a series of comedies.
Production will start about August 1.
(CfSSEL and Bauman will again enter the
producing field August 1, the date their
contract expires with the Triangle Film
Corporation.

Al Lichtman. general manager of the
department of distribution of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, has announced
the promotion of Louis L. Dent from the
position of branch manager of the Atlanta
exchange to that of special representadistrict manager's
work tive atinthesouthern
territory. office. He will
R. E. Bradford, formerly manager of the
Triangle office at Chicago, has been named
branch manager for Famous Players-Lasky
at Atlanta, Ga., succeeding Louis L. Dent,
who in turn succeeded Dan Michalove, resigned, as special representative at the district manager's office.
John P. McGowan, who has been directing for Universal for the past two
years, renewed his contract just before
sailing for England recently.

—By J. R. M.—
Good Morning.
Have
away
? You got your little supply laid
No More Wilson Jokes
We got an awful calling down from a
steady reader for that remark about
our
last week,
so we're
off
them President
for life. This
is serious
business,
trying to please everybody.
Cum Seben — Cum Eleben
Playing
"craps"
alongside
cool
steamboat
boiler
is our aideanice,
of
having a good time on a hot day.
While the Razor Pulls
Sir Walter Scott, who planned his
novels
whileFox.
shaving,
hadn'tplays
anything
on William
He plans
while
being shaved.
Bum Voyage, Enrico
Caruso has sailed for Italy. Not,
however, to make pictures.
Yes, Indeed
If you want to get a rise outa one
of those convention delegates, suggest
holding
Louis. the next annual meeting in St.

Hiram Abrams, up to date has appointed the following branch managers for
United Artists Corporation : Cresson E.
Smith, Chicago; Walter S. Rand, Los Angeles Louis
;
W. Thompson, Seattle ; Harry
D. Buckley, Kansas City, and Abraham C.
Berman, Toronto.

Poor Fellahs, They Died Hard
Five bell-hops at the Statler Hotel,
St. Louis, dislocated their jaws trying
to page the
Hector
P. (we
can't
say it,
either)
chairman
of the
reception
committee.

Arthur Lang, special representative for
Nicholas Power Co., has been giving Paris
the up and down from the Eiffel tower. He
postcards
"best wishes to all." All right,
Arthur.

Even the luxury tax has its redeeming
features, according to Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran, Universal stars.
"Suppose,"
in unison,
"the tax
were
enlargedthey
to say
include
the following
unnecessaries :
"Loose-leaf shirt fronts, technically
known
as 'dickies.'
"Dimmers
for glaring bald heads.
"Trombone
down
the leg. garters that slide musically
"Hip pockets.
"Delirium tremens, now a diversion

Chic Sale, the vaudeville artist, is
about to appear in a series of two and
live-reel comedies, written by Irvin
Cobb, it is said. This looks like a good
bet. Chic is certainly one of the funniest fellows on the stage today, and
Cobb — well, everyone who reads knows
what funny stuff Cobb can write.

only for the rich."

Great posters are as essential to the exhibitor asfine window displays are to the
merchant, — and the most essential thing about
a poster is the Ritchey trade-mark, for every
possible advertising value!
utmost
the
has
it
bearing
piece of paper
Eitcljep Uttfjograpfjing Corporation
The Create'! Organisation of Poster Artist* and Poster Printers in the World
406 IBfBt 3 1st fttrrrt. fl. §.
JJIionc (Cljflstn 8388
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Representative
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Meet
Crowd

Organizations

Elect
Officers
and
Discuss
Important
Alfred
S. Black
Unanimously
Chosen

Matters —
President

Alfred S. Black of Maine was unanimously elected president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America
at the annual convention held in St. Louis on June 25, 26, 27 and 28.
The convention was the first meeting of the merged Exhibitors League and the American Exhibitors Association and brought out the largest exhibitor attendance of any recent session.
The prevailing note of the convention was a spirit of confidence in the future of the re-constructed exhibitors'
organization and while the concrete accomplishments of the session were not great, a ground-work for a great
deal of constructive effort was laid.
elusion of the session. This may be
turning to the convention headquarters
New York Delegates Bolt
largely accounted for in the fact that at 4:30 p. m.. the convention immediately
The meeting was the most harmonious
went into session on the matters of
the intense St. Louis heat rendered any
on record. The only friction that de- great degree of activity very distasteful
screen advertising and the music tax.
veloped throughout the session was a to the majority of delegates who hailed
Sam Bullock, veteran organization membolting of the New York delegation at from more moderate climes.
ber of Cleveland, urged that the naa session of the executive committee
Definite action was taken on the mattional association adopt some plan of
on Thursday, June 26. The controversy
ter of insurance with the approval of financing based on revenue possible to
which led to the withdrawal of the Xew
obtain from the exhibition of advertising
Insurance Bureau. DeYork representatives centered upon the the Exhibitors'
tails of the plan were explained by Dale
slides. Herman J. Brown, of Idaho, also
demand of the easterners that the conJohn
Crittenberger.
of
Indianapolis,
and
urged the plan. The matter was referred
stitution be amended to provide for a Frank J. Rembusch. The convention
to a committee.
population representation for Xew York.
went
on
record
endorsing
the
proposiThe proposition of the Xew Yorkers
Black Elected President
tion and ordering that it be carried into
met with no approval outside their own
effect.
number and being unable to carry their
On Friday morning the annual elecOther matters of general concern
point they withdrew, declaring that this came in for brief mention but slipped by
tion of officers took place, the proceedcourse was dictated by their state organiwithout any definite action being taken
ings progressing
rapidly. Thechiefs
prezation.
arranged plan of very
the organization
with the exception of the question of carried through
without
a
hitch.
Ernest
The Xew York delegation which withorganization. In this condrew and took no further part in the financingnectionthe
H. Horstman, in a forcible speech of
acommittee composed of Marproceedings consisted of Samuel L Bercus Loew. of Xew York: F. G. Hellow.
man. Xew York, and A. C. Hay man.
of Indiana, and H. M. E. Pasmezoglu
Buffalo.
was named to work out an adequate
scheme of collecting funds.
Oppressive Heat Interferes
Ocean View, Va.
Five Committees Appointed
Many of the big problems facing the
Gets Convention
exhibitor remained untouched at the conThe following committee memberships
were named:
Credentials Committee: Robert L.
By acclamation Ocean
View, Va., was selected as
Levj-,
Illinois: D. \Y. Chamberlain. MinOfficers Elected
nesota: \Y. H. Gueringer. Louisiana: T.
the site for the 1920 conD. Goldberg.
Maryland: E. H. Horstman.
Massachusetts.
vention. The leading hotel
The following national
Finance Committee: Marcus Loew.
at this noted resort is
officers of the Motion PicXew York: F. G. Hellor. Indiana: H. M.
E. Pasmezoglu. Missouri.
ture Exhibitors of Ameriowned by Vice-President
Welfare Committee: S. I. Berman.
ca were unanimously
Xew York: F. J. Dolle. Kentucky: L. \Y.
Jake Wells and is beautielected at the St. Louis
Brophy. Oklahoma.
fully situated on the VirResolution Committee: Alfred S.
convention.
Black. Maine: Samuel Bullock. Ohio:
ginia coast.
President — Alfred S.
\Y. G. Hodges. Mississippi: C. ChamberCharles C. Pettijohn reclain, Xew York; H. M. E. Pasmezoglu.
ommended Ocean View
Black of Maine.
Missouri.
to
the
convention
and in an
Vice-Presidents — MarLegal and Tax Committee: L. F. Blumenthusiastic statement
enthal. Xew Jersey: A. S. Black. Maine:
cus Loew. New York;
A. C. Hayman. Xew York.
Peter J. Schaefer, Illinois;
pointed out to the members
Sergeant-at - Arms: Herman Brown.
Idaho.
the advantages of location,
Jake Wells, Virginia, and
Thetion opening
of theStatler
convenaccommodations and transwas held atsession
the Hotel
on
Harry Nolan, Colorado.
Executive Secretary —
Frank J. Rembusch, Indiana.
Treasurer — Ernest H.
Horstman, Massachusetts.
S e r g e a n t-at-Arms —
Herman J. Brown. Idaho.

Wednesday morning. Addresses of welcome were nvde by Henry W. Kiel,
mayor of St. Louis: Charles R. Hatfield, chief of the St. Louis Convention
Bureau, and John Ring. Jr.. of St. Louis.
-Following an introductory address by
President Peter J. Schaefer. of Chicago,
the convention proceeded to consider
routine business.
The Thursday session was held on
board the S. S. St. Paul during a trip up
the Mississippi River to Alton. 111. Re-

portation and mentioned
the highly satisfactory experience ofthe A. E. A. at
its convention there.
By unanimous vote
Ocean View was selected
for the next convention.

EXHIBITORS

FRANK KEENAN
Eminent American actor, whose address
before the M. P. E. of A. was one of the
big moments of the St. Louis convention.
nomination, placed the name of Alfred
S. Black for president before the convention. Mr. Black was elected without
a dissenting vote.
Mr. Black, in accepting the presidency,
assured the organization that it would
have his energetic assistance throughout
the coming year and that he would spare
no effort in effecting a greater and more
serviceable organization.
Also by acclamation four vice-presidents were named according to the provisions of the amended constitution.
Ex-President Schaefer, warmly commending Mr. Rembusch for good work
he has done during the past year, nominated him for re-election as executive
secretary. The election was unanimous.
Mr. Horstman was re-elected treasurer
and Herman Brown sergeant-at-arms.
Loew Makes Telling Speech
Following the election of officers, Marcus Loew delivered a very impressive
address, registering the thought that a
great responsibility devolves upon the
exhibitor and that if the progress of the
motion picture is to be continued exhibitors must band together to eliminate
the immoral picture.
"The greatest mistake is made," declared Mr. Loew, "by the exhibitor who
for the sake of a little quick profit exhibits an immoral picture. Eventually
he loses and the entire industry loses.
We must maintain the motion picture
theatre as a place of clean, wholesome
amusement or we will be driven into
bankruptcy
disgrace."
Mr. Loew and
recited
his experience in the
earliest days of the motion picture in New
York City when he instituted a plan of
co-operation with his competitors which
consisted essentially of a uniform determination to avoid running objectionable pictures and to strive in every way
to maintain and improve the moral tone
of film entertainment.
Mr. Loew's address evoked great applause from the convention.
Frank Keenan Talks
The final speaker was Frank Keenan,
the prominent actor who recently has
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AND

MOTOGRAPHY

entered the ranks of the independent
producers.
Mr. Keenan pointed out that the motion picture is the logical medium to be
the leading factor in directing the reconstruction ofthe thought of the world
along political, economic and social lines.
He declared that the business of the exhibitor is more than that of merely a
showman — that he should in reality be a
leader of community thought.
"The motion, picture is in a peculiarly
advantageous position to assist in the
inculcation of right thinking and to stop
the disorder that is growing out of friction between employer and employe.
This is the greatest problem facing the
world today. Great changes must be
effected in the relations among men. A
social revolution precipitated by the
great war has suddenly burst upon us.
To stem the disorder that will follow
in the wake of this revolution the motion
picture can and must exert its powerful
influences in establishing a new order of
harmony and co-operation between the
employer and employe."
Exhibitors Depart Early
Mr. Keenan reviewed many of the big
trade questions and forcibly pointed the
way to greater achievements, commercial
and artistically. The address was received with great enthusiasm.
By midnight Friday night the majority
of the visitors had departed, only a few
remaining for the ball on Saturday night.
D. W. Griffith Sends
Convention Greeting
"The world of the motion picture, professionally and industrially, is undergoing a complete metamorphosis. No
longer is the motion picture looked upon
merely as a form of entertainment or
'show.' No longer are parents being
admonished to keep their children 'away
from the movies.' To the contrary,
every institution of learning, every

IX I department
K II I'M AN of distribuC i' 11 criil Manager,
tion, Punom I'lu.vcrs-I.asky Corp., was
the chief representative of the big producing; and distributing company lit the
H, p. IB, of l. Maafon (•> Bt. Louie.
30

SAM E. MORRIS
General manager of the Select Pictures
Corporation,
was one of atthe theleading
distributors in attendance
St. Louis
convention.
branch of religious and philanthropic endeavor, gradually and surely is seeing
the light of the films as a method and
propaganda for good. It also is the one
great medium through which the art of
America is being shown to the peoples <3f
the civilized world. The United States
government and all governments realize
the advantage of our great and good inr
dustry tostructiofurther
the work
of reconn in all its various
branches
and
ramifications.
"The motion picture not only has
arisen to a position equal to the power
of written or spoken word, but it actually has surpassed that power. The motion picture has demonstrated, over and
over again, its paramountcy.
"Many changes are taking place, revolutions in styles and technique, pronounced departures in the character and
purposes of the stories and the manner
in which they are presented.
"Every motion picture exhibitor should
be proud of his vocation, for he stands
at the threshold between good and bad;
his is the right and privilege to be a
power in his community, and if this
power be used to spread happiness and
brotherhood his indeed, is a standing
greatly to be envied by all.
"The producer needs the exhibitor as
much, if not more, than the exhibitor
needs the producer. Only by a complete
and harmonious understanding between
them can motion pictures remain on the
high pinnacle they have reached today."
Harry Poppe Stricken
Very Seriously III
NEW YORK. — Harry Poppe, advertising and publicity chief for the B. A.
Rolfe Company, was taken suddenly ill
at his desk recently and was rushed to
St. Mary's hospital in Brooklyn, where
he was operated on. The hospital refused to give the nature of the operation,
but stated it was a major operation and
Mr. Poppe would probably be confined
to his bed for about three to five weeks.
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SIZZLING

Whew !
Great town for a convention —
But let's not talk about the weather.
Even the recollection is stilling.

IN

ST.

little secret : "Better Times — Exhibitors
Mutual Dist. Corp."
Conventionites who were wilting sadly
under the rising temperature and playing
a desperate game to keep a leap ahead of a
heat prostration were greatly reassured to
read in W.i«fj sheet that "The Convention
Up To Date Is Same Old Joke." The
II 'id folks
be gluttons
for very subtle
humor
or must
else they
were thinking
about
some other session.

It pays to advertise.
Look what Mark Twain did for that
Mississippi River trip.
But Mark Twain was a humorist.
Get this,Bartola
it's good ; Don Barton,
president
Instrument
:
Slllllilllilllilllllllillllilli ililiiiiliiilillllllllli I
11. :,i:111.is111 1: of
-m 111j111■1mthe
1. 111:. ;11:1m :111h > !:- 11111l111mMusical
ii;u 11e1:i1. !!1. <1:1::
::.l ;. .■1Co.,
1<1
That Marcus Loew knows what :.Mhe
was being introduced to a Texas exhib.
talking about and knows how to talk about Texas exhib. not getting the name quickly
it
sion.was ably demonstrated at the final ses- flashes Mr. Barton's convention badge and
says enthusiastically, "Haven't we met beM.
Loew
gave
the
boys
the
"low-down"
on a number of things that should add to
the gaiety of exhibiting motion pictures.
His argument against the immoral picture, commercially, artistically and socially
was
just
about the high note of the session.
Worth the trip to St. Louie— even if you
lived in Afghanistan.
Speaking of speakers and speeches, that
-eminent figure in American drama, Frank
Keen an, recorded an address of genuine
merit — full of sound judgment, excellent
advice and a good quantity of real pep.
The already splendid standing of President Alfreii S. Black was greatly enhanced by that neatly turned speech of acceptance in which he briefly mapped out a
cornmonsense program, saying in substance: "Boys, my coat's off and I'm on
the job." Good
luck and Black
a successful
ministration toPresident
of Mainead-!
Ralph O. Proctor, the debonair dispenser of the Pick-Fair-Chap-Griff productions made no formal speeches, but what a
lot of informal speech making he was called upon to engage in by way of answering
queries of a multitude of prospective exhibitors of "Big Four"
Frank Keenan,
E. A.,pictures.
were Ralph
runninganda
close race for sartorial honors of the show
with Ralph slightly in the lead until his
latest creation was branded by a beautiful
scribe of one of the local news leaflets.
The Thursday evening session of the
convention was held at Cicardi's.
It was a Select evening. In fact, no
other company had a look-in with all the
more or less actors and songsters singing
paeons in praise Of Select stars and executives.
Charles C. Pettijoiin. alias "Indiana
Charlie,"
sprung a placard
neat publicity
in a
widely distributed
readingplot
merely,
"Better Times." Eventually Chari.if. modestly turned the card about dsclosing his

HALPH O. PHOCTOH
Assislnnl general manaKer of United
Artixls Corporation, who wax a prominent flu""- at tke M. P. K. H. conclave.
fore, Mr. Bartola, your name sounds very
familiar."
The opinion seems to be broadcast
among the conventionites with reference to
that trip up the Mississip, that instead ot
being
warned. invited they should have been
Somebody
rolling
'em on the
boat
trip, or won
thinks$450
he won
it. Actually
he
earned four hundred and sixty as did every
one else who put in those six scorching
hours with nothing to do but watch the
mud flats leisurely move by. Some gunner
in the Civil War did an awful injustice to
the M. P. I', of V when he missed sinking
that river packet.
32 Statlcr lobby stenFred Beecroft in the
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toriously declaiming: "D'ju see the new
News," great
— weighs two
Whileetc.,
thusetc. describing
his pounds
wares,
armsstory.
stretched apart like a man telling
ahisfish
Voice in the crowd : "What are you doing, now Fred — selling it by the pound ?
Felix Feist, Goldwyn sales chief and
convention veteran, was among those
present — and very much so.
Earl Gulick, the celebrated Broadway
boulevardier, departed early for home, hesitatingly only long n:i>iilll
enough
to obtain
alltl»ri=the
ititiiiidiiiiiiitlilltiriEIIlUtlilurJI^KiliIlillltil
tilililsl i till«i>)lliilllt1!lll
tIlirilirntDlllllIlil
loose eredcurrency
available via the green-covtable.
William Wright — he of Kalem fame
and now a Vitagrapher — is a genuine convention authority. His memories of these
gatherings reach back to the dim past when
Lubin, Rock, Melies, et al. were the ruling celebrities.
Fred J. Herrington, who sponsored the
deposit law in Pennsylvania occupied a
rather obscure position in the proceedings.
Penn. exhibs. have come to realize that the
new order probably will mean the payment
of full rental fees in advance.
Harry Koplar, St. Louis theater magnate, was in daily attendance taking a very
lively interest in the show.
The dynamic Sam E. Morris, recently
elevated to the general managership of Select, was very much on the job, following
the proceedings from start to finish.
Frank Keenan confesses: If you ever
witness a scene in my pictures in which
Frank Keenan is supposed to leap over a
cliff or flip a fast-moving train, you can
just tell your neighbor, "That's NOT
Frank
Keenan." the convention appeared to
Alcoholically
have gone into training for the approach
of the dry spell. In the memory of the oldest conventionite, never had such a degree
of obnoxious sobriety been maintained
througout the proceedings.
The genial Pete Schaeff.r, with all good
wishes for his successor, shed the onerous
mantle of office quiet gleefully. The fortunate P. J. is about to break out on an
eight months' holiday, taking him to Alaska
and other points commonly viewed in the
scenics by the less fortunate.
That stalwart organization man, M. A.
Choynski, kept himself in a very amabie
frame of mind during the session and didn't
bawl out nobody n'r nothin.'
II hi tor, the Greek God, officiated in his
customarily suave manner as chairman of
the entertainment committee.
Frederick J. Bird and 0. F. SPAHR were
the projector chiefs in attendance.
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Brinkmeyer, J. F., American Theater, St. Louis.
Brophy, L. W.. Yale Theatre, Muskogee, Okla.
Brown, Herman J.. Majestic Theatre, Boise, Idaho.
IUtkler. H. D., Columbia & Strand Theatres, St. Louis.
Bullock, Sam, Boulevard Theatre, Cleveland.
Bush. P. H., Mgr. Universal Film Exch., Kansas City, Mo.
IU xbaum. Harry, Famous Players-Lasky Corp., Pittsburgh.
Collins, Whitney, Grand, Empire and Liberty, Jonesboro, Ark.
Calvin, J. L., The Calvin Theatre, Washington, Mo.
Carrier. J. S.. Pershing Theatre, St. Louis.
Case, R. W., Rembush Screen Co., Shelbyville, Ind.
Choynski. Maurice A., Newberry Theatre, Chicago.
Condon. Glenn. Majestic Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
Camp. Chas. H., Rome Theatre, Benton, 111.
Clayman. S. C, Yale Theatre, Bartlesville, Okla.
Coffin, A. J.. Pathe Exchange, Inc., St. Louis.
Coulter, I. A., Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis.
Cox, J. C. Marquette Piano Co., Chicago.
Critten ber(;er. Dale J., Motion Picture Ins. Bureau, Indianapolis.
Cunningham, Mrs. 1). I., Whiteway Theatre, Fredonia, Kansas.
Li rtiss. G. W.. Doric Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Chamberun, 1). W.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Dorris. J. L, Dorris Theatre, Hayti, Mo.
Dean, II I-.. Electric Theatre, Kansas City, Kansas.
Debruler.
Atlanta. R.
Ga. II., Capitol Theatre, Macon; New Howard, Macon.
Demko. Dr.. Shenandoah Theatre, St. Louis.
Dolle, Fred J., Alamo Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Dutton,
A. Capitol
R., Exhibitors'
Co., Chicago.
Dwyer, H.H. D.,
Film Co.,Supply
St. Louis.
Dunn inc. C. H., Prizma, Inc., New York.
EisNer, A. M., Doric Theatre. Kansas City. Mo.
Ezell, C. C, Select Pictures Corp., Dallas, Texas.
Feist. Felix. Goldwyn Pictures Corp., New York.
Ferguson, Mrs. Alice, Terre Haute, Ind.
Fii.lizola, D., Thcatre-ette, Ft. Scott, Kans.
Fines HRIBER, Aaron, Rainbow Theatre, St. Louis.
I issinter. F. B., Fox Film Corp., St. Louis.

Abrams, JajjES,
J. M., Epoca
York. 111.
Arnett,
LibertyProducing
Theatre. Co..
West N'evv
Frankfort,
Aaron, M„ Exhibitors Mutual Film. St. Louis.
Aikf.n, Frkd C, Select Pictures Corporation, Chicago.
Alicoate.H. Jack,
Wid'sHouse.
Daily,Fillmore,
New York.
Allen,
D., Opera
111.
Alperstein. A., Western Photoplays, New York.
Anderson, C. P., Kansas City.
Arthur, Harry C. Jr., United Pictures Theaters. Seattle.
Beare. A. M., Gem Theater, Chesterm. 111.
Brandon, Robert, Royal Theater, Royalton, 111.
Butler, E. H„ Butler Theater. Russellville. Ark.
Butler, Mrs. E. H., Butler Theater, Russellville. Ark.
Behvmer, R. J., Capital Film Co., St. Louis.
Barenfaxger, E. H., Lyric Theater, Salem. 111.
Bla witz, W. H., 4th St. Theater, Moberlv. Mo.
Beecroft. Fred J.. Motion Picture News. New York Citv.
Baker, S. J., First National, St. Louis, Mo.
Bernstein. M„ Monarch Theater Service, St. Louis. Mo.
Baker. Mr. and Mrs. A. F.. Electric Theater, Kansas Citv. Mo.
Barron, Chas. H., Isis Theater, Augusta, Kansas.
Barth, A. W., Yale and Amuse-U. Carbondale. 111.
Barton. Don. Bartola Musical Co., Chicago. 111.
Baskett, N. M., Jr., Exhibitors' Mutual, St. Louis.
Beitman. F. R„ Tacoma Theater. Indianapolis. Ind.
Berman, H. M„ Universal Film Mfg. Co., New York.
Berman, Samuel I., Motion Picture Ex. League. New York.
Bernstein. Harry. Wells Theaters, Richmond. Va.
Bert. Lew, American Film Co.. St. Louis.
Bird. Frederick J.. Nicholas Power Co., New York.
Bl \( k, Alfred S.. Black Circuit. Rockland, Maine.
Blaine. Chas., Morgan Theatre, Henryetta, Okla.
Blaisdell. Geo., Moving Picture World, New York.
Blek h, Geo., Empress Theatre, Owensboro. Ky.
Ilumenthal,
Louis F., National Theatre, Jersev Citv \" I
Bos
well, D. E.,
Vitagraph Co.. St. Louis.
Bowman, Samuel, Automaticket Co., St. Louis.
Boyd, Jimmy. Victory Theatre, Blvtheville. Ark.
Braac, M. Van, Central Garden fheatre. Kansas Citv, Kans
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Foster, Geo., Melba Theatre. St. Louis.
Fraxkle, Abe, Frankle Enterprisees, Des Moines, Iowa.
Gunning,
"Wid", Retina
Wid's Daily,
NewSt.York.
Geutner, John,
Theatre,
Louis.
Goldberg, Mrs. D. V. P.. Exhibitors L. & D., Inc.
Gueringer, W. H., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans, La.
Grott, M. J., Orpheum Theatre. Salem, 111.
Gerhart, M. C., Fort Collins Amusement Co., Ft. Collins, Colo.
Gilliam, T. R., Bartola Musical Co., Chicago.
Giessing, John E., Opera House. Flat River, Mo.
Goldmax, Miss Alfreda E., Southern Triangle Pic. Co., St.
Louis.
Gulick, Earl, Outdoor Advt. Co., New York.
Hallowell, Sam, Scenic Theatre, Assumption, 111.
Howard, Bill, Knickerbocker Theatre, Nashville, Tenn.
Hickmax, R. W., Dixey & Lyric Theatres, Greenville, 111.
Hancock, A. F., New York.
Hoelger, Fred N., Ivory Theatre, St. Louis.
Hehl, L. C, Cinderella Theatre, St. Louis.
Havman,
N. Y. A. C, Motion Picture Exhibitor's League, Buffalo.
Harden, Chas. W., First Natl. Film Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Horstm an, Ernest H., Pleasant St. Theatre (Wooster) Boston.
Hodges, Walter G., Strand Theatre, Meridian, Miss.
Herrington, Fred J., Coliseum, Pittsburgh.
Holtox, J. A., Peoples Theatre. Port Arthur, Texas.
Heixbcch. Geo. W., Superior Theatre. Cleveland.
Heller, Frank G., Starland Theatre, Anderson, 111. •
Howe, R. N., Moving Picture World, St. Louis.
Johnston, Miss E., Liberty Theatre, Houston, Texas.
Jaques, L. E., National Carbon Co., Cleveland.
Kaxn, Maurice,
Daily, Carbon
New York.
Kouxzmax,
W. C,Wid's
National
Co., Cleveland.
Keller, Fred A., Exhibitors Mutual. St. Louis.
Keenan, Frank, Keenan Productions, New York.
Knickerbocker, Chas., Goldwyn Distributing Corp., St. Louis.
Kleekamp, J. J., Grand Arsenal Theater, St. Louis.
Karzino. John, Casino Theatre, St. Louis.
Krause, M. E., Lightning Coin Changer Co., Chicago.
Koplar, S. E., Consolidated Theaters, St. Louis.
Koplar, Harry, Consolidated Theaters, St. Louis.
Kohn, Ralph A.. Famous Players-Lasky Corp., New York.
Lihou, H. G., Erker Bros. Optical Co., St. Louis.
Levy, Geo. L., Unity Photo Play Co., Chicago.
Levy, Robert R.. Revelry Theatre Co., Chicago.
Lichman, Al., Famous Players-Lasky Corp., New York.
Leonard, T. E., Southern Triangle Pictures, St. Louis.
Luck, Bruce. Knickerbocker Theatre, Nashville, Tenn.
Lefflen, G. L., Plaza Theatre, St. Louis.
Lewis, Myron H., Famous Players-Lasky Corp., Kansas City, Mo.
Lewis, Floyd, Arrow Film Co., St. Louis.
Light, Walter M., Fox Film Corp., St. Louis.
Luttrell, G. M., Luttrell Majestic, Jacksonville. 111.
Leeves, E. C, United Picture Theatres, Dallas, Tex.
Lowenstein, Carl, Princess Theatre, White Hall, 111.
Licett, Mr. and Mrs. R. G., Gene Gauntier Theatre, Kansas City,
Kans.
Lustig, Henry H., Avenue Theatre, Cleveland.
Miller, Harry E., Idle Hour Theatre, Festus, Mo.
Maguire, F. L., Kinograms Cinematographer, St. Louis.
Medley, Mrs. Maud, Opera House, Flopa. 111.
Meyer, Geo., Shaw Theatre, St. Louis.
Mogler, Joseph, Mogler Theatre, St. Louis.
Mogler, Joseph, Mogler Theatre, St. Louis.
Metcalf. A. E., Starland Theatre. Paris, 111.
Morris, Sam E., Select Pictures Corp., New York.
Mexdelson, B. L., Select Pictures Corp., St. Louis.
McFarling, H. B., Tokio Theatre, Morehouse, Mo.
Moseley, A. L., Masonic Theatre, Calhoun, Ky.
McCarty. C. W„ Majestic Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
Mack. W. L., Jonesboro Amusement Co., Jonesboro, Ark.
Mack, Irving, Select Pictures Corn.. Chicaeo.
Mf.yx. F., Central Garden Theatre, Kansas City, Kans.
Mo.rf.lock, A. E., St. Louis.
Maberry, Cecil E., Mgr. Goldwyn Dist. Co., St. Louis.
Meyn. W. M., Portotorium, Kansas City, Kan.
Mercer, A. C, Electric Theatre, Perryville, Mo.
McArtiiur, W. R., Lyon & Healy Co., Chicago.
McLaughlin, A. H., Select Pictures Corp., Kansas City, Mo.
McKean, M.. Fox Film Corp., St. Louis.
Oldfiki.ii. Geo. A., Vitagraph Co., St. Louis.
Rinkf.lman. Pf.tf.r E.. Gem Theatre, Ouincy, 111.
Pa .ik7<pi,i.i , Mi. row M, I .. Pageant Theatre, St. Louis.
Pratt. John R.. Pratt's & Gem Theatres, Fulton, Mo.
O'Donni il. I". J . United Picture Theatres, New York.
O'Toole, J. E., United Picture Theatres, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Nash, Harry J., Kingby Theatre, St. Louis.
Newman, Frank L., Newman Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Nolan, Harry, Denver, Colo.
Norwine, A. C, Odeon Theatre, Bonne Terre, Mo.
Quigley,
Martin J.. Publisher Exhibitors' Herald & Motography, Chicago.
Pasmezoglu, Milton, Congress Theatre, St. Louis.
Plaicos, Geo.. Criterion Theatre, St. Louis.
Peabody, W. L.. Symplex Ticket Machine, St. Louis.
Pappas, A. D., Majestic Theatre, St. Louis.
Price, J. W., Arco Theatre, St. Louis.
Parsons. O. Louella, N. Y. Morning Telegraph, New York.
Pirtle, S. E., Opera House, Flora, 111.
Pettijohn, C. C, Exhibitors Mut. Film Corp., New York.
Proctor, Ralph O.. United Artists Dist. Corp., New York.
Ries, W. J., Variety Theatre, St. Louis.
Rodgers, D. G., United Picture Theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Roos, Frank, Peerless Theatre, St. Louis.
Reeves,
'W. O..
18th St.
Theatre,Film
St. Louis.
Rosenthal,
Barney.
Universal
Co., St. Louis.
Rittenhouse, H., Vitagraph Co., St. Louis.
Rogers, Chas. R., New York
Ragland, J. C, Select Pictures Corp., St. Louis.
Ragland, Mrs. J. C, Select Pictures Corp., St. Louis.
Rhodes, J. M., Garrick Theatre, Indianapolis.
Ramsey, A. L., Gem Theatre, Dewey, Okla.
Roth, Jack H., Isis Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Reiss, Henry, Ideal Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Reynolds, Sidney, Supreme Pictures, Inc., New York.
Rembusch, Frank J., Natl. Secy. M. P. E. A., Shelbyville, Ind.
Strickland, Harry E., Arrow Film Co., St. Louis.
Skinner, Roe, Motion Picture Ins. Bureau, New York.
Smith, W. W., Grand Theatre, Springfield, Mo.
Skouras, S. P., Pageant Theatre, St. Louis.
Skouras, Chas., Lyric Theatre, St. Louis.
Simons, Wm, Grand Central, St. Louis.
Skouras, Geo. P., Olympic Theatre, St. Louis.
Schofield, Miss Beverley, Sec. Film Board of Trade, St. Louis.
Skora, Isadore, Columbia Theatre, Evansville, Ind.
Softis, Vick, Grand Duchess, St. Louis.
Sigelof, J., Union Theatre. St. Louis.
Scherer, Bros., Mikado Theatre, St. Louis.
Sweeney, John, Central Theatre, St. Louis.
Sears, Charles T., DeGrawl Theatre, Brookfield, Mo.
Stewart, C. H., Pathe Production Co., St. Louis.
Slocum, H. R., Pathe Exchange, St. Louis.
Smith, W. M., Rialto Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
Stockard, S. J.. Empress Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
Smith, F. L.. Capitol Film Co., Chicago.
Stromberg, Hunt. Goldwyn Pictures Corp., New York.
Steuerle, Louis F., Broadway Amusement Ent., Louisville, Ky.
Saenger, J. H., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
Savage, Fred, De Lux Theatre, Hutchinson, Kans.
Sirk, Mrs. W. J., Gem & Grand Theatres, Manchester, Ind.
Smith, Ben, Photoplay Ed. St. Louis Times, St. Louis.
Schaefer, Peter J.. Rialto Theatre, Chicago.
Si.imm, Mr. and Mrs. W. J., Marquis Theatre, Cleveland.
Sarfaty, J. S.. Capital Film Co., St. Louis.
Shore, N. J., Typhoon Fan Co., New York.
Steiner, Esther. Select Pictures Corp., St. Louis.
Spahr, O. F., Enterprise Optical Co.. Chicago.
Toole, L. C, Motion Pict. Chairs Co., New York.
Taller, L. E., United Theatre. St. Louis.
Thimmit, Walter A., Grand Theatre, Sparta, 111.
Tetley, C. A., Monarch Theatre, Farmington, Mo.
Terry, H. J., Bartola Musical Co., Chicago.
Taylor, W. B., Princess Theatre, Mayfield. Ky.
Van Degrife, Mrs. Edw., Star Field, Mt. Vernon, 111.
Wagner, G. A.. Fox Film Corp., St. Louis.
Wells, Jake, Colonial Theatre, Richmond, Va.
Watts, W. W. Gayety Theatre, Springfield, 111.
Wash, Mike, King Bee Theatre, St. Louis.
Walsh, Joe J., Chippewa Theatre, St. Louis.
Ward, James P., Lightning Coin Changer, Chicago.
Wahrnhkrg, Fred, Cherokee Theatre, St. Louis.
Weeks, Geo. W.. Famous Players-Laskv Corp., St. Louis.
WeBKLE, R. S., Colonial and Elks Theatres. Blucfield, W. Va.
Williams, Malcolm, Hodkinson Corp., St. Louis.
Wassman, Wm. 11. Knickerbocker Theatre. Nashville, Tenn.
Warren, F. J.. Standard Film Co., Kansas City.
WRIGHT, Wm., Vitagraph Co., New York.
\\ iiitaker, V. P., Select Pictures Corp., New York.
Woody, J. S., Realart Pictures Corp., New York.
Yoi ni;. Wm. H., Easton Taylor, St. Louis.
Zarinc, A. C, North Star. Indianapolis, Ind.
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don Many Ideas — Alderman Maypole Sees
Little Chance of Improvement
Plans of members of the Chicago censorship committee to create a
new system of motion picture censorship for Chicago were attached by
legal and political objections, at a meeting called in the city hall. June 27,
to outline the committee's recommendations.
Aid. George Maypole, who has a keen insight into the city council's
views, on spending money, and Attorney Adolph Krause. former corporation counsel, supplied the information which resulted in proposal after proposal being withdrawn or greatly modified.
To Take Censorship From Police
At the end of the session, the only definite decision reached was to
take censorship from the hands of the police and create a Motion Picture
Department to be managed by a commission of three members.
Discussion of the means of naming
at the present time no charge is made
the three commissioners brought a spir- for rejected films — the only revenue comited clash during the afternoon. Rev.
ing from permits which are granted.
W. S. Fleming declared himself as op"If
city collected for inspection of
posing selection by civil service and to films, the
it would add $10,000 to its revebring the matter before the commission
nue," declared Father Dinneen. "and an
made a motion that the commissioners
inspection charge should be made, as inbe appointed by the mayor, with the
specting films takes up the time of the
approval of the city council.
"You can't count on that $10,000," said
"I cannot see any improvement in takcensors."
ing censorship from the police and plac- Attorney
Krause. "If the motion picture
people
know you are going to charge
ing it in the hands of politicians,"
for
rejected
films, they will not submit
declared Aid. Maypole. "The trouble
with the police department now is poli- films they have reason to believe will
tics. The censors are all right if they
used their own judgment instead of lis- be The
rejected."
general opinion of the committee
tening to the dictates of one man who appeared to favor increasing the charge
is interested in a picture being passed or for inspection or granting of permits.
rejected." .
Maypole Sees No Improvement
Aid. Frank J. Link objected strenuAfter the discussion had continued for
ously tomission
theand suggested
mayor's naming
the
comthat the power
some time.
Alderman Maypole exclaimed :
of nominating be placed with the judiciary committee of the city council.
"I cannot see that the ordinance I
Hurley Makes Suggestion
Judge Timothy D. Hurley, chairman
of the commission, announced that he
had in mind limiting the appointments
so that one of the three would be a district superintendent of schools and a
second of the three a licensed physician.
that salaries
the cityto council
will"You
not will
vote find
sufficient
tempt
an
educator, Aid.
or aMaypole.
physician worth while."
interposed
"I
would
like
to
see the
so that not more than
two board
of thelimited
three
could be of the same political party and
not more than one of the same religious
belief."
declared
Rev. stated
Fleming.
Attorney
Krause
that such a
limitation would be inadvisable.
Judge Hurley suggested that the salaries be not less than $3,600 a year.
Alderman Maypole stated that he
doubted if big men in the community
could be tempted by that sum and that
he did not believe the council would
permit a higher salary.
Suggest Advancing Charges
"If
the oncitya greater
of Chicago
can plan
spendand,a
vast sum
Chicago
immense sums in other directions, it
cannot afford to let the censorship plan
fail for want of $5,000 or $6,000." deHurley.
the city
not giveclaredusJudgethe
needed "Ifmoney,
we will
can
raise the price of censoring pictures."
Rev. Father F. G. Dinneen voiced approval to this suggestion. He stated that

proposed several months ago is to be
. . proved upon. It would do away with
one man control and leave decisions up
to Father
a majority
of censors."
Dinneen.
Rev. Fleming and
Judge Hurley,
however,
expressed which
themselves as favoring a commission
could be held responsible and would have
films.
final authority on passing or rejecting
After considerable discussion, it was
virtually agreed to retain the language
of the nancepresent
censorship
ordias to whatChicago
films and
scenes would
be prohibited from being shown. Atsuggestion
addition betorney
madeKrause's
barring
films that
whichan would
tend to discredit any nationality or creed
was approved.
Hurley in Charge of Work
Chairman Hurley asked that_ three
committees be appointed — one to compile the record, one to prepare the committee's recommendations, and a third
to
draft
ordinance. the proposed new censorship
After some discussion. Judge Hurley
was placed in charge of all of this work
with the right to call in any assistance
he might need from other members of
the board.
Attorney Krause was instructed to
prepare a report tor the next meeting,
which would show the various ways in
which the commission could be named.
Judge Hurley
suggested
thatwith
the appointment power
be placed
the
governor of the state, the circuit judges,
or some similar individual or body. Attorney Krause stated he doubted the
legs! ty of such action.
Julia Marlowe Signs.
With First National?
NEW YORK. — There is a rumor current to the effect that Julia Marlowe will
enter the pictures and that she has
signed up with First National Exhibitors
Circuit. Miss Marlowe, who is recognized
as America's foremost actress, would
never consent to play in pictures, and
her reported decision to sign with the
First National comes as a great surprise
and at the same time will be most gratitheatre-going
At fying
theto theFirst
National public.
offices it was
impossible to get a confirmation or a
denial, as J. D. Williams was out of
town and the official staff refused to
make any comment before the return of
Mr. Williams. It is expected that Julia
Marlowe will appear in a series of ten
Shakespearian productions.
Proctor Visits Rogers
Ralph O. Proctor, assistant general
manager of the United Artists Corporation, stopped off in Chicago on Sunday
and Monday, on his return from the
M. P. E. A. convention at St. Louis.
Mr. Proctor was the guest of Frank B.
Rogers. Pathe exchange manager, while
in the city.

ELMER R. PEARSOX
Feature Sales
Vevrl] appointed
Pathe Exchange,
Inc. manager of
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"U" Buys Gowan Story
"Playing the Game." a story which
"■as recently acquired for production by
I'niversal. was written by Sada Gowan.
the author of several successful stage
rby=.»v,Pone\ge."
of them
being Grace
"The Wonder
in which
George
starred for a season.
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Association

Methodist

Centennial

Display

of Hundreds of Reels of Film at Columbus Convention Expected to Win Many
Friends for Industry
A special committee representing the under its direction the arrangements for
the Centennial Celebration, it is believed
National Association 01 the Motion
that much will be accomplished in overPicture Industry will leave next Sunday
the prejudice
against
for Columbus, Ohio, to attend the conturescomingwhich
still exists
in themotion
minds picof
vention on motion pictures for church
a certain clement.
<
The Federal Council of Churches
workers which is scheduled for Tuesday.
which
has supervision over the arrangeJuly S. in conjunction with the Methoments for the Convention on July 8th,
dist Centenary Celebration, now in has prepared a small pamphlet setting
progress in that city. The Executive
forth the possibilities and value of motion pictures in religious and community
Committee has designated the following
work, which will be distributed during
to represent the industry upon this oc- the
convention, and it is believed that
casion: President William A. Brady;
this booklet will prove a most effective
Walter W. Irwin, Chairman of the Exemeans of opening the doors of the
churches to the use of motion pictures.
cutive Committee; Gabriel L. Hess,
The
National Association of the Motion
Chairman of the Censorship Committee;
Picture
has contributed towards
J. Robert Rubin and John C. Flinn of the costIndustry
of printing and distributing
of these pamphlets.
the Censorship Committee and Frederick H. Elliott, Executive Secretary.
Centennial Opened June 20
The Centennial at Columbus, which
Hundreds of Reels Shipped
opened June 20 and doe.-, not close until
As the result of many weeks of co- July
13, is in celebration of its One
operation between the producing and
Hundredth year of missionary activity
and a fund of $125,000,000 was raised
distributing members of the National
during the recent drive, to be expended
Association and the Methodist Minute
for religious, educational, and reconMen, hundreds of reels of films includstruction work at home and abroad. The
ing features, comedies, weeklies, serials,
Columbus Exposition is the final stage
.scenics, historicals and dramatic and of the celebration. Arrangements have
been under progress for over a year in
spectacular specials have been shipped
to Columbus for exhibition in the three
the securing of exhibits from all parts
of the world, which have been installed
specially constructed theatres, including
the Coliseum, seating 10,000 people, at a cost of hundreds of thousands of
dollars. It is estimated that 250,000
which is equipped with the largest screen
ever erected.
church workers from all parts of the
world will attend the celebration and
Through this plan of cooperation with
the Methodist Minute Men which has the officials of the National Association
DOROTHY

PHILLIPS IN HUDSON

BAY COUNTRY

have been exceedingly anxious to give
a thorough and convincing demonstration of the possibility of the motion
pictures in religious, educational and
recreational work of the church and the
general value of motion pictures.
Approximately 41,000 churches are
represented at the Centenary by delegates who are vitally interested in every
possible activity for the reinforcement
of the recreational and social life of the
church and the community under the
new conditions of the country. It is the
purpose to bring to these delegates a
full realization of the value of the motion picture as to entertainment and education, particularly in these days of social
disturbance and when the church must
necessarily become a stronger influence
and more of a center in social life of
each community.
New Recruits for Screen
Through this plan the industry is
bound to gain not only a new field for
recruits to the screen but it is hoped
will also win to its side those who are
now the strongest advocates tor censorship and may even cause many of them
to see the wisdom of opposing censorship in any legalized form.
The offices of the National Association were advised by telegraph on
Saturday that the attendance at the
Centenary was constantly increasing and
that the motion picture exhibitions
formed the biggest features of the Celebration.
100 Who Carry Films
On "L" Get Summonses
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— The crusade
started by Fire Commissioner Thomas
Drennan against the practice of carrying
moving-picture films on the elevated and
subway trains of the greater city resulted
in over 100 summonses for this violation
being issued.
Firemen stationed at the various elevated and subway stations were active
and alert in carrying out the orders of
the Fire Commissioner, and at the Marcy
avenue station of the Broadw-ay Elevated
Road alone, over forty persons were
served with summonses to appear in the
Bridge Plaza Nolice Court.
The other summonses were served at
various spots throughout the borough.
Ben Fineman Heads
New Film Company
NEW YORK. — A new film company
to be known as the Attractions Distributing Corporation has been incorporated in Albany with Ben Fineman, president; J. G. Bachmann. treasurer, and H.
Herzbun, secretary. Mr. Fineman is already the head of The Solitary Sin Corporation, which recently presented a picture to the state right buyers called "The
Solitary
Sin." which
picture
forth criticism
from both
presshasandcalled
the
pro-censor people.

Mir |ii>|Milfii I nH<r*;il -Mr will n«-\l In* *«*in In "I'nM In \ (I \ ■
suppm It'll h> William
lltowelli » ■Hrriui *»inr> <>f Ike Bortfc m n Iv£mm1*Jc36wef) ■

Senate Asks Report
• WASHINGTON. D. C— The United
States Senate has requested Secretary
of War Baker to report upon the motion picture cameras, tripods, projectors,
laboratory and other photographic
equipment now in the possession of the
War Department, giving the number of
machines
and the value and location
thereof.
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Successes
for

to Appear

His

New

in Screen

Selznick Stars
Stars
Version

Of

"The Country Cousin", and Eugene
O'Brien in "Blind Youth"
ican readers and theatre goers and in
Two of the biggest stage successes in
recent years have been secured by Selz- "The Country Cousin" both authors have
done some of their finest work.
nick Pictures Corporation.
The picture rights to "Blind Youth"
Henry Rapf Selects Stories
were
Eugene to
O'Brien's
secondpurchased
Selznick for
production,
follow
"Blind Youth" was Lou-Tellegen's
stage success in America. It
"The completed.
Perfect Lover," which has just biggest
was written by Willard Mack in collabbeen
oration with Lou-Tellegen himself, and
The bought
rights for
to the
"ThefirstCountry
Cousin" ran an entire
season at the Thirty-ninth
were
of the Selznick
Street
theatre.
New York.
Pictures starring Elaine Hammerstein
Both of these stories were selected by
and work will begin very shortly.
Harry Rapf, general manager of the
Selznick Studios.
O'Brien Appeared in Play
The names of the directors who will
"The byCountry
Cousin" is aandcomedydrama
Booth Tarkington
Julian
make
these two productions will be anStreet, and ran on Broadway to crowded
nounced in a few days.
houses for the entire season. Curiously
enough, it was in "The Country Cousin"
Universal Managers
Hold Conference in

LEWIS J. SELZMCK
\\ ho Hum i > • t rehn *ed *ereen riuliis to "The
Country for
CouhIiT'
and new
"BlindHtnrM,
Youth"
vehleleM
hla two
Elainean
HanimerKtein and Eugene O'Rrlen.
that
last, big
stage Eugene
success, O'Brien
but the made
play ishisconsidered
more suitable for a woman star and,
therefore, will be utilized to introduce
Miss Elaine Hammerstein to the Selznick Picture series. The stage production of this play was under the direction of Klaw & Erlanger and the motion
picture rights were secured through
them.
Booth Tarkington and Julian Street
are both among the most popular and
successful American writers. Mr. Tarkington's two plays of sentimental youth,
"Seventeen" and "Penrod" are still fresh
in the memory of theatre goers, the
original stories having had great vogue
in magazine serials. Mr. Tarkington has
just won the prize for the best American
novel ofcessesthe
year.
sucare also
well Julian
knownStreet's
to Amer-

Who Will Appear in Two
Adapted Stage Successes,
Elaine Hammerstein in
"Country Cousin" and
Eugene O'Brien in "Blind

Youth"

Chicago June 29-30
A special session of all Universal Exchange managers of the central west was
held on Sunday and Monday at the Chicago offices of the Universal. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss Universale new policy and fall campaign.
Upon instructions from the New York
office each exchange will at once put
on a publicity and advertising man to
take care of local publicity. These men
are to be of the highest calibre obtainable and the newspaper field is being
scoured for talent.
The first man to be appointed is Roy
X. Cushman, who was appointed by M.
J. Frisch, of Des Moines, Iowa, as pubSicity
office. agent and advertising man for that
The visiting delegates were entertained
by I. L. Leserman and his aids on Sunday night at Marigold Gardens and
toured
the forty-live
of Chicago's
park systems
in autos miles
furnished
by Mr.
Leserman.
Those who attended the conference
were: H. M. Berman, general manager
of exchanges, New York; James Y. Bryson, Minneapolis: Joseph D. Roserick,
Milwaukee: Barney Rosenthal, St. Louis:
Paul Bush, Kansas City, Mo.; Samuel
Benjamin. Oklahoma City, Okla.; J. H.
Calvert, Omaha, Nebr.; I. L. Leserman,
Chicago; M. J. Frisch, Des Moines. Iowa.
Joe Brandt Has Resigned
Word from the west coast states that
Joe Brandt, assistant treasurer of Universal, will leave that company on or
about July 15, to take up other lines of
work. tends Just
Mr. Brandt
into enterwhat
is notfield
known.
The news
was a complete surprise to the Chicago
office, as Mr. Brandt made no mention
of
his ago.
intended plans when 'here a few
weeks
Re-name Capellani Film
Albert Capellani's adaptation of Pierre
Wolff's popular play, known to Paris as
"Le Ruisseau" and made under the working title of "The Gutter," has been renamed "The Virtuous Model."
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Red Cross Film Arrives
The Bureau of Pictures of the American Red Cross has received eight thousand feet of new negative film from
Lieut. Merle LaVoy, the official Red
Cross cameraman assigned to Constantino; le and the Balkans.
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performances. There will be special
heating, lighting and ventilating systems.
A large sized stage will give the opportunity for elaborate sets.
Announcement of the Lubliner and
Trinz Oak Park theatre will not be made
for several days. The site has already
been purchased.
Rosenfield Plans Chain
Walter A. Rosenfield, a prominent figure in political circles and reported to
be worth several millions, has formed
the Walter A. Rosenfield Company and
will erect a 1,300 seat motion picture
theatre
Illinois. on Third avenue, Rock Island,
Property has already been purchased
the theatre to be erected at a cost of
$1,300,000. Joseph Hopp has been made
secretary and general manager of the
Rosenfield company. Walter A. Rosenfield is president.
The Rock Island theatre is but the
nucleus of a chain of houses to be erected
through the Central West. Sites in several Ohio cities are now under consideration.

GAMBLE

Clara Kimball
Stand back!"
as he Photoplay
helps Anneserial
Luther
to make her
get awaysaysin Charles
the secondHutchison,
episode ofthethehero,
Western
(Pathe).
Lubliner

and

Trinz

Million
Six Big Playhouses
City This

Will

Dollar

Erect

Chicago

Theatre

to Be Constructed

Summer — Ascher
Add Four Houses

A million dollar theatre, which its
builders believe will be the finest picture
playhouse in the world, is to be erected
by Harry M. Lubliner and Joseph Trinz,
owners of the Lubliner & Trinz circuit,
at Madison street and Kedzie avenue,
Chicago. Walter W. Ahlschlager, the
well known Chicago architect, has the
contract for the new building.
It is one of six large motion picture
houses to be built by Chicago exhibitors
during the present summer. Ascher
Brothers have three playhouses already
under construction. Lubliner & Trinz
propose another large theatre for Oak
Park. Halaban & Katz recently announced plans for million dollar theatre
at Cottage Grove avenue and Sixty-Third
street, which will scat 5,000 people.
Aschers Add Four Theatres
In addition to erecting three new theatres, Ascher Brothers have also taken
over and are remodeling a theatre formerly used for legitimate attractions, and
will add four theatres to their chain in
Chicago before January 1.
They are:
Crown theatre, Division street and
Ashland avenue; former legitimate
house; remodeled and redecorated at
cost of $25,000; seats 2,000; opens
August 2.
Forest I'ark theatre, Forest Park; being erected at cost of $225,000; will seat
1,700; opens November 1.
West Englewood theatre, G3rd street
and Marshfield avenue; being erected at

in Windy

Brothers

cost of v$500,000;
seats 4,200; opens Noember 1.
Commercial theatre. Commercial and
92nd streets; being erected at cost of
$350,000; will seat 2,500; opens Thanksgiving Day.
In addition to these Chicago theatres,
Ascher Brothers are erecting a million
dollar house at 7th and Vine streets.
Cincinnati, which will be one of the finest in the United States. The property
was purchased from the Wurlitzer company. Lubliner & Trinz Plans
Lubliner and Trinz purchased the site
for their new theatre at Madison street
and Kedzie avenue for a consideration
of $257,000. In the new theatre, they
expect to outdo their beautiful Pantheon,
which, is ranked among the best in the
country.
The building will be fireproof throughout. The terra cotta and glazed brick
for the front of the building is designed
after the artistic Roman Temple of
Pleasure, carried out with carved marble statues at the entrance. The foyer
will be richly decorated. The walls will
be draped with embossed silks. There
will be lounging chairs, artistic paintings,
rest rooms, a children's playroom with
a staff of nurses, and smoking and lounging rooms for men.
The seating capacity will be 4,500 with
every seat in position to obtain an unobstructed view of the screen. There
will be no climbing of stairs, inclines
leading to the mezzanine floor and to the
upper foyer where special musicales and
dancing will be held before the regular
38

Young

On July Select List
Select Pictures Corporation announces
for publication in July Clara Kimball
Young's latest picture, "The Better
Wife."
Miss head
Young
is again
as a
star at the
of her
own seen
company,
being supported by Nigel Barrie, her
leading cludes
man,
company
ineight ofandthea best
knownwhich
players
upon the screen.
Select
Picturewithis
a Miss
modernYoung's
story latest
of smart
society,
the scenes
laid
on
both
sides
of
the English Channel. Select announces
that
"The Better Wife" is being rushed to
completion as a July picture, and the picture will probably find its way to the
screens of the pre-release theatres
shortly after the middle of the month.

PAUL H. BUSH
>lniiitK<*>* KunMiiM City linineh of the
i nlvcraali wn« preNent
one ■•■ ntthethewellSt. known
f\«'hfiliK*'">en
l.oulM
convention!
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Who i l>i» w«k announce* poller of Goldwyn Pictures for the season of 101»-1»-JO.
greatly increased in scope in preparation
for the new service which Goldwyn now
plans
itor. to give the motion picture exhibFour pictures a month will be published by Goldwyn during the coming
season. Each picture will represent the
very highest art in photoplay production. The genius of American authorship contributes its finest blood to the
great novels and narratives on which
Goldwyn pictures will be based. The
most widely recognized of American
dramatic artists will present Goldwyn
picturizations to the people of America.
Goldwyn executives feel that, of all
motion picture producers. Goldwyn alone
can afford to let each picture rest en-

New

System

Exhibitors

After Being Viewed — Long
New
To Be Offered Under
Goldwyn Pictures, for the season of
1919-20, will be sold on merit — and merit
alone !
This is. in essence, the new Goldwyn
policy.
Goldwyn Pictures will be of such superior quality, according to the announcement just issued by Samuel Goldwyn himself, that no contracts for sale
will be entered into until exhibitors have
seen the pictures on the screen.
This distributing policy will place full
responsibility for the sale of Goldwyn
Pictures on the ultimate merit of each
picture by itself.
The exhibitor will book each production only after he has actually viewed it
on the screen. He may book one picture, two, three or four — as he pleases.
Four Pictures Each Month
The entire Goldwyn producing, creating and distributing organizations have
been reconstructed, strengthened, and

MOTOGRAPHY

Goldwyn

List
Plan

in Booking

Separately

of Productions
Public
Is Made

Policy

Eaih picture to be sold on merit
alone.
Exhibitors to be given opporof seeing all productions beforetunitybuying.
Four pictures to be published
each month with strong themes,
carefully selected casts and highest
art in production.
Eminent Authors Pictures to include stories by Rex Beach, Rupert Hughes, Gertrude Atherton,
Leroy Scott, Mary Roberts Rinehart,
Morris.Basil King and Gouverneur
Early fall productions to star
Mabel Normand, Pauline Frederick, Tom Moore, Will Rogers, Geraldine FarTar and Lou-Tellegen
and Madge Kennedy.
Exhibitors to be given every possible aid in exploiting production,
with personal advice from publicity
managers in all distributing depots
available at all times.
tirely on the drawing power of its o>»n
excellence and high quality.
What this policy means to the exhibitor has been clearly described in a
statement by Felix F. Feist, vice-president of the Goldwyn Distributing Corand manager
"The
Goldwyn poration
policy
means of
thatsales.
no longer
will the exhibitor be given any opportunity to feel that a good picture must
carry with it a bad one. or that the quality of production can be compromised to
meet itora willspecified
The buying
exhibno longer,salesat price.
least when
Goldwyn pictures, be placed in the position of a blindfolded man who puts out
his hand and takes whatever he finds in
front of him. As producers, we voluntarily choose to give the exhibitor the
widest possible power of selection. It
is impossible to club an exhibitor into
spending money for pictures that he
doesn't want and shouldn't have. The
Goldwyn policy makes it impossible for
the exhibitor to do anything except follow Lis own discretion. What he wants
he
can
discards. have. Wnat he doesn't want he
Discuss and Test Plan
"We have not taken this step merely
on our own initiative. For almost a year
Mr. Goldwyn and his associates have
been discussing, planning and testing out
this new plan. Now that we bring it
out in its entirety, with a widespread
organization keyed up to make it succes ful, itis in response to what we feel
is the wholesome demand of exhibitors
everywhere for a new deal. We see
clearly that the poor picture must go
its way. From the very beginning of
this organization there has been no
room in it for inferior production. Our
new policy is the most definite guaran39

tee we can give that every production
we offer will be of the highest possible
character.
"For the exhibitor this means a new
avenue to profit. It assures him that
the Goldwyn organization will concentrate on every picture in production,
advertising,
the utmost. exploitation and publicity to
Thorough Preparation Made
"This is not mere rhetoric on our part.
In preparation for this new service we
have organized in each of our branch
offices, covering the motion picture field
of the United States, an entirely new
method of putting the picture over for
the exhibitor. A specially trained exploitation and publicity expert has been
attached to each of these branch cities,
whose sole duty will be to establish a
closer relationship between the public
and the exhibitor who shows Goldwyn
pictures.

FELIX F. FEIST
Vice-president and sales managrer of Golduyn Distributing; Corporation, to whose
grenlus falls the responsibility of carrying the merit sales policy to success.
"A sweeping national campaign of
poster and newspaper advertising will
give irresistible strength to every Goldwyn exhibitor. Pictures for the next
season are at this very moment in the
possession of branch offices for first
trade showings under the new plan. All
the great pictures of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and the Eminent Authors' Pictures, Inc., which are listed in
the new Goldwyn announcement, will go
to the exhibitor fearlessly and openly,
standing each on its own merit, under
the revolutionary condition of the new
Goldwvn svstem."

EXHIBITORS

Statement

by Goldwyn

On the threshold of the new producing and distributing season, which will
be characterized by a tremendous outlay
for stars, great novels, direction, equipment and exploitation, Samuel Goldwyn,
president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, made this statement:
"The great strides which the motion
picture has made in the last few years
demand an entirely new procedure on
the part of producers, for both creating
and distributing their pictures. Hereafter, only great productions and organizations will be adequate to the great
hunger of motion picture audiences
everywhere for significant pictures.
Realized Changing Needs
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AND
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a duty upon us, not merely a duty, but
a new principle for self-preservation.
Unless our product is fine enough and
powerful enough to stand ■ by itself in
this
new and more open competition, it
will fail.
Product Is Most Important

"The Peace of Roaring River" and
"The Stronger Love," with Pauline Frederick.
"Heartsease" and "Lord and Lady
Algy," with Tom Moore.
"Almost a Husband," with Will
Rogers.
"The Golden Song," with Geraldine
Farrar and Lou-Tellegen.
Kennedy.
"Strictly Confidential," with Madge
Announcement of the first seven productions of the seven authors who have
united in the organization of the Eminent Authors Pictures is as follows:
"The Cup of Fury," by Rupert Hughes.
"Perch of the Devil," by Gertrude
Atherton.
"Partners of the Night," by Leroy
Scott.
"The Amazing Interlude," by Mary
King.
Roberts
Rinehart.
"The Street Called Straight," by Basil

"Organization
\s worth
unless
you have aalone
product
which nothing
is equal
to it in power, quality and meaning. It
was not long ago that I said that this
company, for one, would cease hereafter
to make pictures merely to see how many
it could turn out. Quality and imagination is what we are striving for. Our
stars are the very pick of the screen.
But great actors and actresses'alone are
powerless unless with them is allied the
understanding, the penetratio^i and intuition of great creative artists.
"No novelist can any longer complain
with cause that he is unrecognized by
the motion picture producer. I cannot
"The Wild Goose," by Gouverneur
speak for others, but for ourselves 'the Morris.
great
novel,'
'the
great
narrative'
stands
foremost. It is for that purpose that we
"The Girl from Outside," by Rex
Beach.
have put our energy and a considerable
"The executives of the Goldwyn company have seen for the last eight months
part of the wealth at our command into
The continuity of most of these stories
that an entirely new attitude must be the organization of Eminent Authors is already well under way. Production in
Pictures,
which
has
tied
to
us
for
a
long
each case will be under the personal
formulated by producers if they intend
term of years the genius of the most
sunervision of the authors.
to keep pace with the stride of exhib- eminent
novelists in America. The introduction into the motion pictures of
itors and the public. Everything that
has been done in this company since last such conspicuous pictures and famous James Strong Judd
fall has been accomplished with that writers as Rex Beach, Gertrude AtherSuccumbs in East
ton, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Rupert
end in view.
Hughes, Gouverneur Morris, Basil King
NEW
YORK.
— James Strong Judd, a
"Our development in the last eight and Leroy Scott marks a new stage in
son of the late Orange Judd of the
months from day to day has followed in the development of this art.
every step taken a logical and consistent
"From every standpoint we mean to American Agriculturist, died of a complan. The announcement that we are have Goldwyn pictures remain the best
plication of diseases Tuesday at his
home, 925 Park avenue. He was born
now making is not news to us, however
in the world."
much it may be new and extraordinarily
in Flushing, Long Island, in I860 and
striking to the exhibitors everywhere in
was graduated from Wesleyan College
First Pictures Offered
the United States. It is for Goldwyn the
in the class of '85. He immediately enculmination and climax of an idea that
tered the publishing business in Chicago
Exhibitors who avail themselves of the with his father and engaged later in
has been growing, evolving, and has
merit booking policy of Goldwyn will various trade publications. At the time
itself taken shape in the mere process
find a wide choice of pictures. Among^ of his death he held an executive position
of growth.
the first to be offered will be:
Large Studio Is Purchased
in the circulation department of the
"Upstairs"
and "Empty Paradise."
Motion Picture News.
with
Mabel Xormand.
"Six weeks ago this company purchased the largest single studio property
PASSING ON A POPULAR NOVEL
in the world in preparation for the great
future of Goldwyn pictures. I, myself,
have spent months in the effort to secure for us the finest array of brains in
the producing and directing world. I
may be pardoned a certain amount, of
pride when I say that the organization
at Culver City is second to none in motion pictures.
"This
structure
equipmentan
and brainsgreat
enforces
on us of
necessarily
entirely new policy in the means of
bringing our pictures to the attention
of the public. Hereafter no picture issued by Goldwyn will rest on anything
except its own merit. It is a point of
considerable importance and pride with
us that by one swift blow we abolish
any opportunity for any of the evils in
the Goldwyn company which have grown
up generally in connection with motion
picture distribution. We aim here at a
democracy of business to keep pace with
the democracy for which we stand in
American life. We do not intend ever
'to
exhibitor
any of
our force
wares,anyunless
they areto soaccept
meritorious
and attractive that he feels he must have
them. The old system, in which the
good product carried the bad, is gone
who «rulc "The <ii|> «>•' Fury." which ll
HUffhea,
In Rnnert
forever. Each picture now rests upon
inillnir on the l«-f<
The hclim
Samuel
and
Reach luthora
bj Re»
mill willdlacnaaed
be the 40
iir»i
Eminent
feature.Goldwyn, The atorj baa been ndnptei
its own base. It is clear that this puts
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CUTTING

ROOM

Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER

|The English
(Panic
[the news just hot off the
wires that 4,(100 exhibitors in Great Britain
have apparently threatened a boycott of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation productions inthat country, is interesting from
many angles.
The whole action of the theatre owners is
more or less an unreasonable panic doubtless engendered by English producers who
having awakened to the fact that American
films have a wonderful standing in the
English market and that the cessation of
hostilities will in no way affect their continued popularity.
On top of this, the Famous Players-Lasky
Company, in being the pioneers in introducing an American basis production company in England have made the resident
producers appreciate the tremendous power
behind the American industry.
In taking such an action, it is The Reporter's opinion, based on observations
made personally in England a short time
ago. that the British are only running true
to form. The average Englishman is tremendously insular and sees things certainly through colored glasses.
Instead of importing American players and
fighting back with English productions
made to meet the demands of the United
States market, which is several times
greater in actual and potential possibilities
than the English market, they threaten boycott.
If they were to follow out to its logical
conclusions, the idea they had in mind
when they imported American camera experts, they would seem to have a better
opportunity for success.
There is a truth, recognized in all commercial, sales and advertising circles, that
you cannot deprive the public of any commodity to which it has become accustomed,
and which it likes.
There is no doubt the American films,
after minor changes to make them suitable
to the British market, are intensely popular, mainly because they possess a punch
and pep that is unknown to British productions.
The Reporter makes a very safe guess that
the British public will not be denied its
customary diet of American pictures, no
matter what the British theatre managers
may threaten.
Doubtless, the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration will go ciuietly about its way.
without altering its plans in the slightest,
and by theatre amalgamations, create its
own representation throughout the British
Isles.
Universal's Declaration
of Independence
THE ADVERTISEMENT OF THE
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
over Mr. Laemmle's signature in the trade
papers issued June 22 reads to The Reporter as a Declaration of Independence.
We must congratulate Mr. Cochrane on
his forcible and impressive presentation of
his company's attitude in the matter of upholding the rights to players already contracted in the service of the company.
Since Mr. Cochrane has referred to Priscilla Dean in his ad. it is quite permissible
for The Reporter to say that to his knowledge this young lady has been approached
several times with very flattering offers
and quite considerable effort has been put
forth to entice her away from the Universal.
Miss Dean has made great strides, within
the past year, and without doubt it is duf
to the Universal's backing.
Therefore the Universal is entitled to the
fruits of their efforts.
This situation brings us back to an article
which appeared in this page a short time
ago. on the film broker as the curse of
this business.
There is not the slightest doubt that these
brokers, unattached and unresponsible, are
in many cases the people who make the
players dissatisfied with present locations
and inspire in them an unreasonable appetite for huge salaries and unheard of
licenses.
Mr. Cochrane's concluding paragraph "We
are looking for peace, gentlemen, but if
necessary, will light like hell to get it" is
typical, and knowing Mr. Cochrane as I
do. I feel no hesitancy in saying that I
feel sure that he will be as good as his
word.
Tirade
Harrv Crandall's
MR. HARRY CRAN'DALL OF WASHington. well known exhibitor, has broken
into print with a more or less hysterical
jeremiad on the futility of the new Open
Booking system.
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Mr. Crandall claims that it is impossible
for any exhibitor to sit down and pick out
the productions he will play for a matter
of one to three months ahead of time.
In other words, Mr. Crandall apparently
confesses himself as incapable of selecting
those productions that will suit his audience, or else he very naively confesses to
lack of pep due to the heat.
The Exhibitors of the United States have
clamoured for open booking, the right to
be independent and book those pictures
which they want and upon which they know
they will make money, rather than take a
lot of material they don't want, in order
to get the desired subjects.
So great has been this demand that practically every distributing company has rearranged its plans to give pictures to the
exhibitors on this basis, during the coming
If the exhibitor now cries that the basis is
wrong,
confesses to one of
year. thingshe ascertainly
two
stated above. Either his own
lack of ability to individually select his
pictures, or his lack of desire to handle
the extra amount of work that it will involve.
Mr. Crandall intimates in his letter that by
virtue of his strength in his local field, that
he will be able to have just exactly what
he wants, and that the various distributway. ing companies can do just as they please,
but that' he will in the end have his own
It is interesting to hear an exhibitor talk
this way, after the great clamour there
has been in the past year against the socalled
tributor."second story" tactics of the disHaving successfully won the light for open
booking, the great majority of theatres in
done, such letters as Mr. Crandall's certainly do not enhance their victory, or help
their success. The Reporter personally
thinks that the year of 1921 will see the
return of the Star Series plan as a system
approximating this idea, because after all,
even during the present season of open
booking, the great majority of theaters in
the smaller cities throughout the country
will book so many pictures ahead that it
will amount to the same thing in the end.
But if the individual exhibitors wish to
maintain the independence of selection that
they are having this year, they should not
express their opinions as has Mr. Crandall.
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another downtown playhouse but these
were abandoned when Flaherty decided
diately.
to open his books to exhibitors immePraise Exhibitors
For Service in War
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures, in line with its traditions
of maintaining a co-operative attitude
in movements for the public welfare toward all organizations whose activities,
touch its own, dispatched the following
congratulatory telegram to Peter Schaefer, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., in convention
at
St.
Louis,
Peter Schaefer.June 25-28:
America,
President Motion Picture Exhibitors of

An impressing scene from the Pnrnmount-Artcraf
t special, "The White Heather," produced by Maurice Tourneur.
Exhibitors
At

Given

First

Willard

Chance

Feature

in Chicago

Frank J. Flaherty Abandons Pre-Lease Showing
And Opens Books to All Theatre Owners
Before Fight July 4
After practically completing arrangements for introducing "The Challenge
of Chance," starring Jess Willard, in
Chicago by a prelease run at a legitimate
downtown house, Frank J. Flaherty, Chicago manager for the Film Clearing
House, abandoned the plan completely
and opened his books to all exhibitors.
Within twenty-four hours, telephone
calls, telegrams and messengers were
pouring in requesting dates and within
two days, every available print had been
booked solidly from June 29 to Jul}' 4i—
, the
prize date
fight ofin the
whichworld's
Willardchampionship
will defend
his title.
Square Deal for Exhibitors
In explaining his decision, Flaherty
stated that he had given the situation
considerable thought and had decided
that the square thing was to give the
exhibitors
the was
chance
to "clean
while the film
the most
talked up"
of
feature on the market.
"Even without Jess Willard, the Challenge of Chance would go over big," de"In my
opinion,
it is one
of the clared
bestFlaherty,
western
pictures
I have
had
the good fortune to distribute. There
is ac'ion and punch to it seldom equalled.
"Of course,
justknow
beforewhat
the fight,
the
public
wants to
condition
Willard is in. They want to judge for
themselves his chance of winning the
big battle. Top prices can be asked, and
the crowds cannot be accommodated.
I putother
this picture
into there
the Olympic
or "Ifsome
big house,
would
be a tremendous business — but the regular exhibitor would have no share in it.

"The Film Clearing House is not
building for a day — it is building for the
future. I weighed everything and I decided that the exhibitor was entitled to
the picture immediately. So I opened
my books. The response has been gratifying. The exhibitors have responded in
such a way that I have no reason to
regret my decision. And I have made
many friends."
Fight Returns at Theatres
Flaherty devised a clever advertising
point for the theatres which will show
the Willard feature July 4 — that is receiving returns from the fight at Toledo
and announcing the progress of the
battle round by round.
Among the theatres who secured the
holiday date are: the Crawford and
Peoples, Chicago; Gayety, South Chicago; Grand, Gary, Ind.; Bijou, Racine.
Wis.; Liberty, Davenport, la.; Bijou,
Hammond, Ind., and Dutchess, Peoria,
111.
As exploitation aids for the film will
be changed after the fight, Flaherty made
no effort to secure bookings after July 4.
Exhibitors who insisted, however, were
given playing dates.
The Woods Theatre Incident
The Woods theatre, a loop playhouse,
was originally to have shown "The Challenge ofcentage
Chance"
in Chicago
on a date
perbasis. After
the opening
had been announced and the feature advertised extensively, the theatre management asked a flat rental
for three weeks.
The proposition was42 turned down.
Negotiations were then opened with

Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo.
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures, as a volunteer organization
composed
overin two
tative ofcitizens
Newhundred
York represenCity and
throughout the United States, requests
you to convey to the convention our
appreciation of the splendid part which
the exhibitors of this country played in
furthering the interests of the government during the war. Their gratuitous
donation of program time for addresses
of Libery loan speakers, the extensive
use by them of films of patriotic nature
and the donation of their theatres for
war benefits have involved altogether a
contribution of stupendous financial and
propaganda value. This contribution is
eloquent testimony to the loyalty and
generosity of the exhibitors.
patriotic
It is further significant in view of the
their twelve milaccorded
support
lion daily
patronsby whose tastes and
wishes they must respect in the character
and conduct of their entertainments. It
thus constitutes strikingly conclusive
evidence of the strength of the sentiment
for American democratic principles and
institutions. We congratulate the exhibitors upon the service they have rendered, and now that peace is virtually
restored, look upon it as earnest of further wise and progressive policies on
common welpart
their fare
both in
of promoting
individual the
communities
and
the nation as a whole. In the execution
of such policies the National Board of
Review would record its willingness to
heartily co-operate with the exhibitors in
every
interest.possible way as being in the public
ThePictures.
National Board of Review of Motion
W. D. McGuire. Jr..
Executive Secretary.
Theatre

Tax Question
Put Off Until Fall
WASHINGTON. D. C— Although it
was originally planned to begin the general tariff hearings in July, it is not no expected that they will be held befo
August, and possibly not until Septe
ber. The pressure of other work — a
propriation bills. League of Nations, rai
roads, etc. — and the vacation over Inwill push these heardependence Day. weeks.
ings back several
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Stories Will Force
Small
Producer-Distributor
Consolidations
Which
Will Burden
Exhibitors

"The next year will see new consolida:ions, realignments and affiliations, particularly on the part of the smaller producer-distributor concerns if they are to
compete successfully with the larger concorns.
"Suchthatreorganization
not doubt
mean
these affiliatedwill
concerns
will,
by the issuing of stock and securities
place
on their
on thetheir
basisownof values
what they
think'assets'
they
ought to get out of it.
the the
exhibitor
be called
upon
to "And
shoulder
burden will
of their
enormous
caoitalizations."
This is the remarkable prediction of
W. W. Hodkinson. head of the \Y. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, issued in a
twenty-page booklet addressed to the ex*hibitors of the United States.
Continuing, he declares that in no
other way can many of the producerexhibitorsbauchescontinue
longother
deof bidding "after
againsttheeach
for stars,
directors,
and books."
Prepares
to Meet
Situation
Mr. Hodkinson's
theIn great
crises of the opinion,
motion one
pictureof
industry is imminent.
He believes that his organization is
the only one that sees this present condition clearly. He declares that his is
the only organization that has been
building for years to meet this condiwhich "exhibitors
unthinkingly
helped tion,
to create,
thereby menacing
their
own independence."
His is the only organization, he dethat, at theof critical
moment,
have a clares,stream
life blood
for "will
your
theatre that you will be able to obtain
under conditions that will swell your
profits instead of swallowing them," and
"will be able to use the general confusion for the exhibitor's and its own interest."
Causes Unusual Comment
The pamphlet, which is already being
distributed, has caused spirited comment among exhibitors, exchange men,
distributors and producers.
Whether they agree or disagree. Mr.
Hodkinson has "made tnem talk."
In his foreword. Mr. Hodkinson reviews his record during the past twelve
years, pointing to the fact that he has
frequently made predictions, challenged
at the time, which later proved to be
correct.
And in conclusion asks "If W. W.
Hodkinson's record shows that he has
been consistently right for the last
twelve years, isn't it fair to assume that
he may be right now: that the developments he foresees in the industry for the
next twelve months are as certain as the
developments he has foreseen for the
last 144 months?"
Review of His Record
In reviewing his record, in the booklet. Mr. Hodkinson introduces himself as
beginning in the film business in 1907
in Ogden, Utah. That was in the days
of the "nickel store-show."
He opened a film exchange as representative of a Chicago concern, with a

salary of $13. Then he and his partner
bought
out one
nickela
store shows,
fittedofit the
up, town's
established
policy of changing films weekly instead
of every other day and charged 10 cents
admission.
Although competitors laughed at what
they
his and
"folly,"
proved termed
successful
withinthetwo venture
years,
he had bought out both of his competitors. He then established a protective
ruling for his territory and would rent
his films only to houses charging 10
cents admission. It proved a boon to
theatres, and for the first time established the policy of "higher admission,
longer run, and better pictures."
Hodkinson Invades Chicago
In 1908, Mr. Hodkinson was called to
Chicago as general manager of his concern, and determined to prove the 10cent, long-run idea a success.
He show
boughtonoutXorth
a daily-change
store
Clark street,5-cent
and
after fixing it up, arranged a one-hour
show with a twice-a-week change and
charged 10 cents. He was again scoffed
at, but the place returned $30 profit the
first week, and profit increased regularly from then on.
Returning to Ogden. he took over the
exchange for that territory to protect
the film supply for his theatres and then
opened up a new and larger theatre to
compete with two big new theatres that
had started in his absence.
The Motion Picture Patents Company
has just been formed and a Salt Lake
Exchange was fighting Hodkinson. A
truce was made, whereby duplication of
film was eliminated to the profit of both
the exchanges and exhibitors.
Plan Is Extended
During the next few years. Mr. Hod-

W. W. HODKINSOX
w ho predict*filiations onn\
and afn part consolidations
of smaller producers
and distributors. 43

kinson extended his longer run, higher
price policy to Salt Lake. Los Angeles.
San Francisco. Seattle, Spokane, Butte
and Denver, despite spirited opposition
of competitors and criticism of newsIt wasdiction ininthe1910,
made created
a prepapers.
Film that
Indexhe which
a storm of merriment at the time, but
which
doesn't sound funny now. It was
as
follows:
"You, will see picture theatres, showing
pictures only, running all evening performances, programs changed weekly, pictures
accompanied by orchestras, lecturers, effects, in every large city; prices up to fifty
cents, and attended by people in evening
dress — no, not yet for a while; the baby
must
learn Hodkinson
to creep before
he walks."
In 1913.
withdrew
from the
General Film Company, which he had
connected himself, because his associates
did not believe the 10-cent theatre could
be extended to the east. His next step
was to form his own concern, the Progres ive, in California: contract for the
first thirty Famous Players productions,
then the biggest thing on the open market horizon, • for California. Arizona.
Xevada. Oregon and Washington, and
announce he would release a weekly fivereel program.
Exhibitors pronounced his plan too
"highbrow," so Hodkinson took the Cort
Theatre in San Francisco, put in an orchestra and two machines and showed
"Les Miserable" at 50 cents admission
for orchestra seats and 25 cents for the
balcony. It was a knockout.
The Beginning of Paramount
Hodkinson then organized Paramount
with himself as president as a distributing organization to take the best of the
Bosworth Famous Players, and Lasky
Pictures and to select from the best of
the pictures in the open market.
Speaking of his leaving Paramount in
1916, ofMr.theHodkinson
"was of
forced
out
presidencysaysbyhe three
his
associates acting under dictation of the
producers." He "stood flatly against
coming
under producer
domination"
"a distributor
to filfill his
function as
to
the exhibitor must always be absolutely
independent."
Forms the Hodkinson Corporation
In 1917 Mr. Hodkinson formed the
W. W. Hodkinson corporation, which
he would
describes
"a company
he
haveas financial
as welloveras which
moral
control, a company which could never
be sold out over his head, a company
which could never come under either
producer or exhibitor domination, a
company which would always be absolutely independent, always able to serve
both producer and exhibitor, fairly and
equitably,
to their
mutual hisprofit."
After firmly
establishing
company,
in 1918. he sprang a bombshell on the
industry early in 1919 by announcing an
open sales booking plan, which has since
been adopted by most of the big companies.
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Marjorie Daw
Will Become
Star
In Marshall Neilan Productions
Leading Lady for Douglas Fairbanks Signs
Series to Be Distributed by First National
Exhibitors Circuit
Marjorie Daw, who has been leading
lady for Douglas Fairbanks for the past
two years, has been signed by Marshall
Xeilan to appear in the productions to
be made by him for the First National
Exhibitors Circuit.
Miss Daw first attracted attention in
the productions of Cecil De Mille and
following this played a leading part in
several Mary Pickford pictures. She
was then selected for the enviable position of playing opposite the one ahd only
"Doug."
It was
during
engage-of
ment she rose
almost
to thethisheights
stardom playing in "Mr. Fix-It," "He
Comes Up Smiling," "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo" and in fact, in practically every Fairbanks picture produced
during the two years just ended.
Fairbanks Contract Expires
Miss Daw's Fairbanks contract expires at the conclusion of . her present
picture with the athletic star. She will,
after a short rest, start immediately with
Marshall Neilan. Her first part under
her new contract will afford her perhaps
the most wonderful opportunities of her
career.
New Milwaukee Firm
With Sanford M. Cohn, president and
treasurer, the U. C. Films, Inc., has
opened offices at 133 Second street, Milwaukee. It will specialize in film trailers and making films of local events.

It will be - the leading role in Mr.
Neilan's first independent production on
"The Eternal Three." It is expected
that following this picture Miss Daw
will be launched as a star.
Owing to her long connection with
the Fairbanks organization much surprise has been indicated because of this
latest move on the part of Miss Daw.
Has Confidence in Neilan
Regarding
this, enjoy
she said,
"I don't
believe I will ever
another
engagement as I did that with the Fairbanks
company, but of course, I am not in the
motion pictures solely for enjoyment. I
believe Mr. Neilan to be absolutely the
best director for anyone who is ambitious to advance to that point where
they may be designated as a star. I
have read the first story to be produced and the part assigned to me is
one worthy of an actress of far more
experience than I have had. Yet I
firmly
Mr.Thus
Neilan's
directionbelieve
I can that
do itunder
justice.
you
see I am making this change because I
think
opportunities
are to
better."
Mr. the
Fairbanks
declined
comment
upon the matter.

HELEN HOLMES
"Who Serial
has just
on her latest
for started
the S. L,.worlc
K. Company.

S. L. K. Company
Enters Field;
Presents Helen
Holmes
in Serial
Popular

Star Supported

Appear

Serial stars take no ehnnees these <ln>s,
M •!>"• Braadti Ike Q, w. of I nlveraal'a
nitIiiI ofn#*parlmriit.
William I'licoft.
elilrf
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by Exceptional

Cast Will

in Series of Screen Thrillers — Jack
Levering to Play Opposite
The serial will be directed by Donald
Helen Holmes, who gained an enviable name for herself in a number of Mackenzie, whose fame as a director has
long since been established. He has such
thrilling railroad serials, has been signed
by the S. L. K. Company and began
successes as "The Perils of Pauline,"
work last week on a new serial for that "The Shielding Shadow," "The Seven
company.
Pearls" and others to his credit.
The advertising and publicity camMiss Holmes has the reputation of
paign will be directed by S. G. Sladdin,
being one of the most daring women of
the screen and it is said in her new story who directed "The Crimson Stain Mysshe will outdo her former work in every
tery"produced
serial, one of
in the
somemost
time.successful
way. She will be surrounded by an all- serials
One
of
the
most
complete
exploitastar
cast of serial favorites, it is announced.
tion campaigns ever conducted for an
independent serial is being planned and
In her support will appear Lieutenant
will be started within the next week or
Jack Levering, of old-time Vitagraph
ten days, it is said. S. S. Krellberg, who
fresh from the battlefields of Eu- exhibited the last Francis Ford serial,
fame, rope,
decorated and knighted by King
will direct the executive and production
end of the company.
George for exceptional valor — the same
Helen Holmes needs no introduction
old, devil-may-care, fearless Jack Leveragain — a
the screen
will appear
real inghero,
and upon
not just
a hero of the to the serial loving public. She is rated
as oneular serial
of the
spectacmotion pictures.
star most
of thedaring
presentandday.
She
established this reputation in her first
Supporting Cast Selected
"Bill" Black, who has appeared in serial, "The Hazards of Helen." the first
many successes: Leslie King, who has big railroad serial ever produced. This
the reputation of being one of the most
"The Girl "The
in the Lass
Game."of
versatile men on the screen and who lays was
"The followed
Railroadby Raiders."
claim to having interpreted at least three
the
I.nmbcrlands"
and
"The
Lost
Exhundred parts; Frank Wunderlee, who
his reputation in "The Carter
Miss Holmes' story will be far more
gained
Case" and appeared in several serials sensational than anything she has ever
with Pearl White; Nellie Lindrith, Floyd attempted. Effort or money will not be
Buckley and manv other favorites of spared to make it one of the towering
serial fame will also have prominent
successes of the serial field.
parts.
press."
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Buys
Comedies

at $750,000

Formed

Reissues of "The Floorwalker"
And Other Favorites
a free hand and as much time as he
Announcement is made that the negawanted. He originated the stories, seive rights to the twelve Mutual-Chaplin
lected his own caste, directed them himomedies have been acquired by the
self and was restricted neither in time
Ilark-Cornelius Corporation and that a
ew edition of the famous series will be nor in money. They were titled, edited
issued in the fall through Exhibitors
and assembled by Mr. Chaplin.
Mutual.
Made Chaplin Popular
The principal figures in the deal are
William J. Clark, president of Exhibitors
"They are the pictures which really
Mutual Distributing Corporation, and H. made Chaplin the popular comedian
that he is today. They were made in the
C. Cornelius, vice-president of Exhibitors
Mutual.
most satisfactory length, two reels each.
Negotiations for the purchase out- Every one has been established as a
right of the twelve Chaplin negatives
box-office money-getter. Not one of
them fell down on expectations.
have been in progress for some month-;
between Mr. Clark and Mr. Cornelius
"I consider them the Chaplin classics.
I believe that they represent the acme
and the directors of the Lone Star Corporation, which produced them.
of motion picture comedy. I do not believe that they will be equalled in a long
Foreign Rights Included
The purchase includes not only the
The twelve comedies were made under
American rights to the twelve produc- the famous $670,000 a year contract betions, but foreign rights as well. It was
time." tween Chaplin and the Lone Star Corconcluded only after stiff competition in
poration. Itwas the first big salary ever
which half a dozen film syndicates bid paid in the motion picture business and
for the negatives.
to be, at the time the conThe Clark-Cornelius Corporation has was reported
tract was closed in 1916, the largest
been organized with a capital stock of salary ever paid any person.
$750,000, all of which has been subscribed
The public and the industry were asand paid in. The corporation will be
tounded to learn that such a fabulous
confined to Mr. Clark, Mr. Cornelius and figure could be paid to a comedian for
three or four other close associates in his work. The contract was financed on
the Exhibitors Mutual Corporation. The
officers and directors are: William J. LeSalle street, Chicago, Chaplin went
and "The FloorwalkClark, president; L. A. Cornelius, vice- west er,"immediately
first of the series, was such a tremenpresident, and H. C. Cornelius, secretary
dous
success
that
the industry had to
and treasurer.
admit that the Chaplin contract was not
For more than three weeks — ever since
the Lone Star Corporation exercised its as "crazy" as it had seemed.
option to withdraw the original prints
Many Favorites Included
from circulation — the competition for the
The series included besides "The
negatives has been spirited, and it was
not until late last week that it was defi- Floorwalker," the following: "The Fireman," "Behind the Screen," "One A. M.,"
nitely known that the Clark-Cornelius
Corporation had acquired them.
Neither Mr. Clark, Mr. Cornelius, nor
any one else identified with the ClarkCornelius Corporation, nor with the
Lone Star Corporation, was willing to
say at what figure the negatives had been
acquired, nor to furnish a clue which
would furnish the basis for an estimate.
Negotiations Take Weeks
"We
been Lone
in negotiation
with the
officers have
of the
Star Corporation
for
weeks,"
saidthat
Mr.theClark,
hand
have several
just been
notified
negatives
have been sold to us. We intend to retitle them, get out a complete new line
of advertising accessories and issue them
in new edition some time early in the
autumn.
"As an exhibitor as well as distributor,
I consider the Chaplin special comedies
made by the Lone Star Corporation the
most profitable series of pictures that
was ever produced. I have talked with
several hundred exhibitors and have
checked carefully the box-office revenue
which these productions brought in, and
I believe I can make that statement without fear of successful contradiction.
WILLIAM J. CLARK
"They
were They
made are
by the
Charles
Chaplin
at his prime.
first pictures
President
of
Corpora-to
45
he ever made strictly without interferlion, which thehasClark-Cornelius
purchased
negatives
ence. Mr. Chaplin was given completely
the twelve Mutual-Chaplin Comedies.

"The Pawnshop," "The Count," "The
Vagabond," "Easy Street," "The Rink,"
"The Cure," "The Immigrant" and "The
Adventurer." "The Adventurer." last of
the1917.
series, was released in November
of
The Lone Star Corporation contracted
with the Mutual Film Corporation for
distribution of the pictures which were
sold on a straight series basis.
When Exhibitors Mutual Distributing
Corporation took over the Mutual exchanges last November, the prints then
in the exchanges were continued in circulation, but early in May the Lone Star
Corporation exercised its option and
withdrew them. Exhibitors Mutual insisted upon fulfillment of the contracts
then in existence with exhibitors, subfour weeks'
whichject to adelayed
their cancellation
withdrawal clause,
for a
month.
Instead of putting back into circulation the old prints which were virtually
worn out from use, the Clark-Cornelius
Corporation will issue entirely new
prints, but not until new titles have been
inserted and new posters prepared.
See Great Demand
The new edition will be issued at intervals of four to six weeks. The first
release
will
"The significant
Floorwalker."
One of thebe most
facts in
connection with the issuance of the new
edition of the series is that all of the
series on which prints in a fit condition
were available in the eastern exchanges
of Exhibitors Mutual were booked by
Dr. Hugo
Reisenfeld,
director
the Rivoli
and Rialto
theatres,
New of
York,
for
presentation in his famous theatres, and
that in every section of the United States
there has been a demand for the pictures
for second, third and fourth runs in the
most palatial and the largest theatres.
"The public never grows tired of these
Chaplins
I doubtin ifcommenting
they ever will."
said
H. C. and
Cornelius
upon
plans
for
the
new
edition.
"The
lack
suitable prints, of prints which wouldof
hang together at all, is the only thing
that has prevented every one of the
twelve
into city
the for
biggest
first-run
houses going
in every
a third
and
fourth run."
New York Crowd Riots
To See Sennett Feature
NEW YORK. — Personal appearance
of the Mack Sennett bathing girls with
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" caused a
near-riot at the opening performance at
the Broadway theatre, Sunday night,
when 10,000 people tried to jam into a
theatre built to seat 6,000.
After the hinges had been torn from
the front doors and the ticket booth
pushed back into the lobby by the surging crowd, police reserves were called
out. It is estimated that 4,000 people
were turned away the opening night.
New Paramount Theatre
DES MOINES, IA.— T. W. Bryant,
who has operated the Gem Theatre at
Oelwein, Iowa, for the past four years,
will break ground July 1 for a new motion picture theatre at Oelwein. He
has purchased a downtown site, 50x140,
and will build an 800-seat house costing
$60,000. It will be called the Paramount.
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mezzanine floor containing a large well
hole. There will be a large open fireplace in the center of the mezzanine
with promenades, smoking room, check
room, and drinking fountains. Double
proscenium boxes will be erected on
each side of the stage and the new balwill have athetriple'
boxes, conyextending
full row
widthofofloge
its
front. A new main ceiling will be • installed with a large sounding board extending over the proscenium arch and
boxes which is designed to improve the
acoustic properties of the theatre.
Constance

MARY PK KFORD
And Rear Admiral J. T. Cowle, U. S. N.
He invited Little Mary to raise the historie George Washington pennant on the
battleship Texas in New York harbor
July 4. She was forced to deeline, as she
Is bnsy on two productions which must
be completed by October 15.
Marcus

Loew

Build

New

Will
Theatre

Leases Valuable Property in
Indianapolis for New
Playhouse
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.— Property for
a proposed theatre site, involving investment of $4,786,000, has been leased for
ninety-nine years to Marcus Loew, of
New York. The transaction is believed
to have been the largest financial deal
concerning the amount of real estate involved ever negotiated in Indiana.
The property has a frontage of ninetythree feet in Pennsylvania street, a depth
of 202J/2 feet in Court street and extends
in the shape of an "L" on Market street,
where it has a frontage of sixty-five feet.
Mr. Loew has announced that he will
contract for the construction of a theatre and an office building, involving of
expenditure of between $500,000 and
$1,000,000.
Remodel Kansas City House
KANSAS CITY, MO.— M. L. Morton,
manager of construction for Marcus
Loew, New York, has been in Kansas
City for two weeks making final arrangements for the alteration of the old Garden theatre at Thirteenth and McGee
streets. The contract was awarded to
the Edelman-Fleming Construction Company and the work of remodeling will
start immediately and it is planned to
reopen the theatre September 1.
At present practically all scats have
been removed and the work of wrecking
the interior is well under way. It is
planned to remove the two present balconies and replace them with one large
balcony, after a modern fashion with a

Binney

Will

Be Starred by Realart
Constance Binney, who scored a success in "Thirty-nine East," will star in
motion pictures for the new Realart
Pictures Corporation. A contract has
been closed which assures her appearance in Realart pictures for several
years. Miss Binney will continue her
stage
workgoin on"Thirty-nine
East,"
and
later will
tour with the
Rachel
Crothers' play.
She made her first screen appearance
in Maurice Tourneur's production of
"Sporting Life," adapted from the Drufy
Lane melodrama. Because of her aptitude for photo-dramatic impersonation. Miss Kinney was cast for leads
with John Barrymore in two Famous
Players-Lasky pictures. "Here Comes
the Bride!" and "The Test of Honor."
Miss Binney's first vehicle with Realart
is "Erstwhile Susan," the Broadway
success of a season or two ago with Mrs.
Fiske as the exactly
star. Miss
personality
fits Binney's
the part piquant
of the
engaging Mennonite maid, Barnabetta,
in "Erstwhile Susan."
It is probable
that be
Misspublished
Binney's while
first
Realart
picture will
"Thirty-nine East" is on tour. In that
event it is more than likely that the production will be shown at the same time
as the play in the cities where the play
is scheduled to appear.
Moore

Theatre

Will

Fischer Features
Will Produce At
Thanhouser Studio
B. A. Rolfe, A. H. Fischer
And Charles Logue
Form Company
A. H. Fischer Features, Inc., is the
corporate title of the producing firm incorporated byB. A. Rolfe, A. H. Fischer
and Charles A. Logue.
The new
firm towillfollow
produce
series haso"
special
features
one awhich
just
Rolfe been
and made
which bywillMessrs.
soon beFischer
ready anJ
to
the market. No announcement has ye
been made as to the nature of this subject, the sponsors having preferred to
work quietly
during thehowever,
production
riod. It is expected,
that pean
announcement will be made soon.
Logue to Adapt Stories
In the making of its product the new
company will follow a well defined policy of showmanship outlined by Mr.
Rolfe. Only subjects that offer the widest
possible appeal through the box office
will be picturized.
In this connection contracts have
been tion
signed
new corporasecures awhereby
number the
of stories
written
by one who is generally conceded to be
the most popular novelist of the day.
Charles A. Logue will make the screen
adaptations from the originals.
Production to Begin Soon
The new organization will occupy the
Thanhouser studios in New Rochelle,
X. Y., Mr. Fisher having acquired the
property by purchase during the last
few days from Crawford Livingston and
his associates. Production will be
started as soon as certain improvements
are made at the studio. At that time
a detailed
of the company's
plans
will bestatement
forthcoming.
The offices of A. H. Fischer Features,
Inc., are located at 18 East 41st street,
New York. All pictures produced by
the company will be presented by Mr.
Rolfe.

Change to Vaudeville
WASHINGTON, D. C— Two of the
Moore chain of theatres have been
closed for the summer, during which
time they
and Strand,
decorated. Onewill
of be
the repainted
houses, the
will reopen as a high-class vaudeville
house in the early fall; the other, the
Garden, will continue to present motion
pictures.
The Garden will have a larger orchestra when it reopens, the experience
of the theatre having been that music
playsfilms.
an important part in the production
of
World Exchange Moved
The World Film Corporation has
moved its Salt Lake exchange from 135
E, 2nd South street to 00 Exchange place.
Haddon Stephens, the local manager,
now claims to have the best furnished
exchange in the city.
Rubens in Western Drama
Alma Rubens will make her second
appearance in a Robertson-Cole production when Exhibitors Mutual release "A
Man's Country," a 46
western drama.

noioi \ T KIM IDGE
in "The \\n> of ii WonAn," a forthconitiifl
Select i»in>.
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•
Doubted by Zukor
Believes Situation Is Not as
Serious as Reported—
Explains Incident
NEW YORK. — Adolph Zukor. president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation .answering a cabled report from
London that British representatives of
the cinema trade in England and Ireland,
in a war on .American pictures, had resolved to boycott all film products of
this company until it separated from a
large exhibiting company just formed,
explained the relations of his organization with the exhibiting concern.
Zukor Makes Statement
"In view of the absence of any report
from our London office," he said, "we
cannot take the report of this alleged
boycott seriously. However, the fact of
the matter is that soon after the organization of the Famous Players-Lasky
British Producers, Ltd., by Major David
Davies, M. P.. well known coal land
owner; Major Norman Holden. Alexander Nisbet. \V. J. Burdon Evans, Albert
Hirst, the woolen manufacturer; A. W.
Kerley. Thomas Wrigley, banker; J. H.
Kippax, J. G. Thompson. George Isaac
and Abraham Collins, who are among
the strongest and most progressive financiers in the United Kingdom, the same
gentlemen organized a corporation
known as Picture Play Houses, Ltd..
with a capitalization of $5,000,000. to
build and operate large motion picture
theatres in Great Britain.
"Our participation
this ofnew
corporation isonly to the in
extent
assuring
to' it a tures,
consistent
supply
motion picincluding both
thoseof produced
in
the United States and those produced by
us in England with British artists, authors and directors."
Particulars- in Dispatch
According to the dispatch which called
forth Mr. Zukor's statement, the reported resolution of antagonism wapassed unanimously at a conference of
hundreds of film delegates at Glasgow,
the date for the boycotting of the Ameriphotoplays-Associations.
to be fixed byThe
the refusal
Councilcanof Trade
to book these pictures, it was stated,
would continue until the Famous Players-Lasky group gave the trade satisfactory guarantee? that they have dissociated themselves from the exhibiting
body.
A bitter struggle is looked for between
the American film interests and 4.000
British exhibitors. Mass meetings of
proprietors and investors have been arranged in London and the twelve largest
provincial cities. This campaign is generally regarded here as a move by the
British producers to recapture with the
close of the war their home film market,
which was taken from them during the
conflict by the American product.
Griffith Play Draws
"Broken Blossoms" has entered upon
its fifth big week in Chicago and continues with unabated popularity at the
Illinois theatre.
First Joe Martin Ready
The first of the Joe Martin animal
comedies titled "Monkey Stuff" will be
published the week of July 6 by Universal.
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Billy

Wins

Right

to

West

in Comedies

Courts Award Frederick J. Ireland Exclusive Right to Services of Popular
Screen Comedian
Judge Samuel Alschuler of the United States district court of Chicago
has awarded Frederick J. Ireland, president of the Emerald Motion Picture
Company, the exclusive rights to the services of Billy West, comedian
whose funny antic< have amused motion picture fans throughout the world
for several years.
In a decision rendered Monday. June 30. the tribunal denied the application of the Bulls Eye Film Corporation for any injunction restraining
Billy West from carrying out his contract for the production of a series of
comedies at the Emerald studios.
Follows Litigation of Six Weeks
The award brings to a close one of the most bitterly fought lawsuits
over the services of a film star in the history of the industry. The hearing
began May 19. and has claimed the attention of the federal court almost
continuously since then.
First Publication in Fall
Confident that he would win. Mr. Ireland refused to allow the law suit to inThe first of the new Billy West feature
terfere with his elaborate plans for ex- comedies are to come to the screen in
ploiting the new Billy West series and
September, preceded by a thorough exas soon as the decision has been renploitation campaign which will reach
every city in the United States and Canada. Many novel ideas in advertising
have been devised.
Titles to the first of the series will
not be announced until shortly before
publication, as a special effort to secure
phrases which will make a strong appeal to the public has been made, and
Mr. Ireland does not care to take the
chance of other companies making use
of them.
Following announcement of the new
series several weeks ago. the Emerald
company has received numerous inquiries
from exhibitors as to terms, dates and
other details, indicating a strong demand
for the product.
Has Made Many Successes
Billy West is known to every motion
picture theatre fan in the country. He
started his screen career in King Bee
Billy West comedies, and among his
most
productions
"Cupid's
Rival."popular
"The Pest."
"Back were
Stage."
"The
Slave." "The Hero" and "The Candy
in i.i.v \\ ES I
Kid." Before appearing in pictures he
1 * oawarded
pu I :i r roiiirflinn.
«ho*eMotion
services
are
was a vaudeville entertainer.
to Knierald
PtetOM
< onipany by Federal Court.
dered the studios were ready for the I tica, N. Y., May Permit
resumption of producing activity.
Sunday Motion Pictures
Attorney Frank J. McDermott repreN. Y. — The Common Council
sented Mr. Ireland and the Emerald Mo- is UTICA.
considering an ordinance which will
tion Picture Company in the suit.
permit the showing of motion pictures on
Three Comedies Completed
afternoon and evenings.
Three of the new comedies have al- Sunday
The ordinance presented by Alderman
ready been completed and a fourth is in
Goldbas reads beaspermitted
follows: in"that
motion
the course of making. The carefully as- pictures
the city
on
sembled cast was kept intact for the the first shall
day of the week, not earlier
resumption of the work.
Mr. Ireland believes that with the than 2 o'clock in the afternoon and not
preparation he has given these comedies,
later than 11 o'clock at night."
thorough, sane and intelligent direction,
I. Bernstein Injured
well-balanced casts and requisite sets,
that the little comedian will surprise
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.— While I.
Bernstein, general manager of the Nathe industry, and meet the most exacttional Film Company of America stuing tastes for clean and amusing comdios, was showing his new secretary over
edy situations.
the
W.
H. Clifford studios which the
Every little detail of preparation and
production has been given careful at- National company has just acquired he
tention. Nothing has been rushed
ran a large nail into his foot. Mr. Bernstein expects no serious trouble from
through. Neither time or expense are
the
accident, although it has confined
being
spared
to
make
the
series
successful.
him to his home.
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Establish
Depots

SERIAL

STAR

in Canada

Hiram Abrams Announces 'Big Four' Will Handle
Own
Product Throughout
Dominion —
Name A. C. Berman Toronto Manager
Hiram Abrams announced this week
A. C. Berman Is Selected
that plans had been perfected whereby
A. C. Berman, well known in Xew
United Artists Corporation would dis- England and New York, has been appointed sales manager of the Toronto
tribute its productions of Mary PickDistributing
Depotraised
of the
Four."in
ford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fair- Mr.
Berman was
and "Big
educated
banks and D. W. Griffith through its Boston and is a graduate of the Boston
own offices in Canada.
University Law School. For the last
Mr. Berman has been idenThere has been much speculation re- twelve tifiedyears
with big business interests in New
garding the Canadian distribution of the
England and in Massachusetts particularly. He was personally interested in
"Big
Four" pictures,
to this timeof
the company
has madebut noup statement
amusement enterits plans. All rumors and reports that severalprisesimportant
and is splendidly equipped for
have been circulated have been absohis important post.
lutely unofficial and as will be seen from
Mr. Berman has already made several
this outpresent
statement,
entirely
withtrips to Canada in connection with his
foundation.
new work" and will very shortly open
permanent offices for United Artists
Establish Depot at Toronto
Corporation
in Toronto.
United Artists Corporation has selected the city of Toronto for the establishment of its first Canadian DistributRobertson-Cole Sell
ing Depot. Pictures will be published
in Canada
simultaneously
with
their
reCanadian Interests
lease in the United States. This means,
therefore,
that
the
company's
first
picture, a Douglas Fairbanks picture, will Toronto Corporation Buys
be made public on September first in
OutputTifor Canada and
Canada, just as it will be on this side of
the border.
Exchanges
It is pointed out by Mr. Abrams that
XEW YORK. — In a transaction reprethe handling of United Artists Corporasenting approximately $500,000, the Exhibition's
pictures
will
be
identical
both
in
the States and in Canada. In other
tors Distributing Corporation of Toronto
words, the same strong, central policy
making impossible any outside control has just purchased for all of Canada the entire Robertson-Cole output of fifty-two
over
the pictures
of the too.
"Big ItFour."
will
be exercised
in Canada,
has been
pictures for the coming year ; the three exmade clear in previous statements that
changes owned by the Mutual Film CorUnited Artists Corporation will at all
poration, Ltd., Canadian subsidiary of the
times and in all places handle its own
Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation
of
the
United States : and the Dominproduct; no outside booking agency, cirion interests in all the productions which
cuit or exchange will in any way control or influence the booking of United up to this time have been issued in Canada
by Exhibitors Mutual. These features inArtists' pictures.
clude the Mutual owned. Affiliated. EmpireMutual, American-Mutual. Powell-Mutual.
Horkheimer-Mutual productions, comedies,
scenic and other short reel subjects.
Takes Over Its Exchanges
The Mutual exchanges which come into
possession of the Exhibitors Distributing
Corporation are located in St. Johns. Tothese exchanges extends the activities of
ronto, and Montreal. The purchases of
the Canadian organization from one end of
the Dominion to the other, and will establish it as the foremost distributor of motion pictures in Canada.
Arthur Cohen, son of Judge Cohen of
Toronto, and president of the Kxhibitors
Distributing Corporation, represented his
company in the deal. He was assisted in
his arrangements by Harr Kaufman, who
was formerly general manager of distribution of J. J. Allen in Canada. Mr. Cohen
and Mr. Kaufman were in New York last
week to sign the contract.
Corporation Is Sustained
The Exhibitors Distributing Corporation
is one of the most substantial in the Do\\ I I.I.I \ >l II I SHELL
minion, but heretofore has devoted its efforts to handling only special features such
id. katerlcM i-'iim i ». «iar iii "\ Bporttafl
as "Mickey" With the purchase of the
48

CHARLES A. HUTCHISON
Great Gamble"
in "The
Whowith willAnneappear
Luther,
a Western
Photoplay product published by Pathe.
Robertson-Cole product. Mr. Cohen looks
forward to the day when his firm will become the leader of distribution in Canada.
From the Robertson-Cole viewpoint, the
Canadian deal represents the most important transaction completed by its foreign departments since the arrangements which allied it with Jury's Imperial Pictures. Ltd.
of London, foremost distributors of motion pictures in the British Isles.

Biggest First Run
Houses Continuing
W. W. To
Hodkinson
con4 Sahara"
Book Corporation
tinues to announce the closing of contracts with the biggest first run houses
and circuits of the United States for J.
Parker Read. Jr.'s. powerful special production, "Sahara," starring Louise
Glaum, written by C. Gardner Sullivan
and personally supervised by Allan
Dwan.
Contracts for immediate first run
showings have been closed during the
past
with Ruben and
and St.Finkelstein, few
both days
for Minneapolis
Paul,
as well as for subsequent showings in
the entire chain of theatres operated by
this powerful company in the Twin
Cities.
In Los Angeles "Sahara" will be presented at Miller's big California Theatre,
contracts having been closed with Harry
Leonhardt, the managing director.
The biggest circuit contract of the
week was closed b> Charles Henschel,
the Philadelphia manager for the Hodkinson organization, with the Mastbaum-Stanley Company for one hundred
days introlledthe
booked
or con-in
by thetheatres
Mastbaum
interests
Delaware.
and
Pennsylvania, Xew Jersey
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Fox Salesmen Start
Two Month Contest
For Bud Fisher Cup
After Complete
Reorganization
\\ infield R. Sheehan, general manIncreases Number of Exchanges in Country to
ager of the Fox Film Corporation, has
inaugurated
a special sales drive on the
Twenty— Will Distribute New Short
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons, which
Features Beginning July 21
will continue to August 31. The salesman securing the largest number of con"We won't stand for padding, long
W ith reorganization completed, plans
tracts in proportion to the size of his
approved for moving general offices titles, and tiresome close-ups." declared
Eckels. "Every feature we publish is territory is to receive a silver loving cup
from Indianapolis to Chicago, and four going
to have real merit and action every
offered by Bud Fisher, creator of Mutt
new branch offices opening in Los AnFor the new super-short features, the and Jeff.
geles, San Francisco, Seattle and Dallas minute."
company is planning exploitation
Among the salesmen who will partithe Capital Film Company is about to Capital
on the same scale as those supplied
cipate in the contest ana tne exchanges
expand itself into one of the largest aids
for five-reel features. There will be to which they are attached are the folproducing-distributing companies in the large photographs supplied the exhibitlowing: H. C. Simpson, G. Hoffman,
country.
as well as one, three, six and twentyfour ors,sheets.
Charles Weatherly, Atlanta; R. F. McThree producing companies are now
Kay, M. C. Eberstein, C. Phillips, R. J.
It is Capital's
to make
at work at Los Angeles preparing two features
and not determination
fillers of their
short
Murray, H. Eskin. A. F. Walters, D. E.
reel super-feature productions. Early in subjects.
fall, a fourth company which will furO'Connor, Boston; E. H. Arnold, C. E.
nish five reel features and possibly
Goodwin, W. H. Cantwell, Buffalo; H.
Charles Condon Leaves
larger spectacles is to be formed.
W. Ricker, E. P. Grohe, J. Campbell, A.
W. Parker, M. W. Whitmeyer, Chicago;
Army; Enters Production
S. L. Barnhard General Manager
NEW
YORK.—
Charles
Condon,
the
J.
Murphy, P. Kreiger, Cincinnati; D. S.
Reorganization of the company, started
two months ago. was completed during well known motion picture authority, has Davidson, M. H. Greenwald, Charles
the past week. S. L. Barnhard has taken just been discharged from the medical
Lang, C. R. Hall, W. F. Brooker. Clevecharge as general manager, with C. E. corps of the U. S. Army. Mr. Condon,
land; O. E. Hall, W. E. Evans, A. J.
Eckels, formerly of Willis & Eckles, who was for several years the New York
Benedic, Cecil Summers, Dallas; W. L.
manager of Holography, left New York
Chicago, as assistant general manager.
W ithers. E. E. Van Pelt, Denver; N. H.
The first of two of the new two-reel on Saturday for the Pacific Coast, where
series to be offered exhibitors are to be he will be in charge of production for Widger, W. C. Gehring, Detroit: S. H.
one of the producing companies. He has
published July 21. They will be "The had a wide experience in the picture busi- Abrams, G. M. Arbegust, Jack ErickFrame-Up." starring Al Jennings, Ameriness and will undoubtedly prove to be son, Indianapolis; B. E. Edwards, X. H.
ca's reformed outlaw, and "A Knight of great value to the production end of
Cassil, E. W. Green, Jack Moore, Kanthe
art.
of Western Land," featuring Neal Hart,
sas City; J. W. Boland, Los Angeles;
theRemoval
"miracle ofman
of
motion
pictures."
the general offices of the
W. E. Barnes, E. S. McQuirk, X. D.
company to Chicago is delayed only by
Change Salisbury Title
Stewart, F. G. Hallowell, Minneapolis;
the securing of sufficient space to acThe new Universal production starring Aaron Fox, M. Markowitz. J. Schwartz,
comodate the force. It is probable that Monroe
Salisbury will be exploited under
all of the executives and their staffs will
A. Weiss, P. S. Xathan, Sam Shapin, Ed
be located on the sixth floor of the Con- the title, "The Man in the Moonlight."
Lewin, J. Mulstein, D. Rosengarten. K.
sumers Building before Fall.
S. Sine, J. C. Jacobs. M. J. Felder, Xew
Lease Studios from Metro
York; C. S. McMillan, J. O. Ford. Xew
Orleans; Phil Monsky, H. Weinberg, J.
C. E. Eckels took a trip to Los Angeles
a month ago to close negotiations for
B. Dolezal, Carl Helgren, Omaha: J.
the studios formerly occupied by Metro.
Schaeffer, J. Greenberg, L. J. Behal, W.
He obtained a five-year lease on the
H. Smith, X. Scheinberg, L. Leopold,
property needed and work began June 9.
Al Jennings, who is to be starred in
Philadelphia; H. E. Xichols, Ben Golda series of twenty-four two-reel producstein, J. J. Spandau, Pittsburgh: E. R.
Redlich, F. H. Butler, San Francisco;
tions, is one of the best known and picB. R. Keller. A. Todd, G. H. Williams,
turesque characters in the country. YeaTS
ago. Jennings was a member of a band
W. L. Loudlah. Seattle; A. M. Goldstein.
F. X. Fissinger, G. A. Wagner, St. Louis:
of bad men who held up stage coaches,
railroad trains, and caravans. He is now
C. F. Senning,
L. D. Washington,
Lyon, H. Heidelto react these scenes from his life for
berger,
R. S. Melvin,
D. C.
the camera.
The Hart productions will show Xeal
David G. Fischer Plans
Hart in twenty-four super-short Western
features. The third company stars WalLong Production Trip
lace Coburn said to be the "only living
XEW
YORK.—
David G. Fischer has
white
chief
Indian."
in
a
series
of
twelve
Indian Westerns.
in course of construction a new studio
Neal Hart will be his own director
in the back-bay section of Boston. He
and will be assisted by Al Russell,
expects the studio to be completed within
brother of William Russell. Mr. Jenthe next few months. David G. Fischer
nings will directed by E. H. Van Dyke,
and company expect to leave on an exand Wallace Coburn by Johnnie Powers,
tended trip for exteriors. Upon the comformer directing manager for Francis X.
reBushman.
turn topletion
theof exterior
Boston work
studiothey
for will
several
months,
after
which
time
they
will
leave
Exploited on Big Scale
for Miami, Florida, for winter work.
Capital is requiring every scenario acThey intend to be away for about a year
cepted to be suitable for a five-reel proM \ 11V BULBS MINTEB
and a half.
duction, and then boils it down to twoWho has been sinned to star in a series of
All future David G. Fischer producreels so that it will be filled with punch,
productions for the neivly formed Realtions will be released through W. W.
vim, and action.
art Pictures Corporation.
Hodkinson
Corporation.
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was organized, and then cast his lot with
them.
Born in Onalaska, Wis., in 1872, Mr.
Aiken came into the film business naturally, having manufactured cameras in
La Crosse for a number of years as the
La Crosse Camera Compdny.
Van Beuren
Work on

Begins
Series of

Two Reel Comedies
Ernest Truex Is Featured in
Story by Albert Pay«on
Terhune

Amedee J. Van Beuren has placed in
production his first two-reel comedy
starring Ernest Truex, featured player in
the stage farce, "Please Get Married"
and star in several Paramount special
screen productions, including the sensation,
"Oh, You
Mrs.
DrewWomen."
Writes Scenario
The picture is a comedy of suburban
life written by Albert Payson Terhune,
author of two Paramount-Drew subjects,
"Once a Mason" and "The Amateur
Liar." Mrs.
Sidney Drew, starcomedies,
and director of Paramount-Drew
wrote the scenario from Mr. Terhune's
story, which appeared in a recent issue
of The Saturday Evening Post.
John Joseph Harvey has been signed
by Mr. Van Beuren to direct Mr. Truex
in these two-reel comedies. Mr. Harvey has been very successful in the direction of laugh films, having recently
completed
Paramount. seven Briggs' comedies for
Story of Suburban Life
In his first two-reeler, Mr. Truex will
be seen as a Wall street clerk who is
a mere cog in the New York business
machine, but in his home, suburban community, he is considered a big magnate,
FRKIJ C. AIKEN
a "Wall Street Man." The story is rewith humorous situations which
BACK in 1907 when you wanted to furnishpleteexcellent
opportunities for the
rent a piece of film in Chicago you comedy star.
called up Fred C. Aiken of the
Director Harvey is engaging a comTheatre Film Service Company and that
petent cast to support Mr. Truex. Algentleman saw that you got it.
ready several exterior scenes have been
In 1903 Mr. Aiken formed the Amuse"shot" for the newest comedy series
ment Supply
C. Roesponsored by Amedee J. Van Beuren,
buck, over
on Company,
Dearborn with
street.A. Then
the ' who
is also president of the V. B. K.
business of supplying films to theatres
Film Corporation, the makers of Paragrew to such proportions they formed
mount-Drew Comedies, and Timely
another corporation — the Theatre Film
Service — to take care of it. About this Films, Inc., producers of "Topics of the
time Samuel S. Hutchinson became a
member of the firm.
Like the peach in the orchard that St. Louis Trade Board
"grew
Film
Day."
Prints Novel Poster
Serviceandwasgrew,"
a big soon
thing,theandTheatre
Mr. Aiken
sold his interests in the Amusement SupThe St. Louis Film Board of Trade,
ply Company to Mr. Roebuck, purchased
ever awake to the value of publicity,
the interests of Messrs, Hutchinson and
to be mailed to every moRoebuck in the Film Service, and in 1910 has caused
tion picture theatre in the country, a
sold the whole works to the General Film
reproduction of a full page advertiseCompany.
ment that appeared in the St. Louis Star,
Mr. Aiken then doped it out that the June 26, telling how the motion picture
independent field was his forte. He industry contributed to victory in the
planned the consolidation of the George
European conflict.
Kltine and the Calumet Film exchanges.
The officers of the Board of Trade
After that was accomplished he accepted
are: E. W. Dustin, president; D. E.
the position of special representative for Boswell, secretary and treasurer; J. _R.
General, which was some job, having
Weinbrenner, general counsel, and Mis^
supervision over nineteen exchanges in Beverly Scofield, assistant secretary.
Chicago, the southwest and all the way
Exhibitors arevertisementrequested
to post
the adto the coast.
in their theatre
lobbies
to
let patrons know what pictures did
He stayed with General until I'M?
when the Select Pictures Corporation
toward helping to 50
win the war.

"The Brat" Starring
Nazimova Scheduled
As Fall Production
Metro Announces September
1 Selected as Date of Its
Publication
September 1 has been definitely selected as the publication date of Nazimova's next super-production, "The
Brat." Announcement to this effect was
made to the convention of Metro exchange men at the Hotel Astor by W.
E. Atkinson, general manager of Metro
Pictures Corporation, which distributes
all the Nazimova specials presented by
Messrs. Richard A. Rowland and Maxwell Karger.
As Mr. Atkinson at the same time set
the first of September as marking the
beginning of Metro's new policy of
"fewer
and better"
and the
discontinuance
of itsproductions
program pictures,
the Nazimova super-feature will be the
pioneer of a greatly enlarged campaign
for leadership by its distributors.
Seven Weeks in Making
"The Brat." which was seven weeks
in thediosmaking
at the was
Russian
star's stuin Hollywood,
completed
so
L.r as the actual filming was concerned,
on April 3; but the star and Maxwell
Karger have been busy for weeks on it
in the cutting and titling, with a view
to compressing into its seven parts the
very best of the dramatic action phototive film. graphed on nearly 100,000 feet of negaSinceNazimova
completing
Brat"
has her
paid work
a visit into "The
New
York, where she signed a new contract
with Messrs. Rowland and Karger, guaranteeing them her services for two years.
She is now again at the Hollywood Studios
and about to start work upon another production in the new series, which, it is anis to be story
"The by
Native
Born."T.
from an nounced,
original
Charles
Dazey.perennial
author success
of "In of
OldtheKentucky,"
that
speaking
stage which is now to find its way to the
screen.
Other Stories Purchased
In addition
to "The
Native Born,"
number
of other
exceptional
storiesa
have
acquired
for Nazimova's
some been
of them
of French
origin and use,
all
dealing with the complexities and
struggles liof
the human
soul, has
in the
deneation of which
Nazimova
shown
herself to be so adroit and convincing.
Among these are "The Heart of a Child,"
from Frank Danby's widely-read novel
of that name; "The Wholly Innocents."
and from French pens, "L'Homme de
Riche" (The Rich Man) and "Maison
Dance).
de
Dance" (Literally. The House of the
Quality Booking Heavy
The Quality Attractions Company of
l)e^ Moines, la., is meeting with phenomenal success in booking "Virtuous
Sinners" in their territory. S. Aronowitz, manager, is considering plans for
enlarging his office space.
Arrow Secures Comedies
The Arrow Film Corporation recently
dosed negotiations whereby it obtained
i series of twelve one-reel comedies, to
be published as "Arrow Comedies."
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Special Export License Rac-81 for Shipments of Non-Conserved Commodities to Denmark
The War Trade Board announce that
Special Export License Rac-81 has been
issued through the Customs Service, effective June 18, 1919, to permit the exportation by freight or express, without
individual export licenses, of all articles
not included in the Export Conservation
List when destined to Denmark.
Shipments must be consigned directly
to the individual importers in Denmark.
Shippers should note that it is no
longer necessary to apply to the War
Trade Board for permission to ship under Special Export License Rac-M. and
no special document, issued by the War
Trade Board, is necessary in connection
with such shipments. Shipments may be
made under Special Export License
Rac-81
the presentation
of Shipper's
Export byDeclarations
(Customs
Cat.
7525) in triplicate to the Collectors of
Customs at the ports of exit from the
United States.
The attention of shippers is called to
' the fact that shipments of the character
outlined above, when dispatched by mail,
should be exported under Special Export
License Rac-52. W. T. B. R. 783, issued June 18. 1919.
,
Commodities included in the Export
Conservation List may be exported to
Denmark only under individual export
licenses, applications for which should
be made to the War Trade Board. Washington, D. C.
Exporters should acquaint themselves
with the import requirements of the
country of destination, and it is suggested that exporters avail themselves of
the facilities of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce, Washington. D. C.
to obtain information respecting the import regulations of Denmark.
So far as Denmark is concerned, this
ruling rescinds War Trade Board Ruling 747. issued May 21, 1919, and War
Trade Board Ruling 500. issued January
11, 1919. The regulations governing
trans-shipment in or re-exportation from
Denmark are not affected by this ruling,
and the provisions of War Trade Board
Ruling 744. issued May 19, 1919, continue in full force and effect.
Shipments to Czecho-Slovakia
The War Trade Board announces that
hereafter all shipments to Czecho-Slovakia via the port of Hamburg must be
consigned to the Commission Commerciale Czecho-Slovaque at Hamburg. The
War Trade Board will continue to accept
applications for shipments of commodities to Czecho-Slovakia via Trieste.
Fiume, or French or Italian ports, without requiring any special method of consignment. Applications should be filed
with the War Trade Board. Washington. D. C.
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Information
The foregoing ruling amends War
Trade Board Ruling 728, issued Mav 17.
1919. and
Trade Board Ruling" 767.
issued
JuneWar3. 1919.
Shipments by Mail Under Special Export License Rac-52
The War Trade Board announces the
revision of Special Export License Rac52. covering certain shipments to foreign countries by mail; W. T. B. R.
618.
issued
Febr'uarv
B. R. 715. issued
April 28,
29. 1919;
1919; W.
W. T.
T.
B. R. 75s. issued Mav 28. 1919. and
W. T. B. R. 783. issued June 18, 1919.
are hereby rescinded, and in place thereof
the following becomes effective Tune 24.
1919:
(1) Special Export License Rac-52
has been issued to the Post Office Department to permit any local postmaster
to accept without individual export license:
(A) All shipments of commodities
NOT
the Exportof Conservation
( B) ON"Shipments
commodities List:
OX
the Export Conservation List where the
value of no one commoditv exceeds
When destined to:
' '
$200.
Any country in the Western Hemisphere or Africa;
Any country in Asia (including Mesopotamia. Palestine and Syria), except
Arabia and Turkey in Asia;
The following countries in Europe:
Great Britain, France. Italy. Belgium.
Greece. Spain and Portugal, their colonies, possessions and protectorates: also
Iceland,mark andtheSweden.
Faroe Island, Norway. Den(C) Shipments without limit of value
to Canada and Newfoundland of certain
commodities on the Export Conservation
List as noted in the list, in addition to
shipments as outlined in (A) and (B)
above.
(2) In making shipments under this
special license Rac-52 it is not necessary to make any application for license
nor to present a' license of any kind to
the postmaster. If the shipment is of a
commodity which may be shipped under
subheadings (A), (B) and (C) of paragraph (1) above, and if the shipment is
consigned to a consignee in any country
named in paragraph (1). the package, in
so far as the War Trade Board is concerned, need only be delivered to the
postmaster with the following facts
noted upon the wrapper:
1. "Shipped under Export License
2. List of contents.
Rac-52."
3. Name and address of shipper.
4. Name and address of consignee.
(Where a package bears a customs tag
or an invoice describing the contents, the
list of contents need not be written upon
the wrapper of the package.)
(3) All shipments made under Special Export License Rac-52 must be made
by mail and are subject to the regulations of the Post Office Department.
Special attention is called to the fact
that parcel
present
between the post
United service
Statesat and
certain
51

other countries mentioned in paragraph
1 1 I has not yet been re-established.
H) The attention of shippers is directed to the fact that Rac-52 does not
permit any shipments to members of
the United States Army, United States
Navy. United States Marine Corps, or
organizations affiliated
therewith, but
that all such shipments must be made
under Special Export License Rac-42
and in compliance with Post Office Department Regulations.

Special Export License Rac-52 for Shipments of Non-Conserved Commodities to Sweden
The War Trade Board announces that
Special Export License Rac-S2 has been
issued through the Customs Service effective June 24. 1919. to permit the exportation by freight or express,
individual export licenses, of all without
article^
not included in the Export Conservation
List when destined to Sweden.
Shipments may now be consigned diSweden. rectly to the individual importers in
Shippers should note that it is
necessary to apply to the Warno longer
Trade
Board for permission to ship under Special Export License Rac-82. and no special document issued by the War Trade
Board is necessary in connection with
such shipments. Shipments mav be
made under Special Export License Rac82 by port
theDeclaratio
presenta
of Shipper's Exns tion
< Customs
Cat. 7525)
in triplicate to the Collectors of Customs at the ports of exit from the United
States.
The attention of shippers is called to
the fact that shipments of the character
outlined above, when dispatched bv mail,
should be exported under Special Export
License Rac-52. W. T. B. R. 794 issued
June 24. 1919.
Commodities included in the Export
Conservation List may be exported to
Sweden only under individual export licenses, applications for which should be
made to the War Trade Board. Washington. D. C.
Exporters should acquaint themselve>
with the import requirements of the
country of destination, and it is suggested that exporters avail themselves of
the facilities of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce. Washington. D. C.
to obtain information respecting the import regulations of Sweden.
So far as Sweden is concerned, this
ruling rescinds War Trade Board Ruling 747. issued May 21. 1919. and War
Trade Board Ruling 649. issued March
15. 1919. The regulations governing
trans-shipment in or re-exportation from
Sweden are not affected by this ruling,
and the provisions of War Trade Board
Ruling 744, issued May 19. 1919. continue
in full force and effect.
Arthur Ollison of Scandinavian Films.
Ltd.. of Scandinavia, arrived in New
York yesterday. James Beecroft
Dax Remodels House
SIOUX CITY, IA.— Nathan Dax, manager of the Model theatre, has closed his
house for the summer to make extensive
alterations. A balcony will be added, as
well as two ten-foot exhaust fans. The
theatre will be opened in the fall, playing Paramount - Artcraft.
Pathe and Universal pictures Vitagraph.
as well as
vaudeville.
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NOW that changing booking policies has removed
the last barrier for the man who wishes to select
his attractions for their individual merit, the exhibitor
who is confident of his ability to judge for his audience
can do that body no greater service than to pick his program carefully and affix his personal guarantee.
Along with this condition comes another quite as
important to his public — more important to his box office.
Obviously, the fewer attractions he plays the better
those attractions will be. Longer engagements cannot
mean more or less than better pictures, more extensive
patronage, bigger profits.
The
It is up
personal
insured,

AND

new arrangement is all in the exhibitor's favor.
to him to make it permanent. The use of the
guarantee, with the longer engagements thus
is a capital means of achieving this end.

"GIRLS" (Paramount) a screen adaptation of Clyde
Fitch's popular stage comedy of a few years ago, makes
ideal material for the exploitation of Marguerite Clark's
charms. Walter Edwards directed and made a splendid
job of it.
•'THE WILDERNESS TRAIL" (Fox) contains
some very fine photography, a story that interests naturally and continuously, and action enough for the most
ardent admirer of the athletic star. Tom Mix occupies
himself with less spectacular but more convincing stunts.
The picture should give good box office account of itself.
"BARE-FISTED GALLAGHER" (Exhibitors
Mutual) can hardly be expected to establish new attendance records or win the star new laurels. It will, however, please the casual audience as well as anything W illiam Desmond has recently furnished the market. An
average picture, it promises average success.
-HOME" (Jewel) is the sort of picture that Lois
W eber handles to the very best advantage. Mildred
Harris, who works well under Miss Weber's leadership,
makes a living thing of her star characterization. Altogether, itis just the picture for the patronage which
the title will attract.
"BREAK THE NEWS TO MOTHER" (Select)
lias been built upon a song and makes surprisingly good
entertainment. It is a humanly told tale of everv-day
people in everv-day adventures. It has a very strong
sentimental appeal, upon which it depends for most of
its power.
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"THE PROFITEERS" (Pathe) proves less sermon
than drama. The attack upon those who put personal
gain above duty to humanity is but an incident in the
working out of a drama of personalities. The latter is
a weighty, serious affair, well done in every detail and
providing' Fannie Ward with a splendid role.
"YVONNE FROM PARIS" (American) gives
Mary Miles Minter rather more weight to carry than
her slender shoulders have been accustomed to in past
productions. It is attractively staged, nimbly executed,
admirably cast and, in all, entertaining.
"THE WHITE HEATHER" (Paramount-Artcraft Special) produced by Maurice Tourneur presents
the old Drury Lane theatre melodrama in much more
complete form than it was ever given upon any stage.
The thrilling fight under water is but one of the high
lights of this excellently acted and carefully produced
bit of screen craft.
"HIS BRIDAL

NIGHT"

(Select) will be con-

sidered bymany the finest of Alice Brady's publications
on the Select program. It is the farce in which the
Dolly Sisters made such success on Broadway. The film
version loses nothing of the merit of the stage production. And it is just the right sort of thing for the
season.
"A HOME WANTED" (World) will be especially
enjoyed by the family audience and the little ones,
though it can scarcely be called a juvenile production.
It presents Madge Evans in a role that fits her perfectly.
The appeal of the story is irresistible.
"FOOLS AND THEIR MONEY" (Metro) pictures Emmy Wehlen as a member of a family newly
become wealthy and not yet accustomed to the state.
Gently satirical in tone, droll at times, brilliant at others,
it treats of a subject that should find an interested
clientele.
' THE SPARK DIVINE" (Vitagraph) follows
closely the recipe decided upon for the successful Alice
Joyce production and promise to approximate the record
of those that have gone before.
"COLONEL BRIDAU" (Entente Film Corp)
boasts an international cast, six reels, and a story that
had promise but was not filmed in a manner to bring out
the best results. Poor direction and broken continuity
work against tbe efforts of the individual performers.
It can scarcely be expected to give general satisfaction.
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Mary Miles Minter in
YVONNE FROM PARIS
Five-part comedy-drama. American.
Directed by Emmett J. Flynn.
Published in July.
GPIXIOS:- Mary Miles Minter's latest
vehicle is a thing of optical beauty,
sprightly action and pleasing uniformitv.
A light recital of the adventures of a
famous French dancer who rebels against
managerial restraint and comes to Xew
York to make her way on her own initiative, itholds interest by the unique
incidents employed in the telling ot the
Story and qualifies as quite acceptable
warm weather amusement.
Miss Minter finds herself in charge
of a role containing more substance and
greater possibilities than many of her
previous ones. J. Barney Sherry and
Alan Forrest are pleasantly present in
the supporting cast. Attractive background sets the whole thing off nicely.
Lively, carefully calculated musical accompaniment wil add much the impressing power of the feature. Properly prefaced by suitable short subjects there
should be no disgruntled minority report.
i>Y \OPSlS : Yvonne, famous for her
dancing in Parisian show places, rebels
against the stern rule of an aunt who
is also a business manager and runs
away to Xew York as her aunt sign*
a contract for her appearance in that
city. The Xew York manager and the
' playwright
in whose
play shea was
to be
featured decide
to procure
substitute
dancer and give her Yvonne's name.
Yvonne, by happy chance, is the girl
selected. A girl whom she met on the
voyage across tries -to usurp her position,
but the plot is frustrated and Yvonne
marries the playwright.
Alice Brady in
HIS BRIDAL NIGHT
Five-part farce; Select.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Published in July.
OPIXIO.X: A cool theatre, breezy
musical accompaniment, snappy short
subjects, brisk projection, and "his
Bridal Xight" should be a dish to the
liking of the most exacting summer
audience.
The farce is a light little affair, dealing in the usual matrimonial mix-ups
and misunderstandings common to the
twin type of comedy. Incidentally, it
calls for a great amount of double exposure which, though admirably done,
necessarily slows up the action somewhat.
Edward Earle and James L. Crane,
respective lovers of the twins portrayed
by Alice Brady, are acceptable leading
men. The remainder of the small cast
satisfies.
Typical warm weather amusement, it
is good of its class.
SYNOPSIS: Violet Playfair, different from her twin. Tiny, only by the
presence of a mole on her ankle, is to
meet Lent Trovett clandestinely on the
«ve of her marriage to Joe Damorel.
Tiny substitutes for her, without her
consent, and falls in love with Lent.

The wedding over. Lent provokes a misunderstanding between Violet and Joe
and Tiny substitutes again, going away
with Joe as his bride. Lent and Violet
pursue. Arriving at the honeymoon
bungalow, the tour are involved in
divers complications. The mole finally
provides the means of Clearing up the
clouded indentities and all ends well.
Marguerite Clark in
GIRLS
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Published June 29.
OPINION: The humor of Clyde
Fitch's play "Girls" loses none of its
piquancy throughout the years that have
followed its presentation behind the
footlights and as screen material no
happier choice could have been made
for the winsome, vivacious Miss Clark
to star in.
As the president and leader of a manhaters' club the little Paramount star
provokes laughter from the start and
with such notable screen favorites as
Harrison Ford, Helene Chadwick. Mary
Warren, and Thomas Persse in support,
the play moves along gaily and swiftly
from one screamingly funny incident to
the next.
Walter Edwards knows now to put on
these farcical plays without giving
offense and "Girls" has been handled in
such a manner that even the most prudish cannot take exception to it.
SY -XOPSIS ': Pamela Gordon, forms
a man-haters' club together with her
room-mates Violet and Kate. Edgar
Holt, the victim of a flirtatious married
woman,
the girl's
when an takes
irate refuge
husbandin chases
him, room
just
as the man-haters are going to bed. He
is impressed with Pamela and pockets
an advertisement for a position which

he finds. Pamela is indignant and he
escapes
to ofanother
room.
At the
mountain home
a wealthy
friend,
it happens
that Pamela, Holt and Searles are all
present. Holt intercedes when Searles
again tries to make love to Pamela.
While there, the pair are given a chance
to get better acquainted, but Pamela is
still haughty towards Holt and all men
in general. Edgar tells his law partner.
Sprague,
answer is Pamela's
advertisement, andtoPamela
immediately
given
a position. Violet also gets employment there as stenographer, and weakening on the man-hating idea, falls in
love with the head clerk. Sprague makes
unwelcome advances to Pamela and she
leaves, taking Violet with her. Meantime, Kate, the other member of the
league, has secretly married her theatrical manager. Holt rents a room next
to
Pamela's,
so thatherheengagement
may court her.
Violet
announces
and
Kate then tells of her marriage. Holt
knocks on the door but Pamela will
not let him enter. He goes around to
another window and walks towards her
window on a shutter. He almost falls
but Pamela drags him in, with her arms
around his neck. He puts his arms
around her and she is compelled to admit
she loves him.
Next Margarita Fisher
Production
Hellion"
Dan
F. Whitcomb."The
staff author
of the
American, is at work on the continuity of
a new drama for Margarita Fisher, to
follow her current subject, "The Tiger
Lily."is Tentatively
Hellion."
this
declared to titled
be one"The
of the
most
powerfully dramatic stories ever prepared for Miss Fisher, providing her with
a dual role of unusual interest. It gets
its strange title from a dive in which the
big scenes of the story are laid.

Alan Forrest dotes v\hile Mary Miles Minter looks slyly at J. Barney Sherry in a scene
53 from "Yvonne From Paris" (American).
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Fannie Ward in
THE PROFITEERS
Five-part drama; Pa the.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
Published June 29.
OPINION: Fannie Ward was never
more in her element than in the role
of the reformer's wife, used as an instrument of blackmail by the lawless elein this compliment, which is her portion
cated but convincing story of modern
business.
There are situations in the play which
of the star's best abilidemandties.exercise
She fulfills these demands easily
and satisfyingly.
Aside from the star's work there is
little of great value in the entertainment.
The subject is a big and important one.
of course, but it is merely discussed, not
disposed of. It serves as a factor in the
important posiplot but holds no morework
is sufficient
tion. Yet the star's
excuse foT the production. Upon the
strength of this the play should provide
a sat^factory follow-up for her previous
productions.
SYNOPSIS: Richard Randall, a
determined to exwealthy man who has
pose the profiteers in big business, incurs
unthe enmity of certain powerful and busia
scrupulous men. As he leaves for compliin this
ment, which is her portion
his wife to a
ness trip the plotters lure
road house and into a compromising
photograph the
position, where nthey
scene and threate to publish it with a
newspapers unless she sistory inlences the
her husband. Pending his return
up. She visits the leadthe story is held
ing conspirator to plead for mercy, they
husband
struggle and he is killed. Her The
real
arrives and takes the blame. and
they
er d.is then discovered
murder
are release
Tom Mix in

THE WILDERNESS TRAIL
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Edward J. LeSaint.
Published July 6.
OPINION: Splendid photography depicting the beautiful north country in-sures optical pleasure. Logical develop
ment of plot guarantees easy understand-,
able, believable story asing. Asuresreason
that satisfied feeling of having
spent a pleasure hour wisely.
The play is typical of Tom Mix, yet
many of his resuperior in quality to are
fewer Hercucent vehicles. There
lean stunts and more well executed,
There is a bethumanlv possible ones. orderly
sequence
ter story, told in more
power.
ing
convinc
and with greater
Colleen Moore appears opposite the
star and is just the size and type that
his personality and manner requires.
the '1 0111
thatpronounc
is one to
playbound
e
er, the
Altogeth
e is
Mix audienc
.
satisfactory.
SYNOPSIS: Angus Fitzpatnck is
Donald Macthe promotion of
jealous offellow
executive for the Hudson
Tavish,
Hay Company, and seeks to prove him
guilty of the theft of skins that have
been' stolen. This
despite the love of
the latter for Jeane Fitzpatrick. his
d who is the real
half-bree
A
daughter.
thief and the leader of the free traders
and Donald goes to resabducts Jeane
cue her. He has also to triumph over
Angus, whose blundering pursuit is of
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FANNIE WARD
In a scene from "The Pronteer," a story
of a courageous man ami his beautiful
»*it> to be issued by Pathe June 2\t.
no avail, but emerges victorious, wins
the latter over to his side and marries
the girl.
Pepa Bonafe in
COLONEL BRIDAU
Six-part drama; Entente Film Corp.
Directed by Julis Rossi.
Published by Entente Film Corporation.
OPINION: It is extremely doubtful
if this will appeal to the average American audience, although those familiar
with the book may find a certain amount
of entertainment in it. What little action it contains is often incongruous
and attention is often diverted by scenes
which have little or nothing to do with
the plot. Poor direction and continuity
leave rather too much to the imagination and titles which are in some cases
quite unintelligible are also a detriment.
There are some fine interiors and great
attention has been given to the details
of these to secure the right effect, but
little else lays claim to admiration. The
costumes are monotonous. The acting,
itself, is mediocre. It may be art, but
it is of a different school than that to
which we are accustomed on this side
of the Atlantic.
SYNOPSIS: Colonel Bridau holding
high position under Napoleon Bonaparte,
is disinherited by his grandmother and
his fortune goes to Jean Rouget, who
promptly falls victim to the wiles of
Flora Brazier, of the streets and footlights. He steals to satisfy her extravagances and flees France when Napoleon loses his power. The girl forms
another alliance and he returns to win
her back. The Colonel becomes deeply
involved and is suspected of treason,
but his uncle confesses in time that the
fortune belongs to his sister, the
Colonel's mother, and all ends well.
William Desmond in
BARE-FISTED GALLAGHER
Five-part drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by J. J. Franz.
Published in July.
Though the picture must
OPtNlON:
54

be designated a drama, inasmuch as the
substance of it is of dramatic nature,
there is also in its make-up considerable
comic element that gives to the whole
a pleasant variety and aids the not too
substantial plot in making the proper imAs the mysterious stranger from
pression.
Texas, disdaining fire-arms in the settlement of disputes, fighting and winning
with a genial smile ever upon his lips,
W illiam Desmond does very well with
the role assigned to him. Agnes Vernon,
a young lady of considerable prominence
in pictures of yesterday, returns to the
screen with her technique broadened and
perfected. The team is well mated and
capable.
As a whole, the feature is somewhat
better than most of the recent Desmond
productions. Where these have been
successful the present one should more
than please.
SYNOPSIS: Because her father is
robbed of the bullion from his gold
mine and unable to secure justice, Jem
Mason dons a mask and holds up the
stage that carries the stolen treasure. A
stranger comes to the locality, in reality
one Gallagher from Texas, rightful
owner of the mine, but when he learns
the situation he relinquishes his claim.
Then he determines to capture the bandit. andBut the
whenreason
he learns
the girl's
identity
for her
occupation
he falls in love with her and they are
married.
Mildred Harris in
HOME
Six-part drama; Jewel.
Directed
Published byin Lois
July. Weber.
OPINION: Admirable co-ordination of
title and play is not the least of the
current production's attributes. The
class of patrons who will feel and yield to
the appeal of "Home" as a title will find
exactly what they seek in the picture.
It is a direct, natural and humanly
interesting story of a young girl's yearning for riches and the mistakes into
which it led her. There is nothing of
the tragic about it, nothing melodramatic,
nothing stupendous. Logic is respected
in every turn of the plot. The point
is made simply and effectively.
Mildred Harris makes her not very
difficult characterization appealing and
effective. The support rendered is in
all instances good.
A great
people advertising
should be the
attracted tomany
the theatre
picture. The same number will be
pleased
with it. Millicent Randall, through
SYNOPSIS:
the sacrifices of her family, has attended
college, where she has given the impression that she is a daughter of wealth
and made warm friends of more favored
girl students. Vacation comes and she
goes to the country home of Bernice
Deering, where a house party is in progress. Here she determines to marry for
money if possible. One of the guests,
who carries on a secret affair with his
her; but she dishostess, makes lovein totime.
Her mother
covers the truth
and Millicent, realsuddenly becomes ill philosophy,
returns
mistaken
home izing
to herstay.
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. BREAK THE NEW TO MOTHER
Six-part drama; Select.
[Published as a Special.
I OPJXIOX: The fame of Charles K.
[Harris'
Spanish-American
War song
success after
which the production
is named
should have a goodly effect upon the
box office receipts during the exhibition
of the play.
The natural exhibitorial query is, therelore,
pictureInfollow
the itsong!'"
In "Does
spirit itthedoes.
incident
does
not. War plays but a very small part
in the story. The tale is a simple one of
small town people and small town problems, stress being laid most heavily upon
the mother-love theme.
Acted well at all times, and excellently
on occasion, the last reel contains the
desired dramatic period. Its appeal is
irresistible. It is the sort of picture that
brings tears with or without the consent
of the viewer.
One who contemplates booking the
picture has but one question to ask himself. Will his audience accept a story
of mother-love that really appeals emotional y? If so, this is the picture he
is looking for.
SYXOPSIS: Dave Bray, believing he
has killed his employer when the latter
insulted him, leaves home, fearing to
write lest it lead to his capture. The
man
lives and
contrivesherself
to force
Dave's
sweetheart
to engage
to him
by
threatening Dave. A hero of French battle fields, Dave returns to face the charge
upon the evening this engagement is
to be announced. The real criminal, a
woman whom the employer had wronged,
appears and straightens out matters to
the satisfaction of all.
THE WHITE HEATHER
Seven-part drama; Paramount-Artcraft.
Directed by Maurice Tourneur.
Published June 29.
OPIXIOX : Maurice Tourneur has
taken another fine old Drury Lane Theatre melodrama and made of it an exceptionally strong and interesting screen
play. It is a special in every sense of
the word, make no mistake about that.
Cecilalthough
Raleigh produced
and Henry
play,
upon Hamilton's
the stage
more than twenty years ago still contains the production
"makings" of
stirring,
heart
gripping
anda as
reproduced
upon the silver sheet by that stickler
for detail, M. Tourneur, it is due for a
long and successful run.
In his former massive plays "The Blue
Bird," "Prunella" and "Sporting Life."
Tourneur worked out some novel lighting effects, hitherto untried by photoplay directors
and "The
WhitethisHeather"
is another
example
of what
master
camera technician can do with a capable
cast
ment. of players and the proper equipAs fine a cast as one could wish for
appears in the play. It includes Spottiswoode Aitken, Ben Alexander, Ralph
Graves. Mabel Ballin and Jack Gilbert.
SYXOPSIS : Lord Angus Cameron,
of the White Heather country finds himself embarrassed financially and goes to
Donald Cameron on his estate for a loan.
Donald refuses because Angus will not
marry a society lady of his choice. Ruin
stares him in the face and he decides to
rid himself of an objectionable and
secret marriage to Marion Hume, which
took place upon his yacht before it was
sunk. The marriage certificate is lost
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with the yacht and one witness is dead.
The other has been sent on a long
voyage. Angus accidentally shoots his
own son while hunting and Marion announces the alliance to protect her child.
When it is denied by Angus, she goes to
her father. James Hume, while two
modest admirers search for the missing
witness in the London haunts of the
underworld. David Hume makes a fight
in
honor,
but the
the courts
case is for
lost his
fromdaughter's
lack of evidence,
and Hume is ruined on the exchange.
The missing witness is found, but Angus has not been idle, and he bribes the
witness to disappear again. There remains only the papers on the sunken
yacht, encased in a chest. Diving operations are in progress there. Lord Angus and the two humble admirers of
Marion hasten to the scene. One of the
latter goes down. So does Lord Angus.
They meet at the wreck, Angus armed
with a knife. In the struggle he accidentally cuts his own air tube, and is
lost. The survivor comes back with the
much-desired proofs of the marriage and
claims Marion for his own.
THE 'CON' IN ECONOMY
Two-part comedy; Paramount.
Directed by Jack Eaton.
Published June 29.
: "The 'Con'
Economy"
hasOPIXIOX
some humorous
bits ofin action
and
a number of very amusing subtitles.
However, it lacks a closely knitted story,
the different humorous incidents being
rather far-fetched even for comedy and
too disjointed to hold the attention. The
best thing in it is the moral which is
"not to economize unless you can afford
Elsie Bartlett and Arthur Houseman,
together with a cute baby are the featured players. Miss Bartlett is particularly pleasing to look upon.
Post Story in Film
it."
William Dudley Pelley's short story,
"One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day," as published in the Saturday Evening Post, and
produced by Metro with Bert Lytell as
its star, is announced for publication
June 23.

Famous Players-Lasky
Start Detective Story
With An All-Star Cast
A detective photodrama has just been
started at the Fifty-Sixth Street studio
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. The title is "The Teeth of the
Tiger," and it is an adaptation by Roy
Somerville of the detective story of the
same name by Maurice Le Blanc which
recounts the further adventures of Arsene Lupin.
Directing the production, parts of
which will be filmed at the Fort Lee
studio, is Chet Withey. An all-star cast
will be featured, the list being headed
by David Powell, who has been seen in
several Paramount pictures as leading
man with prominent Paramount stars.
"The Teeth of the Tiger" chronicles
the return of Arsene Lupin, the reformed gentleman burglar and swindler
of Paris, who had supposedly met his
death but in reality had enlisted in the
Foreign Legion for service in the Great
War. It was here that he met Cosmo
Mornington, a wealthy adventurer whose
life
he saves, the two becoming fast
friends.
Mornington's death is planned and
brought about by a criminal of the worst
type who hopes to force Florence Fauville.
only brings
living heir
marry Mornington's
him. The crime
Arseneto
Lupin to Paris to help apprehend the
murderer of his friend. His adventures
are most remarkable and his deductions, originating in his own abnormal
criminal faculties, are astonishingly ingenious. Of course, he unravels the
mystery, catches the slayer, and himself
wins the love of the girl.
Poland With Universal
Joseph Franklyn Poland, the well
known screen author, who has written
more than one hundred successful photo
productions
for has
manybeenof placed
the screen's
greatest stars,
under
contract to write exclusively for Universal.

A touching: and dramatic moment from "Break the News to Mother** (Select).
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JAMES J. COHBETT
And his co-star, Kathleen O'Connor, in the
serial, "The Midnight Man," which is
scheduled for early publication (Universal*.
Famous Players-Lasky
Puts Captain Kaufman
In Charge in England
The departure of Captain Albert A.
Kaufman, formerly Eastern production
manager for the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, for London on Monday on
the Aquitania marks the first step in the
inauguration of the production program
of the Famous Players-Lasky British
Producers, Ltd., the newly created $3,OUO.OOO organization which will produce
Paramount-Artcraft pictures abroad.
Captain Kaufman, who recently obtained his discharge from the army, after
serving for two years in France as director of the U. S. Government's official motion picture work, will take active charge of production work as general production manager, and expects to
begin work on the first production to
be made in the London studios within
the next few weeks. A site for the
London studio has been selected, and
arrangements have been completed for
the filming of the first story.
Captain Kaufman, who was accompanied by his wife, is taking with him a
complete technical staff, and will be followed shortly by Hugh Ford, who will
direct the first picture to be produced
in London. Richard Murphy, scenic artist, who has been in charge of this
work in the Eastern studios of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and
Eve Unsell, well known scenario writer,
have engaged passage for London, and
will assist in completing the details for
the launching of the initial ParamountArtcraft picture in the London studio.
Other persons prominent in the American film industry, including a number
of the most famous American stars, are
expected to sail for Europe shortly to
take part in the extensive production
program which has been prepared for
the new producing unit.
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"In Old Kentucky" True
To Southern Life
Exhibitors in Kentucky and Tennes- east corner of Seventeenth and Main
streets as a special structure to house
see who are experts in the art of mocompanies. While defition picture exploitation have been in- film distributing
nite announcement of the project will
vited to witness the taking of many local not be made for several days, excavating for the structure has started and
color scenes to be used in "In Old Kenmost of the leases have been signed by
tucky," aFirst National attraction starfifteen or eighteen film companies
ring Anita Stewart. Alfred Green, an the
that will move their Kansas City offices
assistant director for Anita Stewart Pro- into the new film building.
ductions, Inc., has already selected a
Additional leases are being closed in
number of locations between Louisville
New York. The site at Seventeenth and
and Lexington.
Main streets is 50x115 feet. The buildColonel Levy Issues Invitation
ing, already designed by local architects,
For the purpose of absorbing the spirit will be fireproof with specially large
vault
space.
of the production and to enable them to
present
"In
Old
Kentucky"
in
a
manner that will absolutely coincide with the Blackton Retitles Film
most human version of this famous racetrack classic, including the heart throbs,
"Moonshine and Shadows"
J. Stuart Blackton, president of the
rejoicings, fears and hopes of the characters, exhibitors from across the recently organized million dollar corMason-Dixon line have been especially
poration. The J. Stuart Blackton Feature Pictures, Inc., announces that title
urged to attend by Colonel Levy, president of the Big Feature Rights Corpora- of the first release by the new company
tion of Louisville and owner of the First
has
been changed
from "Moonshine"
National franchise for that territory.
"Moonshine
and Shadows."
This changeto
Immediately upon the completion of has been made by the producer not only
the selection of sites, Marshall Neilan, because of his recollection that the first
recently signed to direct a series of pic- title had previously been used on the
screen, but also because on consideratures for the First National Exhibitors'
tion he decided "Moonshine and ShadCircuit,
Anita ofStewart.
ton and otheTS
the cast Mahlon
and alsoHamilLouis
ows" is a more appropriate title for his
B. Mayer, president of the company,
production.
will arrive in Kentucky.
Incidentally, Commodore Blackton
has issued a firm denial of all the rumors,
According to Green, some of the most
famous estates in the blue grass regions published and verbal, to the effect that
William Jennings Bryan appears in
will be used in this production. "Walnut
"Moonshine and Shadows." As the title
Hill." the estate of L. V. Harkness,
Standard Oil millionaire, will be seen as indicates, the story has to do with the
the exterior of Frank Layson's home.
with which butMr.it Bryan's
name isquestion
often connected,
is em"Hamburg Place," the stock farm of timely
phatically stated that Mr. Bryan not only
John E. Madden, most famous breeder
of thoroughbred horses in the world, does not appear in the production, but
will be one of the big scenes in the pic- also had nothing whatever to do with it.
ture.
Green Is Enthusiastic
"I am enthusiastic over the beauty of
the
bluenumber
grass scenery,"
said Green. horses
"The
great
of thoroughbred
and colts which will appear in the scenes
will give a genuine Kentucky atmosphere in the most striking way possible.
Incidentally, the number of horses rompingceedsaround
on Kentucky
farmsbeenfar used
exthe numbers
which have
forChurchill
western Downs
ranch has
scenes."
been selected for
the race-track scenes. The famous track,
by its beauty and adaptability, greatly
impressed the assistant director.
One of the most picturesque events in
the attraction and one of the greatest
novelties ever known to motion pictures
will be the great fox hunt on the estate
of Frank Layson. General Roger Williams, of Lexington, master of the
hounds for thirty years for the blue grass
fox hunts, will direct the event.
Kansas City Will Have
12-Story Film Building
KANSAS CITY. MO.— Twelve stories is the probable height of a building
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We reproduce herewith a purely
propaganda advertisement used recently by Balaban & Katz on behalf of their Riviera and Central
Park theatres, Chicago. The reprint
gives but an imperfect idea of the
insert as it appeared in a morning
newspaper occupying one-half of a
prominent page.
The result has been gratifying.
The cash outlay, of course, was considerable. But the fact that these
houses continue to do their regular
capacity business while theatres here
and there about the country are
shutting their doors for the Summer proves it merited.
We cite this $ase merely as an
illustration of the practical application of propaganda advertising.
Propaganda, unhappily, is a word
thrown somewhat into disrepute
through the despicable machinations
of the German government.
But. despicable as the Teuton
campaign was, it cannot be denied
that it bore fruit in many quarters.
Nor can it be denied that our own
nation employed a nobler sort of the
same tactics to excellent advantage
in the sale of bonds and War Savings stamps.
The theatre that overlooks as
powerful a weapon as this is certainly not making the most of its
opportunities.
Specimen Try-Out Ad
The profits to be gained by propaganda, either of the display or publicity variety, cannot be exactly
computed. The device has not as
vet been used extensively enough to
have established a limit. But the
very fact that such a limit has not
been established is extraordinarily
good proof of the desirability of the
medium.
We present herewith a specimen
of the sort that can be used at com-

PROPAGANDA

paratively little expense by any exhibitor for a try-out of the idea.
Incidentally, we illustrate the advantage of a simple and expedient
method of preparing ads that the
busy exhibitor may well consider as
a time-saver and an assurance of getprinter's
on the
proof ting
thatthe results
is submitted
in copy.
The jewel ad of Spaulding & Com-

BALABAN & KATZ
Announce the Only Air Refrigerating
Systems in Theatrical U«e
at the
Riviera Theatre
BrWwtr sad Latn-aaca
Central Park Theatre
W. 12th St and Central Park
Refreshingly undeniable
cool air. ai invigorating
as rhe balmyentertainmounbeauty andtheacerquiaite
tainmentbreezes,
wonder theater*.
are the valued poateationaof

(JUST INSTALLED)
Removes the Temper
from Temperature
nr. chilled to any
Itdegree
providesol coolness
fresh andnecessary
exhilarating
to w r patrons' comlort
No Heat 1» So Intense But That It
Succumbs to Its Treatment — No
Humidity So Great But -That It
Disappears Under Its Influence
s heat and hu
the sural
II you i : ameto escape
time enjoy
the son's best cine
t the RIVIERA and
offerings
artistically
exploited.
CENTRAL PARK Theaten

pany, while nothing extraordinary
as jewel advertisements go, is simple
and strong. It is such an ad as the
average printer can follow easily as
a model and approximate in his result. There are two lines of drawn
type in its make-up, but these are
of such simple design that they can
be very closely imitated out of the
regular type case.
The copy is just the right sort for
our purpose. Its object is purely
propaganda. Let us see how well
we can paraphrase it, adapting it to
our own needs.
"Satisfaction in Jewels," of course,
is readily changed to "Satisfaction
in Amusement." Rather a good line
it makes, too. People are not accustomed to hearing amusements
spoken of as other than amusing.
To impress the fact that your particular amusement is satisfying is a
good
The move.
rest is quite as simple.
"Complete satisfaction in motion
picture entertainment comes only
with the knowledge that the pictures
viewed are the best that money can
buy or genius can produce.
"Confidence that the amusement
one selects
is 'right'
thataccess
no millionaire in the
land —has
to
better — adds much to the enjoyment
of that amusement.
"The prestige of Herald Theatre
amusements is based upon the foundation of untiring effort to secure
the best, willingness to pay for the
best and the facilities for presenting
that best in the best possible manner.
"May we not have the pleasure of
proving to you the superiority of
our entertainments?"
Adding the signature of the theatre, the job is complete.
Can Be Used Any Time

ad. used by
Reproduction of a half-page
firm illustrating
g Chicago
an
use enterprisin
of propaganda
copy.

worked
pretty
well,Butdidn't
it?It Not
much outwork,
either.
the
result is an advertisement that can
be run any time, and in good position. It is an ad which depends
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It chanced, quite by accident, that
upon no individual picture, consequently upon no certain producer "Sahara," a big Hodkinson feature
for its backing up.
starring Louise Glaum, opened at
It is a direct, personal appeal to the American theatre on the same
the better intelligence of the theatre- . day that three government planes
going public, a promise for your were to arrive in the city and contheatre. It advances the cause of
duct certain tests.
your play house, as independent of
Scatters
Heralds from Above
the attraction of the moment.
It is advertising of that sort that
The greatest single factor in Mr.
brings in the people who say, "O, Mayne's accomplishment, without
was the argument with which
let's go to a movie. I don't care doubt,
he convinced the Western Aircraft
which one." It also clinches the patronage of the thoughtful ones who
Corporation that it would work to
do care which one and demand the
their
as well
his their
own
best of motion pictures.
to
haveadvantage
the aviators
drop a's
from
elevation certain matter which he
The exhibitor who has attempted
nothing of the sort will do well to would have ready when the ascension was due to take place.
give it a try-out. It is sure to pay
big dividends.
This done, it was a simple matter
to prepare heralds of suitable nature
in vast quantities. The rest was
Exhibitors Use Planes
a matter of course.
to Gain Publicity
Air. Mayne sent up, also, a hundred free tickets to the show, thus
increasing the interest of those who
Here and there from time to time picked up his heralds.
there have been those to mention
"With the populace out in force to
the advisability of dropping adver- see the operations, the distribution
tising literature from airplanes was, of course, assured. The box
above a given city, rightly calculat- office proved that much. That the
ing that the novelty of the method
stunt was a great one goes almost
would impress the message of the witho'ut saying.
copy upon the minds of the interMilwaukee Man's Plan
ested readers, but for the most part
Another enterprising exhibitor,
such speculation has been of the idle
variety.
George Fisher, manager of the AlTo George Mayne, managing the hambra theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.,
American theatre at Salt Lake City, used the same scheme to advantage
must be given credit for realizing last Saturday, by sending his pubupon the dreams of such outliners
licity expert, Miss Lusher, on a trip
over the city in an airplane, from
of exploitation methods.

Satisfaction

Goes After Business
With Big Campaign
Daring tradition to do its worst
and taking the initiative with a
vengeance, J. S. Woolstenholm,
manager of the Majestic theatre,
Grand Island, Neb., has exploded a
pet theory servatives
ofas claim
such that
misguided
conthat which
has not been done cannot be done,
incidentally gaining for himself a
high place in the esteem of his fellow-townsmen and a reputation for
aggressiveness that cannot operate
otherwise than to his profit.
It had been customary for Grand
Island theatre managers to book pictures that had already been shown
in Lincoln or Omaha, the nearest
cities of size, depending largely upon
the advertisement and publicity
given such pictures by the papers of
these mentcities
there. during their engage-

Satisfaction

in Jewels

OMPLETE satisfaction in owning and
wearing jewels comes only with the
knowledge that the stones and the settings inwhich they are mounted are of
superior quality.

in Amusement

OMPLETE satisfaction in motion picture
entertainment comes only with the knowledge
that the pictures viewed are the best that
money can buy or genius can produce.
Confidence
that the amusement
selects tois better
"right
that no millionaire
in the land one
has access
adds much to the enjoyment of that amusement.
The prestige of Herald amusements is based upon the
foundation of untiring effort to secure the best, willingnes to pay for the best, and the facilities for presenting that best in the best possible manner.
May we not have the pleasure of proving to you the
superiority of our entertainments?

Confidence that one's jewelry "is right" — that no
apologies need be made for it — adds much to the
pride and pleasure of possession.
The prestige of Spaulding jewelry is based on the
foundation of sincerest quality. May we have the
pleasure of demonstrating to you the satisfaction
in Spauldirg jewels.

THE

SPAULDING
€T CO.
Goldsmiths, Silversmith* and Jswelsrs
\tchig*n BouWard «t Van Burm 3trert
CHICAGO
PARIS 7JB... «I.Pu

JCWClrj imI\ «rtU«nn*nt nml thciitri- luxi-rllon pn rn

which she dropped circulars advertising Alhambra attractions.
Mr. Fisher, however, went a stepS
further than the Salt Lake City man
by advertising that a hundred annual passes to his theatre would be
thrown from the clouds.
Needless to say, every slip of paper that trailed down from above
was eagerly snatched up by the people on the street, who coveted the
pasteboards that would admit them
free to the Alhambra for one year.

HERALD
THEATRE
Presenting Perfect Pictures
First and Main Streets
WHERE JUDGMENT DICTATES

riiNliiK ropy and following jerneral dealffHi MliiMtradiiK
original drMlftiiN after model.
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The reasoning was along these
ines.
If the city papers, which enjoy a
vide circulation in Grand Island,
lad already advertised the picture in
big way, it was only necessary to
cquiant the local populace with the
itle of the production and the date
t was to play. The public would
have already formed its opinion of
he thing and would act accordngly.
Mapping Out Campaign
Consequently, when the Majestic
announced the first exhibition in
Nebraska of "Auction of Souls," the
"$10.00 a seat picture," published by
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, he found * himself without a
stick of publicity or a square inch
of advertising already paving the
way.
But Mr. Woolstenholm was not
halted.
He put on a campaign of such dimensions as Grand Island had no
conception. It had never been approximated before in the town.
Heralds were distributed in thousand lots. Newspaper space was
used lavishly. And twenty-four
sheet stands were used freely about
the city.
It would be useless to go into the
'details
campaign.
That ofthetheeditor
of one of the local
papers thought enough of the enterprise to give it and the man behind
it editorial space . speaks more eloquently than could any mere description for the success of the effort.
Cleaned Up on Picture
That Mr. Woolstenholm claims to
have made more money with the
feature than with any attraction ever
before played at his theatre, this including special attractions played as
road shows, adds the clinching argument.
Tradition is a treacherous thing.
It shackles initiative, discourages
aggression, defeats progress.
More blows such as this man dealt
the monster are needed.
Nowhere is it a greater menace
than in advertising. And in advertising lies the salvation of the exhibitor ofthe present and the future.
Follow this man's lead.
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SONG AND SET FOR "UPSTAIRS AND DOWN"

V successful example of cooperative sons
Theatre. New \ nrk, during the run of the
modes of life of the idle rich and their
servants, contrasting the two at the expense of the former.
As all the action takes place in comparatively commonplace, though sumptuous, surroundings, the prospects for a
striking stage setting were not particularly bright.
All the greater; therefore, the credit
due the designer of the arrangement
pictured in this department.
The stairs erected are peculiarly attractive in themselves. The fact that
they lead to no particular destination
lends them the appeal of the unusual.

Unique Setting Used
"Upstairs and Down"
Perhaps as novel a setting and presentation as any recently designed is that
used by the Strand theatre. New York,
in connection with the showing of Olive
Thomas' initial Selznick production. "Upstairs and Down."
The play is a farce dealing with the

Hon- the Famous Players-Lnsky Corporamade a directin appeal
to a conventiontionof educators
Milwaukee,
Wis.
59

and picture exploitation used by Strand
Selznick picture starring Olive Thomas.
Incidentally, they provide an opportunity for a novel song and dance by the
couple employed for the purpose. An
interpretative number thus performed
has a double power. It not only prepares
the audience for what is to follow by
its own meaningful convolutions, but
identifies itself intimately with the production through the use of the steps.
Aside from this value, the setting is
attractive and pleasing to the eye. And
it is also inexpensive.
Educating Educators
at Milwaukee Meet
When the delegates to the convention
of the National Educational Association
gathered at Milwaukee on Saturday, June
28 for a week's stay they found the motion picture interests of the town united
in an appeal for their consideration of
the photoplay as an educator as well as
an entertainer.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, co-operating with the leading Milwaukee exhibitors, had arranged for a
series of third-page advertisements to
run in the newspapers every day of the
week during which the educators wexe
to be in session.
We produce a sample of these ads,
showing the line of reasoning that was
followed out in preparing the copy. The
names of eighteen Milwaukee theatres
that are playing a solid week of Paramount and Artcraft features appeared in
the space left blank for that purpose.
The thought behind the enterprise has
to do with more than the mere making
of money. The support of the educating
class is definitely solicited. Such support
is highly desirable. This bid for it is
clean, intelligent, dignified.
A splendid enterprise, from whatever
angle it is considered.
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UP
AND
DOWN
FILM
ROW
;i==^^=
With J. B.
■
Pat Powers is now a summer resident
New York City, July 1. 1919.
Arthur Levey of export fame writes of Mamaroneck-on-the-Sound, and has one
from Paris that the old town still looks of the show places of Oriental Point.
good
him. standing
' Photograph
postalof card
shows toArthur
in front
the
William Clark, president of the ExhibLa Bourse du Commerce, Paris.
itors Mutual Company, has become one of
the
most
expert swimmers of the Rye
Beach
colony.
S. G. Sladdin, the well-known publicity
expert, is with the S. L. K. Serial CorporaHarold Cornelius of the Exhibitors Mution, and they are strong for him. Helen
tual, who lives close to the water at Rye,
Holmes is the shining light of their productions, but the name of the first picture is X. Y., could see no good reason for leaving the Sound for a bath tub at the Statler,
still a profound secret.
so Charley Pettijohn took the Turkish bath
J. D. Williams of the First National Ex- at St. Louis, while Harold bathed in the
hibitors Circuit has climbed many a ladder cooling breezes of Long Island Sound.
on his road to success, and it was no
Lesley Mason has just written a scenalaughing matter. But the select few who
rio which Harry Palmer has produced.
saw J. D. and "Jimmie" Grainger climbing
Hope it will shape up well beside "A Quiet
the painters'
ladders
inside
the
new
Capitol theatre. New York, had the spasm of
Afternoon."
a lifetime.
A postcard from Nassau, Bahama Islands,
shows Jay Rescher climbing a cocoanut
William Sherry is to serve light re- tree
at Sandy Cay. Being a dry island, Jay
freshments inthe Capitol theatre between
the acts.
will go a long way for a drink, even if it is
milk.
Owing to a shortage in the market the
Capitol theater was unable to purchase
enough glass brilliants for the dome of the
theatre, so all the massive chandeliers which
once
decorated
Sherry's
purchased
for the
theatre.lobster palace were
The editor of one of the quick edition
trade papers sent one of his reporters up
town to interview a producer who was in
a legal engagement in the matrimonial
court. The litigant, being a very highstrung and quick-tempered man, resented
the questions of the reporter, and after
hanging
a "shiner"
newsgatherer,
he
kicked him
down on
thethesteps.
The scribe
went to the phone and called up the editor. He said,he "Ijust
can'tbusted
get anything
out eye
of
this fellow:
me in the
and bumped me all the way down the steps.''
"You go back and get that story and tell
that 'blanktay-blank' skate that he can't intimidate me," said the editor.

S. P. Blackman of the American Cinema
Corporation is one of the hardest working
executives in the industry, but he has a big
objective, so he keeps up full speed at the
studio, heat or no heat.
John P. Fritts, who is director of publicity of the Realart Pictures Corporation,
is planning some big surprises in the way
of advertising for the company and is working more than union hours to do it. But
like Frank Vollar and B. M. Conlin of
Vitagraph, who have taken a leaf out of
Albert
success, he cares
not for E.theSmith's
clock butbookfor ofresults.
New York reviewers were given another
lesson in prophylactics this week by "Ben"
Fineman when he uncorked "The Solitary
Sin." The lessons as they now stand are
"The Scarlet Trail," "Open Your Eyes,"
"Fit to Win." "When Men Betray," "The
Spreading
What next? Evil" and "Damaged Goods."
We must admit that Lewis J. Selznick
screens well, and in the name of the editor
we thank him for the splendid mounted,
framed and autogrophed photograph with
which he presented the chief. Make it
two, L. J.
If Famous Players-Lasky had picturized
the
"The Rolling
they latest
would novel,
have gathered
no Moss.Stone,"
Katsuttro Kamei of the Kinema-Chrome
Film Manufacturing Company of Tenmabashi, Kitaku, Osaka, Japan, says that the
picture business in the Flowery Kingdom is
in a most flourishing condition. We trust
that this condition may ever continue and
to Mr. Katsujiro Kamei we extend our best
wishes. Banzai ! Banzai !

Ill RTON HOLMES
\nii Hra. Hobaea, together vrltfe n. J.
i (ihIIiik. romrrnmin, on tin- Adriatic
hound for Ktirope for I'll rn nion n I .

Hopp Hadley of the Frank Hall Company by day, and Kew Gardens, Long
Island, by night, has cast off the cares of
business for two weeks, and is vacationing
in the White Mountains.
C. Lam; Conn is general sales manager
for the Artcolor Pictures
Company, Inc.,
60

Who will appear in Paramount-Artcraft
production,
"TheSDCCesH.
Copperhead," taken
from the stag~e
and while C. Lang is not a colored man he
knows a lot about the pigments in pictures. "Yours for that hearty handYep, it's a fact. Al Cormier has a new
automobile,
tank of
explodes
he's
liable
to go aand
mile ifon his
a gallon
gas. Howshake."
ever, Al has a long time contract which
makes him fireproof.
Jack Grey has a new machine which is
all finished in nickel, with solid military
wheels, which gives it the appearance of
an engine of war. The other day Jack
passed a farmer on the road who was driving a mowing machine. Jack stopped to
inquire directions. The farmer gave Jack
the desired information and then, as he
scanned the unusual looking car, he said,
"What's that?" "That's an i automobile,"
said Jack, "and what's that you are driving?" "That," replied the farmer, "is -an
auto-mow-hay, but it don't." "Mornin', Si."
Harry P. Diggs who is doing Hopp Hadley's work during Hopp's vacation, left for
Toledo on June 27, to work at the ringside
at
the ofbigJuly.
mill and will not return until the
sixth
Frank Hall left for Toledo last Friday
to take a hand in "The Challenge of
Chance." No matter who goes down for
the count. Frank will be close enough to
the ring to sign up the winner.
Harry Reichenbach has sold to the Universal a picture of the Clown Prince, the
title of which is "The Clown Prince in
HeatingThisIt,"eight
which
is booked
a longat
run.
hundred
footer for
opened
the Strand theater last Sunday.
Mack Sennett's Bathing Girls are sure
being
well and
"lamped"
old bucks
Broadway,
if we by
maythejudge,
they areof
not suffering from hunger or thirst. Rector's seems to attract them when they have
a few bits of drapery on. They are referred to as the Un-kissed peaches of
I lollywood.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD e very week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
The Money Corral, with William S.
Hart. — I call this a good Hart picture.
Interesting plot. Hart has plenty of opportunity to keep his hand on the gun.
— Chas. H. Ryan. Gartield theatre. Chicago, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
A Romance of Happy Valley, a Griffith
production. — Good but weak in drawing
power. Same old love stuff. — D. Hirsch,
Forest theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Johanna Enlists, with Mary Pickford.
This is a real Pickford picture. — W. H.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Eyes of the Soul, with Elsie Ferguson.
The star's best work.— T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C. — Family
i patronage.
True Heart Susie, a Griffith production.— The poorest excuse for a special
that Griffith has ever made. — Jean Surley,
Queen theatre. Dallas, Tex. — Transient
patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production. — Well worth advanced prices
and plenty of advertising. — Boom & DuRand. Lyric theatre, Ellendale, N. D. —
All classes of patronage.
Hearts of the Wild, with Elsie Ferguson.— Ferguson is miscast in this. Has
no chance. Did not please. — Joe Hewitt,
Strand theatre, Robinson, III. — Mixed
patronage.
The Poppy Girl's Husband, with William S. Hart. — Drawing power excellent.
I think Hart is getting better with each
picture. — G. R. Wright, Bluebird theatre,
Dallas, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hun Within, with Dorothy Gish.
— Would have been a bear before armistice was signed. — W. H. Mart. Strand
theatre, Grinnell, la.— College town.
The Lie, with Elsie Ferguson. — A well
produced society drama. Too high for
my patronage.
Didn't Crescent
like it. — City,
J. B. Cal.
Endert,
Endert theatre.
— General patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production. — Despite war stuff it went
over fine. Griffith's name and direction
helped. —Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre,
Robinson, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Square Deal Sanderson, with William
S. Hart. — One of best the star has made.
Fine business. — Jean Surley. Old Mill
theatre, Dallas, Tex. — Transient patronage.
The Great Love, a Griffith production.
— Splendid war story with a good sprinkle of comedy. — Paul Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, 111. — High class patronage.

rum, Lyricborhood
theatre.
patronage. Ripley, Okla. — NeighHearts Asleep, with Bessie Barriscale.
— Very good. Enjoyed by all. Fair
business. — F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre.
\ i 1 li sea , la. — Mixed patronage.
Whitewashed Walls, with William Desmond.— Pretty fair. Drawing power fair.
— August Weilbacher. Liberty theatre,
ronage.Antonio, Tex. — Neighborhood patSan

Scene
of theNewcrowd
front ofthethesecond
I'ark
Theatre.
York,in during;
wick of the run of the Jo- Willrird
picture. lished"The
( hlillenee
by Frank
G. Hall. of Chance," pubThe Great Love, a Griffith production.
— Fairly good. Not up to Griffith standard.— D. B. Follett, Star theatre. Gibsonburg. O. — Middle and high class patronage.
Exhibitors Mutual
Girl of My Dreams, with Billie Rhodes.
— Good house. Money maker. — Victory
theatre, Lott, Tex. — General patronage.
Modern Husbands, with Henry B.
Walthall. — Star is not very well liked
here. Business only fair. Action is too
slow. — Smith & Phipps. Empire theatre.
Iron River, Mich. — Mining town.
Cannibals of the South Sea, photoFine, edugraphed cational.
by Margin
DeLuxeJohnson.
theatre.— Somerton,
Ariz.- — Mixed patronage.
All of a Sudden Norma, with Bessie
Barriscale. — Nothing to brag at>out.
Business fair. She's made better than
this. — Luedke Sisters. Columbia theatre.
Kenosha, Wis.
Hoop La, with Billie Rhodes. — A good
circus picture and star does not depend
upon anyone else for stunts. — B. E. Sha-

Hoop La, with Billie Rhodes. — This
is
a crackerjack.
Billie's aretheatre,
all good.
Luedke
Sisters, Columbia
Ken-—
osha, Wis.
Bonds of Honor, with Sessue Hayakawa. — This star's work is wonderful. A
fine polished actor. Always pleases.
— Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre.
Omaha.
ronage. Neb. — High class suburban patWhat Every Woman Wants, with
Grace Darmond. — Good, but star not
well enough known to draw. Just average business. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha. Neb. — High class suburban patronage.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — Nothing more than an ordinary program picture. Some people
thought it only fair. — Smith & Phipps.
Empire theatre. Iron River, Mich. — Mining town.
First National
The Light Within, with Olga Petrova.
Good picture for high class patronage,
but failed to draw for us. — B. H. Hunter.
Strand theatre, Uvalde, Tex. — General
patronage.
Auction of Souls, with Aurora Mardiganian.
— Don't Not
believe
will draw
small towns.
muchthisinterest
shownin
here. Weather might have been the
cause. It was hot. — W. H. Mart, Strand
theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. — A
tine picture
only fairandbusiness
on account of ffottoweather
other adverse
conditions. — John Hafner. Princess theatre, Donora. Pa. — General patronage.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
Fast-moving crook society drama. Title
will mean much to patrons who decide
what they want to see from titles. — Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre. Chicago, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Tempered Steel, with Olga Petrova. — ■
Big business. High class drama. Sure
to please,
star'sprestige.
mainstay
the
screen isalthough
her former
— C. onJ.
Alleman, Bijou theatre. Church Point.
La.— Small town patronage.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
Picture weak in story. Business fair. —
Jean Surley, Queen theatre, Dallas, Tex.
— Transient patronage.
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LOOSE IN A "FEM-SEM'

A scene from the Christie Special Comedy "Rowdy Ann." featuring Miss Tinelier. The
vein i nary airls are Patricia Rainier, "Eddie" Harry and Katherine Lewis.
Fox
The Jungle Trail, with William Farnum. — Picture contains plenty of action
and settings are elaborate. Will appeal
to children and men folks more than to
women. — Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre. Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum. — A typical Farnum picture. Pleased
two days. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum.— Great. Better than Riders of the
Purple Sage. Business fair. — F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — Mixed
patronage.
When Fate Decides, with Madlainc
Traverse. — Good picture, but did not
draw well. This star does not draw for
me. — Jewel theatre, San Antonio, Tex. —
General patronage.
IH Say So, with George Walsh. — Not
much to it, but it seemed to please. —
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.— General patronage.
Salome, with Theda Bara.— I have seen
all the big picture spectacles and think
few equal this. None surpass it. Theda
Bara does the best acting of her career.
— Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood. La. — Mixed patronage.
Tell It to the Marines, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. — Good. Made a hit here.
Business good. — F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la. — Mixed patronage.
Never Say Quit, with George Walsh.
— Great picture. I think Walsh will get
the money for any theatre. He surely is
a star. — A. Hammerly, Lyric theatre,
Hamilton, O. — General patronage.
Words and Music By — , with Albert
Kay and Elinor Fair. — More than a
pleasing entertainment. A real enjoyable offering that brought unsolicited

approval. — M. A. Choynski. Newberry
theatre, Chicago, 111. — Mixed patronage.
The Wilderness Trail, with Tom Mix.
— The ideal star for your Saturday
crowds. If you are not getting big business with Tom Mix there is something
wrong with you, not him. — George A.
Bleich. Empress theatre. Owensboro.
Ky. — Best patronage.
Smiles, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
— My patrons like kid pictures and they
just ate up this one. — Harold Daspit,
\thertou theatre, Kentwood, La.—
Mixed patronage.
Trje Jungle Trail, with William Farnum.—Fine picture. Business fair. — F.
M.
Cozy theatre. Villisca, la. —
MixedChilds,
patronage.
The Divorce Trap, with Gladys Brockwell. — Good picture. Brockwell.T think,
is a coming drawing power. — Jewel theatre. San Antonio, Tex. — General patronage.
Ace High, with Tom Mix. — Good.
Drawing card. He is one of the coming
western stars. — A. Hammerly, Lyric
theatre, Hamilton, O. — General patronage.Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum.— Excellent. Pleased everyone. Good film. — Mrs. K. J. Jordan,
Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban patronage.
Goldwyn
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore. —
Moore's pictures are the best bet from
Goldwyn.— W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell, la. — College town.
Oh Johnny,
Louisto Bennison.
newcomer
that with
is good
look at —andA
shows promise. — Ben L. Morris, Olymronage.
pic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General patWhen Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
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Normand. — About as good as The Pest,
but not near as good as Mickey. Business good. Some people told me they
didn't care for it. — Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Stronger Vow, with Geraldinc
Farrar. — Good picture. But Farrar's
name in a picture does not mean anything in this town. — John Hafner. Prinronage.cess theatre, Donora, Pa. — General patThe City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — Picture fine. Star well liked
Good business. — Jean Surley, Queen theatre, Dallas, Tex. — Transient patronage.
Spotlight Sadie, with Mae Marsh— She
made one good picture for this company
but this is not that one. — Mrs. R. J.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale. III.
— High class suburban patronage.
Leave It to Susan, with Madge Kennedy.— An improvement over her last
two pictures. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre. Grinnell, la. — College town.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.
— Fine picture to good business. Tom's
popularity is increasing with each picture.— John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — General patronage.
The Splendid Sinner, with Mary Garden.— Excellent. Pleased all. Good business.— F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.— Mixed patronage.
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Normand. — Story and picture poor. Disliked by audience. — Jean Surley, Old
Mill theatre, Dallas, Tex. — Transient
patronage.
The Bondage of Barbara, with Mae
Marsh. — Good enough. — Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
patronage.
Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore. —
Very nice picture. Good program picture for any house. Patrons well pleased.
— L. Drachman, Opera House, Tuscon,
Ariz. — General patronage.
The Brand, with Kay Laurell.— Welt
made with strong story. Failed to draw.
— R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la.
One Week of Life, with Pauline Frederick.— A very ordinary production to
poor business. — John Hafner, Princess
theatre, Donora, Pa. — General patronage
Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore. — A.clever picture. Goldwyn has a very high
class lot of stars and they are always
finding more admirers at my theatre. —
Barney Brotman, Rialto theatre, Rock
Island. 111. — Mixed patronage.
Go West Young Man, with Tomj
Moore. — Tom scores in another good
one that filled the house and left many
good words for it. — Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
patronage.
Hodkinson
The Best Man, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— Star well liked. Drew on hot
night and pleased. — M. A. Choynski,
Newberry theatre, Chicago, 111. — Mixed
patronage.
The End of the Game, with J. Warren Kerrigan. — A good picture. Business
fair. — Peebles & Campbell, Arcade theatre, Denison, Tex.
A Law Unto Herself, with Louise
Glaum. — Remarkably good picture, but
contains the war stuff, German brutality,
etc. Fair house. — J. H. Vaughan, New
Orpheum
theatre, Maquokcta, la. —
Small
town patronage.

EXHIBITORS
The Drifters, with J. W arren Kerrigan.
Not >o good as expected but pleased
rly well. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan. Hinsdale
jeatre. Hin-dale. III. — High class suburn patronage.
Come Again Smith, with J. Warren
errigan. — Only a fair picture. This star
well liked here, so they say it is good
yway. — Smith & Phipps. Empire theaIron River. Mich. — Mining town.
The Heart of Rachel, with Bessie Barcale. — This type of story has been
pne to death. Production part good. —
Tt Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la.
The End of the Game, with J. WarKerrigan. — Program picture only,
rew good, as this star pleases. Busiss good. — Smith & Phipps. Empire
jeatre. Iron River. Mich. — Mining tow-n.
Jewel
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Ihillip*. — A great war picture. Truly a
icture that will live forever. Great parotic appeal to both men and women.
Garland D. Hamm. Joyland theatre,
fcark. Ark.
Destiny, with Dorothy Phillips. — This
a pretty :'air picture though not what
lou would
call will
a Class
"A" production.
Tour
patrons
remember
the star
rom Heart< of Humanity. William
Itowell does some great work in it.—
das. H. Ryan. Garfield theatre, Chi|ago. 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
'hillios.
Peoplein
leemed —toPlayed
like it three
but diddays.
not come
.reat numbers. Business ordinary. — Beii
J. M-orri* Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
-General patronage.
For Husbands Only, with Mildred
iarris. — A eood one. But it only appeals to the better class. — Mack Jackson.
Strand theatre. Ashhind. Ala. — Small
:own patronage.
Destiny, with Dorothy Phillips. —
^Vonderful production. This star biggest drawing card out since her last
three pictures here. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal.
(Ideal theatre. Omaha, Neb. — High claslatronage.
Metro
The Poor Rich Man, with Bushman it
Bavin- — T! 1- > a good picture and drew
well <>n ,. rainy night. — B. H. Hunter.
Strand theatre. Uvalde, Tex. — General
patronage.
That's Good, with Hale Hamilton. —
The fir-t poor Metro picture in a long
time. You will be better off without t li I—
l one. — John
i lamer, Princess theatre,
Donora. Pa. — General patronage.
Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. — SplenRaymondCity,Piper,
Opcadid production.
House. —Virginia
New Piper's
The Island of Intrigue, with May Allison.— Allison's average. All very good.
J— T. L. Little. Majestic theatre, Camden.
|S. C. — Family patronage.
Peggy Does Her Darndest, with Maj
Allison. — A delightful light comedydrama. Star winsome. Everybody
pleased. — C. J. Alleman, Bijou theatre.
Church Point. La. — Small town patronage.
The Way of the Strong, with Anna
Nillson. — A sure enough special on tb.p
regular program. Worth increased admis ions.— John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — General patronage.
Unexpected Places, with Bert Lytell.
— Bert is sure a drawing card. Metro
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are making good pictures. — Luedke Sisters, Columbia theatre. Kenosha. Wis.
Paramount

Y

Keitlily,patronage.
Lyric theatre. Center. Mo. —
Mixed
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray. —
They laughed, enjoyed it and came out
smiling and happy. Tell 'em it is one
of
Ray's Empress
most pleasing
— C. A.
Krause.
theatre,plays.
Owensboro,
Ky. — Best class patronage.
The Lady of Red Butte, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Very poor. It is a shame to
try anda production
kill Dorothyof Dalton's
with
this sort.popularity
— Ben B.
Lewis,
Ellanay
theatre,
El Paso, Tex. —
General patronage.

The Seven Swans, with Marguerite
Clark — Dandy good picture. Pleased
both old and young. Drew big house
on a rainy night.— C. A. Spainhour.
Auditorium Theatre, Greensburg, Kansas.— Small town patronage.
The Cruise of the Make-Believe, with
Lila Lee — Don't be afraid of this. W ill
please.—corah,R.
la. J. Relf, Star • Theatre, DeThe Sunset Trail, with Vivian Martin.
Good Bye, Bill, with Shirley MasonVery, very poor. — O. H. Schleusener, — Very good. — Ben L. Morris. Olympic
Superba Theatre. Alhambra Cal. — theatre. Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
Middle class patronage.
Snobs, with Wallace Reid.— This did
Prunella, with Marguerite Clark- not please and patrons walked out. —
Better stay off it. Bad. — J. L. Stapp, Thos. M. Jones, Auditorium theatre,
Lyceum Theatre, Platte City, Mo.
Sparta, Ga. — General patronage.
The Make Believe Wife, with Billie
Pathe
Burke. — Pretty good. Did record business for Burke. — W. H. Mart. Strand
Money Isn't Everything (American),
with Margarita Fisher. — A fairly good
Theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish comedy-drama. — B. E. Sharum, Lyric
— Fine. Give us more like it. — H. H. theatre. Ripley. Okla. — General patronWilson, Sherman Theatre, Sullivan, Ind.
Such a Little Pirate, with Lila Lee- age.Milady of the Beanstalks, with Baby
Marie Osborne. — Went over very well
Went very good here. — C. E. Waughop.
Scenic Theatre. Detroit, Minn.— Small with serial. Very good for the children.
town patronage.
— Mrs. R. J. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale. 111. — High class suburban patThe Seven Swans, with Marguerite ronage.
Clark. — A fairly good house, liked this
very much. My people like her in these
Fair Enough (American), with Marfairy stories. — A. X. Miles. Eminence
garita Fisher. — Good picture. Star draws
Theatre, Eminence. Ky.
well here. — B. H. Hunter, Strand theatre, Cvalde, Texas. — General patronage.
Extravagance, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Hobbs in a Hurry (American), with
A first class five part society drama.
Rather deep for the majority but pleased William Russell. — A picture that will
just the same. — Miss T. Benesch, Bell please anyone. Fast action and a good
story. — B. E. Sharum, Lyric theatre,
theatre, Chicago, III. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Ripley. Okla. — General patronage.
The Midnight Stage, with Frank
The Homebreaker, with Dorothy Dalton.— Pleased very well. Some called it Keenan. — They don't care about this fellow up here. Business only fair. Picture
her best. — F. L. Little, Majestic theatre,
Camden, S. C. — Family patronage.
the same. — Smith & Phipps, Empire theatre. Iron River. Mich. — Mining town.
The Call of the East, featuring Sessue
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward. —
Hayakawa. — Stay off of this one. — E. A.
TEXAS

GUINAN

MIXES IN

A Mitt scent- from "The
Girl of Hell's Agony," a new Frohman Amusement Corporation
production. It's 63n Western and Jack Richardson and Georgre Chesbro are in It.
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Good. Business fine. S. R. O. on this
one. — J. H. Marshall, Happy Hour theatre, San Antonio, Tex. — Neighborhood
patronage.
When a Man Rides Alone (American),
with William Russell. — Leave him to
ride alone and you're better off. Bill is
not liked here in western plays. — Luedke
Sisters, Columbia theatre, Kenosha, Wis.
Comir on Clay, with Fannie Ward. —
Excellent picture. Just fair box office
attraction. — C. C. Dickinson, Columbia
theatre. Phoenix, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Midnight Stage, with Frank
Keenan. — Some killing scrap. Might
satisfy a cow-boy audience. — B. E.
Sharum, Lyric theatre, Ripley, Okla. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Wives and Other Wives (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. — Good program picture. Drew a fair house. — J. H.
Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
All the World to Nothing (American),
with William Russell. — They like him
and I call this a good program picture.
Always get a fair picture with this star.
— Smith & Phipps, Empire theatre, Iron
River, Mich. — Mining town.
The Eyes of Julia Deep (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. — A fairly good
picture. Fine star. Not much action. —
B. E. Sharum, Lyric theatre, Ripley.
Okla. — Gener'.l patronage.
Go Get 'Em Garringer, with Franklyn
Farnum. — Wild and wooly western and
a good one. Extra fine photography.
Good house considering the heat. — J. fl.
Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Select
The Belle of New York, with Marion
Davies. — Marion Davies is impossible as
a star. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell, la. — College town.
DeLuxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
— Believe Norma Talmadge is the best
drawing dramatic actress in pictures.
Always dependable. — Ben. L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
patronage.
Good Night Paul, with Constance T il
madge. — This star is neck and neck with
Pickford.
Picture splendid. — Raymond
Piper, Nev.
Piper's Opera House, Virgfnia
City,
The Belle of New York, with Marion
Davies. — Beautiful settings and photography, but all wasted on account of the
star. — John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — General patronage.
Bolshevism on Trial, with an all-star
cast. — Didn't get over. Had to take it
off. — Jean Surley, Old Mill theatre, Dallas, Tex. — Transient patronage.
The Cavell Case, with Julia Arthur. —
Great. Used it as Decoration Day feature. Weather was against us. — Boom
& DuRand, Lyric theatre, Ellcndale, N.
D. — All classes of patronage.
The Savage Woman, with Clara Kimball Young. — A lot of money spent on
this but type of story didn't seem to
make much of a hit. — R. J. Relf, Star
theatre, Decorah, la.
Jacques of the Silver North, with Mitchell Lewis. — Did fine for us. Beautiful
snow stuff. — DeLuxe theatre, Somcrton,
Ariz. — Mixed patronage.
Who Cares, with Constance Talmadge,
— Constance is always good. She is the
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rage. Her comedy-dramas are in a class
by themselves. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre. Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Savage Woman, with Clara Kimball Young. — A great picture. Star
draws well with us.— F. M. Edgett, Lyric
ronage. Earlville,' 111. — High class pattheatre,
Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma
Talmadge. — Excellent. All Selects are
good
far. — Virginia
RaymondCity,Piper,
Opera so
House,
Nev. Piper's
Romance and Arabella, with Constance
— TheyStrand
liked theatre,
this. It's
good.
—Talmadge.
W. H. Mart,
Grinnell,
la. — College' town. «
The Cavell Case, with Julia Arthur. —
Star not known. Played to raise in price
and flopped. — A. L. Picker, Rex theatre,
Ironwood, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
At the Mercy of Men, with Alice
Brady. — Xo good. No punch to story. —
Chas. Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax, Minn.

time. Pleased. — Raymond Piper, Piper' I '
Opera House. Virginia City, Nev.
Beyond the Shadows, with Williar
Desmond — Fine. — Loeffelholz Bros!
Auditorium Theatre, Cuba City, Wis.Mixed patronage.
Love's Pay Day, with Rosemar;
Theby. — More people told me we had ;
good show on this than I have hean
for a long time. It is good. — Smith t
Phipps, Empire theatre, Iron River
Mich.- — Mining town.
The Follies Girl, with Olive Thomas
— Very good comedy-drama to fair busi
ness, yet was run to a profit as the ex
change does not ask for your entire re
ceipts as rental. — John Hafner, Princes
theatre, Donora, Pa. — General patronage
Toton, with Olive Thomas. — Grea
business. Great picture. — Ben B. Lewis
El Paso, Tex. — General patronage.
The Last Rebel, with Belle BennettAn old time feature, but will please somt
audiences. — Loeffelholz Bros., Auditor
ronage.
ium theatre, Cuba City, Wis.- — Mixed pat
Irishtiful Eyes,
with Pauline
Stark. —pictun
Beauwater scenes,
but otherwise
is nothing extra. Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Mixed pat-.
ronage.

MARtO\ DAVIES AXD ROBERT W.
CHAMBERS
Discussing it script. Miss Davies will
appear
'•AprilCorp.
Folly,"
her first
Marlon .soon
Daviesin Film
productiou.
The Midnight Patrol, an Ince production.— Best sensational in many a day.
No one can kick. Advanced prices.
Pleased all classes. — Raymond Piper.
Piper's Opera House, Virginia City,
Nev.
Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Talmadge. — They liked this. — W. H.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Triangle
The Law's Outlaw, with Roy Stewart.
— StewaTt is indeed a good western character. The public like him. — R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberliu, Kans.
— Country town patronage.
Taxi, with
Holmes'.
Each than
succeeding Taylor
Holmes picture
is —better
the last and draws better business. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Fa. — General patronage.
Alias Mary Brown, with Pauline
Starke. — Good crook play. — Loclfelhql/
Bros., Auditorium theatre, Cuba City,
Wis. — Mixed patronage.
The Price of Applause, with Jack Livingston.— War story that is good any
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By Proxy, with Roy Stewart. — Extra
good. Touches of comedy. — Meldrin &
Clark. Opera
House, Edwards, N. Y.—
General
patronage.
Shifting Sands, with Gloria Sw-anson.—
They applauded this one. Star goodRaymond City,
Piper,Nev.Piper's Opera House,]
Virginia
Cactus Crandall, with Roy Stewart.— j
Good western picture with plenty oil
action. Contains some fine scenery. — J.
H. Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre,
Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Devil M' Care, with Crane Wilbur.—
A western comedy-drama that keeps audience in good humor from start to. fin-,
ish. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre,
Kentwood, La. — Mixed patronage.
Universal
The Cabaret Girl, with Ruth Clifford.
— A picture that pleased. Business good.
— F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,
la. — Mixed patronage.
Her Bargain, with Mary MacLaren. —
Good picture.
Two days Plaza
to finetheatre,
business. A. R. Cavaness,
rhoenix, Ariz. — Transient patronage.
A Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.
—Hayman,
Very good.
overGrand
big. — Island,
S. A.'
Lyda Went
theatre,
Neb. — High class patronage.
Borrowed Clothes, with Mildred Har-t
ris. — A real picture of the kind that
makes business in hot weather. — Ben L.
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.—
General patronage.
Danger, Go Slow, with Mae Murray. —
Splendid piece of acting, but slow in
some parts. — Harold Daspit, Atherton
theatre, Kentwood, La. — Mixed patronage.All Night, with Carmel Myers. — Nice
little comedy. Enjoyed by all. Business
poor. — F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.-— Mixed patronage.
Roped, duction.
withStar Harry
— Good
good. Carey.
Support
good.pro-A
pleasing picture. — Fred J. Cantlin, Park
theatre, Lebanon, N. H. — Mixed patronage.

EXHIBITORS
Vitagraph
ie Third Degree, with Alice Joyce. —
iie picture. Drew fair. — Ben B. Lewis,
may theatre, El Paso. Tex. — General
ronage.
Stitch in Time, with Gladys Leslie,
jd. Best she ever appeared in. Good
?iness. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal theaOmaha. Xeb. — High class patronage.
The Common Cause, with an all-star
;t — Good business. — Victory theatre,
[tt Tex. — General patronage.
Wishing Ring Man, with Bessie
I've. — Good clean entertaining picture,
aid please anyone. — J. H. Yaughan.
Orpheum theatre. Maquoketa. Ia. —
ical patronage.
Common Cause, with an all-star
-Fine picture. Broke all house recWill bring it back next week. —
Cavaness. Plaza theatre. Phoenix.
-Transient patronage.
Thin Ice, with Corinne Griffith. — XothI % to rave about. Poor business. — Ben
I Lewis. Ellanay theatre. El Paso, Tex.
• •General patronage.
'Thin Ice, with Gladys Leslie. — Pror am picture above the average. Hot
[ ght. Pleased patrons. — M. A. Choynlli, Newberry theatre, Chicago, 111. —
ijixed patronage.
Within the Law, with Alice Joyce. —
liecord house. — Victory theatre, Lott,
Ilex. — General patronage.
World
His Royal Highness, with Carlyle
I jlackwell. — Children certainly liked this
t ne. Carlyle liked by women. — Sidney
).;piegel. Community House theatre.
Ik'innetka. 111. — High class patronage.
The Better 'Ole, with an English cast.
I -Just an ordinary picture at a fancy
intal. Let it alone. Run at regular
[ rices. — Fred J. Cantlin, Park theatre,
ebanon. X. H. — Mixed patronage.
The Quickening Flame, with June El[jdge. — An extraordinary program picJre. Thunderstorms and heat kept the
I udience away. — John Hafner. Princess
I neatre, Donora. Pa. — General patronage.
The Spurs of Sybil, with Alice Brady.
I-Good picture. But very poor business.—F.— M.
Childs.
Cozy theatre, Vilfisca, Ia.
Mixed
patronage.
: Stolen Paradise, with Ethel Clayton. —
ust an average program offering that
vill give fair satisfaction. — Harold Dashit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. —
vlixed patronage.
The Rough Neck, with Montagu Love.
\— A very good picture. Love a very fine
iictor and well liked here. — Barney BrotInan. Rialto theatre. Rock Island. 111. —
Mixed patronage.
The Better 'Ole, with an English cast.
—Brother exhibitors, take my advice and
!<eep away from The Better "Ole. It's
the poorest picture made in years. — A.
AV. Stewart. Auditorium theatre. Ripon.
AVis. — Xeighborhood patronage.
' The Wasp, with Kitty Gordon. — Good
'picture. Pleased. Business poor. — F. M.
Childs. cozy theatre, Yillisca, Ia. — Mixed
patronage.
Three Green Eyes, with Montagu
'Love. — Splendid picture. Business fine.
Book by all means. — Sidney Spiegel.
Community House theatre. Winnetka.
111. — High class patronage.
Specials
The Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson-*
with Blanche Sweet. — A week's run to
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capacity despite Band Concert, Chautaqua and free attractions at two parks
plus hottest weather of the year. Better
than any feature along similar lines.
'Some show." — Chas. L. McGuire. Palace
theatre.
ronage. Waterloo, Ia. — Downtown patMarriage for Convenience (Sherry)
with Catherine Calvert. — Most people
liked this picture. Star is not well
known here. Business was good and all
seemed satisfied. — Smith & Phipps, Emtown. pire theatre. Iron River. Mich.- — Mining
A House Divided I Film Clearing
House), a J. Stuart Blackton production.— A feature of the first order. On
a hot day played to capacity and
audience forgot the heat. — M. A. Choynski, Xewberry theatre. Chicago, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Business fair
and this at big prices, but weather is cutting down attendance some. Played to
four days run with patronage not declining at end. — George A. Bleich, Emronage.press theatre. Owensboro. Ky. — Best patSuspense (Film Clearing House) with
Mollie King. — Big. Rightly named. Better than ordinary production. — Fred. J.
Cantlin. Park theatre, Lebanon. X. H. —
Mixed patronage.
The Son of a Gun (Sherry) with G.
M. Anderson. — This star draws good
here. People seemed satisfied with this
picture. Xot as good as usual. — Smith
& Phipps. Empire theatre. Iron River,
Mich. — Mining town.
Mickey ( Western Import ), with Mabel
Xormand. — Wonderful picture from the
box office standpoint. We turned them
away
days.Have
You arranged
can't play forthisa
picturefortoothree
strong.
return date. — J. H. Yaughan. Xew Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa. Ia. — Critical
patronage.
Serials
The Terror of the Range (Pathe), with
George Larkin. — Sure-fire serial that
made good business in spite of rain. — R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kans. — Country town patronage.
The Red Glove (Universal) with Marie
Walcamp. — Starts like a world-beater. —
Ben L. Morris. Olympic theatre. Bellaire,
O. — General patronage.
The Man of Might (Yitagraph) with
William Duncan. — Pretty good. Holds
up normally. — C. R. Dilfair. EuTeka theatre. El Paso, Tex. — General patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe) with Ruth
Roland.— Certainly a great combination
for a serial, Ruth Roland, George Larkin
and Pathe. Picture fine. — Barney Brotman. Rialto theatre. Rock Island, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
The Man of Might (Yitagraph) with
William Duncan. — Xot so good as other
Vitagraph serials, but a good serial just
the same. — Fred J. Cantlin, Park theatre,
Lebanon. X. H. — Mixed patronage.
The Man of Might (Yitagraph^ with
William Duncan. — Very exciting. One
of the best serials I ever ran. — C. E.
Leininger, Grand theatre. East Palestine.
O. — General patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe) with Ruth
Roland. — Holding up great. Think it is
one of the best serials she has ever made.
— A. J. Minor. Blue Mouse theatre. Ft.
Worth, Tex. — General patronage.
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Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service.
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors.
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Title
Star
Producer
Remarks •

Exhibitor
Xame of Theatre
Transient

or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage
City
State

„
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Civil War Veteran
Sues Film Company

Universal To Star
Russian Actress
In New Feature
Hedda Nova Given Leading
Role in "The Spitfire
Of Seville"
The completion
of the first picture of
Universal's new star, Hedda Nova, the
Russian actress and dancer, is announced. Mile. Nova was at one time
seen on Broadway as a dancer where
she is said to have scored a success.
Her career as an actress has been romantic in that she appeared many times
among the most famous court performances given in Russia. It has been said
that the Monk Rasputin, now ingloriously famous, cast longing glances at
the stage beauty during her court performances. She left Russia at the outbreak of the Bolsheviki movement.
Frank Poland Is Author
"The Spitfire of Seville" was written
by Joseph Franklin Poland, who recently
signed a contract to write exclusively
for Universal. The production was directed by Waldemar Young and has one
of the strongest supporting casts ever
assigned to a Universal production.
Thurston Hall is in the leading male
role. Hall has been seen in support of
Dorothy Phillips and other prominent
Universal actresses. Others in the cast
who have leading parts are Carl Stockdale. Leo Maloney, Claire Anderson.
Marion Skinner, Edgar Allen and Robert Gray.
All of the scenes of the production are
laid in Spain near the town of Seville.
Mile. Nova is cast as a fiery Spanish
maiden, the daughter of old Ben Salvador, the head, of a band of political outlaws. The scenery used in the productions was selected from among the
mountains near Universal City and other
parts of California. The locations were
selected with great care and the costumes of the players were designed by
the master of Universal's wardrobe with
the idea of obtaining the best realism
possible.
Supporting Cast Strong
Thurston Hall is cast as a young
American artist, who wins Carmelita —
the part played by Mile. Nova. Carl
Stockdale is cast as Don Salvador, Leo
Maloney as Pedro, one of the suitors for
Carmelita's hand, and Robert Gray as
Leonardo, another suitor.- Carmelita
falls in love with the artist, but this displeases the two suitors. The action is
especially dramatic as the two two admirers battle to win the beauty, Carmelita displays the temperament of the
Spanish girl by swearing to kill the
American and later falling in love with
him.
Mile. Nova is entirely capable to
handle this sort of a character to the
best advantage. Her dark eyes and hair
and clean cut features are brought out
to a great advantage in this production.
Universal is confident that the new star
will win many admirers in her first production which is scheduled for release
in the near future.
Exhibitors Have Camp
DAYTON. OHIO— Motion picture exhibitors of this city have established a
summer camp on the Davton & Troy
Interurban Traction Line. The camp will
be for pleasure only.

For Heavy

Damages

Asks $45,000 for Use of Photo-

VIVIAN MA It TIN
in "An Innocent Adventure" ( l»:iriiiuount)
Virginia
Signed

Hammond
By World

to

Play Opposite Love
World Pictures announces the signing of contracts with Virginia Hammond
whereby this famous actress will be a
permanent member of the World artists
as a featured player. Miss Hammond
was born in Virginia and made her debut
on the stage with E. H. Sothern. Her
first engagement
standsof almost
unpar-in
alleled in the annals
the stage
America, she being engaged for her first
role as leading woman to one of the
most prominent and eminent actors of
the spoken drama.
So successful was Miss Hammond,
guaged by the opinions of the press and
the reception accorded her by the audiences, that Mr. Sothern placed her under a long
and she
remained withterm
him ascontract
his leading
woman
for many years. During this time she
was seen in "If I Were King," "Our
American Cousin" playing opposite to
Mr. Sothern's Lord Dundreary. She
also appeared with Mr. Sothern in his
Shakesperian repertoire. Recently she
played in "What's Your Husband Doing"" George
whichStreet
had
its New
YorkHobart's
run at farce
the 39th
Theatre. Miss Hammond has also appeared as leading woman in many of the
most prominent stock companies in this
country. She has appeared in pictures,
having been seen to advantage in "The
Hand Invisible," a World Picture in
which Montagu Love was the star.
Miss Hammond will begin work immediately with Mr. Love in a five-reel
feature which has been given the working title of "The Mark of the Beast."
New Vermont Theatre
MANCHESTER DEPOT, VT. — N.
Kamber is putting the finishing touches
upon his new motion picture theatre.
The seating capacity will be 295, of
which '.:r,0 seats will be on the main floor.
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graph Without His
Consent
GREENVILLE, S. C— The American Feature Film Corporation and
Horace A. Tansil of Greenville, president and general manager, are defendants in damage suits aggregating
$45,000 brought in the federal court by
J. D. Nelson, a Confederate veteran,
who claims the company used his photosent. graph in its prospectus without his conClaims Used to Sell Stock
The American Feature Film corporation had its principal place of business
in Greenville for a time, and produced
""The Rise and Fall of the Contedaracy," the scenario having been prepared
by Edward Lansing Cowles.
The plaintiff alleges that his likeness
was used in a prospectus issued for th
purpose
of selling
stockto and
"til
said publication
tended
and that
did mak
the plaintiff the object of much sea
and ridicule and public comment conto thepremises
plaintiff'sso right
privacy
and intrarythe
far asof the
acts
of the defendants were concerned; that
he suffered much mental anguish."
In the third cause of action, the complaint allegesin that
of the
complainant
this "the
said picture
prospectus
enchanced the value of the same as anadvertisement in selling stock in the corporation; that it lended tone and an
idea of truthfulness to the amazing and
stupendous statements therein; that it
lended a" sober background to the statements therein and by virtue of his honest
countenance and strong and clean cut
face made a gullible public believe that
the statements therein were true; that
his picture appearing as it does led many
to believe that he was a party to the
scheme; others to believe that he was
one of the actors: others to believe that
the narrative centered around him as
the principal actor in the drama."
Questions the Prospectus
The complaint goes on further to
attack the truthfulness of the statements
in the prospectus, and also makes an
attack upon the production itself, declaring, among other things, that it was
"a woeful failure."
Second Capellani Film
To Be "The Love Cheat'
The second of the Albert Capellan
productions starring June Caprice anc,
Creighton Hale, will be published undei
♦he title of "The Love Cheat." It wai
adapted from the French stage succfl
by Tristram Bernard, "Le Danseur In
comm." but in the American spirit anc
locale given to the story in translating
it to the screen, the new title more com
pletely expressed the romantic comedy
Director George Archainbaud, work
ing under the supervision of Capellani
is nowin cutting
"painting
up" starthi
story,
which theandsprightly
young
are supported by Alfred Hickman
Charles Coleman, Edward Davis, a
present
playingstage
one of
the "Daddies"
the Belasco
production
of thaii
name, and Katherine Johnson.

EXHIBITORS
ilanche Sweet to
Produce Series for
Pathe Distribution
Blanche Sweet is to be one of the
rs of the Pathe program. Jesse D.
impton ha* signed a contract for the
eduction of eight pictures built around
s popular actress, who has reached a
endid point in
screen achievent by her work in
ipert Hughes'
igic creation, "The
Sin.''
pardonable
The
Blanche
>-eet Productions
the name of the
Blanche Sweet
mpany
and the
stories already have been selected,
ey will be so shaped as to bring out
the most effective advantage the sure
lotional talent of which Miss Sweet
s demonstrated the possession. Her
rly schooling, under David Wark
iffith, of the old Biograph, and the
:hness of her later experience with
and other masters of the craft, have
ounded her surely in her art.
Mr. Hampton says that her quality
wistfulness, so potent in its quiet
peal, so irresistible in its simple charm,
a large determining factor in the
lection of her stories, but that this is
nowise a limitation — it is a characteric, and the new Blanche Sweet Proctions will have vital, modern sto:s, 'That come closest to the heart and
nsciousness of man and woman."
brk is soon to begin on the first proction'in Los Angeles.
lary Pickford Breaks
Daily Change Policy
A
"reinforced
concrete"
policydaily
of
nanging the screen
program
* 'hich has remained in effect since the
xistence of the theatre, has just been
roken at the Del-The, one of Detroit's
'tost
pretentious
neighborhood
houses,
fter Charles
A. Loder,
lessee, and
Edar Sullivan, house manager, were presnt at a screening of some First Naional
Exhibitor*'
Circuit
productions,
immediately
after the
screening,
Loder
lformed Harry Scott, First National's
)etroit representative, that he had deided to policy.
swerve from the Del-The's daily
hange
As a result he booked "Daddy Long
-egs" for the tirst four days of the
ollowing week and "Mary Regan" for
he remaining three days. Mr. Loder
nd Manager Sullivan are also planning
o inaugurate "Chaplin Days" at the
)el-The with some novel stunts for exdoiting "Shoulder Arms," "A Dog's
-ife," and the latest First National
^harlie Chaplin production, "Sunnyside."

Eastman Earnings Large
ROCHESTER. N. Y.— A remarkable
; arnings showing was made by the EastI nan Kodak company and its subsidiary
orporations. during 1918. The annual
Leport
shows
profits $9,102,222
for the was
year disof
14,051,969,
of which
nbuted as dividends to stockholders.
Kfter providing for various contingent
md reserve funds $4,889,477 was added
o surplus, which now totals $31,871,770.
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Detective

Eminent

Story

Authors

to

Be

Production

Beach and Samuel Goldwyn Speed Work
Series of Pictures Supervised by Well
Known Writers

Following a Rupert Hughes picture
of "The Cup of Fury," Rex Beach and
Samuel Goldwyn have decided to produce a Leroy Scott picture of "Partners of the
Night," asAuthors
the second
production of Eminent
Pictures.
Mr. Scott is already at work on the
adaptation with Charles S. Whittaker,
scenarist.
"Partners of the Night" will make
great material for the man who has
"The Whip," "Sporting Life," and "The
White Heather" to his credit. The title
covers a series of seven detective stories appearing in the Metropolitan Magazine. A young lieutenant detective
named Clifford finds his every move and
ambition in his profession blocked by
a superior who is a crook, and whom
he ultimately exposes by the aid of a
female criminal.
Whittaker Welcomes Plan
Mr. Whittaker is a decided acquisition
for the Beach-Goldwyn organization
after his record successes with Famous
Players, for whom he was also responsible in initiating the special productions. He wrote the material that established Pauline Frederick and Billie
Burke as motion picture stars as well.
He very cordially welcomes the plan of
Eminent Authors Pictures, whereby the
spirit and strength of the story is maintained and the original author is enabled
to add his suggestions to the progress
of a "continuity" that equals if it does
not better the version of the printed
page.
Just when the first of the Eminent
Authors Pictures will be released has
not been announced, but it is already
evident that the plans were well under
way before Rex Beach and Samuel
Goldwyn gave the news to the press.
The fact that all Rex Beach pictures are
to be included from now on means that
the Goldwyn organization probably has
several complete productions now in
hand.
It is said that the first Gertrude Atherton picture has been sent to the Goldwyn studios at Culver City for immediate production. Rupert Hughes is
progressing rapidly with the script of
his
" Jie Cup
of Fury,"
for first
whichpicture,
Eve Unsell
is making
the
adaptation.
Selecting Other Material
What Mary Roberts Rinehart and
Gouverneur Morris will fix upon for
their first pictures is now. under discussion with prospect
definite
announcement in a week ofor atwo.
A Basil
King picture is now being shown in
"The
of Goldwvn
Comrades"star,
in which
Tom
Moore City
is the
lane Cowl
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on

and Ethel Barrymore have appeared in
two pictures
based on
Basilmay
King's
plays.
Even greater
success
be
expected
King's first
for
Eminent ofAuthors
sincephoto-drama
he has been
holding back several novels until the
present plan of author-producer cooperation could be put into effect.
An extraordinary amount of comment has appeared in the press throughout the country since the first announceof the Goldwyn-Beach motion picturement project.
Many

Cameragraphs Are
Installed During Week
Theatre building activity in various
parts of the country is mirrored by the
list of installations of Cameragraphs issued by the Nicholas Power Company,
Inc., during the present week.
The various branches of the United
Theatre Equipment Corporation have,
within the last few days, made the following installations: 2 6B Cameragraphs to Charleston Electric & Supply
Company, Charleston, W. Va.; 1 6B to
Delite Theatre. Albany, Ala.: 1 6B to
Bridgewater Woolen Companv. Woodstock, Yt.; 1 6B to Town Hall. Edgartown. Mass.; 1 6B to Essex County Hospital. Cedar Grove, N. J.; 2 6B to
Spooner Theatre. Bronx, N. Y.: 1 6B
to Kister's Hotel, Coney Island: 1 6B
to Navy Hospital Corps Training School,
Hampton Roads, Va. ; 1 6B to Jackson
Amusement Company, Jackson, Ky.; 1
6B to Cooper Union, N. Y.; 1 6B to
Liberty Theatre, Keyser, W. Va.; 1 6B
to Virginia Pearson Studio, Riverdale,
Yonkers; 1 6B to Temple Theatre. St.
Marvs, Pa.; 1 6B on U. S. S. Denver; 1
6B on U. S. S. Seattle; 1 6A to Knights
of Columbus, Wards Island, N. Y.
Many sales are reported by ihe Southern Theatre Equipment Company, from
their Dallas and Atlanta branches.
Among their direct installations are
noted: 2 6A Cameragraphs to A. R.
Thomas Lumber Company, Burkburnett,
Tex.; 1 RB to Grubbs Vocational School.
Arlington, Tex.; 1 6B to Benjamin
School Board. Benjamin, Tex.; 1 6B to
Queens Theatre. Hendersonville. N. C;
1 6B to Camp Supply Officer, Nogeles,
Ariz.: 1 f>B to Cantonian Theatre, Canton. N. C.
Madison

Exhibitors Ask

Repeal of Theatre Taxes
MADISON. WIS.— Six theatre managers have sent a telegram to Consrressman J. W. Fordney, chairman of the
house ways and means committee. Senators I. L. Lenroot arid R. M. La Follette
and Congressman J. G. Monahan asking their aid in eliminating the present
admission tax on theatre tickets.
The signers were: Hugh Flannery,
Fuller; A. P. Desmoreaux, Strand; H. J.
Bryan. Orpheum; H. F. McWilliams,
Grand: T. H. Luneman. Majestic, and
Albert Spurley, Orton.

EXHIBITORS
Christie Comedy Is
Filmed on Shipboard
"Can Wives Be Trusted?" one of the
latest Christie comedies, featuring Bobby
Vernon, with Ethel Lynne and Jimmie
Harrison, was filmed on the steamer
"President" between San Francisco and
San Diego. Having already made eight
boat trips along the Pacific coast and to
Honolulu with Capt. Cousins, the skipper of the steamer, Al E. Christie, who
directed the picture, was given carte
blanche in the making of scenes on every
part of the boat, from bow to taffrail.
The story has to do with the elopement of Bobby and Ethel and the arousing of Boby's
even When
beforeEthel
the
ink was
dry on jealousy
the license.
and father sailed for San Francisco,
Bobby slipped on board to watch his
bride made up in a full set of Bolsheviki
brother,whiskers.
and becauseJimmie
Bobby was
had notEthel's
been
informed of this fact the riot began, terminating only when Bobby, after being
chased by the whole family from stokehole to smokestack, lost his whiskers
and revealed his identity.
Buckley Is Kansas

City

United Artists' Manager
Hiram Abrams, general manager of
United pointed
Artists'
hasLouis
apHarry D. Corporation,
Buckley of St.
to the post of sales manager of the Kan"Big Mr.
Four."
Forsas Citytheoffice
last ofsixtheyears,
Buckley has
managed the Columbia and Strand Theatres of St. Louis, operated by the Cella
and Tate interests. Prior to that, he
managed the Garrick in St. Louis for the
Shuberts. In connection with his appointment to the Kansas City office, it
was stated on behalf of United Arts' Corporation, that mere ability to sell film
was not the gauge by which its sales organization isto be measured. It is felt
that Mr. Buckley will bring to his new
work an understanding of Exhibitor problems, their limitations and their possibilities, that will be of immense value in
rendering genuine constructive aid to the
theatres in the territory.
Universal Distributes
Film Starring Willard
Taking advantage of the tremendous
publicity being given the world's championship heavyweight prize fight at Toledo, Ohio, July 4, between Jess Willard
and Jack Dempsey, the Universal Film
P-xchanges, Inc., are making a special
campaign to place "The Heart Punch,"
alard.
one-reel production starring Jess WilLetters sent to exhibitors are calling
attention to the fact that "Jess Willard
is being featured in a live-reel production by another concern."
Start "The Praise Agent"
Dorothy Green and Arthur Ashley
have started their second picture under
their contract with World Film. It bears
the
title of "The
PraiseCrane,
Agent"whose
and will
be directed
by Frank
last
picture with the World was "The Unstarred. veiling Hand," in which Kitty Gordon
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Up

the

Pacific

Coast

With H. E. N.
i
Jewel Animal Comedies are reported ti
be booked solid at the California theatre
Los Angeles, at the highest rental eve
paid for two reelers outside of Charli
Chaplins. They were produced by Williar
Campbell.
Earl Sinks arrived in Los Angeles last
D. A. Cory, who formerly controlled th
week with a bunch of Universal contracts,
having just covered the Arizona territory. Fairyland and Cosy theatres, San Fran
He sends regards to the Pathe crowd in cisco, is now operating the Southern Poste
St. Louis.
Rental Company, Los Angeles. Mr. Cory
emporium is the Mecca for all Los An
Dave Bershon, manager of the Los An- geles exhibitors.
geles Universal exchange, states he never
saw a better season than the present in
The following producing companies ar
the history of the exchange. Dave was
now working at the Brunton studios, Ho
former manager of Universal's "Golden
Gate city" exchange.
ly wood
Mary : Pickford Company, Frank Keenai
Sessue Hayakavva, Dustin Farnum, J. Wat
H. M. Lentz, manager of the United ren Kerrigan, Bessie Barriscale, Alia
Pictures exchange, Los Angeles, is putting Dwan, Fred Stone, Humanity Compan;
the "Garrison finish" to the United's con- Gold Star Company and Mitchell Lewis.
test for managers. Mr. Lentz was formerly
maanger
exchange. of the Los Angeles Vitagraph
The Poppy Film Co. is working at tl
Chaplin studios, Los Angeles. Harry Leoi
D. L. Hill, who has worked himself up hardt is president of the company.
from shipping clerk to road salesman for
Metro at Los Angeles, is holding down the
Eddie Graaneman, formerly on the editi
manager's desk for a few days.
rial staff of the San Francisco Chronicle,
Nat Spitzer, genera! manager of Bull's- now publicity manager for Bull's-Eye.
Eye studios, Hollywood, Calif., is rapidly
recovering from a recent operation on his
Pantages at Los Angeles have booked tl
throat. Xat is able to spend a few hours
Gal Henry comedies to open June 30. Tl
pictures are issued through the Consol
a day on the "lot" again.
dated Film Co. of San Francisco.
Beatrice Lovejoy, a former
Chicago girl, and who has
worked under D. W. Griffith's
direction, as well as for Universal, is now playing leads
for Bull's-Eye comedies.
Thomas Smith, formerly
with the Peoples Amusement
Co. of Portland, Ore., has
taken charge of the Royal
theatre, Los Angeles.

Ben Fish, manager of the Goldwyn exchange, Los Angeles, has left for New
York to pay the home office a visit. Ben
will make St. Louis or Kansas City his
home in the future.

William Alexander, district manager of United Pictures for the Western territory, states all the Key towns
are closed for the summer.
Mr. Alexander opened the first
Fox exchange in the United
States at Syracuse, N. Y., and
also the first exchange in
South America, at Rio Janeiro.
R. \Y. McKinney, assistant manager of World exchange, Los Angeles, states
that Iloudini will make a personal appearance
Broadway
theatre at
thisChine's
week,
at the opening of "The Master Mystery,"
which appearwill be
followed
by personal
ances at the Pickwick theatre,
San Diego, Calif.
G. Douth waite, owner of
the Lyric theatre, Oxnard.
( alif., was seen along Los
Angeles' film row last week.
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i :\ BRETT C. M \ \ \\ BLIi
Magaslne writer, dramatlal and founder of National
DramaIntoLeague,
whoae
"OToolo*1
■toriea
made
comedies
bj the
Balls-Eye
Film (om-■►«■
pany, Caarlea Parrot! «m direct.

Edward Delaxey, assistant manager
the local Yitagraph exchange, is fast
>ming one of our best cow pasture
d experts. Only here last Sunday
M. he was on the green at Garfield Park
untry
'tis reported
he holed
in lessClub.
thanahem,
a dozen
putts. Next
time
will try the putter. Even Chick
ansa wouldn't
brassie. attempt to negotiate a putt
The way Herbie Belford is marking time
that whirlwind feature "Sahara" must
the real cause of that sudden drop off
avoirdupois. Besides, that a terrible cute
le growth
of alfalfa coming to life beith
his nostrils.
•elix Mendelssohn, who just returned
ms the
a flyer
busibestthrough
ever onIllinois,
those reports
hot weather
osters he is setting in for the local Goldn office, all through the territory.
W. H. Sims, manager of the Wisima Film
rporation. just returned to the city after
extended tour through Indiana and anunces the same wonderful records estabed by the larger theatres is now being
plicated in the smaller town theatres
th his company's feature, "The Eyes of
World."
Some charming party inquired the other
e during the dining hour, "Who is that
ndsome and well-groomed chap and his
mpanion?" "Why, that's 'Major' Gallas
d his adjutant, 'Capt.' Jack Smalley, remtly attached
to the
1087 best
engineers,"
iadily
replied one
of ' our
known
a.'s.
(Clarence W. Phillips, former World
■.presentative and recent Chicago manager
lr the Capital Film Corporation, is now
Isociated with the local Goldwyn exchange
! citv salesman.

"Mac" but three
by Married
last weekRepo
in rted
the city.
weeks before leaving for France, something
more than a year ago. he and his bride are
continuing their interrupted honeymoon and
declare the Windy City one of the best little all-around honeymooning spots in the
world.

office on his way back to New York from
the St. Louis convention. J. W. was curious to know what an Elk's barbecue is
like, so he journeyed out to the White Sox
park Saturday afternoon and mixed with
the "best people on earth."

W alt Taylor, whom Kewanee folks acclaim one of the best ever in his line, deserted the old place last week to drop in
and give the "loop" his critical attention.

As an added attraction this week Riverview
staged isa directing
"Making the
Movies"
show.park
FredhasWagner
feature and actual scenes are made in full
view of the crowds that daily attend this
popular resort. Everyone was invited to
"get
did. in the picture." and nearlv evervone

C. W. Bunk and C. C. Whalex are being sought by a soft-footed representative
of the S. P. C. A. The boys took the third
degree in the Masonic order the other night
and a goat that had given long and faithful service is said to have expired immediately thereafter. ( Note. It was not an
exhibitor's goat.)
J. T. Flanagan, who has been Universaling around these parts, resigned last Saturday to take up another position.
Exhibitors are warned to get the old
overcoat out of the moth balls and take it
with them the next time they attend a
screening at Shaefer's projection room in
the Film Exchange building. Sam whispers hoarsely dark secrets about the installation of a cooling system that is going to
have all the theatre comfort experts in the
country green with envy.
Max Levy, the Exhibitors Mutual mandistributed
lot of Uncle
Sam's coin
of theager,realm
lasta week.
Yep, mailed
out
1,100 brand new Lincoln pennies with announcements attached on "Better Times."
Who knows it may start many an exhibitor
on the road to wealth.
J. W. Alicoate, business manager for
Wid's Daily, dropped in at the Herald

Bertram Bredv, formerly of Elgin, 111..
10k over the Kenmore theatre, 1039 Wilj»n avenue, the first of July, establishing a
'>licy of the best pictures obtainable. The
eatre was formerly operated by Floyd
lizbe.
Irving Mack, free lance publicity percoattended
the exhibs' convention at
t.tor,Louis
last week.

William Stowell, the Universal star
who has been shedding his light around the
Universal exchange for a week, left Sunday afternoon for New York. He's on a
mysterious trip to Africa, at Carl Laemmle's
behest, 'tis said.
The genial Jack Meredith has changed
quarters. He left the Goldwyn exchange
recently and now occupies the position
of sales
manager at the Exhibitors Mutual exchange.
H. M. Eerman, general manager of exchanges for Universal, addressed a salesman's
sumersmeeting
building.Sunday morning in the ConEverybody's beaming with happy anticipation around the Exhibitors Mutual exchange. Better times coming, whispered
Jack Meredith.
Harry Rice hopes no more Universal
stars come through here to make personal
appearances until Fall. Piloting William
Stowell from theatre to theatre all last
week had Harry hanging onto the ropes,
not having trained for such a strenuous
grind.
Herman Fichtenberg. former wellknown Chicago film man. was a caller at
the L'niversal offices Saturdav afternoon.

Frank Flahertv and assistants are going
i> ' introduce the Screen Letter Box. a new
I m novelty, to the exhibitors about July
In the meantime they are searching for
t -ore prints of "The House Divided" in an
IjTort to take care of the repeat dates.
Harry Hart, formerly an exhibitor in
incinnati and Columbus, has been made
lilwaukee salesman for Fox and has been
stablished in a permanent office there,
•istribution will still be from Chicago, but
lilwaukee exhibitors will find a Fox saleslan in the city at all times, instead of a
;w days a week.
Lorin H. Bennett, proprietor of the Gem
leatre at Atlanta. 111., until recently a
lember of the A. E. F.. spent a portion of

W. L. Hill, of the publicity and service
department of the Paramount exchange,
has been busily engaged during the past
week putting on a "Paramount-Artcraft
week" at Milwaukee. The convention of
the Educational Association opened there
Saturdav. Tune 28.

C. W. Eckhardt. he of the spring}- step
and the silver tongue, is leaving the Fox
exchange to struggle along as best it can
for the present. A thousand-mile stretch
of roadway winding around and about the
lakes of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan beckoned and he answered the call.
C. W. was accompanied by a group of intimate friends. May the fish bite and the
mosquitoes desist, say we.

HEDDA NOVA
W ho makes her debut as a film star in
Universal'* "The Spitfire of Seville,"
written by Joseph Franklin Poland.
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Jack apolisO'Toole,
whose is habitat
and whose habit
being inisonMinneevery
little thing that has to do with any angle
of filmdom. gave Chicago a hasty O. O.
last week on his way to St. Louis to attend
the gathering of the clans.

EXHIBITORS
"Flame of the Yukon"
Secures Permit to
Be Shown in Chicago
The Triangle play, "The Flame of
the Yukon." has just been given a permit
by the Chicago censor board, and is now
offered to exhibitors of the windy city.
The play was made for the Triangle
program when that organization embraced Dorothy Dalton, Thoma> I nee
and C. Gardner Sullivan, the three principally responsible for the production.
Reports from the surrounding country
at the time
the picture's
initial presentation wereof highly
commendatory
and
the box office records which were hung
up called for repeat performances it is
said.
It was an extraordinary success when
first presented. A story of the Yukon
country, it is as good today, so far as
modernity is concerned, as it was then.
The Chicago Triangle exchange announces it has some excellent prints on
hand. The play is one worthy of serious
consideration by every exhibitor.
No Interruption for
Chicago Censorship
That the finance committee had made
sufficient allowance to meet the expense
of maintaining the board of censors and
that cutting off the pay of Charles E.
Frazier, second police deputy, will have
no effect on censorship in Chicago, was
the statement of Aid. George Maypole,
member of the special censorship committee of the city council.
"Under the ordinance, the chief of
police will become the head of the censorship bureau if the second deputy's
office is done away with," said the alder"He in one
turn else.
may delagate the
work toman.some
"Mr. Frazier's office will still exist
even if the salary is discontinued. It
will take an ordinance to do away with
the position of second deputy altogether.
This will take time, and I do not believe the council will attempt to amend
the police ordinance until fall. In the
meantime, the office will remain without
a salary. I don't know what Mr. Frazier
will do. but I can say censorship will
continue."
Grauman

Succeeds Smith
As Metro Manager
Jack Grauman, present manager of the
Metro Film
Pictures
Corporation's
waukee exchange,
as going
to be one ofMilus
as soon as Cresson Smith assumes his new
duties as manager of the "Rig Four" exchange.
Mr. Grauman has established a splendid
record for business ability and personal
affability, his Milwaukee friends being many
and genuine.
Exhibitor Injured by Auto
H. T, T.oper, manager of the Kinibark
theatre, Chicago, had a narrow escape from
serious mobile
injury
an autostruck the
him other
as hedaywaswhen
crossing
the
street in front of the Film Exchange building on Wabash avenue.
So far as has been disclosed by examination there were "no broken bones nor
internal injuries, but painful bruises confine him to his home.

HERALD

AND

Chaplin's First and
Last Comedies

MOTOGRAPHY

"Sahara"
Shown

As a novelty thirty-five of Chicago's
leading theatres are ' showing Charlie
Chaplin's first picture- Mr. Chaplin was
paid the handsome salary of $3.50 for
his work in this comedy, according to
Frank Zambreno, president of the Unity
Photoplays Company. Chicago, which
company is handling the picture.
Many exhibitors are using the first
Chaplin picture in conjunction with
showings of "Sunnyside." his last $1,000,000 comedy, made for the First National
Circuit. An interesting comparison of
the change in the public's taste is thus
shown and the two pictures provoke
considerable additional laughter whereever shown.
New

Songs Named for
Hodkinson Productions
McCarty & Fisher, music publishers,
and Frederick V. Bowers, another successful music publisher, have each chosen
a W. W. Hodkinson Corporation screen
drama with which to link up a song
success across the nation.
"The Blue Bonnet." the first National Film Corporation production starring lovely Billie Rhodes, under the Hodkinson distribution, is made the title of
McCarty
& Fisher's
song, now ready for
countrywide
exploitation.
Frederick Y. Bowers is the publisher
of "Beautiful Sahara." the authorized
musical version of the big J. Parker
Read, JY..-C. Gardner Sullivan production, "Sahara," starring Louise Glaum,
a particularly beautiful Oriental melody
that is being used by many exhibitors in
the orchestration of this big Hodkinson
special summer release.
Bathing Girls Coming
Ben Garretson, manager of publicity
for Linick & Jacob}- Enterprises, received the following telegram June 24
from Roy L. Jacoby, now in New York
completing arrangements for the showing of the Mack Sennett feature, "Yankee Doodle in Berlin."
"Saw Mack Sennett bathing girls with
'Yankee Doodle in Berlin,' which opened
at Broadway theatre last night; a twohour show and a positive knockout. Will
open without fail at Ziegfeld theatre July
26 or 28. We get the original Broadway production. R. L. JACOBY."
Austin Webb Signed
World Pictures has engaged Austin
Webb to create the role of Judge Alvvyn
in "A Tangled Romance," in which
June Elvidge is the star. Austin Webb
was forment ofmany
yearsHenry
underB. theHarris
managethe late
and
toured the country with the western organization of James Forbes' comedy
success, "The
Traveling Salesman."
lowing this engagement
he was Folfor
many years a headliner on both the
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Keith and Orpheum Circuits.

Opening at
Pantheon Theatre

A Marked Success
"Sahara," J. Parker Read Jr's. sumptuous seven-part production featuring
Louise Glaum and distributed by Hodkinson. opened its Chicago engagement
at Lublincr & Trinz's Pantheon theatre
aided by brilliant presentation on Monday, June 22.
Ever since the opening of its doors
upon Sheridan road the aristocratic
thoroughfare upon which the lobby faces,
the management of the Pantheon theatre
has gone in for extensive exploitation
and artistic presentation of the best
features obtainable. Expen>e has been
an item not considered. The satisfaction
of the public and the advancement of the
motion picture have always been the only
points considered.
"Sahara," because of the sumptuous
settings which it contains, its extra!
length and the nature of the story, was1
especially promising material. The management saw to it that every opportunity
was
results.made to yield its full measure oi
Special Musical Numbers
The performance opened with a splen
did rendition of a standard overture bi
Paul Biese's symphony orchestra. Thi:
organization of thirty skilled musicians
with their masterful leader, is deservini
of especial description which the presen
space will not accomodate.
Suffice it to say. then, that the applaus
which followed expressed the unanimou
approval of the capacity attendance.
When this had subsided, a spotligh
sought
out the harpist's
position
solo followed.
A whisper
might and
hav
been heard half-way across the aud:
torium. The incoming patrons were d«
tained at the doors until the number wa
finished.
Then the curtains parted, a few at
nouncements
were run off and coined
followed.
Right here be it said that when th:
organization steps into syncopation ui|
der the weaving baton of Paul Biese. tri
name or nature of the comedy is a ma
ter of little consequence. Harold Lloj
was the leader of the fun-makers on th
particular occasion, and the combin i
tion could not have been bettered.
Directly following the fade-out til
curtains closed again and a male tr
in desert garb appeared in a tiny bo J
stage above and to the left of the auc]
torium. "Mummy Mine," was the null
her. chosen and five encores were giv
before the audience
consent to t'J
continuation
of the would
program.
Ballet Preceeds Picture
An
Egyptian
followed. A of
terptl
chorean fantasyballet
interpretative
theme of the play splendidly orchffl
trated,
it led a proper.
finely prepared audienl
to
the picture
The score used for the feature f
filled the promise of the prcceeding nu
bers, and when effects were used a ke
sense of fitness was displayed.
Comment was plentiful as the first p
formance was ended. The verdict W
unanimous. "Sahara" stood convict
as a good picture. The Pantheon y
acclaimed guilty of perfect prcsentatl

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
erfect Model.'' re issue of "Inspiration." rive reels,
inse' "f Justice," six reels,
unset Princess."
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"he Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
loses and Thorns'." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
ially's Blighted Career," two reels,
lowdv Ann," two reels.
;an Wives Be Trusted?"
V Full House."
)h,
Vnyh My, Dear."
Anybody's
Widow."
Who Hesitates."
lirt There Was."
I
he
r
11 ii e Goes the Groom."
_\ Cheerful Liar."
fcopid's Hold-Up."
■lobster Dressing."
• Love — In a Hurry."
Aeno— All Change."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
eb. 10 — "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
eb. 17 — "A Day With Caranza." one reel.
eb. 24 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel.
Car. 8— "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
lar. — "A Heart in Pawn," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Ur. — "The Lamb and the Lion," five reels, with Billie Rhodes,
tar. — "The Turn in the Road" (Special Cast), five reels,
(ar. — "Hearts Asleep," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
.pr. — "Diane of Green Van," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
■ .pr. — "The Courageous Coward." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
.pr. — "The Love Call," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
j>r.
"Modern Husbands,"
reels,withwithBessie
HenryBarriscale.
B. Walthall.
lay —— "Josselyn's
Wife," fivefivereels,
lay — "The Mints of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
lay — "Just Squaw," five reels, with Beatrix Michelena.
lay — "His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
jine — "In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
■ June
Man Threads,"
Who Turned
five reels,
Henry B. Warner,
'une —— "The
"Broken
five White,"
reels, with
Bessie with
Barriscale.
une — "Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels, with William Desmond.
STH LND < OBIEDIES
lay 4— "His Scarlet Past," one reel, with Elinor Field,
lay 11 — "Nobody's Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field,
lay 18 — "Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field,
lay 25 — "For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field,
une 1 — "Hearts and Hats," one reel, with Elinor Field,
une 8 — "Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel,
une 15 — "Little Lucy's Lion," one reel,
une 22 — " 'Twas Henry's Fault," one reel,
■ une
V 29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton," one reel.
ROTH LCKER OUT-HOOK SI II.IECTS
liar. 2 — "Columbia Highway." one reel,
liar. 9 — "An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel.
Mar. 18 — "In Pyramid Land/' one reel,
liar. 23 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
Slar. 30 — "Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.
Apr. 8— "A Palestine Pilgrimage." one reel.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"A Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
The Life Mask," five reels, wkh Mme. Petrova.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Daughter of Destiny," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Tempered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Italy's
Flaming
Front," Italian official war film.
"Pershing's
Crusaders."
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous
Wives,"
reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy,"
seventixreels.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary Regan," seven reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Auction of Souls," eight reels.
"Sunnyaide." two wis. with Charles Chaplin.
"Bill Apperson's Boy," six reels, with Jack Pickford.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
AKTCRAET PICTURES
Mar. 9 — "The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16 — "The Poppv Girl's Husband." five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. JS— The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reeli. (D. W. Griffith.)
Apr. 6— "Capt. Kidd.Jr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 20 — "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr. 20— "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. J7 — "For Better — For Worse," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
May 4— 'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18 — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 1— "True Heart Susie," five reels. D. W. Griffith Special.

fune
Deal Sanderson,"
reels,ElsiewithFerguson.
William S. Hart.
I une 228 —— "Square
"The Avalanche."
five reels,fivewith
July 20 — "Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart.
PARAMOUNT
Apr. 6 — The Test of Honor," five reels, with John Barrymore.
Apr. 6— "The Rescuing Angel," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
Apr. 13 — "Something to Do," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Apr. 13 — "The Roaring Road." five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Apr. 13 — "Let's Elope," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
Apr. 20 — "Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Apr. 27 — "The Law of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett,
May 4 — "Oh! You Women," five reels, Ernest Truax.
.May 4 — "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
May
"Come Home
Out ofTown
the Girl,"
Kitchen,"
Marguerite Clark.
May 1111 —— "The
five five
reels,reels,
VivianwithMartin.
May 18 — "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
May 18 — "The Final Close-Up," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 18 — "The Busher." five reels, with Charles Ray.
May 25 — "The Haunted Bedroom," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 25 — "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
June
"PuttingFired,"
It Over,"
Bryant
Tune 8—1 — "You're
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Wallace
Reid.Washburn.
June fi— "An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Tune 15 — "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
June 15 — "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Tune 22 — "Hay Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
fune 22 — "A Daughter of the Wolf." five reels, with Lila Lee.
June 29 — "Girls," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July 6 — "A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 13 — "Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
July 13 — "The Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
July 20 — "Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
July 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
July 27 — "A Sporting Chance," rive reels, with Ethel Clayton.
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
May 25 — "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
July 6 — "The Firing Line," five reels, with Irene Castle.
July 13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
July 27 — "The Dark Star," five reels.
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Mar. 23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 — Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
Apr. 13 — Sennett. "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Apr. 27 — Sennett, "The Little Widow."
May 4 — Drew, "Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
May 18 — Flagg. "Welcome, Little Stranger."
May 25 — Sennett. "Love's False Faces."
June 81 —— Drew,
June
Sennett,"Squared."
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — -Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 29 — Flagg, "The 'Con' in Economy."
July 6— Sennett. "Trying to Get Along."
July
July 2013 —— Drew.
Sennett,"Bunkered."
"Among Those Present."
July 27 — Flagg. "The Immovable Guest."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
"Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
STANDARD PICTURES
Mar. 23 — "Thou Shalt Not," six reels, with Evelyn Nesbit
Apr. 20 — "The Jungle Trail," five reels, with William Farnum.
May 4 — "The Siren's Song." five reels, with Theda Bara.
Tune 1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
Tunc 15 — "My Little Sister," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
June 29 — "The Lone Star Ranger," five reels, with William Farnum.
VICTORY PICTURES
May
2
—
"The
Forbidden
Room," five reels, with Gladys Brock-well.
May
Mar.
"Never Say Quit," five reels, with George Walsh.
Mar. 3016 —— "Fighting
for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. 13 — "Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Apr.
27 — "Help! Help! Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
the Law,"
five with
reels,Gladys
with Tom
Mix.
2511 —— "The
"The Coming
Divorce ofTrap."
five reels,
Brockwell.
22
—
"Putting
One
Over."
five
reels,
with
George
Walsh.
Aug. 6 — "The Wilderness Trail," five reels, with Tom Mix.
te
2q — "The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh.
June 3 — "The Seventh Person,"
EXCEL PICTURES
Mar. 9 — "Gambling in Souls," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
Mar. 23 — "The Rebellious Bride," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray
Apr. 206—— "The
Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
Apr.
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D. W. GRIFFITH
'Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
Mar. 10 — "The Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
Mar. 24 — "The End of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
Apr. 6 — "Thunderbolts
of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Am
Lehr.
May 4 — "The Best Man,"
five reels,
with J. Warren Kerrigan.
ARTCO
PRODUCTIONS
Apr. 20 — "As a Man Thinks." five reels, with Leah Baird.
JANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Film Clearing House.
' Distributed Through
SPECIALS
'Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
"When My Ship Comes In."
'A House Divided."
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Life's Greatest Problem."
"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1 — The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
46—— Wild
A Thought
Equity (Epigram).
Flowersof (Comedy).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
'The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands
•The
Geezer ofOnly,"
Berlin."five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The
Sinking
of
the
'r rashing Through to Lusitania."
Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"The White Heather."
"My
Garter."
"BrokenLady's
Butterfly."
"Romany
Rye."

4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
6
— "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
June
June 15 — "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
lune
29 — "Be a Little Sport,"
five reels, with Albert Ray.
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 17— "Fan Fan."
Nov. 26 — "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — "Money Talks," two parts.
Apr. 6— "Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. 20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
May
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May 11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot," two reels, with Tom Mix.
"Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
July 25—
6— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
June
15
—
"Dabbling
in Society," two reels.
Fuly 6— "Merry Jailbirds,"
two reels.
MUTT AND JEFF
ANIMATED CARTOONS
Mar. 18 — "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
Mar. 23 — "Out and In Again," half reel.
Mar. 30 — "A Cow's Husband," half reel.
Apr.
"Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half reel.
Apr. 136—— "Subbing
for Tom Mix." half reel.
Apr.
20 — "Pigtails and Peaches," half reel.
Abr.
May 27 — "Seeing Things," half reel.
May 4 — "The Cave Man's Bride," half reel.
May 11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
25—
Shell Game,"
1— "The
"Oh! Teacher!"
half half
reel. reel.
June
June 8— "Hands Up," half reel.
15 — "Sweet
"Pets andPapa,"
Pests,"halfhalfreel.reel.
June 22 — "A
Frize Fight," half reel.
JJuunnee 29—
Pleasant, Please," half reel.
July 136—— "Look
"Downstairs and Up," half reel.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
"The Unpardonable Sin," eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
"The Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 9 — "The Brand," seven reels (Rex Beach Special).
Mar. 16 — "A Man and His Money," five reels, with Tom Moore.
Mar. 30 — "Daughter of Mine," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Apr. 6— "Spotlight Sadie," five reels, with Mae Marsh.
Apr. 13 — "One Week of Life," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Apr. 20 — "The Pest," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
May 4 — "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
May 25 — "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
June 8 — "The Fear Woman," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
June 22 — "The City of Comrades," five reels, with Tom Moore.
July 6 — "Through the Wrong
Door," SPECIALS
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
GOLDWYN
"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene,"
six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
Mar. 2— "Good to Eat."
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 18 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
Apr. 6— "Cut It Out."
Apr. 13 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20 — "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A Visit to New Orleans."
May 4 — "Going Up."
May 11 — "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
May 25— "From Mud Dug."
June
1 — "The
the Ukulele."
June 8—
"The Land
Only of
Way."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Mar. 9— "The New Breakfast Food."
Mar. 23 — "The Potum of Swat."
Apr. 8— "The Midnight Alarm."
Apr. 20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two reels.
May 4— "The Sea Wolf," two reels.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
June 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven
une 16— "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons,
une 29 — "Their Day of Rest." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
July IS — "Chasing Rainbeaux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
July 27 — "After the Bawl," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning,"
two reels,STAR
with Carter
nH\MSO\
SERIESDe Haven.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedv Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"The Road Called Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
"When Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
Mar. 17 — "The Way of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilssoi.
Mar. 24 — "That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Mar. 31 — "Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Apr. 7 — "The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allisom
Apr.
Redemption,"
five reels,
with Bert
Apr. 2114 —— "Blackie's
"False Evidence,
five reels,
with Viola
Dana. Lytell.
Apr. 28 — "After His Own Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
May 6— "The AmateurtheAdventuress,"
five reels,
five reels,
with with
May Emmy
Allison.Wehien.
May
"CastlesLion's Den."Air,"
May 1912 —— "The
five reels, with Bert Lytell.
May 26 — "Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
June 2 — "Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
June 9 — "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
June 16 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
lune 23 — "One Thing at a Time, O'Day." five reels, with Bert Lytell
June 30 — "The Uplifters," five reels, with May Allison.
July 7 — "God's Outlaw," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
July 14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
July 21 — "The Microbe," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Aug. 4 — "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Aug. 11 — "The Four Flusher." five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Aug. 11 — "A Favor
to a Friend,"
five reels,
Emmy Wehien.
SCREEN
CLASSICS,
INC.,withSPECIALS
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed\ at\/,IMOVA
Home," seven
reels, with all-star cast.
PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye offor theEye,"
reels, withwithNazimova.
"Out
Fog."seven
seven
"The Red Lantern."
sevenreels,
reels, withNazimova
Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHS SPECIAL FEATURES
Mar.
2 — "Common Clay," seven sixreels,
reels,withwithFannie
DoloresWara.
Cassinelii una i_ —
Apr. 27 — "The Lincoln.
Unknown Love,'
Apr. 20 — "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
Tune
Little Diplomat,"
five reels,
with Baby
June 2916 —— "The
"The Profiteers,"
five reels,
with Fannie
Ward.Marie Osborne.
FRANK KEENAN 1'HODUCTIONS
May 25 — "The Master Man," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
VIRGINIA PEARSON
PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
June 8 — "The Bishop's Emerald." six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALBERT CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 22 — "Oh, Boy I" six reels, with Creightnn Hale and June Caprice.
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EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
J eb. 9— "Todd of the Times," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
lar. 9— "Carolyn of the Comers," five reels, with Bessie Love.
• or. 8— 'The SilTer Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
lay
"The Wrong."
Cry of thefiveWeak,"
five reels,
withWashburn.
Fannie Ward,
ine 14—— "All
reels, with
Bryant
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UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of the Hour," five reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
Feb. 24 — "The Little White Savage," five reels, Carmel Meyers.
I 'eb. 23 — "The Old Maid's Baby," five reels, with Marie Osborne.
Mar. 8— "A Taste of UNIVERSAL
Life," five reels,FEATURES
with Edith Roberts.
• lar. 28 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
or. 10 — "The Sawdust Doll." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne,
Mar. 81 — "A Silk Lined Burglar," six reels, with Priscill* Dearlay 18 — "Caleb Piper's Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
July — "Prudence of B-roadway" (Special), five reels, with Olive Thorn
July 13 — "Mugsy," five reels, with Jackie Saunders.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
July 20 — "Mistaken Identity," five reels, with Anita King.
The Boomerang." with Henry B. Walthall.
Apr. 7 — "The Amazing Wife." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Virtuous Sinners."
Apr. 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Apr. 28 — "The Exquisite Thief," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
May 5— "Bare Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
May 12 — 'The Delicious Little Devil." six reds, with Mae Murray.
Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
May 19 — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Pot Up Your Hands." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
May 26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
June
2 — "The Big Little Person," six reels, with Mae Murray.
The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
June 9 — "Riders of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
June 30 — "The Weaker Sex," six reels, with Man' MacLaren.
A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
July 21 — "The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Mona.
Trixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
I A Sporting Chance," five reels, with William Russell.
VITAGRAPH
Yvonne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
"Two Women," five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.
"The^
Usurper,"
five reels,
with Earle
PERFECTION PICTURES
"A Stitch
in Time,"
five reels,
with Williams.
Gladys Leslie.
"Beating the Odds." five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The
Third
Degree,"
seven
reels,
with
Alice Joyce (Special).
.ssana>, "Kuggles of Ked Gap," six reels, witn l «... i. r Holmes
"Thin Ice." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
an. 81 — Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McK.ee.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
'isaaniy, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
"A Rogue's Romance." five reels, with Earle Williams.
laaanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borxage.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
Edison, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, witb Shirley Maaon.
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beauty Froof." five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Spark Divine," five reles, with Alice Joyce.
"A Girl at Bay." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Mar. — "The Probation Wife," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
Mar. — "Experimental Marriage," five reels, with Constance Talmad**.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Mar. — "Marie. Ltd.," five reels, with Alice Brady.
\pr. — "Bolshevism on Trial."
July 21 — ' The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Mova.
''Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
\pr. — "Getting Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies.
"The Hornet's Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
M>r. — "The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance TalmadgiM>r. — "Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
May — "The New Moon." six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
WARNER BROTHERS
May — "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
'Open Your Eyes."
'one — "Happiness a la Mode." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
fune — "Upstairs and Down." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
rune — "His Bridal Night," five reels, with Alice Brady.
SPECIALS
Apr. 7 — "The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
Apr. 14 — "The Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
Apr. 21 — "The Quickening Flame," five reels, with Montagu Love.
The Cavell Case.'' with Julia Arthur.
Apr.
28 — "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
May
5— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
May
12 — "The Unwritten Code," fire reels, with Shirley Mason.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
May 19 — 'The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
"Over Ther»." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richmau.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
"Break the News to Mother," six reels.
June 2 — "Phil for Short," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
fune 9— 'Thro' the Toils." five reels, with Montagu Love.
S-L PICTURES
June 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 23 — "Love and the Woman," five reels, with June Elvidge.
"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July
14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchanges
July 21 — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
July 28 — "Bringing Up Betty," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
PRIZMA
"The Street of Seven Stars." six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Oat of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Kilanea," one reel.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Skyland,"
one
reel.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Catalina," one reel.
"Red Blood and Yellow." five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Everywhere."
one reel.
reel.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Model Girls." one
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with BToncuo Billy.
"Front," oneonereel.
.
"Marriage.88."
for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Kiddies,"
reel.
"Calibre
"China," one reel.
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
"Alaska Revelations," one reel.
THE SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION
ESSAXAY-CHAPLIX COMEDIES
"The Solitary Sin."
"A
Night
in
the
Show."
"Shanghaied,"
two reels.
reels. two reels.
"The Bank." two
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Police," two reels.
"Beyond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dalton.
"Triple Trouble," two reels. XEWS REELS
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
Kinograms. one-ieel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
Apr.
13
—
"Her
Code
of Honor,"
five
with
Reed,
Mar. 28— "The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
une 298—— "The
"Playthings
Passion."
five reels,
reels,reels,
with Florence
KittyFlorence
Gordon,
une
Woman of Under
Oath."
five
with
Reid.
Mar. 80 — "Toton" (special), fi»e reels, with Olive Thomas.
Apr. 6— "Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
Apr. 13 — "A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Tavlor Holmes.
ZION
FILM,
INC.
Apr. 20— "Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
Apr. 27 — 'The Follies Girl." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
May 4 — "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch".
May 11— 'Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
CURRENT SERIALS
May 18 — "The Water Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.
May 251—— "Mayor
with Frances
Belle Bennett.
June
"The Rootof ofFilbert"
Evil." (Special),
five reels, with
Mann.
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
June 8— "Love's Prisoner" (Special), six reels, with Olive Thomas.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp
Pathe, "Terror of the Hange," with George Larkin.
June IS — "Lady Windemere's Fan." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Oliver, 'The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
June 22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Pathe.
'The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Tune 29 — "Dombey & Son." six reels, with All Star Cast.
July 6— ^Prudence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Thomas. Universal. "The Midnieht Man." with James J. Corbett.
July 13 — "Muggsy." five reels, with Jackie Saunders.
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain." with Antonio Moreno.
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Universal, "Elmo the Mighty," with Elmo Lincoln.
July 20 — "Mistaken Identity," five reels, with Anita King.
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As pioneers in the manufacture

tors Herald and

of motion picture film — for it was
Eastman Film that first made mo-

M

tion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from
the beginning been identified with
the success of the motion

Exhibi-

o t ography
Help
The

picture

You

Exhibitors Herald

and Motography

industry. One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development without the other.

will print

in the Service Department,
without

charge, applica-

tions of film trade employes for positions, requests of employers for

1 tktntifiabU by thein words
the film"Eastman
margin " an J ' 'KoJak '

help, and will list articles
of theatre equipment that

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

are for sale or exchange.
Salesmen, bookers, shippers, inspectors, etc., who
are seeking new positions,
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Screen

results

through these columns.
Exhibitors and exchange
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managers

who

need help

can obtain competent
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REPUTATION
It All
QUALITY
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DE BERRI SCENIC
922 W. MONROE ST.

workers through these columns.

Do It Now

Send your wants in to

CO.

the Service Department.

CHICAGO

Your

name

and

address

will not be printed unless

XFILM CONSERVATION
By my method of cleaning and softening
films, you reap maximum results at a
minimum cost. I am serving the foremost concerns in the country.
Try my prvcmmm mnJ be convinced
A. TEITEL, 112 No. La Salle SU Chicago
Telephone Franklin 3516

so requested.

Tell
and

TOM
PHILLIPS
The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
5728 S. State St.
CHICAGO
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An

Ocean
of

Joy!

bathing girl beauties of Paramount-Mack
THE
Sennett Comedies have been imitated but never
equalled. Mack Sennett is the man who transferred the home of Follies, Frolics, Winter (iarden
girl beauty from Broadway to California.
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies have the
prettiest girls, the funniest comedians, the biggest
thrills, the fastest comedy plots. They are made in
two reels and one comedy is released to the public
ever}- two weeks. They are the acknow ledged big
features of all comedy films, just as Mack Sennett
is the acknowledged king of comedy directors.
Some of the recent Paramount-Mack Sennett
Comedies, filled with beauty, fun and thrills are:
"Among Those Present"
"Trying to Get Along"
"Hearts and Flowers"
"N'o Mother to Guide Him"
"Love's False Faces"
"When Love Is Blind"
"The Little Widow"
"The Foolish Age"
"Reilly's Wash Day"
'The Village Smithy"

"Fast Lynne With Variation
'Rip & Stitch. Tailors"
'Cupid's Day Off"
"The Village Chestnut"
"Hide & Seek, Detectives"
"Her Summer
First Mistake"
"The
Gir
"Those Athletic Girls"
"Whose Little Wife Are You
"Hewarc of Boarder-"

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
<"VT~"^ ADOl.PH 7.UKOR/V1* JKSSK LLASKY IV. ,■/•-,■< C ECU. B DE M 11 1.1 DtrwtorOcm
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SPECIAL AD PROPS
1ND POSTERS

Every one of this "CYCLONE
SMITH" series contains as much genuine entertainment in two reels as the
best 5-reelers. So a committee of Exhibitors stated after reviewing the first
releases.
Every picture has had SPECIAL ATTENTION. Every picture therefore is
SPECIAL in direction — in story
lighting effects — in methods of presentation and in Box Office value. Every
picture is handled the same as the
biggest production.
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EVOLUTION
Number Two

Lly first advertisement, "EVOLUTION," appeared
in the trade papers of June 28th. It brought many
letters, which are receiving careful consideration.
I expressed the opinion that the system of national
film distribution through a group of exchanges owned,
controlled and managed, from a New York, or Chicago
executive office, is wasteful, and declared my intention of
obtaining an interest in a group of independent
exchanges, locally controlled.
SELF-PRESERVATION is the first law
of the film business, as it is of nature.
The chief concern of the Exhibitor, the
Exchange and Producer, is HIS OWN PROSPERITY.
Business is unavoidably SELFISH; professions ofphilanthropy from Producer or Distributor toward the Exhibitor are as sounding
brass and tinkling cymbals and hollow as the
flare of a horn. BUT
ENLIGHTENED
SELF - INTEREST
conserves the welfare of those with whom one
does business
:
That means to the Exchange, the welfare
of BOTH Producer and Exhibitor.
In line with the spirit of the times I believe
that ultimately every SUBORDINATE employe of an exchange should become a PARTNER during his employment
:
Not the receiver of a casual bonus, but the
assured OWNER of a share in the business at
a percentage fixed when he is employed, based
upon the economic value of his services, and
such partnership to be surrendered upon discharge or resignation.
This would make the poster boy, the film
inspector, the shipper, the bookkeeper, the
salesman and the booker, PARTNERS in the
BUSINESS.
The best men would be attracted from
every department of the exchange business, all
being ENTHUSIASTIC WORKERS
:
Such a TYPICAL EXCHANGE then becomes aliving, VITAL ORGANISM, aggressive at every point because every factor has a
strong personal SELF-INTEREST in its success.
The typical INDEPENDENT
Exchange
will be UNHAMPERED
by outside dictation,

having no reports, explanations or apologies to
make to a distant superior officer.
The office can give its time to the legitimate purpose of GETTING BUSINESS and
taking proper CARE of ORDERS.
The typical exchange will not be told by
New York or Chicago that the town of
PEWEE must pay $42.50 for a film because it
has a population of 5000, when the exchange
manager KNOWS
a lot more about Pewee
and its ABILITY TO PAY than do we of the
HOME OFFICE swivel chair.
The active managers of a typical independent exchange, being OWNERS or part owners,
cannot shift responsibility to a DISTANT EXECUTIVEthey
;
deal with exhibitors EYE to
EYE; they have a direct PERSONAL GAIN
if their customer is held by SERVICE, and
SUFFER if they lose him.
Why these advertisements?
BECAUSE
: I want to attract,
the attention of the BEST MEN in the film
Exchange business.
BECAUSE
: I want to help
BUILD and hold an interest in the most EFFICIENT and ENDURING group of Exchanges inthe country; independent yet allied:
acting in CO-OPERATION, NOT in COMBINATION.
BECAUSE

:

I want to be clost

to such a group, as I am going to resume PRODUCTION and want my films to be distributed by the most CAPABLE organization irl
the business.
BECAUSE
: I want Independen \
Producers of the first rank to release theii
product through this group of Exchanges, reel
ognizing their strength and high efficiency.
BECAUSE
: I want to see thJ
theory of PARTNERSHIP extended to Dil
rectors of Production, as well as Camera Mei
and others whose work counts importantly ill
the STUDIO.
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"DES MOINES, IOWA. SUNDAY. .MAY 11. 1919.— FIFTY PAGES.

SAYS

:

A

TRADE announcement that will benefit the picture going
public is that of the W. W. Hodkinson company to release each
subject to the exhibitor on an individual contract basis.
Too often in the past patrons have had to endure indifferent
subjects perhaps twice a week in order to see a third picture that
is really worth while.
The exhibitor .has not been entirely to
blame for this condition. He has had to contract for his picture in
job lots, so to speak, has had to take considerable chaff in order to
extract a minimum of wheat.
*
# #
"VfOW comes a distributing organization that says in substance
"our pictures are so good we are going to sell them entirely
on their merit and at prices we consider each worth. Buy them
if you like and show them to your patrons. They have to please
your patrons in order for us to remain in business."
This is a good point and should mean a lot to the cinema
follower. It should revolutionize the method of getting pictures
into theaters. It will mean that every manufacturer will try to
make as good a picture as he can because it will be on the basis
of merit alone that he can profit.

Here is a great Western newspaper that sees the benefit to the public, to the
motion picture's patrons, of wide-open booking; of W. W. Hodkinson's
selling policy of pictures distributed singly on their individual merits.
This dramatic Hodkinson policy has forced six other companies to follow
suit. This means two things: Good pictures will live. Poor pictures will die,
A great motion picture theatre a few weeks ago played in one week to $25,000
in admissions with a wonderful picture and about half of that amount with
a poor picture the next week. There's the answer.
Exhibitors must not under-rate the intelligence of their audience. The public
knows. Most of the time it does not have to enter your theatre to detect a
poor or below-grade picture. It can spot them afar off.
What the Des Moines Capital has said here many other paper are now
saying about W. W. Hodkinson's vision and foresight. Hundreds of other
newspapers will spread this message of selective quality to their readers. And
yet there are some poor misguided people in the picture industry who rail
at the newspapers and say they are unfair to motion pictures. On the
contrary, hundreds of newspapers are too fair to the poor product that is
now going to be expelled from the market.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PATHS Fxchange, Incorporated
■"'""'"■"'■'SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS/S//SSS,
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THE

DENVER
POST
DENVER. COLO.. SUNDAY MOKXIMJ. MAY 11. 11)19
SAYS

W. W. Hodkinson knows that there is something wrong with
the distribution of pictures and he is going to alter it. His aim
is to sell each- picture on its merit, and not as a part of a regular
program. This will tend to better quality in the output of the
producers and encourage those who have something good to offer
but cannot compete with the older firms. It sounds reasonable.

Only a few years ago in this same city of Denver, that now praises
him and credits him with knowing "what is wrong with the
movies," W. W. Hodkinson refused to let the upper grade of
theatres have his General Film service unless they charged ten
cents admission instead of the five cent admission that promised
development
future
no
staple
amusement.

of the motion

picture as the nation's

Great was the outcry that Hodkinson and those for whom he
worked were trying to deprive the common people of their democratic, low-priced amusements and excited newspapers asked the
local grand jury to indict these dangerous conspirators.

General Film, refusing to be progressive, is dead— and W. W.
Hodkinson lives and grows; a thinking, progressive leader now
taking the motion picture forward tea new stage of development.

W. W. Hodkinson's firm
Every thinking exhibitor knowsandthat
national prices of admission.
hand has elevated both pictures
He was ousted from the companies he created or developed
because he insisted on picture quality for the exhibitors. He had
been an exhibitor himself. He now owns his own company, is
surrounded by the right kind of progressive, intelligent associates, is
properly represented by quality managers out in the field, and he
has dynamited half a dozen defiant companies into following him
in hooking pictures singly on individual merit.
Under this system good product will live; poor product will die.
W. W. Hodkinson will prosper and grow into greater importance
now than ever before.

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
W,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,//,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,f,,W
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liKII YORK. SUNDAY. APE II 15. L§19.

SAY

TO SELL SINGLE PICTURES.
mHS W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
announces that in the future It will
1
sell the productions under Its control to exhibitors " singly on their Individual values and merits," and has sent
telegraphic orders to its representatives
In the thirty Pathe offices throughout
the country to put this policy into practice at once. This means that the Hodkinson company is breaking away from
the usual practice among producers and
distributors of selling photoplays in
groups. 30 to speak. Exhibitors have
made tr.any complaints against the rule
of distributors In thl3 particular, charging that by it good pictures are made to
carry poor ones, the exhibitors and the
public paying the. freight. It is said by
some, therefore, that the move of the
Hodkir.iion Corporation is in the direc-

®imt$.

OKE HUHEIiSD TVf2NTY~ PAGES.

S:

tion of brinsrins' about better relations
between exhibitors and distributors and
of insuring better photoplays, because
in an open market the exhibitor Will be
able to choose what he wants, and each,
production will' have nothing to recommend it except its own merit.
Concerning Its future policy, the Hodkinson Corporation says.
" Not only does the new Hodkinson'order to Its representatives apply to thirty
or more productions in their hands during the last twelve months, put it has
application lo the big new productions to
be marketed through Hodkinson men beginning April 20. The first of those is
Harry Raver's plcturization of Augustus
Thomas's " A:, a Man Thinks,'' starring
Leah Baird, and directed by George Irving. A few weeks later the first of the
Gold,"
" Desertunder
Zane Greybv pictures,
picturized
T. Hayes Hunter
the
direction
of
Benjamin
B.
Hampton,
Ho offered on a similar sales basis. will

In its Sunday edition, with a circulation of 550,000 copies
reaching no lesss than 2,000,000 readers, this great American
newspaper tells this remarkable audience who believe and are
led by its judgment that the W. W. Hodkinson policy of selling
pictures singly on their individual merits will bring about better
relations between distributors and exhibitors.
I
,
-. .
Also, it correctly says that under the old systems as practiced
by the majority of companies good pictures have been made to
carry the poor ones, the exhibitors and the public paying the
freight.
!
But the great and true conclusion drawn by the New York
Times is that the policy inaugurated by W. W. Hodkinson will
insure better photoplays because in the open market the exhibitor
will be able to choose what he wants and each production will
have nothing to recommend it except its own merit.

I

I

I
I

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
\
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
I
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Cleaning

Fred
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s Big Special with
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Jess

Willard

Starred
Presenting the Big Fellow
in a Wes tern Drama with
a Punch

in Every

Reel

The

Challenge

of Chance

Directed

Revier

by Harry

Story by William
Scenario

Booked

H. Hamby

by Roy Somerville

in 114 of the Leading

Theatres

of the United

Do You Own

One of These

States
Theatres?

If Not Get in Line and Clean Up.
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for 1, 2 and

3 Days

able. Don't Wait — Book
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MONEY-MAKING

Go

see

Any

First National

"Whom

MOTOGRAPHY

it
Exchange

the

will show

you

Gods

Destroy"
Would
The Macauley Photoplays Inc. Production

You'll be surprised at the magnitude
of production,
size and excellence of
cast

and

truly

all round

big
of

filmed
to the

and
end.

Mr.

see

of

this

picture.

Some

Go

goodness

the

it

a

biggest
story

scenes

that

rings

ever
true

yourself

Exhibitor
7

REELS

THOUSANDS
OF PEOPLE
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NEVER

Has
a

the

world

picture

that

sensational

seen
is as

as

"Auction
of
Souls"
That
$10.00
Per
Seat Picture

That

is ONE

reason

why

it is drawing such
able business.

remark-

The

you will

other

reasons

appreciate when you go to
see it before you book it.

Produced by Col. W. N. Selig for the American Committee for Relief
in the Near East and shown to Society People in the principal cities
at $10.00 per seat.
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
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ATTRACTIONS

MONEY -MAKING

It's

a

ticklish

business

"CHOOSIN

G

WIFE"
A
Both men and women
are

interested

marriage

it's

in

the

question.

easy

to

advertise

any

Ask
for a

A

Exchange

which

will show

press
how

you

First National
sheet

to put it over.

Good

Picture

From

the society

novel

"The

Elder Miss Blossom"

by Ernest Hendrie and Metcalfe Wood
Samuelson British Production.
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ATTRACTIONS
EBIIlI

A

charming

sweetly

told

with a powerful
to women.

I

story

appeal

Anita

Stewart

was

more

than

never
as

she

"Human

winsome

appears

in

Desire"

The story of a convent reared
waif who crossed the great
ocean from Italy to America
to save all the poor hungry
babies, and what happened
when fate cast her into the
home of a wife who hated
and refused to bear children.

From the story by Violet Irwin.
Directed by Wilfred North.
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YARDSTICK

THE

MONTHS
season

AND

INDUSTRY

in advance, Goldwyn prepared for the new
and its new demands. It saw the calibre

of picture that would be demanded— the only kind
that could live. It began to build such pictures.
Six months before possible release it had its production
forces working on more elaborate, more powerful, and
more vivid pictures than any it or any other company had
ever consistently produced. It had the stars. It sought
and secured the greatest authors, the greatest directors,
and the finest supporting casts. It put into production
stories calling for technical mass and detail such as had
gone hitherto into very few pictures.

Goldwyn

did this to provide pictures that would

meet

the public's
the in
exhibitor's
demands
the
demands
of demands,
the new era
sales which
it saw and
coming

Four such pictures will be released each month.
Six months ago Goldwyn began in the same way to create
a systematic organization of advertising and exploitation
suited to the distinction and individuality of these big
pictures. This included a national campaign of poster
and newspaper advertising, the creation of exploitation
units for exhibitor-service in every Goldwyn exchange,
and a trebling of the service force in the central office.
Only such organization, Goldwyn knew, could meet the
new

season's conditions.

That was pre-vision.

Goldwyn

credits that same ability and necessity of seeing

16
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things before they happen, to the exhibitor who
sighted enough to do business with this company.
!

is far-

Goldwyn has therefore evolved a sales plan which will permit the exhibitor to exercise the same careful foresight and
consideration that go into the making of the pictures — to
book productions months in advance.
The exhibitor will book each production only, however,
after he has actually seen it on the screen.
Goldwyn will be prepared to display all productions far in
advance of release in the projection rooms of its exchanges.
The resident manager will invite the exhibitors of his district
in to see what he has for sale.
If the exhibitor finds that in his opinion, Goldwyn

has

made
!

the sort of splendid, special drawing productions that it has promised, then he may book — one or
all, two, three or four, as he thinks wise.

The exhibitor is the yatdstick of the industry.
The issue is simple and unescapable.
Quality pictures are made

individually —

on their merits.

They must and will be sold individually — on their merits.
That is the 1919-20 policy for Goldwyn

GOLDWYN
PICTURES
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
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A. H. BLANK ENTERPRISES
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CORP.

CRESCENT FILM CO. MIDWEST DISTRIBUTING
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

CO.
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CIRCULATION

FACTS

Since January
1, 1919,
EXHIBITORS
HERALD
and
MOTOGRAPHY
has
gained
2119

a

net

circulation

increase

of

copies.

This is unquestionable
proof that in the
HERALD
the exhibitors of America have found
a trade

paper

eminently

suited

to their require-

compelling

ments—brief and pointed, newsy
from cover to cover.

Circulation

Facts

proof
we
as

comprise

of a publication's

and

interest-

the only competent

popularity—

submit the record of 2119 new subscribers added to the HERALD
lists since January 1
positive

proof

of

a

great

and

growing

popularity.

This circulation increase exclusively
voluntary subscriptions. No premiums
offered and no contests carried on.
Each subscription has been made
the publication alone.

June

represents
have been

on the merits of

21, 1919.
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Garden

of
Pictures

Motion

American

LISTING

AND

CAREFULLY

SELECTED

BY

THE

NATIONAL

OF REVIEW AS SUITABLE FOR FAMILY, JUVENILE OR
ENTERTAINMENT.
A BOOKLET WHICH SHOULD
IN EVERY MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

-Th is is from
Exhibitors

Herald
es-

the

Showman

BOARD

SPECIAL
BE

s Viewpoint.

and Motography — "A volume that will be of value to every
thinking exhibitor in the country.

Hear what else trie Exhibitors Herald and Motography June 14 issue, has to say about it:
name, the number of reels, the character of the production and the publication date.
'"Considered solely as a reference volume the
thing is of great value. But this value is trebled by
the addition of data showing which of the plays are
especially suitable for certain classes of patronage.

"A sizeable affair of 24 pages, printed on nigh
grade stock, it may be kept for a reference book
indefinitely after trie timely value of it has waned.
** 'Selection, not censorship, the solution, is the
argument which the Board advances for the solution
of the greatest problem confronting the industry,
and the pamphlet contains a list of approximately
900 photoplays which have been selected . . . . as
suitable for universal presentation.

"VALUABLE BOOK FOR THE TRADE."
"The right spirit is behind the publication. T*hose
vitally interested in the film industry cannot be
otherwise than thankful for the volume. A charge
of twenty-five cents per copy is made, evidently to
pay for printing, and the public as well as the trade
is invited to buy.

"UP-TO-DATE-LIST"
The list is brought up to date and contains future
publications not yet even shown to the press.
Opposite the titles are given the brand, the star s

TO OBTAIN THIS CATALOG (.:J^«;.e~;"i".„n.0r '
SEND 2 5 CENTS IN STAMPS OR COIN TO

The

National

Board

of

Review

70 Fifth Avenue
21

of

Motion

Pictures
New York City

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher
All editorial copy and
business correspondence
should be addiessed to
Chicago office.

) VJ I A)
AND
MOTOGKAPMY

Forms close 6 P. M.
Mondays.

THE

FILM

INDEPENDENT

NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

Schaefer Hurls "Lie" at New York Charges. ...
National Association Advances Date of Annual
Convention to August 5-6
Film-Actor Factories Springing Up to Turn Out
New Stars Over Night
Limelight Gradually Dimming on J. A. Quinn
and His Reform Plans
Ask Atlanta Exhibitors to Donate Use of Theatres for Sunday Shows

27
28

"Sinners" to be Alice Brady's First Production
for Realart
W. W. Hodkinson Will Distribute Productions
of Deitrich-Beck, Inc
Fairbanks Announces His Cast for First United
Artists Film
Pathe W ill Publish Seven Serials During the
Next Eighteen Months
Robertson-Cole Special Shown Before Distinguished Gathering

New York Office:
1476 Broadway.
Tel. Bryant 51 11.

TRADE

E Rj

PAP

"The Firing Line," Paramount-Artcraft D, six
parts, with Irene Castle
55
"Putting One Over," Fox C-D, five parts, with
George Walsh
55
"The Woman Under Oath," United Picture Theatres D, five parts, with Florence Reed.„ .... 56

29
30
31

Pllaborate Productions to Back Goldwyn's Merit
Booking Policy
33
36

Departments
The Cutting Room
41
Exhibitors Bureau
57, 58, 59
What the Picture Did for Me
61. 62. 63, 64, 65
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66
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67
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37
38
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William "Russell Is Signed by Fox to Star in
Twenty-Four Pictures
42
New Policies Are "Same Old Bait" Declares
World Pictures Official '.
44
"BrokefJ Blossoms" Played Part in Veto of Illinois' Boxing Bill
45
Reviews
"[•"ires
of Faith,"
Paramount D, seven parts, with 53
Catherine
Calvert
"Be a Little Sport," Fox C, five parts, with Albert Ray and Elinor Fair
53
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," Screen
Classics D, six parts, with King BaggOt
53
"Better Times." F.xhibitors Mutual C-D, five
parts, with Zasu Pitts
54
"A with
Man iHarold
<f 1 1 on nr."
Screen Classics I >. live parts, 54
Lockwood
"The Sleeping Lion." Universal I \ six parts,
with Monroe Salisbury
54
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Doll-Van
ANNOUNCES ANOTHER ADDITION TO ITS
LIST OF "SUCCESSFUL
PICTURES ONLY"

"Once

FROM THE FAMOUS NOVEL BY LARRY EVANS
to
Every
Man"
W id says:

FIGHT

SCENES

A BIG FACTOR IN PUTTING ACROSS A
HEART INTEREST STORY.
Jack Sherrill and Mabel Withee in
"ONCE TO EVERY MAN"
Frohman Amusement Co. — State Rights.
DIRECTOR
T. Hayes Hunter
AUTHOR
Larry Evans
SCENARIO BY
Anthony Paul Kelly
CAMERAMAN
Ernest G. Palmer
ART TITLES by
Ferdinand P. Earle
AS A WHOLE
Holds interest all through
gccd production with strong heart appeal; prize
fight scenes look like the real thing.
STORY
Adaptation of Larry Evans' novel
which first appeared in serial form in the Metropolitan Magazine.
DIRECTION
Gets full value out of sympathetic
qualities of story and fight sequences.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear and effective in revealing
beauty of Saranac scenery.
LIGHTINGS
Many of them truly artistic, varied
and atmospheric.
CAMERA WORK
Composition of scenes satisfactory.
STAR
Sherrill acts with sincerity and shows up to
advantage in the prize ring ; Mabel Withee does
all that is required in character of country girl.
SUPPORT
Eddy Kelly right at home in part of
pugilist : Roy Applegate and others first rate.
EXTERIORS
Most of them taken at Saranac
INTERIORS
Suit the story.
DETAIL
Action at prize fight shown with commendable
exactness : art titles add to tone of production.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet.
W e say:
A good picture with extraordinarily ckver advertising helps.
DOLL-VAN

Book NOW.

FILM
CORPORATION
Successful Pictures Only
207 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
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Make

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH
DURABLE and SERVICEABLE
The top view shows a corner in our hardening
room. The group below displays a few of the
many parts which undergo the hardening proc ess.
Maximum
with

THAT'S

THE

POWER'S

Minimum
IV ear

SERVICE

COMPANY
POWER
INCORPORATED
PIONEERS OF PROJECTION
S T R B E T. N B W Y O R K, N. V.
GOLD

NICHOLAS

90

Service
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That Subsidy

dulged in a bitter abhorrance of the theatre in even
aspect now invites representatives of the. National
Association to join with it and to point out the
greater educational possibilities of the motion picture.

Stuff

NOW

conies Billie Burke with an appeal to philanthropists for the founding of a national academy of motion picture arts — for the development of
] ila vers, writers, directors, etc.
Aside from the personal publicity to he gained by
the star in question through the publication of the
suggestion we fail to find any particular sense or
reason in it.

The situation is sensationally novel and indicates
most forcibly the changed position of the motion
picture. No longer is it looked upon with suspicion and classed with forms of amusement that have
but momentarily caught the attention of the public,
but it is, in fact, accorded its rightful position as
a great educative force and it is conducted with
honor into the councils of a great church organization.

Assuming for the moment that Miss Burke in
making the appeal did not aim merely for notice,
the idea of subsidizing the art of the motion picture —
particularly at this time — is the last word in bizarre
notions. Doubtless -Miss Burke is correct in her
contention that the struggling player of real ability
is entitled to aid and support and further, in an abstract sense, an "Academy of Motion Picture Arts,'
might be a force for much good in encouraging and
developing latent talent in acting, writing and directing.

Forty-one thousand churches throughout America
are said to be represented at the centennial. It Is
most fortunate that the industry will be able to
impart to this vast assemblage the ruling ideals
and aspirations of the motion picture in order thai,
the church members attending may go back to their
various communities equipped to batter down the
silly prejudices against the motion picture that exist and to assume an intelligent and consistent position on t he important matter of censorship.

But what of the countless experiments thai have
been made in subsidizing the stage theatre? Is there
no lesson for the motion picture in this record of financial waste and purile accomplishement ?
No, the day is not even in sight for the founding
of such an academy. If some pliable philanthropist
should be induced to subscribe to such a plan hi*
money would be spent in impractical experiment. In
the meantime the art of the motion picture would
continue to advance, its highest ideals carefully safeguarded bythe men and women who are sufficiently
serious about their art, sufficiently talented and
courageous to go on doing and daring and not wailing for some millionaire to come along and act as a
wet-nurse.

The Serial Succeeds

ONLY a few months ago certain authorities who
have not yet learned that the motion picture is Jjj
no respecter of precedents, came out and announced
that the serial type of picture is rapidly dying.
Despite the forecast the serial declined to die and
instead remains today as a great living force, insuring an almost positive profit to thousands of theatres
throughout America. In fact, recent months have
demonstrated the serial to be just about the most
popular type of picture for a vast number of theatres.
Interviews with many exhibitors who operate
theatres in the smaller towns, theatres which pay
into the industry a sum which exceeds tremendously
the amount collected from the comparatively few
"first run" houses, disclose the fact that to a great
extent the serial is the backbone of their business, a
certain factor in maintaining and building business,
and all at a cost consistent with their ability to pay.

Seeing trie Light
THE attendance of a committee of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry at
the Methodist Church Centennial at Columbus, 0.,
most positively marks the dawn of a new day.
The Methodist church organization which has included in its membership many who have long in25
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Close-Ups
— By J. R. M.
Hugo Riesenfeld, director of the Rialto
and Rivoli theatres, New York, has found
time from his many duties, to compose an
original score to accompany the Bruce
Scenic picture called "Sundown."
Lillian Walker, she of smiles and dimples, is now playing opposite J. Warren
Kerrigan. J. Warren is making his second
picture with his own company, he having
just completed "A White Man's Chance."
Merle
Georgeon Kleine's
righta
hand
man, Smith,
left Chicago
Monday for
three weeks' trip to New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richard Hall,
the former author of the new Helen
Holmes serial, celebrated their paper wedding anniversary by entertaining many
prominent people in the motion picture industry at a dinner.

Bert Lytell, Metro star, has departed
trip.
for the Santa Catalina Island for a fishing
Harry department,
J. Cohen, will
manager
of Metro's
foreign
sail July
12 for
Europe to join Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro. The two will' tour the entire European field.
George M. Sharrard, a member of the
Select sales department, for the past year,
has been appointed efficiency manager by
Lewis J. Selznick.
Marion Davies and Rose Shulsinger
spent the Fourth of July with Fannie
Hurst at her country place at Croton, N.
Y., where Miss Hurst is finishing her first
novel.
M. C. Howard has been appointed auditor for Select Pictures Corporation.

Jean Paige has renewed her contract
with Vitagraph for two years and will play
opposite Harry Morey.

Lucy Cotton has been engaged to appear in "The Miracle of Love," a new Cosmopolitan production Robert Z. Leonard
is filming at Biograph studios.

Carl Dowing, of the William Fox publicity department passed through Chicago
during the past week.

Arthur Shepard, one of the original
staff at the Lasky studio, when it was
founded six years ago, and who has since
held the position of head of the scenic
department, leaves this month for London
to
take up his chosen profession of painting.
Jerry Abrams, special representative of
the Pioneer Film Corporation, is now on
his way across country, stopping at the
film centers.
William Fait,
David
representative
in Jr.,
Brazil,
has P.leftHowells'
for an
indefinite stay at Buenos Aires.

Dario L. Faralla has been appointed
comptroller for Realart Pictures Corporation. He held a similar position with Selznick Pictures Corporation.
Jack Perrin, who supported Olive
Thomas in "Toton," has been engaged by
Universal to co-star with Josephine Hill in
a series of two-reel Westerns.
Bessie Love was graduated from Los
Angeles high school the latter part of the
past month.
Ray C. Smallwood, chief of the photographicreceived
department ofword
Metro's
studios, has
of theHollywood
death of
his father, a retired business man of Cincinnati.
Gilson Willetts, manager of Pathe's
scenario department, has gone to Los Angeles to remain during the filming of the
early episodes of Ruth Roland's new serial.
Helen Weer, who has been playing in
support of Montagu Love in pictures, will
return to the stage this fall in a John Cort
production "Three's a Crowd."

Floyd F. Whiteside has joined the publicity staff of the MacManus Corporation. He was formerly with Universal.
Elliott Dexter, Famous Players-Lasky
screen star, is reported as recuperating following a nervous breakdown.
John William Kellette has been engaged to direct the Paramount-Briggs
comedies by Alex Yokel, vice-president and
general manager of Briggs Pictures, Inc.
Carl Schultz, who was associated with
Mr. Kellette at Fox, has been engaged
as technical expert and studio manager
for the Briggs comedies.

Where are all of those I-told-you-s
The challenge of Chance was right
juys?
Somebody ought to make a fortune
on those fight pictures — if they can get
$100 a day. It won't require much fillum
in the first place and it won't take much
time to run 'em.
The Horrid Things—
Those California jurywomen who
nicked Earle Williams for $50,000 in
that breach of promise suit evidently
were not impressed by his good looks.
They All Flop Sooner or Later —
Triangle is going to have a fifteenepisode serial next September.
Everybody's
Doin' little
It — star. Have you
Good morning
had daya? new song dedicated to you toLaws We Need —
Life imprisonment for the actor who
tries to write his own plays.
A thousand years in jail for the actress who jumps her contract.
Yes, Couldn't
why not?they
—
of those
pictures made with usethe some
original
spy plot
which the armistice nipped in the bud?
Put a set of fake chin whiskers on
the erstwhile spy, disguise the firing
squad as a clump of trees and call the
production "The Curse of BolshevToo Hot for Blankets —
"Goldwyn plans publicity that will
blanket America." However, maybe
they're summer blankets.
"X" ism."
Marks the Spot —
A Rochester, N. Y., criminologist
has found a new use for motion pictures. He takes pictures of the scene
of the crime and exhibits them in
court. He might go a step further and
have Pathe's "slow" camera snap the
criminal
then there'd be no
question at
of work,
his guilt.

DOSTER experiments have been made time and time again, and the final re*• suit has always proved that the RITCHEY poster is the greatest poster
that can be executed. This fact has been so often demonstrated that
it makes any further experimentation a mere waste of time and money.
THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
406 W. 31st Street. New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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New
York
Charges
P. E. A. Denies
Small
Convention — Declares

or Ruin"
to "Rule
Is Seeking
Delegation
Bolting
Peter J. Schaefer, retiring president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., who presided at
the recent St. Louis convention, used the short and ugly word preceded by an emphatic adjective, when informed
of charges made by officials of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of the State of New York that "the very
small group which dominated at St. Louis consists mostly of men who are closely identified with producing
interests."
"It's a damn lie,-' he exploded, "That New York bunch is a group of narrow-minded, short-sighted egotists, who want to rule or ruin."
Is Ready to Fight to the Finish
Informed
that
the
New
York
statement
indicated a movement to start another national exhibitors' organization, he added :
"Let them go ahead. Everybody is suspicious of them. They won't play with anyone else, and no one
will play with them. The exhibitors have a representative, aggressive and influential organization after years of
hard work and they will not let anyone wreck it without a fight. I, for one, am in the fight to the finish."
both state and national organizations
The friction apparently originated convention at St. Louis, the Motion PicExhibitors League of the State ot after an initial outburst of enthusiasm
over the question of state representa- New ture
York through its executive commit
have generally passed into the hands
tion. At the St. Louis convention, each tee has
of a very few men who were more
issued the following statement.
state was entitled to one delegate.
anxious
to retain their hold on the name
"The organized exhibitors of the State
Early in the session, the New York of Now York sent their spokesman to and the machinery than to promote beneficial legislation or consult their fellow
representatives proposed a Congres- the recent convention at St. Louis to exhibitors
in solving the many problems
submit a plan and basis for creating a
sional Unit plan of representation — that vigorous,
active and genuinely repre- within the industry. At this time when
is the giving to each state of a delegate
sentative National Union of Motion Pic- so many serious problems confront the
for every congressman. The proposal
ture Exhibitors. This plan was to give exhibiting branch of the industry there
to every exhibitor in the United States is greater need than ever for a really
was rejected. Samuel I. Berman, New
chance to have a voice and vote in the representative National Organization.
York, and A. C. Hayman, Buffalo, the aformation
and management of such a
Charge Personal Gain
New York representatives, promptly National organization. It was therefore
withdrew from the convention.
"The exhibitor of today is too enbased on the Congressional Unit of Replightened and progressive to lend his
resentation, which is the broadest, fairIncident Appeared Trifling
est and the most democratic basis of name and support to these old style soAmong the delegates, the incident cre- representation. Under this plan each called organizations, too often exploited
, ated little comment.
Apparently no state will be entitled to as many repre- with more or less camouflage for the
sentatives at a National Convention as personal gain of the promoters.
| other state was anxious for represen- there are Congressional
"On the other hand the overwhelming
Districts in the
tation based directly or indirectly on said state.
support which the new organization in
the state of New York received from
population.
Points to Recent Victory
practically every owner of a motion picAlthough the greater number of exture theatre in the state, has thoroughly
hibitors present were from the west, the
"The recent successful campaign in the
east was awarded most of the plums. state of New York by the Motion Pic- convinced us that the enlightened and
ture Exhibitors resulting in the enact- progressive exhibitor will be found eager
Ocean View, Va., was selected as the
ment of the Sunday Opening Bill was to join an organization, in which every
site for the 1920 convention. Alfred S.
conducted
on the basis of Assembly and exhibitor has a voice and a vote and in
Black, newly elected president, hails
Senatorial Districts — the two legislative which the control of affairs never passes
from Maine; two of the four vice-presi- units
in this and every other state. The out of the hands of the rank and file.
dents are eastern men. Marcus Loew of
"The Congressional Unit was rejected
New York and Jake Wells of Virginia, exhibitors in each Assembly and Senatorial district rallied their patrons to the at St. Louis. The very small group
and the treasurer is Ernest H. Horstsupport of liberal Sunday legislation. which dominated at St. Louis consists
man, Massachusetts.
Every Assemblyman and Senator in the mostly of men who are closely identiThe prevailing note of the convention
fied with producing interests. They are
appeared to be harmony. There was state of New York was approached and
an expression of confidence in the future his aid solicited for the support of the in no sense numerically or otherwise
liberal Sunday Bill. In the same way a representative of the exhibitors of the
of
the reconstructed exhibitors' organ- proposed censorship measure was de- country.
ization.
feated.
"It is unthinkable that these men will
It was expected that the New York
be able to prevent the real exhibitors of
delegation would return to the fold.
"If successful
these methods
of oforganization
were
in the state
New York the country from forming a genuine exBolt from Clear Sky
it is reasonable to argue that they will
hibitors' organization resting upon the
The statement, filled with charges of be successful in other states and at votes, freely cast and honestly counted,
Washington.
Using
tlrese
same
methods
of
all
the
owners of motion picture thea"machine politics" and intimations that National Legislation can be influenced
a new exhibitors' national organization in the same manner. The 5% tax on film
tres
throughout
the land."
is to be launched, came as a genuine
surprise.
rentals, imposed on us because of lack
LaVoy Films Arrive
It carries the names of the officers of of a real National Exhibitors OrganizaNEW YORK. — Lieutenant Merle Lation will readily be repealed. A systethe New York exhibitors' league — SvdVoy, the official cameraman for the
matic campaign in every Congressional
| ney S. Cohen, William A. Dillon. William A. Calihan. Fred Elliott, W. H. Lin- district should also lead to an early re- Red Cross, who has been assigned to
ton, Samuel I. Berman, Charles L.
peal of the burdensome admission tax. Constantinople and the Balkans, has just
"We
realize that this basis of organ- forwarded eight thousand feet of a new
I O'Reilly.
Jules
Michaels
and
C.
A.
Hayman. The statement addressed to the
ization inviting as it does every exhibitor negative film to the Bureau of Pictures
exhibitors of the United States is as to participate in its Councils is a new de- of the American Red Cross. The Edufollows:
cational Films will release the new subparture in exhibitors' organization.
"To define its attitude at the recent Heretofore the name and machinery of
27
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Kodak

Company, to Be Host to N. A. M. P. I. Members During Session at Rochester, N. Y.
On Tuesday morning, August o, the
The third annual meeting of the National Association of the Motion Picture 'members of the Association will convene for their annual meeting at the HoIndustry will he held at the Hotel Sentel Seneca, with President William A.
eca, Rochester, N. Y., on August 5 and
(5 instead of in Octoher. This decision
Brady presiding. Reports will be presented reviewing the activities of the
was arrived at at a meeting of the Executive Committee held last week fol- Association and its many important comlowing arequest which had been received
mittees during the past year. Following this meeting the Board of Directors
from George Eastman, president of the
Eastman Kodak Company, advising that will be elected for the ensuing year.
Branch Meeting Called
the earlier date would be more agreeable to him.
Notices are now being sent to the
J. E. Brulatour, at a former meeting, members o-f the five branches of the National Association announcing the dates
extended the invitation on behalf of
George Eastman, to the members of the upon which the annual meetings of each
National Association to be his guests branch will be held this month, at which
while in the City of Rochester during time the -directors will be nominated,
who are to be elected at the annual
the annual meeting, and has authorized
the chartering of a special train which is meeting in Rochester.
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Proto be placed at the disposal of the Naducers' Division, has authorized the calltionalCentral
Association'sStation
members,
the Grand
as a leaving
second
ing of a meeting of this branch for July
section of the 11:30 train on Monday
30 at three o'clock.
night, Aug. 4.
Walter W. Irwin, chairman of the Distributors' Division, has approved of the
Arrange for Rochester Trip
holding of a meeting of the Distributors
A committee comprising J. E. Brula30 at four o'clock.
tour. treasurer, and Frederick H. Elliott, onJ.July
E. Brulatour,
chairman of the Supexecutive secretary, has been appointed
ply and Equipment Division, has called
by the Executive Committee to perfect a meeting of the accessories companies
all necessary arrangements for the trip on July 31 at 12 o'clock.
to Rochester.
John C. Flinn, chairman of the General Division, has announced the calling
It is now planned that the party will
return to New York on a special train of a meeting of this division, which inleaving Rochester following the Empire
cludes individuals, trade papers, exchange managers and exporters July 31
State Express early in the afternoon of
Wednesday, Aug. 6th, arriving in New at three o'clock.
York
elevenof o'clock.
The about
members
the Association will
Fight Pictures
be advised later pn as to the program
which will include several functions,
May Be Barred
which are now being arranged by Mr.
Eastman's representatives.
By Ohio Board
COLUMBUS, OHIO.- The WillardDempsey fight pictures were rejected
Sunday by Maurice S. Hague, chairman
of the Ohio board of motion picture censors. Mr. Hague was the only member
of the board of three to review the picture. Mrs. Maude Murray Miller, a member of the board, declared that it was
entirely possible that she also will reject the picture. The other member of
the board, C. G. Williams, would not
sav how he would act.
Mr. manHague
"suchshown
hubutchery-declared
should that
not be
where
our itboys
and almost
girls may
see that
it."
Though
appears
certain
the pictures will not lie shown in Ohio
it is probable that, they may be seen in
other states, if passed by the respective
state boards. This is possible because
the mayor of Toledo in granting the permit for the fight termed it a "boxing
contest.'* A federal law permits the interstate shipment, of "boxing contests,"
but not "prize fights."
MRS. i II UUiBI < II LPLIH
\itil her MOthcr, lofiklliK ot«*r licr nr\\ «*mifriM't, ninth* tilth I, main II. Mnyrr.

World Signs
NEW YORK— The
poration has secured
direct Montagu Love
duction.
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Reicher
World Film CorFrank Reicher to
in a live-reel pro-

Projection Society
Members Frolic at
Anniversary Dinner
Members of the American Projection
Society, Inc., celebrated the fifth anniversary of the founding of their society
at a midnight dinner at Reisenwebers,
New York, recently, at which G. W.
Landon and B. F. Porter were invited
quests. Edwin S. Porter, guest of honor,
was unavoidably absent.
Mr. Landon, of the Nicholas Power
Company. Inc., was again called into
service as toastmaster. being introduced
by the president, F. M. Stoffregen. who
informed him in a very graceful speech
that he was "it." Though taken completely by surprise, Mr. Landon replied
that inasmuch as the dinner was in
front of him instead of in him, it was
policy for him to take the job though he
felt that the audience, rather than himself, was "it." And then the fun bePresident Stoffregan made a speech of
welcome and then presented a gavel t
past president J. D. Basson, who made
gan. response. B. F. Porter accepted
neat
humorous introduction in good part an
responded in kind. J. S. Buchardt the
followed with a presentation speech o
a gavel to past president L. W. Bowen
who showed great appreciation. Joseph
La Rose made a vigorous speech and
then gave way to J. D. Basson, who
made a neat speech in presenting Frank
Nealy
with a fountain
pen which
brought forth from Mr. Nealy some appreciative and senious remarks. George
Bothwell brought the speechmaking to a
close with a few appropriate remarks.
The toastmaster closed the evening in a
manner to indicate his appreciation ofl
the honor done him and complimented
the society upon the class of its clientele
which, he said, spoke for a most worthy
organization.
Those present were: President F. M.
Stofifregen.t Treasurer J. S. Buchardt,
Vice President Tos. La Rose. Secretary
J. J. Hopkins. Director W. Smith. SergeantL.atW.
Arms,
J. Lazarus:
Past Presidents
Bowen,
J. D. Basson,
E. H.,
Byrne. G. S. Bothwell. F. Boswell, J.
Carlin, 1. Clayton, H. Fuller, L. Hammond G. Huntle}', J. C. Kroessen. AJ
Lee. G. Mauro, C. A. Mills. H. T. McKinnon. F. E. Nealy. J. E. Robin. H. Rubin.
L. Reed. T. Reisser, J. H. Richardson,
G. S. Seiffcrt.
Victor Nulty Gassed
NEW Y( )RK— Victor Nulty is in thei
base hospital at San Francisco as a result of being gassed in France while with
the regular army. Mr. Nuhy, before the
war, was auditor for Kessel and Baumann.
Griffith to Move East
NEW YORK. — D. W. Griffith, who ifl
expected back from the coast July 15,
has decided to make his main headquarters in the east. He will either build or
rent a studio in or about New York.
New Goldwyn Directors
NEW YORK.— The Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation has added the names of T.t
Hayes
Hunter
and Wallace Worsley toils roster
of directors.
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Scores of "Studios" Opening Up in Larger Cities
— Exposes Fail to Diminish Supply of
Ambitious Students
In all parts of the United States, motion-picture actor manufacturing plants
are springing up like mushrooms with the announced purpose of developing new
stars to supplant the present favorite screen actresses.
A uniform system appears to be in vogue. Newspaper ads attract the
"students." The course usually extends over two months, with instruction twice
each week. The popular charge is $50 per diploma. The "faculty" usually
consists of a woman, who collects the money, and a man as "director."
Continue Until Complaints Pile Up
The average life of the "schools" in one location appears to be from four
to six months. By the end of that time, "graduates" are haunting the "studio"
demanding positions with the big producing companies and their wails discourage new business. Then, too, occasionally, some of the more "unreasonable"
complain to the police.
Despite the fact that from time to Pitts promised to teach eager pupils,
time, warrants are sworn out for the seventy or eighty of them, how to become motion picture actresses, for $3 a
manager or the director and the newspapers devote considerable space to the week, the school term to be six months.
After that time, the president promised
Expose, there appears to he an unlimited
to have two pictures filmed and take
supply of men and women ambitious to the
whole company to California.
break into motion pictures and willing
One of the conditions, however, was
"course."
a
for
pay
to In Philadelphia, the Art Film Comthat students must not miss a rehearsal.
If they did. they forfeited all they had
pany is located at 923 Chestnut street.
The principal entrance requirement is paid in. Mrs. Choumard claims that the
$50. That is the tuition for the course.
practice of the school is to treat 'em so
Then, one must give up two nights a rough they don't dare come back. She
week under the glare of the studio lights thinks it is convenient, an undertaking
parlor is located on the first floor.
while one "Mr. Dale" directs one
through various contortions, "registerFrohman Company
tions. ing" joy, fear, remorse and other emoJobs Are Uncertain
Acquired by Zukor
Of course, at the end of this time, you
XFW YORK.— The theatrical proguarando not
job forare"Wemany
may teenotthat,getbuta there
ducing company founded by the late
whom
we
Charles Frohman and which still bears
"have placed in good positions with various movie companies." They will not his name, has been acquired by the Famous Players-Lasky corporation, and
take you unless you can pass the "preliminary test." The list of rejections is will be operated in the future in assonot availahle.
ciation with the motion picture enterA bronze plate at the first floor enprise. Charles Frohman. Inc., will be
trance
announces
the
company's
locaas a separate entity, of which
tion. The office is on the second floor continued
Adoloh Zukor will be the president and
and from it leads two doors, one marked
Alf Hayman the treasurer and general
"studio"
the other
The
manager.
studio isand
a room
ten "director."
by twelve feet.
Immediate steps will be taken for an
There is a little scenery including a
enlargement of the interests and activimantel and a couple of pillars. Then
ties of the Frohman company, and to
t^ce is a sideboard and a table and some
this end it is possible that theatres will
chairs andand some
"props." principally a be erected in many cities. Another rerevolver
a telephone.
of the transaction will be that not
The Art Film Company has taken no only sultwill
the Frohman plays all be
pictures in the two months it has been
in existence. Mr. Dale can tell by the shown on the screen, but that many of
the Famous Players-Lasky productions
naked eye and a little contrivance
will be subsequently produced as plays.
"hitched to a box, which looks unusually
like the "finder" on an ordinary camera,
Return From Guatamala
just how one will photograph.
Chicago Course Lasts Six Months
NEW YORK. — Dr. William Green
and George Hovens have returned from
sometimes
known
as"Lawrence
Lawrence J.J.Pitts,
H. Puetz,
is president
Guatamala with negatives for the Prizma
of the Dellwood Film Company, where
Natural Color Pictures. It is said they
they are turning out new ftars in Chi- secured sixteen thousand feet.
"""n. The "Studio" is located at 316
w«t
Sixty-third
eet
.
Pioneer Open
Pitts-Puetz
and str
his comnany
came
*r
Theatre
into public notice when Mrs. Eunice
NEW YORK. — The Brighton Beach
Choumard.
0052 Dorchester
avenue.
Music Hall opened July 2 as a film play
swore out a warrant for him charging
house, under the direction of the Pioneer
29
-a confidence game.
She claimed Mr. Films.

On the left is Conatance Talmad&e, then
COmea Norma and on the ri^lit Natalie*
Beulah Livingstone) who acta aa presa
agenting for
sereenTnlmadf£e.
eelehrities, is standbehindtheNorma
Congress to Probe Film
Expenditure During War
WASHINGTON, D. C— Congressman Graham, chairman of the committee
on expenditures in the War Department,
is seeking information as to the motion
picture activities of that and other government departments, with a view both
to determining the cost and revenues of
such pictures and the degree to which
the motion picture work of the goxctnment can be reduced. To secure this
information, questionnaires have been
sent to the War, Navy, Agricultural and
other departments which do or have
done motion picture work.
In explaining the drawing up of this
questionnaire and the scope of the inquiry, Mr. Graham issaid:
"The object
this investigation
to develop
the ex-of
tent and scope of the moving picture
activities carried on by the different
departments in their various branches:
to determine the cost of production and
circulation, and the extent of the revenue, if any, from such activities, and the
degree to which such activities may be
reduced; to ascertain to what extent motion pictures made by manufacturers and
other persons for advertising purposes
have been the
circulated
the government's
expense,
revenue attherefrom,
and to
what funds such revenues have been
Eastman Has New Idea
credited."
NEW YORK.— The Eastman KodakCompany has adopted a new scheme for
numbering its raw product. They will
number it from one to one thousand.
This will prove of considerable aid in
cutting pictures. The dead-wood footmay easily berecord
replaced
and aagecompetent
kept. through 'it
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Angeles Man Gives Broadway a Chance
Grin When He Says the Only Way to
Stop Him Is to Kill Him

to

NEW YORK — After occupying the limelight here for nearly a month
and having producers, distributors and exhibitors wondering what it was
all about, J. A. Quinn, of Los Angeles, president of the Motion Picture and
Theatrical Co-operative Association is gradually slipping out of public
notice and his campaign to "eliminate existing evils from the industry" is
evaporating.
As long as the element of mystery was sustained and his interviews
were confined to glittering generalities, Mr. Quinn got away very nicely.
Newspapers and even certain eastern trade papers glowed with accounts
of the "new era," "new epoch," and "sweeping revolution."
And Then Comes the Breaking Up
The pin which punctured the balloon came in the shape of a meeting
of the society held at the Astor, Tuesday, July 1, at which Mr. Quinn
termed the motion picture industry as "the biggest joke in the world today."
Mr. Quinn lambasted everyone in the fainted in the crush. And why? Beindustry from the producers to the
cause your clean-picture-loving public
actors: declared that studio conditions
knew that a number of pretty girls in
abbreviated
bathing suits would appear.
are
"rotten
to the core";
asserted
all
modern
productions
are padded
so that
"If
you
want
work to do, change the
from 1,000 to 4,000 feet could be cut from taste of the public.
our methods. We are You
givingcan't
the change
public
90 out of every 100 pictures, and worked
what it wants. I am intolerant of advice
up a melo-dramatic climax by shouting:
"Theywhat
thinkI know
they can
me from
telling
aboutstop
pictures,
but from those who do not know."
I'm started now, and by God, the only
wayNobody
they canin stop
now isshowed
to kill me."
the me
industry
any
disposition to stop him by killing him
or any other method. A grin passed up
and down Broadway, and the big men in
the industry turned to other matters foi
summer amusement.
Reformers Flock to Standard
Examination of the roll call at the
Astor meeting showed that most of the
reformers, who a, few weeks ago were
clamoring for censorship in New York,
were present and enthusiastic over the
Quinn speech.
When he declared the only way to
stop him was to kill him, they applauded
enthusiastically.
Although there were representatives
of the leading producers present at the
meeting, Mr. Quinn would probably
have gone unanswered if Jesse J. Goldburg, general manager of Frohman
Amusement Corporation, had not been
asked to express his views.
"There is no more iniquity in the studios of the picture business than there
is any place else in the world," declared'
Goldburg, answering Quinn's charges of
"rotten" conditions in studios.
Quotes Quinn's Experience
"Brother Quinn ran 'My Own United
States' in Los Angeles and lost money
on
it. money.
He ran 'The
previously
made
Yet, Whip'
the latter
film and
had
murder, assault, abduction and every
other crime on the penal code in it.
What do you think of that?
"The real work for film betterment is
in educating yourself. We are producers and we have a commercial enterprise
at stake.
"You talk of the public wanting clean
films. Look at what 'Yankee Doodle in
Berlin' was
did at
the Broadway.
box
office
broken
down and The
women

Paramount Gets Ingenue
Bebe Daniels, ingenue and commedienne, is the latest addition to the galaxy
of talented actresses now under the direction of Cecil B. DeMille at the Famous Players-Lasky studio. Upon the
expiration of her present contract, which
still has a few weeks to run. Miss Daniels will appear in the next DeMille picture, adapted from Sir J. M. Barrie's
play, "The Admirable Crichton."

\ PHV

j Mirror Curtain to
Amuse Theatregoers
LONDON. — James M. Barrie
has a new idea for a drop curtain.
Believing that London theatregoers may be tired of gazing at drop
curtains showing a harlequin waving a wand or a voluptuous maiden
lolling by a marble fountain, an
immense mirror will be installed
as the drop scene at the Little
Theatre, recently purchased by
Albert play
de Courville,
mier
producer. London's
The ideapreis
"My mirror curtain will provide
Barrie's.
amusement
for the audience and
give them the novel experience of
seeing what the audience looks like
from the stage," says De Courville.
"I shall rename the theatre the
'Looking Glass.'"
Court
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!
9
I
I
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Pronounces

"Auction of Souls"
Christian Appeal
After the Atlanta Board of Censors
had stopped the showing of "Auction of
Souls" starring Aurora Mardiganian and
of whichis the
Exhibitors'
Circuit
the First
officialNational
distributor,
Judge
G. L. Bell of the Supreme Court of
Georgia, June 27, issued an injunction restraining the local board from interfering with the run of the picture at the
Atlanta Theatre.
Judge
Bell's decision
followed a June
private screening
of the production
26, at which showing he was determined
to
"realism" the
of
manytakeof cognizance
the scenes ofthattheinfluenced
censors to order the picture banned.
In giving his opinion Judge Bell
stated :
"The picture seems to me to be an
appeal to Christianity to rise up against
the crimes of the Turks. Its effect on
me, as I believe it would be on most people, was to arouse a feeling of sympathy
for the Armenians and a hatred for the
Turks. It is merely a portrayal on the
screen of the things we read of every
day in print.
"While the picture shows a great deal
of immorality and crime, the evil is not
presented in an attractive form. This is
the principle that would seem to govern
the admissibility of this sort of a thing.
"Censors have a hard task and a
thankless one. This court's decision in
this case does not establish a precedent
and every theatre man whose picture is
barred must not believe the censors wilt
be overridden in court. This picture is
an exception."
Lionel Edel to Produce
NEW YORK —Lionel Edel. brother
of the late Harold Edel. has formed the
Edel Pictures Corporation, which is to
make two-reel dramas.

('■'M il. II. DeMILLE
Surrounded i»> some <>f (lie benutlea li<> im*
CllOflCB for flir vnnt of IiIm l*nrnmount\rlrrnfl version »f Slf J< M. llurrlc'N
"The
tdmlrnble
lii» riitht
In Gloria
SwnnsonCrlenton."
ami ut hi*\i irfi.
Belie
Daniels,
Julia
fare,
Llla
Lee
and
Mildred
Heard on.
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"Open Your Eyes" Draws
NEW
YORK at— "Open
Your Theatre,
Eyes,'"
which opened
the Central
New York, on Saturday last, has been
playing to capacity business. Arrangements are being made to show the picture at the Republic Theatre, running
both theatres to accommodate the crowd.
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Donate

Sunday

Shows

on Sabbath, But Leaders
It If Theatre Owners

Receive

Any Profits
As it is, however, their theaThe people of Atlanta, Ga., want managers.
tres are idle on Sundays and most of
I motion pictures on Sunday.
them have proven their willingness to
City leaders admit it, and are mak- donate their use on occasions for charity
ing a strenuous effort to give the performance and the like. Whether they
would give their use every Sunday
people what they want.
would remain to be seen.
But here is the plan. Have the exThis suggestion was one of several
hibitors donate the use of their made. Others were that a fund be raised
theatres, and have a committee run by popular subscription to provide Sunday pictures at the auditorium; that the
pictures on Sunday as a semi-public theatres
be opened for nothing and a
venture. Pay the operators, the ush- box placed at the door to receive coners, and ticket takers. Pay for the
tributions; that a group of Atlantians
rental of the film. But insist on the be gotten to underwrite the 'expenses of
Sunday shows at the auditorium and
exhibitors donating their theatres.
other centers.
And they believe the exhibitors will
No action was taken on any of these
acquiesce because —
suggestions, it being the sense of those
Most of them "have proven their present that a constructive study of the
willingness to donate their use for question was needed first, together with
some expression from the public at large
as to what plan is desirable.
charity performances and the like."
And the reason given is that taking
Discussion Becomes General
his just profit from the exhibitor will
Juliann V. Boehm, chairman of the
Chamber of Commerce committee, deremove the "objectionable, commerclared that the only positive way to have
cial feature."
motion pictures operated on Sunday is
(Special to the Herald)
to make people pay for them. He did
ATLANTA, GA. — Sunday motion pic- not
believe, he said, that a fund could
tures may be inaugurated in Atlanta in be raised
by popular subscription, or
'aone,wayif athat
will
be
objectionable
to
no
the "box at the door" rdea was
suggestion is adopted that was that
feasible.
offered at a meeting of the Sunday recreDr. Charles W. Daniel, chairman of
ation committee of the Atlanta chamber
the
ministers'
committee,
said that
his
of commerce and a committee represent- committee
would
recommend
to the
ing
the
EvangelicalMinisters'
association.
EvangelicalstructiveMinisters'
a con-a
study of the association
question, with
-The suggestion was that the motion view towards
taking
some
action.
He
picture theatre managers be asked to do- assured Mr. Boehm that the Chamber
nate the use of their theatres Sunday, of Commerce would have the full coi that a uniform price of 5 and 10 cents
operation of the
ministers'over
association.
i be charged at each theatre, and that the
While the
discussion
Sunday
money thus secured be used to pay such movies
was spirited at times and there
expenses
the films,
operators'
salary
and were great differences of opinion regardthe rent ofas the
all other
receipts
ing certain of its phases, there seemed
to go to a public fund which shall be
to be a strong spirit of co-operation
used to improve the parks, install play- among
all present.
grounds and otherwise benefit the community.
As one member expressed it, "Let's
argue
we wantmedium
to. butin we'll
try where
to hit
Committee to Run Theatres
on someall happy
the end
we
can
give
Sunday
amusements
without
It was further suggested that the SunII day shows be operated not by the mananybody'sof toes."
Anotheron meeting
the two commitI agers themselves, but by a committee of stepping
tees
probably
be held in the near
] disinterested citizens, which should rent future. In the will
meantime necessary data
the films, hire the operators and fcket
I takers and in other ways assume entire will be secured and the various plans
weighed and discussed.
charge.
This meeting and several others that
It was pointed out that this plan would
have
been held were the outgrowth of
eliminate the commercial element on
a
campaign
that has been launched by
the objections
to Sunday
I' which
picturesmost
are ofbased.
There would
be no Mr. Boehm's committee to provide the
I competition between theatres, since there masses of people with "something to do"
would be no gain to any individual and on Sunday that will be wholesome and
law-abiding and at the same time better
no reason for competition. Nobody
would profit except the public, which than what they have now.
I would not only be getting wholesome
amusement, but would be piling up a
Open Chicago Branches
I fund that would benefit the community
L'nited Pictures
Artists Corporation
in other ways. If necessary, it was theTheRealart
Corporation and
are
stated, the board of overseers could se- occupying adjoining suites on the twelfth
lect such pictures as would be in keep- floor of the Consumer's building. Chiing with the day.
of the "Big 4"
E. Smith
cago.and
CressonHarry
Of course, the plan would depend a is in 1202
?1W. Willard of Realgreat deal on the consent of the theatre art,
in 1204.

LIEUT. JACK LEVERING
Appearing
<new
dmpany.
fifteenopposite
episode Helen
serial Holmes
for the S.inL. her
K.
"Broken Blossoms" Ends
New York Run July 13
NEW YORK.— D. W. Griffith's production of "Broken Blossoms," now
past its one hundredth performance
at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, will be
shown for the last time Sunday evening,
July 13. Interest in this screen version
of "The Chink and the Child" from
Thomas
Burke's "Limehouse
Nights"
has
been responsible
for the long
delayed
change of program in the Griffith reperseason. offering, opening Monday
Thetory next
evening, July 14, wilr be "The Fall of
Babylon," a super-spectacle based on the
thrilling Babylonian episode from "Intolerance." with changes and amplifications, and with the following cast: Constance Talmadge, George Fawcett, Elmer Clifton. Tully Marshall, Mildred
Harris Chaplin. Elmo Lincoln. Pauline
Stark. Seena Owen, Alma Rubens, Ruth
Darling, Loyola
O'Connor.
Westover
and Kate
Bruce. Winnifred
A feature
of this production will be the appearance
of four thousand dancing girls at the
Feast of Belshazzar.
G. W. Landon Leaving
Nicholas Pow er Company
NEW YORK— G. W. Landon, who
has so long been associated with Nicholas Power Company as chief of advertising and publicity, has tendered his
resignation to the company, which is to
become effective August L Mr. Landon
has joined the Mary Garden Perfume
Company, as publicist. The motion picture business will regret the loss of Mr.
Landon. as he is one of the best known
publicity men in the business, as well
as one of the most popular.
Luther Reed Joins Ince
NEW YORK.— Luther Reed has accepted an appointment on the scenario
staff of Ra'ph Ince.
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Mabel Normand in "Upstairs"
Mabel Normand in "Upstairs," is a
nonentity in the sub-kitchen of a large
hotel: yet despite her humble position,
she has a keen desire to play the lady
in
the hostelry's
parlor.
Her prayer
for
a moment
of luxury
is granted
in a most
romantic way, for that moment is drawn
out for the rest of her days. In "Empty
Paradise," the Goldwyn hoyden is a circus rider, whose manager takes advantage of her innocence and places her in
the position of shouldering the blame for
a theft which he engineered. The town
judge sees the "man behind" the case,
and condemns the girl to the position of
caretaker
in the town's
orphan
Here her interest
in the son
of theasvlum.
sheriff
grows; and when her former manager
returns to kidnap her, his plan is frustrated in red-blooded manner.
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Samuel Goldwyn, president of
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
makes the following statement in
regard to the new Goldwyn distribution policy:
"The great structure of equipment and brains that the Goldwyn
company has been building enforces on us, necessarily, an entirely new policy in the means of
bringing our pictures to the attention of the public.
"Hereafter no picture issued by
Goldwyn will rest on anything except its own merit. It is a point
of considerable importance and
pride with us that by one swift
blow we abolish any opportunity
for any of the evils in the Goldwyn
company which have grown up
generally in connection with motion picture distribution.
"We aim here at a democracy of
business to keep pace with the
democracy for which we stand in
American life. We do not intend
ever to force any exhibitor to accept any of our wares unless they
are so meritorious and attractive
that he feels he must have them.
"The old system in which the
good product carried the bad is
gone forever. Each picture now
rests upon its own base. It is clear
that this puts a duty upon us — not
merely a duty but a new principal
for self preservation. Unless our
product is fine enough and powerful enough to stand by itself in this
new and more open competition, it
will fail.
"For us, the word failure does
not exist. We mean to make Goldwyn pictures remain the best in
the world."
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Under

Authors

Pauline Frederick is the victim of a
cruel • matrimonial hoax in "The Peace
of
Roaring River,"
whichEastern
a vicious
postmistress
lures a inpoor
girl
to the West with forged notes. But her
terrible dilemma is finally solved by the
magnanimous attitude of a tine son of
Nevada. In "The Stronger Love," a
drama by Louis Sherwin, Miss Frederick
plays the second wife to a man who
idolizes the memory of his first wife's
overwhelming affection. His relatives
help to maintain the legend of the first
wife, when the second discovers a series
of letters which she had received from a
lover. theThereputation
second of
wife's
attempt to
shield
her predecessor
and to return his letters to the writer
Goldwyn

Merit

Announces

lbitors

Policy — Eminent

List — Goldwyn
Following closely upon the announcement that it will inaugurate a policy of
"merit hibitors
booking,"
whichwhich
excan take onlythrough
the pictures
have a particular appeal to them, the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has made
public its productions plans for the coming year.
Its program calls for a series of elaborate productions — stories by the best
authors and dramatists of the day, casts
which will include an array of well
known screen actors and actresses, direction which will rank with the best,
and unusual attention to settings, locale
and other preparations.
With each picture standing on its own
merit, Goldwyn is determined to set a
new standard in photoplays. It was
this determination which induced Goldwyn to purchase the Triangle Studios in
Culver City, Cal.
Nine New Pictures Announced
Announcement of the Goldwyn Pictures
schedule
discloses the Corporation's
promise offall
several
powerful
dramatic and many varied comedy productions in which the Goldwyn stars will
be given the chance to reveal their individual talents 'n exceptional roles.
Among tin- first p'cductic.i'j *o oe
published are "Upstairs" and "Empty
Paradise," in which Mable Normand will
plav the comedy leads: "The Peace of
Roaring River" and "The Stronger
Love," which present Pauline Frederick
in strong emotional parts; "Heartsease"
and
"Lord
and Lady
Algy," which
will
add to
the artistic
reputation
of smiling
Tom Moore; "Almost a Husband," a
serio-comic story cut to the measure of
Will Rogers; "The Golden Song," a
spectacular story of modern social conditions in which Geraldine Farrar supported by her husband, Lou-Tellegcn,
will play the role of an opera singer;
and "Strictly Confidential," a screen
version of Jerome K. Jerome's "Fanny
and
Problem."
a perfect
vehicletheforServant
dainty Madge
Kennedy.
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arouses the suspicions of the husband,
who surprises his wife when she, in desperation, attempts to burn the incriminating correspondence. On learning the
truth, he forgets the past, and begins
to live in the shining present.
Tom Moore in "Heartsease"
"Heartsease," from the play by the
late Charles Klein, is Tom Moore's next
picture. The title is the song in an
opera by an unknown musician, which
was stolen and presented as original
work by the aristocratic thief. The development of the story includes a strong
and tender love story in which Tom
Moore has a chance to disclose his ability to portray intense emotion in a
suppressed way. His later release, "Lord
and
Lady Algy,"
which Maxine
Elliott
and William
Faversham
played on
the
stage, introduces Tom Moore as the
younger son of an aristocratic English
family with sporting proclivities. A
famous horse race is shown on the
screen, the result of which impoverishes
the young lord and enriches the girl
whom he loves. Intriguing relatives furnish many counter motives to embarrass the young people, but they reach
the end of the final reel hand in hand.
"Strictly Confidential," Madge Kennedy's newest vehicle is now the fourth
form of Jerome K. Jerome's story,
"Fanny and the Servant Problem." The
plot revolves about a girl of the stage
who marries a lord, and discovers that
all her servants are relatives. Accustomed as they are to the conventions of
their master, they attempt to train their
relative in the duties of a "lady." The
actress-lady rebels to the point of leaving her husband when the entire household seems to grow warn, with understanding and an impending rupture ends
in a promise of lasting happiness.
Will Rogers Returns
"Almost a Husband" falls in loose
creases about the out-door personality
of
Rogers.
a brawny
of Will
the west,
but Hehe isn't
sacrifices
his hero
own
best interests unobtrusively for the benefit of others. The character creates the
same sympathy for Will Rogers that
won him an army of friends in "Laughing Billwill
Hyde."
Will • Rogers
the
screen
be supported
by onPeggy
Wood, who made a sensation in New
York
last year
in "Maytime."
Geraldine
Farrar's
next picture will be
a super-production in which the star will
have the devoted support of her husLou-Tellegen.
Golden
is theband.
name
finally "The
decided
uponSong,"
for
the picture which will present Miss
Farrar as a Russian opera singer who
is the unhappy pawn of events over
which she has no control. The story is
replete with dramatic incidents, culminating in the triumph of an unknown
American girl in the opera house of
Petrograd.
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Rex Beach and Samuel Goldwyn announce the first seven productions of
the seven authors who have united in
the most ambitious undertaking of the
motion picture industry in the organization of Eminent Authors' Pictures. The
vast audiences that these authors command by their written word will be able
to identify these pictures because each
one will carry the name of the author.
They will look for "A Rupert Hughes
Picture" or "A Merry Roberts Rinehart
Picture" and so forth.
Rupert Hughes' Selection
The continuity is well under way for
the first Rupert Hughes picture which
will be called "The Cup of Fury," after
the name of the novel which is now having tremendous sale in book form following its serial publication in the Red
Book. It treads right on the heels of
current events and presents a heroine of
unusual personality in amazing American scenes. The humor of Hughes will
be kept in the spirit of the story.
"Perch of the Devil" will be the first
Gertrude Atherton picture, based on one
of the most successful novels of the
foremost of women novelists. The story
has two great heroines, the figures of
women
can't forget.
The hero
mining you
engineer
in Montana
and isthea
town of Butte is the scene of the struggle.
the Devil" will
edly "Perch
make aof memorable
photoundoubtdrama
and the script of the production is already on its way to the Goldwyn studios
at
Culver City, Calif., for immediate production.
"Partners of the Night"
"Partners
.theEminent
Night" Authors
will be the
first picture offor
by
Leroy Scott. This master writer of detective tales and the whirling life of
the underworld, contributes the characters and plot that made his stories one
of the best serial features ever published
by the Metropolitan KcOSMWd. His crooks
arc real crooks, his heroes hit hard in
the clinches and the situations are full
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GABRIEL L. HESS
Secretary-Treasurer
of the suspense and zip that make the
movie fans thirst for more.
Mary Roberts Rinehart will contribute
"The
Amazing
the
two great
novels Interlude,"
of the year one
and aofstory
of international popularity which was
published in the Saturday Evening Post
and then in book form by Harper and
again is being reprinted by Grosset and
Dunlap, publishers. Mrs. Rinehart is a
master of mystery and mother love and
romance in village streets, and she
paints with laughter and tears the fine
young men and their sweethearts in
love's young quarrels. "The Amazing
Interlude" is a story of youth, courage
and devotion in an American girl innocently daring.
"The
Street
Called picture
Straight"
the first Basil King
and will
one be
of
the best by an author who contributes
to the Saturday Evening Post, Cosmopolitan and Harpers. These magazines count
their readers by the million and so does
Basil King. He is noted for his pictures of ambition and genius in triumphant struggles with fate and faith.
His experience as a clergyman naturally
leads him to emphasize the spiritual conflict in men's lives.
"The Wild Goose"
"The Wild Goose" now running serially in Hearst's Magazine will be the first
Eminent Authors production by Gouverneur Morris. This is a shot at the
burning question of divorce. In this
novel Mr. Morris has pictured New York
artist life vividly. He has also created
four characters who will live in the
memory of those who see them on the
screen and that is the final test of a
good picture.
Rex Beach surpasses his previous productions in his first release for Imminent
Authors pictures which will be called
"The Girl From Outside." The Beach
power and tremendous punch arc there
and something more. The heroine is
an appealing figure as she comes from
death's
on board
to the
of threedoor
crooks
in the ship
Alaska
towncabinof
Nome. Beach paints his canvas with big
■weeping strokes, full of color, and his
figures stand out of the pictures, human and appealing.
34

FELIX F. FEIST
Vice President
"End of the Road"
Booked Solidly in
Chicago District
Bernstein, general manager of
Health Films, reports "The End
Road" as booked solid, with four
up to the end of July, in Chicago. Word has been received from New
York that the picture is to be withdrawn
during August and until the later part
of September. Every theatre playing it
reports capacity houses, requesting return dates in October or November.
Bernard Roloff, secretary of the Illinois Social Hygiene League, claims that
the showing of this picture in Chicago
has brought mere cases to their dispensary in the past three months than they
had in the entire year of 1918, so great
has been the demand for treatments that
the League has been forced to make an
appeal
for additional funds to carry on
their fight.
The result has been the same in every
state in which the picture has been
shown, and bears out the wishes of the
American Social Hygiene League officials, who have steadfastly maintained
that more good will come of showing
this picture publicly and commercially
than could ever be reached through privately.vate showing as first attempted by the
League when the picture was shown priThe League is now appealing to all
neighborhood societies to demand the
showing of this picture at their neighborhood theatres, hoping thereby to
reach every person in the United States.
Saul
Public
of the
prints,

Ceiling Falls on Patrons
The Strand theatre, Rickard and Nace,
proprietors,fortunate
Nace,
suffered
accidentAriz.,
recently
whenan unthe
ceiling over the balcony fell, injured several patrons at a matinee performance.
Plans have been made to make repairs
at once and the Strand will reopen at an
early date.
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Top Row — Alex. S. Aronson, Western Home Office representative: Samuel Eckman. Jr., »w York: H. A. Bandy, Cleveland: Lee
Crandall, Jr., >evr Orleans; E. C. Jensen, eastern home offlee representative.
Second How — G. C. Parsons, San Francisco: Arthur I.ucas. Atlanta, Ga.: Percy A. Bloch, Kansas City: J. E. Flynn, Detroit.
Third How — George A. Hickev, Buffalo; Cecil E. Maberry. St. l.ouis: William H. Jenner. Boston; J. A. Koerpel, Seattle: Harry M.
W hite, Philadelphia.
Fourth Ron — Edmund J. Mnclvor, Omaha, >eh.: I.. E. Davis. Minneapolis; Jean J. Crandall, Washington, D. C.
Bottom Row — H. Bradley Fish, Denver; L. E. Remy, Dallas, T«-x.: Oscar F. Bower, Cincinnati. O.; I. Van Ronkel, Chicago; George
« . >milcy, Pittsburgh.
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of Mary's life soon appears when Merrick, a strong man of the world, proves
that gallantry is not dead, and their
love affair ends happily.
Miss Brady is considered one of the
most versatile actresses on the American stage. Her twenty-four years of
life have been crowded with the concrete rewards of great industry and
greater talent. She began her speaking
career in musical comedy appearing in
"The Mikado" and "The Balkan Princess." She then forsook the lighter field
for the so-called legitimate drama making her first early success in the leading role of "Little Women," which ran
for a full year. She also played leading parts in" "Things
Count," and
in "Sinners
as notedThat
above.

Select Second

Left to Itisht — Abraham l.ehr, vice-president;
Durant, scenarioRalph
editor.Block, director of publicity; Harry

"Sinners"

To Be Alice Brady's
First Production
for

Realart

Stage Success in Which She Took Part Is Selected
as First Vehicle Under Her New Contract
for her immediately. Ana thus begins
"Sinners," the Owen Davis play, which
her life in the city.
made a record run two or three' seasons
Mother Instinct in Story
ago at the Playhouse in New York, has
been selected by the Realart Pictures
Through
the story runs the marvelous
Corporation as the first Alice Brady
instinct of the mother who knows and
picture it will produce.
Miss Brady is pledged to appear in feels that harm is about to come to her
eight pictures during the coming year.
little girl. The part of "Mary" gives
Her strenuous assignment will he car- ample scope for Miss Brady's talent for
dramatic
acting and it is made by her
ried out during this summer and later
the big and outstanding character of
while she is on tour in the great speakthe day. The silver lining in the cloud
ing triumph of her career, "Forever
After."
Appeared on Stage in Play
The selection of "Sinners" was made
for two reasons. Miss Brady was the
star in the stage play, which had so
successful a run, and it was written by
Owen Davis, who is the author of Miss
Brady's latest stage success "Forever
After."
"Sinners" was produced by her father,
Wm. A. Brady, at one of his own theatres and went on the road the following
season playing the entire year with Miss
Brady and a notable cast which included
Robert Edeson, John Stokes, Charles
Richman, Florence Nash. Gertrude Dallas, Emma Dunn and William Walker.
production
"Sinners"Webb.
will
be The
underscreen
the direction
of Kenneth
The story itself has a broad appeal. Little Mary Horton leaves her sheltered
home in New Hampshire and comes to
the city to secure employment and thus
support an invalid mother. Through an
accident of fate Marv meets Hilda Newton, formerly from her home town, but
now a blase woman of the world. A
stran"e sentiment forces Hilda to befriend Mary, the innocent, and she is introduced to the worldtv crowd with
whom Hilda associates. Marv's charming innocence and naivete make friends
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Story

For Eugene O'Brien,
"The Sealed Heart"
Eugene O'Brien's first production for
Selznick Pictures. "The Perfect Lover,"
has been completed, and work will begin very shortly upon his second one,
"The Sealed Heart." It also will be a
Ralph Ince production.
Mr. Ince is still busy in putting the
finishing touches upon "The Perfect
Lover." concerning which all members of
the producing staff are highly enthusiastic. Meanwhile, Edmund Goulding of
the scenario department has conceived a
unique plot which has been accepted for
the next production.
"The Sealed Heart" will be unique in
the history of screen literature in that
the scenario will be supplied from Mr.
Goulding's theme by Eugene Walter, the
dramatist. Mr. Walter has enjoyed success with his stage productions beginning with "Paid in Full" and covering a
number of years. Several of his plays
have been adapted for the screen and
have duplicated the stage success. This,
however, is the first time that he has
consented to write especially for pictures.
This makes a complete schedule for
the first three of the O'Brien productions
for Selznick Pictures. As announced last
week, "Blind Youth" has been secured
for his third vehicle. "Blind Youth" is
the successful play by Willard Mack and
Lou Tellegen and furnished Mr. Tellegen with his greatest stage success.
House Peters Feature
Reaches Cutting

Stage

"You Never Know Your Luck," starring House Peters, the Sunset Pictures
Corporation's production of Sir Gilbert
Parker's powerful story is now in the
assembling and cutting stage. Director
Frank Powell having completed the final
scenes on the new W. W. Hodkinson
feature, at the Solax Studios, Fort Lee,
X. J., on Saturday, coincident with the
arrival of Phil F. Webster, secretary and
general manager for Sunset Pictures, at
whose San Antonio plant the picture
was filmed for the most part.
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of Deitrich-Beck,

Inc.

Doris Kenyon to Be Starred Annually in From
Four to Six Pictures From Louis Joseph
Vance Novels
Theodore C. Deitrich. with a previous reputation for splendidly proI ductd piciures of the hetter type, announces the formation of a new* comI pany. Deitrich-Beck. Inc.. which will produce annually from four to six
I pictures from the novels of Louis Joseph Vance, starring Doris Kenyon,
and distribute them through the \V. YV. Hodkinson Corporation.
Deitrich-Beck. Inc.. was organized at Albany. Mr. Deitrich has been
elected president and production manager of the organization and Arthur
F. Beck, well known in motion pictures and treasurer of the Artco organization, the producers of Augustus Thomas' dramas, has been elected secretary, treasurer and business manager.
American Rights to Hodkinson
The entire North American rights of all Deitrich-Beck productions
i will be in the hands of the Hodkinson organization while the foreign rights
will be controlled by J. Frank Brockliss. Inc.. of which Sidney (iarrett is
[ president.
exclusive property of the new producers.
The first
Louis Joseph
Mr. Vance is now at his summer home
stories
to beof produced
will heVance's
The
Bandbox," one of America's greatest in Connecticut and will give his complete attention to the adaptation and
I "best sellers" both as a serial in Mun• sey's Magazine and in book form. It is continuities of his famous stories, maka rousing, thrilling story of breathless
ing the author a directly interested factor in the translation of his stories to
adventure, culminating in love and told
with characteristic swiftness and buoy- the screen.
! ant humor. The story opens in London
Controls Strong Productions
with an opera singer, an actress, and
American playwright and an internaThis new author-producer-star unit
tional thief as the principal characters. possessing all of the assured elements
necessary to successful productions,
- all. departing on the same ship for New
York. A mysterious bandbox is left in gives the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
distribution
control over a remarkable
the hands of the puzzled playwright.
Concealed in the hat in the bandbox is array of author productions for the coma priceless pearl collar, which is the
ing season. The Hodkinson distribution
led the industry in assembling powerful
basis of the fastest and most fascinating
of melodramas.
authors to meet the demands of the pit
The second of the Vance stories to be ture market and picture patrons and efforts have been made to copy it in the
screened by the new organization probcompetitive market, but thus far no other
ably
will
be
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute."
and other Vance storie-. which are the organization has released any of the proIMPORTANT

THEODORE C. DEITRICH
President De Luxe Pictures Inc.

FACTORS

IN NEW

HODKINSON

DORIS KENYON
De Luxe Pictures star
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ductions conceived under this system.
Benjamin B. Hampton, publishing
through W. W. Hodkinson. is the head
of two splendid organizations, both with
achieved and completed productions, the
Great Authors Pictures. Inc., which has
just released Stewart Edward White's
big success, with
"TheEltinge
Westerners,"
and, thein
association
F. Warner,
Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., which has just
completed and has ready for release
Zane Grey's powerful story. "Desert
Gold." Other notable writers whose
works are controlled by Great Authors
Pictu.es. Inc.. are Emerson Hough,
Winston Churchill and others to be announced.
Harrythe Raver's
offer
famous Four
play Star
and Productions
stories of
Augustus Thomas.
playwright,
starring America's
lovely Leahgreatest
Baird.
W illiam Parsons is reverting to the author policy and seeking the best of the
market's available literary output for
Billie Rhodes and Sunset Pictures Corporation has begun its House Peters
productions
with Sir
"You Never Know
YourGilbert
Luck." Parker's
Thirty Big Productions
The Hodkinson plans through these
powerful units contemplate in excess of
thirty- big productions during the year,
each offered to exhibitors singly on the
basis of individual merit.
Mr. Vance, the newest factor of the
author factors, is also one of the oldest
and was the first popular author to seek
the screen. Four years ago when W. W.
Hodkinson was president of the Paramount organization he had his initial
association with Mr. Vance who went to
California to become one of the producing units of Paramount.
"No living writer produces more gripping and fascinating stories than Mr.
Vance," said Mr. Deitrich in making his
announcemet of the new company. "His
'False Faces,' 'The Lone Wolf,' 'The
Brasswonderful
Bowl.' The
Blackpopularity
Bag' all until
have
had
screen
today his stories command the top prices
for screen(Continued
rendition.on Miss
Kenyon, the
page 38)
ALLIANCE

LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
The popularDe author
who is writing for
Luxe Pictures
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M arj one

the Beautiful

Marjorie Daw, who has just signed a contract with Marshall Xeilan Productions.
Miss
striking
beauty
instant after
recognition
years Daw's
ago, and
she has
beenwonmuchher sought
since. upon the sereen :i fc«
Fairbanks

Announces
In

First

His

United

Issues

Exploitation Aids
On S. W. W. R. Film
Further selling plans of Universal for
the series of Stage Women's War Relief
pictures have brought out a forty-four
page coated stock brochure in which the
different plays are enumerated with their
entire casts. The brochure or booklet
is beautiful in design, the front page
cover being tipped with a small sheet
bearing the wording, "Stage Women's
War Relief Series." Inside the cover
page is a spider-web tissue followed by
an editorial foreword on the series.
The possibilities of the pictures are
outlined and the names of the most
prominent stars in the series are given.
Following this is a list of the playwrights and authors who assisted in
making the series a success by contributing stories for production.
Qn the following full double pages are
pictures of the stars, and on the right
' half
full pageforthenewspaper
one-c*olumn
whichof istheavailable
use,cutis
reproduced. There is one cut illustration
for each of twelve pictures, the cut bearing the heads of the star or stars in each
The advertisements shown in this
picture.
brochure were designed for simplicity,
no attempt being made to enhance the
message trationby
gaudy decorations of illusor display.

Cast
Artists

Film

Marjorie Daw, Frank Campeau, Sam Sothern and
Albert McQuarrie Given Leading Roles
In Support
ance in the new production. Mr.
Douglas
Fairbanks'
first pictureis
through
United
Artists Corporation
Soth.ern has a good part in the Fairbanks picture and both on this side of
rapidly rounding out and the atmosthe Atlantic and in London his screen
phere at the Hollywood Studios where
the production is being made, indicates
debut will be looked for with anticipation by his host of friends.
extreme optimism on the part of the
star and his associates over the success
Albert McQuarrie will also be one of
of his first independent release.
the main supports in the new production. Mr. McQuarrie had a good part
Marjorie Daw is playing the leading
female role. This is the sixth picture
in "The Knickerbocker Buckeroo" and
in addition to his work in the picture,
in which Miss Daw has played opposite
Fairbanks. Miss Daw is an ideal type he is serving as an assistant to Director
for the young American girl and when
Joe Henaberry.
it is remembered that Doug uses rather
Lt. Fleming at Camera
extreme and heroic methods in rescuing
The camera work of the new producdamsels from predicaments, it stands to
tion will be under the supervision of
reason that it requires some experience
First Lieut. Victor Fleming. Lieut.
to play heroine to this hero.
Fleming raphers
wason board
in charge
photogCampeau Plays Heavy Role
of of
thetheSteamship
Frank Campeau, who has been asso"George
Washington,"
when toPresident
Wilson made
his first trip
Europe.
ciated with Fairbanks for over a year,
He
was
in
the
Signal
Corps
of the Army
plays the heavy role. His good workfor one and a half years. Two and a
in many of the recent Fairbanks' prohalf years ago he joined the Fairbanks
ductions, particularly in "The KnickerCompany and has been with Doug conbocker Buckcroo," has gained for him
tinuously except for his service in the
as much popularity On the screen as he army.
enjoyed on 'lie stage, when he created
Billy Shay who recently returned from
the role of "Trampus" in "The VirFrance with military honor decorations,
ginian" and when he played "Joe Garis already at work with Mr. Fairbanks
son" in "Within the I. aw."
Sam Sothern, a famous London and
and Director Henaberry, in the assembNew York actor, and brother of E. H.
ling of the completed portion of the production.
Sothern, makes his first screen appear38

Will Tourneur
Film "Victory"
Maurice
has commenced the
production of the photoplay version of
Joseph Conrad's book "Victory." This
feature
is being
at Mr.
Tourneur's
studio in
Culvermade
City,
California,
but
many journeys to far off locations will
be made. Mr. Tourneur has engaged a
cast which includes Jack Holt, Seena
Owen, Lon Chancy, Wallace Deery and
Bull Montana.
Hodkinson

Distributes

For Deitrich-Beck, Inc.
(Continued from page 37)
star of our new organization, is a living
composite
of all
Vance heroines
— youthful, vivacious,
beautiful,
daring and
truly
American.
givetheMr.most
Vance's
stories and MissI shall
Kenyon
elaborate
production advantages and contribute a
recognized quality product to the screen
Distribution Pleases Deitrich
"I am particularly pleased with our
nlans for distribution through Mr. Hodkinson's organization for I feel that he
has assumed definite leadership in two
directions in which competitive factors
are following him — laying stress upon
the authors as well as the stars and
thereby making the stars more powerful
through the medium of the best stories.
a"d in sellititr pictures singly under the
nolicy of wide open booking. The J.
Prank Brockliss distribution outside of
the United States and Canada assures I
"s the best of releasing methods abroad. I
Mr. Garrett is sailing for Europe in a
Few clays and his chief work abroad will
be to arrange for the exploitation of our
productions."
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Serials

Eighteen

Months

Paul Brunet Declares Serial Today Is the Most
Popular Form of Entertainment on the Screen
That Pathe Exchange, Inc., is going to
■live up to its title. "The House of
[Serials,"
evidenced
the outline
[its
serial is
program
up tobyJanuary
1, 1921,of
[just announced by Paul Brunet, vicepresident and general manager. Mr.
Brunet announces seven serials to be
published by Pathe during the next
eighteen months.
"Every once in a while," says Mr.
Brunet,clares"someone
out The
and same
dethat the serialcomes
is dead.
pessimist will tell you that the public is
tired of serials and that exhibitors will
not book them. These announcements
are possibly made by distributors who
have made a failure of serial distribution
or by concerns who are interested in exploiting and selling other forms of
screen entertainment.
Serial Business Increases

prehensive study of serial conditions. It
has secured the opinions of the leading
exhibitors throughout the country and
has come to the conclusion that the demand for serials is going to be tremendous within the next eighteen months."
"The Great Gamble" First
The first serial will be the Western
Photoplay's
serial Luther
"The Great
featuring Anne
and Gamble."
Charles
Hutchison. This will be ready for the
screens on August 3. Joseph Golden is
responsible for the story, scenario and
direction. At the recent Trade showing on the New York Roof the hundreds
of exhibitors who came to see the earlier
episodes of this serial burst into spontaneous applause after they had witnessed the picture.
The publication
marks
the passing ofof "The
PearlBlack
WhiteSecret"
from
the serial field. It is the first serial to
emanate from the pen of the famous
novelist, Robert W. Chambers. Bertram
Millhauser, who has written the continfor many
of Miss
serials,B.
evolveduitiesthe
screen
story White's
and George
Seitz.
Miss
White's
director
for
years, directed it. It is producedmany
by
George B. Seitz, Inc.
Ruth Roland to Continue
Ruth Roland, who has a large following as a serial star, is to continue on
the Pathe program. She has just started
work on a new serial which by the way,
will introduce her in the triple role of
star, author and producer. It will be
called "The Adventures of Ruth" and
will be produced by Ruth Roland Serials,
Inc., Miss
newlyRoland
formed wrote
producingRoland's
company. Miss
the story herself and Gilson Willets who
wrote the scenarios for Miss Roland's
latest serials. "Hands Up!" and "The
Tiger's
willdirect
do it.this scenario.
William Trail."
Parke will

to make for Pathe. It is from the pen
of H. H. Van Loan, a new writer who
has come to the forefront of motion
pictures within the past year. Mr.
Gasnier has secured Warner Oland for
one of his featured principals. Miss
Eileen Percy will also be featured.
Theodore Wharton, one of the Whar
ton Brothers, will also produce a serial
for Pathe. His serial will be called "The
Crooked
Frederick
Chapin
will
write Dagger."
the scenario.
Mr. Wharton
himself will direct.
Light Comedy as Serial
"Bound and Gagged" will be the title
of the second serial G. B. Seitz, Inc., will
produce for Pathe. Mr. Seitz, who will
also direct this serial, announces it as a
new idea in serials as it is to be a light
comedy. The story is by Frank Leon
Smith and is declared to be the most
novel ever secured for the serial screen.
Mr. Smith will also do the scenario.
The Arthur P. Beck Serials. Inc.. will
produce for Pathe a serial entitled "The
Isle of Jewels." This story is by C. T.
Daze>,
author
"In Old
Kentucky."
Francis the
Mann
and ofStuart
Holmes
will be
the featured principals and it will be directed by Perry Vekroff.

is today
the"Pathe
most believes
popular that
form theof serial
entertainment
"Virtuous Men" Film
on the screen. Our serial business has
advanced by leaps and bounds and we
Imperiled by Fire
find a ready demand for the class of
The
fire
which
gutted the
serial we have been bringing out. InLaboratories at Yonkers,
New LTnexcelled
York last
stead of a decrease of interest in serials
week narrowly missed destroying the
we find that the serial public is growing
negative
of "Virtuous
Men."H. aSawyer
state right
at an amazing rate. Every new Pathe
feature owned
by Arthur
and
serial brings in hundreds of new serial
Herbert
Lubin,
S-L
Pictures.
This
negacustomers — exhibitors who have hitherto
tive, which entailed a cost of $100,000.
refused to book serials. Invariably after
was heavily insured. However, owing
pltfying their first serial they continue to
to the number of standing orders for
book this style of picture. There is
prints from various state rights buyers,
only one answer to this — serials make
its destruction would have proven a serigood for them.
ous blow to the S-L Organization and
the
various territorial distributors of the
"There
no question
the fans
like
the isserial.
The but
samethat condition
which induces the national periodicals to
picture.
Several
made prints
of "Virtuous
publish their big stories in continued
Men"
werenewly
completely
destroyed
by the
form operates for the popularity of the
blaze
at
the
Unexcelled
Laboratory,
all
screen serial. The fans want to see the
of which were about to be rushed to
finish. Consequently the exhibitor who
various parts of the country. In order
books a fifteen episode serial is assured
to extend the fullest cooperation to their
of a following for the fifteen weeks that
buyers. Sawyer and Lubin immediately
he shows the serial. The box office adarranged for the preparation of new
vantages are too obvious to even need
"The Third Eye" is the title which has prints, all of w-hich will be dispatched
pointing out.
been chosen by Louis J. Gasnier for the by
special messengers to the exchange
serial which his company, The Astra, is waiting
"Pathe has made an extensive and comfor them.
MEN WHO ARE MAKING SERIALS FOR PATHE

Left to Right — George B. Seitz, producing "The Black Secret"! Theodore Wharton, producing "The Crooked Dagger"; Louis J. Gasnier, producing "The Third Eye"! Arthur P. Beck, producing "The Isle of Jewels," and Joseph Golden, who produced "The Great
Gamble."
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Robertson-Cole
Special Shown
Before Distinguished
Gathering
"Cannibals of the South Seas" Attracts Audience
Of Peers, Parliamentarians and
Diplomats in England
Acclaimed as the first motion pictures showing were Rev. Dr. James Bewshter,
capable of breaking down the barrier Headmaster, Colet Court; C. Simmons,
that has existed between the cinema and
Headmaster, LTniversity College School;
the elite of the British Isles, which al- Edward Wakefield, Charterhouse; R. M.
ways have regarded films as a pastime
Walmsley, Northampton Polytechnic
Institute: C. H. Cricknell, Mercers'
for the masses only, Martin Johnson's
"Cannibals of the South Seas" launched
Dr.London;
R. M.
Colsuccessfully on these shores last winter School;lege,
Capt.Burrows,
L. W. G.King's
Malcolm.
Christ College, Cambridge; H. J. A.
by Robertson-Cole have taken England
virtually by storm. Last month, the Abel, Central Foundation School: Miss
Ideal Film Renting Company, which
Owen'sofSchool;
Major
R. Wilson,
Mitchell,Alice
Principal
the Regent
controls the British rights to the pictures, E.
exhibited them to a distinguished gather- Street Polytechnic; Dr. G. Morgan.
ing of personages, including Peers, Par- Technical College; S. Humphries, City
of London College.
liamentarians, Diplomatists, RepresentaWell known names in the world of Art
tives of the Colonies, Artists, Doctors,
Scientists and Educators.
and Science comprised: Sir David Murray, Sir Luke Fildes, G. Clausen, Charles
U. S. Reception Outdone
Sims, Sir W. Goscombe John, Edgar
Bundy, Sir James Crichton-Browne, Sir
The reception accorded the pic- Thomas
Barlow, (late president Royal
tures in the United States under
the direction of Robertson-Cole was out- College of Physicians); Sir E. Rya Lankester, Prof. Wood Jones. and Sir
done by the manner in which "Advendirector of the Meteortures Amongst the Cannibals", as the Napier Shaw,
ological Office.
attraction is known abroad, was received by the leaders of British life.
The showing was given at night in
the West End Cinema and according
Young Will Direct
to the Kinematograph, a British film
First Janis Film
Journal, this is the first time on record
that a motion picture theatre in England
Elsie Janis will be directed in her first
has been devoted to a private exhibition
Selznick Pictures production by James
when the doors should have been thrown
Young. This information was received
open to the public.
by telegraph this week from Myron
Selznick in Los Angeles, the young
Many Peers Attend
president of Selznick Pictures Corporation, having gone to the coast largely
Amongst those present at the Johnson showing, Kinematograph listed the for the reason of engaging the best director available for Miss Janis. Mr.
following peers of the Realm: Duke of
Abercon, Earl Howe, Earl Lindsey, Earl Young and Mr. Selznick will start back
Grey, Earl Denigh, the Marques of for New York together in a few days.
Sligo, Viscount Knutford, Lord OranThetionplans
for the Elsie
producmore and Browne, Lord Hollenden,
are so elaborate
thatJanis
it has
been
Lord Erskine. Lord Askwith, Lord Law- decided to hold a conference of the heads
rence, Lord Westbury, Lord Davenport.
of the producing department before Mr.
Lord Rotherham, Lord Torrington, Lord Young arrives in the city, in order that
Morris, Lord Strathspey, Lord Clifford. long conferences may not be. interrupted
Lord Stafford, and Lady Swaythling.
by other matters. Consequently, Mr.
The House of Commons mustered irf Selznick and Mr. Young will be met in
Chicago by Harry Rapf. general manager
force, many of its most prominent memof the Selznick Studios, and Edmund
bers being present.
Goulding. Superintendent of Continuity.
Distinguished sailors present included
Admiral Sir D. H. Bosanquet, late Bri- They will remain there until they have
laid out all details concerning the protish Commissioner for the New Hebduction so that as soon as they arrive
rides; Admiral Sir N. Bowden Smith,
and Admiral W. H. Henderson. Diplo- in New York can begin and be continued
macy had several distinguished repre- without interruption.
sentatives, among them being the BraAlready the Select Pictures Corporazilian Minister, the Norwegian Ministion, through which the Selznick productions are distributed, has been receiving
ter, the Haytian Minister, and members
of the Chinese Legation and the Rou- requests for bookings of the Elsie Janis
manian Legation.
production from exhibitors all over the
country, before even the nature of the
Colonies Are Represented
cided.
story or the title have been officially deRepresentatives of India and Colonies included Gen. Sir John Monash,
(Commanding Australian Troops), Sir
Jones Leases Theatre
William Gray-Wilson (late Governor of
fhe Bahamas), Austin Bell (Soudan Gov MASON CITY, IA.— J. Jolly Jones,
ernment Railways). Brig. Gen. Sir Newformer manager of a motion picture
ton Moore, MP (Agent Gen. for West
house in Marshalltown. has leased the
Australia), the Right Hon. Sir Joseph
Bijou Theatre
reWard (late Prime Minister of New
decorating and
it. Thereopened
theatre itis after
on the
/< aland, Lieut. Col. Obed Smith (CanaA. H. Blank circuit which controls playdian Commissioner of Imminration.
houses in Des Moines. Omaha and other
Amongst the great educators at the cities.
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Ethelyn Gibson
To Add Admirers
By Latest Work
Miss Ethelyn Gibson, who was
tempted from the vaudeville stage to become leading lady in support of Billy
West, will surprise her most ardent admirers when the new Billy West comedies, now being screened at the Chicago
studios of the Emerald Motion Picture
Company, are published in the fall.
Recognizing
Miss Gibson's
Frederick
J. Ireland,
president ability.
of the
Emerald company, saw to it that she re-

ETHELYJI GIBSON
Who is playing lending; feminine roles in
.support of Billy West.
ceived a more important part than that
generally
womangood.
in comedies. She assigned
more thana made
"Miss Gibson's success is the result
of her natural talent and her willingness
to work," declared Mr. Ireland. "She is
not temperamental. Her sole ambition
is to act and bring forth to the best
advantage all the artistry she possesses.
"She is earnest, painstaking and hardworking, and she places no limit upon
the hours of labor as long as she gets
In the first few comedies screened in
Chicago, Miss Gibson has been called
upon
to play widely diversified rolls, a
results."
debutante, a waif of the slums, a country
maiden, and the up-to-date typical
American girl.
Her golden locks, classic features and
a dainty figure have already won her a
large following among picture fans.
Russell 'Frisco Favorite
"Bill" Russell is such a prime favorite
with the clientele of the popular Tivoli I
in San Francisco, that he is always billed
for a solid week. "Some Liar," his breezy ^
comedy of a coffin and cradle salesman,,
is booked for the week of July 6, and
his latest picture, the mystery-adventure
called "A Sporting Chance," will be on
the Tivoli program for week of July 27.
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CUTTING

ROOM

Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
jg
Zukor Again
ITHE NEWS HAS JLST BEEN'
(given out in New York that a combination has been effected between Famous
Players-Lasky and the Charles Frohman. Inc. interests.
The surface announcement of this matter does not indicate the tremendous
significance behind it.
As a matter of fact, in the estimation of
The Reporter, this move of Mr. Zukor's
! is one of the most important that he has
made up to date, inasmuch as it adds to
the strength of the Famous PlayersLasky immeasurably, in many ways.
Proof of this is contained in the fact that
by virtue of this merger. Famous Players-Lasky company will have the advantage of stage plays and stage successes,
and productions hitherto absolutely unobtainable such as, for instance. Maude
Adams' "Peter Pan." There are quite
a number of artists and stage successes
that have been beyond the reach of any
price the motion picture producers have
been able to offer to date, and strangely
enough many of these have been under
the direct control of the Frohman organization.
It is also understood by The Reporter
that a substantial stock interest is obtained by this deal in the old Klaw &
Erlanger combination.
This alone is important enough to deserve separate attention.
Under the new arrangement, screen stars
and screen stories that have been successful, may be transferred for stage
presentation, as well as vice versa, as
outlined above.
Mr. Zukor is very evidently fully convinced that in the future, productions
will have equal merit with stars, in enticing dollars into the box office. Of
course, the merger will also add a considerable number of theatres to the
Famous Players-Lasky combination,
without doubt, and this seems to be
only a further carrying out of Mr.
Zukor's scheme for absolutely guaranteeing proper presentation of the tremendous productions that his company has
planned to make during the coming
year.

An International
Convention
THE REPORTER HAS HAD A TALK
with a representative man in the industry,
who makes a suggestion which has a
bearing on the present situation in
England.
This gentleman states that it is his belief that an international convention of
film men to be held either in New York
or London would do a great deal to
stimulate a proper understanding between the entire industry in all parts
of the world.
It is his belief that the British section
of the industry has been panic-stricken
by hysterical reports of the convention
plan to absolutely corner the English
film market.
Competition is the life of trade and there
is no reason why British films should
not enter this market, as stated before,
with the same ease and success as ours
are entering the British field.
Such a convention w-ith men representative from all companies and all phases
of the business, would help to clear this
situation and further the inter-marketing
of each other's product.
The Reporter agrees heartily with this
suggestion and further thinks that the
interchange of ideas would be of remarkable value to both sides in advancing the progress of the screen as an
art.

Mr. Clemmer, well known in Seattle
circles, is the head of the new organization, and in the roster of members will
be found the names of many well known
exhibitors throughout this part of the
country.

This is a subject that the National Association, inconjuction
Association
could wellwithtakethe upExhibitors'
with the

the Western Canada Exhibitors' Circuit,
of which he is vice-president, still has
considerable to say about the booking
of the First National pictures in particular, in that particular territory.
Mr. Hazza is one of the most known
exhibitors in Canada and has always
been a strong opponent of those who
would transgress the rights of the exhibiting element in the business. He
states that he is still in the ring and has
no intention of giving up one bit of his
efforts, and in fact feels that conditions
in western Canada from now on will b'e
even better for the exhibitor, than they
have in the past.

idea of promulgating some such meeting, in the early spring or next summer.
Jules Demaria's idea for an international
exposition could be combined with this,
with great success.
West Coast
Theatre Circuit
ONE OF THE MOST EXTENSIVE
theatre circuits yet announced has been
formed on the west coast, with a stated
membership of 7(5 of the most prominent
exhibitors in the four states of the
Pacific Northwest.
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The circuit idea is growing by leaps and
bounds and particularly in the west,
where a circuit has always been more
or less a matter of course, due in many
cases, to transportation problems that
do not exist in the east.
The new organization states that it is
in the market to book state rights as
well as other special releases. It is not
The not
Reporter's
state whether
or
the ideaintention
will be tosuccessful,
but
the move is at least significant and is
likely to be followed by other combinations of a similar nature which will form
largely to offer protection to those
houses not included in the above list.
Hazza's Statement
THE REPORTER WAS FORTUNATE
enough to meet John Hazza of Edmonton, Alta., on his recent visit to NewYork, and to hear from him the true
facts in reference to the recently reported purchase by the Aliens of theatres in Western Canada.
Mr. Hazza made it very plain that the
purchase made by the Aliens does not
give them complete control of the theatre situation in western Canada, and that
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Fox
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Former

American Player Will Begin Work Under
New
Contract Within Next Two
Weeks at Eastern Studio
tions founded on popular novels and
William Russell, one of the most popular male stars in motion pictures, has plays.
signed a contract with William Fox to
Began Stage Career at 8 Years
appear in a series of twenty-six Victory
William Russell began his stage career
Brand pictures and will begin work un- at the age of 8 years. He appeared in
der the Fox banner in the east before
support of Ethel Barrymore in "Cousin
Kate,"Blanche
David Bates
Higgins,andChauncey
Olcott,in
August 1.
and
was. starred
The announcement does not come as a
"St.
Elmo".
For
a
time,
he
was
in
complete surprise, as it was rumored in vaudeville.
the trade for several weeks that negotiaHe started his screen career at Biotions were pending between the star and graph, and was later with Thanhouser
the producer. Arthur James, director and the Famous Players-Lasky Corporof publicity and advertising for Fox,
ation. He has been more recently with
reserved announcement until the con- the American Film Company.
tract had been signed and delivered.
Some of his early successes were
Rounds Out Fox Quartette
"High Play", "Lone Star", "Sealed Lips",
The addition of Russell gives the Fox "The Twink'ler", "Fate and Death", "The
company a quartette of male stars Torch Bearer", "Shackles of Truth".
among the strongest in the industry. "The Frame-Up", "Periwinkle", "The
Weakness of the Strong", "Pride and the
William Farnum, Tom Mix and George
Man", "The Pagan", "Sands of SacriWalsh are the other three.
fice", "The Sea Master", "Temporary
Several weeks ago, officials of the
Peter", "His Arabian Night", "Snap
Fox corporation indicated that a number
of new stars were to be added to its Judgment",
and "Aladdin's
Night''.
His more recent
productions
under the
list.
The first announcement made was the American banner include "Where the
West Begins", "Brass Buttons", "Some
signing of Peal White, star in many successful Pathe serials. She is to be Liar", "Signet of Shelba", "Six Feet
featured in a series of five reel produc- Four" and "This Hero Stuff."

William

Faversham and Maxine Elliott
Decide To Act as Their Own

Producers

WILLIAM RUSSELL
Who has been signed by William Fox for
a series of 24 productions for his Vic
tory brand photo-plays.
Universal
Foss

and

to Star
Carew

in

"Loot"
"Loot,"
the famous
Somers
NovelArthur
Roche
Roche Saturday Evening Post story, is
to be made into a feature production by
Universal with Darrel Foss and Ora
Carew in the leading parts.
Foss has played in many of May Allison's productions and also played opposite Mile. Nazimova in "The Red
Lantern." Ora Carew has been cast in
many productions opposite Wallace Reid
and also has the distinction of heading
her own company, the Ora Carew Productions.
Joseph Girard has one of the lea-ding
roles in this new production which is
to be directed by William C. Dawlan.
Dawlin directed Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven in their first screen productions and has also been a director on
the Metro and Triangle studios.

Maxine BlUott

William Pnvenihui

Acquiring the screen rights to "The
Man Who Lost Himself," a popular
story by H. DcVere Stacpole, William
Faversham and Maxine Elliott will costar in the film production.
According to advices from the east,
they will produce and distribute the picture on their own responsibility. If it
proves successful, they will present a

series of features in which they will costar.
Maxine Elliott, who has been a stage
favorite for many years, was starred in
''Fighting Odds." directed by Allan
I) wan and published by Goldwyn, October 10, 1917, William Faversham was
starred
"The Silver King," published
on thein Paramount-Artcraft
schedule.
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Plan Two New Theatres
HILLSBORO. ILL.— Two more theatres are to be constructed here immediately. Andy Weigand has broken
ground for his new playhouse at Mill
and Main streets, and J. D. Williams of
Panama has purchased a site on Main
street on which to erect a theatre. Mr.
Fcllis has had the local amusement field
to himself for some time.
Serials Are Popular
NEW YORK.— In and about New
York there are twenty-two serials in
preparation, besides several in the west.
There is every indication that the exhibitor is facing a serial year, and, on
the good ones, he is sure to make money.

EXHIBITORS
A. H. Blank to Open
Des Moines Theatre
the
r ofitors
holdeExhib
K,onal
AH.FirsBLAN
t Nati
it, Inc., franchise at
Circues,
Des * Moin
la., will be host
Thursday, July 10, to the leading
c i tizens
of h is
city as
well
manyas
nt
ine
mpron
me
from all
parts of
the
t r Cena 1
West
a t th e
o pening
A. M. ULA.N l\
o f h is
new Des Moines Theatre at Des
Moines.
In sending out his invitations,
Mr. Blank included his scores of
friends in the morion picture industry and many of these are planning to go to Des Moines for the
event.
The new Des Moines Theatre is
one of the most beautiful in the
United States. It is a modern, fireproof structure in every regard,
and particular attention has been
paid to interior decorating, and
the providing of comforts for patrons.

ary Miles Minter
Star In "Anne" Story
A vehicle has finally been secured to
ntroduce Mary Miles Minter as a Reilart star. After searching high and low
or a subject and a title, the hunt narowed down to four novels, the screen
ights to which a half a dozen firms
■ere seeking. These were the "Anne"
ooks of American girlhood by L. IL
Montgomery and the new picture firm
parried off the prize. "Anne of Green
lables" from the title of one of the
four,
is the name which will be used
and it will cover in one picture the
avents detailed in all of this fiction series.
The "Anne" stories have been ex' tremely popular for years.
This is
evidenced by the fact that upwards
of
seven hundred thousand copies have
bee n sold to date and the demand is bv
no means lessening, according to the
publishers.
The
Page Company of
Boston.
Emmett

Dalton Will
Produce New Series
Emmett Dalton. president and general
manager of the Southern Feature Film
Corporation, is contemplating the production of a series of pictures based on
a well known author's stories which
have appeared in magazines.
Mr. Dalton has disposed of most of
the territory for his last feature. "Beyond the Law." Herman Rifkin recentlv
purchased the rights for the New England states and will give the production
its premier in Boston.
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MERCHANDISING

PICTURES

The term "exhibitor" means more than it says. In
fact, it is coming to mean more every day.
It is no longer sufficient for a man to be an exhibitor
merely in the sense that he exhibits pictures. He must,
of course, be an executive, otherwise his theatre will not
be properly conducted.
But most important of all, he must be a merchandizer of pictures. HE MUST BE ABLE TO SELL
WHAT HE HAS TO OFFER UPON THE SCREEN.
And a great part of this function of merchandizing pictures iscomposed of the ability to advertise them.
The commercial success of the exhibitor and of the
entire industry rests upon the theatreman becoming a
better salesman. This is relatively true in every business. In other lines, the manufacturer and the jobber
cannot succeed unless the retailer succeeds.
In the film business the producer can make a good
picture, the distributor can place it in the hands of the
exhibitor, but it is then entirely up to the theatreman
to make this particular picture a successful one.
And he can only do this by SELLING

it to his

public.
It has been said and said repeatedly that exploitation is fifty-one per cent of a picture's success. But this
only half tells the story because the forty-nine per cent
which is supposed to represent the merit of a picture
will never get a chance to assert itself unless the picture
is exploited.
Rental prices have increased and they are going to
continue to increase. There is no other way of continuing to make better pictures. Proportionately exhibitors
cannot pay more for their pictures than they get out of
them, but they must GET MORE OUT OF THEM.
And to do this they must be merchandized — they must
be made to appeal to a greater public and this greater
public must be made to pay more for them.
The motion picture remains today the cheapest
form of quality amusement. But it must not continue
to remain ridiculously cheap. The public insists upon
better pictures — and the public is not stupid. To obtain
these better pictures the public knows that he must pay
more.
Why then the attempt to maintain a price scale
which is consistent with the motion picture in its nickelodeon stage?
Increase in rentals can be met without hardship,
first, by bringing up your admission charges to reasonable figurer and, Second, by SELLING YOUR PICTURE ONE HUNDRED PER CENT.
Be a merchant; know your product, know what it
should sell for and KNOW HOW TO SELL IT.
This is 43
merchandising pictures.
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WIFE

The celebrated screen beauty returns after many months absence in a play of domestic
entanglements (Select).
New

Policies Are "Same
Old Bait"
Declares
World
Pictures Official

Statement Issued by Film Company's Publicity
Department Takes Rap at Change Announced
In Booking Plans
With the various companies announcing changes in distribution plans
for the coming year, World Pictures
this week issued a statement which indicates itwill continue the program
plan.
It is not a direct announcement. It
is a pointed comment of a> prominent
* official of the World Film Corporation
on the plans announced by other companies.
He declares that what the exhibitor
wants is good pictures at a fair rental
and that the program plan, with the
privilege of canceling at will, meets the
exhibitors' needs.
In view of the many forms of "open
booking" being widely discussed, the
statement is of particular interest.
"Just about this time every year the
film industry is all agog," says a prominent official of the World Film Corporation. "It has become a matter of habit
to resort to spread eagle arguments to
stimulate the exhibitor to the point
where he believes there is a crying need
for a new deal. The old cards have become dog eared and sticky and refuse
to shuffle with a smoothness that permits of adroit manipulation. There are
various forms of stimulating influences
or to use the more familiar expression
'sales policies.' But the one that seems

to have the quickest effect deals with the
exhibitor in his efforts to secure a certainty of bookings. Star System, Single
Unit, Special, Selective, Supers are but
a few of the thousands of words and
phrases employed to bolster up the new
arguments why you should use one service in exclusion to the other.
What Does the Exhibitor Want?
"After all what does the exhibitor
want?" continues this official. "This
question is easily answered. Good pictures at a price that permits him to obtain a decent return on his investment
of time and money. A certainty that
his bookings will come through at the
appointed time. Absolute surety that
the producer will keep faith in observing the contracts entered into with the
exhibitor.
"There is no difference in the relations
between the United States Steel Corporation and its customers and the exhibitors and the distributors, or in fact
any large manufacturer and his trade.
If a picture company has sufficient capital to make a certain number of pictures
and contracts with the exhibitor to deliver a certain number at stated intervals and agrees that the exhibitor has a
right to cancel the contract without
prejudice, he is in the same position as
the customer of any large manufacturing companyresentation
occupies,
buys on repand cancels who
at will.
"It is all right to44 speak of selecting
beforehand the pictures
you want to run.

but what about the exhibitor who lives
a hundred or more miles from the branch
exchange and changes his booking every
day? How can he spare the time
each week or month to see hundreds of
pictures from which to select his needs?
Suppose, for instance, that the choice of
exhibitors centers on a certain star, author or director, what will the producing company with its hundreds of prints
of other stars, authors and directors do?
"Will not this condition create another
wherein if you take one kind you must
also include in your purchase a different
group? If, for instance, there is no cancellation clause in your contract and you
plunge on one certain star for three or
six pictures and your distributor comes
to
and with
says:your
'Brown,
I have down
just
had you
a talk
competitor
the street and he is willing to take another series of our pictures if we give
him the star you have selected when
your contract runs out.' Of course, you
don't want to lose the result of your
hard work in making this star a winner in your house after running six pictures to hand the efforts of your labot
over to your competitor.
Calls It Same Old Sales Bait
"What is the most natural thing foi
you to do? Shut off your competitor bj
taking on the added load in order to hole
on to the sure fire money getter. Yoi
sign up for your certain standby stai \
for another six or twelve pictures am
try to do the best you can with the grour
you are forced to contract for. Thi:
is the Star. Single Unit, Super, Selective
bookings, if you want to call it so, bu
it seems to me to be as near like the ol<
line program as you could possibly ge
with none of the advantage of the pro
gram where you could cancel if yo«
wanted to on giving notice. Tt is thi
same old sales bait with a new hook
line and sinker."
Constance Talmadge
Film Is Being Titled
For First Nationa
"A Temperamental Wife," the first c
the Constance Talmadge series of sL
First National pictures, is now being ct
and titled, and the first out will be d«
livered to the First National Exhibitor
Circuit some time within the next te
days. "A Temperamental Wife" wa
written and supervised by John Emei
son and Anita Loos, and directed b
David Kirkland, who recently returne
from overseas, where he saw active sen
Infantry.
ice
at the front as a captain in the 62n
As "Billie Billings," Constance Ta
madge has one of the most <ielightfi
comedy roles of her entire screen caree
Wyndham Standing is to be seen in tu
role of "Senator Newton," as Coil
stance's leading man. Others importai
in the cast are: Ren Hendricks, E. Jen
sen and Armand Kalis. The picture h;
been photographed by. Oliver Marsh.
Constance Talmadge is now spendirl
ten days' vacation at her bungalow j
Rayside, L. I., near her sister Norma|
estate, before beginning her second Fir
National picture, the name of which w
be announced in next week's trade p
pers.
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] ealistic Portrayal of a Brutal Prize-Fighter in D.
W. Griffith's Drama Believed to Have Influenced Decision of Governor Lowden
When Governor Lowde.i of Illinois on
|_ly 1 placed his veto upon a bill perltting ten-round no-decision boxing
' uts within the limits of the coinmon•alth the last flickering hopes of Il!i•is fight interests and enthusiasts died.
When D. W. Griffith's "Broken Blosms"
Theatre.
Chigo. opened
where atit theis Illinois
now in
the sixth
pacity
indci":nite
ent,
it isweek
said of
the andoom
of thoseengagehopes
as sealed.
Expected Bill to Become Law
The bill in question had been carefully
epared as an opening wedge by men
hose hope it w-as to eventually revive
e "manly art of self-defense" and
ing it to its one-time glory. Xewsipers and the sporting faction gener,ly have been diligently scattering
■inted and verbal propaganda preparg the way.
The war's
was
cpected
to operate
for theinfluence
furtherance
pugilistic interests nationally. In
>me manner it was expected that the
vtensive use of fistic engagements by
je Army
Navyof in
camp and on would
shipyard as a and
means
entertainment
ring the pastime back into old-time
.vor.
'Whether
because
•echinations.orthenot
Illinois
house of
and these
sente saw fit to pass the measure and sublit
ire. it to the chief executive for signaSingularly, little opposition from the
nti-fight contingent was encountered.
The governor's
came as concerned
a distinct
urprise
to those veto
intimately
nd the general public.
And now. from a source which can

V. P. WHITAKER
Former branch manager of Select's Washington exchange, now eastern representative, an office specially created for him.

scarcely be discredited, a man high in
state politics and an ardent fight fan,
comes
the after
executive's
decisionthewasassertion
reached that
shortly
a visit
to achieving
the theatresuch
where
"Brokensuccess.
Blossoms"
is
a marked
Screen Production Effective
Certain it is that such a visit could
not have other than the effect claimed
for it. The realistic portrayal of the
brute prize-fighter by Donald Crisp,
under the direction of David Wark Griffith, though wholly unintentional propaganda, is nevertheless the strongest argument that could have been made
against pugilism.
A man disinterested, or only lukewarm, upon the subject would certainly
be turned against it by the picture. If
that was Governor Lowden's frame of
mind when he viewed the picture there is
little reason to doubt the statement that
his decision was made, whether or not
he realized it. at that moment.
World Will Publish
"The Girl Alaska" On
Its August Program
World Pictures announces in August
it will publish on its program without
extra cost to its franchise holders. "The
Girl Alaska." which it secured from Mr.
George Kleine. Mr. Kleine in his letter
to the World, turning over this picture
said:
"We commend
simplebecause
tale anditad-is
venture to our this
friends
actually and beyond dispute the first and
only story of Alaska that was really
made in Alaska. There nave been several photoplays of the North that have
endeavored to reproduce the wondrous
beauties of this mysterious country with
the but
aid have
of thefallen
builderfar and
painter's
art
shortscene
of the
mark.
The stage of the story is Xature-Alaska
as she is today and has been for centuries. A marvelous panorama of snowcapped mountains, wild trails, majestic
streams, glorious lakes and last but not
least — awe inspiring mountains of iceglaciers that arouse the most torpid
imagination to the highest pitch of reverent L.admiration."
Albert
Smith, having made severa'
trips into the wilds of Alaska, conceived
the idea of making a true northern story
on real Alaskan soil. Accompanied by
his wife and two professional players,
Henry Bolton and Miss Lottie Kruse.
they made the perilous trip on this great
adventure and for tne other characters
of the story enlisted the service of the
native population.
By securing
Girl Alaska"
as a
program
picture,"The
the World
Corporation
again brings assurance to the exhibitor
that it will continue at all times its efforts to procure the45 very best material
possible in its policy
of furnishing the
exhibitor with money-getting pictures.

Screen

Actress
In Triple Role

The American Film Company, Inc.,
which has under production "The Hellion"— said to be one of the strongest
photc-dramatic plays ever screened — has
just
cast. made known the personnel of the
Margarita Fisher, the star, will be seen
in three separate characterizations, one
of which — that of a madwoman — calls
for a make-up and characterization which
will amaze those who have seen her only
in comedies of the lighter sort.
Emory Johnson heads the supporting
cast., with Henry Barrows. George Periolat, Lillian Langdon and Charles Spere
interpreting the other prominent parts.
"I played 'Ophelia' years ago in stock."
says Miss
time
1 haveFisher,
ever "but
been this
calledis the
uponfirst
to
register
mad
scenes
for
the
screen.
It's
a wonderful way. however, to work off
surplus temperament!"
The story and scenario of "The
Hellion" are by Daniel F. Whitcomb,
tion.
George L. Fox is directing the producBuy "Mickey" Rights
F. M. Sanford and L. C. McHenry have
sold their interests in the Southwestern
Film Corporation of Dallas and have
purchased Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee rights to "Micky." They will begin exploitation in the fall with three
road companies.
"Four-Flusher" Started
Hale Hamilton has started work at
the new Metro studios in Hollywood on
"The Four-Flusher." an original comedy
drama by Izola Forrester and Mann
Pagg, which was adapted for the screen
bv A. S. Le Vino.

PEGGY HVL.AXD
Is holding a young fortune in her arms at
the' present Herself."
price of pork.
••Cheating
(Fox.) A scene from

EXHIBITORS
First Cosmopolitan
Production Is Ready
Marion

Davies

Completes

"April Folly" After Five
Weeks Work
"April Folly," the five-part feature production starring Marion Davies, to be published by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as a Cosmopolitan production, was
finished at the Biograph studio last week
after five weeks of arduous work on the
part of Director Robert Z. Leonard, Miss
Davies and a large cast.
"April Folly" gets the title from Cynthia
Stockley's novelette of the same name,
which ran serially several months ago in
the Cosmopolitan Magazine. The story is
that of an aristocratic girl, the petted
daughter of an English earl, who balks at
family traditions and slips away to meet
the man her family refuses to allow her
to marry. Before she goes she annexes a
family heirloom, a valuable diamond secreted in the head of a Buddha. She exband. pects this to be her dot to her future husA secret service sleuth of international
reputation and a gang of criminals are also
interested in the diamond, and when Lady
Diana Mannisters gets into a London railway coach, interesting developments ensue.
She decides to swap places with a young
woman less fortunately situated than she,
and the rest of the action of the story then
takes place aboard a ship bound for South
America; then on South African soil, where
the mannish aunt of the real Lady Diana
lives — also very far removed from family
traditions, but this unknown to her brother,
the earl.
Conway Tearle plays opposite Marion
Davies in this production, and by his work
in it adds to his long list of screen and
stage successes. Esther Marshall is seen
in the early part of the story, and Hattie
Delaro essays the part of the dowager. J.

EMMETT .1. I I, \ \ \
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Herbert Frank plays the villain. Spencer
Charters plays the detective.
Educational Films
Listed In Booklet
A catalog of "Motion Picture Films
Valuable for Education," listing 650
travel, scenic, nature and science pictures, handled by various companies, has
been issued by The National Board of
Review in time for distribution at the
convention of the National Education
Association. Orrin G. Cocks, of The
National Board staff, is chairman of the
committee on visual education exhibits
at the convention, in Milwaukee which
he attended during the week of June 30July 4, and arrangements were made
to show to the educators a number of
the films noted in the catalog.
This is a helpful booklet not only for
avowedly educational purposes but for
the commercial exhibitor and those arranging special entertainments as well,
as the pictures combine interest and oftimes beauty with their instructional
quality. Many different companies are
represented. The subjects run in length
all the way from ^ reel to 10 reels as
in the
case of
Johnson'showever,
cannibal picture;
the Martin
vast majority,
are short and therefore, ideally suited
for rounding out high grade entertainment programs. The catalog may be
obtained on request by sending 15 cents
in stamps to The National Board of Review, 70 Fifth Avenue,- New York City.
Billie Burke Advocates
National Film Academy
NEW YORK.— Billie Burke, stage
and screen star, has come forth with an
appeal to rich men to endow a national
academy of motion pictures.
She believes there is an urgent need
for such an institution to elevate motion
pictures, place their production on a
non-commercial basis and develop beginners among the screen stars. Such
an institution, she believes, would rival
the great music and art academies of
Europe, which have been so instrumental in bringing forth continental genius.
25,000 Shares Offered
F. P.-L. Shareholders
Directors of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation have decided to offer
to stockholders of record July 5 the
right to subscribe to the 25,000 shares
of stock now held in the treasury at $100
a share. This will bring the outstanding
capital to 200.000 shares, the total
amount authorized; stockholders have
subscription privilege in the ratio of one
new share for each seven shares now
held.
Warrants are to be dated July 12 and
will be issued on or before that date,
while payment for new stock is to be
made by July 20. Dominick & Dominick.
in conjunction with Hallgartcn & Co.,
are underwriting the offering.
In connection with the offering, President Adolph Zukor has sent a letter to
stockholders stating that in his opinion
world conditions, as related to the motion picture industry, are ripe for legitimate and healthy extension, which .can
best be provided for by increase in
capital.
46

Armand Kaliz to Appear
With Constance Talmadge
The part of "Count Zoulack" in "The
Temperamental Wife," the first of the
Constance Talmadge First National
series of pictures will be played by Armand Kaliz, who has just canceled five
weeks of his vaudeville contract with his
copartner, Amelia Stone, in order to
make this special picture. Mr. Kaliz
was last seen on Broadway at the Palace
Theatre, and previous to that with Fay
Bainter Up."
in "The Kiss Burglar" and in
"Going
Some of his recent pictures have been
"The Zero Hour" with June Elvidge,
and "Get a Divorce" with Billie Burke.
Before going to the legitimate stage,
Armand Kaliz sang in opera in Monte
Carlo. During the war, he was with the
French Army and saw much active service1 in the first contingent. He was first
brought over to this country from Paris
by Charles Frohman, to play in "The
Waltz Dream."
Fred Chapin Becomes
Pathe Scenario Write
Fred Chapin, scenario writer, pla
wright and author, has joined the sc
nario staff to Pathe Exchange, Inc., an
is now working on a serial shortly
be announced.
Mr. Chapin wrote the continuity fo
"Today" with Florence Reed; "The An
tion of Souls;" "The Marionettes," wit
Clara Kimball Young, and "The Easies
Way," for the same star, collaboratio
with Albert Capellani; "Heart of the Sun
set," with Anna Q. Nilsson; "The Venu
Model," with Mable Normand, and "Th<
Argyle Case,"
addition
he is with
the Robert
author Warwick,
of a numbe
of original screen stories which hav
starred Alice Brady, June Caprice, Dori
Kenyon, Myrtle Gonzales, Frank Mill
Ann Pennington and Holbrook Blinn.
Censorship at Sydney
SYDNEY, N. S. W., AUSTRALIA.
The new Commonwealth Film Censo
ship Board has been appointed and me
bers are starting almost immediatelj
The new censors will each receive th
sum of two shillings and eightpence fo
each reel of film inspected.
Serial Nears Completion
"In Secret," Pearl White's latest Path
serial based on stories by Robert V
Chambers, is now in the last stages
completion at the studio of the Georg
B. Seitz Production, Inc. Director Seil
is now working on the fifteenth and la
episode. Miss White has as her leadi
man in the new serial Walter McGrai
To Build at Sadorus
SADORUS, ILL.— Cecil Cran ar
Richard Brown are building a new m<
tion picture theatre on Main street.
Hotel to be Theatre
PORT hotel
HENRY,
N. remodeled
Y.— The aio
Windsor
is to be
made into a motion picture theatre. Tl j
work
alreadyJulystarted
and the buildii
will beis ready
1.
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JANE AND KATHERINE
Dealing \\ ith
Situation in Russia
t "Common Property" is the tentative
:le of a new Universal six-reel drama
:aling with nationalization of women
Russia. It has just been started at
niversal City with an all-star cast un;r direction of Paul Powell. The story
as written by Elliott Clawson, author
"The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin,"
)evils Have Their Friends," Monroe
alisbury's recently completed photoay, and the scenario for "Destiny,"
orothy
Robert Phillips'
Andersonlatest
and picture.
Colleen Moore
ive the leading roles. Anderson just
nished as Mary MacLaren's male lead
i a "The Petal on the Current." Colen Moore played opposite Monroe Salbury
in "Devils
Johnnie
Cooke, Have
whose Their
work Friends."
in Mary
lacLaren's "Woman's Place," was one
'f the most notable character portrayals
r the year: Nell Craig, formerly starred
yieteEssanay.
the cast. and Arthur Jasmine, com-

LEE HAVE

OWN

COMPANY

Drama

Conduct School for
Prizma Camera Men
William Van Doren Kelley, who is
rincipally responsible for the developlent of the Prizma processes, and who
as been an investigator and student in
"he field of color motion photography
or nearly 20 years, is conducting a school
or camera men. When these students
lave reached a certain degree of effiiency in color photography by means
>{ the Prizma cameras, they will be sent
o the different parts of the world to
-.ecure subjects of a character that lend
hemselves to the Prizma processes.
Already several have graduated and
nve
dispatched:'
one toWithin
Java and
motherbeento Central
America.
the
lext few weeks two more will make their
departure from the United States to dis:ant lands to secure negatives that will
entertain and educate theatre patrons in
this country.
Edward Sedgwick Will
Write For George Walsh
Edward Sedgwick, who has had wide
experience in motion pictures and was
associated with Director Richard Stanton as assistant in the making of
"Checkers."
a forthcoming
tion, has been
assigned to big
the productask of
writing
,
original
stories
for
George
Walsh.
^ His first story for the athletic star is
"The
Winningpranks
Stroke,"
tale of college
life, college
and a university
boat
racing. Yale and Harvard are the competing crews in the aquatic contest, and
of course a love romance is a feature.
Title Lewis Production
; Select Pictures Corporation announces
: this week "La Rue of the Strong Heart"
as the working title of Mitchell Lewis'
forthcoming Select attraction, upon
which he is now working. The name of
Gloria Payton. Mr. Lewis' leading woman, is also made public, as are the
names of two other members of the cast.
Patricia Palmer, who will have the engenue role, and Frank Whitson, the
heavy.

The youngest screen stars i Jane is six and Katherine nine years old t trill make tworeel comedy-drnnins under the direction of Tefft Johnson at the Erbograph Studios.
The company In called the Rogers Film Corp., Louis T. Rogers being president.
Well

Known

Novels

and

Stories

For J. Warren Kerrigan Films
J. Warren Kerrigan has taken the her suitor. Hugh Hankins, is not a parstep that enlarges his future plans for
ticularly desirable person, and falls in
the screen in keeping with the enlarged
love with the girl, all in a few days.
Lopez
and
Gonzales try to assassinate
plans and policies of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, the distributors of Don Jose, murder a storekeeper instead,
his pictures. He has not only formed
and Don Jose is suspected of the murhis own producing organization, as was
der. He escapes arrest, catches the
recently intimated from Los Angeles, real murderers, and turns them over to
but will appear in newly created Robert
justice. A drunken mob attacks the
Brunton productions, each of which will , Roberts' house, and in the excitement,
Hankins shows his real character, is
be a special production from well known
novels and previously published stories. whipped by Don Jose, and Dorothy conThe first of these bigger productions
her love offfor the
the mob.
"Spaniard."
The
Don Jose
has just been completed and shipped to rurales fessesdraw
reveals his identity, and Dorothy finds
the Hodkinson organization in New
York for July release. It is a fast and that she can love an American named
Donald Joseph Blenhorn, as well as she
melodramatic story, "A White Man's
did Don Jose.
Chance" from the novel of Johnston
McCulley, published by Frank A. MunFor the
year J.through
Hodkinson past
organization.
Warren the
Kerrigan
sey Company, and directed by Ernest
Warde.
had a further opportunity to prove his
own nation-wide popularity and when
Lillian Walker Leading Woman
the time came before the expansion of
Hodkinson plans with tha adoption
Mr. Kerrigan's leading woman in "A the
of the sales policy of pictures booked
White Man's Chance" is Lillian Walker,
and in his supporting cast there are
singly on their individual merits, he
such well known players, as Joseph J. was the only star of the past year that
Dowling, Andrew Arbuckle. brother of W. W. Hodkinson desired to retain as
the famous "Fatty." Howard Davies. a part of his new and enlarged plans.
Joseph Hazelton, George Fields and
Joseph Ray.
Eminent Authors Brand
The story tells the startling adventures of Donald Joseph Blenhorn (J.
On New Rex Beach Film
Warren Kerrigan), junior partner of a
Henceforth,
all Rex Beach pictures
Bosfbn legal firm, who is sent to Mexico to investigate the man whom their will bear the brand of the Eminent
client, Dorothy Charlton (Lillian
Authors Pictures. Inc. "The Crimson
Walker) is to marry. This is made
Gardenia." which is his current photoplay and which has just been shown at
necessary by her father's will. Blen- the Rialto. New York, marks the last
horn finds Dorothy at the home of her
foster-father, Roberts. Instead of ap- play in which Rex Beach is featured
pearing in Mexico in his own identity, as a Goldwyn star. Henceforth it will
be all Eminent Authors.
he is now in the disguise of a Spanish
Under the Goldwyn lion. Rex Beach
nobleman, Don Jose Alvaez.
has
made five plays, including "The
Plenty of Action in Story
Block," "Laughing Bill Hyde,"
He incurs the enmity of Lopez and Auction
Gonzales. Mexican ranch hands, wins "The Brand." "Too Fat to Fight" and
the regard of the girl, discovers that "The Crimson Gardenia."
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Sahara" Continuing
to Set New
Booking
Records
for Hodkinson
J. Parker Read, Jr.'s Production Sought by Large
First Run Theatres Throughout Country —
Many New Contracts Signed
A first run contract on "Sahara" has
J. Parker Read, Jr.'s., big production.
"Sahara," starring Louise Glaum in a also been closed in Montgomery, AlaC. Gardner Sullivan drama supervised
bama. Other Texas bookings on "Saby Allan Dwan, had another big week
the Orpheum,
Waco,
the Al-at
hambra,hara" areEastland,
and the
Crescent
oyer the Fourth of July, contracts being Temple.
signed during the past seven days by
Enthusiasm over the power and apMarcus Loew's Stillman Theatre for first
run in Cleveland, by the Parkway Theapeal of for
"Sahara"
continues
to growof
stronger
in a number
of sections
tre, Baltimore, through the managing
director, Bernard Depkin; with the Jef- the United States it has Jjeen offered
during weeks of exceptionally hot
ferson Theatre, Galveston, the Liberty,
weather, breaking house records and
Houston, at Jake Wells' Atlanta Strand
Theatre, and many other important
proving that it possesses an emphasized
houses in the larger cities. Bookings for hold upon women audiences.
the smaller communities of the country
Stanley Increases Contact
are
Further proof of this colorful producfor not
later yetplayaccepted
dates. on "Sahara" except
popularity
was found
during
the
Film Stands the Test
week tion's
in the
decision
of the
Stanley
Company of Philadelphia to increase its
A significant evidence of "Sahara's"
proved drawing power is found in the number of playing days above the hundred days recently contracted for.
booking of this powerful special production which is distributed exclusively by Through the Hodkinson Philadelphia
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, by offices announcement was made that
exhibitors who already have tested its "Sahara" would play an additional fifty
power at one or more points.
days in the Stanley houses, these days
For example, following the engagebeing added after "Sahara" had begun
ment of "Sahara" at the New York playing the Stanley circuit.
The success attained by the J. Parker
Strand, the management of that organization, through its treasurer, Walter
Read, Jr., production at the Strand Theatre has aroused unusual interest among
Hays, bookedat "Sahara"
full week
engagements
the Strand,forBuffalo,
and picture lovers in New York who were
the Strand, Syracuse, as well as for sub- unable to view the Strand presentation
sequent neighborhood runs at the four of "Sahara" last week. Scores of letters
Strand company outlying houses in Buf- and telephone messages asking where
falo.
the production could be seen shortly in
Greater New York were received both
Jake Wells' Atlanta Strand full week at
the Hodkinson home office and at the
booking
follows
the
playing
of
"Sahara"
at the Wells Theatre, Norfolk, Va., and organization's New York exchange.
the Colonial Theatre, Richmond, for a Similar reports of "fan" interest in "Safull week.
hara" comes from Hodkinson headquarUNIVERSAL'S GREAT

ORGANIZATION

IN CENTRAL

WEST

ters in Chicago following a successful
first run engagement at Lubliner and
Trinz's Pantheon Theatre.
More

Martin Johnson
Films Promised Soon
Martin Johnson, venturesome explorer,
who is making a second journey into the
land of the cannibals to make further
records of their habits and costumes for
Robertson-Cole to be published through
Exhibitors' Mutual has reached the outpost of civilization on the first leg of
his return to the South Seas. Information reached Robertson-Cole from Johnson last week that the explorer and his
wife. Osa. has reached New Zealand and
were only waiting for a steamer to continue theirbe "hop"
the ofNewa short
Hebrides.
It will
but a into
matter
time
now before Johnson begins the shipping
of his pictorial record of his adventures
among the cannibals, which he planned
to do before he left the States. On his
first trip Mr. Johnson almost lost the
fruits of his entire exploration when
Nagapate's
men twoseized
his three
and
destroyed
of them.
He cameras
intends
taking no chances this trip, and, as he
makes his round of each Island he will
shoot the negative
to Robertson-Cole's
representative
in California.
Business Men to Build
Theatre for Their City
NEW FREEDOM, PA. — Business
men of this city have organized the New
Freedom Movie Theatre Company and
will spend $2,000 to start the enterprise,
whereby residents will enjoy motion pictures at least twice a week. Louis Zupnick has been elected president: Joseph
Schmidt, secretary, and Emile Homming,
treasurer. It is believed that a picture
theatre will help to bring trade.
George

F.
To O'Neil
Join Goldwyn

NEW YORK.— George F. O'Neil has
resigned
as secretary
Collier's
cine
to become
assistant ofsales
managerMagtjr
for
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. He was
formerly manager of the Outing Magazine.
Bacon-Backer Company
Dissolved This Week
NEW YORK. — The Bacon-Backer
Company was dissolved Tuesday. The
company built one of the big studios
here and announced an elaborate production program. The move came as a surDetailed
statements are expected
within prise.
a few
days.

Executive* who gathered in Chicago June 29*80 to attend the conference over Universal** plans for< Irri
the Harrj
Coming? Herman*
season general
Include I manager
Seated, left
to rlnht — l*«nl
mnnnger Kansas
of exchanges*
New HaNeh,
Vorki George
Levin e( manager short subject department! Chicago) m. .i. Prison, manager i>es
Moines, lowaj Morris Helman, manager serial department, Chicago | itny Alexander,
salesman, Chicago, and Barnej Rosenthal, manager, St. Louis.
Standing,
to riichitMinneapolis;
\. k. Hose n he
out-of-townmanager,
sales manager,
t'liicnpo;
Harry
Bryson,leftmanager,
Samrg, llenjnmln,
Oklahoma
Cttyi
.1. ii . Calvert, manager, Omahai i. Gettleson, Llpton Astrachan, iinrry it Ice, Louis
Lacmmle,
Prank
Harris,
Henry
Igle,
ii.
IS.
it
I
«*«and
i.
L.
Leserman,
manatcer
< hicnico ofllcr.
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Chaplin a Daddy
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Charlie
Chaplin became a father Monday. A son
was born to Mrs. Chaplin, who was formerly Mildred Harris. Mr. and Mrs.
Chaplin were married October 23, 1918.
Vice Film Re-Issued
The New Era Films, J. F. Burhorn,
manager, is handling the Illinois State
vice commission's film "The Little Girl
Next Door" which ran for fifteen weeks
in the "loop".
The after
picture
available
to exhibitors
July will
10. be
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PUBLIC

OPINION

AND

IS WHAT

HE

By Wm.

HERALD

THIS
FINDS:

Hay Williamson
a famous jurist made
years ago
SOME
t that
the statemen
there are three
kinds of lies — plain lies, damned lies,
and expert testimony.
Perhaps the publisher of The Herald
had that idea in mind when he asked me.
an utterly inexpert man — so far as the
motion picture is concerned — to investigate the subject of film censorship and
'report my findings.
Not a screen man, not a politician, not
'a reformer, not a Pharisee, but a plain
'publican and sinner (I acknowledge it
freely), a newspaper reporter, trained to
feel the public pulse, trained to dig in
and get the facts, I undertook the work.
Perhaps, in a way, this story is like
"carrying coals
to Newcastle,"
to a
considerable
extent
the motion forpicture
trade already knows what I found — that
'the public is overwhelmingly against
censorship. In the office of The Herald
Hit is well known by actual test, a plebiscite conducted by this publication.
The people of Illinois in general know
it by the fact that the proposed censorship bill before the legislature died the
death, and it was the third time the
varmint had raised its head.
*vetoed
Four by
yearsGovernor
ago the Dunne,
bill passed,
was
and then
failed of passage by the necessary increased vote. Two years ago it came before the legislature and failed to get a
majority of votes. This year, though
;voted out of committee, it emulated the
violet and shrank away.
Public Sentiment
Gets in Its Work
There was a mighty good reason for
it, and that reason was public sentiment.
Legislators are presumed to execute the
will of the people who elect them. In
this case, though they perhaps did not
Isee
any on"Mene.
mene,
written
the wall,
it is tekel
a safeupharsin"
bet that
they heard a loud yell from home of,
"Lay
a that!"
The offlong
and short of it is that the
Illinois public vehemently announced
that it is not an infant in swaddling
clothes, that it requires no wet nurse
in the shape of a film censorship, or in
any other shape.
After all, what did this proposed censorship mean? It simply meant that a
group of people, most of whom suffer
from enlargement of the koko. arrogated
to themselves a monopoly of morality,
of vision, of divination, of interpretation,
and in effect said to the public:
"You poor, defenseless, blithering
idiots! You haven't sense enough to
take care of yourselves; you haven't
brains enough to know the difference between right and wrong; you haven't
enough fineness of fibre to distinguish
the fit from the unfit, and we, superior
beings, are going to do it for you."

AND
Stand

MOTOGRAPHY

s

on

"Let me be yex
sweewom
Kid-dotit
tie an
doX
know how to to_ke
ca-Ve of

Censorship
" But vrhoin'eU ojce
.you? I dotvt fcrtovi

"The

THE PUBLIC

i

*

very

you

idea! "

To the pure all things are pure. To
the professional reformer, all things are
impure except that which he approves.
A Canvass That Brought
Surprising Results
While the censorship bill was still in
abeyance in the Illinois legislature, The
Herald prepared and distributed 10,000
ballots to moving picture houses in Chicago, to afford the patrons of those
houses an opportunity to record their
wishes regarding censorship.
The obverse bore the following:
"What does the public want?
"Motion oictures have become the
greatest public institution of the age.
Motion pictures are of, by and for the
public. Therefore, the public has the
best and only right to determine how
this public institution shall be conThe reverse bore this questionnaire:
ducted."
"Do you want censorship of motion
pictures? Ans.
"Do you believe a board of censors
should be created by law to decide what
should and should not be shown upon
the screen of this theatre? Ans.
"Do you think motion pictures should
be given the same freedom of expression
that is accorded newspapers, magazines,
novels, the speaker's platform and the
mit? ofAn
the s.
10,000 distributed,
7,389 re"
sta^e
plies were received,
unanimously against
the proposed censorship. Some of the
motion picture theatre patrons were not
content with the three points covered by
the questions, but added comments of
their own.
In some neighborhoods the patrons
freely commented, orally, to the management of the thea'res, expressing their
antagonism to censorship and their approval of the opportunity to express
their individual opinions. This was especially true at the Jackson Park theatre,
6711 Stony Island avenue, and the Madison Square theatre, 4740 West Madison
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street. Leo Salkin, manager of the
former, and Charles Stuart, manager of
the latter, were both showered with comments, protesting against censorship.
Maurice Choynski Relates
Experience
"Moe" Choynski, who in a way is as
famous a battler as Brother Joe, reported
a comical situation at the Newberry theatre, 856 North Clark street. On the
night set for the ballot only three patrons refused to vote — one man and two
story:
women. Listen to Choynski tell the
"The man said he wouldn't vote because he hoped censorship would prehas right
been
voted vail.
dry,He said:
and I'The
hope country
that every
and privilege of the people is taken away
so completely that they will rise up and
wipe out all of these measures.
"One of the women said: 'I'm holding down a job at the city hall and I
don't know which way the cat is going
to
The She
othergave
woman
was arctic
very
welljump.'
dressed.
me an
stare,
said
'Sir-r-r!'
and
swept
into
the
theatre. I decided that she was a victim
of Besides
higher education
and let Iit gopersonally
at that."
that ballot,
queried people in different walks of life,
and the replies were illuminating. One
woman, itableprominent
work, said: in society and in char"I believe that censorship is an affront to public intelligence and to public
decency, and would be a public admission
of inability to determine what is right
and what is wrong. One does not require a college education to distinguish
the clean from the unclean, and we must
rememberbenefactors
that many
the reared
world'sin
greatest
have ofbeen
"No Wet Nurse Necessary."
Says
Instructor
poverty."
Then I tackled a school teacher, who
said:
"The public does not want and does
not need a moral 'wet nurse.' .The public

EXHIBITORS
does not want salacious or seditious motion pictures and will not stand lor them,
and the public is the dictator. The best
proof of that is the high character of the
pictures that command big public patronage."
Listen toanother
this manufacturer's
private
secretary,
girl who earns
her
own living:
the public
wantedplease
unclean
or "If
needed
censorship,
tell pictures,
me why
the Sydney Drews have made the most
popular comedies ever screened. They
have been called the 'Sapolios of the
Screen'causeand
the clean.
public Iloves
them that
bethey arc
am sure
the death of Sydney Drew is regarded
as a personal loss by many thousands
who never saw and never knew him except on the screen."
Feeling that the men were entitled to
some consideration, I queried a "hard
boy," one
has helped
tions, and who
he spake
thusly: to carry elec"This censorship stuff is a big bid for
gotta live,
graft. You see, politicians
an' there's lots guys that'll listen to reason if its green er yellow."
Xaturally, being a newspaper man, I
was shocked beyond expression by that
statement and fled from his presence.
But it set me to thinking hard. While
there may be some unregenerate persuch as my "hard boy" described,
there sons
are others demanding censorship
who really believe it is necessary.
Narrow Gauge Censorship
Won't Work
Most of them are about as broad minded
as a dried herring is broad between the
eyes, and the working of this proposed
censorship would not be an application
of law, but of personal opinion and narrow minded prejudice.
Back at my home town, Lock Haven.
Pa., there is an island in the Susquehanna River directly opposite some of
the finest homes in the place. Years ago
we had a chief of police named Westbrook, and one day an eminently respectable citizen living on Water street
complained to the police that some boys
were swimming over at the island, stark
naked.
"Westy" got a boat, rowed over
the
island, and returned in a fine rage.to Gocitizen,
respectabl
eminently
the
ing
to
e
he said:
"Say,
George,
hell'sat the
with
you?
Thosewhat
boysth'over
the matter
island
are so small they could swim in a wash
tub."
"I know it," replied the E. R. C, "but
my wife's got a spyglass."
Far be it from me to cast aspersion i
on the proponents of censorship. Comparisons are odorous, yet things that are
equal other.
to the same things are equal to
each
Much as it grieves me, I feel that some
consideration must be given to the suggestion of graft, and the fact that this
censorship bill has now come up three
times recalls a little item in the history
of a certain eastern state.
Shoes for the Baby
Necessary
At about every second session of the
legislature it seems that a lot of people
have to buy shoes for the baby, and up
bobs a bill of the most drastic nature,
aimed at the patent medicine manufacturers and dealers. Usually it does not
get out of committee, and the amount
of shoe leather that has been bought is
something astonishing.
That situation is cited merely to emphasize the fact that the babies in Illi-
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nois have had to go barefooted. It is a
fact, sorrowful, yet true, that while this
recent bill was in abeyance in the Illinois
legislature there were various and sundry
intimations — let it go at that — "intimations" thatscandalous.
the cost of high living is
.something
About fourteen years ago Governor
Samuel W. Pennypacker of Pennsylvania
got into a fine fight with some of the
newspapers of that state. He was undoubtedly an honest man, but some of
his company was rather fierce. It may
be said that he was a well intentioned
man, surrounded by people who knew
what they wanted.
Anyway, he fathered a press censorship bill in the legislature, and along
came the state capitol graft expose.
It was a hummer. It made the Philadelphia city hall graft look like a selling plater. One of the grafters committed suicide. One just naturally turned
over and died. Some went to the penitentiary and some went to Venezuela.
And the press censorship bill?
From Lake Erie to League Island,
from the York state line to the Blue
Ridge Mountains of Virginia, went up
an almighty howl of protest from the
public, and the bill barely had time to
squawk. The public killed it.
Strangely enough, the press censorship
bill was fathered by none other than Lee
O'Neil Brown, the floor leader for the
film censorship bill at the session at
which representatives of the industry appeared at Springfield to argue against
the measure.
Has This Bill
Nine Lives?
Several years ago a press censorship
bill was introduced in the Illinois legislature, and the public emitted a roar of
protest that reverberated from Galena
to
Golconda.
The bill died, and the public
killed
it.
Now, the most recent film censorship
bill in the Illinois legislature has also
been killed by the public, for the particular reason that the public morality
was attacked in the bill.

Perhaps this bill has as many lives as
a cat, and if so, it is due to come back at
least six times more, but from observations in this case I believe it is entirely
safe to say that on each successive occasion the Illinois public will rise up on
its hind legs and in stentorian tones
shout to Springfield:
"Lay off a that!"
"The Westerners" Sets
Records At Los Angeles
Completing its successful engagement
at the Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles,
where it had its American premier, Benjamin B. Hampton's first Great Authors
production, Stewart Edward White's
"The Westerners" at once moved into
Quinn's Rialto for a continuous first
run, thereby attaining a record held by
few other pictures in Los Angeles in the
past two years.
The period of time allotted for the
Kinema pre-release did not afford the
opportunity
"TheAngeles
Westerners"
be
seen by theforLos
public tothat
sought to get into the theatre and
owing to previous bookings the run of
the production could not be continued
at the Kinema. Immediately the Rialto
obtained a booking for a continuous run
and "The Westerners" that closed at
eleven o'clock Saturday night in the one
theatre
opened
again four
at 1 o'clock
in another
theatre
blocks Sunday
distant
from the scene of its first success.
New Film Company
A new producing company has been
formed in Los Angeles, the Oakley Super Quality Production Company having obtained a charter to do business
under the laws of California. Billy Oakley is president, W. K. Perkins, secretary and treasurer, J. W. Early vicedent, and Fred B. Bennett, editor of
publicity. Mr. Early was formerly a
cameraman with Pathe and Yitagraph in
New York.

EXHIBITORS
! irst Superior Picture
Receives Heavy Booking
I The success of the first Superior PicI re, "The Man Who Turned White."
■:arring H. B. Warner, which Robert■•n-Cole
through byExhibitors*
■lurual, ispublished
already assured
the large
I jmber of bookings received at Exhibi■ »rs' Mutual headqarters following the
■ roadway showing of the production.
I Poli's Circuit of Connecticut has the
I stinction of being the first big chain
If theatres to obtain bookings on "The
■Ian Who Turned White." Following
lie
premier
the picture
Moss'
1 heatre
whenof despite
one at
of B.
theS.hottest
■ one days on record the box office figures exceeded expectations, a representative of Poli's who witnessed the showing
arranged for fifteen-day bookings in the
Connecticut theatres. Each of the foll>wing Poli houses played the picture
floree days: Plaza, Bridgeport; Garden,
BVaterbury; Palace, Harford; Bijou, New
• laven; Poli's, Meriden.
vlark-Strand

Extends

Bookings of "Sahara"
So powerfulstarring
did J. Louise
Parker Read.-Jr.'s
roduction
Glaum in
Sahara" prove at the New York Strand
its premiere metropolitan engageient that the Mark-Strand company has
ooked "Sahara" for first runs in their
Buffalo Strand, their Syracuse Strand
nd in the four outlying or neighborhood
touses in Buffalo. Contracts were
igned for these cities during the past
veek by Moe Mark, president of the
Strand organization and Walter Hays,
reasurer, with the W. W. Hodkinson
Zorporation.
Other big first run contracts signed
[luring the week call for immediate playng dates at the Rialto Theatre. Tacoma.
ind first runs in Birmingham. Montgomery, Galveston, Indianapolis and a
iozen other large cities.
Vaudeville Manager to
Manage Picture House
BIRMINGHAM. ALA.— R. W. Ar•owood for eighteen months manager
)f Loew's manager
Bijou Theatre,
resignedandto
jecome
of thehasAlcazar
□deon One Theatres, owned by Marvin
Wise, both of which are motion picture
. theatres.
Mr. Arrowood came here from Bir: mingham eighteen months ago. For a
number of years he was associated with
the Jake Wells theatrical interests and
later with Klaw and Erlanger.
Pictures for Wausaukee
WAUSAUKEE. WIS.— Matt Pelnar
has decided to. convert his hall into a
motion picture theatre and will show
Paramount-Artcraft pictures on Wednesday and Saturday nights.
Change at Beulah,Mich.
BEULAH, MICH — Messrs. Scheibe &
Blaine have leased the motion picture
business of A. E. Terpening and will con.> duct shows Wednesday and Saturday
evenings.
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Last Sidney Drew
Comedy Published;
Story Unique One
"Squared." the last two-reel Paramount-Drew comedy in which the late
Sidney Drew appears was published on
June 15. This V. B. K. Film Corporation picture was produced by Mr. and
Mrs. Drew at the Essanay Studios in
Chicago, while the famous "Henry" and
"Polly," were playing an engagement at
Wood's Theatre in their stage success,
"Keep Her Smiling."
There is an innovation in "Squared."
which makes it quite different from previous Drew comedies. Mrs. Drew plays
her
famous
as an unmarried
girl,
instead of as"Polly"
Mrs. Henry
Minor. Polly
is a stenographer in a law office where
she proves an inspiration to Henry
Minor, a hard-working lawyer. Henry is
a good lawyer, but a poor advertiser for
himself and as a consequence Clarke,
another man in the office is credited with
many of the results of Henry's efforts.
Polly him
realizes
Henry's
urges
to declare
his real
ability.worth and
The promotion of Clarke to a partnership in the firm brings Henry to his
senses and he resolves to show who
really does the work. A big murder case
is assigned to Clarke and he seeks
Henry's Realizing
aid. but without
the anticipated
results.
his predicament.
Clarke
enlists in the army, leaving the case unhandled. Henry is placed in charge of
the matter and some months later when
the case comes to trial, he wins an acquittal for an innocent man. Alas, in
the hour
of France,
Henry's wounded
triumph, and
Clarke
returns from
gassed,
a war hero. Henry fears all is lost but
events take a happy turn and surprises
come in rapid succession — and before the
stjry ends Polly agrees to become Mrs.
Henry Minor.
Fairbanks Opens New
Studio at Hollywood
Word comes out of the West that
Douglas Fairbanks is going at the making of his first independent production
like a whirlwind. He has opened his
big new studio and from all the signs
about the place, more real money is being spent for the new picture than has
ever before gone into the making of a
Fairbanks picture.
The new studio occupies fifteen acres
of ground and is situated at the foot of
a range of Hollywood mountains. It has
a big indoor stage, an adjoining outdoor
stage, with a number of acres set aside
for special sets. The first of these sets,
a little village, has been erected for the
present production at a cost said to be
about $40,000. The mechanical equipment of the studio is said to offer every
ing.
modern
device for perfect picture makTravesty on Films
"Nugget Nell" is the title of the next
Paramount picture in which Dorothy
Gish is presented by the New Art Film
Company and which is scheduled for
July 13. The production was directed
by Elmer Clifton and is from an original
story by John E. Cornish, being described as "a burlesque travesty on the
wild and movie West."
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Who's
Who
In Chicago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

L. A. ROZELLE
k k A FAIR and square deal for everyf\ adopted
body" is bythe Logan
slogan Ashley
which was
Rozelle and Ricord Gradwell. now president and general manager of World
Films, when together they entered the
motion picture field on July 1, 1916. It
was the same slogan which had served
them well in the typewriter industry.
Born in Brentwood. Tenn.. and educated in the public schools of that city.
Mr. Rozelle left the parental home at
the age of seventeen to make his own
way in the world. Engaging at once in
the employ of Mr. Gradwell, then a
power in the typewriter industry, he
quickly worked his way to the top and
took over the managership of the Chicago exchange when his chief became
affiliated with that concern.
This post he has held ever since, applying always the principles decided
upon at the beginning and gaining for
himself a reputation for honesty in business and fair and square co-operation
with exhibitors.
The hymenal altar has thus far beckoned in vain. Mr. Rozelle is still a member of that class of eligible bachelors
which is the despair of designing mothers of desirable daughters. But the golf
links have beckoned and the South Shore
Country Club demand much of his spare
time.
pictures"
that areWhat
to beeffect
seen the
on "moving
the popular
South
Side course of a Summer morn will have
upon
the been
"holdin out"
is problematical.
L. A. has
the game
long enough
to
recognize
good
"features"
when he
sees them.
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good picture. It is a splendid picturization of a play that made
for itself an enviable record on the speaking stage. The
signing of the peace treaty and the resultant drop in
interest in things military may have some effect on the
box office, but the picture is a worthy one.

^ ^ T"""» IFTEEN minutes to a reel" used to be the slogan
1^ that the exhibitor economizing on short subjects
drummed into the receptive ear of his operator.
And the operator, figuring that the more time each reel
occupied the fewer changes there would be in his working
day and consequently the less labor, heeded the admonition.
In those days there was still talk of flicker, shutter
streak and like obsolete shortcomings chalked up against
the photoplay as a source of amusement.

"FIRES OF FAITH" (Paramount) recounts accurately
and impressively the interesting history of the Salvation Army,
while telling a story big in itself and involving mighty
forces. Sumptuously mounted and produced without
counting of costs, it has many good points to its credit
and only its delayed arrival to its disadvantage. Catherine
Calvert, Eugene O'Brien and Ruby de Remer are the
leaders of a numerous and capable cast.
"PUTTING ONE OVER" (Fox) proves typical of George
Walsh. It contains about the usual amount of logic, the
usual amount of heroics, the customary portion of caption
wit and the expected fighting finish. Following closely
the grooves worn by Walsh productions that have preceded it, the picture should garner the usual percentage
of compliments.
"BETTER TIMES" (Exhibitors-Mutual) bears the label of
the Brentwood studios, and if every production coming
from that source measures up with the present one, there
is a bright future ahead of the organization. Zasu Pitts,
a comparative unknown, may well be expected to leap
quickly to the front rank of stardom after her brilliant
characterization. King W.' Vidor directed with the keen
insight and attention to detail that has always characterized Griffith's work.
"THE SLEEPING LION" (Universal) rescues Monroe
Salisbury from the curse of drink, which has threatened him
in his more recent productions, and places his feet again
on the sure, straight path to popularity. It is a western
story, but the star has an Italian role to which he imparts realism and charm. Well told and convincing, it
is first-class film drama.
"CUPID FORECLOSES" (Vitagraph) will be recognized
by the readers of Florence Morse Kingsley's novel, "Hurrying Fate and Geraldine," as a film version of that light but
fascinating story. Just why the title was changed is not
apparent, but doubtless there was due cause. It is admirably suited to the talents of the- juvenile Bessie Love,
who finds its demands to her liking.
"THE UPLTFTERS" (Metro) cramps May Allison somewhat in that it gives her less chance to do the things for
which she is best fitted. It is, however, a diverting and
at times enlightening satire upon Bolshevism and its
kindred orders, casting many a pointed beam into obscure
places which the public will be glad to see illuminated.

Today, with patronage drooping slightly in the intense heat, there are those exhibitors who have dropped
back upon the old subterfuge. At a time, too, when
exactly the reverse tactics should be employed.
Most notable among these offenders working toward
the detriment of the industry may be numbered a Chicago
theatre with a loop location where a five-part drama was
run off in one hour and thirty minutes. This to an audience with, at most, little time to spare, here convened to
spend an -hour pleasantly.
The picture suffered. The audience suffered. The
house suffered.
Is this economy?
"THE FIRING LINE" (Paramount-Artcraft), contrary
to the suggestion imparted by the title, has nothing whatever to do with the world war. It is a splendid picturization of one of Robert W. Chambers' best society novels,
an excellent example of the very best form in the making of motion pictures. Irene Castle is at her best in the
leading role, heading a capable cast of players. It cannot
fail of complete satisfaction.
"BE A LITTLE SPORT" (Fox) adds another link to the
chain connecting Albert Ray, Elinor Fair and stardom.
Utilizing a comedy plot tried and found true by the makers of single and double-reel comedies, amplifying that
plot with incidents and situations interesting in themselves so that it will suffice for the feature length, the
producers have succeeded in turning out as good a photoplay as this team has yet given the trade.
"THE WOMAN UNDER OATH" (United Picture
Theatres) is comically serious, amateurish and altogether disappointing. Full of inconsistencies, artificial, unconvincing,
it scarcely deserves the consideration of the exhibitor
who wishes to give his patrons the best that may be
secured. Florence Reed is the featured player, but her
work does not redeem the picture.
"THE MAN WHO STAYED AT HOME" (Screen
Classics) proves that a good stage play can be made into a
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REVIEWS
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair in
i Catherine Calvert in
BE A LITTLE SPORT
FIRES OF FAITH
Five-part comedy; Fox.
Seven-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Scott Dunlap.
Directed by Edward Jose.
Published
June 29.
} Published August 3.
OPINION : Light and frivolous as to
OPINION: Were tne war still in
■(progress it would be difficult to select story, with the end always in sight from
la motion picture attraction of greater the first reel, this little concoction for
■ box office promise than "Fires of Faith." the benefit of Albert Ray and Elinor
•The conflict over, there is still reason
Fair is nevertheless interesting, amusing and quite promising of success
I to believe that it will fare much better
I than the majority of those belated pub- where the previous productions featuring this pair have succeeded.
i lications which have that event as an
The plot is one which has done
4 important item of their make-up.
The Salvation Army, of all the orders service, in simpler form, for many single
and societies that lent aid to the fight- and double reel comedies of the more
ing men, has come off with the cleanest
■ record and with the greatest praise from dignified type. Yet, with the amplifications that have been provided to en■ the doughboys who are best fitted to
• know whereof they speak. This orcompass the five-part dimension, it
ganization has won for itself a lasting makes an entertaining and altogether acplace in the affections and respect of the
ceptable feature.
C country as a unit.
Moving snappily along its course,
It is, therefore, more than likely that, jumping lightly from one comic situation
I knowing that this picture deals inti- to another, the skilled hand of Scott
ilmately with the history of the order and Dunlap is discernable in the background.
It may
I: its operations in America as well as It will never tire an audience.
» Europe, a great percentage of the public
II will pay the necessary tee to become
• acquainted with it.
Considered purely as a drama, the
picture is a big one and well built. It
t tells a story of many angles lucidly and
• effectively. No care or money has been
I spared to make it a big and impressive
I attraction. Edward Jose, the director,
II has manipulated the mechanical elements
I 'cleverly and with good effect.
Catherine Calvert, Eugene O'Brien,
Ruby de Remer, Helen Dunbar, TheoII dore Roberts, Charles Ogle, James Neil
, and F.dythe Chapman are representaH tive members of a large cast, comparison
of whose work would be difficult and
I, unnecessary. Sufficient it is to record
I that nothing in the way of splendid
I acting that might lend the play power
I is lacking.
SYNOPSIS: Elizabeth Blake, a found| ling who has been reared in the coun|j try, is lured to her ruin by an unscru[ to
pulous
landlord's
runs away
the city,
where,agent
afterand
numerous
adventures, she is rescued by the SalvaRAY AND ELINOR FAIR
[ tion Army and made a member of their In aALBKRT
acene from the Fox Play, "Be a Little
> order. When her country lover finds
her she is about to embark for France,
so he enlists in the army in the hope
make them forgetSport."
the heat of summer
of meeting her in Europe. Harry HamI mond, son of wealth, who has scorned and whatever worries they may be indulging at the time the picture opens.
the Salvation Army, is shanghaied and
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair perform
, taken to London, where a representative of the order persuades him to enlist as in past productions. This time the
former has the majority of the work in
in the aviation corps. Agnes Traverse,
his hands, but Miss Fair does her little
his fiance, learning of his whereabouts,
also dons the scarlet ribboned bonnet
well.
George Hernandez, as the flirtatious
and arrives in France.
Harry is
wounded and Elizabeth, who has learned uncle, is really the star of the play.
to love him, remains behind with him
Leola Lorraine, the reason for his inwhen the Allies retreat. Luke Varlow,
also uses considerable footconsistancy,
her rural sweetheart, arrives and casts
age to advantage.
his lot with them, the three hiding in
SYNOPSIS: To earn a check for one
the secret sub-cellar of a deserted hundred
thousand dollars promised him
chateau taken by the Germans. They by his uncle on the day of his marriage.
here resist capture until rescued by the Gerald Faulkner forces the consent of
American forces, when a military cere- Carlotta La Mere, an actress whom he
mony unites Harry and Agnes, and loves, to their union. Dunley Faulkner,
Elizabeth and Luke.
the uncle, arrives in 53the city a day ahead

of scheduled time and takes Carlotta
"stepping,"
her she
a carwrites
and sundry
like favors, buying
whereupon
Gerald
that she has left town and the marriage
must
be postponed.
Dunley's
wife arrives
in town andThen
discovers
his
default, whereupon ensue numerous
humorous incidents. Gerald, at his wit's
end, persuades Norma Martin, a stenographer from across the hall, to pose as
his bride, promising her reward of ample
dimensions when the check shall be his.
But instead of the actor whom he has
employed to impersonate a minister and
perform the ceremony, a real minister
arrives and a real wedding takes place.
Then the uncle and aunt decide to stay
with them for a month and the check
is made payable to the wife. After
miscellaneous adventures the young
couple decide that they love each other
and agree to stay married.
King Baggot in
THE MAN WHO STAYED AT
HOME
Six-part drama; Screen Classics.
Directed by Herbert Blache.
Published as a Special.
OPINION: "The Man Who Stayed
at Home," one of the earlier stage
dramas built upon the slacker-spy plot,
enjoyed a prosperous run at the Studebaker theatre, Chicago, in the early
spring of 1918. Perhaps because of this
success, perhaps because the plot was a
promising one and timely, picture
makers and short story writers used it
frequently, adorning it with variations
which gave it the aspect of originality.
Consequently, the present excellent
picturization of the play may encounter
a somewhat chilly reception.
That is the sole fault that the most
meticulous appraiser of picture values
will find in the Screen Classics production. It is splendidly mounted, developed carefully, capably acted and
follows the original closely. Were the
war still in progress, the exhibitor could
not do better than to add the feature
to his list of bookings. As it stands,
thoughtful advertising and suitable presentation may go a great way toward
making its engagement successful.
SYNOPSIS: Christopher Brent of
the Secret Service, is made most uncomfortable by the veiled jeers of his
friends, who do not understand why he
is not in uniform. When his fiance gives
evidence of losing faith in him the burden becomes almost too great to bear,
but he clings to his duty. A Mrs. Leigh
assists Brent in his investgiation of Carl
Sanderson, a member of the U. S. secret
servicebecomes
under jealous.
suspicion,When
and SanderBrent's
fiance
son is found guilty of German treachery
and arrested, however, affairs straighten
themselves out to the satisfaction of all
concerned.

EXHIBITORS
Zasu Pitts in
BETTER TIMES
Five-part
comedy-drama; RobertsonCole Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by King W. Vidor.
Published in July.
OPINION: From the comparative
obscurity of minor supporting roles in
Universal and American productions the
little known Zasu Pitts steps, in this
picture, into the class of first water stars.
She is not starred in the advertising
matter. Nor does the film carry her
name above the title. But in the minds
of those who see the play her image
will linger long after the story, the incidents, even the title of the picture,
have faded away.
Between this personable and quietly
brilliant little actress and King W.
Vidor, another comparative new-comer,
the honors due the creator of a human,
interesting, . appealing photoplay which
will compare well with anything the
market boasts are evenly divided. The
latter must be credited with a knack for
detail similar to and rivalling that of
D. W.tion ofGriffith.
The might
former'shavedelineaa role that
been
written for Lillian Gish could not have
been more tellingly done by that veteran.
A story of small town life and characters, with a sprinkling of college atmosphere toward the end, it is at once
romance and drama, fiction and apparent
fact, comedy and tragedy. There is in
it not a stretch of action that does not
appeal strongly to some emotion, not a
climax that fails to register the desired
effect.
A clever pair of youngsters, this Zasu
Pitts and King Vidor. 11 this production is a genuine indication of their ability much may be expected of them in
the future.
The present production, meanwhile,
deserves the attention of the exhibitor
who wishes to give his patrons the best
there is on the market.
SYNOPSIS : Nancy Scroggs, whose
father, proprietor of the Sea View Hotel,
has allowed that hostelry to dwindle into
disrepute, the Grand Pacific, the only
opposition, thriving on the invalids who
come hither to drink of the springs,
renovates the 1902 Ford and meets the
trains, bringing home as her prize Peter
Van Alstyne, the first guest in months.
Understanding the situation, Peter aids
THREE

Bala Pitta (left mm. i eeatro)
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Nancy in popularizing the hotel and
winning away the prestige and patronage of the Grand Pacific. But Peter is
called away by a telegram which announces his engagement, and Nancy is
broken-hearted. Her father, unable to
stand prosperity, loses the hotel to his
competitor in a crooked poker game and
suicides. With his life insurance money
Nancy goes to colleg,e. Here, to gain
popularity, she writes love letters to
herself, affixing the name of the Cub
pitcher who is the idol of the moment.
A girl rival -forces a meeting, planning
the exposure of the deceit, but the
pitcher proves to be none other than
Peter, whoseandletters
girl's makes
father has
destroyed,
their the
reunion
the
happy ending.
Harold Lockwood in
A MAN OF HONOR
Five-part drama; Screen Classics.
Directed by Fred J. Balshofer.
Published as a Special.
OPINION: Henry Kitchell Webster's
novel, "A King in Khaki," might have
been written especially for Harold Lockwood, so well does it fit his personality
and capabilities.
The story of a man who fights singlehanded against the evil-intentioned corporation by which he is employed,
triumphing over their authority-backed
designs and winning out for the stockers, it is ameasures
man's vehicle
the
deceased holdstar
up wellandbeside
the fiction character.
Bessie Eyton, cast as the daughter of
the plotting magnate and the sweetheart of the star, is thoroughly satisfactory in her performance. No great
burden is placed upon her ability, but
she gives the impression of confident
capability.
Of action there is not a great deal.
Primarily venturous
a "business
story,"
adincidents as have
beensuch
utilized
are of little moment. But a straightforward accounting of a definitely outlined narrative is ample substitute.
"Shadows of Suspicion," in which a
double was used unsuccessfully to bring
the unfinished feature to marketable
completion, may have had a tendency to
frighten the. public away from anything
bearing
the unfortunate
star's
name. But
the exhibitor
need feel no
hesitation
on
this score about playing the present

SCENES FROM

ROBERTSON-COLE'S

LATEST

picture. There is no douole in it. It is
a typical Harold Lockwood production.
SYNOPSIS: David Smith, civil engineer, takes charge of an island owned
by the Tropical Products Company, a
concern organized for the purpose of
fleecing stockholders, and brings the
island to a paying basis. When his
superior dies he is given complete command of the island and expected to falsify his reports to facilitate the selling
of more stock. This he refuses to do
and Beaumont, president of the company, comes to the island with his daughter, Christabel, to whip the young man
into line. But the young man will not
share in the deception and holds the
party prisoner pending their decision to
do the right thing. Christabel falls in
love with Smith. They find a hidden
treasure worth millions and when the
New Yorkers return to their home Smith
sends Christabel a controlling interest
in the company which he has bought
with the proceeds from the sale of the
treasure. She brings about a reconciliation between Smith and her father, the
company is put upon a sound foundation and all ends well.
Monroe Salisbury in
THE SLEEPING LION
Six-part drama; Universal.
Directed by Rupert Julian.
Published July 7.
OPINION : Monroe Salisbury is ably
assisted in the present production by
Rhea Mitchell and Herschel Mayall,
both veterans of western drama and
both exceedingly capable performers in
that field. The star, however, by his
clean cut, natural delineation of an attractive Italian role, manages to make
his work stand out.
Rupert
direction
of the
sort
whichJulian's
has given
that is
gentleman
his present standing in the directorial
register, logical, well timed and effective.
The story, save for the introduction
of the Italian characterization and the
interest that attaches thereto, might not
have been particularly impressive. There
are certain notable precedents that suggest themselves following a viewing ot
the play. But the new angle suffices tc
give the whole the aspect of originality
In given
the past,
Salisbury's
production:
have
excellent
satisfaction
whei
submitted to the test of public approval
PRODUCTION

■ collea-c Kiri in "ii.-t«<-r Tlmefe," »••<• (rl«*t) i<« ih<- «-i<-rk <>f n run-down hotel about to ensnare nor flr
boarder in ■ Ions time < Bxa n>ii<>r»- Mutual),
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TO THE SCREEN IN "THE FIRING LINE '

Three scenes from the adapted Robert W. Chambers Paramount-Artcraf
novel which holds t the
mirror up to our social life. Charles Moigne directed the
special.
Exhibitors report a very definite demand
for his work on the part of the fan hody.
The present production is by far the
best of the last half dozen. It should
give correspondingly good account of
itself.
SYNOPSIS: Tony Varralo. of Little
Italy. New York, has adopted a waif
found sleeping in his doorway. Taking
the child and his hoarded savings, he
goes west to buy a small ranch, promising his sweetheart that he will send for
her when he has established himself.
In the western town where he seeks to
buy his property, one Durant. the local
bully, makes him the butt of his coarse
humor and Tony vows vengeance. A
year later, having learned the ways of
the west and the use of firearms, he
whips Durant and, unknowingly, wins
the love of Kate, the queen of the dance
hall. But he refuses to accept the latter,
much as his heart dictates such a course,
remaining true to his promise to the
girl back home. Durant arouses the
country-side against him and almost
brings about his death, but Tony saves
the girl as well as himself and. learning
that his Italian sweetheart has married
another, marries Kate.
Irene Castle in
THE FIRING LINE
Six-part
drama;
Paramount- Artcraft
Special.
Directed by Charles Maigne.
Published July 6.
OPINION: Whatever may be said
for or against the literary work of
Robert W. Chambers as literature, it
cannot be denied that his novels lend
themselves readily to the purposes of the
motion picture producer.
The present picturization of such a
novel might -axII be set down as representative of the very best class of society drama. It is elegant, fascinating,
novel, all without loss of naturalness.
It is unique, fraught with unusual happenings and unexpected turnings, yet
always convincing.
Castle's
is Irene
well done
and leading
pleasing.cnaracterization
In it she is

called upon to wear the eowns which
neople like to see her wear and dance
as people like to see her dance. This
without subordinating the play to the
star but in complete naturalness.
For the benefit of those who may dismiss the feature upon the assumption
that the title indicates a war play, be
it said that the world struggle plays
absolutely no part in the production,
the title being employed because of its
purely figurative application.
As concerns such items as staging,
lighting, costuming, development, nothing is left to be desired. The six reels
are well filled with essentials, compactly
put together and at all times interesting.
Scheduled as a Paramount-Artcraft
Special, it is wholly deservinsr of the
classification. Thee is pot a doubt that
the public 'v-'ill so pronounce it
SYNOPSIS: Sheila Cardross. whose
real name is unknown but who holds
the position of daughter in the Cardross
household, has married Louis Malcourt
in her frenzied desire for a name when,
at the age of discretion, her foster
parents acquainted her with her estate.
The wedding, realized by both to have
been a serious mistake, has been kept a
secret. Consequently. when Garry
Hamil. a landscape artist who loves her
and is loved in return, proposes marriage
she silences him. finally telling him of
her
marriage
the man's
name.
Their but
loveconcealing
almost overpowers
their sense o» honor, but Garry leaves
in time to avert disaster. Then her
husband asks her to apply for a divorce,
the girl refusing to spare her foster
parents'
pain.
Finally, however,
driven to
confession,
whereuponshe theis
marriage is repeated in public. Living
together as man and wife in name only,
Louis and Sheila find little happiness.
Louis, who communes spiritually with
his dead father, tells her that she must
get a divorce or be his wife in reality.
She is frightened and phones for Garry.
As he arrives. Louis shoots himself and
leaves the way open for their happiness.
Mix in "High Speed"
Tom Mix, who has completed "RoughRiding Romance," 55is working on another picture, "High Speed."

George Walsh in
PUTTING ONE OVER
Five-part comedy-drama; Fox.
Directed by Edward Dillon.
Published June 22.
OPIXIOX : The policy in operation
where George Walsh features are made
seems to dictate the writing of a series
of snappy subtitles telling the story, the
manipulation of action and scenario so
as to provide film illustrating these captions, then the addition of a fifth reel
brimming with characteristic George
Walsh athletics.
Such a policy at least insures two
things — mirth-provoking captions and a
good finish.
The first four reels of "Putting One
Over" consist of comic subtitles illustrated rather poorly with clearly photographed motion pictures of the characters. The fifth reel brings the star into
his element. He leaps, sprints, fights,
smiles, gesticulates, with the abandoned
ease that is his.
SYNOPSIS: Jack Trevor, automobile
salesman bound for Texas, is slightly
injured in a railroad wreck. Horace
Barney, millionaire double of lack's, is
killed in the same wreck and a quartette of swindlers who were rushing
him to a sanitarium for the insane that
they might fleece him of his fortune
substitute Jack for the dead man, seeking to convince him that he is mentally
unbalanced and does not know his real
name. Living at the Barney home,
against his will. Jack meets Helen Townsend,
Barney's
His heefforts
to establish
his sweetheart.
identity failing,
is in
danger of being sent to an asylum when
he overhears the plotters and. after a
thrilling series of fights, effects their capture and brings the truth to light.
Helen, having fallen in love with him,
accepts his proposal of marriage.
Veteran Joins Pathe
NEW YORK.— Frank Dallam, a newspaper man. has just returned from
France. He has joined the publicity
staff of the Pathe Company, and is assistant to Randolph Lewis.

EXHIBITORS
Florence Reed in
THE WOMAN UNDER OATH
Five-part drama; United Picture Theatres.
Directed by John M. Stahl.
Published in July.
OPINION: The exhibitor whose patronage is drawn from the ranks of well
or even slightly informed people will
experience pronounced difficulty in making a complete success of the latest
United Picture Theatres production.
Lack of information or utter disregard
of the same, it matters not which, has
led the director into mistakes which
defeat the purpose of a story that,
properly depicted, might have made acceptable screen entertainment.
A New York criminal court is the
principal scene of the action. The
prosecuting attorney who personally administers the oath to witnesses and
jurors, the newspaper reporter who. being the sole representative of the press
in attendance, phones the drawing of a
female
juror
his paper
as ain"'scoop,
the
judge
whoto locks
the jury
for the"
night, Christmas Eve. then stays at his
desk all night awaiting the morning report, all these are present and the more
amusing by reason of the exaggerated
seriousness with which they play their
parts.
Earlier, a particularly disgusting "third
degree" fession
hasfrombeen
used to accused.
drag the conthe innocent
The
usual six-shooter has also been brandished as per custom before the eyes
of the suspected party and the jury with
the usual effect.
"Is the
a woman
fit to serveAnd
upon when
a jury?"
asks
first subtitle.
the
play is ended the spectator, if he thinks
about the matter at all, echoes the interrogation. There is nothing in the
play to satisfactorily answer it.
Florence Reed moves constrainedly
through the necessary motions. Her
attitude is that of a very bored actress
who wishes the closing hour would arrive so she may go home to dinner.
Her support is in keeping, though Garreth Hughes does make a serious attempt to lend a realistic impersonation
to hold the picture together.
As intimated, the uninformed :.n<l
those who care naught for logic nlay
like it. It is difficult to imagine anyone
else taking it seriously.
SYNOPSIS: Edith Norton, hearing
of the pending marriage of her betrayer,
urges him to right the wrong he has
done her. He refuses, so Grace, her
sister, shoots and kills him. James Neil,
who has come gunning for the same man
for a similar reason, is accused and
brought to trial. Grace Norton is drawn
on the jury. Circumstantial evidence
convinces the eleven male jurors thai
the boy is guilty, but the woman holds
out for acquittal. They are locked in
for the night and the men seek to
change her point of view, but she is
obdurate until a telegram informs her
that her sister has died. She tells them
her story and the boy is acquitted,
Theatre at Iron Ridge
HARTFORD. WIS— A motion picture theatre has been opened at Iron
Ridge.
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War
Hero
Resumes
Work
in Films |
| Lieutenant Jack Levering, Decorated by General Byng and King 1
George for Bravery at Cambrai, Returns to Screen in S.
L. K. Serial Co-Starring With Helen Holmes
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he gave it up in order to come back to
The screen has made many heroes —
matinee heroes; but there have been few the screen.
What got him the decoration of the
bone tide heroes to appear upon the
screen. Therefore, when dashing Jack Distinguished Service Medal however,
Levering comes bursting upon it, in happened at Cambrai. He was with the
company with Helen Holmes, in her regiment of Engineers that threw down
latest serial which is being made at the their picks and shovels and took up their
Grantwood Studios by the S. L. Iv. rifles at Cambrai, when, for a few
Serial Corporation, the screeH will at last breathless hours it seemed that the Germans would surely break through.
have a real hero in the flesh and blood.
Lieutenant Jack Levering gained hero
honors abroad with the A. E. F. He won
Risks Life
"Yank"November
One foggy,
rainyfornight,
honors from King George for heroic 18th,
1917, one day before the British
work under dangerous circumstances,
drive on Cambrai, Lieutenant Jack
and altogether came out of the affair Levering, then a Master Engineer, was
with laurels to burn, as it were.
on his way to unload a train of tanks
that were to be used in the drive. He
Perfect Specimen of Manhood
was in command of a truck load of men
Jack Levering with his six feet two and was following several British trucks
inches of height and his two hundred
which were filled with supplies. These
pounds of weight, is a perfect specimen
trucks were under shell fire from the
of manhood. He will be remembered for heavy
German batteries, and therefore
his Vitagraph days, when he was a true could not
carry lights. The tank train
which
also
was running without lights,
enough
hero,
but
in
the
swing
of
fate's
pendulum, it became his to be the real crashed into the truck, killing its driver
flesh and blood hero from now on.
pinning another man under the
When the war broke out, he gave up and
truck, on top of which had also tumbled
his acting and joined the American en- a big railroad car.
gineers, because he knew they would be
There seemed no way of getting him
the first to get across, but he longed for out. Several Tommies were trying to
a fight with the Boches. And he got
the man's
cries were
what he longed for. He enlisted as a do
hear,so, when
Lieutenant
Jack pitiful
Leveringto
private in April, 1917, and in the latter came along.
part of June was in France. He won
He volunteered to save the man. A
his advance, step by step through the British officer asked who he was.
grades of promotion that an enlisted
"A Yank" came the quick reply.
man has to go through, and was soon
And the British officer gave permiscommissioned a second lieutenant besion to the strapping big Yankee to try.
cause of his good work. After seeing
In the black of night, on that far off
service on many battlefields he was pro- road,
with shells roaring and bursting
moted to the rank of first lieutenant ir»
the infantry, and soon after the armistice on every hand, Lieutenant Jack Levering, once the well dressed, handsome
was signed he was recommended for matinee
idol of the screen, went to
promotion to captain. This was offered
him if he would remain in the army, but work with pick and shovel, and alone
tunnelled under that great mass of
debris, and in an hour had made a passage way large enough to admit him so
that he crawled through it and rescued
the injured man.
Decorated By King George
He was the lion of the Tommies
after that. He was mentioned for
bravery by General Byng and later
decorated by King George. He had
brought home a half a truck load of
equipment that he personally took from
German soldiers, captured by him. Later
he expects to put them on exhibition.
Lieutenant Levering wears besides his
British decoration, the A. E. F. ribbon
with three bronze stars for engagements.
He should make a wonderful support
for Helen' Holmes, because he has always been a daring performer before
the camera, and in this serial there are
stunts that
haveserial.
never before been attempted in any

( \PT. VI.IIKU T \. Iv \1 l >l \\
who Iihn 4'hnrK<~ <>r prodncttoa f«»r Pomona
I'ln > rrN-i.HMk > iiiui-.li Producers, i.td.
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Opposition Disappears
ST. PAUL, MINN. — Talk of opposition of residents near the proposed site
of
G. A.failed
Blewett's
theatre,at 917
Grand
avenue,
to materialize
a meeting
license.
of
the city council and he was granted a

Merchants'

Co-Operative

Advertising

serving a legitimate, worthy purpose, and he becomes a
patron, more likely than not a fan.
The concerted aim of the industry at the present time

The best suggestion for exhibitor advertisers that has
jeen presented in many months is that set forth in the reproduction on this page of a five-column page-deep adverisement which appeared recently in a New York paper
tten up by the R. H. Macy & Co.
When a department store enjoying the prestige of that
jstablishment utilizes motion picture titles and illustrations
. the manner shown the logic prompting such enterprise
ust be sound.
Advertisers who buy space in such quantities do not
my foolishly. Every expenditure is carefully weighed
ainst the possible returns it will bring and advertising
nen who rank at the top of their profession sit in judgment upon each departure from custom, each innovation.
:hat is suggested.
The argument in favor of this device for use by other
merchants is simple, and strong by reason of its simplicity.
The titles and pictures are an absolute guarantee that every
motion picture fan who sees the page will read the merchant's copy. This great body of people embraces many
who would not read it otherwise.
An Ad With a Double Purpose
There is the basis of your argument when you aproach your biggest local merchant advertiser with the
iroposition that he employ certain titles and cuts which
you will furnish in his next page spread.
That you will approach him goes almost without sayng,
iser. if you are a progressive exhibitor and a wise adverThe benefit that will accrue to you from such a spread
s obvious.
Just as the merchant enlarges the scope of his appeal
)y the use of the titles and cuts, so does the exhibitor
profit by the placing of his appeal where it will meet eyes
not in the habit of reading the theatre advertisements.
The fact that the dealer in staples, necessities, regards
motion picture entertainment as being on an equal footing
with his own wares is certain to force itself upon the consciousnes ofthe reader.
No better propaganda effect may be obtained. The
man who considers amusement as something light, frivolous, and inconsequential is the man who asks the admission price before he puts his hand in his pocket and walks
away if it is more than the ten, fifteen or twenty cents
which he has decided is all that the best picture ever made
is worth.
Propaganda of the Right Sort
Convince that same man that the motion picture is not
light and inconsequential, that it is a standard product
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5-column spread used by R. H. Macy & Co., New York
City, making use of motion picture titles and illustrations in exploiting sales. A valuable suggestion to enterprising exhibitors
and merchants
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OF SOULS"
Stage Setting for
"Auction of Souls"

Attractive sta&e Betting used at \ew Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis, where the First
National picture played an extended run. A real camel was part of the tahleau.
is the establishment of the amusement
upon such a basis. The conversion of
the scoffers, in the majority of instances the ignorant, the people who
blind themselves to the merit of film
entertainment and influence the unenlightened to ape their scorn, is one of
the essential steps in the achievement
of that aim.
It must be done by a long, Well
planned and harmoniously executed
campaign. The exhibitor, the producer, everybody concerned must do
his bit, unselfishly, industriously, to
bring the desired condition, now budding, to perfect fruition.
The producers are making great
strides in this direction by means of
extensive advertising in the greatest
magazines and newspaper of the country. The song publishers are also being used. The book stores, -leading fiction writers, even the pulpit, all are
being made to serve as mediums for
the convincing of the skeptical.
The exhibitor, however, is the man
who gets closest to the people who buy
tickets at the box office window.
With him lies the chief responsibility. A dollar of his money spent in the
great cause can do more actual good
than a hundred spent by the national
units.
The method here suggested is one
exceedingly simple of operations.
Exhibitor Furnishes Cuts
The most substantial argument that
a merchant can bring to the opposition
of the plan when it is submitted by
you as a fellow business man and advertiser, isthe claim that he cannot
afford to have the necessary cuts made.

Trivial as it is, a selfish motive may
lead him to present it.
In that case the wisest course is to
grant his claim. To argue may be to
anger him, thus doing away with the
prospect of ever getting his co-operation.
The better way is to agree to furnish the cuts. It is then a simple matter to pick from the lists of cuts always on hand at your exchanges the
ones that will go best with the goods
to be advertised in connection with
them, secure these cuts, pay for them,
and let him make up his display.
Though a cartoon effect was used in
the current design, there is no reason
why a stock cut would not serve as
well.
The copy as it stands can be used
to give the merchant an idea of the
method of connecting up his selling
argument with the title and illustration.
It is more than likely that the biggest advertiser in your town or neighborhood is also the most progressive
business man. He is the man most
likely to co-operate with you in the
enterprise. He is also the man in
whose advertisements you want your
coming attractions mentioned.
The idea, as it stands, is well-nigh
perfect. It has possibilities of development that are almost boundless.
Think it over.
New Hooligan Cartoon
"Happy Hooligan" is featured in the
new International cartoon comedy, "A
Wee
Bit o' Scotch,"
has Theater,
its first
run showing
at thewhich
Rialto
New York, this week.
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The accompanying photographic reproduction of the stage setting used at the
New Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, during
the engagement of "Auction of Souls,"
the First National Attraction featuring
Aurora Mardiganian in the story of her
actual experiences during the Turkish
reign of terror in Armenia, is evidence
of the enterprise of Twin City exhibitors.
Few cities of equal or greater size in
the country can show a better theatrical
representation than these Minnesota
municipalities, of which the New Lyric
is a representative playhouse.
Rapid as has been the growth of the
interpretative prologue idea since its inception, few exhibitors have gone to
greater lengths in this direction than the
manager of the Lyric.
Camels are not found in every stable.
Neither are they inexpensive guests, after
having been secured.
Nor can a company of nine talented
performers be employed for a song.
Add the cost of the scenery, characteristic costumes for the ushers, an elaborate lobby display which was used and
an advertising campaign in keeping, and
the total is a figure which has paid the
rental, shipping and exhibition expense
of many a complete program.
It is becoming almost monotonous to
chronicle the success of such exploitation. But it is always good news to the
exhibitors at large, the producers, the
players, the whole body of the motion
picture industry.
The Herald will always have space for
the publication of similar enterprises.
And at the closing of an account of this
nature no better word of advice may be
spoken than one of encouragement to
exhibitors who have not attempted like
measures. It can't fail.
Door Knob

Heralds

A simple device that accomplishes a
great purpose is that utilized by Manager
Dittman of the Strand theatre, Freeport,
111.
It was his purpose, recently, to put
out a do-dger calling especial attention
to the engagement of "Don't Change
Your Husband," the Artcraft-Demille
production.
Selecting a white stock, fourteen by
five inches, he started his copy four
inches from the top, printed it in red
and let it fill th« rest of the page. In
the white space at the top he had cut
a hole a little larger than the usual doorknob. The dodgers were thus easily hung
upon the door-knobs of the neighborhood, where they could not escape attention, where they had to be taken in hand
by
the
finder,
and where their message
could not
be escaped.
Simple, expedient, effective. The best
kind of advertising. One of the "little
things that count." The dodger brought
to the height of its usefullness.

EXHIBITORS

Theatres' One Sheets
Placed to Advantage
A journey through the neighborhood
In which is situated the Vendome theaChicago's prominent
Side
cousetre,managed
by HammondSouth
& Sons,
jperating also the Pickford, Phoenix and
Ilbe theatres in various residential secions, is bound to impress even the caslal observer with the keen insight which
iictates the placing of the one-sheets
ivhich
are a part of the theatres' adv'erising policy.
It is very apparent that no mere boy,
)ayed for his services with complimeniry tickets, has the work in charge.
The distribution is not of the quality
hich thoughless boys effect.
For instance, a neighborhood base ball
earn recently plastered the available
pace with posters announcing the game,
he date, the place, names of the conesting teams and similar information,
t is certain that no local base ball fan
ssed reading the poster in its entirety.
Couldn't Miss Theatre Ad
It is equally certain that every one of
hese fans read also the Vendome theare announcement that appeared in block
ype on an unescapable one-sheet alongide of every poster put out by the athetes.
Men who will spend money to see a
all game will spend money to see a
icture. Xor are they the type of men
who pinch their pennies. Yet they are
•robably not all regular picture attendnts.
Considering the arrangement of copy
,nd the argument used, it is an absolute
painty that the Vendome brought new
atrons to the performance advertised,
low many new ones is a matter of little
onsequence, though they probably were
mmerous.
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and all, were used effectively as an inducement. Some opposition was encountered when it became necessary to
break the news that his face and head
must be painted snowy white on one
side, but the clothes and other inducements sufficed to win him over.
Thus attired and bearing a sign announcing the feature and the place of
its engagement, he went out into the
highways and byways and delivered his
message to the populace. The gentlecarried man's
himcourage
evenwasto extraordinary.
the Yale campus.It
It may easily be imagined what his rebody. ception was at the hands of the student
A characteristic grin saved him. however, and his purpose was the better
served by reason of his daring.
It is, perhaps, useless to add that the
attendance which resulted was more
than gratifying, more than recompense
for the outlay of funds.
The device was a simple one. after all.
The variations that occur are numberless. Almost any feature on the market
may be advertised by similar means. And
so long as the practice does not become
so general as to lose the nature of novelty the returns ought to be as great.

GRAPH

Y

Kansas City Theatre
Publishes a Weekly

The third number of the first volume contains afund of information for the photoplay patrons and twenty-two full pages of
advertising from the leading merchants of
the city. The finest stock of glazed paper
is employed and this reproduces the pictures in good fashion. In this number
portraits of Elsie Ferguson, Robert Warwick and Lillian Gish, Paramount stars,
comprise the gallery.
The magazine is made up after the fashsion of the usual theatre program. The
back pages include gossip regarding the
leading players of the screen, many of the
"shorts" supplied in the various press books
issued and in its house organ, ProgressAdvance, being utilized here.
In other words, the Newman Theatre
Magazine is not a mere program, but a
miniature photoplay weekly, carrying along
with its full page portraits of the stars,
news of coming productions, sidelights, human interest stories on the personalities
and lives of the picture favorites. The
Xewman theatre's mailing list totals some
five thousand names, and it is estimated that
the readers of the magazine approach at
least 75,000, for this is the approximate
number of admissions taken in by the theatre each week. The circulation arguments
of the advertising solicitor are, then, well
grounded, as the pages of the issue described above certainly show.
The Newman Theatre Magazine is edited
and managed by Milton H. Feld, and sets
afollow.
fine example for other theatre men to

As an up-todate, informative and paying
theatre program, the thirty-four page magazine issued by the Xewman theatre, Kansas City, Mo., serves as probably the finest
example in the country. It is called the
.Vraiiian Theatre Magazine and is issued
every week. The first issue made its appearance only three weeks ago.

Dunlap Has Anniversary
Scotty Dunlap, recently made director
for Albert Ray and Elinor Fair and now
engaged at Hollywood in making their
picture temporarily entitled, "Love is
Love," was recently tendered in Venice
an anniversary party in celebration of
his first year of matrimonial bliss.

MAKING

COMEDIES

SAFE FOR SUMMER

Watching the Corners Pays
The gain that would attach to a cam>aign of like scope without being assoiated with the sporting advertisement
ould not be impaired by that associaion. It must, perforce, have been augnented.
A single instance, it is representative
>f the enterprise maintained every day
ml every week.
Watching the corners is the most im>ortant duty of the advertiser. Certain
t is that this organization is not missing
any of them.
Walking Ad Pays
New Haven Exhibitor
A semi-comic device that could not
fail of calling interested attention to the
feature exploited was that recently utilized by Manager Walter Griffith of
Poli's Bijou theatre. Xew Haven, Conn.
"The Man Who Turned White." the
Robertson-Cole feature returning H. B.
Warner to the screen after an extended
absence, was the picture advertised.
The darkest of the dark among the
city's colored
population
and
persuaded
to lend
himselfwasandfound
his natural qualifications to the enterprise. A
complete outfit of evening togs, silk hat

>"o comedy
1* complete
nowaday**
one or more
bathingIn it.
The above
Is a likeness
of one unless
of the itPoxhasSunshine
Comedypretty
Players
and girls
the others
are just as fetching.
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With J. B. ===E==E=
New York City, July 8, 1919.
Jim says he will strap a fifteen-pound sand
bag into
on his
Just get this. At 12 p. m. on June 30 most all
camp.back (Ah bunk) and take them
all self-respecting film folks were home* * *
ward bound with packages, external and
internal, because of their desire to take time
M. E. Schwalbe, president of the Bloxbe
by the forelock and lay in a good supply Film Corporation, had his hands full at the
of fusel oil. A week has passed and all Wurlitzer Hall showing. He shook hands
have survived the shock. A vaunt !
at least a hundred times.
,
* * *
* * *
Parker
House,
a film actor, says he is
Mack Sennett's bathing girls made such
a hit at the Broadway theatre that the po- the best advertised actor in the world for
lice reserves had to be called out to handle the reason that you will find rolls named
the jam. "Solomon in all his glory was not after him on every bill of fare in the English-speaking world.* * *
arrayed
probably
accounts like
for one
the of
sizethese,''
of the which
audience.
* * *
Just what is that Co-operative Society
Ma Pickford says that Mary has brought which meets at the Astor driving at? The
home the bacon and will retire, after her fact that Deputy Police Commissioner Ellen
next nine pictures, to enjoy the fruits of O'Grady appears at each meeting together
with Edward Stitt, district superintendent
her hard-earned savings. Well. Mary, you of
schools, makes it look like a Hyland
have our sympathy, for you certainly had flingto struggle at ten million dollars per picture, and that little piece of change you
Joe Kelly seems to be the only member
have salted away should keep you out of
the county house, and the rest of the fam- of
of the
Frankbig Hall's
didn't get a close-up
mill atwhoToledo.
ily as well.
* * *
Frank Lappan says that one of his busiHarry Reichenbach has just discovered
ness rivals weighs two pounds less than a one of the greatest prizes in New York,
Panama hat. Frank must have made a i.
e., a barber who is a mute, lives on a
straw appraisement of him.
milk diet and wears rubber gloves when he
* * *
is pruning your hedge. P. S. This barber
Earl Hudson is about to leave for his drinks "Kumyss" any time the cows have
been in the onion patch.
vacation. He expects to go to Waltham
* * *
for a rest but, as he said, he might change
his mind and go to Waterbury. Why not
We are glad to be able to report that
try Ingersoll, Conn., for a few days? If Harry Poppe is convalescing satisfactorily
you are looking for mineral water, you will at St. Mary's Hospital.
find the springs run well at Ingersoll.
* * *
* * *
The cheapest drink
Is at the sink,
Joe Reddy has invented a safety razor
which Charlie Ver Halen is using with
So the Astor crowd
Is on the blink.
good effect on his farm among the Country Gentlemen and Golden Bantam.
Thus spal$e Harry Palmer.
* * *
* * *
Ernest Williamson and Jay Rescher,
Jim Grainger, who is one of the best
oarsmen of Holland Beach, Rockaway, has who are as busy as the proverbial bees at
challenged all comers to a swimming match. Sandy Cay, Bahama Islands, neglected to
MAKING
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ii. \. Bolfc (left), aaaoclated with \. H. Placket (riithn. in the \. H, Biaehei Features,
lad n»w occupylas. the Taanlioiuer stuiiioa. 60

take pens, pencils or
and as a result we
since they left New
deep," as it were. *

typewriters with them,
have had no message
York. "Asleep in the
* *
Rather good title for the Farrar picture,
"The Goldwyn Song." Hope Geraldine will
have a chance to inject the same amount
of pep into it as she did in her masterpiece, "Joan de Arc."
Joe Lee has a press agent batting average
of very close to eight hundred, but Joe was
always known as the "Wallop Kid." Go to
it, oldtakescout,
and
notice.you're making 'em -all sit up
Maurie Meyers has joined the Rogers
Film Corporation as press agent and publicity adviser. Maurie was previously with
the Rivoli Producing Company.
A tiosubscriber
asks the following quesns :
Do film stars ever smoke cigars ? If so,
in what pictures ?
Is it considered acting when a player
who doesn't know what to do with his
hands pulls his cigarette case out, lights a
coffin nail and snaps the case shut with a
Do the picture producers get paid for advertising bythe tobacco company for showing the small sack of tobacco which is used
jerk?
in all western dramas? Damfino.
"Better Times Are Coming" has become
as well known a phrase as "The Voice
with the Smile Wins," and all the credit
must be given to Robertson-Cole Company'sbooklet
publicity department
originating
the little
with the for
Lincoln
penny
pasted in it, other statements to the contrary notwithstanding.
* * *
Randolph Bartlett is prolific in advertising ideas, and art seems to be indigenous
to the office of Selznick.
Joe Plunkett says the Strand theatre is
the coolest place in New York. Right you
are, Joe, but we miss the soothing effect of
the ladies
whosoldiers.
formerly passed the sandwiches to the
* * *
Pop Hart is still battling for the Dooley
Comedies. Pop has our sympathy these
hot days on his up-hill work.
* * *
Owing to the extra press of business,
prior
to the
holiday, theconclave
"Big Five"
did not
sit triple
in gastronomic
on
Thursday, July -i. A prominent producer
has been invited to join them next Friday.
His name will be found in this column next
week. Keep your eye on this page, it may
be you.
* * *
Elsie Ferguson is requesting the insurance companies to place a three hundred
thousand
dollarwhether
policy on
lot of money,
she her
getslife.
it or That's
not. a
* * *
M. H. Lipman of the Ritchey Lithographing Corporation has the chance of a lifetime
now, since the Co-operative butt-in-skys arc
attacking the shameful posters.
* * *
"A
man
may
be
but he'sHall
never asout,"
said the fallen herodown
to Frank
the
ambulance backed up to the door. At any
rate Frank got first chance to sign up the
champion
on the job.for a seven-reeler. He's always
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"What
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Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
better pictures made by star. — P. K.
Artcraft
Anton, Royal theatre, New Castle, Ind.
For Better For Worse, a DeMille pro- — Mixed patronage.
duction.— Great picture, but it only
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
pleased about 50 per cent of those who production. — Great show. But a little
saw it. — F. L. Little, Majestic theatre, too much war for now. — R. C. Cash, LyCamden, S. C. — Family patronage.
ceum theatre, Waterville, N. Y. — Small
How Could You Jean, with Mary Pick- town patronage.
ford. — Best thing Mary has shown us
Exhibitors Mutual
for some time. Something in it for
everybody. — R. L. Hensler, Bijou theaJosselyn's
with people
Bessie out
Barristre, Carrollton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
cale.
— Great. Wife,
Brought
the
The Money Corral, with William S. hottest day of the year. Good pictures.
Hart. — Fine picture. Drew well and Keep them going. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — High class
pleased our patronage. — Rudy Schleus- suburban
patronage.
ener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. —
Middle class patronage.
Josselyn's Wife, with Bessie BarrisJohanna Enlists, with Mary Pickford. cale.
— Good play. Drew good. — Wm. H.
— O. K. in every way. — R. J. Relf, Star Moyle, Mission theatre, Ponca City,
theatre, Decorah, la.
Okla. — General patronage.
Modern Husbands, with Henry B.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Great. But Fairbanks is al- Walthall. — Very best work of this star.
ways there with the goods. — R. C. Cash, Story is what people like. — Mrs. J. A.
Lyceum theatre, Waterville, N. Y. — Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
High class suburban patronage.
And a Still Small Voice, with Henry B.
The Whispering Chorus, a DeMille
production. — Did poorest business I Walthall.— Picture O. K. but Walthall is
have done in three months. Picture not a winner at the box office.— J. H.
fine. I liked it but it did not draw for Yaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Mame. — K. H. Hulquist, Chicago theatre, quoketa.
la. — Critical patronage.
The Courageous Coward, with Sessue
Chicago, 111. — Loop location.
The Whispering Chorus, a DeMille
production. — High class picture. Interesting but gruesome. Not the kind people want. — J. B. Endert, Endert theatre.
Crescent City, Cal. — General patronage.
Branding Broadway, with William S.
Hart.— Some picture. Hart's coming
back. Big business. — W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College
town.
Border Wireless, with William S.
Hart. — Who needs to say anything for
or against Hart pictures? They always
get the business. — R. C. Cash, Lyceum
theatre, Waterville, N. Y. — Small town
patronage.
Hearts of the Wild, with Elsie Ferguson.— Only fair program picture. — H. H.
Wilson. Sherman theatre, Sullivan Ind. —
High class patronage.
The Hun Within, with Dorothy Gish.
— Very Good picture but people are getting tired of war stuff. Did not draw. —
W. H. Griffith's Union Hall theatre.
Smithfield, Utah. — Mixed patronage.
A Modern Musketeer, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — First Fairbanks we ever
ran and everybody delighted with it. —
Paul Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, 111.— High class patronage.
Johnny Get Your Gun, with Fred
Stone. — Excellent picture. Title drew
good. Star gaining popularity. — Rudy
Schleusener, Superba theatre. AlhamANITA STEWART
bra. Cal. — Middle class patronage.
A Doll's House, with Elsie Ferguson.
In a scene from her forthcoming First
— Not liked by my patrons. Have seen
National attraction. "Human Desire."
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Hayakawa.
Good.
best
work. — He
truly But
bringsnotoutthethe star's
best
class of people. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre,
Omaha, Neb. — High class suburban patronage.
Cannibals of the South Sea, photographed by Martin
Thought
these pictures
would Johnson.
go big,— but
they
fell flat. People did not like them. But
they are very good for their class. —
Smith & Phipps, Empire theatre, Iron
River, Mich. — Mining town.
Fox
Hell Roarin' Reform, with Tom Mix. —
Good picture. A drawing card. — A.
Hammerly, Lyric theatre, Hamilton, O.
— General patronage.
Treatnot'Embe beat.
Rough, They
with like
TomTomMix.Mix—
Could
fully as well as Hart in this neighborhood.— K. H. Hulquist, Chicago theatre,
Chicago, 111. — Loop patronage.
The Man Hunter, with William Farnum. — One of Bill's best. Dandy busia two-night
run.
You can't
lose
if youness onboost
it right.
— Mack
J. Davis,
Dream theatre. Port Angeles, Washington.— General patronage.
The Divorce Trap, with Gladys Brockwell. — Elegant picture. Photography
wonderful. My patronage was very light
but due to opposition, not picture. — J. P.
McCue, patronage.
Bijou theatre, El Paso, Tex. — ■
General
The Woman Who Gave, with Evelyn
Nesbit. — The house said it was fine.
Good drawing card. Mixed patronage
well pleased. — M. A. Barbee, Wilbur
theatre, Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.
Regeneration, with an all star cast. — ■
Good picture, but did not draw in this
neighborhood. — K. H. Hulquist, Chicago
theatre, Chicago. 111. — Loop patronage.
The Jungle Trail, with William Farnum. — The producer is killing this star
with subjects of this kind. — H. E. Malady, Pickwick theatre, San Diego, Cal. —
General patronage.
The Man Hunter, with William Farnum. — Splendid. Farnum gains friends
with each picture. — Louis Hayes, Princess theatre, Henderson, Ky. — High class
patronage.
The Heart of a Lion, with William
Farnum. — Dandy picture. Good business.— Dr. F. M. Childs, Kozy theatre,
Villisca. Ia. — Mixed patronage.
The Kid Is Clever, with George Walsh.
— Regular Walsh business. He never
fails to get me business. — Mack Jackson,
Strand theatre, Ashland, Ala. — Small
town patronage.
Bonnie Annie Laurie, with Peggy Hyland. — Nothing much to draw but the
name. Just ordinary. — Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
patronage.
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Smiles, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
— Used for Christian Endeavor Benefit.
Continuous Laughter. Unusually good.
— Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — Fox is there with the big
ones. Can't beat this picture for its
kind. — M. A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre,
Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.
Gambling in Souls, with Madelaine
Traverse. — Good picture. Print dark.
Star's work fine. Pleased generally.
Good business. — H. A. Kerr, Kerr Opera
House, Little Sioux, la. — Country patronage.
When Men Desire, with Theda Bara. —
A fair picture. Drew a small crowd.
Star's popularity on the wane with us. —
Louis Hayes, Princess theatre, Henderson, Ky.— High class patronage.
Cleopatra, with Theda Bara. — Fine
business for two days. This is one of
the pictures upon which the argument
for censorship is based. Nothing to it.
Go to it, it's a good one. — J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb. —
Critical and exacting patronage.
Treatpicture.
'Em Rough,
TomthisMix.one.—
Good
Patronswithliked
Good business. — Sam Kirkheimer, North
Side theatre, Houston, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Wilderness Trail, with Tom Mix.
— A good Sunday show. Drew fine.
Pleased. Personally, I thought it a little below standard. — Louis Hayes, Princess theatre, Henderson, Ky. — High class
patronage.
The Girl with No Regrets, with Peggy
Hyland. — Good program picture well
rated, with good suspense story. — Harold
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
We Should Worry, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. — This picture is very
good, as is the case with all they have
made.
You can't
wrong Laurel,
on them.Ind.
—■
H. C. Jones,
Bijou gotheatre,
— Small town patronage.
Goldwyn
The Brand, with Kay Laurell.— Rex
Beach stories popular. Good business.
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— Rudy Schleusener, Superba theatre,
Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class patronage.
Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand. —
Will have to put this down as another
poor
corah, one.
la. — R. J. Relf, Star theatre, DeLaughing Bill Hyde, with Will Rogers.
— Fine acting. Well liked by all. — W. T.
Hayes, Dreamland theatre, Providence.
Ky. — Mixed patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.
— One of Goldwyn't best pictures.
Peaches Jackson is a beautiful child. —
Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban patronage.

Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
— General patronage.
Angel Child, with Kathleen Clifford.—
The children enjoyed this but it is nothing for adults. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Idea
theatre,urbanOmaha,
patronage. Neb. — High class subWithin the Cup, with Bessie Barriscale. — Some picture. Good business.—
Harry Clark, Best theatre, Topeka, Kans
Metro

The Brand, with Kay Laurell. — Good
play. Drew well. — Wm. H. Moyle, Missionpatronage.
theatre, Ponca City, Okla. — General
Oh, Johnny, with Louis Bennison. —
Pleased. Star a hit. Finely photographed production. — R. J. Relf, Star
theatre, Decorah, la.
The Stronger Vow, with Geraldine
Farrar. — Good picture but did not get
the money. Competition strong. — G.
Douthwaite, Lyric theatre, Oxnard, Cal.
— General patronage.
Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand. —
Mabel Normand works hard in this, but
has poor support.- — G. C. Christman,
Gayoso theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. —
Downtown
patronage.
The Road Called Straight, with Louis
Bennison. — Good. Many comments. —
A. J. LuKachie, Gem theatre, Camden,
Ark. — Mixed patronage.
Too Fat to Fight, with Frank McIntyre. — Good Y. M. C. A. picture and
that's where it should be shown. Had
no box office value for me. — Barney Brotman, Brotman's Rialto theatre, Rock
Island, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Daughter of Mine, with Madge Kennedy.— Poor play for star. Drew fair. —
Wm. H. Moyle, Mission theatre, Ponca
City, Okla. — General patronage.
Shadows,
withHell
Geraldine
Better
than The
Cat but Farrar.
failed —to
pull any.—
corah, la. R. J. Relf, Star theatre, DeA Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
— Pleased them all. Star well liked. Drew
a fair house. — Louis Hayes, Princess
theatre, Henderson, Ky. — High class patronage.

Blackie's Redemption, with Bert
Lytell. — A fair picture. — F. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C. — Family
patronage.
The Lion's Den, with Bert Lytell.—
Best production with this star that we
have shown. Made good impression on
patrons. — Rudy Schleusener, Superba
theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class
patronage.
Toys of Fate, with Nazimova. — The
best picture yet. Star unequaled. — W.
T. Hayes, Dreamland theatre, Providence, Ky.— Mixed patronage.
Toys of Fate, with Nazimova. — Good.
But my patrons liked Revelation better.
— R. C. Cash, Lyceum theatre, Waterville, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
Lend Me Your Name, with Harold
Lockwood. — A dandy picture. Good
business. Star is a favorite. One of his
best. — Mack J. Davis, Dream theatre,
Port Angeles, Washington. — General
patronage.
Revelation, with Nazimova. — Excellent production. Little room for kick.
It pleased mixed patronage and got us
box office results. — M. A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre, Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. — Drew
good. Good play. — Wm. H. Moyle, Missionpatronage.
theatre, Ponca City, Okla. — General
Opportunity,
with seen
Violahere.
Dana.Comical
— The
funniest
picture ever

The Return of Mary, with May Allison.
— Fairly good.- — A. N. Miles, Eminence
thatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.

A Perfect Lady. — A clever picture put
over in twentieth century stvle. — Barney
Brotman, Brotman's Rialto theatre,
Rock Island, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Hodkinson
Petticoats and Politics) with Anita
King. — Nothing to it. Just a picture. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Neb. — High class suburban patronage..
The Forfeit, with House Peters. —
Good play. Good drawer. — Wm. H.
Moyle, Mission theatre, Ponca City,
Okla. — General patronage.
A Law Unto Herself, with Louise
Glaum. — Good picture. Good business.
— Harry Clark, Best theatre, Topeka,
Kans.
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One Dollar Bid, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— A fine production. Comments
most favorable. Business satisfactorv.
Service O. K.— C. J. O'Neil, ShuJJeburg
Amusement Co., Shullsburg, Wis. — General patronage.
The Best Man, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— A pleasing subject.
Star's work,
62
story and photography
good. — Fred
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scenes, situations and subtitles. A great
blue-chaser. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theeatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
The Gold Cure, with Emmy Wehlen.
— Pretty good picture. Box office attraction fair. — F. M. Goentz, Bijou theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hitting the High Spots, with Bert Lytell. — Very satisfactory. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. —
High class suburban patronage.
The Blind Man's Eyes, with Bert Lytell. — Fine picture in every respect. Gave
good satisfaction. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy
theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Blind Man's Eyes, with Bert Lytell. — Extremely good. Holds attention
of audience. Many complimentary remarks.— Boom & DuRand, Lyric theatre,
Ellendale, N. D. — All classes of patronage.
Johnny on the Spot, with Hale Hamilton.— Star not know here but -did not
seem to arouse enthusiasm. — C. J. Alleman. Bijou theatre, Church Point, La. —
Small town patronage.
The Great Romance, with Harold
Lockwood. — Price is too high for rental
to make anything on this picture. Good,
nothing wonderful. Star liked. Business
fair. — Smith & Phipps, Empire theatre,
Iron River, Mich. — Mining town.
The Island of Intrigue, with May Allison.— Great picture. Drew fine. — August
Weilbacher, Liberty theatre, San Antonio, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Million Dollar Dollies, with the
Dolly Sisters. — Beautiful settings. Good
work by stars. But woefully lacking in
plot. Drew well. — C. J. Alleman, Bijou
theatre, Church Point, La. — Small town
patronage.
Pals First, with Harold Lockwood. —
A dandy picture and this star is good.
Pleased all. — Smith & Phipps, Empire
theatre, Iron River, Mich. — Mining town.
Paramount
Oh You Women, with Ernest Truex
and Louise Huff.— Played to S. R. O. A
big timely play that will get the money
at advanced prices. Will bear big boosting.— Mackenzie & Neff, Picture House
theatre, Atlanta, Mo. — Small town patronage.
Oh You Women, with Ernest Truex
and Louise Huff. — Just an ordinary comedy-drama that one receives on these
programs. — Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Little Miss Hoover, with Marguerite
Clark. — Pleasing but not up to the point.
A fair program picture. Paramount
should do better than this. — D. Hirsch,
Forest theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish. —
Fine comedy-drama that gets across fine.
— F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark, — Small town patronage.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — Best picture of the week. Good for any audience.— Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban
patronage.
The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
— Very good. — F. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C. — Family patronage.
You're Fired, with Wallace Reid. —
Business good. — Jean Surley, Queen theatre, Dallas, Tex. — Transient patronage.
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Come Out of the Kitchen, with Marguerite Clark. — Good. My patrons were
pleased withtainment.
it. Marguerite
A good
hour's
Clark
as aenterbox
office attraction is waning. — Chas. H.
Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Oh, You Women, with Ernest Truex
and Louise Huff. — S. R. O. Sjgn. Good
for suburban house. — G. H. Marshall,
Happy Hour theatre, San Antonio, Tex.
—Neighborhood patronage.
Oh, You Women, with Louise Huff
and Ernest Truex. — How this was ever
put
out consider
as a "special"
me. I
do not
it evenis abeyond
fair program
offering. It leaves the audience disappointed.— Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Mixed patronage.
Too Many Millions, with Wallace
Reid. — Good picture. Average business.
— Sidney Spiegel, Community House
theatre,
ronage. Winnetka, 111. — High class patThe Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
— Here's one you can wholeheartedly advertise and wear a satisfied feeling. —
George. A.. Bleich,. Empress theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. — Best patronage.
String Beans, with Charles Ray. —
Poor. Paramount shows are not up to
average. — D. Hirsch, Forest theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.String Beans, with Charles Ray. — Very
good.
Up to Strand
standardtheatre,
of Ray's
best. —
Joe Hewitt,
Robinson,
111. — Mixed patronage.
Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray. —
Very good. Ray getting popular. — F. L.
Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.
— Family patronage.
Two Brides, with Lina Cavalieri. — This
one is terrible. — W. H. Mart. Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Unclaimed Goods, with Vivian MarKERRIGAN MAKING

tin.— Fair picture. Big business. Star's
former work drew. — W. D. Martin, Badtheatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town ger
patronage.
On the Quiet, with John Barrymore. —
If you have a very high class patronage
this will please, but don't show it to low
brows for they won't like it. — Steve Farrar,
theatre, Harrisburg, 111. —
MixedOrpheum
patronage.
Little Women, with an all-star cast. —
Very poor. People walked out. Spoils
the standard of Paramount Specials. —
D. Hirsch, Forest theatre, Philadelphia,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Secret Garden, with Lila Lee. —
Fine picture. Drew well. — Joe E. Richards, Strand theatre, Phoenix, Ariz. —
High class patronage.
The Law of Men, with Enid Bennett.
— Did not please my people. — F. L. Little, patronage.
Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C. —
Family
Let's Elope, with Marguerite Clark.
— Good picture. Business only fair. —
Rudy Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class patronage.
Fuss and Feathers, with Enid Bennett.
— Very light. Not as good as preceding
features. — R. C. Cash, Lyceum theatre,
Waterville, N. Y. — Small town patronage.Two Brides, with Lina Cavalieri. —
Poor excuse for a picture. Pay for it
and put it on the shelf. — R. C. Cash,
Lyceumtowntheatre,
Waterville, N. Y. —
Small
patronage.
The Haunted Bedroom, with Enid Bennett.— A good picture well produced.—
Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale,
111. — High class suburban patronage.
In Pursuit of Polly, with Billie Burke.
— Keeps them pleased from start to finish. One of the best quick action comHIS OWN PICTURES

A scene from "A Man's Chance," the first picture J. Warren Kerrigan made at Brunton
Studios. Lillian Walker is in the leading feminine role, while Howard Davis appears
as the "heavy." 63
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FROM "HOME'

"We will require your room in the morning," says John Cossar of the villain, not wholly
believing Mildred Harris* statement that she is guilty. < Universal-Jewel.)
edies we have run. — M. A. Barliee, Wilbur theatre, Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.
Other Men's Wives, witli Dorothy
Dalton. — Drew good. Well liked. — Jean
Surley. Old Mill theatre, Dallas, Tex —
Transient patronage.
Rustling a Bride, with Lila Lee. — Good
business. Star well liked here. — Rudy
Schleusener. Superba theatre, Alhambra,
Cal. — Middle class patronage.
Patlie
The Little Diplomat, with Baby Marie
Osborne.— Good picture. From a box
office standpoint a knockout. — C. J.
Davis, Star theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Her Man, with Elaine Hammerstein. —
Extra good picture. Bad weather. Patrons well pleased. — J. Frank Gilbert,
Pastime theatre, Eckwau, W. Va. — Mining town.
More Trouble, with Frank Keenan. —
A good picture. Well received by our
patrons. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale
theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban patronage.
Brass Buttons (American V with William Russell.— Good play. Drew well. — ■
Wm. H. Moyle, Mission theatre, Ponca
City, Okla. — General patronage.
Infatuation, with Gaby Deslys. — Picture —onlyRudy
fair. Star's
name pulled
the
crowds.
Schleusener.
Superba
theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class
patronage.
All Wrong, with Bryant Washburn. —
Get this and BTO the limit. It's a knockout.— C.
O'Neil. Shullsburg
ment Co.,J.Shullsburg,
Wis. — SmallAmusetown
patronage.
The Unknown Love, with Dolores
Cassinelli. — Good play. Drew poor. —
Wm. H. Moyle, Mission theatre, Ponca
City, Okla. — General patronage.
Carolvn of the Corners, with Bessie
Love. — Capacity business and everybody
satisfied. Picture is clean and whole-

some. — C. J. O'Neil, Shullsburg Amuseronage.ment Co., Shullsburg, Wis.— General patDolly's Vacation, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — Very good. Better than pictures I have paid twice as much for. —
F. M. Geontz, Bijou theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Caleb Piper's Girl, with Helene Chadwick. — Good picture. Drew well. — Wm.
H. Moyle, Mission theatre, Ponca City.
Okla. — General patronage.
Select
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge. — Poorest picture we ever ran
with this star. I say so. So did the
people. Poor business. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal. Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
High class suburban patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge. — Good picture. Star well liked.
Business good. — Rudy Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle
class patronage.
At the Mercy of Men, with Alice
Brady. — Good story. Will please crowd.
— W. T. Hayes, Dreamland theatre,
Providence, Ky. — Mixed patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge. — A good picture. Patrons wished
for comedy relief. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan,
Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — High
class suburban patronage.
The Hidden Truth, with Anna Case. —
Good play. Drew poor. — Wm. H. Moyle,
Mission theatre. Ponca City, Okla. —
General patronage.
Children of Banishment, with Mitchell
Lewis. — As usual, went over big. Most
of our patrons were glad to see Bessie
Eyton again. Co.,
— C. Shullsburg,
J. O'Neil, Wis.
Shullsburg
Amusement
— General patronage.
The Midnight Patrol, with an all star
cast. — Fine picture. Business fair. Went
bin; with those who saw it. — Wm.
Thacher,
Royal
theatre, Salina, Kans. —
Middle class
patronage.
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The Midnight Patrol, with an all star
cast. — Pleased full house against rain.
But we couldn't run this kind too often.
— M. A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre, Orange,
Va. — Mixed patronage. .
The Knife, with Alice Brady.— Good
picture. Well liked. — G. C. Christman,
Gayoso theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
Downtown patronage.
Red Head, with Alice Brady. — Good
play. Drew well. — Wm. H. Moyle, Mission theatre, Ponca City, Okla. — General
patronage.
The One Woman, with an all star cast.
— A little disliked on account of too
much socialism and preaching. Good
acting. Good plot. Good lesson. Strong
story. Leaves them with something to
think about. — M. A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre, Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.
The Midnight Patrol, with an all star
cast. — Fine feature. A knock-out from
the box office standpoint. — H. E. Malady,
Pickwick theatre, San Diego, Cal. — General patronage.
Ruling Passions, with Julia Dean.—
Very good picture. Ordinary business.
Rental too high. — A. J. LuKachie, Gem
theatre, Camden, Ark. — Mixed patronage.
The Probation Wife, with Norma Talmadge. — A fine picture. Drew big at advanced admissions. Seemed to please
everyone. — Louis Hayes, Princess theronage.atre, Henderson, Ky. — High class patThe Silent Sacrifice, with Alice Brady.
— -Excellent picture. Business fair. — O.
Haus, Scenic
theatre, Hastings, Minn.
—R. General
patronage.
The World to Live In, with Alice
Rrady. — Good. Business fair. Star well
liked. Many comments. — A. J. LuKachie,
ronage.
Gem theatre, Camden, Ark. — Mixed patThe Forbidden City, with Norma Talmadge. — A great picture. Star is a guarantee in our town. — F. M. Edgett, Lyric
ronage.
theatre,1 Earlville, 111. — High class patUnited Picture Theatres
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. — Good production. Drew well. —
Wm. H. Moyle, Mission theatre, Ponca
City, Okla. — General patronage.
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. — Would call it a better picture than
his
first one.
Decorah,
la. — R. J. Relf, Star theatre,
Adele, with Kitty Gordon. — Very fair.
—Mixed
De Luxe
theatre, Somerton, Ariz. —
patronage.
Her Code of Honor, with Florence
Reed. — Good play, drew well. — Wm. H.
Moyle, Mission theatre. Ponca City,
Okla. — General patronage.
Universal
What Am I Bid, with Mae Murray. —
Did not draw. People do not care for
pictures of this type. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre. Omaha, Neb. — High class
suburban patronage.
The Amazing Wife, with Mary MacLaren. — Very good program picture.
Star gainiiiK popularity here. — RarncyBrotman,
theatre.
Rock
Island,Rrotman's
111. — Mixed Rialto
patronage.
The Wildcat of Paris, with Prisciltt
Dean. — Fine. Lots of rough stuff. Business only fair. Second run on this.

EXHIBITORS
Win. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kan*. — Middle class patronage.
The Exquisite Thief, with Priscilla
Dean. — Best work of this star. Her pictures mean good business. Never fail to
run this star's work. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Xeb. — High class
suburban patronage.
A Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.
— Carey's best picture. Very exciting
and sure to please those who like western pictures. — Barney Brotman, Brotman's
theatre, Rock, Island, 111. —
Mixed Rialto
patronage.
The Delicious Little Devil, with Mae
Murray. — Picture is not for family patronage. Despite the hot weather the
title got them in. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — High class
suburban patronage.
The Blinding Trail, with Monroe Salisbury.— Great. Everybody liked this.
Made new friends for star. Good business for hot weather. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — High class
suburban patronage.
The Silk-Lined Burglar, with Priscilla
Dean. — The star is gaining more admirers every time she plays here. Picture
full of punch. — Barney Brotman, Brotman's Rialto theatre, Rock Island, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
The Wicked Darling, with Priscilla
Dean. — This was my first Dean picture
and now I understand why she is so
rapidly growing popular. She is "different" and is gifted with personal magnetism.— Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Mixed patronage.
Danger, Go Slow, with Mae Murray.
— Strong picture. Star at her best. Support good. — Fred J. Cantlin, Park theatre, Lebanon, N. H. — Mixed patronage.
Sue of the South, with Edith Roberts.
7 — Went over fair. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
The Millionaire Pirate, with Monroe
Salisbury. — Salisbury is fine in this. Story
holds interest. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic
theatre, Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
Vitagraph
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce. —
Good. Alice Joyce's best. Business not
so good on account of hot weather. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Neb. — High class suburban patronage.
Miss Dulcie from Dixie, with Gladys
Leslie. — Star new, but played to a good
house on a two-night run. Everybody
highly pleased and asking for the next
Leslie picture. — Mack J. Davis, Dream
theatre, Port Angeles, Washington.
A Yankee Princess, with Bessie Love.
— Delighted average attendance. This
star a favorite. A play for the whole
family. — C. J. O'Neil, Shullsburg Amusement Co., Shullsburg, Wis. — General
patronage.
A Yankee Princess, with Bessie Love.
— Absolutely the best Love picture. It
pleased all. Poor business. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
High class suburban patronage.
The Cambric Mask, with Alice Joyce.
— Not ture.
as strong
as theComments
usual Joycevaried.
picBusiness fair.
— C. J. O'Neil, Shullsburg Amusement
Co., Shullsburg, Wis. — General patronage.
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Vengeance, with Montagu Love. —
Good production. Pleased patrons. Excellent business. — Sidney Spiegel, Jr.,
Community House theatre, Winnetka,
111. — High class patronage.
Mandarin's Gold, with Kitty Gordon.
— Fine picture. Excellent from a box
office standpoint.— C. J. Davis, Star theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Hand Invisible, with Montagu
Love. — Fair business. Not up to World
standard. — A. B. McCullom, New Emronage. press theatre, Chicago, 111. — Mixed patPhil-for-Short, with Evelyn Greeley. —
Very good. Pleased everyone. — A. J,
LuKachie. Gem theatre, Camden, Ark. —
Mixed patronage.
The Moral Deadline, with June Elvidge.- — Broke all Saturday house records. Fine picture. All pleased. — A. B.
McCullom, New Empress theatre, Chicago, 111.— Mixed patronage.
ecials
Special
A House Divided
(J. Stuart Blackton),
with an all star cast. — If you want a
good
picture,
pass this
up. disregarding
Recommend stars,
it in don't
good
faith to your patrons. — Chas. H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Calibre 38 (Film Clearing House), featuring Mitchell Lewis. — A good picture.
Fine business. Book it. — Mack J. Davis,
Drea theatre. Port Angeles, Washington.
— General patronage.
Wild Honey (Sherry), with Doris
Kenyon. — Fine picture. Business fair.
You can't go wrong on this one. — Wm.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans. —
Middle class patronage.
Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand. — Good comedy. Plenty of
action. Good drawing card, advertising
responsible. Weather against us. Rental
too high for small town. — M. A. Barbee,
Wilbur theatre. Orange, Va. — Mixed
patronage.
Serials
The Master Mystery (World), with
Houdini. — Thirteenth episode. Drawing
power was poor. — L. Santikos, Royal
theatre, Waco, Tex. — General patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe). with Ruth
Roland. — One good serial. Drew good.
— W. T. Hayes, Dreamland theatre,
Providence, Ky. — Mixed patronage.
The Master Mystery (World), with
Houdini. — Great. Brought people to my
house that never came before. Best serial
I ever played. — A. B. Mendal, Palace theatre, Galveston, Tex. — General patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. — Going better than any of the
three serials I am running. Book it. —
Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans. — Middle class patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. — Goinsr great. 100 per cent picture.— J. H. Sparks, Roseland theatre,
Ft. Worth, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — Starts out very good.
If it keeps up the pace it will be the best
Universal serial to date. — A. J. LuKachie,
Gem
Ark. — Mixed patronage.theatre, Camden,
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IF THIS IS A PARTY LINE

Madge Kennedy is evidently hearing something interesting, any way. It is :i seene from
her latest Goldwyn piny, "Through the Wrong Door."
Mary

Pickford

Drives

From Palace
The spindley right extremity of
"Da-ddy Long Legs" literally kicked
vaudeville off the program for four days
at the Palace Theatre, Flint, Mich., while
Mary Pickford in her initial First National Exhibitors' Circuit attraction
played to more than capacity business
following an advertising campaign in
which the slogan was the result of a
shrewed but deliberate "steal" from the
key line for another production.
Good Showmanship Wins
Frank H. Buttertield, manager of the
Palace Theatre, proved his practical understanding ofhuman nature in each of
the biggest features of his exploitation,
and demonstrated at least one new fact
of major importance in showmanship.
The foundation for his campaign was
'"greatness."
He wanted
impress
Flint theatregoers
beyond to
doubt
that
"Daddy Long Legs" was a big special.
He did not want to trust entirely to advertising to convince them. Something
unlike any previously used slogan or effort would be more certain in results,
he felt. So he "borrowed" a line from
the advertising matter on "Auction of
Souls," the sensational special which was
released by First National almost simultaneously with "Daddy Long Legs."
When Mr. Buttcrfield's advertising on
the Mary Pickford attraction was published in the Flint newspapers, it carried
the line "that $10 a seat picture." This
phrase is properly applicable to "Auction
of Souls." Flint did not know the difference, because it had not then had the
opportunity
to see pertaining
"Auction toof it.
Souls,"
or any advertising
The
\

Vaudeville
Theatre Flinty Mich.
line was qualified and heightened in interest by the added words — "at Palace
prices."
sound to This
Flint had
ears aof familiar
all ages. bargain
The Palace seats 1,500. Ordinarily it
plays six acts of vaudeville with one or
two reels of pictures to round out the
program. The vaudeville admission prices
of fifteen and twenty-five cents for matinees, and twenty-five, thirty, forty and
fifty-five cents for evening performances,
were maintained during the four days'
run of "Daddy Long Legs."
4,500 Admissions on Sunday
On Sunday, the first day of the season,
four thousand and five hundred paid admissions were checked off at the box
office. Business the remaining three
days averaged much better than the
vaudeville attendance for corresponding
days.
The only exception to the usual scale
of prices was for a special school children's matinee. Coupons were printed
in the newspapers with a notice that the
ticket and ten cents would admit any
school child. The afternoon of this
special
the "kids"
rain fell,matinee
and five for
hundred
of them,a heavy
many
without umbrellas, and resembling
drowned rats, trooped into the theatre.
Hold "The Undercurrent"
President Lewis J. Selznick, of Select,
announces that he has postponed the
publication of "The Undercurrent" until
August. "The Undercurrent" is the special in which Guy Empey is being presented by Select, and its release had
originally been announced for July.
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Exhibitor Approves
First National Star
Series Booking Plan
S. S. Springeth, manager of the Family
theatre at Jackson, Mich., in- a communication to the Herald, voices unqualified approval of the star series booking plan advocated by J. D. Williams and adopted by
the First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
His letter is as follows :
"I valued
note with
interest
published
your
edition
by J.anD. article
Williams,
manager.in
First National Exhibitors Circuit, entitled the
"Single Picture Folicy." Mr. Williams hit the nail
on the head when he terms the single picture
policy
is only
one wayonethatto a make
single cut-throats.
picture idea There
will work
out
and that is an occasional big feature for which
state rights are sold. Otherwise the single picture
policy is out
is nothing these
constructive forofthequestion.
exhibitor,There
in promoting
pictures. The program policy as outlined bv Mr
Will iams also shows glaring weaknesses and cannot be considered.
"Then
Mr. and
Williams'
Star Seriescomes
Booking
this verysuggestion
idea seemsof toa
be
the
solution
of
a
problem
which
has forheyears
confronted the exhibitor, and one which
has
not been able to solve. It is indeed gratifying
to note that First National is endorsing the star
series booking policy, for when a concern of this
calibre
see climbing
the light,onthere
' a good
of
otherscan also
the isband
wagonchance
and
conducting their bookings along this line. It is
just as Mr. Williams implies: no producer Would
think of contracting a high priced star to make
one picture and exploit her achievements, to the
extent of thousands of dollars worth of advertising only to find that after she had gained
a foothold on the theatre going public with her
first picture that another producer can come along
and enable the latter to properly advertise said star
right out from under the nose of the first producer. The idea of this is absurd. Just like
big league ball club managers bidding for the
services of Ty Cobb for each individual game.
It is the same thing. One idea is as fair as
the other. Now then, if the producer protects
himself by booking the star for a series of picbe made
for him,
then itopportunity
is only ' fairto
to givetures tothe
exhibitor
the same
book that particular star for a series of pictures,
and enable the latter to properly advertise said star
without fear of having to give up the star on
the next production of the picture.
"In when
my experence
in theis picture
game,intoI find
that
a new face
introduced
my
play house, that I have to spend twice as much
money to advertise as I would a regular favorite,
to obtain the same results. I never expect a maximum house on the initial performance of any
star. It is only after the second and third picture that I begin to reap the full returns from my
advertising,
get the full benefit of this
star's drawingand
powers.
"Now if these conditions as stated in above
paragraphs are true with the average exhibitor,
I cannot see how it would be profitable for any
exhibitor to conduct his business on the single
picture policy.
have time
it';
tomorrow
someoneIt'selsea game
'Has of
It' 'Today
and the Ithird
Heaven
knows
'Who
Gets
It'
and
the
money
the
hrst exhibitor spends for advertising is a total
loss.
is indeedandgratifying
see the have
stand taken
that
Mr."ItWilliams
the FirsttoNational
and Iriedsincerely
hope
that
this
policy
will
be
carout. It is bound to come to the star series
booking and it looks as if First National is
going to be the pioneer in the field. But no
matter what the policy, anything is better than
a single picture booking policy."
Liberty Theatre at
Rosenberg Open Aug 1
Mart Cole, general manager of the
Liberty theatre, Rosenberg, Texas, announces that his new theatre will be
opened August 1. He has installed two
Power 0-B projection machines, a Minusa screen, a Seeburg pipe organ and a
modern lighting and ventilating system.
Mr. Cole also books for the New
Queen theatre, Richmond, Texas, which
will be ready about August 1. Mr. Cole
formerly managed the Dreamland Theatre, at West Texas, for seven years.
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fore leaving, he stated that the picture
business in Arabia will become one of
the live enterprises of the country
within the next two years.

Tlie
JL 11 \Z>
Foreign

TO

Trade

Coincident with the announcement of
the signing of the final papers of the
Peace Treaty comes the statement that
an American organization of film men
are read}- to invade Germany, Austria,
Hungary, Czecho-Slovak. Jungo-Slovak
and other Balkan states, as well as Poland and Russia with 50,000,000 feet of
American made motion pictures. The
new corporation which was formed in
New York recently carries the incorporate name of "The Atlantic Cinema Corporation" and the officers are Benj. Blumenthal, who was formerly a member
of the Import and Export Company, as
president: William If. Yogel, the exporter of Chaplin films, vice-president
and treasurer, and Samuel S. Rachmann,
secretary.
The president of the corporation is at
present in Copenhagen, Denmark completing the shipping arrangements for
the placing of the American product
across the borders of Germany as soon
as the country
is openedneutral
up. The
shipments to the former
countries
are already under way.
Many Contracts Are Closed
Although the company has been in existence a very short time they have
placed contracts with American manufacturers of motion pictures for a great
quantity of the output that has been
made here in the last four years. They
have secured the entire program of releases that were made by the Triangle
Company
since 1915. This includes
about 400 five and six-reel features, including the productions starring such
film favorites as Douglas Fairbanks.
William S. Hart. Norma and Constance
Talmadge, Mae Marsh. Charles Ray and
i others equally well known and about
► three hundred
shorter subjects the
i greater part
of
which
Keystone
edies. None of thesearehave
been comseen
i anywhere in Eastern Europe because of
the blockade that existed during the war.
In addition they have also contracted
for the entire output of the Goldwyn.
Select and the Selznick companies. They
• have also arranged for a selection of 100
I of the most adaptable subjects of the
Metro program in the last couple of
years, and for approximately 100 independent made and released productions.
Of the five reel productions alone
their contracts call for more than 1.000
subjects which are ready at present, and
as from five to eight prints of each subject will be used in the countries for
exhibition purposes the figures of 50.000.000 feet of film for the initial
invasion are conservative.
Secure Many Chaplins
The company has also contracted for
all of the Charles Chaplin comedies that
have been made and released by that
star while he was with the Mutual and
for his later releases through the First

Information

National Exhibitors' Circuit. In all
they will export 20 Chaplin comedies
during the first few months that they
make shipments.
The special clauses in their contract
with the Goldwyn Company call for
special releases of the productions starring Geraldine Farrar which will hold
a special significance for the German
public. In addition with the regular
Metro contract there is a special contract for 12 productions starring Mme.
Nazimova for ^Russia and Poland.
Among the serials that have been
purchased are the Houdini picture "The
Master Mystery" which was produced
by B. A. Rolfe and the new Craig Kennedy serial produced by the Oliver Film
corporation, both detective mystery stories written by Arthur B. Reeve.
In addition to the foregoing list of
subjects there are many short reel subjects such as independent comedies, cartoons, scenics, etc. The entire releases
of the Outing-Chester series of scenic
pictures are also included in this list.
Offices In Longacre Building
The offices of the Atlantic Cinefna
Corporation are located in the Longacre
Building at Broadway and 42nd. Street
and at present William M. Vogel is in
charge fairsofof the
the concern
American and
end who
of theis afat
present in negotiation for the entire output of one releasing corporation of popular productions as well as for the rights
to one of the biggest companies in the
field for their entire output of high
grade pictures. He was the sole exporter of the Chaplin comedies prior
to associating himself with the new organization. Samuel Rachmann of the
company was formerly a well known
theatre owner in Germany and Austria.
FOREIGN

TRADE

J. Rosen of Paris, reached New York
from France last week. He is buying
American pictures for the French market. Mr. Rosen expects to remain in
this countrv several weeks.
Nicholas Power Company's export department announce that the past week
has been the biggest week in exports
since the founding of the company. The
plant is running night and day to keep
up with the demand.
Alexander Hawtrey of Canada is
Hotel Astor. Mr. Hawstopping
trey headsat athebig Canadian combination,
to buy Americanwas formed
which
made films.
He bewails the lack of
"artistic
perception" in present-day pictures.
Bech, Van Siclen & Co. have sold
Portugal rights to "A RoSpain and
mance of the Underworld.'' "Out of the
Night." "Marriage" and "Marriage for
Convenience." starring Catherine Calvert: "Calibre 36," starring Mitchell
and "Wild Honey." "Twilight,"
Lewis,
"Inn of the Blue Moon" and "Street of
Kenyon.
Doris Beecroft.
Seven Stars," starring James
Robertson-Cole Buys
Lewis Stone Features
Acting upon the early advices of its
Pacific Coast representative, who proclaimed the production the most spectacular of the year, Robertson-Cole has
to "Man's
rights which
the world
purchased
us feature
just
will
a pretentio
Desire."
be exploited as a big special.
Lewis S. Stone, one of the foremost
stars of the American stage, heads #the
cast of "Man's Desire." which includes
some of the most prominent players appearing before the camera. The feature
will be distributed by Exhibitors Mutual.

NOTES

A. George Smith of International
Variety and Theatrical Agency. Ltd.,
sailed for England on the Aquitania.
The War Trade Board announce that
the Province of Slovakia, as well as the
Provinces of Bohemia and Moravia, may
be considered as included within the territory of Czecho-Slovakia. trade between
which and the Associated Governments
was re-established on February 13. 1919.
War Trade Board Ruling 594, issued
February 13, 1919. is amended by the inclusion of the Province of Slovakia
within the definition of the territory with
which trade is re-established.
Mauja Jaihauri of Aden, Arabia, arrived in New York on Thursday. Mr.
Jaihauri represents Arabian film interests which are seeking American feature dramas for Arabian distribution.
Mr. Jaihauri left New York on the Century
Indianapolis,
but expects
to return forto New
York within
three weeks,
and will stop at the McAlpin Hotel. Pe67
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ELSIE FERGUSON
■Who is to be featured in "The Witness
for the Defense," a Paramount- Artcraft
production.

EXHIBITORS
Pearl White Can
Make no Serials
For William Fox
That the arrangement whereby Pearl
White leaves Pathe to join Fox carries a
reservation that she will not appear in any
serial or series of pictures up to December
31, 1920, and if during that time she decided to return to the seriel, she is bound
by agreement to make them for Pathe and
no one else, is the statement of Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager of
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Mr. Brunet at the same time announced
Miss White's last serial "In Secret," from
the pen of Robert W. Chambers. Pathe officials declare that it shows her at a new
height of dramatic power and heart appeal.
Miss White's contract with Pathe had
nearly a year to run. She arranged for her
release by cancellation. Fox will star her
in screen adaptations of stage successes
and novels.
Large Picture Theatre
Planned at Davenport, la.
DAVENPORT, IA.— By acquiring the
Family theatre building from Mrs. Selma
Oelkers, Isaac Peterberger has obtained
possession of the necessary frontage to
insure a location for a fine new theatre
building contemplated by the Greenebaum-Blank interests.
This 33 foot frontage was almost in
the center of a 128-foot frontage desired
for the new building. It is anticipated
that announcement will be made shortly
of plans for "one of the finest and most
up-to-date picture theatres in the middle
west."
Form Italian-American
Amusement Company
NEW YORK.— The Italian-American
Amusement Company of 136 Washington
street, Paterson, with Jacob Van Derclosk as agent, has been chartered in the
office of the secretary of state to own
and operate all kinds of theatres, root
gardens and other amusements. The
concern has a capitalization of $50,000,
which is divided into 2,000 shares at $25
each, while the amount that will be devoted to the starting of business is $1,500. The incorporators and number of
shares held by each are: George R. Arcosti, forty; Peter Duso, forty, and
Robert Robinson, twenty.
Theatre Owners Meet
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Despite hot
weather, the Theatre Owners' Association is holding semi-monthly dinners.
At a recent session Harry E. Nichols,
Hkrald representative, gave an interesting
talk on the music tax question.
Theatre Is Incorporated
SCARBRO.
VA.— The byPeople's
Theatre has beenW.incorporated
G. A.
Potect, J. D. Blake, O. E. Kessler and
J. A. Blake of this city, and W. L. Lee
of Fayetteville. It is capitalized at
$20,000.
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Up

the

Pacific

Coast

With H. E. N.
Mark Lewis is acting, as publicity director for Mary Pickford. Mark formerly
held down the job of editor of the Southwest Bureau, and admits that he is the only
P. A. on the coast who has never been east
of the Mississippi.
Robert L. Carson, chief cameraman for
Capitol Film Company, Inc., is on location
shooting
scenes for the Al Jennings features.
J. H. Walraven, the human dynamo of
adjectives, is directing publicity for the
Allan Dwan Features Productions, now
producing Richard Harding Davis' popular novel, "Soldiers of Fortune."
J. C. Bills, Jr., secretary of Mayflower
Photoplays, is at the Hollywood Brunton
studios on business in connection with the
Allan Dwan productions.

Harry Leonhardt, of the California theatre enterprises, is having a new 18x24 foot
Argus Crystal Bead screen installed.
L. E. Kennedy, manager of Fox exchange, Los Angeles, reports business fine.
He was formerly with Pathe "before de
war," and now has five former members of
Uncle Sam's forces in his employ.
J. B. Mason, owner of Dream theatre,
San Diego, Calif., was seen along Los Angeles' film row buying first run pictures.
H. J. Roberts, who entered the film business as a booker in Los Angeles for Fox,
is now the manager of the Film Clearing
House exchange, Los Angeles.
H. Hepburn,
manager
of Vitagraph's
LosW. Angeles
exchange,
states
the Palace
theatre will open this week with first run
Vitagraph pictures. He sends regards to
Sale Lake City friends.
Johnson & Weilman will open the Loyd
theatre. Santa Barbara, under the name of
the Strand. In addition these enterprising
film men are breaking ground for a new
1,200-seat house to cost $40,000.
Field
Carmichael,
former
branch
ager
of Fox,
who toured
Europe
for man-'
William Fox recently, has taken charge of the
Pathe exchange, Los Angeles.
E. A. Benjamin, manager of the All-Star
features exchange, reports "The Spoilers"
will be reissued at Clune's Auditorium, Los
Angeles, July 14. He will put on a $3,000
publicity campaign also.
C. J. Marley, manager of Triangle exchange, Los Angeles, states that he is tht
oldest Triangle manager in point of service
in captivity. C. J. says the Olive Thomas
series is being booked in 85 per cent of his
territory.

"I'M AN' OLD SUBSCRIBER"
Dougrlas Fairbanks told H. I :. Niohols,
special representative of the HERALD,
when they met on the West Coast a few
days ago.
M. E. Maxwell, special coast representative for Ben Wilson productions, was a
recent visitor at the National studios inspecting the new Wilson serial.
O. W. Lewis, of Alhambra, Calif., has
opened the new Alhambra theatre. Dorothy Phillips, the Universal star, made a
personal appearance, in connection with a
showing
The house
seats
700
and itofis "Destiny."
said cost upwards
of $30,000.
J. Johansen, operating the Casino and
Gandolfo at Yuma, Ariz., the Gadsden at
Gadsden, Ariz., and the Summerton at Sumrnexton, Ariz., has booked the Universal
serial, "Almo the Mighty," for all his
houses.
E. C. Andrews, the Pacific coast representative for Argus Enterprises of Cleveland, O., has installed mazda lamp equipment in all the leading theatres of the Los
Angeles territory.
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Leo Ryan, theatre broker of Los Angeles,
consummated reports
throughthe
his following
exchange deals
recently
: V.
Russo, former owner of Cockade theatre,
Petersburg, Va., has purchased the Portola, Los Angeles ; W. J. Edwards has sold
the La Tosca theatre to F. C. Parker ; J. C.
Gladstone has sold the New Central theatre
to E. L. Wertheim, Los Angeles.
R. J. Turner, salesman for World, Los
Angeles, has arrived home from a three
weeks' trip in Arizona and New Mexico.
K. E. K notts, manager of First National exchange, Los Angeles, reports that
"Daddy Long
is playing to capacity
business
in his Legs"
territory.
II. W. Stuhbins, formerly of Des Moines
la., now manager of Feature Film Service
Los Angeles, has a new feature, "Are Yoi
Legally Married?" which will have its premier at Quinn's Rialto.
J. D. Johnson has broken ground for hi
new Lyric theatre at Jerome, Ariz. It wil
cost $75,000.

J. C. Cohn. formerly with Mutual, is nowcovering Indiana for the local Goldwyn exchange.
Geokge Levey, the Indiana star for the
Unity Photoplays sales squad, reports
spending a wonderful time at the recent
St. Louis convention. . All right, George,
we'll check the "swindle" sheet very carefully for month ending June 30.
That was some stir created here recently
at one of our leading railway terminals as
Charlie Pvle was seen madly rushing the
crowds, all laden with some of the very
best fruit product of the Michigan belt, in
his anxiety to unload upon the South Water
street commission men. What about it,
Charles' All available space in the new
•Film building closed.
Frank J. Flaherty, manager of the Film
Clearing House exchange, has added another fastidious outlet for his superabundance
of "goTisgetthat'em"of delving
pep he inis the
so subtle
justly
noted for.
mysteries of "trigerometry" — so says Frank.
Wyman Van Gelder, erstwhile Goldwyn
salesman, has finally obtained his passports
and is leaving to visit his parents in Holland. Bon voyage, Wyman, but why leave
us now with this world-beating wave of
Uncle -Sam prosperity fast crowding our
dear old film business.
I. Van- Ronkel, manager of Goldwyn,
tells us the "fans" of Elgin will now have
an opportunity of enjoying the popular
stars of his company. He has just closed
a contract with Ralph W. Crocker of the
Star theatre, whose unusual advertising and
exploitation methods stamp him one of Illinois' real exhibitors.
That was surely some gift handed CresSON Smith by his former Metro associates
on the eve of departure to his new duties
if managing the local interests of the "Big
?our" exchange. A veritable millionaire's
cigarette case, which more than likely accounts for Cress' switching his brand from
"Home Runs" to a higher-priced weed.
A gentle warning to any of the boys who
may be overcome by heat. etc.. while traveling in or about Kankakee. 111. See friend
Exhibitor Caderet. Understand he has laid
in a forty-year supply of the precious liquid.
When the stalwart plain clothes men
.vho guarded the Paramount lobby durthe shippers' strike got through with
»eng scribe
last Thursday, having examined
lis credentials and found no bombs in
lis pockets, they transferred their attenions to a certain well-known exhibitor
•vho came to buy paper. "Would have
expected it of most exchanges." he
grumbled, "But didn't think Paramount
.vould do it." Seems he mistook the
licks
lo. for stick-up men. Easy 'nough to
I Tcrburg and Silver, hotel men of
Zhicago, are erecting a modern picture
heatre at Hamilton, O. It will be
■cnown as the New Palace theatre.

Reported by "Mac"
Lee Herz, president of the Silee Film
Exchange, is a New York visitor at the
present writing.
A. Teitel hastens to inform us that he is
now renovating films for three First National Exhibitors' Circuit branch exchanges
— the Chicago. Minneapolis and Indianapolis. Good work. Abe.
Miss Hays, the expertly efficient and
eminently ornamental young lady whose
flying Underwood catches every little
word that drops from the lips of Walter
L. Hill down at Paramount, betook herself, abathing suit and one or two other
useful garments to Lake Geneva for the
recent tri-holiday. There's a newsparkle in her merry "Hello" since her
return.
H. Peters and "Chub" Florine returned
from the Dempsey-Willard fight at Toledo,
with itchy palms. Yes, indeed, Frank
Keenan, who won something like $20,000
on the bout, had the two trusty Pathe salesmen for stakeholders, and twenty thou, is
a By
whole
money.two enterprising young
the lot
way o'these
men cleaned up about $2,200 themselves ;
$750 of which was on two special trains.
A few of the celebrities seen at the fight
we are told were Jack Pickford, Frank
Keenan, Frank Chance, Bat Masterson, Flo
Ziegfeld, Doug. Fairbanks, Lee Ochs,
Jack Woody. S. A. Lynch and Lewis J.
Selznick. besides the aforementioned
"Chub" and Henry.
Joseph M. Lyon, former salesman with
the Wm. L. Sherry Service, moved over to
the Fox exchange on Monday, having resigned his Sherry job. He handles the
south side for Fox. It seems like old times

to
threeJoseph
vears. though, he was with Fox for
The Gladstone bag, the Twentieth
Century and Walter L. Hill, Paramount's
Chicago Exploitation expert, are becoming boon companions. All the
porters know him now. Had to go to
New York again last week to tell them
how it should be done.
Harry Rice, the genial and energetic P.
A. of the local Universal exchange, has received awell merited promotion. He will
leave in about two weeks for New York
where he has accepted a position in the
publicity
Tarkington
Baker. Mr.department
Rice will under
be succeeded
by Geo.
Eldridge DeKruif. Mr. DeKruif was advertising manager for the White Auto
company and also handled the advertising
sign department
Edison
company. of the Commonwealth
Clifford Blanch arp has been appointed
press agent and advertising manager of the
Minneapolis office of Universal.
The demon rays of Old Sol find themselves powerless to rouse the ire of
Paramount employes these days, the
spankin' new awnings outwitting them
at every turn. "Spiffy," was one admirer's adjective, and it fits.
The Ziegfeld Theatre performed the
unique feat last week of redecorating
the entire house without interfering with
a performance. The work was done at
morning.
night and the scaffolding removed each
Da-Lite Screens Are
Meeting With Success
Mrs. Adela DeBerri, president of the
DeBerri Scenic Company, Ch-cago. makers of the well known Da-Lite projection screens, reports an unusual rush of
business for this season of the year.
The DeBerri company has just installed screens for the Peoples theatre,
Al. P. Lyons' big house at 47th and
Ashlands, the Bugg theatre and two
Ascher houses, the Lane Court and Oakland, Chicago.
This firm is also manufacturing a small
screen which has been adopted by such
firms as the American Film Company.
Inc., Victor Animatagraph Company and
the Pathescope Company.
A Canadian firm has placed an order
for a quanitity of thf DeBerri white
screen coating which is to be shipped to
China.

WILLIAM
"BILLY" ofPARSONS
Founder
and President
National Film
Corporation stantaneous
of America,
which met insuccess.
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Takes Kankakee Theatre
Linick and Jacoby, who control
seven theaters in Chicago, will take
over the management of the Majestic
Theater at Kankakee. III., September
1. It is an 1.100-seat house located in
the .heart of the business district.

EXHIBITORS
Poor Old Booze

HERALD

"The

Veiled Adventure"
Booked in Loew Houses

Constance Talmadge's current Select
Picture,
"The New
Veiled
will
have
its first
York Adventure,"
showing during
the week of July 14, having been booked
in all of the Marcus Loew theatres in
the Greater City.
Immediately following the Loew dates
"The Veiled Adventure" will be shown
in the following houses: Poli's Waterbury, three days; U. S. Patterson, three
days; Colonial, Orange, two days; Electro, Brooklyn, two days; Plaza, two
days; Colonial, East Orange, two days;
Montauk, Passaic, three days; Peerless.
Brooklyn, two days; Olympia, three
days; and Majestic, two days.
Paramount to Publish
Nature Study Series
One of the features of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation's offerings to
exhibitors next season will be the Paramount-Post Nature Pictures, a series of
motion picture studies of nature.
It is announced that the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will release twenty-six Paramount-Post Nature Pictures
next season, the first picture to be published in the first week of September.
Ten of the pictures already have been
completed, and, although- great care and
time are spent on each production, the
picture will be released regularly on a
basis of one every two weeks. They will
be one reel each.
Creston, la., to Have
New Picture Theatre
CRESTON, IA.— A local syndicate is
erecting a motion picture theatre here,
which will be leased to Abe Frankel and
Sol Panos. of Des Moines. Mr. Frankel,
it is understood, will be manager.
The total investment will be $60,000, of
which $20,0H0 will be expended in interior
decorations. The site chosen is in Adams
street, west of the Summit block.

MOTOGRAPHY

Bible Class Opposes
Neighborhood Theatre
WASHINGTON, D. C— Resolutions,
in which it is proposed to use every effort to forestall the prop'osed operation
of a motion picture house at Rhode
Island and Mill avenues, northeast, were
adopted at the meeting of the MethoBible'inclass
of Langdon,thatD. the
C.
It dist
is men's
claimed
the resolution
experiences of certain suburban motion
picture houses show their degenerating
influence. Mention in this regard was
made of the recent closing of the picture house at Cherrydale, Va. It was
also contended that efforts of the church
in that community toward making Sunday one of rest and for church services
would be frustrated.
An investigating committee was appointed by President George A. Simonds
to outline a course of action by the class.
Archainbaud

"How
theHerald.
Movies"
From ItLosHits
Angeles

AND

Completes

"The Unknown Dancer"
The negatives of "The Unknown
Dancer," which is the first production
just completed by Director George
Archainbaud for the Albert Capellani
Productions, Inc., under the personal
supervision of Albert Capellani, in which
June Caprice and Creighton Hale have
been co-starred, has been delivered to
Pathe and definite date for the publication will be announced shortly.
As previously announced, "The Unknown Dancer" is an adaptation from
the
French play
"Le Danseur
Inconnu"
by Tristan
Bernard.
In transplanting
this piece to the screen, Mr. Capellani,
together with Miss Peggy McCall of
the Capellani scenario staff, have so
molded the story that its French atmosphere and settings have been entirely
eliminated.
"Smiling Bill" Parsons
Cuts Production in Half
The National Film Corporation has
announced that "Smiling Bill" Parsons
will make "fewer and funnier" Capitol
comedies during the coming year. Instead of twenty-six, only thirteen will
be produced, the first under the new plan
being "A Wonderful Night."
Despitethethenumber
curtailing
of "Smiling
Bill"
picture,
of Capitol
Comedies
to be published will be the same as last
year, that is twenty-six. Mr. and Mrs.
Carter DeHaven will alternate with Parsons in bi-weekly pictures. "Their Day
of the
Rest."
published
June 29, is the first
of
DeHaven
series.
Stanley Will Enlarge
Theatre at Harrisburg
HARRISBURG, PA.— C. Floyd Hopkins, manager of the Victoria Theatre,
has announced that the Victoria Realty
Company has purchased the four story
building adjoining the theatre and will
make the rear part of the building a part
of the playhouse.
The improvements will not be carried
out immediately, but are a part of the
plans of the newly formed Stanley Corporation which is the holding company
for the Victoria Realty
70 Company.

Peggy Hyland Title
Is "Cheating Herself"
"Cheating Herself" is the title selected
for Peggy
Fox picture,
on
which
she hasHyland's
been working
under the
temporary name of "The Bed She
Made." The story was written by
Charles Mortiner Peck and pictures the
effort of a wealthy girl to lead her family
from idleness into labor and consequent
content by a fake theft of their fortune.
The theft, however, develops into a genuineaffair
,
and Peggy and her parents
are left stranded on the shoals of poverty— until a lucky turn and Peggy's
pluck restores fortune and common
sense to the parents.
E. Lanning

Masters to

"
"Cave Woman
E. Publis
Lanningh Masters,
Inc., which
brought about the negotiations of the
deal last week whereby the Jess Willard
picture, "The Challenge of Chance," was
taken over by the Frank G. Hall interests, announce that they have in preparation for showing a new picture featuring Doraldina, the dancing girl. The
picture was produced by The Pyramid
Picture Corporation and carries the title
"The Cave Woman." It is in six reels
and will be published as a special.
To License Operators
LORAIN, OHIO.— An ordinance requiring the licensing of all motion picture operators is proposed here.
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ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Perfect Model." re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
Eternal
'The
"Roses and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
"Sally's
Blighted
Career,"
"Rowdv Ann," two reels. two reels.
"Can Wives Be Trusted?"
"A Full House."
"Oh, My. Dear."
"Anybody's
Widow."
"He Who Hesitates."
"A Flirt There Was."
"There Goes the Groom."
"A Cheerful Liar."
"Cupid's Hold-Up."
"Lobster Dressing." •
"Love — In a Hurry."
"Reno — All Change."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Feb. 10 — "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
Feb. 17 — "A Day With Caranza." one reel.
Feb. 24 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel.
Mar S — "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.
' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
EXHIBITORS
ROBERT SOX-COLE PRODUCTIONS
Mar. — "A Heart in Pawn," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Mar.
— "The Lamb and the Lion," five reels, with Bilhe Rhodes.
Mar. —'The
in the Road" (Special Cast), five reels.
Mar. — "HeartsTurn
five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Apr. —"Diane ofAsleep,"
Green
five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Apr. — 'The Courageous Van,"
Coward,"
five reels,
Apr. —"The Love Call," five
reels,
with
Billie with
Rhodes.Sessue Hayakawa.
Apr.
Husbands," five reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
May ——"Modern
"Josselyn's Wife." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
May —'The
of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
May — "Just Mint*
Squaw." five reels, with Beatrix Micbelena.
May — "His Debt,"
reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Tune —"In Search offive
five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Tune — "The Man Who Arcady."
Turned
five reels, with
Henry B. Warner.
June — "Broken Threads." five White,"
reels,
Barriscale.
June — "Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels,withwithBessie
William Desmond.
STRAND COMEDIES
May 18 — "Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 25 — "For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June 1 — "Hearts and Hats." one reel, with Elinor Field.
Tune 8 — "Betty's Bolsheviki." one reel.
June 15 — "Little Lucy's Lion." one reel.
June 22 — " 'Twas Henry's Fault," one reel.
June 29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton," one reel.
June 1 — "Hearts and Hats."
June 8— "Betty's Bolsheviki."
June 15 — "Little Lucy's Lion."
Tone 22 — " 'Twas Henry's Fault."
June 29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton."
July 6— "Oh, What a Jam!"
July 13 — "Fancy Fooling Father."
July 20 — "Jimmie's Doggone Luck."
July 27 — "Winning Him Back."
ROTH ACKER OIT-DOOR STJBJEtt I »
Mar 2— "Columbia Highway." one reel.
Mar 9— "An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel.
Mar 16 — "In Pyramid Land, one reel.
Mar 23 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
Mar. 30«—— "A
"Glimpsing
Gondolas," one
one reel
reel.
Apr.
PalestinethePilgrimage."
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"A Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
The Life Mask." five reel*, with Mme. Petrava.
"The Light Within," five reel*, with Mme. Petroya.
"Daughter of Destiny," five reel*, with Mme. Petrova.
'Tempered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Italy's Flaming Front." Italian official war film.
"Pershing's Crusaders. •*
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wive*," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Oar Teddy," seren reels.
"A Midnight Romance." seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary Regan," seven reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Auction of Souls," eight reels.
"""■innvside." twn re^lv with Charles Chaplla
"Bill Apperson's Boy." six reels, with Jack Pickford.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Apr. 20 — "Eye* of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Fergujon.
Apr. 20— "The Money Corral." five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. »7 — "For Better — For Worse." five reels, with Gloria Swanson.

May
May
June
fune
Tune
July

4—
18 —
1—
228——
20 —

Pictures

"The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
'The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
"True Heart Susie," five reels. D. W. Griffth Special,
"Square
Deal Sanderson,"
reels,ElsiewithFerguson.
William S. Hart.
"The Avalanche,"
five reels,fivewith
"Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart.
PARAMOUNT
Apr. 20 — "Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Apr. 27 — "The Law of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 4 — "Oh! You Women," five reels, Ernest Truax.
May 4 — "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
May 11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
May 11 — "The Home Town Girl," five reels. Vivian Martin.
May 18 — "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
May 18 — "The Final Close-Up," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 18 — 'The Busher." fire reels, with Charles Ray.
May 25 — "The Haunted Bedroom, five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 25 — "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish. .
June 1— "Putting It Over," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
June 8— "You're Fired." five reels, with Wallace Reid.
June 8— "An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Tune 15 — "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
June 15 — "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
[une 22 — "Hay Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
fune
Daughter
of the with
Wolf."
five reelSjClark.
with Lila Lee.
June 2229 —— "A
"Girls,"
five reels,
Marguerite
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July 6— "A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 13 — 'The Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
July 20 — "Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
July 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
July 27 — "Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 3 — "A Sporting Chance," five reels, wiith Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 3 — "Fires of Faith," seven reels, with Catherine Calvert.
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
May 25 — "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
July 6— "The Firing Line." five reels, with Irene Castle.
July 13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
Aug. 3 — "The Dark Star," five reels.
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 — Flagg. 'Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
Apr. IS — Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Apr. 27 — Sennett, 'The Little Widow."
May 4— Drew, "Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
May 18 — Flagg. "Welcome. Little Stranger."
May 25 — Sennett. "Love's False Faces."
June
June 18—— Drew,
Sennett."Squared."
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 29 — Flaee. "The 'Con' in Economy."
July 6— Sennett, "Trying to Get Along."
Tuly
julv 2013 —— Drew.
Sennett,"Bunkered."
"Among Those Present."
July 27— Flagg, "The Immovable Guest."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
"Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
May
STANDARD PICTURES
Mar. 23 — "Thou Shalt Not," six reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels,
reek, with
with Theda
WilliamBaraFarnum
Apr. 204—— "The
"The Jungle
Siren's Trail,"
Song." five
1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
15 — "My Little Sister," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbitiam Farnum.
Ranger," five reels, with Willia
fune
lune 29 — "The Lone StarVICTORY*
PICTURES
June
May
Mar.
The
Forbidden
Room,"
five
Mar.
'Never Say Quit." five reels,reels,
with with
GeorgeGladys
Walsh.Brockwe'l
May
■Fighting for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
Mar. 3 — "Pitfalls
of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys BBrockwell.
Apr. _7 — "Help! Help!
Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
Coming
of the Law,"
five with
reels,Gladys
with Tom
Mix.
Apr. 2511 —— "The
'The
Divorce
five reels,
Brockwell.
fune 22lfi — "Putting One Trap."
Over." five reels, with George Walsh.
Wilderness Trail." five reels, with Tom Mix.
July
Aug. 20163——— "The
July
"The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
3 — "The— Seventh Person," five reels, with George Walsh.
2
EXCEL PICTURES
Mar. 9 — "Gambling
30—'
in Souls,"
Traverse.
2j
—
"The
Rebellious
Bride,"fivefivereels,
reels,with
withMadlaine
Peggy Hyland.
Mar. 6— "Married in Haste,"
five reels, with Albert Ray.
Apr. 20 'The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine T raver**.
Apr.
71
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May
May
une
une
June
Not.
Nov.

4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
8— "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
16— "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland,
29 — "Be a Little Sport,"
five reels, with Albert Ray.
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
17— "Fan Fan."
»6— "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieve*."
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — "Money Talks," two parts.
Apr. 0— "Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. JO — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May 11— "A Soft Tenderfoot," two reels, with Tom Mix.
May 26— "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
July 8— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
June 15— "Dabbling in Society," two reels.
July 6— "Merry
two reels.
MUTT Jailbirds,"
AND JEFF
ANIMATED CARTOONS
Mar. 18— "William Hohenzollem, Sausage-Maker."
Mar. 23 — "Out and In Again," half reel.
Mar. SO — "A Cow's Husband," half reel.
Apr. 6— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half reel.
Apr. 13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix," half reel.
Apr. 20 — "Pigtails and Peaches," half reel.
Apr.
reel. half reel.
May 274 —— "Seeing
"The CaveThings,"
Man's half
Bride,"
May 11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
May
Shell Game,"
Tune 26—
1— "The
"Oh! Teacher!"
half half
reel. reel.
June 8— "Hands Up," half reel.
June 16— "Sweet Papa," half reel.
June 22— "Pets and Pests," half reel.
June 29 — "A Frize Fight," half reel.
July 6— "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel.
July 18 — "Downstairs and Up," half reel.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
"The Unpardonable Sin," eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
The Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 9 — "The Brand," seven reels (Rex Beach Special).
Mar. 18 — "A Man and His Money," five reels, with Tom Moore.
Mar.
Mine,"fivefive
Apr. 308—— "Daughter
"Spotlight of
Sadie,"
reels,reels,
withwith
Mae Madge
Marsh. Kennedy.
Apr. 18 — "One Week of Life," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Apr. 20 — 'The Pest," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Apr.
Stronger
Vow," five
six reels,
reels,with
withTom
Geraldine
May 274 —— "The
"One of
the Finest,"
Moore. Farrar.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan " five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
May 26 — "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
June 8 — "The Fear Woman," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
June 22 — "The City of Comrades," five reels, with Tom Moore.
July 6— "Through the Wrong
Door," SPECIALS
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
GOLDWYN
"For the Freedom of the World," seven reela
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart
of the Sunset,"
"Blue Blood,"
six reels. seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reals.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene,"
six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
Mar. 2— "Good to Eat."
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 18 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
Apr. 8— "Cut It Out."
Apr. 18 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20 — "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A Visit to New Orleans."
May 4 — "Going Up."
May 11— "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
May 25 — "From Mud Dug."
June 1— "The Land of the Ukulele."
June 8— 'The Only Way."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Mar. 9— "The New Breakfast Food."
Mar. 23 — "The Potum of Swat,"
Apr. 6 — "The Midnight Alarm."
Apr. 20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two reels.
May 4— "The Sea Wolf," two reels.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
June 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
June 15— "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
June 29 — "Their Day of Rest." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
July 13 — "Chafing Kainbcaux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
July £7 — "After the Bawl." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
BONNI80N STAR SERMON
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U." five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy
reels, five
with reels,
Louiswith
Bennison.
'The
RoadMeadr,"
Called five
Straight,"
Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets." five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
'The Woman and the Beast," five reela.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
"When Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

MOTOGRAPHY

D. W. GRIFFITH
"Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess.
W, W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
Mar. 10 — "The Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
Mar. 24 — "The End of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
Apr. 6— "Thunderbolts
of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Aaaa
Lehr.
May 4 — "The Best Man,"
five reels,
with J. Warren Kerrigan.
ARTCO
PRODUCTIONS
Apr. 20 — "As a ManJANEThinks,"
with LeahINC.
Baird.
GREYfive reels,
PICTURES,
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through
Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
"Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
"When
Ship Comes In."
"A HouseMy Divided."
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Life's Greatest Problem."
"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1 — The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3— False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
46—— AWildThought
Equity (Epigram).
Flowersof (Comedy).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The
Doctor
and
the Woman,"
reela,Mildred
with Mildred
"For Husbands Only,"
five reels,fivewith
Harris. Harris.
Tho Goeser of Berlin."
The
Sinking
of theto Lnsitania."
"Crashing
Through
Berlin," seven parts.
The Heart sixof reels,
Humanity,"
nine reels,
with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny,"
with Dorothy
Phillips.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"The White Heather."
"My
Lady's
Garter."
"Broken
Butterfly."
"Romany Rye."
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
Mar. 17 — "The Way of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nllssot.
Mar. 24 — "That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Mar. 31 — "Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Apr. 7 — "The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allison,
Apr. 14 — "Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Apr. 21 — "False Evidence,'1 five reels, with Viola Dana.
Apr. 28— "After His Own Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
May 6— "The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wahloa.
May 12 — "Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
May 19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell.
May
Pep," five five
reels,
withwithHaleMayHamilton,
une 262—— "Full
"Almostof Married,"
reels,
Allison,
une 9 — "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana,
une 18 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
une 23 — "One Thing at a Time, O'Day." five reels, with Bert LytelL
June 30 — "The Uplifters," five reels, with May Allison.
Tuiy 7 — "God's Outlaw," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
July 14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
July 21 — "The Microbe," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Aug. 4 — "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Aug. 11 — "The Four Flusher." five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Aug. 11 — "A Favor
to a Friend,"
five reels,
Emmy Wehien.
SCREEN
CLASSICS,
INC.,withSPECIALS
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who StayedNAZIMOVA
at Home." seven
reels, with all-star cast.
PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
Toys of Fate " seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye, seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out
Fog," seven
"The ofRedtheLantern."
sevenreels,
reels,with
withNazimova.
Nazimova.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
June
July
May
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June
June
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PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
2 — "Common Clay," seven reels, with Fannie War*.
.
27 — "The Lincoln.
Unknown Love," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli
ana u. few
20 — "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Mane Osborne.
16 — "The Little Diplomat." five reels, with Baby Marie Osbome.
27 — "Our Better
Selves."
five Areels,
with F.innte Ward.
FRANK
K KEN
N PRODUCTIONS
25 — 'The Master Man," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
VIRGINIA 1'KARSON PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
8— "The Bishop's Emerald." six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALRERT CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
22— "Oh, Boy!" six reels, with Creighton Hale and June Caprice.

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Feb. 9— "Todd of the Times," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
||jr. 9— "Carolyn of the Corners," five reels, with Bessie Love.
Apr. •— "The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
May 4— 'The Cry of the Weak." five reels, with Fannie Ward.
June 1 — "All Wrong." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
June 29 — "The Profiteers,"
reels, withFEATURES
Fannie Ward.
PATHE five
PROGRAM
Feb. 23 — "The Old Maid's Baby." five reels, with Marie Osborae.
Mar. iS — "Go Get 'Em Garringer," five reels, with Helene ChadwickApr. 10 — "The Sawdust Doll." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
May 18 — "Caleb Piper'a Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
A M F R If V\ FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All PatKe Exchanges.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
'"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russet.
"A Bachelor's Wife." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Trixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"A Sporting Chance," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvonne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
"This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell. •
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
"The Boomerang." with Henry B. Walthall.
"Virtuous Sinners."
PERFECTION PICTURES
fmnij "Rugglea of Red Gap," six raela, with Taylor Hoimes
Jam. 11 — Edison, •"The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee
Essaaay. "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes,
rsssinj "The Curse of lira," seven reels, with Frank Borxage.
Rdison. "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
Mar. — 'The Probation Wife," six reels, with Norma Talrcadge.
Mar. — "Experimental Marriage." five reels, with Constance Talma da*.
Mar. — "Marie. Ltd.." five reels, with Alice Brady.
Apr. — "Bolshevism on Trial."
Apr. — "Getting Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies.
Apr. — 'The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance TalmadajsApr. — "Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
May — 'The New Moon." six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
May — "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis,
rone — "Happiness a la Mode." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
lone — "Upstairs and Down." five reels, with Olive Thomas,
'one — "His Bridal Night," five reels, with Alice Brady.
SPECIALS
The
One
Woman,"
with
All-star
cast.
The Cavell Case, with Julia Arthur.
The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
Th« Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case"Orer There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Riehmass.
"Break the News to Mother," six reels.
S-L PICTURES
"Virtooas Men." with E. K. Lincoln.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at ail Film Clearing Haute Rrchanget
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
The Street of Seven Stars." six reels, with Doris Kenyoa.
"Ont of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyoa.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yel'ow." five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with B-roncno Billy.
"Marriage
for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .M."
Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
THE SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION
The Solitary Sin."
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dal to a.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
'Custer's Last Fight," three reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 6 — "Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
Apr. 13 — "A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes
Apr. 10 — "Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
Apr. 27 — "The Follies Girl." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
»ay 4— "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch" .
May 11 — "Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
May 18— The Water Lily." five reels, with Alice Mann.
May
with Frances
Belle Bennett,
fune 251—— "Mayor
"The Rootof ofFilbert"
Evil," (Special),
five reels, with
Mann,
[one 8— "Love's Prisoner" (Special), six reels, with Olive Thomas,
'une 15— "Lady Windemere's Fan," six reels, with All Star Cast,
lone 22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes,
une 29— "Dombey 1 Son," six reels, with All Star Cast,
[uly •— "Prudence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
July
"Muggsy," Identity,"
five reels, five
withreels,
JackiewithSaunders.
Inly JOIS —— "Mistaken
Anita King.

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Childrein
Pay," six
seven reels, with Garett Hughes.
"Your
and Mine,"
"Human Wife
Passions,"
six reels. reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of the Hour," five reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
July — "Prudence of Broadway" (Special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
July 13 — "Mugsy." five reels, with Jackie Saunders.
July 20 — "Mistaken Identity," five reels, with Anita King.
Apr. 7 — 'The Amazing Wife." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Apr. 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr. 25 — "The Exquisite Thief." six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
May 5— "Bare Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
May 12 — The Delicious Little Devil." six reels, with Mae Murray.
May 19 — 'The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
May 26 — "The Unpainted Woman." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
June 2 — "The Big Little Person," six reels, with Mae Murray.
June 9 — "Riders of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
June 30 — "The Weaker Sex." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
July 21 — "The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
VITAGRAPH
'A Yankee Princess." five reels, with Bessie Love.
'Two Women." five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
"The Usurper," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Stitch in Time," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beating the Odds." five reels, with Harry Morey.
The Third
Alice Joyce (Special).
'Thin
Ice." Degree,"
five reeis,seven
with reels,
CorinnewithGriffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance." live reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
'Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"BeautySpark
Froof."
five reels,
with with
HarryAlice
T. Joyce.
Morey.
'The
Divine."
five reles,
"A Girl at Bay." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cnpid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A
five reels,
Griffith.Morey.
"TheGirlManat Bay,"
Who Won."
five with
reels,Corinne
with Harry
"Cnpid
Forecloses,"
five
reels,
with
Bessie
"The Hornet's Nest," five reels, with EarleLove.Williams.
WARNER BROTHERS
'Open Your Eyes." 1
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 7— The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
Apr. 14 — The Scar." five reels, with Irving Cummings.
Apr. 21 — "The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 — "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May 5— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — 'The Unwritten Code." fiTe reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 2619—— "An
The Amateur
Social Pirate."
with Zena
June Keefe.
Elndge.
May
Widow," five
five reels,
reels, with
June
2
—
"Phil
for
Short,"
five
reels,
with
Evelyn
Greeley,
rune 9— Thro' the Toils." five reels, with Montagu Love.
June 16 — The Devil's Trail." five reels, with Betty.
Jane 23 — "Love and the Woman." five reels, with June FJvidge.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — The American Way." five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Rnby de Remer.
Julv 21 — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
Jnl'y 28 — "Bringing Up Betty," fivePRIZMA
reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
"Kilanea," one reel.
"Skyland,"
reel.
"Catalina," one
one reel.
"Everywhere."
one
reel.
"Model Girls."
one reel.
"Front,"
one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations." one reel.
ESS A NAY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A
Night
in
the
Show."
"Shanghaied,"
two reels.
reels. two reels.
"The Bank." two
"Police," two reelsTriple Trouble," two reels. NEWS REELS
Kinograms. one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Apr.
IS
—
"Her
Code
Reed.
Tune 8— "Playthings ofof Honor,"
Passion." five
five reels,
reels, with
with Florence
Kitty Gordon.
Juce 29 — "The Woman Under Oath." five reels, with Florence Reid.
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe, 'The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, The Red Glove." Marie Walcamp
Pathe, Terror
of theCase,
Range."withwithHerbert
GeorgeRawlinson.
Larkin.
Oliver,
The Carter
Pathe,
'The
Tiger's
Trail."
with
Ruth
Roland,
'"niversal. The Midnieht Man." with James J. Corbett
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain." with Antonio Moreno.
Universal, "Elmo the Mighty." with Elmo Lincoln.
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America's

Foremost
ADMIT
THE

Exhibitors

Exhibi-

Let

1

tors

1

Motography

SCREENS

I

the

1

1

are the Best Money Can Buy
DE BERRI SCENIC CO.
922 W. MONROE ST.
CHICAGO

Herald

Help
The

and

You

Exhibitors Herald

and Motography

will print

in the Service Department,
SEND

FOR

FREE

without

SAMPLE

tions of film trade em-

of the Best Display Banner
You Have Ever Seen.
32 In.Mention
wide xname
10 Ft.
long — printed
3 colors
of picture
you are ingoing2 andto play
The National Poster & Printing Co.
506 South Wabash Ave., Chicago
printers exclusively for the theatre
AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL FROM HERBERT L. WEIL,
THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES PORT HURON, MICH.
1 want to take this occasion to compliment you upon the
appearance of these banners. They show no lack of detail and are
not only attractive, but a highly valuable addition to H.
any L.theatre's
display.
W.

charge, applica-

ployes for positions, requests of employers for
help, and will list articles
•

=

!
f

I

of theatre equipment that
are for sale or exchange.
Salesmen, bookers, ship-

j
•2f

=

pers, inspectors, etc., ,who
are seeking new positions,
can obtain quick

through these columns.
Exhibitors and exchange

Pre-eminentT in* the" field of
portable projection — ideal for
screening, etc.

m

9

managers
The

DeVry

DE

VRY

1232 Marlanna Street

need help

workers through these columns.

CORPORATION
%DE#

who

can obtain competent

Let us show you howjyou, too,
|B can profit by its use. Write to
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results

Send your wants in to

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

the Service Department.
Your name and address
DESIGNING

- CONSULTING
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will not be printed unless
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OWREKLY
MARTIN
J. QUIGLEY,
PUBLISHER
ONE DOLLAR
DEARBORN ST.
Enttti « ,,cond clit mottrr. August tt. 19X7. * tk* Put OMee at Ckicaeo. III., undtr tht Act of Uarch. j, 1I79. A yEAR

unt-

paramo

GomacUes^

This same combination of talents is evidenced in the first Mrs.
Sidney Drew

Comedy, "Bunk-

ered."
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««
Move

you

your

contract

thtte

eight

fecureA

8>i#

$p»wial

77i? House-Packing Idol of
Millions of Fans
EDDIE

POLO

Supported by Beautiful Eileen Sedgwick in
THE FAMOUS
44

59
CYCLONE
SMITH
STORIES
Eight
shortas stories
done
Play these novel two-reelers as
in
two master
reels with
much action
play your features and wateh
and entertainment as nio.nt five- you
the results.
>'o filmed
short will
subjeet
series
stories ever
balreel
features,
haeked
by
Polo's
tremendous drawing: power everyance your program as these
where. Hook now and take im- •'CYCLONE SMITH STORIES."
Specially directed, specially made,
mediate advantage of his growwhieh is your cue to book them
ing; popularity as the star of that
as a special and take special
■weeping;
serial
success:
"THE
pains toTHEM
advertise
MRE OF THE CIRCUS," now
HOOK
\OW.them specially.
playing.
Now Booking Thru Any U. EXCHANGE
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(The

famous

Star

ialrousers

Louis B.Mayer

ANITA

m

Presents:

STEWART

In a Drama

of Mother

Love

"HUMAN
DESIRE"
'The adorable romance
of a motherless
waif
who escapes in trousers
. from a Convent in Italy
and

comes

to care

to America

for all the

poor,

babies.
neglected
FROM THE STORY BY VIOLET IRWIN
BY WILFRED NORTH
DIRECTED

m
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-MAKING

JOSEPH

MOTOGRAPHY

L. SCHENCK

ANNOUNCES

THAT

Constance

Talmadge

HAS FINISHED

"A

Temperamental
AND

JOHN

EMERSON—

ANITA

are now

in cutting

and

engaged

fitting

First

Exhibitors
of

unusual

this

Wife"

LOOS

first production for

National

may

expect

quality

pictures
from this

combination of Miss Talmadge's
beauty and art plus the technical
skill of John Emerson and Anita
Loos
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Jack
there

coming,

"In
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are
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more
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ATTRACTIONS

A P1RST NATIONAL.

Haft) ATTRACTION

SUNNYSIDE
WIS TUIDD MILUON DOLLAR COMEDY
Stock ml from press sheet
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Brown

is the

of human

nature

ica today — he knows

NOWf

screen
with

story that

every

man,

Freck"

is in two

YOUR

IS

IT

how

woman

audience.

series.

in Amerto tell a

will strike

in your

a

greatest

and

"Shift

child

the Gear,

reels — the
FOR

home

first of

YOU

OR

COMPETITOR?

Wire
World

or
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BOOK

ALL
STAR CAST
REGENERATION

THEDA

NOW!

WILLIAM
FARNUM

WILLIAM
FARNUM

FIGHTING
BLOOD

BROKEN
LAW

BARA

THEDABARA

-UNDER TWO
FLAGS

AJLL
STAR CAST
IMJ^ELITY

SERPENT

...... h^H-m

Laying

dates

at

all Fox.

Ibcckan0s_
I

FILM

CORP

ORATION

EXHIBITORS

For HER
He promised

HERALD

AND

sake

never

to kill !

But when the hard-riding bandit branded him yellow — -his
passion overwhelmed him.
And he lifted his gun to fire.
Then?
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M O T O G R A PI ! V

Dainty,

MARY

Delicious,

Delectable

MILES
Where

Youth

MINTEK

and Beauty Meet

IVE years the idol of millions of" photoplay fans and still in
her teens!
Her coming Realart Pictures cover the largest
sum of money ever contracted for by any star.
In keeping
with

this is the scale on

which

production

Director . - WILLIAM
who

directed Mary

is being

D. TAYLOR,
Pickford

in

"Johanna Enlists" and others.
Scenarioist * , FRANCES

MARION,

author or adaptor for Mary Pickford of
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
"Johanna Enlists," "Amarilly of Clothesline Alley" and "M'Liss."
For the coming season, Miss Minter will
offer six Star Series pictures as clean and
fresh and sweet as a May morning.
The first, L. W. Montgomery's classic
novels of American girlhood — the
famous "Anne" books — takes its title
from one of them,
ANNE
GREEN

OF
GABLES

The sunny-tempered and vividly original
"Anne" has a living counterpart in Mary
Miles Minter whose bewitching charm,
in five years of screen stardom, has made
her one of America's national assets.

started.

The

"New

York

ALICE

Evening

Sun"

says that

BRADY

H ROUGH her brilliant work behind the footlights has doubled the
following which was hers as a
star of the screen.'' «That statement should be carefully considered by every
Exhibitor in America because for him it is a
matter of dollars and cents.
Miss Brady's remarkable record of 344 performances on Broadway in the Owen Davis
play, "Forever
After," has
beenjust
oneclosed.
of the This
sensations ofthe theatrical
season
brilliant young star of stage and screen will
tour Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago and the
larger cities the coming season, at the same
time making her Siar Series of eight Realart
Pictures. Imagine the popularity that will be
hers ! Her sure grasp on the photoplay
public already has been immeasurably heightened by recent smashing hits.
Miss Brady's commanding position and the
importance of her new type of production,
from big novels and plays, demand a supervehicle for the inauguration of her Realart
Series. This has been found in the great
Owen Davis play,

SINNERS
Produced four years ago by William A. Brady
with Miss Brady herself in the leading part,
little "Mary Horton."
This gripping play of elemental human emotions scored a tremendous success on Broadway, supplemented by a long season on tour.
Work on " Sinners " has already started,
under the direction of Kenneth Webb. It is
for release in September.

The
New

Sensational
York

Discovery

Theatrical

of a

Season

CONSTANCE

is

BINNEY

whose smashing success in "39 East"
been responsible for the phenomenal
of

that play

at the

Broadhurst

Theatre.

vJHIS bewitching, youthful, little star,
bubbling over with human appeal in the
Rachel Crothers play, has revealed how
delightful her personality is on the screen
in Maurice Tourneur's production,
"Sporting Life," and opposite John
°
Barrymore in his fine 7
picture, "The Test
of Honor." Miss Binney has been signed
for a period of years to star in Realart
Pictures. Her first will be a portrayal of
the engaging Mennonite maid, "Barnabetta," in
Erstwhile

Susan

This play is from the widely popular
novel by Helen R. Martin and had, a
season or two ago, a remarkable Broad'
way run with Mrs. Fiske in the title role.
The delicious unfolding of character in the
little 13 -year old household drudge and
her transition into winsome and lovable
young womanhood
Binney like a glove.

fits Constance

This picture Will be something
for Exhibitors to Wail for.
Planned for early Fall release.

has
run

PICTURES
A

The

Hall

Mark

of

Superiority

IHE splendid trinity of youthful stars introduced on
the preceding pages — each big by achievement
and popular demand, but each still in the early
morning of her full powers — presents the best sort
of quality guarantee of forthcoming Realart Pictures. Its field,
however, is not to be circumscribed by any given number
of stars; but will include sterling special features by producers and directors of international reputation. It will be
an open market for those who have distribution rights to
place for the world for unusual screen productions and
invites negotiations.
Realart's sponsors are men who have been schooled in every
detail of the motion picture profession. They realize thoroughly that the Exhibitors of this country are the accredited
representatives of millions of patrons of picture theatres, and
it will be the aim always to "play up" to this great buying
public through these representatives.
Already the work of establishing exchanges in the principal cities is well
under way and the Exhibitor, no mat'
ter where located, will be served
promptly and intelligently. Realart
bases its assurance of success on its
determination to give each Exhibitor
client a square deal and his local clientele; the very top-notch of picture
excellence.
REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION
ARTHUR'S. KANE. President
I 12 West 42nd Street
New York City
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The best ingredients of a successful motion picture are love and
heart interest, plenty of comedy
and laughter, touches of pathos
— action, animation and humanness.
All of these elements and a good
many more you will find in
National Film Corporation's first
for Hodkinson's reproduction
lease—

Billte

Rhodes

tn

BLUE

1he

By E. Maynus

BONNET

Directed

byleton

by Louis Um.

The producers are taking the entire summer to make
this production— to make it big and make it well.

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PAIH£ Exchange. Incorporated
51
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Do you know him ?
This is the real Charlie Chaplin?
Does he look sad?
He does.
Does he ever laugh?
Often.
Can he make your patrons laugh?
You know it!

"A
in the Show."
—
Try:Night
"The Bank."
"Police."
"Shanghaied."
"Triple Trouble."
World Film Exchanges
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Company

PRESENTS
THE

ONE,

THE

ONLY,

BILLY

AMERICA'S

TWO

REEL

NO

AND

ORIGINAL

ACTOR
IN

COMEDY

COMEDIAN

PRODUCTIONS

QUALITY
PICTURES
JUNK
NO CHEAPNESS
100 PER CENT CLASS

NO
CAST

AND

WEST

OWN

SCENIC

SETTINGS

HOLD-UP
THE

NO

BILLY

THE

Manager

ARTICLE

SUPERVISION

OF

J. IRELAND
IN SEPTEMBER.
GET BUSY

of Release, GEORGE

EMERALD
MOTION
1717-1729 North Wells Street

COST

OF THE SEASON

PERSONAL

FREDERICK
PICTURES RELEASED

OF

WEST

THE BIG SURPRISE
UNDER

REGARDLESS

MISREPRESENTATIONS

GENUINE

WEST

PICTURE

COMPANY
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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FAMOUS4p£C
ATIONAL

SPECL

3 IGDUCTlOl

\4f

rITH AN
CAST

HERBERT

ALL-STA

HEADED

BY

RAWLINSO
WITH

Florence

Billings and Stuart

HolmeI

istributed by
K G. HALL
through

Inc., and Independent Sales:/

MB* *3i

'Down
have
Bold,

through
come

the

ages

the Redmonds,-

Adventurous,

and

Romantic.
>5

'SS^Ml3l§m$

MR.

HERBERT
RAWLINS01
— as —

TERRENCE

Miss

FLORENCE
— as —
DAWN

Mr.

BILLINGS

MAYO

STUART

HOLMES

— as — GILBERT
RANCE

CONTRIBUTING TO THE
APPEAL OF

POWERFUL

MILLER'S
CHARLES
EXTRAORDINARY OFFERING

"A

DANGEROUS

FRANK

AFFAIR"

Distributed by
G. HAFT.
through

Film Clearing
■nd House, Inc.
[ndenfendenl

Sales Corp.

REDMOND

—

American

PICTURES I

Film

Company,

Inc.,

MARGARITA
nts
prese

FISHER
IN

mm
By JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND

lily
Directed by GEO. L. COX

The story of the temperamental, flirtacious
daughter of Italy— "The Tiger Lily" of the cabaret—who enmeshes the good looking young
American in her web— and what came of it.
A supporting cast that includes Emory Johnson, George Periolat, J. Barney Sherry, E.
Alyn Warren, Beatrice Van and Frank Clark.

Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President
Distributed by PATHE
urn

00
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GREATER

STARS

ANNOUNCE

THE

ATTRACTION
TO

THE

OF LAUGHTER,

MOTOGRAPHY

PRODUCTIONS,
MOST
EVER

EXHIBITORS

Mack
KING

AND

Inc.

STUPENDOUS
OFFERED
OF

ILLINOIS

Sennett

PRESENTS

HIS ACKNOWLEDGED

TRIUMPH!

WITH BOTHWELL BROWN, FORD
STERLING,
BEN TURPIN,
"Yankee
Doodle
In Berlin"
CHARLIE MURRAY,
MARIE PREVOST, ETC.
A Six-reel super-comedy that is throwing the entire universe into laughter.
IN CONJUNCTION, MACK SENNETT IS SENDING ON TOUR FOR THE
FIRST TIME
IN THE HISTORY OF THE SENNETT STUDIOS

HIS

ORIGINAL

BATHING

GIRLS

IN

PERSON

Fifty Million Dollars' Worth of Publicity representing three years of consistent advertising
has preceded MACK SENNETT'S BATHING GIRLS. These DAINTY MAIDENS
WHOSE WHOLESOME CAPERS on California Beaches have delighted Millions on the screen
will draw more DOLLARS into your Box Office than anything that could possibly be conceived
by the brain of man.
Coast to Coast Box Office Statements
Kinema
$20,100 2 weeks
Los Angeles
San Francisco Tivoli
10,300 I week
Denver
week
Rivoli
'
9,000 II week
Oakland
Turner & Den ken 9,850
Circle
11,300 I week
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Lyric
10,700 I week
Cleveland
Hippodrome 12,240 I week
Chestnut Street
Philadelphia
6 days
Opera House 1 1,000 I week
Portland, Ore. Majestic 10,250
Detroit
Adams Theatre 9,500 I week
NEW YORK
BROADWAY
Now Showing 3rd week

NOTE:

DOODLE

IN

BERLIN," opens at the Ziegfeld
Theatre, Chicago, July 28th for
FOUR

WEEKS

Engagement

at

$1.50 Top Admission.
Seats Now

PERCENTAGE
NOTE:

"YANKEE

DATES

Selling — Try to Get In

ONLY

For Your Protection in Securing This Attraction We

Urge Quick Action

GREATER
STARS
PRODUCTIONS,
Inc.
CONSUMERS
BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
X
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D

i

i

EUGENE
In Leila Burton Wells'
"THE
A

PERFECT

RALPH

• Distributed

by

INCE
SELECT

O'BRIEN
Splendid Romance,
LOVER"
PRODUCTION
PICTURES

CORPORATION

4
<
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All

Booking

In

Records

Chicago

BLACKSTONE
PLAYHOUSE
RANDOLPH
NATIONAL
ORPHEUM

THEATRE
_____
THEATRE
THEATRE
_____
THEATRE
THEATRE
LUBLINER & TRINZ ENTIRE CIRCUIT
INCLUDING ONE WEEK AT PANTHEON THEATRE

ASCHER BROS. ENTIRE CIRCUIT
BALABAN & KATZ CIRCUIT
INCLUDING ONE WEEK AT CENTRAL PARK

6
2
2
1
4

WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEK
DAYS

THEATRE

: :

Released
BOOK

NOW

August

FOR

CHOICE

17
DATES

: :

Greiver

Productions
'PHONE

207

SO.

WABASH

HARRISON

AVE.
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CHICAGO,

ILL.

Robertson-Cole Company
Controlling
World1, Right!

Snow! Sleet! Storm!

ys
DY• L Da
he
u ruZnZAtR
BLIi
ber Camps. There
is enough cold and
stormy weather in
"Man's Desire" to reduce
the temperature in your
house 20°. Besides it's a
corking good picture
with a star cast that includes Lewis Stone, Jane
Novak, Bill Dyer, Jack
Curtis, George Pearcc
iiftd Joe Bennett.
i
Dutributed by
Exhibitors

Robertson-Cole
Mutual

Controlling

Company

World'* Right!
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In her firsi .fpcciaJ production from an original play by
GEORGE MIDDLETON, author of "Pol I q with a P<ajt
u'
ARCUAINBAUO
GEORGE
by
Directed
H
v. c
WATCH FORiFURTUCR ANNOUNC6-M/6NT/
AMERICAN
CIN&MA
CORPORATION
220 w a 2.^ jr., rs.
P R G-S* .
i WALT eft NIE-6UHR,
MB
Hl.lt I 1 1 T,T ^ T* T« T*E rST> S !. &7> E f *'*T. T« t V 6 HP1'""^
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IN

EVERY

Priceless

Tributes

From

MAIL
Enthusiastic

Readers

1

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiin
To
EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:
Just a note of apprecia- |
tion for the HERALD.
I have been a consistent subscriber for several years and can truly say that in |
my estimation it has always been the best trade paper for a small town exhibitor j
and since the consolidation it ranks first for every theatre.
You are at liberty to use this unsolicited recommendation.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) Harry K. Rogers,
AUDITORIUM THEATRE, Marion, Kans.
mini
mini
EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:
Enclosed find money order |
for my subscription. I look for the HERALD as regularly as I do for my cigar. j
It gives me all the news.
Thank you for past favors.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) A. Hammerly,
LYRIC THEATRE, Hamilton, Ohio.
piiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM
| EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:
Enclosed please find cur- j
1 rency to cover my subscription. We could not get along without the HERALD. |
Yours very truly, (Signed) Fred Mollenkopf,
ELITE THEATRE, Cawker, Kans.
m

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:
As an exhibitor I find |
the HERALD of valuable assistance in the selection of good photoplays to meet I
the requirements of my patronage.
The city exhibitor has it over the s mailer town men, being enabled to select j§
his program after having attended a screening of many subjects.
As for myself and, I presume, the b ig percentage of "out of the city" exhib- ■
itors, the chief source of our information is the views and reviews, but I find in ]
following the "What the Picture Did For Me" pages of the HERALD I get |
more good, reliable "dope" than from any other source.
Very respectfully,
(Signed) H. W. Kerr,
Owner and Manager, KERR THEATRES, Little Sioux, la.
llllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllliM^
mm
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Double

Any
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Feature
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CHRISTIE

SPECIALS

SPECIAL

T»AET

Distributed

CELEBRATED
207

SOUTH

SPECIALS

by

PLAYERS
WABASH

A. H. Blank Enterprises
OMAHA, NEBR.

AVE.,

FILM
CHICAGO,

CORP.
ILL.

Crescent Film Co.
Midwest Distributing Corp.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

Exhibitors of Northwest Launch Big Experiment
in Joint-Booking
71
National Association Wins Fight to Bar "Fit to
Win" in New York
72
Four Arrests Expected to Smash Band of Film
Thieves in Chicago
73
Detroit Police Commissioner Lifts Ban on "Auction of Souls"
74
Allied Amusements Association to Fight Exhibitors' Battles
76
Alfred S. Black Urges Exhibitors to Support
National Organization
77
Goldwyn Building Up Repertory Company to
Improve Productions
78
Official Announcement of Stars Made by Realart
Pictures
79
Universal Announces Twelve Films for Publication as Special Series
82
Paramount Magazine Production Plans Are Told
by Nathan Friend
84
W illiam Fox Announces Production Plans for
1919-1920
87-94
Caul Brunet Discusses Booking Plans of Pathe
Exchange, Inc
95
I'nited
Artists
Name Managers for Five More 96
Branch
Offices
Reviews
"The Man Beneath," Robertson-Cole D, five
parts, with Sessue Hayakawa
103
"Dombey and Son," Triangle D, seven parts. . . .103
"The Better Wife." Select D, five parts, with
Clara Kimball Young
103
"Cataracts of the Iguassu," Burton
I lolmesParamount travelogue, one part
103
"A Very Good Young Man," Paramount C, five
parts, with Bryant Washburn
104
"The Pagan God." Robertson-Cole D, five parts
with H. B. Warner
10-4
" The Weaker Vessel," Universal D, six parts,
with Mary MacLaren
104
"Trying to Get Along," Mack Sennett-Paramount comedy, two parts
104
"Through the YYrony Door," Goldwyn C-D, five*
parts, with Madge Kennedy
105
"ThewithMayor
of
Filbert,"
Triangle
I),
seven
parts,
lack Richardson
105
Volume IX

"The Outcasts of Poker Flat," Universal D, six
parts, with Harry Carey
105
"The Love Burglar," Paramount C-D, five parts,
with Wallace Reid
106
Departments
The Cutting Room
Exhibitors Bureau
Up and Down Film Row
What the Picture Did for Me
The Export Field
Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures
Advertisers

85
107-109
110
111-115
119
121-122
123-125

American Cinema Corporation
63
American Film Company
57
Capital Film Company
52
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
65
Deberri Scenic Company
126
Doll Van Film Corporation
67
Eastman Kodak Company
126
Emerald Motion Picture Company
54
Essanay
\
53.
Exhibitors Supply Company
126
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
2
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc
36-39
Fox Film Corporation
3-34, 41
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
1
Greater Stars Productions
58
Griever Productions
60
Frank G. Hall
55, 56
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
51
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures. . 127
Pathe Exchange, Inc
128
Realart Pictures
43-50
Ritchev Litho. Company
70
Robertson-Cole
61, 62
Select Pictures Corporation
59
A. Teitel
126
Triangle Distributing Corporation
42
World Pictures
40
Woodstock Typewriter Company
122
I niversal Film .Manufacturing Company
35
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editions

read:

In the first round he was beaten to the knees, in the
second round
the third round
happened, and
champion into

THE

he recovered at the count of "9", in
the "bell" saved him — then something
in the fifth round he smashed the
unconsciousness.

SNAPPIEST,

CHIPPIEST

i
PRIZE

RING

between

CONTEST

champion

and challenger
I
II

EVER

ON

CELLULOID

The heat won't stop your patrons from
coming to see it. Give them the opportunity by booking

TO

"ONCE

DOLL
20

1606

FILM

So. Wabash
Merchants

big

EVERY

VAN
7

today's

Avenue,
Bldg.,
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HERALD

Horn

The most rapid growth in the
history of motion picture
trade journalism is the record
of Exhibitors Herald & Motography in the six months
ending June 30.
—Nearly
scribers.

2,500

— Forty percent
advertising.

new

sub-

increase

in

— The
acknowledgment
of
leaders in the trade that this
is the most interest-compelling publication in the field.
A

Record

To

Boast

Of

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

Editorial

by

Comment

MartinJ-

qc

th£

WMk

QtjiGlt^y

That Clinic Fil m

The Weath er

promises to be some interesting developments surrounding this "Fit to Win" picture. It
will be recalled that upon the appearance of this film
Gabriel L. Hess, acting for the National Association,
launched a vigorous contest to prevent its exhibition
in motion picture theatres to general groups on the
grounds that its subject matter was unfit for such a
purpose.
The contest was fought through various stages
and only within the past few years a higher court
decision backed up the stand of the license commissioner in Xew York City against its exhibition.
Hand-in-hand with this slap at the proposition
comes
the assertion
of thewhich
district
in
Xew York
that the film
was attorney's
made at theoffice
direction of the government expressly for exhibition before
soldiers and sailors has been placed without authority
in the hands of private individuals for commercial
purposes.
Federal agents in promising an investigation refer
very pointedly to possible graft.
It is to be hoped that there will be a prompt investigation and that it will be made plain speedily
that the reputable companies have had no part in the
matter and that they have made every effort to prevent the general circulation of this picture.

EXTREME hot weather is a test of showmanship.
A certain attendance decrease cannot be
avoided, but with the introduction and proper support of right methods the commercial perils of the
summer season may be easily avoided.
Obviously, a leading consideration is the propei
provisions for the physical comfort of your patrons.
If your theatre is not equipped with the necessary
merchanical apparatus for cooling the temperature
and reducing the humidity, about all you can do is
to make the best use possible of ordinary methods of
ventilation and in the meantime make preparations
to see that proper apparatus is installed for the coming year.
With little study and expense a theatre can be
made tremendously more inviting for the summer
months by odd bits of consistent decoration. Brighten
up your lobby with a few palms and flowers, see that
a cool draught of a fan strikes your patrons upon
passing the entrance and above all see that your
ventilating system really ventilates.
Specific suggestions cannot be made along this
line because of the greatly varying conditions, but
with a little study of your particular problem much
can be accomplished.
Of even greater importance than making your
theatre seasonably attractive is the matter of building your program so strongly that it will be able to
weigh down the natural handicaps of indoor entertainment during the summer months. The greatest
of mistakes of all is the haphazard selection of mediocre pictures with stupid resignation to the fact thav
due to the heat attendance probably will not be

THEEE

Double

Fe atures

THIS double feature stunt came in for a sharp rap
at the St. Louis convention, but unfortuaately the
convention as a whole did not register effectively
against it.
The plan of running two feature pictures on a
single day's program is a bargain sale scheme which
is objectionable from every viewpoint. It is economically unsound and every principle of the proper presentation isagainst it. It makes any program unwieldy and tiresome to intelligent patronage.
It is a sad admission of the lack of showmanship tc
be compelled to resort to this type of bargain sale to
stimulate patronage. Very likely the plan will be
successful for a time but there is bound to be disastrous results.
A single feature is the proper unit for the basis
of every program. Eegulate the length of your program by increasing or lessening the number of short
subjects. This means a better balance program and
gives the single feature a position of prominence
which is absolutely necessary with any regard to
presentation.

The hot weather bringing with it the allure of
the
good.outdoors is a form of opposition to the theatre
and even- exhibitor knows what occurs when a theatre allows its program to weaken in the face of strong
opposition.
A theatre following such a practice
away.
is simply making it easy for their patrons to drift
Get the best pictures obtainable. Take no chances
on a cheap picture against the strong opposition of
hot weather. Make it worth the while for your patrons to undergo any slight discomfiture to see the
type of picture you offer during the summer months.
69
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Close-Ups
-By
A\ infield R. Sheehan, general manager
of Fox Film Corporation, is expected in
Chicago this week.
Myron Sei.znick, en route from the west
coast to New York, stopped off in Chicago
last week.
M. J. Mintz, manager of Unity Photoplays, Chicago, left on Saturday for New
York City. Mr. Mintz will also make a
side trip to Atlantic City before returning.
E. C. Fielder, district manager for W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation, with headquarters inChicago, has resigned to accept
the management of the Ohio territory for
United Artists Distributing Corporation.
Mr. Fielder will make his headquarters in
Cleveland and will assume charge about
August 1.
i n akies Condon, well known in motion
picture trade paper circles, w-as a caller
at The Herald office last week. Mr. Condon received his honorable discharge from
the army recently. He left for California
where he will associate himself with one
of the producing companies of the coast.
Mr. Condon was New York manager for
Motography for three years.
Joe Brandt, former sales manager and
treasurer of Universal, is now affiliated
with the National Film Corporation of
America, in the capacity of general representative. Mr. Brandt will maintain offices
in New York citv.
Jay A. Gove, who has been advertising
manager for the Fox Film Corporation for
the past year, tendered his resigation effective July 12.
American Beauty Pictures, starring Lillian Hall, sounds like horticulture propaganda, but with Lillian as the star the exhibitor may have no fear of getting a thorn
in the side. She's a peach.
Samuel Dem bow, of the New York office
of the Fox Film Corporation, passed
through Chicago last week en route to Winoffice. nipeg, Canada, where he will open a branch
Arthur James will sail for London about
the lirst of September in the interests of
\\ illiam Fox.

How yer standing the Great Drought?

Hopp Hadley, advertising manager, Independent Sales and Frank G. Hall interests,
has
returned
his deskMountains.
after two weeks'
vacation in theto White

Efficiency —
Bessie Love, the Vitagraph star,
ruined a brand new $75 bathing suit
last week by getting it wet.

Thurston Hall has temporarily deserted
his post as leading man for Priscilla Dean
and Mary MacLaren to appear in "Civilian
Clothes," a new comedy produced by Oliver
Morosco's Los Angeles stock company.
R. E. Pritchard, for the past two years
director of the Exhibitors' Service Bureau
of the Motion Picture News, has been appointed advertising and publicity director
for the Allen theatre interests in Canada.

Rightly Named —
Universal has a reel of film "Hiding
in Holland"
showingloose.
der Itex-kaiser's
running around
is called
asbncomedy.
We'll Say So—

-Wid's Daily.

"Quinn Off"
They're All Doing It —
Line from reviews of three new
comedies: "A number of attractive
bathing girls, pleasing to the eye, are
also in the film."
Pays to Advertis
For quiet, easy-going church people
those Methodist holding that Centenary at Columbus are grabbing off
a lot of publicity.

Sir Hall Caine has just completed a
story which he especially adapted to the
screen. Percy Nash worked in collaboration with the celebrated dramatist.
Sidney Garrett, of J. Frank Brockliss,
Inc., sailed for Europe on July 15. He expects to be abroad about fourteen weeks.
Louella Parsons, who was operated on
at St. Luke's Hospital this week for blood
poisoning, is reported as convalescing satisfactorily.

J. R. M.

Harry Poppe, advertising and publicity
manager for B. A. Rolfe, has recovered
sufficiently from the effects of an operation
to
St. Mary's
Hospital,
whichforplace
he leave
has been
confined
to hisin bed
the
past three weeks. Mr. Poppe left for Saratoga Springs, where he will rest for two
weeks before returning to his office.

H. C. of L. ItemPearl White is still a Hoover fan.
She's going to cut out serials, now
that she's with Fox.
Who's Next —
The bird who underwooded this got
the prize last week: "In the black of
night, on that far off road, with shells
roaring and bursting on every hand.
Lieut. Jack, once the well dressed
handsome matinee idol of the screen,
went to work with pick and shovel
and rescued the injured man."
From Our Correspondents —
The manager of the Flicker Theatre
has installed a rewindcr. Such enterprise is commendable.
Manager Ruff of the Flicker theatre
Fond du Lac combed his hair Iasi
week.
Ruff was also seen sweeping the lob
by of the Flicker theatre, last Tuesday
Patrons hardly recognized the plao
afterwards.

Sheldon Johnson has accepted a position
with King Vidor's scenario department in
Los Angeles. He will start at once on the
next Brentwood script.

Have Lots of Time Now —
bartenders
matinees"
the"Special
latest thing
in Chicago.

Kenneth MacGowan, publicity expert
for the Goldwyn Picture Corporation, has
resigned his post and joined the New York
Globe as dramatic critic Monday.
Ruth Stonehouse is to play leads for
the Metro Pictures Corporation as soon as
"The Fourflusher," starring Hale Hamilton,
is published.
Frank Deer has been appointed studio
manager
for the S. L. K. Serial Corporation.

THE element of chance disappears
LITHOGRAPHING CORPORATION.
of the finest posters that can be executedwith an intensive advertising value -posters

when posters are ordered from the RITCHEY
Such a procedure positively assures the obtaining
posters with strength, power and force -posters
that sell seats. In a word RITCHEY posters!
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Launch

in Joint-Booking

Theatre; Owners of Washington, Oregon,
tana and Idaho Form Organization
Offering 250 Booking Days

Mon-

With producers, distributors and exhibitors of the nation as interested
spectators, seventy-five exhibitors of Washington, Oregon, Montana and
Idaho are conducting one of the most important experiments in jointbooking yet attempted in the motion picture industry.
Banded together under the name of the Northwest Exhibitors' Circuit, these men are prepared to offer the owners of big state right features
or distributing companies 250 booking days. It differs radically from
other experiments of this nature as each exhibitor remains as the independent owner of his own theatre and the organization has no intention
of usurping any of the functions of exchanges.
Has Good Will of the Distributors
At their organization meeting held recently in Seattle, the exhibitors
eceived expressions of good will from representatives of practically all
f the largest distributing corporations as well as local exchange men.
While the primary object of the orduction and the 'fewer and better picanization is to reduce the cost of film
tures'
somethingexpense
must bethatdoneis going
to eliminate
any
waste
on.
o its members, it is declared that there
All the members realize that they must
s no intention of "squeezing" the dis- be fair in price. Unless the producer can
ributors for the profit to which they are realize the money that a picture costs
he cannot, of course, continue to make
ntitled.
Selling expenses in the four states are big pictures, and this organization wants
and is going to do everyaid to be tremendous. Elimination of big pictures
thing in its power to help to get them.
this expense is expected to save distrib"Our scheme," said Mr. Clemmer, "is
uting organizations such a sum that an absolutely legitimate and bona fide
business
proposition, and we know that
they will be able to give the exhibitors
every producer and distributor will wela reduction on rentals.
come such an organization as ours."
President States Objects
The List of Officers
James Q. Clemmer, president and
The officers are James Q. Clemmer
•treasurer of the new organization, in president and treasurer; Frederick
first vice-president; C. F. Hill,
'accepting office, declared "fairness" to Mercy,
be the watchword of its activities. His second vice-president; B. W. Bickert,
third vice-president; E. C. O'Keefe,
brief address is as follows:
fourth vice-president; H. B. Wright, secretary and manager.
"This is one of the most fair plans
On the board of directors are James
that has ever been conceived. There Is
only one member of the circuit from each Q. Clemmer of Seattle, J. C. Stille, PeoAmusement ofCompany
Portland;
town. The watchword of the organiza- H. T.ple'sMoore
Tacoma,of Frederipk
Mercy of Yakima, Frank T. Bailey of
tion is to be 'fairness' and at all times
Butte, Mont.; John Rantz of Bremerton,
'it will be the aim of the circuit to follow and
C. F. Hill of Albany, Ore.
a live-and-let-live policy with both the
On state executive committees are:
producers and exchanges, as well as
For Washington, Frederick Mercy, chairamong the exhibitors themselves. The
man; F. B. Walton of Bellingham and
distributors and producers, I am sure, W. W. Kasnter, Wenatchee. For Oregon, D. F. Hill, chairman; J. D. Straus
will recognize the merits of our proposiof Astoria and C. Guy Matlock of Pention. We are ready to do business with
dleton. For Idaho, B. W. Bickert, chair•them for over 250 booking days simply
man; R. D. Carrothers of Pocatello and
las exhibitors. We do not anticipate go- A. H. Hilton of Lewiston. For Montana,
iing into the exchange business, but our
Frank T. Bailey, chairman; E. C. O'Keefe
Billings and W. A. Simons of Misproposition will enable the exchanges to of
soula.
sell us at one time without the slightest
The film review committee consists of
selling expense.
C. E. McKee of Everett, William G. Ripley of Aberdeen, H. C. Lambach of Spo"It is a well-known fact that the selling
kane, Frederick Mercy of Yakima, John
expense in these four states is tremenRantz
of Bremerton. J. C. Stille of PortIdous, due in a large measure to the long
land, H. T. Moore of Tacoma, and James
railway jumps between towns of any size. Q. Clemmer.
List of Members
|As a matter of fact, the selling expense in
this territory rarely runs below 35 per
This is the complete list of members:
James Q. Clemmer, Seattle; J. C. Stille,
Icent. It is this high selling expense that
Portland, Ore.; H. T. Moore, Tacoma;
has made it almost impossible for Seattle
Clemmer and Lombach, Spokane; Frank
[exchanges to do business on a profitable T. Bailey, Butte, Mont.; F. B. Walton,
basis, and with the increased cost of pro- Bellingham; McKee and Swanson, Ever71

ett; A. W. Eiler, Walla Walla; Frederick
Mercy, Yakima; J. D. Straus, Astoria,
Ore.; E. G.C. Ripley,
O'Keefe,Aberdeen;
Billings, B.
Mont.;
William
W.
Bickert, Boise, Idaho; F. D. Bligh, Salem, Ore.; W. A. Simons, Wallace,
Idaho; W. A. Simons and W. H. Smead,
Missoula, Mont.; R. D. Carrothers, Pocatello, Idaho; W. J. Hartwig, Helena,
Mont; C. F. Hill, Albany, Ore.; J. A.
McGill, Vancouver; Ward H. Coble,
Bend, Ore.; E. A. Zabel, Olympia; O. E.
Schmidt, Bozeman, Mont.
Henry Newman, Hoquiam; John Rantz,
Bremerton; A. B. Hager, Idaho Falls,
Idaho; A. H. Hilton, Lewiston, Idaho;
J. P. Cotter, Baker, Ore.; E. P. White,
Livingston, Mont.; Robert Marsden, Jr.,
Marshfield, Ore.; Charles Schram, Oregon City, Ore.; W. W. Kastner, Wenatchee; C. G. Matlock, Pendleton, Ore.;
Samuel Whiteside, Corvalis, Ore.; George
Reizner, Raymond; William G. Hyde,
Miles City, Mont.; O. W. Lambert,
Roundup, Mont.; J. D. Rice, Chehalis;
A. Bettingen, The Dalles, Ore.; J. E.
Farrell, Ellensburg; R. T. Hurtt, Caldwell, Idaho; O. W. Newton, Hillyard;
A. C. Gordon, Weiser, Idaho; Dennis M.
Hull, North Bend, Ore.; N. E. Leigh,
Parma, Idaho; Smith & Nelson, Colfax;
Thomas E. Vallencey, Glendive, Mont.;
W. B. Hartwig, Dillon, Mont.; E. J.
Reynolds, Pasco; A. S. Kolstadt, Hood
River, Ore.; O. Phelps, Hillsboro, Ore.
E. C. Smith, Dayton; C. M. Dunn, Cle
Elum; E. G. Abbott, Sedro-Woolley ; C.
D. Buckman, Emmett, Idaho; Dorothy
Jacquish, Ontario, Ore.; C. Hendricks,
Jr., Mountain Home, Idaho; B. D. Brigham, Tekoa; H. M. Johnson, Toppenish;
R. N. Barnett, Sunnyside; P. W. Struffler,
Pullman; M. Kenworthy, Moscow, Idaho;
W. H. Wheeler, Havre, Mont.; Striker
and McDaniel, Kalispell, Mont.; John B.
Ritch, Lewistown, Mont.
Graft Is Charged In
Handling U. S. Films
NEW YORK.— Two former government officials and. ten private individuals,
a majority of them living in New York
City, are accused by Assistant District
Attorney Alfred J. Talley of having
reaped "enormous profits" through the
rental, sale, and distribution of government owned motion picture films intended for free display before the public.
Mr. Talley would not make public
any names, but announced that he would
place the evidence before the federal
authorities.
Loses Quarter Million
In Production Venture
NEW YORK.— The Frank Keeney
Picture Productions has disbanded.
Mr. Keeney produced several big productions, which were distributed through
William Sherry. Frank Lappan, who
was manager for the Keeney Productions, stated that Mr. Keeney had
lost upward of two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars in his picture enterprise. Frank Keeney operates the
Keeney Theatres of which he has a
circuit.
Open London Offices
NEW YORK.— The Fox Film Corporation has opened its London headbuilding. quarters, which will occupy a six-story
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Association

Wins

Fight

Bar "Fit To Win"
in New
York
States Circuit Court of Appeals Rules
Army Film Cannot be Shown
To General Public

YORK.— The Censorship Committee of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry scored another
notable victory in the ruling of the
United States Circuit Court of appeals,
which held that the film, "Fit to Win,"
a picture originally made for use in the
army cantonments of this country under
the title "Fit to Fight," could not be
shown in New York City.
Fight Opened April 25
The announcement several months ago
that this picture had been secured by
private interests in some mysterious
manner to be shown on a commercial
basis in motion picture theatres throughout the country was discussed by the
producing and distributing companies,
members of the National Association, at
a meeting on April 25, when a resolution
was unanimously adopted providing that:
"The National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry condemns the exhibition of all pictures which are obscene,
immoral, salacious or tend to corrupt or
debase morals or that are exhibited contrary to its rules, regulations or orders,"
and "That the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry shall assist
and cooperate with the proper authorities
in any legal proceedings, whether criminal or otherwise, that may be undertaken to prohibit the exhibition of such
pictures and in the prosecution of those
exhibiting
same." held before Judge
At the the
hearing
Augustine N. Hand in the Federal Court
April 29, on the application to restrain
John F. Gilchrist, Commissioner of
Licenses, from interfering with the showing of the film "Fit to Win," William A.
Brady, President of the National Association, testified that he believed the picture immoral and that it was being exploited for commercial purposes solely.
President Brady offered to show the picture at special
performances
for the government without
cost.
Hess Telegraphs Blue
On May 7 Gabriel L. Hess, chairman
of the Censorship Committee of the National Association, telegraphed Surgeon
General Kupert Blue of the Public
Health Service at Washington suggesting various effective ways in which the
organization could cooperate with the
Public Health Service in presenting the
picture in the proper way.
Chairman Hess took this opportunity
to serve notice upon the Public Health
Service "that the National Association
felt compelled to use every means at its
disposal to prohibit the commercial distribution and exhibition of the picture as
calculated to create controversy and reflect serious criticism on the motion picture as a clean form of amusement."
Widespread publicity was given to the
Censorship Committee and the stand
taken by President Brady, Chairman
Hess and the other association officers,
all of which was reiterated at the hear-

ing before the Committee on General
Welfare of the Board of Aldermen of
New York City, upon the measure proposed by Alderman Wise to censor moving pictures in this city.
Case Is Carried Up
The National Association officers have
not left a single stone unturned to prohibit the exhibition of this picture, and
notwithstanding the adverse decision of
the lower courts, the campaign went on
in belief that ultimately the higher
courts would uphold the action of Commissioner Gilchrist, which had been
commended and supported in every possible way by the motion picture industry, as represented in the National Association.
The ruling of the United States Court
of Appeals in the opinion written by
Judge Henry A. Ward and concurred in
by Judges Henry W. Rogers and Charles
M. Hough, upholding the action of Commissioner Gilchrist and substantiating in
every way the views and opinions of the
officials of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry follows:
The court, after finding Commissioner
Gilchrist possesses full power under the
charter of Greater New York as amended
to grant and revoke and in other manner to regulate the issuance of licenses
to theatres in this city, says:
The Decision in Full
"Yet the License Commissioner, like
all such officials, must exercise his discretionformation
fairly,and honestly,
direct
inwith a viewupon
to the
moral

| Miniature Studio
Novel Ad 'Stunt'
| BOSTON, MASS.— "Daddy
1 Long Legs" continues to do big
| business at the Tremont Theatre
| in Boston in spite of the terrible
| hot weather of the past week. In
j putting this picture over Gordon
| and Mayer have pulled quite a
i novel idea in a miniature studio,
| which is just off the spacious lobby
1 of the theatre.
This studio is
j rigged out so as to resemble a
| country school house. Every mornI ing from ten to twelve, pictures of
j about fifteen feet are shot of chil| dren who desire to see themselves
| on the screen. Each child who
| poses before the camera is given
| a pass. These pictures of the chilj dren are shown on the screen be| fore the regular picture, three days
I after they are shot. That this stunt
| has benefited business is evidenced
|1 by
fact have
that had
not only
childrenthewho
their the
pictures
3 taken are among the spectators,
| but most of their family, and
| friends are brought along to see,
j as each child claims, the next
| Mary Pickford.
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and physical welfare of the public. There
was no evidence in the case cited and
there is none in this case that the commissioner has not honestly concluded
that the exhibition of the film to mixed
audiences will be injurious to decency
and morality.
"The proofs show that we may take
judicial notice of the fact that intelligent
persons deeply interested in the welfare
■of the community, especially youth, entertain diametrically opposed opinions as
to the effect of public discussion of sex
questions. Under these circumstances
fair and honest judgment of the official
primarily charged with the duty of deciding should not be interfered with by
the courts. Especially in the case of a
state official.
"The mcttion to dismiss and appeal
heretofore taken under section No. 129
of the Judicial Code from an interlocutory injunction is granted because it
came to an end when the final injunction
was issued. The decree is reversed without costs and with leave to the plaintiff
to withdraw his demurrer upon payment
of costs and amend his complaint if SO
Kalamazoo
Council Is
advised."
Hostile to Censorship
KALAMAZOO. MICH. — A petition
presented
to the the
Kalamazoo
commissioners requesting
establishment
of a
local censorship for motion pictures met
with little response on the part of Mayor
Upjohn and members of the council.
City Manager Freeman argued lor the
petition and was given the right to investigate censorship in other cities. It
appears unlikely that any action will be
taken, however.

FRED STONE
the llllll'll *tfl|£1* IMIIIIImIIiIII will ll|>|H'!ir 111
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BIG RAPIDS, MICH.— A. W. Miles!
appeared before the city council recently
to protest against the high prices of I
motion picture si ows and urge local
censorship.
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National Association's Committee Traps Suspects
and Recovers Many Prints Alleged to Have
Been Stolen From Exchanges
In the arrest of four men. including employes of two film exchanges, the
Film Theft Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry believes that it has smashed an organization of thieves which has
systematically robbed Chicago film exchanges of positive prints worth thousands of dollars.
Notations in books which were seized and confessions of the men taken
show that the thefts were organized on a tremendous scale and further arrests
may follow at any time.
Magnet Feature Film Exchange Involved
Purchase of prints, owned by several producing organizations, from the
Magnet Feature Film Exchange. 112 North La Salle street, provided the
evidence needed and made it possible to trace the films through the hands of
the various men involved.
A startling angle was given the case
when Albert Levinson of the Magnet
Feature Film Exchange declared he
would be able to deliver films out of
any film exchange in Chicago on twentyfour hours' notice "providing that the
exchange named had union employes."
While that
the thecommittee's
agents
do not
believe
union officials
sanctioned
such a statement or would tolerate
ithieves in their organization if they
knew them, they later learned that Leavinson was actually a member of Local
Number 10 in Chicago.
Four Men Under Arrest
The men under arrest in Chicago in
connection with the expose are:
Morris Kline. j.H4 Indiana avenue, a
film broker.
Albert Levinson. 2852 Diversey avenue, connected with the Magnet Feature
Film Exchange.
Isador Kahn. 1128 South Wood street,
shipping clerk, employed by Goldwyn
ictures Corp.
Morris Taitus. Astor Hotel, an employe of the Chicago exchange of the
Unity Photoplay Company.
The arrests were made by four city
detectives acting in conjunction with the
Film Theft Committee of the X. A. M.
P. I. and the state's attorney's office.
Buy Films at Magnet
The committee's detectives commenced
their Chicago operations by purchasing
a copy of "Thais." featuring Mary Garden, and "Herfrom
Bargain."
featuringFeature
Mary
MacLaren,
the Magnet
Film Exchange, 112 North La Salle
street, when they secured the promise
of the proprietor, J. E. Coursens, to sell
them additional subjects the following
day.
Next day four Goldwyn features and
eleven Metro Sydney Drew comedies
were delivered to the association's
"planted" customer and a number of important Famous Players-Lasky films
promised for the morrow. These subjects wereofdelivered
to theFeature
"plant"Film
by
Levinson
the Magnet
Exchange, who said that he would be
able to deliver films out of any film
exchange in Chicago on twenty-four
hours' notice, "providing that the exnamed had union employes."
Under change cross-examination
Levinson

admitted that the Goldwyn subjects had
been obtained through Izzy Kahn. an
employe of the Goldwyn Exchange, and
gave information about employes connected with other Chicago film exchanges. The Film Theft Committee will
not reveal the names of these, as it is
expected they will confess all they know
about the "master crooks." This is in
line with the committee's plan to go as
lightly as possible on the deluded employe whenever they find him disposed to
tell all he knows about the traffic in
stolen films.
On the order of the district attorney
a man named Taitus. who is alleged to
be actively connected with this traffic:
{Continued to Page 78)
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Peter J. Schaefer
Married in Chicago
To Mrs. Clara Arnold
Peter J. Schaefer of the firm of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer. theatrical magnates,
vice president of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of America, and president of
the Allied Amusements Association, was
married on Wednesday. July 16, to Mrs.
Clara Arnold, in the French room of
the Hotel Blackstone. Chicago, by Judge
Joseph
Only Sabath.
the immediate members of the
families
Mr. Schaefer's
associates.of Aaron
J. Jones two
and business
Adolph
Linick. were present.
The couple were married beneath a
bower of roses and smilax, the bride
being attired in a blue, tailored traveling gown, with a corsage of orchids and
lillies of the valley. The French room
was
roses. decorated with American beauty
A dinner was served, following the
ceremony
4 o'clock,
an adjoining
room and atat 6:30
Mr. andin Mrs.
Schaefer
left for a wedding tour among the
Canadian Rockies. They will leave Vancouver, Wash., on July 26 for Alaska,
returning to the states by way of the
Yellowstone Park and spend a few
weeks at the Broadmoor hotel. Colorado
Springs. After a few days in Chicago,
upon their return, they will go to Hot
nia.
Springs. Va., and will winter in CaliforThe bride, who formerly lived in Oak
Park, is. like Mr. Schaefer, a golf enthusiast, and has acted as president of
the Country Club horse shows. She is
closing
Place. her residence at 642 Bittersweet

They Think
Established
1854

in Indiana
Cable
Address:—
MOULDING.
Indiar apolis
Atlantic Cable Code :
The Premier Code
H.
LIEBER
COMPANY
24 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, Ind.
U. S. A.
June 27th, 1919

First National Exhibitors Circuit,
New York, N. Y.
Attention: Mr. Yearsley.
Dear Sir: We have your letter of June 23rd regarding
the advertising you are doing in the EXHIBITORS HERALD and I am glad of this as I believe that the majority of
exhibitors in this state count more on the HERALD than
on any other paper.
Very truly yours,
THE H. LIEBER COMPANY.
(Signed)
Floyd Brown,
FB :RWP
Mgr. Film Division.
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Commissioner

of Souls"
"Auction
On
Lifts Ban
Production Starring Aurora Mardiganian Plays to
Capacity Crowds in Detroit and Other
Michigan Cities
Removing his own ban against further exhibitor's continued faith in his show.
" 'Auction of Souls' was one of the
showings in Detroit of "Auction of biggest
successes I have ever played at
Souls," starring Aurora Mardiganian,
the Bijou,"
Mr.thatRutherford
said-it such
"My
Exhibitors' only
National
First
which
of
and
regret is
after I gave
Circuit is the official distributor, Police
Commissioner Dr. James W. Inches was a wonderful exploitation I was not able
cheered to the echo by 10,000 persons in to reap the full harvest of what I had
recently when his an- pair for because the picture was only
Cadillac Square
nouncement followed an appeal for booked for a three-day stay. After the
appeared with their favorArmenia by the star, Miss Mardiganian, newspapers
able reviews of the production, audiences
herself.
immensely. In fact, the audiPolice Commissioner Inches had increased
ences were larger towards the end of the
removed
Souls''
of
"Auction
ordered
showing
than
they were at the beginning
from the screen after it had been shown
as a pre-release for one week at the of the run of the picture.
"But it's all in the exploitation. This
Washington theatre in Detroit. His alone
can beat hot weather. Advertise
private presentaaction was taken atthea manageme
one
nt
your show right and the general public
tion. He allowed
week's run to compensate them for part will prefer it to any source of amuseof their heavy advance advertising.
Completely Alters Opinion
ment."
ng his own ban, the Comremovi
In
Boston
Bankers to
missioner expressed the wish that Miss
starring
e
Mardieanian and the pictur
Build Big Theatre
her, remain in Detroit for an indefinite
A,
.,
period.
NEW YORK.— It is reported that big
Miss Mar- bankers
of Boston have plans under way
Aside from this honor paid ride
at the for the erection
diganian, she was asked to
of a house similar to the
which
t
pagean
-First
head of the Safety
Strand, Rialto and Rivoli of New York.
Seated
long.
miles
It is claimed that the owner of at least
was a procession two
James two
in an automobile with Lieutenant of
legitimate houses received large
the
ve
entati
repres
l
Anderson, specia
offers to turn their houses into strictly
and
t
Circui
First National Exhibitors' executive at motion picture houses. They turned the
Harrv Scott, First National was
cheered offer down, hence the plan for building.
Detroit, Miss Mardiganian
during the entire parade.
ssioner further acThe Police Commi
comodated the management of the
Washington Theatre by posting extrat
Detroi
patrolmen to prevent throngs of Severa
l
c.
blocking traffi
people fromnecess
ticket
order
to
ary
times it was
s.
period
short
sales stopped for

Goes Big at Bay City
Proving that the populace of Bay
City, Michigan, would rather attend a
nce than patronpicture performa
motiona score
of warm-weather remedies,
ize
James H. Rutherford, manager of the
Bijou theatre of that city launched an
advertising campaign that will go down
theatrical history.
City's ord
in Bay Rutherf
started his advertising
Mr.
"Auction of Souls,'
of
ation
exploit
in
starring Aurora Mardiganian, and of
l Exhibitors' Circuit
which First Nationa
getting conis the official distributor, by le
d
trol of every bit of availab billboar
and window display space in the city
and environs. Three days before the
started his newspaper adveropening he This
tising. increased in size until the
attraction.
the
of
showing
Advertising Brings Results
Disregarding exploitation precedent in
ord kept his adMr. Rutherf
Bay City, vertising
during the exploitation in
newspapers at a larger space than ever
before in the history of his theatre. This,
he maintains, is the outward sign of an

Lasky Denies Rumor
Of Big Film Merger
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— In connection with a rumor of a possible merger
of the Famous Players-Lasky and Goldwyn interests, Jesse L. Lasky. first vicepresident
of the former corporation
states:
"Some one, without any knowledge
of the matter, and of whose identity
we have no idea, has been circulating
rumors to the effect that a merger was
contemplated between the FamousPlayers-Lasky corporation and the Goldwyn interests.
"Since my arrival on the coast recently
I have been called up on several occasions for information concerning this
story and I may say that so far as this
company is concerned, most emphatically, there has never been such a move
contemplated or discussed, and that there
is no possibility or even the slightest
reason for anything of the sort in the

Kansas
City Saloon
future."
To Become Theatre
KANSAS CITY, MO.— W. Z. Boone,
owner of the building at 1021 Main
street, has leased his property for 15
years for a total rental of $158,750 to
the Big Four Amusement company,
headed by Maurice Dubinsky. The comwill operate
several
turepanytheatres
in Kansas
City.modern picThe Main street building has been
occupied by a liquor concern for over 20
years; eling$25,000
will be
spent itinfireproof.
remodthe building,
making
Both sides were represented by Jacob
Werby, president of the Werby Realty
& Investment company.
Columbus Men Form
Film Products Firm
COLUMBUS, OHIO.— For the making of news pictures and with the purpose of eventually picturing dramas in
film, the De Luxe Film Products Co.
was lately organized in Columbus and
has established an executive office at
Room 615 in the Joyce Realty building,
243 North High street. Recently this
firm has been making motion pictures
of the centenary and is preparing to
issue an animated weekly. It. is now
doing photography only, selling direct
to the distributors, such as the Pathe
weekly, but later on the company expects to establish laboratories here and
run the entire gamut of film production.
Obed O. Lees is general manager of
the firm; Russell Rockefellow, assistant
manager, and C. V. Lees, business manager. O. O. Lees, formerly attached to
other film companies in Columbus, was
in Chicago for a year, where he covered the picture field thoroughly. All
are Columbus men.
Remodel

FLORENCE BVDLTH MARTIN
Co-a tarring with Sergeant Qnj icmpy in
•■ Tin' i ndercarrentf9* n Beleel picture i<>
l»<> InnimmI In tin- lull.
74

Bank

Building

WILLIAMSBURG,
The toCitizens'
bank
building has beenI A.—
leased
Ralph
Halvorson for a period of five years
and will immediately be remodeled into
a modern motion picture theatre, seating between 300 and -J00 people. It will
open about August 15.

EXHIBITORS
Starring in Serial

FRANCIS MANX
Who will appear in the Arthur Beck Serial
"The iHle ot Jewels" to be published by
Pathe.
Chicago Must Pay Its
Censor to January 1
Charles E. Frazier, who as second
deputy superintendent of police is ex
officio motion picture censor in Chicago,
can draw his salary for the remainder
of the year, even though there is no appropriation to pay him, according to the
corporation counsel's office. A legal
opinion to this effect is being prepared
at the direction of Corporation Counsel
Samuel A. Ettelson.
A council subcommittee three weeks
ago declared Mr. Frazier's department
superfluous and the city council, therefore, failed to appropriate for his salary. Mr. Ettelson then held that failure to appropriate does not abolish an
office and declared that an ordinance
would be necessary. The council then
directed him to frame such an ordinance, but the opinion now in process
of preparation will hold that the state
law prevents the abolition of the
office before the end of the fiscal year,
Dec. 31, 1919.
George H. Williams
To Join Universal
NEW YORK.— The Universal Film
Manufacturing Company has secured
the services of George H. Williams, who
for the past eleven years has been the
guiding hand behind the scenes at the
Hippodrome, on mechanical detail, and
construction of sets and props. Mr.
Williams
left for Universal City this
week.
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"Curtain" for Mr. Quinn
Mr. J. A. Quinn of Los Angeles has contributed graciously tot
what might otherwise have been a dull week.
With the motion picture industry doing so much to entertain and
amuse the world, it is only consistent that someone should happen
along on a blistering July day and amuse the men of films for a brief
moment. Mr. Quinn seems to have delegated himself to be THAT
SOMEONE.
Like many another humorist, good and bad, Mr. Quinn takes
himself seriously and in this role he assumes to discuss seriously the
motion picture industry.
Mr. Quinn may not agree with us that his recent outbreak in
New York was an attempt to be funny ; we hope that he does, because
it is his only opportunity to achieve or maintain a reputation for'
sanity, commonsense or that small degree of fairness which should
be exhibited even though one is very "mad at" somebody or something.
Mr. Quinn apparently is very "mad at" motion pictures and the
men responsible for them in America. And very much in the manner
of an irate chorus girl, he comes out from back stage — which is his
proper place — proceeds to tell the wide world that the show is no
good, that the actors are bad boys and bad girls and that everything
and everybody, except himself, is all wrong.
To use Mr. Quinn's own words: "I have been suffering from
the bunk and four-flushing of these so-called kings of the picture
business for four years. They talk about the picture business being
the fourth or fifth largest in the world. I say its the biggest joke in
the world today. They want me to speak truths regarding the picture
business. Well, I'll do so." So there, now, that's Mr. Quinn of Los
Angeles!
Mr. Quinn, if someone asked you "to speak truths regarding the
picture business" they were spoofing you. Ever since one of the gullible New York trade papers printed several articles under your signature a few months ago the trade has been able to judge with considbusiness.erable accuracy your ability to speak "truths" about the picture
You may be able to operate your theatre in a very creditable
manner, but when you attempt to comment upon the broader aspects
of the motion picture and the film business you become that horrible
thing — an unfunny joke.
We would be willing to allow Mr. Quinn to thus rest in his
proper classification if some of the assertions incorporated in his
recent belchings in New York, which are malicious affronts and
insults to the men and women engaged in making and selling motion
pictures, were not directed to the general public and carefully piloted
into print.
Mr. Quinn says: "In the four years I have been an exhibitor
there has been about four times that I played a good film to which
I could call my family patrons and tell them to come to see." The)
logical comment on this is that if his patrons agreed with him he
would not have remained in business for four years and consequently
his opinion as to what constitutes a good film is not worth the celebrated tinker's dam.
He shouts, "Studio conditions are rotten, rotten right through to
the core," endeavoring with his blat to create a public scandal but
succeeding only in making plain his bad faith. Obviously, if he was
fairly intentioned in this matter and possessed with facts upon which
to base his theory he would place these facts in the hands of responsible executives who would speedily correct any wrong condition that
might exist.
Mr. Quinn concludes : "They think they can stop me from telling
what I know about pictures, but I'm started now and, by God, the
only Again
way they
me isAsby far
killing
me."campaign is concerned — no
we can
muststop
differ.
as his
matter what the motive has been — he is already dead, so dead that
all the king's horses and all the king's men could not dig him out of
the pit of oblivion
75 that his giddy remarks have dug for him.
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V street
sceneOn built
costshown
of $15,000
for "The Hoodlum,"
production
FirstwereNational
( ireuit.
the atlefta is
the framework
upon whichMary
the Piekford's
buildings ofsecond
a typical
tenement forstreet
painted.Exhibitors
The finished product is shown on the right ready for the actors, director and cameramen.
Allied

Amusements
To

Chicago

Fight

St. Louis

Association
Exhibitors'

Battles

Body to Present a United Front in Combating Legislative Measures — Will Inaugurate
Wide Advertising Campaign
election of an executive committee was
The need of a united exhibitors'
Choynski, who will anbody, presenting a solid front to fight left to President
nounce the men to serve on this comimpending local, state and national leg- mittee.
Cleveland Plan Discussed
islation ivas set forth by Maurice A.
Choynski at a meeting of the Allied
The plan adopted by the Cleveland
Amusements Association, held last Motion Picture Exhibitors Association
and which worked out so successfully
week in Chicago in Fraternity Hall.
was discussed at length. There the exhibitors have a club house, all paid for.
An effort is to be made the coming
$1,500 in cash in the bank. Most
fall to get every exhibitor in the city and
of this money was raised, Peter J.
into the organization. It was also pro- Schaefer stated, by running slides in the
posed at the meeting on Tuesday to various theatres whose managers could
take in exhibitors throughout the state not afford to pay an annual assessment
of Illinois. This matter is now being of $30. The same scheme is to be tried
out in Chicago
those exdebated by a committee.
hibitors who do thus
not enabling
care to contribute
dues in cash to donate the use of
"During the coming months," said their
their screens. The advertising and
President
Choynski
"the exhibitors
Chicago will
be confronted
with manyof placing of slides will be handled by the
A. A. A.
problems that will call for immediate
action. An effort is to be made to have
Another innovation to be inaugurated
the five per cent tax on films removed:
soon is a bi-monthly bulletin to be
and distributed gratis to memaadjustment;
new operators'
is in process
of printed bers.
This will contain news of local
a cityscale
ordinance
is to be
presented to the city council regulating
interest and keep exhibitor* advised of
impending
motion picture theatres, a Sunday clos- A.
doings. laws, new rulings and A. A.
ing movement is on, the musicians are
asking an increase of twenty-five per
Attorney Jacobson addressed the meetcent and a uniform contract with exing and explained that now more than
changes isneeded.
ever before was a united front necessary to make a stand against several
United Action Necessary
measures about to be introduced in the
"These matter-; cannot be handled by
individuals. Wc must take them up as cityThecouncil.
matter of making a long term
an Association if we are to accomplish
contract with a film pick-up company
was
also
discussed and will be taken up
anything."
said of
Mr. securing
Choynski. the proper
The matter
at a subsequent meeting.
adjustment of grievances between exchanges and exhibitors is also to be
taken up with the F. T. I.. AT. Club
Mystic Theatre Reopens
through A. A. A. and a standard form of
TIFFIN,
OHIO.— Otto Motry. procontract adopted.
prietor of the Lyric motion picture theatre, has secured a lease on the Mystic
A thorough Canvas of the city is to
theatre from C. I.. Cutlip. former manbe
gf,t pay
in new
76
ager, and has reopened
the playhouse.
ber«made
and immediately
have the old t"ones
up- ninn-|
The

to Have

$600,000 Theatre
Playhouse Opening in Fall
Will Rival Rivoli and
Rialto
ST. LOUIS, MO.— The Rossati-Kain
Catholic High School property at Grand
and Lucas avenues, has been sold by
the Mercantile Trust Company to the
Missouri Theatre Company for the site
of a new theatre, which, it is said, will
be the finest motion-picture house in
America. The plans for the new building now are nearing completion, and
the work of razing the high school building will begin at an early date.
Will Cost $600,000
The property has a frontage of 129
feet on Grand avenue and runs back
130 feet on Lucas avenue. The improvements, exclusive of the ground value,
will cost approximately $600,000.
R. King Kauffman, vice president of
the Mercantile Trust Company, who
managed the transaction, said that the
details of the sale and the names of the
parties behind the enterprise cannot now
be made public. It is planned, he said,
to have the proposed building completed and ready to open in the late fall.
The building will be ultra-modern and|
of fireproof construction. The front will
be two
stories inandheight
tain storerooms
offices.and will conWill Be Modern Type

The theatre will be of the most mod !
ern type and will have a seating capac- J
ity of about 4,000. It will be equipped I :
with all conveniences known in connec-H
tion with the operation of theatres ancfl
motion-picture houses. The pipe orgaivi
it is said, will be the largest in tin
country, and the management plans t<
have a 50-piccc symphony orchestra.
The theatre will be devoted exclusive!:!
to the first run of the best pictures obit
tamable and a daily musical progran
-m il as has made the Rivoli and Rialt'l
theatres in New York City the standarl
of excellence in motion-picture cxhibi!
tion. The name of the new house hal
not yet been decided upon.
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ization elects its executive committeeman, which committee controls the organization. Nobody ever criticised the
calibre and intents and purposes of the
To Support
National
Organization
United States senate.
"Mr. Ira Mosher of Buffalo, a memDeclares Unity of Action Is the Big Need of
ber of the New York State Exhibitors
Theatre Owners as They Face Questions
League, had probably more to do with
framing the present constitution than any
Of Vital Concern
other man. Most of the differences in
the previous Exhibitors Conventions has
A plea for unity and an expression of hope that the New York exhibitors
been caused
State inof connection withbyoneNewor York
two other
the
i will reconsider their withdrawal from the Motion Picture Exhibitors of Amerlarger
states,
playing
politics,
pure
and
I ica, Inc., is contained in an open letter to the exhibitors of the country issued simple, with much trouble resultant
therefrom.
|tion.
by Alfred S. Black, newly elected president of the national exhibitor organizaConfidence in Associates
Exhibitors are facing the most important problems since the advent of
"It is not . the intent of this reply to
indulge in personalities. I believe that
! motion picture theatres, he declares, and there is a need for unity of action.
men like Messrs. Marcus Loew, Jake
Defends Action of St. Louis Convention
Wells, Peter J. Schaefer, Harry T.
Nolan, Frank J. Rembusch and Ernest
Mr. Black staunchly defends the action of the association at its St. Louis
H. Horstmann, together with the memconvention and the men who participated in it. He dismisses charges of New
bers of the Executive Committee, are
men
reputations can be trusted
York exhibitors that the convention was "producer controlled" by stating he is to actwhose
honestly for the best interests
willing to stand on his record in working independently from the exhibitor's of the exhibitors of the United States.
standpoint.
As for myself, I am willing to stand
Throughout his communication, Mr.
olution which they brought before the upon my record in working indepenConvention was so radical that it was
dently from the exhibitor's standpoint,
Black carefully avoids indulging in per- turned
down by the Convention by an first, last and always.
I sonalities.
overwhelming vote.
"The Motion Picture Exhibitors of
In conclusion, he announces that the
America, Inc., has already started upon
"As
a
matter
of
fact,
of
the
large
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
number of states represented the only a concrete, forceful plan covering the
whole UTnited States for the purpose of
Inc., has several important matters un- delegation voting in favor of the Reso- getting
taxation relief. Every exhibitor
lution was the New York delegation, it- in the United
der way, including a well organized camStates will hear within a
self, and immediately upon the announcefew
days
direct from the Chairman of
ment of the vote, these delegates (who
< 'paign to bring about the repeal of the
this Committee, Mr. L. F. Blumenthal
had prior to the meeting so intimated
1 taxes now burdening playhouses.
that they would so act) gave notice that of Jersey City, N. J. Other important
Communication in Full
plans will be very shortly announced.
New York withdrew from the National
organization.
His letter in full is as follows:
"The organization has gone, on record
this year to get results and make
Is
Open
to
Suggestions
■ I that
"It the
is a Executive
source of deep
regret
to
me
promises
afterwards. We ask the earnest
Committee of the
cooperation of every exhibitor of the
"The
officials
of
the
National
organMotion
League notof
ization are not wedded to any set plan United States and perhaps the members
the
State Picture
of New Exhibitors'
York has decided
operating. What they are earnestly of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League
to accept the will of the majority at of
endeavoring to do is to perfect an of New York State may deem it advisthe St. Louis Convention, but in an open organization
able to reconsider their recent action.
that will be a credit to the
letter emphasizing' their own accompicture end of the industry. They We are facing the most important probplishments and defending the attitude motion
feel that the present Constitution and
lems since the advent of the motion picof their representatives at St. Louis at- method
ture theatre. We need unity of action
should be given a
tack the personnel of our National Or- fair trial.of Itoperating
and
the
National organization proposes
is
based
along
lines
of
the
ganization, the Motion Picture ExhibUnited States senate. Each state organitors of America, Inc.
to have it, if such a thing is possible."
controversies
THOSE BATHING GIRLS CERTAINLY DRAW
in "We
the have
ranks had
of so
the many
exhibitors
of this
country caused by the adoption of a
'rule
or ruin' policy,
in hopes
the Convention
this that
yearI was
at St.
Louis
would be one in which the serious probfjj lems confronting the exhibitors of the
United States would have precedence
over the ambitions of any one or several
men.
Alfred

S. Black

Urges

Compliments N. Y. Exhibitors
"The New York State Exhibitors'
League, through its duly appointed committee of Messrs. Cohen, Berman and
Reilly. did wonderful work in the campaign for legalized Sunday opening in
New York State, for which they have
I i and will continue to receive full credit,
but because of this successful campaign
I it seems hardly fair that they should
I ization.
insist upon ruling the National organ"Their representatives. Messrs. Berf man and Hayman, were delegates to the
St. Louis Convention. They were both
given every opportunity and possible
courtesy upon the floor of the convention to present their views, even to the
privilege of writing the Resolution for
the proposed change to the Constitution. This they cannot denv. The Res-

Exhibitors

A |>ortioii of the crowd that tried to set into the Broadway Theatre, New York, at the
premier of "Yanke Doodle in Berlin" and the initial appearance of Mnek SennettV
heatity chorus from the eoasl.
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Repertory

Improve

Productions

Naomi Childers, Sidney Ainsworth and Several
Others Signed for Permanent Positions
in Support of Stars
To ensure acting quality for Eminent
Special arrangement has just been
Authors Pictures and for support of made by the Goldwyn Company for the
Goldwyn stars, the Goldwyn Pictures
appearance of Betty Blythe in some of
the productions of Eminent Authors
Corporation is building a repertory comPictures. She goes to join the colony
pany at Culver City, California.
For some time past, it has been the at Culver City, following her work as
the featured member of the cast of the
policy of Goldwyn as with. the majority
of producing companies to employ sup- latest Select production. Both Miss
porting players for single pictures only. Blythe and Miss Childers gained their
After a careful study of the situation, early screen experience under the VitaGoldwyn officials have decided this is a graph banner.
Will Develop Talent
mistake.
Not
only
does the repertory system
Sign Childers and Ainsworth
benefit the player financially but it also
Two of the newest recruits to the gives the screen actor the same opportunity to develop his talents that are
Goldwyn repertory company are Naomi
who is constantly apChilders and Sidney Ainsworth. Mr. given to pearingthein newstarproductions.
Moreover,
Goldwyn has also enlisted Herbert
the director takes more interest and
Standing, Aleck B. Francis, John Bowers, greater pains in developing the capaMacey Harlam, Florence Deshon and
bilities of his company under the repertory arrangement.
Kate Lester. Three of the company, Mr.
The repertory idea is expected to go
Standing, Mr. Bowers and Miss Lester even further. It is known for instance
will appear in support of Madge Ken- that the same minor characters appear
nedy in the new Goldwyn picture, in several of the novels of Eminent Authors. Rupert Hughes for example
"Through the Wrong Door" by Prince- makes a point of keeping certain characters before his readers in succeeding
liams. ton's other author — Jesse Lynch Wil- novels. With a repertory comapny, the
Naomi Childers went into pictures same actors will be employed to depict
after a brief but successful stage career. the same characters in the successive
Sidney Ainsworth has six years on the photodramas.
Three actors recently engaged by Rex
screen to his credit, besides numerous
Beach for Rex Beach Pictures, are Curtis
important Broadway performances on Cooksey, Edward Boulden and Fred
Stanton.
the speaking stage.
'HERALD"

INVADES

STUDIO

< hurl*-* i'nrmfl. director of Hull**-!
Concdlen, mid lilt ni-workem pn lined lonje
4-fhr
noiiuh
ii rvvvnt
of II. B,l,oirjo>
NIiIioIn,In flu*
1 «• r» !«l rrpr<*N«-iitiitl
v<>, next
to potif
for
nliotruponpicture.
MI*n Itrntrlcr
the 1 yutinic
liuly ntiiiidlnK
to Mr.
I'nrroit, llnrr> Miiiim timl Montr ItiiiiU* ji r«* the eonirriliiiiN on the floor.
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Four Arrests Expected
To End Film Thefts
(Continued from page 73)
Morris Kline, who is said to have participated; Levinson and Izzy Kahn were
locked up. Two thousand dollars bail
was fixed in the case of each and the
court hearing set at a later date. By
that time it is expected the other alleged
traffickers will have been located and
held for trial.
The Chicago activities of the Film
Theft Committee were supervised by W.
C. Hawkins, who has just returned from
Mexico, where he was the agent of the
Committee on Public Information, and
who will shortly return there as the
Mexican representative of the new ByoirHart firm. Being in Chicago and knowing of the committee's plans through
close acquaintance with H. Minot Pitman, chairman of the committee, Hawkins undertook the work of "cleaning
Chairman Pitman is now preparing a
similar
round-up in a Pacific Coast city;
up
and Chicago."
last week in New York procured the
arrest of Gustav Lanzke of 1842 Broadway on the charge of receiving stolen
reels. Although Lanzke was dismissed
by Magistrate McQuaid on the ground
that it could not be proved that the
accused had knowledge that such films
were stolen, the Vitagraph and Pathe
companies replevined next day films
bearing their trade-mark which were
found in Lanzke's possession.
Six Serve On Committee
The personnel
the Chairman
Film TheftPitman
Committee in additionof to
is: William Wright, L. E. Franconi,
Samuel Eckman, Jr.; Tarkington Baker
and Bert Adler, who announce that they
will serve until the theft of films is
totally wiped out in this country.
Fail to Kill
Daylight Act
In the House
WASHINGTON.— Repeal of the day
light saving law became a dead issue,
for the present at least, by the failure of
the house to pass the agricultural
bill over President Wil
appropriation
son's
veto.
The vote was 247 to 137, proponents of
repeal mustering twenty-three votes 1<
than the required two-thirds majority
The agricultural bill will be passed with
the repeal rider eliminated, and it was
said that no effort would be made to pass
the repeal measure as a separate bill, as
it undoubtedly would be vetoed by the
President. Under the now defeated rides
the law would have been repealed or
October 26.
Immediately after Speaker Gillett an
nounced the result amid the applause o
supporters of the daylight saving law
the bill was referred back to the agri
cultural committee, which will mee
probably tomorrow to report the meas
ure with the repeal rider eliminated.
Because of the house action, the senat
will not have the opportunity to attemp
veto.
passage of the bill over the President'
The house vote did not divide alon
political lines, the proponents of the re
peal
being those representing agricu
tural districts.
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Announcement

Mary

Miles

Binney
Already

Mmter,

Placed

Engaged,

Commenced
Realart Pictures makes its first combined announcement of stars- this week.
This lively new organization began
business June 9 and in the space of
.hree short weeks three stars were signed
jp and one of them had begun work on
ier first picture. All this forms a record
of rapid action and big achievement
:hat bids fair to stand for some time to
;ome. While this is only the beginning
— an earnest of more big things to follow, it is possible for the company to
take stock of what has been done and to
utline its work for the future.
Accomplish Much in Three Weeks
Xot only have the administrative staffs
d field forces started at work, but
ee stars have been placed under conct, their vehicles chosen, directors for
o engaged and work on one produc'on
All this
ithincommenced.
the astounding
shorttook
spaceplaceof
ree weeks! To some the answer may
hard to find; but those who know
thur S. Kane, the president and ornizer of the corporation, will readily
derstand why so very much has been
ccomplished in the extremely short
'me
arted.that has elapsed since the company
The trinity of stars who have contracted to appear in Realart Pictures
are Mary Miles Minter, Alice Brady and
Constance Binney. In choosing vehicles
in which to present these very popular
and highly talented young actresses, it
has been the aim of the Kealart to secure the photoplay rights to only the
best and most suitable stage plays and
successful novels that are obtainable in

by

Brady

Work

Arthur

S.

on

Realart

and

Contract:

and

Two
One

Kane

ARTHUR S. KANE
President of Realart Picture* Corporation
who thiN
makes official announcement of hi*week
stars..
order to allow them to bring to photodramatic life all the best that in them
lies.
Mary

JOH.V POND FRITTS
Director of publicity
for Realart Pictures
Corporation.

Alice

Under

of

Miles Minter

Mary Miles Minter will make her bow
as a Realart star in a picturization of
the four "Anne" books, the classics of
American girlhood by L. M. Montgomery. The title chosen is "Anne of
Greenthe Gables,"
from onein ofthethefourseries,
and
stories narrated
will
be embodied in one picture. William
Desmond Taylor has been engaged to
direct Miss Minter for Realart Pictures.
Mr. Taylor has had a long and successful career as a director with the foremost photoplay companies, starting with
the old Morosco-Pallas Company before
its affiliation with Famous PlayersLasky. He
his creditone
manyof successes.has
Francesto Marion,
the
most famous scenario, writers, will make
the screen adaptation for "Anne of
Green Gables." Miss Marion has written some of the most successful photoplays for a number of well-known stars.
the Many are "The Amazons"
Among
for Marguerite Clark; "He Comes Up
Smiling" for Douglas Fairbanks; "The
City of Dim Faces" for Sessue Hayakawa; "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
■•Amarilly of Clothesline Alley," "M'liss,"
and
ford. "Johanna Enlists"
79 for Mary Pick-

Stars

Constance
Directors
Production

s Corporation
Will Make Twenty Pictures
Miss Minter starts work at once at the
studios of the Mary Miles Minter Productions in New York. Her contract
covers a period of three and one-half
years. During this term, she will make
six pictures yearly or a total of twenty
for the life of the contract.
A delightful screen personality and
remarkable acting ability, gained by
long, hard work and diligent study, are
the secrets of Miss Minter's already
great popularity. Tremendously increased sums will be spent on her productions for stories, direction and supThough still a minor, this talented
young woman has been a photoplay star
for
five years. More remarkable still,
port.
she has been the star in all the photoplays though
in which
she has
Alshe started
whenappeared.
very young,
she never played small parts. Her first
screen appearance was in "The Fairy
and the Waif," made in 1914 by the
Frohman Amusement Company and distributed on the World program. Her
next contract was with Metro, and for
this company she starred in "Barbara
Fritchie"others.
and "Emmy
of Stork'sherNest,"
among
Then followed
king
term contract with American, her first
great success with this company being
"Youth's Endearing Charm." Among
the many photoplays which she made
for American perhaps the best remembered are "Annie-for-Spite." "Melissa of
the Hills." "A Bit of Jade." "Eyes of
Julia Deep." "Wives and Other Wives"
andFor"A theBachelor's
past fourWife."
years, Miss Minter
has lived and made her productions in

J. S. WOODY
General Sales Manager of Realart Pictures
Corporation.
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MILES MINTER

Santa Barbara, California. Under the
terms of her Realart contract, she will
now work in the East. In view of this
she has changed her address to NewYork.
Alice Brady
The securing of Alice Brady as a Realart star was considered a wonderful
coup by the knowing ones in the profession. Negotiations
services were
under for
way Miss
for Brady's
several
weeks and her signature to a Realart
contract was secured in the face of the
keenest sort of competition and at a
figure that is astounding but entirely
consistent in view of the present day
demand for stars of her sterling caliber.
Her contract calls for her appearance in
eight pictures during the next year. The
ink was not dry on the contract before
Miss . Brady said that she wanted to st^rt
work immediately. Consequently this
indefatigable young woman is already
under the direction of Kenneth Webb.
First Production, "Sinners"
This first Alice Brady production will
be
from
the David.
stage
play "Sinners,"
of the sameadapted
name by
Owen
The stage version was originally presented by her father, William A. Brady,
at his New York theatre, The Playhouse, with Alice Brady in the leading
role of little "Mary Horton," and a
notable cast including Robert Edeson,
Charles Kichman. Emma Dunn, Florence
Nash. Gertrude Dallas, William Walker
and John Stokes. After a run lasting the
season in New York, this successful
drama was sent on tour where it enjoyed artistic, as well as financial prosperity for a lengthy period.
"Sinners" is
type of stage
play
that is particularthe
to screen
ly adaptable
form and should prove a very excellent
vehicle to introduce Alice Brady as a
Realart star. The story has a universal
appeal. To give a brief resume, it narrates the story of little Mary Horton,
who leaves her sheltered home in New
Hampshire and goes to the city to seek
employment to support an invalid
mother. Through an accident of fate,
Mary meets Hilda Xewton, formerly
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ALICE BRADY
from her home town but now a blase
woman of the world. A strange sentiment forces Hilda to befriend Mary, the
innocent, and she is introduced to the
worldly set with whom Hilda associated.
Mary's charming innocence and naivete
make friends for her immediately. So
begins her life in the city. Through the
story runs the marvelous instinct of the
mother who knows and feels that harm
is about to come to her little girl. The
silver
the cloudallofman,
Mary's
life
appearslining
whenin Merrick,
proves
that chivalry and romance are not entirely killed in this workaday world of
ours, and their love affair ends very
happily.
Is Versatile Young Actress
Alice Brady is rightly considered one
of the most versatile young actresses on
the American stage and screen. She
made her stage debut in the Gilbert and
Sullivan operas and soon after originated the prima donna role in the light
opera,
Balkanplayed
Princess,"
in which
Robert "The
Warwick
opposite
her.
Miss Brady then forsook musical comedy for the drama, making her first
early success in this line of endeavor
in the leading role in the dramatization
of Louisa M. Alcott's immortal "Little
Women,"
ran for
a full
New York.which
She also
played
the year
leadingin
roles in "The Things that Count" and
"Sinners," as stated. Her greatest success on the stage, however, was gained
during the season just closed as star in
"Forever After." The New York critics
were unstinting in singing the praises
of
Miss Brady's
wonderful
work in
and The
the
following
comment
appeared
Evening Sun of June R, 1919, apropos of
the termination oi the season long run
of this dramatic triumph:
"Alice Brady will close her notably
miccc>mMiI engagement in 'Forever
\fler" at the Playhouse tomorrow night.
Opening Theatre
in Owen onDavis'
the
Central
Sept. romance
9, Miss at
Brady
played there for fifteen weeks and on
Dec. !_>3 moved to the Playhouse, where
she has continued with substantial success one of the longest runs enjoyed by
any attraction in a season remarkable
for lengthy engagements.
80
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"When the final curtain descends on
'Forever After' at the Playhouse tomorrow night. Miss Brady will have
finished her thirty-ninth week and 344th
performance in that play, and at the
same time will conclude a record
achievement that has few parallels in
the history of the American theatre.
Few native actresses have been successful to the point of playing a solid season on Broadway in their first season
as stars, and Miss Brady finished her
first season as a legitimate luminary
with a real personal triumph to her
credit. Through her brilliant work behind the footlights she has doubled the
following which is hers as a star of
the screen and has won recognition as
one of the best equipped young actresses
on ourWill
stage."
Work Through Summer
Miss Brady will work on her Realart
productions through the summer and
later her strenuous assignment will be
doubled as she will continue her screen
work while
on tourtheatrical
in "Forever
during
the coming
season.After'
To comment
on allmake
Missa Brady's
screen
triumphs would
volume
in itself. However, the following are
among her recent productions: "Paid in
Full," adapted from the great stage
play of the same name by Eugene
Walter; "Red Head." 'His Bridal
Night" and "The Better Half."
Constance

Binney

The third to be secured of the trio of j
luminaries to be starred in Realart Pic-I
turos is Constance Binney. Her firsll
vehicle has been selected but she hasl
not yet started production; the reasonl
for this is obvious to the follower Oil
theatricals.
"39 isEast,"
Rache [
Crothers comedy,
one of the
the slashing!
hits of the New York theatrical season f
It has run since early in the season ancl
even though the thermometer hover!!
around the 98 mark, the weather is noT
keeping theatregoers .away from tin
Broadhurst, where the play is housed
The problem could be solved by having
some other
take Miss
Binney'
place
but theactress
producers
feel that
thai
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|.vould be very unwise as the consensus
betta," to allow Miss Binney to bring
jf opinion is that the popularity of the to photo-dramatic life all the charms of
>lay is due in a very large measure to her piquant personality and effervescent,
'Progress Advance"
ler delightful delineation of the leading unspoiled youth.
Reprints HERALD
role, in which she is featured. Her perA very interesting fact about the three
Advertising Hints
formance stands out like a cameo in a Realart stars, so far announced, is that
Ent replete with metropolitan favorites, all gained fame on the stage before becoming favorites as screen stars. Beill artists in their lines. It certainly is
fore beginning her screen career, Mary
Progress Advance, a magazine of serv10 small honor to be featured on Broadice for motion picture exhibitors, pubMiles Minter was a child actress in supway when one considered that this is
port of world famous stars, among them
lished by Famous Players-Lasky Corbeing Robert Hilliard, Mrs. Fiske, the
poration, recently reprinted in full an
jnly Miss Binney's third season on the late Xat C. Goodwin and William and
stage.
Dustin Farnum. Miss Minter had the article from the Herald's advertising
unique experience for a child of playing bureau instructing exhibitors in the
Started. in "Oh Lady, Lady!"
She made her first appearance in the one part for four consecutive years on value and the use of posters.
anginal production of the musical comThe reproduction appears under the
the stage, the title role in "The "Littlest'
dy
"Oh.part
Lady!
Lady'"'
this
he success,
played the
of the
maid.In She
heading "Trade Magazine Gives Facts
on Poster-Advertising Worth Money to
bave such promise that the management
Rebel."
phose her to understudy the leading
Exhibitors" with the following introduction:
Exchange Managers
role, played by Yivienne Segal. When
Miss Segal was forced to leave the cast
"Right in line with the movement for
>n account of illness. Miss Binney was
more generous use of posters comes
Realart Pictures Corporation will the
iven
the
part.
How
she
"made
good"
an
in EXHIBITORS HERALD
stage history. Following this, she have exchanges in twenty principal cities. ANDarticle
MOTOGRAPHY, of June 14,
Offices
are
already
in
operation
at
the
ppeared in Winthrop Ames' production
following central points and the others pages 55 and 56, using for a heading the
f "Saturday
to Monday."
Thenpart
camein will
follow in short order as it is ex- slogan, 'USE MORE POSTERS.'
er
real chance
in the leading
"It is well written; it is to the point;
pected to have all exchanges established
'39
so excellent
her
ork East."
and so And
unanimous
was thewas
verdict
and it says in a few words what others
by the third week of July.
f critics and public alike that it was
a book on. It is worth careThe list of managers already selected mightfulwrite
reading and every exhibitor may
lot long before her name appeared on and their addresses:
he billing as the featured leading lady.
New York — Lester W. Adler, 729 profit from it.
Miss Binney has appeared in only
"It is so good, we print it in full."
hree photoplays, yet her success has Seventh Avenue.
€en meteoric. She made her first
Chicago — Harry W. Willard, Suite New Jersey Churches
1204, Consumers Bldg., 220 S. State St.
creen appearance in Maurice Tourneur's
Pittsburgh — Xat Barach, 1018 Fordes
rochiction
of
"Sporting
Life,"
adapted
Fight Sunday Theatre
Street.
rom the world famous Drury Lane
PATERSOX, X. J. — Clergymen
elodrama. So successful was she in
St.
Louis
—
J.
C.
Ragland,
United
Film
throughout the state are organizing 10
icreen impersonation that she was cast Service, 362S Olive Street.
light the movement to open motion picor leads with John Barrymore, appearture theatres on Sundays.
Detroit — Cornelius G. Kingsley, Suite
ing with him in "Here Comes the f.07 Joseph Mack Bldg.. 63 E. Elizabeth
Although
the question is not expected
Bride." from the stage play of the same
to reach the legislature for more than
St.
ame. and "The
Test
of
Honor,"
a
psyBoston — Walter R. Scates, o Isabella
chological drama. The wide difference
a year, petitions opposing Sunday openStreet.
ing are being circulated in churches and
in the stage plays and screen produccollections to defray the expensc
ions mentioned proves more than anyBuffalo—St.Henry E. Wilkinson, 221 special
Franklin
ot the tight are being taken up.
thing Miss Binney's versatility.
Cincinnati — Mark Goldman. Suite 910To Star in "Erstwhile Susan"
911 Mercantile Library Building.
License Two Theatres
The vehicle chosen for Constance
Denver—
Bert
R.
Latz,
Hotel
Albany
Binney's Realart debut is "Erstwhile
WILMINGTON, DEL— Permits for
headquarters).
a motion
^t TwentySusan."
the stage
of a (temporary
fourth
and picture
Market theatre
streets and
another
season orThis
twois ago
with success
Mrs. Fiske.
Realart will publish its first production
There is ample latitude in the part of in the early fall. From thirty-five to at Fourth and Union streets have been
the appealing Mennonite maid, "Barnafifty pictures will be the year's total.
granted.
STIRRING SCENES FROM "A MAN'S COUNTRY"

Una HuhenH has the leading role in this Kobertson-C'ole
featuredramatic
heins; power.
distributed by Exhibitors Mutual.
of unusual
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It Is a Western drama
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The second Harry Carey production
will be produced under the title of "Jim
of the Ranges."
R. B. Gloria
Lancaster
the
author
of the story.
Hope is will
have the leading feminine role.
The stars and stories for the remaining two productions in the series have
not yet been announced. It is said that
Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa will be the star
in one of the two pictures.

ON A NICE, COOL DESERT

Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber on location making the Ben Wilson serial, "The Trail of
the Octopus," for the Film Clearing House.
Universal

Announces

For

Publication

Twelve
as Special

Films
Series

Olive Tell, Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa, and Robert
Anderson to be Starred in Addition to
Universal's Well Known Stars
Twelve new pictures are to be pub- written by J. G. Hawks. Alice Eliot has
lished by Universal in its full program
been cast
as Salisbury's
woman.
Fillmore
and Carl leading
Stockdale
are
according to an announcement made this Clyde
two
other
players
who
will
be
in the
week. The series will be known as the cast. Rollin Sturgeon is the director
of
this production.
Special Attraction Series, a brand name
used for Universal products. Many of
"The Brute Breaker," a story of the
country, will be the sixth proUniversal's now well-known stars are Northwest duction.
Mayo and Kathryn
cast in leading parts in this series and Adams, will be Frank
starred. This story was
several new and heretofore unstarred written by Johnston
McCulley. Lynn
players will make their debut as Uni- Reynolds is directing the production. A
number
of
the
scenes
of
this drama were
versal stars. Universal announces that
in the logging camps near Mount
six of the twelve productions will have taken
Shasta, California.
been finished and the prints in the UniTo Begin Second Six
versal exchanges by the first of next
Following the completion of the first
month.
six pictures the remaining six will be
On August 11 the first of the series started and an effort will be made to
will be published. It is a Joseph Medill have them ready for showing to the exhibitor, al at one time. "Common PropPatterson story, "A Little Brother of
is the titleofof the
whatseries
is expected
be theerty" seventh
of twelve.to
the Rich." Frank Mayo, J. Barney
Sherry and Kathryn Adams are starred.
This is a story by Elliott Clawson.
Harryis the
Carey,
Robert Anderson, who recently comactor,
star Universal's
of the secondWestern
of the
pleted his part as leading man in the
scries, "The Ace of the Saddle." The
MacLaren picture, "The Petal on
story was written by Frederick J. Jack- Mary
son and is a tale of the efforts of a the Current," will be the star of "Common Property."
Moore
be
peaceful Western man to avoid the per- the leading
woman.Colleen
Johnnie
Cooke,willwho
secutions of a lawless band. It is a
appeared
Weakerroles.
Vessel," will
typical Carey picture.
be in one in
of "The
the leading
"Loot," a Saturday Evening Post story,
Olive Tell in "The Trap"
The third picture is said to be a sur- written by Arthur Somers Roche, will be
one
of the series to be produced. Anprise to all concerned. Universal has
other one of the Mary MacLaren prosecured Olive Tell to lead in the picture,
ductions which will be included in this
"The ardTrap."
which
was
written
by
RichHarding Davis and Jules Goodman.
series is the screen version of "Auld Jeremiah," taken from the novelette written
"The Brunette,
Woman Under
Fritzi
is theCover,"
fourth starring
of the by Henry C. Rowland. Waldemar Young
is writing the scenario for this producseries.
tion and Dave Butler will be the leading
Monroe Salisbury will be the star of
the fifth of the scries, "Sundown Trail," man for Miss MacLaren.
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Davenport to Have
Finest Playhouse
In State of Iowa
DAVENPORT, IA.— An investment
of $626,000 — $226,000 for ground and
$400,000 for a motion picture theatre
and business block — is represented in a
deal just closed by H. C. Kahl, head of
the Walsh Construction company.
For a consideration of $226,000 Mr.
Kahl secures from Mr. Ficke possession
of 147 feet of exceptionally fine West j
Third street property. It is located on
the northeast corner of Third and Ripley
streets, having a frontage of 147 feet on 1
Third street and a depth of 150 feet on
Ripley street.
Covering the entire property Mr. Kahl
will erect a handsome motion picture 1
theatre and business block costing in I
the neighborhood of $400,000. This he ]
will lease to the Blanchard Amusement |
company, who will be the lessees and
operators. Surrounding the theatre engroundabove.
floor will
store' I|
rooms trance
andon theoffices
The betheatre
proper will have a seating capacity of ■
2,500.
Mr. Kahl stated today that as soon as
the present tenants vacate the premises, j
work will start on the erection of thejfl
new building. It will be the finest thea- A
tre structure in Iowa. The longest lease 1
60
helddays.
by any of the present tenants is I
Easterners to Build
Theatre at Salt Lake
SALT LAKE, UTAH.— One of the
largest and most modern motion picture theatres in Salt Lake, representing
an output of over $400,000 will be erectec
on Main street between South Tempi*
and First South streets, according to at
announcement yesterday. The Nortl
half of the W. N. Williams building
directly adjacent to the Salt Lak<
Herald, and extending to the rear t<i
Richards street has been leased by thi;
Ashton-Jenkins real estate firm to ;
party of eastern and local capitalists
who will finance the playhouse. Th>:
theatre will be 168 feet deep by 49 fee
wide exclusive of the corridor.
Will Reopen Theatre
GRUNDY CENTER, IA. — A. C
Schafer has purchased the Schafer thea
tre
the itDr.July
W. 18.F. Lynn estate an>
will from
reopen
New

Lima

Playhouse

LIMA,
OHIO.— motion
The Regent,
Lima'
first
metropolitan
picture theatre
will open its doors, August 28, accordin;
to the announcement of W. S. Butter
field, president of the company con
structing the playhouse.
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Career

to Be

Director
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Donald Mackenzie, Who Is Directing S. L. K. Serials Featuring Helen |
Holmes, Once Starred in Musical Comedy — Won Instantaneous Success as Wielder of the Megaphone
wmmmm: mmmxcMmmmMmmmmpjsmmmmmummii uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiiiii'iii'riiiiMiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiin'iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinniiiMiiniiniiuniii,"
Donald Mackenzie who is directing
elen Holmes in her latest serial which
e is making for the S. L. K. Serial Coriration is the only motion picture dictor who can lay claim to a musical
freer. Mr. Mackenzie is a native of
cotland and early in life showed
omise of possessing an exceptional
>ice. His family sent him to London
here he was given a musical education,
'hen he had finished this he came to
menca with the Augustine Daly Commy.
He was'Company
also a member
the
f. T. Carlton
and Weberof and
ields Company. When Richard Carle
asr. Mackenzie
starring in sang
"The the
Mayor
part ofof Tokio,"
Sataki.
e villian, and thereby hangs an interting tale that few musical comedy
ngers tan lay claim to.
Hisses Compliment His Art
The part of Sataki was an exceptionly heavy one for musical comedy and
r. Mackenzie interpreted it to its full
ctent. The first night after Mr. Macklzie had finished one of his bitterest
enes there came hisses from different
:trts of the house. The management
•came afraid that the hisses were being
ade against the actor and not the actg, so they placed people in different
irts of the theatre to find out. They
>on learned that the disorders came
^cause of the perfect rendition of the
laracter and that the hissers thought
lly of the character and not of the
tor who was interpreting it. Later, afr Mr. Mackenzie went into the picture
lsiness, Richard Carle worked for him.
Mr. Mackenzie entered the pictures in
ie early days, beginning with the CamCompany. Seven years ago he
fphone
arted with the Pathe Company and
rected Pearl White in her first serial
The Perils of Pauline." It so happened
lat the company was in St. Augustine
hen Mr. Mackenzie came upon some
eal locations for a certain part of the
•rial, but the character for the part
mid not be found. It was that of a
cious pirate. Mr. Mackenzie went in
id played the part himself. It had been
:pected that this part would only be in•aental to one of the episodes but when
s
e powers-tha
n t-be
terpretatio
of thesaw
old Mr.
pirateMackenzie'
character
ey made it stretch through two epi)des. Other serials directed by Mr.
ackenzie were "The Shielding Shadow"
arring Grace Darmond and "The Seven
earls"
starring
Mollie
King. the
He also
ade Gold
Rooster
features,
one

ititled "The Galloper" with Clifton
rawford being selected as the first picire put out to head this program.
Predicts Success for Serial
Mr. Mackenzie believes that in the new
I rial with Helen Holmes he will make
V ie best and most thrilling serial of
lis career. "I do not say this in a
sastful manner," said Mr. Mackenzie in
teaking
Misr. Holmes'
must be ofconceded
that the serial,
serials "but
that
have made, were exceptionally successil and brought in big money. I believe

that in this new serial we will be able
to reach a higher mark than ever before.
With Helen Holmes and Jack Levering
and such a well balanced cast, I feel
certain of turning out my best effort, for
I have one of the best stories it has been
myMr.pleasure
to screen."
Mackenzie
spends his spare timt
on his estate at Hampton. X. J. where he
takes great pride in his apple orchards.
His passtimes are tennis and hand ball,
and baseball. In speaking of sports Mr.
Mackenzie says "when I have no more
use for sports, I will lose all interest in

Dayton Syndicate
Plans to Operate
Chain of Theatres
DAYTOX. OHIO.— After twentyeight years service as manager of the
Kiefaber president
Delicacy ofcompany,
"Pete" hasJ.
Zehnder,
the company,
announced his impending retirement to
go into the motion picture business on
an extensive scale.
He is one of the organizers of the Six
Links Theatre company, which will operate six playhouses in various parts of
the city. The company is capitalized
at $35,000. Other organizers are A. F.
Kinzeler, secretary of the Miami Valley
Exhibition league, Joseph B. Zehnder,
of Cappel's Furniture company, William
Durkin of the Gem City .Boiler company,
ney.
John T. Roth of the Duo-Glaze Sash
company and John W. Kreitzner. attorFor several years, Mr. Kinzeler and
the Zehnders have been operating two
Dayton picture houses. One is the Elite
theatre, owned by the Elite theatre company, and located on Troy street, Xorth
Dayton, and the other the Wyoming
theatre on Wyoming street.
Details of the organization have not
been completed and the company is not
yet ready to announce what theatres it
will operate.

life."

',1

DON ALD MACKENZIE
Director who gave up a musical career to
enter the motion picture field and who is
now directing Helen Holmes in a new
serial for the S. L. K. Serial Corporation.
Horseshoe Club Court
Will Be Theatre Site
WHITTIER, CAL.— Gloom hangs
like a pall over the Whittier Horseshoe
club. Its days are numbered.
A new $65,000 motion picture theatre
to be erected soon will cover part of
the ground and workmen will begin in
to clear the place for the
a few days
.
contractors
Business men organized the horseshoe
sevyears ago, takingforovercourts.
club several lots
downtown
eral vacant
Tossing the shoe soon became the official
sport in this city. The new playhouse
Berry, J. H.
is being built by Truman
83 It will seat 1,500.
Gwin, and H. J. Siler.

Permit Sunday Shows
At Asbury Park, N. J.
ASBURY PARK, X. J.— A provision
whereby Asbury Park may have moving pictures on Sunday nights and certain other Sunday entertainments, which
have hitherto been barred, is provided
for by a resolution passed by the Board
of Commissioners at a meeting Tuesday
night. The resolution provides that a
special permit will be given permitting
Sunday amusements hereafter where
such would not conflict with any State
law and further providing that a statement of the net proceeds of such
entertainment be given to the city together with the receipts which the city
is to dispense for charitable purposes.
This somewhat remarkable agreement
is the result of an agitation extending
over a number of years for what those
whoopen
opposed
it inMany
Asbur}Parkagocalled
an
Sunday.
years
the
progressive element here won the right
to have trains stopped on Sunday and
more recently to have ocean bathing allowed on Sunday afternoons. This latest
victory for the progressives, together
with the national prohibition situation,
means that every entertainment available at any resort is now available in
Asbury Park for the first time in its
fifty years of resort history.
Produce in Connecticut
XEW YORK.— A new studio is to be
erected in Stamford, Connecticut, for
the Quirk Film Company, which is to
produce
two-reel
reel dramas.
It iscomedies
said the and
studiothreewill
be finished about January 1, 1920.
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Production
Nathan

Friend

Epigrams from Smart Set Magazine and New York
World and Animated Drawing from
Popular Mechanics Are Features
Production plans made for the Paramount .Magazine by Xathan Friend, head of
the Educational and Industrial Department
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
contemplate, it is said, one of the most
varied and interesting short subjects to be
• put on the market next season. Production
already has begun on this series, it is stated,
and publishing will commence September 1.
Fifty-two numbers of the Paramount Magazine will be issued next season.
The Paramount Magazine will comprise
a series of the best epigrams appearing in
the Smart Set Magazine, the best of the
epigrams written by Helen Rowland in the
New York World and syndicated to more
than 300 newspapers throughout the country, animated technical drawings of popular scientific subjects appearing in Popular
Mechanics, and animated comic cartoons.
Each issue of the magazine will run one
full reel.
Animated Scientific Drawings
In producing the Paramount Magazine,
Mr. Friend feels that the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation has made alliances that
will insure a maximum of benefit to exhibitors. The scientific animated drawings
will be made in conjunction with the editorial staff of Popular Mechanics, one of
the most widely circulated of national magazines. Although Popular Mechanics has a
a national circulation of nearly a million,
its editors have long felt that the limitations of the printed word and the printed
drawing prevented the proper exploitation
of popular scientific subjects to the public.
With these subjects portrayed on the
screen, however, millions of more readers
will have the opportunity of enjoying the
mysteries of science.
For the exhibitor, this arrangement with
Popular Mechanics will be an important
factor in stimulating patronage. Popular
Mechanics'
besides editing
the will
picturization ofeditors,
the scientific
subjects,
give publicity in their publication to the
fact that more detailed and clearer exposiEUGENE

I mli r

"■M l/r.M I. Lit,,,.,

tion of the scientific subjects treated in
the magazine may be found in the Paramount Magazine. Release schedules will be
printed showing when the picture versions
of these scientific subjects will be available
in the Paramount Magazine, and other publicity assistance will be given.
The animated scientific drawings will be
made by Harry Leonard, Bert Clark and
John Terry, who are considered leaders in
this field of screen work.
See Advertising Value
Tremendous publicity assistance will be
given exhibtors in the use of the epigrams
also. The Smart Set Magazine, which circulates in every city and town in the country, has long stood as the cleverest of
America's
These Jean
epigrams arepopular
the best magazines.
work of George
Xathan, the famous dramatic critic and
wit, and Henry L. Mencken, whom William
Archer, the eminent British critic, declared
to be the best writer in America. Messrs.
Xathan and Mencken, who are the editors
of Smart Set, will select the brightest epigrams appearing each month in their magazine. These epigrams, which will run
about 150 feet or so, will make a unique
feature in screen entertainment, and one
that will have a universal appeal.
Rowland's
epigrams,
which
appear
in Miss
the New
York World
and are
syndicated
to more than 300 newspapers all over the
country, form another distinct feature of
the Paramount Magazine. Miss Rowland
has a national reputation as a newspaper
feature writer, and it is pointed out, the
public which she has built up through her
writings forms an asset that will be of
immense advantage to exhibitors showing
her work.
Plan Animated Cartoons
The animated cartoons which also will
appear in the Paramount Magazine will
be the work of the best animated cartoonists in the business. These include Paul
Terry, who will furnish his famous Farmer
Al Falfa series. Mr. Terry formerly proO'BRIEN'S INITIAL STARRING

o'Hr.-ln make* hu ilohni in "Tii.- Parted Lover."
84

duced a series for the Bray Pictograph,
which was distributed by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Frank Moser,
formerly connected with the International
Film, will introduce a new series of comic
cartoons entitled Bud and Susie, and Pat
Sullivan, also formerly with Bray, will
have a series.
Mr. Friend, it is stated, has perfected his
production organization and work now is
progressing
rapidly, under a staff of well
known directors.
In addition to the publicity in Smart Set
and Popular
Mechanics,
from which
exhibitors will derive
immense
benefit,
the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is making plans for exceptional exploitation of
the Paramount Magazine so that exhibitors
will obtain a maximum of publicity and
advertising aid.
Film Men

Incorporate

Business Men's Club
XEW YORK. — An organization
formed for the purpose of promoting
the social and friendly relations of those
engaged in the motion picture business
has been incorporated with Secretary
Francis M. Hugo. The organization is
to be know n as the Motion Picture BusiClub,York
and City.
its principal office
will beness inMen'sXew
Other purposes of the association are
to provide
where and
its members may meeting
discuss place
problems
ques
tions which are pertinent to the motion
picture industry or are of vital impor
tance to the members of the corpora
tion, in order that the highest standard
in the motion picture industry may be
maintained. The incorporators are
Percy L. Waters, Benjamin J. Moss
Jules E. Brulatour, Carl F. Zittel, Adolph
Zukor. William R. Hearst and Paul
Brunet, all of Xew York City.
"The

Merry- Go-Round"
Stars Peggy Hyland
"The Merry-Go-Round." based on the
story by Richard Washburn Child, is
the first of the new series of photoplays
William Fox has selected .for Peggy Hy
land. It is directed by Edmund Law
rence.
Following this will come a series M
carefully selected plays especially adapted to Miss in
Hyland's
ability.
be included
the Excel
group.Tiny will
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CUTTING

ROOM

Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
KfcwrT n-~

"
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VIore Big Stories and Plays
pOLDWYN, UNDER THEIR AR■angements with the Eminent Authors
Corporation, has added a large number of
jig stories and plays to the list for this
fall.
5uch stories as "The Cup of Fury," byRupert Hughes; "Perch of the Devil," by
Gertrude Atherton ; "The Amazing Interlude." by Mary Roberts Rinehart and "The
Street Called Straight." by Basil King, are
among those scheduled for presentation
luring the coming year.
Edward Jose, who is commencing his
new series, also is producing a very popular novel, "Mothers of Men," and has enlisted Claire Whitney for the leading role.
iCoup'le these with the big and imposing
list announced by Paramount, and the
Metro roster, it is easy to see that the
coming season will see a greater advance in
(the story angle of photo production than
«ver before.
jit is simply a vindication of the view expressed on this page before, that the screen
was closer to real literature than the stage
and that a more accurate and sympathetic
'delineation of the author's characterizations could be made on the screen than
on the stage.
jAs the year goes by. The Reporter has
no doubt that the above opinion will be
amply substantiated by the trade at large.
What Is the American
Going to Do?
WITH THE SIGNING OF WILLIAM
Russell in the Fox organization the acquisition of Mary Miles Minter by Reallart. and the announced availability of Marguerita Fisher, one wonders what are the
; plans of the American Film Company.
(This company, a pioneer in the business,
has been releasing through Pathe and at the
Itime of his return from Europe lately. Mr.
I Hutchinson was heard to say that he had
Iliad many big plans in mind.
I The Reporter feels that some statement
is just about due from Mr. Hutchinson and
[that in justice to his company, some announcement should be made, in view of
the fact that all of his past stars are not
now with him. It has been quietly rumored
| the American has carried through some
big deals, but the trade has received no
definite advice.
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George Loane Tucker
At His Best
PARAMOUNT IS BRAGGING ABOUT
its latest success. This is "The Miracle
Man," Tucker.
just recently completed, by George
Loane
The Reporter who has seen the production,
agrees with Mr. Zukor that they have a
marvelous picture. Paramount is calling
it the first of their Million Dollar productions, and without doubt it should be
in this class.
This success
onlyofdemonstrates the of
truthMr.andTucker's
soundness
the
method that permits a director to write
his own continuity, to take his time in producing his picture and to cut it himself.
Mr. Tucker did this and it took him six
months, but George Cohan's play and
Frank L. Packard's story has been made
immortal.
"The Miracle Man" made in a hurry, and
by an ordinary director, would be in the
ordinary' vernacular of the business, "a
piece
It is of
thecheese."
type of picture that calls for a
genius to get on the screen the expression of the subtle emotion and unusual
drama that it contains. Mr. Tucker has
done this and has consequently without
doubt, placed himself in the leading ranks
of producers. Exhibitors all over the
country should take the first opportunity
of viewing this picture personally.

use World's
Religiotnists
Screen
Larges
AT COLUMBUS. OHIO, THE METHOdist Centerary has a registered attendance
of 75,000 people. Twenty moving picture
shows are almost in continuous operation
and they do not confine themselves to religious subjects.
page previously, the angle of dethis
On
velopment of moving pictures as applied
to church work was briefly touched upon.
It is of interest in this connection to knowthat the religious gentlemen gathered at
Columbus have through the medium of
Dr. S. E. Taylor, built the world's greatest
picture screen, 136 feet, by 146 feet, thus
establishing a record and giving some idea
of what may be accomplished in outdoor
projection before a huge crowd.
The thought strikes one that here is a lesson for political candidates in presenting
their platform through a large body of

^ " ~ ~ o

o ~ ttt- r?~?ry\

voters in a very striking and yet easier
manner than by verbal effort.
It is to be regretted that all but one of
the representatives of the industry who
were supposed to be present at the convention found other more important duties
that did not permit them to take the trip.
Think what a wonderful opportunity was
presented for these representatives to enlist the help and assistance of the Methodist body in fighting drastic and unreasonable censorship. It seems that once again
the industry neglected a splendid opportunity handed to them on a platter. We always
apparently prefer the hardest way of doing things and would rather fight than tryto get outside help in smoothing our
troubles.
Fox to Form
New Circuit
BUT A FEW WEEKS AGO THE REporter outlined his opinion of the eventual
development of the industry in this country along the lines of huge exhibitor producer, distributor circuits.
He mentioned Paramount and First National as two. and Fox as the logical
third. Today we read that Fox has started
operations in this direction, using as his
reason the activities of his competitors
which have forced him to take this method
of protection.
The forming of numerous individual circuits throughout the country is only another indication of the inevitable development along the lines outlined above. These
circuits, helpless without product, will have
to form arrangements for material with
some producer and they would be much
better off on a booking arrangement with
a large producing organization than depending on the independent pictures available.
Fox will, no doubt, follow the lead of his
competitors and whenever possible, contract with circuits such as we have recently
seen formed in the northwest and now
forming in the middle west, for the first
call on these houses for his product.
He may then at a later date make investments in these properties which will give
him complete control.
However, in any event the circuit idea
is rampant and is not confined to any one
part of the country. If it continues to develop at the pace it is now going, the next
year will see a very different distributing situation than exists today.
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New Corporation Is
Formed to Publish
C. K. Young Features
Herbert
K.
Somborn and
Joseph

ItradhiK
Moore,
rence,
Frank

left
rl^hlHull..
— SeoltEdmund
Dunlnp, LnnV'ln
Iloy«o Del
It.
A.
Walsh,
Charles
J.
Brabla,
(irlllln and M. St. Clair.

Build Theatre Foyer
To Serve for Dancing
TOLEDO, OHIO.— A foyer, large
enough to accommodate 300 people and
which on occasion can be used for
dances, will be one of the novel features
of a motion picture theatre to be erected
where the Kaiscrhoff cafe now stands.
H. C. Horator, manager of the Alhambra theatre, John Kumler and John
J. Gardiner are incorporators of the
Pantheon Theatre Company, which will
erect the playhouse. It will have a seating capacity of 1,200 and no balcony.
Change Film Title
World Pictures announces that "Coax
Me" will be the title of June Elvidge's
picture which will be published on August 4. The working title of this picture
was "A Tangled Romance."

I. Snitzer Executive of Organization
Clara Kimball Young has started for
Los Angeles to begin production of pictures to be distributed by the* newly
formed Equity Pictures Corporation, incorporated inDelaware with a capitalization of $500,000, with Herbert K. Somborn as president and Joseph L. Snitzer
as treasurer.
In the charter granted the Equity Corporation they are authorized to do "a
general
motionemphasizes
picture business"
but
Mr. Somborn
the point — that
the company will operate for distributing purposes only.
To Operate on New Lines
It is claimed for the newly formed distributing organization that it will operate along lines which are entirely different from those laid down for any previously formed company engaged in the
same line of work. Mr. Somborn found
himself unable to announce the plan of
operation in detail at this particular time,
for the reason that certain arrangements which have been tentatively made
have not yet been set forth in contractual form. The pictures are to be
distributed on the franchise basis, but
with supplementary sales and promooffice. tion helps emanating from the home
The Clara Kimball Young pictures,
which will be important among the products handled by the Equity Corporation, have been acquired from the Fine
Arts Film Corporation, which will produce all of them in the future. The
first picture, which is expected to be
ready about the middle of October, will
be "Eyes of Youth."
"Eyes of Youth" First Picture
"Eyes of Youth" will be the first of
four pictures which Miss Young will
release for distribution through the
Equity Corporation during the ensuing
twelve months, her new plan of production calling for only four pictures
per year. Four, or at the outside, six
more pictures per year, making eight
or ten in all, will constitute the total of
pictures which the Equity Corporation
will handle each year.
The new distributing company has
taken offices in Aeolian Hall on West
Forty-second street.

Archainbaud to Direct
For American Cinema
George Archainbaud, who has completed his contract with Albert Capellani,
has just been signed to direct a series
of pictures for the American Cinema
Corporation and is now working on
George
Middleton's
script, featuring Louise
Huff. Mr.latest
Archainbaud
will
be remembered for the pictures he made
with such stars as Gail Kane, Ethel
Clayton, Kitty Gordon, Alice Brady,
Montagu Love, and June Caprice.
This will be the third picture to be
made since he was ■ discharged from the
army, where he spent over one year in
the artillery branch of the service. He j
will have a very strong supporting cast
for Miss Huff with Robert Ames, who
supported
Chatterton
in "Come
Out of the Ruth
Kitchen,"
Ethel Gray
Terry,
Howard Kyle, Howard Truesdale, Betty i
Brown of the Follies, and others.
FOX DIRECTORS

Pathe

Will Operate
Little Rock Exchange
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.— Little Rock
will have a branch exchange of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., which will distribute
film to Arkansas, and parts of Tennessee, Missouri, Kentucky and Texas, according to Fred C. Quimby, director of
exchanges for Pathe who was here recently.
The Little Rock excbaiiRc will serve
382 theatres in this territory. The local
exchange will open with r>,000 reel of
film and 20 employes. It is stated that
exhibitors will save considerable money
on express charges.
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ership of Film
Industry — William
Russell
Pearl White
Are Added
to List of Stars

Fox Film Corporation, founded five years and six months ago, announced for the coming season
the largest producing and marketing schedule in all its history, and steps out definitely for the leadership in the film industry.
Independent of all plans announced by other producing and distributing organizations, it flings its
banner to the breeze with the battle cry, "Not For One, But For All." This embraces the Fox policy
of providing pictures suitable for big theatres, for little theatres, for theatres of medium capacity.
There will be presented one hundred and sixty-two productions in addition to the Fox News
W eekly— a service which will be a news weekly in fact as well as in advertising intent and suggestion.
The production and distribution schedule will be re-inforced by an advertising campaign, national
in scope, of the highest selling value, presented and executed by many of the best advertising brains in
motion pictures.
This schedule, briefly presented, will to be told of their value. The fact that be funnier and more elaborately made
than ever before. These comedies which
be:
the big theatres in New York City, in- show
at many of the big theatres
cluding the Rivoli and Rialto, use Mutt
Eight productions grouped as a star
series with William Farnum. These and Jeff regularly is evidence of their throughout the country as well as at the
smaller
ones, of actual record showing
screen plays will be made from popular attraction quality.
in more theatres than any comedies with
books and stage successes already acthe
exception
of the Charlie Chaplin,
Twenty-six Sunshine Comedies
quired, and they include E. Lloyd Shelhave proved so popular as to justify not
don's "Wolves of the Night," Zane
There will be twenty-six Fox Sun- only the guarantee of a maintenance of
Grey's "The Last of the Duanes." Louis
shine Comedies, a new series that will the high standard set in the past but a
further elevation of the standard.
Trace's "Wings of the Morning."
Pearl White Is Presented
Three special productions alreadymade and ready for earlv release are
162 Productions
There will be eight productions from
"Checkers," the great "racing play,
famous plays and books, with Pear!
founded on Henry Blossom's stage sucFor Coming Year
White, regarded by many as the most
cess; "Evangeline," based
Henry
important box office figure today, on
Wadsworth Longfellow's onimmortal
While most of the producthe screen. Four hundred million eyes
poem, and a 1920 cinemelodrama,
have seen Pearl White, and from the
"Should a Husband Forgive?"
ing companies are announcpictures which are to be her vehicles
ing curtailment of production
tremendous results are expected.
Expect Successful Year
during the coming year,
There will be a scries of eight picWilliam Fox announces he
With this assemblage of box office
tures with Tom Mix, productions that
values, having the great advertising camwill present 162 productions
1 are expected to eclipse his present record
paigns and the stability of Fox Film
I as one of the foremost dare-devil actors
during 1919-1920.
Corporation behind them, the Fox seain the world. Full play will be given
son of 1919-20 will unquestionably be the
These will be:
to his amazing talents.
most brilliant in the history of the comThere will be three Theda Bara plays
pany, ifnot in the history of the screen.
Three special productions "Checkincluding "La Belle Kusse," by David
It takes time to do things well.
ers," "Evangeline." and "Should a
Belasco:
"Lure
of
Ambition,"
by
Julia
In
any
industry but that of the motion
Burnham, and another picture the title
Husand Forgive?"
picture five years and a half is but a
trifle.
of which has yet to be announced, alA star series of eight productions with \\ illiam Farnum.
though the work now is approaching
In the development of the film it is
completion.
A series of eight pictures with
a cycle.
Pearl
White.
Russell In Victory Series
Today the Fox Film Corporation is
A series of eight pictures with
one of the greatest film organizations
Tom
Mix.
The Victory series of twenty-six piceither here or abroad — its ramifications
tures will include the newly-acquired
extending into practically every part of
Three Theda Bara plays.
the civilized world.
Fox stars — William Russell. Gladys
The Victory series of twenty-six
Brockwell and George Walsh, a strong
Little more than half a decade ago it
pictures
with
William
Russell,
combination of box office drawing powwas barely an idea.
Gladvs
Brockwell
and
George
, er. It is expected that the great sucThe basis of that idea is giving the
Walsh.
cess of Victory pictures during the
public what the public wants and is
present session will be at least doubled
The Excel group of twenty-six
willing to pay for.
ship.
The Excel group, of which there will
pictures with Madlaine Traverse,
It is the hallmark of true showmanbe twenty-six, will include Madlaine
Peggy Hyland and Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair.
Traverse, Peggy Hyland. Albert Ray
William Fox A Showman
and Elinor Fair as the stars, and the proThe tremendous success of the Fox
Firty-two
Mutt
and
Jeff
animated
ductions, all finished for this season —
cartoons.
Film Corporation is entirely due to this
fact.
and ranging from serious drama to
Twenty-six
Fox
Sunshine
ComI lightest comedy — are said to warrant the
edies.
Before he is anything else, Mr. Fox
utmost confidence in the money sucis a showman.
There will also be published the
cess of the exhibitor.
He
was (Continued
a showmanon before
Fox News Weekly.
page 93)he became
There will be fifty-two Mutt and Jeff
animated cartoons. No exhibitor needs
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Fox 1919-1920 Policy Meets
New World-Wide Conditions

AND

Exploitation Plans to Reach
Around the World — Sheehan

11

WILLIAM FOX, president of the Fox Film Corporation,
in announcing his plans lor the coming season said:
""I believe in the Fox policy of 1919-1920 as I believe
in Gibraltar's
rock. theOurconditions
plans are created
definite,bythey
hensive, they meet
the are
mostcompreactive
market in the history of motion pictures.
"We do not believe that the small theatre should be
neglected in favor of the bigger house or that the bigger house
should suffer from insufficient attraction, and a careful reading
of our schedule will satisfy exhibitors throughout the world
that we have provided for all.
"The day for purely local production has passed. The day
of international, world-wide appeal pictures has dawned, and
I naturally feel gratified that Fox Entertainments have set a
pace that will keep the rest of the industry in a healthful
state of activity.
* * *
"We exhibitors
are proud andonlytheofpublic
our chance
and of our
to serve
as we ourselves
like ability
to be
served. This is a golden rule that is golden in all respects.
The absolute line of profit and success for producer, distributor
and exhibitor is the giving to the public what the public wants
to pay to see.
"Having prepared ourselves to meet the greatest market
by presenting an absolutely complete line of entertainments —
great production specials, big theme dramas, comedies, carto ns, a great serial and a news weekly that will surprise the
world — we propose to reinforce this line with an advertising
campaign of wide scope, prepared and carried forward by the
best advertising brains in motion pictures.
"The production high spots include eight big productions
with William Farnum, eight big productions w ith Pearl White,
eight big productions with Tom Mix — all made from big
success themes, books, plays or acknowledged box office attractions. There are now ready three super-Bara productions
with
Theda
and racing
three great
the Henry Bara.
Blossom
play specials,
without namely:
a parallel'Checkers.'
in stage
history: 'Evangeline.' from the immortal poem of Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, and a 1920 cinemelodrama 'Should a
Husband Forgive?' In addition there are other specials in
preparation. These will be announced later.
* * *
"There will be twenty-six Victory pictures, with William
Russell. Gladys Brockwell and George Walsh, and the success
of these productions will be increased because of the fine
dramas which we have been able to secure as vehicles for
these capable and popular stars.
"Of the Excel group there also will be twenty-six pictures,
with Albert Ray and Elinor Fair, who delight the public in
plays of a lighter vein; Madlaine Traverse and Peggy Hyland,
all stars that fully satisfy their audiences.
"Of the popular Mutt and Jeff cartoons there will be
fifty-two, in which Captain Budd Fisher will excel his previous
successes, and twenty-six Fox Sunshine Comedies of an entertainment value even better than before. These comedies are
now shown in eight thousand theatres in America and have
achieved a success unapproached in their field.
"Then there will be a fifteen-episode serial of which we
will have more to say a little later. It is so big that we want
to discuss it all by itself.
"A surprise is promised in the new Fox News, a novelty
offering that will give a quality attraction to the theatres of
the world, and this also will be fully discussed in a short time.
For obvious reasons a surprise, to be a surprise, must await
its
complete
cometime
on for
the ascreen
itself.announcement — which probably will
"In closing I want to thank our many splendid friends for
their co-operation in the past, and to assure them that their
fine confidence will be fully justified by our complete line of
splendid entertainments, accompanying which is an advertising
campaign that will enthuse even Fox exhibitors."

MOTOGRAPHY

WIXFIELD
R. SHEEHAX.
of Foxin
Film Corporation,
views thegeneral
season manager
of 1919-1920
motion pictures as tar and away the best in all the
years of Fox success for Fox exhibitors.
"Having a complete line of fine entertainments for all
types and kinds of motion picture theatres throughout the
world, we will reinforce our selling campaign with direct
consumer advertising on a scale that the magnitude of our
plans makes necessary," Mr. Sheehan said.
"All of our campaign material for the exhibitor will be
new. From slides to lithographs, from press sheets to advertising copy, the Fox exhibitors will have the advantage of
the service of proved experts in the motion picture industry.
"Allsories of
linethat
of helps,
specialties,
and accesare theourbest
mind and
money novelties
can produce.
They
will be distinctive and based solely on their picture selling
value. They will be the work of showmen who have specialized
in the motion picture field after wide experience elsewhere —
men whose record is one of an absolutely demonstrated series
of succsses in this industry.
* * *
"Two million dollars have been appropriated for this exploitation campaign, reaching round the world and directed to the
motion picture-going
"Having a product
that surpasses all others
in genuine box office
value, we propose to
carry the message of
Fox Entertainments to
the classes and the
masses, because the
best time in the world
to advertise is when
your
has
reachedproduct
a stabilized
standard of attraction
perfection.
"Our selling organization is the best
equipped because it has
the goods to sell and
the added advertising
force which helps the
exhibitor to make additional morey on popu"Anlar pictures.
alive exhibitor is
entitled to make more
money than the careless
man. itors
and
exhibwill beFoxgiven
the
material with which to
make that
* *money.
*
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WINFIELD h. sheehan
,-<w believe the best
,vay to make a happy
Genera Manager Fox Film Corp.
exhibitor and a regular patron is to make sure that he is prosperous. First we provide the productions, and then we back them
up with genuine advertising that stimulates his market so that he
gets the final dollar out of his field.
"We don't claim to have built the pyramids, but we do
claim that our organization as it stands today is the best
the best founded, the most united
organized,
the best
equipped,
and
the most
successful
in all the history of motion pictures
past "Our
or present.
branches now girdle the earth, and the slogan
'Throughout the world, wherever there are human eyes, they
see Fox Entertainments.' is literally true.
"Through our own branches the exhibitor is enabled to
deal directly with Fox Film Corporation, and the advantages
of this direct contact need not be elaborated upon.
"No year in motion pictures ever has been so great as will
be the season now rapidly approaching. Xo market has been
so active as this will be. For this reason the Fox policy of
a full and complete line for big and little theatres, backed by
supreme advertising, will give exhibitors that sense of security
and that feeling of certainty which — and I say this with due
modesty — no other motion picture organization can guarantee."
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to Be

Placed Upon Independent Basis J
hB^g
StoL
s I
Eight Productions of Popular Star Will Be Booked
as a in i ^H^d
mini iiniiiiimi
iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiui
An impressive array of directors is
presented by the Fox organization for
Series — Titles of First Three Features
the coming season. The list includes
Are Announced
such well known men as J. Gordon Edwards, Hampton Del Ruth, R. A. Walsh.
Millarde, Richard Stanton and
William Farnum Pictures, so long a E. Lloyd Sheldon and made under * the Harry
Fdwa'rd
J. Le Saint.
predominant feature of William Fox pub- direction of J. Gordon Edwards. For a
Mr. Edwards, long associated with
lications, are to be placed next season on considerable part of this picture Mr. Faran independent basis. There will be
num enacts the part of a man bereft of William Fox as director of dramatic
eight productions, and they will be reason in consequence of long imprison- companies at the Academy of Music,
booked as a series.
New York, and the first director emment in an abandoned copper mine.
ployed by Mr. Fox when he entered
For several weeks — since the adjournZane Grey is the author of the second
the
motion picture field, brings to his
ment of the Fox annual convention, in Farnum features, "The Last of the
fact — there have been persistent rumors
Duanes." This story is declared by work a thorough and varied experience.
that William Farnum pictures were to many
ble worker, most excritics to be the best prod- He is anactingindefatiga
with his stars and company and
be taken off the program basis. Official
uct
of
Zane
Grey's
pen.
It
deals
with
in his high ideals for the art of cinema
confirmation has been awaited by many
exhibitors who now are making up the a man who is driven by force of circum- presentation, epitomizes all the best that
glllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIUIMIP^ is embodied in Fox productions.
programs for next year.
Mr. Edwards is responsible for such
Announcement Is Important
Gladys Brockwell
successes
as "Cleopatra"
featuring Theda
Bara, andandhas"Salome"
just diThe announcement of the star series
rected
William
Farnum
in several prowas one of the most important that has
ductions from famous novels. These
come from the William Fox offices since
will be issued during the coming seaMr. Fox became a producer. It would
* * *
son.
be a matter of great interest to the
trade even were the name of Mr. FarHampton Del Ruth, with his corps of
num not included; but that addition afassistants, is the man who is the creator
fords to exhibitors a booking opporof Fox Sunshine Comedies, one of the
tunity which very many of them long
biggest features of the Fox output. Unhave sought.
der the general direction of Mr. Del
William Farnum productions are a
Ruth five comedy companies are now
staple in the motion picture market.
working in the Fox studios in HollySecond editions have been made of a
wood, California.
great many of them. Even the earliest
Mr. Del Ruth, before joining the
Farnum pictures have been active sellers
Fox
organization,
was both a writer and
almost constantly since their publication.
a director of comedies. The entire SunThe demand is world-wide for the reashine staff, directors and companies,
son, probably, that the typical Farnum
under the Del Ruth generalship, are now
character appeals to all classes and conbusy with a set of Fox Sunshine Comedies.
ditions of men and women. "Les Miserables,"
one
of
the
best
William
Farnum
R. A. Walsh, the director behind such
pictures, was released considerably more
than a year ago and is steadily doing
pictures as "The Prussian Cur" and
"Every Mother's Son," has assumed remore and more business. It has repeatsponsibility for a forthcoming picture
edly played the same houses and the
that will tax his directorial and artistic
same territory.
ingenuity, it is said, to the uttermost, a
work of supreme art both as film drama
Has Made Thirty Productions
and as literature, founded on the work
* * of* modern writers.
Mr. theFarnum's
totalof of
productions
work in Kox Picture* Iiiin iiuirkcd of one of the greatest
under
management
William
Fox is WhONe
her
from
the
beginning
iin
a
star
of
about thirty, and there is not one title
iimiKiiul brillimiey.
Harry Millarde has a long series of
on the list which is not familiar to everyFox successes to his credit. Among the
pictures he has directed are the followone in the trade, "A Soldier's Oath."
stances to lead tTie life of a bandit —
ing dramas featuring Madlaine Traverse,
"Fighting Blood,
I'he Bondman," "A who evades men and yet is hunted and
"Gambling in Souls," "The Love that
Tab of Two Cities," "The Conqueror,"
hounded
by
men
—
an
outcast
who
un"When a Man Sees Red," "Riders of
dertakes to hide in the great fastness of Dares," and "When Fate Decides," and
he has just completed an early picture
Purple
"The ofRainbow
Trail" the remote Southwest, and becomes one
—thethese
are Sage,"
but a few
the William
that shows this clever and beautiful
of
the
best
men
in
all
the
wide
region
light
Farnum productions which have been
woman in a different but equally brilliant
through
which
he
ranges.
It
is
an
recognized as winners by the exhibitors
absorbing story, ending happily.
of the country.
Richard Stanton is a director rarely
Screened on Pacific Island
Announcement has been made covergifted in handling big themes. He is
ing the first three of the Farnum reAnother book, a Louis Tracey novel, responsible for "The Land of the Free!
leases for 1919-20. These will fall in
also brought forth "Why I Would
August. October and November at in- "Wings of the Morning" — furnishes the He
Not William
Marry." Farnum.
and "The HeJungle Trail"
tervals of about six weeks. All are basis of a photodrama of the same title. with
is now putIt is the story of a Robinson Crusoe
based on stories by the best known and among
ting all his energy into a new Fox play,
the
cannibals
of
the
South
Seas,
highest priced writers who are contri- and it actually was screened on one ot with the story from a celebrated novel
with an all star cast.
buting to motion picture literature.
tin- islands of the Pacific.
'I'he fine artistic discrimination of
The remaining five William Farnum
Story of South America
Edward J. Le Saint made his production
pictures have not been titled. They are "'
"Kultur" world famous. After three
"Wolves of the Night," a story of a largely productions based on the work success
es with Tom Mix, "Hell Roarw
of
novelists
and
other
writers
of
intermining
engineer's
experiences
in
South
American Wilds, and later with the
Reform," "Fighting for Gold," and
national fame. They will be produced
ihat'kl of Wall Street, will open the Far- under the direction of J. Gordon Ed- "The Wilderness Trail," Mr. Le Saint
num program. This story, a romance of
just produced a forthcoming Mix
wards, who has made many of the big has
picture, which, it is said, is the best the
;i sort different from anything Mr. FarSpecial features which William Fox has cowpun
cher star ever has done.
num has done previously, was written by published.
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Presented

Coming

Year.

^ REAT authors as well as great
sented in the Fox offerings for 1919- cast Theda Bara. This picture, made
■ stars — the best stories the whole
1920 by what the Encyclopedia Britan- under the direction of Charles J. Brabin.
is said to be notable for the masterly
* world of literature affords — writers
calls exhibitor
"the greatestandof everyone
all his works."
else manner in which its many tense dramatic
ose names will be a real asset in ex- nicaEvery
the
knows "Checkers." It holds a place in scenes have been
"La Belle
l.ibitors'
advertising
— that
Russe"developed.
is well known
as a
Lounced policy
of William
stage
success
which
is typi:'Ullllli:;il>ll!lllllllllllllllllllll!!ill!l!l
mrtiiiiTiin- mi hi-.iti;i i i iimtiii in :■iirikinTiti i-1tttntiDMi :ituf iriiitDiiimiaf ntxirriiuiiriiiifinaiUtiiMiiiTiiiiiiimiif 1111 :— n-?' i
l"ox
for
next
season.
cally Belascan.
I It is not a policy to be
anThe fourth Zane Grey
lonfined to any particular
■lass of pictures, but one
pictureliam Fox
produced
WilNOTED
AUTHORS
will be by
released
mat will extend to all — to
this coming season with
tie special features, the
William Farnum, as usual
har series, and to Yictory
who contribute to FOX PHOTOin the leading role. It will
pictures and Excel PicPLAYS for 1919-20 Season
be called "The Last of the
tores. Practically all the
Duanes." The wide popuproductions thus far comlarity of Zane Grey novels
pleted for next season
Henry
\Y.
Longfellow
"Evangeline"
—
his publishers report a
I re based on stories by
sale exceeding 1.000.000
v r i t e r s of international
Zane Grey. . . ."The Last of the Dnanes" ( Farnum i
copies a year — and the genlenown. Henry W. Longeral and timely interest in
Sllow, Zane Grey, David
Lonis Tracy. . . ."Wings of the Morning" ( Farnum i
Western stories will be of
lielasco, Henry M. Blosenormous value to the exom, Jr. — it is to the works of
David Belasco
"La Belle Russe" (Bara)
hibitor in the exploitation
uch writers as these that
of this picture.
'At. Fox has turned in his
Justin Huntly McCarthy
"If I Were King"
George Walsh is shortly
;uest for the best material.
But these are not all.
to
begin work on a BenHenry M. Blossoms, Jr
"Checkers"
jamin F. McCutcheon story.
Arrangements have been
Benjamin
E.
McCutcheon
"The
Sevcntn Person":
nade for the picturization
W illiam Farnum has made
if novels and stories by
"The Seventh Person" ( Walsh )
a picture based on Louis
■rederick S. Isham, Agnes
Tracy's well-known novel.
nd Egerton Castle. Justin
|
Dion Boucicault
"Kathleen" ( Bara ) j "The Wings of the Morn•IcCarthy, Clarence E.
.lulford. Forest Halsey.
ing": Dion
j
Clarence E. Mulford "The Orphan" (Farnum)
"Kathleen,"
has Boucicault's
been com;*ouis Tracy, Jackson Gregpleted
by
Theda
Bara merit
and
ory, Karl Edwin Harriman.
other
stories
of
similar
|
Karl
Edwin
Harriman,
editor
"Red
Book".
.
.
.
ditor of The Red Book,
—
the
best
works
of
popular
"Chasing
Rainbows"
(Brockwell)
1
Hon Boucicault. H. H.
authors — have been purchased
f'an
Loan, Sheldon
Ralph Spence.
|
H. H. Van Loan
"The Speed Maniac" (Mix) 1 by W illiam Fox for produci. Lloyd
and
tion in the immediate future.
)thers.
"Joyous Troublemakers" j
The William
anJackson Gregory
|
A reputation established
nouncementFox
respecting
n the last three years by
authorship
is
a
pledge
to
|
E.
Lloyd
Sheldon.
"Wolves
of
the
Xight"
(Farnum)
{
iuch big productions as
exhibitors of the highest
Also
Ralph
Spence,
Forest
Halsey,
Capt.
Bud
obtainable quality of stories.
fLes Miserables," "Cleo>atra." "A Daughter of
In perfecting elaborate
| Fisher. Egerton and Agnes Castle, Frederick S. j
ihe Gods," "Salome."
plans tionforthe Fox
author's
coopera| Isham.
|"Queen
of
the
Sea."
"The
organization
'russian Cur." "The Land
Piiuuiuiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiniuiuiniiiiiii
Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiumiiimiimi
»
mmim
mum
luiiimu
inMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiuiiiiujiil
is
giving
concrete
evidence
>f the Free" and others
that it is vitally aware of
vill be materially enhaTiced
the public's insistence for better stories,
py the release early this fall of the front rank of great successes of the and
that it purposes to carry into effect
spoken drama. It established Henry
Evangeline," based on Longfellow's
plans in this connection which will place
Blossom as a playwright and novelist.
'lassie
poem,
and
"Checkers,"
a
picFox
stories well in the lead.
urization of the play which brought
It is associated in the public mind with
ame and fortune to Henry M. Blossom.
W
ith
one hundred and sixty-two prosuch other Blossom Winners as "The
ductions announced for the 1919-20 sea|Fr.
Yankee
Consul."
"The
Red
Mill."
"Mile.
The publicity and advertising value of Modiste." "The Prima Donna," "The
son specials, dramas, comedies, cartoons
lames such as these is beyond comVelvet Lady" and others. The name of and a Xews Weekly that is the real arHenry Blossom sj>ells profits for the
ticle— the widest selection is given to the
>uting. Longfellow, "Evangeline," R. exhibitor.
V Walsh — author, story, director — is a
individual exhibitor, the demands, of
ombination that, in the opinion of the
The greatest surprise, perhaps, that every theatre are amply provided for and
Fox organization will fill any theatre, exhibitors will find in the whole Fox
a notable opportunity on increased profmywhere, at any time, if reasonably
policy announcement is contained in the
its fforded motion picture showmen
veil advertised. Henry W. Longfellow.
statement that David Belasco is one of everywhere, which it is freely predicted
>oet, novelist. Harvard Professor, whose
the great authors contributing to the will bring under the Fox banner many
lighest ambition was to be a perfect 1919-20 program. This producer of many
who hitherto have been content to
nan and to help others toward the same
of the great dramas of modern times
watch others reap the rewards of Fox
joal — this man. whose writings are and author of many stage plays, wrote
cnown to every schoolboy, is repre- "La Belle Russe" in which Mr. Fox has box office values.
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Big

Factors

Top — Pearl White and William Russell.

in

Fox

Announcement

Bottom— George Walsh, William Farnum and Tom Mix.
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Begins

First

Work

Victory

AND

MOTOGRAPHY
Theda

on

Picture

for Fox

•tar, Who Has Been Screen Favorite for Past Five Years,
Induced to Give Up His Own Producing Company
William Russell, affectionately known
ibme,
D illy,
even always
as "Bigtrained
Bill" — tohandan or
athlete
the
rinute. and the possessor of a winning
,nile and prepossessing personality — is
pw
work Fox.
on his first Victory
Icturestarting
for William
»
Willi the addition of William Russell
its already formidable list of makers, the Fox Film Corporation acquires
player who. though comparatively
bung in years, is old in popularity and
Is been a favorite screen artist for more
an five years, during all of which time
tIvor.has steadily advanced in public
Has Advanced Steadily
From the days when he first became
sociated with the old Biograph comny Mr. Russell's motion picture career
Is been one of continual progress,
om the Biograph studio he went with
hai houser as a featured player. Hips speedily
made a star
"Big Bill"
lissell
productions
wereandamong
the
»st popular films of their time.
After a brief sojourn with Famous
layers, in support of stage stars. Mr.
issell went to Santa Barbara to plav
je
of Blair
Stanleya inserial.
"The Dia'bndpartfrom
the Sky."
Mr.
Ibssell's personal success in the serial
»s so great that he remained at Santa
(irbara to star in Mutual Master picres until February, litis, when the
filliam Russell Productions Inc. was
Fined. As the star and active head of
B own company Mr. Russell has been
eking five and six reel feature proctitis which have reached the public
Irouph
Exhibitor's
Mutualat the
and head
Pathe.of
d today would continue
« own company had it not been for
e attractiveness of the offer made by
illiam Fox to star him in Victory Picres.
Started With Biograph
At the time the Biograph company
ls ?ne o>. 'he leading producing firms.
I W. Griffith was a director there, and
long the players were many who have
1 pee
risenMack
to heights,
including
ckiord.
Sennett.
Mabel Mary
Xorftnd. Arthur Johnson, Florence Lawkice. Blanche Sweet. Billv Quirk.
?nes Kirkwood. Henry Walthall? I.il4 In and Dorothy Gish, Robert Harron
Id George Siegman.
Mr. Russell joined this group of fu("e stars and was given prominent
rts. At this stage of his career, too,
played many character roles.
Then came a call for Russell from the
lanhouser >tudios in New Rochelle.
iere the late C J. Hite was building
a splendid producing organization,
r two years "Big Bill" Russell, as
was then known, was starred in Than■user productions and speedily won
•prmous popularity. Then the' Bioifj»ph company entered into an agree^
"J-nt plays
with Klaw
& Erlanger
to produce
* fir
in three-reel
features,
which
' re among the most important produces of their time, and Russell was re-

called to be featured in these productions.
Appears In Prize Serial
A series of important roles in Famous
Players productions followed. Mr.
Russell appeared opposite Gladys Hanson in "The Straight Road" and opposite
Moreuce Read in "The Dancing Girl."
At this time preparations were being
made for an elaborate production of
"The Diamond from the Sky." the
' Russellof
serial.
J10.000
was
sentprize
for and
givenWilliam
his choice
roles. His selection was the part of
Blair Stui ley. This serial intrenched
him more firmly than ever in public
favor and was followed by a series of
Mutual Masterpieces, which in turn were
followed by the William Russell productions.
These William Russell productions
have been very popular. "Brass Buttons" was the feature attraction at the
Rivoli Theatre,
New York City, a few
weeks ago. Other recent productions
are "Hobbs in a Hurry," "Where the
West Begins," "Some Liar" and "This

1 1 cro."
FOX

ANNOUNCEMENT
(Continued from page 8?)
a distributor — before he became a producer.

Bara

Quits

Vampire Roles in
Her New Pictures
Theda Bara, the best known vampire
of the screen, has ceased to be a vamIn the three productions in which she
is to be featured by William Fox during
pire.

THEDA BARA
\\ ho will continue to shine as a Fox star.

year, she is to take roles disConsequently, he has realized the the coming
tinctly different than those assigned her
needs of the exhibitor from the begin- in the past.
ning— the necessity for real entertain"La Belle Russe." the first of the -new
ment, because entertainment is the only series,
an adaptation of the play by David
thing that the exhibitor's public wants
finds her as the faithful wife of
and will pay for because from the begin- aBelasco,
nobleman whose family has disowned
ning he was an exhibitor, himself.
has turned to painting picFor the same reason he has realized him and tures.who
To assist her husband, she bethat unless he could assure the individcomes a ballet dancer. The story proual exhibitor attractions with which to
vides her with a dual role.
make increasing profits, he might jusr
In "Lure of Ambition," she
as well retire from the producing field.
a public
stenographer, who is led isinto
the
Reason for Its Success
clutches of a heartless man. In the pursuit of her revenge, she encounters roIt is strict adherence to this polic\
mance and wins a ducal coronet.
which has brought the Fox Film Corpor
The third of the Baird productions has
ation to the success which it enjoys to- not yet been named. In this she takes
day and upon which it bases its expecta- the part of an Irish colleen.
tion of even greater success during the
coming season.
When most of the producing companies are decreasing their production in Tom Mix to Star
order to make big features, the Fox organization sets out to make provision,
In Eight Pictures
for theatres big and little, of attractions
For Coming Year
that will satisfy the public and make
money for the exhibitor.
Mix — "the man who never fakes"
In doing this there is no hint of criti- — Tom
is to be featured in an independent
cism of anj- other company's policy. It series of pictures by William Fox duris simplj- recognition of what every one
ing the year of 1919-1920.
in the industry has already recognized —
Half of the eight Tom Mix pictures
that the present is the most active mar- for the coming year have been comket in the history of motion pictures —
pleted. Two of these have been titled,
and the further realization that the insistent demands of that activity must be one "Rough Riding Romance" and- the
other "The Speed Maniac." A wreck in
supplied.
which two persons are hurled fifty feet
It
is
for
this
reason
that
Mr.
Fox's
the air and driven against railplans for the coming season take in the through
road rails constitutes one of the thrills
needs and requirements of all types of
houses — not merely 93those of one class. of the latter production.
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Decision to Sign Former Serial Star Follows Investigation
Throughout United States and Europe
Hack of the signature of Pearl White
on the new contract with William Fox
by which she will be starred in feature
productions, lies an interesting tale of
the circumstances leading to this important affiliation.
This contract, negotiated and closed,
by Wintield B. Sheehan, general manager of the Fox Film Corporation, is
due to the desire of Mr. Fox to have
the best known motion picture actress
in the world on his roster of stars.
When he wanted to find out which motion picture actress is best known in
America he had his many scouts investigate the matter. Their answer was
unanimous. "Pearl White" was the
reply from each and every one.
So much for America. But how about
Furope?
Tests European Sentiment
One very important matter leading up
to the recent trip abroad by Mr. Fox
was his desire to glean first-hand information as to how Miss White is regarded
by foreign
He found
every-in
where thataudiences.
she is second
to none
popularit3'. Leading exhibitors of the
British Isles told him that their audiences know Pearl White better than
any other screen actress, and the verdict was the same in continental Europe,
where
Miss her
White's
established
severaldaring
years and
ago beauty
as the
leading favorite — a position from which
she never has been dislodged.
Mr. Fox, it is announced, will build
a producing unit around his new star
FUTURE

which will exploit her to the utmost.
She will be provided with the very best
material obtainable. She will be presented in screen adaptations of wellknown plays and books, though original
stories which give her talents full latitude also are being considered. Miss
White's
director
a man
whose
name stands
for will
the bebest
in motion
pictures. The productions in which Miss
White will be starred will be staged with
a prodigal hand. All the resources of
the Fox organization will be at her command.
To state the matter briefly: Pearl
White will be presented by William Fox
in special productions of six or more
reels which shall represent the very
best obtainable in stories, costuming,
staging and production standard.
Even the costuming will be unusually
lavish. On his recent trip abroad, Mr.
Fox made arrangements, while in Paris,
with one of the well known fashion designers of the style capital to submit
regularly original creations specially
planned for Miss White.
Screen Career Interesting

"Pearl of the Army," "The Fatal Ring."
and "The House of Hat" to her latest
serial,
Lightning
Raider."
It is "The
estimated
that more
than $25,000,000 has been received by motion picture
theatres the world over in admission j
fees to see Miss White in the various
serials in which she has appeared. She
became known as "the queen of serials.'
White'stoimmense
is But
not Miss
due alone
the factpopularity
that she
has appeared in many serials. Other
players have appeared in serials and then
have sunk in oblivion. First of all, her
popularity rests upon her consummate
artistry. Next to that element, Miss
White's popularity
rests upon
her fearlessness, her willingness
to tackle
any
kind of stunt; and the third reason for
her popularity is her beauty.
Where

Fox

Started

Pearl White's screen career has been
an interesting one. Aeons ago, as motion picture time is reckoned, she was
starred in Crystal dramas and comedies.
From the Crystal studio she went to
Pathe, and has been steadily featured
in Pathe serials for several years. "The
Perils of Pauline" came first, followed
First Offices of William Fox at 1 Hi Bai
14th street, New York. Note the offle
by "The Exploits of Elaine" and many
space occupied.
others down through "The Iron Claw,"
CENTER
OF FOX ACTIVITIES

Work is progressing rapidly on the new building at Tenth Avenue and 5Sth Street and when completed will house one of t'
most complete plants in the world. Quite a contrast to the94first offices of William Fox shown elsewhere on this page.
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"Of course there must necessarily be
difference in prices, under the three separate methods of booking. A sale of 50
Paul Brunet Discusses Booking pi ans
features on one contract is in a measure
Vice-President and General Manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., Bea wholesale order. And anybody who
lieves Distributor Should Give Exhibitor What He Wants —
buys goods wholesale gets a preferred
Open Booking, Star Series or Program
rate. The selling cost is 50 times less
than selling those features to individual
Il»lllllllllll!!!lllllllllllllllllll|lll,:|l|||||||||ffi;
■HHMMMts: nanMMMHmMaMMn:«iiHi'"i::iiuix wmmmmwi
customers. And in similar ratio the exhibitor who exercises his undoubted
Paul Brunet, vice-pTesident and gen•ral manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc..
right to 'pick and choose' naturally exwhose voice has not hitherto been heard
pects to pay more in proportion per picture. That is simply a plain and straightin connection with the controversey
forward business proposition.
.vhich has been raging recently on the
Took Bars Down Long Ago
question of "open booking vs. program
"The moment we sensed the movement
looking." has now come out with a
■tatement which should mightily interagainst program booking — we were just a
little ahead of the majority in this, consid•st every exhibitor.
ering we threw the bars down as long ago
"There's an old saying." said Mr. Bruas 1918, more than eighteen months
back- — instructions were given to all of
let, "which runs something like this —
our managers and salesmen to the efThe customer is always right.' Well, I
fect that open booking, star series bookim going to take the liberty of paraing, or program booking, would all be
phrasing that saying in this wise: 'Pathe
equally
acceptable to us, as we conustomers dictate Pathe policy.' This is
sidered ourselves the servant of the extrictly a fact. We have thirty wideahibitor, pledged to give him service of
wake exchange managers looking after
the type best suited to his business. And
surely that is the true province of the
Jiur thirty American branch offices and
film distributor.
k'e have a sales organization second to
"Personally I find very little difference
kone in America. Xo change in bookbetween merchandising film service and
merchandising other commodities. A
pig policy is ever undertaken without
onsulting the men directly in contact
film distributor who attempts to distate to his customers what goods they
fcith our customers. Our Director of
shall purchase, the manner in which they
Exchanges, Mr. F. C. Quimby, takes freshall purchase them, and (as in some
luent trips to the branches in order to
PAUL KHl N ET
isolated cases) goes to the extent of
\\
h«
bmkl
long
Mlciin
this
week
by
leep his finger on the pulse of the situaregulating admission prices — that distriexprrssiiiE himself on controversy be- heap.
tion in every section of the country. In
butor is headed rapidly for the discardin u. tween open booking and program book|his manner the policy of Pathe is
Old Story for Pathe
irected with absolute certainty of givso it is with the exhibitor. Pathe
ng every Pathe customer exactly the has"And
film service to sell. If the exhibitor
.ind of service he most desires.
"It
is
interesting
to me to read the
expresses a desire to book .50 Pathe announcements of certain
distributors
Why Dictate to Customers?
features at the rate of one. two, or three
up the eighteen-monthsdishing
are
who
a
week,
we
are
there
to
furnish
his
re"Why should we have the presumption
quirements: ifhe likes any particular old Pathe policy of 'book how you
o tell the exhibitor in Great Falls, Monana, or in Tampa. Fla.. the manner in brand of features or any certain star is please' as a startling "innovation,' with
/hich we should book Pathe films? If a great favorite at his theatre, and he appeals to the exhibitor, seeking to imwith the novelty of a fair
hy milk dealer told me that I would wishes to sign up for the entire series tradingpress himpolicy
very policy upon
lave to give him an order for so many of that brand or that star, we are Teady which Pathe has— the
builded its Gibraltarto accomodate him: or if he is one of
like
foundation.
luarts
a
day
on
a
'program'
basis,
I
tould quickly seek another dealer. It the discriminating type of exhibitors
"This is my first — and my last — word
E entirely another story if I choose to who prefers to see every feature before
controversy.
I had atnot
inlloce a standing order with the milkman
he books it, our projection room is at upon the
tended to talk
upon the matter
all, but
his disposal and he may view any picture many friends of Pathe insisted that we
[hat
is
my
right
and
privilege
as
a
free
Itizen.
in which he is interested.
should add our quota to the discussion.
A GALAXY

OF PATHE

HEADLINERS

Left to right Crelghton Hale, Hiirold Lloyd, Virginia Pearson and Frank Keenan.
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STARS OF NOTE

Left to Riprht — Blanche Sweet, Jane Caprice, Marjorie Rambeau and Dolores C'assinell.
United

Hiram

Artists Name
Managers
For Five More
Branch
Offices

Abrams Announces Distributing Organization is Practically Completed — Seven
Executives Still to be Selected

Ten of the seventeen sales managers
to head the distributing depots of United
Artists Corporation, have now been appointed. Hiram Abrams this week gave
out the names of his five latest selections and there remain only seven offices
for which Mr. Abrams has not yet announced his men.
George F. Lenehan goes to the Washington office, Robert J. Churchill to
Detroit, T. Y. Henry to Denver, E. C.
Fielder to Cleveland and C. S. Trowbridge to Philadelphia.
As previously announced, Cresson E.
Smith is in charge of the Chicago office,
Harry D. Buckley is in Kansas City,
W alter S. Rand is at Los Angeles, Louis
W. Thompson is at Seattle and Abraham
C. Berman is at the Toronto office.
Lenehan at Washington
The sales managers appointed this
week include some of the best known
exchange men in the country. George
F. Lenehan, who goes to the Washington office, has been in that territory for
more than two and a half years. He
has also been in the exchange field in
New York City for two years and has
travelled extensively throughout the
Kiddle West.
K6bert J. Churchill who becomes sales
manager
the "Big
Four's"
office hasforspent
the last
tenDetroit
years
throughout the Middle West and is
widely acquainted not only throughout
the Detroit territory, but has also operated from Kansas City and from Denver.
T. Y. Henry who heads the Denver
office has travelled all over the country
during the last ten years. Many years
a«o he was one of the pioneers in the
motion pictures theatre end of the business in the Fast. For five years he has
been in western territories, and "T. Y.,"

as he is known throughout those sections has probably as wide an acquaintance among exhibitors as an}' man in
the field.
Fielder Cleveland Choice
E. C. Fielder, who becomes sales manager of the Cleveland Distributing
Depot, has been identified with exchanges throughout the Middle West
for a number of years past and is one
of the best known men in the Ohio
territory. For a long period before his
connection with the film business, Mr.
Fielder was concerned with sales work
in the steel industry and is a highly
trained promotion executive.
C. S. Trowbridge brings to his post
as Philadelphia sales manager not only
a number of years of intensive work on
the exploitation of big productions, but
a long career of sales work in other
fields. Mr. Trowbridge has been identified with the development of several
big enterprises, five years of his time
having been spent with the complete organization and operation of a chain of
factories.
There remain only seven distributing
depots for which sales managers have
not as yet been announced, but it is understood that the personnel is practically complete and the perfection of the
final arrangements only are causing the
withholding of the announcements.
Church Has Theatre
COLUMBUS, O. — A combination
community church and motion picture
theatre has been located at Grandview,
a beautiful new suburb. The church is
going tonounce try
the experiment
and they
anthat several
times a week
will have a picture show, tending toward
the educational and showing "highly
censored" films. The innovation is said
to be for the purpose of giving the
young people something attractive in
the church besides the religious services.
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Merritt

Crawford

Accepts Important
Position With Fo
The William Fox staff of publicit
writers has been strengthened this wee
by several additions, under direction
Arthur James, supervisor of advertisinj
and publicity of the Fox forces.
The staff is now under the immediat
supervision of Merritt Crawford,
well-known journalist and editor. M
Crawford comes to Fox Film Corpor
tion from the position of contributin
editor of the Exhibitors Herald. Prk
to that he was managing publish)
of
theof Exhibitor's
editor
the Motion Trade
Picture Review,
News. arM
Crawford succeeds Jay A. Gove.
Service Men Return
Under the supervision of Mr. Cra
ford the staff is being enlarged. T\
of the new faces have been seen befo
at the Fox offices, but not recent
The men are Arthur B. McGinley a
Jay Voorhies, each of whom has be
in war service for the past two yea
They have recently been discharged, a
each has been given his old job by 1
Fox reinstating
in pursuance
tatter's
pol
of
all ofmenthe who
answei
their country's call.
Arthur B. McGinley was a private
the Sixteenth Machine Gun Hattali j
He was overseas for a year and si
three weeks of the hottest fighting |
the Argonne and in Alsace. McGin
was one of six brothers in the se
Two of the others achieved notable
tinction. One was decorated by K
George at Buckingham Palace and
other awarded the Croix de Guerre.
Acted as Personnel Officer
Jay Voorhies was in the service f:l
August,
1!M7, totimeJune
dul
most
of which
he .'iO.
was 1919,
a pcrsoij
officer in the cable censorship officii
New York. He was attached to I
Marine Corps. Mr. Voorhies is a I
known New York newspaper man. I
Other additions to the staff are Bil
Gardner, a newspaper woman with I
eral
years' experience
publicatioi
the Middle
West, and onGeorge
Dul
Proctor,
best
known
as
a
sceil
writer and editor.

1
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lajestic Amusement
Company Announces Plan
To Build One of Largest Playhouses South
Of Chicago
LOUISVILLE, KY.— One of the
irgest picture theatres south of Chicago
| to be built on Fourth street, between
hestnut and Broadway.
The Majestic Amusement Company,
hich conducts the Majestic Theatre,
.as closed a deal for the Kaye proprtjr, which is on the west side of Fourth
treet, just across the alley from the
jlary Anderson Theatre.
It runs 90'
et on Fourth street, and goes back 200
et. At present it is occupied by onelory stores.
Will Cost $300,000
The new theatre will cost $300,000
nd will have a seating capacity of
,000. An idea of this size may be ob'.ined by considering that the present
fajestic seats 1,100. The new house
,ill have three times the capacity.
Not only in size but in beauty and
•quipment will the new house set a
tark. It will be on a par with the
jimous picture theatres of New York
jid Chicago.
Work on the new theatre will begin
lis fall and it will be ready for ocjpancy in the spring.
Will Have the Big Four
The house will have a special orlestra as a feature. The Majestic Cornany has closed for the United Artists
ictures. This is the company comosed of Mary Pickford. Charlie Chapn, Douglas Fairbanks and D. YY. Grif-

M \ It ( : I \ ORMAXD
•aj«
a
vUIt
her old
Ince, atCalifornia.
the to
hitter's
new friend,
studio inThos.
CulverH.
tity,

TOM

NORTH

of $300,000
Who Has] Joined the Fox
Forces as Special Sales
Manager

fith, with W. G. McAdoo as counsel.
These will be the features for the new
house in the way of pictures.
The Company's Record
The directors of the Majestic Amusement Companv are Laban Phelps, L. J.
Dittmar, George M. Clark, C. H. Bohmer, John Marshall and George Montz.
The company started business eleven
years ago with a theatre on the site of
the present Majestic, which seated 650
people. It has been a success from the
start. Eight years ago the present Majestic was built.
It was one of the first of the large
picture houses in the United States, and
attracted attention all over the country.
It will continue in use. as it is still in
the front rank of picture houses.
Billy Shea, Expert
Cutter, Secured for
Mayer Productions
Louis B. Mayer, President of the
Mayer Productions, Inc., and the Anita
Stewart Productions. Inc.. has engaged
Billy Shea, often referred to in the film
game as "the boy wonder'" to take charge
of the cutting and assembling of all
future Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin productions. Despite his apparent youth, Shea has been engaged in
film work for the past ten years. He resigned last week from the Douglas Fairbanks Studio, where he directed the cutting and assembling of "Doug's" pictures, the most recent being "The
Knickerbocker Buckaroo."
As the result of Shea's exceptional
work, Fairbanks nicknamed him "tht
acrobatic cutter." Shea was the first
to join Fairbanks when the latter left
Triangle to form an independent company and publish through Famous Players-Lasky. He also received any number of compliments for his assistance
to Marshall Xeilan in the cutting of
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." one of
the big Mary Pickford successes.
Mr. Mayer, who recently organized an
independent producing organization, believes that Shea is one of the most valuable men in the business. "We all know
that many a picture has been as well as
ruined
the tocutting
said per
he. cent
"It
is my in
hope
have room"
only 100
executives to head the respective departments of my new organization."
Bill}- Shea is now working with Director Marshall Xeilan in the assembling
of the first scenes of "In Old Kentucky."
that promises to be the picture of the
year.
AnitatoStewart
"Madge." Rudy
and
according
GeneralplaysManager
Cameron, she is smashing all her acting
records
terization.with her latest screen charac97

San Fransisco Clubs
Seek Film Companies
SAX FRAXCISCO, CAL— The movement started several weeks ago to attract motion picture producing companies to locate studios here is
steadily gaining headway.
With the addition of three more organizations, the local Welfare Committee
now embraces the committee of the
Board of Supervisors. Supervisors
Joseph
Mulvihill,
Charles
Xelson.
Oscar Hocks.
Cornelius
DeasyA. and
Richard
J. Welch the Rotary Club, Chamber of
Commerce. Down Town Association.
Civic League of Improvement Clubs,
Home Industry League. Building Trades
Council, San Francisco Labor Council,
and the San Francisco Ad Club.
George Y. Gerhard is secretary of
the Motion Picture Welfare Committee.
New

St. Louis Theatre
Will Open September 1
ST. LOUIS. MO.— The new Xorthland theatre, one of the finest motion
picture theatres in the city, is nearing
completion at Grand and Florissant
a\enues and will be opened about September 1.
The Xorthland
will be managed by
William and Maxwelton Goldman, who
now control the Lindell, Maffitt and
other first class theatres here. It will
be operated in conjunction with the interests of the Greater Amusement Company, which was organized several
months ago by Sam Hamburg, Jr.
Saginaw Theatre Sold
SAGIXAW. MICH.— The Rex theatre, adjoining the Jeffers-Strand, has
been purchased by J. B. Carr and Fred
J. Durkee and has been reopened a
motion picture house.
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Lobby Display at
New York Strand

Gerald ine

Is Complimented
The always-sumptuous New York
Strand Theatre lobby was especially a
thing of beauty during the highly successful engagement of J. Parker Read.
Jr.'s drama "Sahara,-' starring Louise
Glaum and distributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Jay W. Weaver, the Strand poster
artist, once again proved he has few
superiors in the art of making a lobby
breathe the atmosphere of the presentation his handiwork exploits. While
Joseph L. Plunkett, managing director,
and Carl Eduarde were engaged on a
beautiful prologue for the Hodkinson
picture, Weaver was putting in his best
licks transforming the Strand lobby into,
as close as a human hand can devise,
a panorama picture of Cairo, the Sahara
Desert and Paris. How well he succeeded is attested by the throngs that
viewed the brilliant "Sahara" exhibit in
the lobby and the many requests received at the Hodkinson office as to
who was responsible for the unique and
beautiful lobby cards and decorations.
A dozen remarkable paintings were
made for "Sahara" by Weaver, and their
splendor was heightened by the specially prepared scene stills that surrounded them. Most attractive among
the paintings was one showing Louise
Glaum, as Mignon, in the Palace of the
Dawn, Cairo, and another depicting her
as the reigning belle of a luxurious
Parisian cafe worshipped by the revelers.
Another poster worthy of mention was
a life-size painting of the star with a
giant peacock as a background.
In all paintings and illustrations
Weaver used a rich Urban blue tone
for his main scenes and sunlight yellows for his exteriors. Without question the artist's work on "Sahara" is
the biggest achievement of its kind
since 'the opening of the successful
Strand five years ago.

"The Golden Song"
"The Golden Song," Goldwyn's costly
production starring Geraldine Farrar
with her husband Lou-Tellegan in the
leading male role, has been completed.
Twenty eight hundred people were used
in depicting a street scene in Petrograd.
Thein story
of "The
Song," is
laid
Petrograd
and Golden
the surrounding
country, with the seething political and
social unrest of the day forming a dark
and ominous atmospheric background
for the development of an exquisite love
story. Geraldine Farrar portrays the
development of a young American girl,
the protege of a Russian prince, through
whose generosity and kindness her
voice is cultivated and she is trained for
a career in the opera. Though the girl,
Marcia Warren, has fallen in love with
the son of her benefactor, he is scarcely
aware of her existence; and as she grows
in her art he marries a titled adventuress,
who proves untrue to her marriage vows.
But at the triumph of the American girl,
in the Petrograd Opera House, the
in the
young prince becomes interested
talented young artiste, and reopens an
since
acquaintance
their
childhood.that had lain fallow
the Czar is overSoon thereafter,
thrown, and the opera singer devotes her
time and energy to the amelioration ot
the people's sufferings, while the prince
goes to the front. However, in the genwife andof her
prince's
the
an uprising
during
killed the
areupheaval
lover eral
And when the
peasants on his westate.
Russians withdra from the great war.
prince's sole thought is to rethe young
turn' to the girl who had at last brought
her eshappiness into his life, and with He
disa.
cape from Russia to Americ
costhe
dons
uniform
military
hisof the
caids tume
and , finally reaches
peasant,
and takt
ad. there
Petrogr
el. to find Marcia
her
to Archang

Completes

John

C. Flinn Attends
Methodist Centenary
NEW YORK.— John C. Flinn, supervisor of advertising and publicity for
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
was the only representative of the film
industry at the Centenary celebration of
the American Methodist Missions, which
was held at Columbus, Ohio. It was
expected that William A. Brady, W. W.
Irwin. Gabriel L. Hess, J. Robert Rubin
and Frederick H. Elliott would attend,
but at the last minute it was found that
Mr. Flinn was the only man who could
get away.
Select Names

Three New

Work

on

Directors

Added by Universal
been addec
Three new directors havelarge
staff a
already
the
to
week
this
al
Univers City.
William C. Dowlan. formerly Witt
Metro, Fox and Triangle, has been en
"Loot," the Saturda
produce
gaged gto Post
story by Arthur Somer
livenin
, best knowi
Gerrard
Roche. Douglas
ings" starring
as the director of "Playth
e, and "The Cabaret Girl
Brunett
Fritzi Ruth
Clifford, has returned to Um
with
versal to direct Monroe Salisbury in hi
next production.
Mor W. Testa, a veteran stage di
rector, who has been playing characte
roles on the screen, was assigned t«
direct Florence Turner in one-reel come
dies.

Hatch

Manager at St. Louis
General Manager Sam E. Morris, of
Select Pictures Corporation, has appointed S. W. Hatch
as Select's
Branch Executive
in St. Louis.
Mr.
Hatch made his entry into the motion
picture business, when several years ago
he assumed charge of the St. Louis Exchange of V. L. S. E. Afterwards, he
went to Detroit and then to Chicago
for Metro. Subsequently he became
affiliated with the General Film Company's organization as .sales manager.

Farrar

'IS

n-ltfa
in
a
*rt*nr
from
Golden Sow*"
I op•• i—ll,-QeraMlM
l''nrrnr (»t nl — M»lK-l NiirBottoml«i»— \ mcm
imifid
iii
"I
iiNtnlrN."
from "The Pmn <»' BMrlai
I'lMiliiit- l 'ri-il«-rl<-k. I «;«l«i« > u ».

Veteran Exhibitor
Sells His Theatn
BUCYRUS, OHIO. — W. P.in Newraar
stat
one of the oldest exhibitors thetheHippo
of Ohio, has sold his theatre,
Otto .C. Hcrtzcr and will ente
drome, tobusiness
another
onderlan
Mr. Newman opened theand\\ two
year
theatre eleven years ago ome.
Liter started the Hippodr
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Blanche Sweet to
Be Star in Willard
English Melodrama
Jesse D. Hampton announces that the
first of the series of special drama, in
which Blanche Sweet will be starred
for Pathe releases, is "A Woman of
Pleasure," a famous English melodrama
by James Willard. It was for years
at the Adelphia, London, and has been
shown all over the world. It was purchased specially as a vehicle for Miss
Sweet and it is identically the class of
story in which she appears to her best
advantage, and which will give her wide
range for the display of her talent.
Scenes in Rural England
: The opening scenes of the story are
in rural England near the fishing coast,
where the desires of the pretty little
teacher for an entirely different life are
depicted. Here are laid the situations
leading up to the intrigues which follow her into London high society, the
wilds of Southern Africa and back once
more to England, where she finds real
happiness at last. The story contains
many thrills, some unusual stunts, with
:onstant changes of scenery, and
that holds interest until the end. a plot
Thrills Contained in Story
An unusual feat is the rescue of the
heroine in an army balloon and another
when .she finally escapes from a hurniii",
ship.
The production is to be both elaborate
and spectacular. It will be costly, but
Mr. Hampton has issued orders to the
heads of the various departments at the
Hollywood studios, to make every set
absolutely correct and locations must be
true to the locale described in the story.
Wallace Worsley, with fifteen years of
stage acting and productions to his
credit, and. also with a number of screen
successes bearing his name as director,
will megaphone Miss Sweet, under Mr.
Hampton's
The story
picturized bysupervision.
George Elwood
Jenks wasof
the Hampton Scenario Staff.

"The Splendid Sin" Will
Star Madlaine Traverse
With "The Splendid Sin," Madlaine
Traverse is schedule
d to open
new
Excel series for William Fox withtheHow•rd M. Mitchell as her director.
Miss Traverse's first appearance for
Fox
was insuccesses
the "Caillaux Case." Among
ner other
which followed were
•Gambling in Souls," "The Danger
Zone." "The Love That Dares," and
When Fate Decides."

Russell Will Produce
For Arrow Corporation
The Arrow Film Corporation has just
closed a deal with John L. Russell, producer of several World and Triangle
>roductions. to produce for
Arrow
enes of twelve two-reel Xorthwood a
Iramas. These pictures will be published
inder the brand name of "Rawhide Proand starring well known cast
nduding ductions"
John Lowell.a Charles
Rcbins.
md George Grossman.

MOTOGRAPHY
GET IT AL?

Al I-1.. < hriMir. president of flit- Christie Comedies, enjoys motoring- in the parks of
Hollywood, l»ut objects to having his "eahr" humped hy Aliee Lake's speeder.
Fifteen Episode Serial Produced
On West
Coast for Frank
G.

Hall

Neva

Trail

Gerber

Featured

as Heroine

in "The

of An Octopus" Being Directed by Ben
Wilson — Wally Van Assisting
Film serials have met with much as- American producers to, not only give
new in the comic-dratonishing success throughout the coun- them something
matic field of picture art, but raise all
try that Frank G. Hall, president of the productions
to a plane of excellence and
Independent Sales Corporation, has defi- morality hitherto approximated but selnitely decided to enter the producing
dom reached by film studios. His directors and film companies have promfield of melodramatics on a large scale.
ised him their co-operation in satisfying
As a result of the Independent's deci- the wants of silent-drama enthusiasts.
Five Units in East
sion, "The Trail of an Octopus," fifteen
episodes — two-reels to an episode — has
In the East Mr. Hall has a corps of
entered upon its fourth week of produc- some of the well known directors, worktion at the Los Angeles studios under
on special productions some of which
the personal direction of Ben Wilson. are ingnow
ready for the trade. Included
Neva Gerber, who was seen opposite
in
this
list are Charles Miller, former
Mr. Wilson in several serial successes
director for Norma Talmadge ; who has
of the past, will be featured as the formed
own producing company. The
heroine. Before leaving for the Coast, Charles his
Miller Producing Company, Inc.,
Mr. Hall and Mr. Wilson spent four
days in carefully going over the con- of which Company Mr. Hall is vicethrough whose
of whatthrilling
critics and
say interesting
"promises president,
tion. Millerand
productions
will be organizareleased;
to be a tinuitymost
itobart
Henley,
who
before
his associasequence of aerial, aquatic and daretion with Mr. Hall, was one of GolddevilWally
stunts." Van Cooperating
wyn's directors, producing a series of
pictures with Pauline Fredericks and
Wally Van. general supervisor of pro- Mae Marsh, and who now heads his
ductions and special representative of own producing company with stars popular on both screen and stage. Samuel
Hall interests on the Coast, who will
L. Rothapfel, whose first Unit Program
co-operate with Mr. Wilson in the prois now on the market and who has comduction of "The
Trail of
an Octopus,"
is now on
the Coast,
taking
personal
pleted
for the
Unitwithin
production plans
of which
will Second
be started
charge of the direction of a new series next three
weeks
;
Gerald
F.
Bacon,
of comedies for the Independent. Tom
whose own producing company is now
Cushing, scenario editor of the Samuel
L. Rothapfel Unit Program, wrote the working on a series of 18 productions
release by the Hall organization. —
continuity
for has
Van'snot first
the for
and Burton King, who it is understood
title to which
been comedy,
announced.
will
contribute another series of special
Mr. Hall feels that the motion picture
public is looking to both large and small productions to the Hall program.
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Second

Snow

"Man's Desire", Starring Lewis Stone, to be
Offered at Early Date as Special Attraction
For Summer
The psychology of "snow stuff" in
motion pictures during the summer
months has been taken advantage of
by Robertson-Cole in arranging their
schedule of pictures for distribution by
Exhibitors Mutual during the hot
months.
Following the issuance of "The Mints
of Hell" starring William Desmond, a
production marked by some of the most
stirring snow scenes ever seen on the
screen. Robertson-Cole have listed
"Man's Desire," a special attraction for
early release. "Man's Desire" was purchased two weeks ago by RobertsonCole, and is a pulsating human interest
story of life in a lumber camp of the
Northwest. Lewis Stone has the featured role and is surrounded by an all
star cast which includes Jane Novak
and other prominent players.
Filmed in Sierra Mountains
Like "Mints of Hell," the Stone feature was filmed in the Sierra Mountains near Truckee, California where it
is possible to obtain the best "snow
stuff" for film purposes.
Snow pictures have been proved most
enjoyable attractions for motion picture
audiences during the summer months.
Robertson-Cole and Exhibitors Mutual have already found out the truth
of this statement through "The Mints
of Hell" which has been heavily booked.
"Man's Desire," which is listed as one of
the Robertson-Cole specials, is expected
to have even a more popular vogue.
"Man's Desire" is a series of stirring
punches. The direction of Lloyd Ingraham, who has made many big pictures.

has
established
"Man's Desire"
as onein
of the
most redblooded
attractions
a year. The strong human element in
the picture, coupled with its scenic
splendor, makes a production worthy of
the silent drama.
Many Advertising Angles
Aside from the well known players
in the cast,
"Man's
Desire,"possibilities.
offers exhibitors many
exploitation
The lumber camp scenes and the general
atmosphere surrounding the photodrama, have an appeal that is irresistible, particularly in the summer, when it
is so difficult for a motion picture to
entertain any audience.
Exhibitors Mutual have received many
inquiriesthoughregarding
"Man's Desire," proalannouncement
ductionfirstwas made
less than oftwotheweeks
ago. Exhibitors are keen to obtain picture of the nature of the RobertsonCole attractions is evidenced by these
inquiries.
Many of the most stirring scenes are
laid in a big lumber camp where the
resounding crash of axe against tree
rings unceasingly the day long. Giant
trees are seen plunging to earth, and
the lumber industry at its height is
vividly pictured on the screen.
Thrills are Promised
The unrest manifest in this great industry finds a place in the story and the
blowing up of a planing mill makes an
incident capable of moving any audience
to enthusiasm, Robertson-Cole promises.
Lewis S. Stone, the featured player,
is known in every action of the country for his work on the legitimate stage.
He has toured the United States in
several of the most successful plays ever
sent onone
the of
road,them.
"The His
Bird work
of Paradise"
being
before
the camera is clean cut, and a tribute
to his art.

FRANCIS FORD IN "THE MYSTERY

n— i

Anita Stewart Sends

Scenes

Letter to England on
Transatlantic Flyer
When the R-34 left Mineola. L. I., it
carried a personal letter from Anita
Stewart
Sir William
of the Street,
Jury's
Imperial toPictures,
Ltd., Jury
21 Tower
Upper
England,St.the Martin's
exclusive Lane,
agent London,
for the
Stewart-Mayer-First National productions in the United Kingdom, and one
from Louis B. Mayer, president of the
Anita Stewart Productions. Inc., to the
exhibitors of the United Kingdom.
Arrangements were made for this undertaking with Lieut. John D. Shotter of
the Royal Air Forces, London, England,
and chief engineer and officers of the
crew of the R-34 whose base is at East
Fortune, Scotland. In order to enable
Lieut. Shotter to accomplish this achievement, he was forced to discard certain
equipment which he is allowed to carry
by the government. The motion picture
film is a single reel showing various
scenes from the different First National
special productions Anita Stewart appears in, and it is believed that this is
the first shipment of motion picture film
ever sent via Air Route across the
ocean.
Fire Breaks Out in
San Francisco House
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — Fire
caused by a short circuit in an electric
generator governing a ventilating fan
broke out in the rear of a motion picture house at 729 Market street. The
quick response to the alarm of most
of the downtown fire apparatus saved
the building from damage. The blaze
was extinguished before the audience
became aware that anything was wrong.
First Assistant Fire Chief Michael
Bowden, upon finding a rear exit firmly
bolted, declared it was against fire reguand asked
the police
of theHerzog,
Southern lations
Station
to arrest
Nathan
manager of the theatre. Herzog was,
away at the time.

OF 13" A NEW

SERIAL

j i ii. ix appears opposite Mr. r<>r«i in thi* <on«inu<-ii screen >.i<>r> of uncanny and mysterious happenings thai baffled
Metropolitan Detective force,
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eases Bu rston
"Trie Mystery of 13" PI
President of Burston Films, Inc., Which Produced Latest Francis
Ford Serial, Is Enthusiastic Over Exploitation Possibilities ofFilm — Prepares to Go East
Louis Burston. President of Burston
Films. Inc., writes from the Francis
Ford Studios at Hollywood, that he is
busily engaged in the same sort of activities as usually occupy a man about to
50 on a vacation.
[ "But no vacation for the serial producer," he continues. "Frank Ford is
orae actor when it comes to playing a
louble part, but he hasn't got anything
yours truly. I've shipped "The Mysery of 13" to New York for review, and
'mrry following
as fastmy asgetaway,
trains can
me, once itI make
for
e new and expurgated Broadway,
here the business end of the "13" serial
ill involve my complete change of
:haracter from producer to president of
Burston Films, Inc.
"Anda lot
yetofI difference,
don't knowwhenthatyou there's
uch
come
to think of it. Handling a lot of giltedged territory, and sweating all over
a studio lot and on location are simply
ictivities of different varieties, but they
are both to the same end — putting over
the best serial I ever fathered in a way
that means success to all concerned. In
my opinion the better the business man.
the better the producer. If I couldn't
the .exhibitor's box ofkeep ficemywheneyes
I amon superintending the production of a serial my chances of sucfor the exhibitors'
my own, ceedingwould
dwindle to benefit,
a 100 toand1
■shot.
Exhibitors Strive to Please
"From the box-office standpoint there
never was a more entertaining or sucessful serial than my last one, "The Silent Mystery." and if that isn't good business I'mthat
a slap-stick
comedian.
This
old idea
the art of
entertainment
and the working rules of business will
not mix. is a mistake. Ask any exhibitor what he wants in a picture — feature,
serial, comedy, or otherwise, and he will
tell you that first of all he wants to
please his patrons. Xow if he is a success at their
that istastes,
isn't only
because
he
studies
but also,
that he
knows how to present his program so
that patrons will be attracted to his
theatre to sample his theatrical wares
If they like them they will come again,
but surely the McCorand
mick<thus
and slowly
Sheas and Rothapfels among
exhibitors build their reputations.
"Such men are business men and they
never
It's ato poor
show relax
house their
that efforts.
has nothing
live
reputhat
unless
reputation,
[upon buttation isits
added
to every week. David
Wark Griffith never produces anything
[that does not show the hand of the mashim
ter artist, but that doesn't prevent busiof the shrewdest
being
from ness
men in one
the industry. What I am
getting at is the possibility of welding
the artistic and the business ends of motion pictures so that the public will be
the prostandard,
bywillthe
pleased ducers
havehigh
fewer
failures on the
P wrong side of their ledgers, and the
exhibitors can book pictures knowing
that their business interests have been
considered, as well as the entertainment

value of the picture or the power of a
star's name. I believe that the much
looked-for, or longed-for, progress of the
industry will come in this way. It must
begin with a better understanding between producers and directors. If each
would get a little closer understanding
of
the clashes
other's between
viewpoint thewe artistic
would have
fewer
temperament and the -dollar ambition.
Considers Self Fortunate
"As a producer I am singularly fortunate in "The Mystery of 13," just as I
was in "The Silent Mystery." Frank
Ford has
producer's
coupled
with the
the artistic
touch viewpoint
necessary
in a successful director. Perhaps his
ability as an actor helps him in both
ways, (as a director and a producer),
because his own experience tells him
what is practical in a script, or a proposed situation, and he knows too the
short-cut to getting his stuff over. All
of which makes for the efficiency so
much desired by the producer, and puts
in the wallops for which he is so justly
famous. I want to say here that there
is something in the old saying that suchead.to Take
from cessmecan go
that tois one's
the place
have itit
land, if anywhere.
"Theto success
of "The
went
my head
and itSilent
went Mystery"
to that
crafty serial-making head of Francis
Ford's too. If you want to know exactly what I mean come out to Hollyand watch
beena
no iackwood, of
pep, us
andwork.
there There's
has been
lot of daylight saving on the lot and on
location even during our torrid spell.
gets hot in Sunny CaliNot thatfornia,itbutever
if you want to work up a
good sweat just join a Frank Ford cast
be
in a western-mystery serial. You'll
life. I'm coming
bathsif for
off
EastTurkish
soon and
something stirring]
will do it I'll send the temperature of
I'd
a few degrees.
up vacation,
Square
Timesa "13"
like
week's
but it looks
as though I'd let myself in for "13"
weeks of strenuous endeavor."
Claud Saunders To Head

Lasky Exploitation Men
NEW YORK— Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation's field force of exploitation
men. organized to assist exhibitors in
the presentation of the productions to be
released under the selective booking plan,
will be in charge of Claud Saunders.
Vice-President Walter E. Greene, in
enn, announced the the
charge of distributioSaunders,
one of
gagement of Mr.
best known picture exploitation men in
the country, for this important work.
Although Mr. Saunders will be at the
home office of the company, he will employ immediately representatives to be
stationed at such important centers as
Kansas
Chicago. Boston. Philadelphia. principal
Citv. San Francisco and other
cities of the country. Showmen of the
highest type will be representatives
very
of the exploitation department.
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Who's
Who
In Chicago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

H \ V LEVEY

for
ger Corgo lmana
itorsChica
Film
Mutua
ExhibY,
MAXthe LEVE
poration since February 24 of this
busithe press
ans infrom
veterthing
the every
year, nessis whoone
has ofbeen
agent and film inspector to salesman and
exchange manager.
Of his ten years at handling film, six
rewith the
Chicagoexhibitor
has been
sult that hespent
knowsin every
in the
territory by his hrst name.
ood moLevey built the brstin neighborh
Toledo. Ohio, in
tion picture th'.rtve
1SC9, when one and two-reelers made up
the programs. He heard of a four-ree!
"Resurrecfeature
tion"— —andBlanche
hurried Walsh
to Xew inYork,
bought
out
started
and
S1.T00
for
rights
Ohio
the
to clean up.
But he was too far ahead of the times.
to feabeen aeducated
hadn't
People tures.
year, heup tramped
For nearly
Ohio with his film. Two weeks he would
spend billing towns and the next two
weeks he would go back over the same
route presenting his picture. He patched
his own film and took tickets at the
door.
When he had his S1.700 back, he sold
"Resurrection" and came to Chicago as
salesman for World, working for Harry
W eiss. His ability earned him the manCity office,
Kansas bonuses
ofWorld's' enough
to
where he agershipacquired
new hat every month.
his wife afor
buyLonesome
Chicago, he resigned
after four years to work for Triangle in
Chicago. Then he jumped to Pathe and
from there to Metro, smashing sales
records at all three exchanges. When
Exhibitors Mutual wanted a manager.
Levey was the choice and -ie made good
right off the bat.
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RECALLING the great part that the screen played
in the successful marketing of Liberty Bonds
when the war was at its height, it is interesting, at
least, to speculate upon the effect that a few pointed
productions dealing with the League of Xations idea
might have had upon the present tense situation.
Few will deny that a well co-ordinated campaign
by the producing organizations would have had a decided influence upon the final decision of the congressmen as well as their constituents. W ith the press of the
country divided as it is upon the question, it is more
than likely that such a campaign would have been the
deciding force.
When the powers that be reach an understanding
that will make possible the taking of such measures,
participation ( in the affairs of the country and the
world, the motion picture can truly be said to have
reached its proper estate.
"A VERY GOOD YOUNG MAX" (Paramount)
brings out the very best that is in Bryant W ashburn,
the star. It is comedy, unalloyed and the more entertaining because it pretends to be nothing heavier. Ideal
Summer amusement, the theatre which plays the attraction should profit thereby.
"THE MAN BENEATH" (Exhibitors Mutual)
deals with the Black Hand and medicinal magic, both
in a manner that convinces despite failure to stand the
test of cold logic. Sessue Hayakawa is at his best in
the production and has a role that suits him admirably.
"DOM BEY & SON" (Triangle) is a faithful picturization of one of Charles Dickens' better known
novels. In its seven reels it details authentically the
many-sided story that has outlived countless predecessors. Lovers of Dickens, and that portion of the
general public which cares for drama of the heavier
type, should take to it warmly.
"THE WEAKER VESSEL" < Universal) is one
of the best pictures Mary MacLaren has appeared in
on the Universal program. It is filled with rich, clean
humor. The supporting cast is of unusual merit.
"THE BETTER WIFE" (Select) features Clara
Kimball Young and lends her the support of such well
known people of the screen as Lillian W alker, Kathlyn
Williams, Irving Cummings, Nigel Barrie and Bennie
Alexander. With thai cast it could not be otherwise
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The advertising possibilities are obvious.

"THE MAYOR OF FILBERT" (Triangle) arrives belatedly as prohibition propaganda, but will
doubtless serve to make the drought more easily borne
by those who see it. It has, also, other ingredients
which are more than worth while. Jack Richardson
and Belle Bennet, J. Barney Sherry and Bennie Alexander do good work in the cast.
"THE LOVE BURGLAR" (Paramount) presents
W allace Reid in the cap and jersey of the crook and
the dress clothes of the idle rich, both costumes and
the leading role being worn with grace and pleasing
naturalness by the star. Entertaining comedy-drama,
directed with care and in excellent style, it is sure to
satisfy.
"THE OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT" (Universal) is an excellent summer offering with snow
scenes which will give the audience mental relief from
the heat wave. Bret Harte's popular story offered
good material for a screen production and is pleasingly
presented with Harry Carey and Gloria Hope in the
leads.
"THE SOLITARY SIN" (Solitary Sin Co.)
delves deeply and unnecessarily into a subject which
should be and. certain producers of the present time to
the contrary, is discussed by father and son, mother and
daughter, exclusively. Preachment it may be. Entertainment or amusement it certainly is not. Agitators
advocating censorship will doubtless, and with cause,
pounce upon it as grist for their mill. Exhibitors wilt
give it the wide berth it merits.
"THE PAGAN GOD" (Exhibitors Mutual)
makes a capital vehicle for the virile H. B. Warner.
It is also one of the best all-round productions that
has recently been given publication. Jesse D. Hampton,
who supervised, and Park Frame, who directed, both
deserve unstinted praise for a splended example of the
picture-maker's art.
"THROUGH THE W RONG DOOR" ( Goldwyn ) provides excellent warm weather entertainment
for whosoever may chance to come to its showing. It
is head and shoulders above anything that Madge
Kennedy has done in months. Goldwyn has contributed asplendid supporting cast and exceptionally!
attractive staging.
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REVIEWS
Sessue Hayakawa in
THE MAN BENEATH
Cole — Exdrama;
Five-part hibitors
Mutual. RobertsonDirected by William Worthington.
Published in July.
OPIXIOX: Though there is considerable straining of probability, occasional
stretching of logic and not always the
best arrangement of cause and effect in
Sessue Hayakawa's latest publication,
the play is enveloped with an atmosphere
of romanticism which excuses flaws
which would have proved the undoing
of an avowedly realistic production.
When the Black Hand society is used
.as a dramatic factor it is naturally diffi| cult for an American audience with the
high regard for Italy and her people
which
is America's
today to fully credit
the events
which follow.
Yet the events here pictured are thoroughly in keeping with the history of
that organization. Passing over the advisability ofemploying such an organization as a motivating power, it must be
admitted that the picture answers the
star's purpose well.
" It gives him generously of the situai tion's and opportunities best calculated
to his capabilities. His characterization, as a result, is. though bizarre, up
to his standard. Helen Jerome Eddy
and Jack Gilbert are similarly fortunate
and fare as well.
Romantic mystery, pretending to no
other estate, the play should give ample
satisfaction to the general audience.
Hayakawa
admirers will doubtless pronounce itflawless.
SYNOPSIS: Kate and Mary Erskine
love Dr. Chindi Ashutor and James Bassett respectively, the latter being college
chums, the one a noted physician, the
other pursuing no occupation as yet.
Mary and Bassett become engaged and
Dr. Ashutor goes to lend medical aid to
his countrymen in plague-stricken India. While he is away Bassett receives
a summons from the Black Hand, which
order he has joined in his youth as an
adventure. Feeling his life in danger
he goes to Dr. Ashutor in India and with
his aid almost succeeds in establishing
his feigned death as a reality. But the
spies of the order follow them back to
Scotland and the home of the Erskines.
Here Dr. Ashutor is instrumental in
finally ridding Bassett of the menace.
Then Mary and Bassett are married,
while the case of Kate and Ashutor
remains undecided.
DOMBEY & SON
Seven-part drama; Triangle.
Published June 29.
OPIXIOX: The reader of Charles
Dickens'
works, the
admirer
cleverly
drawn character
studies,
the ofadherents
of realism as arrayed against idealism in
motion picture art. all will find a picture very much to their liking in "DomThough
the category
general publicbeynot& Son."
included
in this
may
come to a viewing of the play with less
enthusiastic expectations there is little
doubt that it will please that portion of

it that cares for drama of the heavier
type.
Strikingly realistic reproduction of the
novel characterizes the composition.
The scenes and characters pictured
might well be taken as visualizations of
thehemental
were Dickens'
as
laboredimages
over histhatmanuscript.
There is detail of excellent quality,
suspense, logical development and a sure
registering of points. A difficult subject
and
lengthy that
story,overcomes
it has beenboth
handled"
in a amanner
obstacles.
SYXOPSIS : For more than a century before the opening of the story the
firm of Dombey & Son. English holders
of vast shipping interests, has grown
steadily, each son occupying in turn the
chair of junior and then senior member.
The present Dombey. however, reaches
middle age without male issue, a tenyear-old daughter being neglected and
despised by the stern business man.
When his wife dies at the birth of a son
he feels no sorrow, revelling in the possession of male issue. At the age of five
the boy dies also, and Dombey is again
plunged into despair. His ambition leads
him into a loveless marriage. His wife,
who has married him to save her mother
from financial ruin, is insulted by his
treatment of her and causes his confidential secrttary
to abscond
the firm's
funds.
His daughter
findswithshelter
with
friends, marries the man she loves and
gives birth to a boy child. About to
suffer financial ruin, Dombey learns of
the birth, decides to make the child
his business successor and goes back
to the business fight with renewed vigor.
Clara Kimball Young in
THE BETTER WIFE
Five-part drama; Select.
Directed by William P. S. Earle.
Published in July.
OPIXIOX: If stars make for quality
and satisfaction in photoplays '"The
Better Wife" should certainly make for
itself an enviable record as a box office

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
abseveralin months'
after screen
appears
Who-Wife."
sence(Select.)
frt>m the
"The Better
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attraction. The cast includes, besides
the star. Lillian Walker, Kathlyn Williams. Nigel Barrie, Irving Cummings
and Bennie Alexander. It is inconceivable that all of these should fail to
register the necessary impression to put
the picture over in any theatre in the
country.
Director William P. S. Earle must
have found himself a busy man when
called upon to keep these stars properly
disposed. That he has done so and
brought out a picture that is well
rounded and pleases as a unit reflects
great credit upon his ability.
There is, it is true, a certain lack of
depth to the story and the dramatic
moments are well separated, but so well
do the performers behave between incidents and so excellently has the whole
been staged and photographed that
these
ticeable.weaknesses are not seriously noAll things considered, the production
should meet with more than the usual
success, both as a box office attraction
and a public-satisfving photoplay.
SYXOPSIS: Lord Beverly, finding
himself impoverished after the death of
his unfaithful wife in an automobile accident and called upon to pay for specialist's services if he will save his young
son from being a life-long invalid,
marries Charmion, an American girl
with money who loves him for himself
alone. When Charmion learns that he
has married her for her money she is
broken-hearted but continues to live
with him as wife in name only for the
sake of the boy, whom she has learned
to love. The child is in time made well.
Then Charmion feigns an affection for
a worthless idler, thinking to bring her
husband to his senses. A friend then
tells ness
himand heof permits
his deadhiswife's
stifledunfaithfullove for
ending.
Charmion to have full sway. HappyCATARACTS OF THE IGUASSU
One-reel
travelogue; Burton HolmesParamount.
OPIXIOX: Probably the best single
reel to be published by the Burton
Holmes-Paramount partnership in the
past several months is this remarkable
series of scenes photographed at obvious risk of life and limb in the almost
unknown mountain fastness of South
America.
It contains a distinct surprise for those
who have long and confidently believed
the Xorth American Niagara to be the
ultimate syllable in cataracts. In this
little explored fastness the intrepid
camera man has unearthed a natural
wonder of decidedly greater dimensions
and. if the testimony of the lens is to be
taken as accurate, superior beauty and
variation.
A delightful summer subject, cooling
by suggestion, it is a reel which the
most careful exhibitor may present with
absolute assurance that it will not miss
fire.
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Mongolia and is the instigator of the
uprising. A list of names of those promoting the scheme is hidden within a
Chinese god. The figure is stolen and
Winthrope is accused of the theft. He
escapes and the god falls into the hands
of Addison who is threatened with death.
Winthrope saves them and Tai Haing
shoots herself, thus ending the revolt.

llrjant Washburn sets one or two tongue lashings from his pretty leading woman in
"A Very i I Young Man," Paramount
Bryant Washburn in
A VERY GOOD YOUNG MAN
Five-part comedy; Paramount.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
Published July 6.
OPINION: The sowing of wild oats
supposedly necessary to the success and
happiness of the normal young man has
been used before as the basis for photocomedy, but the present concoction having that item as its principal ingredient
is the best that has been presented to
the public to date.
Bryant Washburn is the ideal young
man for the leading role. As the mollycoddle doing his best to be wicked and
outwitted at every turn by the convenient and wholly natural twisting and
turning of circumstance he is at his
ease every moment and at all times
amusing.
Capably supported by a well balanced
cast and aided in his efforts by the
skillful direction of Donald Crisp, he
fills the five reels comfortably with
humorous action and gesture that is
sure to find an appreciative response
from whatsoever audiences chance to
view the picture.
Comedy from beginning to end, free
from the faintest shadow of seriousness,
the play is particularly suitable for the
heated term. There is no doubt that its
reception will be a pleasant one.
SYNOPSIS: Leroy Sylvester, a very
good young man, is engaged to Ruth
Douglas, whose well meaning sister
points out to her the fact that no young
man so exemplary in his habits before
marriage can be humanly expected to
continue his model behavior after it.
She informs Leroy of his unsuspected
shortcoming and he sets out to prove
himself a villain of the deepest dye.
Osprcy Mandelharper. the dowdy daughter of a lady undertaker, is pressed into
service as his companion on his first
wild evening. He seeks to bring himself into proper disrepute by flirting
with a fascinating lady met at the roof

garden, posing as the thief who stole
certain valuable jewels that have disappeared, resisting an officer and similar
escapades, but all in vain. Circumstance
saves him despite his best efforts and
Ruth finally consents to marry him
despite his lily white reputation.
H. B. Warner in
THE PAGAN GOD
Five-part hibitors
drama;
Mutual. Robertson-Cole ExDirected by Park Frame.
Published in July.
OPINION: "The Pagan God" held
the reviewer's interest for several reasons. It is an unusual and interesting
production of all-round technical excellence and while it tells a story which
is bound to appear rather commonplace
in synopsis form, yet it grips because
of its dramatic incidents and its direct
story. It is staged and acted, too. in a
different manner from the conventional
Oriental tale. Jesse D. Hampton supervised its making and both he and
director Frame deserve unstinted credit
for its very completeness.
The settings have beauty as well as
realism, and the story moves along with
crisp, pointed scenes. To those who
like thrills and the atmosphere of intrigue, this story should prove an excellent drawing card.
H. B. Warner, as Bruce Winthrope,
gives an especially virile and pleasing
performance. He is ably assisted by
Carmen Phillips, Jack Abbe, Carl Stockdale and Walter Carey.
SYNOPSIS: Bruce Winthrope is sent
upon ateriordangerous
inof China to mission
discover into
the the
leaders
of an attempted uprising. He is in love
with Bcryle Addison, whose father is a
curio hunter and while Henry Addison
is touring China with Beryle they are
attacked and imprisoned. Young Winthrope makes love to Tai Haing, a
Chinese leader, and discovers that she
is ambitious to become the leader of

Mary MacLaren in
THE WEAKER VESSEL
Six-part drama; Universal.
Directed by Paul Powell.
Published June 30.
OPINION: Filled with clean, rich
humor, which will keep any audience
alert titles
to andcatch
word action
on th'eon subfollowevery
the rapid
the
screen, this feature will go down as one
of Mary MacLaren's finest productions.
It is exceptionally good entertainment.
From the small town and city, the
most interesting types have been selected and are faithfully portrayed.
These are skillfully used to dress an
ordinary romance into a rollicking
comedy with sufficient touches of drama
tc sustain the interest.
i
Mary MacLaren carries the action but i
is ably assisted by Johnnie Cook as the i
small town rich man she has been com- 11
pelled to marry; Ethel Ritchie as the 1c
man-hating city girl who befriends her,
and Thurston Hall as a broken-down
matinee idol, who quits drinking and
"comes back" with Mary's assistance.
Even the lesser important characters
show that they were carefullv cast.
SYNOPSIS: Abby Hopkins, one of
five daughters of a small town newspaper editor, is compelled to become the
third wife of J. B. Hanks, the rich man
of the village. When Hanks becomes
intoxicated on their return home, she
runs away to the city and there secures
employment as a waitress. She meets
J. Booth Hunter, a fallen matinee idol
who has been drinking heavily. Love
follows and through her influence, he
reforms. Hanks appears on the scene
and after being given a sound thrashing
by his runaway wife, returns home and
divorces her. This clears the way for
Abby to become Mrs. J. Booth Hunter,
just as the actor regains his former
- again.
popularity and becomes a Broadway star
TRYING TO GET ALONG
Two-part
mount. comedy; Mack Sennett-Para]
Published July 6.
OPINION: Famous for snap anr,
novelty as are the popular screen-bur
lesques from the Mack Sennett studios
the present one possesses qualities Ml'
common to the mass. For originalit;
of situation and incident, characteriza
tion and clowning, "Trying to Ge
Along" is particularly notable.
All the old reliables arc present ex
cept the bathing beauties, whose ab
sence is more than made up for by th
presence of a rat, a pig and a family c
youngsters new to the organization.
Rapid of movement, bright and fa.'
cinating, the composition is an cxceller
one for use in support of any featuri
big or small.
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child born out of wedlock and reared trees fail to sway despite the apparent
Madge Kennedy in
by a sister of the unfortunate victim.
fury of the storm.
DOOR
He suffers a heart attack in the office
THROUGH THE WRONG
SYNOPSIS : Harry Lanyon, gambling
of the reform leader and is placed in a hall proprietor in a western town, alFive-part comedy-drama; Goldwyn.
vault in the graveyard as dead. His
though in love with his ward, Ruth
Directed by Clarence Badger.
twin brother, a vagabond, appears and
Watson, believes the girl is in love with
Published July 6.
is persuaded to pose as the missing
his pal. Tommy, and does not speak.
OPINION: Handicapped somewhat
mayor to carry out the plans of the While practically determined to say
by a title that can scarcely "be expected administration. As election time ap- nothing to the girl, he picks up Bret
Harte's "The Outcasts of Poker Flat"
to exert a powerful appeal, Madge Ken- camp and proacheshis
he swings
over associates
to the "wet"
reformer
are and reads it.
nedy's latest Goldwyn picture promises powerless to expose
the
fraud.
Having
He likens himself to John Oakhurst,
to greatly exceed most of her recent met his supposed son it is his wish to who befriended a young woman deserted
publications in popularity.
a gambler who had induced her to
marry the girl now posing as the boy's by
elope with him. Although madly in
A pleasant little story which might mother. The election brings plots and
love with the girl, Oakhurst remains
counter-plots, the real mayor appears,
not have impressed deeply with another
his brother shifts again to the reform
quiet and encourages what he believes
star and created by other workmen, it is ticket,
admits his identity and wins the is a love affair between the girl and his
here made entertaining, diverting and election.
The erring brother promises
adopted son. Xot until the day of the
by the happy combinamildlvtion of thrilling
marriage does he learn that the girl was
to marry the girl he has wronged and
star and producing unit.
the
virtuous
brother
marries
her
sister.
really in love with him. Oakhurst is
Though the plot bears the dramatic
the proprietor of a large gambling hall
is of
stamp, a majority of sothewellaction
of questionable repute. To give the
is it clone Harry Carey in
humorous nature, and
young
chance,hisheplace
inotherbe
OUTCASTS
OF
POKER
FLAT
cannot
that the
vitescouple
reformers atobetter
burn down
e.
favorablverdict
wise thanpopular
and
he
and
his
followers
move
out
of
Universal.
The direction is of the careful, well Six-part drama;
by Jack Ford.
town. His son and the girl follow, reachtimed variety that insures full value tois Directed
Published July 7.
ing the party just in time to get caught
every scene and action. The staging
OPINION : With snow scenes of in a blizzard, from which only the girl
of the Goldwyn standard. Altogether
and boy escape alive.
sufficient realism to make an audience
the production should advance the star
Lanyon on finishing the book decides
and the program in public estimation.
shiver
despite
a
temperature
of
80
or
Oakhurst made a mistake by not telling
SYNOPSIS: Burt Radcliffe strikes it 90 degrees, Universal is offering an ex- the girl of his love. He proposes to his
rich in the west and, selling a third
cellent summer attraction in this faith- ward and is accepted.
Eastern capmine to bean married.
in his east
| interest italist,
His
to
comes
ful screen adaptation of Bret Harte's fa- Three Ford Subjects
mous romance of the pioneer days in
new home complete, he finds that the
away
his mine
the West.
capitalist is about to take penniles
Ready for Distribution
His
s.
him
leave
and
from him
The story lends itself readily to a
fiancee breaks the engagement and he
The Goldwyn Distributing Corporation announce the three latest Ford
_ determines to retrieve his rights at the scenario and in its preparation, H. Tipton Stcck follows the original plot
of a gun. As he is about to leave
1 I[ point
Educational
Weeklies as ready for genhis home on this mission a young lady closely. It is to be regretted that the
I he has met in the w-est and known only demand of fans compels a "happy enderal distribution. They are "At The
ing" and makes necessary a prologue
Crossroads," a story of the life led by
\ as Isabel, enters his home by mistake.
1 | Learning that she is the daughter ofhe hisis and epilogue. These are brief, however, the inmates in the Federal Prison, at
and detract only slightly from the pro[ enemy, he phones the latter that
Leavenworth, Kansas; "School Days," a
duction's artistic value.
I holding her captive pending the righting
They
him.
Harry Carey, Cullen Landis and Gloria trip through a modern industrial school,
I of the wrong he has done
where
vocational training goes hand in
together and fall in love. Hope, taking the leading roles, perform
a meal
enjoyirate
father eventually locates them
creditably. Miss Hope is especially hand with academic High School work;
I\ The
I and arrives with detectives. A brief appealing.
One subtitle appears unfortunate. It and "The Fable of the Olive and the
I dramatic scene follows in which the
father is shown in his true colors. Then
and marspeaks of the pines bending before the Orange,"keting ofinthewhich
olive the
andculture
the orange
are
the father de- wind and calls attention to the fact that
I the girl and Burtandelope,
give the mine back
the background is a studio set as the presented in full detail.
» ciding to relent
| to its rightful owner.
Jack Richardson in
THE MAYOR OF FILBERT
) Seven-part drama; Triangle.
Directed by William Christy Cabanne.
Published as a Special.
OPINION: Setting aside the prohibition propaganda phase of the story,
important as it is, there remains a story
of many angles that has been handled
rather well and gives such accomplished
screen performers as Jack Richardson,
I! Belle Bennett, J. Barney Sherry and
I, Bennie Alexander opportunity to do
some very creditable work.
Seven reels is. perhaps, rather a long
1 sentence for the chance summer audij ence. But there is action and drama
' enough in the current attraction to hold
the interest for even that extended
period.
Aside from the liquor question, though
chiefly because of it, their is a political
plot and a love story at the foundation
of the piece. These, no doubt, will
greatly relieve the strain which falls
upon the saloon element of the plot.
SYNOPSIS:
Smith
the "wet"
mayor
of Filbert,John
Ohio,
the isfather
of a

in a scene from "Through the Wrong Door."
Madge Kennedr and John Boners (Goldwyn),
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Wallace Reid in
THE LOVE BURGLAR
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by James Cruze.
Published July 13.
OPIXIOX : By subordinating the humorous angle of the piece to the serious
until the arrival of the psychological
moment and the end of the picture, the
designer of Wallace Reid's latest contribution to the season's library has built
up a feature that thoroughly satisfies
expectations.
In the gray sweater of the gun man,
as well as in the smartly tailored dress
suit of the son of millions, the star is
at his best in appearance and behavior.
The contrasting characters bring out the
histrionic ability that is undeniably his
yet, happily, does not resort to the dual
role means of doing so.
The story contains numerous surprises that are sure to register and is
told logically and coherently. Beginning
with brisk action and a tense situation,
it builds steadily and delivers the surprise finish convincingly and effectively.
Anna Q. Nilsson, Raymond Hatton
and Wallace Beery are particularly
strong in support, though every member of the cast conducts himself nicely
in his performance of the role assigned
to him. Published without especial
bluster and ado, it is, nevertheless, a
strong attraction and certain of winning favor.
SYXOPSIS: Joan Gray, a novelist,
who is living in the underworld to absorb atmosphere for a novel dealing with
that life, finds herself seriously menaced
by Coast-to-Coast Taylor, a prominent
figure of the district who determines to
win her by force if necessary. As the
situation reaches its climax she is
rescued by a famous criminal who has
just been released from prison. , She
continues to sing at the low cafe and
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accept the admiring protection of the
crook. The latter, unknown to her, is
also a member of the upper world whose
love of adventure and her accounts for
his assumption
of the
famous a crook's
identity.
Matters
approach
crisis
when his associates urge him to rob a
house known to hold great wealth, incidental y his own home. Joan seeks to
prevent it and the real crook arrives in
time to also take a hand. He manages
to extricate both the lady and himself,
introductions follow and they plight
their troth.
Fourth

Mitchell Lewis
Select Feature Ready
Mitchell Lewis, has completed the
filming of his fourth Select, tentatively
titled "La Rue of the Strong Heart."
It is a story of the Northwest, in which
he plays the role of an unlettered
French-Canadian who comes to learn the
worth of a good woman when he meets
and later saves a motherless, little girl
waif who falls into many perils at a
mining camp.
The picture was directed by Robert
North Bradbury. The exterior scenes
for this photoplay were taken along the
Columbia River and in the Yosemite
Valley.
Mr. Lewis'
Gloria Payton.
The leading
other woman
importantis
members of the cast include Patricia
Palmer, as the ingenue, and Frank Whitson, as the "heavy."
Completes First Feature
"The Gay Old Dog," the first of a
series of four special features to be produced under the personal direction of
Hobart Henley, Hobart Henley Productions, Inc., will leave the Hobart Henley
studio early next week for cutting and
titling, after which it will be given a private review showing.
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"Sunnyside"
Records

Breaks
At Detroit

Popular Comedy Is Shown
At Two First Run Houses
For Full Week
Motion picture precedents in Detroit
have been shattered in more ways than
one by "Sunnyside," the First National
Chaplin comedy, which opened in that
city by playing day and date for a full
week at the Madison and Adams theatres. This is the first time in picture
annals of Detroit that a feature was
shown simultaneously at two of the firstrun downtown houses, in this instance
barely a city block separating the two
theatres.
Crowds Defy Heat
Opening on a sultry Sunday one of the
largest lines ever seen before a Detroit
theatre attached itself to the box offices
of both theatres and the managers of
the houses reported that the only difficulty in handling the record crowds was
when unrest and impatience was caused
among the waiting patrons by the constant barrage of laughter which reached
the sidewalk during the screening of
"Sunyside."
Another breaking of precedents was
the
booking
of "Sunnyside"
into thehouse,
Orpheum,
a downtown
vaudeville
for a run of two full weeks, following a
week's showing
vaudeville
house. at the Regent, another
Booked in 102 Theatres
Then ceived aterrific
again. walloping
Ol' Man when
Precedent
a host re-of
neighborhood houses which have stuck
faithfully by a policy of daily change
of program, lowered their colors and
surrendered
two. three byandbooking
four "Sunnyside"
days. In
fact, after the initial showing of
this Chaplin release, Harry Scott, Detroit representative of the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit, had booked "Sunnyside" into exactly 102 theatres. This new
Chaplin comedy, from present outlooks,
will badly crack the precedent set by
"Shoulder Arms" and A Dog's Life."
"Shoulder Arms," for instance, began its
Detroit bookings last autumn and after
being tionshown
in 120 ofis Detroit's
13:2 just
mopicture houses,
at this date
finishing up repeat bookings at virtually
all the theatres at which it was previously shown, the major portion of the
larger houses having coupled "Shoulder
Arms" and "A Dog's Life" into a "Chaplin Day" program, an innovation which
reaped rich
borhoodbox
houses. office rewards in neighWorld Begins Picture
Of Canadian Northwest
World Pictures began the production
of "Forest Rivals," a five reel feature
starring Dorothy Green and Arthur
Ashley. The scenes of this play are
laid in the Canadian Northwest. Prominent in the cast in support of the stars
is Frank Montgomery who was leading manthe
andfamous
husband
of Mona
feather,
Indian
actress Darkwho,
it will be remembered, toured this country for many years in her own plays
Rivals"
life. "Forest
with Indian
dealing
was written
by Charles
Forsythe
and
the
scenario
by
Harry
O.
Hoyt,
who is
also directing.

PLAYING

UP

f You advertise a picture.
A man is attracted by the advertisement, attends the showing, is
pleased with the play, goes away
and, unless some other item in the
make-up of your offering has made
an agreeable impression upon him,
does not return until another advertisement attracts his attention.
Then he returns to see the picture.
But
Suppose that, during his stay in
your theatre, he has been won to admiration by something other than
the feature attraction.
J- In that case, even though the play
fell below expectations, your theatre
has laid claim to his lasting interest and found a place in his good
graces.
The thought is a familiar one.
It is the thought which has led
to the use of numerous short subjects, symphonic orchestral accompaniments, pretentious prologues
nnd all the lesser adornments with
which the well presented photoplay
~ji today is surrounded.
It is the thought responsible for
he Community Center Movement,
which the wise exhibitor will not
ail to add as an additional inducenent.

THE

COMMUNITY

Successful
The movement
perhaps,stance inby
the
which

CENTER

in Chicago
is best described,
account
of an
init was used
to the

complete
satisfaction of all concerned.
The Chateau theatre is one of the
largest houses in the extensive chain
operated by the Ascher Brothers,
Chicago. It is considered by many
the finest example of theatre construction controlled by that organization.
It stands on the corner of Broadway and Grace streets, in the heart
of Chicago's most beautiful residential district, and draws its patrons from every class of population.
Xot long ago the management
placed upon display on its spacious
mezzanine balcony an extensive and
highly interesting exhibit of the
handiwork of the convalescent
soldiers under treatment at the Fort
Sheridan Hospital and Great Lakes
Naval Station. The novel and beautiful articles turned out by these
busy fingers need not be described
here.
It is sufficient to say that no person who held the work of the A. E.
F. and its individual members in

If
you read
the editorials
in this paper,
then
The Outlook
ought to be delivered
by the postman
at your door
every week

IDEA

natural esteem could pass that way,
knowing the exhibit to be on display,
and fail to go in and examine it.
In other instances the Chicago
Public Schools have co-operated by
lending representative examples of
the work done by the children in the
manual training and drawing classes
of the neighborhood schools. Again,
the products of the idle fingers at
the State Hospital for the Insane
were used for a similar purpose.
Of the three the first two are, of
course, the best.
Wide Interest Aroused
Probably wider interest was
aroused by the soldier exhibit, but
the school children's work undoubtedly appealed more strongly to the
residents of the immediate neighborhood.
It is also the one that the majority
of exhibitors will find themselves in
a position to emulate.
The object of such enterprise is
obvious.
Early in the days of the motion
picture some thinking person declared that the exhibitor who won
the good will and support of the
women in his neighborhood was an

If
you
read
the news
it this paper,
then you
ought to see
The Riviera News
visualizing timely events
at The Riviera Theatre
every day.

but advertisement
logical and effective
"The byOutlook"
in the leading newspapers of the nation, and
duallySimple
effective
modeled advertisement
after it, which used
can by
be used
any exhibitor.
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assured success. The logic still
holds good. Where the girls, wives
and mothers go the boys, husbands
and children will go also. It is an
inevitable conclusion.
What, then, is a better way to gain
the support of the feminine portion
of the public than to call to their
attention
the exhibit of the children's
work
?
But the Community Center Movement does not stop there.
It has unlimited possibilities.
Receptions a Feature
In the case of the Chateau it has
been extended to embrace a dancing
class, afternoon teas in connection
with dancing, and daily afternoon
receptions equal to anything transpiring in the most elite social circles of the community.
Here the women of the neighborhood are invited and urged to come
for the afternoon, see the show, meet
their friends, visit socially, join the
dancing classes if so inclined, drink
a cup of tea and enjoy themselves
generally.
AT THE THEATRE BEAUTIFUL
MURRETTE
Moodn usS Taudar — Bftrictt from 'Miry Rej»o "
"I Want You Jack"

ANITA
STEWART
-InMary

Regan

'Yesjhis is Mary Regan'
Sounds Like She Meant it, Too'Never Mind Jack, Go With
Your Father -I Wish If
C«nt«W*J OM |h« KW *
Murrette Theatre
High spots in the story of Mary Regan,
described in continuous narrative, attractively illustrated and displayed,
give power to the appeal of Murette
Theatre, Richmond, Ind., advertisement.
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Do you think a normal woman,
once experiencing such hospitality,
is going to choose another theatre
the
next time' she feels the call of the
screen?
Don't
you that
believe
she is going
to
talk
about
afternoon
to her
family,ances ? to her friends and acquaintDo you think her comments
be otherwise than favorable?
Word-of-mouth advertising,
atory discussion, it is the
business
builder that can be
ined.

could
laudsurest
imag-

Why not put on something similar in your theatre?
If your house is not so well
equipped for it as the Chateau, of
course you cannot go into it as extensively. But if the Chateau does
it successfully it proves the point,
and the careful exhibitor will not fail
to do his best in the same direction.
And a man's best is always productive of results.
Richmond Manager
Tells Narrative in
Well-Balanced Ad
Continuous narrative, as a form of
copy for newspaper advertising purposes, is at once the best and the most
difficult method employed to get the
point of the advertisement across.
Everybody makes an attempt at it.
A few succeed. The majority give up
after the first one or two unsuccessful attempts and fall back into the easier
"splash" method.
Homer M. Green, managing the Murrette theatre, Richmond, Ind., is one of
the men who did not fall back.
The accompanying reproduction of a
three-column, fifteen-inch insertion used
in the interest of "Mary Regan," First
National's
Anitaexample
Stewart production, is an recent
excellent
of his
work.
Disregarding the arrangement, which
may be grasped by a glance at the illustration, this is the way the copy reads:
Takes Public Into Confidence
wanthusband
you, Jack,"
as Mary
and
her"I new
turned and
to face
the burly
form of Bradley all the old hate and
cunning in her rose to combat this new
menace to her plans. She had fought
so hard to get away from it all, she felt
so innocent of even any wrong motive,
that her very being revolted against interference.
"Sounds
Mary, atinteresting,
the other doesn't
end of it?"
the line,
had
no idea father
that herwasyoung
millionaire
framinghusband's
her legal advisor, her old friend, against her.
And I.oveman, receiver at his ear, was
quite as certain that the man at his
side had no idea of his plans for his
undoing.
lawyer's
mind
had never The
been little
clearer
than inacute
the present crisis. He waited —
"Yes, this is Mary Regan.— Oh, it's
you again, Loveman. No. You can't see
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me. I'll have nothing more to do with
that sort of thing. What! Now listen,
Mr. Loveman, don't you threaten me.
You know I know too much. Good-bye."
"Sounds like she meant it, too."
"Never mind, Jack, go with your
father.
wish it."
They IpaTted
on their wedding day.
And she had hoped to do so much for
this boy she longed to save from the
quagmire of Broadway into which he
she get him back?
wasDidslipping."
(Continued on the screen)
Contains Certain Appeal
How is that for logical appeal?
If you didn't know anything about the
case, didn't know who Mary Regan was
or what became of her, the chances are
that you would be more than willing to
pay the necessary admission fee to find
out.
Add the excellent arrangement Mr.
Green has given the copy and cuts and
the whole merits unqualified commendation.
An

Appeal to Fans
That Won't Miss Fire

Whether or not a given feature is
strong enough or novel enough to draw
its just quota of patronage on its own
merits, it is never a handicap and generally a distinct advantage to lend that
appealrivedwhatever
strength
defrom association
with may
otherbeitems
of national or local interest.
The baseball season, for instance, and
the wide interest felt in the pastime
York's
New by
by the greatwasmajority
population,
recentlyofutilized
the
Rialto theatre of that city to lend additional attraction power to "The Busher.'
Charles Ray's recent Paramount production, then playing the theatre.
We reproduce the advertisement that
was used in the New York Times. The

RIALTO
i • ~. . HUGO at
RJESCNFELO
A V BROADWAY
42nd Street W
fei.wmj TODAY ttlPM
Thos. H Inco pftMAt
CHARLES
RAY
in "The Busher"

He Became the Local Christy
Mathewson Because of a Girl
I If H*fll il but the plthlftf lK*' l*<*t- ™ V" *"*' ,u'"
r~\
th.outh u- m>i«m* Ha ►*•■» »■•«"' ■ '<* ,"*'
Bui
*h.fl
l«» ■« lh* t'«"<J >«*"«l I" f'lf h"
Wa in tht t»boi l«l'<l
I•»»-l M'*>•' l*Mfa|
oUi ni t«l*rv
« ^ ,,<d "**"mudP<<(M■< Ni{"io"W|
TWn Ty Cobb •»*«<1<k'i
ft*•* P'"**^
it h« -»ttd
RIALTO MMMM
SI' SETT C/>MtDV
RIALTO -MACK
ORCHfiTRA

hy the a Rialto
copj toused
Bnappj
*toi
baseballThoatr
adVertlse
York,
\«m\baseball
Mmnon.
In
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original measured three columns wide
by ten inches deep. Note the amount of
space given the illustration. Is there
a base ball fan in the country who
could glance at that page and fail to
give the illustration and copy his attention. And is there a fan, unless a violent
antagonist of. the screen, who would not
feel the desire to see the picture?
The idea speaks for itself.
It but remains for the exhibitor to apply it to his theatre, his program, his
patronage. Getting away from amusements as a field from which to pick, it
is equally profitable enterprise to connect up with the leading industry of the
town or neighborhood, the dominant
local situation, the ambitions of the
majority of the populace. Numerous
variations will occur to the exhibitor
with a definite community in mind.
Association of ideas is powerful. It is
|the secret to a good memory. It is also
a very important factor in good advertising.
Space Yields Full Value
For Money Expended
Buying space is one thing.
Making it pay for itself is quite anther.
It is a good deal like buying farm land.
Anyone can buy it, providing they have
the money. But it takes a skilled tiller
of soil to make it yield a paying crop.
Such a skilled workman is Ezra
Rhodes, one of the leading exhibitors of
South Bend. Indiana.
Finding his La Salle theatre unsuitable
for the showing of "Daddy Long Legs,"
Mary Pickford's first publication under
the First Xational trade-mark,
he bought
out the Oliver, a house with greater fac;lities for the handling of extensive
business.
Launches Big Campaign
The advertising campaign which he
en launched was of dimensions that
ame the inspired writers of exhibitors'
lan books, men whose imagination is
not bound down by anything so restrictive as practicality.
Half-pages, quarter pages, strips and
spreads, all these were factors in it. The
bill boards, windows, door knobs, mail
boxes, all came in for their share of consideration, and all were treated with like
disregard of expense.
But it might have all gone for naught,
had not a stead)' hand and brain been
behind the enterprise.
. It was a steady brain that designed the
advertisement here reproduced.
Small, at least in comparison with the
majority of his insertions, it is nevertheless a splendid example of ad writing. It gives, perhaps, a better idea of
the quality which characterized the
whole campaign than any other single
exhibit that might be chosen.
Attractive Advertisement
Pictorially, the arrangement is right.
Considered solely as a picture, without
taking account of copy or purpose, its
outline is one that will not be passed
over.
The theatre name, placed prominently
yet sanely, instantly identifies the picture with the place of its exhibition.
The cut is well placed also. Atten-
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THE
OLIVER
Only Three More Days, To See the Greatest Photo Play Ever
seen in South Bend-Now the Talk of the Town coSViNnuoSsly
MARY
PICKFORD
In JEAN WEBSTER'S CELEBRATED STORY ud PLAY
THE LOVE STORY
OF AN ORPHAN LEGS"
DADDY
LONG
A New Mary Pickford is Judy Abbot in
"Daddy Long Legs" — Mothered by
an Ash Can — Christened by a
Telephone
Directory
Reared the
on
The Wholesale
Plan—— Hating
Orphanage Trustees — An Enemy
of Prunes and the Victim of a
Kindly Blossoms
Nature and
Jackthe—
Judy
Into Apple
Girlhood,
Radiant Product of "Daddy Long
Legs'1 Her Unknown Benefactor
— Then Comes the Spite of a Hothouse Flower and Judy Almost
Loses Her Happiness With Her
Heart.
NOTE. THE PRICES — School children Uc. ™,ui.ij was u*. Matinee 15c
andgieat25cand wonderful
Evening 15coctrnt
and 25c,u Judy
ptui - >■ m DonMaryI forPVfcford
ptmn that the i* a
children aee this delightful photoplay Abi/oM.
Absolutely clean any I— miaa hanng lb*
Pointed phrases, logical as to sequence
and set off by dashes, tell a great deal
in a little space about "Daddy Long
tion drifts naturally from that to the
copyLegs."
immediately to the right of it.
The copy is the best thing in the ad.
In the original, a three column width,
its readability w.as particularly striking.
The many objections commonly registered against matter set solidly in caps
are overcome by the spacing and the use
of dashes.
The text is well nigh perfect. One
thought leads easily into another. There
is no jarring transition, no jumpy coherence. And the ideas presented stimulate
the imagination. The power of suggestion is used to the utmost advantage.
A representative specimen of a huge
campaign, it is worthy of study and
emulation.
Used SOME

Paper

Loew's Metropolitan theatre. Brookfive hundred
seats. lyn, has four thousand
"The Man Beneath." with Sessue Haydisakawa, a Robertson-Cole production
Mutual, ran there
four days.tributed byExhibitors
Loew believes in advertising.
Result — constant capacity attendance.
The following is a list of the paper
used to exploit the picture:
200 24-sheets.
200 8-sheets.
500 3-sheets.
2000 1-sheets.
14,500 dash cards.
1000 half cards.
thousand post cards disAdd twenty
tributed in the lobby and through the
you get an idea of the scope
mailtheand
of
campaign.
All this without mention of newspaper
space, lobby set and
space, house organ
stunt exploitation.
Comment is useless. The information
unadorned, is a sermon for the exhibitor
who hesitates at mere costs.
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Emphasize News Reels
As Part of Program
A great opportunity is being
wasted by nine-tenths of the advertising exhibitors, and that is a moderate estimate, in failing to lay sufficient stress upon short subjects
which make up such an important
part of the modern motion picture
entertainment.
It has become the custom to tuck
away in the lower corners of every
newspaper and program advertisement the names of the short subjects
to accompany the feature. If such
announcements are read at all they
are read lightly. And it is certain
that they play no very important
part in convincing the prospective
customer that he should attend the
theatre on a given date.
Occasionally, when an extraordinary comedy is to be shown, attention is called to it in something like
proper representation in the copy.
More often it is not. Yet most exhibitors spend just as much time in
the selection of short subjects as in
the selection of features. And it is
certain that the short subject plays
a mighty important part in the satisfaction or dissatisfaction of every
audience.
Accordingly, we are reproducing
herewith a simple but effective advertisement used nationally by the
Outlook Magazine. Appearing in the
newspaper, it connects the magazine
and the paper closely.
Beside it we have made up a similar advertisement closely following
it in copy and design, an ad which
any exhibitor can use in his newspaper with the same effect that the
original appeared.
The purpose is clear.
The news reel is no longer neghibitor. lected by the most conservative exIt has proved its worth.
Why not, then, use an occasional
bit of space as this is used to call
attention to the news reel independently of any other part of your
No matter how accustomed the
program ?
public is to seeing the reel at your
theatre, it is well to remind them
that you are providing it for them.
The very fact that they are used
to seeing it as a part of your performance isa pretty good indication
that they have ceased to consider it
at all unusual, or as a particular
credit to your enterprise.
You want them to consider it that
way.
Tell them about it.
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With J. B. ^
~
~
Walter Hill has regaled himself in a
Xew York City, July 15. 1919.
Louise Lewis writes from Shanghai,
purity suit and silk shirt. And all this
China, that a bungalow on the Pearl River, since the 30th. It's an ill wind that blows,
etc.
»
* * *
pronounced
guiyunglung)
a dream
life, but Mrs.(L'ngLewis
says the is
only
thing
XOF-XOF-XOF in the latest internasuggestive of a pearl about the river is
tional code stands for the biggest thing in
that the natives who live on the house
the business . Translated it reads FOXboats play shell games.
* * *
FOX-FOX.
* * *
A producer said the other day that most
exhibitors support their houses by leaning
Fire Commissioner Drennan says, "If
against them, thereby showing their lack the film people do not operate according to
of showmanship. Why not book Leena- law they will bring down on their heads an
ordinance which will compel them to ship
eenster and save a* lot* of* effort?
all film from one point to another in metal
Lieutenant "Jim" Anderson is state covered wagons." Why not include a sign
righting
and he
if hewillslips
over list
as of
he sigdid on the wagon reading. "This wagon conin
Australia
have'emsome
of go
"Theahead
Kiss of Fire," and
have antains a print
outrider
natures in his scalp* book.
Good
luck,
Jim.
* * * with a red flag?
* *
Do you remember the investigation of
Arthur Leslie has been taking a vacation. And why not? He is one of the the Columbus Film Company not long ago.
hardest workers in the business, but at the when all hands were whitewashed and no
same time he takes such tine care of him- one was fired?
self physically that he is always fit. Arthur
devotes one hour a day to the Y. M. C. A.
"gym"
as isa one
resultof of
An Inspired Musician
he
is as athard57thas street,
nails and
the which
finest
A musician at the Rialto claims to
athletic specimens in the city. If you want
have invented a machine which will
to know whether he's "there" start someprevent the unnecessary slaughter of
thing. * * *
cats for musical purposes. He places
J. A. Quinn, of Los Angeles, is having
the feline subject in a black box,
a lot of fun with the well-meaning but miscloses the lid, at the same time allowguided old ladies at the Astor, and at the
ing the tail to protrude through a
same time J. A. is getting a raft of pubhole.tell
By from
twisting
cat's emitted
tail he
licity. Apparently he only desires to recan
the the
sounds
form the pictures of the Atlantic seaboard,
whether the subject has a treble or a
because in his own little house in the West
bass gut, thereby saving a cat with
he presents pictures with lots of pep. Last
bass inerds when treble strings are
demanded.
week "And the Children
Pay"
was
the
attraction. * * *
Arthur James was the guest of the "Big
Five" at luncheon at the Astor hotel
July 11.
J U K Weaver,
formerlybutofnow
Universal's
* * *
advertising
department,
of the
First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
has
Harry Shepard advises "make 'Every- shifted the mooring of his yacht from
Hunters
Island,
N.
Y.,
on
the
Sound,
to
a
body's
Business'
your
business."
in
order
to do a good business.
* * *
garage
at
Long
Branch.
Jack
says
it
can't
anyway.
Film men should not go abroad this sum- sink on a concrete * floor,
* *
met. "See America thirst."
Margaret Xewcome has been appointed
secretary to Jack Meador in the advertising
and publicity department of Metro. Margaret's business ability, together with the
magnetism and personal charm, will make
her a host
v of friends
* *in *the industry.

llnlnl.

in \ I KK i: i.ox BJOI
Hull* Bye MM dlKicinii hrrarlf In.

What's
"Talley"in onfavor
"Fitof totheWin"?
Three
courtthedecisions
Public Health Films, and two to go in Brooklyn.
I ..... U - as though "Fit to Win" made >omc
of 'em fit to fight, but the United States
*
Court of Appeals *says* "out."
Joe Samath is about to take his vacation. Remember, Joe, how you took the
water cure last summer at Long Branch
and had to be bailed
* *out?*
Herbert Brenon is not in the soup, lie
ig in Turin with Marie Doro, taking scenes
for the Doro-Breuon series.
* • *
Joe Lek send two letters off to Europe
via the British dirigible. R-ri4. One letter
was tn the English exhibitors and the
other to the fans. Joe showed the
copy to Major Scott, the Major said. "Sure,
I will take it. It's so light and breezy, it
will help us fly." Good work, Joe.
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MARION 1JVVIES
Cosmopolitan
Production's
starby whose
pictures are to
lie distributed
Famous Players-I.asky Corporation.
Nat Ross thinks that inasmuch as the exhibitor is making
money,takeandto can't
get
White Seal,
he will surely
Red Seal.
You have our best *wishes,
Nat,
let's
go.
* *
H. C. Waltham, who furnishes the advertising ideas for the American Cinema
Company .also writes the publicity. H. C.
W. has a knack all of his own for getting
things over, which * is *the* thing that counts.
Al Cormier left last week for a two.
weeks' vacation in Vermont.
Al has a
bungalow on Lake Watchermaycallit. and
he will make the trip from New York by
automobile. * * *
J. Robert Rubin, who is a commuter on
the New Haven Railroad from his summer
residence at Harrison. N. Y., has a habit
of paying full toll in cash to the conductor
about three times a week while his commutation ticket restfully reposes at home. Mr.
Rubin doesn't make a practice of so doing,
but he does so well without practice that
we are led to wonder how often he would
pav full fare if he *did * make
* a practice of it.
Sylvia Breamer has been spending time
and money at Allenhurst, X. J., where she
showed the natives that film stars really do
possess
aquatic When
prowess,it comes
as wellto asplunging
perfection of figure.
Sylvia's
nose with
dives,hertail
spinsoverhand
and falling
leaf,
together
crawl,
and
breast, made the professional swimmers
look like thirty cents.
* * *
Adoi.pii Zukor has the real art of acquiring most all the big propositions of the industry.
* * *
They're
again. Island,
Max Sf.nnktt>
bath-in
ing girls, inin Coney
in the ocean,
one-piece bathing suits, and then in the
cooler.trunks,
Just although
because the
didn't they
like
their
theycops
admitted
liked their limbs.
* * *
Must be a hard boiled press agent who
would take nine guileless Hollywood maidens to Coney to get them Enright with the
police.
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"What
the
Pictur
e
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
he used to. — Too many reissues shown.
C. M. Kellogg, Homestake theatre.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with —Lead,
S. D. — Mixed patronage.
Douglas Fairbanks. — Poor Paramount
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
should be ashamed to call this a Special.
Fairbanks. — Not up to the Fairbanks
—Pa.P. Slotin, Forest theatre, Philadelphia. standard.
— Good business. — W. F.
Krahn. Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. —
Eyes of the Soul, with Elsie Fergu- Suburban
patronage.
son.— Beautiful picture. — Star great. —
Weather killed business. — A. L. Picker,
Headin' South, with Douglas FairRex theatre, Ironwood, Mich. — High
banks.— One of Fairbanks' best. — Star
class patronage.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
Douglas Fairbanks. — Expected this,
from criticisms, to be another "Captain
Kidd." — Found it pleased everyone. —
- George A. Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky. — Best patronage.
Say, Young Fellow, with Douglas Fairbanks.— This is a dandy. — Drew a good
crowd in hot weather. — Frank Allen,
Rose theatre, Byron, 111. — Neighborhood
' patronage.
Bound In Morocco, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Nothing but a lot of jumping
f and swinging of arms. — Douglas will
[ have to get some new stunts to keep his
| drawing power. — Clay H. Powers, Strand
I theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patron( age.
For Better For Worse, a DeMille proI duction. — Unusually fine photoplay from
I all points of view. — Drew well. — Jos.
I G. Rhode, Rhode Opera House, Kenosha,
I Wis. — High class patronage.
Say, Young Fellow, with Douglas Fair[ banks. — This picture took fine with my
f patrons. — G. A. Duncan, Lyric theatre,
I Carlisle, Ky. — Good class of patronage.
Sporting Life, with an all star cast,
t — Here is a real picture and worthy of
I the name, "Special." — Good business for
I two days. — P. R. Matson. Crystal theaMAE MURRAY
| tre, Flandreau, S. D. — General patron\\ ho has joined Famous
Pin jers-Lask y
again and will !>«■ slurred in "On With
The Girl Who Stayed at Home, a
the Dance," a Paramount-Artcraft production.
[ Griffith production. — Very appealing
| Griffith picture that draws well. — Pleased a favorite. — Chas. B. Dean. Empress
I all. — Jos. G. Rhode, Rhode Opera House,
theatre, Leeds, N. D. — Small town patronage.
f Kenosha, Wis. — High class patronage.
Old Wives For New, a DeMille proMr. Fix-It, with Douglas Fairbanks. —
I duction. — Attendance
fair. — Picture is
A mighty good one. — Well pleased and
very good and photography fiire. — W. B. large
audiences. — Fairbanks always
• Citron, Garden theatre, Peoria, 111. — draws sized
here. — W. D. Martin, Badger theaFamily patronage.
tre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronUnder the Top, with Fred Stone. —
Better than some Stone pictures I have age.
Exhibitors Mutual
run. — Seemed to please all. — D. B. Jackson, Lyric theatre, Rogers, Ark. — High
The
Turn
of the Road, with an allclass patronage.
star cast. — Great picture. — Small busiShark Monroe, with William S. Hart.
ness.— C. E. Rogers, Crump's theatre.
—One of the very best Hart pictures. Columbus, Ind. — High class patronage.
He always draws well here. — W. D.
Whitewashed Walls, with William
Martin, Badger theatre. Neillsville. Wris. Desmond. — Very good picture and
— Small town patronage.
pleased everyone. — Riverside theatre,
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart. Los
Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood pa— A splendid picture. — The star, how- tronage.
ever, does not draw near the business
Girl of My Dreams, with Billie
111

Rhodes. — Cute picture but did not draw.
— A. L. Picker. Rialto theatre. Ironwood,
Mich. — High class patronage.
What Every Woman Wants, with
Grace Darmond. — A very good picture,
even after being butchered by the board
of censors that Kansas is famous for. —
A regular program offering. — R. Ross
Riley. Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kans. —
Small
town patronage.
What Every Woman Wants, with
Grace Darmond. — Good picture. — Will
go with any audience. — -A. L. Picker,
Rialto theatre. Ironwood. Mich. — High
class patronage.
The Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.— Great Alaskan play. — Fine snow
scenes and good entertainment. — Clay
H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir,
Cal. — General patronage.
Hoop La!, with Billie Rhodes.— Very
fine picture. — Business fair in torrid
weather. — A. D. Stanchtield. Rae theatre,
Ann Arbor. Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Turn of the Road, with an all
star cast. — An exceedingly good picture.
— Capacity and everybody pleased. — J.
H. Vaughan. New Orpheum theatre,
Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Bonds of Honor, with Sessue Hayakawa. — Good picture to poor business. —
A. D. Stanchtield. Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Hearts Asleep, with Bessie Barriscale.
— Very good. — Should please the majority.— Poor business following the
Fourth of July. — J. H. Vaughan. — New
Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la.— Critical patronage.
First National
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — We ran it two days after it ran
five days in our territory and were more
than satisfied with the results. The picture is exceptionally good and will advertise itself after the first day. — Chas
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre. 2S-U Madison
St., Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronShoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
—age.They all came out to see this one.
— But, personally. I do not see so much
to brag about. — Clay H. Powers, Strand
theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patronA Midnight Romance, with Anita
age.
Stewart. — Extra good, to big business.
— Too much cannot be said of the picture.— C. E. Rogers. Crump's theatre.
Columbus, Ind. — High class patronage.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
— Best Chaplin ever run. — Turned them
away. — E. H. Winkler, Palace theatre, St.
Johns, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Did a poor business on this. — F.
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GLORIES

/.as,, Pitts in aduction
particularly
humorous ismoment
from through
"Better Times/*
a Brentwood
which Robertson-Cole
publishing
Exhibitors
Mutual. proL. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S.
C. — Family patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — I advertised this picture big,
played it at fifteen and thirty cents and
broke all house records. — Everybody
well pleased. — H. Smith, Lyric theatre,
Clinton, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Capacity business. — Delighted
audiences. — A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Good. — Drew well. — Well liked. —
C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland theatre.
Clay, Ky.— Mixed patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — An excellent picture. — Ran it two
days. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale
theatre, Hinsale, 111. — High class suburban patronage.
A
Dog'sbusiness
Life, with
Charlie
Chaplin.
Capacity
in spite
of rain
storm.—
— E. H. Winkler, Palace theatre, St.
Johns, Kans. — Small town patronage.
A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin.
— Good as Shoulder Arms in the estimation of most. — Good anyway. — Big business.— H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre,
Pardeeville, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fox
Salome, with Thcda Bara. — Wonderful .spectacular picture, but our patrons
like her best in the later pictures where
there is less vamping. — W. B. Allen,
Dixie theatre, Athens, Ala. — Mixed patronage.
Fighting For Gold, with Tom Mix.—
A fine picture to turn-away business. — C.
E. Rogers, Crump's theatre, Columbus,
Intl. — High class patronage.
The Calliaux Case, with an all-star
cast. — This picture drew and pleased a
I ;i|>;icity house. — J. H. Vaughan, New
< )rpheum theatre, Maquokcta, la. — Critical patronage.
Fighting Blood, with W illiam l-'arnuin.

— Good picture to fair business. — W. D.
Martin, Badger theatre, Neilsville, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
Gambling In Souls, with Madlaine Traverse.— Miss Traverse does her work
very faithfully and effectively in this one.
— More like it. — W. B. Allen, Dixie theatre' Athens, Ala. — Mixed patronage.
The Blindness of Divorce, with an allstar cast. — Great picture. — One everyone
should see. — C. E. Rogers, Crump's
theatre,
tronage. Columbus, Ind. — High class paFighting Blood, with William Farnum.
— Well worth playing. — Met the approval'of a critical Sunday night audience. —
J. H. Vaughan, New Orphcum theatre,
Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Infidelity, with an all-star cast. — Very
good. — Has a good theme. — Clay H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
— General patronage.
The Land of the Free, with an allstar- cast. — Very good. — H. H. Billings,
Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine Island.
Minn. — Small town patronage.
Luck And Pluck, with George Walsh.
— Good. — But not as good as most of his
pictures. — C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland
theatre, Clay, Ky. — Mixed patronage.
The Conqueror, with William Farnum.
Big business. — Good picture. — Pleased. —
D. F. M. Childrs, Kozy theatre, Villisca,
la. — Mixed patronage.
The Siren's Song, with Theda Bara. —
No good from a box office standpoint —
G. Douthwaite, Lyric theatre, Oxnard,
Cal. — General patronage.
The Queen of Hearts, with Virginia
Pearson. — Good picture. — J. L. Meyers.
Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — Fine picture. — Pleased
patrons. — S. R. O. out at evening performance.— M. Altaian, Odeotl theatre,
Houston, Tex. — Colored patronage.
Kultur, with Gladys Brockwell. — Was
all ri^ht before the armistice was signed.
—Gruesome ending. — A. D. Stanchfield.
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Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed
patronage.
Hoodman Blind, with William Farnum.— Slow to start but finishes well. —
W ill please the average audience. — J. C.
Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
We Should Worry, with Jane and Katherine Lee. — A good picture. — The Lee
kids are starting to draw for me.— F. J.
Gruber. Temple theatre, East Jordan,
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Mr. Logan, U. S. A. with Tom Mix.—
Very
— They don't
make them
better. —fine.Audience
enthusiastic.
— E. anyL.
Franck,
Oasis
der mining
camp.theatre. Ajo, Ariz. — BorPitfalls of a Big City, with Gladys
Brockwell. — Not lurid nor especially
strong as a melodrama.— The many
"Hells" used in the subtitles are offensive and unnecessary.— George A. Bliech.
Lmpress theatre, Owensboro, Ky.- — Best
patronage.
The Soul of Broadway, with Valeska
Suratt. — A poor picture with a fool title.
— This one may be a riot on Broadway
but it's a dead one west of the Missouri
River. — J. C. Jenkins. Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb. — Critical small town
patronage.
Goldwyn
The Splendid Sinner, with Mary Garden.— Beautiful picture but has sad ending.— Our people seem to like Mary. —
H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.The Floor Below, with Mabel Normand. — The picture is fine, but the star
does not draw for me. — L. A. Haworth,
theatre, San Pedro, Cal. — GenMajestic
eral patronage.
A Man And His Money, with Tom
Moore. — Title did not draw. — Star does
not draw here — Picture fair. — A. L.
Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich. —
High class patronage.
A Man And His Money, with Tom
Moore. — Tom Moore has arrived as a
star and he is gaining in popularity right
along. — This picture will delight any
audience, even if it is full of flaws. —
George A. Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky.— Best patronage.
Leave It To Susan, with Madge Kennedy.— A good picture. — Mrs. R. J. Jortheatre,
Hinsdale. 111. —
High dan,
classHinsdale
suburban
patronage.
The Road Through The Dark, with
Louis Bcnnison. — All of his productions are high class western comedies. —
can't
Please all classes of people. — You
his. — Better
book allH.ofSmith,
if you
go wrong
than
William
S. Hart.—
Lyric
theatre, Clinton, Okla— Neighborhood
patronage.
Too Fat To Fight, with Frank Mclntyre.— Did not draw.— Title kills picture.
— People do not want war pictures and
one.— A. L. Pickthey thought this wasIronwood,
Mich.—
Rialto theatre.
Higher, class
patronage.
The Woman on the Index, with
Pauline Frederick. — From reports I
heard they liked the star but not the
la.
story.— R. J. Relf. Star theatre, Dccorah,
The Floor Below, with Madge Kennedy—Good—Picture suits Mabel and
Mabel suits crowd.— H. P. Thompson,
Pardeeville, Wis. —
Liberty theatre,
Neighborhood
patronage.
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Thirty A Week, with Tom Moore. —
Tom is fast becoming a real puller. —
Miss Bankhead made a hit. — R. J. Relf.
Star theatre, Decorah, la.
Metro
Satan Jr., with Viola Dana. — Splendid.
— Good business. — A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
False Evidence, with Viola Dana. —
While this one was different from the
light work of her others, yet it was
fine and our patrons went away pleased.
— W. B. Allen. Dixie theatre. Athens,
Ala. — Mixed patronage.
The Poor Rich Man, with Bushman
and Bayne. — A good program picture
but stars are "has beens" and no longer
draw. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban patronage.
Hitting The High Spots, with Bert
Lytell. — You will be pleased with this
feature. — Fine photography. — Good support.— Suspense from first foot to the
last. — Mack J. Davis, Dream theatre.
Port Angeles, Wash. — General patronage.
The Way Of The Strong, with Anna
Q. Nillson. — Good production. — A. D.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor.
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
In For Thirty Days, with May Allison.— This is the best Allison I have
run and pleased all who saw it. — H. L.
Liggett, National theatre, McRae, Ga. —
Small town patronage.
The Blind Man's Eyes, with Bert
Lytell. — Fair picture. — Not up to star's
previous work. — A. D. Stanchfield. Rae
theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Out of The Fog, with Nazimova. — Picture good but Xazimova ■does not draw
for me. — J. C. Lustig. Starland theatre.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Unexpected Places, with Bert Lytell. —
Good picture. — L. A. Hasse. Majestic
theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Small town patronage.
Paramount
Peppy Polly, with Dorothy Gish. —
Story rather weak, but Dorothy Gish
will please anybody. — Waldo B. Nielsen,
Liberty theatre, Fosston. Minn.
The Dub, with Wallace Reid. — Fair. —
Up
star's Forest
standard.
— Patrons
pleased.
— P. toSlotin,
theatre,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Maggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton. —
Very good. — Drew well considering heat.
— E. A. Thompson, Olympus theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The False Faces, with Henry B. Walthall.— Drew big first day. — Second day
fell. — Pleased some. — A. L. Picker, Rex
theatre. Ironwood, Mich. — High class
patronage.
Vicky Van, with Ethel Clayton. — Will
entertain and get by nicely, but the critical will call it improbable. — George A.
Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensboro,
Ky. — Best patronage.
Partners Three, with Enid Bennett. —
Pleasing photoplay. — Satisfied good
crowds. — Jos. G. Rhode. Rhode Opera
House, Kenosha, Wis. — High class patronage.
Such a Little Pirate, with Lila Lee. —
Nothing to it. — This star would please
better in society roles. — Clay H. Powers,
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Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General
patronage.
The Mating of Marcella, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Star a winner with us. — Story
good. — Good business. — Berggren &
Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville.
Kans. — Small town patronage.
Three Men and a Girl, with Marguerite Clark. — Good. — Drew well one
day.— Packed them in all day.— G. Marshall, Happy Hour theatre, San Antonio,
Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Busher, with Charles Ray.— Used
this with Sennett comedy, Whose Little
Wife Are You? — Made an A-l show for
any audience.— Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, III. — High class
suburban patronage.
Hard Boiled, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Very good.—Light and easy to fellow— R.
C. Cash, Lyceum theatre, Waterville, N.
\ . — Small town patronage.
The Sheriff's Son, with Charles Ray. —
Drew capacity for one day run. — G.
Marshall, Happy Hour theatre, San Antonio, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Oh, You Women, with Ernest Truex
and Louise Huff. — Leave it alone. — Will
only appeal to a certain class, which
is mighty small. — F. R. Smith, Bijou
theatre. Fond du Lac, Wis. — GeneTal patronage.
To Many Millions, with Wallace Reid.
— Star excellent. — Story good. — Full of
action. — Audience well pleased. — P. Slotin. Forest theatre. Philadelphia, Pa.
Let's Elope, with Marguerite Clark.
— Poor photography, out of focus, poor
camera work. — In general another poor
Marguerite Clark picture. — Given half a
chance she would be the old time box
office attraction, but never until she
has a better director. — George A. Bleich,
Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky. — Best
patronage.
The Girl Who Came Back, with Ethel
Clayton. — New star. — Good story. —
Played to good business. — Berggren &
Taddiken, Elite theatre. Morganville.
Kans. — Small town patronage.

Two Brides, with Lina Cavalieri. — Did
not give the best of satisfaction. — Business fair. — Jos. G. Rhode, Rhode Opera
ronage.
House, Kenosha, Wis. — High grade patThe Sheriff's Son, with Charles Ray.
— Good picture. — Patrons remarked that
it was a good picture. — Drawing power
average. — E. A. Thompson, Olympus
theatre,
hood Los
patronage.Angeles, Cal. — NeighborThe Home Town Girl, with Vivian
Martin. — Just an average picture. — Fair
for family theatre. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan.
Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale, 111. — High
class suburban patronage.
Naughty, Naughty, with Enid Bennett.
— Everyone enjoyed this one. — Plenty of
action. — Berggren & Taddiken, Elite
theatre, Morganville, Kans. — Small town
patronage.
String Beans, with Charles Ray. —
Splendid Ray picture. — Delighted big
business. — A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Viva La France, with Dorothy Dalton.
— Fair. — War story. — Average business.
— Will F. Krahn, Lorin theatre,
Berkeley, Cal. — Suburban patronage.
The Marriage Ring, with Enid Bennett.— Ordinary picture with no drawing
power.— Bert Norton, Kozy theatre,
Eureka, 111. — Average patronage.
The Way of a Man with a Maid, with
Bryant Washburn. — Fair picture. — Pleasing but nothing to rave over. — Fair business.— A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich. — High class patronage.
Green Eyes, with Dorothy Dalton.—
Fair program offering. — Berggren &
Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville.
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Busher, with Charles Ray. —
This scores a home run. — Ray has never
made anything better. — Will appeal to
the women as well as the men. — F. R.
Smith. Bijou theatre, Fond du Lac, Wis.
— General patronage.
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Men, Women and Money, with Ethel
Clayton. — Good business. — Good picture.
— Jean Surley. Old Mill theatre. Dallas.
Tex. — Transient patronage.
The Man from Funeral Range, with
Wallace Reid. — Good picture. — Star
pleases. — Has fair following here. — A. L.
Picker, Rex theatre. Iromvood, Mich. —
High class patronage.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — Good picture.— Fair business. — Weather bad. —
Mrs. Ed. Vandegrift. Star theatre, Mt.
Vernon. 111. — Best class patronage.
..The Source, with Wallace Reid. — Very
good. — Reid gets them, rain or shine. —
Berggren & Taddiken, Elite theatre,
Morganville. Kans. — Small town patronage.
Sunshine Nan, with Ann Pennington.
— Star well liked here. — John Reimer.
Majestic theatre, Avoca, la. — Small town
patronage.
Come out of the Kitchen, with Marguerite Clark. — The best picture Clark
has had in a year. — Give this star the
right subjects and she will out-draw any
of them. — F. R. Smith. Bijou theatre.
Fond du Lac. Wis. — General patronage.
A Nine O'Clock Town, with Charles
Ray. — A picture suited for Ray. — We
had many comments on this. — P. K.
Anton, Royal theatre, New Castle, Ind.
— Mixed patronage.
Fuss and Feathers, with Enid Bennett.
— Sure pleased everyone here. — C. E.
Waughop. Scenic theatre. Detroit, Minn.
— Small town patronage.
Hidden Pearls, with Sessue Hayakawa.
— This star is drawing better than ever.
— This picture is good.— Plenty of action—Walter W. Caddell. Princess theatre, Wauseau, O. — Mixed patronage.
Pathe
The Saw-dust Doll, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — Well liked by both children
and adults. — Always have a full house
with this star. — J. H. Vaughan. New
Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Trixie from Broadway, (American)
with Margarita Fisher. — Always good.
— Good business. — C. E. Rogers, Crump's
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theatre, Columbus, Ind. — High class patronage.
All the World to Nothing ( American)
with William Russell. — Russell is always good. — This picture has something
of interest for everybody. — Waldo B.
Xielsen, Liberty theatre, Fosston, Minn.
All Wrong, with Bryant Washburn. —
Good comedy-drama. — Pleased the largest crowd we have had since the war. —
Grafton Xutter, Royal theatre, Republic. Kans. — Farming town.
Brass Buttons, (American) with William Russell. — Russell draws big here.
— Good picture. — A. L. Picker, Rialto
theatre, Iromvood, Mich. — High class
patronage.
Infatuation, with Gaby Deslys. — Very
good. — Drew fine for this time of year. —
T. J. Shirley, Globe theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fair Enough, (American) with Margarita Fisher. — Plenty of action. — Waldo
B. Nielsen, Liberty theatre, Fosston,
Minn.
Select
The Indestructible Wife, with Alice
Brady. — A fine picture to capacity business.—C. E. Rogers, Crump's theatre.
Columbus. Ind. — High class patronage.
Woman and Wife, with Alice Brady.—
Failed to please greatest part of audience.— Weak story. — Waldo B. Nielsen,
Liberty theatre, Fosston. Minn.
The Indestructible Wife, with Alice
Brady. — Very ordinary. — Poorest that
Alice has made. — People dissatisfied. —
FATTY ARBTJCKLE
P. Slotin, Forest theatre, Philadelphia.
Pa.
mount.)a hit with »n "Actor-Lady" in
Makes
nix latest comedy! "Hack Stage." (ParaCheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball Young. — Drew crowd in spite of
hot L.
weather.
— Don't
to billIronwood,
it big. —
A.
Picker,
Rex fail
theatre,
Raymond City.
Piper,
Virginia
Nev.Piper's Opera House,
Mich. — High class patronage.
The Probation Wife, with Norma TalGhosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. — Splendid.— Raise your prices on
madge.— Fine picture. — Good business. —
this and they will like it better still. —
E. J. Sherburne, Electric theatre, CamGeorge A. Bleich, Empress theatre, Owbridge, Neb. — Small town patronage.
ensboro, Ky. — Best patronage.
The Lone Wolf, with Bert Lytell.—
The Lesson, with Constance Tal- Excellent.— Book it.— D. B. Follett, Star
madge.— Fine entertainment. — The Tal- theatre. Gibsonburg, O. — Middle and
madge sisters cannot be beat. — All their high class patronage.
pictures are good. — Clay H. Powers.
Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General Talmadge.
— Extra good. Star is cerpatronage.
tainly a magnet. — Brothers, book her. —
A Pair of Silk Stockings, with ConF. M. Edgctt. Lyric theatre, Earlstance Talmadge. — Excellent comedy. —
The Talmadge girls are sure to please ville. 111. — High class patronage.
The Lesson, with Constance Talany audience. — Waldo B. Nielsen, Libmadge.— Fine. — This little star is alerty theatre, Fosston, Minn.
The Lesson, with Constance Talways good. — You are taking no chances
if you book it. — Clay H. Powers, Strand
madge.— Just a good program picture. —
The star is good. — E. H. Winkler, Pal- theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patrontheatre, St. Johns, Kans. — Small age.
town acepatronage.
Deluxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
Good Night Paul, with Constance Tal- — A very good story which drew very
madge.— Constance is a good one and well. — H. G. Thorpe, New Grand theatre,
you can always put it down when you Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
go to see her that she will make you
The Cavell Case, with Julia Arthurlaugh. — H. L. Liggett, National theatre,
Excellent.
— Raymond
Piper,
McRae, Ga. — Small town patronage.
Opera House,
Virginia City,
Nev. Piper's
A Lady's Name, with Constance TalCecilia
of
the
Pink
Roses,
with
madge.— Fine picture and business. — C. Davies. — A very pleasing picture.Marion
— Star
E.
Rogers,
Crump's
theatre. Columbus,
is very good. — F. M. Edgett, Lyric theaInd. — High class
patronage.
tre. Karlvillc, 111. — High class patronDeluxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
— Norma always draws well, but this
Triangle
age.
one would have gone big as a Special. —
H. Smith, Lyric theatre, Clinton, Okla. —
Keith of the Border, with Roy StewNeighborhood patronage.
The Belle of New York, with Marion
art.— A real rough and tumble western
Davics. — Good production. — Did not picture, with fights such as Stewart can
draw business. — A. D. Stanchfield. Rae put up. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatheatre.
tre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patronronage. Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patGolden Rule Kate, with Louise Glaum
The Reason Why, with Clara Kimball
Young— This is a pretty good picture. — —age.Good pictjre. — Star sccins to be draw114
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ing more every time. — L. A. Hasse. Majestic theatre. Mauston, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
Wild Life, with William Desmond. —
Good little western. — Pretty lively. —
Raymond City,
Piper.
Virginia
New Piper's Opera House.
An Honest Man, with William Desmond.— One of Desmond's best pictures, which means very good. — Harold
Daspit. Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
— Mixed patronage.
False Ambition, with Alma Rubens. —
Good picture. — Loeffelholz Bros.. Auditorium theatre. Cuba City. Wis. — Mixed
patronage.
Paying His Debt, with Roy Stewart. —
Stewart is almost as good a drawing
card as William S. Hart in our town. —
E. H. Winkler. Palace theatre. St. Johns,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
Universal
A Taste of Life, (Bluebird) with Edith
Roberts. — New stars here. — Good comedy-drama.— Patrons well pleased. —
Berggren & Taddiken. Elite theatre.
Morganville. Kans. — Small town patronage.
Borrowed Clothes, with Mildred Harris.— A fine picture. — Her pictures are
always good. — C. E. Rogers, Crump's
theatre. Columbus. Ind. — High class patronage.
A Fight for Love, with Harry Carey. —
A good Carey that will please all who
sec. it. — Carey is a good drawing card. —
H. L. Liggett. National theatre, McRae.
Ga. — Small town patronage.
Fires of Youth (Bluebird) with Ruth
Clifford. — Very, very poor. — H. Smith.
Lyric theatre. Clinton. Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bread, with Mary MacLaren. — Poor
title to draw, but a good play and a very
popular star. — Berggren & Taddiken.
Elite theatre, Morganville, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
The Little White Savage (Bluebird)
with Carmel Myers. — The best Bluebird
I have ever played and am sorry that I
can't
more. — Ga.
H. —L.Small
Liggett.
theatre.get McRae.
town National
patronage.
Vitagraph
The Usurper, with Earle Williams. —
Average program picture. — Star does
not draw with us. — J. H. Yaughan. New
Orpheum theatre. Maquoketa. Ia. — Critical patronage.
Beauty Proof, with Harry T. Morey. —
Fine picture but. owing to weather, did
not draw well. — Riverside theatre. Los
Angeles. Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce. —
Ran it two days. It deserves it. — Seven
reels and no padding. — Everyone had a
good word for it. — Boost it. — Charles H.
Ryan. Garfield theatre. Chicago, 111. —
Neighborhood pafonage.
The Enchanted Barn, with Bessie
Love. — A well directed story. — Pleased
all. — Love is a favorite here. — Mack J.
Davis. Dream theatre. Port Angeles.
Wash. — General patronage.
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. — A 5rst class production in every
respect— Pleased a full house. — J. H.
Vaughan. New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la.— Critical patronage.
World
Mandarin's Gold, with Kitty Gordon. —
Average good program picture. — Good
Cast. — Barney
Brotman. Brotman's
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Rialto theatre, Rock Island, 111. — Mixed
patronage.
The Unchastened Woman (Kleine)
with Grace Yalentine. — Good picture. —
Drew fine. — Warm weather affects business in this locality. — T. J. Shirley,
Globe theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Better 'Ole, with an
cast.
— A knockout.— Bill it big—English
It
get
big money. — A. L. Picker. Kialto will
theatre.
Ironwood, Mich. — High class patronage.
Three Green Eyes, with an all-star
cast — As a whole, a good program pic'ure.— For good acting Montagu Love is
hard to beat.— W. B. Allen. Dixie theatre. Athens. Ala. — Mixed patronage.
Hit or Miss, with Carlyle Blackwell.—
Good picture and good business. — A. B.
McCollum, New Empress theatre, Chicago, 111.— Mixed patronage.
The Better 'Ole, with an English cast.
— Just fair. — Some thought it was fine. —
Others did not— H. D. Stevens, NewGeorgia theatre, Los Angeles. Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage
The Zero Hour, with June Elvidge. —
Fine picture. — World pictures all good. —
Good photography. — E. H. Winkler.
Palace theatre, St. Johns, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
Through the Toils, with Montagu
Love. — An awful mess. — Duck it. — World
is certainly slipping lately. — Poor stories
and trying to put over new stars. — F.
R. Smith, Bijou theatre. Fond du Lac,
Wis. — General patronage.
The Star, with Kitty Gordon. — Very
good. — Patrons well pleased. — H. D.
Stevens, New Georgia theatre, Los Angeles. Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Quickening Flame, with Montagu
Love. — Yery high class production. — Full
of thrills. — Well produced. — George
Booth, Douglas theatre, Chicago, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
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Specials
The Eyes of the World, (Clune) with
an all-star cast. — Fair business but picture too long. — Patrons uneasy befoTe
finish. — J. H. Yaughan. New Orpheum
Theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical Patronage.
Hearts of the World, (D. W. Griffith)
with an all star cast. — Greatest picture
ever. — Played to capacit>'. — L. A. Hasse.
Majestic theatre. Mauston, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
Woman ( Maurice Tourneur) with an
all-star cast. — One of the best, to big
business. — Too deep for some of our
patrons.
— C.Ind.
E. —Rogers,
Crump's
theatre,
Columbus,
High class
patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin ( Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Fine picture.— Big business. — W. M. McKenzie,
Englert
sient theatre,
patronage. Iowa City, Ia. — TranThe Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Good picture of its kind. — Drew better than
Mickey for me. — J. C. Lustig. Starland
theatre. Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mickey (Western Import) with Mabel
Normand. — The best she ever made.—
Big
business.
— C. Ind.
E. —Rogers,
Crump's
theatre,
Columbus,
High class
patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Intense action.— A splendid picture. — Good business considering extreme hot weather. —
J.
P."
Regent
theatre. Mason
City, Ia.Martin.
— Transient
patronage.
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It was punctuated by two exclamation
"Auction of Souls"
Double column news stories anpoints.
Is Given Boost by
nounced Judge. Bell's decision in favor
of the production. In all it was a deDecision of Court
that gave "Auction
Souls"
The Fulton County Superior Court of the greatestvelopmentamount
of gratis ofpublicity
in
the
annals
of
Atlanta
motion
picture
Georgia unwittingly provided the most
theatres.
phenomenal advertising matter in the
history of that state when Judge George
Griffith to Present
L. Bell issued a written opinion overruling the mandates of the local Censor"The Fall of Babylon"
ship Board and the Trustees of Carnegie
Fall of Babylon," an expansion
Library in the case of the distributors of and"The
amplification of the Babylonian feaa motion picture attraction booked to
ture in D. W. Griffith's production of
appear at the Atlanta theatre.
"Intolerance," will be the second offering in the Griffith repertory season at
Censors Turn Down Film
the George M. Cohan Theatre, opening
Popular comment started in Atlanta
Monday evening, July 21.
when it was unofficially rumored that
"Broken Blossoms," the current offering, will be withdrawn from the Cohan
the local censor board had placed a ban
Theatre on Sunday evening, July 20,
on "Auction of Souls," starring Aurora concluding an uninterrupted run of one
Mardiganian and of which First Na- hundred and thirty-eight performances.
tional Exhibitors'
Circuit is turned
the official
"The Fall of Babylon" — originally prodistributor.
This comment
into
duced at the Kinema Theatre, Los Andiscussion when local newspapers angeles— is a super-spectacle of mammoth
nounced that the Board of Review had
with more than fifty thouofficially prohibited the picture from proportions,
sand men and women taking part. In
showing.
one scene depicting the historic Feast
Then followed announcement that the of
Belshazzar, four thousand dancing
First National Exhibitors' Circuit of girls appear in a hall more than a mile in
Virginia had sought an injunction in the length, wherein are shown fountains
Superior Court of Fulton County re- sparkling with perfume and wine. Durstraining the Board of Review and Board
ing the onrush of the Army of Cyrus
of Trustees of Carnegie Library from on Babylon, seven thousand, five hundred horses are driven by the Persian
interfering with the showing of "Auction charioteers.
of
Souls"
as
scheduled.
This,
in
itself,
was something entirely new and worthy
of first page newspaper notice.
"U" Has Film Novelty
Court Decision Causes Stir
But the biggest stir was created on
Three special pictures produced at
June 28 when a copy of Judge Bell's Universal City, and unlike any other
opinion featured a half-page advertise- pictures in existence are to be given
that "Auction
showings at the Rialto theawould ment
be announcing
shown during
the weekof Souls"
at the pre-release
tre on Broadway, New York, within the
Atlanta Theatre. The opinion was next two months. They are the animal
headed by a seven-column streamer — ductions.
pictures known as the Major Allen pro"SUPERIOR COURT LIFTS BAN."
ANOTHER REX BEACH DRAMA

>f " I he <*irl frontitro<liH'«*<l
HiiInIiIi-,"iinriVr
11 BtOFJ
of the North.
ulm'tnl
the direction
<*f Goldwyni

ity It vti I nil 1 •■ llnrkt'i
L16

Billy West Makes
Realistic Burglar
Billy West's fourth comedy for
the Emerald Motion Picture Comtragedy.pany came very near being a
The script called for the comedian's "jimmying" his way into a
house and an imposing dwelling in
the north side residence district
of Chicago was secured for the
After two rehearsals West
purpose.
started with the camera grinding.
His act was interrupted by a squad
of policemen with drawn guns.
Explanations followed. The police
grinned and departed.
An excited woman in the neighborhood had taken Billy seriously
and notified the police.
The story isn't as funny as it
sounds, however. Chicago desperadoes have committed so many
desperate crimes recently that a
"shoot on sight" order was issued
by Chief Garrity. West is well
pleased
they didn't shoot first
and ask that
afterwards.

Capital Stars Now
Friends Were Once
Sheriff and Bandit
The life histories of Al Jennings and
Neal Hart read stranger than the most
romantic fiction. To the man with a
vivid imagination all things are possible,
but the exploits of these two men surpass all past dreams of adventure. For
one man as a sheriff to chase another,
known as a bandit for years all over the
Western country, and then to become
bosom friends and head picture organizations of their own, visualizing adventures they have both lived through, is
an experience that in the history of this
country has only been accorded to these
two men.
Back in the early days, Neal Hart was
a deputy U. S. Marshall and afterward
Sheriff of Wyoming and Al Jennings
had a well established reputation as
one of America's recognized "Knights
of the Road" with a full-grown penchant
for holding up the unwary traveler and
appropriating his possessions, which eccentricity he indulged in until regulated
by the discipline of the Ohio state
Penitentiary where he was incarcerated
by the government and pardoned by
Theodore Roosevelt, practically reborn,
stepping
from penalcitizenship.
servitude into
the |1
ranks
of respected
He was
nominated and ran for the exalted office
of Governor of Oklahoma.
The forthcoming productions which
are to be published by the Capital Film
Company arc said to be not only thrilling but to contain an educational elemi nt productive of beneficial results for
the younger generation which will meet
with theof approval
of the mothers and ^
fathers
the country.
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R. William

DOVGI.AS FA1KHWK*
And Marjorie I>n»% art* evidently pleased
with the way the tirst I niti-d Vrtist*'
is i'ominic
nloim.andJoereceiving
Henaherry
l<*picture
directing
the feature
the
glad hand.
"The Blue Bonnet" Will
Reach Screen in August
r After two months and a half of work
Billie Rhodes and her director Louis
William Chaudet attained the photographic completion of her Xational Film
Corporation production. "The Blue Bonnet," which marks her first appearance
nationally through the \V. W. Hodkin'son Corporation.
The making of this production involved bringing Miss Rhodes and a
company of fifty players with her director and a complete technical staff
from Los Angeles to Xew York, for the
making of certain Salvation Army
scenes and their return to the Coast to
complete the picture in Los Angeles.
The month of July and most of August, will be devoted to the task of asBlue the
Bonnet."
which willsemblingbeand editing
published"Theduring
latter
part of August.
"Fatty" Arbuckle To
Occupy Xew Studios
As soon as "Fatty" Arbuckle finishes
his next Paramount-Arbuckle comedy.
"Back Stage."
which
is making
Glendale,
Cal.. he
will hemove
his entireat
organization to a new studio in Culver
City, not far from the big Thos. H. Ince
plant.
The new studio has one stage which
measures 70 by 220 feet and is equipped
with modern dressing rooms, cutting and
assembling rooms, etc. — indeed, all that
is necessary to the making of thoroughly
up-to-date, high-class comedies.
Select on Broadway
Forthcoming
weekstheatres
in Broadway's
leading photoplays
will find
Select pictures well represented. The
Rivolo has booked "The Better Wife."
starring Clara Kimball Young, and "The
Way of a Woman." starring Xorma
Talmadge. The Strand has just finished
a showing of Constance Talmadge in
"The Veiled Adventure."

Xeill to
Direct for Deitrich
R. William Xeill. who until recently
has been the leading member of the
Ince-Paramount directorial forces, has
been engaged by Theodore C. Deitrich,
president of Deitrich-Beck, Inc.. to direct
"The Bandbox," the first of the Louis
Joseph Vance series of super-productions starring Doris Kenyon to be published by the W. W. hodkinson Corporation.
Mr. Xeill has been with the Ince organization for four years and during
a large part of that time he directed
Dorothy Dalton in all of her recent
successes. He also directed Enid Bennett for a time.
It is a peculiar co-incidence that Mr.
Xeill was selected by Thomas H. Ince
to direct Louis Joseph Vance's "False
Faces." but was at that time directing
Dorothy Dalton. Miss Dalton refused
to accept the director assigned to replace Mr. Xeill. with the result that the
latter lost his opportunity to direct the
Vance special. Mr. Xeill next came East
and has just completed "The Career of
Katherine Bush" for Paramount. He
also shortly
directedopen
"Free
andCasino
Equal"Theatre,
which
will
at the
Xew York.
"End of the Road" Is
Withdrawn foi Month
Isaac Silverman, chief of the Public
Health Films, has notified Saul Burstein, his representative in Chicago, that
''The End of the Road" is withdrawn
in accordance with the wishes of the
American Hygiene League.
"Whereas." writes Mr. Silverman,
"they desire that the picture reach every
person in the United States, I feel
August is a poor month, when so many
people are away on vocations. I. therefore, desire no bookings in August, but
you may arrange the August bookings
already accepted for the latter part of
September, or after, if the managers are
willing. If not. cancel."
American Cinema Takes
Lease On Mirror Studio
The American Cinema Corporation
has taken for a long term a lease on the
Mirror Studio at Glendale. L. I. This is
one of the very few complete studios
near Xew York.
After having completed their first production with Mollie King starring in
"Greater Than Love" the officials of the
American Cinema Corporation opened
negotiations for a long term lease, which
was closed a few days ago. This studio
is fully equipped with all modern improvements, including lighting facilities.
Work has begun on their second picture with Louise Huff as star and George
Archainbaud. director.
Hart in Lumber Camp
William S. Hart is this week working
on lumber camp scenes for "John Petticoats," his new Artcraft picture, produced under the supervision of Thomas
H. Ince, directed by Lambert Hillyer
and written by C. Gardner Sullivan.
was the scene of the exterSanta iorsCruz
showing the big trees and the lum:
bering industry. A large company of
players and others went to this location.
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I (\K MILLER
Pretty southern girl who is starred hj
Triangle in "The Inbroken Promise."
Jane Miller Star in
Triangle Production
Distributed July 27
Jane Miller. Mississippi girl who
played in William A. Brady stage productions two years and later was starred
by Fox, is the featured player in "The
Unbroken Promise" to be published by
Triangle July 27.
"The Unbroken Promise." Miss Miller's latest vehicle, offers this little star,
who is an ideal type of the outdoor girl,
unusual opportunities for the display of
her ability and charming personality.
The story, which is adapted from Henry
Herbert
Slim,"
is
laid inKnibbs'
Texas, novel,
amid "Sundown
the very scenes
chosen by the author for this book. A
bitter feud exists between Loring, sheep
raiser, and John Corliss, cattle owner.
Corliss loves Hall, Loring's only daughter, but he keeps silent that his brother
may strive to win the girl both love.
This tale of the West is said to have
been treated in an entirely new manner
by Director Frank Powell, resulting in
a picture drama of sustained force and
appeal. The photography, which is by
Percy Higginson and Arthur Boeger, is
thoroughly in keeping with the excellence of the production, showing many
unusual "shots" of Western scenes.
Miss Miller's last appearance on the
Triangle
was J.herBarney
leading Sherry
feminine roleprogram
supporting
in "High Stakes."
Ask Publication Date
Telegrams and letters from exhibitors
all over the country are pouring in on
the offices of the Pathe Exchange, Inc..
regarding the coming publication of the
film version of the famous mystery play.
"The Thirteenth Chair."
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Brunton
Over

Enthusiastic

Kerrigan's

New

Feature

Producer Regards "A White Man's Chance"
The Greatest Picture W. W. Hodkinson
Star Has

H. J. SHEPARD
Who put over one of most effective advertising
the historyof ofPresident
the industry stunts
on thein occasion
Wilson's return from Europe.
Harry Shepard Puts
One Over on Press
The red apple for the best publicity stunt pulled in many moons
goes this week to Harry Shepard.
For that
it was
in Harry's
brightof
brain
the following
scheme
spreading extra publicity for his
picture,
Business,"
originated "Everybody's
:
He knew President Wilson was
coming home from France.
He realized that there would be
a big reception, flags flying, bands
playing, etc., and that there was no
policefettiorder
against
out of the
officethrowing
windows.conTherefore, why not advertise?
And he did, as the press dispatches
all over the country state.
"From the upper windows of the
business skyscrapers of New York
great showers of confetti rained
upon the President and Mrs. Wilson, literally millions of scraps of
paoer floated through the air carrying this motto :
" 'Everybody's business. To
stand by our government. To help
the soldier get a job. To help crush
bolshevism'."
it Some
was. stunt, wasn't it? We'll say
Creston, la., Exhibitor
Will Organize Circuit
CRESTON, IA.— Hal Kelly, owner of
the picture show and leasee of the
Temple Grand theatre, in this city, is
working out a proposition that will
couple up Creston with his house at St.
Joseph, Mo., and make a circuit where
he can buy and show the pictures for
five or six days instead of one-day stands.
Mr. Kelly has already found a location
at Bedford and will reach other cities
along the branch later on.

Ever

J. Warren Kerrigan's admirers have a
treat in store for them in "A "White
Man's Chance," which W. W. Hodkinson has announced for publication this
month, according to Robert Brunton, the
producer.
"Without question 'A White Man's
Chance' is the greatest of all Kerrigan
pictures,"
wrote Mr.organization
Brunton in that
informing the Hodkinson
the
hrst prints have been shipped East.
Has Thrills and Suspense
"A White Man's Chance." from
Johnson
McCulley's
same
name, published
by novel
Frank ofA. theMunsey
Company, has all of the plot thrills,
breathless suspense and real love interest
that those long-remembered early Kerriganfectionpictures
the methods
added per-of
of the had
most— with
modern
production.
It is the first of a series of ten productions by Mr. Kerrigan and his own
company to be produced by Robert
Brunton. Mr. Kerrigan and his producer
have resolved to make the series of the
wonderful adventure and romance type
of stories in which the star became famous, combined with the perfect production possible nowadays at such a filmproducing plant as the Brunton Studios.
In "A White Man's Chance" they believe they have positively hit this mark.
The action takes place in that land where
all things are possible — Mexico. Mr.
Kerrigan takes the role of a young
American who disguises himself as a
Spanish noble for purposes of legal
investigation into a matter of romance.
As "Don Jose," the big idol of romance
looks particularly handsome and wears
a really wicked looking little mustache.
Also, he certainly does go in for some
daring adventures.
Lillian Walker Leading Woman
Inasmuch as Kerrigan is known as the
"supreme lover of the screen," it will be
interesting to say a word about his leading woman; besides, she is most interesting in herself, for she is none other than
Lillian Walker, the famous golden-haired
girl of the smiles and dimples. She has
only recently completed a star series of
her own, including "The Love Hunger"
and "The Embarrassment of Riches." It
is something unusual to see Jack Warren
Kerrigan making love to a blonde, but
the contrast between his dark Spanish
disguise
blue-eyed, golden-haired
blondnessandis her
delightful.
Ernest C. Warde directed "A White
Man's Chance." Starting with a few
scenes in Boston, the locale shifts- to
Mexico and all of the subsequent action
takes place in that romantic and colorful
setting.
Famous

Players- Lasky
Sign Joseph Plunkett
NEW YORK. — In line with Famous
I'layers-Lasky Corporation policy to acquire the best exhibitor showmen in the
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Appeared

as

in

country for their organization, they have
secured the services of Joseph L. Plunkett, who for the past year has been
manager of the Strand Theatre. Mr.
Plunkett has had a long and thorough
training in the legitimate showmanship business, having spent fifteen years
in a managerial capacity with the Klaw
and Erlanger combination, and has
toured the country many times, while
putting on big productions.
The Strand Theatre has selected Jack
Eaton as successor to Mr. Plunkett as
manager of the Strand. Mr. Eaton has
been with the Town and Country Company, producing Flagg comedies.
Zeeland, Michigan, to
Have Picture Theatre
ZEELAND. MICH— After the question of licensing a motion picture theatre has been the principal bone of contention in local politics for years, it now
appears that the city council is going
to permit the opening 01 a theatre here.
Zeeland is the only city of its size in the
state without a picture playhouse.
The opening wedge was the action of
the Civic club in conducting a present
show three nights a week for members
and their families. The barriers were
further broken down when the homecoming committee was granted a special
license July 4 to show "The Great Love."
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In resumption of trade with Central Powers the War Trade Board
desire to call attention of exporters
to the fact that Parcel Post service
at present has not been established.
Special licenses RAC 52 must be
made by mail subject to regulations
of Post Office.
The Department of State and the War
Trade Board announce that, pursuant to
an executive order signed by the President on May 12, 1919, the present personnel, duties, powers, functions and
records of the War Trade Board have
been transferred to the Department of
State, as of July 1, 1919.
This transfer will not affect nor inconvenience the exporting and importing
public in any way. All licenses heretofore issued by the War Trade Board will
continue to be valid except licenses for
fhe exportation or importation of wheat
and whe?t flour. (See War Trade Board
Ruling Xo. 797, issued June 30, 1919.)
The functions of the War Trade Board
thus transferred to the Department of
State will continue to be performed by
the present personnel of the War Trade
Board in the War Trade Board building
it Twentieth and C streets, Washington,
ib. c.
All licenses will continue to be issued in
ihe name of the War Trade Board, and
bll applications for licenses and all correspondence pertaining to the activities
bf the War Trade Board, now assumed
by the Department of State, should be
iddressed to the War Trade Board as
leretofore.
Amadore Fernandez of Cadiz, Spain,
who represents the Cadiz una Madrid
Mlms Company, is in New York. Mr.
rernandez
over soon
a Spanish
eel feature, brought
which will
be givensix-a
howing in Xew York.
The Robertson-Cole Company has sold
|o the Australian Films. Ltd., of Sydney,
^stralia. the Xew Zealand and Austraian rights to all the productions in which
iessue Havakawa is the star. Also, all
he Be ssic Barriscale. the H. B. \\ arner,
he William Desmond and the J. Warren
Cerrigan features, which Robertson-Cole
-ompany controls for the world, with
he exception of the United States. Harry
j. Musgrove. president of the Australan Films, Ltd.. who is now in Xew
lork. consummated the arrangements
pis week.
Wlliam A. Brady announces two more
(ales of his big picture. "Stolen Orders,"
hich is today one of the livest proposions in the state rights field. To Messrs.
ule and Jay Allen of the Famous
'layers Film Service. Ltd.. of Toronto,
Ir. Brady has sold the rights of "Stolen
irders" for Canada. The Messrs. Allen,
ho recently exhibited the picture in enc
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Field

Information
oi their hou>es. discovered its value as a
box office magnet was of a character that
impelled them immediately to secure the
entire Canadian rights. To the Globe
Film Attractions of Pittsburgh, Mr.
Brady ernhasPennsylvania
sold "Stolen
westand Orders"
West for
Virginia.
The Globe company will shortly inaugurate an extensive campaign of exploitation on behalf of "Stolen Orders."
Sidney Garrett, acting for J. Frank
Brockliss. Inc., has secured the thirteen
Texas Guinan two-reelers for the entire
foreign market. Mr. Garrett has disposed
of the series for South America and part
of the Continent.
The Stoll Film Company is filming
"Mr. Wu," with Matheson Lang in KIs
original role.
A filming of Charles Kingsley's story.
"Westward
Ho," is
the Master Films,
Ltd.being prepared by
The Metro Pictures Corporation has
appointed Harry J. Cohen manager of
its foreign department. Mr. Cohen, accompanied by Mrs. Cohen, sailed on the
Baltic, July 12. They will join Richard
A. Rowland, president of the Metro Pictures Corporation, and Count di Cippicc
in London.
The Provincial Cinematograph Corporation of London is undergoing a
thorough reorganization, with a capital
of $5,000,000. The Provincial contemplates the erection of many picture theatres in the British Isles and some of the
insular possessions.
James Beccroft.
Margaret Campbell to
Play Leads for Metro
XEW YORK.— The Metro Pictures
Corporation has signed up Margaret
Campbell to play leads with Viola Dana.
The first picture in which she will appear will be "Please Get Married," work
on which begins this week. Miss Campbell was for several years leading woman
with the Bramhall Players, prior to entering the pictures. Since that time,
she has appeared in many productions.
Among more rec:nt productions, in
were the Wharton's
she appeared
which
serial "The
Eagle's Eye" in which she
plaved the part of the adventuress, and
as Helen in the "Price of Innocence"
for the Buffalo Motion Picture Corporation.
New Manager
Jack Eaton, who has been directing
Flagg comedies for the Town and Country Films Co., has been made manager
of the Strand Theatre. Xew York, succeeding Joseph L. Plunkett, who reforces. signed to join the Famous Players-Lasky
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EVE I \ SELL
Talentedland asyoung
who soes
to Enghead ofwoman
the Scenario
Department
of the Famous IMayers-Lasky, produeing
force in England.
Eve Unsell Goes To
England For Lasky
Eve Unsell, Famous Players-Lasky
scenario writer, sails for England next
week to take charge of the scenario department of the newly organized Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.,
whose intention it is to produce the
works of the greatest Continental writers
on the actual locations specified by the
author's, whether they be London, Paris,
Madrid, the Alps, or the battle-scarred
areas.
The selection of Miss Unsell for this
important post places her in the rank
of premier international scenaioists. Her
brilliant work in connection with such
famous pictures as "Wildflower," "The
Man from Mexico," "The Dummy,"
"The Parisian Wife," "Eyes of the Soul,"
"The Test of Honor," and many others
equally well-known, was responsible for
her being chosen. Miss Unsell will work
in association with Robert A. MacAlarney. Scenario Editor of the Famous
Player*-Lasky Corporation, who remains
in America.
Hartford to Increase
Theatre License Fees
HARTFORD. COXX.— A new ordinance in regard to the licensing of motion picture theatres, based upon seating
capacity of the houses, is expected to
pa = s the city council. It will increase the
city's revenue from this source from
$1,000 to $5,000 a year.
At the same time, however, theatres
will probably be granted the right to
show pictures on Sunday, the only provision being that at least two educational
films be included in the programs.
Charlie Chaplin, Jr., Dies
LOS AXGELES, CAL. — Charles
Chaplin. Jr.. infant son of the famous
comedian and Mildred Harris Chaplin,
died seventy hours after birth.
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Coast

With H. E. N.
H. J. Siler, who operates the Gale
Theatre at Whittier, Calif., is breaking
ground for a nine hundred seat house
which will be a credit to the industry,
costing in the neighborhood of $ir>0,000.

Arizona territory cleaning up the 1918-19
bookings on Paramount and Artcraft.
Also L. R. Scamahorn and S. H. Nesbitt
are likewise making a trip through the
Southern California territory on the same
mission.

Jim Sams will open his new modern
theatre at Ocean Park next week with
Elsie Ferguson in "The Avalanche."
TIME— The night of June 30.
PLACE— Vernon, Calif.
A merry bunch of exchange men, accompanied by several prominent downtown theatre owners, approached Jack
Doyle's place in several automobiles near
eleven o'clock. The last load of beer
is being delivered at this famous thirst
emporium. The party of film men seeing
a chance to lay in a supply approached the
driver of the brewery wagon to purchase
a large barrel of suds. Finally, after
much persuasion and the exchange of a
copious amount of the filthy lucre, said
driver delivered the largest standard sized
barrel brewed. The question arose, how
to obtain delivery and a hiding place for
this valuable purchase. The truck of a
paint concern now appears on the scene.
The driver was commissioned to haul the
barrel to a place of safe keeping but the
joke now is on the man who purchased
barrel of beer. The driver, however, had
on board a barrel of red paint and in some
way it is said through the bribery of certain exchange men the barrel of red paint
was delivered to the theatre man's address
instead of the barrel of beer. A big party
is scheduled on film row in .the very near
future as the writer witnessed the barrel
snugly packed in cold, cold ice.

The National Film Corporation of America have signed Ann Little and Jack
Hoxie for a fifteen-episode serial, "Lightning Bryce," directed by Paul Hurst from
the story by Joe Brandt. Miss Little and
Mr. Hoxie are considered the foremost
leads in western drama.

YV. L. Griffin, formerly an exhibitor in
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles, is now
chief celluloid grinder for the Henry B.
Walthall Company, working at the National
Film Corporation of America studios.

Harry Edwards, prominent comedy-director, has been engaged to direct Flanagan
and Edwards in their future "Hallroom
Boys" series of comedies.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, directed
by William Seiter, have just completed
their latest comedy entitled : "Why Divorce?" and are vacationing a few days
prior to starting on a new vehicle.
Henry Walthall has nearly completed
his
"The Confession,"
under
the super-feature,
direction of Bertram
Bracken, to
be
released through the Pioneer Film Corporation. Mr. Walthall's next story, "The
Kentucky Colonel," is now being adapted
for screen purposes by Franklyn Hall,
from the book of that name by Opie Read.
"Smiling Bill" Parsons has again
donned the grease paint in the interests of
his next Capitol Comedy, to be released
through Goldwyn.
Billie Rhodes is still busily engaged on
her feature de luxe. "The Blue Bonnet,"
HERE'S A PERFECT

directed by Louis Wm. Chaudet. Upon its
completion. Miss Rhodes is planning a trip
on her yacht,
Two Billys."
Ato Honolulu
limited number
of film"Thecelebrities
will
be her guests on this trip.
Corporal Joseph Henaberry, with an
honorable discharge from the United States
Army tucked in his coat pocket, has returned to the Douglas Fairbanks Studios
in Hollywood and assumed command of
the production squad.
Competition Is Ended
BENTON, ILL.— The Benton Amusement Company, which operates the Hippodrome, has taken over the Auditorium
from its competitor, C. W. Burnham, and
will operate both houses here. The Hippodrome will show pictures exclusively,
while the Auditorium will have pictures,
vaudeville and road shows.
Pierce Exhibitor Retires
PIERCE CITY, MO.— C. L. Martin,
owner of the Princess Theatre, has decided to retire from the amusement business to devote his entire time to his
garage and has sold his playhouse to
E. L. Gossage. The theatre will be managed by F. W. Neimier.
Rees Enlarges Holdings
DALLS, TEX.— A. F. Rees, manager
and owner of the Mission Theatre, is to
open a motion picture theatre in the
(irand Opera House this month. He
has ordered two new Power's G-B cameragraphs.
Boyers Theatre Opens
BOYERS, PA.— The new Boyers motion picture theatre, operated by Fred
Hall and Dr. Deling, has been opened.
PROJECTION

ROOM

Martin Doner, art director of the National studios, an interior decorator and
designer
some ofwithChicago's
theatres andof formerly
Thos. H. finest
Tnce.
is now busy on the technical work of Billie
Rhode's new vehicle. "The Blue Bonnet."
Leo White, the man who made the
French Count famous for Charlie Chaplin,
is directing a new series of O'Toole comedies beingCompany.
produced by the Bull's-Eye
Production
1.. II. Baumcarnf.r of Santa Paula.
Calif., is busy breaking ground for his new
seven hundred seat house. It will cost
when completed, $25,000.
V, E, HAMPTON, chief accountant for
Famous Players-Lasky branch at Los
Angeles, is holding down the boss' chair
while H. G. Ballance, who lost his balance in front of a flivver while crossing a
busy downtown section street last week, is
recuperating. While Mr. Ballance suffered
serious injury, he is now able to be down to
the office for a few hours each day.
CHAS. A. McVicker, accompanied by
the head booker of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, is making a trip through the

It's n fur cry from <h<- nickelodeon <<> the drat-.elass theatre of today. The •><•"
Illustrates that. This i~ the projection booth »f Miller's California theatre( '
largest iM Los Ingeles, Cal. This r n was designed bj the chief operator, Krai
HardcU, Power's <i-ll Cameraffrapas arc ased,
12T)

hikes it to St. Joseph. Mich., where he
spends the week end with his family.

Al Rosenthal,
of "Finger
ame.
is now sojourning
around of42dJustic
street
nd Broadway, New York, having left the
\"indy
ess trip.City last week for an extended busi-

Frank D. Lorenzo has been appointed
Exhibitors'
manager
Milwaukee.
Mr. LorenzoMutual
is well
knownin around
the
licago exchanges.

That last batch of P. A. dope from old
ew York mailed to one of our leading
>cal exchanges was a sure winner. One
f the "stories" must have "broke" in
ansit, judging from the moist reminder it
ft each time it was picked up.

Syd Schwartz, Chicago's youngest film
salesman, is now practicing writing contracts with both hands. Business is rushing
around the Xew Era Films exchange, hence
the need for an ambidextrous expert.

i J. L. Friedm an", president of Celebrated
layers'
Filmshare
Corporat'.on,
apparently
did
Dt get his
on that last
trip north,
eave it to Joe to get his. Left July 10
>r another brief stay over the week-end
ith his family at Charlevoix. Mich.
Another "big" one uncovered this week
• the "loop." A film salesman is to take a
•ication. Xo other than that breezy blonde
donis. Charles Lundgren of the Doll>an Film Corporation. Understand Chare can be interviewed at the Highlands,
elavan Lake. Wis., for the next two
eeks, July 12-26, at the breakfast table
>out
ents. 10:00 a. m., for "special" appoint-

J. F. BIRHORX
(lhiisc exchange the Xew Era Films is
rapidly coming to the front in Chicago.

S. Keely, handling the rejuvenated faous
"TheExchange
Spoilers,"building,
is now
catedoldinstandby,
the Film
iving recently removed from the Consums building.

isting in the Central West through their
sales representatives, Izzv Rosenberg and
Elias Schwartz. Leave it to those Celtic
film purveyors to strip exaggeration from
the truth.

Aaronman.
Saperstein,
former
Exhibitors'
utua!
is now chief
booker
for the
;lebrated Players Film Corporation.

We have another war hero in our midst.
Capt. Howard Boyle, late of the British
Flying Corps, who served two years in
France and was potted three times in the
legs by Fritz, is now a member of the Fox
forces in the Mailers building. During one
engagement
was
brought
down Capt.
from Boyle's
a height machine
of 6,000 feet,
and
"sudden
stop" laid
him up
base the
hospital
for several
months.
He inwasa
transferred from the Xew York offices last
week and is just getting his bearings around
the "loop."
George Levine, the dynamic salesman
that buzzes around the fifteenth floor of
the Consumers building, is back again after
a week's vacation.

List, ye O'Connells' fans ! A nice little
acticeto"mill"
afforded
any aspiring
lamp
knock isfour
troublesome
molars
:om the jaw of Morrie Salkin, of the
pthe sales organization. It seems Morrie
fid an interview with the dentist here reJntly, and with the present cost of living
faring daily, he has come to the conclubn it would be more economical to have
ie of the boys knock 'em out, so he is
piling to don the mitts with any chap willg to slip him about $50 for the go.
[Understand that recent baseball battle be! een was
the afilmriot.
salesmen
Mts
At theandendAscher
of the Bros.'
fifth
ning the score stood about 68 to 59. The
ficial score keeper, at tne time, could not
Ificially state who had the long end of it.
king to the intense excitement then reign-

J. L.
Exhibitors'
Mutual
field
staffMerrick,
executive,an blew
into town
last
week, and after giving Max Levey the glad
hand passed on to Milwaykee.
H. J. Conway, who is well known in Chicago film circles, has been made manager
of the Milwaukee branch of Metro Pictures, succeeding Jack Grauman, who came
to Chicago to fill "Cress" Smith's Metro

|
I
I
I
I

That handsome young swain gadding
fout the Film Exchange building the past
eek or two all dolled up in that pretty
pk tie and the white silken shirt, is not
'studio product, but no other than our old
,T>er, H. W. Richter — erstwhile exhibitor
it now a film seller de luxe.

'!
I
I
P

;All the local sleuths have been called off
te scent. John Mednikow's silk shirts
ve been returned. Who? See Johnny at
eerything.
Celebrated Film exchange ; he'll tell you

job.Exchange managers will have to go some
if they want
pass just
Max purchased
Levey, for ahe new
informs u." heto has
Stutz Bear-Cat and doesn't intend to take
anybody's dust now, not even Harry

Orr & Hayes, owners of the Argosy Film
change, report excellent conditions ex-

Weiss'.
Charlie Pyle during this warm weather
locks up his desk every Friday night and
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Just to show that he is in excellent trim
Pete Schaefer went out to the Idlewilde
Country Club last Wednesday and cleaned
up a big field of prominent theatrical and
producing managers at golf. Mort Singer,
C. S. Humphrey. Ascher Levy, Sam Kahl,
Tom Carmody. C. J. Freeman. Cal. Grifiss,
Xate Ascher, Fred Schaefer. Tom Hanks,
Harry Mitchell, Robert Sherman, Ed Clifford, Frank Gazzolo, Tom Powell. Coney
Holmes, Aaron Jones. Adolph Linick and
others were taken into camp. Pete's score
was ITS, while Aaron Jones' and Sam
Kahl's was 1S3 gross. Aaron Jones is going
to
practice
again
when uphe while
returns.Pete's away and try it
Ascher Brothers' baseball team was
challenged to game last week by the Exhibitors' Mutual "Bloomer Girls" — an aggregation that it is said puts up a fine article of b. b. However, it seems the A. B.
team
testants.draws the line on these female conB. Edelman is now traveling the State
of Illinois for the Film Clearing House.
Max Levey having sold the Ascher
Brothers 15,000 pennies which they are distributing to patrons advertising "Better
Times," has another scheme on foot to put
over tual
"The
God,"H. anB. Exhibitors'
MupicturePagan
featuring
Warner. Max
is getting a price on a neat watch charm in
the form of a billiken or "Pagan god" which
he proposes to have distributed by the thousands to advertise the coming feature.
R. H. Fox. formerly with the First Xational and World, is now traveling the
State of Indiana in the interests of Exhibitors' Mutual.
C. W. Vider has been appointed salesman by Frank J. Flaherty to cover the
State of Illinois for Film Clearing House.
S. T. Stevens, one of the executive field
staff. Exhibitors' Mutual, stopped off in
Chicago this week.
C. W. Eckardt, local Fox manager, who
has been sojourning among the lakes of
Minnesota. Wisconsin and Michigan, returned this week.
Charlie Miller, who knows all about
selling films and a lot more about the eccentricities of a Ford car. is back again
with Universal, having resigned his position as Exhibitors'
Mutual
salesman
and
accepted
the management
of Jewel
features
for Chicago.

EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors are being invited by the Fox
organization to call at the Mailers building
and learn the details of the new Fox
policy.
J. B. Rlrhorx of the New Era Films
\informs The Herald that the week ending
July
."> was
the biggest he had had since
opening
his exchange.
R. C. Cropper has become a screen
comedian. Yep ! Last week George West,
sales manager for Billy West comedies,
took Mr. Cropper out to the Emerald studios to show him "how the wheels go
'round, and while Billy West and his coworkers were putting on some rapid-fire
stunts Mr. Cropper, in ducking a barrage
of bricks, stepped into a scene and made an
unexpected film debut. The fifteen feet of
film is said to contain a lot of lifelike action, but Mr. Cropper has suppressed its
publication.
The Capital Film Company is staging a
unique entertainment at the Mutual projection room Friday, July 18. In connection with the presentation of a short feature performance Sagebrush Nell, queen of
shimmy shakers, will appear in a creation
of her own known as "The Wicked Dougperformancefrom
is for
only, las"
anddance.
willThe
be continuous
11 a.menm.
to 4 p. m. The invitation states "you can
come any time and stav 'till the finish."
Joseph

A. Shaffer To
Build Theatre Chain
Joseph A. Shaffer, for five years advertising and publicity manager for Ascher
Brothers of Chicago, has formed a $1,000.000 corporation to erect a chain of
theatres in Chicago and vicinity. The first
playhouse erected will be at Kedzie and
Ainslee avenues, Chicago, seating 3,000.

Lady Exchange Manager
Mrs. Adele M. Liggett, owner and distributor of "The Scarlet Trail" for five
states, including Illinois, is planning to open
an exchange in Chicago. "The Scarlet
Trail" is the first feature she will handle.
Mrs. Liggett toured the country several
years
with "Twilight
Sleep" was
and was
very ago
successful;
the picture
not
granted a license at the time in Chicago,
but she hopes to show it during the fall.
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"Yankee Doodle" and
Sennett Bathing Girls
in Chicago July 28
Everything is all set for the opening
of Mack Sennett's big feature, "Yankee
f Doodle in Berlin," at the Ziegfeld The\ atre on Michigan avenue, Chicago.
Messrs. Brockell and Elliott, who are
handling the feature in Illinois, propose
to follow the Chicago opening with four
road companies, each to have its full
quota of bathing girls.
At the Ziegfeld the complete New
York show, together with the California
beach beauties, will appear, with an
augmented orchestra, short feature, and
Bothwell Brown, who enacts the leading
role in the picture, will appear in person
and give his eccentric dance number. It
is the highest priced attraction ever sold
in Illinois, it is said, and already Messrs.
Brockell and Elliott are being swamped
with requests for playing dates.
'Typewriter' Drawing

yside1
"Sunn
John Advert
Le Roy ises
Johnston,
publicity
and '
art director for Ruben & Finkelstein's
Minneapolis houses, has started an innovation in the advertising line which
has aroused great interest in Northwest
film circles and attracted the attention of
many film fans. As an opener to the
campaign
for "Sunnyside,"
thirdbyofFirst
the
Chaplin productions
distributed
National Exhibitors' Circuit, he prepared an advertisement carrying a picture of Charlie Chaplin drawn with a
typewriter, rather than pencil, pen or
brush.
A replica of the whole head and face
'of the famous comedian was pounded
out by a typewriter onto a piece of
paper, and was reproduced in the newspapers. The likeness was excellent
Because of the interest aroused in this
unique idea. Johnston plans to make
many other similar ads, art work and
all, using just a plain old typewriter.
Old time showmen have all endorsed
the
as clever. "Sunnyside"
goes
into idea
the Minneapolis
Strand the week
of June 29 and big results are anticipated
by Manager Pearry.
Song Will Exploit

Atkinson Joins Universal
Dr. Sam Atkinson, who has managed
the Hoyburn theatre, Evanston, for the past
two and a half years, has joined the Universal sales staff under I. L. Leserman.
As an exhibitor Dr. Atkinson has been
very successful, the reecipts for the last
half year at Hoyburn being more than
those of a whole year heretofore. He has
been very aactive
in exhibitors'
conducted
strenuous
campaign circles
against and
the
Buck state-wide censorship bill which was
reccntlv defeated.

"The Cup of Fury"
An intensive and far-reaching exploitation campaign is now tinder way for
the nation-wide promotion of Rupert
Hughes' "The Cup of Fury," the first
production made by the Eminent
Authors' Goldwyn.
Pictures, Inc.. and published
through
By special arrangement with McCarthy and Fisher, Inc., music publishers.
Goldwyn's Service Department will exploit a popular ballad entitled " The Cup
of Fury" and will circulate copies and
orchestrations gratis among all exhibitors who book the picture.

"Blossoms" Continues
"Broken Blossoms," the big Griffith
feature at the Illinois Theatre. Chicago,
continues to pack the people in, despite
♦ he hot weather. The picture enters
upon its seventh and last week next
Sunday.

Publish Screen Letter
The first screen Letter Box feature
conceived by Morris A. Kashin. produced
by lack Cohn and distributed by Frank
G. Hall, president of the Independent
Sales Corporation, was published July
15.
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Power's Cameragraph
Selected by MacManus
The feature film, the Lost Battalion
was given a private presentation by Mr.
Edward MacManus at the Ritz Carlton,
New York, on July 2. before a large and
enthusiastic audience.
Much comment was heard of the
splendid and satisfactory quality of the
projection. In selecting the machines
to project this picture, Mr. MacManus
was governed by his experience in handling such big features as "Patria" and
"Fighting for France." These features
received such capable presentations at
his hands that it decided him in his •
selection of the projection medium.
Power's 6 B Cameragraph projected this
picture.
Change at Lincoln, Neb.
LINCOLN, NEB. — The Princess
Amusement company has leased the
Lyric theatre for a period of ten years
and took possession July 7 when the
run of the stock company closed. It
will be remodeled at a cost of $0,000 and
will reopen in the fall with pictures.
Improve Iowa Theatre
WATERLOO. I A — Remodeling of
the entire interior of the Garden motion picture theatre, Commercial street,
has been started. The stage will be
enlarged to permit tabloids. It will reopen August 13.
BALi-stAWiNa STANDARD siw an -swrr^Mp^
foooDSToq?
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The Leading; Features of the Leadins: Machines
all harmoniously
combined inone handsome
NewTroubleFree Writing; Machine of the First
Quality
In whichfeature
you will
find
your own— favorite
of your
own
other*favorite
betides. typewriter, and the
Improved-Simplified-Modernized
Simple — Artistic— Durable— Efficient Standard — 42 Key — Single
Shiftible— Soft
Ball Touch
Bearing—
Quiet—
Vis— Light
Action.
In the Woodstock
You Will Find
Every
time-tested
worth-while
iViture
which
you
like
in tbe
machine
you
are
used to,features
end you
alio standard
find
the
favorite
of will
the Other
make* which you wish your machine had.
Yet » woods tor it you will And this
•KRri'if
ai ion and
of highsimplified,
point features
Improvsd
to titmuch
ths
touch,
the
person,
the
mood,
in
n
w-y
th;it
no
other
typewriter
doej—
(The
beat operators say this).
Only
a close-up
an actnnl
touch
and
trial
of this view,
excellent
typewriter
can convince.
Invaatlsata
by
all
meansWe
are
your service. Let us show you howat
easy it in to try one; to own one.
Phono Central G561; call up— cull in— or
Woodstock Typewriter Company,
Chicago
write—
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PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Apr. 20 — "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr.
"The Better—
Money Corral,"
five reels,
with with
William
S. Hart.
Apr. 20—
27— "For
For Worse,"
five reels,
Gloria
Swanson.
May 4— The Money Corral," five reels, with William
S. Hart.
May 18 — The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, wr.h Douglas Fairbanks.
June 1— "True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. Griffith Special,
(une 8— "Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart.
I une 22 — ' The Avalanche." five reels, with Fl=ie Ferguson.
July 20 — "Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart.
PARAMOUNT
Apr. 20 — "Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Apr. 27 — "The Law of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 4 — "Oh! You Women," five reels, Ernest Truax.
May 4 — "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
May
"Come Home
Out ofTownthe Girl,"
Kitchen,"
five reels,
Marguerite Clark.
May
May 1111 —— "The
five reels,
VivianwithMartin.
May 18 — "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
May 18 — "The Final Close-Up," 'five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 18 — "The Busher." five reels, with Charles Ray.
May 25 — "The Haunted Bedroom," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
25— "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
1 — "Putting It Over," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Tune 8— "You're Fired," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
June 8— "An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Men, Women
and Money,"
five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
June 1515 —— "Other
Men's Wives,"
five reels,
with Dorothy Dalton.
(une 2222 — "Hay Foot,
Straw
Foot,"
five
with Charles Ray.
June "22 — "A Daughter of the Wolf." fivereels,
Tune
reels, with Lila Lee.
June 29 — "Girls," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July 6 — "A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 13 — "The Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
July 20 — "Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
July 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
July 27 — "Xugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 33 —— "Fires
"A Sporting
Chance,"
reels,withwiith
Ethel Clayton.
Aug.
of Faith,"
seven five
reels,
Catherine
Calvert.
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
May 25 — "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
July 6 — "The Firing Line," five reels, with Irene Castle.
July 13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
Aug. 3 — "The Dark Star," five reels.
TWO-REEL- COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 — Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
Apr.
Bottle."Age."
Apr. 613—— Flagg,
Sennett,"The"TheLastFoolish
Apr. 20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Apr. 27 — Sennett, "The Little Widow."
May 4 — Drew, "Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
May 18 — Flagg. "Welcome, Little Stranger."
May 25 — Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
June 18—— Drew,
June
Sennett,"Squared."
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 29 — Flagg. "The 'Con' in Economy."
July 6— Sennett, "Trying to Get Along."
July
July 2013 —— Drew.
Sennett,"Bunkered."
"Among Those Present."
July 27 — Flagg, "The Immovable Guest."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
"Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les
Eight parts, with William Farnum.
May Miserables."
"Salome."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
STANDARD PICTURES
Mar. 23 — "Thou Shalt Not," six reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels,
reels, with
with Theda
WilliamBaraFarnum.
Apr. 204—— "The
"The Jungle
Siren's Trail,"
Song." five
1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
15 — "My Little Sister," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
Ranger," five reels, with William Farnum.
Tune 29 — "The Lone StarVICTORY
PICTURES
Tune
fune
2
—
"The
Forbidden
Room,"
five
reels, with Gladys Brockwell
Mar.
May
Mar.
"Never Say Quit." five reels, with George Walsh.
May
Mar. SO16 —— "Fighting
for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. 13 — "Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
27 — "Help! Help! Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
the Law,"
five with
reels,Gladys
with Tom
Mix.
Apr. 2511 —— "The
"The Coming
Divorce ofTrap."
five reels,
Brockwell.
226 —— "Putting
One
Over."
five
reels,
with
George
Walsh.
"The Wilderness Trail." five reels, with Tom Mij.
20 — "The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
3 — "The Seventh Person," five reels, with George Walsh.

ne

Sl

.
Aug

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"A
Dog's
two reels,
with Charlie
AmbassadorLife,"
Gerard's
"My Four
Years inChaplin.
Germany."
The Life Mask," five reels, wkh Mine. Petrova.
.The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
Daughter of Destiny," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
Tempered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
.,i.ulJ,.,,
Finning
Front," Italian official war film.
Pershing's
Crusaders.*'
,"??mance
°'
Tarean,"
reels,withwithCharles
Elmo Lincoln.
Shoulder Arms," threesixreels,
Chaplin.
„T?e P»"ther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
■.XlrtHSn*
w'™s,"
six
reels,
with
Anita
Stewart.
O™ !Teddy," seven reels.
A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.
«rVWidy
j? Long
ibe Gods
reels. Pickford.
Legs,"Would
sevenDestroy,"
reels, withsix Mary
Mary
' seven reels, with Anita Stewart.
AuctionRegan,
of Souls,"
eight reels.
Chaplin.
re*'»-sixwi,h
..D"Mn.v,i
de-"
Bill Apperson's
Boy,"
reels,Charles
with Jack
Pickford.

y

Ju

uneuneune

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," fire reels.
"Finger
Justice," six reels.
"Sunset ofPrincess."
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"The
Eternal
Penalty,"
Christine
"Roses and Thorns." withwithLenore
Ulrich.Mayo and Henry Kolker.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
"Sally's Blighted Career," two reels.
"Rowdv Ann," two reels
"Can Wives Be Trusted?"
"A Full House."
"Oh, My, Dear."
"Anybody's
Widow."
"He Who Hesitates."
"A Flirt There Was."
"There Goes the Groom."
"A Cheerful Liar."
"Cupid's Hold-Up."
"Lobster Dressing."
"Love — In a Hurry."
"Reno— All Change."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Feb. 10 — "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
Feb. 17 — "A Day With Caranza," one reel.
Feb. 34 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel.
Mar. S— "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
Mar. — "A Heart in Pawn," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Mar.
— "The Lamb and the Lion," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Mar.
Turn in the Road" (Special Cast), fire reels.
Mar. —— "The
"Hearts Asleep," fire reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Apr. — "Diane
of Green Van," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Apr. — "The Courageous
Coward." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Apr. — "The Love Call," fire
reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Apr.
—
"Modern
Husbands."
reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
May — "Josselyn's Wife," fivefivereels,
Barriscale.
May —'The Mint* of Hell," five reels,withwithBessie
Desmond.
May — "Just Squaw," five reels, with BeatrixWilliam
Michelena.
May — "His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
—"The
Man Threads."
Who Turned
five reels,
Henry B. Warner.
— "Broken
five White,"
reels, with
Bessie with
Barriscale.
—
"Bare-fisted
Gallagher,"
five
reels
with
William
Desmond.
June — "Better Times," five reels, with Zazu Pitts.
July
"The Man Beneath." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
July —— "A
Man's Country," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
July — "Man's
Desire," five reels, with an All-Star cast, with Lewis Stone.
July
—
"The
Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Aug. — "A Sage
Hamlet," five reels, with William Desmond.
Aug. — "The PaganBrush
God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Aug. — "The Gray Horizon,"
five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
STRAND COMEDIES
May 18 — "Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May
"For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June 251—— "Hearts
and Hats." one reel, with Elinor Field.
June
"Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel.
June 158—— "Little
Lucy's
one reel.
June 22 — " 'Twas Henry'sLion,"
Fault," one reel.
June 29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton,"
one reel.
June 1 — "Hearts and Hats."
June 8— "Betty's Bolsheviki."
June
Lucy's Lion."
June 15 — "Little
'Twas Henry's Fault."
June 2922—"
—
"Little
Miss
July 6— "Oh, What aPinkerton."
Jam!"
"Fancy Fooling Father."
k 2013 —— "Jimmie's
Luck."
July 27 — "Winning Doggone
Him Back."
ROTHACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
Mar. 2 — "Columbia Highway." one reel.
Mar. 9— "An Eyeful of Egvpt," one reel.
Mar. 16 — "In Pyramid Land, one reel.
Mar. 23 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel..
Mar.
Gondolas," one
one reel.
reel.
Apr. 306—— "Glimpsing;
"A PalestinethePilgrimage."
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EXCEL, PICTURES
Mar. 9 — "Gambling in Souls," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
Mar. 28 — "The Rebellious Bride," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
Apr. 6— "Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.
Apr. 20 — "The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse,
May 4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
May 18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
6— "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse,
{une
une 15 — "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland,
Tune 29 — "Be a Little Sport,"
five reels, with Albert Ray.
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 17 — "Fan Fan."
Nov. 26 — "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — "Money Talks," two parts.
Apr. 6— "Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. 20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May 11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot," two reels, with Tom Mix.
May 25— "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
July 6— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
Tune 15 — "Dabbling in Society," two reels.
July 6— "Merry
two reels.
MUTT Jailbirds,"
AND JEFF
ANIMATED CARTOONS
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
June
June
{une
une
une
uly
;
uly

18 — "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
23 — "Out and In Again," half reel.
SO — "A Cow's Husband," half reel.
8 — "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half reel.
13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half reel.
20 — "Pigtails and Peaches," half reel.
27 — "Seeing Things," half reel.
4 — "The Cave Man's Bride," half reel.
11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
25— "The Shell Game," half reel.
1 — "Oh! Teacher!" half reel.
8 — "Hands Up," half reel.
15—
22 — "Sweet
"Pets andPapa,"
Pests."halfhalfreel,reel,
29 — "A Frize Fight," half reel,
6— "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel,
13 — "Downstairs and Up," half reel.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
"The Unpardonable Sin." »ight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
"The Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 9 — "The Brand," seven reels (Rex Beach Special).
Mar. 16 — "A Man and His Money," five reels, with Tom Moore.
Mar. 30 — "Daughter of Mine," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Apr. 6— "Spotlight Sadie," five reels, with Mae Marsh.
Apr. 13 — "One Week of Life," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Apr. 20 — "The Pest," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
May 4 — "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
May 25 — "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
June 8 — "The Fear Woman." five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
June 22 — "The City of Comrades." five reels, with Tom Moore.
July 6 — "Through the Wrong Door," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood." six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Mar. 2— "Good to Eat."
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
ar. 18— "The Land of Enchantment."
ar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
Apr. 8 — "Cut It Out."
Apr. IS — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20 — "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A Visit to New Orleans."
May 4 — "Going Up."
May 11 — "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
May
251—— "From
Mud ofDug."
"The Land
the Ukulele."
June
une 8 — "The Only Way."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Mar. 9 — "The New Breakfast Food."
Mar. 23 — "The Potum of Swat."
Apr. 8— "The Midnight Alarm."
Apr. 20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two reels.
May 4— "The Sea Wolf,'' two reels.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
June 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
June 18 — "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
June 29 — "Their Day of Rest." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
July IS — "Chasing Rainbcaux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
July 27 — "After the Bawl." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning, ' two reels, with Carter De Haven.
BEBTNISOr? ■TAB SBBIB8
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"SneedT Meadr," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"The Road Called Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Tiennison.
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GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
"When Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.
D. W. GRIFFITH
"Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
Mar. 10 — "The Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
Mar. 24 — "The End of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
Apr. 6— "Thunderbolts
of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Aaaa
Lehr.
May 4 — "The Best Man,"
five reels,
with J. Warren Kerrigan.
ARTCO
PRODUCTIONS
Apr. 20 — "As a Man Thinks." five reels, with Leah Baird.
JANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
"Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
"When
Ship Comes In."
'A HouseMy Divided."
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Life's Greatest Problem."
"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1 — The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
4 — A Thought of Equity (Epigram).
6— Wild Flowers (Comedy).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
-The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands
"The
Geezer ofOnly,"
Berlin."five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Sinking of the Lusitania."
"Crashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"The White Heather."
"My
Garter."
"BrokenLady's
Butterfly."
"Romany
Rye."
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
Mar.
17
—
"The
of thefiveStrong,"
five Hale
reels, Hamilton.
with Anna Q. Nilssot-.
Mar. 24 — "That'sWayGood,"
reels, with
Mar. 31 — "Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Apr. 7 — "The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May AUisoa.
Apr.
Redemption,"
five reels,
with Bert
Apr. 2114 —— "Blackie's
"False Evidence,
five reels,
with Viola
Dana. Lytell.
Apr. 28 — "After His Own Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
May
five reels,
May 125—— "The
"CastlesAmateur
in theAdventuress."
Air," five reels,
with with
May Emmy
Allison.Weklen.
May 19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell.
May
Pep," five five
reels,
withwithHaleMayHamilton.
Tune 262 —— "Full
"Almostof Married,"
reels,
Allison.
June 9 — "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
June 16 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
Tune 23 — "One Thing at a Time, O'Day," five reels, with Bert Lytell
tune 30 — "The Uplifters," five reels, with May Allison.
July 7 — "God's Outlaw." five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
July 14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
July 21 — "The Microbe," five reels, with -Viola Dana.
Aug. 4 — "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Aug.
Four toFlushcr."
Hamilton.
Aug. 1111 —— "The
"A Favor
a Friend."fivefivereels,
reels,withwithHaleEmmy
Wehien.
Aug. 18 — "A Favor to a Friend," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion. " five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," seven reels, with all-star cast.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of rate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye
"Out offor theEye,Fog,"seven
sevenreels,
reels,withwithNazimova.
Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern." seven reels, with Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Mar. 2 — "Common Clay," seven reels, with Fannie War*.
Apr. 27 — "The Lincoln.
Unknown Love," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli ana i~ «
Apr. 20 — "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
June 16 — "The Little Diplomat." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
July 27 — "Our Better
Selves."
five reels,PRODUCTIONS
with Fannie Ward.
FRANK
KBBNAN
May 25 — "The Master Man," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
u-1

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

VIRGINIA PEARSON PHOTOPLAYS, IXC.
June 8— 'The
Bishop'sCAPELLAM
Emerald," six PRODUCTIONS,
reels, with Virginia INC.
Pearson.
ALBERT
June 22 — "Oh. Boy!" six reels, with Creighton Hale and June Caprice.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Feb. 9— "Todd of the Times," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
Mar. 9 — "Carolyn of the Corners," five reels, with Bessie Love.
Apr. 6— "The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
May 4— 'The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
June 1 — "All Wrong." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
June 29 — "The Profiteers,"
reels, withFEATURES
Fannie Ward.
PATHE five
PROGRAM
Feb. 23— ' The Old Maid's Baby." five reels, with Marie Osborne.
Mar. 23 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer." five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Apr.
'The Sawdust
Doll." five
five reels,
reels, with
with Helene
Baby Marie
Osborne,
May 2018 —— "Caleb
Piper's Girl,"
Chadwick.
AMERICAN FILM COMPACT
Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Knuell.
"Put UpButtons,"
Your Hands."
with Russell.
Margarita Fisher.
"Brass
five reels,five
withreels,
William
'The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge
It to Me,"
five reels,
Margarita
"Some Liar,"
five reels,
with with
William
Russell. Fisher.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
'Trixie
from Chance,"
Broadway."five five
Margarita
"A
Sporting
reels,reels,
withwith
William
Russell.Fisher.
"Yvonne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
'This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
'The
Boomerang."
"Virtuous Sinners." with Henry B. Walthall.
PERFECTION PICTURES
Essanay, "Rugglea of Ked Gap." aix reels, with layior Holmes.
Jan. tl — Edison, 'The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McRee.
Easanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Esaanay, 'The Curse of lira," seven reels, with Frank Borrage.
Edison, 'The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
Mar. — "The Probation Wife," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
*Jar- —— "Marie.
"Experimental
five Alice
reels, Brady.
with Constance Talmad*..
Mar.
Ltd.,"on Marriage,"
five
reels, with
Apr.
— "Bolshevism
Trial."
Apr" — '!G*ttinK Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies.
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance TalmadgtApr.
—— "Redhead,"
five reels,
May
'The New Moon."
six with
reels,Alice
with Brady.
Norma Talmadge.
May
— "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
'one — "Happiness a la Mode," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
June
"Upstairs
Down."fivefive
reels,
Thomas.
lune —— "His
BridalandNight,"
reels,
withwith
AliceOlive
Brady.
SPECIALS
"The
One Woman,"
withJulia
All-star
cast
The Cavell
Case/ with
Arthur.
The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
^Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
3J?
Over Hidden
There." Truth,"
six reels,sixwithreels,
AnnawithQ. Anna
NilssonCase.
and Charles Richmau.
'Break the News to Mother," six reels.
S-L PICTURES
"Virtuous Men,1 with E. K Lincoln.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchanges
!iS?mlnce of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
_The Street of Seven Stars." six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
||Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
]Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
[Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
| Son of a Gun," five reels, with Broncho Billy.
"Marriage
for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .88."
twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
Love and the Law." six reels. (Edgar Lewii production.)
THE SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION
"The Solitary Sin."
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dakon.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 1 "Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
Apr.
"A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Apr.
"Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
Apr.
May 2270——' "The Follies Girl," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
May - 'A1 Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch. .
May ll4— Taxi" (Special), five reels, with' Tavlor Holmes.
May 2l5S—— The Water Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.
'MayorRootof ofFilbert"
with Frances
Belle Bennett.
June
The
Evil." (Special),
five reels, with
Mann.
June 1— "Love's
Prisoner" (Special), six reels, with Olive Thomas.
June 158——
June 22— /Lady Windemere's Fan," six reels, with All Star Cast.
June
Down" (Special),
six reels,fivewithreels,
All with
Star Taylor
Cast. Holmes.
July »9— 'Upside
1 Dombey & ofSon."
"Prudence
Broadway"
(speical),
five
reels,
with Olive Thomas.
July
—
—
July 21036— Muggsy." five reels, with Jackie Saunders.
Mistaken Identity," five reels, with Anita King.
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Childrein
Pay," six
seven reels, with Garett Hughes.
"Your Wife
and Mine,"
"Human
Passions,"
six reels. reels.
'The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of tne Hour," five reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
July
Prudence
of
five reels, with Olive Thomaa.
"Mugsy." fiveBroadway"
reels, with (Special),
Jackie Saunders.
July
May
July
"Mistaken Identity," five reels, with Anita King.
May
'The Amazing Wife." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Apr.
"What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mat Murray.
May
Apr.
"Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr.
"The
Priscilla Dean.
'Bare Exquisite
Fists," sixThief,"
reels, six
withreels,
HarrywithCarey.
Apr.
2013—— 'The Delicious Little Devil." six reels, with Mae Murray.
'The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
282 —14—"The
"The Big Little Person," six reels, with Mae Murray.
"Riders of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
21—
"Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
June
"The
June
7—' Weaker Vessel." six reels, with Mary Maclaren.
June
-"The
July 26 —1912—— Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
June
VITAGRAPH
'A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"Two Women," five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
"The Usurper,"
five reels, with Earle Williams.
16- in9— Time,"
"A Stitch
five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beating the
Odds."
five reels, with Harry Morey.
- 30-Degree," seven reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
"The Third
21
"Thin Ice." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance." rive reels, with Earle Williams..
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"BeautySpark
Froof."
five five
reels,reles,
with with
HarryAlice
T. Joyce.
Morey.
'The
Divine,"
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Man Who Won." five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornet's Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
WARNER BROTHERS
'Open Your Eyes."
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 21 — "The Quickening Flame," five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 — 'The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May 5— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — 'The Unwritten Code," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 19 — "The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
June
fune 92—— "Phil
'Thro' forthe Short,"
Toils." five
five reels,
reels, with
with Evelyn
Montagu Greeley.
Love.
June 16 — "The Devil's Trail." five reels, with Betty.
June 23 — "Love and the Woman." five reels,- with June Elvid&e.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21 — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 28 — "Bringing LTp Betty," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
Aug. 4 — "Coax Me," five reels, with June Elvidge.
Aug. 11 — "The Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
Aug. IS — "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse.
PRIZMA
"Catalina," one reel. ,
"Everywhere."
one reel.
reel.
.
"Model Girls."
one
"Front,"
one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations,"
one reel.
Glacier Park;
Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old Faithful.
ESSAXAY-CHAPLIX COMEDIES
"A Night in thetwoShow,"
"Shanghaied,"
reels. two reels.
"The Bank," two
reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels. NEWS REELS
Kinograms. one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Apr. 13 — "Her Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.
Tune 8 — "Playthings of Passion," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
June 29 — "The Woman Under Oath." five reels, with Florence Reid.
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe. 'The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, 'The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, 'The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man." with James J. Corbett.
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain," with Antonio Moreno.
Universal, "Elmo the Mighty," with Elmo Lincoln.
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B anners

Here's a handsome sign, with interchangeable letters (not lighted) to extend over sidewalk,
hang under canopy, or on front of building.
It takes the place of the banners you now
must have made for every show — looks better —
can be read farther — and cuts out all expense of
making banners.
Practically indestructible — changed on a
minute's notice — no disappointments when you
get an unexpected film.
A money-saver, and good advertising at the
same time.
One or two line readers. Specifications
158 metal panels, with assorted letters, and blank spacers.
metal topanels
with punctuation
marks and "&," "In," and "The."
214 boxes
hold letters,
etc.
Letters
are
white
enamel.
Background
of all panels, and sign, finished
Fays
Itself
black, inpainted
Will desired.
not rub off. Guaranteed not to peel
Figure For
up what
you in
Borders
brown, and
red, baked.
or any color
Prices
pay each month for
banners.
You'll save
that when
you
have this Perpetual 2 line double face, 12 ft. long, 32 in. high— 172 panels, all complete—
Banner — r e a d y for
O. B. Chicago
S225.0B
any unexpected 2 lineF. single
face, same size— 10X1 panels, all complete— F. O. B. Chicago. 160.00
change — easily read —
elegant —proof.
andWhat weatherit saves
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY
will pay
for it in a
MAIN OFFICE, 845 SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO
few
months.
Chicago
BranchIndianapolis
Sales Offices
Milwaukee
407-408 Mailers Bldg.
157 N. Illinois St.
133 Second Street

The Perfect
Means

As pioneers in the manufacture

PERFECT
THE

Screen
PROJECTION

of motion picture film — for it was
Eastman Film that first made motion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from

SCREENS

the beginning been identified with

We

Have It All R^£T
De berri scenic
922 W. MONROE ST.

the success of the motion picture
industry. One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development without the other.

IJtntifiaUr A.y Ihrin morJl
the Jilm"Eastman"
martin

Do It Now
Co.
CHICAGO

Effective Film Insurance for
MANUFACTURERS AND EXCHANGE MANAGERS
All new filmsto run
shouldthrough
be properly
treated before
they ers
permitted
the projection
meehlns.
My I>
special
process
of
seasoning
end
softening
of
new
films
wit)
positively film.
toughen, creating en efficiently durable i
end long-lived
Manyto oft haChicago's
managers
test
excellent leading?
remit* ofexchenge
my method,
which will
Is donsatby bend, glvlag personal serrlce to every film treareJA TFITFL
112 N.nk U Stilt Si, (HI (AGO TeUpl.it Frtiklii HI I

:J "K:Juk"

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FOR SALE Will Sacrifice. I'lrxlumc Attraction Sign. 12 ft. lonf,
4 ft. 8 in. high. 2 lines. Complete with 100 letters. Cost $450.00.
Will Motngraphy.
sell for $150.(10. Chicago address: B-10, Exhibitors' Herald
and
126

CHICAGO,

SHED

MART1S

AUGUST

J. QUICLEY.

2, 1919

PUBLISHER

fir' *k>. 6

ONE DOLLAR

Feature

He

Him

Pays

Big-!

pARAMOUNT-FATTY
A Arbuckle Comedies have
proved the life-saver
His name
a show.
of your

theater

means

box

office.

in the

day
Play

of many
in front

them

for longer

a big

runs.

They are comedy-tonics that
will boost your receipts.
Here

are

some

Paramount-

Fatty Arbuckle
Comedies
the folks want to see:
"Oh Doctor"
"Butcher Boy"
"Fatty at Coney"
"Reckless Romeo"
"A
Country Hero"
"The Rough House"
"Out West"
"Wedding Night"
"Good Night Nurse"
"The Bell Boy"
"Moonshine"
"Camping Out"
"Love"
"The Sheriff"
"A Desert Hero"
Presented by Joseph M. Schenrk.
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Jim " in
thesensational new UNIVERSAL
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The

MIDNIGHT

M4*

pronounced
A Smashing
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Hill

burn

up

JAMES

simply
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Book

Now

Winner
_ by _
the first episodes

your

territ or

y

IjfoRBETT

in his greatest
You

already
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can't
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to
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Any
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Pays

for

Failures

?

Now that all the most important ProducerDistributors are assuring you that each picture
stands on its own merit — who is going
the loss on the failed pictures ?
If the Producer
of business.

stands

to stand

it — it will put him

out

If the Exhibitor stands it by increased prices
on the pictures he runs he is just where he
was before — under the burden of the Producer's mistakes.
Only one organization is free to keep Producer
risks where they belong and not insist on
passing Producer failures on to the Exhibitor.
No

one

in the

motion

picture

industry

has

ever been so organized before that this statement could be made — truthfully !

CORPOMTION
W.HODKINSON
527 Fifth Avenue . New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange. Incorporated
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J.Warren

and

His Own

Company

l'rod«ced and
and pres(
presefflbg^^PRwbert
Dramas from NoiW^y^^rr^l^owu

Bruntoi
Autjjp^

Made
and finelynowenough
merit. strongly
First production
ready. to -^eif^sfngly^ on* individual
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White

Man's

Chance

From the Successful Munsey's Magazine Story
By Johnson McCulley
Directed by Ernest C. Warde
A powerful drama of adventure, action and romance. Just the
kind of story that built for this star his world-wide popularity.
W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Ihttrtbutinfi thn*ufh PATHf /it'ujftfw' hu .» 1* .<u ,1
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J.PARKER
READ
JR'S.
sensationally successful presentation of

LOUISE

S

GLAUM

AHARA

By C Gardner

Sullivan

What

*

*

the

CHICAGO POST: An enchanting picture filled with
romance and delighting the eye. Gardner Sullivan is
the best author the photoplay has developed. Louise
Glaum as Mignon is a wonderful artist.
BROOKLYN STANDARD UNION: J. Parker Read
Jr.'s big Louise Glaum production "Sahara" has won exhibitor and public liking everywhere. There is a stampede by theatre owners to book this attraction.

*

Supervised

Critics

by Allan

D wan

Say-

N. Y. EVE. MAIL : "Sahara" is one of the most lavishly
produced pictures ever shown at the Strand. Here is a
photodrama with a new story, skilfully directed and
wonderfully acted. Elaborate beyond the power of
description.
N. Y. WORLD : The Strand is doing a big businese this
week with "Sahara," a most effective and elaborate
drama.

N. Y. HERALD : The spl endid acting of Louise Glaum,
the young woman who is starred, makes "Sahara"
stronger still — a magnificent production that shows the
power of a new producer, J. Parker Read, Jr.

N. Y. EVE. SUN : One of the most artistic and unusually fine photodramas of the year is "Sahara" at the
Strand. Comes close to deserving rank as a masterpiece.

CHICAGO EXAMINER: "Sahara" is certain to be
one of the most talked of films released in months.

N. Y GLOBE : "Sahara," Paris and Cairo — a combination that produces a perfect screen drama. One vain,
discontented wife, one dull husband, one handsome
Russian baron, sand, Arabs, pyramids — and a very beautiful picture.

N. Y. TIMES : With the atmosphere of the Arabian
nights — sand, Arabs, romance, glamour — and a perfect
cast, there's no denying these make "Sahara" a highly
effective picture.
N. Y. AMERICAN : There's no denying that "Sahara"
has a wonderful appeal. A story and production that
women especially will flock to see .. .The crowns are
wonderful.

W.

The

N. Y. POST : "Sahara" is a spectacular drama, colorrarely beautiful and filled with thrills.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through V/iTSt Exchange, Incorporated

Greatest
Years

N. Y. EVE. TELEGRAM: A spectacular film melodrama full of sensational developments. A wayward
woman who pays — pays — pays !
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PAST"

PI
ANITA
in this UNUSUAL

is!

STORY

STEWART
of power and punch.

This compelling drama of a woman who followed the dim pathway of
sacrifice, out through the shadows to the sunny highway of Love and Trust,
will THRILL you, will get your attention and HOLD IT as few stories
have done.
Directed by
RALPH

VlTAdliPH

INCE

MART

MILES

MINTER

DAINTY MONARCH OF THE KINGDOM OF SWEET SIXTEEN, RULING BY LOVE ALONE HER SUBJECT MILLIONS
EXHIBITORS now are assured during the coming
year, the first of her long time contract to star
in Realart Pictures, this exquisite artist in six vastly
more important attractions, founded on well-known
novels and plays. These are now being selected
from tales of American girlhood which have the
widest possible appeal. All the winsomeness of
Miss Minter's engaging personality will be poured
into the most-talked-about girl characters in fiction
and drama, with the best production that experience
and money can furnish.
L. M.

Montgomery's series of four books delineating the famous "Anne" and her chums has
already enjoyed a sale of more than 700,000 copies
and in the first Realart production, all four will be
used to reveal this celebrated girl character, taking
the title of the first one,

Anne

of

Green

Gables

The lovable and always diverting "Anne' is the uncrowned
queen of America's Little Women, and millions of her loyal
subjects will hail with delight her impersonation in Kealart
Pictures by Mary Miles Minter.
Director
Scenarioist

WM. D. TAYLOK
FRANCES MARION

At

Your

Service

IN order that the exhibitor may receive the best
attractions for his theatre, Realart Pictures
Corporation has secured the stories best adapted
to each of its stars. It is our aim to satisfy the
demands of your patrons and likewise make these
productions big money pulling features.
For the distribution of these pictures, we are
establishing branches in twenty of the principal
cities of the United States by Mr. J. S. Woody,
General Sales Manager and Mr. Ben F. Simpson,
Field Manager.
The following exchanges are now in operation:
CITY

MANAGER

STREET ADDRESS

BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DENVER
DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK
PITTSBURGH
ST. LOUIS

5 Isabella Street
221 Franklin Street
Room 1 204 Consumers Building, 220 So. Slate Street
910-911 Mercantile Library Building
Suite 200 Bangor Building
• Albany Hotel (Temporary address)
607 Joseph Mack Building
Film Exchange Building, 16 North 4th Street
729 Seventh Avenue
1018-20 Forbes Street
3626 Olive Street

REALART

Walter R. Scales
Henry E. Wilkinson
Harry W. Willard
Mark Goldman
James B. Reiley
Bert R. Latz
Cornelius G. Kingsley
Harry L Hollander
Lester W. Adler
Nat Barach
J. C. Ragland

PICTURES CORPORATION
ARTHUK S. KANE. President

112 West

42nd Street, New

York City
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National Theatres —
Good enoug
yours

From the society novel, "The Elder
Miss Blossom," by Ernest Hendrie
and Metcalfe Wood
SAMUELSON BRITISH PRODUCTION

6

Reels
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ARMENIA
RAVISHED
The True Story Behind the Photo Play
Auction

of

The

book

that

shocked

America

Souls

make
for

will

money

you.

Write to your nearest First
National Exchange or to
the publishers,
The

International

Copyright
Bureau
2 Duane St.
New York, N. Y.
and order a quantity to sell

ra
| Auroniari
Mardiga

when

Aurora

That

run the picture.

Mardiganian

The only Christian Girl who
Great Massacre of the Armenians
In

you

$10.00

Per

survived the
by the Turks

Seat

Picture

"Auction
of
Souls
[Exhibitors are coining money with it everywhere.
Don't delay a minute longer.
ROOK IT NOW
Produced by W. N. Selig
Directed by Qscar Apfel.
10
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Exhibitor?

is Anita

Stewart

Regan.'"

'Mary

Money?
Yes, Surely!
the man
who
has run it.
Superdreadnaught

of

Melodrama

From Leroy Scott's Sensational Novel of Big
Business and Big Pleasure in New York

Directed by Lois Weber

11

A Louis B. Mayer Production
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New

York
Newspapers
Praise
AMERICAN
TRIBUNE
At the Strand
Jack Pickford does some splendid work in
"Bill
Apperson's
Boy,"
the
feature
picture
at
Opening
with
the overture "Pique Dame,"
the Strand. There are people who say of Jack
by Suppe, with
conducting
the
orchestra,
the Ca-rt
StrandEdouarde
programme
has Jack
as they once said of Mary — "Oh, they are
really
— they
Pickford in his latest picture, "Bill Apperson's
But no not
one artists
has said
thatareof just
Mary Pickfords."
since she
Boy," as the leading screen feature.
did "Stella Maris," and no one will say it of
It has the appealing .characters of a motherJack after they have seen this picture — even
less boy and a motherless girl in love with
if his earlier pictures did not convince them.
each other for its central theme, and around
the romance of them is woven the stern feud
of Blue Ridge mountain people.
HERALD
JACK PICKFORD AT HIS BEST IN HIS
OWN PICTURE

SUN

Plays Title Role in "Bill Apperson's Boy,"
Made by His Own Company — Other
New Photoplays
Jack Pickford, like his sister, Miss Mary
Pickford, is presenting himself in "Bill Apperson's Boy," in which he appeared yesterday
in the Strand Theatre, is a First National production, but was brought out by the lack
Pickford Film Company. It is a well acted
story of the Blue Ridge mountaineers, and the
juvenile Jack never did anything better than
his playing as the calm and homely Buddy
Apperson, who had the fighting qualities
peculiar to the unsophisticated mountain folk,
but the gentleness of chivalry in his wooing
of Martha Yarton, a sheriff's daughter.

JACK

HEADLINERS FROM HOUSE OF
PICKFORD
Brother Jack Is Star of Some Belligerency in
the Strand
Jack Pickford is gifted with the family
genius for camera acting. His expressive
'countenance
the faintest
emotion. But mirrors
the dedication
of the shades
cinema of
to
youth, riant and invincible, was the most significant lesson of the story.

PICKFORD

In his first release from his own studios

A DRAMA OF LOVEApperson's
AND ADVENTURE AMONG THE HILL FOLKS Boy"
OF KENTUCKY
"Bill
DIRECTED BY JAMES W. KIRKWOOD

Two

First

More
Jack Pickford's
"A BURGLAR BY PROXY"
"IN WRONG"

National
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Coming

all good

pictures
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ROGERS
FILM
CORPORATION
CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDING BROADWAY &5ISTST.
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RUINED!

All summer records in Washington utterly destroyed at CrandalFs
Metropolitan Theatre by the SELZNICK
PICTURES
sensation

OLIVE

"UP

THOMAS
in

STAIRS

H. M. Crandall, owner

AND

DOWN"

of the Metropolitan,

writes:

"I must admit
that I was agreeably surprised
on the business we did with "UPSTAIRS and DOWN." It
not only broke all summer records but stayed close
to the winter ones, and this is saying a whole lot
for you know we have some summer in Washington,
and it is hard to get expenses, to say nothing of making a profit .
"I must also compliment you on this production
as a whole, and I feel that OLIVE THOMAS in this
class

of pictures,

will

be leading

them all by fall."

NEXT—

OLIVE

THOMAS
in

"THE
I )ISTR I IK ' I I.I ) BY

SPITE
SELECT

BRIDE"

PICTURES

CORPORATION

SELECTd^jCTURES

Red-blooded

Guy
in a drama

"THE

and

Real

Empey
of your home

town

UNDERCURRENT"
Supported by Florence Evelyn Martin
and a notable cast

Direction— WILFRID

NORTH
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Jllag?ra iFilm (Eorporatum
207 South Waba.h Avtnue
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Iwt

J L FRIEDMAN P,...d«
Chicago.
111..
July 14,
ilr- Rex 0. Lawhead,
Lincoln Square Theatre,
Decatur, 111*

19 19.

Dear Rex:I received your letter of recent date, and wish to say
that I was very ouch pleased to receive the Bane for
no other reason than to learn that our advertising
reaches the hands of men such as yon.
The reason we have not put any of our space into the
single reelers is because, very candidly, it is
doubtful whether there Is a theatre man in the entire
territory who does not know about the single reel
Christies.
These single reelers are, undoubtedly, the
most popular single reel comedy on the market, and I
daresay, and probably without contradiction, are playing in more theatres than any single reel comedy that
has ever been put on the market*
The two-reclcr, however, is something neve. We have
Just received our third subject, and consequently, we
wont on the theory that perhaps all the trade do not
know that the Christie Film Company not only make a
one-recler, but also the two-reel SpocialH, and therefore, we concluded to devote our entire energy to
letting the tnide know that wo have a two-reelor as
well as a one-rcelor.
Although the two-roel Specials
are only throe months old , am happy to say the
circulation In soaring.
I am at all times glad to hear from you, nnd hope to
see you in the very near future.
Very truly
Tor CBLRMUTB) PLA
.JLF-RE

FIIA4 CORPORATION

Distributed

Through

Celebrated

Players Film

Chicago, III.
A. H. Blank Enterprises
Omaha, Neb.
Crescent Film
Kansas

Co.

City, Mo.

Midwest Distributing Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Corp
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To

It

Whom

May

Concern

With no thought whatsoever of the Bull's Eye Film
Corporation or any other organization suggestive of
"bull," the Emerald Motion Picture Company
made a contract with Mr. Billy West to produce
two-reel comedies.
We believed then and are positive now that Billy
West was a free agent with perfect right and title
to sign such a contract.
Judge

Alschuler

denied an injunction asked for by

the Bull's Eye Film Corporation for the good reason
that the affidavits were so contradictory that the
court could not do otherwise.
I wish to announce that the Bull's Eye Film Corporation have no equitable right to the name of Billy
West, and that the only and original Billy West will be
seen in two-reel high-class comedies produced by
the Emerald Motion Picture Company, commencing
September 1st, notwithstanding statements made to
the contrary.
(Signed)

Emerald

FREDERICK
J. IRELAND,
President, Emerald Motion Picture Co.

Motion

1717-1729

North

CHICAGO,

Picture
Wells

Co

Street

ILL.
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The most rapid growth in the
history of motion
picture
trade journalism is the record
of Exhibitors Herald & Motography in the six months
ending June 30.
—Nearly
scribers.

2,500

— Forty percent
advertising.

new
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— The
acknowledgment
of
leaders in the trade that this
is the most interest-compelling publication in the field.
A
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C| A piano of true artistic worth is a companion
whose personality becomes a part of our lives.
The Steger Piano and Player Piano measure up
to every demand of long-lived friendship. The
value of a Steger will be proved again and again
in the fullness of years.
<I Steger Pianos and Player Pianos are shipped on approval to persons of responsibility.
Write for Steger Style Brochure today
STEGER
& SONS
PIANO MANUFACTURING
CO.
Founded by John V . Steger, 1879
STEGER BUILDING, CHICAGO
Factories at Steger, Illinois

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher

HXHIBITOB:

All editorial copy and
business correspondence
should be addressed to
Chicago office.

Chicago, 111.
Harrison 9248.

Forms close 6 P. M.
Mondays.
THE
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New York Office:
1476 Broadway.
Tel. Bryant 51 II.
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Distributors
to Push
Prosecution
of Men
Charged with Film Thefts
Expect Indictment of Men Taken in Chicago for
Stealing Prints
New Postal Measure Will Save Film Shippers
Time and Money
Bill Seeks to Prohibit Shipping of Obscene Films
First Step Taken to Get F. I. L. M. Clubs into
Association

27
27

"The Way of a Woman," Select D, five parts,
with Norma Talmadge
47

28

Departments
The Cutting Room
Exhibitors Bureau
49,
Up and Down Film Row
What the Picture Did for Me
53. 54, 55,
Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures
63,
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"BigMore
Four"
Branch Managers Chosen for Four 32
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Two
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Claim
Services of Screen
Comedian, Billy West
34
"Sahara" Promises to Surpass "Mickey" as
Bookings Increase
36
Clara Kimball Young Beginning New Series of
Feature Pictures
37
Films Exported During May Are Valued at Half
Million Dollars
Universal to Explore the World with Camera. .
Realart Company Appoints Manager in Buffalo,
Detroit and St. Louis
Fox Opens Sixteen New Branch Exchanges in
European Cities

Man's Country," Robertson-Cole D, five
parts, with Alma Rubens
46
"The Human Desire," First National 1). five
parts, with Anita Stewart
46
"Rose O' the River," Paramount C-D, five parts,
4/
with Lila Lee
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29
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30
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That

"Well-

Come

-Ag'ain

Smile

They are not aware that Power's Cameragraph was used to project the pictures. They know nothing of an Intermittent Movement— never even heard of a Loop Setter.

What they do know — and remember — is that every picture was projected in a steady, clear and most enjoyable manner.
So they "smile" themselves onto your list of permanent
That's the service of

Power's

patrons.

Cameragraph

Its perfect projection of a choice film subject is your best
recipe for the "we'll-come-again"

smile.

Nicholas

Power
Company
Incorporated
Pioneers of Projection

90 Gold Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Illustrated Catalogue 19 gives full details.
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Curbing

IF there is any more equitable adjustment of the
advance deposit matter it certainly is not to be
achieved with any such plan as that put forward by
a group of Pennsylvania exhibitors and rejected as
a law by the governor's veto.
The Pennsylvania plan would have been a hardship
and an annoyance to distributors and what there was
to be gained by the exhibitor has not been made plain.
It was argued that the exhibitors' deposits would
be safeguarded but certainly this is not the feature of
the question that has been subjected to the greatest
complaint.
Advance deposits are divided among a number of
companies and the company which has the largest
amount of these monies has slightly less than a million
dollars and this is backed by more than eleven million
dollars in substantial assets. This division results
in a divided responsibility which gives no good cause
for concern in that direction.
The great cause for the introduction of the advance
deposit system and its survival is the lack of responsibility of many exhibitors, and progress toward the
elimination of objectionable features of the system
can only be made by giving distributors adequate
assurance of fulfillment of contract and prompt payment and not by the introduction of a scheme of plain
annoyance such as the Pennsylvania proposition.
* * *

WMic

the Ob scene

AT

the instigation of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry there is now a bill
before Congress providing for a heavy penalty for
the
films.inter-state shipment of obscene motion picture
This is a sound and sensible measure and should
be promptly enacted.
Obviously, if a picture of an objectionable type#
could only be exhibited in the state in which it was
produueed and if there was a strong barrier against
its exploitation in adjoining territories there would
remain very meagre financial inducement for the unscrupulous producer.
As reflected in the proposed law, motion pictures
in this and in other respects should receive the same
classification as printed books. Under existing laws
an obscene book may not be shipped from state to
state. This is a restriction the industry requests for
motion picture film.
Film Thefts

AFTEK enduring great losses over a period of
years the industry, through the National Association, has finally awakened to the very imperative
need of driving out of business persons engaged in
the traffic of trading in stolen films.
From information at hand it may be definitely
stated that losses to the industry through this illicit
traffic have constituted one of the big "leaks." The
total for even the past two years runs into the huge
figure of several hundred thousand dollars.
The work of apprehending film thieves is not an
easy task. There are many matters which complicate
it- beyond the detection of ordinary thieves. Despite
the difficulties, a great deal of good work has been
accomplished by the film theft committee of the National Association, working through a staff of very
competent investigators.
The industry must continue awake to this peril and
if the traffic is to be broken up permanently the various companies should not be content with the mere
return of their film, but should follow through prosecutions insuch a manner that the hazards of stealing
films will increase.

Unanswered
SEVERAL weeks ago the Herald in pursuing its
established policy of knocking on the head every
stock-selling scheme that bobs up bearing the earmarks of being a film-flam printed an account of an
effort being made to raise a million dollars to make
a certain picture.
It happened that the leading spirit in the effort
to get within reach of the million dollars in question
was some species of circus fakir so a publication wellknown in the carnival field dashed to the rescue with
a passing shot at the Herald and a few thousand
word statement to the effect that the motives of the
Prof, or Doc were quite honorable.
No explanation, however, was offered as to the plan
for dividing up the other nine hundred and seventyfive thousand.
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Close-Ups

Richard R. Nehi.s, general manager of
the American Film Co., Inc., left Chicago
July 17, for Los Angeles, where he will
complete the details of signing up several
new stars for his company.
Thomas Meichan has been placed under
aLasky
year'sCorporation
contract byto the
playFamous
leading Playersroles in
Paramount Artcraft pictures.
Gertrude Atherton passed through Chicago during the past week on her way to
Los Angeles where she will supervise the
filming of her novel, "The Perch of the
Devil" at the Goldwyn studios.
Charles
Select'stour
director
of
sales,
is on R.
his Rogers,
first extensive
of cities
west of the Mississippi and on the Coast.
His first stop was Denver.
Jack Norworth, vaudeville and musical
comedy star and writer of a dozen popular
song successes, has been signed by Theodore
as starmade
in "The
aWharton
serial being
for Crooked
Pathe. Dagger,"
J. S. Jossey, representing the Arrow Film
Corporation, is on a long road trip. He
has visited Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha
and Des Moines and is spending the present
week at Minneapolis.
John J. Rotchford, assistant general
manager for Select, has been at Indianapolis opening the new branch there of
which Samuel Sax will be manager.
Octavus Roy Cohen, who has been contributing regularly to the Saturday Evening
Post during the past year, has signed a five
year contract to write motion picture
scenarios for Goldwyn.

Fred W. Voight, salesman in the Metro
exchange at San Francisco, has been elevated to the managership of the Pacific
Coast metropolis office.
Lynde Denig has left Wid's Daily staff
to go with Goldwyn as assistant to Ralph
Block in the publicity department.

»^By J. R. M.—
No Grape Juice Film —
Frances Agnew says William Jennings Bryan does not appear in
"Moonshine and Shadow," J. Stuart
Blackton's latest feature. That he had
no connection whatever with it. It
isn't it.Win. J.'s kind of picture, we
take

Hal Rosson, who served in France with
New York's famous 27th regiment, has
become a member of Allan Dwan's staff of
photographers.
Robert A. Brackett has been named
manager of Select's new branch office at
Salt Lake City, and Charles Waldor, manager of the new branch at Albany, N. Y.
A recent visitor to the Metro studios,
Hollywood, Calif., was S. F. Jacobs, special correspondent for the Picture Show,
Lord Northcliffe's
new weekly started in
London
in May.

Meador Discovers Something —
J. D. Meador has discovered a rare
coincident. Metro gave the first
showing
the Kaiser"
on June of
28, "To
1918,Hell
and With
Germany
signed
the peace terms on June 28, 1919.

Lillian Walker stopped off in Chicago
between trains on her way east on July 16.

Sporting
Note — be the golf season. ReThis ceived
must
four stories on the subject so
far this week. Pat Dowling, of the
Christie forces is running S. P. Trood,
of Brentwood Films, a close race on
grabbing off this
kind half.
o' space. It's
neck-and-neck
at the
"Bill" Wants a DoubleMonte B. Rice, P. D. (publicity
director) for National, says "Smiling
Bill" Parsons is dickering with Jess
Willard for his services as a permanent double. "Bill" thinks that said
J. W.'s ability to do falls should be
put
to
flops. some use and he is willing to
pay well for graceful and" up-to-date

George West, manager of sales for the
Emerald Motion Picture Company, ChiNew York, July 16, on businesscago,forlefthisforcompany.
Chuck Reisner of Chicago is getting a
corner on all the pretty girls of the Windy
city, usingcoming
them
for inlocalthecolor
in his atforthcomedies
making
the
Rothacker Film Mfg. Company's studios.
J. S. Woody, general sales manager of
Realart, reached Seattle, on July 19, on his
country-wide tour.
"Fatty" Arbuckle has recovered from
what appeared to be a severe attack of
appendicitis without an operation, last
week.

Bet Al Watches His Step —
Al Risley, out at Hollywood, says
Gale Henry doesn't use studio lions
in her comedies, but the "real flesh
craving
to add thrills and
mirth to beasts"
her pictures.

No Cancellation Clause —
Ivan Abramson's making a picture
called "Someone Must Pay." Wonder
if it refers to those new fall policies?

L. W. Schneider, writer for the Indianapolis News, has been named publicity man
for Universal in the Indianapolis territory.

Louis King, who has been playing opposite Gladys Brockwell and William Farnum
in several Fox pictures, has been engaged
to appear opposite Gale Henry in her cpmedies.

ByCharles
Our Staff
Reporter-who is the nev
D, Isaacson
Goldwyn director of advertising, is a write
of note on musical topics.

James KlBKWOOD, who for the past year
has been directing, has decided to return
to the screen as an actor and has been
engaged by Allan Dwan to appear in his
next picture.

Reginald Barker, who has established
himself among the best known screen directors, has renewed his contract with
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for a long
term of years.

How About Good Stories —
Somebody has discovered that
good director is an important facto
in the drive for "fewer and better pi<

tures."
THE element of chance disappears when posters are ordered from the RITCHEY
LITHOGRAPHING CORPORATION. Such a procedure positively assures the obtaining
of the finest posters that can be executed posters with strength, power and force —posters
with an intensive advertising value— posters that sell seats. In a word -RITCHEY posters!
THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
4% W. Mat Street, New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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Charles D. Isaacson Is
Successor to MacGowan
NEW YORK— Charles D. Isaacson,
who is head of a national advertising
agency, has succeeded Kenneth MacGowan, as director of Goldwyn Pictures
advertising.

in Ten Months From July 1,
1918 to May 1, 1919
Mr. Isaacson's first big job will be
Committee Directs Work
the organization and direction of a naWhen Hans Frohinan, New York film
broker, was held zt Syracuse for action
tional advertising campaign for GoldThat the theft of film had attained
by the Grand Jury in $5,000 bail, the alarming proportions before any conwyn Pictures. Mr. Isaacson has been
third reel of a stirring film drama was
certed comeback was attempted by the
and administrator of nathrown on the screen of public notice. motion picture industry is conceded, yet the organizer
tional advertising campaigns covering
The first two reels had to do with pre- the Film Theft Committee of the Na- expenditures running into the millions.
vious arrests of men charged with stealtional Association, composed of H.
Mr. Isaacson came into public notice
ing films in Xew York and Chicago.
Minot Pitman, Chairman, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.; Bert Adler, Inter- as head of the Globe's music page and
Though
it
isn't
an
actual
photoplay,
the episode does not lack dramatic in- Ocean Film Corp.; E. L. Franconi, Pathe
the Globe's series of free concerts. In
terest, for it is one more step in the
Inc.: Tarki:igton Baker, Uni- this undertaking, which he will continue,
campaign the National Association of Exchange,
he organized the Globe readers into
versal Film Mfg. Co.; Samuel Eckman.
the Motion Picture Industry is waging Jr., Goldwyn Pictures Corp., and Wil- music clubs in various centers of New
against a nation-wide chain of film thefts
liam Wright, Vitagraph. Inc., has done
York. Through his efforts, Globe conin which millions of dollars are involved. sterling
certs were attended by more than one
work during its brief existence.
In
addition
to
the
cases
of
Frohman
million
people during the past three
Recover $80,CO0 Worth of Films
and
Van
Arnum,
just
held,
the
CommitAction in Frohman's case followed the
tee's investigations
recovery in June of $80,000 worth of following
arrests: have resulted in the years.
films, which it is charged were stolen in
William
Burns, N. Y. City, for larceny Rothacker Returns to
transit and received by him at greatly
of
a
5-reel
feature from Universal Film
reduced prices. John R. Van Arnam.
Chicago From Coast
•former Syracuse University football Mfg. Co.
Watterson
R. Rothacker, president of
Frank Dolan, N. Y. City, for larceny
star and now under bail, is awaiting
Film Manufacturing Comaction by the Grand Jury, accused of of a film belonging to Famous Players- the Rothacker
pany, returned to Chicago on Saturday,
I.asky Corp.
acting with Frohtrun.
Frederick H. Elliott, Executive Secre19, after a six weeks' stay in Los
H. W. Fowzer, N. Y. County, indicted July
Angeles.
tary of the National Association, was on bench warrant issued for arrest.
While on the coast Mr. Rothacker perpresent Benjamin
at Frohman's
W. R. Casterline, Attorney of Wilkesfected arrangements for widening the
Justice
J. Shovehearing
of the before
Court Barre,
Pa., arrested and held on bail scope of the operations of the Rothacker
of Special Sessions, accompanied by for action of Grand Jury.
organization in the West.
John J. Mclnerney of Rochester. AttorDavis Film Exchange, Lee Park, Pa.;
ney. The two detectives who gave testi- recovered from this concern one Pathe
mony, Charles P. Jordan and Irving J. feature, three Universal features and
British Veteran Signed
Brown, will remain up-State for the mo- two World features.
tion picture interests to follow leads
S.
A.
Huffman,
Syracuse.
N.
Y.,
arFor Goldwyn Production
furnished by statements of the men in
rested for receiving stolen films in Chithe alleged plots.
NEW YORK — Lieutenant Pitcairin of
cago— by cooperation with the State
Amongtativesthe
companies'
office and aided by four city the British army is the late't recruit 'o
presentfilm
at the
hearing represenat Syra- Attorney's recovered
to the Goldwyn forces at Culfrom a' local ring be added
cuse last week were: E. H. Goldstein, detectives
ver City. Lieutenant Pitcairin will be
many stolen films and secured the arrest
seen in a coming Rex Beach production.
New York office of Universal; F. S. Hop- of four of the ringleaders.
kins, Buffalo Manager, Universal; Robt.
C. Fox, Buffalo Manager. Famous Players-Lasky Corp., Chas. P. Jordan, Manager, Inventories, Famous PlayersLasky Corp., New York: B. M. Moran. Expect Indictment of Men
Taken
Albany Manager. Pathe Exchange. Inc.;
Mr. Dobson. Sales Dept., Famous PlayIn Chicago for Stealing Prints
ers-Lasky Corp., and G. M. Blackman,
Syracuse, representative of Universal.
suspected of having had a hand in film
According to announcement from the thefts.
Will Stamp Out Traffic
state's attorney's office in Chicago, the
The National Association has deAside from its importance as a spe- four men arrested in the recent campaign of the film theft committee of the
termined to bring to justice the indicific deterrant of further alleged illegal
viduals who have been participating in
National Association of the Motion Picactivities by Frohman. the Fiim Theft
film thefts and to break up the system
ture Industry are expected to be indicted
Committee of the N. A. M. P. I. is cerwithin a few days by the grand jury for regardless of cost. To this end a spetain that the result of the present action larceny.
cialized staff of investigators have been
when added to previous arrests and inretained and have been instructed to
dictments of film thieves will advertise
The round-up of alleged film thieves
exert every effort to stop the stealing
to such persons the determination of the in Chicago was a whirlwind operation. of
films.
National Association to stamp out this Within forty-eight hours after the investraffic entirely. The extent of thefts may
tigators in the service of the National
Find Dishonest Clerks
be estimated from the statements made
Association arrived in Chicago they had
by motion picture officials that thou- turned over to the police four men taken
Investigations up to date reveal that
sands of films, most of them good prints, under suspicious circumstances, together
the chief agent in the stealing of films
have been stolen from July 1. 1918 to with evidence which the investigators
recently has been the dishonest shipping
May 1, 1919. They were taken from
declare will result in a speedy conviction.
clerk, who is approached on the outside
offices, trucks, elevators and in some
and bribed to turn over to the crooked
Two Others Are Involved
cases, delivery wagons, the total value
brokers
copies of desirable subjects.
being given at over S250.000.00.
According to statement of investiUnder this scheme prints of new
gators for the National Association,
I Syracuse has been named as a '"fence"
feature productions with the best known
hoffice for a ring of thieves whose activi- evidence has been obtained against two
stars are sold from $50 tr $100 to the
||ties extended to other cities and states. men in addition to the four who already
who exchange
intends
to export,
the only
disIr.ncluding Albany. Rochester, Buffalo. have been placed under arrest. It is broker, honest
employe
receiving
J|Harrisburg and Wilkes-Barre in Pennstated that there are also several other
sylvania.
individuals under surveilance who are a few dollars.
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Saves Film Shippers
Time And Money
Undelivered Shipments May
Be Returned To Sender
Promptly If Law Passes
Federal legislation is under way, according to reports received by the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, to effect a saving in time
and money for film shippers by empowering Post Office authorities to return
immediately to the sender all films not
claimed at their destination.
The two bills effecting this improvement in Postal regulations were introduced in the house respectively by Congressman Halvor Steenerson, Republican, from the ninth Minnesota District,
and Congressman Edward Voigt, Republican, from the Second Wisconsin District.
Mail Matter to Be Returned
Congressman
bill, designated as H. R. Steenerson's
6951, will authorize
the
return to the sender or the forwarding of
undeliverable second, third and fourth
class mail matter. Congressman Voigt's
bill, H. R. 6324, authorizes the Postmaster General to make rules and regulations for the forwarding and return of
mail matter of the second, third and
fourth classes.
Substantially, the effect of the two
bills, if enacted into law, will be to empower the Postmaster General to assume
that the sender of second, third and
fourth class undelivered mail will be responsible for any postage accruing from
lack of delivery and its return to the
sender, thereby expediting said return.
This of course, applies to parcel post
mail.
Saves Valuable Time
As far as the legislation concerns the
motion picture industry, it means that
films not claimed at destination can he
returned to sender at once, saving possibly several days rental.
Congressman Steenerson is Chairman
of the House Post Office atid Post Roads
Committee, to which both bills were referred. Since the bills were prepared on
lines recommended by the Post Office
Department, it is expected that they will
be passed as originally drawn.
Dayton's New Company
DAYTON, O.— The Six Links Theatre
Company, recently incorporated at $35,000, announces their intention of starting
a chain of six motion picture theatres in
the city.
Among those prominently identified
with the concern are Peter J. Zchander
and A. F. Kinzcler. men long associated
with the motion picture industry
through their operation of the Elite and
Wyoming theatres here.
To Erect New Theatre
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Announcement has been made that a new company, known as Claymont Enterprises,
Inc., has been chartered at Dover with
$100,000 capital stock and will erect a
motion picture house seating 000 at Claymont, Del., just north of this city.
Ground for the new amusement house
has been broken.
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First Step Taken to
Get F. I. L. M. Clubs
Shipping Obscene Film
WASHINGTON, D. C— The proviInto Association
sions of section 245 of the United States
The
committee
appointed to
penal code will apply also to motion pic- consider ways and recently
means for organizing
tures, under a bill which has just been the F. I. L. M. Clubs
and branch manintroduced into Congress by Repreassociation of the country into a
sentative Walsh of Massachusetts. The ^nationalagers'
body as an integral part of the
bill was introduced so as to prohibit the Distributors' Division of the National
Association
of the Motion Picture Incirculation of obscene films, in the hope
dustry, held its first meeting on July 11.
that by this means it will be possible to
President William A. Brady was presavoid censorship.
ent at the meeting, which was presided
Section 245 of the penal code, as it over by Lewis Innerarity, secretary of
the Pathe Exchange, Inc., as chairman.
now stands, provides that "whoever shall Every member of the committee, which
bring or cause to be brought into the comprises the following, was present in
United States * * * or shall therein addition to Chairman Innerarity: William A. Brady; Al Lichtman, Famous
knowingly deposit or cause to be dePlayers-Lasky Corp.; L. S. Levin, Fox
posited with any express company or Film
Corp.; Wm. Wright, Vitagraph,
other common carrier, for carriage from Inc.; Felix Feits, Goldwyn Pictures
one State, Territory or District of the Corp.; Charles C. Pettijohn, Exhibitors
Mutual Distributing Corp.; Frederick
United States, or place noncontiguous
to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, H. Elliott, secretary.
After carefully considering the situato any other State, Territory, or Distion and receiving reports from many of
trict of the United State, or place non- the F. I. L. M. clubs it was decided to
action on the nationalizing of the
contiguous to but subject to the juris- defer
F. I. L. M. clubs until after the annual
diction thereof, * * * any obscene,
meeting of the National Association,
lewd or lascivious, or any filthy book, which
is to be held in Rochester, N. Y.,
pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing, Aug. 5 and 6. At that time, Chairman
Innerarity will submit a report with
print or other matter of indecent char- recommendations
of this committee,
acter * * *; or whoever shall knowshowing
the F.great
needM. for
the and
organizaingly take or cause to De taken from
tion
of
the
I.
L.
clubs
so as
such express company or other common
carrier any matter or thing the deposit to co-ordinate their work with the various committees of the National Associaof which for carriage is herein made
tion. The report will also contain sugunlawful, shall be fined not more than
gestions as to the best ways and means
$5,000, or imprisoned not more than five
to carry the same into effect.
both." to amend this section
It isorplanned
years,
by including motion pictures among the Reichenbach Joins
things prohibited.
affllHMnin niMUHIM
Triangle Corp. — Rumor
NEW YORK, July 22.— According to
rumor along Film Row, Harry L. Reichenbach has signed a contract with the
New I. C. C. Ruling • |
Triangle Distributing Corporation to
On Shipping Films | publicize the pictures of this company.
Mr. Reichenbach is generally acknowlNEW YORK.— Under a recent |
edged a real expert in matters of pubamendment to the regulations gov- |
licitytationand andgeneral
picture
exploi-of
erning the shipment of films ship- |
has to motion
his credit
several
| ping containers purchased prior to fj
the most notable publicity and exploiMay 15, 1918, may be used for the
tation campaigns on record in the film
shipment of motion picture films
until October 1, 1919, provided they
business, including the "Tarzan of the
are securely closed and in good
Apes," "Whom the Gods Would Decondition, and if fitted with tele- | campaigns.
stroy" and "When Bearcat Went Dry"
scopic covers, the covers to fit =
tightly against the shoulder of the
box body. Leather or web straps, |
Exhibitors Held by U. S.
if used, must be in good condition
and tightly fastened, and string or
BOSTON, MASS.— Alfred Tomaselli
rope must not be used.
and Charles Bonanno of Lawrence, proThe containers must comply in
prietors of a motion picture theatre,
were held in $1,000 each by United States
every respect with the Interstate
Commerce Commission shipping
Commissioner Hayes today for a hearcontainer specification No. 32.
ing on Aug. 9 on the complaint of failW. S. Topping, assistant Chief
ing to turn over to the Government war
Inspector of Bureau of Explosives,
taxes collected on tickets of admission.
working in co-operation with P. H.
The
arrests followed an investigation
Murphy.
Stilson, chairman of the Transpormade
by General Deputy Collector
tation Committee of the National
Association of Motion Picture Industry, is impressing upon the
trade the strict necessity of comTheatre Changes Hands
plying with the Federal regulaGIBSON
CITY, ILL. — Wooley
tions as they now stand. No furBrothers, already operating one motion
ther extension of time will be
picture theatre here, have added to their
granted it is stated.
interests the Lyric theatre purchased of
ii i. ■mi1 1 i 'iiiiiiiiilliimiliiiiimiiini iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m ii. inn.., inn, Miss Jessie Peterson on July 13.
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to
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Nation's Capital — Urges Film Rental
Seat Tax Be Wiped Out Also

Matter

to

and

"Why continue the admission Tax? The war is over and
WE WON ! Write your Congressman NOW to repeal it."
This is "Tax Truth" Number One being sent to every exhibitor in the
United States by the committee on Legislation and Tax, of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of America, Inc., in its tax repeal campaign.
The fight to repeal the admission tax reached Washington, D. C, this
week, and replies to the questionnaires sent to every senator and congressman
by the M. P. E. A. committee, are pouring in. They indicate that, in spite of
the pressure of important international affairs, the national lawmakers are
turning a ready ear to the requests of exhibitors and theatre patrons for the
elimination of the admission tax, film rental tax and increased seating tax.
Many Favor Tax Repeal
Colo.; Isaac Bacharach, Rep., Atlantic
N. J.; G. W. Bowers, Rep., Mar"While it is too early to estimate the City,
tinsburg, W. Va.; I. C. Copley, Rep..
strength that will finally be gathered in Aurora,
111.; J. A. Frear, Rep., Hudson.
Congress when the repeal bill comes
Wis.; L. H. Hadley, Rep., Bellingham,
up," Louis F. Blumenthal, chairman of Wash.; L. W. Mott, Rep., Oswego, N.
the committee states, "the replies re- Y.; G. M. Young, Rep., Valley City, N.
ceived show a growing sentiment in D.
favor of the repeal.
Claude Kitchin, Dem., Scotland Neck,
"Members of the committee will visit N. Carolina; Henry T. Rainey, Dem.,
Washington soon to be in closer touch
Carrolton, 111.; Cordell Hull, Dem.,
with the legislation proposed as a Carthage, Tenn. ; John N. Garner, Dem.,
Uvalde, Tex.; James W. Coller, Dem.,
remedy for the tax evil. At that time,"
Vicksburg, Miss.; C. C. Dickison, Dem.,
Mr. Blumenthal
said, "it
will be possible for the committee
to announce
that Clinton,
Mo.; William A. Oldfield, Dem.,
leading national legislators are not only Batesville, Ark.; Charles R. Crisp, Dem.,
in favor of the repeals proposed but Americus, Ga.; John F. Carew, Dem.,
are taking a deeper interest in the New York City; Whitnell P. Martin,
motion picture industry.
Prog., Tribodaux, La.
Exhibitors Must Work
"Our partial canvas of Congress
shows,"
said Mr.of Blumenthal,
The Committee is informed that other
the
exhibitors
the country"that
standif
bills urging the repeal or revision of
back of the committee and use their the
sections under fire are about to be
screens and their best efforts in the introduced.
All these proposed bills
right direction, and as the committee
advises, they will be surprised at the will be carefully considered by the committee. This does not prevent exhibistrength they amass in the halls of
tors from hammering away at their
Congress. But I must stress the point
congressmen to repeal the taxes. The
that unless the exhibitors immediately
important point that all state directors
start their local end of the campaign
and district leaders appointed by this
and
work
unceasingly
the
committee's
should grasp is that time is
well laid plans will be useless. This is committee
the first time our power has really been the essence of the campaign and that
concentrated and in view of the friendly while many congressmen will be found
who favor the repeal they should be
attitude of many of the leading members
urged to repeal them at this session.
of Congress, the use of that concenExhibitors everywhere should solidify
trated power right now will bring the
by calling a conventheir
results we have long looked for."
tionorganizations
or special meeting to vigorously
Illinois Representative Acts
push
the committee's
tax campaign.
Seattle
the Northwest
Exhibitors,In
Already
Congressman
William E. newly organized, held a meeting and
Mason of Illinois has introduced joint took up the question last week
resolutions in the House to repeal
matters n un-is
otherionimportan
Among
Sections 800, 906 of the revenue bill of
the taxt campaig
der considerat
1918. They were ordered printed and taking precedence. The committee from
eferred to the house committee on its offices at 1587 Broadway, New York,
Vays and Means before which the ex- has been in telegraphic communication
ibitors must finally thresh out the tax
Q. Clemmer of Seattle, urgatter. The Ways and Means Com- with ingJames
immediate action by the exhibitors.
ittee of the House is composed of these
Three Objectionable Taxes
Congressmen:
is advising state diThe Committee
Joseph W. Fordney, Rep., Saginaw,
rectors and district leaders to urge their
Mich., chairman; J. Hampton Moore,
legislation to not alone vote
Rep., Philadelphia, Pa.; William R. national
for the repeal of the admission tax but
Ireene, Rep., Audubon, Iowa; Nicholas to
vote also for the repeal of the film
<ongworth, Rep., Cincinnati, O.; Willis rental tax and increased seating tax usHawley, Rep., Salem, Oregon; Allen
the eloquent and logical argument
i. Treadway, Rep., Stockbridge, Mass.; that ingthese
taxes defeat the very intent
ohn Q. Tilson, Rep., New Haven, of their sponsors in that they cannot be
Zonn.; C. B. Timberlake, Rep., Sterling, passed on to the consumer.
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Congressman Edward C. Little, |
in reply to the Legislation and |
Tax Committee's repeal question- |
naires answered as follows:
idea isshould
that pay
the wealth
of |j
the"Mycountry
the taxes
of the country; that men of small 1
means and small incomes should |
not be expected to contribute 1
either directly or indirectly to j
these taxes until great wealth has |
paid until its hurts and that there |
is no logic in pestering people of |
very ordinary means every time 1
they attempt to take a little pleas- |
ure at a nickel show,
position
the same
two"Myyears
ago iswhen
I tookit was
the §I
floor in Congress to discuss this |
taxation legislation."
Congressman William E. Mason |
of Illinois who has introduced 1
joint resolutions in the House to 1
repeal the motion picture taxes 1
specifically writes:
"Your letter received in regard |
to the tax on motion pictures. I . §
am in favor of repealing the tax |
and enclose herewith copies of |
resolutions which I introduced." 1
"I WILL
VOTE
FOR
RE- i

|i — California.
Congressman

Julius

Kahn

of |

1 "GLAD TO VOTE FOR RE- 1
1 | PEAL
PEAL."OF THESE ABNORMAL ■
| — Senator Miles Poindexter of §
I Washington.
iiiiuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiinii!
| TAXES."
Newcastle, Pa., to Have
$225,000 Film House
NEWCASTLE, PA.— The West Penn
Photoplay company has just announced
the details of a new theatre to be built
on North Mercer- Street at a cost of
$225,000.00, The plans, now in the hands
of the architects, have just been made
public. January 1, 1920, will mark the
opening of the new house, it is claimed
by C. C. Thayer, the architect, who
toured the country inspecting the leading theatres in order that the best and
most up-to-date features might be incorporated.
The building will measure 60 by 160
feet, will seat 1600 people, and is
equipped venience
with
comfort Aandcontest
conthat canevery
be installed.
soon to be opened will give the public
an opportunity to christen the playhouse.
New Freight Rates
WASHINGTON, D. C— New freight
rates between North Atlantic ports and
Liverpool, London, Manchester, Hull,
Avonmouth, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow,
Leith, Belfast and Dublin, have just
been announced by the United States
Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation. Arate of $1 per cubic foot or
one per cent ad valorem, has been set
on motion picture films. The rate is
effective beginning as of July 21, until
further notice.
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in Exhibitor's Service,9
Los Angeles Publication

"Camera!" published in Los Angeles:
PUTTING THE SERVE IN SERVICE

"What looks to us like the real article in the line of exhibitor's
service, as well as providing the actor and studio manager with some
tabloids of truth in regard to what the country really thinks of
certain
Herald. pictures, comes this ivcek in the shape of The Exhibitors'
"Harry E. Nichols, whose card advises that he is a part of the
''Service Department" of the above paper, arrived this week after a
tour through the Southern and Southwestern states, meeting every
exhibitor in every key city on his route from Chicago. It is Mr.
Nichols' business to determine just what pictures are doing in every
city and find out what the troubles of the individual exhibitor mean.
''He has found, he states, that the interest taken in the director
of the picture has increased to an extent in the Middle West that
very few exhibitors wdl book a picture until they know who directed
it. There arc plenty of other things Mr. Nichols can tell you when
he calls, and he expects to call at every studio."
British
Ask

Film

Men

Government

Bar

Out

to

Americans

Exhibitors Not in Sympathy
With Producers in Move
Says Report
LONDON, ENGLAND. — British film
producers of the United Kingdom in
convention recently passed a resolution calling upon the government to
check the invasion of American producers and to place restrictions around
the importation of American films. At
the same time a proposal that propaganda work seeking to convert the British public from its preference for American pictures be inaugurated at once was
received with favor, although not acted
upon.
Fear Lasky Combine
While film importations are looked
upon with grave apprehension by the
local producers, undoubtedly the move of
the Famous Players-Lasky combine in
establishing a producing branch in this
country caused the greatest alarm. Local
producers declare they arc at present unable to compete with the Americans with
their up to date methods of production
and distribution because of the reaction
after the war. They say that during the
war while their studios were closed and
their players, men and women, were in
war work, they could not object to the
American invasion. Now that peace has
come, industrial conditions are such that
they are unable to KCt g"i"R again.
K, frankly
(*. Buchanan,
Scotch prmlnccr,
said
that thea government
must
come to their aid or else they will he
forced out rif business.
Exhibitors who want to give their
patrons what is liked are not sidinR with
the producers. Some of them intimate
that one of the chief causes of the American popularity is the superiority ot
Amrriran films. Their audiences rail for

them. One instance is cited of an attempt to have a comedian named
"Pimple" supersede Charlie Chaplin,
who, although a British subject, is
classed as an American. This was a
failure, as were attempts to find substitutes for Fairbanks, Hart, Arbuckle and
a host of American women stars.
Fans Want American Films
British audiences not only patronize
first releases of notable Americans over
here, but will see the. same thing over
and over again. They even prefer American titles,
slang and
and resent
all for any
the attempts
"punch"
that is
in them,
at translation into British slang.
A deputation of the producers will
come upon the government with its request for aid.
Fire Destroys Theatre
PATCHPOGUE. L. I.— The Unique
Motion Picture Theatre, Nathan Goldstein owner, was completely destroyed
by fire originating near the screen from
unknown causes on July 10. Aid rushed
from neighboring towns succeeded in
confining the flames, which promised
for a time to spread over the entire city.
B. R. T. For Pictures
ATLANTA, GA. — Resolutions favoring and combatting Sunday motion picture entertainments were passed by the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and
the Ponce de Leon Avenue Methodist
< "hurrh.
sets of of
resolutions wereCopies
given oftheboth
chairman
the
Chamber of Commerce committees on
amusements and recreations.
Theatre Changes Hands
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Hathaway Harper has leased the Overholscr
theatre for the 1019-20 season and will
book first run features.
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HIRAM ABRAMS
Who will gro to England in the Kail
to look over the film situation for
United Artists Corporation.
Hiram

Abrams

to Go

To England in Fall
NEW YORK. — Unless unforeseen
circumstances arise to change his decision. Hiram Abrams, general manager of United Artists Corporation, will
leave this country early in September
for England, where he will look over
the European film situation with a view
to determining the practicability of
establishing distribution units abroad.
In discussing his proposed voyage
Mr. Abrams stated that numerous offers had been received for the European
rights to the productions of Mary
I'ickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith, none of
which had been accepted nor would be
accepted
the possible
"Big Four"
is assured thatuntil
it is not
to establish
their own depots and maintain the same
service abroad as in America.
Chicago

to Have
Another Theatre
A $400,000 theatre building is to be
erected at the southwest corner of Milwaukee and Irving Park and Cicero
avenues. Chicago, following the purchase
of 175x300 feet of vacant at the point
named by J. M. Browarcky & Co., who
will erect the building. The seller was
Clara S. Lowell, and the consideration is
reported at $50,000. The work of construction will begin at once, it is an*
nounced, and the building will be known
as the Portage Park theatre.
It will have a seating capacity of
3,000 and in addition to this the building will contain eight stores, thirty-four
high Rrarle apartments, and a fraternal
lodge hall. Mr. Browarsky is said to
have just returned from New York and
other large eastern cities, where he went
to study
latest
features in Louis
connec-J.
tion with the
theatre
construction.
Krcjci
represented
both
parties
in th
transaction.
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Veto

Big

Victory

Distributors Declare Provision Requiring Bonds
to More Than Cover Advance Deposits
Would Have Been Big Budren*
One of the greatest victories of the year for the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry in the legislative field came in advices from
Harrisburg to the effect that Governor William C. Sproul of Pennsylvania
had smashed the Soffel bill, which the Association has fought consistently
— by the power of the gubernatorial veto.
The Soffel bill, passed in the final rush of legislation in the state legislature, would require the licensing of all distributors of films in Pennsylvania and would require distributors to file a bond with the State Board of
Censors in double the amount of deposits received from exhibitors in the
state. The requirements of the bill, according to distributors, would result
in a great increase in the difficulties of carrying on an exchange business
and might have caused the closing of a number of exchanges throughout
the Commonwealth.
Pleased at Governor Sproul's Action
National Association officials express themselves as no less pleased at
the fair-minded attitude of Governor Sproul than at the successful termination of their fight against the Soffel measure. Pennsylvania, in many ways,
has been a thorn in the side of producers and distributors for some time,
and the industry in general feel that the present action of the Governor
secures them a fair and impartial consideration toward their business in the
Executive Chamber.
Immediately upon learning that at the
«leventh hour of the legislative session
this measure had been passed in the
House, a hurried conference was arranged by the officers of the National Association with the chairmen of the committees concerned and a well defined
program was formulated, with a view to
securing thePresident
Governor's
vetoA. ofBrady
the
measure.
William
telegraphed Governor Sproul on behalf
of the industry, urging him to exercise
the veto power, setting forth the fact
that no other state in the Union had enacted any similar law.
Briefs Are Prepared
Gabriel L. Hess, Chairman of the Censorship Committee. Arthur S. Friend,
Vice Chairman of the Producers' Division, and Walter W. Irwin, Chairman of
the preparation
Distributors'of Division,
for
the
briefs to arranged
be filed with
Attornev General William I. Schaffer.
The law firm of Sterm & Wolf of PhilDRAMATIC

adelphia was retained to file the briefs
with the state officials, one dealing with
the facts and the other questioning the
constitutionality of the bill.
Executive Secretary Frederick H. Elliott was designated to confer with the
attorneys, and Jules E. Masterbaum,
President of the Stanley Company of
Philadelphia, also, the other distributors
so as to put into effect the program
which had been outlined in New York
and acquaint the Governor and Attorney
General with the objections to this measure. All of the distributing companies,
members of the National Association,
were requested to communicate with
their exchange managers in Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh, resulting in co-ordinated
action whh the exhibitors in support of
the campaign in opposition to the bill.
Credit Given To Workers
Much credit for the success of the
campaign is given to Tames B. Clark.
President of Rowland & Clark. Pitts-

INCIDENTS

FROM

THREE

NEW

STl ART HOLMES
To be seen soon in Arthur Beck's serial
"The Isle of Jewels" on the Pathe program,
burgh, Pa; L. F. Levison, President, F. I.
L. M. Club of Pittsburgh, and all of the
exchange managers throughout the
state, representing the fourteen largest
distributing organizations in this country, which are affiliated with the National Association.
The Stanley Company of Philadelphia,
through its President, Jules E. Masterbaum, early went on record in opposition to the bill and other prominent exhibitors throughout the state were
prompt to join with the manufacturers
in their campaign which although brief,
was effective.
Richards in New York
NEW YORK — E. V. Richards, general manager for the Sanger Amusement Company of New Orleans, is in
town, looking over the field.

GOLDWYN

PLAYS

and support in "The Peace of Roaring River." Rightjeft — Tom Moore in a scene from "Heartsease." Center — Pauline Frederick
A tense moment from Rex Reach's drama of the north "The Girl from Outside."
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Cities
Fourteen

Representatives — Jenner Made
Boston Sales Manager
Artists Corporation and to the exhibitors
With the appointments announced
in the territory.
this week, fourteen of United Artists
Louis H. Reichert, who takes over the
Corporation's seventeen sales managers
sales managership of the San Francisco
to
head
the
company's
distributing
depots have been engaged.
Distributing Depot, is a veteran film
man. He has been in the business for
William H. Jenner will be in charge
fourteen years, and the entire country
of the Boston Distributing Depot;
might well be said to be his territory.
Carlos Moore will be the sales manager
for the Pittsburgh territory; Louis H. For over three years he has been on the
Pacific Coast and his appointment to the
Reichert will be in charge of the San
Francjsco Distributing Depot, and Jack San Francisco office gives United Artists
Von Tilzer will be at the head of the a representative who has the full confidence of the showmen he will serve.
New York exchange.
These appointments, together with
Carlos Moore for Pittsburgh
those previously announced, complete
United Artists Pittsburgh sales manthe list of sales managers, with the exager, Carlos Moore, though relatively a
ception of the Minneapolis, Dallas and
newcomer,
has already built up a reAtlanta offices, for which Hiram Abrams
markable reputation. Mr. Moore has
has not yet announced his men.
been in the Pittsburgh territory for
about nessa from
year,
the busiJenner's Long Career
otherhaving
lines.gone
He into
is a tried
and
W illiam H. Jenner brings to his post seasoned executive
and in the twelve
as sales manager of the Boston Dis- months or so that he
has
been
in
the
tributing Depot a vast experience, not
Pittsburgh
territory,
he
has
won
the
only on the exchange end of the busiconfidence and esteem of the theatre
ness, but likewise on the theatre end
men everywhere.
of the amusement field. For two years
Jack Von Tilzer, who will be the sales
Mr. Jenner was stage director for lemanager for the New York Distributing
gitimate attractions. For three years
Depot, came to the film business some
he was managing director of the Aceo
Theatre Company, operating the Vista,
two years ago from the music publishing field. For the last two years Mr.
Marlowe, Monroe, Shakespeare and
Von Tilzer has been prominent in the
Windsor Park Theatres in Chicago. For
New
York film exchange circles and the
the last five years Mr. Jenner has been
same intensive sales and promotion
exclusively identified with the film exability that made him a dominent figure
change business, being connected with
in the music publishing field has brought
several of tributors.
theHe isindustry's
largest
dishim to the front rank among local film
intimately acquainted
exchange men.
with the middle west and New EngThe sales managers appointed to date,
land exhibitors and his appointment, to
in addition to Jenner in Boston, Moore
the
Boston
Distributing
Depot'
should
in Pittsburgh, Reichert in San Francisco,
prove a valuable asset, both to United
DOUG" SHOWS

'EM AROUND

and Von Tilzer in New York, include
George F. Lenehan in Washington. D.
C; C. S. Trowbridge in Philadelphia:
Robert J. Churchill in Detroit; Cresson
E. Smith in Chicago; Harry D. Buckley
in Kansas City; T. Y. Henry in Denver;
Walter S. Rand in Los Angeles; Louis
W. Thompson in Seattle; E. C. Fielder
in Cleveland and Abraham C. Berman
in Toronto.
Large

Picture Theatre
For the Antipodes
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. — A
huge motion picture theatre, fashioned
after the familiar type that had its origin
in New York and counts its largest
number of representatives on Broadway
is soon to be erected here. J. C. Williams, whose activities in the antipodes
rank with those of the leading American
amusement firms, announces through his
American representatives, Sanger &
Jordan, that arrangements have been
completed for the immediate erection of
the house, which is planned to seat 4,000.
The policy will follow that which has
been standardized by the best American
motion picture establishments — a mixed
program of educational, news, scenic
and comedy films, with a feature, and
marked attention devoted to the musical
side. It will be the first undertaking
of the kind in Australia and will mark
a pronounced advance for the motion
picture in that distant land. An intimation is made that American pictures will
figure largely in the programs.
Two existing theatres in the heart of
the amusement
district
undergo
demolition to make
roomwillfor
the new
house, which is designed to rank among
the largest theatres of the world.
Merit Film Company
Buys general
"Hushed
Hour"
M. M. Kravetz,
manager
of the
Merit Film Company, Denver, Colo.,
stopped off in Chicago. July 21, en route
to New York, where he will look over
the market for big features for his exchange.
Mr. Kravetz states he has just closed
negotiations for the rights to the latest
Harry
feature
"TheSweet
Hushcc«
Hour" Garson
in which
Blanche
starred, for his territory. He expect!
to return to Denver in about thret
weeks.
Must Procure Licenses
BISMARCK, N. D.— Motion pictur
theatre proprietors, soft drink manufac
turers and retailers, taxicab stand own
ers and others required to procure
license through the licensing departmen
of
attorney
and wh
havethe failed
to dogeneral's
so, will office,
be prosecute
without further notice, announces Earl
H. Tostevin, chief of the licensing di
partment.

Falraaaka
<>m tfca
the »>BiaitM
i «<■<« uaad
"Big Knur"
Walter potata
v Raadi
Lo* beautlea
itagelM ofm»i<-n
f<>rini hi*
altadnmt\r«i»i~;
Pred picturr.
a. Miller,to
proprietor <>r California theatre, Loa \nu< i<— ■. iinrr> i.iuiiluiriit. managing; director
of thr < Bllforafai aai Walter \. Prleef prealdent of the "lllic Four."
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NEW
time a
"BensomeHur"
Film For
May YORK—
tempts have been made to acquire "Bf
Hur," the famous Lew Wallace dram
for the screen. The author's wido
refused to part with the production f<
this purpose. However, informatk
comes that the property is available f'
$.ri00,000 and that Marshall Neilan h
been approached to stage the piece.
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Among the matters of major importance with which
the members of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry will be concerned with at the coming
annual meeting will be the election of a president.
During the past year the National Association has
made tremendous strides toward a greater and more
serviceable organization. Month by month there has
been a development until today the National Association
can be looked upon as an association of real accomplishment.
And — more important — the prospect for the immediate future is one of great potentialities. Plans which
but a few months ago would have been considered but
dreamy optimism are now on the verge of realization.
There is no branch of the industry which has not benefitted in some degree by the activities of the National
Association during recent months, and what has already
been accomplished is but a shadow of what there is
every hope of seeing materialized in the very near
future.

ALICE BRADY BEGINS
FIRST REALART FILM
Alice Brady and the company working
on her first Realart production have finlished the interior scenes and left this
Iweek for Nantucket Island where the
lexteriors will be filmed. Nantucket
Island, it is said, has never before been
used for photoplay purposes and the
initial venture will be watched with interest by people in the profession.
| Miss Brady's first vehicle as a Realart
star will
"Sinners,"
from
the be
stagea picturization
success of theof same
name
jby Owen Davis. Miss Brady also played
the leading role in the stage version.
Eve Unsell adapted the play to the
[screen
The production
will
be madeconditions.
under the direction
of Kenneth
Webb.
Supporting Miss Brady in her Realart
'debut are James L. Crane, Crawford
•Kent, Frank Losee, Lorraine Frost,
! 'William
P. Carleton,
Everett,
Nora Reed,
Augusta Agnes
Anderson
and
'Robert Schable.
Folk Songs at Rialto
Hugo Risenfeld has arranged a special
nusical setting for the presentation of
'Louisiana,"
which
Vivian
ippears
at the inRialto
theatre.
New Martin
York,
lext week. The scenes of the story,
vhich was written by Frances Hodgson
Burnett, are laid in the Kentucky
nountains and Mr. Riesenfeld uses for
lis
principal themes
Tunes,"
i collection
of folk"Lonesome
songs from
the
Kentucky mountains, arranged by
-toward
Brockway and Loraine Wy
nan.

Obviously, the degree of progress which will be made
by the association during the coming year will depend
to a great extent upon the selection of the right man for
the presidency. This suggests the necessity of profound consideration of the available personalities.
The industry without question can lay claim to fully
a score of individuals with the requisite ability, vision
and energy to make satisfactory leaders of the National
Association. But among this number there is one of
generally accepted ability, vision and energy whose
capabilities have been crucially tested in the very position in question — Mr. William A. Brady.
Mr. Brady is peculiarly equipped for the important
position of president of the National Association. During his already long term of office in this position he has
demonstrated his ability to administer adroitly this important position, and during the embryonic and experimental stage of the organization he remained a calm
and steadfast pilot, steering the organization safely
over a course that at times has been extremely perilous.
Mr. Brady enjoys the fullest confidence of the greatest number. His ability is unquestioned. His record in
office merits recognition. He has done much for the
National Association, and now, with the broadening activities ofthe organization, backed almost solidly by the
industry, he can do a great deal more.
William A. Brady, by acclamation, should be reelected to the presidency of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry.
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ENGAGED

Arthur Loew, son of Marcus Loew, New York theatre magnate, and Miss Mildred
Zukor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, whose engagement was recently announced.
Two

Companies
Of

Controversy

Screen
Between

Claim

Services

Comedian
Emerald

Billy
Motion

West
Picture

Company and Bull's-Eye Being Waged
,
Rival claimants for the services of
The actionagainst
of theRoyBull's-Eye
Film
Corporation
B.
Wcissberg,
Billy West, the comedian, have stirred up
known professionally as Billy West, and
a lively controversy.
Equity No. 1225 in the DisSeveral weeks ago Billy West com- knowntrictas
Court of the United States, Northmenced work for the Emerald Motion
ern District of Illinois, Eastern Division,
Picture Company at the Emerald studio
in Chicago. Following the announce- has not yet come to trial, and the said
ment of this action the Bull's-Eye Film action istionedstill
court. pending in the above menCorporation with which West previously
Action Still Pending
had been associated sought an injunction in the United States court in ChiA preliminary hearing was heard upon
cago to restrain the comedian from the affidavits only, asking for a temworking for the Emerald company. This
porary injunction until the trial of the
injunction was denied.
case was heard. This motion was deThe latest move in the controversy is
nied by Judge Alschulcr and in his opinion for doing same the Hon. Court said
the issuance of a statement by the Bull's
tinclaim
they
which
in
Eye company
"and any equitable relief must await
rights to West's services and declare hearing whereon the usual tests may be
that
the
courts
will
uphold
their
posiapplied
to those testifying. In a case
tion.
of this nature where the grant of the
temporary injunction would, during the
Bull's-Eye Issues Statement
The following is the statement of the time for which it is effective, be the
practical enforcement of a contract for
Bull's-Eye Company:
service, greater circumspection
Roy B. Wcissbcrg, professionally personal
should be exercised in its allowance than
known as Billy West, in conjunction
with the Emerald Motion Picture com- where rights concerning physical proppany, has made an announcement
are alonewords,
involved."
In ertyother
that the final deterthrough the trade papers, in reference
mination of the issues should be made at
CorFilm
Eye
Bull's
tlxof
to the case
the
trial
of
the
action,
when the witporation against Roy B. Wcissbcrg, statnesses could be put on the stand to pering that Billy West had proven his case
testify, and because of the fact
to the satisfaction of the Federal court, that the sonally
matter involved a contract for
prevailed,"
have
Justice
and
truth
"and
personal service rather than for propclose.'
come tonta on
this case has
and "that
erty. The case will be tried in the near
the
misstateme
is a deliberate
This
future. And the Bull's-Eye Film Corpart of the persons above mentioned.
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poration states that if it should be succussful at the trial, that it will hold all
persons liable for damages sustained by
it through any acts of persons depending
upon the false announcement made by
Billy West and the Emerald Motion Picture Company.
Only Temporary Injunction
■ An announcement made that Billy
West's services had been awarded to the
Emerald Motion Picture Company, is
erroneous as this will be determined by
the Court at the trial to be held.
The injunction that was denied was
only a temporary injunction and not
a final injunction. Billy West has advertised that he is the "magnet of the
screen," and "America's own comedian,"
and yet under the oath, and in an affidavit sworn to and presented to the court
in this hearing, he swore as follows:
"This defendent, further answering,
expressly denies that he has certain
unique and peculiar characteristics as
comedian and denies that these peculiarities are well known to the motion picture trade, and to the people who attend
motion picture theatres and denies,
further that a great many people go to
motion picture theatres when they see a
Billy West comedy advertised; and
answering. further, denies that his
humor appeals to a great many audiThis shows the extent to which Billy
West went to try and defeat the action,
and he still went further in attempting
toences."
prove how ordinary his services were
by
contracts
their exchangecancelled from
who had affidavits
men obtaining
for the comedies.
Greater Stars Gets
"Yankee

Doodle" for
Illinois Territory

Mack Sennett's big six-reel comedy
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" begins a four
weeks' engagement at the Ziegfeld theatre, Chicago, with the original choruf
of Sennett bathing girls who caused such
a furore in New York.
Chicago gets this special attractioi
through the enterprise of Clyde Elliot
and Floyd Brockell. of the Greater Star
Productions, who guaranteed, it is salt
the highest returns for this feature eve
offered before for a production of lik
nature.
The Greater Stars company will hav
three road shows, playing on a percen
age basis, traveling throughout the stat
each with a Sennett beauty squad,
the Ziegfeld Theatre the prices wi
range from $1.50 down. Reserved sea
are now being sold for the first week
Jamaica's

New Theatre
H. Schwar'
Y.— A.and
BROOKL
owner
of YN,
the N.Rialto
Brevoo
theatres here and the Paerdegat theat
in course of construction at Jamaica,
I., is to have a new $500,000 theatre
er
that
The feet,
groundthemeasurcrn
will place.
be 175x175
project,
eluding the purchase of the proper
to involve between $000,000 and $7C
000.
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CUTTING

ROOM

Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
■~Time Ripe for
New Distribution Idea
TN LINE WITH MR. KLEINE'S PRC
posal of independent exchanges, it would^
seem that at the present time independent
producers with ability to make enough big
pictures to supply say, twenty-four a year,
should give thought to the development of
a new system of distribution.
In its outline, the scheme The Reporter
has in mind is somewhat in the province of
State Rights and yet in other ways it combines some of t he advantages of Mr.
Kleine's idea.
The plan in brief is simply this. That there
.are throughout the country today, a sufficient number of high grade State Right
organizations who would be willing and
. glad to contract with a high grade producer to sell and exploit his product only.
By so doing they would be assured in the
first place, of an adequate supply of high
grade material, and not being overcrowded, would be in a position to exploit
this material, in their territory with great
success. The truth of this part of the pla-n
has been amply demonstrated by the way
'in which "Mickey" has gone over.
'Then again, each of the State Righters,
having purchased outright his section of
the country on each production, he is more
keenly interested in its success than otherI wise.
On the other side, the producer gets his
money from the country quicker than it
M would be possible for him to do through
the regular distribution channels and he is
■also sure that the people' handling his prodUnct will give it the proper attention, due to
the fact that they are working exclusively
with him.
This latter point has been a matter of
much discussion with The Reporter and
others interested in some such plan and it
has been unanimously agreed that the pro, ducer would be of necessity, forced to
make this exclusive selling arrangement.
' The force of this argument may be readily
i seen by the following illustration.
I If the State Right were permitted to
1 handle we will say serials and cheap feaj tures, as well, he would undoubtedly use
I his big material as the lever to book the
I small stuff.
In all other fields of distribution in the
commercial world, it has been found impos ible to couple cheap product with high
grade material for the purpose of sales.

r^r^V^ "T ~ ~
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The plan has the advantage that these
State Right organizations are at present in
existence and there is no need for the
iroducer to make a huge investment in
der to start them and practically no time
woVjld be lost, the only delay in the matter
being sufficient time to gather together the
best of these organizations that exist.
If these various State Right associations
were assured twenty-four pictures a year
of the guaranteed special type, they could
make more money on this basis, planning
to exploit each one carefully and thoroughly, in its turn, than they could by
handling one a week of the mediocre
feature productions.
Taken all in all, the plan seems to offer
to some wide-awake, high-grade producer
an opportunity to get together with him
throughout the country, a group of representative, responsible and honest business
men, with whom he could do business in a
profitable manner, with a quick cash turnover and to everybody's advantage. The
Reporter will welcome discussion of the
plan and criticism of any weaknesses that
it may contain.
Paramount's
Trailer
Idea New
THE FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY
plan of animated heralds as they are called,
is a new adaptation of the old trailer idea
which would seem to be in a position to
achieve greater success than any of the
subjects put forward heretofore.
As outlined by an official of the company
to The Reporter, these heralds will, in
effect, be a short resume of the coming
picture, giving in titles as well as scenes,
the high-lights of the picture and all
worked up into an advantageous value
from the standpoint of creating interest,
which as we all knc.v. is the first point of
salesmanship.
The plan is for the exhibitor to run this
animated herald for a week at least, before
he books the picture and thus thoroughly
prepare
duction. his patrons for the coming proThere is only one danger that those exhibitors booking sixty to ninety days old,
will be using a great number of heralds
and as in the case of the old fashioned
trailers, the use of too many will destroy
any value one might have.
It will be interesting to know also, what
success the Famous 35
Players has in getting
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back these heralds in good shape and in
proper time, inasmuch as they have decided
to charge a very moderate rental for them.
Constance
Binney,
Star
Arthur Kane is advertising Miss Binney
as one of his trio of stars to start the first
season of Realart Pictures. Miss Binney
has never played star parts in pictures, and
yet performed very creditably opposite
John Barrymore in a recent production.
She has met with considerable favor in the
New York dramatic success "39 East."
This is another case of the introduction of
a stage star to the motion picture public,
by men who are experts in the choosing of
photoplay stars and ones which the exhibitor will find profitable and the public
find satisfying.
It will be interesting to note what reception Miss Binney receives. Mr. Kane was
very successful in putting over Miss Constance Talmadge who previous to her debut in pictures had nothing to vouch for
her but her sister's popularity. Today Miss
Constance's talent has surpassed even her
sister's in many ways.
Perhaps the coincidence of names will
make
madge.Miss Binney a second Constance TalReal Showmen to Handle
Paramount Exploitation
WITH THE ANNOUNCEMENT

THAT

Joe Plunkett will join the Famous PlayersLasky staff The Reporter sees the development of a plan outlined on this page before, to a most successful conclusion.
He claims that a barber is the only man
that profitably and satisfactorily cuts hair
and that for the same reason, a showman
is the only man to satisfactorily exploit
pictures from the exhibitors' angle.
Men like Plunkett. McCormick, Ruffner,
etc., are the type of men that a big distributing organization anxious to do the
real thing in exploitation, should engage
and let loose on this sphere of effort.
The Reporter is informed that Plunkett
will be followed by other showmen of
national reputation, and if this is true he
prophesies complete success for the exploitation schemes of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
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They might he failed "three gripping; scenes" — notice the porters' delight which Miranda is holding onto in the centre picture.
However it is a scene from "Louisiana," in which Vivian Martin stars. Liia I>ee is seen on the left in "Hose o' the River." On
the right Catherine Calvert in "The Career of Katherine Bush," a Parainount-Artcraft special.
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graphs and accessories, so large were
the immediate exhibitor orders. Twice
Sahara" Promises
to Surpass
within five weeks the twenty-four sheets,
a striking example of poster art, have
been
exhausted and the orders renewed.
"Mickey"
as Bookings
Increase
W.

W.

Hodkinson

Feature

Given

Elaborate

Ex-

ploitation by First Run Houses — Draws
Record Houses Despite Heat
At the end of a year tabulations reveal that there are very few pictures
standing out above all others for conspicuous popularity in the preceding
months. J. Parker Read Jr's., powerful
presentation of Louise Glaum in "Sahara" is rapidly accumulating a record
of public successes to make it stand out
in this manner. This W. W. Hodkinson special feature, during the past year
has had but one picture whose success
could be used as a basis of comparison
with "Sahara" and that rival is the
widely popular "Mickey."
"Sahara"
the past advertised
week -has
been
booked during
for elaborately
first runs in many more of the largest
first run theatres of the country. Marcus Loew and Nicholas M. Schenck personally bookedTheatre,
"Sahara"Cleveland,
for the after
big
Loew Stillman
having witnessed the metropolitan success of the picture, Mr. Loew remarking that he regretted having missed out
on this production for his big Toledo
house. Jack Kuhn, the managing director of the Stillman, has wired the
Loew offices that his exploitation of
"Sahara" will be heavier and more
elaborate than any he has done Oil a
picture in the past year.
Eugene Roth Books Film
Eugene
Roth's
beautifulhasCalifornia
Theatre, San
Francisco,
booked
"Sahara" and will give it a characteristic Roth presentation within the next
fortnight. Charles H. Williams, manager of the Strand Theatre, Providence,
Rhode Island, during the week just
ended closed a contract for "Sahara"
for an immediate playing date his information from other exhibitors being
that this production has been offsetting
summer conditions and making new patronage records for theatres offering it.
In Cincinnati
"Sahara"
will prices
be pre-in
sented at advanced
admission

Klaw
and Erlanger's
House within
a fortnight Grand
and the Opera
plans
of its exhibitors call for more advertising and showmanship than have been
linked up with a picture in the previous
motion picture history of the city.
Similar plans for presentation have been
made in Toledo. Elizabeth Johnson,
the popular Houston, Texas exhibitor
pronounces
"Sahara"
the handsomest picture
she has toeverbe booked
and
wired her house manager not to present
"Sahara" during her absence in New
York as she wished to handle the showmanship and advertising of the picture
in person on her return.
In Dallas "Sahara" has been booked
at the Jefferson Theatre for immediate
playing date and this production likewise will have the most skillfully advertised presentation of recent months over
the entire Sacnger circuit in New Orleans, with a first run at the Saenger
Strand.
Name Aids in Exploitation
In all sections of the country exhibitors pay tribute to the shrewdness
of J. Parker Read, Jr., in naming his
production
"Sahara."
has proved
to be a title
clothed This
in romance
and
atmosphere and one that exerts a peculiar appeal to women patrons. One of
the notable things deduced from the
"Sahara" runs has been the heavy
matinee patronage; this patronage as
everyone knows being more than 90%
feminine.
The lithographs and accessories made
available by the Hodkinson Corporation
on "Sahara" have played no small part
in its successful presentation everywhere. Within two weeks after the
first release of this big C. Gardner
Sullivan story, supervised by Allan
I) wan, the producers were compelled to
place heavy reorders on their litho36

St. Louis Ordinance
Blocks New Theatre
ST. LOUIS. — Unless amendments are
made to a zoning ordinance recently en- 1
acted here the Missouri Theatre Company will not be given a permit for the |
erection of a $(500,000 motion picture theatre at Grand and Lucas avenues. The!
ordinance demands that back yards space]
be left in the rear of every building I
erected, private or public and for what-j
ever purpose. Much sentiment has been I
aroused against the enforcing of the I
statute and there is a splendid chance of I
getting amendments passed to do away I
with the objection.
Foy Gives The Best
One of the live-wire exhibitors of th<
Southwest is Ed Foy of Dallas, Texas
Mr. Foy is head of the Foy Neighborhood Theatres Company, which owns
the Columbia, corner Columbia and Col
lette streets. Dallas, the Colonial, al
Forest and Colonial avenue, and the I
Ideal at Bryan and Peak streets.
The Foy motto is "Photoplays for all
the Family" and he lives up to it b)|
booking only first class attractions. H«l
recently installed in each of his house:]
new 45-PhotopIayers.
"The Wolf" Coming
Word studio
comes atfrom
Vitagraph's
Coast
Hollywood
thatWesth
work on "The Wolf," the picture versio
of
Walter's
famousrapidly
drama ano
thatEugene
name, has
progressed
that the picture will be completed in
few days. The major portion of til
scenes were taken on the picturesqu
shores of Lake Tahoe, Calif., and ther
remained but little work to do in th
studio when the outdoor work wa
finished. Karle Williams has the sta
part in the new feature. The pictur
was directed by James Young.
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"Eyes of Youth" First Special to Be Distributed
by Equity Pictures Corporation Started
At Garson Studio
K. Somborn and Joseph L Schnitzer
"Eyes productions
of Youth," which
the first
of the
four bert
respectively president and treasurer of
special
Clara
Kimball
the recently organized distributing comYoung will make during the coming
pany, mean to have everything in readitwelve months for the newly formed
ness for the efficient distribution of the
Equity .Pictures Corporation, is already
first
picture
when it reaches their hands.
well under way, according to word from
Announcement of the connections the
jthe west coast.
company is making from day to day is
Albert Parker, who directed Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Knickerbocker Buckexpected in the near future.'
kroo," has been chosen as director and
has been at the Harry Garson sudios in
Lease Wharton Plant
|Los Angeles for several weeks making
ITHACA,
N. Y.— The Grossman Picpreliminary
arrangements for the production.
tures Company of New York, has leased
Actors Reach Coast
the Wharton, Inc., studios at Renwick
William Courtleigh, Vincent Serrano, park for a period of six months. The
Edmund Lowe and Gareth Hughes, who company will begin work on a spectacular serial before August. Lillian
ire among the principals that will sup- Walker will
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
be featured in the serial,
)ort Miss Young, left New York for the
Popular screen actress whose productions
name of which has not been an:oast two weeks ago and are already the
nounced.
,"re
to
be distributed by the newly
it work.
formed Equity Pictures Corporation.
publication
"Eyes ofof October,
Youth"
s The
expected
about theof middle
ind while the production is to be unusual
n every respect the advance preparation
During
May
Are
which has been made will make rapid, Films Exported
^ood and economical production possiValued
at
Half
Million
Dollars
ble. The play was purchased a number
[jjf months ago and there has been suffiW ASHINGTON, D. C— At the request of the Washington Bureau of
cient time for preparing the screen
•ersion, with the result that the director the Exhibitors Herald, the Department of Commerce has furnished the
nd his numerous assistants have all had
imple opportunity to fix firmly in their following table, showing in detail our exports of motion picture films, both unbinds just how the story is to be
exposed and exposed, in linear feet, during the month of May:
Not Exposed
.landled.
trip to
I in
advance Mr.of Parker's
Miss Young
wastheforcoast
the Belgium .
Exposed
purpose of preparing the studio sets and Denmark
irranging for the necessary locations.
France
28,000
63,000
55,671
266;
174
Greece
Prepare for Distribut;on
93,964
$3,933
Italy
...
1.000
I Activities at the offices of the Equity
Norway .
738.600
2,400
f9,9np
200.000
14,000
'ictures Corporation in the Aeolian
9,000
37,200
sp
am
Suilding, New York, indicate that Her- Swed
87,720
369,370
en
889,026
England
Bermuda
71,000
69,976
3.000
Canada
246,:s40
907,037
710
Costa Rica
9,228
75
64,350
Guatemala
1,500
24.501
14,000
700
Nicaragua
Panama
1,500
73,000
Mexico
127,996
372,943
16,514
Newfoundland and Labrador
197,000
4,525
14,164
244
Trinidad and Tobago
4,000
Cuba
22,116
1,113
16,261
405,146
5,000
49,925
Dominican Republic
40
Argentina
533,159
15,374
160,859
Brazil
114.000
2,816
Chile
172,954
3,453
679
64,394
8,425
Colombia
74,613
5,164
Peru
10,400
9,347
Uruguay
153,732
16,000
China
4,225
65,002
1,770
British India
120,000
305,878
10,273
8,379
3,842
Straits Settlements
145,071
Dutch East Indies
3,215
625,799
10,074
381,606
an
21,568
Jap
3,618
Russia in Asia
90,000
747,735
Australia
38,283
197,429
10,962
4,700
New Zealand
33,240
Other British Oceania
324,780
Philippine Islands
12,806
1,779
British South Africa
25,110
nother reason why Fox Sunshine Come2,410
popular — they're full of sunshine
8,061,502
— anddian aregirls.
37
Total
1,562.617
$484,403
$47,560
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Dr. Hickson, Head of Chicago* s Psychopathic
W ard, Thus Describes Stars — Scenarioists
Have the Mentality of 14 Year Old Children
One of the surest means of getting
one's
namepublic
into tongue
the public
upon the
is to prints
commitanda
particularly unique, spectacular or horrible murder. But that method has its
drawbacks. There is always a trial to
be borne and occasionally a decidedly
unpleasant stretching of the neck.
A safer way is to attack by way of
the press an established and popular
institution.
Desiring such publicity, there are some
who join the Bolsheviki, others who
deride the administration, and occasionally one who gives utterance to statements like the following, made by Dr.
J. W. Hickson, head of the psychopathic
ward maintained by the city of Chicago
for the care of morons, imbeciles and
others mentally unsound.
Pictures for Childish Minds
"All heroes and heroines of movie
scenarios have dementia praecox. Movies
amuse only persons of the mentality of
children," says Dr. Hickson. And then,
"I have scenarios
met several
writers best
of moving
picture
and modern
sellers
and find they have the intelligence of
boys of 14 or 15."
To back up which statements he adds:
"Tolstoi and Ibsen and Suderman
wrote about nuts because there isn't
anything about the ordinary man that is
worth writing about."
Mr. Hickson does not make quite clear
to which of the latter classes he belongs.
It is certain that none of the authors
mentioned have written about him, or
he would have referred to the distinction.
It is equally certain that no ordinary
man would have allowed the accusations
quoted to bear his name. A hybrid' is
the only answer that presents itself and
it is this class, neither insane nor sane,
subnormal but not demented, that is
entrusted to his care.
Can it be that long association with
the class has left its mark upon the man?
Can it be that in the studious analysis
of mentally deranged persons sent to
him for diagnosis his own mental machinery has slipped a cog?
Drawing Forth Conclusions
The charges made by implication arc
several degrees more astonishing than
the direct statements. Taking his allegaBare Legs Barred
Taking time by the forelock the
firm of Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
Chicago, announce that ladies attired in talcum powder hose will
not be admitted to the Rialto,
McVickers or Randolph theatres.
The firm does not want its patrons
to take cold, which is liable to
occur due to the unique cooling
system in use in these houses, the
air being pumped from the Illinois
tunnel, 85 feet below the surface
of the street.

'HOLD

Praecox

IT!"

Mabel Norman and Her Director Victor Schertzinger,
Stage a Funny Scene, Not in
Comedy
"Upstairs" the Goldwy n

tions at their face value it follows that — •
David Wark Griffith is a moron.
Mary Pickford should be confined to
a sanitarium.
Charles Chaplin should be going to
grade school.
Rex Beach, Rupert Hughes, Harold
Bell Wright, Mary Roberts Rhinehart,
Booth Tarkington, George Ade, George
Barr McCutcheon, Gertrude Atherton,
Kate Douglas Wiggin, all these and their
kind should be committed to institutions
for the feeble minded.
Furthermore, the 13,000,000 persons
who attend the 17,000 motion picture
theatres in the United States every day,
paying something over .$2,000,000 for the
liberty.
privilege, are poor half-wits unfit for
Well, it's the dull season. Not much
doing these days, even in the life of a
busy psj'chopathic specialist. And, with
the cost of living always going up and
never coming down, Union men striking
and gaining the wherewithal to buy food
even at the new prices, something must
be done for the struggling scientist who
ality.
draws his pay from a heartless municiIs It Personal Advertising?
Now if he were only famous. If people were only talking about him on every
corner. Then even an unfeeling city
council would have to increase the appropriation.
But why pick on motion pictures?
There is a subtle compliment in the
choice of subjects.
When a desperate means must be
taken to effect a big result, why not
pick out the best working material
available? So must Dr. Hickson have
argued.
Obviously, had he made the statement
that all street car motormen were crazy,
or all steel workers, railroad men, or
policemen, none but the accused would
have felt any particular interest in the
remarks.
As obviously, every man, woman and
child in America must feel themselves
personally involved in the affair as it
has been done.
Left-handed compliment though it is,
it is none the less sincere.
The industry should be thankful to
this noted authority for his generous
advertising.
Returned Lieutenant
Joins MacManus Forces
NEW YORK— Lieut. J. I. Green, who
has just returned after eighteen months
with the A. E. F., during which time
he saw a great deal of active service at
the front, is now connected with Edward A. MacManus, who is exploiting
"The Lost Battalion." Lieut. Green
joins the advertising department. He was
formerly associated with Mr. MacManus
fices.
at the International and Paramount of38

Bookings

Piling Up

For "Birth of a Race"
Si Greiver, who recently formed the
Greiver Productions to handle state
rights features, is rapidly piling up contracts for "The
Birth of a Race" which
he recently
acquired.
Followingtheatre,
a two the
weeks'
run at new
the
Randolph
handsome
Jones, Linick & Schaefer house, on Randolph street, Chicago, the picture has
been booked at the National theatre for
aof week's
Ascher& Bros.'
theatres,run,by the
Balaban
Katz, circuit
Marks
& Goodman, Schoenstadt circuit and the
Woodlawn theatre, the big 63d street
house, owned by Andrew Karzas.
Thousands of people who were not
able to see the feature when it was shown
at the Blackstone theatre and later at
the Playhouse, will welcome this opportunity to view it in their neighborhood
house. The picture is proving an unusual box-office attraction.
Theatre to Cost $100,000
ONEIDA, N. Y.— A $100,000 motion
picture theatre is to be built on Main
street by M. J. Kallett, formerly of the
Grand theatre, Syracuset N. Y., and now
manager of the Madison Square. -utheatre,
Oneida.
jT
Ince Signs Bosworth
Thomas H. Ince has closed a contract with Hobart Bosworth, to star
under his direction in a number of big
productions. Some exceptionally strong
stories have been secured, it is said, by
the well known producer for vehicles
for Mr. Bosworth. Work has commenced on the first, the working title of
which has not as yet been announced.
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One of the greatest educational motion picture enterprises in the history
of the industry has been launched by
the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company by direction of its president,
Carl Laemmle.
On July 16 there sailed from New
York on the S. S. "The City of
Benares," what is said to be the largest
and the best equipped expedition ever
1 sent from this country to penetrate the
I unexplored regions of the world.
Three weeks hence this expedition will
I land at Capetowti, South Africa, and
at that point will begin an exhaustive
journey through Darkest Africa that
j will not be completed until the members of the expedition emerge a year
later at Zanzibar.
I African exploration, halted during
yUve years of zcar, is to be resumed. In
the' exploring
party are scientists,
motion picture camera-men
and directors
and a newspaper correspondent.
Known as Smithsonian Expedition
Officially this expedition is known as
the Smithsonian African Expedition in
conjunction with the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company. It is one of
the largest in scientific scope since the
famous Stanley expedition that went
forth in search of Livingstone half a
century ago and larger than that
headed by the late Col. Theodore Roose- »
yelt after he retired from the presidency
in 1909. The itinerary carries the
party into unexplored parts of the dark
continent and has been sanctioned by
Dr. Charles Walcott, secretary of the
Smithsonian
Institution,
and Carl
STAR-DIRECTOR

Company
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Africa

Abroad — Screen

Be
Benefited
by
Laemmle. president of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company.
For the first time in the history of
the famous government institution, it
has joined hands with a motion picture concern to enrich the archives of
scientific knowledge and bring the wonders and curiosities of natural history
and anthropological research to the
cinema audiences of the world.
Edmund Heller, of Washington. D.
C, a famous naturalist, is to be the director of the expedition, under the
authority of the Smithsonian Institute.
Henry C. Raven, chosen field naturalist by the Smithsonian Institute for this
expedition, has had a wide experience in
exploring and scientific work.
Homer Leroy Shontz of Washington
was chosen as botainst and agricultural
expert to accompany the expedition, by
the United States Department of Agriculture. He was at one time professor
of botany and bacteriology at the University of Louisiana.
Newspaper Man Goes
This is the first time in the history of
scientific research that a newspaper
correspondent has accompanied such an
expedition. The correspondent is Edward M. Thierry, representing the
Newspaper Enterprise Association. This
association covers and serves three hundred and fifty-five newspapers in the
United States, Canada, Cuba and China.
For the first time in the history of
science the motion picture will play an
important part in the exploration of
Africa. Motion pictures of known and
heretofore unknown forms of animal, insect and reptile life, of races and tribes,
some never before seen by white men,
and unique life and customs will be
brought to America by means of the
motion picture.
Directing all of the motion pictures for
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the expedition will be William Stowell
of Los Angeles. Stowell has been one
of Universal's most successful leading
men and has gained a country-wide reputation as a successful screen actor. He
is one of the most likeable actors of
the American screen.
George Scott Cameraman
The chief photographer assisting Mr.
Stowell is George Scott, one of Universal's most expert photographers and
noted for his photographic feats with
foreign expeditions in the South Sea
Islands, Indo-China and the Far East.
Dr. Joseph R. Armstrong of Los
Angeles was signed by Universal as
business manager of the expedition.
The three scientists of the expedition
will collect skulls, skin, and bones of
animals, specimens of insect life, skulls
and bones of races of mankind, live animals and plants and seeds. The zoological and anthropological specimens
will be for the Smithsonian Institute.
The mission of Dr. Shontz will be investigations leading to the introduction
of useful plants into America.
The tentative itinerary of the expedition is as follows: From Cape Town
to Victoria Falls, and from there northward to the headwaters of the Congo.
From Victoria Falls, following the River
Luvua down as far as the Kiver Lukuga,
and eastward to Lake Tanganyika. From
Lake Tanganyika to Ujiji; using Ujiji
as base, making such trips eastward into
the territory formerly known as German East Africa as appear advisable.
Go West from Lake Kivu
Thence northward on Lake Tanganyika
to Lake Kivu. from which point operating westward toward the Lualaba Congo,
if it is determined there is material in
that direction worth investigating and
photographing.
From there northward

AFRICAN

EXPEDITION

Left to right — Dr. direct
JosephtheR. picture*
Armstrong,
Angeles,
bnsiness
manager
of expedition:
"William
t'niversal star who will
takenof inLosAfrica;
Harry
W« Kohler.
cameraman
and Pliny
Home,Stowell.
cameraman.
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THE SMITHSONIAN-UNIVERSAL

EXPEDITION

,«Li'( naturalist
to riiilii — Georse
Scott, bychiefSmithsonian
cameraman Institute;
of expedition;
L. Shontz,
botanist andandagricultural
expert; Edmund Heller, noted
beins' sent
Henry Homer
C. Raven,
field expedition
naturalist,
correspondent to accompany
an exploing
into Edward
Africa. M. Thierry, the first newspaper
to Albert Edward Nyanza; then to the
Rmvenzori Mountains.
From the Ruwenzori neighborhood the
expedition will probably travel westward
m the general direction and the course
of the Aruwim River, returning to the
Albert Nyanza and proceeding down the
Nile for some distance.
Returning to the Victoria Nyanza, the
party will proceed to Nairobi, thence to
Mt. Kenia, thence to the desert country in the northern section of British
East Africa. At this point the party
may disband, some embarking for home
via Mombasa, Suez Canal and Mediterranean, and some proceeding northward
up the Nile to Alexandria, the only route
possible for transporting of wild animals.
Off for Far East

W. K. Alder >!• ii ami Bd ward Laammlc
(right) who arc rnahJag the expedition
lo CaJenrtta, iydaej Ml Manilla,

Another Expedition in East
Further evidence of the fact that Universal cameras are covering the world is
seen in the heretofore unannounced expedition organized by Carl Laemmle
which is operating in the Far East. This
expedition is under the direction of W.
F. Alder, another Universal-traveler-explorer-photographer. Edward Laemmle
is his assistant and companion. More
than 600,000 feet of film will be exposed.
This party landed in Yokahoma some
time ago.
Among the cities which will be visited
by the expedition are Yokohama, Na.cazki. Saigen, Bankok, Batavia, Brunei,
Darey, Papua, Mindance, Melbourne,
H-nolulu, Tokyo, Kobe, Shanghai, Canton. Haifong, Honor, Singapore, Mandalay, Calcutta, Socrabaya, Macasser,
Sarawak Point. Manilla, Sydney, Pagepage and Rangoon.
The third Universal foreign company
is the Eddie Polo group which recently
left New York City and is now photographing scenes in England. This
group, headed by Polo, is makii'"r the
I'niversal serial "The Thirteenth Hour."
Hope Loring, well-known author is
writing the continuity for the serial. J.
P. McGowan is directing the production,
and T'eggy O'Dare is the leading woman.
After completing the scenes in England
the company will proceed to Scotland
and from there to Ireland and France.
"U" Cameraman to Borneo
The Educational and Industrial departments of the Universal company have
sent a cameraman abroad to photograph
primarily for the interests of the rubber industry of the United States,
thousands of feet of film which will
show the life and customs of the people engaged in the crude rubber industry.
It is one of the most extensive one man
tours ever attempted by any film company. Carl Laemmle selected Roswell
P. [ohuson, an expert photographer, to
make the journey and he sailed on July
in from Vancouver. Wach. Johnson, before returning will visit the isianrts of
Sumatra. Borneo, Java and ot^cr territories south of the Malay peninsula.
With four foreign expeditions under
way, Mr. Laemmle is now considering
the sending of still more expeditions into
foreign fields it is said. The announcement of the places these other expeditions will visit is expected within a short
time.
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"The Eternal Three"
First Neilan Film
For First National
Having completed his production of
"In Old Kentucky" featuring Anita
Stewart, Marshall Neilan will leave immediately for New York, and from there
will make a hurried trip to London.
During his absence the staff will make
preliminary preparations for the initial
Marshall Neilan special to be made for
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
This will be an adaptation of Randall
Parrish's famous novel "Bob Hampton
of Placer." The motion picture version
will be titled "The Eternal Three."
While in many scenes thousands of
people will be used the production will
not be of the spectacular type. That is
to say the story will come foremost and
the great numbers will furnish a background. It is expected that in some of
the
as used.
many as two thousand
horsesscenes
will be
it isMarjorie
expected, Daw
will p'ay
theLewis
title Stone,
role, and
the
female lead. Little Wesley Barry, now
known
as "Stickers"
have theinternationally
part of his career.
He willwill
be
a bold, bad buckaroo in miniature, and
is even now taking lessons in riding and
shooting.
He promises
makeamateurs
"Bill"
Hart and Tom
Mix looktolike
when it comes to stunts.
Mahlon Hamilton, featured with Mary
Pickford in "Daddy Long Legs," and at
present playing the leading male role in
"In Old Kentucky," will have a prominent role in "The Eternal Three" being
in fact the third angle to the well-known
triangle. The other two are Lewis
Stone and Miss Daw.
Buys Controlling Interest
MEDFORD, ORE.— Harry Percy,
whose motion picture activities are well
known throughout the state, has accity.
quired the controlling interest in another
prominent motion picture theatre in this
"U" Sells Department
The entire supply department of the
I'niversal Film Exchange at Oklahoma
City has been sold to the Kelley Theatre Supply, 7 North Dewey street, which
handles machines and supplies exclusively.
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C. J. Kingsley

and

J. C.

Ragland Chosen for Important Posts — Well
Known in Theatrical and Film Circles
Realart Pictures Corporation announces the appointment of three branch
managers at as many important points. These arc Henry E. Wilkinson. Buffalo:
C. G. Kingsley, Detroit and J. C. Ragland, St. Louis. All arc men exceptionally
well qualified for the positions they hold.
Mr. Wilkinson is well known in the time, and later became connected with
the Lubin Company.
Bison City. He has been an exhibitor
for a number of years and knows the
Selects Cincinnati Manager
showman's angleInstitute
well. Educated
at the
Massachusetts
of Technology,
When the Fox organization opened in
and graduated with the degree of civil office in Cincinnati. Mr. Kingsley was
engineer he spent live years in the city made special representative, and was
engineer'sclined,
office,
morethan
in- transferred to Detroit as exchange manhowever,Buffalo.
toward Being
business
ager. He resigned to become the Pittsengineering Mr. Wilkinson went into
burgh manager for Paramount, and then
the stock brokerage business and was
returned to Detroit a second time as
engaged in selling stocks and bonds for Fox manager. During his second conhimself when the United States entered
nection W'ith the Fox company Mr.
the war.
Kingsley was also manager of the Boston and Indianapolis offices.
With four
experience
in enthe
National
Guardyears'
of New
York, he
For the past jear Mr. Kingsley has
tered the aviation corps and while he was
been connected with the Cincinnati office
learning made his first flight at the Pen- of Select Pictures Corporation. The
sacola Navy Yard with Lieutenant Bel- building.
Detroit offices are in the Joseph Mack
linger, the daring aeronaut who flew
HENRY E. WILKINSON
across the Atlantic in the NC-4.
Having been prominently identified
Who has
lieen appointed
Buffalo
Kvrhnnee
for Realartmanaser
Picture* ofCorp.
with
the
business
management
of
many
Sells Theatre Interests
theatrical ventures and several of the
Upon being discharged from the army
New Zone Law
more important photoplay companies, J.
Mr. Wilkinson became a partner of C. Ragland. the new manager of the
.
LOS
ANGELES.
— The city attorney
Joseph A. SchuheTt, who has seven
St. Louis Realart branch, comes well
has
been
instructed
to prepare an orditheatres in Buffalo, one in Niagara Falls
uipped to handle that important terrinance creating a motion picture zone as
and a second under construction there.
petitioned for by J. D. Hampton ProducTo accept
positioninterests
Mr. Wil-to
Ragland's Long Experience
tions. It is explained that this zone will
kinson soldhisoutpresent
his theatre
Mr. Ragland, following a long experi- cover a moving picture institution that
his partner.
\va> overlooked when the original zone
ence as road manager of the theatrical
The Buffalo offices of Realart are at
221 Franklin street, in the center of the attractions, was first initiated into film ordinance was enacted.
circles when he presented George
film district.
C. G. Kingsley, who will manage the Kleine's spectacle "Quo Yadis" throughout the country. Later he took charge
Detroit exchange for Realart was affilBuys Rockford Firm
iated with the old Film Import and of booking the various road presentaCINCINNATI.— Charles E. Runey of
Trading Company, in New York at one
tions of the Cines production "The Last the Cincinnati Motion Picture Company,
Days of Pompeii." also a Kleine at- will start manufacture of safety motion
traction.
picture projectors soon. Mr. Runey has
Mr. Kleine appointed Mr. Ragland
purchased the equipment of the Rockmanager of the Kleine exchange in New
ford. 111. factured
concern
Orleans where he remained for two
the article.which formerly manuyears. He then joined the Fox company
as manager of the Pittsburgh brancli.
and was later 4ransferred to Cincinnati.
In the spring of 1918 Mr. Ragland met
Two Realart Pictures
Mr. Arthur S. Kane, president of Realart, then general manager of Select. His
Exchange Men Named
splendid record as salesman and manager
J. S. Woody, general sales manattracted Mr. Kane's attention and a? a
ager for Realart Pictures Corporaresult
tion has appointed J. B. Reilly, an
manager.he is now Realart's St. Louis
"old timer" in film circles, as
Mr. Ragland has taken an active part
branch manager for the Cleveland
in all motion picture activities in and
exchange. Mr. Reilly gained conaround St. Louis and has by his many
siderable experience as a theatre
trips throughout that territory, kept in
manager, exhibitor, sales manager
close touch with the exhibitors. The
of
Triangle
and later with Metro,
offices which were established on July 7.
in Chicago.
are at 3626 Olive street.
Another Realart appointee, who
is well known in the trade, is Harry
L. Hollander, made manager of the
Minneapolis exchange. Mr. HolSyd Chaplin Is Host
lander was with the Fox film comNEW YORK— Sydney Chaplin tendpany for a number of years, both
ered a farewell luncheon to the press
in New York and Minneapolis and
later with Select and First Naat the
Charidge
on July 18.
Mr. to
Chaplin made
a few remarks,
relative
his
J. C. RAGL.WD
tional sales forces.
Recently appointed St. I.ouix mummer for future plans. About thirty members of
Realart Picture* Corp.
the press were present.
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in Canada

Cities

in Expand-

ing Company's Foreign Policy Following
Signing of Peace Treaty
The signing of peace has been the sig- possible for any exhibitor, however remote his city or town, to get prompt and
nal for Fox Film Corporation to open
sixteen new branch offices abroad and efficient service on Fox pictures. These
branch
offices stretch from coast to
three new branch offices in Canada — an
coast and from the Great Lakes to the
expansion
of
the
Fox
company's
foreign
Gulf.
policy that places that concern in touch
23 Exchanges In Europe
wither ofexhibitors
the earth. in practically every cornThere are twenty-three European exIt establishes a connection between
changes. With London distribution of
Fox Film Corporation and the motion
Fox pictures throughout the British
picture exhibitors of the world that is Isles; branches being maintained in
unapproached by any other motion pic- Scotland. Ireland and Wales.
ture concern; an association that means
And with Paris as the headquarters on
a great volume of business for the Fox the continent, there is a chain of offices
organization and an improved service covering the principal cities of France,
for Fox exhibitors wherever located.
Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium and
Holland.
Plans Made During Trip
Then there are branches in the ArgenThe opening of these new foreign extine and Uraguay, in Brazil. Australia
changes-is
the
result
of
plans
formulated
New Zealand, and the new branch ofon the recent visit abroad of William
fices of the North African colonies and
Fox, head of Fox Film Corporation, and Western
Canada.
Win field R. Sheehan, general manager.
Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan made arrangements for a liberal extension of the comMarshall Neilan
foreignnew
service,
and theis establishment pany's
of these
exchanges
the culmIssues Ultimatum
ination of those plans.
The arrangements for inaugurating
To Coast Merchants
these new exchanges being completed,
the actual opening awaited only the con- Los Angeles Trades People
sum ation of peace. It was considered
Take Unfair Advantage of
an insuspicious time to open new exchanges when peace terms were not fully
Studios, Director Says
agreed upon.
Closely following the announcement
Abraham Carlos, general representative of Fox Film Corporation, is in direct of the building of a new $750,000 studio
supervision of these newest Fox ex- in Los Angeles, by Marshall Neilan
changes. Mr. Carlos is making Paris his comes the ultimatum delivered by him
headquarters, and from that central point that no supplies, properties or equipis directing the operation of all the exment shall be purchased from Los Anchanges. He is remarkably familiar with
foreign conditions in the motion picture
business and is ideally equipped to put
all these Fox exchanges on a successful
basis.
The new exchanges, opened under the
direction of Mr. Carlos, are:
Lille, Bordeaux, Lyons. Marseilles.
France; Amsterdam, Holland; Milan.
Turin, Rome, Naples, Italy; Barcelona.
Spain; Lisbon, Portugal: Geneva, Switzerland, and Brussels, Belgium.
Arrangements also have been made for
covering the field in the North African
colonies and offices have been establshed
in Algiers, Tunis snd Morocco.
New Branches In Canada
In addition to this expansion abroad,
Sam Dembow, Jr., home office representative of Fox Film Corporation, has established branch offices in Winnipeg.
Calgary and Vancouver, thus covering
the Western Canadian field. Eastern)
Canada is already thoroughly canvassed,
with well established branches in Montreal, Toronto and St. John. With the
establishment of these new offires in
Western Canada, the Canadian field is
thoroughly covered, and a great increase
in the business in Canada, where Fox
pictures arc already very popular, is
expected.
MARSHALL N OIL \ N
There arc twentv-threc United States
I I l-'lu h f Inu Irlnhnnin" who nmpoiU'N to
exchanges, so distributed that they compiirrliliMr
IiIn no|1|>H«*n OBtataC of I.OM
pletely cover the country and make it
\ ituclcN.
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geles merchants until they change their
methods of doing business.
Mr. Neilan has a plan, the details of
which he is not yet ready to divulge
which will not only result in his buying
elsewhere than in Los Angeles, but will
prove so revolutionary that unquestionably it will be adopted by all other producers in Los Angeles. The result will
be that the vast amount of money now
spent in this city will be diverted elsewhere without going to the expense of
moving the studios as has been contemplated.
Neilan Takes Initiative
For some time past the merchants of
Los Angeles have been taking unfair
advantage in the matter of prices
charged motion picture people. It remained for Mr. Neilan, fighting Irishman, to take the first step that will undoubtedly bring the local profiteers to
reason. They will have to cut their
prices down to normal and even then it
is hardly possible that business relations will be resumed as the Neilan plan
provides for the purchase of goods at
the wholesale rate. It will mean the
saving of millions of dollars each year,
it is said.
Interviewed by local newspaper men
regarding
this plan that
Mr. inNeilan
said. "I
want
it understood
this move
of
mine there is no feeling of animosity
toward the merchants of Los Angeles.
The way I see it they are their own
worst enemies. They have brougnt
about a conditions that is unbearable
and sooner or later were bound to suffer.
I can say absolutely that my plan of
purchasing will reduce the cost of material from twenty-five to thirty per
cent.
Demand Fair Prices
"I will continue to use Los Angeles
labor, but if compelled to will import
that also. I have the word of several
of the largest producing organizations
on the Coast that they will follow my
lead. We are determined to settle the
question of what prices are fair and just
immediately. Also we will take steps
to see that motion picture interests are
afforded more protection than has been
the custom in the past. This studio
venture is my first independent business
undertaking and I am determined that
it shall prove a profitable one. I am
willing to pay what a thing is worth and
no more, andrangements if
makeI certainly
such arin LosI can't
Angeles
can elsewhere."
20 Per Cent Dividend
Is Declared by Pa the
NEW YORK— A 20 per cent dividend
was cut by the directors of the Pathe
Exchange, Inc., at a meeting last week.
The dividend was declared from the surplus profits to stockholders of record of
July 12. It is understood that Pathe
stock is closely held, and is not on the
market.
Lynch Enterprises Adds
Princess at Birmingham

En-'
Princess
have taken
tcrprises
S. A.theLynch
The over
NEW YORK—
Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., which was
formerly operated by the Mudd-Colley
Co-j
also said
It isStrand
Company.
soonthecomel
willthat
and the
lonial
under control of the S. A. Lynch En-I
terprises.

EXHIBITORS
American
Demand

Finds Big
for Rights

To "Damaged Goods"
Since publishing an official announcement that the re-issue of its famous
propaganda picture, "Damaged Goods."
would be offered to the State Rights
market, the American Film Company,
Inc., Chicago, has been deluged with
letters and telegrams from buyers submitting bids for their respective territories.
The insistent demand for this timely
subject is explained by the national importance this subject assumes in the
present reconstruction period.
As an instance of the strong official
backing "Damaged Goods" has received
in all quarters, comes the report of the
National Board of Review. When it met
to review the film the board invited for
consultation a former district attorney,
members of the Committee of Fourteen,
the Society for Moral and Sanitary
Prophylaxis, the American Society for
Social Hygiene, several skilled physicians,
an author of numerous books and reports on the social evil, a well-known
lecturer in biology and a representative
of the physical department of the International Y. M. C. A. This unusual
group of critics went on record as saying
that "Damaged Goods" is a "dignified,
accurate, dramatic and convincing presentation of this difficult subject." "It
is seldom,"
theywhich
reported,
"thatat athecontroversial subject
strikes
heart
of society is staged so beautifully and
so A dramatically
in this
story."
deal has justas been
closed
disposing
of the rights in the New England states
to F. Alland & Bros, of Boston, Mass
The territory controlled by this deal
embraces Massachusetts, Maine. New
Hampshire, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Negotiations are now pending
with various other well known state
right buyers, and further announcements
will follow shortly.
R. C. Cropper Buys
Texas Guinan Feature
R. C. Cropper, president and general
manager of the Bee Hive Film Exchange.
Chicago, announces that in September
he will release the first feature ever
distributed through his exchanges.
Heretofore nothing but short reel subjects have ever been handled from Bee
Hive, but when Mr. Cropper was in New
York recently he had the pleasure of
witnessing Texas Guinan's five reel
feature
She Wolf."
impressed
him as "The
the ideal
western It
feature
with
the result that he immediately decided
that if Bee Hive was ever to enter the
feature field here was the pinnacle of
perfection for making the plunge.
The series of two reelers in which
Texas Guinan is being featured have
had a heavy demand and are fast establishing Miss Guinan as one of our
foremost stars. It is only fair to believe that by September, when this picture is issued, there will be thousands
of Texas Guinan fans all anxious to see
her in her first big feature.
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Who's
Who
In Chi cago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

FRANK

B. ROGERS

RY 12 is a red letter day
RUA
FEBin
history. Not only is it the anniversary of the birth of Lincoln,
but it is also the anniversary of Frank
Boltonss. Rogers entering into the film
busine
Frank BOLTON
BOLTON* and
Rogers?
Yes,
Frank
not Frank
"BONUS" Rogers. Bolton is the name
he was given by his parents iust after
the stork dropped him down a chimney
in Kansas City not so many years ago.
"Bonus" is the name hung on him by
a bright young trade journalist and it
has stuck because it fits. In the little
over two years Rogers had been dealing in film, life has been just one bonus
after another.
Rogers took his present position of
manager
Pathe's
exchange
March 18.of1918.
Less Chicago
than three
years
ago. he was in business in Kansas City
selling cotton seed meal to the natives.
Cotton seed meal is profitable enough,
but its rather monotonus. so on February 12, 1917. Rogers landed in Chicago
to become a special salesman for Essanay. He turned his orders into George
Kleine. He did so well that three
months later, found him a salesman for
Kleine and six months
later, he be4.5

came assistant manager for the Standard Film Corporation, of which Ralph
O. Proctor was manager.
When Proctor became Chicago manager for Pathe, Robers was made manager of Standard. Then when Proctor
was made district manager, Rogers bemanagerthere
of Pathe's
Chicago office
and hascamebeen
ever since.
Got a Bad
Pictures

Start in
Says Stone;

FredCompletes
Stone, the stage
comedian,
has
Jim1'
"Billy
just finished his first screen production
under his own company's banner at the
Brunton studios, Los Angeles, Calif. It
is to
be called
Jim" andover
is said
to
show
marked "Billy
improvement
his
former pictures.
In speaking of his first venture into
pictures Mr. Stone, in a recent interview, said:
""I plunged into an entirely new dramatic world with scarcely any preliminary
preparation. No one seemed to think
that any was required, because there
was no attempt to initiate me into the
mysteries of film acting. And I want
to state here that there is as much difference between the stage and the screen
as there is between broad noon and
twilight. I could write volumes about
that phase of it.
"Then there was the difficulty over
stories. It seemed to be the theory that
the only stories required for me were
not stories at all in the sense that we
use the word — just a succession of
stunts to show what I could do. The
scenario writer just had to be told that
I could ride, rope, walk a tight rope,
was con'story''
and thethese
roller skate
And
stunts.
structed —to include
frankly, I was too ignorant of the new
art. to raise any objection.
"I dowork
not a consider
my islast
screen
success, that
my year's
chief
reason for returning to the screen. I
am going to prove that one who has
solved the problems of the speaking
stage can master the silent drama. The
public will realize that I am sincere because itknows I do not need the money.
I am sure that 'Billy Jim' will be liked."
Chicago Film Exchange
Buys Two Big Features
Another film exchange has sprung from
the combination formed a short time ago
by Ludwig Schindler, Arthur Lowy and
F. O. Neilsen of Chicago, to handle
"Mickey." For the present they will operate
under the old title The Mickey Film Company and will retain the offices at 220 South
State street.
The company has purchased "The Girl
From Marsh Croft." the Swedish Bioscope
production, which was shown at the Chicago
theatre last winter under the auspices of
the Swedish societies. It will be exploited on a large scale throughout Illinois and Indiana.
Rights "Persuasive
to the Mayfair Film Corporation's
feature
Peggy," starring Peggy
Hyland. have also been taken for Illinois
and Indiana. The features will be ready
for exhibitors on or about September 1,
it is said.
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I 'J' will be well worth the time of the exhibitor who
1 wishes to round out his performance to the symmetrical proportions that go so far toward popularizing the
individual theatre to investigate the new style of film
nailer that is now being published by Famous PlayersLasky.
The innovation is a distinct step forward in the matter
of heralding coming attractions, and that little matter
has long been a serious problem for the painstaking
exhibitor. Slides were never satisfactory. They always

another tale of the west of '4!), the rough and tumble days
of pistol law and lariat justice, when the country west
of the Mississippi was all that it is called in the
title. The tale is interesting, though not remarkably
original, and Alma Rubens finds it a vehicle to her liking. The remainder of a large cast qualify as satisfactory. Henry Kolker proves his directorial ability in his
handling of the production.
"HOSE OF THE WEST" (Fox) moves rapidly, with
shooting and knife-fighting in plenty to supply the
characteristic atmosphere, through a series of big events
to a happy conclusion. Madlaine Traverse impersonates
a western mother who goes to great lengths to protect
her daughter and achieves a strong characterization.
Drama all the way, with never a hint of comedy relief,
it is none the less interesting, excellent suspense overcoming that lack.

brought about a letting up of the patron's interest, a
break in the continuity of the show. The trailer taken
from the complete print after it came to the exchange
was somewhat better, but of course it crippled the picture
itself, since important scenes had to be utilized.
Now comes the Paramount strip, sixty to seventy-five
feet in length, made up of subtitles and specially posed
ad imi with the purpose to be served kept in mind during
the making of the film. It is to be supplied much as
slides have been supplied heretofore, and it serves its
purpose many times as well.
No doubt there will be others to follow this lead, and
the break in the show will be forever done away with.
"THE WAY OF A WOMAN" (Select) is undoubtedly the best picture of the week. It tells a story that is
believable. It supplies Norma Talmadge with an ideal
role. It has been superbly mounted and directed.. Rich
in furnishings, plot, interest and entertainment value, it
cannot fail of popular success.
"A SPORTING CHANCE" (Paramount) provides
Ethel Clayton with all the equipment that young Lad
needs to register approval in the eyes of her admirers and
the general public. A lively little adventure story, unique
yet logical, fascinating by reason of its unusual development, it is sure to satisfy thoroughly. Jack Holt has
,1 >plendid supporting role and capitalizes upon it.
"THE HUMAN DESIRE" (First National) will
compare well with any of the previous Anita Stewart
productions. A delicate, idyllic affair, depending equally
upon star and story for its power, it seems assured of a
place an j tbe -ucccsses of the season.
An evenly
balanced cast, co-operating effectively with the star, lend
realism to the production.
"FORBIDDEN" (.lewd) is another proof thai the
Combined efferta of Mildred Harris and Lois Weber are
productive of high class entertainment. Here, as often
before, it i- the details thai count. Here, also, it is
concise i'\|x»sition of tbe mental impulses and decisions
of a young girl that make up the substance of tbe drama.
Here, again, the team work of the ladies is faultless.
• A MAN'S COUNTRY" (Exhibitors Mutual) relates

"THE PEACE OF ROARING RIVER" (Goldwyn)
differs materially from the sort of drama that Pauline
Frederick has appeared in heretofore. Without a single
cost I v gown, luxurious interior or dress-suited assemblage, she still succeeds in making her role realistic,
natural and convincing. More logical stories have been
screened, it is true, but the high grade work of the star
and her associates make compensation for whatever is<
lacking in this respect.
"ROSE O" THE RIVER" (Paramount) is well
suited to the accomplishments of Lila Lee, whose charm
is given every chance to work its effect upon the audience
which witnesses the production. There is nothing weighty
about the girl and boy romance which constitutes the
body of the play. Yet it has about it the glamor of youth
and love as youth alone knows it. Seasonable, refreshing, genuinely amusing, it is certain to please nine out of
ten who see it.
"TIIK MICROBE" (Metro) deserves less distinction
for its story value than as a vehicle for Viola Dana. The
active little star has here just the sort of material with
which she does her best work. As though to show her
appreciation of the opportunity, she gives everything
that is in her to the characterization. Naturally, the
result is a gratifying one.
"A BROADWAY SAINT" (World) has for its aim
the throwing of needed light upon the time-honored fallacy that the city is more vice-ridden than the small town.
Incidentally it expresses the popular disapproval of
prohibition, anti-cigarette agitation and similar hindrances to tbe pursuit of happiness. Incidentally, also,
it contains the capable Montagu Love in a role admirably suited to bis talents.
11

REVIEWS
Mildred Harris in
FORBIDDEN
Six-part drama; Universal-Jewel.
Directed by Lois Weber
Published in July.
OPINION: With a story of the type
she finds yielding material in her
hands. Lois Weber has lived up to past
performances in the present publication. As in "Home" she dealt with the
finer phases of feminine psychology and
the comparison of the poor and the
wealthy, here she delineates lucidly the
mind workings of a girl wife torn between the lure of city life and the fresh
charm of the country.
Mildred Harris, the girl in both cases,
here excells her work in the earlier one.
Real acting is called for in this role,
acting that demands more than pretty
gestures and attractive dresses, and the
star proves that she is equal to the task.
There will be those, pernaps, to complain of a certain slowing up of action
along about
the picture. For a half-way
time it is through
noticeable.
But
it is fine preparation for the live climax
which marks the finish. The test of
popular approval will establish the
play's genuine entertainment value.
SYNOPSIS: Maddie Irvin. tired of
the country, marries Fred Worth ington, a childhood sweetheart long cherished as her idol but absent for the past
five years in the city, only to learn after
their wedding that he has erected a
sumptuous country home for them.
Soon they become almost estranged because of her desire to live in the city
and his aversion to things metropolitan,
born of a disappointment in love, and lie
yields to her plea that he take her there
for a while at least. She learns to paint
and powder, and his efforts to disgust
her with the life fail. Then he pretends to leave her forever, having first
arranged for a friend to lure her to
Chinatown. Here he, disguised, pretends to attempt assault. A country
acauaintance. who has seen her and
followed her, shoots him. She flees
to their home in the country. Hore
her husband comes to her. keeping the
plot secret, and happiness follows.
Madlaine Traverse in
ROSE OF THE WEST
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Harry Millarde.
Published in July.
OPINION: If it is action that your
audience demands of photoplay entertainment, they should be thoroughly
satisfied with "Rose of the West," the
most exacting piece of screen drama
that Madlaine Traverse has yet attempted. It fairly teems with dash and
go from the opening scene to the closing one.
And the stride, once struck, is never
diminished for a moment, but builds
steadily until the plot has exhausted it-

self, brought the players into proper
juxtaposition and delivered its crisis.
Though a mother role, that given the
star is one of many requirements No
mere facial contortions, no laconic
stalking about, but a lot of real
up-and-coming activity is called for.
And the star delivers the required article.
SYNOPSIS: Rose Labelle, after
waiting two years for the return of her
husband reported killed by an avalanche,
decides to marry Bruce Knight of the
Northwest Mounted Police. As they
seal their engagement in a fond embrace the missing husband enters and
makes a scene. But Knight is allowed
to depart and the couple try to make
the best of things for the sake of
Angela, their daughter, just blossoming into womanhood. Knight visits
one Beaudry, wealthy land owner and
profligate, who owns the property, upon
which he, Pierre, has discovered gold,
lieauflry refuses to sell for money but
ofTers Pierre a deed to the land upon
condition Uk1 he will give him Angela.
Pierre consents and Beaudry comes to
the Labelle home to get the girl. Kos:
turns him cut and dencunces her husband. Then Pierre and Beaudry contrue to lure Angela to an abandoned
rabin. where Angela is narrowly rescued by her mother, who shoots
Beaudry. Then, when charged with
murder, a half-breed who has long
worshipped in silence, kills her father,
is wounded in the light and, dying, take-;
the blame foi the other murder. Thus
comes happiness out of despair.

MADLAINE TRAVERSE
Shown in a dramatic heart-erinpintt scene
from "Rusf of 45
the Went" (Fox).

Ethel Clayton in
A SPORTING CHANCE
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by George Melford.
Published August 3.
OPINION : Ethel Clayton's impersonation of an impulsive and humored
daughter of riches is quite the best
that is currently on view upon the
American screen. Paramount has surely
found the right place for the star, the
perfect role for her, and seem determined, happily, to keep her there.
In "A Sporting Chance" she repeats
the success that was hers in "Men,
Women and Money," as attractive a
society play as has come to attention
in months. Here there is less of plot,
perhaps, but an equal appeal and corresponding amusement value.
Just enough seriousness has been injected into the plot to save it from
monotony, but the major portion of the
picture is taken up with semi-humorous
happenings that are in themselves
pleasantly diverting. And there is a
clever plot twist which delivers a
unique and satisfying surprise at the
finish.
The play is ideal for the star, the
season and the pleasure of the general
Jack Holt contributes splendid dipublic.rect support.
SYNOPSIS: Carey Brent, berated by
her father for yielding to impulses
which lead to minor disasters, disobeys and aids an escaping convict in
dueling the officers, employing him as
chauffeur. In this capacity he keeps
careful watch over her as she seeks
to rid her step-mother of what she believes to be the dangerous attentions of
Ralph Seward, seemingly favored by
that lady. , Wishing to spare her father
pain, she wins the man away from
Mrs. Brent, only to discover eventually
that he is a blackmailer seeking to dispose of incriminating though innocent
letters written by her when a young
and romanic girl. Carey goes to his
apartments in his absence to find the
letters,
Seward's
arrivalthetraps
her.
At the but
critical
moment
convictchauffeur breaks in. whips Seward, rethe letters
and effects
escape. coversWhen
he arrives
home,Carey's
later,
she warns him of a bulletin she has
seen announcing
the capture
self. It then is disclosed
that of
he himis a
salesman whom the convict had forced
to change clothes with him. and so they
are married.
Bandit Lair in Film
The quaint ruins of an adobe shack
once the lair of the notorious Mexican
bandit. Otilla, and known as "The House
of Thieves" were used by Benjamin B.
Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner in filming Zane Grey's famous novel, "Desert
Gold," which is scheduled by W. W.
Hodkinson for early publication. The
hut is in the Colorado desert, on the
Morongo Indian Reservation, at the foot
of mighty San Jacinto mountain.
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becomes the dominant power in the
wilder life of the town. When a pestilence drives most of the residents to the
hills she and the preacher take refuge
with three children in the saloon. As
time goes on both see the narrowness of
their views and love dawns. Then the
murderer returns and, finding Kate
alone, seeks to be revenged upon her.
*The preacher returns and a fight ensues. The timely arrival of the sheriff
of
the
saves the
preacher's
and, thetown
pestilence
abated,
they life
are
married.

Pauline Frederick in
PEACE OF ROARING RIVER
Five-part drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Victor L. Schertzinger.
Published July 13.
OPINION: The best obtainable in the
way of direction and production comto liftordinary
"The Peace
Roaring
River"cf
from binethe
class ofinto
the realm
entertaining drama. Without these, it
would have given but passable satisfaction, as the story is lacking in plausibility and striking power.
Equipped as it is, with all the good
points of Goldwyn productions, with the
splendid work of the star and Thomas
Holding at the head of a capable cast, it
impresses as pleasant diversion. The
mass of attendance will render a favorable decision.
As a poor girl, broken in health,
grasping at the straw offered in a matrimonial advertisement by a wealthy westener, Pauline Frederick has a role unsual for her, yet one which she finds
pliable material in her hands.
SYNOPSIS:
Hugo Ennis,
man's
man.
refuses to capitulate
to the awooing
of Sophy, the postmistress, thereby
arousing her resentment. She puts an
advertisement in a matrimonial newspaper, answering the replies in his name.
Thus she brings to the little town Madge
Nelson, of Omaha, Neb., whose recent
illness has left her penniless and friendless. Madgescents
goes atoblackmailing
Ennis' cabin.
Ennis returns,
scheme
and in the argument which follows is
shot by Madge. Madge summons a doctor and saves his life, but Sophy heads
a delegation of the women of the town
to run Madge out of the community.
Ennis recovers consciousness, discovers that he loves Madge, persuades her
to stay, outwit* the designing Sophy
and marries Madge.

Alma Rubens in
A MANS COUNTRY
Five-part drama; Robertson-Cole Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by Henry Kolker.
Published in July.
OPINION : Though following closely
the general lines of the early Triangle
westerns featuring Keenan, Hart and,
occasionally, Louise Glaum, there are
sufficient touches of originality in the
treatment of the plot in the most recent
publication that will doubtless give as
good satisfaction as did those early masterpieces. That should more than satisfy
the most exacting exhibitor.
Alma Rubens, as the queen of the
dance hall who leads her faction against
the newlysurprises
arrived her
"skyfan pilot"
and his
followers,
acquaintances
by the skill with which she handles the
difficult and unfamiliar role. A numerous and well balanced cast lend harmonious support.
Technically, nothing is left to he desired. And Henry Kolker proves himself a capable production master by his
understanding management of details
and masses. Altogether, the piece should
please practically any audience to which
it is submitted for approval.
SYNOPSIS: Kate Carewe, dance hall
favorite of a western community in the
early fifties, is denounced for her evil
ways by a minister recently arrived from
the east and leads her band of worshipers to his house of worship on the
first night of his services, shooting up
the place
and dispersing
the congregation in terror.
She returns
to her
clement and the preacher continues to
do what good work he can under the
circumstances in the community. Kate,
through the murder of the owner of the
dance hall and a poker game played with
the murderer for possession of the place,
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Anita Stewart in
THE HUMAN DESIRE
Five-part drama; First National.
Directed byin Wilfred
North.
Published
July.
OPINION: An unusual story told in
unusual manner and, despite certain
improbabilities, convincing, "The Human Desire" possesses more real entertainment value than either "Mary
Regan" or "A Midnight Romance,"
though the star does not equal the work
done in "Virtuous Wives."
Essentially clean and always above reproach, the mixed audience should find
the picture to its liking. The family
gathering
should pronounce it especially satisfying.
"The Human Desire," the picture
maintains, is the natural desire of the
budding woman for a baby "all her very
own." It is a subject which, in the
hands of less careful producers, might
have led to unpleasant and disgusting
results. Here, however, it has been
made a delicate idyl which can offend
none and should in great measure counteract the influence of such fetid concoctions as have sprung from similar
themes in the past.
Accustomed as are picture patrons to
putting their own construction upon
titles, it is probably that many will
expect the risque. In this they will be
disappointed. But in the finding of a
clean, worth while picture story there
will be more than ample compensation.
SYNOPSIS:
Berenice,
orphan, is
raised almost to womanhood by the
good sisters in an Italian convent.
Worshipping
the pictured Madonna]
and Child she is seized with a great de-|
sire to have a baby she can call her
own.
Running
away
to America
where she has been told babies ar«J
plentiful, she is taken in by Robenl
Lane, an artist whose wife has refuse^
to divorce him, and poses for his profi
jeeted masterpiece, a Madonna. Herd
she falls in love with the baby bor|rowed for this posing and is filled witli
sorrow when the child is taken awav
Lane, who has become sincerely bur
honorably in love with the girl, adopt'
a baby for her. His wife meets th
girl and the baby, believes the wors
and insults her.
Berenice takes tW
child and leaves the house, becoming
lost in the city and finally findinj
refuge in a hospital. The baby diet.
Lane learns of his wife the reason f(U
Berenice's departure, locates the gi !
and, divorcing his wife, marries her. fl
Enlarging Studios
Vitagraph has begun active work ■ I
enlarging its Western studio at Horn
wood, California, and the work will I
carried on to completion as rapidly »
possible.
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LUa Lee in
ROSE 0' THE RIVER
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Robert Thornby.
Published July 20.
OPINION: A small town girl, a
boastful ribbon clerk from the city, a
typical small town hero and a well told
and natural story involving the three,
and Lila Lee's latest publication equals
any she has done in the past and surpasses most of them.
A simple story, at no time thrilling,
never weighty, it has the seasonable
charm of- the great outdoors, the appeal of the simple life of the country, to
its credit. And that it does appeal, and
strongly, none will deny.
The star has a more difficult assignment than she has executed for some
time. It calls for clean-cut characterization and the registering of the finer
emotional shadings. She makes the
most of her opportunity and proves herself a capable player as well as a goodlooking one.
Numerous small town types are
used, well chosen players who know
how to do that sort of thing, and the
"city dude" of George Fisher is just
bizarre enough to amuse without overstepping the bounds of credulity.
SYNOPSIS: Rose is the center of a
typical circle of small town admirers,
dangling them all but playing most
carefully the chosen suitor, foreman of
the lumber gang working the forest
near her home. They become engaged
and he begins building the little home
when a ribbon clerk from Boston, pretending to be a big business man, arrives in the community and pays ardent
court. True to her first love, she is
still so impressed with her new admirer's devotion that she bids him a
tender farewell, seen by her fiance. He
breaks the engagement and she welcomes an opportunity to go to Boston
as
nurse
the clerk's
ailing and
aunt.returns
Here
she learnsto his
true estate
to the country, but finds the patching
up of the old quarrel a difficult matter.
When a lumber-jack makes a slurring
remark about her, however, her uncle
overhears
her and
former
defense of her
his sweetheart's
declaration that
fhe would marry her if she would let
him. It is then a simple matter for
her to bring about the reconciliation
and precipitate the ceremony.
Norma Talmadge in
THE WAY OF A WOMAN
Five-part drama; Select
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
Published in July.
J OPINION: The great body of fans
who express their implicit confidence
in
abilityby tounfailing
deliver
goodNorma
screenTalmadge's
entertainment
attendance upon each new publication
will not be disappointed when "The Way
of a verdict
Woman" willis be
offered
for inspection.
The
the same
desirable
one that has come to be almost stereotyped, "An excellent picture."
It is that, in every sense. The star
is good. The support is remarkably
good. And the staging and direction
are of the best.
And the story, perhaps most important
of all, stands the test of plausibility. It
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is not too ornamented, not too commonplace, not too unusual, yet fresh and
convincing. And in the leading role
Norma Talmadge acts in a manner certain to raise her already high standing
in the estimation of the public.
Exhibitors who have used Norma Talproduction
the box
past offices.
know
what theymadge's
mean
to intheir
They may be perfectly assured that the
latest one will do all that any of the
others have done or more.
SYNOPSIS: Nancy Lee, daughter of
the aristocratic Virginia Lees, is forbidden by her father to marry Anthony
Weir, the man of her choice, sc, believing her life blasted, she marries a
Broadway roue possessed of great
riches, in order that she may supply
the family with funds to pay for the
travel and medical attention necessary
to her
mother's
health.
The death
her
husband
leaves
his affairs
in suchof
;-. tangled condition that she is unable
to realize upon the estate, whereupon
she borrows money of Douglas Weir,
Anthony's
onlyandto isfindin that
he
has
stolen nephew,
the money
danger
of imprisonment. Anthony returns and,
believing Nancy guilty of intentional
wrong-doing, faces her with a harsh
demand for the money. She gives him
every article of value that she owns
as payment, whereupon he relents, confesses himself mistaken and, after readjustment iseffected, marries her.
Three Metro Pictures
Scheduled for August
As its August releases Metro announces three All Star Series productions.
to Make
the
title of the"EasyBert
Lytell Money"
vehicle is
which
is booked for publication August 4.
This is to be followed, on August 11,
by "The Four Flusher," starring Hale
Hamilton. "A Favor to a Friend" is
the titlewhich
of Emmy
newest
vehicle,
will be Wehlen's
published August
18.

'This Hero Stuff"
Next Russell Film
Has Many Laughs
American announces the completion
of work on "This Hero Stuff,". a satirical comedy in five acts, starring, WilKing. liam Russell, based on the story by
Stephen Fox, and directed by Henry
The story is a post-war narrative that
pictures the homecoming of the athletic hero, fresh from the big fight,
covered with medals and loaded down
with honorable citations. Bored to
death by the unremitting adulation that
meets him at every turn, Captain November Jones takes stern measures to
blast his hero reputation and acquire
another for cowardice. However,
when
he sees
the effectromance,
the latterhe "rep"
has upon
his budding
sets
about to achieve regeneration with
twice the determination and speed he
had displayed in effecting his disgrace.
The subject is said to be a timely
one, and the snappy, humorous treatment given it in "This Hero Stuff" is
guaranteed
and
laughs. to provoke many chuckles
One of the best fights Russell has
ever put up for the screen it is said,
occurs in the fourth reel, where he displays his gymnastic genius in a clever
escape stunt. By swinging himself
along from one pendant chandilier to
the next, he evades capture and reaches
a stairway at one end of the long room,
from which point of vantage he deals
effectively with his assailants.
Winifred
is Russell's
ing woman,Westover
and Mary
Thurman,lead-J.
Barney Sherry, Charles K. French,
Harvey Clark and J. Farrell MacDonald
are prominent in the cast.
Estee Studio Rented
The Famous Players-Laskv Corporation has obtained the Estee studio and
laboratory at 361 West One Hundred
and Twenty-fifth Street, New York.

Lila Lee in the final scene of "Rose o' the River." her latest Paramount play.
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Juice!

Fred C. Fishhaek (left) supervisor and director of Century Comedies is drinking Kdith
Roberts' health while her cameraman assists.
Selznick

Surprises

Denver

With

"Upstairs and Down"
Exploitation
Takes Over Entire Amusement
Park to Stage
Dancing Contest and Bathing Girl
Review; Campaign Successful
can Theatre on Sunday, July 20, that it
DENVER, COLO. — Selznick exploitation has swept Denver off its feet, and is a Selznick picture, and that Olive
exhibitors and public alike are amazed
Thomas, the star, not only is a famous
at the magnitude, the elaborateness, the Broadway beauty, but is also a dangeringenuity and the audacity of the Selzous "Baby Vamp," it was the fault of
nick campaign now being carried on in the public
and not of the Selznick orthis city to "put over" "Upstairs and ganization.
Denver Merchants Co-operate
Down," the
wisely-chosen
Thomas
vehicle
which
opened at Olive
the America
In co-operating with Selznick in the
Theatre here July 20 for a week's run.
^imiiiiiiitim iiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiiintuiii iiniiiiuunnintniiii nimif iiitniuiiiuiiuiiiun iiiunniuii'iiini uiiihus
Overshadows
Other Campaigns
Not only is the Selznick organization
WESTERN UNION
pioneering in a great nation-wide, comTELEGRAM
prehensive plan of co-operation with exDenver, Col. 7 17 19
hibitors, but it is carrying on a campaign
of exploitation in Denver of a magnitude
Select Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue
unparalleled in motion-picture-play hisNew York City
tory in the west. All former campaigns
carried on here and in other western
It .gives me great pleasure to
and Pacific Coast cities to exploit the
great picture masterpieces of the last
congratulate you on "Upstairs and
few years have been so completely overDown" exploitation. Forty thoushadowed by the Selznick campaign for
sand attended "Upstairs and
Down" day at Lakeside Park here
"Upstairs
and Down" that no comparison is possible.
today. All records of season exNot content with using anv of the
cept July Fourth broken. Twelve
ordinary methods heretofore adopted by
hundred couples danced "Upstairs
and
men who have come to Denver "to put
ThomasDown"
cup. Foxtrot for Olive
pictures ovc/," the Selznick "stunts" not
only have been refeshingly and start(signed) Joseph L. Moore
General Manager, Lakeside Park
lingty original, but they have compelled
the entire public of Denver to "sit up iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiininiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHii^
and child
take in
notice."
every
and
the cityIf did
not man,
know woman
before big campaign now 48
in full swing, Denver
merchant!, city officials anil public have
the end of the past week that "Upstairs
and Down" was coming to the Amerinot ult that they were "falling for a

press
agent
stunt."in They
have beenstunts
glad
to have
a hand
the Selznick
because each one of them has been so
unique in its way and so full of public
interest that they have ceased to be regarded as "stunts" at all and have come
to be looked upon as public events in
which the public is expected to co-operate.
Before the picture was shown at the
America Theatre on July 20, Mayor
Bailey, Fire Chief Healy and 18 of his
fastest ladder scalers, the sporting editors of all the local newspapers, at least
half a dozen merchants, several hundred
beautiful bathing girls, thousands of
dancers, Denver's million-dollar amusement park and all the concessions within
its gates, every cabaret and cafe and icecream and soft-drink parlor in the city,
had taken a willing part in the great
DenverThomas
campaign
Olive
picture.for Selznick's first
David Ricker in Charge
David Swing Ricker, western exploitation manager of the Select Pictures Corporation and the
SelznickPictures,
reached Denver
late one
afternoon.
The
next day he had secured the use of Denver's million-dollar amusement park and
every concession within its gates for
the exploitation of "Upstairs and Down
— three huge open-air ballrooms, a bath
ing beach, dining rooms, cabarets and
every concession on the grounds.
So the deal was made, and Thursday
July 17, was announced in the newspa
pers
as "Upstairs
and amusement
Down" Daypark
Denver's
million-dollar
And at once a great bathing girl review
was planned for the afternoon of that
day. At night there was a dance contest
for the Olive Thomas cup, awarded
Lewis Ji. Selznick to the girl who
executed most perfectly the graceful
steps ofThe
the huge
"Up-stairs
and Down"
trot.
ballroom
covers Fox
se?
eral acres of ground and overlook
beautiful Berkeley Lake. And here
at 10 o'clock Thursday night the
competition for the Olive Thomas
cup was held, and the cup itself pre
sented to the winner on behalf of Mr
Selznick by Mayor Bailey of Denv
Both the
the Bathing
"UpstairsGirl
and Review
Down" attracts
1'oxtrol
and
the
attention
of
Denver's
newspapers
Never before had Denver had a bathinj
girl review, and the city was fairly agoj
with interest over the prospect of vv
nessing the brilliant spectacle.
Posters Used to Advertise
Posters announci"g the Grand Bath
ing Girl Review and the big contest fo
the Olive Thomas cup to be awarded
the winner in the "Upstairs and Down
Foxtrot appeared in the windows down
town. Space was taken in the newspa
pers and stories of the two big event
printed in the news columns.
The "Upstairs and Down" song ha
hern sung in all the caberets at the pari
The
and Down"
become"Upstairs
the favorite
number Foxtrot
in the threH
big dance pavilions.
Although the "stunts" at the amusi
men! park were the big features of tl
other exploitation ide
many Three
campaign,
were
put over.
picked teams fro
lire companies climbed ladders in tl
district for an "Upstairs ai
business cup.
Down"
Practically every rcsta
rant
cafeteria served
"Upstairs
Down"and sandwiches.
Scores
of storat
were induced to give special windo
displays for the feature.

A

Sure-Fire

There's a great big practical sug,estion for even- exhibitor in the
rountrv in the unique business-buildng advertising campaign used, last
vear and this, by the city of Chicago
fn the popularizing of the Municipal
*ier as a dancing center.
On the surface the scheme appears
ihe last word in simplicity but at the
foundation of it is found the soundest
If logic, infallible cause and effect.
1 At the conclusion of the first month
>f dancing the following announceent appeared in red and green block
pe on one-sheet boards prominently
llaced upon every Elevated station in
le city and suburbs.
In itself, were it never followed up.
would be good advertising.

Hot

Weather

line suggests that "That wonderful
Band"
be the for
reason.
That may
is sufficient
the month.
At the end of the month, if last
year's
followed
a new
poster precedent
will takeis its
place,out,reading
somewhat as follows.

SECOND

MONTH

475,834
PEOPLE
DANCED

FIRST

Business

ON

THE

MONTH
MUNICIPAL

360,972

PIER

PEOPLE
DANCED

ON

THE

WHY?

MUNICIPAL
PIER
TO

THAT

WONDERFUL
BAND

I It has the impressive appeal of big
limbers. It implies that there must
■ a good reason for so many people
fing there to dance. And the last

The changed copy cannot escape notice. The boards are so prominently
and widely displayed that everybody
will have read the message not once
but many times during the month.
They will read the change as frequently.
This time the word "Why?" is used
to give greater weight to the question
merely implied in the first copy. And
the music, formerly thought to satisfactorily answer the question, will not
quite suffice now.
Something else is suggested. The
public will wonder what it is.
At about this time last year new
49
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one-sheets began to appear weekly,
giving the number of people who
danced even- Sunday night. Each
week the number was larger.
W hen the season was at its height
and the interest most intense it was
announced that the intention was to
"Make It a Million."
The inducements offered matter not.
Everybody Interested in It
The 'regulars' were already pulling
hard for the million. They were 'let
in
on to
thefeel
ground
floor,"were
so toworking
speak,
made
that they
hand in glove with the management.
They enlisted the support of their
friends. The dancing population of
the citymined towas
a unit,
makepractically
that million
mark.deterAn incident indicative of the enthusiasm aroused was the receipt of numerous letters from young men calieu
to duty in France asking whether or
not the million mark had been reached.
Why can't you do it?
What is to prevent any exhibitor in
the No
country
doing on a smaller scale
w—
exactly what the municipal authorities
did on a gigantic one?
Suppose, for example, that you
have a thousand-seat house in a middle-sized city.
Applying the Same Scheme
It is probable that your ambition is
to fill that house to capacity four times
a day. And the chances are. at this
season of the year, that you are not
doing it.
Wouldn't a campaign like this do it
for you?
Book a high-priced, sure-fire feature. Get the best drawing card that
you can find. Run it at a reasonable
price and advertise it so big that you
cannot help doing a big business.
Count your tickets.
Then get out one-sheets and newspaper advertisements following closely
the lines indicated above.
Better give the weekly attendance
first. Big numbers have an undeniable
attraction.

EXHIBITORS

LAST

WEEK

18,743
PEOPLE
ENJOYED THE SHOWS
AT THE
HERALD
THEATRE

WHY?

After the second week drop down
to nightly announcements, at least to
bi-weekly bulletins. Be sure to publish at the same time the goal for
which you are striving and the inducements which you offer.
Probably the best inducement that
can be offered is a big picture with
all the high class accompanying features that can be assembled, admission
to be free to those who have a sufficient number of coupons indicating
that they have attended a given number of performances during the period. Other awards might be substituted, but this is the best.
In connection with the published
bulletins, as well as individual insertions, lay stress upon the fact that the
picture will be shown only if the desired record is made for the period.
But make the demand for the picture
great by good individual advertising
and publicity.
(Note. In connection with this element it is advisable that you put the
business of counting admissions in the
hands of some one who has the confidence of the public. In Chicago the
city had charge of this matter, so it
was not touched upon in the advertising. You might use your banker's
statement of your Admission Tax account for this.)
As the day set for the "big show"
approaches you will have ample opportunity tostir up the coupon holders with daily announcements of the
number of admissions yet to be gained
to make the chosen mark. Never believe that they will not respond with
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capacity house after capacity house.
The last two weeks should be the busiest that you ever experienced, incidentally the most profitable.
Two mighty important results are to
be gained from the campaign.
First — you will have built up patronage for a dull season, making
money
where
loss seemed almost inevitable.
Second— you will have gained more
word-of-mouth advertising than any
dozen other publicity stunts you could
have employed would have brought.
And you have made every patron feel
that he was and is personally responsible for your success, a partner in
your business.
Snappy House Organ
Pays Its Own Way
Rapid as has been the stride of advancement inevery other department of
the motion picture industry during the
last year, advertising has kept itself ever
above accusation as a laggard. With
more justification might that department
be acclaimed the leader of the field.
And every department of advertising
has kept pace with the whole.
Now comes to hand the case of the
Broadway theatre, Columbia, South Carolina, whose house organ demands consideration of every exhibitor, large or
small, in the country.
The program is a snappy little affair
of eight pages, four columns wide and
fourteen inches deep. It is full of interesting bits about film folks, such as are
to be found in the press books and fan
magazines, house notes and news, the
house program and just enough advertisements of local merchants to lend it
weight, not enough to smother the
straight matter.
When the paper is printed and the advertising paid for, there is still a deficit. So the management gives the paper
free on Friday and Saturday to persons
visiting the theatre, and charges real
money for it if obtained in any other
way.
Five cents a week buys the Saturday
Evening Post.
The ame amount buys the Photoplay
Weekly.
Yet so highly is the organ regarded
locally that there is always a demand for it.
In order that the distribution may not
be needlessly restricted, provision is
made for a yearly subscription. Seventyfour cents is the remarkably low price
of this and the paper
' 50 comes regularly
through the mail to those
who pay it.
The Columbia has gone a long step
ahead
ment. of its contemporaries in this achieveWho can better it?

Loew's Columbia Has
Another Striking Ad
If a>n average were kept of exhibitor
advertisers as carefully as it is of baseball players the advertising manager of
Loew's Columbia theatre at WashingJon, D. C, would give Ty Cobb a better
contest for supremacy than that energetic Georgian has yet encountered.
When you pick up a copy of the Washington Star you are always assured of
finding one clear, well pointed and convincing advertisement, that of the
Columbia.
The latest is so good that we reproduce it herewith.
laK? PART 3
aMUSSrnairs . mjumlTi
J utvsuawn
^s

COLUMBIA
121b, at F Strew
WHICH
IS CORRECT
BETTER
TIMES Is here O
—OR—
*
BETTER TIMES Are here •
BOTH rollicking
- My. anddramayou wiltol ,i|>umi-ni
Apce »f y-u.md *fewf)ih»
humorous,
day
hie
—
happj
and
human
—
a
play
.ill the elements of good drama — uhith CUflUlpai
Sutperwe,
Comedy,interestPathos
and humor
Surprise
Rich in human
and human
An All- Star Cn»t Featuring Zaza Pitt-.
Positively Four Days Only
COMINC THURSDAY
May Allison in "Almost Married"

A clever ad, used by Loew's Columbia
theatre, Washington, D. C, which attracted unusual attention.
It has the three greatest points that
an advertisement can have — point,
power and precision. It makes a single
appeal, a single demand, and can have
but a single result, the arousing of your
enthusiasm on behalf of the picture exYet there is nothing remarkable in
ploited.
the way these things are gained.
There are no ornate cuts, no extravagent cated
descriptive
arrangementsphrases,
of type. no compliWhere, then, is the secret of the thing?
It lies,cessful
as advertising,
does thein secret
of allof sucthe brain
the
man behind the ad. It is the thought
that prompted the writing of the copy
and the designing of the lay-out.
Genius, is the word in common usage.
Common sense, is doubtless a better
term and probably the right one. And
this man has it in uncommon measure.
Benjamin

B. Hampton
Will Build Studios
George W. Yates, comptroller foi
Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., and Great Au
thors Pictures, Inc., arrived in Los An
gcles last week. He immediately plungec
into the work of selecting a site for
new studio which Mr. Hampton is goin|
to build for the production of feature
for his various producing units. Mi
Yates is one of the best known an
most expert accountants in America. H
held the position of comptroller of th
American Tobacco Company for a nun;
bcr of years.
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Fighting
Hot
Weatker
With
Printer's
T. E. Larson, Manager
of trie Royal Theatre

At Tulsa,

Oklahoma,

Advertising
Greater volume of advertising exploitation for big specials than the
largest amount of promotion copy for
the "ordinary-run-'o-bookings" as a
guide to public conviction that something exceptionally unusual and particularly worth while is available summarizes the business policy of T. E.
Larson, manager of the Royal Theatre
at Tulsa, Oklahoma.
If put into a direct statement Mr.
Larson's analysis, as an exhibitor, of
how, when and what to advertise, would
amount to this:
What Not to Do

"I do not believe in keeping
are
things to myself. Some exhibitorsgood
disposed to save money through false
economy by using comparatively little
space for advertising big special attractions. They reason, apparently, that an
unusual production, or a popular star,
will draw patronage without exploitation. So they buy small space and sit
smugly back in their chairs waiting for
the business that is certain to come because of the magnetic qualities of a star's
name or a film title. In other words,
they make a sort of secret of something
especially interesting.
book ora production
that
is ''When
ordinarythey
in story
star name they
buy big display space, and 'tell the
world' that they have entertainment to
offer.
"Wheneveryone
they present
an attraction
that
almost
will want
to see they

Demonstrates

Newspaper

Pays
for Itself
at
quietly announce it to a select few who
chance to glance at small ads."
Larson Believes in Advertising
Larson practices the reverse of this
method. He seizes upon every opportunity to inform the theatre goers of
Tulsa that he has an exceptional
program.
Convinced that a picture which has
all the
ingredients
of a of
"sure
success is worth
the notice
everyfire"person
in Tulsa, the astute manager of the
Royal
to "Auction
Souls," the
the
special gave
feature
attraction ofdepicting
experiences of Aurora Mardiganian
during two years as a Turkish prisoner,
and
of which
Firstmade
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit
has been
the official
distributor, the greatest exploitation in the
local history of motion pictures.
He did not depend upon the reputation of the production or the wide publicity ithas received in book form under
the title of "Ravished Armenia.'" He
did not take it for granted that the attraction would command attention
strictly on its merits. He preferred to
make of it an asset for the Royal that
would give the theatre a mark of credit
in the mind of every fan in Tulsa.
Campaign Is Opened Up
Accordingly, he prepared a campaign
that gave the Royal Theatre the greatest
volume of business for a given number
of days in the summer history of the
house. Larson used eighth pages, quarter pages and half page smashes unstintingly.
He fought the hot weather bugaboo
with type
and printer'sTheink,higher
and the
he
whipped
it unmercifully.
mercury climbed in the thermometers
the larger became Larson's orders for

Boxoffice

Ink

newspaper space. He made the campaign so unprecedently big that it completely overshadowed the discomforts of
the heat in the minds of those who
weighed the desire to see "Auction of
Souls" against the possibility of greater
physical comfort in the parks and woods.
Newspaper cooperation was given unstintingly. Larson traded on the psychology of sympathetic interest. He
featured the cruel experiences of Miss
Mardiganian as the sole survivor of half
a million Christian Armenian girls.
Special writers on the local dailies took
their cues from his ads, and they "sob
sistered"' extoling
for columns
of free reading
matter,
the sacrifices
of the
oldest Christian race and eulogizing the
production that "immortalized their
Results Justify Expenditures
Larson established a precedent in
volume and quality of advertising for a
jingle
faith." feature attraction with results at
the box office that justified every dollar
the campaign had cost. More than that,
he overlooked no possibility for bringing his entertainment wares to the attention of every adult in Tulsa. Were
he to sum up his creed as an exhibitor
be:
and put it into words, it probably would
"A quality article always reflects credit
on the man, concern or theatre that
offers it to the public. Credit of this
kind makes good will. And good will is
a vital necessity to the success of a
theatre. Therein is a further reason
why every exhibitor should exert himself to the utmost to shout from the
housetops, so that all may hear, every
time he has a production to offer that
will satisfy the public."

Royal

Royal

Week Beiinnm;
ROYAL THEATER June 22nd
[Armenian Week)

Theater

Theater

The Super -Sensational
Screen Production of
Ravished Armenia

Entire Week
Commencing
Today

Entire
TodaWeek
y
Commencing
"Auctio
n

"AUCTION
With Miss OF SOULS"
Aurora Mardiganian

Children under lb Wgn gg admiired I
The only picture ever
show n at SI 0 per seat
in the Rit7-Carleton,
New York; BellevueStratford, Hiiladelphia;
Blackstone Hotel.
Chicago.
Young Christian girl made
slave
for
tn
lave nothing
for 85
85 cents-the
cents-the
truth 1 Mardiganian hetrelF in "Auction of Sbulf "
and
but the tru
th. ■> §

f tuljren under ]b years not admitted

of Souls V
Aurora Mardiganian
Herself
PRICES. — Lo«er floor 50 cents
Balcony
55 cents. house 25
Week
8. matinees,
930 II 12entire
Time 6-.30.
old3yshos
JO. 2. 330. !

A three-column and an eight-column spread used by the Royal Theatre, Tulsa, Okla., as culmination of cumulative campaign
and one of the displays used leading up to it, the same central appeal in both.
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= With J. B.
'
New York City, July 22, 1919.
the catch-basins and the curves, he ain't in
I beg to retract. Earl Hudson is not go- it." Thus does labor find its level.
ing to be case hardened at any springs at
this time, and his movements are uncertain
Charles M. Seay, the well-known dijust now, as regards vacationing. Waltham
has two pet sayings : "Its a long
or Waterbury were the places I selected reel thatrector,has
turning," and, "One good
for him, but Earl refuses to be magnetized, reel deserves no
another." And he's making
so our Travel Bureau and Vacation Guide them.
* * *
will allow him to select a spot for himself.
* * *
Sydney Chaplin revealed all his future
Eleanor Hines. secretary to Director plans at a "humdinger" of a luncheon at
William Nigh, writes from Atlantic City the Claridge. The plans may be great stuff
that she is breasting the swells and is but they are about as clear as Cleopatra's
surfeited with salt water bathing. When needle to most of us. So when "Greek
* *you the dope.
Eleanor leaves the beach it is the "parting meets Greek" we'll* give
of the sugar and the salt."
All the prelates of New York kept quiet
on the Mack Sennett production at the
Broadway
theatre. Evidently considered it
October will usher in the greatest gath* * *
ering of magnates, potentates, plenipoten- good form.
tiaries and impressarios, together with the
lesser fry, which the industry has ever
Joseph Plunkett was presented with a
witnessed, at the house warming in Wil- "platnum" watch by the appreciative owners
of the Strand theatre when he left that
liam Fox's new studios and executive
chambers. William has a way of doing institution to join the Lasky forces. Now,
things in a big way and of doing them
if Famous doesn't present him with a
right. More power to you, Bill.
time clock, he'll *be *all* set.
* * *
"Syd" Chaplin has been commanded to
Speaking of skilled labor, we heard two
street sweepers conversing in front of 729 appear before the O'Shah of Persia to make
laugh. If he does he will be allowed
Seventh avenue last week. They were dis- him
to make a picture on the desert, showing
cus ing afellow worker who had only been
America what real dry zones are like. Sans
pushing the broom for about three months.
l.-ooze, sans wines.
White
Wing
No.
1
said
:
"Now,
Finnigan
* * *
is a good lad and I like to see him get
along, but where does he come in to be
Jim Corhett makes his own punch. Recipe
fly. by Jess Willard, and it wouldn't floor
lookin' for a foreman's job? He's all right aloaned
* * *
on straight sweepin', but when it comes to
Keep your eye on David G. Fischer. He
will soon give you a feast for both the eye
and the stomach. He has two productions
finished and luncheon will soon be announced.
* * *
Harry Reichenbach has been away for a
week studying mathematics, and it is said
be has been specializing in "Triangulation," which will fit him for a change of
post.
The braves and chiefs of the First National wigwam gathered in powwow at the
big tepee last Monday. The pipe went the
rounds many times, and the chiefs meditated solemnly on the possibility of running the Big Five Nations off the lot.
* * *
S. Robert Elton of the David G. Fischer
Productions leaves town this week to select
locations for the next picture.

M \ RJOHIH I' \ vt
DoiiuIjim l-'n ii rim ii k m* Ii-iiiIIiiu lail> *>\lio reirntl) hIkmi'iI wllh Miii-nIihII Nellnii I'rir
<l iii*l lorm.

Desmond as "Hamlet"
Announcement is made by RobertsonCole William
that "A Desmond
Sagebrush production
Hamlet," the
next
for
distribution by Exhibitors Mutual, is
another offering with a strong comedy
relief, which was selected because of
the success of "The Mints of Hell," a
picture in which Desmond was compelled to "act" throughout. The story,
by George Elwood Jenks, seems to have
all the elements so acceptable to fans
who like Westerns, mountain and desert
scenery, hard riding cowboys and
equally hard riding and thoroughly unscrupulous heavies.
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! "\I,IA\ HAM,
Who.star.recently appeared in "The End of the
Road, ' now an American Beauty Pictures
Katherine MecDonald
Finishes Second Film
"The Bleeders," the second feature
production
Katherine
Donald has starring
been completed
underMacthe
direction of Colin Campbell. The supporting cast includes Roy Stewart,
Kathleen Kirkham, Clarissa Selwynne,
Winter Hall and Wedgewood Nowell.
It is a drama of society life from the
pen of Margery Land May, adapted for
the screen by J. Grubb Alexander. Miss
MacDonald is under the management
of Sam E. Rork, and will make six productions a year with her own producing
company
to be handled by B. P. Fineman.
Anna Lehr Poisoned
Anna Lehr, who was selected to play
opposite David Powell in the all-star
cast of "Teeth of the Tiger," now being
produced at the New York studio of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, under the direction of Chet Withey, has
been compelled to withdraw from the
cast. Miss Lehr was taken ill with ptomaine poisoning three weeks ago and
her continued illness has necessitated a
substitution and the retaking of the
scenes in which she has worked. MarRiu-rite Courtot has been engaged to
take Miss Lehr's place.
Change Farrar Title
The Goldwyn Picture Corporation announces that the title of the new Geraldinc Farrar production of the Thompson Buchanan story of contemporary
Russian life has been changed from
"The Golden Song" to "The World and
Its Women." The reason for the change
is that the old title was not considered
big enough for the picture.
Opens New Branch
The Southeastern Pictures Corporation, A. C. Brombcrg. vice-president
and general
manager,
opened Will
another branch office
in NewhasOrleans.
bra
T. nch.
Richards is the manager of this
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Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks. —
This is not the best picture produced by
this star but fully up to the average. —
P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre. Flandreau,
S. D. — General patronage.
Wild and Woolly, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Pleased all my patrons fine.
Picture full of life. — Charles Guizzetti.
Opera House. Gardner. 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Johnny Get Your Gun, with Fred
Stone. — Fred Stone draws as well for
us as Fairbanks. Believe this is as good
as an}- of Fairbanks' Artcraft productions.— Geo. A. Pollard, Pollard theatre.
Guthrie, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Marriage Price, with Elsie Ferguson.— Splendid picture but did not
draw very big. — J. S. Rhode, Rhode
Opera House, Kenosha, Wis. — Better
class patronage.
Old Wives for New, a DeMille production.— A remarkable story well told.
Keeps you guessing until the end. Made
deep impression. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
Shark Monroe, with William S. Hart.
— Good Hart picture. Got good crowd.
— Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit.
Mich. — Middle class patronage.
We Can't Have Everything, a DeMille
production. — Ran two days. Attendance
fair. Consider the picture below the
Artcraft average. — W. A. Martin, Orpheum theatre, Ottawa, 111. — General
patronage.
Heart of the Wilds, with Elsie Ferguson. — Pretty good Northwestern.
Average business. — W. F. Krahn. Lorin
theatre, Berkeley, Cal. — Suburban patronage.
The Great Love, a Griffith production.
— One of the best pictures relative to
the war yet shown. Everyone pleased.
Great photography. — W. L. Hamilton,
Marinika theatre, Galesville, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Danger Mark, with Elsie Ferguson.— Our people cannot see this star.
Does not draw. Pictures seem as good
as the best, though. — Ben L. Morris.
Olympic theatre, Bellaire. O. — General
patronage.
Border Wireless, with William S. Hart.
— As good as we have ever seen. Star
always draws S. R. O. business. You
will make no mistake in booking this. —
D. B. Jackson Lyric theatre, Rogers.
Ark. — High class patronage.
Shark Monroe, with William S. Hart.
— One of Big Bill's best. Capacity.—

A. D. Stanchrield. Rae theatre. Ann Arbor. Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Marriage Price, with Elsie Ferguson.— Poor picture. Star not very
popular here. — Rudy Schleusener. Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle
class patronage.
The Little Princess, with Mary Pickford. — Everybody of a capacity audience well pleased. Mary always gets
them point.—inW.hereD. and
she does
'not theatre,
disapMartin.
Badger
Neillsville. Wis. — Small town patronage.
Stella Maris, with Mary Pickford. —
Pleased fine. An unusual number of
compliments received. Drew very well.
— Majestic theatre, Lexington, Neb.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Good Fairbanks subject.
Did not pull because of weather. — A. D.
Stanchrield. Rae theatre. Ann Arbor,
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Exhibitors Mutual
Cannibals of the South Sea, photographed by Martin Johnson. — For an
educational it can't be beat. S. R. O.
first night and capacity on the second.
All pleased. — Mack J. Davis. Dream
theatre. Port Angeles. Wash. — General
patronage.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — Average program picture. — J.

H. Yaughan, New Orphcum theatre. Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Hearts Asleep, with Bessie Barriscale.
— Did not please. — A. D. Stanchrield.
Rae theatre. Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed
patronage.
Just Squaw, with Beatrix Michelena. —
Very poor. No drawing card at all.
T'ictures of this type do not appeal to
our people. No star to draw from. Not
worth the price we paid. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre. Ontaha, Neb. —
High class patronage.
His Debt, with Sessue Hayakawa. —
Good. Sessue Hayakawa is a good
drawing card here. Many comments. —
A. J. LuKachie. Gem theatre, Camden,
Ark. — Mixed patronage.
Girl of My Dreams, with Billie Rhodes.
— Excellent comedy-drama. Pleased all.
Very bad business. — F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, \ " i Hi sea. Ia. — Mixed patronage.
The Mints of Hell, with William DesGot over
"bang"lobby
for
three mond.—days.
Extrawith
big aspecial
display. — J. S. Knapp, Strand theatre.
ronage.
San Bernardino. Cal. — Downtown patTangled Threads, with Bessie Barriscale.— I am safe in saying this is the
best liked picture of this star so far.
Cast was well chosen. — Mrs. J. A. DosIdeal theatre. Omaha. Neb. — High
class tal,patronage.

TRIPPING THE LIGHT FANTASTIC

IN "SUNNYSIDE"

One way to keep Vm doivn onNational
the farmKxhinitor*
and Charlie
Chaplin seems to like it. (First
Circuit*.
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The Lamb and the Lion, with Billie
Rhodes. — A worthy successor to her first
two. Good picture in every respect. —
J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre,
Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Turn of the Road, with an all
star cast. — Fell flat after first day.
Weather hot. — J. S. Knapp, Strand theatre, San Bernardino, Cal. — Downtown
patronage.
First National
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
— Star always draws. We consider this
his best picture. — W. L. Hamilton, Marinika theatre, Galesville, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Auction of Souls, with Aurora Mardiganian. — Too deep for most people. Did
not draw. Poor business. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.—
High class patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — Not
up to Dog's Life or Shoulder Arms. —
C. E. Greenwood, Pollard theatre, Guthrie, Okla. — Mixed patronage.
A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin. —
Good comedy. Great for the kids. — H.
H. Jewett, Grand theatre, Annandale,
Minn. — Country and resort patronage.
Auction of Souls, with Aurora Mardiganian. — Remarkable, well handled
chamber of horrors. Real stuff. Big
business three days. — Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
patronage.
Fox
The Woman Who Gave, with Evelyn
Nesbit. — Fine picture. Everybody pleased.
Only fair business. — Charles Guizzetti,
Opera House, Gardner, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hell
Tom Mix.
Mix a Roarin'
favoriteReform,
here. with
Standing
room—
only the 4th of July, 11 a. m. to midnight.— Mack J. Davis, Dream theatre,
Port Angeles, Wash. — General patronage.
The Girl with the Champagne Eyes,
with Gladys Brockwell. — May have been
a good picture when it was new. — A. D.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
On the Jump, with George Walsh. —
Good, but did not get big business. — F.
M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. —
Mixed patronage.
The Jungle Trail, with William Farnum. — Title against it. Farnum always
draws. — J. S. Knapp, Strand theatre, San
Bernardino, Cal. — General patronage.
Treat 'Em Rough, with Tom Mix.—
Just a little too wild and woolly and not
enough romance. People liked it however.— Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
The Woman and the Law, with an all
star cast. — Fine drama. — H. H. Jewett,
Grand theatre, Annandale, Minn. —
Country and resort patronage.
The Coming of the Law, with Tom
Mix. — A fine picture. Played on Sunday
to hot weather business. Fair Monday.
— J. S. Knapp, Strand theatre, San Bernardino, Cal. — Downtown patronage.
The Rebellious Bride, with Peggy Hyland. — Pleased. Excellent business. —
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.— General patronage.
Help, Help, Police, with George
Walsh. — Splendid. Best in some time. —
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Kennedy. — A very good picture with
two good characters, Madge Kennedy
and Tom Moore. Pleased all. — Wilson
Bros., Paramount theatre, Rochester,
Ind. — Middle and high class patronage.
Spotlight Sadie, with Mae Marsh. —
Poor picture, Star does not draw. — Rudy
Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra,
Cal. — Middle class patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — One dandy picture that pleased
immensely. Better than most of the
big specials. — Strand theatre, Robinson,
111. — Mixed patronage.
A Man and His Money, with Tom
Moore. — This is a good Tom Moore picture. Pleased well. — C. E. Greenwood,
Pollard theatre, Guthrie, Okla. — Mixed
patronage.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.
— This sure is a fine picture. Just the
kind to chase away the blues. The kind
Mabel Normand belongs in. — Wilson
Bros., Paramount theatre, Rochester,
Ind. — Middle and high class patronage.
The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh. —
Pleasing, well acted story. Star not a
big drawer here. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General patronage.

HELEN HOLMES
Who has begun work in a new serial being
l>rodueed by S. L. K. Serial Corporation.
C. W. Batsell, King theatre, Sherman,
Tex. — General patronage.
For Freedom, with William Farnum.
— Good in all respects. Thrills, comedy,
love. Battle scenes fine but William
Farnum doesn't fit a "store suit." — M.
A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre, Orange, Va.
■ — Neighborhood patronage.
Salome, with Theda Bara. — Not a picture for a small town. Too gruesome.
— J. P. Neist, Forest theatre, Forest
City, la. — Rural patronage.
Tell It to the Marines, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. — Too much doll stuff.
Pleased only kids. Good many kicked.
— C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland theatre,
Clay, Ky. — Mixed patronage.
Rough and Ready, with William Farnum.— This picture drew a fine crowd
and pleased everyone. — J. L. Meyers,
Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Cheating the Public, with an all star
cast. — Good picture and was well liked. —
C. E. Waughop, Scenic theatre, Detroit,
Minn. — Small town patronage.
Goldwyn
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Normand. — Mabel works hard in tl)is
picture, but laughs are few and far between.— John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — General patronage.
Baby Mine, with Madge Kennedy. —
Good comedy. Pleased all. — L. A.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Money Mad, with Mae Marsh. — Good
program offering. Title did not pull.
Business poor. — F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — Mixed patronage.
The Stronger Vow, with Gcraldine
Farrar. — Farrar is at home in this class
of acting but does not take very well
with my patrons. They do not care for
foreign plays. — A. J. LuKachie, Gem
theatre, Camden, Ark. — Mixed patronage.The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
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One Week of Life, with Pauline Frederick.— A good picture. Pleased our patrons well. — C. E. Greenwood, Pollard
theatre, Guthrie, Okla.— Mixed patronage.The Pest, with Mabel Normand. —
Went over very well but not a knockout. Pleased. — Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.— Mixed patronage.
Polly, of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.
— It's old but it's good, and we had a
full house. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.Just for Tonight, with Tom Moore. —
A very good picture. Pleased all who
saw it. — Wilson Bros., Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind. — Middle and high
class patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.
— Tom Moore does more good acting.
Pleased my patrons. Business good. —
A. J. LuKachie, Gem theatre, Camden,
Ark. — Mixed patronage.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar. —
Good picture. Weather very hot. Business only fair. — Rudy Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle
class patronage.
Metro
That's Good, with Hale Hamilton. —
Clever comedy. Star growing in popularity here. — A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
ronage.
theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patFalseDanaEvidence,
with andViola
—
Viola
is well liked
drawsDana.
good,
but they like her better in comedydrama. — John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — General patronage.
Pals First, with Harold Lockwood. —
One of the best pictures we have run.
Boys, book this one. — Auditorium thearonage.
tre, Highland, Wis. — Neighborhood patMy Own United States, with Arnold
Daly. — Different. Dignified. Historical.
Educational. No harm to show it if you
don't make a cent. — Raymond Piper,
Piper's Opera House, Virginia City,
Nev.
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Pals First, with Harold Lockwood. —
A pleasing picture. Everybody said,
"Let us have more of them." Just enough
comedy to suit. — Mack J. Davis, Dream
theatre, Port Angeles, Wash. — General
patronage.
Satan Jr., with Viola Dana. — This is
a scream. Viola Dana at her best, which
is saying something. — Auditorium theatre, Highland, Wis.
After His Own Heart, with Hale Hamilton— Poor picture. This star, I am
certain, will not be shown in my theatre after September 1. — John Hafner,
Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — General
patronage.
Blue Jeans, with Viola Dana. — Capacity house and everybody pleased. — H.
H. Jewett, Grand theatre, Annandale,
Mich. — Country and resort patronage.
Hitting the High Spots, with Bert
Lytell. — A dandy. A good picture from
start to finish. Has the pep. Star new
here but played two nights to good business.— Mack J. Davis, Dream theatre,
Port Angeles, Wash. — General patronage.
In for Thirty Days, with May Allison.
— Excellent comedy-drama. — Mrs. R. J.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.
— High class suburban patronage.
Satan Jr., with Viola Dana. — Pleasing
little picture. Star fast gaining popularity. Rudy Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class patronage.
The Demon, with Edith Storey. — We
liked this. Consider star good in comedy. Hot weather spoiled box office
showing. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. —
Very good picture. Star good drawing
card. — C. E. Greenwood, Pollard theatre, Guthrie, Okla. — Mixed patronage.
Full of Pep, with Hale Hamilton.—
Just a picture, to light business. — T. S.
Knapp. Strand theatre, San Bernardino,
Cal. — Downtown patronage.
A Pair of Cupids, with Bushman and
Bayne. — Good. Everybody enjoyed the
twins. — A. N. Miles, Eminence, theatre,
Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
Paramount
The Haunted Bed Room, with Enid
Bennett. — Very good picture. Business
only average. — E. S. Kliner, Trio theatre, Marshfield, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Sandy, with Jack Pickford. — A very
good play. He is well liked here. Good
comedy. — Wilson Bros., Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind. — Middle and high
class patronage.
Oh You Women, with Ernest Truex
and Louise Huff. — Advertised heavily
but business was not as good as on ordinary nights. Picture pleased, however.
— A. Names, McCracken Opera House,
McCracken, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Putting It Over, with Bryant Washburn.— Good of its kind. Our patrons
want to see him in stronger stories. —
Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban patronage.
The Firing Line, with Irene Castle. —
A fine society play. Full of action. Full
house. Irene is getting better every
day. Not very well known here. — C. A.
Levy, Hippodrome theatre, Ft. Worth,
Tex. — Transient patronage.
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Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish. —
Went over good on Saturday. — W. H.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. —
College town.
Vicky Van, with Ethel Clayton. —
Played to good business. Star very
popular here. — Rudy Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle
class patronage.
The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
— Reid's best picture to date. — J. S.
Rhode, Rhode Opera House, Kenosha,
Wis. — Better class patronage.
Flare-Up Sal, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Very good. Dorothy is well liked by
everyone. — Walter W. Caddell, Princess
theatre, Wauseau, O. — Mixed patronage.
The Winning Girl, with Shirley Mason.
— Not up to the usual Paramount. — O.
H. Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class patronage.
The Mystery Girl, with Ethel Clayton.— Fine picture. — H. H. Wilson,
Sherman theatre, Sullivan, Ind. — High
class patronage.
Naughty, Naughty, with Vivian Martin.— Full of pep from start to finish.
Two well filled houses of pleased patrons.— Chas. B. Dean, Empress theatre, Leeds, N. D. — Small town patronage.
The Eternal Temptress, with Lina
Cavalieri. — Beautiful picture and good
business. Nothing extra as entertainment.— Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
Bellaire, O. — General patronager
Sunshine Nan, with Ann Pennington.
— Never gets speedy but will please as
it did here if you are not too critical. —
Majestic theatre, Lexington, Xeb.
The Family Skeleton, with Charles
Ray. — People here like Ray but not in
a booze production. — C. E. Waughop.
Scenic theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Small
town patronage.
The Make-Believe Wife, with Billie
Burke. — A good picture to poor business.
Star doesn't draw well here. — J. B. Baxter, Lyceum theatre, Spring City, Utah.
LAUGHABLE

INCIDENT

Mrs. Wiggs oi the Cabbage Patch,
with Marguerite Clark. — Good picture.
Average business. — Sidney Spiegel, Jr.,
Community House theatre, Winnetka,
111. — High class patronage.
A Nine O'Clock Town, with Charles
Ray. — Very good. Drew well. Pleased
all. Mixture of comedy, romance, suspense' and small town atmosphere. —
Majestic theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Madame
Pauline
Frederick.— VeryJealousy,
good. — with
C. E.
Waughop,
Scenic
theatre,
Detroit,
Minn.
—
Small
town patronage.
Less Than Kin, with Wallace Reid. —
As good as they make 'em. Good averThat's
what agewebusiness
wantandto itdo.pleased
— Clay all.
H. Powers,
Strand
theatre,
Dunsmuir,
Cal.
—
General patronage.
Pettigrew's Girl, with Ethel Clayton.
— Satisfied good-sized audiences. — J. S.
Rhode,
Rhodeclass
Opera
Hous'e, Kenosha,
Wis.
— Better
patronage.
Sporting Life, a Maurice Tourneur
production. — With special advertising
drew fairly well. Lacks considerable of
beingLyceum
in the "Special"
class. — City,
J. R. Utah.
Bax^
ter,
theatre, Spring
Pathe
All Wrong, with Bryant Washburn. —
Very good
but A.notPollard,
up to Pollard
Washburn's
standard.
— Geo.
thearonage.
tre, Guthrie, Okla. — Neighborhood patThe Master Man, with Frank Keenan.
— One of the best pictures Keenan was
ever in. Deserves boosting. Good
photography and support. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Dolly's Vacation, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — Excellent in every way. If
your patrons like the little star, use this
one. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — High class patronage.A Bachelor's Wife (American) with
Mary Miles Minter. — One of her best
FROM

A LLOYD

COMEDY

Door." is the title of Harold Lloyd's next Pathe short subject. It
><4t the Old Stage
contains a chorus of pulchritude too, which helps some.
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efforts. You will make no mistake in
booking this one. Pleased all. — Mack
J. Davis, Dream theatre, Port Angeles,
Wash. — General patronage.
Some Liar (American) with William
Russell. — Best work of this star to date.
He is very popular. More pictures like
this will be appreciated. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.- — High
class patronage.
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward. —
A money-getter if properly advertised.
Big business for us. — J. S. Knapp, Strand
theatre, San Bernardino, Cal. — Downtown patronage.
Dolly's borne.
Vacation,
Baby Marie
OsGood. — A. with
N. Miles,
Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward. — ■
This was some picture. Pleased well. —
C. E. Greenwood, Pollard theatre, Guthrie, Okla. — Mixed patronage.
Select
Children of Banishment, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Good picture but this star does
not get business here. Will be glad
when I have shown his last picture. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — General patronage.
The Cavell Case, with Julia Arthur. —
Played return engagement to packed
house. During hottest weather, too. —
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
Mich. — Middle class patronage.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. — Extra good. Should please any
audience. — Geo. A. Pollard, Pollard theatre, Pollard, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
DeLuxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
— Very good picture. This star sure
makes a hit here. — Wilson Bros., Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind. — Middle
and high class patronage.
The Lesson, with Constance Talmadge.
— Very good picture. This star is well
liked here. — Wilson Bros., Paramount
theatre, Rochester, Ind. — Middle and
high class patronage.
The Reason Why, with Clara Kimball
Young. — Poor business. Star has lost
drawing power in this house. — A. D.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Honeymoon, with Constance Talmadge.— They can't beat Constance in
farce comedy. It's good. Niagara Falls
scenes from every angle. — Raymond
Piper,Nev.
Piper's Opera House, Virginia
City,
Ruling Passions, with Julia Dean. —
Nothing to rave over. Did not draw. —
A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood,
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Cecilia of the Pink Roses, with Marion
Davies. — Here's a weak sister. Davies
will never make a star. — W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College
town.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.— Very good picture. Pleased
the patrons. — C. E. Greenwood, Pollard
theatre, Guthrie, Okla. — Mixed patronage.
Goodnight, Paul, with Constance Talmadge.— Very good picture. Business
K<>od I'.o'.l Select and you will make
money. — Chas. Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax, Minn. — Small town patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.— In business for ten years and
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pleasing than many specials we have
this is the best picture fsom every standpoint ever run in this theatre. — John P. used. — A. Names, McCracken Opera
House, McCracken, Kans. — Small town
McCue, Bijou theatre, El Paso, Tex. —
High class patronage.
patronage.
By Proxy, with Roy Stewart. — Always
Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge.— An old one but a good pleaser do well on Roy Stewart's pictures. — H.
H.
Jewett, Grand theatre, Annandale,
and puller. — R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la.
Minn. — Country and resort patronage.
The Heart of Wetona, with Norma
Love's Prisoner, with Olive Thomas.
Talmadge. — Photography and story — Good picture. Very poor photography.
Business
only fair. Too hot. — John Hafgood. Took well. Business good. — A.
J. LuKachie, Gem theatre, Camden, Ark. * ner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. —
General patronage.
— Mixed patronage.
The Painted Lily, with Alma Rubens.
The Shuttle, with Constance Talmadge.
— Pleasing story but not as good as — About average program picture. The
story is plain after the blind woman
"The Studio Girl." — H. G. Thorpe, New
Grand
theatre,
Crosby,
Minn.
—
Mining
episode.
RaymondCity,Piper,
town.
House, —Virginia
Nev. Piper's Opera
Jacques of the Silver North, with MitUnited Picture Theatres
chell Lewis. — This picture should get
the money. Went big for us. Some
Adele,
Kitty
Gordon.well
— Didsatisfied.
excelscenes unusually beautiful. — J. S. Knapp,
lent with
business.
Patrons
Strand theatre, San Bernardino, Cal. —
— C. E. Hausing, Nokomis theatre, MinGeneral patronage.
neapolis, Minn.— Neighborhood patronThe Road Through the Dark, with
Clara Kimball Young. — Good, as are all age.Playthings of Passion, with Kitty
Selects. Book them sure. — F. M. Edgett,
Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111. — High class Gordon. — Very ordinary. Got by with
the women
patronage.
robe. Title on
has account
nothing of
to star's
do withwardthe
The Reason Why, with Clara Kimball
picture. — F. R. Smith, Bijou theatre,
Young. — Didn't seem to please as well Fon du Lac, Wis. — General patronage.
as usual. — R. J. Relf, Star theatre, DeThe Light of Western Stars, with
corah, la.
Dustin Farnum. — I billed this as a SpeGetting Mary Married, with Marion
cial and cleaned up on the Fourth of
Davies. — A very plain picture with some
July. — A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironexcellent photography. — J. S. Knapp,
wood, Mich. — High class patronage.
Strand theatre, San Bernardino, Cal. —
A Man in the Open, with 'Dustin FarGeneral patronage.
num.— Fine picture. Business very good.
The Secret of the Storm Country, with — C. E. Hausing, Nokomis theatre, Minneapolis, Minn. — Neighborhood patronNorma Talmadge. — Do not be afraid to
boost this one. Has a strong plot. —
H. G. Thorpe. New Grand theatre, age.
Universal
Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
The
Grand
Passion, with Dorothy
Triangle
Phillips.' — Only fair. Was not up to expectations.— Wilson Bros., Paramount
The Patriot, with William S. Harttheatre, Rochester, Ind. — Middle and
One of the best Harts I have shown. —
high
class
patronage.
L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,
Wis.
Kiss or Kill, with Priscilla Dean and
Herbert Rawlinson. — Splendid crook
Restless Souls, with Alma Rubens. —
story. Short but good. — Raymond Piper,
Fine for a program picture. Business
Piper's Opera House, Virginia City,
fair. — John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Nev.
Donora, Pa. — General patronage.
A Fight for Love, with Harry Carey. —
Little Red Decides, with Triangle
This certainly is a good western. As
Players. — Drew better and was more
good as any so-called big stuff. Played
to packed houses. — E. S. Kliner, Trio
theatre,
Marshfield, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Unpainted Woman, with Mary
MacLaren. — Great. This star has no
equal. She truly is given wonderful
stories. Good business for 101 degrees
temperature. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
ronage.
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — High class pat-
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What Am I Bid? with Mae Murray.—
Unusually line. Drawing power better
th an usual. — \\ illard Wyatt, Rosebud
theatre.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
That Devil Bateese, with Monroe Sal]
isbury, — Excellent
picture. Pleased
Business poor. — F. M. Childs, Cozy thea
tre, Villisca, la. — Mixed patronage.
The Talk of the Town, with Doroth;
Phillips.— Excellent play.— II. II. Jeweti
Grand theatre, Annandale, Minn. — CounJ
try and resort patronage.
The Little White Savage, with Carme!
Myers. — Something different. — Ben II
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.-l
General patronage.

EXHIBITORS
The Fire Flingers, with Rupert Julian.
Fell with a thud, against strong opposition.— J. S. Knapp, Strand theatre, San
Bernardino, Cal. — Downtown patronage.
The Exquisite Thief, with Priscilla
Jean. — Good. Very good. Good busiless for hot weather. She is a safe bet
it any time.^Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
heatre, Omaha, Xeb. — High class
uburban patronage.
The Unpainted Woman, with Mary
.lacLaren. — Fine for this season. Think
•icture great. Acting and story 100%. —
Villard VVyatt, Rosebud theatre, Los
vngeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
When a Girl Loves, with Mildred Harris.— Biggest star for our house. This
| ■> not her best picture, however. — Mrs.
. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
-High class patronage.
Vitagraph
The Unknown Quantity, with Corinne
irifnth. — One of Griffith's best. True
d life. A good lesson for those who
lise their prices indiscriminately. Book
j.
You'llPort
win. Angeles,
— Mack J.Wash.
Davis,
Dream
ieatre.
— General
atronage.
A Stitch in Time, with Gladys Leslie.
-Fine picture.
Everybody pleased.
his little actress is coming fast. — J. H.
aughan, New Orpheum theatre, Mauoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce. —
i ood picture. Well liked. Star a favor>:e htfre. — L. J. Burkitt, Lyric Theatre
I o., Morrison, 111. — General patronage.
Thin Ice, with Corinne Griffith. — Good
, .icture with average business. Star is
laking new friends. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
' itronage.
leal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — High class
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce.
It-A splendid picture but did not get the
■isiness. — J. S. Knapp, Strand theatre,
Iran Barnardino, Cal. — General patron?e.
A Diplomatic Mission, with Earle \\ il
I ims. — Did fine business on this. Our
I itrons liked it. — H. H. Jewett. Grand
< 'ieatre, Annandale, Minn. — Country and
Ifsort patronage.
Too Many Crooks, with Gladys Leslie.
•Ran each and every picture of this
JI .arDostal,
and can't
a dollar.
Ideal make
theatre,
Omaha,— Mrs.
Neb. —J.
igh cla.ss patronage.
The Usurper, with Earle Williams. —
I wo nights run. Good business. Star
1 kes well here. — Mack J. Davis, Dseam
i ieatre, Port Angeles, Wash. — General
itronage.
The Usurper, with Earle Williams. —
|toor title. Picture well liked. — L. J.
urkitt, Lyric Theatre Co., Morrison,
1.— General patronage.
World
Phil-For-Short, with Evelyn Greeley—
| ery good. Would like World better
they would make more comedy-dramas.
' velyn Greeley has the marks of a
omer." — Geo. A. Pollard, Pollard thea• c,nage.
Guthrie, Okla. — Neighborhood patThe Man Hunt, with Ethel Clayton. —
ery clever comedy-drama Star very
ill liked here.— W. R. Champ ion, Opera
ouse, Hazel Green, Wis. — Rural patnage.
The Unwritten Code, with Shirley
ason. — They all hand us a bad one
ice in a while. This is one of them.
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Why do producers persist in making
Oriental stuff? They should know by
now that few people care to see it. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — General patronage.
The Devil's Trail, with Evelyn Greeley.
— Fine. Took well. Good business in
spite of heavy rain. — A. J. LuKachie,
Gem theatre, Camden, Ark. — Mixed patronage.
America's Answer, U. S. Official. —
Good weekly stuff but not liked now that
the war is over. — H. H. Jewett. Grand
theatre, Annandale, Minn. — Country and
resort patronage.
Ginger, with Violet Palmer. — A very
good picture. Enjoyed by young and
old. Business only fair, as the star is
unknown. — John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — General patronage.
The Rough Neck, with Montagu Love.
—Far better than average picture. Love
is very popular here. Big business. —
Sidney Spiegel, Community House theatre. Winnetka, 111. — High class patronage.
Through the Toils, with Montagu
Love. — Fair. Not up to Love's Standard.
Too heavy for summer months. Business not up to World night's standard.
— A. J. LuKachie, Gem theatre, Camden,
Ark. — Mixed patronage.
Specials
Wives of Men (Pioneer) with Florence
Reed. — This is a crackerjack. Played to
packed houses both nights against Chaplin in "Sunnyside." He is biggest
drawer in my city, but we beat him this
time. — E. S. Kliner, Trio theatre, Marshfield, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin, (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Best picture
ever shown in this city. — J. C. Tyler,
Colonial theatre, Oelwein, la. — Transient patronage.
Hearts of the World, < D. W. Griffith)
with an all star cast. — Not up to his
average^
Didn't please
the people.
— C.
A. Levy, Hippodrome
theatre.
Ft. Worth,
Tex. — Transient patronage.
Her Mistake, (Film Clearing House)
with lEvelyn Nesbit. — Just an ordinary
picture and got over better than some
of the big ones. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bcllaire, O. — General patronage.
Twilight, (Sherry) with Doris Kenyon.
Very pleasing picture. — J. S. Knapp,
Strand theatre, San Barnardino, Cal. —
Downtown patronage.
Serials
The Master Mystery (World), with
Houdini. — Does not hold the crowd.
Just a fair serial. — J^ck Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Middle class
patronage.
The Perils of Thunder Mountain
(Vitagraph), with Antonio Moreno. —
The last serial I shall use erf this company. No money in them for us. Too
much chasing. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — High class patronage.
The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — -If you are longing for
a serial of thrills and action, stop right
here and write for this. — Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
patronage.
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Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Join in This Co-operative Service.
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors.
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title
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Title
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Producer
Remarks
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'Doug" Keeps Three
Companies, Directors
And Cameramen Busy
There is so much activity going on
around the Douglas Fairbanks studios,
Hollywood, Calif., these days that the
casual observer might think that there
were three companies working instead
of one. As a matter of fact there are
three companies at work.
Mr. Fairbanks has three distinct working crews busy on his first United
Artists feature. As soon as he finishes
with one bunch he jumps tc another
gang that is all set up *nd waiting for
him.
Joe Henaberry is in charge of the
first company and is director general for
the picture. Art Rosson has a second
outfit and Victor Fleming has the
third.
Each director has two cameramen
and electricians and while Doug is
working on one set, the waiting directors are either shooting scenes in
which Fairbanks is not included or
are getting the set ready for action.
To get the proper atmosphere and
lighting inmendous
someamountofofthedetail
big sets
treworka was
necessary and in order to avoid the long
intervals during which Fairbanks would
ordinarily be unable to work the threecompany arrangement was made to save
time and to allow more time for the final
editing of the picture between the completion of the filming and the release
date, September 1.
THOSE
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"Virtuous Men" Sold
in Fourth of U. S.
on B.
Lubin's
Trip
Bert Lubin,
general
sales manager
for
S-L Pictures, has returned to New York
after having completed a country-wide
tour in the interest of his state rights
feature.
Lubin left New York on June 1 for ••
the
purpose
of selling
Men,"
the first
production
made"Virtuous
by Arthur
H.
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin. His swing
across the country brought him through
more than thirty states and in contact
with the leading buyers of the country. The sales record made by the S-L
representative is the most successful
ever hung up, it is said, inasmuch as
he disposed of twenty-five per cent of
the entire territory of the United States
or exactly one-fourth of the whole
country.
This remarkable sales drive was completed in one month and the territory
was disposed of to three prominent state
rights
buyers.wasLubin's
achievement
the principal
dispositionsalesof
seventeen per cent of the country for
"Virtuous Men," embracing thirteen
states, to one man.
BERT LUBIN
He credits the success of his trip to Sales Manager of S-L Pictures who lias
two important factors namely: the boxjust completed a tour of thirty states
with "Virtuous Men."
office reputation, the production established in several of the largest theatres
of the country, and the comprehensive
in pamphlet form for the use of the S-L
exploitation campaign, the details of organization in disposing of their next
which he submitted to all buyers. The production.
Follow-ing a brief period in New York,
scope and utility of the advertising material, together with its proven results the general sales manager of S-L Pictures will leave on another trip of three
in houses by leading showmen, proved
a most telling sales argument.
weeks' duration for the purpose cf closDuring his trip Lubin gathered an
ing out the remaining unsold territory
abundance of information and data from for "Virtuous Men" which embraces but
nine
more states.
prominent showmen and territorial purchasers, al of which have been compiled
New

Film Building
For Milwaukee, Wis.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Martin Tull-!
gren and Sons, architects, are at work J
upon the plans for a $175,000 film building to be erected at Milwaukee and
Michigan streets. The ground dimensions are 50x150 feet, the probable
height seven stories and the structure
is to be fireproof throughout.

LEE KIDS BACK AGAIN

Updegraff Buys House
DELL RAPIDS, S. D.— H. L. Upde
graff, manager of the Princess theatre
Sioux Falls, has just purchased th<
theatre
propertyandof redecorating
O'Leary Bros,befop
ant
is remodelling
opening to the public for the fall sea j
son.
Let Studio Contract
NEW YORK— It is reported that th
Louis lias
J. Selznick
contract
for Fleiscl
a tie1
studio
been awarded
to the
matltl
Construction
Company
of
Nc
York.

Innp anil KhiImtIiic

In n scene from tlielr first two reel comedy
HoKers Film Corporation.
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Reopens Picture House
UNION SPRINGS, ALA.— Renamir
the local motion picture theatre the Re
H. L. CofTee has reopened the playhou
and is giving shows each evening.
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Robertson-Cole Conclude New Foreign
Deals
The demand for American motion
pictures of the better type for the
foreign market is reflected in the activity of the exporting department of
Robertson-Cole during the past month.
With the dawning of peace there has
i been a tremendous call for American
films and one big deal has followed another.
Now comes the announcement of the
closing of two more contracts disposing
of the rights to thirty-five RobertsonCole features in some of the most lucraItnre territory in the world.
Arthur Ziehms, of New York, representing Saenz and Mai, considered one
!of the most influential motion picture
organizations in Latin-America, has purchased for Argentina and Paraquay, the
rights to eight Hayakawa productions,
[beginning with his new series; eight Barriscale attractions; eight Warner offerings and eight Desmonds,
j The Barriscale features ready for im\ (mediate delivery to the South American
firm, are 'All of a Sudden Norma," "A
■. Trick of Fate." "Tangled Threads" and
' I Jo>selyn's
Wife." dramas prepared for
The Desmond
I -hipment are "Life's a Funny Proposiion." "The Prodigal Liar." "Bare-Fisted
I Gallagher." Whitewashed Walls" and the
I "Mints of Hell." "A Sage Brush HaraI et" is ncjw in the course of completion
j■Weeks.
md will be forwarded in a couple of
H. B. Warner's initial Superior Picture
i 'or Robertson-Cole. "The Man Who
: ~urned White." which has been meeting
i >-ith exceptionally popular favor in the
| Jnited States, is included in the deal
' nth Saenz and Mai. "The Pagan God."
liecond Warner offering, is another big
ttraction which
comes
under the
lirrangements concluded by the RobertTjon-Cole foreign department.
|j The Hayakawa contract will not start
Ilntil the Japanese star has complete the
i ctet of productions which comprise
: lie first Hayakawa series for Robertlon-Cole.
9 In another deal the Robertson-Cole
I jreign department disposed of three
• Katures to J. C. Barnstyn. American
;Jywresentative of the British and ConI.nental Trading Company of The
I a?ue. Holland. The territory included
I the arrangement is Holland. Belgium.
I ranee. Switzerland. Germany and GerI an-Austria. Mr. Barnstyn had previt lisly taken over some other Robertson| jle product.
| >ecial Exrjort License No. Rac-42 for
I Certain In-Transit Shipments and
Procedure for Filing Documents
With Collectors of Customs
I The War Trade Board announces the
..l.ision of regulations under which shipl;nts of certain origin and destination,
fs imoortation of which has been otherJ'se
licensed, may
exportedwhen
without
js individual
exportbe license
the
feme are conveyed in transit through
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Field

Information
the territory or via any port of the
United States. This regulation, effective
June 24. 1919, rescinds W. T. B. R.
714, issued April 29, 1919; W. T. B. R.
737, issued May 15, 1919; W. T. B. R. 760,
issued May 28, 1919, and W. T. B. R.
782, issued June 18, 1919, and extends the
scope
of Specialdescribed.
Export License Rac-42.
as
hereinafter
Rac-4-'
has(1)beenSpecial
issuedExport
throughLicense
the Customs
Service and authorizes the exportation
of shipments of all commodities which
are conveyed in transit through the territory or via a port of the United States
when originating in any foreign country
and destined to any country of the
world; Provided, however, that no shipment destined to Europe shall be authorized under this license unless such shipment is consigned to Great Britain.
France, Italy, Belgium, Greece, Spain.
Portugal, or their possessions in Europe
or Iceland, the Faroe Islands, Servia.
Roumania. Norway. Denmark or Sweden,
or to the Netherlands Oversea Trust
when destined to Holland, or to the
Societe Suisse de Surveillance Economique when destined to Switzerland.
(2) In transit shipments arriving at
the United States by mail or vessel for
re-export under Rac-42 may be consigned to the ultimate destination or to
an agent in the United States for reshipment, and if consigned to an agent
the railroad waybill or vessels manifest
must designate the ultimate destination,
and such notations shall be transcribed
therefrom to the carrier's customs manifest sented
or copy
of vessel's
manifest preto the Collector
of Customs.
The
foregoing will not apply in the case of
shipments destined to Holland and
Switzerland. Such shipments must show
at point of entry the fact that the consignment hasOversea
been Trust,
made either
the Neth-to
erlands
if destined
Holland, or the Societe Suisse de Surveillance Economique, if destined to
Switzerland.
(3) L'ponat arrival
suchthein railroad
transit
shipments
port of ofentry
agent
the vessel's
agent shall
presentof
to the orCollector
of Customs
a copv
the Carrier's Customs Manifest. Form
7512.
or athereof,
copy of upon
the ship's
or
portion
whichmanifest,
shall be
clearly
noted
the
shipments
which
are
in transit.
Educators View Film
Tale of Two Cities." the William
version of Charles Dickens'
film
story, with William Farnum as the
was the only dramatic picture presented at the recent session of the National Education Association in Milwaukee. It was selected from a long list
of dramatic subjects.

"A
Fox
great
star,

Gaumont to Move
NEW YORK— The Gaumont Company will shortly move its entire executive'offices to the Times Square district.
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THE LATEST STEP
Tiro of the Fox Sunshine Comedy queens
doing the new pajama dance. Popular
with flat duellers who have grouchy
neighbors on the floor below.
Pathe Scores Beat on
President's Arrival
A speed record was set by the Pathe
News in the celerity with which the
pictures
President
arrival backshowing
on American
soil Wilson's
were placed
before the public. The President was
expected to debark at Hoboken early in
the afternoon, and then to make a speech
in Carnegie
at Jersey
3 o'clock.
monies over Hall
on the
side Cerewere
more elaborate than was expected, and
it was long after four when the Presidential party started across the river.
It was flat 5:45 when the President,
after being whirled in an auto up Fifth
Avenue, began his address. But by 7:30,
the entire procedure, the debarking at
Hoboken. the reception by school children, the triumphant dash up the avenue,
the crowds in front of Carnegie Hall,
and the start for the journey back to
Washington, were being flashed in a
number of New York theatres.
It was an achievement quite in line
with the news beats scored by Pathe
on
pictures
and the
arR-34.therival atToledo
Mineola fight
of the
big British
blimp
Alfred Hayman Sails
NEW YORK— Alfred Hayman, general manager for Charles Frohman. Inc..
sailed for Europe on the Mauretania.
The Mauretania is a sister ship of the
ill-fated . Lusitania on which Charles
Frohman was lost when the Hun submarine sank her. This is the first time
Mr. Hayman has crossed since that time.
It is understood Mr. Hayman is abroad
looking for material for his producing
firm.
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With H.
Irvin V. Willat, director of Houdini,
starring in "The Grim Game," will take up
his new duties as director of special productions at the
H. served
Ince studios,'*
Culver City,
JulyThomas
Zl. Irvin
in the
United States Signal Corps photography department during the recent war.
H. E. Van Dywne, formerly of New
York City, is now manager of the Pacific
Amusement Supply Company, Los Angeles,
which handles the Powers machines and a
full line of accessories.

"HIS FIRST FLAME"
Is the title of this (iale Henry comedy,
made by the Model Comedy Co., Hollywood. H. E. Nichols, the Herald representative, has been pressed into service
for this scene.
Fred Stone to Attend
Frontier D?ys Fete
Fred Stone, noted stage and screen
luminary, left Los Angeles Friday morning to participate in the annual Frontier Days Celebration at Cheyenne,
Wyo., as an honored guest with the best
of the western riders and ropers, but
this is the first time that his affairs
could be so arranged that he could leave
his work.
And, as a matter of fact, he will not
leave his work; he will take it along.
Having just completed "Billy Jim" his
first photoplay as an independent producer, Mr. Stone will immediately begin his second into which he has interpolated scenes which are to be "shot"
during the various competitive events
at Cheyenne next week. He expects to
enter the roping and broncho busting
championship events.
Accompanying Mr. Stone will be a
company of twenty-five including Manager Andrew Callaghan, Director Frank
Borsage, Josie Sedgwick and Vola Vale,
the two feminine members of the Stone
company and a number of expert horsemen.
The company will be quartered at
Fort D. A. Russel near which the ranch
scenes of the picture will be made.
"V irtuous Men" Rights
Sold in More States
T. E, Larsen, general manager of the
Okla-Ark Attraction, with headquarters
at Tulsa, Okla.. have purchased rights
to "Virtuous
Men"
for Minnesota,
Wisconsin, North
Dakota,
South Dakota,
Iowa, Nebraska, Washington, Montana,
Idaho, Oregon, Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas.
Rights in forty states have now been
sold. The only remaining territory not
disposed
mi hides Tennessee,
\'e\\ York, (icorgia,
Florida. uiAlabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, the Carolinas and Eastern Pennsylvania. It is understood th.it
S-L executives arc withholding their
picture from New York state with the
idea of giving it a late summer run on
Broadway before disposing of the rights.

Carl Dowling arrived this week from
New York City to take up his new duties
as Director of Publicity for the West coast
Fox studios at Hollywood, succeeding D.
A. Morrissey who has gone to London,
England.
Tom Mr.x is busy completing his new vetitled "Hard
Boiled
Tenderfoot,"
which hicle
scenario
he wrote
and directed
himself.

Pacific

Coast

E. N.
formerly of Bayonne, N. J., has installed a
new perforating department. The building
is of reinforced concrete and absolutely
fireproof. Mr. Horsley reports his firm is
enjoying unusual prosperity.
"Bill" Thompson and his partner V.
L. Walker, cameramen for the new King
Baggott serial which is in the making, are
reported to be some fishermen. When last
seen on Playa del Ray Beach, they were
holding lanterns in front of open crocker
sacks waiting for the "Grunyon" to jump
in. King Baggott is still waiting for his
cameraman to come back on the lot, but as
we go to press, no word had been received
from the two fishermen.
F. J. Gorbell, superintendent of the Sanborn laboratories, Culver City, is busy putthe finishing
on William
1 1 art'new ting
picture
which touches
will show
some beautifu
desert scenes in a novel mirage fade out.

Samuel F. Kingston, general casting director for Fox ; Herman Robbins, assistant
general manager, and Howard Sheehan.
West coast district manager, were in conference at the Fox studios in Hollywood
this week.

Floyd Mueller, architect, formerly o
Chicago and associated with George Knapr
a designer of a number of modern apart'
ment houses in Chicago, is now art directo
for the Maurice Tourneur productions aj
Goldwyn studios, Culver City.

Hampton del Ruth, formerly with Max
Sennett Comedies, is now general supervisor
of the Sunshine Comedies at the William
Fox studios, Hollywood.

Sam Mayer, general manager of tr
Maurice Tourneur productions is all smili
these days and told The Herald represei
ative their next picture will be a knock-ov
Sam sends regards to the New York l o>

The following directors composed a staff
producing the Sunshine Comedies, Eddie
Cline, Vim Moore, Jack Blystone, Roy del
Ruth and Frank Griffin.
The following
directing dramatic
Hollywood, Frank
Scott Dunlap and

quartet of directors are
stock at the Fox studios,
Beal, F.dmond Lawrence,
H. A. Mitchell.

Fred Fishb.uk has just finished directing Edith Roberts, starring with Jimmie
Adams in Century Comedies at Hollywood.
H. Wulze, formerly with Universal and
Keystone, is now managing editor for the
L-Ko Comedies.
William Hoksi.ey, the popular owner of
the Horslcy laboratories, Hollywood, and

Douglas D. Hewitt, formerly with Ti
angle, is now art title director at the Jes
D. Hampton studio, Hollywood.
The Gish family are busy moving to
more quiet neighborhood in Hollywood,
their midnight slumbers had been rud'
disturbed by the stentorian notes of a con
in the hands of a budding juvenile who
cupies a neighboring villa.

"
"Dawnand
Buyspresident
J.Blackt
Stuart on
Blackton,
rector general of the J. Stuart Blacki
Feature Pictures, Inc., has signed Ha
Davenport, Flora Finch and Gla<,
Valeric for important roles in the sen
version of "Dawn," the latest best sc I
from the pen of Eleanor H. Porj
author of the "Pollyanna" stories.
Blackton put the story into produclj
at his reconstructed studios in Brcfl
lyn, N. Y., last week.
Katterjohn Wrote It
lu the Herald's recent annou|
ment of the Chicago censor board's
suance of a permit for "The Flame
the Yukon" after two years of cor jj
versy, C. Gardner Sullivan was mentel
as
the author
of the
MontM
Katterjohn
should
have 'play.
been credited

it it \ at
l'isil the
I '.It \inerlean
' I,- |M ii I lyti kROA
Nnrprlwed
RtndlOHi Santa llarhara, fallf.. tvhen a
I . V \.mid reerultliiK
rolled
serriilHled hand
her. of u pli *t

Five States Sold
The S. A. Lynch Enterprises
purchased the rights to Christie Cotl
specials for Mississippi, Texas, L|
lana. Oklahoma and Arkansas.

CHICAGO

Aarox J. Jones, of the firm of Jones,
-inick & Schaefer, was called home from
\"ewdeath
York ofcity
Sunday,Mrs.dueBertha
to theJones.
sudlen
his onmother,
\t Flossmoor, 111., .Mr. Jones' home. She
vas sixty-six years of age. The funeral
,ervices were held on Tuesday. Julv 22.
Fred Aiken, Select manager, entertained
•uite a bunch of notables recently. Among
nose who stopped off to pay their respects
b the popular manager were Myron Selzick, Owen Moore, Sam Morris. Charles
logers. V. P. Whittaker and S. W. Hatch.

Clarence \V. Phillips has been added
> the Goldwyn staff in Chicago, under I.
u Van Ronkel. Mr. Phillips formerly held
own the job of manager under the Capital
ilm Company management.

Charles R. Llndgren, who profitably
sposes of Doll-Van's wares here and
reabouts, sojourns at Fox Lake and
esn't even want to see a contract for
other
week. He reports that "they" are
ing well,
but fails to specify just what
means by "thev."

"I Want To Go Back." hummed D. M.
.indawalk
er, Jr.. absently for a week or
bre. Then one morning the startled office
rce found him gone. Seems he must
ve ' wished again, that he was in Michithat's
farm." if Anyway,
fn.
the film buildto bethereached
he is on
leredown
>Z burns down, and under no other cir■ mstances.
'he
Clearing
House
is growEdelBennie
acquisiti
. TheFilmlatest
on is staff
n, formerly of the Universal sales force,
erybody knows Bennie and they are
1-eipor
H. made intimatelv acquainted
F. C.
hidlv
The boys around the Film Clearing
■use have their pencils whittled to a fine
jl deadly point these days, momentarilv
pecting the arrival of the pictures of the
K at Toledo on July 4. All that reins to be done. now. is to get them out of
^o and onto the train. A simple matter,
boys saw

TRADE

Reported by "Mac"
industry? Just ask the smiling Select office
cashier and he'll tell you. Anyway, those
are
fine cigars
out Barr
celebratin
the arrival
of a he's
baby passing
girl at the
home.g

Frances Mc.Mahon, Fred Aiken's private stenog.. returned from a vacation last
Monday, and owing to a severe case of sunburn had to take another
off to apply
home remedies to the backweek
of her neck and
arms.

Now that the war is over, the big film
announcements all made for the coming
year and the atmosphere sort of cleared
so to speak. Milton Kissel and William
Brimmer, long ago identified with the Paramount sales forces, are back in the fold.
old place
ain't the same, they say, but
better.
aTheheluvalot

W. S. Altmand, whose nifty attire and
ready salutation are among the salient
points that greet you as you enter the Film
Clearing House exchange, is doing the first
lap of the two-weeks stretch at Lake
Mattison, Mich., where the fish have learned
to accord him a just respect. Phil Solodefies him to come back with less than
amanbarrel.
Ba< k from the Southland after a two
months' tour of the southern territory,
where, he says, neither exhibitors nor fans
mind a little thing like heat, comes H. R.
Smith. Sherry's amiable representative.
"They're all doing business down there,"
he says. "And big business too. But old H.
C. L. is. as ever, present and occupying the

Walter L. Hill, the affable and efficient
spotlight."
J. W. Allen. Famous Players-Lasky's
exploitation
expert at Famous Playersspecial
this looking
"territory,intois from
Lasky'sseveral
Chicagomanufacturers
exchange, is of
receiving
bids
spendingrepresentative
three busy for
weeks
sure-death
things at the Detroit and Minneapolis
side
arms.
Seems
he
was
homeward
bound
branches. They say there are several
on the "L" the other night, engrossed in
worse
the hot places
weather.to work than Minneapolis in .the account of the latest daylight bank
robbery, when, just as the train was leaving a northside station, a deftly wielded
Edwasd Siren, of the Xew Linden thea- hand and arm projected itself through the
tre at 3018 Belmont Ave., has just disposed
window and relieved his brow of the weight
of that property to John Hort, who will of his straw sailor, possessor of said arm
take over the management immediately.
last seen descending the stair with his
acquisition beneath his arm. Detectives are
When you hear the dulcet tones of the at work upon the case.
new little lady at the World switchboard
this week, don't jump at conclusions and
Linick and Jacobv, whose Ziegfeld
attempt
familiarities.
regular
girl theatre is to house the Chicago opening of
is vacationing
whereverV'seeit the
is that
regular
girls vacation, so somebody had to do it. "Yanke Doodle In Berlin." with Bothwell
Browne and his "bevy of bathing beauties,"
p. P. Ishmael is the new young lady's present
each ticket-buyer with a tiny closename
either and
mitt. she "packs a wicked kick" in up of one of the girls in costume and a few
well chosen words about the coming attraction. Xone of the little portraits litter
the lobby, but a number of patrons have
barked
their
shins as they ascended the
study.
marble stair, wrapt in contemplation of the
H. C. Brolacki, to whose mercies World
Films have been wont to entrust their
Wisconsin customers, is enjoying two weeks
of the current heated spell in haunts undivulged. The right way to vacate, say
we. and may the days drag endlessly if he
is really keeping cool.
William Junius, of the Maplewood
theatre, is among those who have succumbed to the call of Michigan and the
rod
and
be back. tackle. "Bill" didn't say when he'd

•en Beapell. sales manager of Select.
1 returned from a two weeks' vacation
iohner's Lake. Wis., as brown as a herrv
pep. Mrs. Beadell ana >on Donfull o'the
spent
time motoring while Ben Ted
little fishes in the lake.

hari.ie Pvle is busily engaged rounding
the last of his film building contract
s.
•1 set now." says Charles. Let's go.
\ck Lait, who. besides writing a humorcolumn in the Chicago Tribune, managomce of Variety, and duru 6 Cmca8°
his
spare moments
dashes off a short
y or two. received a commission by
• from Carl Laemmle to write a five
| scenario the other dav and when cornid had to wire it to Los Angeles, bee the star and company were waiting
it. $300 covered the telegraph charges.
hat is Percy Barr doing for the film

EVENTS

J. F. Ditman. keot perennially busy w^ith
the Majestic and Strand theatre of Freeport. 111., was in the city a goodly portion
of last week buying attractions for those
Houses and getting set for big doings September 1.
A. Reightor. late of the A. E. F., has
been secured as office manager for New
Era Films. If there is anything in a name.
Shakespeare's testimony notwithstanding,
he
should qualify as "a writer" of contracts.
MARGUERITE COl'RTOT
Appearing:
in fieorpre B. Seitz' serial,
'DtMind :incl G:iKKed." (Pathe.)
61

M. J. Mintz. led by the converging paths
of duth and pleasure to Xew York and

EXHIBITORS
Atlantic City, brushed off the old desk last
Monday after his long absence, looked at
that mountain of mail with a sigh and
plunged in with renewed energy. The
effete east only sharpened the edge of that
old Keen Kutter humor and hustle. Watch
for developments.
"Now that you are here, let's set in
that week,"
says the
sign in marking
the lobby the
of
the
Paramount
exchange,
opening of the campaign for ParamountArtcraft Week, August 31 to September 6.
Free paper, co-operative newspaper advertising, slides and national publicity with
local specilization are among the features
hinted at . Nine thousand theatres in
America are expected to participate, and if
the stack of local contracts already in is
a fair indication that number will be exceeded.
J. C. Smith, formerly owner of the
Monogram Theatre, Chicago, has taken
over the Opera House in Hoopeston, 111.,
where he is now busily engaged in redecorating, installing new machines, screen and
other equipment and preparing for the
opening September 1.
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Charlie Fox, the popular manager of
the Gayetyto Burlesque
'House
is now
motoring
New York
in his
new
Haynes-Six. In the meanwhile his
force at the Gayety is moving the thea-^
tre equipment
the Orpheum
they
are to opento early
in August where"*
with
burlesque road shows.
Horace Conway has resigned his position as manager of Exhibitors' Mutual
to accept the manager's chair of Metro
in this city. Mr. Conway was transferred here from Indianapolis some
months ago to the Mutual office.
The Aurora Theatre,
been taken over by Fred
Emil Ladwig. Mr. Rau
ball rolling by installing
comedies.

Milwaukee, has
T. Rau, sold by
has started the
the Billy West

Larry Stiles, branch manager for Bee
Hive is going to make a trip through
DOLL-VAN FILM CO.
the Northern part of Wisconsin to re$ INCREASES STOCK;
new his acquaintances with exhibitors
OPENS NEW OFFICES
and install Bee Hive service. Mr. Stiles
Henry Dollman, Jr., arrived in Chi- was seen going to the depot early this
withandan aExhibitors'
cago, July 14, and spent several days . morning
one pocket
bundle of Herald
contractsin
arranging for the pending $10,000 issue in
the
other.
He
says
he
must
have the
Herald.
of 7 per cent preferred participating
stock in the Doll-Van Film Corporation.
The common stock issue of $150,000 has
Mendel Rice of the State theatre, in
all been paid in and the first seven
connection with Jos. Schwartz of the
months of this year the corporation's net Kosciusko theatre, is building a large
earnings, it is said, amounted to $21,- 1,400 seat house on the south side of
000. At a recent meeting of the stockMilwaukee. It is not yet named. It is
holders itwas voted, therefore, to issue
expected to open about October 15.
this new stock at par.
Earl Rice has been appointed manager
The Doll-Van exchanges handle the for
the house.
best open market attractions obtainable,
among them D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of
Max Wiesner, Cliff Bester, Jack Camp,
the World," and features of like magnitude.
Walter Hickey, now hold their weeklyIndicative of the general branching out
meetings
of the Film
at the Mandarin
bar,Salesman's
drinking Union
Bevo.
which
is
to
accompany
the
new
s*tock
say it is great after you get used
issue is the announcement of new ex- They
to it.
changes to be opened in Detroit, Minneapolis, Cincinnati or Cleveland, and
J. T. Flanagan is flivving through the
Des Moines.
Northern part of Wisconsin and reports
good roads as well as good business.
Mrs. McMillan Thanks
Bert Hatfield, manager of the WisChicago Film Men
consin Film Corporation, informs us he
Mrs. Mary E. McMillan, widow of the
has some new super-specials to offer
late Frederick H. McMillan, well known
the exhibitors in this territory for fall.
Chicago film salesman, who died June
21, has requested the Herald to print
Owen McKimtt, manager of the Bijou
Theatre, Racine, was a Milwaukee visitor
the following letter of appreciation,
which is addressed to the many friends
July 16. He drove up here in his new
Mitchell testing it out on the nice roads
who aided her in her recent bereavement:
between Racine and Milwaukee. Look
Julymanagers
19, 1919.and out for those motor cops, Mack.
To all the film people, salesmen,
owners of picture theatres and the manv friends
of my late beloved husband, Fred H. McMillan,
Joseph Rhode, the popular owner-manI wish to take this opportunity to express my deep
the Rhode Opera House, Kenappreciation of your kindness and sympathy to me nosha,ager ofentertained
Larry Stiles, Bee
during myswervingdark
hour.
The
friendship
and
unloyalty given to us. when we needed it Hive manager, at the Elk's Club recently.
most will ever be treasured and remembered.
This is one of the hospitalities Mr.
Hoping that Hod will bless you for your sympathy Rhodes
shows all good film men.
to me. Believe me with muchMaryappreciation.
E. McMillan.
V. F. DeLorenzo, formerly associated
with Universal and Paramount MilwauBlanche Sweet Begins
kee offices, has been appointed booker
for the Metro in the Milwaukee branch.
Blanche Sweet, Jesse D. Hampton
Mr DeLorenzo is one of the pioneers
star, is working on the initial scenes
in this territory having been associated
of her production, "A Woman of Pleaswith
Universal, General and Paramount
ure," from the
Jamesby Willard
for the past seven years.
melodrama,
to befamous
published
Pathe.
62

B. E. Bristol, formerly bookkeeper in
Metro's turned
Milwaukee
refrom Franceoffice,
wherehashe just
served
with H. Q. Co. 323 Inf. 81 Div. Barney
saw action on the Meuse Argonne
offensive and Vosge Section. Bristol
has not made any definite plans for the
future but it is a good bet that he will
be associated with one of the Wisconsin film exchanges.
"The Isle of Jewels"
Is Now In Production
"The Isle of Jewels," Arthur F. Beck
serial to be published through Pathe,
is now in production at the Crystal
Studios in New York City. The featured players are Stuart Holmes, famous
as a screen "villain," and Frances Mann.
Perry Verkoff, who is directing the
serial for Mr. Beck, has had a career
that has covered much of the world. He
was born in Alexandria, Egypt; educated in Constantinople, and studied law
and dramatic art at the University off
Sofia, Bulgaria. He had a long stage
career before entering picture work, and
lias directed for American Kinemacolor,
Metro and Vitagraph.
The story and scenario for the "Isle
of Jewels" were written by Charles'
Turner Dazey, the author of the stage
success,
"In Old
Kentucky."
Scenes
will
be taken
in New
York, Bermuda
and California.
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The Leading Features of the LeadingbinMachines
all harmoniously
comed inone handsome
NewTroubleFree Writing Machine of the First
Quality
— favorite
In whichfeature
you will
find
your own
of your
own
favorite
typewriter,
and
the
others besides.
Improved— Simplified— Modernized <LSimple— Artistic- Durable— Eflieirnt
42 KeyQuiet—
—Single
ShiftibleStamlard—
Ball Touch
Bearing
Vis- ■*!
— Soft
— Light Action.
In the Woodstock
You Will Find
Every
time-tpst<*d
worth-while
failure
which
you
like
in tho
machine
you
are
uned
to,
nnd
you
will
also
find
the
favorite
fe.it
urea
of
tho
other
ptnndard
make* which you wish your machine had.
Yet in tha Woodstock you will find this
Birtrrrir.nion
of hiyhalmpllhotl.
pnintfciturett
Improved and
to fitmuch
tho
touch,
person,
the mood,does—
in n (Tho
w-y
I-- 1 operators
Baytypewriter
this).
thut
notheother
Only
n close-up
an ncttml
touch
and
triil
of thie view,
excellent
typewriter
can convince.
Invostlicnt*
by all maans—
Woyounrohownt
your itservice.
ahov one.
cany
tn to try Let
one; uato own
.
Phono
Central 6563; call up— cull in— or ^k**
write—
»
Woodstock Typewriter
Company,
Chicago
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SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES

FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAPT PICTURES
Apr. 20 — "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr. 20 — "The Money Corral." five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. 27 — "For Better — For Worse," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
May 4 — "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May IS — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, wi-h Douglas Fairbanks.
June 1 — "True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. Griffith Special.
(une 8 — "Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart.
I une 22 — "The Avalanche," five reels, with Klsie Ferguson.
May
July
20 — "Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart.
PARAMOUNT
May
May
'Greased
Lightning,"
five reels, with Charles Ray.
May
Apr.
'The You
Law Women,"
of Men," five
five reels,
reels, Ernest
with Enid
'Oh!
Truax.Bennett.
May
"Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Come Home
Out ofTownthe Girl,"
Kitchen,"
five reels,
Marguerite Clark.
May 11 "The
five reels,
VivianwithMartin.
20— "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"The
reels,Charles
with Ray.
Shirley Mason.
"The Final
Busher."Close-Up,"
five reels,fivewith
27—
2 "The
Haunted
Bedroom,
five
reels,
with
EnidGish.
Bennett.
2 "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy
11—
"Putting
It
Over,"
five
reels,
with
Bryant
Washburn.
18 — You're
Fired," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
An4— Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
June
Men,
Women
and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
luly
lune
June
Other— ' Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
luly 18— 'Hay
June
lune
July
'
4
Foot,
Straw
Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
—
18
June
'A Daughter of the Wolf," five reels, with Lila Lee.
June
"Girls," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
1 une
"The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
"A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
June 2915- "The Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
"Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Rose1— of Nell,"
the River,"
five reels,
with LilaGish.
Lee.
Aug. 22-27 15—
July
five reels,
with Dorothy
July 22- -"N'ugget
Aug.
"A
Sporting
Chance,"
five
reels,
wiith
Ethel
Clayton.
3 "Fires of Faith," seven reels, with Catherine Calvert.
29—
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAPT SPECIALS
May 252173--— "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
June 2150 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
July 6 — "The Firing Line." five reels, with Irene Castle.
July 13 — "The Career of Katlierine Bush," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
Aug. 3 — "The Dark Star," five reels.
3—
6- TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Mar. 23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 — Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
Apr. 13 — Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Apr. 27 — Sennett, "The Little Widow."
May 4 — Drew, "Harold, The Last of the Saxons."
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
May 18 — Flagg. "Welcome, Little Stranger."
May 25 — Sennett. "Love's False Faces."
June
June 81 —— Drew,
Sennett,"Squared."
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 29 — Flage. "The 'Con' in Economy."
July 6 — Sennett. "Trying to Get Along."
July
July 2013 —— Drew.
Sennett,"Bunkered."
"Among Those Present."
July 27 — Flagg, "The Immovable Guest."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
"Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les
Eight parts, with William Farnum.
May Miserables."
"Salome."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
STANDARD PICTURES
Mar.
23
—
"Thou
Shalt
Not,"
with Evelyn Nesbit.
Apr. 20 — "The Jungle Trail," sixfivereels,
reels, with
with Theda
WilliamBara.Farnum.
4 — "The Siren's Song." five reels,
1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
''My Little Sister," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
Tune 2915 —— "The
Lone Star Ranger," five reels, with William Farnum.
Tune
VICTORY PICTURES
lune
Mar.
2
—
"The
Forbidden
Room," five reels, with Gladys Brockwoll.
May
Mar.
uly 18 — "Never Say Quit." five reels, with George Walsh.
Mar.
uly SO — "Fighting for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
13 — "Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Apr. 27 — "Help! Help! Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
11 — "The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
"The Divorce Trap." five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
une 2225 —— "Putting
One Over."
five five
reels,reels,
with with
George
"The Wilderness
Trail,"
Tom Walsh.
Mix.
Aug. 206 —— "The
Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
3 — "The Seventh Person." five reels, with George Walsh.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
'Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration, nve reels.
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"The Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
"Roses and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
"Sally's
Blighted
Career,"
"Rowdv Ann," two reels. two reels.
"Can Wives Be Trusted?"
"A Full House."
"Oh, My, Dear."
"Anybody's
Widow."
"He Who Hesitates."
"A Flirt There Was."
"There Goes the Groom."
"A Cheerful Liar."
' Cupid's Hold-Up."
"Lobster Dressing."
"Love — In a Hurry."
"Reno — All Change."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Feb. 10 — "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
Feb. 17 — "A Day With Caranza," one reel.
Feb. 24 — " What N a Mexican," one reel.
Mar S— "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
Mar.
-"A Heart in Pawn," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Mar.
The
Lamb
Lion." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Mar. — "The Turn inandthetheRoad"
Cast), five reels.
Mar. — "Hearts Asleep," five reels,(Special
Bessie Bamscale.
Apr. — "Diane of Green Van," five with
reels,
with Alma Rubens.
Apr. — 'The Courageous Coward," five reels,
Apr. — "The Love Call," five reels, with Billie with
Rhodes.Sessue Hayakawm.
Apr.
—"Modern
Husbands."
five
reels,
with
Henry
B. Walthall.
May
"Josselyn's Wife," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
May ——'The
of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
May — "Just Mints
Squaw," fivefivereels,
reels, with
with Sessue
Beatriz Hayakawa.
Michelena.
May — "His Debt,"
June — "In Search of Arcady, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
'June —"The Man Who Turned White," five reels, with Henry B. Warner.
June
five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
I une —"Broken Threads."
Gallagher." five reels with William Desmond.
June —"Bare-fisted
—
"Better
Times,"
five
with Zazu Pitts.
'July — "The Man Beneath," reels,
five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
luly
"A Man's Country," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
July —— "Man's
Desire," five reels, with an All-Star cast, with Lewis Stone.
luly
Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Aug. ——"The
"A
Sage
Hamlet," five reels, with William Desmond.
Aug. —"The PaganBrush
God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Aug. —"The Gray Horizon,"
five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
STRAND COMEDIES
vtay 18 — "Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
>Iay 25 — "For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
une 1 — "Hearts and Hats," one reel, with Elinor Field.
une
"Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel.
une 158—— "Little
Lion," one reel.
une 22 — " 'Twas Lucy's
Henry's Fault," one reel.
une 29 — "Little Miss
Pinkcrton," one reel.
'une
and Hats."
une 81 —— "Hearts
Bolsheviki."
une 15 — "Betty's
"Little
Lucy's
une 22 — " 'Twas Henry'sLion."
Fault."
une
— "Little Miss Pinkerton."
uly 296—
"Oh, What a Jam!"
iUly 13 — "Fancy Fooling Father."
. 'uly
uly 20 — "Jimmie's Doggone Luck."
27 — "Winning Him Back."
ROTHACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
2 — "Columbia Highway," one reel.
ar. 9— "An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel,
far. 18 — "In Pyramid Land, one reel,
ar. 23 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands," one reel,
ar. 39 — "Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel,
pr. 6 — "A Palestine Pilgrimage," one reel.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
V Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin,
nbassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
'he Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
'he Light ofWithin,"
)aughter
Destiny,"fivefivereels,
reels,withwithMme.
Mme.Petrova.
Petrova.
empered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
taly's
Flaming
Front."
Italian
official
war
film,
'ershing'a Crusaders,
.omance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
houlder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
lie Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
irtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
ur Teddy," seven reels.
Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.
/hom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
' addy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
' ary Regan," seven reels, with Anita Stewart.
' unnyside,"
uction of Souls,"
eightwith
reels.Charles Chaplin.
two rerls,
ill Apperson's Boy," six reels, with Jack Pickford.
I
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EXCEL PICTURES
9 — "Gambling in Souls," hve reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
23 — "lhe Rebellious Bride, nvc reels, with Feggy Hyland.
6 — ''Married in Haste," ti\e reel*, with Albert Ray.
20 — "The Love That Dares." hve reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
18 — "Worus and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
6— "When Kate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
15 — "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
29 — "Be a Little Sport,"
five reels, with Albert Ray.
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
17 — "Fan Fan."
25 — "Ali Baba and thr Hnriy Thieves "
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — "Money Talks," two parts
Apr. 6 — "Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. 20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May 11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two reels, with Tom Mix.
May 25— "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
July 6— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
Tune 15 — "Dabbling in Society," two reels.
fuly 6— "Merry
two reels.
MUTT Jailbirds,"
AND JEFF
ANIMATED CARTOONS
Mar. 18 — "William Hobenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
Mar. 23 — "Out and In Again," half reel.
Mar. 30 — "A Cow's Husband," half reel.
Apr. 6 — "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer." half reel.
Apr. 13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half reel.
Apr. 20 — "Pigtails and Peaches," half reel.
Apr.
"SeeingCaveThings,"
reel. half reel.
May 274—— "The
Man's half
Bride,"
May 11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
May
261—— "The
Shell Game,"
"Oh! Teacher
1" half half
reel, reel,
1une
une 8— "Hands Up," half reel,
une 15 — "Sweet Papa," half reel,
une 22 — "Pets and Pests," half reel,
une 29 — "A Frize Fight," half reel,
uly 6 — "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel,
uly IS — "Downstairs and Up," half reel.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
"The Unpardonable Sin " -mht reels, with Blanche Sweet
"The Hushed Hour." rive reels, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 9— "The Brand," seven reels (Rex Beach Special)
Mar. 16 — "A Man and His Money," five reels, with Tom Moore.
Mar. 30 — "Daughter of Mine," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Apr. 6— "Spotlight Sadie," five reels, with Mae Marsh.
Apr. 13 — "One Week of Life," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Apr. 20 — "The Pest." five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
May 4 — "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
May 25 — "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
une 8 — "The Fear Woman," five reels, with Pauline Frederick,
une 22 — "The City of Comrades," five reels, with Tom Moore,
!
uly 6— "Through the Wrong
Door," SPECIALS
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
GOLDWYN
"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart
of the" Sunset,"
"Blue Blood
six reels seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Mar. 2 — "Good to Eat."
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 18 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
Apr. 8 — "Cut It Out."
Apr. 13 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20 — "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A Visit to New Orleans."
May 4 — "Going Up."
May 11 — "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
May 25 — "From Mud Dug."
1 — "The Land of the Ukulele."
;une
une 8— 'The Only Way."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Mar. 9— "The New Breakfast Food."
Mar. 23 — "The Potum of Swat."
Apr. 8— "The Midnight Alarm."
Apr.
Baby,"twotworeels.
reels.
May 204—— "Wanted
"The Sea— AWolf,*
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
iune 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven,
une 15 — "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons,
une 29 — "Their Day of Rest," two reels, with Carter De Haven,
uly 18 — "Chasing Rainbeaux," two reels, with "Smiling Hill" Parsons,
uly 27 — "After the Bawl," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
BBrflflSON UTAH seiiies
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Benniton.
"Speedr
reels, five
with reels,
Louiswith
Bennison.
"The
RoadMeade,"
Called five
Straight."
Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets," five reel*, with Louis Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
une
une
lune
Nov.
Nov.
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GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"The Woman and the beast," nvc reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven ret Is, with Leah Baird.
"When Men Betray," six -ecis with Wail Kanr
D. W. GRIFFITH
"Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richard Bartlielmess.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
Mar. 10 — "The Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Millet.
Mar. 24 — "The End of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan
Apr. 6 — "Thunderbolts
of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and An
Lehr.
May 4 — "The Best Man,"
five reels,
with J. Warren
ARTCO
PRODUCT!
0:\S Kerrigan.
Apr. 20 — "As a Man Thinks." five reels, with Leah Baird.
JANE GREY PICTURES. INC.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
"Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
"When
Ship Comes In."
"A
HouseMy Divided."
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Life's Greatest Problem."
"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1 — The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
45—— AWildThought
Equity (Epigram).
Flowersof (Comedy).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
'Life or Honor," seven reels, with I.eah Baird
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris
"For Husbands
"The
Geezer ofOnly,"
Berlin."five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The
Sinking
of
the
'Crashing Through to Lusitania."
Berlin," seven parts
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"The White Heather."
"My
Lady's Garter."
"Broken
"Romany Butterfly."
Rye."
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
17 — "The Way of the Strong," five reels, with Anna 0 Nilssnt
24 — "That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
31 — "Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
7 — "The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allison
14 — "Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
21 — "False Evidence, five reels, with Viola Dana.
28 — "After His Own Heart." five reels, with Hale Hamilton
five reels,
125 —— "The
"CastlesAmateur
in the Adventuress,"
Air," five reels,
with with
May Emmy
Allison.Wehlen
19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell.
26 — "Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
2 — "Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
9 — "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
16— "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wen. en.
2330 —— "One
at a five
Time,reels,
O'Day."
five reels,
"The Thing
Upliftcrs,"
with May
Alli«on.with Bert Lytell
7 — "God's Outlaw," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
21 — "The Microbe." five reck, with Viola Dana.
4 — "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
11 — "The Four Flusher," fi\e reels, wilh Hale Hamilton
11 — "A Favor to a Friend." five reels, wilh Emmy Wehlen.
18 — "A Favor to a Friend," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
SCREEN CLASSICS, IXC. SPECIALS
"The Great Romance." six reels, with Harold l.nckwood
"Shadows
Suspicon."
Harold
l.nrUwood
"A
Man ofof Honor."
five five
reels,reels,
withwith
Harold
l.nckwood
"The Man Who Stayed at Home." seven reels, with all-star cast.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven rreN. with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova
"Eye for Eye," seven reels, with Nazimova
"Hut
Fog," seven
"The ofRedtheLantern."
sevenreels,
reels,with
withNazimova
Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Mar. 2 — "Common Clay," seven reels, with Fannie Waro.
Apr. 27 — "The Lincoln.
Unknown Love," fix reels, with Dolores Cassinellt tnn
Apr. 20 — "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Raby Marie Osborne
June
Diplomat."
fivereels,
reels,with
with Fannie
Baby Marie
July 1827 —— "The
"Our Little
Better
Selves,"
five
Ward. Osborne
FRANK
KEEN
A N PRODUCTIONS
May 25 — "The Master Man." five reels, with Frank Keenan

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
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VIRGINIA PEARSON PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
June 8— "The
Bishop'sCAPELLANI
Emerald," six PRODUCTIONS,
reels, with Virginia INC.
Pearson.
ALBERT
June 22 — "Oh. Boy!" six reels, with Creighton Hale and June Caprice.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Feb. 9— "ToUU of the Times," n\e reels, with Frank Keenan.
Mar. 9 — "Carolyn of the Corners," five reels, with Bessie Love.
Apr.
five reels,
Keenan. Ward.
May 04—— "The
'The Silver
Cry of Girl,"
the Weak,"
five with
reels,Frank
with Fannie
June 1 — "All Wrong." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
June 29 — "The Profiteers,"
reels, withFEATURES
Fannie Ward.
PATHE five
PROGRAM
Feb. 23 — "The Old Maid's Baby," five reels, with Marie Osborne.
Mar. 23 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer." five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Apr.
"The Sawdust
Doll," five
five reels,
reels, with
with Helene
Baby Marie
Osborne.
May 2018 —— "Caleb
Piper's Girl,"
Chadwick.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Trixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"A Sporting Chance," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvonne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
"This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
"The
Boomerang."
"Virtuous
Sinners." with Henry B. Walthall.
PERFECTION PICTURES
Essanay, "Ruffles of Ked Crap," six reels, with lay lor Holmes.
Jul 11 — Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee.
Eseanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reel*, with Taylor Holme*.
Eatanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Boriage
Edison. "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
Mar. — "The Probation Wife," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
Mar. — "Experimental Marriage," five reels, with Constance Talmad«..
Mar. — "Marie. Ltd.," five reels, with Alice Brady.
Apr. — "Bolshevism on Trial."
Apr. — "Getting Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies.
Apr. — "The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance TalmadsjsApr. — "Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
May
— "The New Moon." six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
May
— "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewi*.
fane — "Happiness a la Mode," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
fane
—
"Upstairs
Down."fivefive
reels,
Thomas.
fune — "His
BridalandNight,"
reels,
withwith
AliceOlive
Brady.
SPECIALS
"The Cavell
One Woman,"
withJulia
All-star
cast.
•The
Case/ with
Arthur.
The Midnight Patrol,'! an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richmju.
"Break the News to Mother," six reels.
S-L PICTURES
"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchange*
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars." six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
''Red Blood and Yellow." five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of » Gun," five reels, with Broncno Billy.
'Marriage.88."
for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law." six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
THE SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION
'The Solitary Sin."
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dakoa.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
Custer's Last Fight," three reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
ipr. 6— "Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
.pr. 13 — "A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
ipr.
"Devil Follies
M' Care,"
reels, with
with Olive
Crane Thomas.
Wilbur.
>br. 2027 —— "The
Girl." five
five reels,
lay 4 — "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanchi .
(ay 11 — "Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
ay 18 — "The Water Lily." five reels, with Alice Mann.
ay 251—— "The
"MayorRootof ofFilbert"
with Frances
Belle Bennett.
>ne
Evil." (Special),
five reels, with
Mann.
>ne 8— "Love's Prisoner" (Special), six reels, with Olive Thomas.
ine 15— "Lady Windemere's Fan," six reels, with All Star Cast.
me 22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holme*.
ine 29 — "Dombey & Son," six reels, with All Star Cast.
lly 6 — "Prudence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Thomas,
•jy
five reels, five
withreels,
JackiewithSaunders.
ily 2013 —— "Muggsy,"
"Mistaken Identity,"
Anita King.
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Childrein
Pay," six
seven reels, with Garett Hughes.
"Your
and Mine,"
"Human Wife
Passions,"
six reels. reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of the Hour," five reel*.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
July
—
"Prudence
of
five reels, with Olive Thoma«.
July 13 — "Mugsy," fiveBroadway"
reels, with (Special),
Jackie Saunders.
July 20 — "Mistaken Identity, five reels, with Anita King.
Apr. 7 — "The Amazing V\ ife." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Apr. 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr. 28 — "The Exquisite Thief." six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
May 5— "Bare Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
May 12 — "The Delicious Little Devil." six reels, with Mae Murray
May 19 — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
May 26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
June
Person," six
six reels,
reels, with
with Mae
une 29—— '"The
"RidersBigofLittle
Vengeance,"
HarryMurray,
Carey.
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth." six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
June 30 — "The Weaker Vessel." six reels, with Mary Maclaren.
July 21 — "The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
VITAGRAPH
"A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"Two Women," five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
"The^
Usurper,"
five reels,
with Earle
"A Stitch
in Time,"
five reels,
with Williams.
Gladys Leslie.
"Beating the Odds." five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Third Degree," seven reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
"Thin Ice." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beauty Proof," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Spark Divine." five reles, with Alice Joyce.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Man Who Won." five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornet's Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
WARNER BROTHERS
'Open Your Eye*."
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 21 — "The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 — "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May 5— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — "The Unwritten Code," five reels, with Shirley Mason
May 19 — "The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26— "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
June
"Phil forthe Short,"
Evelyn Greeley.
fune 29—— "Thro"
Toils." five
five reels,
reels, with
with Montagu
Love.
June 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 23 — "Love and the Woman," five reels, with June Elvidge.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21 — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 284 —— "Coax
"Bringing
Betty,"
Evelyn Greeley.
Aug.
Me,"Up five
reels,fivewithreels,
JunewithElvidge.
Aug. 11 — "The Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
Aug. 18 — "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse.
PRIZMA
"Catalina," one reel.
"Everywhere,"
one reel.
reel.
"Model Girls." one
"Front," one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations,"
one reel.
Glacier Park;
Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old Faithful.
ESSANAY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A Night in thetwoShow,"
"Shanghaied,"
reels. two reels.
"The
Bank.** two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels. NEWS REELS
Kinograms. one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Apr.
13
—
"Her
Code
of Honor,"
five
with
Reed,
une 298—— "The
"Playthings
Passion,"
five reels,
reels,reels,
with Florence
Kitty Florence
Gordon,
une
Woman of Under
Oath,"
five
with
Reid.
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal,
"The ofRed
WalcampLarkin.
Pathe, '"Terror
the Glove,"
Range," Marie
with George
Oliver. "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe,
"The"The
Tiger's
Trail,"Man."
with with
Ruth James
Roland.J. Corbett.
• Tniversal.
Midnight
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain," with Antonio Moreno.
Universal, "Elmo the Mighty," with Elmo Lincoln.
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THE DE VRY
A portable projector, embodying
scientific principles of construction. Is ideal for use in screening
film, and in small town theatres
where no dependable light current
exists.
Operates on either alternating or direct
current, takes standard size reels and
films, throws
to 12itfeet
diameter, and ispictures
so lightup that
can inwith
; beaseWrite
be carried
from
place
to
place.
today for a catalog fully describing
[its application to your work.
THE DE VRY CORPORATION
1232 MARIANNA ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

America's

Foremost
ADMIT
THE

MOTOGRAPHY

|

Exhibitors

Only

One

Way

=

There's only

=

=

One way

E

=

To Make Money

5
~

=

:•:
In the Show Business

—
=

:^
And

~
=

% ^ s£
That is

SCREENS

^ *
To Keep

are the Best Money Can Buy
DE BERRI SCENIC CO.
922 W. MONROE ST.
CHICAGO

Abreast
*
SEND

FOR

FREE

SAMPLE

Of the Times.

of the Best Display Banner
You Have Ever Seen.
32 In.Mention
wide xname
10 Ft.
long— printed
2 andto play
3 colors
of picture
you are ingoing
The National Poster & Printing Co.
506 South Wabash Ave., Chicagro
PRINTERS
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR THE THEATRE

* SB

AND
i i
•

AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL FROM HERBERT L. WEIL.
i i
THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES PORT HUt\ON. MICH.
I want to take this occasion to compliment you upon the • =
• =appearance o( these banners. They show no lack of detail and are •
not
only
attractive,
but
a
highly
valuable
addition
to
any
theatre's
display.
H. L. W.
• =

The Only Way
:;< 1
#

To Keep Abreast
* * *
AiT* J
Of the Times
Is by Reading

TOM
PHILLIPS
The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
5728 S. State St.
CHICAGO

The
Exhibitors Herald.

FOR SALE— Will Sacrifice. Flexlumc Attraction Sign. 12 ft. long,
4 (t. 8 in. high. 2 lines. Complete with 100 letters. Cost $450.00.
Will sell for $150.00. Chicago address: B-10, Exhibitors' Herald
and Motography.
6.6^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■'■■■•■■■■■■■'■■■■■■■■'■■'■■■■■■■■Ifllllf

CHICAGO,

AUGUST

9, 1919

No. 7

fuch tVh
ivcxrtv
MARTIN J. QUIGLEY. PUBLISHER
incu
bKLY
ONE DOI
SO. DEARBORN ST.
** second class matter, August m, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the Act of March 3, igjg
A y£' Alf
fjf

Sydney

AU

Chaplin

says:

REVOIR
{French

Je vais

faire

slang for "So long, folks, see you later")
une

Je reviendrai

Liberal

cinema

comedie

Toot

Sweet

avec

translation:

le cinema,

"I am

first five-reel
FAMOUS

AMERICA

I'll return
GOOD
The

with

NEWS

first

will be made
just outside
present

to Paris
feature

PLAYERS-LASKY
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bord

de

et quand

going

comedy

au

Paris
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to make

my

for

CORPORATION

Sweet

it, and

FOR
Chaplin

when

I do —

EXHIBITORS
five-reel

comedy

feature

at Mr. Chaplin's newly
acquired studio
Paris.
The
subject (which cannot at

be disclosed)

will

be

something

unique

film comedy
line
a sure-fire, big money
those exhibitors fortunate enough to book

SYDNEY

CHAPLIN

PRODUCTIONS
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UNITED
ATLANTA.
GA111 Walton Street

JORPORATIQN
LLIAM

FOX

President
:
W-R'SHEEHAN

,

CHICAGO.
ILLJMallers Building
DALLAS. TEXAS •
IQ07 Commerce StreetINDIANAPOLIS. 1ND232 7£ Illinois StMINNEAPOLIS. MINN627 Tirst^Avenue
OMAHO, NEB315 S ■ 16 th StreetSAN FRANCIS CO ,CAL
24 3 Cjoldcn Cjate^Lvenue
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH46 Exchange Place

STATES

EXCHANGES

BOSTON, MASS34 Piedmont StreetCINCINNATI , OHIO412 Vine StreeCDENVER, COLOJ442 Welton StreetKANSAS CITY.MOgz&^lain StreetNEW ORLEANS, LA725 Toudras StreetPHILADELPHIA.PA*
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SEATTLE,
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BUFFALO.
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EDDIE

Inhi§
of

the

great
Ten

TCLONE

series

\

famous
SMITH

STORIES
NOW

PLAYING

N HUNDREDS
<F THEATRES
W told you that the great special series of ten EDDIE'
PUO pictures— the famous CYCLONE SMITH
STRIES would go over like a house afire.
■I, gentlemen — they have gone over and are now
£o g over exactly as we said they would.
St iding Room Only is the order of the day whenever
on of the CYCLONE SMITH stories is advertised.
Po.'s country wide reputation as the amazing Star
P ie Universale biggest serial. "THE LURE OF THE
CICUS," has brought the crowds from everv quarter,
IN THEY ARE COMING REGULARLY to see every
p of these POLO pictures. All two-reelers jamed to the neck with big ideas and wonderful
3u;hes. Book and advertise all ten exactly as you do
foi costly five-reelers. WATCH THE RESULTS.
Yo'll get SOME surprise.

ET
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10
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^presents

CHANCE
From the Munsey Magazine Story by
Johnston McCulley Directed by Ernest C. Warde
A Robert Brunton Production
Have you as
ever stopped
the enduring
value of this

an exhibitor
to think of
and growing
star?

Years in pictures; still
youthful, handsome,
virile and appealing.
Still a star of the masses;
still liked and admired;
still drawing his big
following of "regulars"
into theatres.
W.

Now consider the new J.
Warren Kerrigan with his
own company plus the
sustained popularity of
the earlier Kerrigan.
To be seen henceforth
only in well known stories ;
properly and
vertised;sanely
backed by adbig
publicity and stepping
upward again into the
big first run houses.

HODKINSON CORPORAiTON
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATHS Exchange ,Incorporated

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

Harry

Raver

presents
AUGUSTUS

challenging drama

THOMAS'

starrinq beautiful
LEAH
BAIRD
with a cast of 2.00(1 persons including
Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York
Directed by GEORGE

IRVING

A powerful and convincing big drama of the smouldering fires of radicalism in America and how they
can

be

smothered.

by a sympathetic
for

the

throbs
days

author

American
with

for

Written

loyalty

who

nation.
and

nation-wide

big and

pictured

will inspire
This

sincerity.

new

smashing
Ready

booking.

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Filth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PATH!: F\vhangt\huorth»tiU\i

in

big
love

story
a

few

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

A X D

M OTOGRAPHY

To give the exhibitors of America the tremendous benefits of
instrumental and vocal publicity —a. kind of publicity that will
reach millions and bring them into your theatres — W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces:
FREDERICK. V. BOWERS has published a wonderful song,
"BEAUTIFUL SAHARA" based on J. Parker Read Jr.'s Louise
Glaum production, "SAHARA"— the picture that has caused
an exhibitor stampede for bookings. This song is now being
placed on sale nationally and its orchestra version was a part
of the New York Strand score for "Sahara" for the week of
June 29.
WATERSON,

BERLIN

& SNYDER

are publishing

soon a

wonderful song of the West, "DESERT GOLD," to be sung by
millions and advertised nationally in conjunction with Benjamin B. Hampton & Eltinge F. Warner's first Zane Grey
Picture, "DESERT GOLD," the greatest Zane Grey picture
ever made from any of his world-known novels.
MCCARTHY & FISHER are publishing one of the most appealing songs ever written, "THE BLUE BONNET," as a linkup with the National Film Corporation's first great BILLIE
RHODES production for Hodkinson release, "THE BLUE
BONNET."
— Three smashing song hits to increase the box office receipts
of the nation's exhibitors.
;W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PAIHE Exchange, Incorporated
9
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PICTURES

present
MONTAGU
in

A

Broadway

By Forrest

HalsEy

Directed

10

LOVE

Saint
by Harry

O. Hqyi-

The

EXHIBITOR

REALART

Realart Pictures
presentation

PICTURES

means

vastly more

of great stars and

of fine photoplays.
establishment

and

Of

me

than

production

first importance

of relations \tfith me

me

is the

Exhibitors as

business associates and the foundation

of Realart

Pictures is being laid with that idea in mind.

Criticisms and suggestions will be received as the
advice of one partner to another. Mutual

interest

dictates that the product must be good, the price
fair to both and business relations based on
square deal.

On

me

this platform, Realart Pictures

has assurance of widespread and lasting Exhibitor
alliances.

Tlie three great stars already secured for Realart
Pictures and the tremendously

important vehicles

selected for their initial productions, form an
absolute guarantee
the Exhibitor

that it is keeping faith with

and his public.

ALICE
IDOL

OF

BRADY

STAGE]

AND

SCREEN

"There's no u»e saying that Alice Brady is one o\
the most remarkable girls on the American stage.
The critics ha^e said that, end the public knows it.
At twenty-four she has reached a position in the
theatrical world that many* a player twice her age
might envy1."
— New Tori Evening Mai! ol
January
4, 1919.
Realart Pictures presents Alice Brady as a
star of tremendous achievements. What she
has accomplished on the stage and in pictures
has made her name a household word — a
synonym for rare excellence. What she is
yet to accomplish will be the fruition of her
earlier efforts — her hardest of success.
Vehicles are being chosen ^hich give full
scope to Miss Brady's wonderful dramatic
powers — photoplays based on novels and
stage plays of world-wide fame. As an
earnest of this policy, the first is to be
"SINNERS," the season-run New York
stage success b$ Owen Dav*is.

The

Men

in

CIXTEEN

out

exchanges
already
and

been

of twenty

for Realart
opened.

qualifications

chosen

are

the

sure

purposes

of the

faithfully

carried

branch

Pictures
The

of the

guarantee

Field

character
managers

that the high

organization

xOill be

out

The following exchanges are now in operation ;
CITY
STREET AND ADDRESS
5 Isabella Street
BOSTON
221 Franklin Street
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
Room 1204 Consumers Building, 220 So. State Street
CINCINNATI
Room 910 Mercantile Library Building
CLEVELAND
Suite 200 Bangor Building
DALLAS
Hotel Jefferson (Temporary address)
DENVER
1 742 Glenarm Street
DETROIT
Room 607 Joseph Mack Building
KANSAS CITY
Rooms 509- 10 Republic Building. Zot. 1 0th and Walnut Streets
MINNEAPOLIS
Film Exchange Building. 16 North 4th Street
NEW YORK
729 Seventh Avenue
1214 Farrjam Street
OMAHA
PITTSBURGH
4 1 2 Ferry Street
ST. LOUIS
3626 Olive Street
SEATTLE
To be announced
WASHINGTON
Mather Building. 916-18 G Street, N. W,
REALART

have

MANAGER
Walter R. Scales
Henry E. Wilkinson
Harry W. Wilhtrd
Mark Goldman
James B. Reiley
Diaz Callahan
Bert R. Uiz
Cornelius G. Kingsley
Graham Richard Sirwelt
Harry L Hollander
Lester W. Adler
Robert A, Lucas
Nat Barach
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This is the
First

National

Announcement

for Season

of Policy

1919-1920

It is not a confession of errors
— nor a promise of atonement
First National brought about open booking
and will continue it.
First National first announced "bigger and better"
and will continue to release them.
pictures
First National at its inception instituted individual
and star series booking
and will continue along these lines.
First National was first to give independent producers achance
and zvill continue to support them.
Firsttheatres
National's responsibility began in its own
the same condition will obtain.
First National

blazed

they are all attempting

the trail
to follow

And that's all we have to say about "Policy."
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Forthcoming
First

National

Attractions

Season IQ19-1920
Commencing

Now
Charles Chaplin
5 Productions

Mary Pickford
2 Productions
Anita Stewart
8 Productions

Constance Talmadge
John Emerson-Anita Loos
4 Productions
We hold contracts for 8 wore

Norma Talmadge
4 Productions
We hold contracts for 8 more
D. W. Griffith
3 Productions

Marshall Neilan
4 Productions
We hold contracts for 4 more

Jack Pickford
2 Productions

Charles Ray
6 Productions

Lehrman Comedies
12 Productions
And Approximately
6 Independent Super-Specials
Such as "Tarzan." "4 Years in Germany" or "Auction of Souls."
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This

Comedy-drama

will

rank

high.

and

Play of Laughs
A
in five reels.

The

Jack

JACK

Pickford
Presents

by Jack

First

will

gladly

L4

Co.

PICKFORD
in

"Burglar
Written

Any

Film

Thrills

Proxy"
by
and directed

Dillon

National
show

Exchange

it to

you.
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Janis

from the story by Edmund Goulding
has started work on her great production

"Everybody's

Direction— JAMES

Distributed

by

Sweetheart"

||[J

YOUNG

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION
^\
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EVOLUTION
Number Three
The Trade Papers oj June 28th and July 19th carried my first and second advertisement "EVOLUTION."
THE ECONOMIC TRINITY:
Producer — Middleman — Consumer
are
inevitable BEDFELLOWS; but the end-men
are usually kicking the middleman under the
blankets.
This is true of FILMS as well as of FACTORY and FARM products.
While the actual CONSUMER of films is
the PUBLIC, for TRADE purposes we may
consider the EXHIBITOR to be the consumer: the EXCHANGE is the middleman.
Sometimes the producer tries to ELIMINATE the middleman and deals directly with
the ULTIMATE
consumer, as when the
Super-feature is placed in a THEATRE leased
for special exploitation.
The MIDDLEMAN, however, serves an
important function and CANNOT be ELIMINATED.
Being an INEVITABLE factor in the business of getting films to the public, the exchange
must function EFFICIENTLY and remove
the prejudice by SERVICE, to Exhibitor and
Producer.
A review of film DISTRIBUTION since
the birth of the NICKELODEON
in 1906
shows that it has steadily IMPROVED. The
dinky exchange of that period, with its LACK
of SYSTEM, its endless ERRORS in bookkeeping, its INCOMPETENT
handling of
films — in booking, in repair and shipping
rooms, its DESTRUCTIVE
COMPETITION, cannot be compared with the PRESENT DAY exchange.
In spite of current fault-finding, it is vastly
SUPERIOR to its predecessors. It has a
BROADER and more SYMPATHETIC attitude toward the exhibitor.
With exceptions, of course, with exceptions.
I am laying a foundation for PRODUCTION and DISTRIBUTION. To be enduring
it must be FLEXIBLE. I do not believe in
long-time contracts in this business, except of
the most general nature.
PARALLEL
INTERESTS will hold
business men together better than formal contracts. MUTUAL CONFIDENCE
is the
best cement.
Producer, Distributor and Exhibitor must
be CO-ORDINATE POWERS
in the industry.
The Producer, grinding out product in
UNENDING footage, compelling a GROANING exchange to force it upon a RESISTING
exhibitor, is FADING out of the scene.
The Exhibitor is no longer compelled to

eat an eight-course dinner to get the single
dish which he wants.
Let the Producer take his HEAVY
HAND off the Exchange; give it reasonable
FREEDOM in the SELECTION of films, and
freedom in DEALING with EXHIBITORS
EQUAL RIGHTS, no DOMINATION,
FREEDOM
of action, mutual RESPECTwithin the Trinity — are on the horizon.
There is no ROYAL ROAD to successful
production. With the beginning of every new
feature, FAILURE is knocking at the door
No Producer DELIBERATELY
turns oul
failures.
The diatribes of some critics read as if th(
making of a POOR PICTURE were a delighi
and the pastime of men who love to WASTE
money. There has been waste, due to the con
ditions that controlled the industry, but it i;
being lessened as the business becomes sta
bilized.
The film business has ETERNITY ahea(
of it, but the businesses composing it may b
SHORT-LIVED. Success and Failure follov
each other in quick succession. Film concern
that do not yield to EVOLUTIONARY
PRESSURE, die.
I am neither a REFORMER nor a RAD
ICAL: I dislike reformers, except those wh
reform themselves; and radicals usually lik
change for changes' own sake. I try to analyz
trade conditions as they affect my business, t
read the barometer of the FUTURE, and ha\
ing a distinct OBJECTIVE, to drive towar
it; always believing in co-operation, to ad
momentum to the DRIVING FORCE.
My own Productions will be made LE.
SURELY, each department in COMPETEN
hands, avoiding . above all things a SE
quantity within a given time; I believe i
INTENSIVE work upon one theme— the BI
THEME, if it can be found, in the hands of
BIG DIRECTOR— not necessarily a SPOr
LIGHT director; not caring particular
whether the product is one or twelve Supe
features per annum; built without HAST
but without WASTE.
They will be marketed through SYND
CATE SUPER-FEATURES, INC. and w
be offered to— not forced upon — the AFFIL
ATED INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES C
THE WORLD.
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Superfeatures,

SUPERFEATURES,

Inc.

INC.

i prepared to buy the world's rights, for
ash, of superfeatures of any length, or to
• mtract for distribution on a percentage
isis through Affiliated Independent
xchanges.
Such films may run from one to ten
;;els in length but must have exceptional
•"awing power.
Directors and Artists who are producing
idependently of distributing organizalans are invited to outline the r plans and
'ork.
Correspondence
tmtially.

will be treated confi-

GEORGE

17

KLEINE
63 East Adams Chicago
St.
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Essanay-Chaplin

are

other

AND
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than
results
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Show,"

"Shanghdied,"

Comedies

"Police,"

"Triple
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ask
for
"The

Trouble."
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RUSSELL

WILLIAM

By STEPHEN FOX
"THIS

Was
A

This

HERO

War

Coward
How

in

"

Directed by HENRY KING
STUFF"

Hero
His

Own

Home

Town?

Do the Returning Heroes Feel?

With nearly four million American bovs back
from service overseas or in cantonments — here's
a picture you can feature big.
Popular William Russell in one of the funniest
vehicles he has ever had — a comedy in which a
returned war hero finds life a bore.
Glance at a portion of the supporting cast shown
above. It includes J. Barnev Sherrv, Mary Thurman, Harvey Clark, Winifred Westover and J.
Farrell McDonald— all topnotchers.

mmimiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii
J Hi at the Trade Papers Said About
Russelfs Last One:
"Not a single dull moment. Not an inch
of padding. Very good." — Wicfs Daily.
"Setsais tense,
new pacebaffline.
for comedy
drama. full
Storyof
that
satisfvin?.

You
three can
dayseasilv
to a plan
week. on running "This Hero Stuff'

action. ' 1 — Moving Picture li'orid.
"You richest
can't featuie
this has
picture
too big.
The
satire that
reached
the
screen in many a lay." — Motion Picture
News.

WILLIAM

' 'One peach of a picture. ' ' — Variety.

RUSSELL

PRODUCTIONS

Distributed by PAT HE
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CHRISTIE

SPECIALS

ARE

FEATURES

IN

DISTRIBUTED

A. H. OMAHA,
Blank Enterprises
NEBR.

2

REELS

BY

Crescent
Film MO.
Co.
Midwest
Distributing'Corp.
KANSAS CITY,
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.

Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Standard Film Service
207 SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO. ILL.
DETROIT, MICH., CLEVELAND and CINCINNATI, OH 1
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NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

X. A. M. P. I. Faces Vital Questions at Annual
Convention
29
Alfred S. Black Fires Broadside at His Critics. . 31
Enlarged Foreign Policy of Fox Mirrors Demand
for American Film
32

"Daring Hearts," Yitagraph D, five parts, with
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne .... 52
"Wolves
Night," Fox D, seven parts, with 52
Williamof the
Farnum
"The Dark Star," Paramount-Artcraft D, seven
parts, with Marion Davies
53
60
Departments
The Cutting Room
41
Exhibitors Bureau
55, 56, 57, 58, 59

Race Riots Close Chicago Theatres on Sunday,
July 27
; . 33
Creditors Demand Receivership for Film Corporation 35 L'p and Down Film Row ....
.61, 62. 63. 64, 65
What the Picture Did for Me.
70
Chicago Run of Sennett Features Already Extended to Five Weeks
36 The Export Field
66
73
Alice Brady to Make Pictures While Touring in
Chicago Trade Events
69,
"Forever After"
37 Guide to Current Pictures
71, 72,
Twenty Thousand Societies Join in Fight on
Advertisers
"Immoral" Films
37
William S. Hart Will Produce for Famous PlayAmerican Cinema Corporation
21
ers-Lasky Corporation
38
American Film Company
19
NewAuthors
York Strand
Books Hampton's First Great 39 W;illiam T. Braun
Production
74
Capital Film Company
20
Aliens to Acquire Theatre Chain Covering entire United States
40 Celebrated Players Film Corporation
22
Coburn Organ Company
74
David G. Fischer Heads Important New Company in State Right Field
42 DeBerri Scenic Company
74
Harold Heffernan Accepts Post with First Na25
tional at Detroit
43 Doll-Yan Film Corporation
Eastman Kodak Company
74
Former Senator Lewis of Chicago Endorses
Essanay
18
Keenan's New Production
44
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation
2
Exhibitors Approve Goldwyn Plan of Merit
Booking for Productions
45 First National Exhibition Circuit. Inc.. 11. 12, 13. 14
Fox Film Corporation
Insert and f)
Robertson-Cole Growth Rapid During Six
Goldwyn
Pictures
Corporation
lj
Months in Industry
46
W.
W.
Hodkinson
Corporation
7.
8.
9
World Film Corporation Takes Rap at Policy of
16, 17]
Advancing Production
47 George Kleine
Tom Phillips
74 ;
Reviews
Pathe Exchange, Inc
76
Realart Pictures Corporation
Insert
"The Thirteenth Chair." Pathe D, six parts, witli
Yvonne De'lva and Creighton Hale
51 Ritchey Lithographing Company
28
68
'ThewithSpitfire
Seville." I'nivcrsal D. six parts. 51 Maurice Salkin
Heda ofXova
Select Pictures Corporation
15
"Career of {Catherine Bush," Paramount-Artcraft
741
special, five parts
51 A. Teitel
3 1
"Manwith- Desire,"
Cole D, five parts, 51 I'nivcrsal Film Manufacturing Company
Lewis S. Rohertson
Stone
Waldorf Photoplays
4, 5
Woodstock Typewriter Company
70
"Nuggel
Paramount C, five parts, with 52 World
1 )orotlivNell,"
< iish
101
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"Successful

Send

for publicity
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matter
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Only"
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salesman

NOW

DOLL-VAN
FILM
CORPORATION
D. M. VANDAWALKER, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
207 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Tel. Harrison 8823
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The most rapid growth in the
history of motion picture
trade journalism is the record
of Exhibitors Herald &Motography in the six months
ending June 30.
^Nearly
scribers.

2,500

— Forty percent
advertising.

new

sub-

increase

in

— The
acknowledgment
of
leaders in the trade that this
is the most interest-compelling publication in the field.
A

Record

To

Boast

Of
2<>

MOTOGRAPHY

Editorial

by

Comment

MartikJ-

Act Now
THE
reorganized exhibitors' organization has
undertaken a big job in the matter of seeking
to get the admission tax law repealed.
Even short of actual attainment of this goal, if
any real progress is made in this important work,
it will redound to the great benefit of the association
in that it will vividly forecast what could be done
with the unified support of the rank and file of exhibitors.
The committee which has undertaken to earn on
this fight is headed by Louis F. Blumenthal. If the
goal is reached within a reasonable length of time
even- exhibitor of the nation will be greatlv benefited. Get behind Mr. Blunmenthal and do not allow this fight to go into the already too long list of
exhibitors* battles which have been lost, due to sheer
apathy.
* * *
"Ben

Hur"

TRADE gossip again has it that "Ben Hur" is
about to be made. Perhaps the present rumor
is well-founded: at least it is to be hoped so, for
here is a story that should make one of the great
pictures of all time.
Efforts which have been made during the past few
years to obtain this story for motion picture production constitute quite a little story in themselves.
Repeated overtures to the widow of Gen. Lew Wallace, the author of the story, have proved unavailing. In one instance a proposition was made in
which as payment for the motion picture rights to
"Ben Hur' a church would be enodwed as a
memorial to General Wallace.
This famous story is generally declared to be the
most valuable piece of literary material available for
picturization.
An
AX

Actor s Confession

exceptional thing has happened: an actor
admits he made a poor picture.
Fred Stone, long and favorably known to the
speaking stage, declares in a statement that his debut
in pictures was not a success, that he discovered that

o£

th^

QlTlGl^Y

^1

it requires more than mere ""nerve" and a reputation
to make a good picture. Also that no matter how
much experience a person has had upon the stage
there is a great deal to master before he can do effective work before the camera.
Having thusly gotten himself right with his hew

that Mr. Stone's next pichopes
great of
work turewewill have
attention.
be worthy
* * *
A Scientist Speaks

THE latest bidder for publicity via an attack
upon the motion picture is Dr. J. W. Hickson.
head of the psychopathic laboratory of the City of
Chicago. Dr. Hickson"s regular business is telling
how sane other people are or are not — which has
been a rather perilous business since the world
began.
Dr. Hickson's tirade against screen authors,
and stori'es is sheerest rot, which does not
players
even
commend itself to serious consideration.
suspect that if Dr. Hickson's stateWe mentstrongly
on pictures was subjected to one of his own
mentality tests the result would indicate that the
author of the statement has a menality of a child
ten years.
„
Advertising

Artistry

picture has created a new
ST as theof motion
J I"literature
the screen, so has motion picture
advertising created a new advertising literature.
In no field of advertising yet touched upon is
there such rich opportunities for blending illustration and printed word so effectively and eloquently
into a page that is no uncertain challenge to the
reader's interest.
An example of motion picture advertising which
commands by its sheer beauty and striking appeal a
place among the great advertising creations of the
dav is the annual announcement for the coming year
of the Fox Film Corporation, created under the
of that able exponent of printers' ink — Mr.
direction
Arthur James.
This advertisement by its striking color combination, beauty of illustration and subtle charm of
lettering mirrors in a consistent manner the plans
of an organization vast in vision and resource.
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Close-Ups

Heraldgrams
L
J. D. Williams and' Harry Schwalbe
will leave New York August 2 for a ten
days' vacation at Colorado Springs, Colo.
Vivian Moses is spending his vacation in
North Carolina, where he lived as a boy.
Leonce Perret will sail for France about
September 1, with the purpose of producing two pictures there with American
stars.
Walter Xiebuhr of the American Cinema Corporation has engaged John M.
Stahl as director for a series of five productions with Molly King.
David G. Fischer has been enjoying a
well-earned vacation at Atlantic City, prior
to starting another picture at Boston.
Christine Mayo and Eugene Pallete.
who have just returned from "overseas,"
are supporting May Allison in "Fair and
Warmer."
Bert Lubin is at Stera's Sanatarium,
New York City, where he underwent an
operation on his nose and throat. He is
expected to be about again within a few
days.
Arthur Edwin Krows, author of several
books dealing with the stage and screen,
has been engaged by Vitagraph to adapt
several literary works for the screen.
Ralph O. Proctor has started on a tour
of the seventeen branch offices of the
United Artists Corporation, of which he is
general manager.
Ben S. Cohen has been appointed Denver
manager for Select Pictures Corporation.
Captain Frank R. Conklin, who recently
returned home from France, has been
added to the staff writers for Christie
comedies.
Robert B. Mi Intvre, casting director for
World, sitionhas
resigned to assume another poin California.
Paul Gray has resigned as assistant manager of the Dayton theatre at Dayton, Ohio,
to enter the trade paper field.

By J. R. M.

— 11

Alexander Gaden, who has been in vaudeville forleading
the 'pastmanyear,for will
to thein
screen as
Dorisreturn
Kenyon
the first Dietrich-Beck production.
Lorenzo F. Woodruff has been appointed
exploitation representative for Select, with
headquarters at Atlanta.

Biggest
of thecrown
Week —prince is goThe Laugh
ex-German
ing into motion pictures. Not as an
extra though. Oh, no. He plays the
part of the hero.
Griffith started it—
And last week we saw a pic. in which
there was a close-up of a turnip.

John W. Noble has been added to the
staff ofin directors
studio
Brooklyn. at Vitagraph's eastern

M. O. D. New Secret Society —
Film stars, near stars, shooting
stars, crabbed directors and slippery
cameramen have formed a new club on
Catalina Island, known as the "Mystic
Order
of the Walrus
Deep." while
RoscoeD. Arbuckle
is
the Grand
W. Griffith is Grand Keeper of the Kale.

Ben F. Simpson, fiield manager for Realart Pictures is in Atlanta, Georgia. Up to
this time, Mr. Simpson has established the
following exchanges : Boston, Buffalo,
Pittsburgh, Washington and Atlanta.
Marcus Loew is building 19 new theatres
in the United States and Canada and is buying or leasing others. It is said he will
have 50 new theatres before the end of
thisS. year.
L. Barnhard, general manager of
Capital Films company, spent Wednesday,
July 23, in Chicago.
H. Spitzer,
studio celebrated
manager ofhisBull'sEyeNatFilm
Corporation
43rd
birthday July 21 and the employes of the
studio presented him with a floral piece.
Harold Wenstrom. who was Sidney
Drew's cameraman at the time war was
declared and who served eighteen months
at a second-class seaman in the navy before
being transferred to the photographic
division of the navy with the rank of chief
yoeman, returned to Los Angeles last week
and was re-engaged by Metro.
E. K. Lincoln has hit the trail for his
beautiful home in the Berkshires, after
spending six weeks in the Colorado desert
in making "Desert Gold," Benjamin B.
Hampton's production.
The two daughters of Edwin S. Bottelheim, editor of Dramatic Nczvs, appear in
support of Marion Davies in "April Folly."
Wesley Ruggles, Vitagraph director,
who has just been discharged from the
army after service with the A. E. F. signal corps, has returned to Vitagraph and
is directing Alice Joyce.

HurryWm.Pete,
We'rehasWaitin'
S. Hart
signed— a new contract with Mr. Zukor at $
for a
whole lota pictures. Pete Smith didn't
give
figuredus ittheoutexact
yet. Aggers. Pete hasn't
Miss Pathe
the Saturday
night a dip
— with bath
has reserved
room
for each of its five salesmen who are to
be given a trip to New York. Too bad
they arrive on Sunday and will pull
out Saturday afternoon.
They What
want most
to Know
of —the exhibs. want to
know is just where they get off at with
all these open covenants that are
promised by the producers this Fall.
Nor gargled either —
After trying some of that near-beer
stuff Fed. Judge Page of New York
has ruled that it should not be sold as
beer.
Can'tA restrain
motion 'emto— restrain a shimni)
dancer was lost in New York the othei;
day. One of this tribe was seen on ;j
Chicago beach last Saturday tha
looked like lost motion. Maybe it be
longs to New York.
Important
Stuff — that Al Christie has a
Didja know
ling.
auto known as the "Shimmy Lizzard?
Well he has, according to Pat Dow

"THE most desirable poster is the one that gets the best box-office results, — not
A the one that costs the least money.
Judged by its ticket selling results there is
no poster made anywhere in the world that can compare to the RITCHEY poster.

THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
406 W. 31st Street. New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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Vital

Questions

at Rochester

Meeting

in History

to
of

National
Association
— Eastman
Is Host
W ith a: score of important questions demanding immediate action, the third annual meeting of
the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry at Hotel Seneca. Rochester. X. Y., on
August 5 and 6, promises to be the most momentous gathering in the history of the industry.
Reconstruction problems, the ever-present censorship and Sunday opening situations, the
threatened curtailment of English importation of film, the repeal of the burdensome national
taxes, the film theft campaign, the shortage of features and short subjects despite the fact that
production has been doubled within the last six months, fire prevention regulations, transportation
— these and kindred matters await the delegates.
Election of Officers Demands Careful Consideration
For weeks leaders of the various branches of the industry have realized the importance of the
tw<> days' session and have been arranging their work so as to be present.
Candidates for the
various offices to be filled have been carefully weighed.
The importance of the election is fully
appreciated.
William A. Brady, president of the organization, is being urged to consent to his name being
placed in nomination for re-election. As yet no definite announcement from him has been forthcoming. Simultaneously there is a general movement among leaders to have Frederick H. Elliott
renamed executive secretary.
There is a growing sentiment favoring W illiam Fox, president of the film company bearing
his name, as president of the Xational Association for the coming year. Mr. Fox, as one of the
rank and file in the organization, has worked tirelessly for its success, and his associates feel that
he not only would make a very capable executive but merits this honor for past service.
transportation, fire prevention regulaNew York city has been the mecca
out question, be pleased at the astonishtions and film thefts. The work of these
of the vanguard of delegates for :he
ing success of the committees on cencommittees
strikes the high water mark
past ten days. Prominent producers and
sorship. Sunday openings. taxation.
of efficiency, it is reported, in the point
distributors have hurried through their
of results obtained in a limited period
vacations to return in time for the sesof time.
sion. Trips abroad in many cases have
W alter W . Irwin
George Eastman Is Host
been delayed. A number of field executives have cut short their swing arour.d
George Eastman, president of the
Eastman Kodak Company, is to be host
exchange centers so as to be in the ea->t.
to the delegates to the convention.
Special Train for Trip
Chairman of the Executive
It was upon his urgent invitation that
It is expected that when the special
Rochester was decided upon as the
Committee of the N. A.
train for Rochester leaves the Grand
scene of the meeting. He personally has
M. P. I. Active in That
Central depot. New York, at 11:30
arranged to have his guests royally entertained during the two days and every
o'clock
August 4,aboard
there
Body's Affairs
will be Monday
at least night,
200 delegates
minute, not devoted to business, will be
representing all of the active producing
made one of pleasure.
and distributing companies as well as
Hotel Seneca, which will be the headsupply companies, trade journals and
quarters of the film men. will practically
other kindred interests.
be
taken
over by the association memFrederick H. Elliott, executive secrebers. Reservations started to reach the
tary, and a corps of assistants, will go
hotel as soon as the date of the convento Rochester at least twenty-four hours
tion was definitely decided upon.
ahead of the delegates to see that everyPeace Frees Association's Hands
thing is in readiness.
Signing of the peace treaty will make
For the past several weeks. President
it possible for the association to devote
Brady. Mr. Elliott and chairmen of the
its time and energy to its own problems
big national committees have been preduring the coming twelve months. Durparing annual reports of their activities
ing the past two years, these were put
to be submitted to the members.
aside while wholehearted co-operation
Condition Is Excellent
was war.
given the government in winning '
the
It can be stated, in general, that the
As
a result of this excusable neglect,
condition of the Association, from the
many problems have taken a serious asstandpoint of membership, of finances,
pect and despite energetic measures
and of concrete results obtained during
during the past few months, still dethe fourteen months since the last anmand a great deal of attention.
nual meeting, is extremely gratifying
For this reason, appointments of comand furnishes conclusive evidence of
mittee chairmen and other executives
hard work and loyal co-operation on
will be of more than usual importance,
the part of the association officers and
and it is possible will require several
committeemen.
weeks.
In addition to the routine reports of
Co-Operate with Exhibitors
officers, executives of the various comA general broadening of the policy of
panies and members generally will, with-
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Who Has Been Mentioned As
a Likely Candidate to Succeed Wm. A. Brady As President of N. A. M. P. I.
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Thesion was
meeting
the Producers'
Divi-at
held on ofWednesday,
July 30,
three
o'clock,
at
the
Times
Building
offices of the National Association. At
the same place, at four o'clock of the
same day, July 30, the Distributors Division met. At twelve o'clock on July 31,
the Supply and Equipment Division
came together, and at three o'clock on
that day a meeting of the General Division took place.

Tarkington

Baker

Member of the N.A.M. P. I.
Committee Which Has Been
Active in Running Down
Film Thieves Throughout
the Country

Many

New Companies
Incorporated in East
NEW -YORK — Since June 1, one hundred and eighty-seven notices of incorporation have appeared, of companies
who are to engage in various lines of >
the film business in the state of New
York. They have not all been incorporated under the laws of the state of
New York, however, some being Delaware, New Jersey and Pennsylvania corporations.

co-operation with exhibitors and exhibitor organizations during the coming
year is expected.
Special effort to relieve the theatre
owners of various amusement taxes is
to be made. During the past year, much
was accomplished by working hand in
hand with exhibitor organizations in
lighting censorship and advocating Sunday opening of theatres. This work is
to be extended during the next twelve
months.
Many other problems facing the exhibitor are to be given attention. Special
committees to investigate remedies are
to be appointed.
New Branch Being Formed
It is possible that the Rocnester convention will see the completing of the
organization of the various F. I. L. M.
clubs of the nation into a powerful
wing of the National Association.
Agitation to form a national association of exchange men. which could cooperate with the National Association,
started in Chicago two months ago, and
the idea met with general approval.
Throughout the country, the exchange
nun are well organized, and the working of cementing these locals together
has been progressing rapidly.
Even if consolidation cannot be
effected at this time, the delegates are
expected to clear the road so that the
new unit can be embraced within the next
few months.
Branches Hold Sessions
Preceding the annual meeting of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, each branch of the industry represented in the Association
held its own annual meeting this week
for the nomination of directors to be
elected at Rochester.

$100,000 Is Offered
For Four Scenarios
NEW YORK— Universal has posted
an offer of $100,000 for four stories suitable for screen productions starring
Dorothy Phillips. While directed to the
Authors of America League, the offer is
open to everyone.
Watterson

R. Rothacker

Who, As Chairman of the
Membership Committee of
N.A.M. P. I. Has Worked
Industriously for That

John

W. Grey Forms
New Film Company
NEW YORK— John W. Grey, who has
been associated with Arthur B. Reeves,
has organized the United States Pictures
Company of New Jersey. Mr. Grey expects the new company will be ready
to start production the latter part of
August.
John Grey has had a wide experience
in films. At one time he was at the
head of the Universal publicity and advertising departments. He was also
with toons
\ itagraph,
Kalem, TheKeen's
and Oliver Films.
ArthurCar-B.
Reeves and John W. Grey, Inc., wrote
the Houdini serial, which met with signal success. It is said that Mr. Reeves
will undoubtedly be associated with Mr.
Grey in the new venture.

First National Heads
Confer in New York
NEW YORK.— Directors of the First
National Exhibitors Circuit gathered
here within the last few days to discuss
the advisability of purchasing a number
of special attractions offered the circuit.
Those attending the meeting: M. L
Finkelstein, of Ruben and Finkelstein,
Minneapolis; Seymour Tally, son of T.
L., Los Angeles; Robert Lieber, Indianapolis, president of the Circuit; Nathan
Ascher, Ascher Brothers, Chicago: llarry
Schwalbe and J. D. Williams.
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The break between the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., and the New

York

State Exhibitors' committee is permanent.
Throwing aside all hope of effecting a reconciliation which would result in the New York
theatre owners coming back into the fold, Alfred S. Black, newly elected president of the M. P. E.
A., issued a second open letter to the exhibitors of the country this week branding charges made
against his organization as "unwarranted and unprovable" and declaring he now questions the
"ulterior motives and good faith" of the New York group.
Tone of Communication Entirely Changed
His second open letter is radically different from the first issued two weeks ago. There is
no hint of a possible misunderstanding. He directly charges his New York critics with "bad
faith" and brands their charges as "underhanded slurs."
In conclusion, Mr. Black warns that if the New York committee wants war, the national association will carry it to them, and says he "shall watch closely the claim made to us that
their attack is an underground means for certain friendly producing interests, buying theatres,
to break up the organization and
Among the other matters discussed in
his letter is the agreement between the
Old Exhibitors League and an eastern
motion picture trade paper as to finances.
Accusations Are Tardy
He gives his views of the matter and
then asks if there was anything wrong
in the negotiations why the New Yorkers did not question it at the time instead of waiting until this late date.
The letter is as follows:
"Once more, unfortunately, I am
forced
to thecommittee
"final" open
ter of to
thereply
executive
of letthe
New
York
State
Exhibitors'
League.
If Trade Paper controversies are as
disgusting to each reader of this
article as they are to the writer, you
can imagine my personal feelings. The
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
Inc., is not going to be properly
financed and its organization perfected
by such controversies, but I can not remain passive under the unwarranted and
unprovable accusations of one set of men
whose ulterior motives and good faith I
now openly question.
"It is quite apparent that under their
"rule
would inmuch
preferortoruin
see policy"
every they
exhibitor
the
United States lose the money to be
saved by the elimination of unjust taxation than to see the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., get the credit
of such elimination, realizing that if we
do (and right here. New York State Exhibitors or no New York State Exhibitors, that is just what we are going to
do) nothing can prevent the success of
our National Organization. Does the
New York State Committee realize that
their action is giving Members of Congress the impression that the exhibitors
are divided in obtaining the elimination
of unjust taxation?
He Has Promised Results
"At
the
St. Louis
upon accepting
the Convention,
Presidency, I stated,
that I
would get results and make my promises afterwards, but our campaign for
taxation relief is so well under way that

get a toe hold in exhibitors' ranks."
"The New York letter states that it
we only hneed
cooperation
of win
the Exibitors of thetheUnited
States to
out has never acknowledged our jurisdiction. Iopenly charge these gentlemen
and I don't
have shaken
the confidence in ourpropose
efforts toeven
by with bad faith, as their representatives
entered
the convention as members
methods that are unworthy of the men
thereof but apparently with instructions
making such attempt. Under these cir- to
control according to their own ideas
cumstances may I be pardoned from
breaking
away
just
once
from
my
plafor
to was
adoptimmediately
the 'rule or
form?
which
doneruin
and policy'
since
carried out.
"Why didn't they act like men and be
square with themselves? What has Mr.
Cohen and his associates ever done to
Charles C. Pettijohn
warrant the confidence of the Exhibitors outside of New York State? I ask
them, as a member of this same New
Head of the Political Action
York State League, owning a large interest in and representing the Park
Committee of the National
Theatre in Utica, N. Y., what have they
done to help us get open Sundays in
Association of Motion PicUtica since the bill was passed? Nothture Industry
ing as far as I know. Has the Park
Theatre been consulted in this attempt
to destroy unity of action and the perfecting
of a (which
National
ization
HeavensExhibitors'
kno vs weOrganneed
if many of us are to remain in the theatre business twelve months hence)? No,
we have not been consulted and this
same committee who sees fit to maliciously criticize, are arbitrarily adopting such methods which time alone "will
tell how it may affect the personal interests of some at least of its members.
Not Defending Blumenthal
"It is not the purpose of this letter to
hold any brief for Mr. L. F. Blumenthal.
He was elected to the chairmanship of
the taxation committee by the convention that elected me as president. I have
known him, however, for several years
and I have found him one of the finest
and
met. cleanest business men I have ever
"The agreement between the old Exhibitors' League and the Trade Review
was very ill-advised. The League did
not assist the Trade Review financially,
as agreed upon. The agreement was the
cause of the animosity shown toward it
(Continued to page 49)
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Enlarged
Foreign Program
of Fox
Mirrors Demand
for American
Film
Ten

New

Offices

Sixteen

to Be

Added

in Addition

to

May

Get Out the
Old Lanterns

for

Prize Fight Film
COLUMBUS, OHIO. — Can you
imagine watching the Willard-Denipsey
action-crammed contest in stereoptican
views?

Just Created — Home
Office
Force Being Increased
The vigorous foreign demand for Ameri- tive.
Joseph R. Darling, foreign representaIt may come to that.
can-made motion pictures is strikingly ilThe state censor board has again reJoseph
P.
Ryan,
district
manager
for
lustrated bythe world-wide policy of dis- South America ; headquarters, Buenos
jected the film. It had been revised
tribution which has just been adopted by Aires.
since the first showing, but an o. k. still
refused.
Fox Film Corporation. This policy is the
Alberto Rosenwald, manager for Brazil;
result of requests for Fox pictures from all headquarters, Rio de Janeiro.
Frank G. Hall, owner of the fight film,
Aquileo C. Calve, manager for Central
parts of the globe which are pouring into
intimated
later that if it again were reAmerica
;
headquarters,
Mexico
City.
the Foreign Department of the Fox CorSidney E. Abel, foreign representative.
poration.
' vised and turned down by the censor
William Fox, head of Fox Film CorporaThe Foxcreased.foreign
chain iswillto bebe established,
further in- board, he would resort to the neighborTen new offices
tion, and YVinrield R. Sheehan, general manhood sociable method of getting the picager, recently went to Europe to survey the in addition to the sixteen just added, and all
ture struggle before the public.
foreign situation. They found that the will be based on the idea of direct contact
"There's nothing to prevent showing
return of peace had left the entire civil- with the exhibitor. W illiam Fox, who is a pioneer in the foreign field, and from the first stereoptican views of the fight," Mrs.
ized world looking toward the United States
not only for food and other supplies, but has adopted the policy of dealing direct Maude Murray Miller, member of the
for entertainment. With the war over, the and cutting out the middleman, has found
nations which took part in the conflict, as that this policy gives more satisfactory re- censor board said when questioned as
sults from every point of view.
well as those that did not, are craving the
to possible legal barriers in Hall's pronecessities of life and relaxation from the
Big New York Force
To make the illusion complete. Hall
long nervous tension. They find the latter
might employ a college professor to
In Xew York City, the Fox foreign de- posal.
in motion pictures.
partment carries a corps of 76, of whom 4(1 lecture learnedly as each slide is shown
Arrange for Extensions
are experts on foreign relations in motion and point out with a long stick where
Investigation made by Mr. Fox and .Mr. pictures and 30 have a command of foreign Dempsey hooked Willard on the jaw, or
Sheehan caused them to arrange for im- languages. In the new Fox building which some other place.
portant extension of their foreign service. is to be opened at ">.")th and 56th streets
It would remind many of old stereTenth avenue especial emphasis will opticon days if ice cream and cake were
Sixteen branch offices were opened abroad and
and three in Canada. Thus the Fox cor- be placed upon the foreign department. A served after the showing.
poration was put in touch with practically large section is to be set aside for foreign
Maybe Hall plans to shove the slides
every corner of the globe, and thus the Fox interests in motion pictures, and here will
in the machine
so rapidly there'll be a
of action.
plan for contact with exhibitors all over be reference rooms, desks for foreign visi- semblance
the world realized. Eight men at present
tors, and stenographers to take dictation in
are handling the Fox foreign interests, un- any language. This department will be President of Eastman
Dies
der the supervision of Mr. Fox and .Mr. conducted as a special feature of the Fox
service for foreign buyers and exhibitors,
Sheehan. They are :
Kodak Company (N.Y.
Abraham Carlos, general representative so that their visits to Xew York may be
of Fox Film Corporation and supervisor of made as agreeable as possible.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.— Henry A.1
the foreign exchanges ; headquarters, Paris.
In two special projection rooms attached Strong, president of the Eastman Kodaks
Ernest Reed, managing director for the to the foreign department will be shown
Company of New York, vice-president
United Kingdom.
pictures titled according to the languages of of the Eastman Kodak Company of New
Fred W. Lange, foreign manager for Fox the countries in which the Fox interest in- Jersey, and second largest stockholder
tend to feature them.
in both corporations, died here July 26.
Film Corporation.
pm»
HEADS OF FOX DISTRIBUTING UNITS IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE WORLD.

tti t<> iiiuin (top rum — tlbrrto Rosenwnld, Brasll Manageri JosenJi u. Darling, foreign representative i Fred \\ . Lange, manager
foreign department! \. Carlos, general representative, Paris. (Bottom row) — Joseph P. Ryan, <llxtri<-t manager, South \nierlcai
BrneslMexico
Reed, • managing
director i nil i-<i Kingdom) Sldnej EG. \lx-l. special representative! Acoulleo C. Cnlve, sneelal r<-i>r«-*<-ninHve,
Ity.
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Race

Riots

Close

Chicago Theatres
On Sunday July 27
Attendance at Washington
Cut Down by Fear
Of Attacks
Scores of motion picture theatres on
the south side of Chicago were closed
Sunday July 27, when race riots breaking out in the morning at bathing
beaches spread over a radius of several
miles and resulted in two men being
killed and scores injured.
Order Theatres Closed
In an effort to end the rioting by discouraging people from being on the
streets, the police declared practically a
state of martial law and ordered all
theatres in the affected district to close.
Business houses were also shut up.
The feeling was already too strong for
this action to end the danger however,
and the rioting continued into the night
and broke out again the following day.
Trouble at Washington
WASHINGTON'.
D. C—ofA thedecided
falling off in the business
local
motion picture theatres has been noted
as a result of repeated assaults upon
white women by negroes followed, during the week of July 20, by severe race
riots which caused nearly a dozen deaths.
As a result of the attacks, one or more
of which were reported almost daily,
attendance at the neighborhood theatres
in the outlying sections fell off severely,
as hundreds of women, who were in the
habit of attending the evening shows
either with other feminine friends or with
their children, were afraid to be upon
the streets without protection.
The race riots, however, raised havoc
with the evening performances at the
downtown theatres for several days.
Many of the larger theatres are situated
in the area where the greatest disturbances occurred, with the result that
most of their regular audiences kept
away, fearing further trouble.
Sladdin Will Direct
Waldorf Exploitation
NEW YORK— S. G. Sladdin, one of
the most able executives in the picture
industry, has just been appointed general manager and exploitation chief of
the Waldorf Pictures Company. The
home offices of the Waldorf Pictures
Company are at 229 West 42nd street,
but they will soon open exchanges in
Chicago, Denver, Dallas and San Francisco over which Mr. Sladdin will have
direct supervision.
Frank Keenan III of
Ptomaine Poisoning
SAN FRANCISCO— Frank Keenan,
motion picture star, has cancelled all
engagements of a campaign to bring
motion picture studios to this city and
is ill here with ptomaine poisoning.
Keenan was stricken while aboard the
steamship "Governor," en route from
Seattle.
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The HERALD has received the following telegram from
J. A. Quinn, Los Angeles, who recently attracted considerable attention by launching a sensational attack upon the
motion picture industry :
Martin J. Quigley,
Publisher,
EXHIBITORS
Have

HERALD.

just read your article in recent issue entitled,

"Curtain For Mr. Quinn," questioning my statements about
rottenness of the producing system and proclaiming my
death and oblivion.
Firstly, you misrepresented my side of the controversy.
Secondly, you may be surprised to know that every
exhibitor except two in Los Angeles, hundreds throughout
the country, every important director, artist and producer,
foremost public people, civic, social and business organizations have signed documents electing me head of this movement and expressing full confidence in my general experience, ability and fairness.
If you can produce any prominent people in the business
game enough to challenge my statements or back your
remarks and I cannot prove them fourflushers, criminal
wasters and guilty of more than I have charged at Hotel
Astor meetings I will admit I am fourflushing.
If you will publish this telegram I will pronounce you a
good sport.
(Signed)

REPL

Y

TO

MR.

J. A. QUINN,
Los Angeles.
QUINN

Dear Mr. Quinn:
(1) Your statements were so ridiculous that if you
were misrepresented you should be thankful.
(2) Yes, we are surprised to be informed that you have
such important backing and would be more surprised if we
were to learn it was true.
(3) Prominent people in this industry are too busy
making and selling good pictures to bother challenging your
statement.
(4) You do not now need to admit you are fourflushing ;you have previously proven it.
(5) We thank you for your very kind pronouncement
and regret we cannot return the compliment and call you
M. J. Q.
"a good sport."
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GEORGE EASTMAN,
president of the Eastman Kodak Company,
who is host to the Natlonal Association of the
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g
g
I

Motion Picture Indus- g
try, at the annual meet- g
ing at Rochester, Aug. g
5th and 6th.

WILLIAM

A. BRADY,

president of the National Association, who
is scheduled to preside
at the Rochester meeting. Mr. Brady has
been president of the
Association since its organization.
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Rochester

Meeting

Receivership for
Film Corporation
National
of Denver Made
Defendant in Suit for

It is a very reasonable forecast to declare that the
Rochester meeting of the National Association will
prove to be the most momentous in the history of the
industry.

$22,000 Claims
DENVER, COLO.— A demand upon
the District court of Littleton for a receiver to take charge of the affairs of
the National Film corporation and for
possession of the land on which its plant
is located at Englewood, is made in a
suit filed by E. J. Johnson, represented
by Harry A. Lindsley, attorney.
Claim Failure on Contract
The complaint charges that Johnson
contracted with O. D. Woodward, organizer of the National Film corporation, to give the company an option
and lease on the land until August,
1920, under certain conditions. The
purchase price under this contract< was
to be $13,554.61, and the purchaser was
to assume a mortgage held by Jacob C.
Jones.
It is alleged in the petition that the
film company has wholly failed on its
part to carry out the conditions in the
option and lease. The company is alleged to have increased its indebtedness
in violation of the covenants of the op-tion and lease and to have entered into
improvident contracts for legal services.
Film Company's Statement
The filing of the receivership suit was
characterized by the law firm of Dunklee & Dunklee, which represents the
film company, as "an attempt to wreck
the concern."
have very
nearly
completedintoplans
for"Webringing
a sum
of money
the
concern sufficient to set it on its feet
and to effect a reorganization," stated
the attorneys.
"Whathave
effect
receivership suit may
we this
do not
know, but it appears to us like an effort
to frighten off those we are depending
upon for financial assistance."
The directors of the company who
have been co-operating in the effort to
reorganize and set the company on its
feet are stated to be John N. Balleydier,
Fred W. Cann, J. A. Pearman, S. A.
Noyes, J. M. Dillon, J. W. Murray and
Frank Byers.
NOTE: It is to be noted that the NaCorp.fatter
of Denver
no connectiontionalvrithFilmthe
known hascompany,
the
National Film Corp. of America which is
headed by William Parsons.

With reference to organization, a new condition
was encountered in the motion picture business ; it took
a long time to make the conviction general that an or-

Fred Stone Injured
In Cheyenne Contest
CHEYENNE, WYO. — Fred Stone,
comedian and former cowboy, had a
narrow escape from possible death today when a steer he had just "bulldogged," turned on him at the annual
Frontier
He been
was
saved by Days'
cowboyscelebration.
after he had
trampled but not seriously hurt.

ganization of the industry's leaders was possible.
But such an organization is possible and it is today
a living, existing fact.
The two-day session in Rochester, away from the
office exactions of the various executives, is a very fortunate event. It should serve to block out a multitude
of minor interferences and leave the National Association members free to an undisturbed consideration of
the great questions of the hour.
And there are many great questions of the hour
which should and must be acted upon for the common
welfare of all, and no interference with this program
should be tolerated. More certainly in this business
today than in any other is the welfare of any single unit
bound up in the welfare of all.
Every close observer of the organization of the
National Association is impressed with the manifold
difficulties which stood in the way of the forming of a
compact, workable association of the leading factors in
the production and distribution of motion pictures in
America.
And for this reason the progress that has been
made is an almost certain indication of the great
achievements actually within reach.
The services of those who have played important
parts in bringing the National Association to its present
stage of effectiveness should be adequately recognized.
With this done, eyes should be turned from the past
and toward the great future of usefulness that is within
reach of this national association of the industry.
The leading factors in production and distribution
have proven repeatedly, especially during the past year,
that they are able to meet harmoniously and work
single-mindedly toward a specific goal. And upon this
rests the progress of the industry. In no other way
may attack from the outside be warded off and internal
abuse eliminated. And any familiarity with the conditions, political and otherwise, facing the industry discloses, and not uncertainly, the positive necessity for
this unity of action which may be maintained through
the National Association.
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Doodle

Three

in

Berlin" Opened Showing
With the house sold out for the first week three days before the openin", the management of the Ziegfeld theatre, selected for the Chicago
premier of Max Sennett's "Yankee Doodle in Berlin," has extended its run
from four weeks to five and is attempting to make arrangements whereby
it can hold the production a sixth week.
In the meantime, Elliott and Brockell of the Greater Stars Productions
Exchange, which is handling the feature for Illinois, have been deluged
with requests for bookings from all of the principal theatres in Chicago
and those of the larger cities down state.
Bathing Girls Appear in Person.
As in San Francisco and New York, a bevy of Max Sennett's famous
bathing girls appeared in person at the Ziegfeld theatre when the run
opened Monday, July 28. They will also appear at the Chicago and downstate theatres at which the attraction is booked.
At the opening, the girls and the picture were given an enthusiastic reception. It was difficult to ascertain which
made the bigger hit.
Within a few days, Greater Stars Productions will announce the list of Chicago theatres which are to play the
feature after the close at the Ziegfeld.
Contracts with three circuits as well as
many independent houses are said to
have already been closed.
September 15 has been tentatively set
as the date the picture will leave the
loop. Although three road companies
are being organized, indications are that
the bookings being arranged will run
into the holiday season.
Expect New Attendance Record
Floyd Elliott of the Greater Stars
Production predicts that "Yankee Doodle

in Berlin" will establish a new attendance
record in Illinois for motion picture
producers to strive for.
"It is greater than 'Til lie's Punctured
Romance' or 'Micky,' Mack Sennett's
two previous features." declared Mr.
Elliott, "And with the bathing girls appearing in person, it has smashed every
existing record wherever shown. It is
a doubled barrelled attraction.
"I appreciate
have spent
fortune
to secure that
this we
attraction
for theta
exhibitors of Illinois, but we do not
consider that we are taking a gamble.
Before signing, we waited until 'Yankee
Doodle in Berlin' had played clear
across the continent to box office receipts unheard of in motion pictures."
To Run on Percentage Basis
Greater Stars Productions will book

the feature on a percentage basis only,
it has been decided.
Max Sennett and Sol Lesser have already assembled two of the road companies with a group of bathing girls to
appear at Chicago theatres after the
loop run, and are organizing a thirdcompany,
out a stage.which can play theatres withFor apparent reasons, Mr. Sennett is
permitting only a limited time for the
bathing girls to appear in person and
fpr this reason, bookings must be arranged immediately.
Blaze

Threatens

Film Company* s
San Rafael Plant
SAN RAFAEL, CAE— A blaze that
resulted from placing a hot towel on 4
film rack destroyed $400 worth of films
in the studio of Leon F. Douglas, inventor and exploiter of colored motion
pictures.
Loss of the entire studio was narrowly averted, but by fighting the fire
personally, Douglas was able to keep it
away from the larger film rolls and expensive machinery in the plant until his
wife arrived through the smoke with a
fire extinguisher, with which the blaze
was controlled until the arrival of the
firemen. Mrs. Douglas was overcome by
smoke but soon recovered .
Several of the original cameras perfected by Douglas when he first began
experiments with the colored picture
were destroyed.
The fire started when a workman in
the studio placed a towel around an
electric light globe while developing a
roll of film. When he had completed
his task he laid the hot towel on the
film rack, igniting the films after he had
left the premises.
California Film Men
Select 16 Directors
SAN FRANCISCO, CAE— The Uni-!
ted Motion Picture Industries of Northern California elected a new board
of directors at a recent session at Fotoplaycr Hall. The by-laws of the organization were amended to increase the
number of directors from eight to sixteen. Of this body ten are exhibitors
and the balance representatives of the
various film exchanges. The new directors will elect their officers at an early
date. Members chosen to the board
are:
Eugene H. Roth, Jack Partington. E.
Bruce Johnson, Samuel H. Levin, Louis
R. Greenfield, Abe Karski, Joseph Bauer,
C. W. Midgley, Charles Godard, James
Bcattv, Herman Webber, Louis Reichert,
G. C. Parsons. William Crank, M. Li
Marko.witz and W. O. Edmonds.
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Ring Lardner to Aid
In Comedy Production
XF.W YORK — Ring Lardner has
joined
the Grey-Reeves,
and will
collaborate
with them onInc.,
a scries
of
comedies called "So This Is America,"
which Famous Players-Lasky will issue
in the fall.
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Pictures

While
Touring
in "Forever
After"
Take Entire Company With Her, Working
On Her Realart Productions During
The Day Time
Alice Brady, star of the Realart Pic- New York, that the current photoplays
tures Corporation will, upon her next starring Alice Brady were in exceptional
demand in the Metropolitan district.
tour of the country in the stage producThe impetus given to her photoplays in
tion "Forever After," continue to make
Greater New York is continuing right
screenplays for the newly formed company.
Miss Brady will make a number of
pictures during the summer in New
York. This work will be in the nature
of a vacation as compared with what she
will do on the road later on. When that
time comes, she will have to travel,
work at pictures by day and on Sundays,
and appear in "Forever After" at night.
This will mean she will have to be "on
the jump"untilfrom
in the
morning
afterbefore
eleven eight
at night.
The route of "Forever After" will take
Miss Brady to Boston, Philadelphia.
Chicago, Los Angeles and other large
cities. There are well equipped photoplay studios in all the cities mentioned
with the exception of Boston, where exteriors can be made and special arrangements made for interiors.
To Make Eight Pictures
Miss
Brady's
contract
for her
appearance
in eight
Realartcalls
productions
the coming year. Four pictures will be
divided between New York and Los
-Angeles and four among Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago.
Miss
entourage
include
not only Brady's
the players
and staffswillconnected
with the stage play, but also all the principal people associated with her motion
picture productions, including her director, his assistant, supporting players,
cameramen, business and technical
ALICE llll VI)V
staffs.
*«.-ir, who
will k<'<-|>
up her stage
The appearance of Miss Brady in Realart
ami screen
activities
almultaneoDaly*
"Forever After" will have the effect of
personal appearances for the photoplays
After"
has
which are being shown at the same time along
closed. although
The same "Forever
thing on an
enlarged
in the cities where the stage play is scale is expected when Miss Brady visscheduled to appear. Patrons of the
its the various sections of the country
photoplay in not only the cities but the next season.
surrounding country as well, will be
anxious to see Alice Brady in the flesh
on the stage in addition to being loyal Crandall Will Add
to her as a star of the silent drama.
Theatres to Chain
Gives Impetus to Photoplays
WASHINGTON, D. C— A string of
It was found during the whole season
Virginia and Maryrun just closed of "Forever After" in theatresland, inthroughout
conjunction with the theatres
already operated in Washington, will
make the chain operated by Harry M.
Crandall one of the most important
"Heartily Endorses"
EXHIBITORS HERALD
forces in the motion picture world in
AND MOTOGRAPHY:
I
this section.
heartily indorse the HERALD
Seven theatres are already in operaand I believe its policy and aims
tion under the Crandall management in
are to help the exhibitors.
Washington, and an eighth, the York,
is under construction and will be opened
Wishing yon continued sucin October. The Colonial Theatre, in
cess, Iam
Connellsville, Pa., recently acquired by
Respectfully yours,
Mr. Crandall, will form a link in the
(Signed) Fred N. Hoelzer,
enlarged chain, and ground has already
Ivory Theatre,
been broken for the first of the new
theatres, at Cumberland, Md. This new
7712 Ivory Ave.,
house will seat 2,000 people and the total
St. Louis, Mo.
cost is expected to be in the neighborWW
hood of a quarter-million dollars.
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20,000 Societies
Join in Fight on
"Immoral" Films
Church, Civic and Medical
Men Protest Showing of
"Fit to Win"
Twenty thousand Catholic Church
societies throughout the country, numbers of Protestant organizations, medical societies and non-sectarian civic
and sociological associations have joined
in a fight against so-called immoral motion picture films, according to a bulletin
issued by the National Catholic War
Council.
Questions Motive of Showing
"The fight upon objectionable films."
says the bulletin, "is non-partisan and
non-sectarian. Leadership was assumed
by the National Catholic War Council,
which contended that the exhibition of
the film 'Fit to Win' under private auspices for private profit and open to the
public without restriction as to age or
sex, was not only not prompted by any
educational motive, but was an unscrupulous appeal to pruriency that would
not have been tolerated under other than
false colors.
"Members of all these societies have
concentrated their fire upon the Surgeon General and other Government
officials who have the power to suppress
or continue the exhibitions. While the
effect has been to some extent to advertise the objectionable films and increase the number of spectators to the
profit of the promoters, the fight is now
almost won."
History of the Film
The "Fit to Win" film originally was
entitled "Fit to Fight." and has been
attacked, as has also the film "The End
of the Road," as a danger to public
morality and decency, says the bulletin.
"Fit to Win" was prepared by the United
States Public Health Service exclusively
for soldiers in camp, but afterward got
into the hands of private exhibitors, it
is stated.
The War Council alleges that the
promise of the Public Health Service
not to exhibit the film publicly was
broken after the signing of the armistice
and the name of the film was changed.
The W ar Council further alleges that
the film was farmed out to a commercial production company, which has
been advertising it as produced under
the auspices of the United States Public
Health Service.
Nominate Paul Gulick
President of A. M. P. A.
NEW YORK.— Paul Gulick of Universal has been nominated for president of
the A. M. P. A. by the nominating committee recently selected to pick the
slate of officers.
Paul forLazarus
of the "Big
slated
vice-president;
C L. Four"
Yearsleyis
of First National, treasurer; Julian
Solomon. Famous Players, secretary,
and P. A. Parsons, Jerome Beatty, Arthur James, Vivian Moses, and Fred
Schaefer as directors.
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doors which was to serve him in good
stead in his career on the stage and in
pictures as a delineator of true Western

Produce

Players-Lasky

Corp.

Star, Who Withdrew From "Big Four" and
Later Sought by Many Companies,
Renews His Old Contract
William S. Hart will make nine productions for the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation within the next two years.
This definite announcement was received in a telegram which reached the
home office of Famous Players-Lasky a
few days ago and allays the many rumors which have been circulating in the
industry regarding the future affiliations
of the popular star
Hint at Big Salary
According to the information received
from Los Angeles, Mr. Hart signed a
contract with Vice-President Frank A.
Garbutt, representing the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, the deal being
consummated by Attorney Neil McCarthy, acting for the company, and
William Grossman for Mr. Hart. The
contract calls for the delivery of nine
pictures to be made within a period not
to exceed two years and is stated to be
one of the biggest ever signed involving
the productions of a single star in the
history of the industry.
According to the terms of the contract
the limitations to exact footage are removed and the pictures will deal with
big outdoor subjects of the type which
Mr. Hart has made distinctive and in
which he has become one of the most
popular figures and greatest box-office
attractions in the picture world. The
producing organization of Mr. Hart remains intact and the same high quality
which has characterized the Hart pictures of the past few years will be maintained in future productions.
Hart Makes Statement
Following the signing of the contract
Mr. Hart authorized the following statement:
"Ever since I have been associated
with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, which means with Mr. Zukor, Mr.
Lasky and other officials, our relations
have been most pleasant. They have
always been fair and square and kept
their word with me. I want my next

MOTOGRAPHY
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WILLIAM S. HART
Who has been definitely signed by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for
nine productions within next two years.
two years in pictures to be free from
worry about business so that I can devote my time to making good photodramas. I am happy to maintain my
affiliations with the company and look
forward to a very agreeable two years
of All
active
work." and studio busithefilm
production
ness affairs of the Hart organization
will be under the management of E. H.
Allen.
Spent Boyhood Near Indians
Born in Newburgh, N. Y., William S.
Hart went with his parents to South
Dakota at an early age and there passed
his boyhood among the Sioux Indians,
learning their language, familiarizing
himself with their customs and traditions, and living a life in the great outWHERE

At the age of 19 he went on the stage
types.
and appeared in support of Mme. Modjeska, the famous Polish actress. His
first big hit was as Cash Hawkins in
"The
Squawenacted
Man," thein title
which
Faversham
role.William
Later
he succeeded to the role created by Mr.
Faversham and scored a tremendous
success on tour in all leading cities of
the country. Later he appeared in the
title role in "The Virginia" and in other
big theatrical productions.
Success is Instantaneous
Hart's success in motion pictures, in
which he appeared under the banner of
Thomas H. Ince, was instant, and as
"Bill" Hart he became known and idol"fans"From
in all
far
cornersized byofpicture
the earth.
the the
outset
of his screen career his productions have
proved to be box-office attractions of
the first magnitude, and great though
his popularity is, it is believed that he
has still to reach its crest.
For the past two years he has been
appearing in Artcraft pictures under Mr.
Ince's personal supervision, the productions being: "The Narrow Trail,"
"The Silent Man," "Wolves of the Rail,"
"Blue Blazes Rawden," "The Tiger
Man," "Selfish Yates," "Shark Monroe,"
"Riddle Gawne," "The Border Wireless,"
"Branding Broadway," "Breed of Men,"
"The Poppy Girl's Husband," "The
Money Corral," and "Square Deal Sanderson." On Julyand27 Mr.
"Wagon
Tracks"
will be released
Hart has
just
completed
"John
Petticoats"
which
will
be released early in the Fall.
Robertson-Cole and
Mutual in Law Suit
NEW YORK.— The Exhibitors Mutual
Distributing Corporation has been
granted a temporary injunction restraining Robertson-Cole from canceling its
contract-for the distribution of its products through Mutual.
Robertson-Cole gives as justification
of the cancelation that Mutual does not
maintain twenty offices, fails to keep
accurate accounts, violates its contract
by publishing pictures other than those
of Robertson-Cole, and is insolvent. The j
case is pending before Judge Mack in/
the Federal District Court.
HENRY

LEHRMAN

WILL

MAKE

Panorama view of Henry Lchrman Production, Inc., new studios at Culver City, Cal., showing first stage completed, i
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York
Strand Books
Hampton's
First Great Authors
Production

'The

Westerners" to Have Eastern Premier on
Broadway — Scored Big Success at
Los Angeles, Cal.
Dunlap organization under the direction of
Stewart Edward White's "The WesternSam A. Jenkins, their general sales manars." the first of the Benjamin B. Hampton
ger. Grosset and Dunlap are the publishroductions for Great Authors Pictures,
ers of the moderate priced editions of two
nc, and distributed exclusively by the W. score of authors, and Stewart Edward
V. Hodkinson Corporation, has been White's book takes high rank in leadership
ooked by the New York Strand and will in sales through that organization. Mr.
personally is handling a simultan■ e presented for the week beginning Jenkins
eous window display and counter display of
vugust 10.
"The Westerners" in more than 200 bookThis instant recognition of the new pro- York for
stores the
and drug-stores
in greater
Newweek preceding
the showing
.uction standards established by Mr. Hamp- at the Strand
and
continuing
throughout
jn, who is the leader in the picture indusry in bringing into production activities the week that the picture is being shown.
•ie best known authors of the country givCampaign Is Nation-Wide
ig personal supervision to the screening of
ieir own most popular books, comes from
This link-up incidentally is nation-wide
loe H. Mark, president, and Walter Hays, and will be co-ordinated and maintained in
all towns of 5,000 population and upward
.•easurer, of the region-wide Mark-Strand
iterests in the East controlling more than and in all cities, as well as for the neighdozen big theatres.
borhood first runs in large cities.
"The Westerners" has had its American
Is Booked at Midnight
pre-release only at one point, at the Los
Few productions have been booked under
Quinn's Rialto
the
lore curious circumstances at the Strand Angeles
same city,Kinema
where and
the production
was in
made.
lan "The Westerners." Mr. Mark is virt- Analysis of its receipts at the Kinema re■ally commuting between three big eastern
vealed that it had whipped the correspondities owing to the building activities of his
ing week in each year since the Kinema was
Ireat firm, now rushing to completion opened ; that it led all spring or summer
' lig
houses
in Brooklyn
and Albany.
He releases for patronage and receipts in the
frived
in New
York from
Buffalo, the
history of the house and that its ratio of
eadquarters of his organization, at mid- earnings in relation to rental was higher
than any picture the theatre had played in
ight
of "Thehis Westerners"
fter held
1 a. am.showing
and signed
contract at fourteen months.
:15 a. m. displacing one picture entirely
At the time of its showing four weeks
nd setting back two others to give "The ago in Los Angeles the local critics and
Vesterners"
August 10 play date for its critics, who came down from San Francisco
letropolitan its
presentation.
and San Diego, exceeded all bounds of
The following morning the print was
and conservation in their praise of
laced in initial rehearsal with the Strand modesty
rchestra under the direction of Carl "The Westerners." There was immediate
recognition standards
of Mr. Hampton's
and in the advances
distributionin
!douardo and Jack Eaton, the new man- production
'ging director of the Strand, was devising of acting capacities across an entire cast
is showmanship plans along with a cam- instead of committing himself to the single
star standards.
aign with his publicity director.
; An unusual feature of this booking is
Has An All-Star Cast
lat it will throw into action for the first
"The Westerners" has an all-star cast
'me
in
Greater
New
York
with
a
motion
icture the full power of the Grosset and headed by Roy Stewart and including MilHIS NEW

SERIES

National Board Officer
Welcomes HERALD Aid
W. D. McGuire,
Jr., Thanks
lication for Editorial
SupportPub-in
"Better Films" Movement.
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald & Motography,
417 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
My dear Mr. Quigley:
Through requests for our "Garden of
American Motion Pictures" received
from exhibitors in response to the advertisement which you had been good
enough to insert for us, free of charge,
the splendidI think
page "ad"
to ourof
attention.
it is ahas
finecome
evidence
the farsighted policy of your magazine
that you have been willing to donate the
space in the promotion of the Better
Films movement. Let me thank you not
only for the National Board of Reviewbut for the many people who will doubtless be benefited through the increased
use of the selected pictures. If all
trade papers and all producers and distributors as well as all exhibitors shared
to the same extent your vision and
spirit of co-operation with the National
Board, I venture to say it would not be
long before we could put over a campaign for "Better
Motion stop
Picture;"
which would
put a complete
to all
criticisms of the screen except from those
people whom there
is no yours,
hope of curing.
Sincerely
(Signed) W. D. McGuire, Jr.
Executive Secretary The National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures, 70
Fifth Ave., New York City.
dred Manning, Robert McKim, Wilfred
Lucas, Frankie Lee. Mary Jane Irving and
Graham Pettie. Each member of the cast
has been starred, co-starred or widely featured in productions by other companies
and contributes a definite prospective audience following to the picture.

OF COMEDIES

unique diffuser system— the only one in this country— has been installed.
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Mr. Lehrman is standing at right, with stick.
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streets and directly opposite the Xew
Orchestra Hall which is being erected by
wealthyof good
Detroitmusic.
citizens as the city's
home
In Cleveland the Allen theatre will be
built on Euclid avenue, the principal
street, directly at the intersection of
Huron Road, and immediately opposite
the Hanna building, which will be the
city's newest and handsomest office
structure. This location is declared by
Cleveland real estate men to be the best
in the city, and this is proven by the
fact that several amusement interests
were seeking it.
In connection with the selection of
Cleveland and Detroit by the Aliens it
' is interesting to note the growth of the
two cities in the past few years. Cleveland now claims to be the fourth city
from standpoint of population and only
two weeks ago Detroit celebrated passing the million mark. These wonderful
increases in population have naturally
BERNARD ALLEN
had a striking effect on property deJULE ALLEN
JAY
J. ALLEN
Vice-President
President
mands so that the Aliens consider themSecretary-Treasurer
selves especially fortunate in securing
the choicest location in each city.
Difference in Cost Explained
Aliens to Acquire
Theatre
Chain
Difference in the cost of the two theatres is explained by the fact that all of
Covering
Entire United
States
the ground space in Detroit. 133 feet on
Woodward avenue and running back 200
Building of Playhouses in Cleveland and Detroit
feet will be occupied by the theatre itself, with the exception of six small
Opening Gun of Invasion by Canadian
stores on either side of the lobby and
a score of offices on the second floor
Theatre Owners
front. The Cleveland plot, however,
lias a frontage of 100 feet on Euclid
TORONTO, CAN.— Within twelve months, the Allen Theatre Enteravenue and runs back 445 feet to Dodge
court. In front there will he a six-story
prises will either purchase or erect theatres in New York, Chicago, Philaoffice building and at the rear a twelve
lelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington, Boston, and other principal cities of the
Cnited States. Within a few years, it will control a chain of theatres in story garage, opening on Dodge court.
the United States that will stretch from coast to coast.
Fox Adds News Editor
This is the prediction made by men in close touch with Jule and Jay
NEW YORK— Herbert E. Handcock
J. Allen, following the announcement that the Aliens will immediately
is the latest addition to Fox. He was
erect two large picture theatres in Cleveland and Detroit.
appointed news editor for the dissemination of news to the press. Mr. Hand
Long Expected Invasion Has Begun.
cock was formerlv connected with th<
Y. M. C. A. as film director.
The long expected invasion of "the states'' by the Aliens has begun.
The first gun to be fired will cost $1.600.000 — a million being invested in
■^ini;
111:iri!iirn In Im !i1r11jr11■■■ !m iM'l r111.■i'i':i:r11!n i■inm in ut i'■ :ipi 11M P!n pi fir. h:fu tMi i■i j ii•i-iih rniiEHHaf '
the Cleveland house and $600,000 in the Detroit theatre. Millions more are
said to be available for the prosecution of the campaign.
7 hey All Want It
Men of vision declare that it is but construction of the two American houses.
a question of time before the Aliens and The Cleveland theatre will be started | Film company president denext two weeks and the Declares "Herald" so interesting
their associates will launch a distribut- withintroitthe
theatre only a few days later. The
he can't keep copy in his office.
ing organization in the United States Cleveland theatre will seat .'i.000 and the
and perhaps directly or indirectly enter investment will represent an even million
dollars. The Detroit theatre proper will ! TO EXHIBITORS' HERALD
the producing field.
even larger, seating 3,500 and making
MOTOGRAPHY:
According to gossip, owners of large be
| AND
closed please
find check for En-*i
one I
it one of the three largest in the world. |
theatres in practically all of the cities of The building alone will cost $600,000.
year's
subscription
for
Exhib|
the East and Central West have been
Both of these theatres will bear the | itors' Herald
and
J
told the price the Aliens will pay for name of the owners and be known as I which I MUST have Moiography,
delivered to !
the Allen, a name which is so familiar
their playhouses.
in
all
of
the
Canadian
cities.
Extend Canadian Holdings
| my home at jn Independence ■
j Blvd., Chicago.
Negotiations Require Weeks
' In entering
the
American
field,
howYour book is being delivered j
ever, the Aliens have no idea of losing
Negotiations for the erection of these
their hold on Canada. Instead, they two houses have been under way for i to my office, but exhibitors and
announce that a dozen new theatres are some weeks, but the Aliens were desalesmen seem to find it so into be opened in Canada before the first
sirous of getting the best possible locu- e tcrcsting they never give me an M
of the year, and by spring this will be
tions, and they believe that they have
opportunity of seeing it, as they
greatly increased so that they will have succeeded in that effort though in both
usually put it in their pocket and
in operation a first-run house in every cities they have had to overcome strong
Canadian city from British Columbia to bids from the very best, though in both
?calk away with it.
Fer\< truly yours,
Nova Scotia. Today, they have forty- cases they had to overcome serious comfive first class houses in actual operation
petition.
The
Detroit
house
will
ocin Canada.
UNITY' PHOTOPLAYS
cupy
Chalmers
property
Woodwardtjieavenue,
the main
streeton and
the
Investments planned for this year and
COMPANY
next, including those actually under way, sole thoroughfare that runs the full
(Signed)
Frank Zambreno,
will run into tens of millions, it is de- length of the city and the unquestioned
President.
clared.
center of business and civic life It will
Everything fa ready for the actual be located between Watson and Erskine
jiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiimiii hi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiinui iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiimilHiiH
HEADS
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THE
CUTTING
ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
«™™iwMwwwwii«#'
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,ois Weber
oins Famous
Paramount certainly sprung
surprise with the announcement that they
ad contracted for this prominent directress' services. Miss Weber is without a
eer in certain kinds of picture production
nd is very strong in all lines of producon.
'nly a short time ago the writer discussed
n this page the fact of Miss Weber's
reliability and hazarded the guess that she
ould have a big and important announcelent connected with her name at an early
ate.
oupling Weber with Tucker. Ince. Toureur and others on the Famous Playersasky roster, it must be admitted that they
>ok good and should be the source of much
ne material in the coming months. Miss
Veber. due to her health, will probably not
.art work for some time. It will be intersting to see what type of picture she
hooses as her initial offering. We could
fford to have another "Where Are My
hildren?" right now.
>osworth
ieappears
IOBART BOSWORTH. PERHAPS
est remembered because of his work in the
Sea Wolf." the wonderful Jack London
tory, is now with Tom Ince. It seems that
iqsworth is to be starred and not to exerise his directorial ability.
"he Reporter, while appreciating much of
'>osworth's work in the past, still is unonvinced that he is a versatile star with
he ability to make big roies.
Famous" might do worse than to make
ome arrangements with Ince to have Bos»orth in the new version of the "Sea
Volf."
The only objection to this is Bosworth's
ge, which might render him incapable of
andling some of the scenes that are called
or.

r~-~*~ ■"■=--■ .— ■ .- -. ■- .- -. r~, r~< ~ ~ r^r-?

of the industry. Moore in his ad extols his
houses in Washington and points out to
the producers that he has runs in eight
modern playhouses to offer. This is taking
a step in advance of the competitive bidding that has been in force for some little
time, and the thought strikes one that it
will be a wonderful business for the producer and distributor when the exhibitors
reach the point of submitting sealed bids.
Eastern Production
Receives Impetus
IT'S THE UNIVERSAL THIS TIME.
They have decided to look over their studios in New Jersey and as rapidly as possible put them into shape for the active production. From this it would seem they intend to use their giant producing plant at
Fort Lee. which is undoubtedly one of the
most modern and complete of its kind.
With Fox and Famous Players taking the
same attitude toward production in this part
of the country. Los Angeles and its environs seem to have lost quite considerable
of its popularity. Exhibitors who have no
idea of the trials and tribulations experienced by distributors in getting out adver-

?r?
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tising and publicity material in advance of
the picture will not readily appreciate what
this new move in production means to the
distributor and also to them in being able
to get the necessary material for exploitation when they need it.
The Lost
Battalion
THE REPORTER A FEW DAYS AGO
had the privilege of looking at "The Lost
Battalion." made by the MacManus Corporation. After seeing it. many conflicting
thoughts arose in my mind, the chief of
which was just exactly what the whole picture was about. Built around a single incident, which while it had a fairly strong
dramatic appeal in the newspaper and certainly had a wonderful patriotic side to it,
yet when elaborated into a photoplay, became too dragged out and rather tiresome.
Then, again. I wonder if people want to see
scenes of battle, men dying and episodes
of pain, even if they do represent a very
historic incident. A few years from now
it would undoubtedly be appreciated, but
from his experience with other pictures of
this type, the writer is very much afraid
that the average person will not appreciate
"The Lost Battalion" to the same degree
as is anticipated by its makers.
Theda Bara Gives
up Vamping
THE REPORTER IN SPEAKING OF
the
Theda
Bara'sBara
contract
with expiration
Fox. statedof that
if Miss
were
to be put into other productions which did
not necessitate the exercise of her well
known vamping ability and would give
her more opportunity to portray the emotional roles for which she is fitted and
which abound in many historical and
famous stories, she would make a wonderful success. The Fox announcement carrying the statement that she will remain with
them another year, tells us that this is
exactly what Miss Bara is going to do.
Exhibitors should find in "LaBelle Russe."
from the play by David Belasco, "The
Lure of Ambition." by Julia Burnham. and
one of Boucicault's novels, types of production that will be eminently, profitably

Exhibitor Advertises
o Produce
TOM MOORE'S AD IN A RECENT
^sue of one of the play journals must have
aused many old timers to sit up and take
otice. It was certainly a case of reersing the English of the ordinary routine

r> ^

HOBART BOSWORTH
Signed by Thomas H. Ince to star in a
nuiuber'of productions for Paramount.
41
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and splendidly adapted to this star's tal-
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Important

in State

Right

Associated

With

Field
New

England

Financiers in Organization of the
Waldorf Photoplays
Statement of Mr. Fischer
Organized by David G. Fischer and a
group of prominent New England busiMr. Fischer says: "We are going to
ness men, the Waldorf Photoplays, the give the State Right buyer big produclatest production and distributing comtions, and shall deal direct with him.
pany formed in the industry, has be- Our productions will not be offered to
come an important factor in the state
any program or distributing concern
first, but will go direct from the studi5
right field, overnight.
to the buyers. The open market plan
Men in the Organization
permits time to produce better pictures,
The company controls the chain of the producer being free from the ironWaldorf Theatres in the New England
clad rules of governing the cut-to-order
states, and has as its officers William
program filler, which has only served to
J. Reid, head of the Van Camp Products
antagonize the exhibitor against the
producer, for the exhibitor is the one
Company, of New England, president;
John K. Allen, head of a Boston banking
who pays for the extravagant overhead
expenses of these big concerns with their
firm, vice-president; Harry S. Kelsey,
much overestimated star system.
president of the Waldorf Lunch System,
treasurer, and Attorney Charles F. A.
"The State Rights producer is the
salvation of the industry. The story, not
Smith, secretary.
the
star, is the main essential, the pubDavid G. Fischer, who is director-general of the newly formed company, is
lic forgetting an individual, but always
well known in the industry, having di- appreciating a good, vital story, dramrected for American-Essanay and many
atically presented. This has been demonstrated years ago in the legitimate
later feature productions, his latest befield of the theatrical business, and is
ing
"The
Law
of
Nature."
The first production to be offered has quite as appliable to the State Right
proposition. When a producer of a
been finished and is ready for the marstage play puts on a production, it lives
ket. It is titled "Where Bonds Are
to its entertaining value — if
Loosed" and was adapted from the novel according
it is a big success, he reaps the harvest,
of the same name by E. L. Grant Watson, the English author.
if it is a failure, he stands the loss — so
Future productions of the company
it will be with the motion picture prowill be made at its new Boston studios,
ducer; and the State Right Market is
already under construction.
our medium."
TWO WALDORF PHOTOPLAYS STARS

DAVID G. FISCHER
Director-General
the newly formed
Waldorf ofPhotoplays
Name

Last Three of
Sales Managers for
The United Artist
The seventeen sales managers to hea
the Distributing Depots of United A;(
tists Corporation have all been appointe
This week Hiram Abrams named ti1
last three lieutenants still required '
round out the "Big Four's" sales orga
ization and the entire staff is now j
operation
teen offices.through the company's seve I
J. E. Luckett goes to the Dallas ofn<
J. F. Brett goes to Minneapolis and A
C. Coyne to Atlanta.
These three appointments comph
the list of "Big Four" Sales Manage
The line-up is as follows:
Jack Vlj
Tiizer, New York; Cresson E. Smi
Chicago; Wm. H. Jenner, Boston; Car J
Moore, Pittsburgh; Louis H. Reiche
San Francisco; George F. Leneh
Washington, D. C. ; C. S. Trowbrid
Philadelphia; Robert J. Churchill, I
troit; Harry D. Buckley, Kansas Ci 11
T. V. Henry, Denver; Walter S. Ra I
Los Angeles; Louis W. Thompson, Se ■
tie; E. C. Fielder, Cleveland; Abrah I
C. Berman. Toronto; J. E. Luckett, Ef
las; J. F. Brett, Minneapalos, and M. . 1
Coyne, Atlanta.
World Will Distribute

ARTHUR

BEHRENS
DIXIE LEE
ippearlng under the direction of Dnvld G. Flueher.
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"When Bearcat Went Dr '
"When Bearcat Went Dry," the
cauley production which was the i
ject of a sensational and successful
vertising campaign conducted by H;
Reichenbach, has been purchased by
World Film Company and will be I
lished by World early in the fall.
It was his campaign for this pic. [
which won national notice for Reicl
bach and resulted in his receiving a fl
of offers for his services, one of w
from Triangle he accepted.
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It's the Weather

at Detroit

an, Who
Every

Won Proper Recognition of Screen in
Newspaper in Michigan, Becomes
Director of Exploitation
After two years of effort successfully gradual increase in size, as an argument
for a local recognition of the screen.
jpplied to convincing the populace of One
by one Michigan editors followed
betroit and the editors of every newsthe
lead
set
by "Heff"
Then,
because
screen news in the
taper in Michigan that the screen deerves the same serious consideration
smaller cities and towns was not prolific
to warrant appreciable space,
hat is given to the legitimate stage, enough
the editors turned to the Detroit News
rlarold Heffernan — known as "Heff" to motion picture section for the addi(very exhibitor and newspaper reader in
tional material necessary to make up a
department of respectable size. Heffertie state — and acknowledged by his emlloyers to be the highest salaried man
nan's stories about stars, his feature articles on the trend of the industry, his
h the United States for the position he
practice of writing things about the busilas held, has resigned as Motion Picness side of the screen as well as the
lure Editor of the Detroit News to be- entertainment side, were clipped bodily
lome Director of Exploitation for the and reprinted, with credit given to
"Heff," in scores of dailies.
first
Exhibitors' Circuit exMr. Heffernan purposely accomplished
mange National
in that territory.
one thing, and unconsciously succeeded
Wins Over Entire State
in another, by his policy of editing his
• Beginning his fight for an intelligent department up to a standard instead of
ecognition of motion pictures with a down to an ad. He won not only local
olumn published semi-weekly in the recognition for the motion picture,
Detroit Neil's, Mr. Heffernan has gradu- backed by the power and influence of the
ally forced the industry upward in the
but he won state recogstimation of the men who control the Detroit nitionNews,
for it in ultra-conservative papers
whose editors figured that whatever the
>ublicity channels of the state by methods and tactics which established his News did must be in accord with public
lepartment as one of the best in the interest. The reprinting of his stories
tountry, until today there is not a repre- and reviews, with his name used as the
-tntative newspaper in Michigan which credit, gave him a reputation which grew
rias not been encouraged to follow the without his knowledge.
Exhibitors throughout the state long
ead
of the
"Michigan
Thunderer"fromin
emoving
all limits
and restrictions
since have made it plain to film saleshe amount of space devoted to screen
ment and exchange managers that any
iews.
' Convinced that exhibitors are men of production which had earned "Heff's"
>ublic consequence eq"ual in importance
ind influence with editors and publishers of newspapers, Mr. Heffernan has
iroven beyond doubt that this is an essential viewpoint for the editor of any
•Motion Picture Department in daily if
hat space contribution to public interest
n the industry is to become valuable
md influential.
Today this section of the Detroit News
s composed of from four to eight pages
')f original material in the Sunday edi:ions, and space without limit in the
laily issues. Screen comment has be:ome as regular and important a part of
:he daily contents of the Nezvs as is the
stock market reports, Washington disjatches and stories about the progress
jf the Ford libel suit.
Smaller Newspapers Follow
As in all other territories, editors of
the smaller newspapers in cities and
owns throughout Michigan arc guided
:o an extent by the editorial policies and
important featured departments of the
jiggest paper in the state. The situa:ion in the newspaper game is identical
>vith that in the film business, whereby
jxhibitors are guided largely by the
cookings of the big first run accounts
n the principal city in each territory.
True to the practice, the effect of Mr.
Heffernan's work as Motion Picture
Editor of the Detroit News soon began
:o have its effect in various parts of the
HEFFEHXAX
state. Shrewd exhibitors, who knew the Who has HAROLD
joined the First National organiating local editors gave to the News,
zation ns director of exploitation. "Hell"
used to be on the "Detroit News."
ised Heffernan's department, with its
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Pity the poor press agents who
must swelter at a typwriter this
time of year without even a
rickey for comfort.
Pat Dowling, P. A. for the Christie
Film Company, along with other publicity manufacturers, has been affected
sion:the heat. Hence, the following effuby
Al E. Christie and company have just returned from Bear Valley where they made
a bear of a picture. According to Earlc
Rodney, who is featured in the picture with
Dorothy DeVore, Jimmie Harrison has
taken up barefoot dancing in Bear Valley.
Appearing as a bear in a bear skin, Dorothy
DeVore shot him on the porch — of her
log cabin.
Al Christie said he thought somebody
was lyin'.
It turnedin out
to beskin,
Helen
Darling masquerading
a lion
prancing
through the to
timber,
all o'f which
entertaining
the startled
natives.was very
approval was a picture they wanted to
book, and that any attraction which went
below
Detroit News'
standard
entertainment
was less
usefultorto screen
them
than a lemon in orange juice.
Will Now Aid Exhibitor
Harry Scott, manager of First National's Michigan exchange created the
Department of Exploitation and finally
induced Mr. Heffernan, whose resignation becomes effective August 4, to accept the important post. Even after
salary offers had continued far beyond
the limit set by metropolitan newspapers
with the most generous payrolls it was
the
made toby beMr.materialScott's
ideasstrong
which appeal
are about
that induced the photoplay specialist ized
to accept.
An office already has been added '.o
the suite which forms the Detroit headquarters of the First National, which
Mr. Heffernan will occupy immediately
upon leaving the staff of the News. When
an exhibitor books a First National attraction, Mr. Heffernan will have a detailed knowledge of the production's
value in exploitation and an equal knowledge of every condition surrounding the
exhibitor.
American Cinema Signs
John Stahl as Directeor
After running their first production,
"Greater Than Love," starring Mollie
King, Walter Neibuhr, president of the
American Cinema Corporation, immediately signed John M. Stahl to direct the
next five productions with Miss King.
Work on her second picture will begin
within two weeks. Title and author of
shortly.
her next picture will be announced
Announce Huff Title
Huff's for
first the
picture
which
sheTitleis ofnowLouismaking
American
Cinema Corporation at their studio in
Glendale, L. I., is "The Stormy Petrel,"
which is from the pen of George Middleton, author of "Polly With a Past."
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Left to right — Gilson Willets, author of "The Adventures of Ruth;" Frank Leon Smith, author of "Bound and Gagged;" Robert W.
Chambers, who wrote "The Black Secret" and Bertram Millh auser, who prepared the scenario for the Pathe serial "The Black
Secret."
demonstration, accomplished with no
Former

Senator

Endorses
Believes "The
Solution

Lewis

Keenan's

of
New

Chicago
Production

Man of the Hour" Offers Simple
of Industrial Problem Now
Before Nation

"A far better political play than 'The
Man of the Hour', as sweet and appealing a love story as has been written
since Tom Robertson gave us 'Caste';
in many ways, a more powerful argument and offering a simpler solution of
tremendous industrial problem than
numberless speeches I have heard on
the floor ®f Congress."
This is former U. S. Senator James
Hamilton Lewis' opinion of "The World
Aflame." Frank Keenan's latest production to be published by Pathe. August 17.
Col. Lewis went to New York from
Washington whither he journeyed from
Chicago to see President Wilson immediately following the President's arrival home. While in the city he was
invited to a private view of the Keenan
feature, and it was after the projection
that he expressed himself as quoted.
Then he added:
"The trend of modern capital and labor
appears to be inevitably toward profitsharing."
Keenan Studies Question
Mr. Keenan has decided views on the
relations of employer and employe. He
has devoted many hours to the study of
political economy and to the problems
arising from the relations that exist, or
should exist, between the man who toils
for a wage and the man whose capital
keeps the mill wheels turning.
It was in St. Louis, during the recent
convention of motion picture exhibitors,
that he revealed himself as a student of
the staggering industrial questions now
convulsing the world. He spoke at a
dinner given by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce. He began with a surprise —
he told his auditors that he was a business man and not appearing as an actor
— and, as he proceeded in a speech that

gripped the attention of every man
within sound of his voice, he expounded
the benefits of democratic profit-sharing
as he saw them from a viewpoint of a
producer, of an employer, of a man who
knows what it means to regard expense,
payroll and returns.
Gist of St. Louis Talk
"In climbing, let us maKe sure that
we keep the stairs clean," was the epigrammatic way he summed up his argument. He told the diners other pointed
things, in his speech, which had for its
dominant note 'good service.' He set
forth that every man was a servant; that
he himself, both as follower of a calling
which dated from the days of ancient
Greece, and as a producer of photoplays,
was but a servant, pledged to give his
fellow man the best he had; the best
his mind could create; the best his heart
could dictate.
He drew a mind picture of a mill
operated under the coming system — an
ideal system but none the less surely
approaching, he said. He portrayed the
owner as going to his foreman with an
appeal for more speed in the completion
of a big job. Unless the work were
completed by a certain time the mill
will lose a huge bonus. Then the foreman, with a share in the bonus, will call
his men, likewise with a percentage of
the bonus as their own, after having
the situation explained, will turn to with
all their might; the contract will be
filled at the specified time, the bonus
will be paid and each man will be the
gainer through this systematized cooperation.
Film Not Propaganda
This And
is not
propaganda,"
said.
he was
also carefulMr.to Keenan
tell his
hearers that he did not believe in the
use of the screen for propaganda purposes. He deftly drew the line between
the picture of propaganda and the picture with a definite message, a delicate
operation, to be sure, but under his
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jagged
ends.days after this speech was
Several
made, by the way, Samuel Gompers,
head of the American Federation of
Labor, made a public address in which
he unwittingly echoed the principles
promulgated by Mr. Keenan — not so
very much of a coincidence after all
when one reflects on an oft-quoted
proverb as to one channel for men of.
big minds.
Famous Ready to Open
Its Two New Branches
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation announces that the two new branch:
exchanges at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
and Charlotte, North Carolina, will b«
opened for business on or about Angus'
9 th.
Joseph H. Gilday has been appointet
branch manager at Oklahoma City an<
David Prince will act in the same capac
ity at Charlotte. Both Mr. Gilday am
Mr. Prince are installed in their nevj
offices and are now completing the arl
rangements for the opening of their rel
spective exchanges.
Bulls-Eye Completes
New Dorety Featun
The second release of the new Bulls
Eye films featuring Charlie Dorety ha
been titled "Haunted Hearts," and wi
be ready for its premier showing shorthl
"Haunted Hearts" is a travesty 0]
spiritualism written by Jay Mulhauser. J
Dave Morris has been engaged to dl
rect several new Bulls-Eye noveltiel
which will be ready for release aboil
Sept. 15th.
Four World Features
For Month of Augus
World Pictures announces that i'l
August publications include four fivi|
reel features. The stars represented i
this month's issue are June Elvidge "|
"Coax Me," Dorothy Green and Artht
Ashley in "The Praise Agent," Lott
Kruse inwith
"TheCorene
Girl Alaska"
and Edg.
Jol
Lowell
Uzelle and
Keller in " The Man Without a Name
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"ormer Cleveland Man Appointed by J. S. Moody to
Manage Dallas Office
Another new appointee added to the
lealart Pictures Corporation sales oranization is Diaz Callahan. Mr. CallaJan will have charge of the Dallas,
'exas, exchange. The appointment fol>wed the recent visit of J. S. Woody,
eneral manager of Realart to CleveMr. Callahan first entered film circles
B a sales representative of the Chattaooga office of the Old Famous Players
rganization. A very interesting fact
tbout
first photoplay
ectionMr.is Callahan's
that he handled
the sales confor
is
territory
of
"The
Prisoner
of
Zenda,"
he first feature production and the one
hich revolutionized pictures. Follow• g this engagement, Mr. Callahan
iined the Atlanta sales staff of the Gen|-al
Film Company,
that time one Heof
fie largest
releasing atorganizations.
lien joined Paramount and was sent
Dallas as salesman, after which he
l ined the sales forces of Metro coverL|;g
ount.the same territory as with ParaBy this time, Mr. Callahan had a hardl .rned reputation as a salesman and his
les record attracted the attention of
triangle officials. He was first placed
i charge of the New Orleans branch
[id was later transferred to Dallas,
[here he was manager for two years.
l*e has been away from Dallas for only
[ e past five months, having been tem|>rarily managing the Denver and
I eveland exchanges in that time.
I Upon his arrival in Dallas, Mr. CallaIlict.
in willUntil
establish
offices in the
film dis-is
a permanent
location
Lund, he will make the Jefferson Hotel
I ere his temporary headquarters.

DIAZ CALLAHAN
■"lio
will Kuidr
dcs tinTex.,
ic« territory.
of Realart
Hctnren
in the the
Dallas,
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Letters from All Parts of the Country Endorse
Policy Outlined in Recent Announcement by Samuel Goldwyn
Exhibitors all over the United States motion picture industry would be the
are expressing their appreciation of the creation of pictures great enough to hold
new policy which the Goldwyn Pictures more than the momentary attention
Corporation has adopted in distributing which was won by pictures as they have
its wares. Letters are coming in from been produced in many instances in the
every part of the country to the Goldwyn executive offices expressing pleasEvery Goldwyn picture of the new
ure at the new attitude of a producing
season has been planned and devised
company, which by a deep faith in the past.
from every angle that enters into its
quality of its productions, gives the ex- construction to attract audiences widely
hibitors every possible advantage in the and to hold their attention deeply. So
selection and purchase of pictures.
far as the Goldwyn Company is concerned no more pictures will be produced
The new Goldwyn plan is already in
process of operation, although none of so unimportant that a brief run will
the great pictures which are to be sold suffice for their presentation to the pubunder this plan will go on the public
lic. Aforces
plancreation
of distribution
which also
enon merit alone
screen until after September 1st.
makes it imperative that the picture
The new system whereby every Goldshall be so strong that it will draw
willmerit
be sold
tionwynof picture
its own
and onwiththe nofoundaother
crowds for two, three and even four
qualifying condition whatever, will have weeks in smaller communities to say
as one of its essential features the nothing of the larger ones.
elimination of all release dates. PicThe significance of this statement for
tures will be put out in a definitely pre- exhibitors lies in the fact that a strong
scribed order and will be shown by picture as each of these is meant to be,
branch managers in groups arranged in will not only have the power of its own
that way and wherever possible that vitality to attract dollars and cents in
order will obtain in their release.
the box office, but will be powerfully
backed by one of the most widespread
First Seven Are Announced
publicizing campaigns ever attempted in
A letter which has recently gone out this
field.
to Goldwyn branches points out that
each branch will have in its possession
prior to the commencement of the new
s Joins
Dean CollinORE.—
Goldwyn system, not less than six subPORTLAND,
Dean "U"
Collins,
jects to show. The first of these and well
known newspaper man, who has
the order in which they run are as
follows:
been
editing "Dean
for
the Telegram,
has Collins'
resigned Colyum"
to become
"The Girl from Outside." Rex Beach. publicity manager for Universal in this
"Lord and Lady Algy," Tom Moore.
city and Seattle. His headquarters will
"The Farrar.
World and Its Woman," Ger- be here.
aldine
"Almost a Husband," Will Rogers.
nedy.
"Strictly Confidential," Madge Ken"The Cup of Fury," Rupert Hughes.
"Empty
It is clearParadise,"
from theMabel
lettersNormand.
which are
coming to Goldwyn officers that exhibitors who have been reached by the
new announcement understand fully the
relationship of the new plan to the quality of the Goldwyn product.
The new system was worked out to
automatically debar any weak production of motion pictures. The Goldwyn
system of distribution forces every picture when it leaves the Goldwyn Studios
to go out on the market and face the
world and demand its attention entirely
on the basis of what it can offer in the
way of story quality, star quality, director quality and production quality. Back
of these four prime essentials of the
modern photo drama lies the far reaching advertising, exploitation and publicity program which Goldwyn has
launched for the coming year.
Expect Longer Runs
One of the important results of the
Goldwyn distributing plan will be a demand for longer runs not only in large
cities but in small cities all over the
country. The Goldwyn Company was
one of the first to realize that one of the
chief elements in the progress of the
45

HARRY L. HOLLANDER
The new Minneapolis
manager tor Realart
Pictures.
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Preparing Announcement
For Coming Year
Hayakawa Fans Increase
The past six months in the motion
picture industry have wrought many big
Hayakawa has come to be regarded as
events, but none more noticeable than one of the foremost exponents of the
the rapid rise in the domestic field of silent art, since becoming affiliated with
Robertson-Cole. A resume of the ac- Robertson-Cole. He has always been
tivities of this organization, which just very popular because of his ability to
a half a year ago entered the motion
act intelligently and with fervor, but
picture industry, was issued this week,
since joining the Robertson-Cole con-»
calling forcibly to the attention to the stellation
his following has doubled.
steady, progressive nature of its march
Each of his productions has surpassed
to the top in the fifth industry.
the others in lavishness, and entertainIt was in January that Robertsonment value. His features are now playCole's first contribution to the silent
ing in 4,000 theatres in the United States
drama appeared on the film market.
alone.
Bessie Barriscale has come back with
Martin Johnson's, "Cannibals of the
South Seas," which has proved one of
punch. She has made picthe most successful features ever pub- a powerful
tures under her own management that
lished, was the picture which launched
been surpassed by few female stars.
Robertson-Cole into the domestic film have
She has been fortunate in selecting mafield. Several years of increasing sucterial with real heart tugs, and human
cess in the exporting trade was back of interest,
with even offering her
the Robertson-Cole movement in the popularity and
takes renewed progress. All
United States experience that was to re- of Miss Barriscale's films are clean, and
sult in Robertson-Cole becoming known
acted, with substantial settings and
as one of the stanchest business firms well
expert direction.
in the film industry.
William Desmond has proved his merit
Publish Thirty Productions
of the comedy-drama type, and exhibitors are finding him one of their
Since the issuance of Johnson's feature,
Robertson-Cole has placed thirty pro- best attractions.
ductions before the public with Ex"What Every Woman Wants," which
hibitors Mutual as its distributing agency.
Jesse D. Hampton produced, has been
Sessue Hayakawa has appeared in four a veritable clean-up for producer and
up to June; Bessie Rarriscale in five; exhibitors. Few pictures issued since
William Desmond in five; Billie Rhodes
the first of the year have met with the
in five; H. B. Walthall in three; Alma
success accorded "What Every Woman
Rubens in one, and H. B. Warner in Wants."
Two of these are "The Turn
one. Then there are the specials, "What
in the Road" and Johnson's Cannibals.
"The Turn in the Road" a simple,
Every Woman Wants" featuring Grace
human story, with no star, has gone
Darmond, and "The Turn in the Road"
with an all star cast. Another Brentacross with whirlwind fashion. Everywhere it was hailed as the finest type of
wood production,
Times"period.
was
also issued
in the "Better
six months
motion picture — the type that RobertsonBeatriz Michelena appeared in "Just Cole is ever striving to obtain. It has
been rebooked time and again by exSquaw," a very successful western drama.
hibitors, and in some towns it has been
At the beginning of its domestic activities, Robertson-Cole set a standard
booked by an exhibitor after his rival
of excellence which had to be lived up around the corner had played it to
to before the picture was accepted for capacity.
distribution. Since that time, the stanJohnson Film Unusual
dard has been getting higher, until" to"Cannibals of the South Seas" is one
day many exhibitors will say that Hayaof the most unusual pictures ever seen
kawa's "The Man Beneath" is his most
on the screen. Its daring and the
pretentious offering; that "Tangled
courage of Martin Johnson in risking
Threads" rates the highest of any Bar- his life taking many of the scenes reriscale attractions; that "The Mints of
vealed in the offering, make it excepHell"
Desmond's finest contribution
tional. Robertson-Cole entered the moto
the is
screen.
tion picture industry with the intention
Warner Brought Back
of applying business principals where
H. B. Warner was brought back to business methods were not always reshadowland by Robertson-Cole and in
garded with the kindest feeling. Results have proved the wisdom of this
his first Superior Picture, "The Man
action. Robertson-Cole, it is recognized,
Who Turned White" received a most
substantial welcome, Superior Pictures
stands well to the front in the alignment of big names in this country today.
were inaugurated by Robertson-Cole to
establish a class of production that
Plans for the 1919-1920 campaign are
now being formulated by Robertsoncould
rated after
as "Specials."
One bemonth
the publication of Cole,
and will be annunoced in the late
summer.
"Cannibals of the South Seas" Robertson-Cole productions were scarcely to
be found in any first run houses.
Success Abroad
Today, through the merits of the plays
and intensified selling and exploitation,
Robertson-Cole features arc playing in a
host of the foremost first run theatres
On the heels of a statement calling
in every section of the country.
attention to the remarkable rise of Rob46

ertson-Cole inthe domestic motion picture world, during the first half year
of its existance, a resume has also been
issued showing that Robertson-Cole
productions are now to be found in
every civilized country in the world with
the exception of Mexico, West Indies
and Brazil. Negotiations are now pending covering these countries which, when
consummated, will result in the entire
Robertson-Cole output being disposed of
in all foreign lands.
Since the first of this year, the foreign department of Robertson-Cole has
been active in consummating one big
transaction after another, until today the
organization must be rated among the
supreme rulers of the film world, outside
as well as within the United States.
Signs Contract With Jury
Starting with the contract which gave
Jury's
Imperial Pictures,
the whole
Robertson-Cole
series ofLtd.,
offerings
for
1919 for distribution in the United Kingdom, foreign motion picture interests
have been compelled to recognize Robof its deals. ertson-Cole because of the importance
In turn, the following contracts have
been recorded:
Chester Beecroft, representing the
Scandinavian Film Agency, of Copen
hagen, closed with Robertson-Cole fo
its entire
and
Egypt.output for Continental Europ
The Australasian Film, Ltd., has taken
over all the Robertson-Cole stars series
for Australia and New Zealand.
The distribution rights for Canada
have been secured on all the Robertson
Cole attractions, by the Exhibitors Dis
tributing Corps., with offices in every
important city in the Dominion.
Saenz and Mai have purchased therights to the Hayakawa, Warner, Barriscale and Desmond series for Argentine, Paraguay and Uraguay. The rights
for the same territory on all other Robertson-Cole offerings including Rhodes
Walthall, Kerrigan and Rubens, have
been taken over by the North Americar
Motion Pictures, Ltd.
Contracts in Orient
The Oriental Trading Company con
trols all the Robertson-Cole pictures fo:
the Dutch East Indies, and the Fed
erated Malay States.
In Japan, the Nippon Matsudo Shasii
Kaisha control the rights.
The Indian Films, Ltd., have the Rob
ertson-Cole series for India, Burma an<
Ceylon.
The rights to Africa, below the Equa
tor,
Trust.is controlled by the African Filrl
Numerous special contracts have alsl
been
by the Robertson-Coll
foreignnegotiated
department.
Lois Weber

to Produce

Specials for Famou
Lois Weber, one of the foremoil
woman directors, will produce a serkl
of big pictures for release by the F;l
mous
Players-Lasky
Corporation duririj
the coming
year.
Announcement to this effect was mac
at the offices of the Famous Player*
Lasky corporation in New York H
cently. The pictures are to be knowr
as "Lois Weber Productions" and wf
be distributed by the Famous Player'
Lasky Corporation as Paramount Ar
craft pictures.
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After smashing at the open booking policies announced by several motion
dure distributing companies, the World Film Corporation this week trained
■guns on production of pictures far in advance of publication.
World officials see great danger in stimulating production so as to permit
4 exhibitor to view a picture several mpnths before it will be shown in theatres.
The statement this week is a companion to the declaration two weeks ago
at Star. Single Unit, Super and Selective bookings are the "same old sales
lit."
The statement in full, as issued by the publicity department of the World
lm Corporation, is as follows:
year in advance and that such producl'The
gift ofof prophecy
been from
claimed
millions
men and has
women
the
tions are all made and ready for distribution will not suffer if he can perrliest period of civilization down to
suade the exhibitor that it is worth his
e present time. Many have cashed :n while to contract for the ready made
features twelve months in advance of
these claims being able to convince
their showing.
e credulous, the ignorant and the susarises a very important problem
■ptible element of our population that for"Here
exhibitor. If during the year
ese statements are well founded. But the the
appetite of the public for pictures
)m time to time these prophets have
should change as it does time and time
,5t their influence through a series of again and the sort of pictures that drew
id guesses of just what is behind the the crowds in January are not the kind
that appeal to the March or April
il of the future. Every theatrical mancrowds, who is the one that surfers?
;er feels that he is capable of outguess% his competitor as to just what the There is but one answer — the exhibitor.
Is it not better for the exhibitor to conjblic will like in the way of entertaintract for such pictures that arc made at
:;nt and sometimes he hits it and more
•ten he does not with the result that a time which permits the producer to
on the pulse
pub'eatrical storehouses are chuck full keeplic his
and iffingers
he discovers
that of
thethestories
■ useless scenery and furniture. One
that drew the crowds in January will
■ the richest and best known theatrical
3guls stated that if he could find a not serve to keep the girl in the box
office
in February be able to shift
•-in
whohe knew
the publicin to somebusyother
sort of stories to get the
inted
wouldexactly
be wellwhatwarranted
crowds with his March releases.
;ying
such a and
"Josiah"
year salary
then hea million
would bedollars
able
Cites Book Publishers' Policy
make millions for himself.
"Book publishers have often said that
Application to Film Industry
a prudent distributor of novels will not
contract so far ahead. Oftimes an
application
of the
K"The
theatrical
business
will conditions
apply to thein author who was in the very zenith of
:ture industry. A producing company
his popularity early in the year found
.at announces its productions a full his books which were priced at one

dollar and a half, in March, could not
be sold for fifty cents in September.
"The World Film Corporation in adhering to its policy of program pictures
does not make its productions so far
ahead that it loses touch with the public
and thus keeps pace with the market
demand. In its opinion, World Pictures
does not embarrass its franchise holders
with pictures that are no longer profitable to the exhibitor through the indif erence of the public to the stories
picturized in its releases."
Stanley Company Joins
With Nixon-Nirdlinger
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Announcement
has just been made of the formation of a
company composed of the Stanley Theatre
Company of America and the Nixon-Nirdlinger organization to control the NixonColonial theatre in Germantown, a wealthy
residential suburb. Immediate steps will be,
taken to so remodel the house as to bring
efficiency.
it up to the highest point of present day
The theatre was completed five "years ago
by the Alate
P. S.organ
Nixon,
name as;
it '
bears.
$25,000
will whose
be installed
the first step toward modernizing the institution. Ithas a seating capacity of 2700
and has enjoyed marked success since its
opening,
but both about
partiestheto results
the combination
are
enthusiastic
to follow i
the inauguration of the new policy.
Al St. John

Signed

By Warner Brothers
Al St. John,
"Fatty"
Arbuckle
for thesidelastpartner
three of
years,
has
been
signed
Brothers
for'
five years,
and bywillWarner
be starred
in a series
of picture comedies, to be released
through Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
St. John, one of the original Keystoners, has been forging ahead steadily
since joining Arbuckle and is now rated
as one of the best box office cards in
the
comedyit is
division.
St. John's-Warner
contract,
understood,
will net him
in the neighborhood of $250,000 a year.
His salary with Keystone, six years ago,
was $75 a week.

Moll if King In three views from the tense American Cinema Corporation drama soon to be published.
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Frank

Who's
WllO
In Chicago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

HARRY

W. WILLARD

Who's
this week's
THE
ce, although
is old inof experien
Who subject
young in years. Born in New York
in 1892, Harry Willard first got the smell
of celluloid in his nostrils about nine
years ago — and now look at him.
He started as bookkeeper in the Chicago office of Mutual. John R. Freuler
soon discovered he had a live-wire in
his organization and made him assistant manager of the Chicago office, from
which position he promoted him to district auditor, in complete charge of the
accounting
departments of the Mutual's
Western exchanges.
Willard then connected with Triangle,
becoming assistant manager of the Chicago office. Resigning this position he
joined the forces of Lubliner & Trinz,
the Chicago theatre magnates, as General Manager. Harry then jumped back
into the distributing game, as special
representative for Fox for the Boston
and Syracuse offices, later becoming
manager of the Chicago branch. From
that position he moved to Metro, becoming Chicago manager for Screen
Classics.
When J. S. Woody, general sales
agent of Realart Pictures Corporation,
struck Chicago a few weeks ago looking for a likely man as Chicago manager for his company, he chose Mr. Willard and his many friends feci that Mr.
Woody made a wise choice.

AND

G.

Hall

MOTOGRAPHY
to

of Activities
President
Larger

Increase
During

of Independent
Quarters

Scope
Coming

Sales Corporation

After Outlining
For Fall

Motion picture masterpieces unsurpassed in beauty of technique and comicdramatic situations by previous efforts
of the Independent Sales Corporation
will be launched upon the world of filmdom during the fall season of 1919 if
plans now being conceived by President
Frank G. Hall reach fruition.
A program of such elaborate dimensions has been mapped out by Mr. Hall
and those associated with him that the
incorporators of the concern are seriously considering an expansion of office
quarters by taking over an extra floor of
the Leavitt Building, 126-130 West 46th
street, or moving into a more commodious
home. Hitherto the Independent, while
promoting only first class productions
of comedies and dramas, has confined
its efforts to an exclusive, small range
photoplay field which offered every opportunity of making an intensive study
of the motion picture art as seen from
a producer's standpoint.
Sees Need for Something New
Special attention has been given to the
exhibitor whose observations and opinions concerning the wishes and desires
of a diverse motion picture public have
led Independent officers to the conclusion that something new in the way of
film offerings must be placed upon the
market if the picture industry is to maintain the pre-eminence hitherto accorded
this, the youngest and most verile, of
America's great art endeavors.
"The Independent," declared Mr. Hall,
"entered the motion picture field with
the intention of making the photoplay a
real, living factor in the educational and
pleasure-seeking life of America. Motion pictures have come to stay in spite
of the producer or the exhibitor, but is
it fair to assume that the public will
increase its interest in the screen if those
responsible for photoplays do not keep
step with this interest?
"Although I am not in a position at
present to give the public an outline of
what my company proposes to do in the
way of putting new life into the picture
play
can say with isallabout
candid-to
ness industry,
that the IIndependent
close a deal which will, in my opinion,
add something of no little significance
to the progressive trend of filmdom.
"One of the best known director-producers of the picture world came to me
the other day with an idea which, although itwill take thousands of dollars
to exploit, will mean more to the field
of pantomimic make-believe than any.
other single idea advanced since the sixreel feature was conceived."
Busy With Fight Picture
During
pasttaken
two weeks
Mr. duties
Hall's
time
has the
been
up with
connected with the exploitation of the
Willard-Dempsey prize boxing exhibition film, which has been looked upon
with disfavor by the Ohio State Board
of Motion Picture Censors, but which,

Year
Seeks

Program

in the opinion of a large part of America's sport-film loving public, should be
allowed a state-wide showing.
"The most curious and unique anomaly
exists in connection with this picture, in
the opinion of many prominent sport
writers of the country," said Mr. Hall.
"The actual battle was allowed to take
place on Ohio soil in one of the most
thickly populated cities of the state, and
yet the same people who viewed the
spectacle and thousands of others who
were unable to attend are prevented
from seeing a motion picture review." i
Mr. Hall, together with others interested with him in the exploitation of the
film, feel that while no obstacles werel
placed in the way of taking the pictures
which required the expenditure of thousands of dollars, Ohio authorities should
be
more
lenient in the exercise of cen-|
sorship views.
"Camera" New Weekly
"Camera." a sixteen-page weekly that
prints nothing but studio information
news of new productions starting, the
casts of new pictures, where companies
are working on location, who is directing and photographing is being printed
in Hollywood, Calif. Its circulation is
confined almost exclusively to studic
people of the West coast, and its ads
are largely those of professional people
those who want to sell things to th«
picture people and those who want t(
give them jobs. E. M. Robbins is editc
of "Camera."

\\ II. MAM RUSSELL
In nn amusing ncene from the Amrrlcn I
Film Co. play, "ThlN Hero Stun."
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Realart

J. B. REILLY
ecently appointed manager of Cleveland
I Exchange
for Realart IMeturen Corporation.
/itagraph to Open
Offices in France
Lonald A. Reader
Abroad

Is Sent

to Study Conditions and Open Field
I Ronald A. Reader, formerly at the
[tad of the Vitagraph Company in
(irance, has sailed for France, where
will open a number of sales offices
lr the renting of Vitagraph films in
[at country.
Will Study Conditions
|While abroad, Mr. Reader will make
exhaustive study of post-war condijns in the motion picture field, not
ply in France, but in England and other
kuntries. He is thoroughly conversant
tth the European field, both as it con[rns the native and the American-made
[oduct.
In addition to a general office in Paris,
|r. Reader will open offices in Marilles, Bordeaux, Dunkirk, Havre, Lyons,
pee, Rouen, Toulon and possibly other
Tench cities.
Has Managed Studio
The foreign field for motion pictures
ving been made practically sterile at
e outbreak of the war, Mr. Reader
turned to this country after a resince in Paris of several years. He has
ice been business manager at Vitaaph's Brooklyn
studio. an unusual
Vitagraph
anticipates
lickening in the motion picture indusy on the Continent, and will enter the
Id on an even larger scale than it did
pre-war days.
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New

Office in New York
Realart Pictures Corporation will
shortly move from its tempoary offices
at 110-114 West Forty-Second street,
New York, to more commodious quarters at 469 Fifth avenue. The company
has leased the fourth floor of the Winfield building, a ten story, modern office
structure at the corner of Fortieth street
and Fifth avenue, opposite the New York
Public library.
The new offices will be light and airy,
containing approximately ten thousand
square feet of space and open on three
sides.
Arthur S. Kane, president and organiser of t^e corporation, will have his
private office on the corner formed by
Fifth avenue and Fortieth street. There
will be a large reception room and offices for the following departments of
the company: Publicity. John Pond
Fritts, Director and assistant, Hugh
Harvey; Sales and Staff, in charge of J.
S. Woody, general sales manager: Financial, Accounting and Auditing, under
the supervision of Dario L. Faralla.
comptroller: Purchasing, Supervisor of
Contracts, Shipping, Mailing. The telephone switchboard will be in charge of
Miss
Murphy,
"stolentake
star."
his duties will the
generally
and Since
keep
him far a field, not much will be seen
of Ben F. Simpson at the executive offices. However, a place will always be
found for the General Field Manager on
his infrequent visits to New York.
A large, well appointed projection
room will occupy the center of the floor.
Just as soon as this most important
feature is completed, all will be in readiness.
Film Company Incorporated
SALEM, ORE.— L. S. McNutt, O. R.
Stack and Oscar Eretler are incorporators of the Columbia Film corporation of
Portland, according to papers filed
here. The purpose of the corporation is
to manufacture, produce, buy. sell and
distribute moving pictures. The capital
stock is $50,000.
Black Answers Critics
(Continud from page jj)
by the other Trade papers and the most
direct
means
of the
League's
It
nearly
broke
the old
Trade
Review,failure.
as I
understand it, because the stock that the
League controlled, then worthless, prevented the paper from refinancing.
"I conscientiously
it aat wise
move
to return it andbelieved
so voted
the
Boston convention in which Mr. Cohen.
Mr. Berman and other New York men
also voted. If this was wrong why
didn't they and
bringnotit wait
beforeuntil
the now
Bostonto
convention
"yank
up the
must
be short.
The dead"?
Motion Ammunition
Picture Industry
of all industries is living in "futures"
not in "pasts."
Scores "Fine Appreciation"
"This same Blumenthal and Mr. WilFox, Mr.leading
Cohen'sfactors
very good
were liamthe
in friend,
giving
Messrs. Cohen, Reilly and Berman their
complimentary dinner. Fine appreciation, this personal attack.
"This same Blumenthal is paying Mr.
49 manager for the
McClellan as campaign

elimination of unjust taxation, besides
travelling expenses, postage. stenographers and desk room, upon the confidence that the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America will be able to reimburse him. Give him credit for taking
this chance in your behalf and before
you put your money in to assist. The
very first thing, he asked Mr. Cohen to
take charge of New York State in this
taxation campaign. The answer fron:
him. you have read it.
"Now I defy Mr. Cohen and his associates to disprove that the committee
of exhibitors Messrs. Schaefer, Blumenthal and myself, had more to do with
reducing the proposed 20% admission
tax others.
to 10% than the combined forces of
all
"I defy them to deny, that while we
were members of the National Association, Ifought the producing interests at
every turn in their various unfair attitudes towards exhibitors, so much so,
that I was considered by the producers
little better than an anarchist, and when
we couldn't get a 50-50 break in the affairs of the industry was active in withdrawing and organizing independent of
the producing interests.
Hurls Defy at Committee
"I defy them to show one instance
where I have ever worked against the
exhibitor's interests.
"Instead of these underhanded slurs,
I ask them openly to state one instance
where Messrs. Loew, Wells, Schaefer,
Nolan, Rembush, Horstmann or any
members of the Executive Committee
has
done anything
to these
exhibitors'
interests.
In fact, unfair
I believe
men
during the coming year will do much in
assisting the exhibitors of this country
in the difficult problems now facing
them.
"I have made no appointments of any
kind as yet; is it not well to wait until
I ■do. before criticism is passed?
"The old methods of state voting
helped ruin the old League, and it was
New York State, Illinois and the large
states that were largely responsible by
playing politics. We are not infallible
but we are certainly honest in our efforts to make the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., a success under the new methods and it is dollars
and cents in the hands of every exhibitor in this country to help us do it. Get
unity first, the method of operating is
immaterial. And if the officials are
honest the method can easily be changed
if advisable to fit conditions as they exist 'at any time.
Now
a "close
"The for
letter
is long,up."for which I apologize. We implore peace, but, if necessary, we will not only fight to the last,
but will take the fight to the New York
State League and I so give notice. Our
officials are confident that our organization will be what every exhibitor in the
United States wants and knows we must
have. I urge as strongly as the English
language will command to give us your
immediate cooperation and to ignore
the^e malicious attacks. We ask no quarter from the New York State Committee and we will give none. We shall
watch closely the claim made to us that
their attack is an underground means
for certain friendly producing interests,
Inlying theatres, to break up the organization and get a toe hold in exhibitor's
ranks. Maybe it is. and maybe it isn't,
but time alone will tell and the 'devil
will out.' "
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THEEE is always relief in expression. A grievance
aired is a grievance dissipated. Hugged to the
breast in embittered silence it becomes a firmlyseated, lasting antagonism, growing as time goes on.
Some of your patrons have grievances. It is impossible that every customer should be a pleased one.
If your dissatisfied patrons air their grievances to
you it is more than likely that they will not air them
elsewhere. If they do take them home with them and
repeat them to their friends, you are the loser thereby.
If they do not air them at all, you have lost their patronage.
How, then, can a manager better spend his time
than in meeting his patrons as they come out of the
theatre, learning their opinions, heading off these consequences ?
The practice was quite general a few years ago.
Of late, what with bigger theatres and bigger crowds,
the tendency has been to neglect the matter as "old
stuff." It may be that. But it is the kind of old stuff
that should be carried through.
"THE CAEEEE OF KATHERINE BUSH"
(Paramount-Artcraft Special) is a veracious film version
of Elinor Glyn's novel of the same title. It follows the
text, page by page, and approximates perfection as regards settings, direction, characterization and dramatic
unity. Catherine Calvert is well fitted for the leading
role. The production should have exactly the appeal and
success that was the novel's.
"THE SPITFIRE OF SEVILLE" (Universal)
has little in its content to back up the promise of the
alliterative and alluring title. Hedda Nova, the star,
works hard to please, but is handicapped by the character of the material given her. A Spanish story of
brigands, knife-fights, vows of vengeance and broken
troths, it is reminiscent of the early days of picture making. It is doubtful if its success will be great.
"MAN'S DESIRE" (Roberston-Cole Exhibitors'
Mutual) was written by Lewis S. Stone, who also enacts
the leading role, and provides that gentleman, therefore, with a role to his liking and ability. His work
is the best thing about the play. The story is rather
loosely constructed, and the point stated in the first subtitle is rather lost sight of in the events which follow. It has several good moments, however, some of
them having considerable dramatic power, and it holds
the interest throughout its length. The not too critical should accept it readily.

advertising, marks Marion Davies' appearance on the
Paramount roster, fills seven reels of film and serves as
a warning to adapters of popular novels. Robert W.
Chambers wrote this one, and it enjoyed a certaia popularity, which argues well for first-day business. But so
freely have the producers indulged their penchant for
alterations, and so, rambling and disconnected has the
sequence become, that the play promises little. Marion
Davies is visibly ill at ease throughout and hence ineffective.
"WOLVES OF THE NIGHT" (Fox) may be numbered among the best of William Farnum's productions
to date. It is a big story, swift of action and interesting
every moment. The star has a difficult role which he
handles masterfully. Louise Lovely is thoroughly satisfying as his co-worker and a capable cast assist. Unusual locale and good technical equipment complete the
catalog of the play's good points.
"CHOOSING A WIFE" (First National), a Samuel British Production, is English in story, cast, production and appeal. The play was taken from "The Elder
Miss Blossom," \ society novel, by -Ernest Hendrie and
Metcalfe Wood, and depicts the unusual romance of an
elderly spinster. It is a typical British production.
"NUGGET NELL" (Paramount) gives Dorothy
Gish complete freedom to indulge her liking for frivolity
and fun. Frankly slap-stick comedy, it recalls vividly
Roseoe Arbuckle's "A Desert Hero," a two-reel offering
with precisely the same objective, the burlesquing of
the western thriller. Arbuckle's publication was more
amusing than the more protracted effort, but admirers
of Miss Gish's style and personality will doubtless ac-j
cord "Nugget Nell" a satisfactory welcome.
"THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR" (Pathe) makes
of Bayard Veiller's successful stage play a screen drama
that should rival its forebearer in popular esteem. The
added expression facilities of the camera and canvas
bring out details not possible in the stage production
and enrich the mass of incidents which make up the
working out of the plot. A splendid cast assists Yvonne
Delva and Creighton Hale in the leading roles, and
Leonce Perret has distinguished himself by his direction.
"DARING HEARTS" (Vitagraph) combines the
writing ability of Cyrus Townsend Brady and Albert E.
Smith with the acting talent of Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne to good advantage. Although
technically a war story, it has been so arranged that
the world struggle runs second to the love theme in
point of importance and footage occupied.

"THE DARK STAR" (Paramount-Artcraft Special), which arrives heralded by excellent and extensive
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J Yvonne Delva ari*d Creighton Hale in
THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR
| six-part drama; Pathe.
t Directed by Leonce Perret.
■ Published August 31.
[ OPIXIOX: There can be no doubt of
I he dramatic value of "The Thirteenth
Ehair."
Its its
stagevalue
success
certainlyof
Established
as has
a piece
liramatic fiction.
It has lost nothing in its transcription
|:o the film form. Indeed, with the
Hidded facilities for presentation of deBail, the amplification of incidents via
Khe all-seeing eye of the camera, it may
K>e said to have gained lucidity, hence
I mpressive power.
Th staging given the play by the
■Acme Pictures Corporation is all that
l:ould be desired. No expense has been
■spared either in the provi'<on of suitible settings or the employment of
irapable supporting talent. And the direction of Leonce Perret will be called
■by many the best of his career.
Withupon
the instage
play's reputation
Bvork
advertising
there shouldto
Ipe no question of getting a first night
■attendance of goodly proportions. The
lolay should take care of itself after that.
I SYXOPSIS: Madame La Grange, a
lioted psychist, is engaged by the authorltties investigating the murder of one
■Uee, an operator in the stock market, to
K-tage a seance at the Crosby residence
■ la the hope of making the guilty party
>etray himself. As the climax approaches the friend of the deceased who
§ s to ask the leading questions falls dead
I ipon the floor. A detective arrives, conlines the guests to the house, and
I searches them but can find no weapon.
■ Accusing Madame La Grange of the
I nurder he brings out the fact that the
I >irl known as Helen O'N'eil is the
j■ >sychist's
naturally
ittache< todaughter.
her but sheSuspicion
denies knowledge
f )f the crime, finally admitting that she
I vas present at Lee's death and had
p -truggled with him in self-defense. Matliers are left thus while the detective
nakes a careful examination of the
oom. finally locating the knife stuck in
f he ceiling. Madam? La Grange is told
'• >fakethistheir
and original
the gues'positions
. are summoned
and
in the circle.
rlVs the seeress is bringing her hand
lown to point out the criminal the knife
alls from the ceiling at the foot of a
i |iitherto unsuspected guest, who then
k fonfesses that he killed Lee because the
atter had stolen his wife and money.
ie is placed in custody and all ends well
or the principals.
ledda Nova in
rHE SPITFIRE OF SEVILLE
•ix-part drama; Universal.
)irected by George Siegman.
'ublished July 21.
OPIXIOX: It is more than probable
hat the followers of the Universal proram will be drawn in goodly numbers
y the title. It is everything that could
e desired.
But it is not to be so readily granted
hat the general public will find in the
icture a great deal to commend. It

falls considerably short of delivering
what the title promises.
A story of old Spain, with the brigands, knife-fights, fiestas and the bespangled senoritas that are characteristic of the type, it presents nothing
new. It is novel in so much that such
pictures have not been made lately.
Hedda Xova, rushed to the relief of
the company when Priscilla Dean was
stricken ill, strives mightily to please.
She does as well as could be expected
of any other actress in the role.
SYXOPSIS: Upon the death of her
father, leader of a Spanish bandit gang.
Carmelita is supposed to choose her
mate, who will become leader of the
desperadoes. She finally settles upo;i
Pedro, promising to marry him on the
day of a certain fiesta, but in the meantime she meets Kent Staunton, an American artist, and falls in love with him.
He causes the arrest of Pedro, who leads
her to believe that Staunton is a police
spy. She goes to his studio to pose for
him, intending to kill him, but her heart
will not permit it. The fiesta arrives
and Pedro escapes from jail. Carmelita
has just learned
of the American's
true
character
and promised
to marry him.
Pedro appears and abducts Carmelita,
is about to force her to marry him, when
another suitor appears and halts the
ceremony. This delays matters until
Staunton arrives and rescues her.
Catherine Calvert in
CAREER OF KA THERINEBUSH
Five-part drama; Paramount- Artcraft
Special. by R. William Neill.
Directed
Published July 13.
OPIXIOX: Knowing well the type
of story that is characteristic of Elinor
Glyn, and being informed that the picturization of her "The Career of Catherine Bush" is an exact screen transcript
of the printed text, the exhibitor should
be able to decide for himself at once
what he can do with the picture.
Seldom has a director worked in such
close harmony with the intentions of
the author. Every scene, every subtitle, every detailed bit of action, seems
to have been done with the novel in
hand and adherence to that novel the
chief aim.
With a splendid cast performing the
various roles, with probably the richest
settings that have ever been assembled
for a production of similar nature, with
a logical narrative sequence that leaves
no slightest point clouded, the story is
perfectly told.
It is, then, to the story that the exhibitor must look for his guidance. Detailing amiddle
classand
English
rise
to nobility
despite
partlygirl's
because
of her single straying step from the
straight lections
and
the prediof thenarrow
audiencepath,
to which
it is
shown will determin ; its welcome. The
theatre that can market a play of the
type has here- the finest specimen that
has come to hand in manv months.
SYXOPSIS: Katherine Bush, a girl
of the lower middle class in London,
yearns for the finer things of life and
spends an illicit week-end with a certain
Lord Algy at a fashionable watering
51

place. Returning home, she answers
an advertisement that leads to a position as secretary for Lady Garribardine.
a leader of London society. Lord Gerald
Strobridge, her unhappily married
nephew, falls in love with Katherine
but is refused all but friendship. Katherine risesuntil
rapidly
Lady almost
Garribardine's
estimation
she inis made
an equal
in the household. Then appears the
Duke of Mordryn, a statesman, who falls
in love with Katherine believing she is
of his class. Learning the truth of her
station, he continues his attentions and
finally proposes. Katherine then tells
him of her one mis-step. He leaves her
at once. Lord Gerald then leaves for
India and Katherine believes the end
of her dream of happiness has come.
But Lady Garribardine intervenes in her
behalf and the Duke comes to her, forgiving, and they are married.
Lewis S. Stone in
MAN'S DESIRE
Five-part hibitors
drama;
Mutual Robertson-Cole ExDirected byin Lloyd
Published
July. Ingraham.
OPIXIOX: As is the rule when actor
turns author, Lewis S. Stone has here
provided himself with a role in which
he appears to advantage. It is his work,
his personality, that makes the most
the
play. impression upon the viewer of
lasting
A story of the lumber-camp variety,
with adult love and passion as its mo-

LEWIS S. STOXE
*lar
of
the
Robertson-Cole production,
"Man's
Mutual. Desire," distributed In Exhibitors

EXHIBITORS
tivating forces, it does not differ greatly
from many of the type that have gone
before. There are occasional unsual incidents that keep the interest alive, but
logic is not always kept in mind as a
desirable quality.
As far as production is concerned,
nothing is left to be desired. And there
are scenes that are not to be found upon
the studio lot, notably some snow stuff
and lumber camp backgrounds the securing of which must have necessitated
considerable journeying about.
The general public, viewing the play
under the ideal conditions of a well-ordered theatre, will doubtless pass over
the flaws that exist. But it is not a
picture after which the rising generation
of producers will be likely to model
their efforts.
SYNOPSIS : Tom Denton, half owner
of a lumber camp, resists the amorous
advances
of his
partner's
when
her
husband
believes
him wife
the and,
aggressor,
is forced to buy out the latter. Bull
Larkin, one of his employes, is discharged for selling liquor to the men
and mistreating his wife. He then secures a charge of dynamite and persuades a dupe to blow up the saw mill.
The man is killed in the explosion and
Bull, fearing the consequences, dons his
clothes and makes his escape, the other
man being buried as Bull. Tom, now
penniless,
widowAs anda child
they
go into themarries
snow Bull's
country.
is about to be born to them Bull seeks
refuge in their cabin, wounded. Tom
protects him. His wife fears to reveal
the truth. Then, recovered, Bull forces
his wife to go away with him after attempting to kill Denton. Tom sets out
in pursuit. Later, Tom finds Bull the
proprietor of a saloon, kills him, and
recovers his wife and child.
Dorothy Gish in
NUGGET NELL
Five-part comedy; Paramount.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
Published July 27.
OPINION: Doubtless because of the
increasing popularity which has accrued
to Dorothy Gish of late by reason of
her spirited and at times inspired film
foolishness, they have dispensed with all
restrictions in the way of plot seriousness, frankly labelled the feature "burlesque" in anburden
early of
subtitle,
and allowed
the whole
the entertainment
to fall upon the star's ability to make
ridiculous antics entertainingly funny.
The result is a wild and wooly western
comedy utilizing and burlesquing incidents
from several of the current and past
works of Hart, Mix, Carey and their
brotherhood. As for classification, it
mav be filed away side by side with Rosoe Arbuckle's "A Desert Hero." Save for
the difference in length and comic incident thehaving
two are a ofshade
a piece,
product
the Arbuckle's
better of
the argument.
Nell talks
to the
in Nugget
the brook,
catches"fish"
bullets
in fish
her
teeth, holds up a stage-coach full of
bandits single-handed and makes them
like it, but finds French heels and petticoats beyond her ability to master. All
of
this
in Miss Gish's most rowdy manner.
Her followers may like it. None will
dislike it, exactly, but a casual matinee
gathering at the Castle Theatre, Chicago, on the "busiest corner in the
world," found occasion only for moderate
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DOROTHY GISH
In a scene from the Paramount picture,
"Nugget Nell."
and well separated chuckles. The fivereelthelength
of
type. is a long stretch for comedy
SYNOPSIS: Nugget Nell is the proprietres of a stage depot of the early
west. To her hostelry comes City Chap,
wealthy and well groomed, who ignores
her love-prompted advances. She robs
the ladies of the vicinity of their finery
and adorns herself for his delectation.
Still no results. Then he leaves and she
learns that the Wolf Gang is going to
hold up the stage and rob him. She
in turn holds up the gang and rescues
him. They are run to cover in a deserted hut, where she successfully fights
off their pursurers. But meantime she
has learned that City Chap is a coward,
so she sends him on his way and goes
back to Big Hearted Jim, her faithful
admirer.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
in
DARING HEARTS
Five-part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Henry Houry.
Published in July.
OPINION: Cyrus Townsend Brady
and Albert E. Smith, whose names apas cd-authorstheof objection
"Daring Hearts,"
have pearovercome
usually
registered against war plays in this
peaceful period by keeping that element
of the story well in the background, making it serve as but a developmental
force, where another might have given it
the spotlight of prominence.
This position is given, instead, to the
romantic love affair unfolded by the
stars, a story that is engaging, interesting and told with good taste.
Bushman and Bayne, whose visits via
the screen are less frequent than of yore,
have in this assignment the sort of work
that is grist for their mill. They make
of their characters believable, convinccingliccreations
that should call forth pubcommendation,
The play, as a whole, is well worth
seeing.
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SYNOPSIS: Hugh Brown, adventurous American, finds himself in France
with the war at white heat. A chateau
is taken by Germans and Louise De
Villars, its pretty mistress, menaced by
the Germans is saved by the American.
A love springs up wnich is mutually
shared, but the war and the interest of
each in that struggle forbids immediate
declaration of their affections. Brown is
at first enthusiastic to join the French
army and do his bit toward paying back
the debt owed to Lafayette. But with
the American entry into the field he becomes an air man and his aerial activities gain him distinction as well
brushes with the enemy. There asishisa
thrilling finish in which he outwits his
adversaries and marries Louise.
William Farnum in
WOLVES OF THE NIGHT
Seven-part drama; Fox.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Published August 10.
OPINION: With action swinging
from the sheep ranches and copper
mines of the Northwest to Chile and
thence to New York, the first of the
William Farnum star series published
by William Fox ranks among the most
thrilling and dramatic this star has appeared in. An explosion in a Chilian
mine and a tense fight for mastery on
the stock market are the high lights
but there are a series of minor situations which not only maintain but increase interest. Through it all, runs a
pleasing love story— the fight of a man
and woman for the happiness which two
men seek to destroy. At the climax,
sufficient action to carry many five-reer
productions is crowded into a smashing
hnish. William Farnum is given a difficult role, which will add greatly
hisjf
prestige. Louise Lovely featureto
s thelu
supporting cast. Beautiful exterior ,.
reels adds. I ■'
the opening
photog
merit ofin product
to the raphy
ion
SYNOPSIS:
Bruce Andrews, mining-!
engineer who is raising sheep on his 1
property while prospecting for copper I
wins the hand of Isabel Hollins in a I
whirlwind courtship.
To seek speedy
fortune, he consents to go to chile foriI
Edmund Rawn and Burton Mortimer,!
the latter a disappointed suitor for his.1
wife's hand. After he has left, Rawn I [:
finds that Andrews' ranch is rich in ore. I
Rawn hires a native to do away with]
him. Andrews is trapped in a Chilian,
mine by an explosion and believed dead.
Rawn and Mortimer then arrange to
have Andrews' sheep poisoned reducing
his wife to desperate financial straights.
The birth of a son shortly after Andrews'
supposed departure for Chile influences
her to consent to marry Mortimer and
sell her ranch to Rawn. Andrews, after
going insane from exposure and starvation, escapes from the mine and after H
being cared for by natives
years
regains his mind and returns three
to find hi;
of tht'I 1
wife. he Learning
pair,
ruins themof onthethevillainv
stock market
compels them to return his propert> fi
and is reunited with his wife and son.
Montagu Love Is III
Stricken with a severe attack o
rheumatism, Montagu Love has bee)
compelled to retire from the cast o
"The Rattlers" which World has unde
production. His part is to be taken b
Earl Metcalf.

EXHIBITORS
irion Davies in
HE DARK STAR
ven-part drama; Paramount- Artcraft
Special.
rected by Allan Dwan.
blished August 3.
0PIXIOX : Considering the lavish exnditure of funds that are clearly
dent in the seven reels bearing the
le of Robert W. Chambers' more or
s popular novel, it would be intering to know why the men who had
: picturization in charge did not model
play after the story. Then, since
answer presents itself, the next
lation naturally concerns the reafor the purchase of a novel which
s not intended to film,
e book furnishes the characters
h names, supplies the locale for the
ion and has been allowed to suggest
nt" incidents. That is as far as it
res in the production.
The secJary hero of the story is the villain
the screen play. The character that
ked third in importance in the story
s not even appear. Nationalities
e been altered, characters changed
'ition
ely. made
the whole
of the
the charcomover. aspect
And to
given the lead in the play has been
en every bit of dramatic action credto the several members of the cast
e book version.
11 of which would have been cxable. perhaps, had the result been
n a passing fair production. But it
not. As it stands it is almost imsible, after the third reel, to tell who
ho and why they do what they do.
thing resembles a serial of the
ier type with the production advanes of today.
It can scarcely be
cted to give satisfaction as a Parant-Artcraft Special,
arion Davies has what is called the
ing role and Allan Dwan directed,
s doubtful if either is proud of the
e or will profit thereby.
YXOPSIS:
Rue Carew. daughter of
American missionary, finds herself
sessed of a metal image known as
ik. the Prince of Darkness, and suped to be cursed with war. martial
rder following always in its wake,
t prior to the declaration of war in
, German and French agents seek
session of the image and the papers
ch it contains. Rue is left in Xew
k at the mercies of Jim Xeeland. a
from her own town, and Use Dut. a German spy posing as her friend,
secures the suitcase containing the
ge and papers and boards a liner for
don. On shipboard numerous atpts are made upon his life but Rue
es him. In Paris Rue is captured
held in the Cafe de Bulgars. Jim
s to rescue her. The German agents
mpt to kill Jim. A mob attacks the
e and in some manner Rue and Jim
cate themselves and are married.

'Blue Bonnet" Complete
' elegrams received in Xew York from
rlliam A. Parsons, president of the Xalial Film Corporation of America.
Ihg the news that he is preparing to
■■■e for Xew York to deliver to the
pdkinson organization the first Billie
R >des Hodkinson production. "The
Be Bonnet." which has been in producfi>i since early in the Spring.
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What's
Your
Policy, Mr. Exhibitor?
PAUL BUSH. MANAGER OF UNIVERSALE KANSAS
CITY EXCHANGE. FINDS THE SITUATION TURNED
AROUND— THE ENHIBITOR MAKES THE POLICY

Is the habit of generalizing in the motion picture business leading the
producers to wrong conclusions in the statement of their policies? There is
one man who believes this is so.
He is Paul H. Bush, manager of the Universal Film Exchange, Kansas
City, Mo. He contends that the question of the exhibitor in asking the producer, "Wliat is your policy?'' and then hazing it stated to him is ineffective.
The question should be, "Mr. Exhibitor, what is your policy?"
Mr. Bush looks at the question of the policy. Such is the producers' line
reasoning. But what is the fact, not
policies from the point of view of the of
theory, in the field where the films are
salesman, of the man who has come in bought
by the exhibitor?
personal contact with the exhibitor. And
"The sales manager and the salesman
he draws his conclusion not only from finds that the situation is turned exactly
his dealing with the middle-man in the around: instead of the exhibitor asking,
Mr. Producer, what is your policy?' the
film business but also from his large
should ask, 'Mr. Exhibitor,
experience in other lines of industrial producer
what isditionyour
policy?'
is thein conin
fact
and not That
in theory
the
pursuits. He firmly believes that the
field.
And
that
is
the
condition
that the
lessons that are applicable to other lines producer will have to meet if he
is to
of industries are just as poignant when
cope adequately with the real problem
applied to the motion picture business.
of the film business. In the last analysis the exhibitor makes the policy. He
"We read and hear much of the policies
it as a result of coming in conthat the different producers are putting makestact with
his public, and it is to him that
out for the consumption of the ex- the producer through their representatives must come if a plan or policy
hibitor," he said. "The sales forces and is to be worked
out.
the managers are called to the home
"So the question is. 'Mr. Exhibitor,
offices and given instructions that such
and such is the policy for the ensuing what is your pojicy?' Answer. 'To Make
year. All of which is re-stated to the
"And the simplest way of all is to
exhibitor, that they will be benefited by help him make money by seeing that
he gets a fair return on every picture
that he books.
He must be helped to
"
Money!'
his picture to the public and not
sell
left to flounder about until he sinks.
In the end it is his success that makes
the producer's success. That is a truism
not only in the film business but it is
also so in the industrial world at large.
The man who puts a new brand of tobacco on the market does not wait for
the merchant to push it for him. If he
did he would be marked for failure. The
merchant has goods; it is the rroducer
who pushes the goods. The middleman is just the cog in the wheel of reaching the public.
Producer Should Exploit
"The very same thing holds true in
the motion picture industry. The success of a picture depends upon the- public buying the picture. It is up to the
producer to see that the picture is
pushed, that the public knows about it,
that it is properly exploited, and not
merely that the exhibitor gets and has
the picture. And the film industrv has
it on the others because the exhibitor,
unlike most merchants, wants to get all
the help he can in exploiting everv picture that he runs.
"So all the talks and expositions on
plans and policies, as far as the salesman is concerned, ends in the query,
"Mr. Exhibitor, what is your policy?' If
the producer listens for the answer and

*
eilee:\
PERC
the
well aasfiftyexhibitor's.
he^LS- h', suc«ss
For Is his
will asmean
pfrc
pii ff\actress
,
is another popular
who hasygone flfti- rvrnnn-Jti'^n it
^r.'fV
c
for
satlStactlOn
will appear
She Third
Pathe.
a -serialing"
with
Warner for
Oland
in "The
Eye," DOth. Proposition
And that ISWith
the way
any and all
Louis J. Gasnier's 53serial.
successful industries are run."

EXHIBITORS
Marshall

Neilan

Uses Taxiplane to
Speed Production
Costs Director $500, But He
Figures He Saved Several
Thousand
Following the completion of some
exterior scenes for "In Old Kentucky"
at Santa Cruz, California, which did not
require the presence of Anita Stewart,
Marshall Neilan received a wire telling
him his sets were all ready and his star
awaited the taking of some interiors at
the studio. This wire was received late
Sunday night and the earliest time Mr.
Neilan could arrive in Los Angeles by
train was 6 o'clock the next day.
Phones for Aerial Taxi
Having read what he considered the
rather boastful claims of the MercuryAviation Company that they were running an aerial taxi line, he decided to
give them a try, so he phoned the home
office of the company at De Mille Field,
Los Angeles, and said, with affected
nonchalance,
taxi plane
to
San Francisco"Send
the me
firsta thing
in the
morning."
Not to be the
outdone
matter
of nonchalance
man in
at the
the
other end of the wire merely said "Yes,
At Marino Field in San Francisco the
sir."
Mercury Company keeps several planes
for just such emergencies, and the driver,
Lieutenant Pikup, pulled Mr. Neilan out
of
well known
6 o'clock
nextthe morning
with hay
the atnews
that the
the
taxi plane awaited without. At 6:30 the
lieutenant and his fare got off to, as you
might
say, a flying
at 11near
o'clock
they hovered
over start,
and and
landed
the
Anita Stewart Studios, and at 11:15 Mr.
Neilan, still preserving his nonchalance,
walked on the set and said, "All ready
Miss Stewart. Camera!"
THIS DIRECTOR
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Considerable Saving Made
By the use of the taxi plane, which
cost $500, it is figured by the business
manager of the Stewart Company that
Mr. Neilan saved several thousand dollars which would have been lost had the
company
icjle during the balance of theremained
day.
It is expected that the use of the
taxi plane will become general when
this saving, is discovered by efficiency
M. M. Kravetz to Open
Two More Exchanges
M. M. Kravetz, manager of the Merit
Film Company of Denver, passing
through Chicago on a return trip from
New York, announced that on September 1, he expected to open two new
branch exchanges, one at Omaha and
the other at Kansas City.
The Merit Film Company has climbed
rapidly in the past few months, and has
been handling
tended territory.big features over an exIt is reported in the trade that Mr.
Kravetz has signed for the new Clara
Kimball Young feature productions to
be distributed by Equity Pictures Corporation, the first of which "Eyes of
Youth" is already in production.
"Desert Gold" in East
Benjamin B. Hampton and Eltinge F.
Warner,
of Zane distribution
Grey pictures for producers
W. W. Hodkinson
have completed in California and shipped
to New York this week their first Zane
Grey
picture shortly.
"Desert Gold," which will
be published
Selznick Leases Studio
NEW YORK— Selznick Pictures have
taken a lease on the Universal studios
at Fort Lee, for the Elaine Hammerstein and Owen Moore pictures.
FLYS TO WORK

M .r-h .n Ni-llnn nrrl\liiK m DeMlllC Seld, LOI \iijirlix. from locution ncnr Snntn Crux,
i nllf. Left lo rlicht — Mr. \<-llnn, Lieut. Plkvp nnd II. Zeldmnn.
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Isaacson

to Direct

Goldwyn Service and
Press Organization
Advertising Manager Head
Of Special Department
For Exhibitors
Charles D. Isaacson, recently appointed advertising manager for Goldwyn Pictures, will be in complete charge
of the interlocking system of press and
service men recently inaugurated by
Goldwyn to afford valuable cooperation
to exhibitors in all parts of the country.
Howard Dietz to Assist
In this work he will be assisted by
a number of experienced men, including
Howard Dietz, until recently assistant
to Ralph Block, Morton Blumenstock
and Hunt Stromberg.
Publicity men in all parts of the co
try will be required to send in daily a
weekly reports from their territory embodying suggestions, which, in turn, will
be passed on. In this way, exhibitors
will be given the advantage of successful experiments throughout the country.
Experienced People Chosen
Among the new men now at the Goldwyn branches, Nat L. Royster, in die
Atlanta branch
had twelveandyears'
experience in thehastheatrical
motiot
picture business, both as an actor am
as a promoter of business. In the Boston exchange, A. A. Lionais knows thi
exhibitor's end of the game through hirji
experience as manager of the Regen
Theatre, of Somerville, Mass., and thi !
Home Theatre, Arlington, Mas?. Bet
Garetson, of the Chicago office, wt
formerly on the Chicago Evening Post II
and Harry V. Martin of the Cincinnati
office, has made a record for himself a J
the
publicityofmanager
the Runs'*
Corporation
Detroit. for
In Dallas.
Tex
Miss Marie Barnet, a well known soul
ern newspaper woman who has ni z
years' journalistic experience, beside 1
ing the editor of Picture Herald, will loi
after press and service matters for Gol
wyn. W. L. Gullett, a former newT
per man, is now getting things in sh;
in Denver: while Harry R. Guest,
three years publicity manager for
Kunsky Corporation in Detroit,
been appointed to the Detroit liranc
R. C. Cary, the Kansas City represeni
tive, has had a wide newspaper tra:
ing in the east, having been associat
with
New York
Mail, t' 'AlbanytheJournal,
and Evening
other periodica
The Los Angeles press interests
Goldwyn are in the hands of J. \Y Ra
kin, who for eight years was the adv<
tising and press representative for t
Providence Opera House, after he pi
formed similar duties for the Fox (
ganization. E. E. Rutter. the Pittsbur
man, has been with Paramount 1
two years, and has the added expe
ence of being a well known exhibit
in the territory assigned to him. Wa
ington, D. C, is taken care of by B<
jamin Caplon, formerly editor of Scr>
Weekly and a member of the Trian
Distributing Company.
He is w
known to Southern exhibitors.
In the course of the week, Goldw
expects to have the new organizat
completed and in running order.

Getting

Full

There was a day, and that not so
ery long ago, when the exhibitor
nsidered the playing of a return
ngagement one of the big risks
nat had sometimes to be taken, one
f the pitfalls marking the way of
he progressing showman, to be
prne with when unavoidable but
(voided when possible.
Jn that day it was the custom to
book only such plays as the fan
quests demanded, and the requests
ad to be very numerous to be
ranted. Having decided that failre to play the picture again would
e an actual affront to his patrons.
Be exhibitor would write his exange, get the picture for the lowt figure possible, whisper to those
Idio had inquired that it was to be
pown on such and such a date, give
about the same prominence in the
ewspaper that his less important
rogram features received and try to
et out of it without losing money.
The procedure, in the light of
hanging conditions, looks almost
omical. Yet it is precisely the proedure that was followed, almost
niversally.
A man in the attire of Benjamin
ranklyn driving a one-horse shay
p Broadway New York, would apear quite as comical. Yet the oneorse shay was the Rolls-Royce of
:s day.
The inconsistency in the anology
es in the fact that a good many
xhibitors are still driving one-horse
lays.
Percentage of Repeat Days Low
The percentage of days in the exibitor's year allotted to return cnagements is far below what it
lould be. And the exhibitor who
ices the question squarely and rea5ns it out logically is certain to
lcrease his percentage, incidentally
is bank balance at the end of that
ear.

Value

Out

of Return

It is always a safe calculation to
say that for five persons who ask
for the return of an attraction there
are fifty or five hundred, varying with
the size of your drawing territory,
who want it and would ask for it if
they knew you well enough to make
the request. In the city, one in five
hundred is more nearly the proportion.
With that basis to work upon,
how many attractions have you
played in the past year that were
not worth repeating? If you think
back carefully you will find that you
could have successfully played three
repeats to every one that you did
playAs for the money-making possibilities of return engagements, the sim-

NOW !

One-third of Wichita
saw this picture at its first
showing
— Here'*
a chance
for the other
two-lhirds.
MARY

PICKFORD

"DADDY LONG LEGS"
We are bringing this
because
itpicture
ts not back
only M&ry
Pickford's
but
<*ne of thebestbestpicture,
films ever made.
"MICKEY"
MABEL NORMAND

Two-column display used by the Princess
at Wichita, Kans., calling attention to
return engagement.
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Engagements
plest arithmetic proves them far
more attractive than the possibilities
of new productions.
Save on Advertising
Possibly the one matter in which
exhibitors have not been known to
attack exchangemen and their methods is the item of rental prices for
return engagements. There is the
first chance to make money.
The lithographs, window cards,
banners, cuts, etc., used in the advertising of the initial showing are generally to be found in the basement
or store-room, and generally fit for
another season in the public -eye.
money.
Chance Number Two to make
Now the important item.
If the '"one-horse shay" exhibitor
can sell a return engagement to a
profit by the old fashioned method
of cutting down on publicity and
advertising, to how much greater
profit can he sell it if he gives it all
the impetus that he gave the initial
exhibition ?
Then, if he adds to his new expense on the second venture enough
money to make it equal the first expenditure, devoting the difference to
specialized exploitation, cumulative
campaigns, mail appeals, publicity
stories for the newspapers, etc.. is
there any reason his second showing
should not show a greater profit
than his first?
If fifty dollars spent on a selling
argument for an article new to the
buying tomers
public
will that
sell enough
custo warrant
expenditure,
doesn't it follow naturally that the
same amount will bring in greater
revenue if used in behalf of a known
article? Isn't the fifty dollars better
spent, therefore, in the latter case?
Return Engagements Nights
We reproduce a specimen of the
advertising one exhibitor used in
exploiting the return engagement of
"Daddy Long Legs," Mary Pickford's First National sensation and
one of the ideal return engagements
of the year. A two-column display.
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TONIGHT AND
SATURDAY ONLY!

BILL.
FARNUM
IN THE
LONE
WILLIAM FARNUM
IN ZAN£ GREY S ROMANCE
OF THE GREAT SOUTHWEST

STAR
RANGER

LONE STAR RANGER'
(>f HER DOIN'S

Plcturizatlon ol
Zane Cray'sol the
Great
Romance
Southwest

<;o!
"Which ad is the best?" An opportunity to sharpen the wits by comparing the good
points of equally effective but totally different ads.
it was but one of a number of similar size that preceded the opening.
It is a step along the right path.
With the higher standard of production now maintained, with the
individual picture contract system
in use, what flaws are there to be
picked with a policy of showing one
return engagement each week?
Why not eliminate that weak
night of yours by making it "Return
Engagement night?"
It is highly probable that you have
not had a week's program in the
past six months that did not contain
one picture worthy of a return. It
is almost certain that no such week
will pass when the new booking
scheme is in good working order.
Everything considered, there is
good reason to believe that the
return engagement is one of the biggest money-making propositions
within the exhibitor's grasp.
Why not try it out?
Two Ads That Drew
Wichita Patrons
The Palace theatre, Wichita, Kansas,
under the careful supervision .of Stanley
C. Lambee, advertises upon a rockbottom basis, the basis of sound judgment and a keen understanding of the
advertiser's problems and their solutions.
So well did Mr. Lambee inform the
populace through the newspapers of the
recent engagement of "The Lone Star
Ranger," the Fox publication of Zane
Grey's novel with William Farnum in
the leading role, that we are reproduc-

ing two of his insertions side by side
for the consideration and comparison of
our readers.
It is natural that opinion will be divided as to which is the better of the
two. Certainly the merits of each are
many and worth study. The decision,
of course, rests with the individual.
Strikingly prominent in both is the
scarcity of words used in the copy. Yet
the few words tell enough. And copy
that tells more is worse than valueless.
The use of rules in both is also clever,
though the lay-out omitting the cut has
the advantage in this respect. The
point arises, is the lack of a cut made
up for by the well placed rules? The
answer is undeniably affirmative. The
cut, on the other hand, has the advantage
of visualizing the star that is but called
to mind by cold type in the other. Again
the
personal view-point determines the
choice.
A good lesson for the student of
practical advertising is presented. There
is no need of a tutor. The pictures tell
their own stories.
Signed Statements
Advertise Feature
Next to word-of-mouth advertising,
the most desirable of all varieties, signed
statements of opinion by individuals of
locally recognized prestige, probably has
the greatest weight. But various circumstances and conditions make such statements exceedingly difficult to obtain,
whicli may account for the rarity of their
appearance.
To the management of the Metropolitan theatre at Grand Forks, Neb., therefore, is due acknowledgment for the
splendirl enterprise displayed in securing
omphatic expressions of praise from ten
well known men and women of his city
and incorporating them in an advertisement five columns wide and eight inches
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deep which appeared prominently in the
local newspapers.
Every walk of life was represented.
Every class of patronage could find
among the listed authorities one whose
judgment was respected in that class.
The results were only what they must
have been — capacity business.
Two things are necessary to exploitation of this character.
The picture must be a big feature. And
it must be on hand early enough to per- 1
mit of a private showing at which the
opinions may be solicited.
In this case "Salome," with Theda
Bara, was the picture, and its subject
and the lavish production given it more
than justified the labor entailed.
Why not try out a similar scheme the'
next time you play an extraordinary at-!|
traction?
It is more than likely that your exlj
change will accommodate you with ; I
copy of the picture several days in adlfl
vance, knowing your purpose in askinji m
it. Exchanges want that sort of exploit
tation, and they are anxious to co-oper
ate to obtain it for their picture instead
of that of a competitor.
The private showing can easily be ar U
ranged for a morning or an evening 1
after
performance.
If a afte
littl'^
spreadtheis regular
given the
guests before,
M

or during the exhibition, it makes th ' I
quality of the opinions just that muc i j
more certain. No man is going to es 1
your food, enjoy your hospitality, the; I;
knock your business, especially when h J
has nothing to gain by it and your favc
to lose.
Try it. It will pay.
How

Stuart Reached
His Women Patrons

A new method of gaining 100% di
tribution is among the most interestii
items that can be called to the attentii
of the body of American exhibitors, a:
Herschel Stuart, managing the E.
Hulsey Amusement Enterprises in t
great state of Texas seems to have fou
just that very desirable thing.
"Auction of Souls," Aurora Mar
ganian's own story in pictures being d
tributed by First National, seemed to
the right picture with which to put it
operation the plan which he had evolv
and the patronage which resulted pro\
beyond question the value of the schei
The Hippodrome in Dallas was |
theatre chosen for the trial, and t
many department stores in the city ■
operated with the whole-hearted
thusiasm which Mr. Stuart had worll
for years to foster.
Into every package that left th fi
stores for days preceding and durj
the showing of the feature were inseri
descriptive
folders into
furnished
by the evjr
tt" *
tre.
practically
home They
in the went
city.
In these homes they arrived at n
important moment. It is always an lportant moment when a woman op'S
a package to examine a purchase. *
attention, at that time, is of the nit
critical variety. And it was at »t
moment that came
the "Auction
of So >
announcement
to her attention
goodis tip
needstip.no press-agent g.
AndA this
a good
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Perhaps as effective advertisement as
lay be used by a banking institution
.it'hout
or prestige
; that injury
picturedto its
in dignity
the accompanying

your way to fne theater on Mondays you
an start a savings account
t the Central Trust up to
p. m.
Come in with $1

3N

r more—- then keep

it up.

3ENTR4LTRUST
COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
125 West Monro. JStreet
;k your banker to run a display like
this, with your theatre used in the cut
jstration, used by the Central Trust
>mpany of Illinois. As an advertisement it speaks for itself.
How does your bank advertise?
Think it over for a moment.
^our account is a valuable one to your
Inker. Few business concerns handle
sgreater amount of money in a year
tin a motion picture theatre.
A'hy not capitalize upon the valuation
idoubtedly placed upon your account
t your banker?
^ook again at the Central Trust Comfiy's layout.
magine a cut of your theatre at the
t> of it, with your banking institution
nned below.
f you haven't a cut of your theatre,
h e one made. You can always use it
I* other purposes anyway. And this
p pose is sufficient to pay for it.
'han take the cut and this illustration
t-your banker and put the proposition
s arely up to him.
'ntess
he is abyvery
gng
to profit
the usual
action.man you are

MOTOGRAPHY

Stock

Company

Makes

Bid for Picture Fan Patronage
W ith the appearance of the two-col- detailed, impressive interpretation th.it
umn spread reproduction below the it has been given by the Pickford cast
the medium of the lens, acting
Washington (D. C.) Sunday Times an- through
upon the greatest stage under the sky,
nouncing the innovation of a two-week's with scenery realistic because it is real,
performance of a single play by the GarwiththeNature's
own lighting
effects.
rick Players at the Shubert-Garrick The- andStill,
second week
of the Garrick
atre, that city, the supremacy of the Players will be as well attended as the
screen was established for all time.
first. And it is doubtful if there will be
"Daddy Long Legs." was the piece to an immediate falling off in general atbe given the first two-week's run ever
tendance to show the effects of the narecorded in the history of that organtural comparison. But the effect is as
ization.
certain as sunshine after rain.
Had no definite mention of the underThe old order changeth.
lying reasons for this unprecedented
The king is dead. Long live the king!
occurrence been made in the advertising,
it would not have been difficult to deProjection Machines
tect in the
decision
respect
for management's
the power of the
screen.a deep
But
At Electrical Show
definite mention was made. It was is
follows:
The coming electrical exposition to be
"You've seen the picture. Now see held in the Grand Central Palace, New
York City, during the ten days begintheThey
play."thought enough of that to give
ning September 24 will have several exit a box in the most prominent position
hibits of interest to those in the motion
in the display. It follows that they
picture
industry.
must think pretty well of the idea of
Of special interest will be the display
connecting up with the screen whenever
of projection machines by the Nicholas
it can be done to their profit.
Power Company. This exhibit will inSpoken Drama Follows Screen
clude the latest developments in lightAll of which calls attention to the
ing, and the incandescent lamp as a light
much-mooted question of superiority that source for motion picture projection will
has been tossed back and forth for the be demonstrated.
past decade between students of the
Electric signs for motion picture theaspoken and silent drama.
tre advertising, electric vacuum cleanThere was a day when exhibitors
ers and various types of lamps for
were mighty glad to get a picture taken scenic lighting effects will be shown by
from a stage play so that they could the other exhibitors.
Moving
advertise — "You've seen the play. Now
Not a
Moving
seeThere
the picture."
Not
a
was good logic in the adver=AND =
TONIGHT
tising then, just as there is good logic
Picture
in the same line in its revised form toALL THIS WEEK Picture
day.
The
stage
was
the
sturdy,
established institution. The screen was the
growing youngster. It needed something solid to steady it and, like a child
that reaches instinctively for the nearest support, it attached itself to the
stage.
But there hasn't been so much of that
lately.
isn't necessary
The itchild
hasIt learned
to walk,anyto more.
run, and
has
passed its one-time support long since.
There can be no doubt that it was
Mary Pickford's First National production of "Daddyperformance
Long Legs"
that made
its continued
possible.
The
phenomonal attendance that has greeted
this production throughout the country
and the universal satisfaction that the
picture has given has created a field for
the legitimate attraction to appeal to
that is many times what it would have
been under other circumstances.
Good Advertising Tie-Up
Considering the advertising tie-up for
the period of the engagement alone, it
is good advertising.
Considering it in the light of what
may be expected to follow, other conclusions may be drawn.
It is certain that, in a great majority
of cases at least, the person who, having
seen the picture, attends the stock performance, will compare the forms of
drama to the disadvantage of the latter.
Upon no stage in the world, and with
no cast in the world, could the actual
story of the play be given the complete,
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DADDY v e Seen
LONG-LEGS
the Picture
See the
PWy
]

PLAYER
GARRI
THESUPREM
E CKTRIUMP
H S'
For the fint time in the hUlory of Washington
stock companies the tune show pi* 71 two consecutive weeks.
Earle Foxe
Eileen Wilson
Lynne Overman
Mrs. Jacques Martin
And Seven Adorable
Kiddles in Ideal Roles
The Fmeat Performance end Production
Ever offered by m Stock Compeer
NIGHTS:
ASK ANYONE WHO
2SeMATS
to $1 00
HAS SEEN IT!
Set,
Shnbert- Gar rick Theatre 1W2Sc AA SOc
F and 7th »ta. Frank. 3163
NEXT ONE A MINUTE
WEEK
FIRST TIME ON ANY STAGE - Seata Now
Reproduction of a two-column spread,
from the Washington Times, showing
how an astute theatrical manager connected his show with the screen play

EXHIBITORS
Denver Theatre Has
A Well Balanced

MOTOGRAPHY

Ad

Contest

for "Virtuous

AND

Vaudeville Routed

A display that divides responsibility
equally between pictorial appeal and
well-conceived selling argument, is that
used recently by the American theatre,
Denver, in the Denver Post, upon the
occasion of that theatre's playing "A
Sporting Chance," William Russell's
production for the American Film Company.
The arrangement of scene cuts and
portrait for the eye-getting feature is
particularly good. It incorporates the
appeal of the dramatic and the drawing power of the star's personality. And
this two-fold strength is not diminished
by cramping of space, the original from
which the accompanying cut it reproduced measuring four columns wide by
thirteen inches high.
The type selling argument is worthy,
of reproduction here, the size of the cut
making reading somewhat difficult. it
follows:
"Sick of war stuff — western stufT — sob
stuff? Tired to death of mushy lovemaking and kissy close-ups? Ready for
something different — a real thriller full
of mystery and adventure, with just
enough romance to sugar it delicately
without making it sticky sweet? Yes?
Then see — etc."
Right good stuff, eh? Hits right to
the spot that yields results.
The America is on the right track.
Guessing

HERALD

Men"

The exhibitor who has "Virtuous
Men," the S-L production featuring E.
K. Lincoln, down on the list for future
showings has in his possession an exploitation title with unusual possibilities.
It is more than probable that the exhibitor himself has pondered more or
less deeply over the possible meaning of
that title. Virtue and men do not naturally go well together in the average
mind. There is an inconsistency about
the combination that has several generations of thought behind it.
The public, seeing thte title, is going
to wonder just that same way. Why not
capitalize that wonder?
Along with the teaser campaign which
will probably be utilized, it is a very
simple matter to start a guessing contest based upon the title. "What is
man's greatest virtue?" "What is a virtuous man?" "Do you know a virtuous
man?"
you a virtuous man?" These
are but "Are
suggestions.
Suitable prizes may be offered and
the contest left open until the play
date. The picture will answer the riddle correctly.
The success of the stunt, of course, depends greatly upon the enthusiasm put
into it There should be no question of its
catching the popular fancy. Aid from
the newspaper contingent would be of
advantage and should be forthcoming.

By Chaplin Comedy

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

/>? A Sporting Chance
SUk
Mr *uff~V»>fr*
,tuff-iot>
I* <U«k d-f-of
rng»hyofiet>i-mMki*i
clam-VP*n*4T Xmfft
R*ody 77f«rrW tialtiini
ftTH+—a
r*aS thnllrr«nrffalltinyo/ myttj
Wpa/Uar*
/■* •nough
ngar U d*Ucafly wtihmM. maM*M '* «i c*r trot'
STARTING TODAY
a- AMERICA
A well written ad. that attracted unusual
attention when it appeared recently
in the Denver Post.
Hodkinson

Has Song

For "Saraha"

Film

The first publisher to identify his song
with a picture did not break any records
01: the sale of that song. The idea was
new. People felt, more than likely, that
it wasn't much good as a song or it
wouldn't have been identified with a
picture.
But those days are past.
Today the leading publishers of music
will tell you that the surest way to
make a good song a good seller is to
link it up closely with a given star in a
given picture.
Music and the photoplay are almost
try.
one in the best playhouses of the counMusic and the photoplay are begining to be almost as closely associated
in the minds of the public.
And the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is solidly behind the movement.
Among their recent and coming publications appear "Sahara," with Louise
Glaum, "Dester Gold," the first Zane
Grey picture
"The Blue Bonnet,"
featuring
Billieand
Rhodes.
And every one of them is accompanied
with a song written by the leading song
writers of the country and dedicated to
the stars or the features.
Thus is the field of the appeal twice
as wide as before.
Those who see the picture will want
the song. Those .who hear the song will
want to see the picture. It is an unbroken and unbreakable sequence, with
the exhibitor the ultimate
beneficiary.
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The Palace theatre at Flint, Michigan,
like many other houses of similar type,
has long been in the habit of adding
a motion picture comedy to their vaudeville program, chiefly to give the actors
a chance to go out for lunch without
their make-up and to give the orchestra
a much-needed intermission.
In cases of this kind it is the usual
thing to merely "Stick the reel in the
machine accompaniment
and let 'er rip."
SeldomSel-is
musical
supplied.
dom is much thought given, even, to the
quality of projection. And very, very
seldom, is the comedy given proper
space in the advertising matter.
It is no wonder that theatres of the
class continue to feature vaudeville.
But the Palace is not typical of its
class.
"Sunnyside," Charlie Chaplin's third
First National publication, has convinced them for all time of the error of
such ways.
Because the management had heard oi
the phenomenal records the picture had
hung up at other theatres, and probabl)
also because the rental charged for ill
would pay the salaries of a good man)
"vaudevillians," it was decided to breal
the bonds of tradition and feature the
comedy, mentioning the vaudeville mucl
as
the pictures had been mentione(
theretofore.
The business that resulted was proo
positive of the wisdom of such a course
A special appeal was made to the chil
dren, and through them to the parents
a class that had never figured promi
nently in the patronage of the theatri
The way both of these turned out t
attend, many of them not even stayin
for the vaudeville, was one of th
tory.
pleasantest surprises of the house's hi;
at Comedies
the Palace are
now.not regarded as "fillet
Waldorf Theatre Has
Memorandum Book
The Waldorf Theatre, Akron, Ohil
long noted for its promotion feats, h
added another to its unusual lit
Recently this big first-run house beg
issuing a twelve-page booklet, which
aand combination
propositi'!
memorandum advertising
book.
Eight pages are devoted to heraldi
forthcoming attractions, and four
blank pages on which notations may i
made. The booklet can be slipped ir
the vest pocket without feeling bull
and because of its handiness seldom fa
to find its way into appreciative han
Virtually all of the June issue was (
voted to advertising Robertson-Cole i<
tures distributed by Exhibitors Muti
"The Man Who Turned White," starrit
H. B. Warner, which played the Waldf
the third week in June, marking its ini I
appearance in Ohio. Bessie Barrisc;.
in "Josselyn's Wife," was also acconf
a week's run.

EXHIBITORS

"Auction of Souls" Ad
Stirs Up Interest in
Coal Mining Town
To the Hippodrome theatre of Pottsville. Pa., must be- given credit for the
greatest small town achievement recently recorded.
ihead
"Auction
line. of Souls" makes a splendid
I In 4S-point black face it looks like a
locomotive whistle sounds to the fireman.
" 'Auction of Souls' " Shown Privately
>In Principal Cities At $10.00 Per Seat."
would make a Chinese laundryman hunt
an interpreter.
Addbeslightly
sub-lines,
will
anothersmaller
sensation
like it."Never
— The
world will never again permit the events
it
the interest
is secured
forpictures,"
the entire and
remainder
of as lengthy
an
article as that sort of head might accomodate, which is considerable article.
The Hippodrome used just that heading. It ran all the way across a sevencolumn page and the article that folilowed was altogether in keeping.
Xot content with one appearance, they
carried the campaign into the four
smaller town surrounding Pottsville from
which patronage is drawn for circuses
and attractions of similar magnitude.
The headline is a valuable agent.
People who read nothing else read headlines. Yet people who read everything
read them quite as interestedly.
Why not put your message where everybody will read it?
Editorial Enhances
Advertising Stunt
The small town editor, sitting behind
his dusty desk, his eyes shaded by an unbecoming and usually altogether unnecessary green spec, has a grip upon his
community unrivaled by the most firmly
seated of yesterday's European monarch?.
He is a good man for the exhibitor to
call friend.
The manager of the Liberty theatre,
Columbus, Kansas, enjoys that privilege.
The editor of the Daily Advocate is heart
and soul with the theatre at every turn.
Recently the Liberty played "What
Every Woman Wants." the RobertsonCole production distributed by Exhibitors Mutual.
In exploiting it they used a page
spread with space sublet to merchants, a
scheme that has been widely used in
connection with this feature, one especially adaptable to the device.
But the value of it was immeasureably
enhanced when the Daily Advocate carried a long, semi-humorous but wholly
laudatory editorial upon the subject.
The editorial is too long to repeat.
But it is mighty fine reading and is
written in just the right tone to lend the
advertisement weight and the power to
convince.
Is your editor your friend'

HERALD
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Simplicity Key-Note of
Griffith Advertising
It will be a long time before another
producer or producing concern turns out
a photoplay approaching D. W. Griffith's "Broken Blossoms" as an illustration of the power to be gained from
simplicity. Abandoning a great majority of the precepts that he had followed
in past productions, established successes though they were, Griffith in this
instance clung to a single story thread,
developed that thread with minute care
and perfected what is doubtless one of
the strongest appeals he has yet made
by way of the camera.
Nor did he abandon the policy when
the picture was complete.
Into his presentation, his billboard
campaign and his newspaper advertising
he carried the scheme. And the phenomenal attendance that greeted the
showing
of measure.
the picture proved the wisdom of the
For no other reason than to illustrate
graphically the power of simplicity in
advertising, we reproduce two of the
single-column displays used in the NewYork papers. So far as has come to
our attention, the three-column width
was the greatest that was used at any
time, and that only at the time of the
play's opening. The great bulk of the
work was done in the style and dimensions of which the specimens here selected are characteristic.
Simple they are, to the point of selfeffacement, but powerful they must also
be, else why the big results they brought
in?
They are worth studying.
ACTED
PROLOGUE

FOUR
ORCHESTRAS
LAST
WEEKS

Title Offers Many
Advertising Angles
Seldom has the exhibitor found himself face to face with a title that offers
such obvious and practical advertising
possibilities as "Better Times," the name
given tionKing
W. Vidor's unusual
producfor Robertson-Cole,
distributed
by
Exhibitors Mutual.
There are no limits to the original
stunts that can be built around it.
Cards bearing the legend, "Better
Times Coming," with no further printed
matter, are absolutely infallible of attracting attention. Everybody is looking for better times. Everybody will pay
attention to the announcement.
Newspaper editors are always ready to
contribute ink to a discussion of the
topic. Linking up with such editorials
is a simple matter.
Retail merchants as a class, assailed
by printed and spoken word because of
the present high prices, should be more
than glad to contribute to a page spread,
also to the popularization of the general idea through the channels of their
window space.
If there is in your town a progressive
minister, it is more than likely that he
has recently delivered a sermon upon
the subject. Use of this to reach the
class anceunaccustomed
to picture attendis obviously simple.
Local conditions will suggest any
amount of similar merging of interests
that can be effected.
And the picture will stand behind the
campaign. There lies the finishing touch
of the incident.
W hat producer will contribute another
title as good?

^•[OHANMTKS
ENTIRE HOUSE COOLED BY ICED AiR.

LAST A
I0OtJ|MEt&¥day
/ last
"WEEKS jML / WESRS y

ENGAGEMENT
AGAIN EXTENDED
Georgeous Production

D.W.

BROKEN

ART TRjUMPH

BLOSSOMS
CONfiNG

BROKEN
GRIFFITH'S

THE FALL OF BABYLON'

BL0ff0M5

M
THEATRF
ICE-COOLEir
THEATRE

TWICE
DAILY

Goigeous
MATINEE
EVENING
FOUR

Preceded by
Prologue Enacted on the Stage
TODAYS EVERY DAY at £40
PROGRAMS PROMPTLY at S 4#
COMPLETE ORCHESTRAS

Advertisements that are strong in their simplicity used for D. W. Griffith's "Broken
Blossoms," which answers the same description
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UP
AND
DOWN
FILM
ROW
ESSEESEEEEE=^E With J. B. ^New York City, July 29, 1919.
to blow the fans to sweet zephyrs in the
There is no snow on the ground, but the Capitol Theatre.
Waldorf
Pictures
find good which
"Sladdin"
for the high
class ofwillproduction
they
Arthur James *sees
* *no * reason why he
are making.
shouldn't "mix" business with pleasure, so
* * *
he blew the press outfit to a bang-up feed
While fishing off the rocks at Sandy Cay,
roommanyat Rector's
WilBahama Islands, Jay Reseller is reported to in theliamPompeian
Fox. He said
nice thingsfor about
have hooked a thirty-five pound electro- the "House of Fox," the actors, directors
phorus electricus, (or electric eel) which and authors, and introduced Messrs. Crawthe press agent states has been put to a
ford, North and Loughborough, who are
most novel and practical use. This eel gen- associated with him in the advertising, puberates aterrific current of electricity in its
licity and exploitation departments. Loubody and has been known to kill animals as ella O. Parsons held a position at Mr.
big as horses by shock. It seems that not James' right hand, while Frances Agnew
long ago during a small hurricane which held his left, but in spite of this enviable
struck Sandy Cay, the wires which run to handicap, Arthur seemed to get enough to
and enjoy his lunch. Other members
Williamson's
laboratory
down eat
and the developing
room were
was blown
in darkness,
of the union present were: Tom North,
owing to the lack of ruby lights. The in- Robert Welsh, Lesley Mason, Marion Rusgenious Rescher remembering the eel he
sell, Joe Dannenberg, George Blaisdell,
had caught and which he had put in a large James Beecroft, Edmund Grainger, Ben
salt water tank. Donning rubber gloves Grimm, Tod Slowman and Freddie
and with the use of sand paper he suc- Schaedder. All enjoyed the repast and evceeded in capturing the squirming power
erybody signified a willingness to repeat at
plant. Fastening a wire through the tail of any time Arthur James
* * says
* the word.
the eel and another just back of the dorsal
All aboard for Rochester! The M. P.
fin, he connected the other ends to a small
electric light which he placed behind the special which leaves Grand Central station
ruby glass. The fish furnished power per- will be well stocked with Poland, Lithia,
fectly for three hours which enabled the Saratoga and other gaseous waters, includdevelopers to finish the negatives which
ing Pluto splits. Special arrangements
were open at the time of the wire mishap. will be made for African golf players on
At the end of the three hours the eel's the observation platform. We respectfully
power was at a low ebb. He gave one urge delegates and editors to carry their
last spasmodic jerk, turned over and died. own thermos bottles, in case of cramps and
This
a good for.yarn, even if it isn't so. over-zealous excise* officers.
* *
Patentisapplied
* * *
Page
Dr.
Oscar
Lamberger.
Some memArthur Pryor who blew himself into
bers of the press have been injured and
musical fame on the slide trombone is going Oscar might be able to prescribe. What?
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The carnivorous and semi-herbivorous
film folks who eat at the Hotel Disaster,
have been eating less and less each day, as
the management sky-rockets the prices. The
latest raise is for "cover" which has been
boosted to fifteen cents and on the roof it's
twenty-five. This caused a lot of cussing
and gnashing
teeth,you
but have
it's no
use to
gnash
the teethofunless
something
between them. However, when you see "La
charcuteris" (bologna) at seventy cents
(per look) and the delectable "Cooquille de
Salmon a La Russe" at sixty-five and
"Spring lamb" (spirit of '76) at ninety cents
per infinitesimal fraction, it is no wonder that some of the regulars are acting
anti-dividend at the stockholders' meetings.
* * *
, During the last tropical rainy season,
which hit New York so disastrously, many
movie-fans got wet feet, mostly because
they had purchased overshoes which were
guaranteed for five thousand miles but fell
apart before an E. P. Weston speedometer
could register a city block. Water, water everywhere and all the boys were dry.
* * *
Tausky, the well-known portrait painter
of New York, a beloved member of the
Salamagundi Club, is the art director for
Metro. His work for Nazimova in the
"Red Lantern" helped to make it the great
artistic success it was.
* * *
Harry Koplar, the St. Louis exhibitor,
was in New York looking over the Fall
fashions in pictures last week. Harry has
a chain of theatres in St. Louis and there
is no "weakest link"
* *in his
* chain either.
Just learned that Oliver A. Olson, the
well known designer of gowns of New
York, has shipped a large supply of the
latest Parisian fashions to Margaret Campbell, who is appearing in "Why Get Married." Press agent said there were "many
trunks" which causes us to wonder whether
Margaret was going to do a Mack Sennett
talcum power part.
King Baccot, who is doing the death defying stunts in a serial, has recovered from
a sun kissing which well nigh grilled him.
King says, "Kliegl lights are as cooling
zephyrs when compared to 'Old Sol,' when
an actor is doing a* bare
* *back stunt."
Bill Yearsley and Earl Hudson were
late arrivals at the luncheon of the "Big
Five" at the Astor on Friday, but their rapid
fire conversation and the repartee which
abounded, was well worth the price of admission.
* * *
Walter Hill is helping harvest the crops
at Bucksport, Maine, in order to kill time
while
his on
vacation.
"Walt" We
wrotealways
that
he has ontaken
much weight.
thought he wrote in the lighter vein.
* * *
Ed Bonns of Rockaway Beach and Indianapolis, has anchored at 112 West 42nd
Street. While moored in our midst, Ed
will put picturesque punch in priceless publicity for Helen Holmes.
* * *
Joe Lee fathered a big scheme for a
trade barbecue at twenty dollars per head
but unfortunately he made no arrangements for any kind of roasts but pork and
Jack Alicoatc upset the whole plan by pointing out that
a film
successful
without
bullbarbecue
or chicken.couldn't be
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
Border Wireless, with William S.
Hart. — Had to open early to take care
of them. — O. W. Stuch, Star theatre,
Allegan, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Goat, with Fred Stone. — A very
good picture. Will stand boosting. —
W. S. Long, Star theatre, Shenandoah,
Va. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Knickerbocker
Buckaroo. — Eveveryone liked this. Good business. —
|Mrs. R. J. Jordon, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111. — High class suburban
patronange.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
Douglas Fairbanks. — Very good entertainment but not a Special any more
than his other pictures. Will sure
please Fairbanks fans. — C. F. Hausen,
New Lyric theatre, Redfield, S. D. —
Family patronage.
The Romance of Happy Valley, a
Griffith production. — Very good picture.
'Drew
— G. San
H. Antonio,
Marshall, Tex.
Jr.,
Happy only
Hour fair.
theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Heart of the Wild, with Elsie Ferguson.— High clais production. They
didn't care for the star in this part,
however. — R. L. Henslar, Bijou theatre,
Carrollton, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
Douglas Fairbanks. — Great stunt picture. Good drawing card. — M. A. Gilmer. DeLuxe theatre, Somerton, Ariz. —
Mixed patronage.
Selfish Yates, with William S. Hart.
— A regular Hart picture. Business fair
' — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,
la. — College town.
The Silent Man, with William S.
[Hart. — Good picture. Capacity business.— G. H. Marshall, Jr., Happy Hour
theatre, San Antonio, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Old Wives for New, a DeMille production.— A very impressive picture
which caused talk and got business.
Worth boosting. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
We Can't Have Everything, a DeMille production. — Picture pleased audience but did not draw any better than
ordinary. Patrons not educated up to
star and producer. — W. L. Hamilton.
Marinika
theatre,
' Galesville, Wis. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
For Better for Worse, a DeMille production.—100% picture. Settings and direction first class. Capacity business. —

Brick & Chesler, Princess theatre, Bingham Canyon, Utah. — General patronage.
Headin' South, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Certainly a fine picture. He
sure is a record-breaking comedian. —
Wilson Bros., Paramount theatre, Roronage. chester, Ind. — Middle and high class patBlue Blazes Rawden, with William S.
Hart. — Star has drawing power. Good
picture. — W. L. Hamilton, Marinika
theatre, Galesville, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Square Deal Sanderson, with William
S. Hart. — Good picture. Capacity business.— The right kind of stuff for Hart. —
Brick & Chesler, Princess theatre, Bingham Canon, Utah. — General patronage.
Under the Greenwood Tree, with Elsie Ferguson. — About a Class X with me
as a drawing card. — W. H. Mart, Strand
theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
In Again, Out Again, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Third time to capacity in
hot weather. — A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.

The Prodigal Liar, with William Desmond.— Good program picture. Excellent photography. — J. H. Vaughn, New
Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Lamb and the Lion, with Billie
Rhodes. — Nothing above program average.— O. W. Stuch, Star theatre, Allegan,
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.— Strong, snappy stuff. — M. A.
Gilmer,
theatre, Somerton, Ariz.
— Mixed DeLuxe
patronage.
The Man Beneath, with Sessue Hayakawa. — Very pleasing picture. Satisfied
large audience. — F. J. McWilliams,
Grand theatre, Madison, Wis. — Downtown patronage.
First National
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — First class in every respect. Play
and then repeat. — Chas. Taylor, Best
theatre, Colorado, Tex. — Mixed patron-

Exhibitors Mutual

A Midnight Romance, with Anita
Stewart. — Fine. One of the best. — O.
W.
Star theatre, Allegan, Mich. —
age.■ patronage.
MixedStuch,

Life's a Funny Proposition, with William Desmond. — A clever little farce. —
M. A. Gilmer, DeLuxe theatre, Somerton, Ariz. — Mixed patronage.

Empty Pockets, with Bert Lytell. — A
picture that holds your audience. It
traces a murder in a manner that mystifies.— J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Wonderful production. Splendid
business for two days. The real picture
of the year. — C. E. Hausen, New Lyric
theatre, Redfield, S. D. — Family patron-

MADLAI\E TRAVERSE
Who lias won added laurels as a Fox star.
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age.Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
— Fourth showing at our theatre. Capacity every time. — F. J. McWilliams,
Grand theatre, Madison, Wis. — Dowtown
patronage.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
— Second run and a sure-fire moneymaker.— Chas. Taylor, Best theatre, Colorado, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. —
Very clever picture and one I, personally
was very much pleased with. Drew well
but gave but fair satisfaction. — C. F.
Hausen, New Lyric theatre, Redfield, S.
D. — Family patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Great big picture. Well produced. Excellent business at advanced
prices. — W. D. Martin, Badger theatre,
Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
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Goldwyn
Fox
The Divorce Trap, with Gladys Brockwell.— Almost any class of audience will
Swat the Spy, with Jane and Kather- enjoy this. Promise your regulars that
Just for Tonight,
Wonderful
Book allwith
of Tom'Moore.—
his pictures. —
ine Lee. — These kids will please in most
they will find it very interesting. Some
any kind of a play, though this one has strong scenes but they are handled in C. E. Morrow, Lyric theatre, Bement,
a little too much war stuff— Clay H. a way not to offend. — Geo. A. Bleich, 111. — Small town patronage.
Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir,
The Turn of the Wheel, with GeralEmpress theatre, Owensboro, Ky. — Best
Cal. — General patronage.
class patronage.
dine Farrar. — Good picture to good busiThe Call of the Soul, with Gladys
ness.— Chas. Taylor, Best theatre, ColoWestern Blood, with Tom Mix. — The
Brockwell. — A poor picture. — O. W. best western picture I have played.
rado, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
Stuch, Star theatre, Allegan, Mich. —
Book
it,
boys,
it
is
great.
—
Chas.
Dale,
The
Fear Woman, with Pauline FredMixed patronage.
Topic theatre, Fairfax, Minn.
erick.— Not much of it. No business. —
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
Pitfalls of a Big City, with Gladys
Ali Baba, with a special cast. — Why,
Brockwell. — Here is one you can boost O Why, do they make this kind? — R. L. — College town.
and get the money. Good photography
Hensler, Bijou theatre, Carrollton, 111. —
Speedy Meade, with Louis Bennison. —
and titles. Pleased all. — J. H. Yaughan,
Small town patronage.
Good picture. Look for better business
New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. —
The Man Hunter, with William Far- on next picture. This was the first of
Critical patronage.
nutn. — Good as usual. Farnum is strong. this star played. — E. L. Franck, Oasis
Words and Music By — , with Albert — O. W. Stuch, Star theatre, Allegan,
theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
Ray and Elinor Fair. — Good enough for Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Danger Game, with Madge Kenany audience. My people were well
nedy.— A dandy comedy. Ought to
One Over, with George Walsh.
pleased. Big business. — Louis Hayes, — Putting
Thank Heaven the fellow who has please any crowd. Sure pleased our
Princess theatre, Henderson, Ky. — Bet- been
writing subtitles for former Walsh
patrons. — H. P. Thompson, Liberty theater class patronage.
pictures has ceased. This one is more
tre, Pardeeville, Wis. — Neighborhood
mellow in that respect. And it is a patronage.
Treat 'Em Rough, with Tom Mix. —
A clean-up. — E. L. Franck, Oasis thea- hummer of a picture, the best Walsh
The Woman on the Index, with Paultre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
of the year. Boost it for all you are
ine Frederick. — Very good. Star seems
worth.— Geo. A. Bleich, Empress thea- to be getting better material to work
Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix. —
tre, Owensboro, Ky. — Best class patronwith. — R. L. Hensler, Bijou theatre, CarWild and woolly and pleased a recordbreaking Saturday crowd. Mix surely age.
rol ton, 1 1.— Small town patronage.
The Man Hunter, with William Farbrings in the farmer boys. — R. L. HenSandy
Burke of the U— Bar— U, with
num.— A humdinger that will hold your
sler. Bijou theatre, Carrollton, 111. —
audience from start to finish. Boost it Louis Bennison. — Most pleasing. The
Small town patronage.
kind of western picture the general puband results will follow. — J. H. Vaughan,
lic likes. — Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theaThe Call of the Soul, with Gladys
New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. —
tre, Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
Critical patronage.
Brockwell.— Good. Has heart-appealing
interest but is not exciting.— Clay H.
Go
West Young Man, with Tom
Hell Roarin' Reform, with Tom Mix.
Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir,
— Not so good as some of his
— Best Western ever. — O. W. Stuch, Star Moore.
earlier efforts. He is a comer, however.
Cal. — General patronage.
theatre,, Allegan, Mich. — Mixed patronMakes a hit with the ladies. — R. L.
Swat the Spy, with Jane and Katherage.Fighting Blood, with William Farnum.
Hensler,
theatre, Carrollton, 111. —
ine Lee. — Would make a splendid twoSmall townBijou
patronage.
reel comedy. Business bad. — A. D. — Farnum always good. — K. H. Hulquist.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
The Stronger Vow, with Geraldine
Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111. — Mixed
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
patronage.
Farrar. — A big production of melodramatic nature that one will either knock or
enthuse over. — Geo. A. Bleich, Empress
JOHNNY MACK PLAYS "AUCTION OF SOULS'
theatre, Owensboro, Ky. — Best class
patronage.
Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore. —
Star draws well here. Story pleased. — I
L. Franck,
—E. Border
miningOasis
camp.theatre, Ajo, Ariz.>]
The Floor Below, with Mabel Nor-I
mand. — Very clever picture. Funny with j
real laughs.
Just her style. — H. P.
Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar. — Extra good. Capacity business. Fine foi
box office. — J. H. Marshall, Jr., Happi
Hour theatre, San Antonio, Tex.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand.Disappointing. Looked for great thing
after seeing the ecstatic trade paper bill
ing, but it sure flopped for me. — R. If
Hensler,
theatre, Carrollton, 111.Small
townBijou
patronage.
Metro

Murk l« Biuiti «f thr Hill Theatre, Newark, \. .1. mid bin HtrlklnK street and lobby
display, to aaj notalaa; of the float, billboard and newspaper mmpnlKn nttrncted
■tropic from fur nnd near to »<•<■ <h«' i"ir»( Nntioniii feature.
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The Blind Man's Eyes, with Bert Lj
tell. — Sell your tickets with a "mone
back" guarantee and deposit the entii
receipts before the show is over. — C.
Alleman, Bijou theatre, Church Poin
La. — Mixed patronage.
In for Thirty Days, with May Alliso
— Pretty fair comedy. Not a good dra">
ing card. — E. L. Franck, Oasis theatr
Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.

EXHIBITORS
Faith, with Bert Lytell. — A good picture and somewhat different. — Mrs. R. J.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. —
High class suburban trade.
The Red Lantern, with Nazimova. —
First day, good business. Second day,
fell down. Nazimova good. Production
elaborate. — Louis Hayes, Princess thea■ tre, Henderson, Ky. — Better class patronage.
The Way of the Strong, with Anna Q.
Nilsson. — A regular program release
worthy to be classed as a special. — C. J.
Alleman, Bijou theatre, Church Point,
La. — Mixed patronage.
Some Bride, with Viola Dana. — Should
please anyone. — F. J. McWilliams, Grand
theatre, Madison, Wis. — Dowtown patronage.
Satan Jr., with Viola Dana. — The kind
of picture that makes them eager for
more. — C. J. Alleman, Bijou theatre,
Church Point, La. — Mixed patronage.
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Paramount
Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish. —
Made a hit. Good.— O. W. Stuch, Star
theatre, Allegan, Mich. — Mixed audience.
String Beans, with Charles Ray. — Fine.
Great picture that will please all. Lots
of good comedy. — Clay H. Powers,
Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. —
General patronage.
The Innocent Adventuress, with Vivian Martin. — Star is very charming.
Story is good for light entertainment. —
Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale 111. — High class suburban patTonage.
The Hun Within, with Dorothy Gish.
Title is against it, however, as it
office as some others. — W. S. Long, Star
theatre, Shenandoah, Va. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Source, with Wallace Reid. — Better than a lot of Specials I have used.
Title is against it, however, as it sounds
like a problem play. — R. L. Hensler,
Bijou theatre, Carrollton, 111. — Small
town patronage.
I'll Get Him Yet, with Dorothy Gish.
— Good picture and it went over well.
A few more like this will establish this
star. — Clemmer & Lambach, Clemmer
theatre, Spokane, Wash. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The False Faces, with Henry B. Walthall.— Very good picture. Capacity business.— G. H. Marshall, Jr., Happy Hour
theatre, San Antonio, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Squaw Man, with an all-star cast.
— A good western but hot weather cut
business. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell, la. — College town.
The Girl Who Came Back, with Ethel
Clayton. — Good picture. Good business.
— Brick & Chesler, Princess theatre,
Bingham Canyon, Utah. — General patronage.
Her Final Reckoning, with Pauline
Frederick. — A little better than some of
her former efforts. — Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
patronage.
The False Faces, with Henry B. Walthall.— This pleased about 50% of a good

Bert Lytell. the Metro star, in "Easy to Make Money," registers to stay a lifetime at
Miss Selby's hostelry and we don't blame him.
sized audience. Too much war stuff. — ■
Clay H. Powers, Auditorium theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
One More American, with George Beban. — Excellent picture, but hot weather
hurt business. — W. D. Martin, Badger
theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
Come Out of the Kitchen, with Marguerite Clark. — Up to the mark in every
way. Replete with pathos and comedy,
and it will please everybody. Be sure
to advance your prices for this. You
will find your patrons expecting to pay
more. A clean-up if, intelligently advertised.— Geo. A. Bleich, Empress theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. — Best class patronage.
Sporting Life, a Maurice Tourneur
production. — Fine. Average business
because of hot weather. — O. W. Stuch,
Star theatre, Allegan, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Playing the Game, with Charles Ray. —
Good star. Story, business, weather, all
fine. — S. C. Vale, Pictorium theatre, Dennison, O. — Mixed patronage.
You're Fired, with Wallace Reid.— Fair
picture. Capacity business. Star pulls
strong. — Rudy Schleusener, Superba
theatre. Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class
patronage.
Maggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton. —
A nice peppy picture. Ethel Clayton
draws. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell, la. — College town.
Let's than
Elope,previous
with Marguerite
—
Better
releases butClark.
it will
take several like this to put star back
where she was. — Clemmer & Lambach,
Clemmer theatre, Spokane, Wash. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Vive La France, with Dorothy Dalton. — Would have been a fine drawing
card in time of war 63but no good now. —

Clay H. Powers, Auditorium theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
The Final Close-Up, with Shirley
Mason. — The best picture this little star
has ever appeared in. Real good. Very
enjoyable. — Geo. A. Bleich, Empress
ronage.
theatre, Owensboro, Ky. — Best class patSuch a Little Pirate, with Lila Lee. —
Pretty good if you get the women and
kids in to see it. — W. H. Mart, Strand
theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
A Desert Wooing, with Enid Bennett.
— Every Bennett picture we have shown
has gone big. — P. K. Anton. Royal
theatre, New Castle, Ind. — Mixed patronage.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — I put this
over by decorating the lobby with hoots.
Got by big in hot weather. — A. L.
Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich. —
High class patronage.
The draws
Spirit better
of '17, than
with his
Jacksister.
Pickford.
—
Jack
Very
good picture. — Walter W. Caddell, Prinronage.cess theatre, Wauseau, O. — Mixed patThe Source, with Wallace Reid. —
Pleased all. — Opens rough, but thereafter, O.la.
K.— R. J. Relf, Star theatre,
Decorah,
The Way of a Man with a Maid, with
Bryant Washburn. — Fair production.
Poor business. — Sidney Spiegel, Jr.,
Community House theatre, Winnetka,
111. — High class patronage.
The House of Silence, with Wallace
Reid. — Very ordinary. Did not please.
This picture ought to be called in for
the melting pot. — J. B. Endert, Endert
ronage.
theatre, Crescent City, Cal.— General patBelieve Me Xantippe, with Wallace
Reid. — Best thing we have shown him

EXHIBITORS
in. They are talking about it yet. Best
of all, we got business with him. — B. L.
Hensler, Bijou theatre, Carrollton, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
The Seven Swans, with Marguerite
Clark. — Dandy good picture. Pleased
both old and young. Drew big house on
a rainy night. — C. A. Spainhour, Auditorium theatre, Greensburg, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray.—
One of Ray's best. Business great. —
Starland theatre, Anderson, 111. — High
class patronage.
Here Comes the Bride, with John Barrymore. — Good comedy picture. — O. H.
Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra,
Cal. — Middle class patronage.
Her Final Reckoning, with Pauline
Frederick. — Poor Pauline. Too bad to
cast her in such a role. Pauline deserves better parts. Business poor. —
Joe Brokaw, Brokaw theatre, Angola.
Ind. — High class patronage.
The Hired Man, with Charles Ray. —
Just Ray's style. — Very well liked here
by all. — C. E. Waughop, Scenic theatre,
Detroit, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Select
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge. — Drew good business at advannced prices. A fine picture with a
good cast.— Louis Hayes, Princess theatre, Henderson, Ky. — Better class patronage.
Experimental Marriage, with ConIf you're
not
running stance
thisTalmadge.
you —areFine.
passing
up a good
bet. — O. W. Stuch, Star theatre, Allegan,
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Moth, with Norma Talmadge. —
Did not draw as well as some of the
others. — E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge.— Good picture. Star is becomTWO
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POPULAR
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ing very popular. — Clemmcr & Lembach,
Clemmer theatre, Spokane, Wash. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Experimental Marriage, with Constance Talmadge. — Fair. Does not compare with some former Constance Talmadge pictures. — W. H. Mart, Strand
theatre, Ginnell, la. — Cortege town.
The House of Glass, with Clara Kimball Young. — Good, and pleases 95% of
a good sized audience. — Clay H. Powers. Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
— General patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.— Star fine, but story not of usual
interest. — O. W. Stuch, Star theatre, Allegan, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Jacques of the Silver North, with
Mitchell Lewis. — It will go over good
for snow stuff. — M. A. Gilmer, DeLuxe
theatre, Somerton, Ariz. — Mixed patronage.
The Probation Wife, with Norma Talmadge.— Draws well and is a very good
picture. Star very good. — Barney Brotman, Brotman's Rialto theatre, Rock
Island, 111. — Mixed patronage.
The Cavell Case, with Julia Arthur. —
Great picture. Run at advance price.
Cleaned up and pleased. All star cast
well liked. — W. R. Pyle, Gaiety theatre.
Kingsport, Tenn. — General patronage.
The Shuttle, with Constance Talmadge.— Excellent. Pleased everyone. —
Liberty theatre, Reserve, La. — Mixed
patronage.
Shirley Kaye, with Clara Kimball
Young. — Good picture. Poor business.
Star not liked here.-— G. J. Burkett, Lyric
theatre, Morrison, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Up the Road with Sallie, with Constance Talmadge. — Good picture. Clever
little star. Pleased them all. — E. H.
Winkler, Palace theatre, St. Johns, Kans.
— Small town patronage.
The Safety Curtain, with Norma Talmadge.— One of the best pictures made.
The crowd would have stayed for more.
FOX STARS

ELINOR 64FAIR

ALICE LAKE
And Earle Rodney in "Shades of ShakeChristie Special. Pretty soft
for Earle,speare," aeh?
— Liberty theatre, Reserve, La. — Mixed
patronage.
The Midnight Patrol, with an all star
cast. — Picture good and draws good.
Pleased all. Big business. — W. R. Pyle,
Gaietyeral theatre,
patronage. Kingsport, Tenn. — GenThe Code of the Yukon.— Splendid
production to well pleased business. — A.
D. Stauchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Triangle
The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart. —
Fine. Good business. — Charles Kuchan,
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed
patronage.
The Wild Goose Chase, with Hazel
Daley. — A knock-out. A packed house
for two days run. You can't go wrong
on this one. — A. R. Cavaness, Plaza
theatre, Phoenix, ATiz.
An Honest Man, with William Desmond.— One of the best Desmonds we
have ever run, and that is saying a great
deal.- — A. L. Robarge, Cosmo theatre,
Merrill, Wis. — Mixed patronage.
The Return of Draw Egan, with
William S. Hart.— One of Hart's best.
They all have to hand it to Hart. Always good business. — J. A. Oakley,
Happy Hour theatre, Weimar, Tex. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Taxi, with Taylor Holmes. — Good picture. Good business. — Charles Kuchan
Idylhour theatre, Canton, III. — Mixed]
patronage.
The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart. —
As good a western as we have run.J
Good scenery, photography and a fine,
cast. Go to it. — J. H. Vaughan, New
Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Criti-1
cal
patronage.
The Wild Goose Chase, with Hazel
Daley. — A remarkable picture. Sure tel
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•lease— J. A. Oakley, Happy Hour theare, Weimar, Tex. — Neighborhood patonage.
Fifty-Fifty, with Norma Talmadge. —
i ,ome dandy picture. Norma is a favorre here. She is always good. — W. R.
Champion, Opera House, Hazel Green,
[■Vis. — General patronage.
Cactus Crandall, with Roy Stewart. —
ioy Stewart always pleases everybody
■ s well as Hart. Triangle is best small
own program on the market. — C. G.
"rame. Pastime theatre, Claude, Tex. —
,'eighborhood patronage.
Universal
Roped, with Harry Carey. — Great,
Morly patrons went out happy. — C. E. Small
ow. Lyric theatre, Bement, 111. —
jwn patronage.
The Game Is Up, with Ruth Clifford.
-Good comedy. No drawing card. — E.
.. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. —
border mining camp.
Vanity Pool, with Mary MacLaren. —
>ramatic story with stars that draw bus,ess. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
ellaire, O. — General patronage.
Bread, with Mary MacLaren. — A good
icture. But the title has no drawing
ower. Picture will be well liked by
lose who see it. — Clay H. Powers,
uditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. —
eneral patronage.
Riders of Vengeance, with Harry
arey— This was great. Even the
omen like him. His acting is very
aman. Good business. — Mrs. J. A. Dostl, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb— High
ass patronage.
A Taste of Life (Bluebird) with Edith
—
oberts. — Very good comedy-drama.
en L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire.
'.— General patronage..
All Night, with Carmel Myers.— Farce
nmedy that pleased a small house. — E.
. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—
order mining camp.
World

The Cabaret, with an all star cast. —
his production drew exceedingly well,
very actor a star. Book this one. —
V. R. Champion, Opera House, Hazel
reen, Wis. — General patronage.
Phil-for-Short, with Evelyn Greeley.—
vre can speak nothing but well of this
icture. It is one of the rare kind.
>ur patrons were very well pleased with
—Samuel Gould. Gould & Arcadia
leatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Phil-for-Short, with Evelyn Greeley. —
tiss Greeley certainly appeared to adintage. Oscar Apfel's direction excel•nt. — A. C. Ellsworth, Orpheum theae. Omaha, Neb.
The Better 'Ole, with an English cast.
-Advertised the picture big. Drawing
ower fair but did not seem to please
ur patrons. — Barney Brotman, Brotlan's Rialto theatre, Rock Island, 111.—
[ixed patronage.
The Better 'Ole, with an English cast
-Beware of this one. It is the poorest
■e ever ran. — A. L. Robarge, Cosmo
leatre, Merrill, Wis.
Crook of Dreams, with Louise Huff. —
ood program picture. Star well liked
y my patrons. — Barney Brotman, Brot-
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man's
theatre, Rock Island. 111. —
Mixed Rialto
patronage.
The Man Hunt, with Ethel Clayton.—
A good picture in every respect. Ought
to make good anywhere. Star very
clever. — W. R. Champion, Opera House,
Hazel Green, Wis. — General patronage.

Specials
The Shepherd of the Hills. (Harold
Bell Wright) with a special cast. — Very
good attraction. Far superior to "Eyes
of the World." — C. F. Hausen. New
Lyric theatre, Redfield, S. D. — Family
patronage.
Mickey (Western Import) with Mabel
Normand. — Good, but rent too high for
small towns. All patrons satisfied. —
W. S. Long, Star theatre. Shenandoah,
Va. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mickey (Western Import) with Mabel
Normand. — All that is claimed for it. —
M. A. Gilmer, DeLuxe theatre, Somerton, Ariz. — Mixed patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin, (Har.ry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Interest in
subject seems to have died out somewhat. Patronage fell off after opening
big. — Frank Phelps, Palace theatre, Superior, Wis. — Transient patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Great picture.— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz.— Border mining camp.
The Struggle Everlasting, (Harry
Rapf) with Florence Reed. — The poorest
picture I have ever run. They walked
out on this one and I didn't blame them.
— C. E. Morrow, Lyric theatre, Bement,
111. — Small town patronage.
The Shepherd of the Hills, (Harold
Bell Wright) with a special cast.— It is
great and gets the money. Capacity for
three days of a week. — Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Very fine
picture. Business big. — Geo. R. Jackson,
Palace theatre. Vinton, la. — Transient
patronage.
Rothapfel's Unit Program (S. L.
Rothapfel). — Very common. Failed to
deliver. Not worth the money. Advertise
the music. — C. E. Greenwood. Pollard
theatre, Guthrie, Okla. — Mixed patronage.
Serials
The Iron Test, (Vitagraph), with Antonio Moreno. — Vitagraph serials are all
good. Can't be beat. I have run three
and cleaned up on them all. — E. H.
Winkler, Palace theatre, St. Johns, Kans.
— Small town patronage.
The Red Glove, (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — Holds the crowd in
hottest weather and always contains a
thrill. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Detroit, Mich. — Middle class patronage.
The Red Glove, (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — A. 1. Going great.
Packing them in. — J. H. Sparks, Roseland theatre, Ft. Worth, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The
Tiger's
Trail, serial.
(Pathe), Opened
with Ruthto
Roland. — Excellent
capacity house. — H. H. Jewett, Grand
theatre, Annandale, Minn. — Country and
resort patronage.
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Kremer

The
Foreign

Export
Trade

Resumption of Trade With Germany
The War Trade Board Section of the
Department of State announces that a
General Enemy Trade License has been
issued authorizing all persons in the
United States, on and after July 14, 1919,
to trade- and communicate with persons
residing in Germany and to trade and
communicate with all persons with
whom trade and communication is
prohibited by the Trading with the Enemy Act; subject, however, to the following specific limitations and exceptions,
to wit:
1. The above mentioned general license does not authorize the importation into the United States from Germany or elsewhere of dyes, dyestuffs,
potash, drugs or chemicals which have
been produced or manufactured in Germany.
2. The above mentioned general license does not modify or affect in any
respect present restrictions against trade
and communication between the United
States and Hungary or that portion of
Russia under the control of the bolshevik authorities.
3. The above mentioned general license does not authorize trade with respect to any property which heretofore,
pursuant to the provisions of the Trading with the Enemy Act as amended,
has been reported to the Alien Property
Custodian or should have been so reported to him, or any property which
heretofore, pursuant to the provisions of
said Act. the Alien Property Custodian
has seized or has required to be conveyed, transferred, assigned, delivered
or paid over to him.
Exports to and imports from Germany
may take place under Special Export
License RAC No. 77 and General Import License PBF No. 37 as announced
in W. T. B. R. 805 and W. T. B. R.
804. respectively.
Special Export License No. Rac-77
Amended to Cover Shipments to
Germany and to Merge Certain Special Export
Licenses Already
Issued
The War Trade Board Section of the
Department of State announces that
Special Export License RAC-77 granted
through the Custom Service, effective
May 1.r>, 1919, W. T. B. R. 738. has been
extended and reissued, effective July 14,
1919. Special Export License RAC-77
as now amended authorizes the exportation by freight or express, without individual licenses, to. the countries hcrcinbelow mentioned, of all commodities
whatsoever, except (1) arms, ammunition and explosives consigned to Mexico
or China, (2) machinery or materials intended for the manufacture of munitions,
and radio or wireless apparatus consigned to Mexico, and (3) wheat and
wheat flour, the control over the exportation of which has been vested in the

Field

Information
wheat Director. (See W. T. B. R. 797,
issued June 30, 1919).
A — Any country in the Western
Hemisphere.
B — Any country in Africa.
C — Any country in Asia or Oceania,
except Turkey, in Asia.
D — The following countries in Europe:
United Kingdom, France, Italy and
that territory included in the line set
out in article 3 of the Military Clause of
the Armistice Protocol of November 3,
1918, Belgium, Greece, Spain, Portugal,
or their possessions in Europe, Iceland,
Faroe Islands, Serbia, Roumania, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Switzerland, and Germany (including that territory on the left bank of the Rhine
occupied by the forces of the Associated
Governments).
The attention of exporters is called to
the fact that by virtue of the above mentioned extension of Special Export License RAC-77, the following Special Export Licenses have been merged with
Special Export License RAC-77:
RAC-63 (W. T. B. R. 777 Issued June
12, 1919).
8, RAC-78
1919). (W. T. B. R. 731 Issued May
RAC-79 (W. T. B. R. 730 Issued May
8, 1919).
RAC-80 (W. T. B. R. 759 Issued May
28, 1919).
RAC-81 (W. T. B. R. 784 Issued June
18, 1919).
RAC-82 (W. T. B. R. 791 Issued June
24, 1919).
The attention of shippers is called to
the fact that, effective July 14, 1919. the
special regulations governing shipments
in transit through Holland, set forth
in W. T. B. R. 771, issued June 5, 1919,
are rescinded.
Shipping arrangements made prior to
July 14, 1919 under any of the above
mentioned Special Export Licenses will
continue in full force and effect, but
thereafter shipments coming within the
provisions
RAC-77 may be made only
under
that oflicense.
Exporters who desire to make shipments under Special Export License
RAC-77 need only present their ShipDeclaration
7525) per's
in Export
triplicate
to the (Customs
CollectorsCat.
of
Customs at the ports of exit for endorsement to permit the shipments to
proceed.
EXPORT NEWS
Parkerto Read's
production
"Sahara"
wasJ. sold
the Ashleys
Exclusives,
for
Great Britain by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation.
James Beccroft
Theatres Open Sunday
NEW HAVEN. CONN.— In accordance with the order passed by the board
of aldermen and signed by the mayor,
theatres are now opening after 7:30
o'clockbeenSunday
have
made. nights. No complaints
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to Publish

Thirty One-Reelers
Beginning August

4

Ade's "Fables in Slang,"
Anderson's "Broncho
Billy" Dramas and
Others Ready
Several state right contracts already
have been signed and inquiries are pouring into the Victor Kremer headquarters at 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, for
the thirty one-reel pictures to be published by Victor Kremer Film Features,
August 4.
These pictures include three blocks of
ten each, "Fables in Slang," by George
Ade, "Broncho Billy" western dramas
and the "Snakeville" western comedies
produced by Essanay.
"The great demand for these pictures
proves my contention that pictures of
real intrinsic worth are not dead with
one issuance," said Mr. Kremer. "I
have contended that good pictures like
good books and rare paintings have a
constant value and the public is always
glad to welcome them back.
Pictures Increased Popularity
"I do not believe there is anyone who
will not be glad to see these pictures
a second time. However, in this particular case, these pictures have not been
shown for a long time, and as the moving picture public has changed greatl)
in the past few years, they will be entirely new to the great mass of th«
"The popularity of pictures has growl
people.
so greatly in the past few years tha
there are millions of people that are reg
ular patrons of motion picture hous
now, that never looked at movies a fe
years ago.
" "There undoubtedly are some pic
tures suitable only for a certain penoe
But these three series stand for some
thing distinctive in American life an]
therefore strike a universal chord. The
are just as apropos now as they wer
a few years ago and will be of just a
great value ten or twenty years froi
George Ade's Fables
The fables are of especial interest an
the pictures will live as long as tl
public enjoys the humor of George Ad
And
writing
while
they famous
carry thehumorist's
slang of the
pre|
now."this
ent, also contain that vital hum
element that will make them live
long
men wish to gain relaxatk
with aaslaugh.
George Ade appears personally in 0
of the pictures, that of "The Fable
Napoleon
the Bumps."
He isinstI
on
the farmandfeeding
the chickens,
studio writing his fables and in oth
phases of his life.
Every lover of the West when it w
wild, of the wonderful scenery of t
hills and plains, knows of the pictt
work of Broncho Billy. And as for t
Snakeville comedies, there are few p
tures of the present that can equal thu
for their laugh provoking situations. 1

EXHIBITORS
Zugene Zukor Made
Assistant to President
Of Famous Players
After a schooling in every branch of the
lotion picture industry, extending over a
hriod of more than three years, Eugene
ukor, son of Adolph Zukor. president of
amous Players-Lasky Corporation, has
hen formally appointed as assistant to the
resident of the company. The younger
r. Zukor will take up his duties immedily with headquarters at the home office
the corporation, 4S5 Fifth Avenue, New
Tic
With the exception of last year, when
ugene Zukor was in the Navy, he has been
igaged in the different departments of the
arporation since the Famous Players Film
Dmpany first occupied the studio in West
th Street, Xew York. At that time, havcompleted his schooling, he entered the
iblicity department and through this conction made a wide acquaintance, not only
long artists, authors and directors enged in producing the pictures, but also in
tside fields among newspaper men, trade
per editors and national magazine edis. Subsequently he handled a division
the home office sales department under
. Lichtman. general manager, and learnat first hand the intricacies of distribum. He has been employed for the past
r at the Xew York exchange under A.
Whyte. district manager and his work
:e has run the gamut of exchange activi, from shipping room to salesmen.
The
expansion
the company's
ivitiesgreat
has brought
to theof president
of the
rporation an unprecedented amount of
tail of work, making it essential that he
~ecttheanmany
assistant
executive
office,in
friendsin ofhisEugene
Zukor
company it was a source of extreme
itification that he should be chosen by
5 father for this important new work,
igene Zukor is a member of the Board
Directors of the Corporation.
i

HERBERT E. HAN'COCK
reetor General of H. & H. productions,
presenting Violet Mer*erean in "Love
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New Helen Holmes
Serial to Be Titled

Sales Manager for
Emerald Company

"The Fatal Fortune"
S. L. K. Serial Corporation
Decides Name After Long
Debate
After more than three weeks of effort to secure for the new Helen Holmes
serial, a title that would comprehensively cover the story and at the same
time contain a punch, the S. L. K. Serial
Corporation announces that the production will be called "The Fatal Fortune."
The story which was written by Walter
Richard Hall, who has written many
stories including
"Hate"
which that
he also
directed,
deals with
a fortune
has
been
buried
on
Devil's
Island
in
the
South Sea.
Story of the Serial
Two men had been partners. Both
had prospered. One had double crossed
the other. The injured partner was the
father of Helen Holmes.
Having earlier in life deserted his wife
and daughter, the latter part being
played by Helen Holmes, he decided to
bury his wealth on Devils Island and
then go in search of his former partner in an effort to injure him. He makes
a map of the location of the island and
the hidden fortune.
He finds the partner and in the mix
up is killed himself. Helen Holmes
then a newspaper reporter sees the
tragedy. Also through a locket on the
dead man learns he is her father. She
secures the map only on that instant to
have the Faceless Terror appear, grab
it from her hands and disappear. When
she recovers, she finds only half of t'ie
map in her possession, and that part
containing only the longitude — the other
half has only the latitude. The Faceless
Terror finds himself in the same predicament. Then begins a battle royal of
wits and brawn by each side to secure
possession of the other half of the map
in order to locate the hidden fortune.
Situations Are Thrilling
The situations that Miss Holmes goes
through in this fight for her rights are
the most thrilling of her already thrilling career — which is making a broad
statement'.
She is supported
by Lieutenant Jack Levering,
whose work
also is
daring, and hair raising.
Among the strong cast is Frank Wunderloe. the heavy man, and Leslie King
the creator of the One Lamp Louis in
" The Shielding Shadow."

Closing N. Y. Deal
George
West,
in charge
of distribution for the Emerald
Motion
Picture
Corporation, producers of the new Billy
West, comedies, arrived in Xew York
on Sunday. July 27.
Mr. West plans to remain in Xew
York several weeks during which time
he will conclude negotiations for the
brother.
marketing of the comedies starring 'lis

Mother

Carle Carlton Buys

of Whartons
Dies at Eastern Home
Mrs. Frances Wharton, mother of
Theodore W. Wharton and Leo D.
Wharton, famous motion picture pro1:30 o'clock
Saturday
afternoonducers,atdiedaatsanitarium
at Bronxville.
X. Y.. aged 78 years. She had been in
ill health about a year.
Mrs. Wharton had previously made
her home at Ithaca, N. Y., where Theodore Wharton's studios are located. Besides her two sons, Theodore W. of
Ithaca and Leo D. of San Antonio.
Texas, she is survived by a daughter.
Mrs.
Whitworth
Xewprivate,
YorkCity. J.The
funeral, Buck
which ofwas
was held at Kensico, X. Y.
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GEORGE
B. WEST
Manager of the Emerald Motion
Picture t'onipany
It is announced that the Emerald
Company has received several favorable
offers for the new comedy series. It
is planned to conclude no deals until
a group of six of the pictures are comMile*

George West has been indentified with
pleted.
distribution in Xew York and Chicago
for several years. Prior to his association with the Emerald Companv he was
connected
Chicago. with the Bee Hive Exchange.

Children
Allowed'
XEW "No
YORK
— Carle Carlton,
presi-'
dent of the Great Pictures Corporation,
has purchased a copyrighted, original
play by Arthur Stuart Sinclair, entitled
"Xo Children Allowed." for immediate
production. Miss Edith Day will enact
the leading role. Mr. Carlton is now
negotiating for a suitable director and
cast for the support of Miss Day.
Start Fourth Comedy
XEW YORK — William Xigh has
started
on Johnnie
Dooley's
comedy,work
in which
Lillian
Hall fourth
has a
leading
part.

EXHIBITORS

Traveling

Up
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Prince and Betty,"
P. G. and
Woodhouse,
scenarioized
by Fredby Myton
directed
by Robert Thornby. The leading lady is
Mary Thurman,
comedy
queen. formerly Mack Sennett's

Coast

With H. E. N.Ralph Graves, formerly with the Mabel they will have to enlarge in the near future.
Condon exchange of Hollywood, has just James was formerly with the old Selig
negotiated a contract with D. W. Griffith Company of Chicago.
to appear in some of Mr. Griffith's future
productions.
Jerry Ash, cameraman, who is with
Francis Ford as chief celluloid grinder, is
Gareth
Hughes,
one ofarrived
New York
some quadruple exposure and minidols
of the
legitimate,
this City's
week busy on iature
work for Mr. Ford's latest serial.
in Hollywood to place his talents with the
Mystery
of 13." aJerry
has associated
destinies of the silent drama. Miss Mabel "The
with him
J. Thwaits,
returned
Canadian
Condon of the .Mabel Condon exchange will of the Eighth battalion.
act
as Mr.
Hughes'
representative
Angeles
in his
new line
of endaevor. in Los
L. J. Burrud, producer of travelogues,
will start next week on an extensive tour of
Jasper S. Bell, the son of Harmon Bell,
Pacific Coast. He will go into the farprincipal attorney of Oakland, Calif., was the
reaches of the Canadian Northwest to make
a visitor at some of the leading studios in
series Company.
of travelogues for the Bull's-Eye
Hollywood this week. Mr. Bell will enter aComedy
the pictures with a prominent producing
company in the very near future.
E. S. Depew, cameraman, will leave this
week to make some pictures for the Wichita
Harry A. Gant, production manager of Ingle Oil Company in the Burke Burnett
the Lincoln Motion Pictures Company, Inc., oil fields of Texas. This work will consist
Hollywood, reports that his negro casts of single reel oil subjects.
have just finished a five-reel society drama
Albert Parker will direct Clara Kimball
title coln
"A players
Man's
the This
Linand Duty,''
directedfeaturing
by himself.
Young
her forthcoming production, "The
company has made "Revelations of a Ne- Eyes of inYouth."
Mr. Parker, who has only
gro's Ambition," "Trooper of Troop K" been behind the megaphone for the past
and "The Law of Nature.' These films are fourteen months, has to his credit Douglas
booked through the Lincoln exchanges, op- Fairbanks' "Arizona" and "The Knickererating in the principal cities of the South
bocker Buckaroo," and claims distinction as
and East.
never having
been an assistant in the production of a photoplay.
James A. Crosby of the Crosby Film
Laboratories, Hollywood, reports business
William Desmond
increasing in his plant to such a degree that
at work on "The

TO

THE

A.S

FORMERLY

WILL

BEE

HIVE

H. B. Warner is being co-starred with
Rita week
Stanwood
in "Maruja,"
in its
first
of production
at thenowJesse
D.
Hampton studios in Hollywood. The picture was scenarioized by Fred Myton and
is being directed by Park Frame with William C. Foster at the camera. The supporting cast includes Violet Schramm and
Hector V. Sarno.
"A Woman of Pleasure," with Blanche
Sweet, is now in its third week of production. The story by James Willard will be
in seven reels and is being made for Pathe
under the direction of Wallace Worsley,
photographed by Billy Foster and Bobby
Xewhart, with an all-star cast.
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J. Allen Boone, representative of Robertson-Cole on the Pacific coast, was a
caller at the Jesse D. Hampton studios on
July 22. Allen reports that RobertsonCole will spring a big super-feature on the
trade in the very near future.

TRADE

MAURICE

PATHE

M \ki,aret Campbell, formerly reviewer
for The Herald in New York, has the role
of Mrs. Ashley, Viola Dana's mother in
"Please Get Married," now in course of
production at the Metro studios, Hollywood. Miss Dana is enacting the role formerly played by Edith Taliaferro on the
stage, while Antrim Short is playing the
youthful male lead portrayed by Ernest
Truax is the New York stage production.
The director is John Ince, eldest brother
of Tom Ince, with Fred Warren assisting.
John Arnold is the photographer.

4.

H. A. Peters, for the past several months
th the local American Film Co.. Inc.,
les office, resigned last week to assume
5 new affiliation as special representative
Manager Frank B. Rogers of the
ithe exchange.
"Del"' Goodman is once again at the old
game, becoming branch office manager for
W. W. Hodkinson.
H C. Holah, representative for Vitaaph. is just chock full of that old pep
th the enviable booking records he is esblishing with Vitagraph's new serial,
imashing Barriers." Rather some sigficant
for aof"record"
tide to name
the serial,
course. maker. We
Look here. Dick Kemp. Is it necessary
'or
threein fillum
visit the
Century
heatre
order expoits
to close toa sale,
as Maurice
Calkin. Henri Ellman and Johnny Medni:ow were spied the other eve. The modest
nd quiet Ellman truthfully states he did
tot
bookinks."
en get
iron "enny
men for
an idea.but Dick paid him
Understand that Louis Goulden has been
'eported lost We can't help it. Should be
imple locating him, as 'tis reported that all
'ie Hoosier newspapers are carrying "col'rans" relative to the forthcoming cruise
f Harry Weiss, manager of the First Naonal. and the stellar Celebrated rep. a
l motor car.
I Ha-ha ! The mystery has at last been
jived! Tom Mitchell of the Doll-Van
,ilm Corporation has been brought to light
I his true colors. Yes, sir, Tom is a de.ctive. "Isabella" has all the dope. By
^e way. if any of you film sellers have
Jthing to do during the week-end of Aupst 2. drop in on Tom at Fox Lake. He
ill be all bundled up at "the Point" at
Innings' corral. Sounds like regular "perrt" stuff, don't it?
Ij. L. Friedman, president of the Cele.ated Film Corporation, left the city July
I for his summer home at Charlevoix.
,ich. Besides the pleasures of the usual
« pek-end festivities, July 2S will mean
.aps of well wishing about the Friedman
Imicile.
doesn't
pk a day Our
over best
25. guess
May isold— Joe
Charlevoix
I the scene of many happy returns of July
- \ is our wish.

Reported by "Mac"
Chicago- West. Must be tough, Sammy, with
all the thirst parlors somnambulent.

One of the happy, smiling faces of the
Pathe booking department will be missed by
many local exhibitors in the decease of
young Ernie Fishback, who passed into
the Great Beyond last week.
George Levey, sales representative for
Unity photoplays through Indiana, lost his
newly born son after but a wee visit to the
happy parents of ten days or so.
Another welcome face in local film circles is the home coming of J. McFarland,
formerly associated with F. O. Nielsen and
the E-L-K Film exchange. Uncle Sam just
mustered him out after several months'
service with the Motor Transport Corps.
Welcome home, "Mickey."
Sidney Goldman Gets
W. W. Hodkinson Post
Sidney J. Goldman, for some time connected with the Universal exchange, Chicago, as manager of Jewel Productions,
has been appointed by F. B. Warren,
vice-president of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, as manager of the Chicago
branch of that concern.
Mr. Goldman at one time managed the
Chicago office of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation and is well known in film
circles throughout the central west. He
succeeds E. C. Fielder who has gone to
Cleveland to represent the United
Artists.

P. J. Feasel has succeeded James Calnay
as manager of the Xew LaSalle theatre.
The Harvard theatre owners now number three. E. Thomas Beatty having purchased an interest in the house from
Fletcher and Norton. The Harvard at 63rd
and Harvard ave. is one of the most successful picture theatres in the city. Mr.
Beam- has been active in exhibitors circles
for a number of year.
From Syd Schwartz, the hustling New
Era Films salesman, we have an account of
a game of baseball on July 19, between Universale all-star team and Rapid Ray's Rabid
Rollers. It seems the "U" team went down
to defeat the score being 2S to 13 in favor
of the R. R. R.'s. and as Syd puts it "it
was like
selling
Fairbanks' new pictures at Si.
it wasDoug.
so easy.
E. Rowley, formerly connected with the
Hodkinson forces in Chicago, has joined
the Realart Pictures staff, in the Consumers
building.
Harry Weiss left Chicago July 28 for a
three weeks trip through the state for the
Central Film Company. It is the last trip
for his faithful old car which has gone
60,000 miles.
R. C. Seery is back on the job at Central
after landing a few "muskies" as well as
plenty of bass and pike up in northern Wisconsin.
C. V. Crump, the dapper Paramount salesman,
handedlastin his
845 South
bash ave.
weekkeysandat his
name Wanow
the Realart Picof
door
graces turestheCorp. inner
offices at 220 South State street.
It^says "C. Y. Crump. Assistant Manager."
Our weekly note. Charlie Pyle went to
Champaign, 111., last Friday.
New

p. E. Florine, erstwhile automobile man.
fmingly figures brother "Chub" has the
-rectmanagership
business, having
acceptedFilm
the
fice
of thejust
American
Inc., at Buffalo, N. Y.
Morris Kane of Chicago and Evanston,
pibitor de luxe, is a sure fire speed demon.
' can be seen most any evening slipping
ng Broadway northward to the throb|g metropolis adjoining Chicago's north
mdary at an outrageous "speed" of about
> to two and a half miles an hour. That's
right, Maury, blame it on the electric.
am Riecer of the Silee Film exchange
i.'inother summer colonist, spending his
I, nrith, less two weeks, amidst the madlv
rhing surf of Laka LaLa, Goose Isle.

The management of the Harper theatre
at Fifty-third and Harper ave. gave its
patronsthea noted
treat July 22 and 23 when Lamberti,
several numbers. Xylophone player rendered

SID J. GOLDMAN
Recently
appointed
manager
"W. W.
Hodkinnon Corporation's
Chicagoof Branch.

Chicago Theatre
To Cost S1,000.000

Chicago's already large circle of theatres will be augmented this winter by another to be erected in the busy Belmont
avenue district on the north side by a
corporation already formed.
The new picture house will be the
largest in the city it is stated, seating upwards of 5500 persons and will be
modern in every respect. Bids are now
being received for its erection and when
completed it will represent an expenditure of 51,000,000.
One of the unique features which will
new motion picture theabe a trepart
will beof athegarage where patrons can
check their autos free of charge. Work
on the new structure will be started in
September and it is expected it will be
completed by May 1 of next yar.

I-XHIBITORS
L. & T. Trims Aschers;
'Twas Some Argument
Last Thursday afternoon, July 24, the
Lubliner & Trinz and Ascher Bros, basehall clubs crossed bats at the Cubs' ball lot.
The L. & T. team grabbed the long end
of the score, registering a 11 to 9 victory.
In or about the lucky seventh inning, a
real "blimp" descent was pulled, giving
Umpire "'Chub" Florine, the lithe limbed
Adonis of local filmdom, who was ably assisted by National League Umpire Rigler,
the shock of their lives.
For some reason some of the players
started on a regular forensic stampede of
the very "rarest" of verbiage, and for a
finishing touch attempted to determine
which was the more effective "sleep potion"
— a hickory ball bat or faithful Betsey (45)
Colt. As all real wars end, peace finally
crawled up over the horizon and the ball
teams went into action once more, with
everybody in the film business clamoring
for their seats in the stand. Yes, once more
we repeat, L. & T. and the Ascher teams.
What?
Maybe
themore
teams
look of"strange."
Some
of the
rudedidpersons
the film
business in attendance were heard to term
theAmong
players those
a pack prominently
of "
paid
ringers."
absent
were
Ed Mordue and Paul de Outo. Some wiseacre was surely good to them, although
'twas hinted the N. Y. stock exchange
looked tame compared with tilt old piles
of green that changed hands.
Theatre Changes Hands
S. Hecht, who has managed the Lake
Shore theatre, at Belmont ave., and
Broadway, Chicago, for the past four
years, resigned on July 22. Mr. Hecht
was succeeded by Arthur B. Sasman.
Mr. Sasman has had considerable experience in the show game having managed theatres in Ashbury Park, N. J.,
Atlantic City, N. J., the Pike Opera
House, Cincinnati, and at Butte City and
Billings, Mont. Of late years Mr. Sasman has been in the scenery painting
end of theatricals, and was vice president of the Landis Scenic Studio, op
South Clinton street, Chicago.
Maurice

Salkin Leaves
Pathe for Bee Hive
Maurice Salkin, he of the ready handshake and broad guage smile, who has
been selling Pathe films for lo, these
many years, has packed up his sales
talks at the Chicago exchange and
moved over to the Bee Hive Exchange.
Mi. Salkin resigned July 2G and will
hereafter travel this territory for R. C.
Cropper. His many friends in Chicago
and outlying districts are showering him
with good wishes for success in his
new position.
Change Leslie Title
The title of Gladys Leslie's next
Vitagraph feature, has been changed
iroin "lie linda I'ul • I ler I [air I p" to
"The
Girl the
Woman."
playBuret)
was
taken from
story by The
A. Van
Powell, under the title of "Belinda Puts
Her original
Hair Up"
that
the
title but
did Vitagraph
not fit the felt
picture.
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J. G. Hahn Returns .
To Rothacker Studio
After Year in Army
J. G. Hahn, assistant secretary of the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company and Watterson R. Rothacker's
principal assistant in charge of the factory and production work at the Chicago
plant, is back in harness after a year
in the army.
Mr. Hahn first became associated with
Mr. Rothacker at the Chicago office of
The Billboard, several years ago. Later
Mr. Hahn went to the Pacific Coast
and established the San Francisco office
of The Billboard where he gained valuable experience in connection with the
Panama Exposition.
In the summer of 1911, Mr. Hahn resigned from The Billboard and became
identified with the Universal Film Manufacturing Company. After a thorough
schooling at Universal City, Mr. Hahn
again joined his old chief who had, in
the meantime, formed the Industrial

Five Pathe Salesmen
Win Trip to New York
Five of Pathe's crack salesmen, winners of the
salesmen's Fred
contest
Director
of Exchanges
C. held
Quimbyby
during the month of June, are to enjoy a
week in New York beginning August
3. A busy program has been arranged
for them, including visits to various
Pathe studios as well as to the principal amusement places.
The men who won are: Jack Auslett
of the New Orleans branch, H. P. Calloway of Cincinnati, March Wood of Oklahoma City, D. C. Stearns of Cleveland,
and Harry Taylor of Kansas City.
Lee Herz Purchases
Two New Short Films
Lee Herz, president of the Silee Film
Exchange, has just purchased for his
territory two new short features. The
first is the "Sambo Comedies" produced
by the Baby Marie Osborne Productions
and featuring the comical little comedial
who appeared opposite Miss Osborne in
several of her Pathe successes. The
other
Bret "Topical
which is
willthego Tom
to exhibitors
weekly. Tips"
Both
are single reel subjects and will fit in
with
most any
"Samboby
Comedies"
will program.
be issued The
monthly
the Silee Exchange.
Title King Feature
NEW
YORK—
is the title
of the"The
firstStormy
picture Petrel"
which
MollieicanKing
will
star
in
for
the
AmerCinema Company.

Woodstock
Wa ■ . ' bau Humus STANDARD siNGiFsiiST^M^y

J. G. HAHN
VsNistanl Nocrotnry or Rothnokor Film
Mniiiifat'tiiriiiK Co.
Moving Picture Company. When the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company succeeded the Industrial Moving
Picture Company, Mr. Hahn became
assistant secretary of the new organization. From that
on, organization
Hahn's responsibilities grewtime
as the
grew and today he is one of Mr.
Rothacker's most valued aids.
Koplar in New York
NEW YORK— Harry Koplar, president of the Consolidated Theatres, of
St. Louis, who controls fifteen theatres
and who is now building three new ones,
i- in town stopping at the Astor.
Film Griffith
"The has
Climbers"
Connne
completed her
new Vitagraph feature. "The Bramble
Hush." Her next 70
feature will be'"Tiic
i liuilirrs." the play by the late Clyde
Fitch.

The Leading Features of the Leadintr Machines
all harmoniously
combined inone handsome
NewTroubleFree Writing Machine of the First
Quality
— favorite
In whichfeature
you will
find
your own
of your
own
favorite
typewriter, and
the
others besides.
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Simple — Artistic— Durable — Effici- -rc^
ent
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— 42 KeyQuiet—
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ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Model." re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels,
'er(ect
•inger
Justice," six reels.
■ un*et ofPrincess."
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
Penalty,"
Eternal
Tie
loses and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
ally's
Blighted
Career,"
lowdv Ann," two reels. two reels.
an Wives Be Trusted?"
. Full House."
>h, Mr, Dear."
Widow."
iTejiybody's
Who Hesitates."
. Flirt There Was."
I here Goes the Groom."
Cheerful Liar."
lipid's Hold-Up."
obster Dressing."
"ore — In a Hurry."
■ eno — All Change."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
». 10— "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
17 — "A Day With Caranza." one reel.
y. 14 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel,
j. S— "The Washington Air Patrol." one reeL
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
ROBERTS OX-COLE PRODUCTION'S
.T. —"A Heart in Pawn," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
!r. —'The Lamb and the Lion." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
tk.
in the Road" (Special Cast). fiTe reels.
Ir. —'The
— "HeartsTurn
Asleep," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
— "Diane of Green Van," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Courageous
Coward."
five reels,
——"The
The Love
Call," fire
reels, with
Billie with
Rhodes.Sessue Hayakawa.
—"Modern Husbands," five reels, with Henry B. Walthall
"Josselyn's Wife." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
V, ——'The
Mints of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
Squaw." five reels, with Beatrix Michelena.
lr —— "Just
"His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
—"In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
—'The
Man Threads."
Who Turned
five reels,
Henry B. Warner
— "Broken
five White,"
reels, with
Bessiewith
Barriscale.
— "Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels with William Desmond.
— "Better Times," five reels, with Zazu Pitts.
— 'The Man Beneath," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "A Man's Country," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
— "Man's Desire." five reels, with an All-Star cast, with Lewis Stone
— 'The Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
— "A Sage Brush Hamlet," five reels, with William Desmond.
— 'The Pagan God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
— "The Gray Horizon," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
STRAND ( OMEDIES
18 — "Three in a Row." one reel, with Elinor Field.
16— "For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
1— "Hearts and Hats." one reel, with Elinor Field.
8— "Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel.
15— "Little Lucy's Lion." one reel.
24 — " 'Twas Henry's Fault," one reel.
29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton." one reel.
1 — "Hearts and Hats."
8— "Betty's Bolsheviki."
16— "Little Lucv's Lion."
22—" Twas Henry's Fault."
29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton." ,
J ft— "Oh, What a Jam!"
J: 13 — "Fancy Fooling Father."
Ji 20— "Jimmie's Doggone Luck."
J' 27 — "Winning Him Back."
ROTHACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
JJ
I
—
"Columbia
reel. reel.
■ •— "An EyefulHighway."
of Egypt,"one one
JJ
1ft—
"In
Pyramid
Land,
one
reel.
* 21 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
* *•— "Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.
A 6— "A Palestinr Pilgrimage " one reel
-IRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
'I- nance
of Tarzan,"
reels,withwithCharles
Elmo Chaplin.
Lincoln.
ulder Arms,"
threesixreels,
_1N tuous
Panther
Woman,"
fire
reels,
with
Mme.
Wivea," six reels, with Anita Stewart.Petr»va.
JTeddy,"
seven reels.seven reels with Anita Stewart
■ -lidnight Romance,"
|j*om the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
t dy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
* J Regan." seven reels, with Anita Stewart.
t tion of Souls," eight reels.
S nyside," three reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
•■2
Epperson's
Boy."sixsixreels.
reels, with Tack Pickford.
Cosing
a Wife,"
Bg'ar by Proxy," five reels with Jack Pickford.
T Hoodlum," five reels with Mary Pickford..
•«SH emoeran,entaI
Wife." five
Talmage.
Kingdom of Dreams."
fivereels,
reels,with
withConstance
Anita Stewart.

Pictures
SFECIAE PRODUCTIONS

May
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Apr. 28 — "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
20— 'The Money Corral " five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. 1" — "For Better — For Worse." five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
4— 'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
10 — 'The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
1 — "True Heart Susie." five reels, D. W. Griffith Special.
8— "Square Deal Sanderson." five reels, with William S. Ilart.
lune 22 — 'The Avalanche." five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
[une
June
July
"Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 20—
Aug.
five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
May 17 — "A Society Exile." PARAMOUNT
May
Apr.
20
—
"Greased
Lightning,"
five reels, with Charles Ray.
May 27 — "The Law of Men," five
Apr.
reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 4 — "Oh: You Women." five reels,
May
Ernest Truax.
May 4 — "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel
Clayton.
May 11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen," fire reels,
Marguerite Clart
May 11 — 'The Home Town Girl," five reels. VivianwithMartin.
18 — "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
IS18 —— "The
Final Close-Up,"
reels,Charles
with Ray.
Shirley Mason.
'The Busher."
five reels,fivewith
25 — 'The Haunted Bedroom, five reels, with Enid Bennett.
25 — "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"PuttingFired."
It Over,"
BryantReid.Washburn.
8—1 — "You're
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Wallace
An
Innocent
Adventuress,"
five
reels,
Vivian Martin.
June 15 — "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with
with Ethel Clayton.
15 — "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
lune 22 — "Hay Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
une 2229 —— "A
Daughter
of the with
Wolf."
five reelSjClark.
with Lila Lee.
June
"Girls,"
five reels,
Marguerite
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July 6— "A Very Good Y»ung Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 2013 —— 'The
Love Burglar,"
with Martin.
Wallace Reid.
"Louisiana,"
five reels,fivewithreels,
Vivian
July
July
Aug. 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
July 27 — "Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Chance,"
reels,withwiith
Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 33 —— "A
"FiresSporting
of Faith."
seven five
reels,
Catherine
Calvert.
10 — "Bill Henry." five reels, with Charles Ray.
Aug.
Aug. 10 — 'Tne Virtuous Thief." five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Aug. 17 — "Love Insurance," rive reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 24 — "Noboby Home.*' five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
24 — "Cock PARAMOLAT
o* the Walk," five
reels, with SPECIALS
Lila Lee.
ARTCRAFT
May 25— 'The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
July 6— 'The Firing Line." five reels, with Irene Castle.
tuly 13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush," five reels, with Catherine Calvm
"Aug.
five reels. COilEDIES
TWO-REEL
Mar. 3— "The Dark Star,"
Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
May
Mar. 23—
Flagg. 'Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6—30 —Flagg.
"The LastFoolish
Bottle."Age."
May
Apr.
13
—
Sennett.
May 20 — Drew, "An'TheAmateur
Apr.
Liar."
Sennett, 'The Little Widow."
Apr. 274—— DTew,
"Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
LittleFaces."
Stranger."
2518 —— Flagg.
Sennett,"Welcome,
"Love's False
18—— Drew,
"Squared."
Sennett. "No Mother to Guide Him."
15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June
Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June
June 22- Flagg. "The 'Con' in Economy."
fJune
uly 6— Sennett. "Trying to Get Along." ■
June 29July
Tuly 2013 —— Drew.
Sennett,"Bunkered."
"Among Those Present."
July 27 — Flagg. 'The Immovable Guest."
Aug. 3— Sennett. "Treating 'em Rough."
Aug.
"1919 Comedy
Review."You?"
Aug. 2417 —— Sennett.
Flagg, "Oh
How Could
FOXJudgeFILM
CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not
Marry." All starEXTRAORDINARY
cast, five parts.
PRODUCTIONS
"Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome," Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
Aug. 21 — "Checkers." STANDARD PICTURES
Apr.
five reels,
reels, with
with Theda
WilliamBara.Farnum.
May 20—
4— 'The
"The Jungle
Siren's Trail."
Song." five
lune 1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
Tune
Sister,"
five reels,
June 15—
29 — "My
"The Little
Lone WILLIAM
Star Raneer."
fivewith
reels,Evelyn
with NesbitWilliam Farnum.
FARNUM
SERIES
Aug. 10 — "Wolves of theTHEDA
Night," BARA
five reels,SERIES
with William Farnum.
Sept. 14 — "La Belle Russe."TOMfive MIX
reels, SERIES
with Theda Bara.
Aug. 24 — "Roughriding Romance,"
reels, with Tom Mix.
VICTORY fivePICTURES
Apr. 18 — "Pitfalls of a Big City," Sve reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Apr. 27 — "Help! Help! Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
May
the Law."
five with
reels,Gladys
with Tom
Mix.
Mav 2511 —— 'The
'The Coming
Divorce ofTrap."
five reels,
Brockwell.
Tune 22 — "Putting One Over." five reels, with George Walsh.
July 6— "The Wilderness Trail." five reels, with Tom Mix.
July 20 — 'The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Aug. 103 —— 'The
Seventh Person."
five reels,
reels, with
with George
George Walsh.
Walsu.
71Aue.
"The Winning
Stroke." five
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EXCEL PICTURES
Apr. 6— "Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.
Apr. 20 — "The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverae,
May 4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
May 18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
June 6 — "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
June 15 — "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland,
Fune 29 — "Be a Little Sport," five reels, with Alhert Ray.
July 20 — "Rose of the West," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
Aug. 8— "Cheating Herself." five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
Aug. 17 — "Love Is Love," five reels, with Ray and Fair.
Sept. 14 — "The Splendid Sin," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Apr. 6— "Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. SO — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May 11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two reels, with Tom Mix.
May 25 — "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
July 8— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
June 15 — "Dabbling in Society," two reels.
July 6 — "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
Aug. 31 — "Her First Kiss."
Sept. 14 — "Dabbling in Society."
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
Apr. 6— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half reel.
Apr. IS — "Subbing for Tom Mix," half reel.
Apr. 20 — "Pigtails and Peaches." half reel.
Apr.
reel. half reel.
May 274 —— "Seeing
"The CaveThings,"
Man's half
Bride,"
May 11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
May 26 — "The Shell Game," half reel.
June 1— "Ob! Teacher!" half reel.
June 8— "Hands Up," half reel.
une 2215 —— "Pets
"SweetandPapa,"
une
Pests,"halfhalfreel.reel.
une 29 — "A Frize Fight," half reel.
uly 6— "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel.
uly 18 — "Downstairs and Up," half Tee).
Aug. 24 — "Mutt and Jeff in London," half reel.
Aug. 31- — "The Frozen North."
Sept. 7 — "Mutt and Jeff in Paris." ,
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
"The Unpardonable Sin." -ight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
"The Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 80 — "Daughter of Mine," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Apr. 6— "Spotlight Sadie," five reels, with Mae Marsh.
Apr. 18 — "One Week of Life," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Apr. 20 — 'The Pest," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
May 4 — "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
May 26 — "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
June 8 — "The Fear Woman." five reels, with Pauline Frederick,
une 22 — "The City of Comrades." five reels, with Tom Moore.
Tulv 6 — "Throueh the Wrone Door." five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
July 27 — "The Peace of Roaring River," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Aug. 3 — "Upstairs," five reels with Mabel Normand.
Aug. 17 — "Heartcase," five reels, with Tom Moore.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart
of the" Sunset,"
"Blue Blood
six reels. seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Honor'i Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), aix reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene,"
six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
Apr. 27 — "A Visit to New Orleans."
May 4 — "Going Up."
May 11 — "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose ( hase."
May
Mud ofDug."
lune 261—— "From
"The Land
the Ukulele."
June 8— "When Black Is Red."
June
16—
"The
Only
Way."
June 22 — "Pure Havana. '
June 29 — "At the Crossroads."
July 6 — "The Fable of the Olive and the Orange."
July 13— "School Days."
July 20 — "Town of Up and Down."
July 27 — "Sweetness." CAPITOL COMEDIES
Mar. 9— "The New Breakfast Food."
Mar. 28 — "The Potum of Swat."
Apr. 6— "The Midnight Alarm."
Apr. 20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two reels.
May 4— "The Sea Wolf.'' two reels.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
'une 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
une 16 — "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
une 29 — "Their Day of Rest," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
uly 18 — "Chafing Kainhraux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
',Aug.
uly 2724 —— "After
the Bawl." two
two reels, with
with Carter
Carter De Haven.
"Honeymooning."
l!i:\MSO\reels,STAR
SERIESDe Haven.
"Sandy Burke of the U Bar U," five reels, with Louis Brnnison.
■"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"The Road Called Straight." five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Hiah Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison,
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral S-uicide," aeven reels, with Leah Baird.
"When Men Betray," aix reels, with Gail Kane.
D. W. GRIFFITH
"Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
"The Best Man," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"Sahara," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"You Never Know Your Luck." five reels with House Peters.
" The Blue Bonnett," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"A White Man's Chance," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Volcano," six reels, with Leah Baird.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"As a Man Thinks," five reels, with Leah Baird.
JANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through
Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
'Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
"When
Ship Comes In."
'A HouseMy Divided."
"The Other Man's Wife." six reels, with Stuart Holmes.
"The Challenge of TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY
Chance," seven reels, with Jess
Willard.
SERIES
"Life's Greatest Problem."
"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1— The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
A Thought
Equity (Epigram).
64 —— Wild
Flowersof (Comedy).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
"The Doctor and the Wunuii," Bve reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
•The Geexer of Berlin."
"The
Sinking
of theto Luaitania."
"Crashing
Throueh
Berlin," seven parts.
"Thr Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
SOL LESSER
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin,'* live reels, with Bothwell Brown.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"The White Heather."
"My
Lady's
Garter."
"Broken
Butterfly."
"Romany
Rye."
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
Mar. 17 — "The Way of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsso
Mar. 24 — "That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Mar. 81 — "Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Apr. 7 — "The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allisoa.
Apr.
"Blackie's
Redemption,"
five reels,
with Bert
Apr. 2114 —— "False
Evidence,'
five reels,
with Viola
Dana. Lytell.
Apr.
28
—
"After
His
Own
Heart."
five
reels,
with
May 6— "The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, withHale
EmmyHamiltoa.
Wealen.
May
12
—
"Castles
in
the
Air,"
five
reels,
with
May
May 19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell. Allison.
May 26 — "Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Tune 2 — "Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
June 9 — "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
June 16 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
June
Thing at a five
Time,reels,
O'Day,"
five reels,
June 2880 —— "One
"The Uplifters,"
with May
Allison.with Bert Lytell
July 7 — "God's Outlaw," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman,
14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton,
!uly
uly 21 — "The Microbe," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Aug. 4 — "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Aug. 11 — "The Four Flusher." five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Aug. 11 — "A Favor to a Friend." five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
Aug. 18 — "A Favor to a Friend." five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," seven reels, with all-star cast.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
'Toys of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye offor theEye,"
"Out
Fog,"seven
sevenreels,
reels,withwithNazimova.
Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern." seven reels, with Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Mar. 2 — "Common Clay," seven reels, with Fannie War*.
Apr. 27 — "The Lincoln.
Unknown Love," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelll ana »
Apr. 20 — "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
June IB — "The Little Diplomat." five reels, with Baby Marie Osbome.
July 27 — "Our Better Selves." five reels, with Fannie Ward.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
M.iv 26 — "The Master Man." five reels, with Frank Keenan.
July 6 — "Gates of Brass,"- five reels, with Frank Keenan.
Aug. 17 — "The World Aflame." six reels, with Frank Keenan.
72
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Childrein
Pay," six
seven reels, with Garett Hughes.
"Your Wife
and Mine,"
"Human
Passions,"
six reels. reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
' The Crime of tiic Hum," nvc reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
July
—
"Prudence
of
five reels, with Olive Thorns*.
July 13 — "Mugsy," fiveBroadway"
reels, with (Special),
Jackie Saunders.
July 20 — "Mistaken Identity, ' five reels, with Anita King.
Apr. 7 — 'The Amazing Wife," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Apr. 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr.
"The Exquisite
Priscilla Dean.
May 285—— "Bare
Fists," sixThief,"
reels, six
withreels,
HarrywithCarey.
May 12 — "The Delicious Little Devil." six reels, with Mae Mtnaa*.
May 19 — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
May 262 —— 'The
"The Big
Unpainted
Woman," sixsixreels,
reels,with
with Mae
MaryMurray.
MacLarew.
June
Little Person,"
June 9 — "Riders of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth." six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Tune 30 — "The Weaker Vessel." six reels, with Mary Macfaren.
July
Brother
of the six
Rich,"
reels,Hedda
with Nova.
Frank Mayo.
July 1421 —— "A
"TheLittle
Spitfire
of Seville."
reels,sixwith
July 2S — "The Man in the Moonlight," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Aug. 4 — "The Petal on Current," six reels, with Mary XlacLaren.
VITAGRAPH
"The Third Degree," seven reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
Thin Ice," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"BeautySpark
Troof,"
five five
reels,reles,
with with
HarryAlice
T. Joyce.
Morey.
'The
Divine."
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Man Who Won." five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
'The Hornet's Nest." five re^l*. with Earl*» William*.
"The Shadow of the Past" five reels with Anita Stewart.
"The Girl Woman," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Daring Hearts," six reels, with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne.
"The Bramble Bush," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Gamblers," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"Over the Garden Wall," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Wolf." five reels, with Earle Williams. K
WARNER BROTHERS
'Open Your Eyes."
1
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 21 — "The (Juickening Flame," five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 — 'The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May 5— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — 'The Unwritten Code," five reels, with Shirley Masoa.
May 19 — 'The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
June
lune 29—— "Phil
"Thro' forthe Short,"
Toils," five
five reels,
reels, with
with Evelyn
Montagu Greeley.
Love.
June 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 28 — "Love and the Woman," five reels, with June Elvidgo.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21 — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 28 — "Bringing Up Betty," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
Aug. 4 — "Coax Me." five reels, with June Elvidge.
Aug. 11 — "The Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
Aug. 18 — "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse.
Aug. 25 — "The Man Without a PRIZMA
Name," five reels, with Corene Uzzell.
"Catalina," one reel.
"Everywhere,"
one reel.
reel.
"Model
one
"Front," Girls."
one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations,"
one reel.
Glacier Park;
Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old FaithfuL
ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A Night in thetwoShow,"
"Shanghaied,"
reels. two reels.
"The
Bank," two reela.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels. NEWS REELS
Kinogrami, one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Apr. IS — "Her Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.
June
"Playthings
Passion."
five five
reels,reels,
with with
KittyFlorence
Gordon. ■•J*
une 298—— "The
Woman of Under
Oath."
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, 'The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, 'The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man." with James J. Corbett.
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain," with Antonio More«#.
Universal, "Elmo the Mighty." with Elmo Lincoln.
Burston "The Mystery of 13," Frances Ford.
Vitagraph.
Barriers,"
Pathe, "The"Smashing
Great Gamble,"
with with
Ann William
Luther. Duncan.
S. L. K. "The Fatal Fortune." with Helen Holmes.

VIRGINIA PEARSON- PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
June 8— "The Bishop's Emerald," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALBERT CAPELLANI PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 22 — "Oh, Boy!" six reels, with Creighton Hale and June Caprice.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Apr. t— "The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
May 4— 'The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
June 1 — "All Wrong." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
June 29 — "The Profiteers,"
reels, withFEATURES
Fannie Ward.
PATHE five
PROGRAM
Apr.
five reels,
reels, with
with Helene
Baby Marie
Osborne.
May 2018 —— "The
"Caleb Sawdust
Piper'a Doll,"
Girl," five
Chadwick.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Pat he Exchanges.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
'Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
■"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
'A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Trixie from Broadway." five reek, with Margarita Fisher.
'A Sporting Chance," five reels, with William Russell.
'Yvonne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
'Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
The Boomerang
" with Henry B. Walthall.
'Virtuous
Sinners."
PERFECTION PICTURES
.annaT, "Ruffles of Ked Gap," six reels, wun layiur Holme*.
an. tl — Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee.
asanijf. "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Samoay, 'The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borxafe.
Cdison. 'The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
pr. — "Getting Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies.
pr. — 'The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance Talmid«»pr. — "Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
lay — 'The New Moon." six reels, with Norma Ta'madge
(ay — "Jacques of Silver North," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
me — "Happiness a la Mode." five reels, with ( onstance Talmadge.
jne
"Upstairs
Down."fivefive
reels,
Thomas.
ine —— "His
BridalandNight,"
reels,
withwith
AliceOlive
Brady.
ug. — "The Spite Bride," 4ive reels, with Olive Thomas.
ug. — 'The Perfect Lover," SPECIALS
five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
The One Woman," with All-star cast,
rhe Cavell Case." with Julia Arthur,
rhe Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
rhe Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
Dver There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richm*u.
Ireak the News to Mother." six reels.
The Undercurrent," five reels, with Guy Empey.
S-L PICTURES
/irtoous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchanges
tomance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert,
"he of
Street
Seven sixStars,"
with Doris
Kenyon.
)«
the ofNight,"
reels,sixwithreels,
Catherine
Calvert,
'he
Inn
of
the
Blue
Moon,"
six
reels,
with
Doris
Kenyon.
larriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert,
ted Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
Vild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
on of a Gun," five reels, with Broncho Billy.
•
larriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert,
alibre .88.''
wilifht," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
•ove and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
THE SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION
he Solitary Sin."
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
eyond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dalton.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
Jster's Last Fight," thre- reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
Jy *— "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch",
jr 11— 'Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes,
jy 18— "The Water Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.
ilf
with Frances
Belle Bennett,
e 25—
1 — j'Mayor
'The Rootof ofFilbert"
Evil," (Special),
five reels, with
Mann.
« 8— "Love's Prisoner" (Special), six reels, with Olive Thomas,
e 15— "Lady Windemere's Fan," six reels, with All Star Cast,
e 22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holme*,
e 29 — "Dombey & Son," six reels, with All Star Cast.
V
five reels, with Olive Thomas.
I ' — "Pmdence
"Muggsy," offiveBroadway"
reels, with(speical),
Jackie Saunders,
i i 20— "Mistaken Identity." five reels, with Anita King.
I ' 27 — "The Unbroken Promise," five reels, with Jane Miller.
8— )The Lyon's Mail." five reels, with Henry B. Irving.
I" — "Fruits of Passion," five reels, with Alice Mann.
VJ?
five reels,
*.'<■ " —— ,'Pne
'Her Against
Greatest Many,"
Performance,"
fivewith
reels,Anita
with King.
Ellen Terry.
fr 31— 'Black Eyes," (Special) five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
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Coburn

As pioneers in the manufacture

Organs

Perfect tonal results signify

of motion picture film — for it was
Eastman Film that first made mo-

every instrument

tion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from

we

make

COBURN

ORGAN
COMPANY
Builders of Quality Organs
220 N. WASHTENAW AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

the beginning been identified with
the success of the motion picture
industry. One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development without the other.

St.

Mary -of -the -Woods
College and Academy
for Girls
Academy
College
Four Year High School
Standard courses leading
to degrees A. B. and B. S. course, 78th Year.
Departments of Expression,
Household Economics, ConFor Bulletins and Illustratservatory ofMusic, School
ed Booklet, address
of Arts.

1 dkntifiable by thein words
the film"Eastman
margin 9 an J ' 'Kodak

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The PERFECT
Means

PERFECT

SISTER SECRETARY, Box 45
3Qi1. mary-OI-ineVT 00QS>, ina.
the Indiana
and Academy
College State
Departmentare accredited
of Educationby
]nA Both
Maru nf the Wrmrlc

SCREEN

FILM CONSERVATION
By my method of cleaning and softening
films, you reap maximum results at a
minimum cost. I am serving the foremost concerns in the country.
Try my process end be convinced
A. TEITEL, 112 No. la Salle St., Chicago j
Telephone Franklin 3516

PROJECTION

THE

We

Have

SCREENS
REPUTATION
PRICE
It All
QUALITY

Do It Now

DE BERRI SCENIC
922 W. MONROE ST.

DESIGNING

- CONSULTING

William

CO.

At Liberty— -Licensed Union operator for first class house. Good
lobby display and banner work done. Married. Address Box
XY — c/o Exhibitors' Herald, Chicago.

CHICAGO

FOR SALE— Will Sacrifice. Flexlumc Attraction Sign. 12 ft. long,!
4 ft. 8 in. high. 2 lines. Complete with 100 letters. Cost $450.00.
Will Motography.
sell for $150.00. Chicago address: B-10, Exhibitors' Herald|
and

- SUPERVISING

T. Braun

ARCHITECT
155 N. CLARK STREET. CHICAGO

MOTION

PICTURE THEATRES

AND

TOM
PHILLIPS!
The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
5728 S. State St.
CHICAGO?

STUDIOS
74
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PICTURES CORPORATION

MARTIN
J. QUIGLEY. PUBLISHER
WEEKLY
ONE DOLLAR
'EARBORN ST. Em,trti " fcoud clait matter, August K, 1917, at the Pott Office at Chicago, III., under the Act of March 3, itfg A YEAR

Remarks

MR.

on

of

SYDNEY

the

occasion

of

a

CHAPLIN

luncheon

given

by

Players-Lasky Corporation in his honor
departure for Paris and points adjacent:

the

Famous

prior

to

his

'O X6y*>S too x. >Iopc-_tb
01 x. 'Yjiovoyol ilaftov yvwmv ttbv ex 2jJuovri<; nXr|Qc<po^Cv.ov, xcO' etc
^Xr)Qi]; td|i; ijuxjMXTSi "n5rj ev nspyduq), rvfla |Xr|cpfrr|aav SXa to uetou
xcad tu>v ai-nuopiurv. 'Ex AixeX(?\ ajnaTaXriGav TunuaTa Gioatou elg IlEpya(xov xal (i£Tct £7ravEiXr;iiusva:; avyxnowEig uexd twv didxTcov av^iapicov oicaxoomaav aura;. Al djia>XEiou ua; eIvcu 1 d^icouanxo; xal 3 ojtXIxou ve
yom, lodoixTuoi 5e tpavua-ciai. Al ououoQiai \miair\oav jxavcoXEfjpiav.
01 'Yjtoupyoi SXo6ov xctTOJiiv djrocpaoi,v jteoi dTrooroXfj; aJjitoua-cixuiv;
dg eavaxoofa.
(laughter and cheers)

This
will

find

keenly

message
a

ready

looking

SYDNEY

of hope

for the

response

forward

from

exhibitors
all

of America

those

who

are

to the first of the

CHAPLIN

PRODUCTIONS

*Free translation — (very free):
"I'm going away to that fair land —
The land where the toot szvect grows ;
Where the comic spirit has not been cann
And the fair flower finnec blows.
"Ah, well-a-day, it's ait revoir;
The ocean's very wet ;
Rut I'm coming back esprit dc corps
With film vou'll want to get."
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EILEEN

MO

TO GRAPH

\

beautiful

SEDGWICK

in the

Cyclone

famous

smith/

stories

ADVERTISING calk is useless on this EDDIE
POLO — "CYCLONE SMITH" series of
stories. You've simply got to see them with
your own eyes. To whet your appetite, however,
prepare yourseK for the greatest series of two-reel
pictures you ever gazed at.
Prepare yourself to book them all, for you will
:he minute you see the first few. Ten two-reel
wonder pictures as big and well produced as the
average five-reel feature. Going over like wildfire
in hundreds of houses and making the hit of the
program every time they are shown. Does that
mean anything to you? IT SHOULD if you're in
the picture business for money instead of your health.
BOOK THROUGH ANY
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE

C

in

OMED/Yv

YOtm\m#¥rRE?

+ic up your
Jnousc to
Success'

1

S

NTERTAINMENT

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

DRAMATIC

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

SECTION

IBulMttt
he
(S5AN
FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, JULY 12, 1919.

KGN
OF

FREBICTS

MIGHTY

M

PICTURE

EVE
BATTLE

All the producers have finally rotten It into their hearts thit they can't
continueandputting
poor s:;p '■»-'.:
Better
better out
pictures
ic res.
be
made the coming year. Tho puMic
demands them and-the public Is to set
them. There is no Question ab t > the
merit of the productions of Marr
Plckford. Chaplin. Griffiths end Fairbanks. The Paramount pictures have
always ranked -with the best in the
field. The First National, though
young, has always been consistent in
producing good pictures. And this
, concern has some pretty good stars
on Its staff. The list Includes the two
Talmadges. Constance and Norma;
: Chaplin still has five pictures to make
|, dollar
for First
NationalPlckford
under hishasmillion
contract;
two
' more to be made, and Charles Rav.

By WALTER BODIN.
HODKINSON. by right of achievement, has a right to be
heard — and believed — on any question concerning the future
of the motion picture Industry. For twelve years Hodkinsou
has been in the game as producer, exhibitor, distributor and -what not
He is admittedly one of the brainiest, if not the brainiest, man in the
business.
San Francisco movie managers have good cause to heed Hodkinson's
words. It was he who six years ago came here and saved the leading
houses from almost certain ruin
:'- ^ ■ ^^rsh^rN"!
Ian and Lois Weber
have signed di- ;
so much to do in crushing the trust, th>e General Film *
Company, »•
which am^r^ew^ta
he followed
with
the
organization
of
the
Paramount-Artcraft
corporarectlne
contracts
with
First National
TT ,
, .
,
, ,
^
BETTER PICTURES.
tion. He has done more to advance the cause of good pictures than any | so it can readily be seen that the '
other producers must increase the
other man in the world, perhaps.
artistic worth of their productions to
So now, on the eve of the biggest | nas everything to do with you. the survive. The public will not pay to
motion picture revolution In history, consumer. For the fate of the con- see tile bad pictures of the pas: when
sumer Is bound up with that of the
anything that Hodkinson may have
to say is well worth listening to. He exhibitors, and their fate Is in the | it can see good pictures at the same,
says:
grasping hands uf the pictureIt's a merry game, the whole of it.
makers.
HERE'S THE WABXI\C.
prices.the movie fan public Is assured
About September 1 the new era fn But
of
better pictures, at any rate, al-!
"Next year will see new consolida- pictures
opens. New plans are to be though
tions, realignments and affiliations,
the rpecter
higher
admit-;
into; one big new factor Is tance
particularly on the part of the small entered
prices
looms inof the
not distant
to enter the field and the fiercest
producer-distributer concerns if they competition
future.
is
to
prevail.
are to compete successfully with the
larger concerns. Such reorganisation
will no doubt mean that these affiliated concerns will, by the Issuing of
stock and securities, place their own!
values
theirthink
"assets"
on the tobasis'
of what onthey
they ought
get!
out of it and the exhibitors will be
called upon to shoulder the burden of
their enormous capitalizations.
"When
find,
they
can nocertain
longer organizations
go It alone, when
they have pooled their Interests In an
effort to escape approaching financial
storms, exhibitors may at that time
find that they have in their posses"Jhey
Remember
sion a stream of quality product without which many theaters cannot live.
Through controlling the life blood of
WM
Hodkinson
the business such an organisation,
aided by economic conditions and
modern merchandising methods will
III
then gradually force exhibitors Into
a scheme of national operation of theaters Instead of individual operation,
and this means the virtual ownership;
Of the theater
by these
producers."
ANOTHER
TRUSTf
In other words, Hodkinson warns '
San
Irancisco
"beware
another
His warning
!
comes with
the trust."
motion-picture
Industry on the very edge of a very hot
volcano. Almost anything might
happen In the next few months. As
things look at present, three big organizations top the list of producing
concerns in the United States (and,
¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPOMTON
therefore, the world), and they
527 Fifth Avenue. NevTibrkGty
threaten the lives of a score or so
lesser organizations.
Distributing through PAIH£ Exchange. Incorporated
What has this to do with ma, the
cons-.-mer? the reader may ask. It

WW.
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Pajamas,
the

Tte\v

at

2.30

CLTfl,

York

R

Moe
Mark,
President of
America's
First Great
Motion
Picture Theatre,
Contracts for

B. Hampton's
Benjamin first
Great Authors Pictures Inc
production.

The photoplay of the novel by
STEWART
Tremendously directed by
EDWARD
SLOMAN

EDWARD

WHITE

Backed by powerful advertising and exploitat ^
and linked up with a Grosset & Dunlap book-st V
campaign in 215 New York book and drug stoi*

With an all-star cast :

See the news columns of this week's trade paper.

ROY
STEWART
MILDRED MANNING
WILFRED LUCAS
ROBERT McKIM
FRANKIE LEE
MARY JANE IRVING
GRAHAM
PETTIE

Playing date:

Week

of August

Just the kind of big production
theatres require and demand.

10.
that the biggi

Available thru all Hod kin son managers
release showings now.

W.

H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkOty
Distributing through PATHS Exchange, Incorporated
Foreign Distributor. J Frank Urockliss.Inc.7Z9-7!4 Ave.

for p

EXHIBITORS

Harry

HERALD.

AND

Raver

presents
AUGUSTUS

THOMAS'
Challenging
Drama

rjhe

OLCANi
starring beautiful
,EAH
BAIRD
h a cast of 2,000 persons including
)v. Alfred E. Smith of New York
rectedby

GEORGE

IRVING

icked with melodrama,
dallenging the interest of and
rrying thrills to everyone who
is it. Made stronger in its
wer of audience attraction
iry day by the radical disrbances in our large cities,
ready booked in advance by
egraph by exhibitors who
esee "The Volcano" as a
an-up picture.
W. H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Gty
Distributing through PATHI: Exchangejnccrporated
7
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W0J?LZ>
PICTURES

present

EVELYN
in

GREELEY

by CHARLES' SARVER <<m APFEL Be
production
y
tty"
up
Bringing

3 1

Distributed by SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

D
PICTURES

Your
The

Theatre

biggest

thousands

houses
away

Is

in the
with

Too
country

this

Small
will

world

turn

beater.

i

EUGENE
In Leila Burton Wells'
"THE

<iA

O'BRIEN
Amazing

PERFECT

Romance

LOVER"

Production
Ince
Ralph
Distributed by SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

NO
Beneath

MAN
the surface

perils, menacing
Here
they

SAFE!

of life are hidden

the individual

is a fighting
are vividly

IS

picture

and

the most

dire

the home.

in which

exposed.

GUY
Supported by Florence
and a notable cast in

EMPEY
Evelyn

Martin

"The
Undercurrent"
Direction — WILIFRED
NORTH

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

AND
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Wouldn't
Louis B. Mayer
— to hire a cast like this
— to hire Marshall

Neilan

be

to direct them

— unless he had a story that was
A September Release

13

a chump

worth

whileP
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GRIFFITH

started

personally

on

his

directed

first
pro-

duction for"First National"

14

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

AND

MARSHALL
Has

started

personally

MOTOGRAPHY

NEILAN
on

his

directed

first
pro-

duction for "First National"
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Imperial
Ottawa,

broke

MOTOGRAPHY

Theatre

Canada

its house

record

with

"Choosing
They

advertised

a

it as instructed

Wifein the

press sheet — using the stock cuts and
copy supplied by the Exchange

Get

a

press sheet

and

see

the

possibilities
It is a good

Story from "The Elder Miss Blossom,"
by Ernest Hendrie and Metcalfe Wood
Samue Ison British Production

16
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Triangle Presents
ELLEN

TERRY
IN

"Her

Greatest

Performance

'

TTiTTTri 11 i in fT[ 1 1 1 1 n irrnn i«j
= A triumphant climax to
the career of the

Everybody everywhere =
knows Ellen Terry.

greatest living actress
3
3 A tribute to her artistry,
3 that she should select for
screen presentation in the
= sweetness of her maturity
3 a role portraying the great-

Folks are eagerly await- j£
ing her o nly screen =
presentation.
Could the exhibitor have a
more profitable offering
than the star people are
clamoring to see?

= est of God's gifts a mother.

A guaranteed success.

= An exquisite production of
= the greatest of heart-interest
= themes.
I
i iimuni mm

Triangle Distributing =
Corporation
New York
iiHiitmtiHiiiiitiu

EXHIBITORS
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COMEDY

ALWAYS

A

MOTOGRAPHY

PUTS

FAIR

OVER

FEATURE

CHRISTIE

SPECIALS

ARE

ALWAYS

DISTRIBUTED

A. H. Blank Enterprises
OMAHA, NEBR.

GOOD

BY

Crescent Film Co.
Midwest Distributing Corp.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Standard Film Service
207 SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO. ILL.
DETROIT, MICH., CLEVELAND and CINCINNATI, OH
18

Robertson-Cole

Production

Jesse D. Hampton
presents

DESMOND

A

Sage

Brush

m

Hamlet

A FAST moving drama of tke great
West witk a whole town caugkt :n
a w kirl of adventure. Men,

Women,

Horses, Guns, and Gold and Laugking
Larry in tke person of Desmond
tkem on.
Tkis is a Desmond

leading

success even greater

■

tkan "Tke Mints of Hell" and "Bare-Fisted
Gall agker." It is a strong He-Man story
witk a golden vein of laugkter running
tkrougk it.

m

m

i T I
1 ■ s

Distributed

by

Exkibitors Mutual

Robertson-Cole

Production

BESSIE

^

BARRISCALE

Wo

man

Michael

Married

\^ PHOTOPLAY of life in high society characterized by a suprem
l \ richness of detail and a high standard of exceftence. The
novel and sparkling plot brings you to a thrilling polo game with fast
! ,1. .
dashing horses and an accident, a splendidly acted rescue in the surf,
the high life of the fast set, and a score of equally dazzling incidents.
The play is from the story" of DuVernet

Rabell in Ainslee's Mag-

azine, adapted to the screen by Fred My'ton, produced by B. B.
t&HLjt 'v '
tr^ntai'
•A.-' V'^t
Features and directed by Henry Kolker.
IV

<\

A^

«E4>

EJl^

Distributed

by

Exhibitors Mutual
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E. SMITH

presents

FRANCIS

X.
and

BEVERLY

BUSHMAN

BAYNE

in

"DARING
A

HEAKTS"
Real Super-Feature

That allows full sway to the unique dramatic skill of two of the
most celebrated stars of the screen —

EXHIBITORS

ALL
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AND
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RECORDS

SMASHED

BY

"VIRTUOU

S

T. E. LARSON,

Majestic

Theatre

MEN

Bldg.,

Tulsa,

Oklahoma

BUYS
Minnesota

Nebraska

Oregon

North DakotaSouth Dakota
Iowa

Washington
Texas
Montana
Idaho

Wisconsin
Arkansas
Oklahoma

ARTHUR H. SAWYER
HERBERT LUBIN

| flflH
S If
20 ES
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CROWDS STAND IN LINE FOR HOURS
NEARLY EVERY THEATRE HAS BOOKED
REPEAT

DATE

A CONTRACT MEANS A BIG PROFIT
OWING TO THE DEMAND WE ARE NOW
ACCEPTING BOOKINGS DURING AUGUST
AND SEPTEMBER. ASK THE MANAGER
WHO HAS PLAYED IT. .-. .-. .-. .-. .\
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Could not keep the public from packing the ZIEGFELD
wonderful double attraction

THEATRE

to see this

n Person

!IEGFELD, Five Weeks
McVICKERS, One Week
RIALTO,
Then released, September 15th, for the Moving Picture T.heatres of Illinois
Three
Complete Productions
WITH COSTUMES, SCENERY. AND A BEVY OF
SENNETT

BATHING

GIRLS

IN PERSON

NOTE: — We can arrange this
attraction to suit any theatre

This production controlled in the State of Illinois bv
GREATER

STARS

PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
717 Consumers Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois

One Week
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Movement

Fig. A

Fig. B

Fig. C

Fig. D

NE entire cycle of operation is shown from Fig. A,
when pins are locked against ring with film at rest, to
Fig. D, when pins are about to be re-locked.

During this period the film has advanced one photo ; the change
between views being effected so rapidly that each receives the
longest practical exposure. The film is started and stopped so
gradually that wear is reduced to a minimum.

NICHOLAS

90 GOLD

POWER
(INCORPORATED)

COMPANY

Pioneers of Projection
STREET
NEW
Illustrated Catalogue 19 gives full details
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perimental exhibition which should reveal the most
effective advertising schemes which may be followed

Ha rmony

attempting to analyze the degrees

~™ of righteousness enjoyed by the respective opponents in the present quarrel among members of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, the fact
remains that there is another fight on — a condition
which should not exist.
This means that the things within reach of a harmonious organization working vigorously for the
common welfare cannot be accomplished by this
body while it remains in its present state of foment.
It means that the thought and energy of the officers
and members instead of being devoted to works of
progress will be spent in accusation and reply and
in the meantime there will be no advance toward
the goal of real accomplishment.
The while controversy is in no way as vital as
the loss which if will bring to the association through
the neglect of the things for which the body exists.
The controversy should be ended at once — if necessary by arbitration and compromise — in order that
the association may be able to take a hand seriously
in the work that is to be done.
* * *
A Practical Test
"\/f ESSRS. Kargei and Rowland of Metro have
*
decided upon a particularly promising plan
in connection with the forthcoming Nazi mo va production.
It ha* been decided to make a real test of the picture's popularity at an exhibition at the California
theatre. Los Angeles, some time in advance of the
general publication date.
Through this plan there should be made accessible
to the exhibitors of the country considerable advance
data which will guide them not only in renting the
production but in mapping out the all-important
advertising plan. The California theatre, accustomed to the proper presentation of motion pictures,
will create advertising effects which may be followed
elsewhere.
On the whole the Karger-Rowland plan is an exHi bi !iii;;n tmi
27

and elaborated upon by Metro's publicity department.
It will make plain the production's drawing power
in what is practically a typical community.
It is a step forward in reducing the chance and
hazard of the business to the theatreman and as
such it is a valuable contribution.
* * *
As Peace-Maker
AX

interesting order was issued by Chicago superintendent of police at the time the recent riot
disorders were running wildest. An order issued
from the office of the police chief closed every meeting place in the riot zone — excepting churches and
motion picture theatres.
This order came as a rather striking compliment
to the motion picture as a force for good order in
the community, indicating an opinion in the minds
of the police authorities that the entertainment and
diversion afforded in the motion picture theatres of
the district would serve to discourage the lawless
gathering of mobs by furnishing something of genuine interest which would send the people back into
the streets with a better ideal of good-citizenship.
* * *
Promising

Combine

— GOLDW'YX —
A PORTENTOUS combine
WOODS — SHUBERT. The aggregation of interests represented by this affiliation seems to portend great accomplishment. There is released under
the arrangement to the Goldwyn organization a
wealth of material for picturization in the form of
successful stage plays that give to this producing ora
ganization decided
advantage.
Also, the acknowledged showmanship of the individuals associated in this alignment comes as an eloquent guarantee to the exhibitor that the productions
carrying this label shall contain the element necessary
to achieve a high degree of popularity.
The Goldwyn organization is to be complimented
upon this progressive move.
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Close-Ups

Heraldgframs
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Hurrah for Eastman.'
And Rochester, New York.
And the new president of the N. A. M.
P. I.

Thomas Meighan is in Pittsburgh visiting his mother who is in poor health. He
will play a leading part in some forthcomFamous
picture on his
returning to
the Players-Lasky
coast.
Vivian Martin is in New York carrying on negotiations with several producing
companies who are seeking her services.

Tom Terriss, who recently put on "The
Third Degree" for Vitagraph, was seen
running around Chicago's "loop" Saturday,
Aug. 2, with the scenario of "The Climbers" tucked under his arm. Production
will begin soon of this popular stage play
of a few yars ago.

Anita Stewart, accompanied by her
husband, Rudolph Cameron, and her production manager, R. W. MacFarland, has
returned to New York after a year on
the west coast.

Julia Sanderson, of musical comedy
fame, has decided to try her luck in pictures. Itis said she is asking $2,000 a week
for her camera work.

Roi Cooper Megrue and Nina Wilcox
Putnam, well known authors, have signed
contracts to write original photoplays for
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Jack Alicoate, business manager of
Wid's
paused
briefly intoChicago
on
Aug. 2,Daily,
en route
to Rochester
attend the
N. A. M. P. I. convention.
Marcus Loew entertained a score of
theatrical and motion picture celebrities at
his summer home Far Rockaway, on Saturday, Aug. 2. Among those present were
Lee Shubert, Abe Erlanger, B. S. Moss,
George M. Cohan, Joseph M. Schenck,
Mabel Normand, June Elvidge, June
Caprice, Louise Huff, Vivian Martin, Constance and Norma Talmadge.
Victor Kremer, after making a circuit
of the big film centers of the U. S., returned to Chicago on August 4 and is
stopping at the Sherman hotel.
Samuel Goldwyn and Ralph Proctor
were among the film leaders who visited
Chicago during the past week. The former
paused on his way to the west coast.
The latter is on a tour of the newly established United Artists distributing depots.
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing company, Samuel S. Hutchinson, president
of the American Film Company, Inc., and
Martin J. Quigley, publisher of The HerChicago's
representatives
N. A. ald,M.are P.
I. convention
this week. at the

Ruth Clifford, star in her own right,
has signed to play a lead opposite Earle
Williams in his next feature.
Joseph P. Reddy, who since being discharged from the army has handled all
the trade publicity for Robertson-Oole,
has
Pathe.joined the publicity department of
H. B. Warner has a new leading lady,
Miss Rita Stanwood, who recently arrived on the coast from New York.
J. Grubb Alexander has been added to
the scenario staff at the Jesse D. Hampton
studios.
John William Kellette, director of
Paramount-Briggs comedies, has recovered
from a severe attack of quinzy sore
throat, and has resumed work.
Gerald Duffy, former editor of the
Picture Play magazine, has been added to
Goldwyn's scenario staff.
William Russell has started work on
"The Deserter," the first picture he will
make for Fox.
Joe Brandt, now with National Film
Corp. of America, has returned from the
coast and established his permanent office with Pioneer in New York.

By J. R. M.—

Well,SeeThey'd
where Better
a new Be—
film firm has been
formed called the Allgood Productions.
Holding
Out— very much if the exhibs.
We doubt
of this fair land will ratify the M. P.
peace treaty until somebody explains
how they're
tures this fall. going to pick their picStatistics
Harry— Rice, who writes pieces for
the papers for Universal, says if all
the one sheets for one of that company's new productions were placed
end to end they'd reach around the
world.
so, but itinwouldn't
meanis
nothing.Mebbe
A one-sheet
the lobby
worth two in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean.
"KeepFloAway
from has
Lights"
—
Ziegfeld
grabbed
one of
Mack Sennett's celluloid beauties, appearing withYork,
"Yankee
Doodleto inArthur
Berlin" in New
according
sive.
MacHugh. And celluloid's so exploIt Has Occurred Before —
taking
a feature
picture
outUniversal's
in California
in which
the director,
cameraman and entire company work
in airplanes high above the earth.
However, this is not the first time a
director and his company have been
"up in the air."
We Talk in Billions Nowadays —
The formation of a twenty-milliondollar concern doesn't cause a ripple
on the surface of the M. P. industry
any
That'sus one
the war
did. more.
It prepared
for thing
big figures.
Old. Rip
stuff—VanWinklc has just got back
from his long sleep in the mountains.
"Gosh," he said, comma, as he
scanned the pages of a current film
paper, "is that 'Red Lantern' joke still
going the rounds. Me for the CatAnd he gently passed away.
skills."

TO sell seats a poster must be conceived, designed and executed by trained
poster advertising experts!
Because the RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORPORATION is an organization of just such experts, the RITCHEY poster
always secures satisfactory box-office results.
THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
406 W. 31st Street. New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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William A. Brady, president, and the entire slate of officers who have served during the past
ear. were unanimously re-elected to office at the history-making convention of the National
Vssociation of the Motion Picture Industry held at Rochester, X. Y., Tuesday, August 5.
Eclipsing the election and other important matters, however, was the decision of the members.
>y a unanimous vote, to enter into a plan of volunteer regulation with the National Board of
ieview of Motion Pictures.
Regarded as Death Knell of Political Censorship
The step is regarded as the greatest blow at political censorship which has yet been taken.
Practically every big producing and distributing company in the country was represented at the
ession.
With the leaders of the industry consenting to regulation by the National Board of Review,
he industry takes a great step forward in its campaign for '"cleaner and better pictures."
;maller producers are expected to follow.
Workers Are Commended for Their Achievements
Despite the
nnual meeting,
or the services
less, Frederick

limited amount of time available for the many important questions before the
the delegates found time to express, in the form of resolutions, their appreciation
rendered the association during the past year by William A. Brady, Gabriel L.
H. Elliott, J. E. Brulatour and others.

Many important reports, showing the surprising association, who had suggested before the meeting that
-uccess of the National Association in its fight on politi- some else be given the opportunity of taking this im:al censorship, and film thefts, and in its campaign for portant post, was given no opportunity of declining.
Sunday opening of theatres, fire prevention regulations,
Qne Hundred Leaders Present
>etter transportation, and other movements were read
°ne hundred of the biggest men in the motion
the opening of the business session held Tuesdaypicture
.tternoon.
industry were present at the session.
i^^ed William A. Brady, Gabriel L. Hess,
These
Directors of the various divisions, nominated at
Irwin- Adolph Zukor, Paul Brunet. Edward
W
Walter
Meetings held in New York during the past week.
Hearle, W. W. Hodkinson, Charles C. Pettijohn, John
vere unanimou^lv elected
-..j
„
,
M. Quinn, Albert E. Smith. Watterson R. Rothacker.
Old Officers are Honored
Ar . TI. 'Ouiglev,
. ,
...
_ Atkinson,
,* .
TLewis. T1. ^elznick.
„ , . '
f
.Martin
\\ . L.
\ \\ hen the annual election was reached, William A. p \ Powers, W. J. Clark, John
Flinn and W. E.
irady, president ot the Association, found himself swept «;challenber<>-er
'jack into office by a unanimous vote and with him were
George Eastman Is Signally Honored
-arried all of the officers who had served the Associalion during the past year.
George Eastman, who was host to the members of
\\ alter Y\ . Irwin remains as chairman of the execu- the National Association during their convention at
lve committee of the association in which capacity he Rochester, was signally honored during the annual
erved the association so well during the difficult months meeting of the X. A. M. P. I.
<f the ending of the war, the influenza epidemic, and
Xot only were resolutions thanking him for his
he early period of reconstruction following the signing hospitality adopted unanimously, but the delegates also
>f the armistice.
elected him to honorary membership in the organizaFrederick H. Elliott, executive secretary of the29 tion. an honor which few men hold.

EXHIBITORS
Leaving the Grand Central
Station at New York just
before midnight Monday,
August 4, the majority of the
delegates to the convention
rolled into Rochester for the
session at 8:30 o'clock Tuesday morning, going directly
to Hotel Seneca for breakfast.
There they found that
every preparation for their
personal
and enjoyment hadcomfort
been made.
At 10
o'clock
they
were
piled
automobiles and whirledinto
to
Kodak Park.
Visit to Eastman Plant
George Eastman, host to
the association, threw open
the doors of his gigantic
manufacturing plant. The
members of the National
Association were given the
liberty of the buildings and
devoted nearly three hours
to studying the machinery
and processes.
Although that part of the
manufacturing plant devoted
to films held the greatest interest for the visitors, they
seized the opportunity of going through all of the various
buildings.
Business Session Convenes
Business was tabooed until
the annual meeting was
called to order in the ball
room of the Seneca Hotel at
4 o'clock in the afternoon.
After the business session
and the first meeting of the
newly elected board of directors had been held, the members of the association were
guests at a dinner at the
Genesee Valley Club tendered by Mr. Eastman.
The dinner will be remembered long after the "more
important" matters have
been forgotten. Good fellowship was the keynote, and by
the time the cigars and demitasse w-ere reached, everyone
was in a receptive mood for
London

HERALD

Re- Elected

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

President

William A. Brady, President of National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry since its organization, who was continued in office another year by
a unanimous vote.

Exhibitors

Fear Competition
LONDON, ENG.— Proprietors of
London's motion picture theatres are up
m arms against an American film producing firm which has acquired sites for
several theatres in London.
Their agitation reached the House of
Commons recently when a member
asked the president of the Board of
Trade whether the government was doing anything to stop it. He was told it
did not seem to be a matter in which
the government could interfere.
The exhibitors maintain they have
been good customers of American producing companies and the latter should
not now plan to enter into compeition
with them.
The Last of Funkhouser
Major M.filmL. czar,
C. Funkhouser,
erstwhile
and formerChicago's
second
deputy superintendent of police, lost his
fight for reinstatement Monday, Aug. 4,

when a petition to be reinstated by the
civil service commission was denied.
Judge Oscar M. Torrison, in dismissing
the Major's case in Circuit court, said:
hold that
the courtsor have
no power
to "Ireview
the evidence
determine
the
justice of the finding of the civil service
commission."
Clergy Show Interest
In Motion Pictures
The aftermath of the centennary celebration of American missionaries which ran
from June 20 to July 13 at Columbus, Ohio,
has brought about a great stimulation of
interest on the part of ministers and
churches in the employment of motion pictures in their work, according to reports
received by the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry. There is also
a correspondingly keen appreciation on the
part of producers of the need for preparing suitable material for this swiftly growing field. The inauguration of a special
educational department by the Famous
30
Players-Lasky Corporation
is among the

the serious discussions which
followed.
George Eastman, through
whose invitation the convention was taken to Rochester,
was thanked and praised for
his hospitality by a dozen
speakers, and compelled to
respond.
It was past midnight when
the National Association
members boarded the return
train for New York. The
party reached the Grand
Central depot
at 9 o'clock
Wednesday
morning.
Hold Divisional Meetings
Annual meetings of the
supply and equipment and
the general division of the
National Association of tut
Motion Picture Industry
were held last week at Times
building headquarters.
At the meeting of the supply and equipment division
the following were nominated for directors for the coming year, to be acted upon at
the Rochester meeting:
J. E. 'Brulatour, Willard bB.y
Cooke. Joseph F. Confal,
Walter I. Moore, Will C.
Smith, E. M. Porter, B. F.
Porter, L. P. Weber, Harry
H. Allen.
The general division nominated
C. Flinn and
for the
director John
and chairman
following for directors:
Fred J. Beecroft, Paul H.
Cromelin, Paul Gulick,
George Blaisdell, Julian M.
Solomon. Jr., Thomas G.
Wiley, Lesley Mason,
Robert Rubin.
A motion was passed
the committee of the general
division to recommend to the
President of the National
Association that when next
he appointed his executive
committee for the association, two members from the
general division, instead of
named.only, as heretofore, be
one

first fruits of the situation brought about
by the Centenary.
William

Brady to Sail

For Europe September 15
NEW 'YORK.— William A. Brady
sails
September
1">. Whileof
there forhe London,
will witness
the opening
several big stage productions. He will
go to Paris from London to producesix motion pictures with American stars.
The Film D'Ard of Pari, will collaborate
with Mr. Brady on these productions
Henri Kistemaeckers, a well known
French
write the stories
the lirst playright
of which isis to
finished.
Another "Why" Film
Cecil H. DeMille expects to complete
"Male and Female." his new picture
based upon the Sir J. M. Barric pla\.
"The Admirable Crichton." within a
few days. About the middle of August
Mr. DeMille will begin work on "Wh)
Change Your Wife."
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Exhibitors
City Is Scene

Street Fighting— Film
Slightly Injured

of

Men

Race riots during the past week, which turned the south side ot Chicago
nto a battlefield on which thirty people were killed and hundreds were seriiusly injured, caused a loss of thousands of dollars to motion picture theatre
iwners and film exchanges.
This, added to a strike of surface and elevated line employes, which
laralvzed transportation in the city for tour days, brought about a condition
vhich cut heavily into the receipts of exhibitors in all parts of the city.
Property Damaged and Employes Injured
Many of the south side theatres were damaged by the rioters. Theatre
mployes and representatives of exchanges having occasion to enter the terriory were in constant danger and many were slightly injured.
The sending
belt." towards
August establishing
1, and the
oncluding
of the of
car 6.000
strike troops
on the into
sametheday"black
did much
onditions to normal.
Tim Bowman, 62 years old, Xeg^o
icrter, employed at the Pathe Exhange, was the only man connected
nth the film exchanges to be seriously
njured as a result cf the rioting. Caught
t>y a mob of white hoodlums at State
md Van Buren streets early in the
'iiorning of July 29, Bowman was
tabbed several times and severely
■eaten before police rescued him. He
vill recover, however.
Harry Shayer, a pickup man for the
/nited Film Carriers, was caught in
he riot zone by Negroes the night of
uly 29. He was the target for several
olleys of bullets as he sped away in
lis automobile. Examination of the car
howed a dozen bullet holes. Shayer.
lowever, was uninjured.
Exhibitor Escapes Mob
, John Hammond of the Vendome
Theatre. 3145 South State street, found
lis theatre surrounded by Xegro hoodums the night of July 29. To reach his
lorr.e in safety, he was forced to appeal
o the police for protection.
The following day. when exchanges
ailed him to ask why his film had not
>een returned, Hammond suggested that
hey come out and get it.
While the rioting was at the danger
joint, practically every theatre in the
rricken area was compelled to close.
This included :
The Illinois. 31st St. and Wentworth
We.
The Reverly. 47th St. and Calumet
We.
The Metropolitan. 47th St. and Grand
\ve.
The States. 35th St. and State St.
The Pickford. 35th St. and Michigan
\ve.
The Lincoln. 31st St. and State St.
The Phoenix. 31st St. and State St.
The Atlas. 47th St. and State St.
The Owl. State St. near 47th St.
The Franklin. 31st St. and Prairie Ave.
The Avenue. 31st St. and Indiana Ave.
we.The Delphi, 31st St. and Vincennes
Many other smaller theatres closed
heir doors, canceling their supply of film
or indefinite periods. Many of these
heatres opened up as soon as they conidered it safe to do so. Others will

remain closed until the trouble is entirely ended.
Exchanges Are Hard Hit
The constant danger of violence in the
riot zone, which covers approximately
fifteen square miles, handicapped Chicago exchanges in attempting to serve
the theatres which braved conditions
and remained open. Films salesmen
ceased to solicit business in the dangei
zone soon after the first outbreak of
lawlessness.
Return of films from the "black belt"
was irregular, the exchanges being inNOT

convenienced when prints failed to come
back.
The effect of the street car and elevated railroad strike was peculiar. Many
neighborhood houses found business
boomed as a result of the cars being
stopped. People, unable to reach the
business district, flocked into these
houses. Other houses, appealing to
wider territories, were hard hit by the
strike.
Down State Houses Hit
Theatres in Elgin, Aurora, and other
cities adjacent to Chicago, also stood
severe losses during the past week. In
Elgin, a strike on the Aurora, Elgin &
Chicago Railroad Company shut the city
off from car service and electricity for
light and power. Theatres, after being
closed one day, arranged temporary devices to secure power to operate, but
attendance was reduced to a minimum.
In Aurora and other cities down
state, tioncar
shattered
transportawith strikes
the result
that the
theatres
played to half of their regular crowds.
Yisiting Exchanges
Ralph O. Proctor, assistant general
manager of the United Artists Corporation, passed through Chicago on August
1, en route to Denver, Colo., and the
coast. He will visit the various "Big
Four" depots on the way to the coast.
Rosenberg in Chicago
A. E. Rosenberg, special representative
for Universal, arrived in Chicago from
Universal City, August 1, and departed
the same day for New York, where he
will sail for England.

a Lobby

Display

"A Taste of Life" was the attraction at the Owl Theatre, on the day the race riots
broke
out in the
Chicago's
coloredtheatre.
district The
and soldiers
closed the
Thisstrategic
is a taste
of
life outside
State street
tookhouse.
up this
point
in the lobby to quell disturbances in the neighborhood.
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John Siefert, President, Issues Statement Siding
With Men Who Withdrew From Recent
St. Louis Convention
The Miami Valley Exhibitors' League, one of the strongest sectional
organizations of exhibitors in the country, has taken the side of the New
York Exhibitors' League in its controversy with the newly formed Motion
Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.
In an open letter addressed to the exhibitors of the country, John
Siefert, president of the Miami association, exclaims "Go to it, New York,
we are with you," and staunchly defends the attitude taken by the New
Yorkers in withdrawing from the recent national convention and later
agitating the forming of a new national exhibitors' league.
Sees Outside Interests in Organization
Siefert joins with the New York committee in charging that the M.
P. E. of A. is dominated by exhibitors who are heavily interested in other
phases of the motion picture business.
tion, distributing, and trade papers, could
On the other hand, officers of the
M. P. E. of A. have been deluged by not be heart and soul interested in the
of the exhibitor, and I am unletters from various states, offering welfare
der the impression that the failures cf
whole-hearted cooperation in preserving the National Exhibitors' Organizations
in the past has been due to their being
the newly formed national association.
by exhibitors more interested
President Black could not be reached to officered
in other branches than in the exhibiting
be given an opportunity to reply to the branch of the industry.
Miami league officers.
Strong Words Are Used
The letter issued by the Miami league
is as follows:
"The Miami Valley League received
"I have read carefully the proceedings
the news from New York with great
of the St. Louis convention and the conpleasure
that they are taking a stand
troversy since in the trade press that
against any possible camouflaged orhas been going on between the Motion
ganization, dominated by producers or
Picture Exhibitors' League of New York
distributors who today are showing their
State and the gentlemen who controlled
hand as hibitor
being
ready
crush the
exthe convention at St. Louis.
who does
not toconcede
to the
many unreasonable demands from them,
Deplores Lack of Harmony
and even some of them have gone so
"We sincerely deplore the fact that far as to threaten to build or buy theatres in direct competition.
at this time when the cooperation of
"Our organization hereby extends to
every man interested in tne exhibiting
the exhibitors of New York a helping
branch of the industry is so much needed
hand to further perfect a national orto protect our investments, that the men
ganization on the basis and outlines of
who met at St. Louis were so shorttheir counthe New York State Exhibitors' League
sighted in shutting outof from
the great State
cils the organization
and we assure them every cooperation."
of New York, which had just finished
it successful campaign in passing the
Sunday opening bill and defeating censorship.
"New York's contention that in a national convention of exhibitors each state
should be entitled to representation
based on the number of congressional
districts within the state, I can see only
an organization built on sound, fair and
just basis, by this plan.
"There should be no question in the
mind of the exhibitors that no organization can last that proposes to tax its
members without giving them a fair
representation in the passing of those
taxes.
"Mr. Black, president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of America, Incorporated, cannot deny the fact that the Motion
Picture Exhibitors'
Leaguemotive
of Newin
York State
had no selfish
presenting this form of organization, as
they clearly have stated in their answers
that they arc interested only in an organization of exhibitors in which its
officers would not financially be interested in other branches of the industry.
I'rcti ll\liiml feeding Hurry llilliiird one
<>r her hone-m ade Maeutta in "Cheating
It is very clear to me that an organizaEforaelf»M n B*os piny*
tion with officers interested in produc32

Ideal Role Given
To Ellen Terry
New Triangle

in
Play
Overcoming the usual difficulty met
by producers desiring to present established stage stars on the screen without
forcing them to play roles too youthful
for their present age, those responsible
for the elaborate Ellen Terry feature
soon to be offered by Triangle Film
Corporation promise to cause a sensation in film circles.
"Her Greatest Performance," in which
the often termed "greatest actress on
the English-speaking
stage" will
presented to screen audiences,
is be
written
around a retired actress who has won
the love of a tremendous following arid
is enjoying the fruits of her years of
successful stage work, when her only
son, whose career as an actor promises
to rival that of his celebrated mother
is accused and convicted of murder. He
thinks that he is guilty but in spite ol
his mistaken idea of the circumstance;
of the crime his mother believes in hi;
innocence and devotes every energy tc
saving him.
The ingenious role thus created foi
the star enables her to play upon th(
screen the part of a woman of exacth
her own age and position while at th(
same time placing her in situations whicl
call for the most powerful emotiona
acting conceivable. In this manner th<
love which audiences naturally bear foi
Ellen Terry is strengthened by the sin
cere sympathy and intense interes
awakened by the lovable character sin
is interpreting in the drama.
Demand

for Short

Subjects Throughout
Country Says Kreme
Victor Kremer, who has spent a mont
touring the western states and soutf
western Canada, in a campaign for th
Victor Kremer Film Features, report
an unusually successful trip. Pract
cally the entire coast, many of the centr:
western states and a large portion c
southwestern Canada, have been sol
for
both feature pictures and short ret
subjects.
More than a dozen contracts alread
have been closed in the states and n<
gotiations are under way for as man
more, with inquiries pouring in dail;
Mr. Kremer is now on his way back t
his Chicago headquarters.
The state right pictures now sellin
include a block of ten multiple-reel fc:
turcs, the best of the Essanay produ;
tions, featuring Henry B. Walthall. Ta;
lor Holmes, Bryant Washburn, Cap
Richard C. Travers and lack Gardne
tin "Broncho Billy" one-reel wester
dramas, ten Snakcville western com'
dies, featuring Slippery Slim and te
George Ade fables.
"I find that there is not only a b
demand for features, but for the sho
Kremer. as "'Broncli
Mr. favorite
subjects,"
Billy' is asaid
prime
everyoi
wants Western dramas. Western com
dies also are in great demand, and tl
George Ade fables are being quick
snapped up."
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Film Agitation
In England
Takes
Serious
Two

Members

of Parliament

Advocate

ing Importation — Smaller Exhibitors
Not Favor Movement
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Theatres

Turn
RestrictDo

LONDON, ENG. — Seriousness of the concerted effort of British prolucers and some of the larger British exhibitors to influence parliament to
heck the invasion of American producers and to place restrictions around
he importation of American films is beginning to be realized.
Almost any development can be expected. Boycott is being talked,
legislation barring all American film products is being agitated by
extremists.
Americans' Supporters Are Unorganized.
Opposing any government action which will curtail importation of
\merican films are the smaller exhibitors of the United Kingdom and the
reat mass of motion picture theatre patrons. These two groups, however,
re not organized. On the other hand, the anti-American movement is
.ell organized and has among its leaders two members of parliament,
\. E. Newbould and J. A. Seddon.
speakers at the Glasgow meeting. The
Smaller exhibitors of the country genfilms produced by this company have
rally refuse to enter into the movement
been the means of vastly increasing the
t present aimed at the Famous Playerspatronage of theatres at which the films
.asky Corporation, but apparently an- have
been booked.
igonistic to all American film men anH
ompanies.
"But instead of obtaining thanks and
admiration for their work, they are now
Question Motive of Leaders
proposed to be boycotted. What about
They declare that the men in back
the many other reputable renters who
have interests in theatres? Why are not
f the movement are "producer-exhibiirs," who are doing the same thing these firms proposed to be put out of
hey accuse the Lasky group of doing — 'court'? "
iat is running theatres in opposition
Raises Patriotic Issue
5 the exhibitors who buy from them.
R. A. Pitcairn, director of the New
"A what
few gentlemen
up inby arins
ver
they call atanpresent
invasion
the Gallery Kinema. London, however, is
heartily in favor of the anti-American
.merican Trust, supported by Famousmovement, and raises a patriotic issue.
.asky, should be the last to shout," de"One has got to look ahead as relares
oneofsmall
exhibitor,Did"What
lis side
the story?
those about
same
gards the rising generation," he deentlemen care very much for the small
clares. "As it is, I am afraid that lots of
lan, as they call him, when certain the children in this country must think
f them were renting and exhibiting there is no other flag or no other country
t the same time? Little did they care in the world except America and that is
bout
man'srun theatre,
they a matter of the gravest importance to
ould the
putsmall
a first
programwhenagainst
the public and nation."
im and run it between two theatres.
Two Hundred Theatres
"The theatres which the Picture Playouses, Ltd., propose to erect will not
ffect the small man but will affect the
Take M. P. E. A. Insurance
irger theatres in Scotland, which are
Two hundred theatres have signed
ontrolled by some of the gentlemen who
with the Motion Picture Inre doing the shouting. My own opin- contracts surance
Bureau, which is said to give
>n is that there is room for a good
them
insurance
privileges at a saving of
umber
of
first-class
picture
theatres
yet
I Scotland.
at least 25 per cent in premiums.
Under an agreement entered into
for will
one not
will dostill
from Lasky
s"Ithey
me book
any harm
in my with the Motion Picture Exhibitors of
America, Inc., the insurance can be
nail show."
taken by only those theatres who are
Calls Movement Hysteria
Another exhibitor calls the present included in the exhibitors' association.
love hysterical and calls to attention
ie good American films have done exhiitors by increasing patronage.
NEW Edgar
YORK.—Lewis1
Mr. andBack
Mrs. Edgar
Lewis have just returned from a long
"Mr. Buchanan and his supporters are
iffering with a severe form of hysteria,"
sojourn through China, Japan, and Tibet.
e declared, "Assuming for the moment
The trip was taken for both pleasure and
lat the Famous Players-Lasky Corporbusiness and Mr. Lewis collected much
tion is interested in Picture Playhouses,
valuable data while in the far East,
vidence in respect of which is still which he will make ' use of in some
anting, surely the recommendation that future production.
II exhibitors in the United Kingdom
lycot
lildish.the firm referred to, is extremely
Will Honor Schaefer
"It seems to me that the Famous
layers-Lasky Corporation has up to
ie present assisted the industry to an
Ktent not at any rate appreciated by the

Friends of Peter J. Schaefer, well
known Chicago exhibitor, are to give
him a testimonial dinner upon his return from his honeymoon.
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With

Classed
Churches

in

Race Riot Orders
Motion picture theatres and
churches were exempted by Chief
of Police Garrity of Chicago in
an order issued Friday afternoon,
August
1, closing allinplaces
men congregate"
the "where
district
swept by race rioters during the
past ten days.
The order was aimed in particular at saloons, cabarets, athletic
clubs and pool rooms, but was
made broad enough to include
many other meeting places.
The district originally defined
was bounded by Twenty-second
and Sixty-ninth streets, Ashland
avenue and the lake. Later, Chief
Garrity extended the district to
Van Buren street on the north,
bringing it up to the loop.
Police aTe convinced that opening the picture theatres would
have a tendency to quiet the unrest and dissipate hysteria.
First National Heads
Gather in Chicago

on

Way to Big Conference
Executives of the First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., assembled in Chicago,
Sunday, Aug. 3, preparatory to leaving for
Colorado Springs, Colo., where an important two days' business session will be held.
James D. Williams and Harry O.
Schwalbe arrived from New York;
Nathan Gordon from Boston; Robert
Lieber. president of the Circuit, from
Indianapolis and E. V. Richards, Jr.,
from New Orleans. Nathan Ascher and
Aaron J. Jones of Chicago joined the
party and left with it Sunday .light.
During the day R. C. Seery of the Chicago office of First National accompanied
the executives on an automobile tour of
the city's boulevards.
Business Men's Club Is
Seeking Suite of Rooms
NEW YORK.— The Motion Picture
Business Men's Club hasn't been idle
during these torrid days of August. They
have been negotiating with the Knickerbocker Hotel for a suite of rooms to
carry on their social meetings. P. A.
Waters, president; B. S. Moss, vicepresident, and Adolph Zukor, C. F. Zittcl,
Jules Brulatour and Paul Brunet, members of the board of directors, have
worked hard to make the club a realization.
After a time, it is expected a clubhouse will be built to take care of filmland's visitors to New York. The mission of the club is purely social, though
if a little business does creep in over
the pinochle table, well, nobody is going
to fine the members or make them turn
over their conversation to the directors
to see if it's according to the club constitution.
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Contract With Exploitation Expert
Exhibitor and Exchanges in Carrying
New Series to Success

Harry L. Reichenbach, one of the best
known exploitation experts in the motion picture industry, has closed an important contract under which he becomes special exhibitor and exchange
service representative of Clara Kimball
Young and the Equity Pictures Corporation, which will distribute her new series
of pictures.
Mr. Reichenbach is to be given a free
hand in his new work and, while passing
through Chicago, Sunday, August 3, revealed several of the original and
daring means he will take to exploit the
productions.
H. K. Somborn in Party
H. K. Somborn, president of Equity
Pictures Corporation, headed the party.
Executives of the company are on their
way to the coast, where they will confer
with Harry Garson, Clara Kimball
Young, and Albert Parker, director.
For the first time in film annals, a star
will lend every effort to aid exhibitors to
properly present and exploit her pictures.
Clara Kimball Young, who is producing features for Equity has obtained
the services of Harry L. Reichenbach,
who will devote his attention to putting
the C. K. Y. films over, in the various
territories.
Reichenbach Is Able Showman
Mr. Reichenbach is a showman of
recognized repute. He nas been associated with such legitimate productions
as "The Lion and the Mouse," the Third
Degree," ''The Music Master," "The
Gamblers" and was in charge of Lasky,
Metro. Bosworth, World and Equitable
advertising publicity and accessory department and he demonstrated repeatedly
his ability to successfully exploit pictures in a big and potent manner.
Miss Young is to be congratulated on

BIDNB1 < II \ Pl«l \
\\ hi» has khih* to Prance to open » miu<iio
nrhere in- «m make pictures for Panimi« rinj i'rn-l.nMk > .
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to

her progressiveness and originality.
Mr. Reichenbach will not devote his
time to exploiting Miss Young, but will
concentrate on aiding exhibitor and exchange.
Waldorf Makes Debut
NEW YORK.— On Tuesday, the Waldorf Pictures Corporation made its
debut to the industry, by entertaining
the press at a luncheon at the Hotel
Astor, and after luncheon the first of the
Waldorf pictures was shown. "Where
Bonds are Loosed" was the initial offering, which was made under the direction
of David G. Fischer, supervising director of the company.
Dancers in Films
The Morgan da'icers, vaudeville terpsichorean artists, who have been touring the Orpheum circuit on the West
coast for the past two years, have been
engaged by the Model Comedy Company, Hollywood, to execute a few of
their most popular dances, including
"The Ballet from Faust" and "Naila,"
for the latest comedy, "Don't Chase
Your Wife." starring Gale Henry.
S. T. Stephens on Tour
S. T. Stephens, supervisor of exchanges
for Ejdiibitors Mutual, registered at the
Great Northern hotel, Chicago, August
'Z, for a ten days' stay.
Exhibitors

Welcome

In her

CLARA KIMBALL TOUSG
latest production, "The Better
Wife," published by Select.

Rothacker in New York
It is stated on good authority that
Watterson R. Rothacker has decided to
build a plant in New York City. Mr.
Rothacker, who has been looking over
locations in California, came to New
York last week and found just what lie
wanted, it is said.
Lee

Kiddies

In New
Series of Short Features
With the completion of their first like children, but they like to see them
in 'stories with a theme and plot, and
comedy playlet, Jane and Katherine Lee we
began by obtaining the first story
are not wasting time and immediately
from Phillip Barthalomae, the noted
starting their second production. Though
so satis-to
several titles are under consideration for playwright,
factory, and
that he his
liaswork
beenwasengaged
the second story, and work by
the first subject, a definite decision will write
other well known authors have been
not be reached till the picture is cut contracted
for.
and edited. Tefft Johnson will direct as
Popularity
Is Proven
before and Charles Johnson has been
"That
the
popularity
of the Lee chilappointed business manager.
dren is proven, is evinced by the Hood
Lou Rogers in Statement
of requests
we the
havecountry
received
hibitors al over
askingfrom
for exthe
Lou Rogers, president of the Rogers release date, which incidentally will be
Film Corporation presenting the Lee September 1, 1919. Others going as far
Kiddies in this series of playlets com- as to submit dates they have open and
ments as follows on the decision to pre- even some have signified their intention of playing these two-reel comedy
sent these famous youngsters in two- playlets
at longer dates than when the
reel comedies instead of the live-reel
youngsters
appeared in live-reel picsubjects in which they appeared pre- tures.
viously.
"Exhibitors will be greatly assisted by
the publicity campaign which will be
"It was after much consideration,"
given to Jane and Katherine Lee, and
says Mr. Rogers, "that we decided to as it will be one direct to the public, it
make two-reelers, as after a personal
should increase their already great popcampaign to the exhibitors all over the
ularity. Though the youngsters have
country, and we based our plans on their not worked for several months prior
replies.
to this, still the flood of 'fan' letters
"In eredourone angle
quest mainly.
for stories,Older
we considpeople come pouring in with queries of their
forthcoming picture."
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Productions
Published
Important

by

Realart

Contract

With

Mayflower Will
Corp.Lead
— "Soldiers
the List of Fortune"
NEW YORK. — Realart Pictures has plucked one of the plums of the
ear. Announcement is made that Allan Dwan Productions will go to
xhibitors through this distributing company. The arrangement is effective
hrough a contract made between Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, of
vhich Isaac Wolper is President, and Realart Pictures Corporation,
hrough its President. Arthur S. Kane.
News of the distribution affiliation for Mr. Dwan's pictures has been
ather keenly awaited by the industry. It was known that several marketng concerns were anxious to add these attractions to their lists because of
ihe prestige of the names of Mr. Dwan. Mr. Wolper and Mayflower and
pe ripe chances for grossing tremendous rental receipts. The fact that
Soldiers of Fortune" is the first production and that reports from Los
kngeles indicated Mr. Dwan had staged it in a manner to make it one of
mc crashing successes of the coming season, did not serve to lessen the
pterest among exchange systems for the distribution rights.
To Deliver Eight Productions to Realart
Eight successive Allan Dwan Productions, beginning with "Soldiers
f Fortune," are covered by the contract between Mayflower and Realart.
he amount to be paid for them is said to be one that is big enough to make
ne gasp even in these days of lavish production.
The announcement was made at the
me Realart Pictures Corporation was
rganized that not only would this new
mcern produce photoplays with its own
ars hut would be in the market for
roductions of merit from all sources.
: was stipulated, however, that such
ictures must be of such quality that
ley would he in the exceptional class,
he arrangement now made carries out
lis idea.
"Soldiers of Fortune" First
The first of the Allan Dwan Producons to be published by Realart Pictures
orporation will be "Soldiers of Forme." It is a picturization of the famous
;:ory of romance and adventure by Rich"d Harding Davis. "Soldiers of Forme" was a tremendous success both as
hook and a stage play. The book was
ublished by Charles Scribner's Son*
id, though it was pre>ented to the rcadg public about twenty years ago, the
;mand for it has not decreased as the
lblishers regularly get out added edions of this book. It is estimated that
ie number of copies of the book sold
V
imbers well over the million mark. At
ieiblished.
time "Soldiers
of
Fortune"
was
first
books received a much wider
rculation than is the case now. The
ason for this is that there was not such
i abundance of reading matter as there
at the present time.
ALLAN I) WAN.
As
a stage play,
Fortune"
WIionp iiroduetioiiN will In- di«triliuted by
is achieved
fame "Soldiers
and successof wherever
Realart. The lirst will in- "Soldier* of
ere are theatres and theatregoers,
Fortune."
harles Frohman's Savoy Theatre was
He scene of its Xew York premier on Harlam. Guy Bates Post, Dorothy Donarch IT, 1902. The play is over sevenen years old, but it is still played in dinger. nelly, Byron Ongley and Wallace Edpresentative stock companies through"Soldiers of Fortune" lends itself adit the country.
mirably tophotodramatization. Of course
the
story has been slightly changed to
Was Great Stage Success
meet present day conditions, but it is a
It was in the stage version of "Soldiers story that has a universal appeal and the
Fortune'' that Robert Edeson made
time is of minor importance.
* debut as a star. In the original cast
Allan Dwan Well Known
ere many who have since become celebAllan Dwan is one of the foremost
ties in the amusement world. The
producers of the day.
tors included Thomas W. Ross. Macey
35 He started as a

scenario writer for Essana.v, later going
to American as scenario editor. While
with American, he became director, remaining with that company for three
years. Since that time, Mr. Dwan has
directed many notable screen successes.
Among them are some of Douglas Fairbanks' most popular photoplays. "Panthea" with Norma Talmadge, "David
Harum" in which he directed the star
of the stage version, William H. Crane,
and "Cheating Cheaters," which served
Clara Kimball Young as a screen vehicle.
He was production manager of the Fine
Arts Studio
ization was of
at Triangle
its height.when that organMr. Dwan is now engaged in supervising the cutting, titling and assembling
of "Soldiers of Fortune" on the Pacific
Coast, where the picture was filmed.
CHICAGO'S NEW FILM
BUILDING DELAYED
Chicago's new film building, which is
to house all of the film exchanges at the
corner of Wabash avenue and Ninth
street, is being held up due to labor
troubles and a sudden jump in the price
of material.
It is said fully $200,000 more than the
estimated price of the building will have
to be raised before work can go ahead
and it may be necessary to secure new
leases with tenants already signed up.
The syndicate backing the project is unwilling at the present time to continue
with it unless new agreements are made.
It is intimated that the price per foot
will be $1.25 instead of $1, as originally
stated.
Charles Pyle, who has been promoting
the enterprise, is in New York City this
week on business connected with the
new building.
Mutual Wins Its Suit
To Enforce Agreement
NEW YORK.— The Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation won its
suit to enforce its contract with the
Robertson-Cole company, when Judge
Mack in the U. S. District Court decreed
that Mutual had committed no breech.
The decision followed several days of
taking important evidence, during which
executives of many of the larger film
corporations were called upon to testify.
Friedman

to Produce

Gumps on the Screen
J. L. Friedman, president of the Celebrated Players Film Corporation of
Chicago, has closed an arrangement
whereby hf will produce animated cartoons of the Gumps, the married couple
made famous by Cartoonist Sidnev
Smith of the Chicago Tribune, according
to gossip in the trade.
Although Mr. Friedman declined to
verify the report, he issued no denial. It
is said that the cartoons will be in 500foot lengths and will be ready for publication about November 1.
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A scene from "Haunted Hearts," the latest Bulls-Eye comedy,
The lad in the hellhop toss is Charlie Dorety, mm heing- featured hy Bulls-Eye
Shea's New
Buffalo
Seat 3,500; Cost

Theatre
Will
to Be $1,500,000

of the present Shea Hippodrome idea,
is expected that the policy of the Hippo
drome upon the completion of the ne
house will be changed to high class vaude
ville and motion pictures at popular prices
The Shea Court street vaudeville house
will not be disturbed in any way.
Roof Garden Is Planned
Something entirely new to Buffalo will be
the roof garden atop the Metropolitan, which
will be patterned after the famous roofs in
New York city. Here complete theatrical
performances will be given, including motion pictures. The roof will have a seating capacity of approximately 2,000 persons, making the total seating figures for
the house over 5500. Elevators and escalators will bring the patrons to the various
landings.
Actual construction will commence immediately upon the completion of the plans.
Prominent architects ase now looking over
the site and are in consultation with Shea
officials. Representatives are touring the
country, visiting the newest theatres in
search of every possible innovation that
might be provided for the pleasure and
comfort of Buffalonians. In all likelihood
the new theatre will be under the direct
management of Harold B. Franklin.
A. G. Spencer Leases
Playhouse, Chicago,
For Motion Pictures

The theatres,
Playhouse,heretofore
one of devoted
Chicago'sto
coziest
Metropolitan, for Which Ground Will Soon Be
stage plays, has been leased for a long
term by A. G. Spencer, and will be
Broken, Will Be Given Over Exclusively
opened on August 23 as a motion picture
house.
To Motion Pictures
The theatre is at present undergoing
BUFFALO, N. Y. — The actual beginning will indicate the great strides made in complete renovation, and when opened
theatrical construction during the past five will present one of the nnest amuseof theestwork
on one structures
of the country's
amusement
was greatmade
ment palaces in the central west. It is
years. Xo expense will be spared to make
the Metropolitan the most gorgeous and being entirely redecorated and refurwith the purchase by the Shea Amusement
nished and itmotion
is Mr. pictures
Spencer'son ambition
company of the Root property, running most complete institution of its kind m the to present
a high
from 622 to 634 Main street, on which will country. The installation of every known
scale. A large orchestra will be a
feature
of
the
new
cinema
home.
device
and
convenience,
including
several
he erected the Shea Metropolitan, a lavishMr. Spencer is not a newcomer in the
ly constructed motion picture institution, innovations will be included in the plans.
which when completed will have involved a The auditorium will be broad rather than film field, having had many years of experience both in the exhibiting and dissum in excess of $1,500,000. The theatre deep, bringing even the rearmost seats at
tributing branches of the industry. At
will have a Main street frontage of 133 feet a comparatively short distance from the the present time he is connected with
and a depth of 232 feet, extending through stage. The lighting will be the indirect the Metro exchange in Chicago.
The Playhouse will be managed by
to Pearl Street. An entirely new seating system in four colors which can be used in
who comes from Deplan will provide for the comfort of 3500 any combination. The ventilation will be Harry troit,M.whereSmith,
he acted in a similar capacity
persons. The seating arrangement, it is thoroughly modern, tempered air being for the Adams theatre, a Kunsky house,
said, will be an innovation.
brought in from under the seats of the for three years.
orchestra and the balcony and expellud
Mr. Spencer's new theatre is located
Plan Big Electrical Display
Chicago's busiest and most exclusive
The theatre proper will be built in the from the great dome, thus insuring a con- in
shopping district and it is his intention
tinuous
circulation
of
fresh
air.
to give his patrons an unusual brand
rear of the two story building now frontPromenade to Be Feature
of cinema entertainment.
ing on Main street. The present structure
B.
will be modernized and it is possible that
A grand promenade will be provided, fitted with a magnificent lounge and refreshanother floor will be erected, if architects
A. Rolfe Announces
ment rooms, along the London tea room
decide the present building foundations are idea. This latter innovation will have an
His Technical Staff
strong enough. In the center of this block especial appeal for the feminine patrons
B.
A.
Rolfe
has rounded out the staff
provision will be made for a lobby 28 by of the theatre, who after shopping can enis to assist him in the making of
HO feet and the plans for the entrance to show.joy a delightful repast and then attend the which
li. A. Rolfe productions for the new firm
the Metropolitan will call for an elaborate
of A. H. Fischer Features, Inc.
The
stage
of
the
Metropolitan
will
conhanging moroue and the largest electrical
Mr. Rolfe himself will supervise and
tain many new ideas which will make posdisplay , in Buffalo. The beautiful terra
sible the presentation of effects never shown direct the staging of all subjects, with
cotta front of the present property will be before. The policy of the new house will the co-operation of Chester DcVonde.
modernized
and six up-to-date stores pro- In- the presentation of the highest type of His staff includes: Arthur A. Cadwell.
\ ided.
pictures, accompanied by a mam- chief cameraman; Patrick (Paddy) Carey,
The architecture and decorations of this motion moth
symphony orchestra and famous technical director; A. B. V. Flower, art
new Shea Amusement company enterprise soloists. It will be a further development director; John J. Kieley, film editor.
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Goldwyn

Adds

Production
Result

Authors

Plan

All of the Eminent Authors — Rex
Beach, Gertrude Atherton, Rupert
Hughes, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Gouveneur Morris, Basil King and Leroy
Scott — make their homes in the east and
may more easily keep in touch with the
actual production of their works if they
are handled here. The same applies to
many of the playwrights whose stage
--uccesses will be brought to the screen
by Goldwyn. In order to get the best
results, Mr. Goldwyn has found that it
is well to secure the active cooperation
of the author of a play when it is being
produced. The author probably is not
familiar with the details of motion picture making, but he knows the spirit
in which a story was conceived and may
be of great help in conveying the right

AND

New

Facilities

of Gigantic

Woods
and
Before he left for the coast last week,
lfter concluding the great reorganization
deal, increasing the capitalization of
joldwyn Pictures Corporation from
hree million to twenty million dollars
ind making the Shubert, Woods and
Selwyn interests a part of the Goldwyn
irganization, Samuel Goldwyn had gone
:ar toward perfecting the plans for the
lew studios and laboratory to be erected
r. the east, near New York City.
Several sites are under consideration
it the present time, and within the next
week or two a choice will be made, after
.vhich the erection of the building will
je started immediately. The foremost
experts on studio designing have been
working on the plans for several months
ind something absolutely new in studio
onstruction is promised.
Eastern Studios to Be Large
The eastern studios will be as large, if
not larger than the mammoth Culver
City plant, recently acquired by Goldwyn, and in conjunction with the western
'juildings will afford Goldwyn some of
the finest production facilities in the
world. Even with the present output,
the stages at Culver City have been
taxed to their capacity, and with the
increase of production, consequent upon
the alliance with the Shuberts, A. H.
Woods and the Selwyns, greater accommodations become imperative.
The erection of a plant near New York
does not mean that operations at Culver
City will be in any way slackened. The
Goldwyn company was confronted with
two alternatives, either it was forced to
double the studio space in the west, or
to find quarters in the east equipped to
meet the new demands. Several reasons led to the choice of an eastern plant
instead of an expansion of the coast
property.
Eminent

HERALD

Studios

Will

Deal

MOTOGRAPHY

Be

Doubled

Making

in

East

as

Shuberts,

Selwyns
Part of Organization
I
mood to the players, as well as the der, Harmon August, P. W. Haberman,
Gabriel L. Hess.
director.
All of the outstanding successes of
Equipment Will Be Modern
the Shuberts, A. H. Woods, and the
The new studio will be equipped with Selwyns, are now available for the Goldevery known mechanical device for the
wyn organization, possessing unlimited
turning out of perfect films and an ex- capital to back any undertaking which
pert will be in charge of each depart- may be deemed advisable.
In less than three years, Samuel
ment. It has been proven, however, that
mere technical efficiency is not enough
Goldwyn has brought his concern to
to make a photoplay that reaches the a foremost place in the ranks of picture
hearts of an audience. The contribu- organizations. In the face of many
tion of men with an artistic training in difficulties brought about by the war, and
particular lines and imaginative insight later by the influenza epidemic, which
is equally valuable, and in the building nearly proved the ruination of many
up of the enlarged Goldwyn organiza- picture companies, he has succeeded in
tion, this fact is being kept in mind.
building up a producing and distributing
Mr. Goldwyn was the first producer corporation of great scope.
to secure an art director when he onMany Stars on Roster
At the present time, the roster of
gaged Hugo Ballin, a member of the
National Academy of Design. The ar- stars comprises Geraldine Farrar, Pauline Frederick, Mabel Normand, Torn
tistic quality of pictures has advanced
materially in consequence. Men of a Moore, Madge Kennedy and Will
similarly high reputation in their re- Rogers. Not long ago, Mr. Goldwyn
spective lines will be installed at the secured, for motion picture production
eastern plant to make certain that it is all of the works of Rex Beach, Gertrude
operated at its highest point of efficiency. Atherton, Rupert Hughes, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, Gouveneur Morris, Basil King
and
Leroy Scott, known as the Eminent
Authors.
New Officers Named
Distribution facilities have been so
perfected that Goldwyn pictures arc
shown in every country of the world.
The new officers of the Goldwyn Pic- In the United States there are tweniytures Corporation are as follows: Presi- two exchanges, exclusive of the New
dent, Samuel Goldwyn; chairman of the York exchange, and each exchange is
executive committee, F. J. Godsol; vice- supplied with exploitation experts workpresidents, F. J. Godsol, Moritz Hilder, hibitors.
ing on a system devised to aid exLee Shubert, Edgar Selwyn, Abraham
Lehr; treasurer, P. W. Haberman; secretary, Gabriel L. Hess; directors:
Samuel Goldwyn, F. J. Godsol, Moritz
Many Players Secured
Hilder, Lee Shubert, A. H. Woods, Edgar Selwyn, Henry Ittleson, Jacob H;lA. H. Woods has grouped around himself the greater part of the active playwrights of today, and has produced
more successes than any other producer in America. The list of plays
staged by Mr. Woods includes "The
Song of Songs," "Parlor, Bedroom and
Bath," "His Bridal Night," "Innocent,"
"He Comes Up Smiling," "Why Worry,"
"Where Poppies Bloom," "Roads of
Destiny," "The Big Chance," "Friendly
Enemies,"and"UpPerlmutter,"
in Mabel's
"Potash
and Room,"
many
others.
The Shubert supply of stage successes
is as varied as it is numerous, including
"Maytime," "A Little Journey," "39 East,"
"Eyes of Youth," "Sleeping Partners."
"Mary's Ankle," "Blind Youth," "Fanny's
First Play," "The Fear Market," "The
Familv." "The Fugitive," "The Guilty
Man," "The Hawk," "Old Lady 31,"
"Pierrot the Prodigal," "Saturday to
Monday," "The Torches," and the "WooThe Selwyns also have many plays
that inghave
proved their popularity, among
of Eve."
SAMUEL GOLDWYN,
them "The Crowded Hour," "Tea for
President of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Three," "Twin Beds," "The Money Makwho will double its production facilities
ers," "Lilac Time," "Double Exposure,''
by erecting large studios in east.
"Why Marry" and "Under Fire."
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Lack of Judgment
Shown in Setting
Telegrams, Letters
Constructive criticism, justifiable,
founded in truth and certain to
bring about a desirable change for
the better in the motion pictures
of the future is contained in a letfer
from C. E. Hansing, manager of
the Nokomis theatre, Minneapolis,
Minn., which is reproduced below.
The letter wastes no words,
strikes directly and with the force
of simplicity at the heart of the
subject and is certain to lead to
investigation with a view to correction by every producer in the
country of the condition pointed
out.
Mr. Hansing might have gone
more deeply into the subject, pointing out that the larger theatres
are no less sufferers than the
smaller ones. But this fact, and
others, will come to the attention
of the investigating manufacturer
as soon as his attention is drawn
to the common error.
To The Exhip.itors Herald and
Motography :
Chicago, 111.
A somewhat severe criticism
which I think may be applied quite
generally to the motion pictures of
today is the lack of judgment
shown by producers in the setting
up of reading matter, telegrams,
letters in long hand, newspaper
clippings, etc., in such small size
that is is impossible to read them
during the time they are exposed,
if at all.
Particularly in the smaller theatres
and those using alternating current
is this fault noticeable. Many
times the thread of the story is
clouded or lost entirely by reason
of this common error.
C. E. HANSING,
Nokomis theatre,
Minneapolis, Minn.
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Westerners"
Throughout

Booked
Heavily
Colorado
Territory

W.

W. Hodkinson's Feature Given Enthusiastic
Reception by Exhibitors — Exploited Intensively by Theatre Men
Billing Is Unique
The first run theatres of the Colorado
territory are booking the first Benjamin
Mr. Talbot's ingenuity in advertising
was shown last week when he boughi
B. Hampton Great Authors' Picture, every available billboard location in
"The Westerners," made from one of Cheyenne, Wyo., for the days of the annual frontier day round-up and billed
S. E. White's most popular novels.
the film like a circus. Frontier days in
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation's
Cheyenne
are the biggest days in the
Denver manager has closed contracts for
year in that section of the country. From
first runs with A. G. Talbot's America
every section of the West and Southwest
Theatre and for first runs with the en- visitors come in from the ranges and
easterners make this celebration as one
tire Moore and Greaves circuit in Coloof the spectacular events of the year.
rado Springs, Pueblo, Greeley, Cheyenne,
Moore and Greaves, who later are to
as well as first runs in Boulder, Trinidad
present the film for the first run in Cheyand at other points in the territory.
enne, linked up with the Talbot display
made for the benefit of his Denver house
Bookstores to Cooperate
The Denver territory extends over by retaining the billboards for an indefinite period.
through the Black Hills to the edge of
the Minneapolis sales zone and between
these two Hodkinson offices service will
be made throughout the region. Towns
in the Dakotas that never before in their "The End of the Road"
Booking Are Reopened
picture history have played any picture
for more than one day are making two
Saul Burstein, Chicago distributor for
and three-day bookings in the fall.
"The End of the Road," has just re-(
An example of bookstore cooperation
ceived permission from the New York
with the picture through Grosset and Office of Public Health Films to continue bookings for this picture, right or
Dunlap was shown in Denver where, under the leadership of the Denver Dry through the summer, disregarding the
former
notice sent to exhibitors, that il
Goods
Company's
book department,
the
book stores
are making
window and
was to be withdrawn during August.
newspaper advertising campaigns on the
book to coordinate it with the first presentation of the picture at the America
Animals Aid Semon
Theatre.
A
chimpanzee,
a white rat and a kit
This company's book department re- ten are leading aids
to Larry Semon ii
of promotion moved
mattereveryondisplay
other and
booksbit from
view,
his newwillcomedy,
"Between
which
soon
be
publishedtheby Acts,
Vita
giving "The Westerners" the benefit of
exclusive exploitation.
graph.
TOM MOORE IN "HEARTSEASE"

Daylight Saving Law
Repeal Still Possible
WASHINGTON. — Action of the
House and Senate in passing the repeal
of the Daylight Saving Law a second
time indicates that the measure, unpopular with theatre owners throughout the
central west, may yet be taken from the
statute books.
President Wilson, it is believed, will
veto the bill, but there is a strong possibility of it being passed over his veto,
when it is returned to congress.
Added

Responsibility
Is Given Tom North
Tom North, special short subjects
sales manager for Fox Film Corporation,
is also to act as district manager for the
southern district. The southern district
includes the Fox exchanges in Washington, Atlanta and New Orleans.
Mr. North has had wide experience in
the amusement business and has been
signally successful in handling the Fox
Shorl subjects, such as the Sunshine
I ..mi 'In - and tip M lilt and Ji ll \ni
mated Cartoons.

valiantly
star Impersonate*
popular Goldwryn
The gain
workM '
Moore wmlle
Hint xtruKKlinic
withpower
enaj eom
It ought «<> a ■><•young
and fume.
perfect ii1 1 name
.
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Features
Fischer

'WES'

Features

4ew Production Company
Begins Work
in
Thanhouser Studios in New Rochelle, N. Y.
Special features only will be made by more, the plan insures the intelligent
. A. Rolfe for A. H. Fischer Features, enactment which such stories as will be
ic, according to a statement outlining put on fully deserve.
"The pictures
will inbeNew
produced
at tlu
studios
Rochelle,
N.
ic policy of the new company issued Thanhouser
Y.,
which
have
been
purchased
by
Mr.
lis week. The corporation is occupyFischer to be the home of B. A. Rolfe
g the Thanhouser studios in New Ro- Productions and which with their vast
lelle, N. Y., obtained by outright pur- improvements in equipment provide
lase by Mr. Fischer several weeks ago ample facilities for proper and adequate
- the home of B. A. Rolfe Productions.
staging of the biggest subjects."
Official Statement Made
Rolfe to Direct Productions
"B. A. Rolfe will devote his efforts exAn interesting feature of the announceusively to the production of special feament is the fact that Mr. Rolfe will perlres for A. H. Fischer Features, Inc.,"
sonally supervise and direct the production of all the pictures made by the new
lys the statement. "That each picture
ill be a special in every sense of the- firm. Mr. Rolfe is essentially a showrm, only concededly big and popular
man who believes that pictures should
ories by celebrated authors will be embody more of the element of showsed. This applies to books of premanship. He has repeatedly pointed out
ninent circulation and to plays of in- that the most artistic pictures are not
sputable
box In
officesuch
valueinstances
and entertainsuccesses unless such pictures have drawent
merit.
where
ing power and bring a profit to the exhibitor playing them. His appearance,
iginal 'scripts of exceptional story
rength and rare advertising possibl- therefore, as a supervising director, is to
es can be obtained, a deflection from an bring to each of his productions the
therwise impervious rule will be made.
highest type of entertainment quality
plus the element of showmanship, so
"Each
story
selected
will
be
invested
ith that artistry which only time, money
that the trade-mark of B. A. Rolfe will
id experience can provide. B. A. Rolfe mean not only artistic but box office atill personally supervise and direct the
tractions as well.
aging of each subject, with the coMr. Rolfe has been producing pictures
peration
Rolfe'sto for the last five years and has a record
ipervision ofis his
beingdirectors.
exercised Mr.
in order
of turning out approximately one hundred features, exclusive of short subjects
ive each picture the showman's angle.
and serials.
Secures Strong Casts
"Prominent
personalities
only will
igaged
to make
up the casts.
As bea
tnsequence there will be instances Lasky to Instruct
here a half dozen or more players can
British Producers
e featured, a distinct box office advanNEW
YORK.
— Instruction of British
ige over the one-star system. Furtherproducers in American motion picture
methods, developed during those years
when Britishers were busy with the more
Praise for World Star
important exigencies of the great war,
To Exhibitors Herald and Motowill be a primary feature of the Famous
graphy: I wish to take this means
Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.,
of expressing my opinion to your
studios in London This announcement
valuable paper of the recent work
of Miss Evelyn Greeley, especially
was made by Hugh Ford, Special Diin
"Phil
for
Short"
which
picture
rector, Famous Players-Lasky CorporaI ran two weeks ago to a very
tion.
large business. I have run World
The new company, he said, will orPictures consistently for a year
now and have watched Miss
ganize what is to be substantially the
first international school of motion picGreeley's
in support
of that
Mr.
Blackwell.work
I always
did feel
ture art. Arrangements to pass on the
she should be given a starring
newly
developed arts and sciences of
chance and now that she has "arthe motion pictures to Britishers who
rived" I am one exhibitor who
desire to enter this field were made at
wishes to go on record as stating
that she will soor become a nathe request of English capitalists.
tional figure.
"Phil for Short" was so wholeNo Estimate Available
some and amusing in a big clean
manner that no person of any age
On 'General' Dividends
or sex could fail to enjoy every
moment of it.
Although attorneys have been workHoping to hear your views on
ing over the books of the bankrupt Genthis matter in your valued columns,
eral Film Company for the past three
I remain
months, no estimate can yet be made
(Signed) Nat Holt, Mgr.,
as to the dividend which go to creditors.
HIPPODROME THEATRE
There are 600 known creditors of the
Los Angeles, Cal.
company and nearly a thousand of other
people interested in the affairs of the
company from various angles.
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\\ i;nli;y harry.
\\ ho will be featured in a «erifs of Mar■hall
productions
t ion nl Neilan
Exklbltora
< irruit. for First \;tNational of Denver
Must Meet Its Debts
DENVER, COLO. — National Film
Company directors must show the company's ability and intention to pay its
debts, cease dissipating the assets of the
company and restore $4,500 which has
been spent in violation of an agreement
or a receiver will be appointed to care
for the real estate which the concern
is leasing
E. J. Johnson.
cision from
was rendered
by JudgeThis
S. deW.
Johnson in the District Court at Littleton, and the directors were given until
August 5 to carry out the order of the
court.
The company's option on the thirty
acres which it holds in Englewood expired last March. Last January the directors, realizing that they would be unable to take up the option, appealed to
Mr. Johnson for an extension. On January 16. Mr. Johnson gave the company
a provisional extension of its option until August 1, 1920. The agreement was
that the company should hold the land
rent free until the expiration of the
option,
kept certain providing
promises madethetodirectors
Mr. Johnson.
Sam

Katz Denies Report
Of New Theatre in Loop
Sam Katz of the firm of Balaban and
Katz, Chicago exhibitors, entered emphatic denial of a report that he and his
partner
to erect
a 4,000-seat
house at were
State about
and Lake
streets,
Chicago.
"We had considered building in the
loop," he said. "However, on account of
high building costs and other conditions,
we abandoned the plan temporarily and
I am positive we will take no step in
this direction until next spring at the
earliest."
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Is Appointed

Manager

by

Realart

Hero of Recent Pittsburgh Film Fire Recovers
Health and Will Resume Active Work at Once
William H. Rippard, well known in
theatrical, newspaper and photoplay circles as a result of his sixteen years' experience in these varied fields, has been
appointed manager of the Washington
branch of Realart Pictures Corporation.
The selection of Mr. Rippard follows
the recent visit to the capital of Ben F.
Simpson, Realart's Field Manager, who
is touring the East establishing exchanges for his organization.
Hero in Film Fire
While Mr. Rippard was manager for
Mutual in Pittsburgh, the disastrous
film fire occurred. All Mutual employees
suffered injuries from the fire or shock.
Notwithstanding his injuries and the terrible destruction of the fire, Mr. Rippard
immediately reestablished his office and
accomplished the seemingly impossible
by not missing a single shipment. In
spite of the havoc caused by the fire, the
business of the exchange was increased
through
Mr. Rippard's
efforts.
As a result
of the fireHerculean
and the day
and
night work keeping things moving, Mr.
Rippard's ignation
health
gave followed.
way and his
from Mutual
Afterres-a
complete rest, he handled states rights
productions for Maryland, Virginia and
WILLIAM H. RIPPARD
the District of Columbia until joining Hero of Pittsburgh Film Fire, who ha.s
the business staff of Realart.
been appointed Washington manager for
Realart.
Offices were opened July 21 at Suite
806-820 Mather Building. The Mather
Building is located at 916 G Street, N. cessful management of this house
W., and is familiarly known as the "film brought him to the attention of the head
building"
mosttheirof of a Western theatre corporation, and,
the larger among
picture exhibitors
companies ashave
as a result, he was appointed manager
offices there.
of a chain of theatres located in Illinois
and Iowa. Mr. Lucas held this post for
Omaha Appointment Made
The Omaha exchange of Realart Pic- four years.
tures Corporation will be in charge of
After his long experience as an exhibitor and a photoplay theatre manager,
B. A. Lucas, who was appointed by J. S. Mr. Lucas
became connected with the
Woody, General Sales Manager.
Starting as an exhibitOT, Mr. Lucas
selling end of pictures, joining Paramount as a sales representative of the
has been identified with several of the
Chicago branch. He resigned from Parmore important picture companies. His
amount to accept the management of the
first initiation into film circles was as
Kansas City office of the U. S. Exhibiowner and manager of a photoplay theators Booking Corporation. Then foltre at Peoria, Illinois. Mr. Lucas' suclowed his return to Chicago, becoming
affiliated with Metro, as manager of
Screen Classics for Illinois, a position
which he has held until he was appointed
Recommends Herald
manager of the Omaha exchange by
EXHIBITORS HERALD % Realart.
Offices have been estiblished at 1214
J AND MOTOGRAPHY: I want | Farnam
Street in the exchange district.
l to compliment you on your very §
I excellent trade paper.
I recommend your paper to § S. L. K. Names Bonns
I both the small and large exhib- \
Advertising Manager
I itors. They should receive same I
NEW
YORK.— Eddie Bonns, recently
1 every week.
connected with the Fox office at IndianWith best wishes for your con- I
tinned success, I am,
who has
been on Beach,
a few weeks'
vacationapolis,at
Rockaway
Long
Very truly yours,
Island, has joined the S. L. K. Serial
(Signed)
John P. McCue,
Corporation, as advertising and pubBijou Theatre,
licity manager. Mr. Bonus has had a
El Paso, Tex.
varied experience in40exploiting big specials, notably "Civilization," "Cleopatra"
^'iiiiuimima
and "Salome."

Greater

Stars to

Pioneer's
Handle
Output
in Chicago
Elliott and Brockell Sign Important Agreement for
Productions
What is considered as the biggest
and most important deal consummated
for many weeks past in the independent
field was the joining hands of the Greater
Stars Productions of Chicago with the
Pioneer Film Corporation.
Clyde Elliott and Floyd Brockell, the
men behind the Greater Stars Productions, signed the contracts on behalf of
their interest and M. H. Hoffman, who
is in Chicago, represented the Pioneer.
The Greater Stars Productions \vhi;h
is an independent film exchange in the
Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin territory, by the terms of the contract acquire the exclusive rights to all the curtions. rent and forthcoming Pioneer ProducThey will shortly offer to their exhibitors Henry B. Walthall in "The
Boomerang," "The Long Arm of Mannister," and "Confession." The other
pictures are the "Girl from Nowhere,"
"The Sins of the Children," and "Virtu-,
ous Sinners" as well as Grace Davison
'"Atonement."
in "Suspicion" and her latest production
The Greater Stars productions expect
to work their territory on the intensive
system, giving the exhibitor efficient and
co-operative service. Special salesmer
will represent the Pioneer Attraction;
to the exhibitors, and will assist then:
in putting over the new productions.
Arthur F. Beck Leases
Two Studios in Easi
To house the companies numbered i>
the producing activities of Arthur F
Beck he has leased both the Crystal Stu
dios and laboratories located in th
Bronx and the Pathe Studios located i
Jersey City.
Both studios are humming with activit
at the present time and some big ar
nouncements are in the offing.
Mr. Beck states that for the openin
of the motion picture season this fall 1'
will offer five big special productions an
two fifteen episode serials through di
fercnt distributing channels.
The present serial, now in course
production will be released by Pathe i
September — it is entitled "The Isle i
W. T. Gaskell Opens
Office in New Yor
Jewels."
To facilitate handling the ten-reel fe
ture "The Shepherd of the Hills" in tl
F.astern territory, W. T. Gaskell, of CI
cago, has opened an office at 1482 Iiroa
way, New York, from which point t
Harold Bell Wright production will
distributed. The New York office W
be in charge of George Gordon. T
Oklahoma rights to the picture were t
cently
disposed
of to Oklahoma
Art /
tractions
Co., Tulsa,
Okla.
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Large

N.

Y.

Studio

Site Chosen on Long Island for Immense Plant— Will
Collect Its Forces Under One Roof— Work to Commence
At Once and Building to Be Completed in Ten Months
\Iyron Selznick, president of the the same time, floor space totaling 54,240 Xever before in the history of the stage,
spoken or shadow, it is said, have such
Mznick Pictures Corporation, has just square feet will be set apart, according
sumptuous arrangements been made for
:nounced the first details of an im- to the plans, for the two stages, the the
welfare of the players.
lower and the upper one.
i nse new studio building to be erected
There will be a restaurant in the
The Fleischman Company is building studio, with the latest sanitary appli< Long Island, which will house the
Mznick forces, both artistic and rae- or has built the studios for all the leadances, including mechanical peelers and
ing producing organizations. The wealth electric dish-washers, capable of seating
I inical.
of experience the builders have accu- 500 people at one time. Seven complete
The studio will be erected on a plot
mulated has enabled them in this in- projection rooms of large dimensions
i ground two hundred feet by six hunstance to furnish plans which they claim are called for in the plans. Two huge
tanks and four traps also are included.
surpass anything hitherto ever contemed, just across the Queensborough
A feature claimed by few production
the world of the screen play.
I dge, connecting Manhattan with Long It is notplated inalone
size
that
counts,
but
the
will be a theatre in the studio
-and, and will adjoin the Packard Auto- perfection of arrangement, the zealous companies
building. The auditorium will seat 700.
nbile Company's building. The studio caTe for details, the coordination of the Xothing is to be omitted to make it
whole and the ease and elasticity of per- modern and up-to-date to the last de'11 be within easy reach from Broadsonnel handling. A joining of these estail. In fact, it will rival any existing
' y.
sential attributes will be effected at the Broadway house, it is said. It will be
The Fleischman Construction ComSelznick studio.
used as a set, when a script calls for a
iny will do the building. For months
The building will be four stories high, playhouse, and as well for projection and
exhibition
purposes.
)st their enginers have been preparing divided up into two huge studio floors
Recreation and Rest Rooms
fe plans. These recently were sub- and two mezzanine floors. The lower
studio will have a floor space of 25,200
:tted to Myron Selznick, who with his square
Barber shops and hair dressing parfeet, with a clearance space of 30
be part of the studio equipment.
irps of executives went over them, de- feet and the upper studio will have a Greenlors will
rooms for recreation and rest are
ll by detail. Numerous alterations and floor space of 29,040 square feet with a
to be comfortably furnished and con,'gestions were made, after which the clearance of 50 feet. To take care of
veniently located. There will be handthe traffic there will be six passenger
ball courts, and on the roof, with the
■ gineers and the company's chiefs put elevators and two freight elevators.
East river not far off to supply the cool;ir heads together and revised plans
Private Suites for Stars
ing breezes, are to be placed several
re drawn up which, it is said, meet
tennis courts.
There
will
be
88
dressing
rooms
for
ery imagined need.
The army cantonments, because of
the artists working at the Selznick plant.
The stars will have three-room suites their size and population, had to mainAccommodates Twenty Companies
for complete privacy and comfort in pretain their own fire and police departAn idea of the size of the New Selznick
paring for their work. Women stars
ments, and likewise, due to the acreage
idio will be gained from these figures: will have separate private showers and and small army of employees, there will
venty companies will be at work at baths and men stars private showers.
be a Selznick fire department and a SelzSELZNICK PICTURES NEW EASTERN HOME

the largest and most completely equipped studios in the world, occupying a plot 2C0 by 600 feet, opposite the Queensborough Bridge entrance on Long Island, will soon be erected by the Selznick Pictures Corporation
41
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Lloyd

V. Hamilton,

TheSigned
Original
"Ham,"
by Lehrman
Billie Ritchie Also to Be
Member Company
of New Comedy
Henry Lehrman, who is about to be
gin production at his new Culver Cit
Studios on the first of his screen com
edies for the First National Exhibitor
Circuit, has just announced the signin
of contracts with a number of wc
known people who will be identifk
with future Lehrman Comedies, and thi
names given out indicate that the lead
ing parts in these productions will be i
the hands of artists who have thoroughl
demonstrated their ability in the seriou:
business of making the public laugh.
One of Mr. Lehrman's important ,ic
quisitions is Lloyd V. Hamilton, creatoi
of the character of "Ham" in the Harr
and Bud Comedies, and more recenth
brought to the crest of his developmen
along comedy Jines in the Henry Lehr
man Sunshine Comedies, where lu
headed the producting unit which mad<
"Roaring
Lionssuccesses.
and Wedding Bells" an
other
riotous

nick police department. The garage under the studio roof will be built to accommodate thirty-two cars.
The basement will have a floor space
of 120,000 square feet. Carpenter and
mechanical shops of every description
will be found there. Plasterers, wall paper hangers, painters and papier-mache
workers will also be given plenty of
room.
Can Handle Large Sets
The paint shop will be so laid out
that scenic drops, no matter what their
size, painted there will be able to be
hauled directly into either one or the
other of the main studios. A battery of
electric generators and transformers will
furnish power.
It is said, no matter how elaborate or
complicated may be the dream of a
director for a setting, the carpenter shop
will be able to execute it. The dimensions of the set will matter not at all, as
an entire village could be erected if the
plans called for it. The most up-to-date
equipment for speedy work will be installed.
A printing office will be located in the
heart of the studio. Here all stationery
for otiice use will be turned out; also it
will be able to take care of every detail
in the setting up of titles. Another novel
feature will be the hot house, to raise
palms and other tropical plants and ktow
all flowers which a play might call for.
The art department, with all the space
it needs at its command, will be in close
proximity to the mechanical shops, and
the cutting and editing rooms will be
handy to the projection chambers.
Offices on Main Floor
On the mezzanine floors will be the
executive offices, including the private
sanctums of Myron Selznick and his
principal
alsorooms.
the directors'
rooms andlieutenants:
the dressing
W ithin
easy reach of the h'.tter will he the dressmaking department and the wardrobe
The telephone exchange for inter-studio

messages will be the last word for the
quick transmission of orders.
The dressing rooms will be so arranged that on one side of the studio
actresses will hold complete sway, while
the opposite side wil be given over in
its entirety to actors. The still department will take in one whole end of the
building, 52x200 feet.
A technical office with a staff of draftsmen, presided over by the technical director, will be given a point of vantage,
where daylight will flood the room for
the maximum number of hours. Facilities will be given the technical staff to
enable them to complete the most exacting sets in record breaking time.
When the question, all important, of
heating, ventilation and lighting, was
broached, Myron Selznick became enthusiastic but refused to give any details at the present time for publication.
However, it is known that the Fleischman Company has outdone itself in these
Tespects. The sum total of knowledge
gathered in building other large studios
have been refined and added to. A brand
new system, unique in many respects, it
is said, will take car.e of the heating and
ventilating.
New Stage Lighting
Washed air will maintain an even temperature in the studio the year around
and fresh air will be pumped into every
room. The lighting for the stages will
be based on a new principle which will
not only produce clearer pictures, but
will be capable of almost infinite flexibility,
With twenty companies at work at
one time, which is the schedule to be
adhered
to inleast
the world's
largest Selznick
studio, at
800 players
will be
housed, reckoning forty to a company.
To meet the needs of- these and the
general business, ;t is estimated that no
less than 700 additional people will be
required,
including
cal and office
staffs. technical, mechani42

Ritchie Well Known
Billie Ritchie is another famous come
dian who will in future be seen in Lehr
man Comedies, and who was also unde
Mr. Lehrman's supervision in the Sun
shine organization. Mr. Ritchie was foi
many years a member of Fred Karno
English companies, and has played lead
ing roles in many Sunshine productionsuch as "The House of Terrible Scan
Jack White has been signed as di
rector, and will work under the persona
supervision of Mr. Lehrman, with Nor
man Taurog as his assistant. Botl
have previously been employed in sini
ilar capacities by Mr. Lehrman, and in
thusdais."
fully able to carry out his uniqii'
ideas of comedy production. The sam*
applies to Henry Symonds, who has al><
been engaged as a member of the pro
ducing staff. Camera work on the firs
picture
Median. will be in charge of Georg'
Officers Are Appointed
In his administrative departments Mr
Lehrman has also preserved his forme
organization practically intact, so tha
affairs at the studio are already runnini
as smoothly as if production had beet
under way for weeks. Al Herman ha
been appointed general manager of th'
plant, and various department heads in
elude E. Olin. technical director; Charle:
Hochberg. film editor; E. M. Topper
purchasing agent; A. L. Barnes, auditor
and Edward C. Thomas, publicity dil
rector.
George Barrows Forms
Company to Make Dye;
George L. Barrows, well known amonf
the motion pictures laboratories as the
former agent for "Agfa" Products devel
opers and film dyes, has decided to R<
into the manufacture of all of these prod
ucts in the country thus assuring th<
trade of a reliable pro-duct. Mr. Bar
rows' company will be known as tin
Sagamore Chemical Company. Inc.. o
120-122 West 31st Street. New York ( it*
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Rowland

Survey
From
Selects Seven

President of Metro Pictures
Corporation, Who Will Announce Metro's Plans for
Expansion Upon His Return
From Europe

MOTOGRAPHY

Further

to Announce

Expansion

Plans

on

Return

in Europe — Nazimova
of Conditions
Productions
for Her
Vehicles
New

Important announcement bearing upon
still further expansion of Metro Picres Corporation's "fewer, bigger and
■tter" pictures policy will follow the
rival home of Richard A. Rowland,
esident of Metro and Screen Classics.
:C, from his first-hand survey of the
^lropean motion picture field.
Cable advices from Mr. Rowland to
T. E. Atkinson, Metro general man;er, have been most optimistic and
couraging. They have represented
e foreign field as ripe for American
•vasion in general and. from Mr. Rowrid's
viewpoint, for Metro invasion in
rticular.
Metro Organization Elated
j Consequently the promised early rern of its president has caused the
eatest elation in the Metro organizajn. When Mr. Rowland comes back
will find the home office, the west
ast studios and the Metro exchanges
roughout the country, not only humRichard A. Rowland

A X D

ming with high tension activity, but
imbued with a spirit of enthusiasm and
"pep."
Plans that Mr. Rowland and his immediate associates conceived as far back
as a year ago, tending to the inauguration of the
pictures
idea"fewer,
have bigger
maturedandandbetter"
been
carefully carried out by the organization
under
Mr. been
Atkinson's
ends have
gatheredguidance.
up; there Loose
is an
undeniable momentum in all the activities of Metro just now.
Nevertheless, the organization is keenly
eager for Mr. Rowland's return. A very
gratifying development from the first
announcement of "fewer, bigger and better" policy has been a recent deluge
of appeals from exhibitors all over the
country seeking to book solid the entire
production output of Screen Classics,
Inc., which Metro is to distribute beginning with the first of September.
Face New

Problem

This has placed Mr. Atkinson in a
quandary. Metro is and has been a consistenttoadvocate
of "open
booking."
For
exhibitors
clamor
for solid
bookings
of the Screen Classics, Inc., productions
would be somewhat in contravention of
this idea.
It is a problem that Mr. Atkinson is
more than eager to take up with Mr.
Rowland. He has made it plain that
Metro will not abandon its slogan of
"open booking." It will stand by its
promisesuation istoonethethat
exhibitors.
sitcalls for But
the the
wisest
counsel on the part of Mr. Atkinson and
the Metro president as well. Immediately after Mr. will
Rowland's
homecoming
Mr. Atkinson
confer with
him on
this vital subject and announcement of
Metro's solution of it will be made.
Buys Foreign Stage Successes
The air of restrained eagerness and
expectancy in the Metro organization is
heightened by the latest cablegram to
be received from Mr. Rowland. In this
he imparted the news that he has purchased the screen rights to several big
European stage successes, three of which
enjoyed record-breaking runs in London.
Screen Many

Plays

In the field of comedy and dramatic
composition, Metro is represented in its
forthcoming Screen Classics. Inc., productions by Avery Hopwood with "Fair
and Warmer;" the Frederic and Fanny
Hatton, with "Lombardi. Ltd.." and
"The Walk Offs:" James A. Heme, with
"Shore Acres:" James Cullen and Lewis
43 "Please Get MarAllen Browne, with

ried;" Larry Evans, with "Someone in
the House;" Maude Fulton, with "The
Brat;" Charles A. Taylor and Asa R.
Cassidy, with "Yosemite;" J. H. Benrimo
and Harrison Rhodes, with "The Willow Tree;" Holman Day. with "Along
Came Ruth:" Xoziere and Ch. Muller.
with the French drama. "La Maison Des
Danses." and Jean-Jose Frappa and
Henri Dupuv Mazuel. with "L'Homme
Riche"
(The' Rich
Celebrated
authorsMan;.
whose stories will
be translated into screen productions by
Screen Classics, Inc., are Sir Gilbert
Parker, with "The Right of Way; "
Thomas Hardy,
with Dauby
"Tess of\Mr».
the D'Urbervilles;"
Frank
Julia
Frankaui,
with
"The
Heart
of
a
Child,"
I. A. R. Wylie, English woman novelist,
"The Hermit Doctor of Gaya." "The
Native Born." and "The Temple of
Dawn:" George Gibbs. with "The Yellow Dove;" H. Austin Adams, with
"Wholly Innocence." and several others
yet to be announced.
Three of these plays are already under production: "Fair and Warmer."
W. E. Atkinson
General Manager of Metro,
Who Is to Direct the Big
Fall Campaign for Screen
Classics, Inc., Specials

EXHIBITORS
with Mary Allison; "Lombardi, Ltd."
with Bert Lytell, and "Please Get Marwith ViolaInc.,
Dana.
the
Screen ried,"
Classics,
stars,Besides
Nazimova
has started work in Miss Wylie's "The
Hermit Doctor of Gaya."
To put on these immense picture productions, the Screen Classics, Inc., million-dollar studios on the Pacific Coast
are at the top notch of efficiency after
some recent enlargements and increases
in equipment. Among other things the
studios, Metro states, possess the largest and most complete lighting system
of any motion picture studio in the
world.
Maxwell Karger, director general, is
in direct personal charge of all production. He supervises the work of the
scenario writers, the directors and even
the laboratory. He permits no detail
to escape his eye and insists upon artistic standards that meet with the highest of today.
Nazimova
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nocence." by H. Austin Adams. Mr
Adams, a former clergyman, wrote the
originalNazimova
drama, " starred
'CeptiononShoals,"
which
the stag*in
and which Albert Capellani and Jinu
Mathis later translated to the screen under the title of "Out of the Fog," as i
starring medium for Nazimova. "Whollj
Innocence" is also a dramatic composition.
Three French Vehicles
From French sources are "La Maisov
de Danses" and "L'Homme Riche" (The
Rich Man )which are among Nazimova'?
seven new vehicles. "La Maison de
Danses" is by M. Noziere and M. Cli
Muller, while "L'Homme Riche" is ;
dramatic composition by Jean-Jose Frapp;
and Henri Dupuy-Mazuel.
"The Heart of a Child," from tht
celebrated novel by Frank Danby (Mrs
Julia Frankau), is another of the septei
of new screen stories.

Karger

Who Has Taken Complete
Control of Production for
Screen Classics, Inc.

The Brat" Premier

Vehicles

Nazimova has selected her seven next
vehicles to follow "The Brat," her own
and Charles Bryant's adaptation to follow
Maude Fulton's
was put into
scenario
form byplay,
Junewhich
Mathis.
Nazimova has just begun work before
the camera in "The Hermit Doctor of
Gaya,"
by R.
Charles
from
the noveladapted
by I. A.
Wylie.Bryant
Nazimova
has the role of Sigrid Ferson in this
vivid narrative of Anglo-Indian life from
the pen of Miss Wylie. A heroine of
striking personality and character is Sigrid. in a tale of love, hardship, mystery
and mutiny.
NAZIMOVA

Miss Wylie is also the author of two
other stories selected for Nazimova's
use. They are respectively "The Native
Born" and "The Temple of Dawn."
Of the remaining four of the seven
new stories that Nazimova is to do, and
the completed productions of which will
be distributed exclusively by Metro Pictures Corporation, one is "Wholly InIN SEVERAL

SCENES

FROM

Maxwell Karger, who with Richard A
Rowland, presents the Nazimova Pro
ductions, has arranged for a special pre
release showing on the West Coast o
"The Brat," the Russian star's lates
screen contribution.
Mr. Karger, besides being co-sponso
for the Nazimova Productions, is director general, personally supervising thesi
productions at the Nazimova studios ii
Hollywood. According to advices fron
Mr. Karger to the New York offices o
Metro Pictures Corporation, exclusivi
distributor of the Nazimova pictures
the Pacific coast pre-release showing o
"The Brat"
will be given
at Miller's
ne*
(Continued
to Page
52)

"THE

BRAT"

Fulton's successful stage pla
Production's adaption of Maude
she appears in the Nazimovahusband,
The noted Russian actress as by
Charles Bryant, who enacts the leading male role
herself and her clever
It was adapted
44
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CUTTING

ROOM

Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
.~, r~. ,~.

.". ,r~rre-re

~ re re re

ie Goldwyn- Shubert'oods Deal
IE BIGGEST NEWS OF THE PAST
■ek has been the amalgamation of Lee
. ubert, Al Woods and Sam Goldwyn.
lis aggregation, it is reported, has been
rmed as a measure of protection against
E rapid strides being made by Mr.
kor and his very evident inroads upon
Is legitimate theatrical business,
ith the tie-up between Frohman and
.kor, which automatically included Klaw
• Erlanger, and this latest development of
' ldwyn. Woods and Shubert, we now have
i'se relationship existing between legitime theatricals and the screen that would
:t have been thought possible even so
:nrt a time ago as six months,
iwever, the growing strength of the
:>tion picture industry and voracious dennds for high grade material to transpose
: o screen productions as well as its abil■ to pay for this product, has awakened
■• legitimate field to the necessity of allythemselves in such a way with the in>,stry, to protect itself, at the same time
■riving all possible benefits from the
lion.
ere is no denying that Goldwyn is imi nsely strengthened by the new tie-up and
i is stated upon excellent authority that
ank Godsol, who with his brother has
i.de many millions during the war, will
(t a lot of his capital into the propo■ on.
us we see Goldwyn entering the field as
( : of the most powerful units.
- Good Director
akes a Change
UPERT JULIAN, WHO HAS TO HIS
odit a great number of successes since
thing into prominence with the Universal
(mpany, has joined Goldwyn.
Inibitors no doubt best remember Julian
Uause of his gigantic achievement in
he Kaiser," which was a gold mine for
' Universal. Julian, who is a remarkay good actor himself, is a director of the

rerere re. re. re. .rere. re. re re re re. re. re reire re re re re re rere re re re -7/ re re re re~5?
first calibre. He has what is not at all
common in the business, and that is a keen
sense of drama which enables him to produce results which in their finesse and sensationalism are more European Continental
than American. With the apparently unlimited resources that Goldwyn will now
have, Julian ought to produce some splendid material.
Eastman Monopoly Being
Rapidly Shattered
THE ANNOUNCEMENT THAT THE
Pathe Company will make their own stock
in this country so as to avoid unnecessary
duplication of taxes and tariffs, is important, inasmuch as it marks the beginning
of the end of the virtual monopoly held by
the Eastman Company on the raw stock of
this business for so many years.
P. A. Powers, who was producing raw
stock in Rochester, is getting along splendidly and if Pathe enters the market with
their resources. Eastman will find two powerful factors lined up against him, which it

will be impossible for him to ignore, and
certainly with three such competing organizations avirtual monopoly is a thing of
the past.
You Have Got to Hand
It to the Canadians
THE NEWS THAT JULE AND J.
Allen have invaded the United States and
will build houses in Detroit and Cleveland
is most interesting. We have certainly got
to hand it to these two Canadian boys, who
with the elder Allen, have built up in Canada one of the largest theatre circuits in
the world, comprising today, it is said, over
45 of the best type of houses.
There is no reason why an organization
such as the Aliens should not invade the
United States and build houses in such
successful centers as Cleveland and Detroit,
but as the flow has been always the other
way, it is startling to see the development
actually come about.
It will be surprising if production does not
follow the lead of theatres in Canada and
an organization come about in the verynear future, which will make pictures in
Canada and distribute them not only in that
country but also in the United States,
where a ready market would be available
for the right kind of productions.
First Immediate Results of Methodists' Association's Action on
Motion Pictures

ANITA STEWART
Whoin isfastmaking
picturesan forexpert
First Antioii.-il.
becoming?
airplane
driver. She expect* to obtain a license
to pilot her own craft
soon.
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IF ONE WERE TO SET UP 6,000 PROjection machines- on a floor they would
make an imposing arrangement and when
one thinks of the number of people it
would be possible to project pictures for,
with 6,000 machines, the immensity of
the possibilities of picture showing in
Sunday schools, churches and schools as
outlined by the Methodists is realized.
The Methodist Church Conference has proposed to buy this number of machines for
installation in their churches and thus make
the churches the headquarters of motion
pictures of the better sort.
This field is slowly but surely unfolding
and we may expect to see, as outlined on
this page before, a rapid development in
the production of material suitable in the
highest degree to projection in educational and religious centers of this sort.
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Finds

Well

Receipts

Rivoli Theatre, N. Y.,
Has School of Opera
To Train Its Talen

It is a big moment from

Satisfied
During

Summer

Judgment as to Hot Weather Needs
Theatres Is Vindicated by Results
Thus Far Reported

Robertson-Cole has been convinced by
the volume of business recorded on its
product during the past few weeks, that
only the proper type of photoplays are
needed to offset the costly summer-time
lull in the motion picture industry. In
the spring Robertson-Cole laid out a
schedule of pictures through Exhibitors
Mutual, which was expected to bring
much more than the average summer returns. The judgment of the concern
has been thoroughly vindicated, for the
receipts thus far this summer, while admittedly not up to the mark set in the
late winter and spring, are much larger
than hoped for, and give a fair indication
of what might be expected by RobertsonCole in the coming fall drive.
Careful selection was made of every
production offered for summer distribution. Pictures of the lighter nature, with
plenty of beautiful outdoor scenery were
listed. The real heavy type of drama
was shunned, and the kind of pictures
that would appeal to any audience on
the sweltering days such as are here
now, were posted for issue.
' Better Times" Is Leader
"Better Times," a sunshine picture, relating the joys of life, led off the summer campaign. This offering, a companion attraction to "The Turn in the
Road" hasof proved
a money
maker it for
hundreds
exhibitors
who booked
on
the strength of the success they attained
with "The Turn in the Road."
Thin followed Scs^m llavakawa in

MOTOGRAPHY

S. L. K. SERIAL

Helen Holmes and William ltl:u*k are Keen in the foreground.
"The Fatal Fortune."
Robertson-Cole

AND

of

"The Man Beneath," a mystery story
which has its locale largely in the great
outdoors. This attraction has been proclaimed one of Hayakawa's supreme
achievements.
"A Man's Country." starring Alma Rubens, a thrilling melodrama dealing with
the West of '49, was next in line and
in all her long career, Miss Rubens has
never appeared in a more advantageous
vehicle. Exhibitors are finding it the
valuable medium Robertson-Cole expected, and "Aa position
Man's Country"
should gain
in the readily
list of
Robertson-Cole triumphs.
Snow Pictures Popular
Lewispicture
Stone dealing
in "Man'swithDesire,"
a big
snow
the lumber
camps of the Northwest, has been found
an ideal summer offering, and it is being booked with alacrity.
Bessie Barriscale's "The Woman
Michael Married" is the most beautiful
offering she has ever turned out, and
with its surf and swimming pool scenes
makes just the kind of attraction needed
for summer show ing,
"A Sage Brush Hamlet." William
Desmond's latest work, is another Western, with most of the action laid under
the blue skies. It, too was selected for
summer issuance because of its peculiar
appeal to the period.
All the other pictures which are carded
between now and fall are of similar type,
including H. B. Warner in his second
Superior Picture. "The Pagan God" and
Sessue Hayakawa in "The Cray Horizon." The latter, it is predicted will be
hailed as the supreme artistic achievement of Hayakawa's career.
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Hugo Riesenfeld and Josiah Zuro ail
nounce the organization of a school <
opera and ensemble, which will be ope
ated in conjunction with the Rivoli ar
Rialto theatres, New York, now und<
the direction of Mr. Riesenfeld. M
Zuro will be the director and will ha\
complete charge of the school, whic
will be located at the Rivoli Theatr
■19th Street and Broadway, and he wij
be assisted by a staff of prominent ar
ists. Foremost among them is the wel
known stage director, Jacques Coin
formerly of the Manhattan Opera Horn
and Century Theatre, New York, whet
he was responsible for a number c
original productions in French and Ita
ian. Mr. Coini will act as stage instruc
tor and teacher of mise enscene.
Joseph Littau, formerly of the Bosto I
Opera
and now
one ofandthe Han
cor .
ductors Company
at the Rivoli
Theatre,
Stiner, of the Metropolitan Opera House
will coach the pupils in the works of th
Italian and French repertory.
Luigi Albertieri will have charge c I
the ballet classes and Amedo Gross
late of the Costanzi Theatre in Rom
and San Carlos in Naples, will be th
professor of Italian as well as of dictioi
The faculty will also include a teache
of French. The secretary of the schoc
will be M. M. Hansford.
A large class room has been reserve
for the use of the pupils at the Rivoh
Theatre, where the stage will also
at their disposal for rehearsals. Promif
ing pupils will be assured of a publi
either at th
as soloists
appeara
theatres.
Rivoli ornceRialto
Show

Prince of Wales
In Current Kinogram
speKinogritams
currentbecause
Thecial interest
the onPrinc
showstakes
Unite
the
visit
of Wales, who will soon
States. The Royal heir dons a miner
suit and goes down into a coal mine
The close-up of this famous personag
should furnish to the exhibitor splendr
newspa
copy
of ma
patronass well
t toperthenotice
ainmen
entertfor
theatre.
Another interesting flash is that o
Dan O'Leary, the celebrated pedestruv
who on his "Sth birthday engages in :
24-hour walking contest with soldier
and mail carriers. The city officials o
Chicago arc shown in a hot weathJ
advertisement disclosing them as the;
girls' .costumes oi
inspect
Lake Michigan
beachtheof bathing
the

World

Pictures Buys

it ha'
Pictures
World Rig
to "Daesd'sthatGirl
hts announc
rightsof tothat"Dad:
titli
picture play
ed the famous
from
purchas
Girl"
the screei
by F. II. Schwartz, and that
will be made by J. Clarksot
.adaptation
Miller. "Dad's Girl" has for many year:
been a favorite bill for stock and reper
10.00J'
toire companies and has had over
into worl
It will be put Lcc
performances. Studio
withn
Fort
at
World
the
days.
ten
next
the
at
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"infield R. Sheehan Promises New Feature Will
Be Surprise to Theatre-Going Public
■ Announcement as to the preliminary
Hancock has established headquarters
the fourth floor of the Fox building.
H"angements tor showings of Fox N'ews, on
Xo. 130 West Forty-sixth street, and
pw being featured as "the news weekly
now is busy completing his staff and
lltt will surprise the theatre-going pub- interviewing expert cameramen. In Mr.
Hancock Mr. Sheehan believes he has an
WL''
has just
been manager
made by ofWinfield
ieehan.
general
Fox FilmR. executive and motion picture feature
editor who will make of Fox Xews a
Corporation. The first issue of Fox screen feature journal that will make a
E'ws will l.e published about September
new epoch in pictures.
P and thereafter there will be weekly
William Fox. president of Fox Film
(peases of features which Mr. Sheehan
Corporation, is the originator of the entertaining and instructive idea to be em|j»s will have a power and quality never
bodied in Fox Xews. When he prei Ifore known to the screen.
sented the idea to Mr. Sheehan. the latan experienced Xew York newspaper
j| "Fox News is to be something abso- man.ter, became
enthusiastic. He and Mr.
Jlely new in motion pictures." says Mr. Fox worked out
the plan, which, while
eSeehan. "It will be a feature that no founded on the regular
news reel feaHifbitor can afford to overlook, for it
tures now being shown, is a new and
Hi have tremendous drawing power and
surprising elaboration of that idea: and
Mr.Fox Hancock
was engaged to superHi be talked of wherever motion pic- then vise
Xews.
Ill es are shown."
Mr. Hancock Is Specialist
Correspondents Cover World
Mr.
Hancock
has specialized in news
BArrangements have been made wherefeatures for the screen. He is to be
U news and special current event pie- given a free hand in running Fox Xews.
ces from all parts of the world will be and is not limited as to expense. Already
he has gathered a large staff of news
■based through Fox N'ews. There will feature experts and special cameramen.
bmotion picture correspondents in LonMr. Hancock is peculiarly fitted for
A. Paris. Petrograd. Brussels. Berlin. this work. Born in England, he was
Hmburg. Tokio. Shanghai. Buenos educated at Canterbury College and began his newspaper career as a police resr>es, Bogota Sidney. Australia. Fairporter on the Evening World. Later he
biks. Alaska. Copenhagen. Stockholm.
was with the City Xews Association, the
Bfwaii. Manila and throughout the Evening Telegram, the Evening Journal
lited States. Canada. Mexico and the — where he was a feature editor — and the
Xew York Sunday American, where he
V-st Indies.
n charge of Fox News is Herbert E. also was an editor of special features.
Fncock. formerly a newspaper reporter,
jctor and special writer of note, and Pearl White to Be
|fc;r a director of picture features. Mr.
Star in "Tiger Cub"
"Tiger Cub." announced as the vehicle
for Miss Pearl White's debut as a William Fox star, will be the first of a group
of big productions which Mr. Fox has
planned for her.
The Pearl White program will be a
series of notable pictures, and Miss
White, under the Fox direction, is exoect,ed to add materially to the tremendous popularity she already enjoys.
Every detail of the White productions
will be supervised rigidly in an effort to
make them stand out as pictures of
marked distinction: there will be nothing
of the commonplace about them.
Seelye Goes South
XEW YORK. — Among those buying
tickets for the torrid south was C. R.
Seelye, who is choosing the pleasant
month of August for a business trip in the
United Southern Circuit, with headquarters in Atlanta. If he does not succumb
to the heat. Mr. Seelye will be back at
1600 Broadwav in ten davs.

WILLIAM H. JKWEK
A .ointed salex manaeer of the I nited
Vrtiata Corporation'* Boston office.

LILLIAN

Married on Coast
Harry E. Xichols, special representative
of The Herald was married on July 18 to
Miss Clarice Robins, private secretary to
47 at Los Angeles.
"Smiling Bill" Parsons,

LILLIAN WALKER
Who Mill infeai under the rathe banner
in the Graanui
aerial. "One Million
Dollar" Reward."
Raver

Withdraws

From

Artco; Beck
Purchases Stock

Harry trolling
Raver's
ownership
of the coninterest in
Artco Productions.
Inc.. changed hands last week. Arthur
Beck purchasing the stock of its former
president, acquiring at the same time
the rights to four of the old stage plays
of Augustus Thomas.
Difference of opinion regarding the
Star question was the reason attributed
to Mr. Raver for his desire to withdraw
from the Thomas-Raver-Irving Baird organization and to carry out his original
plan of producing original stori?s from
the pen of Augustus Thomas witho it
special reference to stars.
The Capitol. Harvest Moon, Indian
Summer and Alabama are the four plays
of Mr. Thomas assigned to Artco in
conjunction with the purchase of Harry
Raver's stock, the latter acquiring original material of Augustus Thomas through
a separate agreement.
The first of the new Raver-Thomas
productions will be a play written by
the famous dramatist in association with
Prof. Baker's class in drama at Harvard
University. Work on the scenario has
already begun and a production will be
made in time for publication at the opening of the regular fall season.
Has Temporary Quarters
Owing to the difficulty of getting suitable quarters for the Pittsburgh exchange of Realart Pictures Corporation.
Xat Barach. branch manager, has been
temporarily located at 412 Ferry street.
He will remain at the Ferry street address until the middle of August, when
he will move into permanent offices at
1018-1020 Forbes street.
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Paramount- Artcraft

Recently
branch
tion.

it. A. LUCAS
appointed manager of Omaha
of Kealart Pictures Corpora-

Mayer Buys Many
Vehicles for His
Two Women Stars
In the effort by producers to tie up
every available story, whether in magazine or book form, and successful
dramatic scripts, Louis B. Mayer has
quietly sawed wood, with the result that
he has acquired a particularly fine batch
of much talked of magazine stories and
best selling books. Some of these will
be used as vehicles for Anita Stewart,
one of Mr. Mayer's stars, and the others
will star Mildred Harris Chaplin, who
recently signed a long-term contract to
produce pictures under Mayer's management.
While it could not be learned just how
much Mayer paid for each book or magazine story, it was stated at the Mayer
offices that a good sized fortune was
paid for the following; "The Yellow
Typhoon" by Harold McGrath, "The
Fighting Shepherdess" by Caroline
Lockhart, "Who Am 1" by Max Brand,
"Old Dad" by Eleanor Hallowell Abbott, "The Judgment of Men" by Mabel
S. Keightly and Leigh Gordon Giltner,
"The Lady from Longacre" by Victor
Bridges, "The Bitter Cup" by Edith
Sessions Tupper, "Foolish Youth" by
Louise Winter, "Danger" by H. H. Van
Loan
"Watch Your Wife" by E.
Mason and
Hooper.
Several others have also been acquired, the names to be announced later.
Mr. Mayer is now angling for one of
the biggest stories of the past decade,
the magnitude of which may be known
from the fact that Mayer has offered
$40,000 for it.

Inaugurates Second
Annual Campaign
Announcement is made by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation that the second
annual National Paramount-Artcraft week
will be inaugurated Sunday, August 31. Every city and town in the United States that
contains a theatre, is provided for in the
exploitation campaign, it is said, which involves the showing of Paramount-Artcraft
pictures every exhibition day in as many
theatres as it is possible to supply.
Paramount-Artcraft week last year was
an extraordinary success and there is no
doubt that the prestige of Paramount-Artcraft pictures, the advertising that has already announced the coming of the new
season and the nation-wide advertising and
publicity campaign that will be put directly behind the selling effort, will make the
Paramount-Artcraft week of 1919 set a new
record.
A full page advertisement in the Saturday
Evening Post will bear conspicuously the
catch lines, "A Drive for Better Motion
Pictures" and "Beginning the Greatest Motion Picture Season in the History of the
Screen,"
will stands
appear Thursday,
in the issue August
of August
30,
on the
28.
The line, "A Drive for the Better Motion
Pictures," will be the slogan of the campaign.
The newspaper advertising .schedule provides for a full-page in about ninety of
the largest cities of the country. The
copy calls for a general top-page display
with space beneath for a list of all the
theatres in the city co-operating. The campaign also calls for advertising in 375 other
newspapers, in every city over ten thousand
population in which there is a theatre to
present properly Paramount-Artcraft pictures. In the larger of these cities the advertisements wil be of half-page size, space
being provided for the listing of theatres
just as in the full-page advertisements in
the largest centers.
In the smaller cities the copy will be
about 420 lines, probably five or six inches
deep. Xo theatres will be listed with this
copy, which will be placed on a contingent
basis with the newspapers, that is, the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will pay
for the Paramount-Artcraft Week advertising provided the exhibitor runs beneath
it his ad, using equal space.
In towns under ten thousand population
especially designed postcards will be furnished to exhibitors by the exchanges free
jf charge
out to the
exhibitor'sline
mailing lists.toInsend
addition,
a complete
of
accessories has been prepared, details of
which will be announced to exhibitors
shortly.
Abandons Vaudeville
For Motion Pictures
Frank Phelps, manager of the New
Grand in Duluth and the New Palace in
Superior, Minn., both vaudeville houses,
has canceled his vaudeville in Superior
for the summer months and booked big
films attractions as a substitute. He
opened with "Daddy Long Legs," Mary
Pickford'sallbigrecords
First for
National
release,
breaking
good summer
business. Early in August he will play
"Auction of Souh," another big First
National production, and he is now in
the midst of a strong advertising compaign on the comitig attraction.
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Celluloid

Slide Is
Perfected in Easi
A new and improved lantern slid;
which is confidently expected by it:
makers to revolutionize this importan
branch of the motion picture industry i:
placed upon the market this week.
The new slide is known as the Fim
Art Slide. It is made by the Interna
tional Lantern Slide Corporation of 22!
West Twenty-eighth street, a concert
licensed under the patent held by Rober
John, from whose laboratory have comi
scores of innovations in the photographii
and printing arts.
The Fine Art slide is not made c
glass, but is printed on celluloid by ;
new photo-mechanical process which en
sures all the best qualities of a photo
graph with all the evenness and perfec
tion of a printing press copy.
Fox Film Corporation is the first com
pany to purchase the new slide in largi
quantities and has already ordered Fim
Art slides for all its announced features
including "Wolves of the Night" witl
William Farnum; "Should a Husbaru
Forgive?", the 1920 cinemelodrama
"Evangeline," the screen classic; "Check
ers," the big William Fox special; "Thi
Last of the Duanes," with William Far
num; "La Belle Russe," with Thed;
Bara Tom
and Mix.
"Rough Riding Romance,
with
Rolfe Begins Production
At the Thanhouser studios in Nev
Rochelle, B. A. Rolfe has begun the pro
duction of his first picture for the nev
firm of A. H. Fischer Features, Inc. Th'
production, which is to be a special, i
based on Robert W. Chambers' well
known
story,
Band.
Charles A.
Logue"The
made Shining
the adaptatioi
of the printed work for the screen.

C. G. KINGSI.KV
the llenlart
manager
rhantce.
Appoint
ion. ofDetroit,
«ur«-M edCorporat
Mick* ri<
fc»
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"Big

Seventeen

Four"
United

Public Health Films
Will Have Permanent
Exchange in Chicago
Executive officials of Public Health
Films of Xew York have just left Chicago, after completing arrangements
with Saul Burstein, whereby Public
Health Films have established a permanent office in Chicago, to handle their
films for the Central States.
"The End of the Road," the first one
of Public Health Films to be released
in Illinois, has established such a distinctive success for all the exhibitors
who have shown it, that bookings will be
continued on through the summer, instead of discontinuing during August and
September, as originally planned.
Box office records have been shattered
at many theatres it has played.
C. tiveG.of Isaac
Conover,
personal
Silverman,
head representaof Public
Health Films, and his press representative, G. H. Mortimer, made a special
trip to Chicago for the purpose of investigating conditions, before establishing a permanent office. They were well
pleased with the reception given "The
End of the
by exhibitors,
and
promise
themRoad"
another
big box office
winner
in
"Fit
to
Win."
which
will
be
distributed later in the fall.
The office for the present will be continued at 207 South Wabash, in the Film
Exchange
in charge. Building, with Saul Burstein

Artists' Depots September 1 — Notable
Cast in Support
"His Majesty, the American" will be throughout the country began booking
the picture for long runs. A check-ap
le title of Doqglas Fairbanks' first pic- of
the first run bookings carries pracire made for the United Artists Cortically every big theatre and circuit
aration. It will be published Septemthroughout the country that could be
:r 1.
accommodated for a simultaneous showing.
The production has been in the makBookings are now being made through
ig since last April. Eight weeks were
United Artists Corpora;voted exclusively to the preparation of the seventeen
tion Distributing depots in United States
:e scenario.
and Canada and enough business has
Joseph Henaberry, directed, with the now been written to keep a big number
distance of Elton Banks, and. it is of prints busy without let-up over a long
tid, that the picture is a veritable Fair- period.
inks' frolic, giving the inimitable
Fox Manager Named
a wealth has
of opportunities
such
;Doug"
no production
heretofore offered
Fox Film Corporation announces that
at.
Rose has been appointed manThe picture abounds in novelties. Its Mitchell
ager of the Fox exchanges at Calgary.
?ry beginning offers a feature that Alberta. Canada, by Sam Dembow, home
one has cost a little fortune, it is said,
for the Fox comi produce. It shows Fairbanks in the office representative
pany. This is one of the exchanges just
;ony of a nightmare and the stunts he opened in western Canada, and is lo)es through and the dangers he courts,
cated in the Princess Theatre building.
art the story off with a rush. In these
ghtmare scenes many novelties in
Title Lewis Feature
lotography and set construction have
■en employed.
Mitchell Lewis' fourth Select Picture
Playhouse for Fairbury
has been definitely titled; it is now called
Marjorie Daw Supports
FAIRBURY, ILL.— The store build"Faith
of
the
Strong."
instead
of
"La
A splendid cast surrounds the agile Rue of the Strong Heart." as it was
ing owned by Dr. Carmen of Fairbury.
known during the process of production.
formerly occupied by the J. W. Brown
)oug"
in
his
first
"Big
Four"
producfurniture store, has been taken over by
Dn. Marjorie Daw plays the feminine
Select
feels more
that "Faith
of the title
Strong"'
is a much
characteristic
for Abe Gagnon, who will remodel it into
ad. This makes the sixth picture in this
story.
hich she has played opposite Faira motion picture theatre.
inks. Miss Daw splendidly represents
OLD H. C. OF L. HAS NO TERRORS FOR "CONNIE" TALMADGE
e wholesome young girl and is so
oroughly experienced in the star's
ther extreme heroic methods of rescug damsels from distress, that her presice is counted on as a big asset.
Frank Campeau, who has been assoated with Fairbanks for over a year,
ays the heavy role. He was a note3rthy member of numerous recent
lirbanks'
and has
a bigbutreputation
>t only ascasts
a screen
artist,
likewise
a stage player.
Albert McQuarrie, who had a good
rt in "The Knickerbocker Buckeroo,"
:ewise appears in "His Majesty, the
merican." and in addition served as an
sistant to Director Henaberry.
Sothern's Brother in Cast
Much interest also attaches to the
itial screen appearance of Sam Sothn, well known Xew York and London
tor and younger brother of the famous
H. Sothern. Lillian Langdon. who
peared with Fairbanks in his first morn picture "The Lamb" and in a numr of later productions, is also promint in the cast.
In the realization that "His Majesty,
e American" was to be the first teare of the "Big Four," Fairbanks is said
have spent a fortune on the producMi. _ Massive sets, both interior and
teriors. have been provided for this
-t production.
Incidentally, the advance bookings on
e production are said to set a record
she is in breakfast
"A Temperamental
Wife,**
initial
National
production, by
withJohn
an
it is unequalled in screen annals. Be- Here elaborate
untouched.
The herstory
was First
written
and supervised
Emerson and
Anita Loos.
ming last May the biggest theatres
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| Every

Exhibitor
M.

Is Urged to Help
P. E. of A. Wipe

Out

Taxes

I|
I

The following appeal has been received from Frank JVRembusch, 1
secretary of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc:
To all Exhibitors:
Which did the most to win the war — Ice Cream or Pictures?
Congress is removing the soda tax, why not the tax on pictures? Ice Cream §
pays one tax — we pay Film, Capacity, Admission and other taxes.
| Your National Organization is making a strenuous drive to reduce taxes and {
| every exhibitor is asked to do two things and do them now.
1 Firstrevision
— Write ofyour
taxes.Congressman and Senator a letter urgently requesting a j
1 Second — Write your check for the assessment on your theatre amounting to j
two cents per seat and send it to the National Secretary immediately.
Here is the Crux of the Situation: — Taxes will go on forever unless you ask §
for a reduction. The National Organization cannot keep up a strong drive |
1 without funds.
| The Executive Committee is to raise $100,000 in 1919-1920 to work for the |
revision of Film tax, Capacity tax, Admission tax, Music tax, Daylight Sav- 1
| ings, Censorship and Sunday opening — to do this all must help.
| As a business man you know that your assessment will be returned in savings |
| many times over in a short time.
We havethea following:
good start; Farmland,
every mailInd.,
is bringing
checks.
July 31st's Ark.,
mail ||
brought
$4; Webb, inMiss.,
$5; Jonesboro,
| three theatres, $25; Bonne Terre, Miss, $5.70; Springfield, 111., $12; Louisville, 1
1 Ky., $12; Louisville, Ky., $21.68; Morehouse, Mo., $5; Perryville, Mo., $7; 1
| White Hall, 111., $9.90.
| Send your check today and I will send it to the National Treasurer, who will |
| forward you proper receipt at once.
j Do your share. Make it unanimous. Don't hesitate.
| Two cents per seat "That's all." Make your organization worth while. Back j
|| up
organization
Makeyourchecks
payable with
to: your money or don't expect results.
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.,
No. 1108 Odd Fellows Bldg.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
F. J. REMBUSCH,
National Secretary.
^^lltllHIIIIIUJlll tirillllllllffllllllllllJEIIIIUIllltlJ MNI irl IIUIII N IIMil IIJ!IIIIIIIHi M IH >lM 11Jl IIJIJlil tlIHI 11II IIli111HI 111>11M )l11I I liNllllll i!>1rIt IU '11<M I n MM t H hlb11M I]11111 M tl111:M 1 JIJI Dl IIM I )lrl f I]iIIIII13M III]IUl INIMfl^
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Pathe's Twenty-Ninth
Serial Stars
Anne
Luther and Charles Hutchison
Wrestles with and throws black bear
Pathe issued its twenty-ninth serial,
Sunday, August 3, the publication date weighing 380 pounds.
Riding a motorcycle at speed of 70
of "The Great Gamble," the Western
miles an hour leaps 25 foot gap in bridge.
Swings on telephone wire from top of
Photoplay's serial featuring Anne Luther
and Charles Hutchison. Despite the fact pole into window of house.
Climbs along gutter on roof of apartthat this comes in the dog days of Aument and swings out into space when
gust, Pathe reports exceptional bookings
on the serial and a great many theatres drain pipe pulls loose, then climbs down
pipe to ground.
will play it that have never before booked
Drops from broken clothesline at
serials.
Fourth floor of apartment and catches
another line at third floor.
He'e are some of the things that
Hutchison does in "The Great Gamble":
Placing his feet against one wall and
"Our Mary" Attracts
his back against another of a four foot
Children in Jackson
gap between two buildings, works himFollowing an exploitation campaign
ment. self to the roof of a seven story apart- featured by a strong appeal to children,
Jumps from a roof eighty feet high the Rex Theatre, Jackson, Mich., became the rendezvous for hundreds of
across a fourteen foot alley to another
roof twelve feet IcAver.
children of that city during the five day
Swings on rope around corner of run of "Daddy Long Legs," starring
building and into open window 40 feet Mary Pickford, produced by her and refrom the gTound.
Dives into river from top of 125 foot cuit. leased by First National Exhibtors' Cirgrain elevator.
The Rex Theatre had previously catered to children with reduced prices at
Rides horse across fallen tree laying
certain matinees. However, before the
across deep chasm.
lumps to cowcatcher of fast moving
management could announce a free matilocomotive as it crosses bridge.
nee for kids, the children were reserving
Dives from rear coach of fast moving box seats with such enthusiasm that no
train into river.
special prices were offered, but on the
Leaps from flying hydroplane into the other hand the free list was entirely
ocean.
suspended.
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MARK GOLDMAN
Appointed
manager
of Cincinnati
of Realart Pictures
Corporation.limn
Griffith Will Present
"Hearts of the World"
In Repertory Prograi
Changes in the D. W. Griffith repe
tory season at the Geo. M. Cohan The
tre will bring to a close on Sund
evening, August 10, the engagement
"The Fall of Babylon," now in its tlii
week. The next offering will be N
Griffith's new peace edition of "Heai
of the World," wherein the League
Nations receives
its first form,
motion with
pic'tuI
presentation
in narrative
necessity for the cessation of arm
strife very powerfully visualized by ^
Griffith.
The new edition of "Hearts of t
World" is considerably shorter than ^
Griffith's original production. The c;
of principal characters, however,
mains the same, including the Miss
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Robert H;
ron. Master Ben Alexander, Geor
Siegmann, Adolphe Lestina, Kate Bnii
Josephine Crowell, Robert Andersi
George Fawcett, Anna Mae Walthall a
others.
"HeartsTheatre,
of the Mr.
World."
theFollowing
Geo. M. Cohan
Grifti
plans to offer a composite program f
the final week of the season, the pr
ductions to include several of his earli
works. By this arrangement a differe
entertainment will be given each d
during the last week. A special milprogram will accompany each offer it
and an acted prologue on the speaki
stage will add to the attractiveness oft
key
farewell week of the repertory season.
1)1 Sharkey Buys Theatre
ER PARK, WASH.— J- B. Shs
;
Spokane, of hasG. purcha-ed
key,
Arcadiaof theatre
Brings. A
Sharkey is a well known exhibitor
Spokane.
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All Small

Theatres

Are

Not

Doomed

J. R. \olan, Cleveland Exhibitor, Demonstrates
That Lite-Wire Managers Can Make 350-Seat
Playhouses Pay by Invoking Good Shoicmanship

la., to Have

$1,000,000 Theatre
H. C. Kahl to Erect Modren
Ten-Story Office Building in Heart of City
DAVENPORT. IA. — Davenport is
to have one of the finest motion
picture theatres and theatre buildings in the country. Plans have
been completed for the erection of
a ten-story, modern office building at the intersection ot Third and
Ripley streets, to cost about $1,000,000.
H. C. Kahl recently purchased the
property upon which it will be built
from C. A. Ficke for $226,000, and the
work of razing the present structures
has been started. The new theatre will
be completed, is expected, about May 1,
J920. It will contain besides an up-todate motion picture theatre, seating 2,500
persons, 234 office suites and twelve
stores.
The building is to be located on the
western edge of the downtown district
of Davenport and will relieve the congestion in the business section for office
room it is said.
The New theatre will occupy the first
floor and will be one of the finest equipped in the central west as well as the
largest in the state of Iowa. It will be
operated by the Blanchard Amusement
Company and besides playing the best
pictures obtainable will have an augfeatures. mented orchestra and other special

What will be the fate of small theatres. trians.
iown in many cities as motion picture
"We find that by building up attractive
ndmarks. whose owners devoted the
displays we have the edge on theast years of their lives to the advance- lobby tres
which rely on other methods of
ent of the silent art and who now seem
patrons,"
said Mr.s Xolan.
able to bear the pressure of a merciless drawing
the matter
of newspaper
we are, "Inof
Capital." that has turned "holes-in-the- course, eclipsed by the bigger houses.
ills"
How into
longsparkling
can the dream
small palaces?
show house In fact, we depend upon our lobby disdure ?
Of intense interest to the world of plays.Display for "Daddy Long Legs"
owmen. irrespective of prominence, is
"One plays of
most successful
lobbyonedis-I
Ieverthe constructed
was the
e answer to the foregoing question —
it written as the opinion of an ex- used recently in exploitation of 'Daddy
jitor: neither is it an assertion stretched
Mary Pickford,
jm an observation: nor is it an over- Long Legs.'
duced by herstarring
and released
by First proNaawn account of a chance experience.
tional
Exhibitors'
Circuit.
To
get
up
this
Nolan Shows Road to Success
lobby I used cut-outs from the blackboard from the six-sheet posters. I had
It is the actual cold-blooded, dollars- these framed
give a school effect to
d-cents answer of J. R. Nolan, man- the lobby. Itoalso
used a number of
er of the Bijou Dream Theatre, Cleve- slates with drawings
which children
nd. seating exactly 350 persons and lo- might be expected to make.
The proted in the heart of the city's most
verbial dunce cap and the inevitable
riving business district — a theatre switch and
other
school
room
travesties
lich some exhibitors have been doomg for failure, but which has always kept were carefully observed. All contributed
head above water despite the added toward a very novel arrangement.
nnage of the fifty or more persons who lobby
"The smash
idea of
"Daddy
Long Legs'
wasthemost
successful.
The
uallv stand in the rear, just ahead of
picture
had
a
phenominal
run.
staying
*And"S. the
R. answer
O." sign.is:
here berfor
two when
weeks.theAndlittle
I can't
remema time
theatre
was
"The small theatre can hold on in- not filled to capacity.
finitely as long as it is under the direc>n of a live-wire exhibitor ever awake
"The small theatre is a money-maker
good attractions at the right prices, when it's managed right. If the exThe building will be of fireproof conhibitor forgets about the thousand and
struction, the exterior to be plan Ameriitchful of the progressive march of ex- one disadvantages
he
must
work
under,
citation and careful to keep his house
can style of architecture. The designand
keeps
his
mind
strictly
upon
geters
are
C.
W. and George L. Rapp of
vays how?
inviting."
But
Chicago. The new theatre will be
ting good attractions — there's not much
The use of handbills, once thought to
erected by the Walsh-Kahl company.
a helpful method of exploitation for
ELLEN TERRY APPEARS ON SILVER SCREEN
: uptown theatre, is practically imposit."
:>le. Many times the distribution is to
'omed offensive to pedestrians.
N'ewspaper advertising for the small
■ town theatre is another bugaboo. The
: es are almost prohibitive in the light
i what returns could be expected from
i house which only seats 350 persons.
lj space in newspapers would mean the
: >using of interest, but it would be an
i iustiried expenditure on the part of
I Bijou Dream.
Here Is the Answer
Jillboards are wonderful advertising
i a theatre that can justify the expense.
It a theatre with a seating capacity of
3 persons could hardly be expected to
d much billboard advertising. Conseq ntly, the Bijou Dream does not.
here is one method of exploitation
vich
the "life" of the small theatre
a i thatis is
HE LOBBY DISPLAY.
housands of persons dailv pass the
Eou Dream. The lobby arouses their
"•rest in a manner far more effective
tin either newspapers or billboard pron tion. Big smashes that extend across
ti entire width of the lobby characterize
tl presentation of an attraction by the
Bdu Dream. Tasty, attractive, artistica correct, this method of exploitation
e bles the Bijou Dream to compete with
a other Cleveland theatre in the matrole byin Triangle
"Her Greatest Perf ornianee," which
in tnthebe mother
iiablished
tt of arousing the attention of pedes- Famous Kimli»h .u'tress take*
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In Chi cago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West
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Company at Minneapolis, supplying Minnesota and the Dakotas with state right
features, his first killing being on
"Twenty Years in Sing Sing."
General Film then induced him to become adjuster for the same territory
a'-d a year later, he went'Avith the Exhibitors Film Exchange of Minneapolis.
In KM-' he came to Chicago to enter
the employ of the Feature Film Sales
Company and a year later he was made
Chicago manager for World and lator
district manager for the same company.
In 1915 Weiss left World to become
Chicago manager for Metro. He then
joined the Central Film Company, which
in HUT became distributors for the First
National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc. Weiss
continued as manager after the reorganization and was given an interest in
the firm.
Harry Weiss was born in Chicago
thirty-three years ago and is a graduate of St. Viators College, Kankakee,
111. His favorite diversions are automobiles and contracts.
Truex Has Strong
Cast for First of

His Comedy Series
David Torrence and Vallie
Martin to Appear in
Leading Roles
Ernest Truex is supported by a capable cast of players in his first two-reel
comedy directed by John Joseph Harvey
for Amedee J. Van Buren. Mrs. Sidney
.Drew adapted the scenario from "The
Night of the Dub" a story by Albert
Payson Terhune which appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post.
Torrence Leads Support
David Torrence is chief in support of
the star in the roie of Reginald Ganz,
employer of Anthony Biggs who is
HARRY WEISS
played in two of the first feature productions made by the Famous Players,
the average film exchange
WHEN
manager is married, his exhibitor namely: "The Prisoner of Zenda" starring James K. Hackett and "Tess of the
customers usually exclaim, "Well, D'Ubervilles"
with Mrs. Fiske in the
what do you think of that?" and for- stellar role. On the speaking stage, Mr.
Torrence
has
appeared with Maude
get it.
When Harry Weiss, manager of the Adams in "A Kiss for Cinderella,"
"What Every Woman Knows" and "The
Central Film Exchange, of Chicago was
Little Minister" and played leading roles
married four months ago, he was buried in
other Charles Frohman productions.
under an avalanche of congratulatory
Vallie Belasco Martin, a cousin of
telegrams. A few days later, presents
Belasco, plays the screen sweetfrom exhibitors started to snow in and David heart
of the star. Miss Martin has
they are still coming.
played in leading roles in several musiTherein you have the secret of his
cal comedies, including "Very Good
success. Weiss stands A-l with the ex- Eddie"
and
"Watch
Your Step."
Preceding these
engagements
she spent
hibitors in his territory. He is not a
swivel chair manager. He believes in seasons in stock in Milwaukee and Kantaking the road himself and mixing.
sas City. She has also played in vaudeHarry's never as happy as when he locks own. ville in an original singing act of her
u]) his desk, jumps in his speed boat and
Haskins Well Known
starts out on a two week's jaunt after
contracts.
Charles
Haskins who is seen as the
Weiss started in the film business as
an operator for Carl Laemmle in the theatre manager is well known for his
old Electric Theatre. Twelfth and Hul- screen portrayals which date back to
pictures made in Philadelsted streets. Chicago, in 1006. A year the Lubin
phia. Recently he appeared with Violet
later, he was running a chain of thea- Mcrsereau.
tres <>f his own in Superior. Wis., DuOther members of the cast include
luth, Minn.. Menominee. Mich., and Du- Arthur Rankin. Dan Duffy. Francis
buque, la.
Pierlot, Roger Fowler, James Loughnan,
After two years as an exhibitor, he Frank Killian. Edmund Carroll and
started the Minue-ota
Feature Film
Harry English.
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Elmo

Lincoln
Chance

Seeks
at Dempsey
On July 29, Jack Dempsey, the new
world's champion heavyweight prize
fighter, was challenged to a match foi
the title by Elmo Lincoln. The chal
lenge was sent by Lincoln by wire anr
was delivered to Dempsey in Chicagi
by Sam Hall, sport editor of the Chicago
Herald-Examiner, and George DeKruif
the Universal Film Co. publicity man
ager for Chicago.
Elmo Lincoln is a film star, having re
cently completed the serial productiot
"Elmo the Mighty" for Universal. Hi
first became known as the blacksmitl
in D. W. Griffith's "Intolerance" anc
later as the hero in "Tarzan of th>
Lincoln, who is 25 years old, is oftei
called
the "Hercules
the Screen."
was born
in Indianaof and
is a similaH
type to the present title holder. AI
though never having been a professiona
boxer, he has had many fights with som
Apes."
of
the best amateur boxers in th
country.
METRO

WILL MAKE FURTHER
EXPANSION
(Continued from Page 44)

million dollar California Theatre, in L)
Angeles.
Premier Before September 1
It has been tentatively planned t
show "The Brat" at the California fc
a week's run some time before Monda
September 1. the announced publicatio
date of "The Brat." Under the arrana>
ment. exhibitors
Roc',<
Mountains
will be East
a weekoforthe
so behin
the West in showing the Nazimova fe:
ture, but it is largely for their bene:
that the pre-release showing has ber
designed.
The new California Theatre, the mo
recent addition to the many temples ■
the cinematic art in Los Angeles, tl
motion picture producing center of tl
country, puts on and plays up its attra
tions in the most elaborate fashion ai
with the most up-to-date exploitati.
methods.
Messrs. Karger and Rowland decidi
upon
the pre-release
"The Bra
in order
to get for showing
the exhibitor,
esp
daily
the
eastern
exhibitor,
first-hai
and unbiased comment by press at
public upon the merits of this featu
under actual exhibition conditions.
Prepare Exhibitor Aids
Careful note will be made of all .1
vertising and exploitation stunts us j
in the presentation. Based upon the e
perience of showing the Nazimova sp
cial before the public will be prepared
flood of exhibitor's aids, and a mass |
suggestions for putting over the pictu,
in a manner worthy of its merit and j
a manner calculated to be most effectil
in getting box-office results.
The interval between this work-out
the Nazimova picture under practid
conditions and the day when Metro d
changes will be given the word to t
lease the production elsewhere will i'|
be longer than a fortnight, it is believi
This will give ample opportunity >
the final touches and suggestions I
the biggest exploitation campaign e\
launched in behalf of a single featu
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Brunton's
Dream
Comes
How a Modest Scenic Artist Worked
Out A Long Cherished Ambition —
Most Complete Studio on West Coast
When ground was broken for the
Robert Brunton studios, Los Angeles,
bout a year ago, the materialization of
dream had begun The idea. which is
»ie corner-stone and foundation of the
tudios. had existed in the brain of Robtt Brunton before he entered the moon picture business.
Working quietly, Mr. Brunton was
etting ready to introduce a plan of picire production so different and so suc:ssful that the full import has scarcely
een realized, even by it's originator,
his system of a large, fully-equipped
•cture plant, with every detail perfected
>r exclusive or communal use by inde?ndent producing units, had the freshes of discovery about it. And the re>onse to this fair and equitable method
making pictures has alone proved its
orth.
Indeed, "Brunton Service" has become
synonym in the industry for excellence,
riciency and satisfaction in motion picre production. With the very elastic
rangement between producer and
udio, any degree of service, from the
ere rental of space to the entire pro.ction undeT the direct supervision of
jbert Brunton himself, mav be obned.
Studio Workers Are Specialists
Two principal factors go to make up
is unusual organization. One is the
lendid staff of people that Mr. Bruni has gathered about him; the other
the extremely thorough equipment
th which every department of pro'Ction is supplied. All of the studio
•■rkers
their particular
le. Andarethespecialists
initiative inallowed
them in
E carrying out of their ideas has made
t-m all willing co-workers.
The equipment is built for coordina>n with the stages. The dressingI 'ins. property-houses, garages, and
cctrical shops are all built as nearly
Jiacent as possible. Farther away are
t numerous technical buildings. Still
f ther removed are the massive street
ss, used as exterior background for
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True

the big productions constantlv being
made
the studios.
avenue, atseparated
from theAcross
studio 'Melrose
proper,
is a ten-acre tract of land with surprising features for location work. But
there is no possible chance of a sparsity of locations, for Mr. Brunton
has
recently acquired a 500-acre ranch in the
mountains which contains a widely
varied assortment of backgrounds. The
best point about this piece of land is its
proximity to the studio, being only ten
minutes ride from the studio grounds.
Other features of the studio are the
swimming pool, the gymnasium, the tire
department, and the cafeteria, all with
the idea of service in view.
A Word About Robert Brunton
A word about the builder. Motion
pictures were not entirely new to Robert
Brunton. That is to say. the method
was strange, but the substance was
something with which he was thoroughly
familiar. He was a scenic artist bv prowas home
his father
him.
The stagefession, aswas
to him,before'
and when
he came with Sir Henry Irving to the
United Sfates. he determined to stav.
Then followed long periods as head
scenic artist at leading theatres all over
the United States and in Canada.
Going to Los Angeles, he became art
director for Oliver Morosco as head of
his scenic corps at the old Belasco and
Burbank theatres. Seeing the possibilities of the motion picture Mr. Brunton
joined the Triangle as art supervisor.
His great artistic success there caused
him to be chosen the producing head of
the newly-formed Paralta organization.
Then came
"Brunton Studios," the
fruition
of histhelabors.
The whole range of stuc'ios reflect
Robert Brunton's personality. This aggregation of buildings is more than a
film "factory," or a tremendous financial
investment. They represent an institution, a babe in years but a prodigy in
achievement, dominated by one idea:
SERVICE — of the Brunton kind.

ROBERT

BRI XTON

PRODUCTIONS

ROBERTwest BRI'XTO
\
The independent
coast producer
who
hnx won an en\isible reputntioa in the
motion picture l>u*ine*«.
Metro Changes Dates
Of August Publications
A change in the August publication dates
of the last two of its All Star Series productions is announced by Metro Pictures Corporation. This change involves two pictures. "A Favor to a
Friend," starring Emmy Wehlen and
"The Four Flusher." with Hale Hamilton as the star. Miss Wehlen's new
vehicle is to be published August 11.
instead of August 18. as Metro recently
announced; while Hamilton's picture will
be published on August 16. The date
for "The Four Flusher" originally was
set for August 11.
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REPEATING for the umpty-^pmtb time that "it is
the little things that count," a statement none the
less pertinent because of its reiteration, it is the
more remarkahle by contrast that, so far as we have
heen informed, there is no single instance in the land of
a motion picture theatre that distrihutes ice water to
its patrons.
Women, particularly, like that sort of thing. Especial y isit desirahle in the warm weather. Ami there
i- apparently no good reason why it is not done.
Water is among the dwindling minority of essential that have not risen in price. An usher might
as well he carrying a tray of glasses up and down the
aisles while the house is crowded as leaning against
the doorpost chewing gum.
"Interrupting the patrons' interest in the play." is
til. only objection that can be advanced. And this is a
negligible one when the comedy is on at least. The
patrons' gratitude will more than offset such a protest
at any time.
Why isn't it done ?
"WAGON TRACKS" (Artcraft) is another one
of those productions that may best be described as "typical of the star." It has little that is new in the way
of plot or development, yet contains all the essentials
that have made William S. Hart the star that he is. It

light, very swift, colorful and interesting — just the right
material for the season.
"THE YIRTUOUS THIEF" (Paramount) discloses Enid Bennett in another heavy, seriously intended
drama that has theft and murder as its chief motivants.
It is extremely well done. The plot is closely knit, believable, convincingly developed, and the acting is at all
times of the highest order. Where screen material of
the type is popular it should do very well.
"ROUGH

1

I
I

RIDING

ROMANCE"

(Fox) estab-

lishes Tom Mix for all time as the screen's greatest
horseman, a capable actor, and a veritable dynamo of
energy. It is by far the best photoplay that has resulted
from his efforts thus far. Lavishly staged, interesting,
well supplied with plot and incident, it should satisfy
completely.
"THE PRICE OF INNOCENCE" (First National) deals with matters not commonly used in photoplav plots and is therefore endowed with the attraction
of the unusual. Stella Talbot is the star and a pleasing
cue to look upon. Straight drama, sincere of purpose
and carefully made, it backs up the promise of it? title.
"BILL HENRY"

(Paramount) may not establish

new records for Charles Ray's productions, but it certainly will not damage his prestige. A small town story
witli unusual incident ingredient and anything but
stereotvped design, its pleasing power is great. It may
be advertised with every confidence of its satisfying.

should do as much as, no more and no less than, the majority of his past productions.
••YANKEE DOODLE IX BERLIN" (Mack Sennett Special) is a riotous burlesque, exemplifying Mack
i

MOTOGRAPHY

ramp and turns the personnel of the German Great headquarters upside down, including Mr. Hohenzollern hiinM-lf. It is glorified Keystone. The plan of presenting the
picture together w ith a bevy of Sennott bathing girls is a
truly effective exploitation stunt and has packed them in
both in New York and Chicago.

"OPEN YOUR EYES" (Warner Brother.-) tells
again the familiar story of the young people whose lives
arc besmirched by the justly berated tolerance which pen
mits ignorance to lead youth into the pitfalls that line
the primrose path. A perfectly frank discussion of the
topic, clean in the sense that the clinic is clean, its asm
fulness to the exhibitor is best determined by that exhibitor's knowledge of his patronage
' WI1HRK BONDS APE LOOSED" (Waldorf Pictures Corp.) delves deeply into the psychology of man,

"UPSTAIRS" (Goldwyn) will no doubt be pronounced bythe public "tin' best thing she has done since
•Mickey."" the "she" being Mabel Nonnand. who limb
herself in the present role possessed of just the type of
aracterization that she can do the best. It is verv

bringing the results into the foreground and but lightly
suggesting the less interesting causes. The principal
action takes place upon an island where a student of
mankind is engaged in scientific research. It is novel,
interesting, and will no doubt find a favorable welcome.

Sennett's wide range of fun-making stunts. Both-well
Browne as an American aviator impersonates a beautiful
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i arles Ray in
'LL HENRY
;,-e-part comedy-drama; Paramount,
irected by Jerome Storm.
! Wished August 10.
JPIXIOX: The small town hotel is
; i always has been an institution rich
i humorous possibilities. And now the
; rt Charles Ray has tapped that source.
: personated the small town hotel clerk
i turned out a photoplay that his adirers and the general public will pro:unce a success.
Ray is at his best in the role given
In. He wields those clumsy feet of his.
:i t.effectiveness,
by the way, to
thatexcellent
approach advantage.
Chaplin's
1 behaves as awkwardly as usual, wins
x: usual sympathy, and outwits the
! all town slicker in something like the
nal manner. But there is novelty in
t- manner in which this is all brought
s)ut. novelty of setting, characterizatn and incident, and the result is thor?hly pleasing.
fhe title will inform the reading world
t t the play is typical of the star. That
rans box office activity. And the picte will more than satisfy those who
; chase their pasteboards through the
\:ket.
YNOPSIS: Bill Henry Jenkins leaves
t farm with a patent vibrator unaer
t arm. speeds across country on his
i ycle in search of fortune, is assaulted
r an infuriated farmer and takes refuge
2the small town hotel managed by his
u:le, where he is given a position as
crk. To this hotel, at the same time,
cnes Lela Mason, a young lady who
h inherited a piece of farm land and
s nt her last cent to come here, only
t he told by the local lawyer that the
l;d
is valueless.
Henry's
isiroused
and he Bill
plays
poker sympathy
with the
t . eling men to win enough money to
b- the property, keeping her in ignoras ejman
of theoffers
buyer's
Then a price
land
Bill identity.
a much greater
f< the property and Bill sells it. telling
v lawyer to turn the money over to
I a. The lawyer, instead, pockets the
nney and accuses Bill of knowingly
c ating the girl. His uncle turns him
o, but the girl remains true to the last
a Bill returns, beats up the lawyer.
n<es him confess his deception, and
n -ries the girl.
Trt Mix in
F UGH RIDI.XG ROMANCE
Fe-part comedy-drama; Fox.
Eected by Arthur Rosson.
Filished in August.
PINIOX: It is a long time since
l n Mix has made such a worthy contt ution to the screen as the present
roping, rollicking succession of laughs
a thrills. Many will declare it the
hi publication of his producing career.
you are one of the exhibitors who
h;e found the Mix pictures profitable
screes of revenue in the past, you are
al one who can take advantage, of the
Pn-ent opportunity to play this one up
si nger than anv of the others, secure

in the knowledge that the picture will
back up every promise you make for it.
It opens with a rush, carriers that
rush all the way through, and finishes in
a perfect gale of hazardous, humorously melodramatic action that leaves a
splendid parting impression. The stunts
that Mix and his horse perform are
among the modern wonders of filmdom.
If this is a forerunner of what Mix
is
going to
program,
the doendon ofthethatcoming
season season's
should
find him occupying one of the most
enviable positions on the successful stars
register.
SYNOPSIS: Phineas Dobbs. cow boy
and dairyman, suddenly becomes rich
when oil is found on his land. His first
thought is to give a party with the whole
town as his guests. This is at its
height when a mysterious and beautiful
young lady alights with two frock-coated
male escorts from a train stalled nearby
and is menaced by the town bad mm.
Disposing of the bad man in his best
style. Phineas takes to the open country on his horse. The train passes and
the lady throws him a note from the
window, asking him to follow and rescue
her. His quest takes him to San Francisco, thence to an estate in the San
Mateo hills, where a secret society r^f
foreign noblemen are seeking to force
her to marry one of their number. Her
father is held prisoner and his life is to
pay the price of her refusal. Phineas
mixes in and. with the aid of his trusty
steed, effects the rescue of the girl, really
a princess, and her father, the king.
Some time later, when he has gone back
to the ranch, the girl appears and they
are married.

Stella Talbot in
THE PRICE OF IX.XOCEXCE
Corp.
Five-part drama; Buffalo Motion Picture
Directed by Grank Gordon Kirby.
Published by First National.
OPINION: Stella Talbot, "Broadway's newest star," is a very personable
actress and one who promises, after she
becomes a bit more accustomed to the
camera, to develop into a film star of
note. The present story, a well related,
serious narrative, is an ideal introductive vehicle.
As a story, the play does not always
answer to the laws of logic and reason,
but is told in incidents that are in themselves interesting. A satisfactory though
not especially notable cast headed by
Andres Randolph, a veteran, lends adequate support.
Points of production, direction, scenario, all makes for technical perfection.
And the camera-man employed knew his
instrument, as the pictorial aspect jf
the production gives ample evidence.
The title is sufficiently elastic to exert
the required drawing power. The picture will fulfill its promise.
SYXOPSIS: Mary Aldron is the
adopted daughter of a minister who has
devoted the ten best years of his life
to
the "squatter"
inhabitants
Goose
Island,
a bit of land
belongingof to
the
estate of one Greyson. a young man
whose occupation is Wall Street and
whose chief passion is the love of power.
When he attempts to dispossess the
squatters and a pitched battle ensures

in a scene from "Roush Kidins:
Tom Mix as "Phineas Dolilis.' and Konianre"
his horse I••Tony.'
Pox I
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him, the heiress listening at a connec
ing door, and attempts to be avenge
Stallings gains entry and they struggl
The detectives finally break In and Els
is given the five thousand dollars rewai
offered for the capture of the chauffeu

Mary goes to plead for leniency. Attracted by her beauty he promises to
permit the people to remain if she will
spend ten days at his home as his guest.
This she consents to do. rebuffing his
amorous advances and winning his esteem.
Learning that Roger Carleton, whom she
loves, not knowing his dishonesty, returns to the island to claim her hand as
promised, she attempts to cross the
strait in a boat. Carleton is told of her
supposed infidelity just before she enters
the cabin and, with a native, prepares
to brand her with the sign of the cross.
Greyson arrives in time to save her,
after a struggle, and she learns that nis
devotion is honest and that she returns
his affection.
OPEN YOUR EYES
Six-part
Films. drama; U. S. Public Health
Directed by Gilbert P. Hamilton.
Published by Warner Brothers.
OPINION: The latest film treatise
upon the venereal evil compares favorXORHAND
bly with any that have gone before. It Listens to :iMABEL
bell hop's pleadings in "Upstairs," a Goldnyn prodnetion.
has the advantage of careful production, rich settings and a rather capable
Mabel Normand in
cast. As concerns its fitness for public
UPSTAIRS
exhibition it is also worth mentioning
Five-part
Goldwyn.
that the clinical display of "horrible ex- Directed bycomedy;
Victor L. Schertzingcr.
amples"
usually
considered
indispensaPublished
August
3.
ble to a work of the sort is pleasantly
absent.
OPINION : If there is any suspicion
In a brief introduction a well worded,
in
your mind that "Upstairs" is a conthough rather shop-worn lecture upon
coction made up because of the popularthe subject is delivered, a lecture which
ity
of
"Upstairs
Down"It as
a title,
announces the intention to "call a spade discard that idea and
at once.
is not
the
aThespade"
in
the
story
that
is
to
follow.
intention is carried out and the well
sort of play that needs a "leaning post."
told, though not particularly original
It is, instead, the best picture that
story which follows does not mince matMabel Normand has made since "Mickters.
There is nothing but comedy in
If the argument advanced, that per- the fiveey."reels,
but that comedy is of the
fect frankness is the solution of the light, semi-serious
variety that does not
problem treated, is granted — the pic- pall. Mabel Normand is well supplied
ture fulfills its mission. But unless the
audience comes to the exhibition with with comedy bits that are distinctly "in
her line"tunities
andgiven her.
she revels in the opporan open mind and studiously inclined
the impressions carried away is not goXotable also is the work of Cullen
ing to be a pleasant one.
Landis, late of the single reel farces,
The purpose, not the picture, is the who disguises himself as a bell hop and
point to be considered. And it is a aids the star, a kitchen slavey, in her
point each much decide for himself. The
conquest of the upstairs regions of the
play is one .of the best of its kind that fashionable
hotel which is the scene of
has been published.
the entire action. The two work toSYNOPSIS: On her sixteenth birth- effect. gether harmoniously and to excellent
day Kitty Walton is told the secrets of
life by her mother and warned against
Chicago
the
carA strike
and "loop"
the raceaudience,
riots on with
its mind,
such mistakes as usually are made
through ignorance. Frances Forrester,
laughed their enthusiasm as unrestrainedly as though the city machinery were
whose mother is a different sort, is kept
running
smoothly in accustomed grooves.
in ignorance and forced to learn by experience. She leaves home and is in- The normal gathering will doubtless pronounce the production one of the best of
stalled in an apartment by Alex Valentine, wealthy frequenter of the bright the season.
light zone. Harold Connors, her former
SYNOPSIS: Elsie McFarland is emsweetheart, is coaxed to a road house by
ployed as scullery maid at a fashionable
John Edwards, a dissipated youth, and
city hotel. Her long ambition to invade
becomes infected with a loathsome dis- the "upstairs" in full regalia is realized
ease. Valentine meets Kitty and she when Lemuel Stallings, a son of wealth,
falls in love with him. Frances learns dons the uniform of a bell hop. steals
that she has contracted a disease from
the gown of an eloping heiress and the
Alex and denounces him, but he pro- shoes of a wealthy dowager for her
cedes with preparations for the wedwear. Upon the dance floor of the tea
ding. Harold Connors is cured of his room she is seen by the house detective,
ailment. Frances stops the wedding in mistaken for the heiress and the attime to save Kitty. She then returns to
tempt to place her in custody begins.
The father of the heiress appears, as
Harold, who has joined the campaign
for truth and cleanliness, and they are does also the chauffeur with whom she
reconciled. Kitty finds that she really intends to elope, but Elsie has her
loves Eddie Samson, who has been her clothes and she cannot leave the room..
devoted admirer from childhood.
The chauffeur links Elsie in a room with
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James J. Corbett in
THE MIDNIGHT MAN
First three episodes.
Eighteen-episode serial; Universal.
Published in August.
OPINION : The announcement th:
Universal has secured "Gentleman Jin
Corbett's signature to a long-term co
tract and intends to star the forni
heavyweight champion in a series of fired features will come as no surpri
to the critics and exhibitors who ha'
viewed the opening episodes of "Tl
Midnight Man," the serial Corbett h
just completed for LTniversal.
Corbett is not only a clever sere:
actor, but has the acrobatic sk;
strength and nerve to back up this all
ity. The result is that his serial is goii
to be one of the best offerings in th
field during the coming year. Seri
fans
"eat it up."company apparent
The willproducing
was unhampered by financial restrictior
The star has been given an unusual
strong supporting cast. The sets i
elaborate.
The scenario provides f»
necessary thrills and gives Corbett
strenuous program.
Frequently, he
called upon to display his boxing abili
in rough and tumble fights but the hi:
spots are the daring athletic feats !
performs.
There is a mysterious Hindu, a v
lainous gang of desperadoes, an en
getic detective, and many other cha
acters, not the least of which is a pret
girl, constantly arousing interest, but
is Corbett who holds the center of t
stage throughout. Exhibitors can affo
to advertise this serial heavily and p<
sonally recommend it.
SYNOPSIS:
Bob Gilmore, a you
Washington clubman, pleads guilty
his foster father's forgery and becotn
a fugitive from justice. As he is abo
to leave, he learns that his suppos
parents adopted him from a foundli
society. His only clew to his identi
is some baby clothes and a ring,
escaping from the city, he is set up'
by
White
thiev*I
who the
throw
him Circle
in frontgang
of a oftrain.
miraculously escapes from death a
reaches New York. In robbing a bar
one of the thieves is killed and the poli
finding
the boi
believes Gilmore's
he is dead. jewelry
Gilmoreon then
tak
the name of Stevens and breaks in.
wealthy homes at midnight in an eff
to learn his true identity. Each pla
he takes nothing of value, but leaves
impression of the ring in an effort
trace his parents. He has occasion ,
rescue a pretty girl from thugs, a
finds
she is the
daughterMorgan,
of a wealt'
man named
Morgan.
it '
velops, is the mysterious leader of t
White Circle gang. A Hindu, seeki
the
after Stevens
same ring,
timestarts
Detective
Arnold andtakesat '
his trail. There ends the third episivh

EXHIBITORS
)nid Bennett in
rHE VIRTUOUS THIEF
ive-part drama; Paramount,
•irected by Fred Niblo.
ublished August 10.
OPINION: It is a bit unusual, these
ays. to come upon a picture which deotes no footage to comic relief, dependig upon its sheer dramatic force for its
itisfying power.
Such might
a play beis. Enid
Bennett's
latest.
As
expected
of thoughtful
roducers. the greatest pains have been
iken to make the play clean-cut, forcell, smoothly developed drama of the
ghest order. The result is a compotion that ranks high in its class.
Beginning simply, it gathers weight
id momentum as it progresses, buildg up climax after climax, disposing of
ie but to bring on a bigger, stronger
ie, and completing the play quickly
id naturally when the last complication
smoothed out.
The question that faces the exhibitor
not one of quality but of class. There
in be no doubt of the former. If you
m successfully exhibit a picture of the
pe. this production will succeed.
SYNOPSIS: Dick Armitage, cssenilly honest but weak, steals a small
im from his employer, Walter Haskell,
.id confesses the theft before it is disivered in the hope of leniency. Haskell
ks him to sign a confession and gives
m three days to raise the money,
eanwhile discharging him. Dick is un:>!e to raise the money, so his sisteT,
lirley. enterstoHaskell's
employ
as a
enographer
pay back
the debt,
askell becomes enamoured of her and
'ows her marked attentions, to the dismfiture of Bobbie Baker, also in
askell's
employreach
anda Shirley's
sweetart. Matters
climax. Haskell
tempts familiarities and is rebuffed,
e then threatens Dick's arrest unless
lirley will bend to his will. She rerns to the office at night to steal the
.nfession and is caught by Haskell,
rs. Haskell has detectives watching her
sband and they bring her to the scene,
woman who has lived upon Haskell's
,'iinty and has lately been discarded
•o appears. Next morning Haskell is
und dead in the office. Dick believes
? sister guilty and tries to shoulder
e crime, unsuccessfully. Then Mrs.
a skell arrives at police headquarters
d vindicates Shirley. The police finally
rate the murderess. Happiness follows
' Dick. Shirley and Bobbie.
rs. Sidney Drew in
UNKERED
vo-part comedy; Paramount. .
rected by Mrs. Sidney Drew,
blished July 13.
'PINION: Golfers, especially, will
d much entertainment in Mrs. Drew's
st vehicle since the death of her hus• fid - It has been made in the style of
• earlier Drew productions, the seti gs being the same clean-cut affairs,
jt action calling for the same immacu1 o costuming, the same light tone
i rking the laughable little story told.
■As the sister of the yaung man whose
f e is really the central one, Mrs. Drew
j Her same genial self, the same knowi smile, the same easy carriage, reling vividly the past successes of the
1t ews.
*s for the impression the comedy is
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likely to make upon the public, it is
of self-protection and pilots the
difficult to hazard even a speculation. plea
vagon caravan that includes Jane, tier
brother
Donald and her fiance, Guy
An actual try-out is the only sure guide.
Barring sentiment, the entertainment is Morton, across the desert. Jane, witwell able to take care of itself.
nessing his grief, an emotion exaggerated by the circumstances of his
William S. Hart in
brother's death, confesses that it wis
not in self-defense but to save one of
IV AGON TRACKS
her
she two
fired men
the
Five-part drama; Artcraft.
shot.companion's
Hamilton lives
then that
ties the
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
together
and
walks
them
across
the
desPublished July 20.
sert alone, certain that one will eventuOPINION: When the work of a given
ally betray the other and a confession
star runs so true to form as that of Wil- will be forthcoming. Donald Hamilton
liam S. Hart there is little to be said in is proven the guilty man and Jane's innocence established. They return to the
review of each succeeding production
wagon-train, to find it threatened by
save by way of picking flaws with the Indians, one of whose number has been
technical nature of it or enlarging upon
killed by a pioneer. A white life is demanded as reparation and Donald Hamfacts already known to the trade and the
ilton pays his debt, though in an itgeneral public.
tempt to escape, and saves the caravan.
"Wagon Tracks," therefore, must be
described as many another Hart picture Sunshine Comedies
of the past, "a typical Hart production."
Those who find their patronage demandExpect Big Season
With Hampton Del Ruth as director
ing something new of the star will conclude rightly that the present producof Sunshine
Comedies.
W'illiam
tion does not offer that something. general
Fox officials
look forward
to the
most
Others, who find that the staple output successful year these comedies have ever
of the Ince-Hart combination is the sort had.
of entertainment that makes for goodly
box office returns, will gather, as corAssisting Mr. Del Ruth are the followrect!}', that the play is just that thing.
directors, Eddie Cline. Roy Del
To one who has witnessed a goodly Ruth.ingMai
St. Clair, Vin Moore, Jack
number of the Hart vehicles the higisounding subtitles and the not unfami- Blystone and Frank Griffin.
liar plot may be a bit wearisome. To
The stars include Chester Couklin,
the casual observer these same points Polly Moran, Slim Somerville, Jack
will doubtless be as pleasing as they
were when they began to build up the Cooper, Ethel Teare, Glen Cavender,
Harry McCoy, Bobbie Dunn, Tom Kenprestige that is undoubtedly the star's.
SYNOPSIS: Buckskin Hamilton,
nedy, Ed. Kennedy, Billy Franey, Harry
Booker, Laura LaVarnie, and Alice Davwhose
occupation
it
is
to
guide
-he
wagon trains across the uncharted west field.
enport, all well known in the comedy
to the land of promise, comes to meet
The Sunshine Comedy Beauty Brigade
his brother, just out of college, at Westport Landing. He finds the boy dead, is declared by Del Ruth to be "the most
supposedly shot in self-defense by Jane captivating bevy of femininity ever asWashburn. He forgives the girl on mr
Among the new comedies just comsembled."
featuring
and Catcher."
Blystone Dog
J. G. Yellow
directed pletedbyare "The
Jack Cooper. Glen Cavender and Billy
Franev: "Chicken a la Cabaret." directed
Chesby Victor Heerman. and featuring
ter Conklin, Billy Armstrong and Doroand Women."
"Wild C.Waves
and Frank
thy Lee, by
Griffin and featurdirected
ing Ethel Teare and Slim Somerville.
Helen Eddy Given Lead

In "Who Knows" by "U"
who starred in "The
Eddy,
Helen
Turn
of the
Road" and more recently
supported Monroe Salisbury in "The
Trail" and "Hands Down." has
Blinding
been
given the leading role in the all
star production "Who Knows?"forwhich
Uniis producing
Seigmann
George versal
from the story
by Kenneth B.
Clark. Anna May Walthal, sister of
Henry Walthal, and Gertrude Astor
have beer, selected tor parts in the supporting cast.

ENID BEWETT
In one of the liigrh point.** from "The Virtuous
Thief,"
< Paramount >. it Thomas H. luce picture
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Buy Story for Farnum
NEW YORK.— The Fox Film Corporation has purchased the film rights
to Huntley McCarthy's famous play "If
I Were King." William Farnum will
star in it.

EXHIBITORS
Skinner Series to Be
Reissued by Kremer;
Also Other Essanays
"Skinner's Dress Suit" will make its
bow to the public a second time very
shortly. This will be followed later by
the other two in the Skinner series,
"Skinner's Bubble" and "Skinner's
Baby."
These features will be published State
Rights by Victor Kremer Film Features. It was decided to put out new
prints on these pictures after hundreds
of inquiries had come from exhibitors
asking why Skinner was not on the market again.
Victor Kremer also is planning to distribute other Essanay feature pictures,
beginning early in the fall, probably in
September. The first pictures will be a
block of ten. to be published one a week
through State Right buyers.
These will include two Henry B. Walthall pictures, "The Misleading Lady"
and "Little Shoes," two of the best
pictures made by this genius of the
screen; the best of the Taylor Holmes
features, "Efficiency Edgar's Courtship,"
a Bryant Washburn mystery play, "The
Alster
Man Trail"
Captain Case";
Richard"The
C. Travers,
the with
star
who deserted photoplays to enter the
army when the war broke out; four Jack
Gardner western dramas, "The Range
Boss," "Open Places," "Men of the
Desert" and "Land of Long Shadows,"
and "The Little Shepherd of Bargain
Row," featuring Mr. Travers and Sallie
Fisher.
Max

Cohen Purchases
Francis Ford Feature
Max Cohen of Monopol Pictures Corporation has just completed a deal
whereby his organization has acquired
the world rights to "Crimson Shoals,"
a six-reel "special" designed for state
right consumption. This production was
made by Louis Burston under the direction of Francis Ford who also appears
in the star role of the picture. Ford
produced
Shoals" ofimmediately
following "Crimson
the completion
his recent
serial "The Silent Mystery" and just
prior to starting his newest serial offering "The Mystery 13."
POSTER PICTURES
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Nazimova Begins Work
On Another Production
Xazimova started work before the
camera this week in "The' Hermit Doctor of Gaya." a screen version of the
novel by I. A. R. Wylie. This production will follow "The Brat" in the schedule of Metro Pictures Corporation,
exclusive distributors of the Russian
artiste's pictures.
Upon her return to California after
her recent trip to New York Xazimova
had practically made up her mind to do
"The Native Born." another of Miss
Wrylie's
of India
Far
East. Butnovels
a careful
study and
of thethescreen
possibilities of "The Hermit Doctor of
Gaya" gave it the preference, although
"The Native Born" is scheduled as a
subsequent Nazimova production.
Select Announces Its
Schedule for August
Sergeant Guy Empey in his forthcoming Select Pictures special attraction, "The Undercurrent"; Olive Thomas'
Selznick Picture, "The Spite Bride," and
Eugene O'Brien in his first Selznick
Picture, a Ralph luce Production, "The
Perfect Lover." comprise the list of
attractions which Select Pictures announces for publication during the
month of August.
Latz Opens Offices
Bert R. Latz, manager of the Denver
exchange of Realart Pictures Corporation, has at last been able to secure a
suitable location. He has been making
the Hotel Albany there his temporary
headquarters. Exhibitors will now find
him permanently
located at 1742 Glenarm
street.
New

Elvidge Feature

June Elvidge having completed "Love
and the Woman" under the direction of
Gilbert P. Hamilton has started at the
World Studio at Fort Lee in a" new
picture
Father'sCrane.
Wife" and
will
be entitled
directed "His
by Frank
THRILLING

SCENE
WESTERN PHOTOPLAYS. inc.
f
PftCSENTS
Anne Luther.
Charles Hutchison

_
PHOTOPLAYS.
INC
IH*N
by JOSTPtl
A.G01DEN
5% PATH E 4BS

GREAT

Gamble
A SERIAL. ELECTRIC IN ITS DYNAMIC FORCE
AND HIGH VOLTAGE CLIMAXES

I >m in > -four niiri'i stand naed bj Pathc for The <;r«-n< Gamble/' showing one ol mimy
hair-raising stunts performed bj Charles Hutchison. Frederlch Brown HaDnn designed fin* pontnr<
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GEORGE ADE
Foremost
American
humorist who*
"Fables in Slang'* are being handled b
Victor Kremer Film Features.
Four-Minute Speakers
Endorse Macauley Filn
The endorsements of all four-niinut
speakers delivering their message
throughout Dallas. Texas, in the interest
of the League of Nations, for "Whoi
the Gods Would Destroy," the Macai
ley Production published by First X.
tional Exhibitors' Circuit, was a novf
exploitation feature incidental to th
Hippodrome Theatre's promotion can
paign for this attraction.
The Hippodrome Theatre also use
the personal appeals of Judge A. I
Riddle and Judge Gregory W. Hatchc
highest officers on the board for rati!
cation of the League.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroj
played to a week's capacity audience ;
the Hippodrome. Theatre official* mail
tain that the linking of "Whom the Goc
Would materially
Destroy" assisted
with the them
League
of N:
tions
in puttin
the picture over as that section of tl
South is strongly Democratic and
favor of the League.
Atlanta Film Managers
Banquet Ben F. Simpso
To celebrate his return to Atlanta, tl
Film Managers'
gave
a luncheonAssociation
in honor ofof that
Ben ci'
Simpson. Field Manager of Realai
Four years ago Mr. Simpson reprcsenh
GeoTge Kleine in the Southern metro
olis and during his term of office the:
he made many friends among exhil
tors. That he is not forgotten is shou
by the royal reception given him.
In his report Mr. Simpson also stat<
that ground was broken on Wcdncsda
JulyAtlanta.
lfith. for
a $.">00.000
picture
in
It will
seat 2,500
peoplehouai
the
is planned
for February
1920.opening
The new
theatre will
be very ce1'
t rally located at the junction of thr
prominent thoroughfares, Peachtrc
Forsyth
Pryor Streets. Ralph 1
Bailor is and
in charge.

PUTTING

"PEP"

Perusal of the house organ pubshed weekly by E. U. Weinberg, of
he Elmwood theatre. Buffalo. New
Lork. besides being a treat for any
ne interested in the writing of
risp, effective copy, calls attention
d one of the early practises of moion picture advertisers that has
een unaccountably discarded by
nany of the present day exhibitors.
It is this matter of descriptive
>hrases or nick-names following the
■rimed name of the star.
Doubtless because a few of the
■ading stars of the screen are now
j well known by the American pubic that mere mention of their names
istantly brings to mind a -vivid picure of the player in this or that well
nown pose, the face clearly outlined
nd the mannerisms sharply realled. the conclusion that descripive phrases are no longer necessary
eems to have been jumped at.
Obviously, such phrases are no
jnger needed in such cases.
But the fact remains that compartively few, an almost negligible perentage, of the players whose names
re used as drawing powers are
early so well known as to justify
le position taken by the exhibitors.

IN

HOUSE

Wallace Reid — The romantic hero.
V ivian Martin — Sweet and magnetic.
Billie Rhodes — The girl of your
dreams.
Simple, brief, snappy, everyone of
them : yet they carry snap-shot impressions of the stars' personalities,
impressions that strike the innermost consciousness and remain fixed
pictures.
There is a knack to writing material of the sort.
A Master of the Trick
It is not, as it appears, a simple
matter to sit down, write the name
of a given star and then put that
star's
personality into three,
four or whole
five words.
Of the mass of advertising matter
that comes to hand every week there
is no other instance of such clear,
startling effect gained in so few
words.
Weinberg is master of the trick.
Every program that comes from
his theatre is different from the pre-

Crisp Descriptive Phrases
Whether or not the player is thus
ell known, it cannot be denied that
le descriptive phrase, if it is as well
ritten as these Weinberg composions, exerts a not inconsiderable inuence for good.
A few of the deft, illuminating
ppellations devised by this genius
<llow :
May Allison — Simply charming,
harmingly simple.
Tom Mix — Who mixes everything
^rfectly.
Constance Talinadge — Dashing
id vivacious.
Louis Bennison — A hit from the
rst.
Billie Burke — Winsome and a
inner.

PROGRAMS
ceding one. Every program has a
new twist, a new front page with a
new message to its readers. But in
each and every one of them the same
mastery of words and phrases is evident.
Weinberg changes his phrases
with each appearance of the star.
Here he may be criticised, perhaps,
upon psychological grounds. The
phrase that fits perfectly should not
be discarded for one that is less well
chosen.
Mary Pickford. for instance, is
known the country over as "America's Sweetheart." It would be of
no advantage certainly, and possibly
disadvantageous, to coin another
phrase for her.
When a phrase is born and
adopted, it gains power with each
repetition.
Right in Changing Matter
But Weinberg is right in his
changing of phrases if it is done
experimentally. When a happy
stroke of the pen produces just the
right phrase, no doubt, he adopts it
for permanent use.
It is doubtful if any will question
the wisdom of employing such descriptive matter when his attention
is called to it. That the practice has
been quite widely abandoned is just
another oversight of the sort bound
to occur in an industry that advances
so rapidly that the man who keeps
abreast of it cannot devote too much
attention to the established factors
of the past, responsible as these may
have been for that advance.
Artistic Window
"Daddy

'Dear Old Daddy Long Legs" window
used by resents
Kresge's,
Chicago, which repreal co-operation.
59

for

Long Legs" Song

The photograph reproduced herewith
of Kresge's window display of ''Dear
Old Daddy Long Legs." the song published by the Broadway Music Corporation after Marv Pickford's First Xa-
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when it has supposedly deceived a foil'
parent only to reveal the surprise at th
psychological moment.
This stage reached, there remaine
but the matter of following up the im
pression already made. The interest wa
caught. These insertions could not fa:
to catch it. The thing to do was to hoi
it.
So the typewriter was pressed int
service and a picture of Chaplin mad
on that machine by the use of letter key
alone was the central idea of the neN
advertisement.
Another innovation. And there wer
others to follow that, until the cainpaig
had aroused the interest and enthusiasi
of
every
person
■who.habit
it was
to in
readMinneapolis
the newspaper:
city.
That approximates the population of -th
Here was an organization with th,
right idea.
It cost money to put over that can
paign. The cuts had to be made. Th
work was original all the way througl
And the man in whose fertile brain th
designs were born deserves more cred
than it is in the power of our typewrite
to accord him.
It was a costly picture. It was a costl.
campaign.
combination
able. Each The
requires
the other. isTheimbea'
tw<
working in harmony, spell prosperity.

tional production of the same name took
the country by storm.
The advantages of this sort of cooperation cannot be dwelt upon at too
great a length.
It is the forerunner of undreamed-of
linking up of similar nature that is as
sure to develop in the next year or two
as the sun is sure to shine.
Kresge's window is a splendid example
of the window-trimmer's art. It is inescapable. And the five and ten cent
store window, of all the windows in the
average town, is the one that receives the
greatest attention.
If statistics were available it is probable that they would show the customers
at a store of this nature outnumbering
those of any other retail establishment
many to one. Certain it is that every
woman who passes makes it a point to
stop and see what the latest bargain
may be. In this case every woman absorbs the fact that there is a song and
a picture bearing the same name. The
results will vary with the personality of
the observer, but none can be other
than beneficial.
It would be merest conjecture to attempt to forecast the various tie-ups that
will develop. Such things come of their
own volition. Rut, in the meantime,
every exhibitor in the country should
bend every effort to make full use of
such measures as are available.

Ruffner Puts Over
Another Good Idea

Strand, Minneapolis,
Uses a Cumulative
Campaign

and Scores

The Exhibitors Bureau carried an
article a few weeks ago upon the subject of cumulative advertising campaigns.
The merits of the method were there
dwelt upon at length.
Whether or not that article had the
desired effect, the cumulative campaign
recently used by the Strand theatre,
Minneapolis, Minn., was an affair to
bring joy to the heart of anyone interested in the general subject of motion
picture advertisement.
The three reproductions which constitute the strip occupying the middle of
this page give a fair idea of the first
three steps of the campaign. It was too
extensive to reproduce in complete form,
but that half-page spreads were necessary to complete the work gives an idea
of its magnitude.
What do you think of the design used
in the displays here shown?
Do you think it would be possible to
open a newspaper at the page carrying
the first one and escape noticing it? Ann
wouldn't anybody who noticed it wonder "where?" this serio-comic sun was
'-Miiiig to be on view Sunday?
Then take that second one.
Mystery Gradually Revealed
"Strand," of course, suggests theatre.
And "It's a scream" at once identifies it
with the theatre. Rut "Third Million
Dollar " That might mean anything.
At this point tho^c most familiar with
Chaplin and his history were pretty sure
to be on the right track. Rut what the
picture is, and all the other essential
items, remain mystery.
The third insertion gives away the
secret. And the f;.ce of Old Sol beams
at its enlightened beholders with juSl
the satisfied expression that is a child's

it's scream
A Reel Picnic

at

STRAND
Week Starting Sunday

The unfamiliar attracts every tune.
The pretty girl attracts, probably nil
because she is unfamiliar, but the re.
son is unimportant.
Now. dress a pretty girl in unfamili;
costume and you have a double attra
tion.
So reasoned Ralph Ruffner. manag
of the Rialto theatre. San Francisc
California, when he set about nndii
the best way to attract people to h'
exhibition of "The Man Who Turn.
White," the H. R. Warner productk
by Robertson-Cole distributed throut
Exhibitors Mutual.
The result of this reasoning was
corps of ten young lady ushers neat
at'tired in the regulation Arab gar
Enough to arrest anybody's eye.
Rut that wasn't enough, thought Ru
ner, so he elaborated upon the idea
the construction of a lobby setting th
made a perfect background for the gir
Skillfully painted scenery depicted tl
desert stretching away in the bac
ground. The huge cut-out of Warner
character on an Arabian steed occupied
place of prominence. The box office w
draped with striped tent cloth. Pah
scattered about completed the effect^
Result Number One — the attention <
every passer-by.
Result Number Two — patronage.'
Universal Will Star

His Third Million DoliarComedy
The Screcn'i
Greatest StarFrom
In the la'eil
Super-LaHRhfeat
Hfi Own StudioYou'll Like It
Three units characteristic of the
brilliant cumulative campaign
60
used by the Strand,
Minneapolis.

Corbett in Feature
to -i
continuea sflPjl
Corbett
J.
forJames
the screen. Thiswillbecame
fact when Mr. Corbett signed a lot
term contract with Universal to appe
in a number of special five and six r<
productions. Mr. Corbett will return
Universal City to begin work on '|
special features in about t\\" m 'iith-l
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HOLLYWOOD THEATRES
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onth-by-month calendar distributed by three Hollywood (Calif.) theatres, meriting
a place on any wall and sure-fire advertising
Monthly Calendar
For Ready Reference
In the average home of the average
nily. after the dinner is over, the
pics of the day disposed of and the
'ision of the working day relaxed.
Yhere shall we go tonight?" is the
<estion that presents itself.
If you could be in such a home at su:h
:time there would be little doubt but
"aat'you could persuade the opcn:nded family that your show d-eservcd
t ir attendance.
iou can't, of course, so the next best
tug is to have a representative. And
i representative that is reproduced
Ve is one of the best that has been
s;gested.
The Hollywood, Iris and Apollo theat s, Hollywood. California, have coml'.ed forces in the publication of the
1 nthly calendar, shown. It is a plain
tck and white affair, eleven by t'ourt n inches, and has no printed matter
t the reverse side. Intended solely
f wall use. that blank space leaves no
uibt of its purpose.
wife, coming
into ispossessn"heof house
the pasteboard
bulletin,
led at
1 ~ into a perusal of the attractions
1 ed for those theatres for the month.
- ninety programs are tabulated it !s,
c course, impossible to carry even a
' y memory of them all in the mind.
)t some of the later ones are quite as
i-rresting as the earlier ones.
to do is to hang it
reference.
wall forthing
the natural
P "he
he natural result is no less gratifying.
V hat could be more a matter of
c rse, when the quoted question arises.
• n for one to suggest a motion picture

and for another to see what these theatres offer in that line?
The calendar is an assured success.
And tabulation
by the inclusion
theatres'in
its
variety ofis three
offered.
To all
practical intent, the whole field of motion pictures is represented here. And
there is little if any incentive for a family
with the calendar in its possession to
pay any attention to the offerings of
competitors.
Good stuff, any way you look at it.
Grauman' s Baseball
Prologue a Winner
The staging of a baseball game upon
a theatre stage is no simple matter.
Legitimate producers have tried it
again and again, especially in musical

comedy, and the results have been anything but satisfactory.
It is. therefore little wonder that exhibitors playing "The Busher," Charles
Ray's recent Paramount picture, hesitated about attempting the feat.
It was Sid Grauman. whose Million
Dollar theatre is one of the sights of
Los Angeles. Calif., who solved the riddle ami put it over effectively.
We reproduce a photograph of the
stage setting and players which does
scant justice to the stunt. As it stands,
it shows the players lined up in playing
formation and the question naturallv
arises. "How could they plav ball on "a
The
"They accompaniment
didn't."
To aanswer
lively is,musical
they went which
throughtradition
the "warming
maneuvers
demands up"of
stage?"
every wearer of the uniform. Then the
umpire stepped to a piano, the orchestra
stopped, and it developed that the four
players were in ref.lity a male quartette
of no mean ability.
The songs chosen were "Smile a
While." because of its local popularitv.
"Take ofMetheOut
to the Ball Game'"
aand
veteran
some
years ago. baseball song craze of
The preparation for the feature to follow was ample and the interest in the
picture was stimulated by the prologue.
The thought occurs that Grauman
might have borrowed from vaudeville
the unfailing stunt wherein the man on
the stage plays ball with the audience.
It could have been worked over to fit
the occasion and added the element of
intimacy to the trick. No little excitement might have been generated in this
wise, and a laughing, keen-witted audience brought to the opening of the play.
Credit must be given, however, where
credit is due. And Grauman certainly
deserves credit for his stunt.
Appoint Publicity Man
Hugh Reading, formerly of the editorial and promotion department of the
Milwaukee Journal has been made publicity and exploitation manager of the
Milwaukee exchange of Universal. Mr.
Reading is well-known among Milwaukee newspaper and theatrical circles.

"million d
I. os Angeles,
Sid Grauman's Million-Dollar Theatre ollar"
style puts on unique prologue in
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CrandalV s Success
Reflected in Ads
Harry M. Crandall, whose seven
theatres in Washington, D. C, must keep
him about as busy as the conventional
one-eyed hen in a car of broom-corn,
still finds time to treat the readers of
the Washington papers with such enlightening bits of motion picture literature as those pictured in the accompanying illustration.
More power to him.
Nothing "one-eyed" about a man who
can look outside of his seven-sided managerial office and see the advantage of
that
sort
of advertising,
"Myriad-eyed"
applies more
closely.
The effect of that sort of advertising
upon the public is probably about the
same as it was upon the writer. Which
was somewhat as follows:
"Projection"
was the some
single weeks
word that
caught
the attention
ago
when a Washington paper was coming
in for its usual scanning. There was no
chance, then, of the matter in smaller
type escaping perusal.
It was read carefully. Its well written
style and its sound logic was appreciated. But the purpose of the effort
was not at first grasped in its entirety.
Why should a man use two columns,
four and a half inches high, to talk about
his
Hadn't
operators
fixedoperators?
features, like
organs,
ushers,become
ticket
machines and the like? What did the
public care about them?
But we filed the ad away anyway. It
was unusual, therefore worthy.
Then came the "Pictures" lecture.
Crandall's Logic Convincing
Followed the understanding that the
first ad was but the beginning of a
series. The possibilities then became apparent and closer attention was given
the Washington papers the following
week.
"Clientele" was the next subject taken
up, and
border and the
all. display
But thewas
textthewassame,
so good

PROJECTION
ESPITE the errrttributory value of
PERSONAL COMFORT,
/J M|PEUPECT
Nolicllous
merit and courtesy,
SUPERB dignified
MUSIC, (beenviron
chief ■
appeal of a photoplay program reata in the
qoaJlty of the rjfclored drama.
The bewt film drama erer made can be otterly
rained by faulty projection or ill- judged tempo
in tcreenine.
PARTICULAR ATTENTION hn» been paid
thia feature at ov METROPOLITAN and all
others of the SEVEN CRANDALL THEATERS IN WASHINGTON. Oar SCREENS are
of the mml improved and MOST COSTLY type
of (JOUi FIBER, and our projectors the MOST
EFFICIENT OBTAINABLE. Our operators
are EXPERTS.
That la why the ch-an-fl and MOST liKII.L
I ANT PICTURES IN WASHINGTON are those
SHOWN VT THE CRANDALL HOUSES.
flAllHY M. t KA.mAl.L.
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that we are going to transcribe it here:
"No matter how superlative in quality
the entertainment thrown upon the
screen, the enjoyment of the discriminating pleasure-seeker necessarily will
be marred if the type of patronage attracted is not in consonance with his
notion of desirable association.
"At our
Metropolitan
bocker theatres,
as well as and
at theKnickerSavoy
and Garden, and others of the seven
Crandall theatres in Washington, it is
unvaryingly noticeable that the audiences are composed of members of the
Capital's
business, official
and
socialrepresentative
circles.
"The
fact
that
so
distinguished
clientele is attracted to the Crandall ahouses
and held through the years is sufficient
commentary upon the uniform excelour bills." is signed with the
Eachlence ofinsertion
name, "Harry M. Crandall."
Invites Public's Confidence
Each is a personal chat with the public, a chat in which Crandall takes them
into his confidence and lets them in on
the secret of his success.
There is an unlimited scope for this
sort of work. It is the best propaganda
that can be distributed. After a series
of the sort, the public is convinced,
whether or not the whole series is believed without reservation, that the house
back of the statements has the best obtainable entertainment and the best facilities for presenting it.
It follows that their patronage, other
advantages being equal, will drift toward
the house that advertises confidingly.
Hulsey Moviette Is
A Live Publication
To Herschel Stuart, the guiding spirit
of the Hulsey Enterprises controlling
the Old Mill, Queen ami Hippodrome
theatres, Dallas, Texas, is due unstinted
praise for the snappy little journal
known as the Hulsey Moviette which has
latily come into bei ig.
It happened in this wise.
1 he Dallas newsp.v.)ers couldn't sec
any good reason why they shou'd carry
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Excellent house propaganda used by Harry M. Crandall in behalf of his seven
Washington (D. C.) theatres

a motion picture department. Tl
thought of carrying items of interest •
motion picture fans in the regular cc
umns of their publications was for son
reason odious -to them. And no amou:
of argument on the part of the adve
tisers could move them.
So Stuart got his staff of contributo
lined up, made plans for printing li
sheet and launched it. And if there is
better written house organ in the cou
try it has not as yet made its appea
ance in The Herald office.
We would like nothing better than
reproduce a complete number of tl
affair. But space forbids. We can, ho\
ever, quote a few of the peppery par
graphs which account for its rapid n
in circulation from 5,000 to 10,000 reade
in the short span of its history.
For"One
instance
— first words Webster
of the
wrote up in his dictionary was Ad"Nobody would object to paying
an extra war tax to see a news reel
vertisng.'"
of "There
the ex-Kaiser's
funeral."
is a difference
between a
worker and a hustler. Any slave will
work. The hustler is a guy who covers more ground in a given time and
digs sand on the home stretch. Be
These are but a few. They represei
perhaps,
as well as any that might i
a hustler."
chosen, the live spirit of the publicatio
Primarily a motion picture paper,
does not confine itself to motion pictii
matters. It is filled, instead, with brk
'like these that anybody will read ai,
enjoy, whether or not they believe
are interested in motion pictures.
Then there is a department call
"Skyjack's Sermons in Ragtime." It c
cupies two columns of the third page ai
is written in the style of the well kno\
K. C. B. But the subject matter has t
film as its foundation. And K. C.
could not have written it better.
The programs of the theatres are i
eluded, of course, and a few words abo
the productions mentioned are contain
in the text. But Stuart has seen to
that this matter does not make up t
bulk of the paper by any means.
Altogether, the thing is about the In
answer to the newspaper dilemma tl
could have been improvised. And it \\
be remarkable if the local editors do n
change their policies when they len
the popularity of it.
It is more than likely that Mr. Stu;
would be glad to send a copy to a
exhibitor who might apply for it. «
Stuart is that kind of a man. And eve
exhibitor in the country should have
copy in his possession.
New

Bulls-Eye Artist

Was Refuge in Munit
Herbert Acker of Los Angeles. I
who has been engaged by Bulls-Eye
draw art titles and cartoons, had i
unique experience of being one 01
handful of Americans that were
Munich.
in August.
1014, \\!«
the
worldGermany,
war broke
out. Acker,
was then studying art in one of I
German ateliers, immediately appl
for aid at the American consulate a
with the rest of the refugees. was s<
home via Holland. When America i
tered the war Acker enlisted. He sen
hi France with 40th Division artillery
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Drummer Max Manne
Plays for Cartoons
A glance at the illustration of Max H.
Manners equipment, reproduced on this
sage, will convey some impression of the
rompleteness and varied nature of his
tccouterments.
He is, one might say, a drummer of
jarts. The drummer who has a better
•xhibit to offer is urged to contribute a
jhotograph at once.
The "man in the tin shop" has come
nto his own. With the biggest and best
>rchestras of the country providing mulcal accompaniment for motion pictures,
he time has come when the man who
■xcells in ability, no matter what his
nstrument, may well be called an artist.
Such a man is Manne.
Manne is a veteran. He has been
vorking quietly for years, developing
raps of his own manufacture, perfectng others, until he has now a collecion which his hearers claim can reproluce any sound to which the human ear
s accustomed.
The Rivoli theatre. New York, is the
nstitution where Manne can be heard
n his element.
The Fox Film Corporation, in the peron of some keen-eared executive, heard
md wondeTed. Wonder led, as wonder
\artoon
ill. to speculation.
"MuttandandtheJeff"
comedy cameA on,
ex•cutive had his idea.
Now Mr. Manne is spending his time
.way from the theatre in devising drumners' cue sheets for. these comedies.
Sound Sheets." he calls them, as sound
pplies more fittingly to the case than
nusic.
The comedy, everybody knows, is the
Irummer's
specialty.
is toentrust
the drumner
that the
leader Itmust
the
uccess of his musical accompaniment
vhen the breezy short subject comes
ipon the screen. And if there is a man
n the country who can tell the drumners of the country how to do it. Manne
s that person.
Her Theatre Burns;
Gives Show Anyway
They don't all live in the busy cities,
hese world-stirring exhibitors, ahd they
ren't all men either.
There go two of the pet beliefs of
esterday with a Bang!
Mrs. X. R. Brinkman of Bemidji,
»Iinn., is the lady who exploded them.
She was given a set-back that would
lave stopped many of our "best exibitors" completely, the burning of her
heatre to the ground, yet she never
ost a playing day. never cancelled a
•ooking. never disappointed a customer.
Some achievement, eh?
Sounds
impossible,
doesn't it?the above
All of which
substantiates
'.atements.
This modern miracle was performed
y Mrs. Brinkman in a manner that

Max H.wellManne,
traps
"Muttto t.nd
so
at the whose
Rivoli,work
New with
York,thethat
Foxadvertised
engaged him
writeJeff"
cue Comedies
sheets
would probably never have occurred to
a man. Or, if the thought did occur,
there is not one man in a hundred that
would give it a second thought. Yet it
worked out beautifully.
"Sunnyside."
Chaplin's
third
First
National Charlie
attraction,
was booked
for the day after the fire. The advertising preparatory to the showing had
whetted the popular amusement appetite
for the performance. The disappointment that followed news of the fire was
general.
The greater the enthusiasm, then,
when Mrs. Brinkman announced that
"Sunnyside"
be ?ee
shown
announced.would
Nobody could
how itascould
be done.
Simple as the measure was. it did not
occur to anyone to guess it. A huge
tent was secured, seats installed, a machine set up and the other essentials of
the motion picture theatre got in readiness.
Showing time came, the box office
opened, and record-breaking attendances
saw the
at the time it was advertised to beplay
shown.
Work was begun immediately upon the
erection of what is to be known as the
New Rex theatre, and announcement
made that in the meantime the standard
program would be exhibited in the improvised playhouse.
How is that for showmanship?
Is there a male exhibitor in America
who will not doff his hat to Mrs. H. R.
Brinkman?

office record suffering through the en-

gagement.
But it isn't often an exhibitor can get
that sort of support for his advertising.
The play, though not in the way Shakespeare meant the statement, is the thing.
"Bolshevism on Trial." Select's recent
special, dealt with a subject that has
been the topic of debate and conversation of serious thinking men for months.
What more natural, then, than that the
body of men banded together to insure
the economic safety of a town or city
should be heartily interested in a picture dealing with it?
In Xashville. Tenn., the Commercial
Club left off idle discussion and turned
to action. They saw their chance to
shed the light of truth upon Bolshevism,
to paint it in its true colors for those
whose education or occupation was not
such as to bring them ready understanding, at the same time exposing them
directly to such propagandists as might
be active.
A letter was sent to every member of
the club. It urged the attendance of
that member, and it urged him to encourage his employes to attend. The
desire was to bring every working man
to the Knickerbocker theatre during the
showing of the picture, that he might
see the working out of the high-sounding
theories exploited by the long-haired
agitators that are always in our midst.
Of course their appeal got results.
And. of course, the theatre prospered.
But would all this have happened if
Commercial Club
the Commercial Club had not been informed of the nature of the picture?
Helps Boost Film
Assuredly it would not.
Assuredly somebody with a keen mind
saw the opportunity and acquainted the
When a body of men so promine.it body with the facts in the case.
Every picture that is booked should be
locally as the Commercial Club. Chamber of Commerce, or whatever name it considered with the end in view of learning just what exploitable angles it preis chosen to adopt, takes active part in
sents. Study your pictures. Maybe
the support of a motion picture, the ex- there is money in them that no one has
hibitor need have 63no fear of his box discovered.
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"chair of letters" and conferred on him the
degree of D. V. P. and A.

UP

AND

DOWN

FILM

ROW

= With J. B.
New York City, Aug. 5, 1919.
At a recent gathering in the Hotel Astor
Kmmett Daltox was introduced to a few
film celebrities. The introduction w-as made
as follows : "Gentlemen, this is Emmett
I lalton, the bandit who held up trains, shot
up towns and robbed banks." "Yes," said
Emmett, "I did all that and more, too, and
I feel perfectly
homeMoss
withwalked
this gang."
Marcus
Loew andat Mr.
away
from the gathering, pondering over the
reply.
Since it is said that Lincoln of "Tarzan"
fame has challenged Dempsey for the
championship,
why doesn't
Joe Martin
monkey with pugilistic
aspirations?
S. S. Cassard is now the power
"Projectionst
Ray" nowof onNicholas
Company and from
we will
mark of another master hand on
copy.
* * *

most of the Rolfe-Fischer executive staff
has been sent to the studio, which will soon
become
'headquarters
theclosed.
company.
The NewtheYork
offices are of
to be
Howard Dietz has the right idea for the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. "More and
better advertising."
Jack Meador of Metro just banded out a
lot
of to
goodmake"stills."
ought
a hit. In a dry town these

Suggested by
the Exhibitors
Editorials
Feature stories
Art work
Re-writes

G. V\ . Laxdox has forsaken the hide
laden
of "The
Swamp"
the
sweet atmosphere
scented ozone
adjacent
to theforMary
I larden Perfume Company.
* * *

Linotype
work
Comedy
Office fixtures
Chorus

What's happened at Oliver Films and
why isotherHarrv
Grossman out? Maybe anserial mvsterv.

Wiseacres at the Hotel Astor had a good_
laugh the other evening when some one,
probably Joe Lee, had a South American
picture exporter paged as "Eight cents a
foot,"
and by George, the gent answered
the
summons.
* * *
What has become of that much heralded
Moore-Mohr picture company which was to
make Ipictures
Rochelle? More
noise,
think. in* N'ew
* *
1 1 a kH s PoPPS has returned to his desk
niter a five weeks' absence on sick leave.
I (arry is located in N'ew Rochelle now, as

The stork visited the trade last week and
Dr. Samuel Burxs announced the arrival
of a reel baby, "The funniest little fellow
you
and tohasthe been
King ever
Cole saw''
Comedies
Motionchristened
Picture
Producing Company of America. Seven
and a half pounds in weight but a thousand
feet long cover the dimensions. We won\
attempt to prognosticate its longevity, but
statistics
prove that
bom
in hot weather
are "Komedy
very liableKids"
to suffer
from "Ticktalaroo."
Joe Kelley is reported as having resigned from the Frank G. Hall Company,
to devote his entire time to exploiting
American Beauty Pictures, in which Lillian
Hall will furnish the Americanism and the
beauty.

behind
Power
see
the
the ad

Marion Da vies leaves shortly on a two
weeks' vacation and on her return will resume work in the Biograph studio.
* * *
Olga Petrova, this week at tea at the
Plaza hotel, interviewed Marion Davies.
This
is thewith
second
of Madame
interviews
celebrities
of thePetrova's
screen
and stage. Madame Petrova expressed herself as delighted with the great charm,
youth and beauty of Miss Davies, and on
the following afternoon, when she was
shown in the projection room of the
Marion Davies Company. Miss Davies' success, the comedy-drama. "Getting Mary
Married." Petrova declared that in her
opinion Miss Davies possessed those tremendously valuable assets, talent and
beauty, which would long hold a permanent
place in the mind of every type of film
follower.
* * *
It is said that Max Guxmanx would
consider the purchase of "Broken BlosMax. soms" at $425. That's a handsome price,
* * *

Addie Kessel has been to the spa for a
few days looking them over at the track
and
water. wetting his whistle with Saratoga

the screen titles of today
Herald presents :
by the editor
by the assistant editor
by —thepenstaffjobartist
by
by the member of Big Five
by — Grand Rapids
by —Mr. Dubb
by the appreciative reader?

Won't be surprised if World Film Corp.
releases a picture called "Monkey Shines of
Yaseline,"
as S. B.of Van
Horntribes.
has purchased a member
the ape
Joe
Martin better keep in trim.
^yitritiiiiiiivtiiiir]nrii(tiiiiniii)tiiiiifntiititifiniifiiiitiii!iiTiiiiiii]>tii]iiiii>itiii.iiiiM:<iiT:iiiii»iir>ii»HanHn^
t'OXSTAXCK BIXXEY
Tile popular and beautiful stage star who
will appear under the Healart banner
in nlniK.
David G. Fischer is angling for a market and the bait is "Where Bonds Are
Loosed."
Joe Reddv — "Please play up big" — was
born on September ]'■'>. lsso, he served in
the 113th infantry in the war, and is now
press agenting for Pathe's "13th Chair."
We don't wish Joe any hard luck when he
gets
married,
but he'd better forget about
the 113th
infantry.
William Bonnezell of the
Players-Lasky Corporation has a
farm at Pearl River, on which he
playing
a two
week engagement
llammatorv
rheumatism.

Famous
splendid
has been
with in-

Pat Powers had a splendid chance to see
the bovs at the Rochester meet.
Yitagraph took a 64
step in the right direction when it appointed DEN CONLTN to the

| Fire Extinguisher
Proved Successful
NEW YORK. — A remarkable
| demonstration was given recently
by the Feumort Manufacturing
I Company at the Paragon Studio,
at Fort Lee for the Robertson-Cole
Company.
is afiresub-of
stance which"Feumort"
will kill the
burning film. At the demonstration a gasolene barrel was half
filled with old positive film, and
touched off. The flames leaped
twenty feet into the air, and the
I hear> was terrific. The demonstrators ran in quickly and threw
two handfulls of the powder into
the fire, and within eight or ten
seconds the fire was dead.
The Robertson-Cole Company
officials were so surprised and lelighted at the action of this powder
on burning film that they placed
an order with the Feumort Manufacturing Company to equip their
entire plant and exchanges with it.
One of the great advantages of
"Feumort" for theatre use, is the
fact that it will quench almost immediately afire in the magazine of
a projecting
machine, which has
hitherto
been impossible.
~ iillllllllllllliillillil iiiiiiiHii>:iiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHliiilililllllllllil"
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Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU, and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
Don't Change Your Husband, a DeMilk production. — A splendid production and a producer who knows how to
-elect his cast. — Elks Theatre Co., Elks
theatre, Prescott, Ariz. — General patronage.
Johnnie Get Your Gun, with Fred
Stone. — Very good picture. Star new
nere. — F. D. Johnson, Opera House,
Woodland, Me. — -Mixed patronage.
Breed of Men, w ith William S. Hart. —
Jne of Hart's best. He is a winner here.
You will make no mistake in booking
:his. — R. B. Campbell. Electric theatre,
Bixby, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage
The Romance of Happy Valley, a
Griffith production. — Fine. Good business.— C. S. Cone, Grand theatre, Waa-au, Wis. — General patronage.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
Douglas Fairbanks. — A fair Fairbanks
jffering. Nothing special or unusual
ibout it. Just a typical Fairbanks picure. — T. L. Little, Majestic theatre,
Jamden,
S. C. — Neighborhood patron'i^e.
°The— Sure
NarrowwasTrail,
with William
Hart.
a winner.
CapacityS.
uisiness. — E. H. Winkler, Palace theatre.
St. Johns, Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
Jouglas Fairbanks. — Fine. Lots of acion. Book it and boost it. Great many
ame to see it second night. Played
wo nights and made good. — A. M. Lieicr, Royal theatre, Milford, la.
Captain Kidd, Jr., with Mary Pickford.
—Very ordinary picture. Not in same
,lass with previous releases of star. —
?. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
—Small town patronage.
True Heart Susie, a Griffith producion. — Picture entertains. Good acting
>ut does not hold interest of patrons.
)re\v well here. — Rudy Schleusencr,
>uperba theatre. Alhambra, Cal. — Tranient patronage.
The Romance of Happy Valley, a Grifith production. — A home-spun tale of
ural life that everyone liked. Went
•ver better than other late Griffith speials. — Strand theatre, Robinson, 111. —
•lixed patronage.
Shark Monroe, with William S. Hart.
-A typical Hart picture. His reputation
rings the business. — R. Ross Riley. Wigyam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small
own patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
roduction. — An extraordinary producion. Drew well but would have pleased
uich better before the armistice was
igned. — Clay H. Powers, Auditorium
leatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patron-

Selfish Yates, with William S. Hart.—
Different from the usual Hart pictures.
It seemed to please the most of my patrons.— Roland B. Riggs, Liberty theatre,
Cheboygan, Mich. — High class patronage.
Branding Broadway, with William S.
Hart. — Hart is my best bet. This
pleased. — Mrs. Lon Bacon, Pastime
theatre, Itasca, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
Exhibitors Mutual
Better Times, with a special cast. —
One hundred per cent entertainment.
Fair business. — C. A. Barbian, Waldorf
theatre, Akron, O. — First class patronage.Girl of My Dreams, with Billie Rhodes.
— A dandy comedy-drama. — C. E. MorLyric theatre, Bement, 111. — Small
town row,
patronage.
The Man Beneath, with Sessue Hayakawa. — Good. Good business. — A. J.
LuKachie, Gem theatre. Camden, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Bare-Fisted Gallagher, with William
Desmond. — This is a good story, but my
patrons do not like such pictures. A
little bit rough. Good western stuff. —
Bellman Bros., Lyric theatre. Ft. Atkinson, Wis. — Best class patronage.
A Heart in Pawn, with Sessue Hayakawa. — Patrons like this star. His work

*;lSIE JAMS
And Harry Rapf, .studio manager, -mnover script
"Everystudio.
body's Sweetheart." at the forSelznick
65

is always good. Wish we had more as
satisfying. — J. H. Yaughan. New Orpheum theatre,
Maquoketa. la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.— Desmond is gaining popularity
with my people. This was a good picture.— Mrs". Lon Bacon, Pastime theatre.
Itasca, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
Captured by Cannibals, photographed
by Martin Johnson. — Very poor as a
business getter. Last half reel nothing
but reading matter. Not- at all interesting.— C. E. Hansing, Nokomis theatre,
Minneapolis, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.— Fair picture. Star no drawingcard. — H. Everhart, National theatre.
Greenville. Ohio. — Transient patronage.
Girl of My Dreams, with Biilie Rhodes.
— Splendid comedy-drama. Best picture
we have had with this star. Business
good. — A. D. Stanchfield. Rae theatre.
ronage.Arbor, Mich. — Neighborhood patAnn
The Turn in the Road, with a special
cast. — Excellent picture. Good business.
— C. A. Barbian. Waldorf thettre. Akron, O.— First class patronage.
First National
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. —
Does
not compare
with "A
Dog's disapLife"
or "Shoulder
Arms."
Patrons
pointed.— C. A. Runyon. Ge:". theatre,
Bigheart, Okla.
Bill Apperson's Boy, with. Jack Pickford. — Subject pleased. Action rather
slow. — Fred Cosman, Electric theatre,
St. Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford.
every better
respect.
make— Al
themin any.
thanThey
this don't
one.
Good drawing card and satisfied patronage.— Elks Theatre Co.. Elks theatre.
Prescott. Ariz. — General patronage.
Bill— Excellent
Apperson's business.
Boy, withPicture
Jack Pickford.
very
satisfying to patrons. — C. A. Barbian.
Waldorf theatre, Akron. O. — First class
patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. —
Chaplin draws well but this picture is
not good. Patrons not pleased with it. — ;
T. F. Ware. Star theatre. Talladega. Ala.
— Neighborhood patronage.
A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin. —
Excellent
Better
than "Shoulder Arms."comedy.
— W. D.
Martin
Badger
theatre. Neillsville, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — ■
The poorest picture Chaplin has made
in the past five years. Everybody that
saw it said the same thing. — T. L. Little.
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Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Human Desire, with Anita Stewart.— A beautiful picture. I consider it
the best of the Anita Stewart productions to date. Especially pleasing to
women.— Albert Metzger, Fairy theatre.
Knox, Ind.
Empty Pockets, with Bert Lytell. — We
advertised it big and had good business,
but the story is crowded and had poor
direction. We had no compliments and
no complaints. — A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre. Eminence, Ky. — Small town
patronage.
Fox
The Light, with Theda Bara.— Keep
her away from these vampire parts and
she will build up a reputation that will
eclipse them all. Good picture, good
business. — W. B. Allen, Dixie theatre,
Athens, Ala. — Mixed patronage.
Kultur, with Gladys Brockwell. — War
picture. No good here now. — F. D.
Johnson, Opera House, Woodland, Me. —
Mixed patronage.
The Calliaux Case, with an all star
cast. — Drew well, but people are getting
tired of German intrigue stuff. — J. H.
Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Girl with No Regrets, with Peggy
Hyland. — Very good. Have seen better
with same star. — Clay H. Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General
patronage.
The Wilderness Trail, with Tom Mix.
— Great picture to good business. — J. D.
Woodbeck, Casino theatre, Kissimmee.
Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The She Devil, with Theda Bara.—
Played to fair house. Picture not very
well liked. Too much vampire. Not
good for my house. — Charles Guizzetti.
Opera House, Gardner, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting for Gold, with Tom Mix. —
Good picture. They all like Tom. Book
his pictures and clean up. They please
all. — W. R. Pyle. Gaiety theatre,- Kingsport, Tenn. — General patronage.
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We Should Worry, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. — Can't go. wrong on this.
The Lee children draw fine. — C. C.
Turning & Son. Pastime theatre, Walkerville, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Land of the Free, with an all star
cast. — -Very good. Pleased a large audience. Good comments from patrons. —
Liberty theatre, Reserve, La.— Mixed
The Calliaux
Case, with an all star
patronage.
'
cast. — A great picture with a great many
tense situations. For some reason did
not draw. — A. L. Robarge, Majestic
theatre, Wausau, Wis. — Mixed patronage.The Darling of Paris, with Theda
Bara. — These reproductions of Fox
known as "The Great Nine" are all good
and have drawn well. — J. H. Vaughan.
New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. —
Critical patronage.
Gambling in Souls, with Madlaine
Traverse. — Good picture. Drew good.
Pleased all. — W. R. Pyle. Gaiety theatre.
Kingsport, Tenn. — General patronage.
Smiles, with Jane and Katherine Lee. —
One of the most pleasing pictures I have
run in five years in the business. Liked
by old and young. — Chas. Dahler, Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — The theatre was mobbed
for admission. Everybody pleased and
many asked for rebooking. — F. F. Latta,
Lyric theatre, Austin, Minn.
The. Rebellious .Bride, with Peggy
Hyland. — No use saying good. All her
pictures are good. Book this one and
clean up. Her best. Business good. —
W. R. Pyle, Gaiety theatre. Kingsport,
Tenn. — General patronage.
Goldwyn
Back to the Woods, with Mabel Norniand. — Pleased exceptionally well. Mabel Normand draws the best of any
Goldwyn star for us. — A. Names, Houseof-Rubian theatre. McCracken, Kans. —
Small town patronage.
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel

Normand. — A good picture with just
average drawing power. — Mrs. R. J. Jor-Idan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.— j;^
High class suburban patronage.
The Woman on the Index, with Pauline Frederick. — Frederick is a good bet
for me. She has done much better in
other pictures.— T. F. Ware, Star 2.,
theatre. Talladega, Ala.— Neighborhood
patronage.
Speedy Meade, with Louis Bennison.— 4
Fair story with new star, who pleased.
Business
good.— J. H. MacDonald
Strand theatre, Walla Walla, Wash.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
—This picture went big for two nights
in hot weather. — L. J. Butts, Davison
theatre, Maupon, Wis.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.— r
Good picture. Drew well and pleased.—
E.
L. Franck,
Border
mining Oasis
camp. theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—
The Brand, with Kay Laurell. — A regular production. Pleased very much.
Many stayed over for the second showing.— R. L. Hensler, Bijou theatre, Carrollton, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Glorious Adventure, with Mae i
Marsh. — A very pleasing picture. — A.
Names, House of Rubian theatre, McCracken, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Polly of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.> «l
— The best picture we have had for a
long time. Everybody pleased. Boost
it. — J. H. Wall, Auditorium theatre.
Highland, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage. • ,p
Day Dreams, with Madge KennedyOne more like this will finish this star.—,
E. L. Franck,
Border
mining Oasis
camp. theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—
The Road Called Straight, with Lotii~
Bennison. — Fine entertainment. Will get
to all of them. Lots of comedy. Good
direction. Good photography. — R. L. I
Hensler,town
Bijou
theatre, Carrollton, 111.—
Small
patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy Phillips. — The best picture I ever
ran. I played third run and stood them
up three days andJewel
nights. — A. R. Cavaness, Plaza theatre. Phoenix, Ariz.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Best picture I ever screened
Patrons well pleased. Paid a big price
for it but it was worth it. — A. M. Lieber
Royal theatre, Milford, la.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorotln
Phillips. — Great. But it should have
been shown during thy war. — R. C. Cash
Lyceumtowntheatre,
Waterville, N. Y.—
Small
patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Deserving biggest advertising
Pleased 100% of audience.— Waldo B.
Nielsen, Liberty theatre, Fosston, Minn
Metro

One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day, with Berl
I. yell. — Picture only fair but it pleased
our patrons.
Business
fair. — Rudy
Schleusener,
Supcrba
theatre, Alhambra, i -i
Cal.
— Transient
patronage.
The Red Lantern, with Nazimova.— .
The only thing great about this picture
is the star. Story is pooT. Not as good
as her first pictures. — Bellman Bros
Lyric patronage.
theatre, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. — Best
class
Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. — Playeil
this as an extra feature to advanced
prices. Went over big. — J. D. Wood
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WHAT'S THIS— A DUEL?
b k, Casino theatre. Kissimmee, Fla. —
fighborhood patronage.
.hadows of Suspicion, with Harold
Irkwood. — Last of Lockwood's original
r jects. Just fair. — Fred Cosman. Elec»: theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. — General
■ronage.
is the Sun Went Down, with Edith
S rev. — I can't see why they made this
■-. Edith Storey needs a story that
pi bring her back. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan,
iisdale theatre. Hinsdale. 111. — High
iss suburban patronage.
'he Way of the Strong, with Anna Q.
fsson. — Excellent picture that will
pase average audience. — F. L. Clarke,
(zy theatre. Hazen, Ark. — Small town
p ronage.
iatan, Jr., with Viola Dana. — Best
pture this star ever made. Drew good,
lerybody liked it. Star is well liked
he. — W. R. Pyle. Gaiety theatre. Kingspt, Tenn. — General patronage.
its Bonded Wife, with Emmy
\;hlen. — Very good. Pleased a good
alienee. — Liberty theatre. Reserve, La.
-.lixed patronage.
"he Island of Intrigue, with May Allisi. — Very good. — F. L. Clarke. Cozy
"V Man**
Country,"
a Kiiliertsiin-(Mutual.
ole feature, starring:
Ltau moment*
Riheu. inIieinn
di-t ri bute«l
liy Bxkifciton
t atre. Hazen, Ark. — Small town pat- One of the dramatic
riage.
2ye for Eye, with Xazimova. — Fine
anced program. — Clemmer & Lambach.
Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish. —
I ture. Drew well in spite of fearfully Clever
comedy to big business. Star Clemmer theatre. Spokane, Wash. —
1: weather. Well received. — E. L.
Neighborhood patronage.
'em in. — A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
lanck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Bor- pulls
The Dub, with Wallace Reid.— All of
theatre.
Ann
Arbor,
Mich.
—
Neighborc- mining camp.
hood patronage.
Reid'sH. pictures
hold up theatre.
and drawGrinnell.
fair. —
The Parisian Tigress, with Viola Dana.
W.
Mart. Strand
Alias Mike Moran, with Wallace Reid. Ia. — College
town.
-Thi- is a good show. Was well liked
A good picture. It hits the mark.
1' all. — F. L. Clarke. Cozy theatre. —Pleased
The Woman Thou Gavest Me, with
patrons. Wallace Reid is a
1 zen, Ark. — Small town patronage.
an all star cast. — Good picture. 100ft.
good
drawing
card
here.
—
C.
E.
Greeniomt Bride, with Viola Dana. — Rather
Extra big. Big business. Very well
Pollard theatre. Guthrie, Okla. —
tor. Too much soft stuff and little Middle wood.
liked. Give us more like it. — Brick &
class patronage.
fise to theme. — Fred Cosman. Electric
Chesler. Princess theatre. Bingham
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray.— Canyon,
t-atre. St. Joseph. Mo. — General pat- This
Utah. — General patronage.
pleased better than any of his prenage.
The Mating of Marcella, with Dorothy
vious pictures. He always gets me busiLion's Den,
Bert It
Lytell.
ness.— Chas. Dahler. Abingdon theatre, Dalton. — Not so good as most of the
< The
od picture.
Fair with
business.
seems—
Dalton pictures but seemed to please
1 us it will take time to convince them Abingdon, 111.
her admirers. — Ben L. Morris. Olympic
Come
On
In,
with
Shirley
Mason.
—
A
lit Lytell can deliver. — W. B. Allen, good picture with plenty of comedy and theatre. Ballaire, O. — General patronage.
ixie theatre, Athens, Ala. — Mixed pat- thrills. — F. L. Clarke. Cozy theatre.
Happy Though Married, with Enid
i iage.
Bennett. — Good. Star very good. Get
Ark. — Smill town patronage.
Dpportunity, with Viola Dana. — Excel- Hazen,
You Women, with Ernest Truex it. Can't go wrong on this one. — Will
lit. Don't be afraid to book this one. — andOh Louise
F. Krahn. Lorin
theatre. Berkeley. Cal. —
Huff. — This picture is very Suburban
jerty theatre, Reserve. La. — Mixed
patronage.
Itronage.
poor. Certainly no special. — L. J. Butts.
The Busher, with Charles Ray. — There
The Parisian Tigress, with Viola Dana. Davison theatre, Maupon. Wis.
no mistake about Ray being a good
-Fine. This versatile star never fails
Sporting Life, a Maurice Tourneur is
card,
and the regulars, certainly enjoy
production.
—
A
fine
picture.
Better
than
1 please. — C. J. O'Neil. Schullsburg
in such pictures as this. — Geo. A.
.nusement Co., Schullsburg, Wis. — "The Whip." Poor business. Too hot. him
Bleich. Empress theatre. Owensboro.
Mall town patronage.
— F. D. Johnson. Opera House, WoodKy. — Best class patronage.
land.
Me.
—
Mixed
patronage.
In the Lion's Den, with Bert Lytell. —
The Rescuing Angel, with Shirley'n't
say ever
much made.
for this
one.business.
Poorest—
Rustling a Bride, with Lila Lee. — This
i s star
Poor
— Not a very strong story. — J. S.
is a good one. Much better than her Mason.
Rhode.
Rhode Opera House, Kenosha,
I. R. Pyle, Gaiety theatre, Kingsport. preceding pictures. Pleased but did not
Wis.
—
Better
class patronage.
nn. — General patronage.
draw. — R. L. Hensler. Bijou theatre,
Blue Jeans, with Viola Dana. — An ex- CaTrollton, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Busher, with Charles Ray. — Very'Ptionally good one. — C. J. Alleman.
The Make-Believe Wife, with Billie good picture that drew big in this localiou theatre. Church
Point, La. —
ity. Our patrons like Ray. regardless
Burke.
—
Very
good.
Everyone
satisfied.
xed patronage.
of the picture he appears in. — Rudy
—
Liberty
theatre,
Reserve.
La.
—
Mixed
Schleusener.
Superba theatre, Alhambra.
Paramount
patronage.
Cal. — Transient patronage.
Hard Boiled, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Let's Elope, with Marguerite Clark. —
Patke
>ost this one. Will please any audi- Good picture. Went over big. A real
comedy-drama
that people like. Capacity
ce. — F. D. Johnson. OpeTa House,
business. — G. J. Burkitt. Lyric theatre.
The Sawdust Doll, with Marie Osoodland. Me. — -Mixed patronage.
Morrison. 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
borne.— This was a winner for us. ManyYou're
Wallace
Reid. — A
comments. — Mrs. Lon Bacon,
ndy O. Fired,
Henry with
story.
Well produced
The False Faces, with Henry B. Walt- good
hall.—Great picture. Poor business. Pastime theatre. Itasca. Tex. — Mixed
d pleased everyone. — Mrs. R. J. Jor- Walthall
not liked here. One of his best patronage.
n. Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — efforts. Too
A Little Sister to Everybody, with
much war stuff to get any
eh class patronage.
The Haunted Bedroom, with Enid money. — Paul Christensen. Queen Bessie Love. — Very mediocre. — Mrs. R.
nnett. — Pleased everyone. Nothing ronage.
Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale.
theatre. Brownsville. Tex. — Mixed pat- J.
111. —Jordan.
High class suburban patronage.
markable, but a good picture. — Mrs.
>n Bacon. Pastime theatre, Itasca, Tex.
Put Up Your Hands (American^, with
Vicky Van, with Ethel Clayton— Fair
Mixed patronage.
picture and helps to hold up a well bal- Margarita Fisher. — This is the kind ot
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picture that drives the blues away.
Dandy business. Everybody likes this
star here. — R. B. Campbell, Electric
theatre, Bixby, Okla. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Bells, with Frank Keenan. — I
think this one of the best things Keenan
has ever done. But heavy drama does
not seem to be pulling for us. — A. L.
Robarge, Majestic theatre, Wausau, Wis.
— Mixed patronage.
Where the West Begins (American),
with William Russell. — Fine picture.
Good business. Russell is well liked. —
Charles Kuchan. Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.— Mixed patronage.
The Master Man, with Frank Keenan.
— A very good picture. Frank Keenan
is a great actor. Sure have to hand it to
him in this picture. — C. E. Greenwood.
Pollard theatre, Guthrie, Okla. — Middle
class patronage.
Caleb Piper's Girl, with Helene Chadwick. — Brought out a capacity crowd.
Pleased all.— C. J. O'Neil. Schullsburg
Amusement Co., Schullsburg, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
Put Up Your Hands l American ) , with
Margarita Fisher. — Fine picture. Good
business. — Charles Kuchan, Idylhour
theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Select
His Bridal Night, with Alice Brady.—
Very good for Alice. If she will draw
for you this is a good one. Business
good. — T. F. Ware, Star theatre, Talladega, Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Belle of New York, with Marion
Davies. — A good clean picture. Not
enough pep on part of star. A fair program picture. — J. H. Wall, Auditorium
theatre, Highland, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge.— Fine picture to good business.
If you have not played it, do so. — J. D.
Woodbeck, Casino theatre, Kissimmee,
Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
DeLuxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
—One of Norma's best. Advertise big.
Can't disappoint. — J. F. Longnecker,
Star theatre, Dorchester, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
DeLuxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
— They don't make them any better.
Nothing but praise for this one. — E. L.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
Up the Road With Sallie, with Constance Talmadge. — Absolutely great, as
have been all the Constance Talmadge
pictures I have used. — C. E. Morrow.
Lyric theatre, Beirent, III. — Small town
patronage.
Goodnight Paul, with Constance Talmadge.— A pleasing little picture. Constance is always very good. Good business.— R. B. Campbell. Electric theatre,
Bixby, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Scandal, with Constance Talmadge. —
Capacity business. Pleaded 100 per cent.
We utilized the fact that the stage version was current in Chicago to advantage.— C. J. O'Neil. Schullsburg Amusement Co., Schullsburg, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
Bolshevism on Trial, with a special
cast. — Drew well, but disappointed. Did
not hear a good word for it.— E. L.
Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
The Veiled Adventure, with Constance
Talmadge. — Good.
Pleased everyone. —
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Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
Upstairs and Down, with Olive
Thomas. — Very good. Give us more of
this kind. Business extra -good. Pleased
more people than any picture I have
bhown here. — A. L. LuKachie, Gem theronage.atre, Camden, Ark. — Neighborhood patHappiness A La Mode, with Constance
Talmadge. — This was a slump for the
star, though we like her. — Mrs. R. J.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.
— High class suburban patronage.
By Right of Purchase, with Norma
Talmadge. — Fine. Never have seen a
poor Norma Talmadge picture. — Clay H.
Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir,
Cal. — General patronage.
The Safety Curtain, with Norma Talmadge.— Couldn't be better. Talmadge
girls are the best stars I have. — C. E.
Morrow, Lyric theatre, Bement, 111. —
Small town patronage.
Triangle
Alias Mary Brown, with Pauline
Stark. — Just a fair crook story. Nothing
extra. — Frank Ihmels, Majestic theatre,
Green Forest, Ark. — General patronage.

JANE MILLER
Who i.s i" inu Htjirred in 1 11 « - Triangle l>l:i?
"The Unbroken Promise."
Toton, with Olive Thomas. — Good. —
Geo. F. Johnson, Leadore theatre, Leadore. Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Sea Panther, with William Desmond.— A charmincr story of the golden
age for pirates. Really entertaining. —
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Cactus Crandall, with Roy Stewart.- —
A good western play with lots of riding
and shooting. — Frank Ihmels, Majestic
theatre, Green Forest, Ark. — General
patronage.
Irish Eyes, with Pauline Stark. — Good
picture. Average week day business. —
Charles Kuchan. Idylhour theatre. Canton. Ill - -Mixed patronage.
The Boss of the Lazy Y, with Roy
Stewart. — Stewart sure brings them in
for us. This is one of his best. — E. H.
Winkler. Palace theatre, St. John-.
Kans. — Small town patronage.
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Universal
The Amazing Wife, with Marj Mac
Laren — Very good picture. Everybodthat saw it pleased. Star new here,
think it is one of the best pictures ru;
here. Business poor on account of bij
tent show in territory. — Charles Guiz
zetti. Opera House, Gardner. 111Neighborhood patronage.
Silent Women, with Zoe Rat — Pleasei
my audience. — Geo. F. Johnson, Leador
theatre, Leadore, Idaho. — Neighborhoc
patronage.
Thieves' Gold, with Harry Carey.—.good western but little hard to under
stand at first. — Frank Ihmels, Majesti
theatre, Green Forest, Ark. — Generr,
patronage.
The Light of Victory, with Monro
Salisbury. — Title spoils thi- for drawing power. Although not a war stor
the title misleads. Picture slow. — Cla
H. Powers, Auditorium theatre, Duns
muir, Cal. — General patronage.
The Light of Victory, with Monro
Salisbury. — A good, consistent story we
acted. Salisbury always draws. — Jac
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre. Detroit, Micl
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Sleeping Lion, with Monroe Sali;
bury. — Best Salisbury yet. Good picture
H. Everhart, National theatre, Greer
ville, O. — Transient patronage.
The —Sleeping
Lion,
Monroe
Sa'
isbury.
Very fine.
Willwith
please
any aud
ence. Business very fine. — J. H. Mae
Donald, Strand theatre, Waila Wall;;
Wash.
Roped, with Hairy Carey. — lAceller.
The lobby did not appeal to the foreig
element and box office receipts wer
light. Comments very favorable. — E. I
Franck,
der
miningOasis
camp.theatre, Ajo. Ariz. — Boi
Bare Fists, with Harry Cart; — Harr
Carey is a good card for us aird this
a great picture. — A. L. Robarge, Cosm
theatre, Merrill, Wis. — Mixed patronag
The Delicious Little Devil, with Ma
Murray. — Will get the money. Sen?;
tional dancing big feature in adverti:
ing. Give us more that are not "'gTeai
but get the money. — Paul Christense'
Queen theatre, Brownsville, Tex.— Mixe
patronage.
Bare Fists, with Harry Carey. — Goo
picture. Fine business. Carey will soo
out-pull Hart. — Charles Kuchan, Idy
ronage.
hour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed pa
Smooth,made
withinto
Priscilla
A Pretty
weak story
a veryDeanmed
ocre
production.
Priscilla's
acting
line, however. Business poor. — J. I
MacDonald, Strand theatre. Walla Wall
Wash.
Hell Bent, with Harry Carey— FirjJ
western picture. CaTey liked — C. (
Turning & Son, Prstime theatre, Wa, j
kerville, M ich.— Neighborhood patroi
Vitagraph
age.
A Gentleman of Quality, with Ear
Williams.
good Earle
lure. Up —to Astandard.—
J. F.Williams
Longneckcpi'' J
Star theatre. Dorchester. Neb. — Sma
town patronage.
A Stitch in Time, with Gladys Lesli
— We were verv successful with this on
Star is
popular.— Co..
C. J. O'Neil. Schull
Amusement
—burg
Small
town patronage.SchulNhurR. Wi.l
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Tke Third Degree, with Alice Joyce.
-• ery good all-around acting. Cannot
E beat. Well liked by all. Business very
fcjd. — A. J. LuKachie. Gem theatre,
Cmden, Ark. — Neighborhood patrona-.
"he Third Degree, with Alice Joyce,
-jest of the Joyce pictures. Fair busic.s for two days despite heat. This
tture will satisfy the critical. — J. H.
\ughan, New Orpheum theatre, Maquoka. Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
v Gentleman of Quality, with Earle
\ lliams. — Good average program picte. Played to poor business. — Albert
* tzger, Fairy theatre, Knox, Ind.
"he Highest Trump, with Earle Wil1 ns. — This one might get over if played
vh "Sunnyside" as tiller. — Paul Christ >en. Queen theatre, Brownsville, Tex.
- !ixed patronage.
{eating the Odds, with Harry T.
Vrey. — Not for children. A splendid
p>duction of its type. Comments favorae. — C. J. O'Neil. Schullsburg Amuserr.t Co. Schullsburg, Wis. — Small
t . n patronage.
"he Third Degree, with Alice Joyce,
-v
real special
for
K than
double this.
your Don't
usual play
run. itGive
y-.r pleased patrons a chance to get out
ai get their friends to see it also. —
Co. A. Bleich. Empress theatre. Owensbo, Ky. — Best class patronage.
{eating the Odds, with Harry T.
>.rey. — One of the best things this star
h. done. Should draw where he is
k'wn. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
t'atre, Maquoketa, Ia. — Critical patronWorld
The Amateur Widow, with Zeena
refe. — Delightful little star. Story and
ptography good. We never get enough
c this kind. — W. B. Alfen. Dixie theat Athens. Ala. — Mixed patronage.
"he Unwritten Code, with Shirley Masi. — Poor picture. People don't want
Ciental stuff. — Mathews Bros., Opera
I use, Greenview, 111. — Mixed patronlearts oi Gold, with Louise Huff. —
E r not very well known here but
\ 'rid pictures are hard to beat. — E. H.
\ nkler, Palace theatre. St. Johns. Kans.
- mall town patronage.
'he Volunteer, with Madge Evans.—
\>nld advise booking this. Fine busin >. — Sidney Spiegel, Jr.. Community
I use theatre. Winnetka. 111. — High
c.^s patronage.
Specials
iothapfel Unit Program (Film Clearii House;. — Did not pull and everybody
cnplained. — C. S. Cone. Grand theatre,
Vusau, Wis. — General patronage.
"he ShewithWolfTexas
(Frohman
Crp.),
Guinan.Amusement
— Splendid
v-tern subject and one that pleased
prons. Business excellent for three
ivs .— J. P. McCue. Bijou theatre. El
F-o. Tex. — Transient patronage.
Unpardonable
Sin CHarry
Gars "he
'. with
Blanche Sweet.
— Excellent
pture. Gave fine satisfaction. Business
b — Peter Krauth, Denison Opera
ruse, Denison, Ia. — General patronage.
learts of Men (Hiram Abrams). with
( " rge Beban. — A corking good picture,
lost it. Good business and everybody
t ^sed. — Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre.
Itroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patron-
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The Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson), with Blanche Sweet. — Great picture. Wonderfully made. Acting superb.
Photography and setting excellent. — Hal
Kellsy, Temple Grand theatre, Creston.
Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Twilight (Sherry), with Doris Kenyon. — Fine picture. Good business. —
Charles Kuchan. Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.— Mixed patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin < Harry Garson), with Blanche Sweet. — An excellent
attraction. Played to splendid business.
Picture the talk of the town. Will get
the money anywhere. Played seven days.
— H. K. Timm. Orpheum theatre, Green
Bay, Wis. — General patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson), with Blanche Sweet. — Great picture. Pleased immensely. Big business.
— L. M. Beardsley. Beardsley theatre,
Red Oak, Ia. — Transient patronage.
Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel Normand. — In a small town we
showed to capacity two nights straight.
Don't be afraid to book it. — Mathews
Bros.. Opera House, Greenview, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
Serials
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe). with Ruth
Roland. — Holding good for hot weather.
Splendid serial. — C. A. Runyon. Gem
theatre. Bogheart, Okla.
The Master Mystery i World), with
Houdini. — Leave it alone. Most impossible story I ever witnessed. Lost money
on every episode after the seventh. —
Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre. Detroit,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Iron Test (Vitagraph) with Antonio Moreno. — Last chapter went over.
Good in every chapter. Vitagraph
serials are hard to beat. — E. H. Winkler,
Palace theatre. St. Johns. Kans. — Small
town patronage.
Elmo the Mighty (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — Best "kill 'em every
episode" serial I ever ran. Fights good.
Pleases all. — Paul V. Christensen. Queen
theatre. Brownsville, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe). with Ruth
Roland. — A great western serial. Everyone likes it. — R. B. Campbell. Electric
theatre. Bixby, Okla. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Red Glove ,'Umversal). with Marie Walcamp. — Produce; results even
duringCairns.
the hottest
weather.
It's greatJack
Brooklyn
theatre.
Detroit,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe) with Ruth
Roland. — A good serial. For box office
it is better than "Hands Up." — W. S.
Long. Star theatre. Shenandoah, Va. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lure of the Circus, (Universal)
with Eddie Polo. — A *'air serial. — O. W.
Stuch. Star theatre, Allegan. Mich. —
Mixed patronage.
A Man of Might, (Vitagraph) with
William Duncan. — Fine action. Takes
well. — J. A. Oakley. Happy Hour Theatre. Weimar. Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Perils of Thunder Mountain, (Vitagraph) with in
William
Duncan. so
— Another
thrill serial
the manner
popular
with Vitagraph and of the type our people like. Always big business on the
night it runs. — Ben L. Morris. Olympic
theatre. Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
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Realart Sign to Flash
From Hotel Hermitage
Realart Pictures Corporation has just
closed a record-breaking contract with
the O. J. Gude Company, one of the subsidiaries of the Poster Advertising Company, for' the rental of the huge electric
sign on the roof of the twelve-story
Hotel Hermitage. This is on Times
Square, in the Broadway and Forty-second Street district of New York. The
contract covers a term of three years.
The rental is the largest ever paid by a
film concern for a single sign in New
York. It is one of the largest electric
displays in the country.
This stupendous advertising medium is
fifty-eight and a half feet high and
ninety-five and a half feet wide. There
is not a better location in New York
as the sign towers directly over one of
the busiest corners of the world — Broadway and Forty-second Street. This section of New York, made famous in song
and story,
ment world.is the "capital" of the amuse-

\o\v
m:isa
and
you"

CHARLES DOHETY
Rull's-Kye
Film onCorp.
He
:in
extra man
the oomedinn.
Keystone lot
rose from the ranks of the "here
crowd.

Al Jennings

Guest

Of Chicago, Visits
Capital Officials
Reformed Outlaw Discusses
Plans for His Series of
Short Features
Al Jennings, reformed outlaw, who is
producing a series of two-reel features
for Capital Film Company which are
founded upon his actual experiences as
a train and hank robber, was the guest
of Chicago during the past week.
While in Chicago, he dispelled any
ideas as to his being proud of his achievements on the plains years ago. Instead,
he said, he is anxious to atone for his
outlawry and believed the screen opened
the way for him.
To Show Real Bandit Life
"There is hardly a boy or man at
some time or other- who doesn't get a
hankering to become a 'badman," he
said, "Thecitement of itapparent
romance
appeals to
them. and ex"It is my ambition to convince these
boys and men that outlawry does not
pay — that it is, in truth, a wretched
existence, from which only death or
imprisonment offer escape. I want
people who see my pictures to leave the
theatres glad that they arc within the
law and are not hunted like animals."
Is Given Free Rein
Jennings is to be given a free rein in
making his features. He has promised
plenty of thrills and excitement. His
first few finished productions show that
he has made good.
Capital onwilltheexploit
features
same Jennings'
basis as two-reel
five-reel
productions. There will be large photo
graphs supplied the exhibitors, as well
as one. three, six, and twenty-four
sheets.

Robertson-Cole Urge
Special Advertising
Exhibitors booking the RobertsonCole feature, "The Woman Michael Married," starring Bessie Barriscale, which
is being distributed by Exhibitors Mutual, are advised to exploit it as one of
the biggest fashion shows of the year,
in a statement issued this week.
Miss Barriscale, who has always been
noted for the exceptional gowns she
wears before the camera, outdoes herself in "The Woman Michael Married."
Beginning in an Annette Kellerman
bathing costume, Miss Barriscale runs
the gamut of fashions, in one of the
most remarkable displays of clothes ever
worn by any screen actress.

MARGARITA FISHER
StarCo.ofInc.,
"The production,
Tisrer-Lily,"making
an American
a vamp Kii
of her Kewpie doll.
James

K. Hackett Is
Featured in Dran
James K. Hackett, star of a score
Broadway stage successes, returns r
the screen in the modern photoplay fi
ture-drama "The Greater Sinner." >
Hackett's latest screen vehicle deals,
is said, in intensely vivid fashion, w
a story based on heredity, and portr:
ing eventually
a young Southern
and
successful girl's
battle thrilli
agaii
traits
and
physical
tendencies
inheri
from her forebears.

"The Greater Sinner" was screei
shortly before Mr. Hackett suffered
painful accident at his country home,
island in the St. Lawrence, near CI
^iiiiiHniiMiiiiiiiMf iiriiiiMiitiiiiRiiitiiitituiH'HitiHtiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiitfraniiiituiiiriniiHiiitiiinijf ttiniiiit^ an
ton, N. Y. Just after the final scenes
the picture were taken, Mr. Hack
| Exhibitors Foster
went to his island home and there
National Contest | and broke his leg just above the a n kit
"The Greater Sinner" is presented
Lloyd Willis, ItiOO Broadway. David
A
Screen
Lover's
Contest,
|
Howells,
7:.'!) Seventh Avenue is hand!
conducted on lines similar to
the foreign rights on "The Greater S
ner." He is now in Europe with sevo
1 the recent Book Lover's Conprints of the picture for foreign huyei
j test, is to be undertaken by a
New York syndicate in con- |
junction with the Motion Pic- \ Cincinnati Theatre
ture Exhibitors of America,
Adopts English PI.
| Inc.
Approximately $100,000
CINCINNATI, OHIO. — Plans are 1
in prizes will be offered.
ing prepared for a motion picture th
A contract is already reported
tre on Gilbert avenue near the ml
to have been closed with the
section of that street with WoodHi
New York Tribune and negotiand
Hewitt aves. Work is expected •
ations are pending with sixty
be started by September, the proj
being planned by Charles E. Marci
of the most important newsPreliminary plans call for the o
papers in the country. Theastruction of a theatre based on
tres will co-operate with the
F.nglish plan of having a balcony
newspapers in the campaign.
which tables will be placed and ice ere I
and
soft drinks can be served dur :
The contest is expected to
tlie performance.
The theatre will
net $40,000 towards financing
erected upon the present site of
Mars theatre and the lot adjoini ,
the
national
exhibitors'
association.
which is now used as an airdome. If
70
seating
capacityfeet.
will be about 1,600, I*
lot
is lOOxl.lO
?fiiii iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiti irtiiitiiHiiiirtiiiiNM iti iri i initi'itiTiiiriiitiiiiiiiiinniMi iiiijiiiii!i;iiiiiiiMiitinrii1
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Universal to Reopen
Eastern Studios for
Comedy Production
Universal is once more to produce
i the East. This announcement was
nadc this week at the Universal home
iffice and comes as a big surprise to
he screen world. Universal already has
me of the largest film studios in the
rorld at Universal City, California, and
re the sole owners of the Fort Lee
tudios at Coytesville. X. J.
Tarkington Baker. Universal's genial manager, who made the announceaent, states that the entire studio is to
e overhauled and re-equipped with all
he modern appliances of a film studio,
t has been some time since Universal
roduced at the Fort Lee studio which
; one of the largest in the East. Every
tw appliance and comfort, including a
lew heating plant are to be instalk-d
a the Fort Lee studio immediately.
The plan of producing at the Fort
-ee studio has been under consideration
or some time by Universal officials.
The plans as outlined now arc to proluce a number of short features there
specially comedies. The new corndies are to be made under the superision of Tarkington Baker.
Billboard Campaign
For Eminent Authors
Some morning in the near future.
\merica will wake up to find the names
if Goldwyn, Eminent Authors, and the
ioldwyn stars on twenty four sheet
lillboards in every available location in
he United States. For some time past,
he Godwyn organization has been conidering the advisability of instituting a
.ational advertising campaign to supplenent its many other publicity aids for
lie benefit of exhibitors.
When the new campaign opens, no
listrict in the United States will be left
•.ncovered. From Xew York to San
"rancisco. from Buffalo to Xew Orleans.
>illboards advertising the merits of Goldvyn as
andtheEminent
pictures,
as
veil
individualAuthors'
excellence
of their
tars will tell the story.
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Quimby Appoints
Former Chicago Man
Little Rock Manager
Fred C. Quimby. director of exchanges
for Pathe Exchange Inc., now on a tour
of the United States, has opened a
new branch oificc for Pathe in Little
Rock. Ark. The Little Rock territory
will consist of the entire states of Arkansas, the northwestern part of Mississippi and Western Tennessee, also
Dunklin and Pemiscot counties in the
southern part of Missouri.
"We have opened this office." said
Mr. terQuimby.
a view of ingiving
betservice to "with
the exhibitors
the state
of Arkansas and the sourrounding territory. We have taken part of the territories away from the St. Louis. Xew
Orleans. Dallas. Oklahoma City. Kansas
City and Atlanta branches. This will
now constitute the territory served by
Little Rock.
"It is the constant aim of Pathe exchange to improve its service to exhibitors, to make it as nearly 100 per
cent service as is possible. The newterritory is large and important, and it
was found difficult to give the service
its importance warranted with the
various offices mentioned. With the
Little Rock office in operation we will
be able to give vastly increased service
which we believe will be appreciated by
exhibitors. The Little Rock office makes
Pathe's thirty-first in the United States."
V. H. Hodupp will be appointed manager of the Little Rock office. Mr.
Hodupp's appointment is in line with
Pathe's He
policy
of promoting
from thein
ranks.
entered
this organization
May, 1914. as a salesman tor the Pathe

Xews in Jersey City. Later the same
year he was appointed salesman in the
Syracuse office, and after several months
service in this capacity, he was appointed
branch
exchange.manager of the Pathe Syracuse
In 1915 Mr. Hodupp was appointed
branch manager of the Chicago Exchange, remaining there over a year.
He was later called to the home office
and appointed special representative.
Recently he has been visiting the various
Pathe exchanges to promote better
service for exhibitors.
Elsie Janis Begins Work
On Selznick Production
The initial scenes of Elsie Janis' fvrst
Selznick production. "Everybody's
Sweetheart" have been shot at the
Selznick studio in the Bronx, under
the direction of James Young, and the
production is now well under way.
Miss Janis has entered into her work
with great enthusiasm, and is doing
everything in her power to get everything into the production to make it a
huge success. Miss Janis is to have a
strong supporting cast headed by Matt
Moore, men.
one who
of the
foremost
leading
will screen's
play opposite
the
star, and Roger Lytton. one of the finest
character men on the screen.
The production is being produced on
a very elaborate scale, and will include
many large and spectacular settings and
scenery, as has been the case with all
previous Selznick productions. The
story was specially written about Miss
Janis' internationally famous personality, by Edmund Goulding. and is calculated to display her talents and versatility to the greatest of advantage.
War Department

Will

To Open October 1
ALLEXTOWX. PA. — Joseph and
Thomas F. Herrity are to erect a 1.000;eat theatre costing $42,000 at Ridge
avenue and Gordon street during the
iresent summer, opening the playhouse
)ctober 1. Messers. Ruhe and Lange are
he architects in charge.
It was announced that the theatre,
vhen completed, will be leased to a
New York syndicate and wil! show
irst-run pictures.

Publish "Come Clean"
WASHINGTON, D. C— The War Department will publish in the near future
the
oral
filmand"Come
Clean."
The picturehygiene
is a three
one-half
reel
production brought out by the Army
Medical Museum, and was mr.de under
the supervision of Major Leonard G.
Mitchell. D. C. and is the outgrowth
of oral hygiene lectures delivered to
officers and men.
Private Tom Merrill, as the center of
the picture, is being ridiculed for brushing his teeth. Some of his buddies hide
his brush and a fistic encounter ensues
after which Tom explains why he takes
good care of his teeth. Views of several
wards at Walter Reed Hospital are
shown, including cases of diseases with
complications, growing out of the neglect
of teeth. The picture then takes up the
scientific part, showing why and how
infection from pyorrhea and abcessed
teeth, reaches different parts of the body,
producing various diseases, the infection
being show^n on its way by the use of
animated drawings.

Fifth Holmes Comedy
"Three Black Eyes," is the working
•tie of Triangle's fifth vehicle for Tayor Holmes, now in production at their
ort Lee studio. Charles Horan is perorming double service for the jovial
tar, first by having written the story,
nd now by directing the production.

Build S30,000 Theater
XOBLESYILLE. IXD— Work has
been started on the new American
theatre at Ninth and Clinton streets, a
$30,000 structure to be devoted solely to
the exhibition of motion pictures. John
H. Wise and W. D. Cullen are financing
the project.

Vllentown Theatre

FRED C. (CU BY
Director of e*ehnnpes for Pathe, nho in
now tourinjc the country opening; neiv
branch offices.
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Cincinnati State Right
Company Changes Hands
C. C. Hite Attractions, 532 Walnut
St.. Cincinnati, Ohio, has been bought
by the C. C. Hite Attractions Company,
a $200,000 corporation, which has been
formed by Mr. Hite and a number of
the most influential exhibitors of Cincinnati for the purpose of buying and
distributing the better State Right productions for the central states.
The President of the organization is
Mr. Hite, well known in film circles,
having formerly been connected with
the Mutual, Triangle and Goldwyn Film
Corporation;
B. Liebtag,
merly of the L.Federal
ReserveSec'y.,
Bank forof
Cincinnati: Geo. Vivian Smith, Treasurer, formerly connected with the United
Picture Theatres of America.
Upon interviewing, Mr. Hite states
that the company is negotiating for several large productions and will open offices almost immediately in Cleveland.
Ohio. Louisville, Kv., and Indianapolis,
Ind.
Helen Holmes
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Saenger Chain

"Qui! Qui! iMarie!'

Serial

Sold for Many States
Although only four episodes of the
S. L. K. serial starring Helen Holmes
have been completed, rights in many
American states and foreign countries
have already been disposed of by S. S.
Krellberg. the producer.
States sold are: New York, Elk Photo
Play Co.; Eastern Pennsylvania, Arrow
Features; Western Pennsylvania, H. A.
Lande. Quality Film Service; Ohio, A.
Warner of Warner Brothers; New England. Waterville Theatre Co., Alfred
Black, Pres.; Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Tennessee. North Carolina and South
Carolina. First National Exhibitors Circuit of Virginia; Washington, D. C,
Delaware.
Maryland, and Virginia. Arrow.
Foreign territories sold: Great Britain,
Australia, France. Germany, South Africa, Russia, Belgium, Balkans, Norway,
Sweden. Denmark, Greece, Holland,
Italy, etc., Gillespi Bros.; South America,
Cuba. Porto Rico, Santo Domingo, etc.,
Jacobo Gluckman; Far East, J. Pearson;
Mexico. Spain and Portugal. Joseph
Lamy.
T. Hayes

Hunter Will
Direct for Goldwyn
T. Hayes Hunter, who has recently
completed directing Zane Grey's "DeserttractGold."
has Goldwyn
signed a stars.
long term
conto direct
Previous
to Mr. Hunter's recent work, he made
another Zane Grey feature, "The Border
Legion,"
which and
Goldwyn
Blanche Bates
Hobart produced
Bosworth.with
Theatre in New Hands
MEDFORD. ORE.— Arthur Moran
and H. L. Percy, owners and managers
of the Rialto theatre, have taken a tenyear lease on the Pape theatre, the
largest playhouse here. They are members of the Globe Theatre company
which controls the Majestic at Roseburg and a theatre at Albany.

Books

Hodkinson's
"Sahara"
Virtually
the last big motion
picture
circuit of theatres in America came into
camp during the past week and booked
"Sahara" the J. Parker Read, Jr., production hit of the season starring Louise
Glaum and directed by Allan Dwan,
when the Saenger chain in New Orleans
signed contracts with the Hodkinson
corporation representative.
This booking was made personally
by Julius Saenger in the absence of his
general manager, E. V. Richards. Jr.,
and the first run will be at the New
Orleans theatre, the Strand. Immediate
playing
dates
"Sahara"
follow
throughout
the onterritory
on will
the Louisiana and Mississippi cities and towns
booked by that organization.
The points included in the booking
are: Shreveport, Pensacola, Jackson,
Baton Rouge, Alexandria, Hattiesburg,
Lake Charles, Meridian, New Iberia,
Monroe, Texarkana. Greenwood, Clarksdale, Greenville. Natchez, Columbus,
Plaquemine. McComb, Gulfport, Donaldsville, Natchitoches, Thibodeaux. Lafayette and Vicksburg.
Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa

MARIE PARIS
Playing
in "The
Trail Film
of theCorp.
Oetopus."
fifteen-part
National
Serial. n
June Elvidge to Star
In "His Father's Wife"
Director Frank Crane has begun work
at the World Studio on "His Father's
Wife," in which June Elvidge will be
the star. The story was written by
Helen Christene Hoerle and was scenarioized by Philip Lonergan. One of the
interesting scenes in this picture is a
boarding house located on West 50th
Street, New York, that in its day was
the most noted theatrical hoarding
house of the country. Here gathered
around the table in their early days
before they had become famous, such
well known people as Eleanor Robson.
Edgar Selwyn, Margaret Mayo and
Julian Eltinge.
Directors Are Chosen
For Screen Classics
The directors who are to guide the
Screen Classics, Inc., stars, Bert Lytell,
Viola Dana and May Allison, have been
selected by Maxwell Karger, director
general for Metro.
Jack Conway will direct Bert Lytell
in "Lombard!, Ltd." John Ince, Viola
Dana in "Please Get Married," and
Henry Otto, May Allison in "Fair and
Warmer."
Another M. P. Company
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— II. C.
Brice, manager of the Strand theatre,
has purchased equipment and states he
is about to form the Strand Moving
Picture company. Rose Mayo will act
as directoress and the first picture is to
be called "The Society Trust."
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Is Signed by Universal
The rumor that Universal had been
negotiating for the services of Tsuru
Aoki, or Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa, has
been confirmed and Carl Laemmle, Uni-'
versal's president, announced that she
had signed a long term contract to appear in Universal productions.
In all probability her first production
with Universal will be "The Breath of
the Gods" written by Sydney McCall.
She has written many books and articles
on China and Japan. The author lived
for eight years in Japan and was deeply
interested in Japanese customs and life.
Film Company to Take
Over Abandoned Factory
DAYTON, OHIO.— The government
will vacate the Recording and Computing
Machines plant some time in August and
production of motion picture machines
and noninflammable films for home QS<
will be started a month later, according
to Will I. Ohmer, president of the comMr. Ohmer savs that the plant will
turn out about 35.000,000 feet of film
a day and will employ more people than;
it did in war production days. Arrangementspany.- to market the machines and films
have
already been made, according to
Mr. Ohmer.
Crowd

in Near-Riot

to

See Dorothy Phillips
ALHAMBRA, CAL. — Traffic policemen were necessary to keep back the
crowd when Dorothy Phillips, Universal star, entered the Alhambra theatre
here to make a personal appearance at
the opening of the new playhouse.
with "Des-A
was openedPhillips.
The Alhambra
tiny." starring Dorothy
larue number of floral pieces were pre
and O. W. Lewis,
Greth
to F.andA. the
sented
manager.
owner
the
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leveland Playhouse
Will Run "Sunnyside"
At Least Sixty Days
J. R. Xolan, manager of the Bijou
ream, one of Cleveland's downtown
cond-run houses, is making preparajns for a sixty days' run of the First
ational attraction, "Sunnyside," starlg Charles Chaplin.
"We were able to run both 'A Dog's
ife' and 'Shoulder Arms' that long in
■nnection with other features," says
olan. "Consequently we expect to re•at with "Sunnyside'.
"Our
from day
day.audiences
Because vary
ours greatly
is a downtown
>use, we draw patronage from the en-e population of the city. Men drop
after lunch, and women having finned their shopping early, come in for
i hour before starting home.
"However,
express
ips
to our some
house people
to see make
Chaplin
two
three times.
"While we were showing 'Shoulder
nns',
dropped
intomemythey
officewereon
veral people
occasions
to tell
ad I was running the picture for so
ng a time because they knew where to
• to see it over again."
(arshall Neilan to
Make Trip to London
Having completed his production of
!n
Old Marshall
Kentucky"
ewart,
Xeilanfeaturing
will leaveAnita
imediately for New York and from there
11 make a hurried trip to London,
uring his absence the staff will make
eliminary preparations for the initial
arshall Xeilan Special, to be made for
e First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
This will be an adaptation of Randall
irrish's famous novel "Bob Hampton
Placer." The motion picture version
11 be titled "The Eternal Three." Lewis
one, it is expected, will play the title
le, and Marjorie Daw the female lead,
ttle Wesley Barry, now known inter.tionally
ggest partasof "Stickers"
his career will have the
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"Great Gamble" Has
Great Campaign Book
The exhibitor who books "The Great
Gamble," Pathe's forthcoming fifteenepisode serial featuring Anne Luther
and Charles Hutchinson, will certainly
not find himself cramped for information
ing. it comes to the matter of advertiswhen
If there is a single phase of the production that has not been given due notice in the thirty-six page campaign book
just received a more careful searcher
than the present one will have to locate
it. Certain it is that the men who prepared the book did not spare time or
pains to make it a comprehensive and
penetrating treatise.
Xot the least notable item, perhaps,
is the well colored and pictorially splendid twenty-four sheet pictured on the
front cover. It is to be given national
prominence on the billboards of the
country
at Pathe's
expense.
Following
this come
page after page
of detailed information as to just what
the serial is. page after page of cuts obtainable, advertising suggestions enough
to satisfy the most exacting purchaser,
and a complete story of the serial by
episodes, illustrated.
Especially notice should also be given
the
lay-out
which big
comesdouble-page
with the book.
Madeinsert
ads
are there in number and variety, all of
the sort that can easily be adapted to
local conditions and the local newspaper
facilities.
"Dangerous

Talent"
Next Fisher Film
After a week's rest in Los Angeles,
following the completion of scenes for
her forthcoming picture, "The Hellion,"
Margarita Fisher has returned to the
American studios in Santa Barbara.
Calif., where she is engaged on a new
special feature tentatively titled, "The
Dangerous
The storyTalent."
on which this picture is
based was written by Daniel F. Whitcomb, with the screen adaptation credited to Lois Zellner. The production
is being directed by George L. Cox,
who had the direction of Miss Fisher's
July picture. "The Tiger-Lily."
In "The Dangerous Talent" the star
plays the role of a stenographer. Harry
Hilliard appears opposite her in the part
of a wealthy philanthropist.
Ruth

Roland

at Work

Ruth Roland, Pathe serial heroine, has
begun work in the triple role of author,
producer and star on her forthcoming
serial,production
"The Adventures
of Ruth,"
the
first
by her own
company,
Ruth Roland Serials. Inc., for Pathe.
The
Coast.picture is being made on the West

GEORGE WALSH
»ome lege"stepper"
we lake it. He's a colhero
"The Winning Stroke." a
forthcomingin Fo\
play.

Metro's Large Set
The construction of an entire theatre
interior, from stage to foyer, is one of
the many big scenic achievements in the
newest Xazimova production, "The
Brat." which Richard A. Rowland and
Maxwell Karger have announced for release September 1.
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GEOKfiF. HBLFORD
\\ ho "ill direct "K very woman" for Famous
PIaj crs-l.asky.
Geo. Melford to Direct
"Every woman" Film
George Melford has practically completed arrangements for the production
of the Paramount-Artcraft version of
"Every woman," Walter Browne's popular play, which he is to direct at the
Lasky studio.
Under ofMr.bigMeltord's
supervision a number
sets, built
on the scale of elaborateness which all
those familiar with the play can readily appreciate is necessary for an adequate picturization. have been constructed, and the work of filming the
scenes will be under way in a day of
two.
Violet Heming, whose engagement to
play the title role was recently announced, isalready in California, and in
addition Mr. Melford has assembled a
cast of players of foremost prominence,
including Theodore Koherts. Irving
Cummings, Tullv Marshall and James
Xeill.
The selection of Mr. Melford to direct "Everywoman" comes as a fitting
recognition of the consistently high*
quality of the work which he has turned
out since his connection with the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. He has directed Wallace Reid. Sessue riayakawa,
Jack Pickford and other Paramount
stars in many of their most successful
pictures.
Columbus, Ga., Theatre
Extensively Improved
COLUMBUS. GA. — The Springer
opera house, which was closed July 1,
is being completely redecorated with a
view of attaining a color scheme similar
to that in the larger houses in the north.
It will reopen early in August. The improvement will cost in- excess of $10,000.
Dan Roberts of Carswell & Roberts,
the proprietors spent three weeks
visiting northern cities to study the
means employed in presenting the large
productions.

EXHIBITORS
Constance

Talmadge

Begins "The Bachelor"
For First National
Constance Talmadge, who, with her
sister Norma, has just returned from a
ten days' vacation ,at the Paul Smith
Camp, in the Adirondack Mountains, has
started work on her second First Na* tional Picture at the Constance Talmadge Studio on East 48th St. Miss
Talmadge's first picture "A Temperamental Wife," by John Emerson and
Anita Loos, will be followed by a Clyde
Fitch story, adapted by Emerson and
Loos, from Mr. Fitch's play, "The
Bachelor." Mr. Fitch is too well known
as the author of a long list of big Broadment. way successes, to need any further com"The Bachelor" is another social comedy-drama, of the type which gives Constance Talmadge ample opportunity for
her delicate shading of subtle comedy
and further emphasizes her wistful
charm.
Conway Tearle, who recently played
opposite Norma Talmadge. in "The Way
of
a Woman."
picture 7..
by Leonard,
Eugene
W alter,
directed the
by Robert
which is to be published this month, will
play the leading man in Constance Talmadge's second picture.
Wesley Barry Has Part
In "Woman of Pleasure"
Wesley Barry, the famous "freckled
faced boy," who supported Mary Pickford in "Daddy Long Legs" and had an
important part in "The Unpardonable
Sin," is included in the cast selected for
Blanche Sweet in "A Woman of Pleasure," the first picture she will make
for Pathe.
Others include Wheeler Oakman, Wilfred Lucas, Walter Perry and Carmen
Phillips. The production is founded
on the London melodrama of the same
name by James Willard.
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Hector Cloverio Opens
Studio at Portland, Ore.
PORTLAND, ORE.— The Cloverio
Film company has started ^on the production of comedy
"at its Hector
newly
constructed
studiopictures
at Lentz.
Cloverio, formerly with Max Sennett,
is in charge.
Among those who will star in the pictures are Mrs. W. W. Rogers, a character actress; Dixie Stratton, late with the
American Film company; Ruby Benning, who appeared several times with
Williamformerly
Russell; with
"LadytheVivian,"
a danseuse
Metropolitan
Opera company chorus; Blanche I.e
Noir, character woman, formerly with
Thomas H. Ince; Mrs. G. R. McDonald.
Bernice Smith, child star, formerly with
the Universal Film company; Curtiss
Hansen from the L-K-O studios: Charlie Francis, who has been a legitimate
performer with Lou Taylor and Edaourd
Le Nune, a vaudeville performer.
Court Rules Studio
Property Valueless
SPOKANE, WASH.— Receiver F. K.
McBroom for the Washington Motion
Picture company will not be required to
pay the attorneys of the old Northwest
Motion Picture company for the equipment taken over from the older concern,
according to a decision handed down by
Judge Huneke of the superior court.
Mr. McBroom characterized the equipment taken from the Northwest company
"junk," itand
statedNorthwest
his willingness toasreturn
to the
receivers intact.
Attorney Cain, for the Northwest company, asked for $14,000. He says he will
appeal the case to the supreme court.
Nat Ross to Distribute
Universal's Re- Issues
NEW YORK.— Nat R. Ross, who has
been personal representative for Carl
Laemmle, is now president of the Red
Seal Productions at 1600 Broadway. The
Red Seal Production Company is a new
company, which is to handle Universal
re-issues to the extent of about fifty
per year. The first to be published are
"Mule Mates," "Barred from the Bar,"
'When Damon Fell for Pythias" and
"The Wart on the Wire."
Magician Makes Film
SAN FRANCISCO.— A $100,000 motion picture production company, to be
known as the Carter Film Corporation,
has been organized here by Charles J.
Carter famous throughout the show
world as "Carter, the Magician."
the attorney, and varGeorge
ious otherAppell,
prominent San Franciscans
are associated in the enterprise.

I.KW is BTO \ E
A nil .lane Noiiik III n scene from "Mini'*
l>c*lrc."
a Robertson-Cole
special being
distributed
bj Exhibitors Mutual.

Realart Signs O'Conner
NEW YORK— Frank O'Conner. who
had a leading role in one of the late
shows of "Seven Days' Leave" has been
director to Desassistant
engagedmond as
Taylor,
who is directing Mary
Miles Minter for her Realart pictures.
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FANNIE WARD
In a society drama of abnegation and Nell
sacrifice, "Our Better Selves." (Pathe.)
"Virtuous Men" Scores
Heavily in Two State
Arthur S. Hyman who is soon to e?
ploit "Virtuous Men," the S-L featui
starring E. K. Lincoln and directed W
Ralph Ince in Illinois, reports heav
bookings of the production in upp<
Michigan and Indiana during the pa
few weeks.
Those in Michigan include: Bijo
Baraga: Kerridge, Hancock; Libert
Victoria Mine; Lyric, Rockland; Dell
Escanaba; Pastime, Lanse; Rex, Oi
tonagon; Crystal, Mass City; Jenc
Greenhand; Calumet, Calumet. Opera I
Painsdale; Gem, Crystal Falls; Alpli
Alpha; Cozy, Iron River.
Mr. Hyman also reports an unusii
number
for "Virtuous
Mei
in Indianaof bookings
among which
are the folio,
ing: Cosmo, H. Carlisle; Etropal, L
porte; La Salle, S. Bend;. Starlau
Michigan City; Browaw, Angela: Kagl
Wabash : Victoria, Peru ; Nelson, Logan
port ; Arc, Delphi ; Lyric-Orphcum, Lai
yette; Strand, Monticello; Kirklin. Kirkln
Princess, Frankfort; Isis, Kokotn.
Grand. Bluffton; Auditorium. Conner
ville; Kyric, Batesville; Strand, Shell>
ville: K. of P., Greensburg; St. Pai
St. Paul; Majestic, Seymour; Cirscai
Jasonville; Grand Li. Linton: Orpheui
Clinton; Lyric, Yincennes; Empress, M
Vernon; Grand, Washington; Orpheui
Julian Joins Goldwyn
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Rupert Juli;
has transported his belongings from ;l
Universal lot to the Goldwyn stlldi<
where he will start directing. Mr. Juli:
has tendered his resignation to I i
versal.
Chandos Brenon Better
NEW YORK — Chandos St. Jol
Brenon, representative of Herbert Breno
who has been seriously ill, is convalc>
ing satisfactorily.
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/ Commodities Removed
From the
Export Conservation List
The War Trade Section of the Dejrtment of State announces that all
cnmodities have been removed from
t: Export Conservation List, effective
■y 14, 1919.
LF No. 37 Amended to Cover Germany
The War Trade Board Section of the
Ipartment of State announces that
(neral Import License PBF No. 37.
(*. T. B. R. 726, issued May 8, 1919;
a ended by W. T. B. R. 739 issued May
1 1919). has been revised and extended
cctive July 14, 1919. so as to permit
t free importation from Germany of
a commodities except those hereinaer specifically mentioned.
\s now amended. General Import Lici=e PBF Xo. 37 authorizes the imftation into the United States from
a countries of the world, except Hung y and those parts of Russia under
t control of the Bolsheviki authoriof all commodities except thos<
h einafter enumerated, to wit:
The following foodstuffs:
(a) Sugar.
(b) Wheat and flour, the control
over whose importation is nowvested in the Wheat Director.
(See W. T. B. R. 797, issued June
30, 1919.)
The following commodities, the
i jortation of which continues to he
citrolled by reason of existing agrcernts:
Pig tin. and all metal alloys containing tin, including tin drosses,
tin oxides, solder drosses, type
metals, antifriction metals, waste
metals, and other metals containing tin. except tin plate and tin
plate scrap.
Salvarsan. neosalvarsan. arsphenanie, and all substitutes therefor and
eiivalents thereof.
. All commodities whatsoever which
h e been produced or manufactured in
I ngary.
The following commodities, the
citrol of which importation by indi•• ual import licenses is desirable:
(a) Dyes and dyestuffs. including dye bases, crudes and intermediates.
(b) Potash.
(o All drugs and chemicals,
t should be noted that the foregoing
P agraph 5. as now amended provides
t t hereafter individual import licenses
vl be required for all importations of
d gs and chemicals from every source
\' itsoever.
>.ll applications for licenses to import
d s or dyestuffs, including dye bases,
c des and intermediates, must be ac-
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Information
companied by supplemental information
sheets as set forth in W. T. B. R. 670.
issued March 27. 1919. ^Bureau of Imports Ruling 489.)
American consuls abroad have been
instructed to issue certificates of nonenemy origin before certifying invoices
covering shipments of potash, dyes or
dyestuffs. or drugs or chemicals intended for importation into the United
States.
The prior rulings of the War Trade
Board which required the purchase price
of certain commodities permitted to be
imported from Germany to be deposited
with the American Relief Administration
(W. T.
B. R-'s and
764. such
772 and
779) price
have
been
rescinded,
purchase
may be remitted in any manner desired
by the importer under the terms of the
General Enemy Trade License issued
simultaneously with this ruling W. T.
B. R. 802.
Parcel post service has been resumed
with Germany for packages not exceeding eleven pounds.
General Enemy Trade License Amended
to Permit Certain Communications
and Dealings With Respect
to "Enemy" Property
The War Trade Board Section of the
Department of State announces that
paragraph 3 of the limitations upon the
General Enemy Trade License described
in W. T. B. R. 802. issued July 14, 1919.

has been amended effective as July 14.
1919. The above mentioned General
Enemy Trade License as now amended
authorizes all persons in the United
States, on and after July 14. 1919. to
trade and communicate with persons residing in Germany and to trade and
communicate with all persons with
whom trade and communication is prohibited by the Trading with the Enemy
Act; subject, however, to the following
wit:
specific limitations and exceptions, to
1. The above mentionel general license does not authorize the importation into the United States from Germany or elsewhere of dyes, dye-stuffs,
potash, drugs or chemicals which haw
many.
been produced or manufactured in Ger2. The above mentioned general license does not modify or affect in any
respect present restrictions against trade
and communication between the United
States and Hungary or that portion of
Russia shevik
under
the control of the Bolauthorities.
3. The above mentioned general license does not authorize any trade with
respect to any property which heretofore, pursuant to the provisions of the
Trading with the Enemy Act as amended,
has been reported to the Alien Property
Custodian or should have been so reported to him. or any property which
heretofore, pursuant to the provisions of
said Act. the Alien Property Custodian
has seized or has required to be conveyed transferred, assigned, delivered or
paid over to him: provided, however,
that nothing contained in this paragraph
3 shall be held to prohibit communications which constitute merely inquiries
or information concerning the property
hereinabove described, or to prohibit
trade with respect to any property which
the Alien Property Custodian has stated
in writing he would not seize or require to be conveyed, transferred, assigned, delivered or paid over to him.
such communications and trade with respect to the property described in this
proviso being fully authorized by the
GeneralaboveEnemy
referred to.Trade License hereinExport to and imports from Germany
may take place under Special Export
License RAC Xo. 77 and General Import License PBF Xo. :J7 as announced
in W. T. B. R. 803 and W. T. B. R.
S04. respectively.
FOREIGN NOTES
Alfred Brinton has purchased a site at
Wellington and Quebeck streets. Leeds.
England, for the erection of a picture
theatre which is to cost $750,000.
Progress Films Ltd.. has bought from
the Gattis. the rights to "Sweet and
Twenty."
was written
by
Basil Hood This
and piece
was presented
at the
Vaudeville Theatre, London, about twenty
years ago.
The World Film Renters. Ltd.. of
London, has purchased the rights to
"The Trail of the Red Flag" for the
United Kingdom.

WALTER McGRVIL
Supporting
Pearl 75
White in the Pathe
serial "The Blaek Secret."

Sir William Jury has signed a contract
with Richard Rowland for the rights in
the United Kingdom of the Alia Xazimova pictures. Xegotiations were conculded last week. James Beecroft.
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was associated with the Bernardi am
Victoria studios in Warsaw, Russia, Pc
land, arriving in the United States som
five years ago. The Baron took chan;
of the camera operations at the Tolol
studios in Evanston, 111., and later th
Hyde Park studios in Chicago. Baro
Tycko will leave shortly for the eas
to produce some special work for r
W. Griffith.
Theodore Marsden, director of motio
pictures in the east, was a recent arri
val on the coast. The Earl William
Company at the Vitagraph studios ha
closed with Mr. Marsden for his set
vices
change.through the Mabel Condon Ex

Coast

With H. E. AT.=
J. G. Ries, former cameraman for the
Rothacker Film Mfg. Company, of Chicago, is shooting for the Jimmy Aubrey
Company at the Vitagraph studios, directed by Xoel Smith, assisted by Douglas Dawson.

rector Jacques Jaccard finishes his Lieut.
Locklear productions. Mr. Holt jumped
in and made one or two episodes of the
Marie Walcamp serial, while Jaccard
filmed the daring aviator in some thrillers.

Charles J. Giecerich, publicity director
at the West Coast studios of the Vitagraph, is one of the pioneers in the
game. Ten years on the Morning Te!egraph in the New York, originator of the
motion picture department of that paper,
first publicity man of the V-L-S-E of
New York, afterwards with Pathe, on the
road as publicity man for Guy Empey in
"Over mentthe
and his
last achievebeforeTop,"
his advent
to Los
Angeles

Jimmy Aubrey, comedy king of the
Vitagraph forces in Hollywood, puts in
his spare moments between sets painting a series of near-Rembrandt's. That
is, they put one in mind of Rembrandt's
because they're so different. We hear
that Cusack of Chicago and Varney of
Los Angeles are angling for Jimmy's
services.

was popularizing "The Yellow Dog" to
the extent of obtaining a half-million
lines of publicity — by actual count — and
forming seven hundred Anti-yellow Dog
Club.
The machinery of the Horsley studio
in Los Angeles, is commencing to whir
again with the arrival of the Kewpie
Komedy Company, producing two-reclers under direction of Guy Eakins. "The
Flirt." the
first of isthecompleted
comedies and
featuring
Allen
Williams,
work
well under way on the second story.

R. G. Turxer, film hound for 'he
World exchange. Los Angeles, had a
unique experience the other night and
R. G. is now under the impression that
Good Samaritans still survive. While
calling on Johnny Young of the Apollo
Theatre, Hollywood, Mr. Turner me.itioned the fact that his car was in the
shop, whereupon Mr. Young kindly offered to drive R. G. over to his competitor's theatre,
the Hollywood,
Mr. Turner
proceeded
to obtainwhere
said

DATE

JULY

18th

TOPICAL
the pen which

ONE
BOOKED
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BY ALL

1 1 \kry Schneck, vice-president of tl
Assistant Directors Association of Ho
ject.
lywood,
and nowstudios,
co-director
Robert Brunton
is one at
of trtr
old-timers of the game. Mr. Schnei
played the leading role in "The Gre;*
Train produced.
Robbery," Itthewasfirst800real
ever
feetfeatin
Ion
with a thrill in every foot.
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FILM
EXCHANGE
LEE HERZ, Pres.
Phone Harrison 3742
Floor, Consumers
Bldg., Chicago
76

returne
shortl
Condo
aroun

Thos. M. Lf.arman, former manager c
the Chicago Costume House of Portlam
Ore.,Hollywood.
has recentlyMr.
opened
"The handles
Wonder
of
Learman
full line of costumes and cinema acce:
sories. He has just closed a contrac
with Metro for one of the new Naz
mova pictures embracing a tropical stil

Aaron Tycko, the celebrated photographer and artist from Warsaw, Russia,
is now controlling the destinies of the
still department of the D. W. Griffith
studios in Hollvwood.
l!aron Tvcko

RELEASE

Bright Sayings from

Charles R. Condon has just
from service overseas and will
enter the production field. Mr.
is well known in film circles
New York City.

competitor's John Hancock on the dotted
line!

George Holt, former director of Pete
Morrison at Universal, will no doubt
resume that work again as soon as Di-

Y

All that excitement about the Monarch
leatre last week was justifiable. It
■ems that owner Phil Bland was pre■nted with another bouncing baby son.
(other and babe are doing nicely and
iter Phil is all fussed up in the selection
f names. Call him Mike, sure 'tis a name
lat will pass him anny old place.

Reported by "Mac"

Si Greiver of the Greiver Productions
announces his big money getter, "Birth of
a Race" has finally consented to visit "intellectual" Evanston. Beginning August
11 it will play the Hoyburn theatre for a
week's run.

"Cootie" Silverman is about film circles
;ain carrying the grip for the American
ilm Co., Inc., out of the local office.
rootie" looks none the worse after the
any months of strenuous battles with the
. S. Q. M. corps.

Frank Zambreno. president Unity Photoplays Co. is just piling coats of tan upon
that genial smiling visage he is noted for.
Come on Frank — where dost thou spend
thv week-ends ?

Another Ascher house, the Chateau
ieatre, now has a new Da-Lite projection
reen recently installed by the De Berri
cenic Company.
It seems that the Greater Stars Produces office has been swamped with per>nal visits and 'phone calls galore, but
.vde Elliott and Floyd Brockwell, maniers. cannot be found anywhere. Don t
spair. boys, try the Zeigfeld theatre,
ou know somebody has to chaperon
ose dear sweet Sennett girlies. Gee
Hows — they are certainly "marvelous."
Understand that A. Teitel, film renovar and cleaner de luxe, reports another
w client, the Wisconsin Film Company.
. Milwaukee, Wis. It's getting to be aljst a daily occurrence with Abe and dislce means nothing. He serves distant
ints with the same efficient alacrity as
local clients, which by the way means
arly every exchange in Chicago.
F. 0. Nielsen, general manager for the
ickey Film Corp., having just returned
the city
a five
weeks'busy
tripgetting
spent
ning
and after
farming,
is some
erything set for the big fall rush. In•lentally. old Sol has been quite familiar
th F. O.. judging from the appearance
his cuticle covering.
Phil Dunas has resigned from the local
liversal office to accept sales representan for the W. W. Hodkinson Corp., unk the direction of Sidney Goldman, disfct manager for this territory.
That certainly was a nasty mussing those
ored "gemmens" administered to Ed
■roue of Pathe during the race riots on
' t-Ut South
It seems
Ed had out
a hunch
one orSide.
two of
the theatres
there
' re not using enough Pathe service, so
't goes the young man in his Oakland.
ver mind old dean, try the weekly
< shes of our baseball heroes in their
uggle for the film championship if you
' illy want excitement.
Iack Schwartz, traveling the Illinois
> ritory for the Mickey Film Corp., is
•t building up his acquaintance, judging
>m the arrival of parcel post shipments
'ed with signed contracts arriving at the
1 nsumers Building each day.

into an acrobat of note trying to care for
that Michigan farm and paying manager
E. F. Tarbell a weekly visit at the Chicago office.

Gus Treulich, the exhibitor that buys
right, was spied the other day lingering in
front of the Film Exchange building driving bargains with the "curb" salesmen.
'Spose Gusstantialfigures
that hetomaytheget rentless
a subrebate, owing
nature of this market.

HELEN FERG1 SOU
The pretty little eighteen- rear old < hiGMgO Kirl, vrho Ifl plnyinK the lead opHarrj play.
More 3 in **The Gamblers,"
iipoMite
\ itllicriiph
Tack Leaverton, manager of the LeaBel Co.. announces his company has closed
with the American Film Co., Inc., for all
their two-reel subjects featuring Jack
Richardson, J. Warren Kerrigan and Anna
Little.
Jack Miller of the Plaisance theatre.
Austin, left on July 28 for his old home
along the shores of Lake Erie about twelve
miles adjacent to Buffalo for a three weeks
vacation. Yes the town band will be there
to welcome the "big fellow" from Chi.
At Rosenthal arrived July 28 after an
entended stay in New York City. He has
agood
heap old
of "good
is full of that
inside ones"
dope and
of Broadway
and
42nd street manufacture.
Lee Herz is highly elated with the success of the "Heart
the Jungle"
Lee modestly
affirmsof they
have sixfeature.
copies
working
daily
and
booked
solid for four
weeks.
W. S Altland of the Film Clearing
House exchange who just returned from
his sojourn spent at Lake Mattson. Mich.,
must have taken the wrong assortment of
bait. Some one saw him buying Phil
Solomon an outlay of the scaly subjects at
one of our best fisheries. Why be so exacting Phil? The season is young and besides a fellow
can't be expected to get all
the fish
that swim.
J. A. Humphrey, Indiana representative
for Yitagraph is being crowded with
Honsier set-ins that he's fast developing

Had the pleasure of extending our belated congratulations to the only exhibitor
able to make the Rogers theatre pay dividends. Yes sir, Max Gumbiner. if you
please. He deserted us poor forlorn bachelors of filmdom the eve of June 23.
Looks great in his raiment of the staid
benedict, though. By the way, he informs
us the Rogers theatre will play a two day
run of the "Birth of a Race" Aue. 1-2.
Ben Beadell, salesmanager for the local
Select exchange is certainly a busy host
to his many friends entertaining at his
summer
lodge (ahem)This"Nogenial
Care chap
Cottage."
over the week-ends.
has a
system all his own when it comes to purvexing hospitality that ever lingers with
the fortunate recipient.
We can't imagine what is accomplishing the results, but the modest
Frank .J. Flaherty1, manager of the
Film Clearing House exchange is surely
fading away to a mere slip of his formet
physical
Measures
11-12 Frank,
inches
up.
about theself.
waistline.
Never46 mind
eat plenty of potatoes and you'll soon pick
The hustle and rush of business was
brought to a temporary halt the other day
at the Select exchange, when the popular
manager. Fred Aiken was confronted by
a surprise visit from his loving parents.
Mr. and . Mrs. Frank Aiken. They
motored in from the old home town. La
Crosse, Wis, to greet their boy and it
wasn't long before Fred was showing the
folks all about Chicago, giving them the
time of their lives.
That must have been an enjoyable sight
at the "No Care Cottage" of Ben
Beadell's up in Wisconsin among the environs of Racine County at one of the recent week-end parties. Understand
"Majah" A. M. Gallas, sales representative for Select, the debonair Beau Brummel of local film circles, was assigned to

EXHIBITORS
morning mess watch. Can you imagine
this fashion plate juggling flap-jacks and
preparing the Java at 4 :30 a. m., all dolled
up in a pair of rude overalls with a 48hour harvest of hirsute growth decorating
his affable and smiling features.
S. Klein, manager for the local Capital
exchange is all smiles these days the way
the exhibitors are clamoring for his comofferings.Side
Harry
coveringpany's
the South
salesPhillips
but at is
present
Harry is doing the bulk of his selling over
the 'phone.
W alter L. Hill, who guides the exploitation destinies of Famous PlayersLasky for Chicago, was one of the lucky
ones last week who did not have to come
downtown in a truck. Street car strikes
meant nothing in his busy life. He spent
the week "just killin' time" at the old
homestead.
Charles H. Ryan, whose hands have
wielded the reins over the Garfield theatre,
one of Chicago's livest play houses, for the
past seven years, contemplates hibernating
at Druce Lake for the two weeks beginning August 11. Returning, he will plunge
into preparations for the theatre's Tenth
Anniversary week which is scheduled for
September
Here's hoping
the woods and
waters
yield1. copious
inspiration.
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.Max Levey put over his "Pagan God"
idea and there's 15,000 of the little images
on the way to Chicago, which the Exhibitors Mutual manager will distribute here
when the Robertson-Cole-Warner feature
is released.
Walter Early, special representative for
the International Film Service, has been
transferred to New York City.
Ren Beadell, of the Select sales organization, is the happy possessor of a nice
silver Police badge. However, it did not
prevent an ebony-hued gentleman on the
South side from taking a pot at Ben one
day value
last week
and he's sort o' lost faith in
its
as a charm.
get down?" was the big question
of "Howja
the week.
One wise young man put on a blonde
wig and a short skirt and got away with it.
A nice young man in a big touring car fell
for "her" and never discovered his error
till he reached the "loop."
But then
flirts"
quite street
common. And "flivver
if we ever
havewere
another
car strike, he'll be a lot wiser.

Miss Hopkins, the efficient and obliging
>ecretary of the Chicago branch of the
Doll-Van Film Corp., has gone to Milwaukee to undergo a slight operation on
her eyes, after which she will take her
annual vacation.
Ike Van Ronkel and Frank J. Flaherty both celebrated their birthdays last
week. Lots of flowers and good wishes
were showered into the Goldwyn and the
Clearing House offices.

jMiHiiwiiiiiniiiiiniiMiiMiNMftUMimiioiiiiiiiiiin itiiiuiwiiniamiiiiiiiiiiinHiiiHiiiiiiiniig
Short, Snappy Stuff
j
"Bill"
boat.
And hasHeaney
had ithasfora ahouse
number
of i§
I years.
j
i
Fred Hartmak, of the Aristo |
Theatre, is going to get one.
Anybody got one they want to sell.
Tell
Fred. "Bill" Sweeney about it, for j
Charlie Miller's got the Flivver |
insured.
And nobody ran into him for a
week.
Harry Rice writes from N. Y.
Savs the town's O. K. but "Oh! :
j you H. C. of L!"
^•nimrminiiMiMiimiHiiiiiinMiiiiiiiMitiHiHiHii^iiiiiNniitiiMiraimimniianMVflraMRHWIMMHMi

Turlock to Have New
Theatre by NextJFall
TURLOCK, CAL.— Ground has been
broken for a new $100,000 theatre here,
following the awarding of the contract
to C. A. Tornell & Co. The work will
be supervised by A. W. Cornelius, San
Francisco architect. A. H. and K.
Arakelian are owners of the playhouse.
A. A. Richards, formerly of Modesto,
has a 15-year lease on the new theatre,
which will have a seating capacity of
1,400. It will be a combination theatre,
playing pictures, vaudeville and road
shows. The building will be of brick
and steel. It is located on North Broad-'
way, lock
justtheatre.
across
TurThefrom
workthewillpresent
be pushed
to a rapid completion, so as to have the
theatre ready for occupancy bv earlv
fall.
Propose Tacoma Studio
TACOMA, WASH.— Greene Park, the
almost abandoned amusement zone it'
the Camp
Lewisof reservation,
to become the site
a mammoth is pictun
studio if negotiations opened by Lione
Dobell, a director, are successful. Mr
Dobell
in Tacoma
historicalis film
for localfilming
citizens.a five-ree

The Riviera theatre, the handsome
Balaban & Katz picture palace is to have
a bathing girl chorus and everything
commencing August 18. The feature
during the week will be "The Woman
Michael Married," in which Bessie Barriscale stars, a Robertson-Cole Exhibitors Mutual product.
Maurice Fleckles and wife arrived in
Chicago Aug. 1, and will spend their
vacations in the "world's greatest summer resort," old Chi.

Complete
Mizzoura"
With "In
Robert
Warwick
"In Mizzoura," the Paramount-Artcraft picturization of Augustus
Thomas's famous play, in which Robert
Warwick is starred, has been completed
at the Lasky studio by Director Hugh
Ford. Mr. Ford leaves shortly for New
York whence he will go to London to
direct the first production for the newly
organized Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.
Major Warwick has already started
work at the Lasky studio in his next
Paramount-Artcraft picture, an adaptation of Anthony Hope's popular novel.
"Captain Dieppe." The scenario was
written by Elmer Harris and the production will be directed by James Cruze.
who has produced all the recent Wallace
Reid pictures for Paramount.

HELEN EDDY
Starring; in the I niversal special attraction, "TheH.Trembling
Hour," written by
Kenneth
Clark.
Robert Edeson

Signed

By Myron Selznick
Myron Selznick has engaged Robert
Edeson to play in the second Eugene
O'Brien
"Scaled Goulding.
Hearts."
winch was production,
written hy Edmund
Mr. Edeson is not only ranked among
America's foremost actors, but he has
long been one of the stage's greatest
stars.
"Sealed Hearts" is an out of the ordinary picture because there are practically but three parts in the story.
Engine
O'Brien
role,
Robert
Edesonwillwillhave
havetinthe stellar
othei
principal male role, and Lucille Stewart,
who played with Mr. O'Brien in "The
Perfect Lover"
feminine
role. Itwill
will have
be a the
Ralphleading
[nee
production.

Weber in H. & H. Film
Joseph Weber, one of the best knowi
actors on stage and screen, whose con
nection with the theatrical professioi
dates back thirty-five years, has beei
engaged by Herbert E. Hancock, di
rector of H. S{ H. Productions, Inc., fo
the
parttheof production
the federal agent
in "Lov
Wins,"
with
Violet Mersereau he
as isthenowstar.makiin
More States Are Sold
Yerrctt and Johnstone of New Orlean
have purchased Louisiana and Missi
ssippi rights
"Virtuous
wil
present
it as toa road
show Men"
on a and
straigli
rental
basis.
New Delaware Corporation
DOVER, DEL.— Wires report the in
corporation of the American Film Com
pany with $15,000,000 capital. Incorpora
tors are L. M. L. Horty. M. C. Kcll
and S. L. Mackey, all of Wilmington.
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Pothe Exchange!.
ere the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell
Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher,
ss Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
■ Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
It to Me,"
five reels,
with Margarita
lergeLiar,"
five reels,
with William
Russell. Fisher,
Sachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
cie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher,
iporting
Russell,
nne fromChance,"
Paris," five
five reels,
reels, with
with William
Mary Miles
Minter.
Tiger
Lily,"
five
reels,
with
Margarita
Fisher.
Feet Four, five reels, with William Russell.

Current

Pictures
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"Romance ofArms,"
Tarzan,"
reels,withwithCharles
Elmo Chaplin.
Lincoln.
"Shoulder
threesixreels,
"The
Panther
Woman,"
fire
reels,
with
Mme
"Virtuous
Wlvea,"
reels, with Anita Stewart.Petrovi
"Oar
Teddy,"
lev ensixreels.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary
seven eight
reels,reels.
with Anita Stewart.
"AuctionRegan,"
of Souls,"
"Sunnyside," three reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
"Bill Apperson's Boy," six reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Choosing a Wife," six reels.
"Burglar by Proxy," five reels with Jack Pickford.
"The Hoodlum," five reels with Mary Pickford.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"A Temperamental Wife." five reels, with Constance Talmage.
"Her Kingdom of Dreams," five reels, with Anita Stewart.
I feet Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
I
jer
of
Justice,"
six
reels.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
"Siset Princess."
ARTCRAPT PICTURES
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
4'— "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
18 — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
")• Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
1 — "True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. Griffith Special.
'I es and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
8— "Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. flarL
July 20 — "Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Aug. 17 — "A Society Exile," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
"fly's Blighted Career," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
PARAMOUNT
"Ivdy
Ann."
two
reels,
with
Fay
Tincher.
'.Vv Moves In," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
May 4 — "Oh! You Women." five reels, Ernest Truax.
'"■ lies of Shakespeare," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
May 4 — "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
igerous
McUrew." two reels, with Fay Tincher.
May 11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
Wives Nan
Be Trusted?"
May 11 — "The Home Town Girl," five reels. Vivian Martin.
'ull House."
May 18 — "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
May 18 — "The Final Close-Up, " five reels, with Shirley Mason.
My,
Dear."
'body's Widow."
May 18 — "The Busher," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Who Hesitates."
May
25 — "The Haunted Bedroom, five reels, with Enid Bennett.
rlirt There Was."
May
25 — "Til Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
•re Goes the Groom."
June 1 — "Putting It Over," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"heerful Liar."
June 8— "You're Fired," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
.id's Hold-Up."
June 8— "An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
ster Dressing."
June 15 — "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
e— In a Hurry."
June 15 — "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
10 — All Change."
fune 22 — "Hay Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
(une
Daughter
of the with
Wolf."
five reels^Clark.
with Lila Lee.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
June 2229 —— "A
"Girls,"
five reels,
Marguerite
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July 6— "A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
F' 10— "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
July 13 — "The Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
F. 17— "A Day With Caranza," one reel.
July 20 — "Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
P. 24 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel.
July 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
M 8— "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.
July 27 — "Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 3 — "A Sporting Chance," five reels, wiith Ethel Clayton.
Aug.
3 — "Fires of Faith." seven reels, with Catherine Calvert.
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Aug. 10 — "Bill Henry." five reels, with Charles Ray.
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 10 — "The Virtuous Thief." five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Aug. 17 — "Love Insurance," live reels, with Bryant Washburn.
A — "Diane ot Green Van," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Aug. 24 — "Noboby Home." five .reels, with Dorothy Gish.
A| —"The Courageous Coward." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa
Aug. 24 — "Cock o' the Walk," five reels, with Lila Lee.
A| —"The Love Call," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Ai —"Modern Husbands." five reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
M — "Josselyn's Wife," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
May 25 — "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
U — "The Mints of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
M — "Just Squaw," five reels, with Beatrix Michelena.
M — "His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
Ju — "In Search of Arcady. five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
July 6 — "The Firing Line," five reels, with Irene Castle.
Ju
'The Man Threads."
Who Turned
five reels,
Henry B. Warner. July 13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush." five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
Ju —— "Broken
five White,"
reels, with
Bessie with
Barriscale.
Aug. 3 — "The Dark Star," five reels, with Marion Davis.
Iii — "Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels, with William Desmond
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Jt — "Better Times," five reels, with Zazu Pitts.
n — "The Man Beneath." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Apr. 6— Flagg. "The"TheLastFoolish
Bottle."Age."
Ji- — "A Man's Country," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Jt — "Man's Desire." five reels, with an All-Star cast, with Lewis Stone. Apr. 2013 —— Sennett,
Drew,
"An
Amateur
Liar."
Ji. — "The Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale. Apr.
Apr. 27 — Sennett, "The Little Widow."
A — "A Sage Brush Hamlet," five reels, with William Desmond.
May 4 — Drew, "Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
A — "The Pagan God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
A — "The Gray Horizon," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
May 18 — Flagg. "Welcome. Little Stranger."
STRAND COMEDIES
May 25 — Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
June
M 18 — "Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June 81—— Drew,
Sennett,"Squared."
"No Mother to Guide Him."
M 25 — "For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
h 1 — "Hearts and Hats," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June
22
—
Sennett,
"Hearts
and Flowers."
J1- 8— "Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel.
June 29 — Flagg. "The 'Con' in Economy."
!l 15 — "Little Lucy's Lion," one reel.
July
6
—
Sennett.
"Trying
to Get Along."
It 22 — " 'Twas Henry's Fault," one reel.
July
13 —— Drew.
"Bunkered."
h 29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton," one reel.
July
20
Sennett,
"Among
Those Present."
lit 1— "Hearts and Hats."
July
273—— Flagg.
"The"Treating
Immovable
I« 8— "Betty's Bolsheviki."
Aug.
Sennett,
'em Guest."
Rough."
J':
Aug. 17 — Sennett. "1919 Comedy Review."
J' ! 2215 —— "Little
" 'Twas Lucy's
Henrv'sLion."
Fault."
Aug.
24
—
Flagg,
"Oh
Judge
How
Could You?"
Ji 29— "Little Miss Pinkerton "
FOX FILM CORPORATION
J< 6— "Oh, What a Jam!"
Ji 13 — "Fancy Fooling Father."
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
yJi 20—
Luck."
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
27— "Jimmie's
"Winning Doggone
Him Back."
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
ROTH ACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.
2— "Columbia Highway," one reel.
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
9— "An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel.
"Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
16 — "In Pyramid Land, one reel.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
23 — 1| 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
S* — ][Glimpsing^ the Gondolas," one reel.
8— "A Palestine Pilgrimage." one reel.
Aug. 21 — "Checkers."
79

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

STANDARD PICTURES
20 — "The Jungle Trail," five reels, with William Farnum.
4 — "The Siren's Song," five reels, with Theda fiara.
1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
1529 —— "My
five reels,
"The Little
Lone Sister,"
Star Ranger,"
fivewith
reels,Evelyn
with Nesbit.
William Farnum.
WILLIAM FARM'M SERIES
Aug. 10 — "Wolves of theTHEDA
Night," BARA
five reels,SERIES
with William Farnum.
Sept. 14 — "La Belle Russe,"TOMfive MIX
reels, SERIES
with Theda Bara.
Aug. 24 — "Roughriding Romance,"
reels, with Tom Mix.
VICTORY fivePICTURES
Apr. IS — "Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys BrockweU.
Apr. 27— "Help! Help I Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
May 11 — "The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
May 25 — "The Divorce Trap," five reels, with Gladys BrockweU.
une 22 — "Putting One Over." five reels, with George Walsh.
uly 6— "The Wilderness Trail," five reels, with Tom Mix.
July 20 — "The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys BrockweU.
Aug. 3 — "The Seventh Person." five reels, with George Walsh.
Aug. 10 — "The Winning Stroke," five reels, with George Walsh.
EXCEL PICTURES
Apr. 6— "Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.
Apr. 20 — "The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
May 4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
May 18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
{une 6— "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse,
une 15— "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
Tune 29 — "Be a Little Sport," five reels, with Albert Ray.
July 20 — "Rose of the West," five reels, with. Madlaine Traverse.
Aug. 3— "Cheating Herself." five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
Aug. 17 — "Love Is Love," five reels, with Ray and Fair.
Sept, 14 — "The Splendid Sin," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Apr. 6— "Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. 20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May 11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two reels, with Tom Mix.
May 25 — "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
July 6— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
Tune 15 — "Dabbling in Society." two reels,
fuly 8— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
Aug. 31 — "Her First Kiss."
Sept. 14 — "Dabbling in Society."
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
Apr. 6— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half reel.
Apr. 13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half reel.
Apr. 20 — "Pigtails and Peaches." half reel.
Apr. 27 — "Seeing Things," half reel.
May 4 — "The Cave Man's Bride," half reel.
May 11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
May 25—
Shell Game,"
Tune
1— "The
"Oh! Teacher!"
half half
reel. reel.
June 8 — "Hands Up," half reel.
"Sweet andPapa,"
!un
une e2215 — "Pets
Pests,"halfhalfreel,reel,
une 29 — "A Frize Fight," half reel,
uly 6— "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel,
uly 13 — "Downstairs and Up," half reel.
Aug. 24 — "Mutt and Jeff in London," half reel.
Aug. 31 — "The Frozen North."
Sept. 7 — "Mutt and Jeff in Paris."
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack' Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
'The Unpardonable Sin," »ight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
The Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Apr. 6 — "Spotlight Sadie," five reels, with Mae Marah.
Apr. It — "One Week of Life," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Apr. 20 — 'The Pest," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
May 4 — "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
May 25 — "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Tune 8 — "The Fear Woman." five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
June 22 — "The City of Comrades," five reels, with Tom Moore,
lulv <*— "Throueh the Wrong Door." five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
July 27 — "The Peace of Roaring River," six reels, with Pauline Frederick*
Aug. 3 — "Upstairs," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Aug. 17 — "Heartcase," five
reels, with SPECIALS
Tom Moore.
GOLDWYN
'Heart
of
the
Sunset,"
seven
reels,
with
Anna ij. Nilsson
'Blue Blood " six reels.
'Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman
■[Socialthe Ambition,"
reels. (Betzwood), six reels.
"For
Freedom of seven
the East"
"The Border legion," six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene,"
six
reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
Apr. 27 — "A Visit to New Orleans."
May 4 — "Going Up."
May 11 — "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
May
Mud ofDug."
Tune 251—— "From
"The Land
the Ukulele."
Tune 8— "When Black Is Red."
June 15— "The Only Wav."
June
'
Tune 2229 —— "Pure
"At theHavana.
Crossroads."
July 6 — "The Fable of the Olive and the Orange."
July 13 — "School Days."
July 20 — "Town of Up and Down."
July 27 — "Sweetness."

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

CAPITOL COMEDIES
Apr.
6
—
"The
Midnight
Alarm."
Apr. 20 — "Wanted — A Baby,"
two reels.
May 4— "The Sea Wolf/ two reels.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
June 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven
June 16 — "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons
June 29 — "Their Day of Rest," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
July
"ChasingtheRainbeaux,"
"Smiling
Bill" Parsons
July 2713 —— "After
Bawl." two two
reels,reels,
withwith
Carter
De Haven.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning, two reels, with Carter De Haven.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
-Jkndy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Spee<ly
five reels, five
with reels,
Louiswith
Bennison.
'The
RoadMeade,"
Called Straight,
Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
'When Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.
D. W. GRIFFITH
"Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
"The
Best
Man."
five reels,
"Sahara," seven reels,
with with
LouiseJ. Warren
Glaum. Kerrigan.
"You Never Know Your Luck," five reels with House Peters
■'The Blue Bonnett," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"A W Volcano,"
hite Man's sixChance,"
five reels,
"The
reels, with
Leah with
Baird.J. Warren Kerrigar.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"As a Man Thinks." five reels, with Leah Baird.
JANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
"Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
'When
Ship Comes In."
"A
HouseMy Divided."
"The Other Man's Wife." six reels, with Stuart Holmes.
"The Challenge of Chance," seven reels, with Jess Willard.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Life's Greatest Problem."
"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1 — The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
45 —— AWildThought
Equity (Epigram).
Flowersof (Comedy).

Apr.
May
Tune
Tune
Tune

SO

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
'Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
'The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
The Gceaer of Berlin."
The
Sinking
of theto Lusitania."
"'"rashing
Through
Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
SOL LESSER
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin," five reels, with Bothwell Brown.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"Woman."
Lady's
Garter."
""My
Broken
Butterfly."
"Romany
Rye."
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
Apr. 7 — "The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May AUisom.
Apr. 2114 —— "Blackie's
Redemption,"
five reels,
with Bert
Apr.
"False Evidence,
five reels,
with Viola
Dana. Lytell.
Apr.
28
—
"After
His
Own
Heart,"
five
reels,
with
May 6 — "The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, withHale
EmmyHamilton.
Wshlea
May
12
—
"Castles
in
the
Air,"
five
reels,
with
May
May 19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell. Allison.
May 26 — "Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
lune 2 — "Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
June 9 — "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Tune 16 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
Tune 23—
Thing at a five
Time.reels,
O'Day."
five reels,
June
30 — "One
"The Uplifters,"
with May
Allison.with Bert Lytell
July 7 — "God's Outlaw," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
July 14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton
July 21 — "The Microbe," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Aug. 4 — "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Aug. 11 — "The Four Flusher." five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Aug. 11 — "A Favor to a Friend," five reels, with Emmy Wehien
Aug. 18— "A Favor to a Friend." fire reels, with Emmy Wehien
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Children
Pay." seven
reels, with Garrett Hughes.
"Your Wife and Mine,"
six reels.
"Human Passions," six reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
Crime of the Hour," five reel*.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
May
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
7 — "The Amazing Wife." six reels, with Mary MacLaren
Apr.
May
14—
"What
Am
I
Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr.
May 21 — "Fire Flingers,"
six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr. 23 — 'The Exquisite Thief."
six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Apr. 5— "Bare Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
Mav
12 — "The Delicious Little Devil." six reels, with Mae Mui,„.
19 — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLam.
I — 'The Big Little Person," six reels, with Mae Murray.
of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
June 169—— "Riders
"Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
30
—
"The
Weaker
Vessel." six reels, with Mary Maciaren.
July
June
June 14 — "A Little Brother of the Rich," six reels, with Frank Mayo.
Aug.
21
—
The
Spitfire
of
Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
June
Aug.
July 2S — "The Man in the Moonlight," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
4 — "The Petal on Current," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
15- — "The Ace of the Saddle." six reels, with Harry Carey.
VITAGRAPH
Julv
"The Third Degree," seven reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
"Thin Ice." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
'A Rogue's Romance." fi%e reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beauty Froof." five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Spark Divine." five reles, with Alice Joyce.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
' Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
*'A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Man Who Won." five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Cupid Hornet's
Forecloses,"
reels,
withwith
Bessie
'The
Nest."fivefive
reels,
EarleLove.William*.
"The Shadow of the Past" rive reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Girl Woman." five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"DaringBramble
Hearts,"Bush,"
six reels,
with Francis
X. Bushman
"The
five reels,
with Corinne
Griffith. and Beverly Bayne.
"The Gamblers," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"Over the Garden Wall," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Wolf," five reels, with Earle Williams.
WARNER BROTHERS
"Open Your Eye*,"
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 21 — "The Quickening Flame," five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 — "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Caat.
May 5— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — 'The Unwritten Code," fire reels, with Shirley Mason
May 19 — 'The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
June
"Phil forthe Short,"
(une 29—— 'Thro'
Toils." five
five reels,
reels, with
with Evelyn
Montagu Greeley,
LoveJune 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 23 — "Love and the Woman," five reels, with June Elvidge.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way." five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21 — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 28 — "Bringing Up Betty." five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
Aug. 4 — "Coax Me." five reels, with June Elvidge.
Aug. 11 — "The Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
Aug. 18 — "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse.
Aug. 25 — "The Man Without a PRIZM
Name." \five reels, with Corene L'zzell.
"Catalina." one reel.
"Everywhere."
one reel.
reel.
"Model
one
"Front," Girls."
one reel.
"Kiddies." one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations,"
one reel.
Glacier Park;
Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old Faithful.
ESSANAV-CH VPI.IN" COMEDIES
"A Night in thetwoShow."
"Shanghaied."
reels. two reels.
"The
Bank." two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels. NEWS REELS

SCREEN" CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
■it Great Romance," s:* reela. with Harold Lockwood.
■ isdows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
' Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
' e Man Who Stayed at Home." seven reels, with all-star cast.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTION'S
" ▼elation." Kven reels, with Nazimova.
• t» of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
" e for Eyej seven reels, with Nazimova.
"it of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
' ie Red Lantern." seren reelt. with Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
J e 16— "The Little Diplomat." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
] ,• 27 — "Out Better Selves." five reels, with Fannie Ward.
FRANK KEEN" AN" PRODUCTIONS
\r 15— "The Master Man." five reels, with Frank Keenan
6— "Gate? of Brass." five reels, with Frank Keenan.
17 — "The World Aflame." six reels, with Frank Keenan.
VIRGINIA PEARSON
PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Ie i— "The Bishop's Emerald." six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALBERT CAPELLANT
PRODUCTIONS. INI.
e 22 — "Oh. Boy!" six reels, with Creigbton Hale and June Caprice.
. 24 — "TheEXTHA
Love Cheat."
five reels, with
Caprice and 'Creighton Hale.
BKLBCTKD
STARJunePHOTOPLAYS
I e— "The Silver Girl," five 'eels, with Frank Keenan.
b 4— 'The Cry of the Weak." five reels, with Fannie Ward.
Je 1 — "All Wrong." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
." e 29 — "The Profiteers," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
PATHE PROGRAM FEATURE*
f . 10 — 'The Sawdust Doll." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
!r 1»— "Caleb Piper'i Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
'' M-fjoos
Boomerang."
Sinters." with Henry B. Walthall.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
/ . — "Getting Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies
— "The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance Talmadj.
; — "Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
If — "The New Moon " six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
!y — "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
; — "Happiness a la Mode." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
•- — "Upstairs and Down." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
' • — "His Bridal Night," five reels, with Alice Brady,
ij- — 'The Spite Bride." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
'? — 'The Perfect Lover," SPECIALS
five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
' ie One Woman," with All-star cast,
'ie Cavdl Caae." with Julia Arthur.
' ie Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
' lling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
' ie Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case,
with Anna
Q. Nilsson and Charles Richm^i
''ver
eak Ther»."
the Newssixtoreels,
Mother."
six reels.
' .e Undercvrrent," five reels, with Guy Empey.
S-L PICTURES
irtnoo; Men. with E. K. Lincoln.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at all Film Clearing Housi Exckangtt
' 3r ance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine ( alvert
'ae□t ofStreet
Seven sixStars."
with Doris
Kenyon
the ofNight,"
reels,sixwithreels,
Catherine
Calvert.
'te Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon
' arriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert,
'td Blood and Yellow." five reels, with Bronco Billy,
"ild Honey," «ix reels, with Doris Kenyon.
'»arriage
of « for
Gun."Convenience,"
five reel*, with
Broncno
six reels,
withBilly.
Catherine Calvt
llibre .18."
wilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
ove and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production I
THE SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION
' ie Solitary Sin."
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
ryend the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dalton.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
'JSter's Last Fight," three reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
1 * — "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch^ .
y 11 — 'Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
y 18 — "The Water Lily." five reels, with Alice Mann.
y 25 — |*Mayor of Filbert" (Special), with Belle Bennett.
1 — !7'!e
°f Evil "(Special),
five reels,sixwithreels,
Frances
*e 8—
"Love's?00tPrisoner"
with Mann.
Olive Thomas.
'
"ifi7 Windemere's Fan," six reels, with All Star Cast.
:c
5
—
"Lpside
Down"
(Special),
five
reels
with
Taylor
le 29 — ^Dombey 4 Son," six reels, with All Star Cast. Holmes.
> J— ^Prudence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
y7 oil
2fPSS*7," Identity."
five reels, five
withreels,
JackiewithSaunders.
20~— ,M,sllkjn
Anita King.
:' •\— !3Je Unbroken Promise," five reels, with Jane Miller.
? 3— ,The Lyon's Mail." five reels, with Henry B. Irving.
' iS— .!Sru',? ot Passion," five reels, with Alice Mann.
5 *» — .!8ne -Against Many," five reels, with Anita King.
? ??— ,,5,er Greatest Performance." five reels, with Ellen Terrv.
g. 31— "Black Eyes." (Special) five reels, with Tavlor Holmes.'

MOTOGRAPH

Kinograms. one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Apr. 13 — "Her Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.
June 8 — "Playthings of Passion." five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
June 29 — 'The Woman Under Oath." five reels, with Florence
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe. "The Lightning Raider." Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver. 'The Carter Case." with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe.
'The"The
Tiger's
Trail,"Man."
with with
Ruth James
Roland.J. Corbett
•'niversal.
Midnieht
Vitagraph.
"Perils
of
Thunder
Mountain."
Universal. "Elmo the Mi?hty." with Elmo with
Lincoln.Antonio More**.
Burston "The Mystery of 13," Frances Ford.
Vitagraph.
Barriers."
Pathe, "The"Smashing
Great Gamble,"
with with
Ann William
Luther. Duncan.
S. L. K. "The Fatal Fortune." with Helen Holmes.
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The minute attention given to each detail of its construction
enables us to say that
PERFECTED PROJECTION
is assured with
THE DE VRY
Portable Projector
It is entirely self contained, smaller and
tighter than a suitcase, takes standard
*iz*'
reels and atfilms,
attachesof to
any light
t lie touch
button
andto
issocket,
Ideal operates
for use wherever
it is nota practical
^—■Wlgl***—
the standard si/.- machine.
Jl'i itc today for a complete catalog.
THE DE VRY CORPORATION
CHICAGO, ILL
1232 Marianna Street. %DE,/

America's

FOR SALE— Will Sacrifice. Flexlume Attraction Sign. 12 ft. long,
4 ft. 8 in. high. 2 lines. Complete with 100 letters. Cost $450.00.
Will tell for $150.00. Chicago address: B-10, Exhibitors' Herald
and Motography.

Foremost
ADMIT

Exhibitors

THE

SCREENS
are the Best Money
DE berri Scenic
922 W. MONROE ST.

SEND
At Liberty — Licensed Union operator for first class house. Good
lobby display and banner work done. Married. Address Box
XY — c/o Exhibitors' Herald, Chicago.

4.

Can Buy
Co.
CHICAGO I

SAMPLE
FREE
FOR
of the Best Display Banner
You Have Ever Seen.
32 In. wide x 10 Ft. long— printed in 2 and 3 colort
Mention name of picture you are going to play

The National Poster & Printing Co.
506 South Wabtlh Ave., Chicago
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE THEATRE
PRINTERS
AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL FROM HERBERT L. WEIL,
THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES PORT HURON. MICH.
1 want to take this occasion to compliment you upon the
appearance ol these banners. They show no lack of detail and areI
display.
only attractive, but a highly valuable addition to any theatre
H. L. W.

Mrs.

WWIWWMMWM,

Bunkered
Under

persons? supervision of
Mrs.

The New

Sidney

York

Dre^

Tribune

Says:

" 'Bunkered' is a charming little comedy
which Mrs. Drew has filled with people
who are exactly the kind of people you
find in real life. Angie, the ingenue, is
not too pretty and she is most convincing
in the role. Thank goodness, Mrs. Drew is
going to keep on writing and producing
these comedies, for there is no other to take
her place."
Audiences all over the country are thanking goodness that Mrs. Drew is to continue
the Drew comedies. Your audiences will
thank goodness and vou for showing them.
By hmma M. IVhitmtn. Produced by V. B. K. Film Corporation
under personal supervision of Mrs. Sidney Dreu .
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then

CAMERAMEN
THROUGHOUT

THE

WORLD

ATTENTION

If you

can

feature
best

get the

novelties

MOTION

want

If you

can

can
the

to make

HERBERT

E- HANCOCK

I30 "WEST FORTY

SIXTH

Director-inChief

STREET,

NEW

YORK

WEEKLY

better

money-

goods

the

with.

and

unusual,

communicate

once

News

NEWS

the

invent

different,

and

world

deliver

create,

news

for the biggest and

PICTURE

in the

If you

best

!

at

TORS

E X H

HERALD

Huge
Do

MOTOGRAPHY

Capitalizations

Not

Pictures
Mean

AND

Mean

Better

But

—

Do

Rentals

Higher

In the motion picture trade journals dated May 24,
1919, but issued two weeks earlier than that date,
VV. W. Hodkinson said to the industry at large:
As the number of pictures
that the exhibitor supports no
longer can be made to carry
the weak ones, economic conditions will force a rearrangement of the plans of those
who have been making film
to support their producing
and distributing machinery.
This will mean consolidations,
realignments and affiliations,
particularly on the part of the
smaller Producer-Distributor
concerns if they are to com-

pete successfully with a larger
concern.
Of greater importance to YOU,
the Exhibitor, will be the fact
that all of these concerns will,
by the issuing of stocks or
securities, place values on the
basis of what they thinjc they
ought to have.
And, as usual, they will call
upon you to hear the burden
of carrying them.

These huge capitalizations, that are made necessary to
keep going the machinery of concerns that are unscientifically growing beyond the control of their masters,
do not add one single dollar to the value or the improved
quality and power of the pictures they supply you.
But they do add to the burdens that YOU, the Exhibitor,
are
commanded
to the
carry.
the Exhibitor,
are
definitely
put under
load VOL",
of carrying
these huge,
fictitious valuations that are based upon little that is
tangible.
Other serious developments

are in immediate

Again we ask: Have you read
booklet, "The Next 12 Months
Business"1 ? It is packed with
importance to every exhibitor in
for it now.

W. W. Hodkinson's
in the Motion Picture
a message of great
the business. 'Write

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributing through PATHE £xcha nge. Incorporated
^^///////////////y///////////y/^///////////^^^

prospect.

EXHIBITORS

Our
wish
now.
it. ..

HERALD

AND

MOTOGR

Cleveland manager writes: "I
I had 'The Blue Bonnet' here
First run customer waiting for
Would play it week of Aug. 3."

Our New
YorkhowManager
says: "I
never
realized
much exhibitors
liked Billie Rhodes till we got the
distribution of her pictures . . .
Dozens of our customers are asking
for 'The Blue Bonnet.' "
The Milwaukee manager telegraphs :
"Confirm by wire whether my prints
will be here to give 'The Blue Bonnet'
to first run customer week Aug. 17."
The Los Angeles manager wires:
"Have closed first run 'The Blue Bonnet'
before negative
to you.
Exhibitor
went outis shipped
to studio
and
saw sample print. Please approve."

BILLIE

Rhodes
^

in

Blue

Bonnet

Directed by Louis Choudet
By T Magnus Ingle-ton
Is commanding this attention from the exhibitors of the country
in advance of her first Hodkinson release for many reasons, and
chief among them is:
'Tjhere Is ZNjol Jlnother Star in <%Cotion 'Pictures Like
SilUe
Her producers, the National
William Parsons, President, have
this production in keeping with
W

"Rhodes
Film Corporation of America,
worked for five months to make
her popularity.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
52 7 Fifth Avenue New York Orv
Ptvmbutmff through PATHP fuhtjnffr hu orp,»n/f<ii

MOTOGRAPH

V

For the first time in his
screen career, there are now
being put behind Kerrigan
the powerful stories and the
modern qualities and
achievements of production
specialists that his popularity and strength have
deserved.
Today, and henceforth,
with his own company, with
well-known novels, with the
added powers of Robert
Brunton production and
Brunton's personal oversight, with the broad, intelligent Hodkinson advertising and exploitationJ. Warren Kerrigan
comes into his own.

now

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATH £ Exchange, Incorporated

A fashionable

bazaar — a shot is heard from the

direction of the for tune- teller' s booth — a wealthy
young man is discovered seriously wounded —
first to rush to his aid are his mother and

"THE

SPITE

BRIDE

This will be the next of the big
money-getting productions starring

OLIVE

THOMAS
Distributed by Select

She has entertained royalty; more than that — she
has entertained the jaded throngs of Broadway;
far more than that, she has entertained America' s
armies inside Europe's battle lines. And now

ELSIE

JANIS

Will entertain the picture audiences of the
whole world in the novel production

SWEETHEART"
"EVERYBODY'S
By Frances Marion and Edmund Goulding
Direction JAMES

YOUNG

Distributed by Select

EXHIBITORS

OUR

HERALD

"POLICY"

Production

MOTOGRAPHY

SPEAKS

MACK
His Super Comedy

AND

FOR

ITSELF!

SENNETT
—PRESENTS—

Which

is Throwing

the Nation

Into Convulsions

THE ABSOLUTE FINANCIAL SENSATION OF THE MOVING PICTURE INDUSTRY
"YANKEE
DOODLE
IN BERLIN"
NOTE: IN CONJUNCTION, MR. SENNETT IS SENDING A BEVY OF HIS FAMOUS
BATHING BEAUTIES WHO APPEAR IN PERSON WITH THE PICTURE. WE ARE NOW
ROUTING THREE COMPLETE PRODUCTIONS WITH GIRLS, SCENERY, COSTUMES, ETC.
BROADWAY,

New

York, EIGHT
D.

BLANCHE

WEEKS
W.

ZIEGFELD,

Chicago, FIVE

WEEK.'

GRIFFITH
—PRESENTS-

SWEET, LILLIAN GISH, ROBERT HARRON, MAE
HENRY B. WALTHALL AND DOROTHY GISH
IN HIS ACKNOWLEDGED MASTERPIECE

MARSH,

A"HER
six act Special production
taken from his famous success, "JUDITH SIN"
OF BETHULIA"
CONDONED
WILL THE NAME
OF D. W. GRIFFITH AND SIX STARS DRAW BUSINESS?
Hi ram Abrams offers
IN THE

GEORGE
FIRST OF HIS OWN

BEBAN
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Ascher Bros. Circuit
Twenty Five Days
"HEARTS
OF
Twenty Six Days
in Chicago Loop
This is the kind of picture
your audience wants.

Lubliner and Trinz Circu
MEN'
Twenty Four Days

You can t afford to pass this
hy. Arrange for extra days.

— Screen Opinions'
THESE

MONEY

MAKING

ATTRACTIONS
10

CAN

BE

— Wid's.

SECURED

NOW

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

IF

BIG

IT'S

PIONEER

ATTH HENRY

AND

WE

MOTOGRAPHY

HAVE

IT!

FILM
CORPORATION
—PRESENTS—

WM. HAMILTON OSBORNE'S GREATEST STORY
B. WALTHALL. NINA BYRON, MELBOURNE McDOWELL AND HELEN

JEROME^EDDY

THE GREAT DRAMA OF THE MASSES OF AMERICA!
"THE
BOOMERANG"
INDORSED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR!
WHO

SHALL

CONTROL

THE

PRICE

lofiteers should be dealt with at once by
1 jislation. —President Wilson.
STUART

HOLMES

AND

ALMA

HANLON

WITH

OF

THE

AN

FOOD?
MOST TIMELY PICTURE
OF THE DAY!

ALL

STAR

CAST

—IN—

A STORY OF THE YOUNG
PEOPLE OF TODAY!
"SINS
OF
THE
CHILDREN"
THIS IS THE WONDERFUL STORY WHICH STARTLED THE NATION!

OSMO

WRITTEN BY
HAMILTON

Publ.shed Se^ally m the
Sats of the Book Tremendous

HENRY
THE

WONDERFUL

B.
STORY

YOU
WILL BOOK
REPEAT DATES !

WALTHALL

— IN—
BY E. PHILLIPS

OPPENHEIM

it

^BUSHED SERIALLY IN THE SATURDAY EVENING POST AND READ BY MILLIONS
MANNISTER"
OF
ARM
LONG
YOUR AUDIENCE PAYS FOR
BRACKEN
BOOK
THE \yfiT
GIVE
HE SALE OF
done wonders in the d irec- ENTERTAINMENT.
t tamoIS has BERTRAM
txtt/^
nnu;i\iri
uOWING INTO MILLIONS
^ of tKe pKotoplay
IT TO THEM!
FOR TERMS AND DATES ADDRESS
consumers building GREATER

STARS

PRODUCTIONS,
11

Inc.

Chicago, Illinois
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Shall

the

Exhibitor

We

Say

ET

Rule?

-Yes!

him know he will always be welcome in Realart councils. We want

his views.

Information

is ammuni-

tion. "Knowledge is Power."
Realart

Pictures

combining

is centering

its fire upon

in one attraction quality of:

2 —Book

or Play

3. — Production
4. — Exploitation
5. — Distribution
Vast sums

are being spent.

paid stars are at work.
works

of fiction and

Foremost

the

fine system
want

to

You,

highly
of great

goes steadily on.

directors and scenarioists, reinforced

We

hand

yield.

in hand

Far

exploitation is under
of twenty

push
the

work

maximum

publicity and

We

Purchase

drama

by liberal expenditure,
obtain

Eminent,

exchanges

Realart

want

reaching
way.

your

have

A

is ready.

Pictures

Exhibitors,

to

to

the

opinions.

views.

limit.

the

l&e

Beauty

New

York

public applauded
acclaimed

Season

her, the critics

her, the newspapers

her, the illustrated
photographs

<gf

press

interviewed

spread

far and wide. A new

her fair
theatrical

celebrity was born. She continues scoring big
in "39 East," the current New

Constance

has

York

success.

Binney

the priceless gifts of Youth,

Beauty,

Talent. Can't you just visualize this lovely girl
in such a part, for instance, as a little slavey
in a Pennsylvania
blossoming
Such

Dutch

into glorious young

a role will introduce

your patrons
stage success,

in Mrs.

Director

later

womanhood?

her as a star to

Fiske's

ERSTWHILE

Founded

settlement,

wonderful

SUSAN

on the widely
known
novel,
"Barnabetta,"
Helen R. Martin.
Now in production.

by

John S. Robertson

EALART

Pictures

is giving most

careful consideration

to powerful novel and play titles — themes which have left
an indelible impress upon the public consciousness.
Realart

is determined

corresponding
When

that quality in stars will be matched

quality in vehicles and

in production.

releasing begins, early in the

assured

that Realart

of an improved
enlarged

Pictures

that

profits that their excellence
The

following exchanges
STREET

CITY

AND

Fall, Exhibitors

will fully meet

public taste and

CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK
OMAHA
PITTSBURGH
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

the new

be

demands
the

deserves.

are now

in operation:
MANAGER

ADDRESS

Walter R. Scates
Henry E. Wilkinson
Harry W. Willard
Mark Goldman
James B. Reilly
Diaz Callahan
Bert R. Latz
Cornelius G. Kingsley
Graham Richard Sirwell
Harry L. Hollander
Lester W. Adler
B. A. Lucas
Nat Barach
J. C. Ragland
Albert W. Eden
Wm. H. Rippard
Field Manager
Ben F. Simpson

General Sales Manager
John S. Woody

REALART

may

they will command

5 Isabella Street
221 Franklin Street
Room 1204 Consumers Building,
220 South State Street
Room 910 Mercantile Library Bldg.
Suite 200 Bangor Building
Hotel Jefferson (Temporary Address)
1742 Glenarm Street
Room 607 Joseph Mack Building
Rooms 509-10 Republic Building,
Cor. 10th & Walnut Streets
Room 801 Produce Exchange Building
729 Seventh Avenue
1214 Farnam Street
412 Ferry Street
3626 Olive Street
Room 216, White Building
Mather Building, 916-18 G St., N. W.

BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

by

PICTURES
CORPORATION
Arthur S. Kane, President

110-12-14 West 42nd Street, New

York City

I PRESS Of
> TMOS B BROOKS.
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ATTRACTIONS

MONEY -MAKING

"Give you

a kiss-

Never!"

A peppy play about wives and stenogs,
Teaches girls not to scatter their pearls before
Proves the way to win a wife is to wait,
And

the way to hold hubby is— just make
with some other innocuous male.

Go!

hogs,

a date

It's Fast!
On High!
Joseph M. Schenck presents

Constance

Talmadge
.in a.

John

Emerson- Anita
Production

Loos

Wife'
Temperamental
"A
The Peppiest Matrimonial Nightmare Ever.

Directed by David Kirkland
A

September

Release
13

EXHIBITORS
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AND

MOTOGRAPHY

ATTRACTIONS

MONEY -MAKING

This paragraph
Detroit News"

from "The
shows that

it doesn't take the newspapers long to get next to
anything
a new

big or novel

picture.
The

Greatest

All-Star
Is Something

The

Fans

Too

Will

be Quick

Appreciate

This

Greatest

Cast
ANITA

to

Supporting
STEWART

In Louise Provost's Powerful Novel
from "The Ladies' Home Journal"
" Her

Kingdom
of Dreams
Presented by Louis B. Mayer

"

Directed by Marshall Neilan
14

about

Cast

Great to Advertise

MONEY-MAKING

ATTRACTIONS

Specially
MARY

posed

PICKFORD

as she appears

"THE

by

in

HOODLUM"

Her second Quarter-of-a-Million
Dollar Production from her own
studio.
An

MARY

AND

HERSELVES

AMOTION picture star is a composite personality,
a person of many selves. From the figment of
her imagination she fashions many individualities,
all of them so convincing as to seem real to those who
watch their performance on the screen.
In the accompanying picture Mary Pickford is shown
reviewing her many selves. As the film for "The Hoodlum." her latest play, passes through her fingers, the
children of her fancy glide out of the celluloid to impress
their creator with their realism.
In "The Hoodlum," Miss Pickford is cast as Amy
Burke. Although her name remains the same throughout the picture, her personality undergoes many changes.
In the Mould of Circumstance, a transformation occurs
which results in complete renewal of the soul of this
character. Amy Burke, the ill-tempered snob whose
every whim was gratified through the medium of untold
wealth, rubs elbows with life in the rough and from the
experience gains a knowledge which changes her into a
Human Being.
The tiny, pajama-clad figure kneeling on the table is Amy
Burke as she appeared in the palatial home of her grandfather.
Alexander Guthrie. Behind this figure is Amy the Hoodlum.
The
boy's clothes
is Amy
the burglar.
comes
Amy figure
as she inappeared
when she
first went
to CraigenNext
Street
on
New York's "East Side." Then comes another view of Amy the
aristocrat; and below this figure is Amy very much bedraggled
after being caught in the rain. Amy with the tea-kettle shows
what happened when the transformation set in; Amy smiled.
With the glasses, Amy is shown as a student; and the dirtyfaced creature with the open mouth and staring ej'es is Amy
as she looked after sliding down a coal chute.

Early September
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STARRING
BY
BURGLAR

JACK

ask

PROXY"

PICKFORD

You'll

find it one of

the finest, cleanest and
most entertaining comedies you've seen in a
long time.

JACK
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By
"THE

DARK

STAR"

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
is the • thrilling romance of a beautiful girl,
bred in the atmosphere of the country, whom
•ircumstances force into a maelstrom of deceit,
:reachery and the most astounding series of
tdventtires
to
eucountcr.it has ever been a young girl's lot
It literallv vibrates with action, unusual situations and heart interest
It is certain to keep the most blaze' of fans
on the edge of his seat, continually on the
qui vive of expectancy.
It will -hatter every present conception ;^oJ
wbat capacity business mean^.

Cosmopolitan

Pr

TUED

ROBERT

W. CHAMBERS

MARION

DAVIE

WALDORF
PHOTOPLAYS

Their latest jreat
production

WHER

BONDS

ARE

LOOSE

From
/

E. L Grant Watiw

novel of the same

name.

Directed by
David

G. Fischer

STATE

RIGHTS

WALDORF

West

SALE

PHOTOPLAYS

DEPT.
229

EOR

OF

CO.

SALES

42E5t.
Telephone

New

York

Bryant 6757
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Territory Rights
Are Going Fast.
There Are Still
a Few
Available Territories
Hanging Fire.
Send in Your Bid Today
By Wire— Do Not Write.
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BOOK THROUGH
CAPITAL FILM CO.
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CLEVELAND
MINNEAPOLIS
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EMPIRE FILM OIST. CO.
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CO.
DALLAS
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112
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STRAND Detroit.
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A Knight of— Western
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The Dead
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Twas
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before
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into effect.

of brands
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is found
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PERFECT
with
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A fascinating drama of a pampered society man cast naked
into the world to make or break him.
What happens?
Everyone wants to know.
_
.
_
Don't fail to ask for the thrilling western drama
WHEN

ARIZONA

with SHORTY

WON

HAMILTON

and the gripping drama
"STRIFE"

with

VICTOR
FILM
1333 Argyle St.. Chicago

*

STATE
NEVX/ YORK

RIGHT
CHICAGO

GEORGE

LeGUERE

KREMER

FEATURES
105 West -JOthJSt., New York City

PICTURES
LOS ANGELES
21 SAN DIEGO
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WILL
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ITORS ARE USING

SPECIALS

CHRISTIE

DISTRIBUTED
A. H. Blank Enterprises
OMAHA, NEBR.

BY

Crescent Film Co.
Midwest Distributing Corp.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Standard Film Service
DETROIT, MICH.. CLEVELAND and CINCINNATI, OHIO
207 SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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CHAPLIN

The funniest pictures of the world's
greatest funny man will be issued in a
new edition October First.

Twelve screen tested comedies of tremendous box-office worth are offered the
exhibitor in de luxe form.

No productions ever released in the
history of motion pictures have so clearly
been established in public favor — never
a series before produced of such certain
money -making values.

'or Id Rights
o

be

Controlled

Distributed

Every print will be brand new. A
complete line of highest quality advertising material will be issued. Every
facility will be offered the exhibitor to
make possible the exploitation of these
twelve specials in the proportion of
their high worth.
They will be released under the original
titles to capitalize upon the established
popularity of the individual pictures
themselves.
They will be released and sold in series,
at intervals of six weeks.

ARK-CORNELIUS
CORPORATION
bv CL
EXHIBITORS
MUTUAL
b r

Proven
The

Specials

new edition of the world

famous

made under the comedian's $670,000
released in the following sequence:

Chaplin -Lone

Star comedies,

a year salary contract, will be

"The

Floorwalkers

"Behind

"The

Fireman"

"The

Rink"

"The

Vagabond"

"The

Immigrant"

" The

Ad

Cure"

"One

A.

Mr

"The

Count"

"The

"The

Pawnshop"

"Easy

the

Screen"

venturer

''

Street"

Contracts have been signed by Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, managing director of the Rivoli and Rialto
Theatres, Broadway's fastid'ous houses, for presentation of the entire twelve pictures, day and date.
Available

At

SPECIAL
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TOURNIER'S
xMAURICE
SEVEN REEL DRAMATIC EPIC

WOMAN

HIS

GREATEST
THEY

ACHIEVEMENT

ALL RAVE ABOUT

IT

WID'S
TO
LISTEN
"Maurice Tournier has given us the greatest offering to date — it places him
definitely as a supreme master of the art of film production."
LEADING

SHOWMEN

BOOK

NOW

RELEASE DATE
SEPTEMBER FIRST

<

OF

FOR

IOWA

AND

EXTENDED

Fiir^ C o .
OMAHA , NEB.
1504 HARNEY ST. $^tSi
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RUNS
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To EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY :— Please find enclosed
reports on some of the programs I have played of late. I wish they would all
report on the pictures they played as I watch these reports closely, and IT HAS
SAVED THE DAY FOR ME MANY A TIME. Thanking you for past favors,
I remain,
Yours very truly,
(Signed) CHAS. DALE,
Topic Theatre, Fairfax, Minnesota.

|
j
j
j

To EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:— We find it a good J
| idea to clip reports from "What The Picture Did For Me" department and use |
1 them for press notes in papers. We have used several reports and it pays.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) P. K. ANTON,
Manager Royal Theatre, New Castle, Indiana.

amiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiipiiiiiiiiiiii
To EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:— Enclosed find my
1 personal check for $1.00 for which send me your Exhibitors Herald and Motogj raphy.
If available I would be pleased for you to send me the back copies from
I the first of the year by express collect and date my subscription from that date.
I just received your sample copy the other day and it is just what I need.
Yours truly,

j
|
j
j

(Signed) H.R.JENKINS,
Opera House, Dahlgren, Illinois.
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To EXHIBITORS HERALD
1 is fine so let it come along.

AND
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MOTOGRAPHY:

I think your paper

Yours truly,

JOE ANDERSON,
The Hatton Opera House, Hatton, N. D.
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the LIGHTNING
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Changing

CHANGER

does

SIMPLY press a button and — Presto — the change comes jingling out into
the metal cup, where it is easily scooped up by the patron.
Compare that with the old way — digging several coins out of a drawer —
counting, handling them — pushing them across the counter to be scraped
up by the purchaser with the risk of dropping them, keeping the line waiting— to say nothing of delays caused by mistakes which must happen
when change is not counted mechanically.
The Lightning Changer counts and delivers change mechanically,
at the touch of a button — saving brain work, mistakes from fatigue, arguments and delays.
// will make change for 1,300 patrons an hour,
without error.
It takes no skill to operate ; takes less experience than the old way. Takes little space
— 9^x12x13 inches — and weighs only 20
pounds — easily carried.
The magnificent new State-Lake Theatre.
Chicago, recently opened to crowded houses,
has installed two Lightning Changers after
careful comparison with other machines.
Write for descriptive circular A to Theatrical Division. You need a Lightning Changer
right away if youWrite
wantToday
to keep in the front
rank.
LIGHTNING COIN CHANGER CO.
34-36 Lake Street
Chicago
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History Making

Flexible Booking

Meet

THE latest variety of booking to be heralded is
"flexible hooking.*' And we are of the opinion
that the inflexibility of the old booking systems was
responsible for about ninety per cent of the trouble.
This flexible booking plan is thoroughly logical.
In the consideration of booking plans it must be
remembered that the booking problem of the Gem
Theatre, Camden. Ark., differs widely from the problem of the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis. In fact, it
is an entirely different proposition.
The small town exhibitor faces frequent program
changes, inability to review individually the pictures
he is to run, limited expenditures for rental and advertising and a multitude of other things pertinent
to the smaller theatre.
The metropolitan theatres, located in exchange centers, can keep a close finger on the pulse of the market, can plan weeks ahead and every picture exhibited constitutes a distinct campaign. The big theatre
with big seating capacity is not greatly restricted as
to rentals that can he paid. The question with this
type of house is a big picture at almost any cost and
a picture that will not draw — at no price at all, regardless ofhow it is booked.
The wide gap that separates the big from the little
theatre in every one of their operations emphasizes
the fad that in a flexible booking plan the trade is
being offered something that may be adapted to individual requirements. And not a plan in which individual requirements are called upon to be either
cramped or extended to fit a plan evolved from consideration ofhouses in some particular class.

the Rochester meeting of the National Association passes into history it becomes more apparent that this session was one of the really big
moments in the history of the industry.
This meeting called forth a notable gathering of
leading executives who indicated at every turn their
determination to subordinate individual aims and
opinions to the great common requirements of the
industry. It was a meeting of harmony and cooperation. It was a significant forecast of great accomplishment for the near future.
The unanimous re-election of officers was a striking and merited tribute.
The industry at large has good cause to look back
proudly upon the third annual meeting of the National Association.
AS

Striking Contrast
TI1K invasion of the United States for exhibition
activities of the Aliens of Canada on the heels of
the terrific uproar which emitted from England upon
the announcement that American interests were
going into theatre operation in England comes as a
~t riking contrast.
In order to have followed consistently the English example, the moment the Aliens announced their
intention of coming into the American theatre situation we probably should have scheduled violent massmeeting, calling upon Congress to stop the invaders
at the boundary and otherwise gotten ourselves greatly
worked up over what amounts merely to commendable
commercial enterprise.
The Aliens are welcome to come into the United
States and avail themselves of any opportunity that
may exist just as long as they return to the American public a dollar's worth of amusement for every
dollar collected.
And we have an idea that while American enterprise may not be welcome in England it will stay
there and prosper just as long as the merit of the entertainment offered is consistent with the price — and
the British trade is wasting its time attempting to
oppose any such logical commercial result.
■iwiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Publicity Sure-Fire
A BATHER strenuous plan is being undertaken
for Eealart by Alice Brady. Coincidentally with
her appearance in her successful stage play, "Forever
After," in leading cities throughout the country Miss
Brady will work in pictures for Eealart.
This is probably the first attempt of an artist of
Miss Brady's prominence to carry on a plan of this
nature and the publicity department of Realart must
be pleasantly anticipatory of the reams of newspaper
space that will be devoted to the plan during the coming Winter.
29
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Close-Ups

Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro
Pictures Corporation, has returned to NewYork after two months and a half spent
looking over the film field in France, Belgium, Great Britain and Italy.
Wesley H. Ruggies, who directed "For
France"
and other
features service
for Vitagraph,
has
returned
from overseas
and accepted a position on the Selznick directorial register, directing Owen Moore.
Joseph Merrick, a pioneer exhibitor and
associated with the industry in one capacity or another since its infant days,
has been secured by Robertson-Cole as
personal representative to exhibitors.
Theodore Marsden, a director well
known in the old days but lately engaged
in other lines of endeavor, has returned
to the lot and will immediately begin the
production of Earle Williams' next production.
Realart Pictures Corporation has secured one-half of the fifth floor of the
Film Exchange Building, Cincinnati, for
their headquarters in that territory.
Roscoe Arbuckle has moved his seat of
operations from Glendale to Culver City,
Calif., where he is already at work upon
a new production.
C. C. Danehy, long experienced in the
accounting circles of lilmdom, has received
his appointment as Assistant Comptroller
of Realart Pictures Corporation.
William A. Cooke, well known for his
work as a member of the Metro publicity
department, has severed his connection
with that organization to join Fox.
Leah Baird, long and favorably known
as an actress, has become secretary and
treasurer of the Artco Productions, Inc.
William L. Sherkill has returned to
his New York headquarters after a period
spent in Los Angeles arranging the affairs

of the Mack Swain and Texas Guinan
producing companies.
Capt. George E. Stone, who is an expert
in the field of photographic optics, has
been retained by Prizma, Inc., to produce
subjects suitable to the Prizma process.
Jay A. Gove, former publicity manager
for the Fox Film Corporation, has become
a member of the Realart advertising staff.
Cecil B. DeMille, after an extensive vacation voyage in Pacific waters, has returned to the lot and the direction of
"Why Change Your Wife?"
Betty Blythe spent a portion of last
week in Chicago staging a shopping tour
of the Michigan avenue shops. Just
dropped
'twere, on her way from
New Yorkoff,to asCalifornia.
Sol Lesser arrived in Chicago on August 9. His its"Yankee
Doodle
Berlin"
has entered
third week
at theIn Ziegfield
theatre on Michigan avenue.
Two Vitagraph assistant general managers, Messrs. Auger and Chatburn,
breezed into Chicago on Saturday, August 9. They were en route to Buffalo,
where they will open a new Vitagraph
office. Mr. Chatburn came on from the
cost while Mr. Auger dropped in from
Minneapolis.
Frank B. Rogers, who guides the distinies of Pathe in the Windy City, left for
New York City, August 14, to attend a
conference.
A. W. Sobler, recently connected with
the Capellani Productions as assistant to
Allan Rock, is the latest addition to the
Goldyn exploitation department.
B. A. Rolfe. who has just begun the
production of his first special for the
new firm of A. H. Fischer Features, Inc.,
will have the services of Charles A.
Logue to make all the screen adaptations
of popular novels and stage successes
he will picturize.

Hurrah.

By
J. R.back.
M. —
Walthill's

What they did to that Rambler co!
was a fright.
Ought to be a law against it. Walt.
Yes, Henry
Indeed- —Lehrnian. speaking of th
present dry wave, says:
"Many a film actor will sprain hi
ankle when he strides up to a cofft
counter and reaches for the rail.
"Picture the hero, disappointed i
love, rushing off to a tea room an
making
a beast
of himself with
on Lipton':
"We will
be confronted
the sp«
tacle of the weak but willing hero gc
ing West to fight off an inherite
craving for orange phosphate an
clapping on a gas mask every time h
approaches a fruit stand."
P. A.'s Slipped—
Another slow week. Only four a<
tors challenged Dempsey.
Yes, Borrowing
Why Not- a line from the coi
densed milk adv., why not make
read "Certified circulation from coi
tented editors."
Like Carriage Varnish —
Near actors — we've had 'em f(
years — but
thisused
nearto. beer. It's a li
harder
to get
Cruel Censors —
Chicagoin censors
visited
"Vanki I
Doodle
Berlin" show
— forgot
look at Sennett bathing beauties— £
eyes for the pretty usherettes, a
bathing
costumes,
resi:
— girls now
have ton'everything—
wear stockings.
SportBobby
Note-Harron has challenged Eln
Lincoln, the fight to take .place ai
place
Elmo Dempsey.
says, in the event Linco
wins from
The first 100 words are the harck

A GREAT poster speaks in trenchant, pictured phrases and is the most
valuable asset a photo-play can have. The film itself may be good,
bad, or indifferent - but it is sure to be well attended.

THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
406 W. 31st Street, New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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Basely

Degraded

ilms, Description of Which Is Unfit for Publication, Shown to Children of Tender
Years in Picture Theatres
The following dispatch from Berlin is vitally interesting to the
otion picture trade in America.
It graphically presents a condition of production outlawry in
ermany which is a result of the usurpation of authority by the
orst elements of the nation.
Shows Necessity of Safeguards Here
Coming at this time it is a vital indication to the American
ade of the necessity of reputable producers banding together in
ich a resolution as was passed by the Xational Association at
>chester, and thereby curbing the activities of the unscrupulous
aker of motion pictures who is ever watchful of his opportunity to
rce his filth upon the screen.
Exhibitors Herald is indebted to the
Fortunately, the film interests
themselves are beginning to call for
■w York Tribune for this copyright dis:eh from its Berlin staff correspondent,
reform. This notice appeared reilliam C. Dreher :
cently in one of the Berlin papers;
BERLIN. — The moving picture
"The Erotic Film — Not only the
show in Germany has now enjoyed
daily press but also the special ormore than eight months of complete
gans of the film branch are condemning more and more sharply
freedom from censorship and the result has been so bad that when the
the boundless excesses of the soconstitution makers at Weimar last
called enlightenment films. The
week adopted a paragraph killing the
manufacturers are themselves demanding some substitute for the
censorship they felt compelled to add
censorship. ... As the case stands
a proviso to the effect that exceptoday the German film is simply
tional legislation might be adopted •
unfit for export for the simple
in regard to picture shows. That
reason that no theatre in a neutral
proviso is eloquent. It takes cognizance of a degradation of the film
or hostile country would risk offerbusiness that has reached unbelieving to their public such exagable limits. Since the censorship was
erotic pieces."
One ofgeratedthe
newspapers, which
swept away by the revolution in the
name of liberty the tone of the film
strongly condemn this degrading tendency, reproduces the plot of one of
has gone from bad to worse; libthese popular films. Suffice it to say
erty has become license; the degraded, semi-animalized taste of
that I would not venture to lay it before readers of The Tribune. Yet
the people has dragged the exhibitions of the film stage from
German girls and boys sit and see
one low level of moral rottenness
such pieces and get their views of
life and morals from them. And that
to still lower and lower depths.
*
* *
is the way that freedom is being used
by the Germans. It is to be hoped
It started apparently with what is
that when the constitution goes into
effect it will soon be followed by that
called
the "enlightenment
klarungsfilm)
by which film"
it is (Aufto be
"exceptional legislation."
understood a film designed to illustrate the evils and results of sexual
excesses or aberrations. Then came
French Magnate Will
a specialist in psychopathy who had
Erect Studios on Coast
ja film made as propaganda against
that paragraph of the criminal code
LOS ANGELES. CAL.— Los Angeles
striking at nameless vices. He
is soon to have another studio. Credit
wanted to show that the paragraph
ought to be repealed because it can
for this latest acquisition to the screen
be used with deadly effect by blackindustry is due to Jules Ratzkowski of
mailers.
Paris, France. For more than four years
Film advertisements on the public
billboards vied with each other in
Mr. Ratzkowski has been France's comtheir reckless appeals to a degraded
mis ioner to America, and was intrusted
taste. At the doors of the film theawith important special duties.
When Mr. Ratzkowski came to Los
tres pictures are displayed quite in
keeping with their titles, bed-room
Angeles he became enamored with the
scenes with an exposure of person
city he has decided to make his future
that leaves little to be imagined. And
home. He is vice-president of the Cosmo
at these shows, so I am told — regretPictures corporation and takes an active
fully told by a lady who saw some of
part in the management of the affairs of
the worst of these films — girls and
the company, which has just chosen
boys of ten or a dozen years, sit and
George
L. Hutchin's
"Judarael"
need their young imaginations on
for
production.
The story
screen ofversion
will
be made in Palestine and in Egypt.
'such perilous stuff.
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Picture Stars Are
Defendants in Suit
Filed by Shuberts
NEW" YORK.— Douglas Fairbanks.
Alia Nazimcva. William and Dustin Farnum, George Beban, Blanche Ring and
other screen stars are among the defendants in suits for damages aggregating half a million dollars filed against
leading members and officials of the
Actors' Equity Association.
The suits, brought by the Shuberts.
charge the actors with conspiracy and
follow the precedent of the Danbury hatters' case, in which members of a labor
union were sued successfully for $220,000.
Among those sued are many motion
picture stars who have had nothing to
do with the strike. The managers explained that individuals of an organization are responsible for the acts of its
officers, though the members themselves
may have had nothing to do with the
case in action.
Winick

Buys

Rights

To "Lost
Battalion"
NEW YORK—
H. Winick.
president of
the W. H. Productions, has completed a
deal whereby he acquires the world rights
to "The Lost Battalion," the stupendous
feature produced by the MacManus CorIt is the story of the Lost Battalion of
poration.
the 77th Division, which refused to surrender to the Germans after being cut off
from the American forces and completely
surrounded.
Edward A. MacManus personally directed the production. He was assisted by
Harry A. Palmer. Burton King and
Leander De Cordova. General Alexander
and Lieut.-Col. Whittlesey assisted in making the production accurate in detail
piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^
Announcement
|
I
I
-

<I EXHIBITORS HERALD
announces that, effective immcdiately . this publication will accept
no advertising relative to motion

|
j
j
H

| pictures which aim to be sex 1
j
1
|
|
|
I

hygiene propaganda.
<J This publication believes, in
accord with the policy of the
National Association
of the
Motion Picture Industry, that
motion pictures of this type are

j
|
|
I
I

I not fit subject matter for exhibi- |
I Hon in motion picture theatres |
I under customary conditions and 1
J before mixed audiences.
flilllllllliliillilllillllllllliilllffl
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Now

Buildings

Proposed

for

William G. Shedd Plans to Erect
Wabash Avenue and Harrison
Before Next Spring

Proposed Film Exchange to be erected at
Wabash S. Ave.
and Harrison
Alfred
Ylschnler,
architect.St., Chicago.
Rowland Buys Five
Drury Lane Melodramas
NEW YORK— Richard Rowland has
cabled from London news of the purchase of five well-known Drury Lane
melodramas, to be produced by Metro
with all star casts. The titles of this
quintette are "The Best of Luck." "The
Hope," "Hearts Are Trump," "The
Great Millionaire" and "The Marriage of
May
fair." after
Thesea personal
were purchased
Rowland
survey by
of Mr.
the
foreign motion picture field. They are
to be converted to the screen at the
Metro Hollywood studios, special care
being given to their production.
The Drury Lane melodramas seem
to be of the spectacular quality, best
suited to screen adaptation. "The
Whip," "The White Heather" and
"Sporting
were plays.
all tremendously
successful Life"
as screen
Like the
Metro acquisition, they made big hits
on the stage.
Robert W. Priest Has
Returned to New York
NEW YORK.— Robert W. Priest, president of the Film Market. Inc., has just
returned from a flying trip to Cleveland,
where he perfected arrangements with
executives of Argus Enterprises, Inc.,
and Robert l(. McLaughlin, author, for
the exploitation and marketing of the
lirst Argus production, made from a human interest story written by Mr McLaughlin and directed by Samuel Rrodsky, entitled "The House Without Children."
An extensive campaign has been
mapped out for the exploitation and sale
oti the state rights plan of "The House
Without Children."

Chicagc

Structure
Street

ai

Chicago may have two twelve story, modern, fire proof film exchang
buildings located within a few blocks of each other on Wabash avenue b'
next spring.
Charles Pyle has been working on plans for such a structure at W?
bash avenue and Ninth street for several months. Construction wa
expected to start September 1.
A few days ago, it developed that William G. Shedd had obtained
contract of purchase for a site at Wabash avenue and Harrison street an
was preparing to erect a film exchange there immediately.
senger elevators are planned for th
F. I. L. M. Officials Silent
rear.
lobby with a freight elevator at th
Officials of the F. I. L. M. club. Chithe features to be offered wi
cago's exchange men's organization, are beOnean of exhibition
room with thre
silent on the proposition. Members re- screens and six projection
machine
fused to talk, stating that the only man
This will be at the service of the tenanl
who had authority to speak for the club, at all times.
Early Decision Expected
was its president, C. W. Eckhardt.
If work on either or both of the pre
"I have heard nothing of Shedd's prop- posed buildings is to start this fall,
definite decision to construction wi
osition," was the brief statement of Mr.
Eckhardt, "So far as I know, the ar- have to be made within the next fe
rangements with Mr. Pyle will be closed weeks.
Arrangements
for the national di;
within a few days and construction of tributing companies are made in Ne
hisSeveral
buildingfilm
will men
start."stated they had however,
York. Advice
from Chicago
is expected
to carry manager'
conside
able weight.
"heard" that the independent exchanges
Most of the film companies are plai
were signing up with Mr. Shedd. No
ning
to be 1,out
than May
1920.of the "loop" not lat
list was obtainable, however.
A few ventured the opinion that both
exchange buildings would be erected,
but declined to give reasons for their Coast Film Folk
surmise.
Meet At Algonqui
Shedd's Agents Confident
From the offices of C. W. James &
NEW YORK — There is a regular cc
Company, a real estate firm handling ony of Coast film folk at the Algonqu
the details for William G. Shedd, it was — sort of a reunion of congenial spiri
confidently asserted that the Shedd
as it were. To this list has been add"
building would be THE exchange and Thomas Meighan, who ran over fro
that practically all of the forty or more
Pittsburg where he has been visitii
film exchanges in the city would be his mother who is quite ill. Mr. Meighi
housed in it.
has three big features to his credit no
"All that is holding us up is the labor all of them Paramount pictures, and
situation," declared Mr. Hanson, in each of them he had the big role. H
charge of the work for James & Com- work in "The Admirable Crichton"
"We had
hoped
start August by1, said to be the best of his career. An
but we pany,will
surely
beginto construction
we arc on the subject of this late
the first of September. It will take us while
De Mille special, we have been asked
eight months to complete the building.
eye open for Mildred Reardc
"Everything is going nicely and wc keep anbeauty
will make the girls in t
are signing the various exchanges up whose
Zieglield
Follies turn green with envy.
rapidly. We are offering space at $1.60
per square foot. The building will represent an outlay of practically a million
and a half dollars— $1,250,000 for the Writer Predicts New
building and $300,000 for the property."
Lengths for Featur
Details of the Plans
LOS ANGELES. CAL.— F. Ely Paf
The Shedd building, as proposed, will of the Thomas H. Ince scenario st
be twelve stories high and will be lo- predicts that in the near future t
cated at the southwest corner of Wafamiliar "tive-reeler" will be replaced
bash avenue and Harrison street. The two
other lengths of films. In its pis
site on which an option is held is 72 by will
be the "short story" of the sere
125 feet. Alfred S. Alschuler is the
the three-reel
and the
sere'
architect in charge.
"novel"
— seven production,
or eight reels
in leng
The building is to have a face of white
According to Mr. Paget the five-r
terra cotta and yellow bricks. There
photoplay has a tendency to be mi
will be specially constructed vaults and too
short for some screen stories, and
repair rooms on each floor. Two pas- much too long for others.
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Broaden
Affiliate

With

Its

Scope

Many

Kindred
Organizations — F.I.L.M. Clubs to
Be Important
Factor in Enlarged
Program
\\ hereas, There is at the present time an urgent
With the third annual convention now
gjDnuMinuiraunM
need for effective vehicles which can and will
matter of history and the association
calmly and sincerely keep before the American
| N. A. M. P. I. Officers 1 people the simple truths of justice and democracy
jmpletely organized for the coming
our Government is founded, thus help;ar, officers of the National Association
| President — WILLIAM
A. I uponing towhich
allay the present social and economic unrest.
-Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved, That the Na: the Motion Picture Industry are map|
BRADY,
William
A.
Brady
Picj
ng out a course of action for the 5 ture Plays, Inc.
Associationitsofdetermination
the Motion Picture
Industry'
hereby tional
records
to maintain
100
lsuing twelve months which will exper
cent
Americanism
upon
the
screens
of this
j
Vice-President—
ADOLPH
ZUj
nd its activities into many new fields.
country as scrupulously as during the late emer|
KOR,
Famous
Players-Lasky
Cor3
and offers its full co-operation with the
At the same time, it is strengthening
-National,gencyState
and
Governments in pre3 committees so that the hard earned
tion.
senting to the peopleMunicipal
the democratic principles
j pora
|
Vice-President
— P. A. POW- | our history
ctories of the past few months can
and of our political
institutions withof
|
ERS,
Universal
Film
ManufacturS
the view of thereto.
nullifying all propaganda
contrary or
; made permanent rather than temdetrimental
|
ing
Company.
)rary.
| Vice-President— W. C. SMITH, §
(Signed) CHARLES
C.
PETTI
JOHN
LOUIS F. BLUMENTHAL
| Nicholas Power Company,
Membership Will Be Enlarged
LEWIS INNERARITY
Vice-President — E. M. POR- j
Although the membership is at the j
Government authorities are to be notiI TER, Precision Machine Company. 1
fied at once of the willingness of the
-esent time larger than it has ever been,
|
Vice-President
—PAUL
H.
I
industry
ans are maturing to materially incooperate in all possible ways
j CROMELIN,
Inter-Ocean Film | to end theto unrest.
ease the list within the next few
onths.
I Corporation.
Vice-President — S A M U E L j
Four organizations are to be invited
| GOLDWYN, Goldwyn Picture j
enter an affiliation similar to that now
Membership Grows
| Corporation.
:isting with the Associated Motion
| Treasurer— J. R. BRULATOUR, |
icture Advertisers. These are:
j
Eastman
Films.
Motion Picture Directors Association.
I Executive Secretary — FRED- =
Association of Camera Men.
Not the least tangible results arising
1 ERICK H. ELLIOTT.
Film Exporters of America.
from the enthusiasm and general publicSociety of Motion Picture Engineers.
IhiiiMniivnMiiwiwniiM^
ity attending the third annual meeting
Another big step planned for early fall
has proven that F. I. L. of the National Association of the Mothe completion of organizing F. I. L. M."Experience
tion Picture Industry was the extraordiclubs and branch managers associa. clubs in all of the principal exchanges
tion can render invaluable aid to the
nary jump in membership during last
cities in United States and in turn
committees, more par- month. No less than twelve new memtiding these organizations to the N. A. national standing
ticularly the censorship, Sunday opening,
bers were received into the organization
I. P. I.
fire prevention regulations, transportaduring
July,
a record since the inception
of
the
association
.
tion and film theft committee," declared
Feel Need of Having "Locals"
Mr.
Elliott
in
his
annual
report.
Consistent Growth Shown
Many officers of the association have
"The fifteen distributing companies
ng felt the need of having live local affiliated
At
the
Rochester meeting, Executive
with
the
di.-.tributors'
division
ganizations connected with the Nationcontrol about 500 ex■ Association in all of the larger cities, have underchanges their
Secretary
H. growth
Elliott's inreport
in
the
United
States
alone
showed thatFrederick
a consistent
comrederick H. Elliott, executive secretary,
divided among approximately twenty
pany
members
had
been
maintained
each
is been one of the staunch supporters
distributing
points.
this idea.
year. In 1917 the total was seventy"Your secretary long ago suggested
that these ordinated
local
unitsactivities
( should of
be the
cowith the
National Association and its committees.
Once the F. I. L. M. clubs and exchange
managers associations are harnessed up
for team work, the industry would be
ready for any drive which might be
found necessary."
Will Fight Unrest

WILL C. SMITH
f the Nicholas Power Company, who
will continue as vice-president of the
N. A. M. P. I.

One of the most important steps taken
at the convention was the decision of
members to fight the present social and
economic unrest now breaking out in
various parts of the country.
Leaders expressed themselves as of
the opinion that the screen can do much
to win the "war after the war" and restore the country to pre-war contentment
if it will continue its cooperation with
national, state and local authorities.
The association's decision was expressed in the forming of the following
resolution, adopted unanimously:
Whereas, The motion picture, by the services it
rendered to the government of the United States
during the war, has proved to be the swiftest ana
surest means
correcting
and allaying
misunderstanding and of
discord
by carrying
the truth
to the
33
people, and

J. R. BRULATOUR
Of the Eastman Films, who was reelected treasurer of the N. A. M.
P. I.
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introduction of a bill in congress to prevent interstate shipment of immoral film,
Committee Reports
steps towards having the constitution
amended to prevent interference with
freedom
tant steps.of the screen, and other imporThetee, ofFilm
Exchange
buil'ding
commitwhich Al Lichtman of Famous
Sunday Opening Victories
Players-Lasky Corporation is chairman,
The Sunday Opening committee, of
reported that arrangements have prac- which Arthur S. Friend of Famous Playtically been completed for the erection
ers-Lasky Corporation is chairman, reof new film buildings at Chicago, Milported favorable legislation obtained in
waukee, Kansas City and Pittsburgh,
New York and Connecticut and encourand the committee is investigating proaging improvements in the situation in
posed buildings at Cleveland, PhiladelOhio,
Indiana, New Jersey and Pennphia, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
The Film Theft committee, of which sylvania.
The Transportation committee, of
H. Minot Pitman of Famous Players- which P. H. Stilson of Famous Player>
Lasky Corporation is chairman, re- Lasky Corporation is chairman, reported
ported the arrest of eleven dealers in
of steps towards the improvestolen films, of whom seven have been a series
ment of transportation of films.
held to the grand jury, and the recovery
The Censorship committee, of which
of considerable stolen property. In its Gabriel L. Hess of Goldwyn Pictures
report,
it thanks the
Exhibitor's Herald Corporation is chairman, reported that
for
co-operation
afforded.
censorship bills were introduced in the
Organize F. I. L. M. Clubs
legislatures
twenty-three
well as in the ofBoard
of Aldermenstates,
of Newas.
The committee on organization of York city, and in each instance failed to
F. I. L. M. Clubs and Exchange Man- pass. The report treats with the censorwhich Lewis
ship question, state by state, in a comnerarityagers'ofAssociation,
Pathe ofExchange,
Inc., In-is
prehensive manner.
chairman, reported that exchange men
are now organized in twenty cities in
Warwick
in Accident
the United States and that plans are
under way to cement these organizations
LOS ANGELES.— An accident which
to the N. A. M. P. I.
may prove fatal to one member of the
The Fire Prevention Regulations com- party occurred here when the automobile in which Robert Warwick, Miss Jane
mittee, of which J. E. Brulatour is chairman, reported that fire prevention regu- Nelson and William Courtenay were
lations are being standardized and that driving got beyond control, left the road
a big step forward was taken during the way and was wrecked.
past year towards guarding against this
Although Warwick and1 Courtenay es'
danger.
caped with slight injuries. Miss Nelsoi
The Legal and Legislative committee,
sustained a serious head wound and was
of which Nathan Vidaver of World Film
rushed to a local hospital, where it i
Corporation is chairman, reported the feared her injuries may prove fatal.
^oiiiuiuiiguuiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiioiiiin
iiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiii'iiiiii^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiwiii

three, in 1918 eighty-two, and in 1919
ninety-three. The twelve new memberships during July are due to a growing
realization on the part of the industry
of the accomplishments of the National
Association for its benefit. Here are the
new members: Realart as producers
and distributors. Burton Holmes, Edgar
Lewis, Les Films Albert Dulac de Paris,
DeYry Corporation, Carrier Eng. Corporation, Poster Advertising Corporation, Nicholas Kessel Laboratory, CapFilm Company,
Players'
FilmitalCompany
and Celebrated
Unity Photoplay
Company.
Applications for the above memberships were received without special solicitation, significant
a
feature being that
several of the applicants were not directly concerned in the motion picture
trade. Their support was given, they declared, in recognition of the service of
the National Association to its members
and from a feeling of sympathy with its
general aims.
The Tabulated Statement
The following tabulated statement
shows the Association membership,
which includes ninety-three companies:
Producer, Class A
25
Producer, Class B
5
Producer, Class C
IT
Exhibitors. Class 2
1
Supply and Equipment, Class 3
14
Distributor, Class 4
15
Independent Exchanges
3
General Division, Class 5b
Individuals
72
Publications
5
Exporters
7
Bill Posting Companies
1
Studio Directors
1
State Right Buyers
1

Newly

Elected

Directors

of the

N.

A.

M.

P. I.

PRODUCERS' DIVISION, CLASS No. 1
ADOLPH ZUKOR, Chairman.
.1. STI AHT III. VI KTO\, .1. •*(„.,,( lllnckton Feature PicMiui.rii ZUKOR, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
WILl/ 1AM \. BRADY, Win. \. Brady Picture Plays Company
Willi \ m fox, Fox Film Corporation
UK II \ II I) tures,
A. Inc.ROWLAND, Metro Pictures Corporation
JOSEPH M. SCHEXCK, Norma Talmadge Picture Corporation
s \ M 1 EL GOLDWYN, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
PAUL BRUNET, Pathe Exchange. Inc.
I). W. GRIFFITH, l>. \V. Griffith Enterprises
LEWIS J. SELZNICK, select Pictures Corporation
CARL LAEMHLE, I niversal Film Mfg. Company
ILBERT 13, SMITH, Vltagrapn Company of America
SUPPLY

& EQUIPMENT DIVISION, CLASS No. 3
J. E. BRULATOUR, Chairman.
.1. E, UK I LATOI II. Eastman Films
Wll.l,
C. SMITH,lemeNicholas
I'owrr Compan*
I.
P. WEBER,
Lithographing
Company
WILLAKI) 11. COOK, Pathescope Company of America
li\ltl(Y
ll. ALLEN, Wyanoak Publishing Company
JOSEPH F. CO! FAL, Standard Slide Company
II.
F.
PORTER
WALTER J. MOORE, II. C. Miner Lithographing Company
E. M. PORTER, Precision Machine Company
DISTRIBUTORS' DIVISION CLASS No. 4
WALTER W. IRWIN, Chairman.
PERCY I/. WALTERS, Triangle Film Corporation
w kLTER W. ikwin. Famous Playera-Laalcy Corporation
.M)ll\ M. Q.UINN, Vltagraph, Inc.
LEWIS INNERARITY, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
.1. II. WILLIAMS, First National Exhibitors Circuit
akthi it s. FRIEND, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
itl< nun GRADWELL, World Film Corporation
GABRIEL
I'lctur.-s
Corporation
WILLIAM l..1. Hess.
CLARK,Gotdvryn
Exhibitors
Mutual
Distributing CorI-.
Film Hfg,Corporation
Companj
\\ . \.E. POWERS,
ITKJNSON,i niversal
Metro Pictures
W, it SHEEHAN, Foot Film Corporation
poration
GENERAL DIVISION, CLASS No. 5
JOHN C. FLINN, Chairman.
I'Mli I.a\(.1 m.LICK,
HUM) llroa<l»av
.loll
\ C. FLIPi
illti \\c.
.ll
SOLOMON,
.ill.. Ill Baal 28th St.
LEMLE1
MASON,\. is-.
I 1st I Broadwaj
THOIH \s (;. w ILE1 . 209 West 48th St.
i ROBERT ill kin. 168 Broadwaj
i.i:om;i:
iilaisdell.
r.nt Firth Ave.
FIIEII J. IIEECHOFT. 7^11 s.-»ciith l\p,
I'M I ll. < ROMBLIN, ^is West 12nd "i.
Smi'ii'tii mi ii'':t.,;,ii.itiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTTiTTriiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiti.titi:itiiiir<'Tiin;i:!iH niiiiiiinii ii nullum mini inminmi iinnnniiniinimimiiniuiiini: niiitiniinnminiininiiiiiiimiii iiinni!ii!iiiiiiiiuiiiillliuiininnii!iniiii|i;nnnimiiii!iiiininnn :ii ' in i n iiiimiwbn
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Censorship

'hereas, the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry recognizes that the National Board
of Review, having established, through long experience and study of the problem of motion picture regulation, the confidence and support of the
general public, is logically the one existing organization for motion picture review of a democratic
nature looking toward the preservation of the
freedom of the motion picture screen and the
maintenance of the American principles of the
freedom of expression ; and
rhereas, the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry recognizes that the National Board
of Review has demonstrated its ability to pass consistent judgment upon the moral characteristics of
the motion picture : and
'hereas, the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry is opposed to the enactment of any
law establishing pre-publicity censorship of motion pictures : Therefore be it
ESOLVED:
1: That all producers or distributors of motion
pictures shall submit to The National Board of Review all dramatic pictures produced and distributed
by them prior to the date of release of the picture and
shall accept any and all rulings made by the said
National Board of Review in respect thereto under
the procedure adopted by the Executive Committee
of the National Board to wit:
A: Pictures must be submitted in original instance to the Review Committee of the National
Board.
B: In cases where the producer disagrees with
the decision of the Review Committee he must so
state in writing, appealing for a reconsideration of
the picture by the General Committee or Board of
Appeal of the National Board of Review.
C : Each producer or distributor submitting its
product to the National Board for review agrees to
accept the decisions of The National Board as
representative of public opinion and to abide by
these decisions as to the passage and condemnation
of pictures.
D : Any responsible citizen may register with The
National Board of Review a written complaint on
any picture either placed upon exhibition or produced for exhibition such complaint to be considered by a committee of the National Board, and
if found warranted the Board will reconsider the
picture. If the National Board decides to withdraw
its original approval of the picture it will make its

Resolution

own announcement to the press and to its correspondents relative to the withdrawal of such approval.
E : The prerogative of The National Board of
Review includes the right to call in experts with a
view to obtaining their technical advice in special
fields when photoplays of particular importance
dealing with controversial subjects come before
the General Committee of the National Board.
Such experts as the National Board calls in are
leaders in particular professions, representatives
of social or civic organizations or representative
citizens. The National Board does not allow its
advisors to vote. Decision is reached in executive
session.
2 : That all producers or distributors shall attach at
the beginning of the first reel of each picture produced and distributed by them the insignia of the
National Board of Review indicating that the picture
has been reviewed by the National Board and shall
remove same upon order of the National Board.
3 : That the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry shall take all possible steps to encourage the public to withhold its patronage from all
theatres exhibiting any pictures which have not been
submitted to the National Board of Review in accordance with the procedure outlined in the first
paragraph.
4: That the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry agrees to assist in arousing the constituted authorities in each locality to a complete
enforcement of all laws against the exhibition of
any picture not submitted to the National Board of
Review and which may be found to be obscene, immoral, salacious or tending to corrupt or debase
morals with a view to a complete protection of the
public as designed by these laws as enacted.
5 : That the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry reaffirms its unalterable opposition
to any form of pre-publicity censorship of motion
pictures by political appointees as being contrary to
the principles of American democracy.
6: That the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry invites the cooperation of all social
agencies in furthering the adoption of an amendment
to the Constitution of the United States prohibiting
the enactment of any law abridging the freedom of
expression through the medium of the motion picture, to the same effect as is provided in Article No.
1 of the ten original amendments to the Constitution
of the United States that were declared in force December 15, 1917, prohibiting the enactment of any
law abridging the freedom of speech or of the press.
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Mr. Rice for a number of years wa;
Evenim
the Chicago"
connected
American inwith
the advertisin
g department
For the past six months he handled th<
advertising and publicity of the Cliicaa.
exchange for Universal and was but re
cently transferred to the home office ii
New York.
On Monday a wire to the Chicago offio
stated Mr. Rice's condition was much im
proved and the hospital authorities antici
pated a speedy recovery.
Rice was graduated from the second offi
cers'
training
camplieutenant.
at Fort Sheridan
the rank
of first
He later wit!
wa
transferred to Camp Hancock. Ya.. wher
he was promoted to a captaincy. He wa
recently discharged with that rank.

MOMENTS

Constance Talmadgc is the interested spectator and it is a scene from "A Temperamental Wife," her first production written by John Emerson and Anita Loos for
First National.

"The

World
Before

One

Thousand
Critics

Aflame"
Meets
Large Chicago
Representative

Favor
Audience

Citizens

and

Film

Attend Special Showing Held
at Auditorium Theatre
Showing at Washington, D. C.
"The World Aflame," Frank Keenan's
powerful Pathe production dealing with
A similar showing was arranged rethe capital and labor question just now
cently at Washington, D. C, where the
room used by the Departso prominently in the public mind, was projection
ment of the Interior was secured for
exhibited Friday, August 8, at the Audi- the first time in its history for the screentorium theatre for the first time in
ing of a picture intended for entertainChicago.
ment purposes only.
Secretary of Labor Wilson. Assistant
Invitations had been sent to all the
prominent clubs and societies in the city, Secretary Post, Commissioner of Immigration Caminetti, Chief Adjuster Rowas well as to exhibitors and newspaper
land R. Mahany, Messrs. Warren S.
representatives, and a gathering of apStone and William G. Lee of the Railway Brotherhoods. Samuel Gompers and
proximately athousand persons was on
Senator Colt of Rhode Island are a few
hand when the orchestra began the over- ing.
ture. Every class of society was repre- of the notables who attended that showsented, especial effort having been made
by Frank B. Rogers of the Chicago
Pathe exchange to insure the attendance
of employers as well as employes.
Capt. Harry E. Rice
Dr. Atkinson Speaks
Injured in Accident
Before the house was darkened Dr.
Sam Atkinson gave an introductory
Which Killed Woman
speech which made clear to all the reason for this unusual enterprise and
Marry K. Rice, Jr., formerly connected
pointed out the purpose that the picture
with the Universal exchange, Chicago, but
aimed to achieve. His talk was extremely
interesting and placed the gathering in now a member of the publicity staff of
just the right mood for the play that was
the same company, in New York City, was
to follow.
painfully
injured in an automobile accident
At the conclusion of the performance,
at Mount Vernon, N. Y., on August 6.
during which loud applause gave trcOne occupant of the automobile, Mrs.
quent indications of the spirit in which
Susan Zink, of New York, was killed in
the offering was being received, cards
which had been provided were filled out
the accident. Maxwell R07.cn, the driver
and left with the ushers. Thus a first
of the car, escaped serious injury. Mrs.
hand
the picture's
merit wasof Carrie Brown, of Mamaroneck, N. Y., regainedopinion
from of
persons
representative
ceived afracture of the skull.
the general public.
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Leah Baird Treasurer
of Artco Production
Closely following the announcement o
the purchase of the entire stock of Arte
Productions, Inc. by Arthur F. Beck an
the installation of Mr. Beck as presiden
of that particularly active concern, come
that of Miss Leah Baird's election as sec
retary and treasurer of the Artco Produc
tions, Inc.
Officers of Artco Productions, Inc. fei
that not only is the signal distinction dt
Miss Baird for her artistic work in the
two recent productions, "As A Ma
Thinks" and "The Volcano," both of whic
are published on the W. W. Hodkinsc
program, but with her wide knowledge c
the motion picture business, she will 1
indeed an invaluable asset.
Marjory Daw To Start
East Within Few Da\
NEW YORK.— This is the open se
son for western film stars. They a
coming by the hundreds, some of the
to shop, others to rest and still others
have a look at our summer shows. IS.2
jory Daw is the latest to decide to cor
to New York. She hopes to start in
week or so and to combine all three re
sons the
for theatre.
coming here — to rest, shop ai
visit

II l< V K. Ktnir
It I CI''.,
JR. I nlvei
Member ofII Apublicity
of the
Film >lfn. Co., Injured In nuto necldn
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Vill Build and Endow Institution at Rochester
University Devoted to Uplifting of
Music and Motion Pictures

rjUJESDAY, August 5,
/ iqiq. is a day of great
significance in motion
picture history.
On this day George Eastman, whose great scientific
and industrial institution at
Rochester has played a big
part in the development of
the motion picture, honored
the industry with the announcement of a plan which
gives every evidence of being a big stimulus in urging
the highest development of
the screen art.
Under Mr. Eastman' s
plan a great institute is to
, be created in the City of
Rochester zvhich will be not
only for Rochester but for
the whole world. In it there
will be the happy blending
of music and motion pictures. Either art will be under the direction of highest
authorities and will be released from the limitations
of commercial operation

\
{
\
I
]
\
I
1
I
I
{
\

\

the institution with a view of improving
production. The combining of music
and motion pictures in the institution is
for the purpose of having each art lend
its best
tual help.to the other with a view of muAnnouncement
Mr. Eastman's
were
made at the ofannual
meeting ofplans
the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry held at Rochester,
August 5.
University President Tells Plans
The details of the enterprise were
made in an eloquent address by Dr.
Rush Rhees. president of the University
of
who sat President
at the host's
table
withRochester,
Mr. Eastman.
William
A. Brady of the National Association:
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation; Albert E.
Smith, president of the Yitagraph Company; Arthur S. Friend of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation; J. E. Brulatour of the Eastman Films, and J.
Stuart Blackton of the J. Stuart Blackton Feature Pictures, Inc.
The proposed institution, Mr. Rhees
announced, will be known as the Eastman School of Music, will be owned by
the University of Rochester and will be
administered by a special board of trustees named by Mr. Eastman and the
trustees of the university, jointly. For
the establishment and maintenance of the
new school. Mr. Eastman has provided
a sum of $3,500,000.
Dr. Rhees said in part:
"Mr. Eastman proposes to call in the
aid of motion pictures in connection with
his great enterprise for musical education. Multitudes of people who are attracted by pictures will learn what music
has to give them, and other multitudes
attracted by the music will learn new
possibilities of pleasure and entertainment from motion pictures."
Plans Are Being Drawn

through Mr. Eastman's en- I
dowment.
Mr. Eastman is creating \
PlansandareRochester
now beingarchitects
drawn byfor Newan ideal locale for the pres- j York
the
I entation of motion pictures
building,
which
will
have
an ideal locaand the Eastman Institute
tion on the outskirts of the theatre district. It will front 73 feet on East Main
will become a great encour- \ street with 254 and 226 feet extension on
Swan
and Gibbs streets, respectively.
I agemcnt for every motion
With a seating capacity of more than
■ picture producer to further \ 3.000. the music hall proper, or theatre,
his art to the highest merit.
will have the latest improvements in regard to safety, lighting, decorations,
acoustics and comfort and is designed to
of the kind yet atA great step towards the attaining of eclipse anything
tempted in this country.
le highest possible art in the American
Professor Floyd R. Watson of the Unilotion picture is to be taken at Rochesversity of Illinois will devote special attention to perfecting the acoustics of the
r, N. Y.
building. Samuel A. Rothapfel. pioneer
George Eastman, inventor and manuthe art of allying music and pictures,
cturer, is about to erect a musical and in.
will direct that end of the program. A
otion picture institution at Rochester
symphony orchestra of the highest order
will furnish the music.
niversity at a cost of nearly a million
Sd a half dollars. It is to be mainLand for the project has been purined by an endowment fund of
chased for $381,000. Mr. Eastman has
!.400,000.
set aside $1,000,000 for construction
Experiments, which commercial houses
work, which will begin as soon as materials are available, and has established
>uld not undertake, are to be made in
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In ( eel] B. MILDRED
de Mille's REARDON"
new I*aramount-Arteraft feature, "Male and Female," based
on
J. M. Barrie's play, "The Admirable
I "rirhton."
an endowment of $2,139,000 for the upkeep of the institution.
There will be a smaller hall adjoining
the main auditorium to be used for musicals and recitals and for the music school
proper. It will be named Kilbourn Hall,
in memory
of Mr. toEastman's
Proceeds
Institutionmother.
Proceeds of the theatre will go to the
upkeep motion
of of taste
the institution,
and theamong
profor good music
Rochesterians. The featuring of the
musical program does not mean that
music is to be used merely as a bait to
lure film devotees. Dr. Rhees explained.
"Just as music wedded to the drama has
made opera the highest form of the
drama." he said, "the time may come
when the alliance of music with the motion picture will inspire compositions to
accompany certain significant pictures —
and pictures that are adapted to certain
music
Dr. compositions."
Rhees paid a high tribute to the
National Association men for raising the
cinema to the high artistic plane which
it now enjoys.
Experiments
that a commercial house could
not undertake
will
be made in the institution, because it
will be divorced from commercialism.
While not announced, it is understood
that the theatre will show motion pictures six days and give a musical program Sundays.
Ennis Publicity Man
For "The Open Door"
NEW YORK.— Bert Ennis is handling
the publicitywithfor Anna
"The Lehr,
Open which
Door,"hasa
production
been half completed. D. M. Fitzgerald
is supervising the production, which entails the services of three directors, identity unknown. The financial backing is
by three film men, identity likewise a
dire secret.
Lesser Makes Changes
Sol Lesser has effected several changes
in the Chicago office of his concern.
George Davis, who formerly managed the
mid-west office, has left for the coast and
Irving Lesser is now in charge.
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Playhouse

by

Theatres

January,

to Be

1920

Remodeled

Into

One— A. H. Blank Acquires New
Grand Theatre at Sioux City
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — One of the the reputation of conducting the best
picture houses in those cities. At a
largest, best equipped motion picture
great cost he recently had two large
houses in the middle west, comparing
theatres built in Omaha and a new one
favorably with any in the country, will in Des Moines at an outlay of more than
open in Milwaukee early in January,
$:>00,000. He says that the last word in
modern improvements and design will
1920, it is announced by E. C. Bostick,
managing director of the Merrill and be put in his Sioux City house. The
lighting, ventilating and seating arStrand theaters.
buy.
rangements will be the best money can
Plans have been submitted to Brust
& Philip, architects, for the remodeling
Theatre for Menominee, Mich.
of the Merrill and Gayety theaters into
MENOMINEE, MICH. — Construcone hippodrome with seating capacit\
tion of $100,000 theatre in this city will
of 3,000.
start early in the fall on property owned
by Charles Law. Local business men
Negotiations for a ninety-nine year
have joined with the Detroit promoters
lease of the Gayety theater are practi- in
financing the proposition.
cally completed. Arrangements are being
New Alliance Playhouse
made between the Rundle-Spence company, owners of the Gayety theater
ALLIANCE, NEB.- Alliance's new
$8"), 000 playhouse
rapidly sometime
Hearing combuilding, and the Reitman-Straus completion and will beis opened
this
pany.
month with the presentation of
The deal will involve a million dol- "Mickey." There will be a seating calar capital, according to the manager.
pacity of 1,000. The theatre is to be the
Owners of the Merrill theater are Isa- finest in the state west of Omaha.
dore Heller, Henry Greenblatt, Charles
New House at San Diego
Greenblatt and Charles Schuster.
SAN
DIEGO, CALIF.— With the conBlank Enters Sioux City
demnation of the old Bancroft building
at the southwest corner of Fifth and G
SIOUX CITY, IA.— Contracts have
been closed by Hermann Galinsky for streets, a new motion picture theatre
the lease of the New Grand Theater
is to be built in San Diego. The Banbuilding to A. H. Blank for a period of
croft heirs are seeking bids for the
20 years. The deal includes the reconwrecking of the old structure and tenstruction of the theater building at a
ants must be out at once. The building
cost of $200,000.
will be torn down to the second floor
Mr. Blank runs theaters in Des
and the remainder of the structure remodeled into a modern house, with a
Moines, Davenport and Omaha and a
number of other midwest cities. He has large auditorium, stage and balcony.
FEMININE

STARS

WHO

SHINE

VIOLA DANA
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Build Theatre Near College
AMES, I A. — Porter Young, a formeresident, is to erect a $40,000 motion picture theatre in the Fourth Ward resi
dential district near Ames College. Hi
will utilize the foundation built sorm
time ago for a theatre, the constructioi
of which was stopped by the city council
'Objection to a playhouse in the resi
dence district has been overcome.
Building at Crowley, La.
CROWLEY. LA.— Work has bee.
started on the new $60,000 motion pic
ture theatre to be operated by th
Southern Amusement company. Th
seating capacity will be 1,200.
Naughty

Pictures
Result in Arrest
OAKLAND, CAL— Accused of show
ing naughty tilms in the Globe theatn
1422 Tiventy-third avenue, Harry .Thomas, Wallace Asay and Earle F. At
tlesey were arrested by Oakland polio
The police declare that the objectior
able films were not shown as part of th
regular performance, but a speci;
charge
of 25thecents
was made
vie-'
them after
remainder
of theto aud
ence had been dismissed.
Thomas is manager of the Globe th<
atre and the other two men arrested at
said to be San Francisco men.
The police allege that when they et
tered the theatre an attempt was mar
to destroy the films.
Two films were confiscated.
It is alleged that the showing of tr
risque films was advertised with tl
adroitness of the old Fatima dam
booster who urged the visitor on tl
streets of Cairo to remain after tl
regular show.
METRO

ALLA NAZIMOVA
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Picture

Without

Novel

Plant

Power

Theatre
Because

to Operate

His

Projection Machines
and Light His Playhouse
When employes of the Aurora, Elgin sent out a truck and brought it back. The over
prices."
the was
city. the word which flashed all
id Chicago railroad company declared a generator was difficult to move, but by
At night the Star theatre loomed up as
night
the
tractor
—
a
Fordson,
capable
of
rike Wednesday, July 30, the city of El- developing about 22 horse power — was the only palace of light in the entire comn. Illinois, with a population of 30,000, pounding away and the generator was domunity. And, according to Crocker, it will
to loom up as long as the strike
ing all that had been hoped for. Success continue
it only was deprived of its street car
lasts.
rvice. but also of its electric current.
was at hand.' Then Crocker discovered that
was generating too much power and it
Exchange Men Lend a Hand
Factories, dependent upon the traction he
would burn his projection machines up if
Exchange men in Chicago, hearing of
impany for power, closed down, throwing he tried it.
jndreds of employes out of work. MerCrocker's plucky
him Sunday,
all the
The Second Disappointment
co-operation
which fight,
couldoffered
be given.
lants who had no gas fixtures, were
August
3,
films
intended
for
the
Star
Two
days
had
elapsed.
More
money
had
>rced to resort to kerosene lamps and been tossed out. His house was still dark. theatre miscarried.
ndles for lighting purposes. The street
C. W. Eckhardt, manager of the Fox exBy long distance telephone, Crocker
ihting system, of course, was put out of reached the Exhibitors' Supply Company;
change, was notified by telephone and dis•mmission.
explained the situation, and asked to have
patched a taxicab on the forty-mile trip>
with
sufficient
for the performance.
At sundown the entire city was plunged a special rheostat constructed for him. By In one of the films
villages on the way. the
morning,
it
was
ready
for
him
and
he
put
to darkness. The business district did it in place before noon.
driver was arrested for speeding. A dona.t have as much light as ordinarily would
tion of $14 squared things and the trip was
Saturday afternoon, August 2, the popu- resumed
with only a slight interruption.
lace
of
Elgin
was
astounded
to
see
the
• found in thinly settled outskirts of the
flaming arcs in front of the Star theatre The prints arrived on time to begin the
wn.
burning again.
matinee performance at 3 o'clock.
As the Herald went to press, the condiAugust
7, when
the possibility
of a railThe Fordson tractor chugged, the gengn had existed two weeks. There was no
road strike
loomed,
Crocker hurried
to
erator hummed and the theatre was opened
Chicago
and
after
explaining
the
situation
for
business.
dication of the strike being settled.
By utilizing the gasoline engine and the was given sufficient film by the Goldwyn
Introducing Ralph Crocker
smaller generator Crocker was able to light and Vitagraph offices to run his theatre ten
All of which serves to introduce Ralph the interior of his theatre as brilliantly as days. And there was no extra charge.
"The advertising will repay me," declared
rocker, manager of the Star theatre of usual and keep an electric fan going. ,
Crocker, in dismissing a discussion of the
Is Mecca for Thousands
lgin, who was put out of business by the
expense,
"I would have to pay my help anyrike.
The first two days there were as manj
way. Although I am filling my house for
Crocker is of the hustling type of exhib- people watching the tractor at work as every performance, I am losing money. But
irs. Time and again, he has broken into there were people in the playhouse. The that is temporary. I feel that I am buildfollowing week, people for miles around
ing sible
up good
which back
will make
pos•int by his novel ideas as to house policy drove in to see how it was being done.
for me will,
to come
strong it when
conditions are normal.
id picture exploitation.
Despite
the
fact
that
he
had
the
amuseWhile most exhibitors would have yielded
ment market cornered, Crocker kept his
Hailed as Public Benefactor
what appeared to be the inevitable and prices at the usual figure. This decision
■mained out of business until the strike caused as much comment as the tractor.
"The exhibitor owes a debt to the public.
as over, Crocker saw in the situation a
"The Star's open and it's at regular Amusement is as much a necessity as light,
lance to make his theatre the most talked^i<m^tiinnimriiiii;iniiiiin >n ii:i:i<itiiii !initiiiriiii i.iiiiuiiiuiiairiiti iiiuiniiiaisiTiiitiniiiiirH itiiiitiifrni ^ aheat,
or clothing.
If thetrying
peoplesituation,
couldn't they
see
playhouse in northern Illinois.
picture
during this
The morning after the strike found him
wouldber who
go have
daffy.made
You itcan't
realizeto the
terviewing electricians to find out if it
a point
huntnumme
What Would You Do— j up and
ould be possible to generate his own electhank me personally for running.
If employes of the light plant g
ic power. They told him it was.
"And the thing which pleases them the
By noon, Crocker had found a gasoline
supplying your city with elec- | most is that I haven't raised prices. Quite
lgine and had it installed in the W. J. |I trie
current suddenly went on | a number have advised me to, but I won't.
alker Electrical shop, adjoining his
"I rather enjoy running the only theatre
eatre. An hour later, he found an old | strike, and
in the United States which is being bene:nerator ; had it overhauled, and set up. | If plunging the city into g
fited by the daylight-saving law. You see,
'ires were power
strung pleant
to the started.
theatre and the i darkness meant that women g there are no street lamps and consequently
lprovised
| and children would not leave | the city is dark as pitch about 9 o'clock.
All of the women turn out to the first show
The First Disappointment
j their homes in the evening, j and
then hurry home before night falls.
"The second show catches the men. They
It
didn't
work.
The
four
horse
power
isoline engine could not furnish sufficient |
mind picking their way home in the
d the street car system sus- j don't
j anIf
pwer to run the projection machines.
j
pended
operation so that to j dark. The matinees are well attended as
|Crocker was baffled.
there
are so many people out of work, be| come to your theatre, people j
He didn't care to figure up the amount
cause of the factories being without power."
| without
automobiles
would j
j money he had already spent. But he
Others Adopt Same Plan
| have to walk?
^dn't given up.
The two newspapers in the city and one
|He started out to find something which | Would you throw up your |
\ould generate sufficient power. Towards
j hands and wait for the muddle g manufacturing
plant have
Crocker's
means of producing
poweradopted
and light.
rening he was told that a farm tractor I to be straightened out?
The
Illinois
public
utilities
commission
jould do the work, and he had located a.
Or would you make every 1 ordered the traction company to furnish
Ig generator at a local manufacturing
ant.
city with power regardless of the strike
1 possible human effort to run | the
Friday, August 1, Crocker had fourteen | your theatre regardless of ex- | several days ago. Officials of the company
declined, however, stating they feared vi'en employed assembling his second plant,
olence from the strikers if the attempt was
he only tractor he could rent was in a | pense and trouble?
irvest field seven miles from town. He ^nniHiniinimniiminiimnnuiiwi]iain»i»mMimT!iiiiiiRiiiiiTtinmitiiuiiiiiniiinii>nniiiiiniiniiiini^ made.
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His Second
Realart Schedule

McGrath's Romance "The Luck
Irish" Selected to Follow "Soldiers

of the

of Fortune"
Allan Dwan has started filming
the
"Soldiers of Fortune" Ready
initial scenes of his second production
Photoplay fans who are ever on the
for distribution through Realart as an
lookout for the really big things of the
independent producer at the head of the screen will revel with delight at "Soldiers
Allan Dwan Feature Productions. Harold
of Fortune" which will mark Allan
McGrath's romance of adventure, "The
Dwan's debijt as an independent proLuck of the Irish," has been selected as ducer.
the story and will be enacted by a cast
Few stories in the annals' of literature
of well known and popular players.
carry a greater universal appeal than
James Kirkwood has been cast in the does
this tale from the pen of the late
role of William Grogan, a young
Richard Harding Davis. Its virile acplumber of Lower New York, who from
tion, poetic romance and intense situahis basement window dreams of life as
tions have thrilled the countless millions
WALLACE REID
he wished it were, until fate gives him the world over, both as a book and as a
the necessary money to start out in life play. In visualizing the story upon the
WhoFamous
has Players-Lasky
just sig-ned a Corporation
contract wh i
in quest of those things which have
screen, however, Allan Dwan has been
star
in
pictures
for
live
more year
been but dreams. In the part of Ruth able to present it with a far broader
American Republic. Beside the man
Warren, Anna Q. Nilsson will have ex- scope than the limitations of the spoken
ceptional opportunities for the kind 01 stage or cold type could possibly permit
elaborate interior settings required,
work in which she has won her greatest
and he has spared no effort to make it was necessary to reproduce an entit
favor, while Harry Northup and Ward
the most brilliant achievement of his South American plaza with the pres
Crane will have riuich to do with the career. In presenting the story as a
dent's palace and other buildings su
development of the story.
photoplay Mr. Dwan has brought it lounding the formal gardens. A Soul
right down to the present day, at the American hacienda was another set th.
Locate Shifts Rapidly
same time adhering closely to the story required an unusual amount of labt
There is a diversification of both loca- so
as to preserve all of those qualities owing to the fact that it had to 1
tion and personalities that will appeal which
have endeared the tale to all who
erected at the top of a mountain whe
to every class. From New York to are familiar
with it.
the material had to be carried by c
Gibraltar, from Venice to Naples, Cairo
Mr. Dwan refers to the production as teams or packed by burro. These a
to
Singapore,
Irish" a photoplay without stars, and adds that but two of the big scenes, however, th'
leads
the hero the
in "Luck
and outof ofthethrilling
in the future he will devote his entire are used in the making of the pictu
situations which promise to lend them- energies to presenting big stories in a which promises to be one of the big se
selves admirably to screen interpreta- big way, interpreted by the best players sations of the coming season.
tion.
to interpret the various roles.
A number of large and novel settings available
have already been constructed for the A glance at the cast which is to appear
Wallace Reid Signs
production at the studio in which Mr. in his initial offering under the new arrangement however, will give the imDwan is working at present and the
Contract With Lasky
pression that it is really an all star cast.
technical department is now constructing
Norman
Kerry
who
has
forged
his
way
for Five- Year Ten
a replica of the port of Singapore at a
into the front ranks of popularity durSouthern Pacific port which Mr. Dwan
Wallace
Reid
has just signed a five yc
ing
the
past
two
years
will
be
seen
in
expects to photograph in the near future.
the role of Clay, the energetic young
starring contract with the Famous Playe
The photographing of the production
American engineer, who, at the critical Lasky Corporation. He attached his sigi
is being done by H. Lyman Broening
moment organizes his miners into a ture
to the document on his return to I
and Glen McWilliams, and the pro- brigade
and masters the situation when
duction will be presented, as will Mr.
Angeles from an eventful tour of t
Medoza, the South American general,
Dwan's future pictures by the Mayplayed by Wallace Beery, endeavors to north and immediately left on a thi
flower Photoplay Corporation.
interfere with the progress of his work,
weeks' vacation.
Melbourne MacDowell, the sterling old
Six years ago, Reid joined Fanu
actor who has been dear to the hearts
Players-Lasky at a weekly salary of sev
of three generations, will be seen as
ty-tive dollars. In 1915, he signed his fi
Mr. Langham, American capitalist, and
Frank YVally will play the part of his contract for a period of two years.
1917, he signed another two year documc
son, one of Clay's assistants, while Fred
Kach
time he was given a handsome
Kohler will interpret the part of McWilcrease in salary. The contract he sigt
liams, the Celtic rough diamond who
yesterday is on a sliding scale. 1
stands shoulder to shoulder with Clay
weekly remuneration today runs well i
through thick and thin. The leading
feminine roles will be in the hands of four figures. In the fifth year under
terms of the contract, he will receive •
Anna Q. Nilsson and Pauline Stark while
i
other important characterizations will be much
moneypictures.
as the highest paid male s'
in motion
interpreted by such well known players
as Ward Crane, Wilfred Lucas. Philo
Wm. L. Sherrill Opposes
McCullough,
Ogden Crane and Herald
I .indsay.
Action of N. A. M. P.
Mounting Is Stupendous
William 1.. Sherrill, president of
l ew. if any photoplays of the past have
received the stupendous mounting that
Krolmian
Amusement
Corporation, nounces his intention to resign from !
Ulan Dwan has given this production.
National Association of the Motion I
Thousands of horses and many thusauds of people have been used during the ture Industry in a letter to William .
filming of many of the big scenes which
Brady, president.
form
the background for the story, the
I lis stated reason is objection to C
\ I. It E lilt tin
local
of
which
is
laid
in
the
fashionable
action
of the association in entering
I lie pnpiilfir Ki-nliirt *1nr, t\ Im will work
40
lit |»l<*f II re- in ak I Bfl while OB four tvltll drawing dooms of New York's Fifth
voluntary plan of submitting all picti s
Avenue, and in an imaginary South to the National Hoard of Review.
her nIiiu*' plATi "I'tircn'r \Hvr."
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Checkers"
to
Motion
Picture
Melodrama,
Able

Cost Is $320,000
Ir. Fox provided the Director with
e ry possible facility for the work.
Tere was no stinting of money, and
Fx Film Corporation announces that
"leckers" cost $320,000.
Checkers"
playversion
was ait never
great
t iller;
but in asits astage
did thrill as it does on the screen.
>ig scenes, which no stage in the
vrld could accommodate, have been
clwded into this production — for exaple, a genuine train wreck, a sensat lal rescue by seaplane, a big gambling
fcfcse, and vivid scenes at the race
t<:k.
Has Great Human Appeal
'O exhibitor, who is capable of apprec ing the human appeal in a picture,
c fail to sense that "Checkers" will
pl tremendously with the public. It
h. that element of excitement that att :ts the red-blooded American; it carfjs a vigorous love story; and through
"ill runs the racing game — the sport
o kings.
he exhibitor who complains fre'1 ntly that he has nothing of convincii power with which to bring people to
n house, can make no such plea with

MOTOGRAPHY

Be
Published
Version
of Famous

Produced

Direction,

IVilliam Fox announces the publicatn on August 31 of the spectacular moversion of "Checkers" the
picture
ftnlous
racing melodrama.
This is an announcement of a big Fox
social that bristles with money-making
cportunities for the keen exhibitor; it
ifone of the biggest things the Fox
conization has done, and teems possibities for the exhibitor who is wide
aake.
'Checkers"It has
merit asin
aiicture.
is a extraordinary
masterly rendition
pjtoplay of a great racing melodrama,
•v*ich in its stage presentation thrilled
r lions for years; based upon a sucqs of the past, and it is a motion pict|e that stands as a model for the
f*ire.
Reflects Fox Money and Brains
Checkers"
not one
those pictures
nde to fill a isvoid
in a ofprogram.
It is
a>icture reflection of the combined res trees of Fox money and Fox brains.
He play was purchased for screen use
ai high figure, and William Fox backed
h purchase with a determination to
nke it one of the greatest pictures of
a time.
Checkers" was made under the direct 1 of Richard L. Stanton, a real genius
ii the motion picture business. Mr.
Snton gave heavily of his time and his
t;nt in making this picture — anxious
t t it should stand as a fine example
ohis ability.

AND

Now

With
Ready

Strong
for

"Checkers." Here he has a story which
tfie public has enthusiastically endorsed
for years. Fox Film Corporation has
assembled an array of publicity matter
that gives the exhibitor a wonderful
chance to boost "Checkers" as a motion
picture with his public. The poster work
is of the kind that compels public attention and interest; the man who sees
these
"Checkers"
see the film itself. posters will want to
Fox Stands Behind Picture
That exhibitors who have had a chance
to see "Checkers" are enthusiastic over
it is proved by the bookings already
made.
William Fox stands solidly behind
"Checkers"
as one
the name
biggestofthings
that ever has
borneof the
Fox.
He is confident that it is to be a recordbreaking success for the exhibitor.
Stanton

Director

"Checkers" was made by Richard
Stanton. It ranks as his supreme
achievement.
Born and educated in Philadelphia, Mr.
Stanton, now one of "the foremost of
motion picture directors, began his
stage career with the famous team of
Kolb and Dill. After several years of
successful work on the stage, Mr.
Stanton deserted to the screen, along
with many other well-known actors who
felt the call of the motion picture and
saw it in greater possibilities than before the footlights.
Becomes Screen Director
Mr. Stanton has appeared in many
successful screen productions, beginning
with the old Melies pictures. Because
of his undisputed ability in stagecraft
and ingenuity he steadily forged to the
front as a valuable addition to the directorial staff of Fox Film Corporation,
for which concern he has staged many
brilliant triumphs.
The most recent — and undoubtedly the
biggest and most artistic — result of Mr.
Stanton's endeavors is the smashing big
pictorial adaption of Henry Blossom's
stage success "Checkers."
this he has
distinguished
himself as Inamong
the
greatest of contemporary directors of
the screen. Never has he displayed a
finer sense in the handling of delicate
situations in a story than he has in this
gigantic racing play of international
fame and success.
In turning
to Mr.
Stanton.
WilliamoverFox,"Checkers"
the producer,
felt
that he could not have selected a director with better equipment to depict this
melodrama in pictures, and the finished
production has fully justified Mr. Fox's
confidence.
Even among the best of his pictures,
such as "The Scarlet Pimpernel," "The
Spy," "Rough and Ready," "The Land
41
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and

Exhibitors
of the Free," "Eyes of the Soul" or
"Why I Would Not Marry," Mr. Stanton, expert critics declare, did not display the marvelous powers he has
broughtliam Fox,
to bear
on "Checkers";
and Wilas producer
and distributor,
feels that he has in this spectacular production an entertainment that is com- '
plete in every detail — the last word in
melodrama pictures.
The all-star
presenting'
"Checkers"
is cast
one of
exceptional
strength. It is one of those all-star
companies for which William Fox is
noted — in which there is no one worldfamous, but in which all the principal
players are well-known actors and actresses of wide experience and marked
ability. A group of players of this type
guarantee a well-balanced, artistic performance— and that is just what this allstarThecastexhibitor
has givencanin announce
"Checkers."the allstar cast of "Checkers" with the assurance that any praise he may bestow upon
it will be warranted by their work in the
picture; and he can give publicity to
any of the principal players with the
knowledge that they will be remembered
for notable performances in many wellknown productions on both screen and
stage.
Cast Is All Star
Brief sketches of the leading players
follow:
Thomas J. Carrigan
Thomas J. Carrigan, who plays the
title role, was one of the first actors to
abandon the speaking stage for motion
pictures — beginning his film work in the
western thrillers which were so popular at that time. Among the first pictures in which he appeared were "Cinderella," the first multiple picture with
a star, and "The Man in the Street," one
of the pioneer serials.
After a tour in stock in South America
he played in vaudeville with Mabel Taliaferro; in "The Deadlock" with Edith
Wynne Mathison; in the Belasco success, "The Girl of the Golden West";
and
"The High Cost of Living" with
Lew inFields.
Mr. Carrigan was in Germany when
the war began. Returning he re-entered
pictures,
beingandleading
for TaliaMaryMiles Minter
later formanMable
ferro. Going back to the stage, he
played leads in two Xew York successes.
"Mother Carey's Chickens" and "The
When America entered the war Mr.
Carrigan
entered the naval service. He
Copperhead."
was a canteen worker on the Zealandia.
a transport, and had charge of entertainments for enlisted men abroad. He
was in two exciting engagements with
submarines. Later he enrolled in the
naval officers' training school, from
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which he was discharged in December,
191S.
Jean Acker
Jean Acker, who has the role of Pert
Barlow, the heroine of "Checkers," returns to the screen in this picture after
long absence. Miss Acker has been on
tour in "Within
the great
dramatic
success, the
and Law,"
has added
substantial y to her previous reputation as
an able actress. Her personality fits admirably the part of Pert Barlow, and
she is a distinguished addition to the
cast.
Tammany Young
One of the most picturesque characters in motion pictures is Tammany
Young, who plays the part of "Push"
Millerboy inin the
"Checkers."
Young district
as a news-of
Herald Square
New York City attracted the attention
of many noted men and won their confidence. John W. Gates was among his
friends.
When he outgrew the newsboy stage.
Tammany Young became a motion picture actor and he has given the screen
some very remarkable characterizations.
Though still in his twenties, he is conceded to be a real authority on racing;
so that he is peculiarly at home in the
racing atmosphere of "Checkers."
Ellen Cassity
Ellen Cassity, who is seen as Alva
Romaine in "Checkers," is one of the
most beautiful women in motion pictures. She attracted much attention by
her beauty in the famous Ziegfield Follies, and a motion picture engagement
followed. In pictures she has proved
that she has real talent as well as
beauty. She is a daughter of Kentucky
and therefore a great admirer of blooded
horses and a devotee of horse racing.
SEVEN

AND

MOTOGRAPfl

In the making of "Checkers" she took
special delight in the racing scenes.
"Big Ed" Sedgwick
"Big Ed" Sedgwick, who'plays the negro trainer in "Checkers," is a jack-ofall-trades in the motion picture industry
— and master of them all. He is a screen
comedian, a scenario writer and a producer. The serious strain in him has led
him to devote most of his time to writing and producing, but he still shines as
a comedian, as is proved by his work in
"Checkers." Sedgwick was born in
Galveston, Texas. He has had a varied
stage career, in vaudeville, stock, burlesque and musical comedy.
Bertram Marburgh
Bertram Marburgh, who plays the role
of Judge Barlow in "Checkers," has interpreted many and varied roles during
his long experience on stage and screen,
but it is doubtful if he ever has been seen
to better advantage than as the old
Southern jurist. He began his stage
career early in life. He has played leading roles with John Drew, William
Faversham, Robert Hilliard and many
other stars, and has had roles of prominence in many big picture productions.
Robert Elliott
Robert Elliott, of the cast of "Checkers," has a record as leading man on
both screen and stage. As Arthur Kendall in the big racing play he does a
fine piece of work. Elliott is a native
of Ireland, but came to America as a
boy. He was very successful as an actor on the speaking stage, playing leads
with Margaret Illington and other stars.
He got into motion pictures through
Sidney Drew, making his screen debut in
a Drew comedy. He speedily came to
the fore and to-day is one of the best
known leading men in pictures.
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Rolfe tc/Picturize
Robert W. Chambers
Stories for Fischer
B. A. Rolfe announces that he has acquired aseries of stories by Robert W.
Chambers which he will convert into
picture form for the new firm of A. H.
Fischer Features, Inc.
The first story he will put on is "The
Shining Band," conceded to be among
the most virile and entertaining of all
the noted author's works. The adapta
tion of the printed text for screen use
has been made by Charles A. Logue. who
is credited with a long list of successful
adaptations and with writing man\
original stories for picture purposes.
The production will be made at tin
Thanhouser studios in New Rochelle
N. Y., under the personal supervisioi
and direction of Mr. Rolfe, with the co
operation of Chester DeVonde. Th<
cast is now being selected and will bi
made up of prominent players only. Tin
list of those engaged will be announce!
later.
The acquisition of the Chambers ma
terial
in line towith
Mr. Rolfe's
nouncedis policy
picturize
works anb
prominent authors only. He will no
confine himself to printed stories, how
ever, but will picturize stage successe
and exceptional original material.
Novelty Is Announced
Nat H. Spitzer, studio manager for tb
Bull's-Eye Film Corporation, in Hollywooi
announces a new single reel feature, whic
he promises will be a novelty on the scree;
The new idea will be widely advertised i
the trade papers in September.
"CHECKERS"

Henry Blossom's big race track
successfully
transferred
to the
screen August
with a splendid
cast of players.
12 It is to be
ture isdrama
said tohasbe been
replete
with thrills.
published
31.
The
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Theatres

Earlier

Than

Usual

Itabilizing of Conditions Following Post-War
Uncertainty Gives Exhibitors Throughout Country More Confidence
Vdvices received from various Exhibitors
comfort and luxuriousness is even demanded in the smaller theatres.
' :tual exchanges' show that more theatres
"Returned
prosperity is being made to
\ 1 reopen within the next few weeks than satisfy the amusement
demand by furnisha any previous time in the history of the
ing capital. In the Southwest the oil boom,
rtion picture industry. Practically every' the influx of many people, and the buildof towns has given the exhibition a
cnmunity of importance reports sched- new ingfield
dozens of houses are in
id openings of new and rebuilt theatres. course of and
construction in that territory
Ibertson-Cole is receiving an exception- alone.
a • large proportion of this new business
Theatres Reopen Earlier
aording to advance bookings reported by
"Throughout the country Exhibitors
Ihibitors Mutual.
Mutual exchanges report ihat theatres, esThere is one big reason for this unpecial y in the residential sections of the
larger cities, which usually close for the
ual expansion,"' according to an official entire
summer, are reopening in Augult
othe Robertson-Cole organization who is
this year instead of September.
ii:lose touch with exhibitors, '"and that is,
"This new business has led to increased Directors, stars, actors and members of
tl public seems to have an insatiable desire demands
on the producer. Robertson-Cole
■radio stuff of the Famous Playersf amusement. This has benefited the moforesaw this condition early in the Spring
I.asky studios, on west coast, have a
constant reminder of what the company
tii picture theatres, amusement parks and and accordingly prepared to supply the deis doing in the way of outdoor advermand for better pictures. Among the proU timate houses.
Bryant Washburn
ductions that will be available for exhibthe well tising-.
known
once over. is giving it
Exhibitors Have Confidence
itors are the H. B. Warner series, Sessue
Hayakawa and Bessie Barriscale dramas,
The stabilization of conditions follow- comedy-dramas
with William Desmond,
ii the period of post-war uncertainty has specials of the calibre of 'The Turn in the Hollywood Studios
g;n the exhibitor confidence and to Road' and the Martic Johnson Cannibal
Nears Completion
a wer the demand, theatres that were
pictures and comedies."
c/.ed because of economic conditions and
One of Largest and Most
tl epidemic during the past year, are re- Famous Players-Lasky
Complete Plants on West
o ning and capital is being secured to
Coast — John Jasper
Shows Big Gain in New
b d new houses.
General Manager
Statement on Finance
The public today demands comfort and
b-er pictures. It was always thought that
XEW YORK— Price. Waterhouse &
The new plant of the Hollywood
tl theatre which housed legitimate stage Company,
Broad Street, have audited a Studios, Inc., being erected under the
P luctions had reached the height of
statement for the Famous Playersand comfort,
with the
erection
Lasky Corporation, which shows them to supervision of John Jasper, general mano'•■<■ ity
he modern
motionbutpicture
theatres
the be
ager of the company, is rapidly nearing
gaining steadily. The report is a
lttimate house has fallen into second
half yearly financial statement, and in completion. This plant promises to be
[>' e. When
one stops
consider
the the six months covered by the report the largest and also the most artistic
niber
of million
dollar tomotion
picture
the net profits were double the studio in the world. Fifty acres of
euces built and now in course of con- shows
profits of the entire year of 1918. ground
st.ction, one can get an idea of the im- net
are owned by the corporation,
For the year of 1918 they were
pi'ance of the silent drama and the trend $1,281,174 and for six months of 1919 fifteen acres of which are being imo the public mind. A similar degree of
they were $2,439,35". From January 1st,
1919, to July 1st, the tangible assets were
A unique layout of the studio is
increased by the $2,500,000 in the busi- proved.
planned
by Mr. Jasper, it being his inness
out
of
earnings,
the
company
paid
Salary Raise Brings
tention to separate the vast amount of
off $600,000 in notes, and on June 30th
Fight for Censor Job
had in cash on hand and in the banks •ground into units, each unit to be coma total of $1,082,618.
posed of four stages and each stage to
nOLUMBUS, OHIO. — The
Among the tangible assets are stories be rented complete with its equipment
scramble for appointment to
and rights, still unused, at a cost value of to a producing company.
the state board of censorship
$301,847. It is thus evident that there
Mr. into
Jasper's
dividing
>f films has been given impetus by
studio
these object
units ofin four
stagestheis
will
be no lackNegatives
of stories completed
for next year's
jhe fact that the salarv has been
to
avoid
the
general
state
of
disorder
production.
but
laised from $1,500 to $2,000 per
which seems of necessity to exist on the
not yet released, total $2,108,332. Film
fear, and politicians are being
lots of large producing companies, where
rentals for the half-year total $11,994,189.
jombarded by people anxious to
For the entire year 1918 thev totaled there are many stages. The amount of
lass upon motion pictures and in$17,299,904.
money already expended on the build'identally
ings and landscape work is said to be
From all indications, a total of prober month. draw a salary of $170
over $250,000. The buildings are of coral
ably
$30,000,000
in
film
rentals
will
be
C. G. Williams of Coshocton is
hue. designed in the Spanish old mission
reached by the end of the present year.
he member whose term of office
Advertising of Paramount Pictures has style.
xpires September 1. As the state
The Carlyle Blackwell company, under
increased proportionately. In 1918,
,dministration is Democratic and
the direction of Charles Swickard, will
$422,544 was spent in national, magazine,
\ illiams is a Republican it is cernewspaper and other advertising, and for begin production at the studios about
ain that he will not be retained.
the same purpose, during the first six
The state industrial commission
16.
Mr. Jasper
planned and built the
months of 1919, $393,000 was spent. August
ominally selects the members of
Charlie Chaplin studios in Hollywood,
ie censorship board.
Among
the
company's
investments
durwhich
is
a
reproduction
of an English
ing the past six months is $500,000 in
village street.
Libertv Bonds.
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Lincoln

for

Series

of "Virtuous Men" and Other Big Productions To Begin Work at Once For
Walter F. Niebuhr

E. K. Lincoln, well known motion picture star, who played the leading
rule in "Virtuous Men" and many other special productions during the past
few years, has signed a contract to appear in a series of productions for
the American Cinema Corporation, of which Walter F. Niebuhr is president.
The addition of Mr. Lincoln is pne of the steps in a great expansion
of the company's activities. Mollie King and Louise Huff were previously
placed under contract.
Simultaneously, the capital of the company has been increased to five
times its original size.
In discussing the development of his carefully worked out and that the reproduction plans for the coming season
leasing channels would be announced
before September first, when the Louise
Mr. Niebuhr said: "We have for sometime planned to add to our list one erf Huff special "The Stormy Petrel" now
the strongest male stars in the busi- being finished by director Archainbaud
ness, and contemplated making four big would be ready for release.
specials a year with him on established
Regarding "Greater Than Love" the
play and fiction successes. Our first vefirst of the Mollie King series, Mr. Niebuhr announced that the rights to this
hicle has already been purchased and we
feature had been sold some time ago to
shall be ready to make a complete anthe Trojan Film Corporation of No. 42
nouncement regarding the star, the veBroadway, a new company organized
hicle and the director during the coming week.
some weeks ago to finance and exploit
this feature under the management of
Increase Made in Capital
A. B. Samuelson, the vice president of
that corporation.
"The
popularity
of
the
stars
of
the
American Cinema Corporation and the
Distribution Plans Made
very strong demand for the King and
Huff specials prompted us to increase
"The remaining five of the Mollie
our working capital by five times over
King series," Mr. Niebuhr stated, "will
original capitalization and we shall now
be released by us direct under the distribution plan which will obtain with all
begin on a comprehensive publicity camour products during the coming year.
paign which will embrace every avenue
of effective advertising, including a bill- This distribution plan, which is now becampaignwas
in New
York to
City."
ing perfected
the company's
manager.
Mr. by
Holmes
C. Walton, sales
will
Mr. board
Niebuhr
not ready
divulge
give us the maximum distribution and
the releasing plans for his series of specials stating that these plans had been exploitation in both domestic and
foreign
output
for
the market.
next yearThe
has company's
been completely
sold in the foreign market to a prominent foreign buyer who will make his
own announcements regarding these features in the near future.
Director John M. Stahl will begin
work on the second Mollie King special
next week. Miss King, who in private
life is Mrs. Kenneth Dade Alexander,
1ias just returned from a month's honeymoon on her husband's large plantation
in Kentucky.

I>H Y

Something New
The Fox Film Corporation,
through Arthur James, director of
advertising and publicity, put over
a page advertisement in a New
York newspaper on Sunday, Aug10, which
ible novelty.was a striking and forcThe page was set up identical to
the familiar Hearst newspaper editorial page and the various articles
and illustrations were displayed in
typicalrial"style.
The inleading
"editowas written
the Brisbane
manner. The subject matter of the
advertisement was William Farnum and his latest picture,
"Wolves of the Night." Unusual
illustrations and a general article
on "Fortunes in Copper" served effectively to color the essential advertising import of the page.
Bull's-Eye to Publish
Travel Picture Seri<
Bull's-Eye Film Corporation, in No. 7
Seventh avenue, New York City, has a
nounced the early publication of a series
travel pictures to be made by L
("Dick") Burrud, producer of ma
American and foreign travelogues.
Mr. Burrud will visit China, and makt
series of pictures of the Shantung pen,
sula, which the Paris peace conferei
awarded to Japan, and over which th<
is much discussion in Washington. In
brief interval before making his Ch
trip, Mr. Burrud will complete so
American views which he recently begur
First Film Finished
Work has just been, completed
Douglas Fairbanks' first production
the United Artists, at Los Angeles.

H Films at Labor Gathering
David K. Niles, general manager of
the non-theatrical distribution department of the famous Players-Lasky Corporation, will show a series of special
motion pictures Friday. September 5, at
the sixth annual Babson Labor Conference, to be held for three days by the
Babson Statistical Organization in
Wellcsly Hills. Mass.

\\ \l. Tl.lt I . Ml lll III!
I'M-nlllf-nt of the \ liliTiemi flnemll CorpoMtfloBi \iiii<Ti ku bogus » uwltM of
l»l<*liiri'N fi'M t ii ri ni£ Mnllit- Kinu.

Buys Serial for India
NEW YORK. — Jehangir Pearson of J.
Pearson & Company of India is in town
and has purchased the rights for India
for the S. L. K. serial, starring Helen
I lolmcs.
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Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
•^t~- ■"■ ■"■ r~- o rr- r~

~
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" is Majesty
t American"
VI EN THE REPORTER HEARD
tk the above was the title for the first
Frbanks Picture under the United
Aists Corporation banner, he couldn't
ho wondering what the effect would be
w:n our Canadian cousins and English
fnds hear of it.
F a picture that undoubtedly is calcined to bring in a lot of money from
feign countries, the title could hardly
b«more poorly chosen.
I have heard, and The Reporter himself
written on many occasions, of the
Bang in Canada on pictures of this
ty1:, and we know now that our Eng■lis neighbors are none too well dispc;d to worship at the shrine of America patriotism.
It-eems inconceivable that a star of
th intelligence of Mr. Fairbanks would
yxinit a production of his to go out
later this title.
P tection Needed
fc Film Players
IE REPORTER
WAS
MUCH INte <ted in listening to the statements
of. film player who had met with a
f-ve1 unfortunate experience just re-

It seems unfair that extras, character
actors and people employed for odd bits
in pictures should be thus victimized.
They in most cases, depend absolutely
upon the money thus earned for their
maintenance, and can ill afford to lose
two or three weeks salary in this way.
This is more particularly true of them
than of the person working steadily by
the week as the actors' income is anything but continuous.
Podunk Center to See
Broadway Successes
UNDER THE NEW ALIGNMENT
of theatrical forces for the big film producing concerns, the rural communities
throughout the United States are going
to have an opportunity to see in screen
form the various stage successes that
hold the boards in New York for their
various seasons.
For instance, it is announced thai some
of the Shubert and Woods productions,
from which Goldwyn may draw, under
its new arrangement, are "Parlor. Bedroom and Bath." "Innocent." "Why
Worry," Where Poppies Bloom," "Roads
of Destiny," "The Big Chance."
"Friendly Enemies," "Up in Mabel's
Room." "Potash & Perlmutter," "Maytime," "A Little Journey," "39 East,"
"Sleeping Partners," "Blind Youth,"
"Fanny's First Play." "The Family,"
"The Fugitive," "The Hawk," "Old Lady
31," "Pierrot the Prodigal." "The
Torches" and "The Wooing of Eve."
However, exhibitors need not become
unduly excited about the possibilities of
these productions coming along, because
in many cases it is The Reporter's very
firm conviction that these stage successes will not even be moderately successful in pictures.

~ .c? ~
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Canadian Government
Makes Progressive Move
THE ANNOUNCEMENT THAT THE
Aliens of Canada will issue, in conjunction with the Canadian Government, a
Pictorial News Weekly, is interesting.
This move of the Dominion is distinctly
progressive and in line with the development of the propaganda possibilities in
motion picture films as applied to political and governmental activities.
From The Reporter's knowledge of the
present activities of the Canadian Government in film circles and their plans
for the future, he ventures the opinion
that in a period of five years from now
the Canadian Government will have developed a system of producing and disseminating propaganda in film form that
will be superior to any system employed
by any country in the world.
The Canadians are certainly moving
ahead in this direction and the contrast
is only made more striking by the absolute discontinuance of film activities in
this country by the United States Government.

Serials
SERIALS ARE APPARENTLY
about to have their day once more. During the war they experienced a slump
of sorts that more or less discouraged
Tl. man. a character actor, drawing
the making of these productions ir great
»bu a modest sum as recompense for
number, but now from the investigations
hijefforts before the camera, had been
that The Reporter has been making, he
• enloyed for several weeks by one of
is in a position to state that in the next
th mushroom companies that are consix months exhibitors will have at their
tir illy springing up in and around Xew
disposal an unprecedented number and
Y<<.
selection of these episodic photoplays.
Tli company was producing a picture
In addition to half a dozen or more inwi a star that was formerly quite well
dependent companies manufacturing
serials, the Universal, Vitagraph, Pathe
I knvn, and the players had no reason
elieve that the organization was
and Fox are all making pictures of this
ng but financially responsible,
The essential of success, say for in- nature.
ever, after the picture had been
stance in the farce on the legitimate The reason for this sudden activity in
quarters completed, one week and
stage, lies in something entirely different serials is found in the fact that relatively
two weeks passed without any
to the basic necessities that must be in more money is made with no greater
■ '.Saly being forthcoming, and without
the production of a screen comedy to cost on a serial, than on a feature production.
J-anj warning or notice being given to make it go over.
ithiplayers that the company had be- ^On the other hand, there are several
Then again, foreign rights on serials are
1 cot insolvent
particularly valuable as many of the
very powerful dramas that will undoubtLatin countries and European nations
edly gain by their translation into screen
■ Thjmen who wen at the head of the
■ oriiization simply left without making
pictures. The exhibitor who can follow have taken to this form of production
' an apparent attempt to take care of up the "See before you buy" policy, will with great enthusiasm.
the staff and at least one of them has certainly have an added advantage, even
It is too bad that in the face of this renewed activity in serial production, that
'Set-ed another position that is taking when the new line of product begins to
flow in.
«i of him personally.
someone does not come along with the
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idea of improving the technique, continuity and general plot form of this,
production. They sadly need it.
Going, Going, Gone
MARION DAVIES, WHOSE PROduction "The Dark Star" recently had a
Broadway showing, is a splendid example of what screen stars should not
be.
"The Dark Star" without Marion Davies
would not be a very good picture.
With her, it is no better.
While The Reporter has not had an opportunity to see her second production
"April Folly," which will follow the
"Dark Star," he is informed that it is
even worse than the previous production.
If this is true, it will undoubtedly spell
the failure of Miss Davies as a big screen
star, in spite of the tremendous publicity
campaign that has backed her since her
entrance in film circles.
The moral of the above is that no matter what artificial conditions may be
produced, merit will always tell in the
long run and if ability is not there a
screen player cannot hope to achieve a
permanent success.
A New Company
THE FRENCH NOUN "CINEMA" IS
creeping into the titles of our new organizations with pronounced frequency of late.
The latest organization we have is the
Cinema Art Productions Company of Philadelphia, which will have Mitchell Lewis,
Anna Q. Nillson, Niles Welch and Seena
Owen as its preliminary stars.
Each of these players has star's possibilities it must be admitted, and if the new
organization which is backed and controlled by successful business men in other
lines of endeavor can produce the right
environment and direction there is no reason why they should not make very successful pictures and reflect credit as well as
produce profit for their backers.
Exhibitors will be interested in seeing the
new product of these players, I am quite
sure, and should watch developments with
care.
Can't Play "Hookey" ,
And Go to a Show

nor
RG,takenPA.all—theGover
ISBUhas
HARRSproul
joy out
g "hook
ey."s childr
He has
en
signed oftheplayin
bill which
forbid
between 8 and 14 years to attend motion picture shows during school
hours without a permit, unless accompanied bya responsible adult.
Violation is punishable by a line
of $10 to $25.
The act especially forbids persons
in charge of such places from admitting children within the ages at the
times designated without permits,
which arc provided for.
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Elsie Janis Loses
Medals Making Film
NEW YORK, Aug. 10.— Elsie Janis
lost three medals given '-her by Gen.
Pershing and Gen. John F. O'Ryan, on
behalf of the ."27th division and the men
of the old 69th, in recognition of her
work in France. The loss happened
aboard Commodore Benedict's yacht, the
Oneida, at City Island, N. Y., during
the filming of a scene for "Everybody's
Sweetheart," her first Selznick film. The
medals were in a bag that Miss Janis
threw backward as she plunged over the
side in a dive, which was the climax
of the scene.

JANIS
Who lost three overseas medals while
mining' scenes for "Everybody's Sweetheart," her flr.st Selznfck picture.
First National Will
Distribute Katherine
McDonald Productions
Twelve pictures, starring Katherine
McDonald, published through the Attractions Distributing Corporation during the next two years, are to be
distributed
hibitorsby
Circuit,the
Inc. First National ExMiss McDonald's most recent appearance was in "The Woman Thou Gavest
Me,"
a ParamountArtcraft
which created
a sensation.
Her special,
screen
career has been meteoric. She began
a year ago, making her debut in the
leading role opposite William S. Mart
in "Shark Monroe."
Harold Lloyd as "Cop"
In "Chop Suey & Co."
Harold Lloyd, Pathe comedian, is said to
portray one of the most humorous roles of
his
in "Chop
Co."
whichscreen
Pathecareer,
will publish
AugustSuey17.& Lloyd
appears
San Francisco
duty is as
to apacify
the leather"cop"
neckswhose
who
inhabit Chinatown.
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S. L. K. Serial Star
Sustains Injury In
Bout Before Camera
Floyd L. Buckley Breaks Arm
While Struggling with
Jack Levering
NEW YORK.— Floyd L. Buckley, wh,
is appearing in the new S. L. K. seria
featuring Helen Holmes, in the "Th
Fatal Fortune," is temporarily laid u[
owing to a serious accident he had th;
week while staging a flight scene wit
Lieut. Jack Levering, the leading man.
In one of the later episodes, whic
calls for a rough-and-tumble fight, Le\
ering and Buckley mix it up. Both me
are over six feet tall, powerfully built an
noted for
their the"pep"
"dare-devi
stunts.
During
fight and
Levering
picke
up Buckley and hurled him across tl
room. In landing on the floor Buckley
arm was in a cramped position undi
him and something snapped. The fig!
was so realistic he jumped up and aga
mixed it with Levering.
Continues Despite Injury
Buckley, a Texan by birth and a pro
uct of the ranch, which accounts for h
ruggedness, is as tough as steel and
game
as they
He paid i
attention
to hismake
arm 'em.
and continued
work. With a broken wrist he took pa
in twenty-seven scenes, seven of whi
were fight scenes, and although the ac>,
dent
at 2 o'clock
in theuntil
aft(
noon, happened
he continued
to work
o'clock that night. The following mor
ing an X-ray photograph showed tl
the radius, ulna and scapoid bones of 1
arm and wrist were broken.
Well Known in Films
Mr. Buckley will be remembered
having taken part in "The Silent Mi
ace," "Pearl of the Army," "The Hot
of Hate" and in "The Master Myster
in which pictures he was called upon
do many so-called stunts which, at
risk of life and limb, he performed
give the serial fans a thrill. He has •
yet found no stunt which he refused to
and has
never
beenperformed
repeated. many which h !
Beside working with Pearl W hite
over a year, he has played many w known
ers and characters
for Metro. for the Famous PI Moreno

Finishes Serial

And Starts on Vacati 1
Vitagraph's "Perils of Thunder Mi ■
tain" has been completed and the fif'h
'chapters are ready for the exhibitor. tonio Moreno, the star, has started lit
on a vacation, the first trip to the Atla c
coast he has made in a long time.
Many of the episodes already have In
shown throughout the country and >t
only the exhibitors, but the patrons of I "
theatres as well, have taken more " •
kindly to the serial which was wr n «
E. Smith, president of V?' 4
by Albert
graph,
and Cyrus Townsend Brady.
Actors Stop Off
Two well known screen stars, Wil
Fatnum and Taylor Holmes, spei
few hours in Chicago on Aug. 7.
were going to New York from the c
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Pints of Six Productions,
"The Girl From
Twenty-Two
he first six Gpldwyn pictures to be
)>hed in a group in accordance with
th new policy of individual booking on
Mt are entirely different from each
ot r in plot, in the temperament of the
-'. - who interpret the leading roles and
in ictorial effect. The productions now
re.y and in the twenty-two Goldwyn
■ x anges are :
he World and Its Woman," with
Galdine Farrar; "Lord and Lady
Al\" with Tom Moore; "Strictly Confide ial," with Madge Kennedy; "Bonds
■if ove," with Pauline Frederick; "Allw a Husband," with Will Rogers;
"T- Girl From Outside," by Rex
Care Used in Production
iamatic power, heart interest, humor
ati' pathos are assured in the work of
su< writers as Rex Beach, Opie Read,
Thnpson Buchanan. Louis Sherwin, R.
L. arton and Jerome K. Jerome. Ami
tht efforts in supplying the basic mater 1for the new Goldwyn releases have
bet given the best possible screen prevention through the artistic and forceful irecting of Frank Lloyd. Reginald
Ba er, Victor J. Schertzinger, Clarence
G. idger and Harry Beaumont. Besides,
Gowyn has supported these directors
wit the best cameramen available: men
■rh are innovators- and are continually
exj imenting with new light and shade
efft s; men whose photographic discovers are copied as soon as the method>
by lich they have been obtained are an»oi:ed. With Marcel Le Picard.
l-e'^e Webber, Percy Hilburn and
IMi r T. Marsh swinging the lens, the
,P"c .rial excellence of the new production should realize a high standard in
Bo in photography.
"The Girl From Outside"
Fx Beach's "The Girl From Outside,"
a pturization of his story, "The Wag
La<,"Dme,presents
talewhich
of thetheearly
days
ot
Alaska,a in
customs
ot tit country so vividly shown in his
oth screen masterpieces. "The Barrier and "The Spoilers." are even more
thri ngly depicted.
Caldine Farrar's picture. "The World
Hid ts Woman." is a presentation of a
pna of the class struggle in Russia,
and covers the transition from the
Czast monarchy to the Soviet Republic. Vlove story, it gives Lou Tellegen.
•>lis Farrar's husband and leading man,
an 'portunity to reveal his gifts as a
fon nic actor. Miss Farrar is seen in
one f the massive sets which represent
the pera House at St. Petersburg, sing
'ng le role of "Thais." This set, toSetl ■ with a huge and solidly built
*tre scene, took months to erect; and
n t scenes in which they were used
*er died with 2,500 extras. The street
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Group

Under

Merit

Plan

Including Rex Beach's
Outside" Are at
Exchanges
scene includes a bona fide copy of the
Smolney Institute, the National Bank
and the Greek Church: and its erection
is said to have entailed an expense of
$35,000.
"Bonds of Love"
"Bonds of Love," in which Pauline
Frederick will play the stellar role, is
the first story which Louis Sherwin
wrote for Goldwyn. The well-known
dramatic critic chose the theme of a
second wife, in love with a husband,
whose family continually reminds her of
the virtues of her predecessor.
From the dramatic to the comic. Goldwyn presents Madge Kennedy, in the
screen version of Jerome K. Jerome's
story,a "Fanny
and the under
ServanttheProblem."
As
stage success,
title of
"The
Xew
Lady
Bantock."
Mr.
Jerome's
story of the traveling stock actress who
finally marries a lord and discovers that
her twenty-three servants are blood relations, entertained thousands of playgoers
during a run of three years in the United
States. In its picturized form, it is called
"Strictly Confidential."
Another comedy, is Tom Moore's
"Lord and Lady Algy." in which the
star is supported by Naomi Ch'lders.
This story, in play form, was used by
William Faversham in one of his recent
tours of the States. It is a story of the
racetracks, and one of the scenes shows
a famous race from beginning to end.
In Will Rogers' first picture in the
new Goldwyn series, "Almost a Husband," the star of the "Follies" will portray an ugly but kind village schoolmaster who is always doing somebody a
EILEEN GOES

good turn at the expense of himself. The
story the
was novel
picturized
from Read.
"Old Ebenezer."
by Opie
Peggy
Wood and Clara Horton support Will
Rogers in his rustic photo-play.
Patrick Pictures, Inc.,
Stock Sales Are Halted
At Colorado Springs
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.— Sale
of stock in Patrick Pictures, Incorporated, ceased in Colorado Springs by
order of Chief of Police Hugh Harper.
At the same time the restraining order
was issued, Phil Patrick, president of the
company, was advised to leave Colorado
Springs at once. Patrick announced his
intention to accept the invitation.
The Patrick Pictures concern opened
offices here in the First National bank
building several weeks ago and began
a campaign to sell stock in the project.
Patrick announced plans for building a
studio and beginning the filming of a
photoplay,
called
"Bone Dry."
at once,
with
a cast
of actors
and actresses
headed by Liona Carrara, daughter of
the late Anna Held.
The nature of the proposed activities
of the corporation and the delay in commencing any work along the lines proposed caused an investigation to be
started by the police of the city several
days ago. Disclosures brought the
order issued by Chief Harper.
Onlycern$52
worthby ofPatrick
stock in
in Colorado
the conwas sold
Springs, it is reported.
Engel Returns From Coast
Jos. YV. Engel. treasurer of the Metro
Film Corporation, is due in New York
this week and plans to spend about five
weeks in the metropolis.
IN FOR ART

Eileen I'crrv appears opposite Ses.sue Hayakawa, the noted Japanese actor, in
Gray Horizon," ■ Robertson-Cole feature distributed by Exhibitors Mutual.
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Campaign

To Back "The
Thirteenth
Chair"
Pathe Determined to Make Screen Version of
Story

as Successful as Stage Play
fit any ordinary kitchen chair. It is made
When Pathe's photoplay version of "The to
of strong cloth with the advertising design
Thirteenth Chair," probably the greatest stenciled in three places, twice on the
stage success of recent years, is published front and once on the back. There are
August 31, it will be accompanied by one
many ways in which exhibitors can obtain
of the most unusual exploitation and ad- publicity by the use of these covers. Two
vertising campaigns ever launched on a or three of them placed in the lobby a week
before playing date would arouse much
motion picture feature.
Pathe's exploitation department
Every effort will be stressed by Pathe to attention.
also suggests that these covers be placed
on
chairs
in
hotel foyers, department stores,
establish "The Thirteenth Chair" as great
a success in screen form as it was in the music stores, furniture show rooms, and
other places where they will be likely to
legitimate, and acccording to reports from be
seen by big crowds.
the William B. Harris offices which staged
Urge Heavy Advertising
the Bayard Veiller triumph, it did more
than $1,000,000 net business.
Pathe is advocating the liberal use of
advertising appropriations in connection
Sees Big Drawing Power
with the showing of "The Thirteenth
Chair," for properly exploited it is said
Because of the tremendous publicity ac- there
is every possibility for an exhibitor
corded
"The
Thirteenth
Chair"
as
a
spoken
drama, Pathe regards the screen version as to A"clean
up."wide billboard campaign is
one of the best prospects from the exhib- being nation
conducted on the production by
issued.in Pathe. A most impressive series of posters,
There itors'
is nostandpoint
largethat
cityitinhasthe ever
country
from the twenty-four sheet stand
which "The Thirteenth Chair" has not ranging
down to the one sheet has been created
played, and in the smaller cities many
for the feature, and each has been so destock companies have presented the great
signed as to make an exceptional cutout if
play time and again. Millions of people so desired.
who were unable to see the play itself are
eager to witness the screen version, and
The publicity facilities on "The Thirteenth Chair" are almost unlimited, because
from reports received from Pathe they will
of the great attention commanded by the
receive as many thrills from the motion
picture as were accorded those who saw play.
the stage version.
Leonce Perret. who directed "The Thir- Wisconsin Exhibitor
teenth Chair" for the Acme Pictures CorConvicted for Theft
poration, took every advantage of the many
Through the efforts of the F. I. L. M.
enthralling situations afforded by the Veiller mystery play, and has evolved one of club of Wisconsin, Martin F. Gaukel,
owner and manager of the Gem theatre,
the interest sustaining, suspenseful dramas
Madison. Wis., who is alleged to have
of the motion picture year.
stolen film from various exchanges, is
Special Exploitation Book
serving a year at hard labor in the common jail of Dane county, Wisconsin.
Pathe has prepared a special exploitaAttorney Robert A. Hess, secretary of
tion book on "The Thirteenth Chair" which
contains many novel features calculated to the F. I. L. M., conducted the investigahelp the exhibitor to put over the play.
tion leading to Gaukel's arrest. Fifteen
A particularly novel "stunt" has been cans of films were found on the premises. There were several companies inframed by the Pathe exploitation departterested in the prosecution.
ment, in the form of a slip cover, made
"THE THIRTEENTH

CHAIR" CONTAINS

MANY

William S. Hart Wins
His Suit Over Reissues;
Must Be Clearly Labelt
WASHINGTON, D. C— Twenty fill
featuring William S. Hart have been i
titled and circulated by the W. \
Productions Company, according to
statement by the Federal Trade Comm
sion, without the public being advis
that the films were reissues of old p
tures.
The retitling of old motion picti
films without clearly, distinctly and i
mistakably indicating to the public tl
they are old films, renamed, has b(
found an unfair method of competit
by the Federal Trade Commission in
case against the W. H. Productions Cc
pany and the concern has been orde
to discontinue the practice.
Twenty old Hart pictures, the cc
mission found, had been retitled by
company,
as follows:
Old Titles
New Titles
Tools of Providence Dakota Dan
Cash Parish's Pal
Double Crossed
Keno B'ates Liar
The Last Card
The
AHorns
Squareand Deal
PintoRuse
Ben
Hoofs
Bad Buck of Santa Ynez . . .The Bad Man
Taking of Luke McVane. . .The Fugitive
The Roughneck
TheBlueGentlemen
Gulch n
The Man from Nowhere. .. .The Silent StranK
Mr. Silent Haskins The Marked Deck
The Grudge
The Haters
Passing of Two Gun Hicks. . Taming
flusher the Fou
In the Sage Bush Country.. Mr. Nobody
Conversion of Frosty Blake. .The
Grit
Over Convert
the Great I it
The Scourge of the Desert.. A Reformed Oi t
The Bargain
Thein the
Two Bargaii,
Gun tn
On the Night Stage The Bandit am it
Preacher
The Darkening Trail TheAlaska
Hell Hour of ,
Conversion of Frosty Blake. .Staking His Lit |
The suit has been pending for sei al
months and was watched with inti st
by the entire industry.
Amusement Trust Takes
Over Lyndale Playho >
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.— The
Lyndale theatre, Lyndale avenue a
Lake street, has been taken over b? he
Twin
Trust EstattiCcordingCityto Amusement
an announcement
mad
Finkelstein & Ruben, managers.
C. Andress, manager of the New La
theatre,
I .vndale. also will be manager of the
A THRILL

Pathe's production featuring Creighton Hale and
Delvato leses
none of the dramatic points of the popular stage ; c*»
in itsYvonne
transition
the screen.
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teller Brothers
Open New Theatre
Ascher Brothers' Crown Theatre
In Chicago Chain
)wn Vaudeville House Is
Now Home of Motion
Pictures Only
"ith theatre,
the opening
of and
the
Ciwn
located Saturday
at Division
A land, one of the busiest centers of
QBrhers
ago's add
Northwest
the for
Ascher
the first side,
new link
the
fa season to their long chain of excb ve houses, already totaling far over
a ore.
Popular Amusement Center
ie Crown theatre has long been a
poilar amusement center in this neighbo ood. offering vaudeville and other
:o is of the spoken play. Xow it will
je j\ en entirely to the photoplay, and
th: in accordance with the Ascher polkyto only the best works of the forelid stars and producers.
:n;e six weeks ago the Aschers added
th< Crown to their theatre holdings.
an>atter putting it through a course of
pertdeling and redecorating, they open
It j one of their most beautifully appoied houses, equipped with 1.500 lux■ri'.s seats, a pipe organ, novel scenic
setigs, elaborate lighting effects, and a
coc cleansed air system that assures
ASCHER BROTHERS' CROWN THEATRE
magnates
to their
of theatres
a nstant supply of pure air main- The Chicago a theatre
former
vaudevilleadded
houseanother
at Division
and ehnin
Ashland
Avenues. by acquiring
tain at a comfortably reduced tem(azzard to Conduct Orchestra
► 1ht popular conductor. Lynne Haztar who for many years has studied
tre rt of synchronizing pictures, and
wh'has enjoyed the distinction of playing n the largest Ascher houses, will
no on to the Crown stage his orchestra f select players. Tack McConnell.
laleted artist, will take his place at the
irg and render short recitals at all
|>er -mances.
LTe manager of the new house.
Chqes M. Darrell. is a recent addition
if t Ascher forces. Mr. Darrell comes
iroi Detroit, where for the past two
irea he has been associated with John
V- unsky. serving him first as advertisii manager, and later as manager of
Jie lhambra and the Adams theaters.
J's .vo largest theaters. Among the
iov ies Mr. Darrell has already planled ,r the Crown is the staging at least
pk a week of a tableau to strike the
ttyte of the picture presented.
May Bids Received
For Spokane Studio
CAXE. WASH. — Bids are coming
the Washington Motion Picture
ly'sto plant
Minneha
Park, acfor
F. K. atMcBroom
. hareceiver
$25,000
than
less
of
bid
Xo
ny.
_
fill E consider
CO
ed, and $2,000 must acpiy each bid. Bids will be received
gust 19 and opened August 20.
salesbv of "Fool's Gold," the
t(foreign
produced
the company, have
|t in $9,800 to date.

orms Own Company
fry Walthall has withdrawn from
tional Film Company of America.
'11 produce pictures with his own

Rothacker

Withholds
From

Service

Producers

Watterson R. Rothacker. president of
the Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.. has decided to withhold the service of his organization from producers of the class of
sex hygiene pictures which have come
under the ban of the Xational Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
Seeks to Co-operate
Mr. Rothacker believes that this action will be effective co-operation with
the aims of the Xational Association to
curb the exploitation in motion picture
theatres of sex propaganda pictures.
Pictures of this nature for exhibition
under clinical auspices would be accepted
by the Rothacker organization.
"The time has been reached." declared
Mr. Rothacker, "when the best elements
of the business must agree upon a unified plan of action aimed to eliminate
from the screen and forever keep out of
motion picture theatres that type of picture which can only disgust patrons and
foster attack upon the entire industry.
"I am very glad
to place the
Rothacker
organization
alongside
those
forces
which
are
fighting
to
maintain
the
wholesomeness of the screen and to eliminate
sordid exhibitions.
Will Refuse to Make Prints
"This organization shall decline to
make positive prints or to afford studio
or other facilities for individuals or companies that are intent upon forcing into
theatres pictures of the sex propaganda
type.
welcome this
opportunity
this"I statement.
I have
consideredto itmake
for
many months, as I have been unwilling
to allow this type of picture to come into
a laboratory and organization which are
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of Sex

Films

handling such productions as those of
Mary Pickford. Charles Chaplin. Anita
Stewart. Constance Talmadge and Clara
Kimball
Young." returned to Chicago on
Mr. Rothacker
Wednesday.
stav in Xew Aug.
York. 13. after a two weeks'
Jensen and Von Herberg
Buy Theatre in Tacoma
TACOMA. WASH.— C. S. Jensen and
J. G. Yon Herberg. millionaire theatre
magnates, have extended their holdings
to this city.
After two weeks of negotiations, they
have purchased the Victory theatre from
Edwin F. James, and have placed A. A.
Bruce in charge as manager.
Messrs. Jensen and Yon Herberg already own and operate the Coliseum,
Liberty. Strand and Mission theatres in
Seattle,
the Columbia
Liberty
theatres in Portland
and theandRialto
in Butte.
Company

to Take Over
Theatres at Jackson
JACKSOX, TEXX— The Jackson Enterprise company, capitalized at $25,000,
has been organized here with both Jackson and Memphis capital interested. The
company will take over the management
and operation of the motion picture
show of the Lyric theatre and the road
shows of the Marlowe theatre. Local
capital interested is held by the following: R. F. Spragins, W. X. Mynatt. Dr.
C. A. Seveir, H. C. Pearson and A. J.
McGehee.
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Distribute
of Lawrence

A Phenom
Weber

Important Contract Closed With Well Known
Theatrical Man Who
Will Reenter
Picture Production at Once
World Pictures has announced the distributed by Metro. It was Mr.
signing of contracts whereby it will se- Weber's company that introduced Mme.
Petrcjva to the screen and scored with
cure the distribution of photoplays made
by the Lawrence Weber Picture Proher in "The Heart of a Painted Woman,"
"The Tigress," "What Will People Say"
duction Company. Mr. Weber's organization will produce super features of unand "The Madonna."
usual character without limit to cost.
Popular Plays and Players first put
the stories of Robert W. Serviss, the
In his organization he has associated
famous Alaskan poet on the silver sheet,
with him Bobby North.
Has Had Many Successes
when they picturized "The Shooting of
Dan Magrue" with Edmund Breese as
Lawrence Weber is a prominent New
the star. Popular Plays and Players
York theatrical manager who has been
identified with a high ratio of successes.
starred John Barrymore in "Raffles,"
Hornung's play. Popular Plays and
He has to his credit such hits as "Fine
Players produced for the screen over 20
Feathers," "A Pair of Sixes," "Nothing
first class features.
But The Truth," "Nothing But Lies,"
Associated With Bobby North
"A Full House," "A Pair of Queens,"
Mr.
Weber's constant associate in his
"The Only Girl," "The Climax," "Yes or
picture career was Bobby North whose
No," "The Very Idea" and others equally
successful. In the above productions he theatrical experiences cover a wide range
was a partner with Joe Weber, Harry
from Ziegfeld's Follies to David BelasFrazee and William Anderson.
co's dramatic production. He has also
He was one of the moving spirits in- been a directo rof spoken productions.
the creation of the Columbia Amusement
Mr. Weber and Mr. North are in negotiation with several prominent stars of
Company which organized a wheel conthe
first magnitude as well as with
trolling forty theatres in the prominent
reputation for their stage sucTin- Metro Star,
all kind* of cu
cities throughout the United States. His authors of cesses.
MAY hasALLISON'
Until contracts have been
with plenty of control and speed,
motion picture experience as a producer
signed, no announcements will be made.
if she ever loses her job in plctwrei
began with the formation of Popular The productions are to be made in the
will Giants.
probably sign up with the Cat
the
Plays and Players. This was one of tht East.
original companies that composed a
group of producers whose pictures were
Finds Increasing
Victor Kremer

Pictur
for Western
Demand
Victor Kremer, who has just returned to dozen states were sold as well as a
part of Canada. These pictures m<
his
headquarters
six weeks'
tourChicago
of the western
statesafter
and aCanada,
re- Crane Wilbur's "Stripped for a Mill
that the demand
turesportsis unusually
strong. for western pic- George LeGuerre's "Strife," "The Mis
ing
Lady" andthe"Little
Shoes"mystery
with r
Westerns Go Rapidly
B. Walthall,
thrilling
Mr. Kremer stated that his westerns
"The Alster Case" with Bryant Wash
were eagerly snapped up everywhere
"Efficiency Edgar's Courtship," the fi
throughout the western states and in Can- ating comedy-drama of Taylor Holme n<J
ada. Canada was particularly interested "The Little" Shepherd of Bargain
with Captain Richard C. Travers and
in "The Man Trail," featuring Captain Fisher.
Richard C. Travers, a story of the lumber
camps of the Canadian Northwest, the
Mr. Kremer
reports
exc '
for thealso
George
Ade anfables
land of the gaunt grey wolf and the ever demand
classic comedies of the screen.
lasting snows., and in "Land of Long
Shadows," featuring Jack Gardner, which
also has its setting in Canada where
Mark M. Dintenfass
Gardner and his troupe went to take the

mun i I M, K IlTTBRJOH N
Who la erentliiK
super* InIiik
the production of four anil
Katterloliii
features
for
presc n I a t lotl in near future.

picture.
"Open Places." "The Range Boss" and
"Men of the Desert," other western pictures featuring Jack Gardner, and "When
Arizona Won." a thrilling tale of the
wilds, with Shorty Hamilton, also were
eagerly contracted for, as well as were the
Broncho Billy short subjects and the western comedies, the Snakesville series of one
reelers featuring Slippery Slim.
Demand for Other Subjects
Keen interest also was shown in the
other Kremer pictures and more than a
50

Producing Come es
NEW YORK.— We have with »»
this time the Cuckoo Comedies, ma by
Mark M. Dintenfass and schedule tor,
Dinte •*
fall
on this
publicati
I a > t venture
was in
"My Mr.
Four Ye;.|fl
Germany," and his present tnotioi »Cj
g tw '<*'
producin
ture affiliatio
I"' ,
in Jackso
studios
at hisn is
comedies
Fla. Bobby Burns is the featured | V.
R l0.n
him arc Juliana
g Filbert.
and supportin
and
Will Loi »
named "Fatty"
as the director.
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Publication
of "Desert
Gold"
Irst Zane Grey Picture Will Not Be Offered to
First Run Houses of Country Until
September 1
used as a weapon for gaining mastery
[hen Benjamin B. Hampton and EI- over
exhibitors.
rife F. Warner delivered "Desert Gold."
"
"Desert
Gold' is available for publifflr first Zane Gray picture from Calication in the big first-run theatres of the
faia, to the \V. \V. Hodkinson Corptfition for distribution, new plans im- country from September 1 onward."
m.iately took form in New York tor "Man's Desire" Debut of
tf national distribution and exploitaLewis S. Stone on Screen
ti of this production.
ane Grey pictures and stories have
"Man's Desire" the Robertson-Cole tea- '
aiiittedly great power, and other pro- ture distributed by Exhibitors Mutual
diers hare also made big and popular marks the screen debut of Lewis S. Stone,
Z;e Grey screen productions. But long a noted actor on the legitimate stage.
"ksert Gold" was so much bigger than In this picture of the great Northwest he
a; Zane Grey pictures that either the plays the role of Denton, a big lumberman
who marries a girl after her husband is
Hikinson executives or its producers
to have been killed but who reh: ever seen that "Desert Gold." first supposed
mar the happiness of the couple,
piined for publication in early August, stealingturns to the
wife after he has wounded
w held back for September, and with
Denton. Upon recovery Denton tracks
him
down
into
the Southland where he
it the Hodkinson organization has
meets a deserved fate and again Denton
ccpled what may be construed as a and
his wife are reunited. .
ctilenge.
Leaves It to Exhibitors
I rank 'Desert Gold' as such a revoluti ary picture." says Mr. Hodkinson,
"t\t
my organization
it for
e; y September
release announces
as an opening
of
& season attraction for any exhibitor
ai to equal or excel any other big picti- that any other producer has or
thjks he has. I want to see any and
evy first-run exhibitor whose compttor has announced that he has the
bi rest picture of the season to book
ai
against
the
ot rpresent
widely "Desert
exploitedGold"
pictures
of first
rac I deliberately make the statement
t'r
. based of
uponpictures.
my experience
my
sirwledge
I do not and
believe
the is an unreleased and in-reserve
piure anywhere in the picture market
th will equal 'Desert Gold' for power
ai audience attraction. In my long
e>;rience I am not to be found on
re»rd
in advance
of anyas picture's
release
» 1 such
a statement
this.
No Time-Clock Routine
'Desert Gold' I consider to be a fine
fMiple of what the independent profiler, working in direct contact with
au ors and under open-market prodi-r conditions, can accomplish. Benjain B. Hampton and his associate. Eltile F. Warner, have had 'Desert Gold'
>n roduction since early in the present
ye . They have never had to watch a
d'k or meet a given release date with
tn production, and the same conditions
apjy to all of their productions for their
tw organizations. It makes no differen how few pictures of this type are
"i;e by an organization or individual.
Tly compensate both the distributor
an the exhibitor for all the waits and
deys that are necessary.
ontrary to prevailing policies in
m y directions, this production will not
beised as the leverage with which to
P* sh or whip the exhibitors of the
co try. I say frankly that 'Desert Gold'
w> be offered at high prices in keeping
wi its proved value, but it will not be

Lee's Little Joke

Delay

Three icenn from "The Fatal Fortune." the fifteen episode serial feaCorp.). turing Helen Holmes (8. L. K. Serial
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NEW YORK, Aug. 11.— "What will
theJoseph
answerF. be?"
Lee, general sales manager
for Anita Stewart Productions, must
have his little joke.
Having heard of the picture being
made with De Yalera. the "first presithe Irish
Lee decided
to do denta oflittle
free Republic."
lance brokerage.
With reckless consideration of cable
tolls, he sent this cablegram:
JURY,WhatLONDON":
Yalera rights.
picure ready sixty
days.
do you bidDe British
Lee does not contemplate visiting
London this vear.
Work

Has Started

On Lew Cody's New
S1,000,000 Studios
LOS ANGELES, CAL— Lew Cody,
film star, is to have a SI, 030,000 studio.
This became known when work began
at the Astra studio in Glendale under
the direction of A. C. Sprague, technical
chief for Lew Cody Productions. Louis
J.
Gasnier. that
Cody'sthe manager
and backer,
announced
present plant
would
serve as a nucleus for the new structural program.
Three score carpenters are doing preliminary work leading to the erection of
three huge "dark stages" and an outdoor
stage. cludes : The scheme of construction inA mill, in which all studio sets and
necessities will be manufactured; an
electrical experiment station, a property
room, 100x60 feet; a modern restaurant,
a laboratory, scene docks, technical offices, administration building and a
"dressing
lane." will occupy 75,000
The newroom
buildings
square feet, according to Sprague and
Gasnier.
one "shooting"
178x86 feet.
Others willarea
be alone
54x124 being
feet
and 75x110 feet.
Brady to Produce
"Cheer, Boys, Cheer"
In English Soidio
William A. Brady will shortly commence
the production of a big motion picture in
England. This will be a picturization of
"'Cheer, Boys, Cheer," one of the most successful of the Drury Lane melodramas and
one which is said to offer exceptional opportunities for successful transference to
the screen. Many of the famous London
thoroughfares and buildings will be used
as locations. Scenes will be enacted alonsj
Rotten Row. in and about the Savoy.
Piccadilly Circus and other spots familiar
to even- Englishman, but which to many
Americans are merely names.
Mr. Brady also will shortly start work
on the first of the six motion picture productions to be made in Paris in association with the Film D'Art. recently announced.
George Cowl will sail soon for Paris to
undertake the direction of this picture, the
story of which has been written by Henry
Kistemaeckers, the French dramatist.
Fannie Ward will appear in this picture, as
yet unnamed. This production will be followed by one from a story written by
Henri Bernstein in which will appear another American motion picture star.

EXHIBITORS

Who's
Who
In Chicago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

MOTOGRAPHY
5ed by
the Standard, when it was purchas 1915. Brockell and Elliott
Universal from Joe Hopp. In
Flaherty left Universal to go back to
Close Big Deal for
the
tual again, this time as manager <oflater,
H. and H. Exchange. Six months of the
State Rights Filrj
he returned to Universal as manager o Mubooking offices.
Will "Handle Pioneer Outp t
In September, 1917, Mr. Flaherty decided
to break into the independent game and
As Well as Many of Sol
opened the Four-Square Film Exchange as
manager and part owner. He closed his
Lesser's West Coast
exchange to become connected with Frank
Features
G. Hall as western representative of the
HERALD

Producers' Distributing Corporation, and
later, when this corporation took over the
Film Clearing House, Inc., in January,
1919, Flaherty was made manager. \
The name of Flaherty will probably be
familiar to Chicago exhibitors for a half
century more, as Frank himself is healthy
and there are three little Flahertys — not
so little
either
that are toupbreak
and into
at 'em.
and
will be
big— enough
the
film business before the G. O. M. retires.
William

FRANK J. FLAHERTY
FRANK J. Flaherty, manager of the
Chicago office of the Film Clearing
House, has been in the motion picture
field nine years and in that time has
traveled less distance than any of the
other veterans now occupying manager's
chairs in Chicago.
He has been in Chicago continuously and
in the last eight years has always been
manager or assistant manager of an exchange. While he has switched positions
several times, he has spent practically all
of his career with three companies — Mutual. Universal, and the Frank G. Hall
interests.
Flaherty took his first step towards hispresent position in 1010, when he purchased the Lyceum theatre, 3002 West
Mad ison, a house seating 18.~> people. Those
were the days when theatres changed pictures every day. charged five cents, and
a two-rceler was a big feature.
After six months as an exhibitor, he
sold out to become salesman for the old
Globe Film Exchange, going from there
to the Standard Film Exchange. After
a year, he went with Mutual to become assistant manager of the Majestic Film Exchange, and in February, ioid, opened up
the Mutual Film Fxchange as manager.
He left the Mutual to become manager of

AND

Fox

Will

Star Pearl White
In Maxim Story
It is announced from the offices of
the Fox Film Corporation that the second starring vehicle for Pearl White,
which has just been chosen, lis the work
of Hiram Percy Maxim. Mr. Maxim" is
a member of the gifted Maxim family,
which has produced the great inventor,
Hudson Maxim, a name known throughout Europe and America in connection
with the far-famed Maxim gun and a
score of other inventions.
Maxim Family Famous
The Maxim family is famous for creative genius and versatility, and this new
story, declared by the Fox scenario department as eminently suited to this
star's
ability,
of
careful study represents
and effort several
on the years
part of
Mr. Maxim, who wrote it especially for
Miss White. At the Fox office great
emphasis is put upon the fact that this
new story for Pearl White is the result
of Mr. Maxim's personal observation of
the actress' screen work for years.
Rearing the temporary title of "Reclaimed." this feature is announced by
the Fox concern as a surprise vehicle
which should be one of the biggest pictures on the 'market.
Has Faith in Miss White
Mr. Maxim's faith in Miss White is
supreme. Having watched her work with
interest and care, he regards her as not
only one of the greatest of motion picture stars, but as the coming great
actress of screendom, since she has
availed herself of the opportunity to
shine in a wider sphere and do something
besides hazardous feats. Under no consideration would Mr. Maxim think of
submitting this story for the use of any
other star but Miss White.
Work is rapidly progressing, it is said,
on Miss White's first William Fox production, "The Tiger's Cub," an Alaskan
melodrama by George Potter, which was
selected for this star as affording a
dominant role which calls for strong
emotional acting and which marks her
forsaking of the serial field of motion
pictures
ture stars.and taking her place among fea52

Messrs. Elliott and Brockell, of I
Greater Stars Production, Inc., do I
believe in doing things by halves, rl
ing put over two of the biggest deal: 1
recent months.
After securing the rights to the A
Mack Sennett production "Yankee D j
die in Berlin," against strong compl
tion, which has already entered a .'I
cessful run of five weeks at the Zieg I
Theatre, Chicago, they have added I
more attractions to the list.
The first is the D. W. Griffith suc< I
"Her
Sin,"Robt.
featuring
Rlanif-\
Sweet, Condoned
Lillian Gish,
Harron,
Marsh. Henry B. Walthall and Doro
Gish, all well known screen celebrit
George Beban's initial independent {
duction
"Hearts
of Men" has
ready played to unusual business in
of Chicago's best theatres, includ
twenty-five days in the downtown
"Boomerang" Is Timely Film
"The Boomerang" the big Pion
Film
HenryCorporation's
B. Walthall, production,
is another featui
acqi
tion that Greater Stars Productior
proud of. It is perhaps the most tin
picture
of* the day, dealing as it does v
foodtrict.
control and profiteers.
Brockell and Elliott also have the
nois, Indiana and Wisconsin right
"Sins of the Children" in which Sti
Holmes and Alma Hanlon are star
as well as that of "Long Arm of M
nister" another powerful drama Stan
Henry B. Walthall.
Close for Other Features
This progressive firm also closed
week with Sol Lesser for the var
features controlled by the All Star I
tures Distributing Corporation,
Francisco. These will soon -be avail;
to local exhibitors.
The deal just closed with M. H. H
man of the Pioneer Film Corpora
will
many unusual production:
this bring
company.
Eileen Percy to Quit
Films for Some Tiie
The marriage of Eileen Percy, ni
film beauty and Ulrich Busch. grandsoi
the late Adolphus Busch of St. Louis,
been announced. The couple had kept
secret for several weeks but prcparal
for a world tour as a honeymoon cai
"the cat to be let out of the bag " 1 I
expect
leave
shortlyjourney.
for the Orient
the firsttolap
of their
Miss Percy does not expect to api
before the camera for some time,
latest screen appearance is in support
in his Robertson-'
Scssue Hayakawa
feature
"The Gray Horizon" which n
be published within the next few w
through Exhibitors Mutual.

EXHIBITORS
Fialart Spends
Fortune in Rent
for Electric Sign
; must be conceded by everyone that
photoplay is making gigantic strides
*-ard when a producing company will
id the enormous sum of $10S.000 for
rental of a single sign in Xew York.
5 just this that the Realart Pictures
poration did last week when it closed
contract for the electric sign on the
i of jhe Hotel Hermitage. The term
hree years and the yearly rental
Sign Has Many Advantages
rhile to the unitiated it may seem
[tiresome to pay such a huge sum
one sign, the knowing ones in the
world appreciate the forethought of
dart officials in securing this medium
<the exploitation electrically of RealfPictures. This space constitutes one
the largest electric displays in the
(ted States. It is most centrally lo|d on one of the most famous and
it talked about corners of the world.
Unds twelve stories above the corner
Broadway and Forty-second street
{ can be seen for blocks on upper
hdway. It was because of its loca3 that Realart laid plans to secure it.
iposition in the very center of the
fsement world will make Realart
lures known to everyone in New
• k. This will start the best sort of
irtisiug — that done by word of
i th — and the news of the sign will
m travel over the country.
Ve have, without a doubt, secured
i. best space for an electrical display
i.S'ew York,"
said in
Arthur
S. Kane,
rident
of Realart
discussing
the
"It is
the very
issaction.
city where
thein life
of theheart
greatof
i<-opolis centers at night. Everyone
it at some
rii'ew
or York
other isandbound
it is to
in see
a district
that
ry out-of-town visitor frequents. So
o see, instead of being an enormous
c nse, it is really a very good advertisi] investment. The Xew Yorker will
:Hhe electric message of Realart PicB and he will tell his neighbors. Mr.
N of-town will see to it that the rest
f ne country hears what Realart has
) ell on the sign when he gets back
<i his metropolitan visit. It is a
ical departure, I admit, from the cone ional.
Watch Realart Company
' ut
keep
eye on
Realart
you
see that your
we are
going
to cutand loose
U the ordinary. We have no intenc of revolutionizing things but we do
Hid to do all that is possible for the
d.ncement of the photoplay, not only
n a production standpoint, but from
und business distributing angle as
S .While we have not yet decided
m form the sign will take, it will be
o -thing unusual — something that will
t'llly burn its way into the minds of
11 )assers-by."
is expected that the sign will be
e;y the third or last week in August.
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American

People

Demand

Thrills

And

Action

in Their

Photoplays

Is Paramount

Says President

Spirit of Adventure

Of S. L. K. Serial Corp. — Exhibitors Need
Real Showmanship
S. S. Krellberg, president of the S. L. invention and artifice conception as well
and seems to be espeK. Serial Corporation, who is now pro- as picturization.
suited to satisfy the public deducing the new Helen Holmes Serial. times. mandcially
in these adventurous and exciting
"The Fatal Fortune." is perhaps one of
the oldest film men in the business to"The serial may be termed the dime
novel of the screen. Today the book
day He has been associated in every novels
are an unsatisfactory method for
branch of the game.
moulding the young minds and not suffiAs an exhibitor he fully realizes the
cient to upbuild the imaginative faculties. The effect of reading these novels
necessity of advertising and he attrib
on the eloquence of the reader.
utes his successful career to that me- depends
"The film versions of these dramas has
dium.
supplanted this medium of entertainment
"If a man were to have for sale a for the young, and it stimulates far more
effectively the mental process, than by
rive-dollar gold piece at three dollars reading.
and not advertise that fact he would
"But the younger generation is not
never sell it." said Mr. Krellberg, "and alone a factor to the success of the
the same thing applies to advertising a serial, for many maiden hearts have exegood serial. If the exhibitor does not
cuted delightful thrills when their worshipful eyes fall on the hero as he enters
the frame or when he foils the villain.
"Of course the male contingent must
not be overlooked, for they, too,
whether they be man or boy like the
excitement
rial affords. and thrills which a good seNeed Proper Exploitation
"Some exhibitors are apt to regard
serials as low brow entertainment, and
for this reason decline to spend any
money for proper exploitation, but these
birds as a rule wonder why the other
fellow is drawing the crowds and they
are not.
"The real showmen in the business,
men with big ideas and clear vision,
realize the box office possibilities of a
serial with a good star and they devote
their time to advertising it before the
first episode is shown and the result is
a packed house. If the serial has the
necessary punch the fans are interested,
but the manager does not lay down and
continues to advertise it for every episode and the final result is a clean-up
at the end.
"The star is an essential factor in the
drawing power of a serial so Helen
Holmes, who without question is the
most popular of serial stars, was ens. v KRELLBERG
gagedkenzie
at aneedslarge
salary. Donald
Mac-is
no introduction
as he
■ 'resident of S. I.. K. Serial Corp., Whose the master of serial directors and he
Experience
able ANxet. a* an Exhibitor In a Valu- realizes better than anyone else the qualifications necessary to make a serial a
success. Xo expense has been spared
get behind a good serial and exploit it big
properly but merely sticks up a couple for the elaborate settings which will give
of one sheets and some photos in the the serial the essence of a super-feature."
Mr. Krellberg's experience as an exlobby of his theatre he will wonder why
hibitor qualifies him to know the reit does not go over.
quirements to properly exploit a serial
"The
spirit
of
adventure
which
is
so
characteristic with the American people, so when an exhibitor books "The Fatal
Fortune." he may feel assured that he
demands and expects thrills, mystery, will
have everything at his command to
suspense and plenty of action.
work with. Besides an artistic twentyfour sheet, six sheet, two kinds of threes
Wide Scope for Serials
and one sheets, and circuit heralds there
"A good serial which has these neces- will be many other novelties never before used to put over a serial. The exsary qualifications is bound to be a suchibitors will also be assisted by a camcess. It is something separate and distinct from the ordinary play. It is more
paign of advertising in all of the popular
accumulative in its effect on the mind, motion picture magazines and the leadmore stimulating and persisting in its
ing newspapers of the principal cities
impressions. It gives full freedom to throughout the country.
53
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in being "First."
E is a distinct value
THEEColumbus
demonstrated that when he crossed

upon unsuspected foibles and reveals truth unexpectedly, meanwhile amusing.

the ocean. Selden, who patented the first automobile, has since contented himself with collecting a
royalty for every motor vehicle made. His fortune
demonstrates the same truth.

"THIS HERO STUFF" (American) shows the ieturned soldier in a new light. William Russell is that
soldier, in the play, and the characterization allows
him to exhibit the best that is in him. There is plenty
of action, a sufficiency of plot, and humor of just the
right sort and proportion.

The time for Fall Openings is nearly here. Exhibitors all over the country are mapping out their plans
for the coming season. Houses that have been closed
are hives of industry. The scaffolding has disappeared
from most of their interiors and their managers are
getting set for the beginning of the new season.
The advertising value of an opening is unquestioned.
But- — will you stage the first one in your town ?

"A LITTLE BROTHER OF THE RICH" (Universal) was the cause of much comment and discussion
when it appeared a few years ago in book form. As
it has been produced by Universal, with Frank Mayo
in the leading role, there is reason to believe that its
screen popularity will equal that enjoyed by the book.
Engrossing, true to life, logical at all times and excellently staged, it is a play worthy of extensive exploitation.

"THE MIRACLE MAN" (Paramount-Artcraft
Special) is one of the first of the Selective Booking
plan. George Loane Tucker directed the picture taken

"LOVE INSURANCE" (Paramount) has- novelty of plot source and Bryant Washburn for its chief
attractions. Original as to conception, it is no less
unique in incident body and method of development.
Refreshing comedy, inconsequential but pleasing, it is
in the star's best vein.

from George M. Cohan's stage play. Thomas Meighan
has the most important role. Eight reels in length,
dramatically powerful, realistic, artistic, compelling, it
will rank as one of the "big" pictures of all time.
".THE WORLD AFLAME" (Pathe) promises to
net great gains for the exhibitor fortunate enough to
contract it for his territory. Frank Keenan wrote the
story and plays the leading role. Many will claim it is
his best screen work to date. Certainly it is the most
timely picture on the market and, besides being a
photoplay of the first rank, advances a more logical
answer to the capital-labor, social-unrest problem than
any of the editorial writers of the nation have produced.

"THE HUSHED HOUR" (First National) contains amaster story and four minor stories, each complete yet all closely related, and tells them in unique
and undeniably forceful manner. Blanche Sweet, Milton Sills, Wyndham Standing, Wilfred Lucas and
Rosemary Theby, when mentioned as the principals,
give a good idea of the quality of the production.
"THE HOUSE WITHOUT CHILDREN" (Argue
Enterprises) possesses in full measure that very necessary quality commonly known as "the dramatic punch."
Richard Travers is the starred player and has a role
of which he takes full advantage. The acting is splendid throughout and excellent production characterizes
the whole. The general public will undoubtedly awarfl
the composition the stamp of popular approval.

"THE WOMAN MICHAEL MARRIED" (Exhibitors Mutual) presents Bessie Barriscale in a feature of
somewhat lighter than the accustomed texture but
highly entertaining and worth while as an evening's
entertainment. Henry Kolker has displayed admirable
taste and unusual ability in direction. Jack Holt, as
Michael, annexes no mean portion of praise.

"A WHITE MAN'S CHANCE" (Hodkinson) bears
the hall mark of Hodkinson productions, technical excellence. J.Warren Kerrigan makes the most of the
role allotted to him, though it is not one wholly tongenial to his style. Lillian Walker appears in the
feminine lead. A rather melodramatic tale of
American's adventure in Mexico, it is sure to please
the patrons it will attract.

"CHEATING HERSELF" (Fox) reveals Peggy
1 1 viand in a rippling serio-comic contribution that is
certain to hold interest throughout and contains many
surprises and unusual complications. Contrasting the
mode of existence commended by "simple life" advocates witli the hii bi ts <>f the wealthy, it sheds li<riit
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rHE MIRACLE MAN
ught-p-art drama: Paramount- Artcraft
Special.
Jirected by George Loane Tucker.
>ublished on Selective Booking plan.
OPIX IOX : A story of sterling value
\ill often jnake a success of a producion otherwise mediocre. And forceful
nesentation frequently has been known
o buoy up a trifling theme. When a
tory of sterling value is enhanced by
roduction that approximates perfection
he result is one of those rare pictures
rom the publication of which film events
re dated.
That is precisely the combination that
as been effected in "The Miracle Man,"
he Paramount-Artcraft Special which
>ill open with the inauguration of that
■rganization's Selective Booking policy.
Under the wizard hand of George
.oane Tucker. George M. Cohan's play
aken from Frank L. Packard's story
as been converted into a screen prouction that stands on a par with any
f the revered masterpieces that have
ecome history. Depending solely upon
:s own merit for impressive power, unMpported by patriotic appeal, timeliness
r any of the circumstances which have
perated to the benefit of some of the
lost successful features of the past, it
5 surpassed by none of these in
ramatic power.
A big story is told as only a master
if the story-teller's art could have told
t. Scenic and technical effects that begar description lose significance, so
trongly does the story stand out. And
; there is a person living who can sit
hrough the picture unmoved he was
ot among the three or four hundred
xhibitors, critics and invited guests who
athered at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, to
■ itness its first unreeling.
Thomas Meighan. Betty Compson.
-on Chaney, J. M. Dumont and Joseph
. Dowling have the bulk of the work
:i their care, and every one of them
eserves especial mention which space
■ ill not allow.
But the best review that could be
.ritten would be but scant justice to
he production. It must be seen to be
ppreciated. And under the new policy
verv exhibitor is given that opportunity.
SYNOPSIS: Tom Burke, Rose, "The
rog" and "The Dope" compose a quar"tte of criminals whose headquarters
• Chinatown, New York. Tom, the
ader, hears of an old man in a little
luntry town famed locally for his
liraculous cures by faith. As the man
! deaf, dumb and almost blind he sees
n opportunity to put on- a fake miracle,
etting free newspaper advertising and
ather a fortune from the contribu10ns of the sufferers who come for
reatment. His fake miracle works out
s planned, but is followed by many
eemingly miraculous cures made by the
ian and the money comes in rapidly,
-ose. whose life he has dominated, poses
s the old man's grand-daughter, that
lie may sign his checks and take care

of .his money. She is wooed, because
of her seeming innocence, by Richard
King, a young millionaire. Gradually
the old man's spell works its magic upon
Rose,all"The
Frog" and but
"TheBurke.
Dope,"Then
untill
are reformed
Rose is caught in a launch on a sand
bar and forced to stay all night with
King. Burke is furious and resolves to
kill them both. How the spirit of reformation changes him and brings him
to believe in Rose and marry her makes
up the strong closing episode of the
picture.
Peggy Hyland in
CHEATING HERSELF
Five-part comedy-drama: Fox.
Directed by Edmund Lawrence.
Published August 3.

dons overalls and leads the simple life of
story-book popularity despite parental objections. When opposition becomes too
great she conspires with Magnus MacDonald. ily
herfortune
father's
to steal
famand secretary,
hold it until
thethefamily,
forced by circumstance to live as she
wishes, learns the lesson she has learned.
They are interrupted as they rob the safe
and the money disappears. A reformed
burglar employed in the household as butler proves a perfect alibi and the family
take up their residence upon a farm, where
the work is done jointly by the many members. Magnus discovers that confederates
of the butler's have stolen the fortune and.
with the aid she
of Hale
Thompson.
sweetheart,
pursues
them. Patience's
Patience
aids in the capture. Cured of her belief
in the simple life, she goes back to the
parental mansion with the rest of the
family and all ends well.

OPIXIOX: Peggy Hy land's present
vehicle compares favorably with anything
that she has done to date. Many will pro-

J. Warren Kerrigan in
A WHITE MANS CHANCE
Five-part comedy-drama; Hodkinson.
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
Published in August.
OPIXIOX : The best procurable in settings, photography, lighting and natural
scenery makes up an attractive background for "Aand White
Man's
Chance."in
Lillian Walker
J. Warren
Kerrigan,

PEGGY HYLAND
In one of the iiiimv intensely interesting;
scene* from the Fox |ila>, ••<_ kcattag
Herself."
nounce it superior to the great majority of
her performances.
It consists chiefly of comedy, with just
enough solid substance to lend it body. It
holds the interest throughout and moves
with a rapidity that insures constant attention. There are many good bits and incidents that appear new. Unusual complications characterize the plot construction.
Peggy Hyland has a role which, while
it puts no great strain upon her ability, enables her to register her personality with
pleasing effect. Harry Hilliard, technically
the leading man, plays but a small part in
the affair, doing well, however, with what
is given him. William Elmer and Edward
Jobson contribute valuable characterizations.
The play is light, inconsequential, but it
makes an hour pass quickly and pleasantly.
It should please generally.
SYXOPSIS: Patience Hilton, youngest
daughter of the very00 aristocratic Hiltons.

the leading roles, give it a double advertising advantage. A certain novelty of story
adds the factor necessary to an exhibitorial
success.
The star is seen in a role which keeps
his every moment upon the screen full of
action and interest. There are fights in
abundance, both the physical and the gun
varieties, sufficient cause for each and all
of them being provided by the narrative
A sleepy Mexican town is the locale.
Complete
success themarks
the producer's
effort to contrast
humorously
inactive
village of the early reels with the frenzied
municipality which it becomes after the arrival of the star as "an American in Spanish
disguise.
Like skill is evidenced throughout, and
the result is a well rounded, pleasing production that seems bound to find a pleasant welcome.
SYXOPSIS: Donald Blenhorn. Boston
lawyer, goes to the William Rogers estate
in a little Mexican town to investigate the
fiance of Dorothy Charlton, Rogers' ward,
as
in the
father's
will.specified
He adopts
the terms
disguiseof ofhera Spanish
nobleman and finds Dorothy being courted
by Hugh Jenkins, an American of little
principle. In rescuing a horse from a brutal
Mexican he arouses the enmity of the
local outlaw element and his life is attempted. Felipe, the store-keeper, being
killed instead. He is accused of the murder and sought by the local police. After
many narrow escapes, in the course of
which he rescues and wins the love of
Dorothy, he convicts the guilty parties,
wins Dorothy's promise of marriage, and
discloses his identity.

EXHIBITORS

Frank Keenan in
THE WORLD AFLAME
Six-part drama; Pathe.
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
Published in August.
OPINION/ Timely as the still-damp
newspaper extra which carried to a world
on tip-toe with curiosity the news of the
Dempsey-Willard debacle, "The World
Aflame,"
to the
screen
public.
But it iscomes
a much
more
serious
matter
of which the picture treats, and the treatment is not of that "thrown together"
nature characteristic of the extra edition.
The present strike wave sweeping the
country, the Red Menace, the delicate
circumstances surrounding municipal,
state and national government, all are incorporated into Frank Keenan's splendid
drama, and an answer more logical than
those contributed by the leading editorial writers and statesmen of the day
is presented for the consideration of the
public.
Mr. Keenan places exhibitors and the
general public in his debt with the publication of the feature. In the first place,
it is a splendidly conceived, masterfully
executed and gripping entertainment. In
the second place, it is a commentary
upon the present economic unrest which
sheds valuable light upon matters with
which the entire population of the world
is deeply concerned.
Viewers of the picture cannot but pronounce itexcellent and thoroughly satisfying drama. And every viewer, whatever his station in life, will find it appealing directly to him and his problems.
Not since the advent of the first big
war special has the exhibitor found himself confronted with a picture with such
boundless advertising possibilities. In
"The World Aflame" the theatre manager has a double find. It should net
him great monetary gain, and it should
make his theatre the most talked about
institution in the city for a long time.
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SYNOPSIS: Carson Burr, a head of a
large corporation and immensely wealthy,
senses the labor unrest that is brewing
and becomes a candidate for mayor of
his city, basing his campaign upon a
"better service" platform. Established
in the city hall he has barely taken over
the responsibilities of his office when the
street car men announce a strike, to be
the first of a series of strikes calculated
to paralyze local industry. Burr at once
traces the movement to a band of aliens,
whose propaganda has brought about
the situation. He determines to break
up the first strike, thus frustrating the
whole scheme, and visits the Red leaders, acquainting them with his resolve.
Aided by the head of the traction company and one stanch employe he pilots
a single car through the ranks of the
strikers on the morning of the strike.
The Reds, who have captured his son,
send word that the boy has been killed.
He workmen
remain's steadfast
finally They
wins
the
over to and
his view.
go back to work and he returns home,
to find that the boy is merely injured.
Then he calls a meeting of the corporation heads in the city, takes them
with him to a mass meeting being held
by the workers in their employ, convinces both sides that co-operation is
the only solution of the problem, and
peace seems near as the Reds are deported.
William Russell in
THIS HERO STUFF
Five-part comedy; American.
Directed by Henry King.
Published through Pathe.
O PIN I OX: A distinct novelty in
every sense, and a pleasant one, is this
latest William Russell vehicle. It is first
noticeable in the nature of the central
character, a genuine war hero whose
modesty leads him to seek escape from
adulation. It becomes more pronounced
as the plot unfolds to disclose that hero
exerting his every effort to gain a reputation for cowardice.
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But, of course, it is all for the sake of
humor, so may be accepted as plausible.
The story which develops as the central figure puts his plan into operation is
a well ordered, sprightly affair which
gives William Russell plenty of opportunity to do the sort of things he does
best. It moves rapidly along its course
and contains many laughs, at the same
time building up suspense and delivering
its climax effectively.
Production is good in every detail.
Optically as well as dramatically the picture is a success. It should experience
no mean popularity.
SY.XOPSJS : Captain November Jones,
whose heroic achievements on Flanders
fields have been heralded broadcast in
America, disembarks from his transport
and is immediately the center of attraction. As he speeds across the continent
to his home in a little western town he
receives a message stating that the town
band will meet him at the station, backed
by the population en masse. He dons
whiskers and seeks to escape notice, but
an act of heroism in rescuing a child
from the wheels of the locomotive reveals his identity. Removing his uniform, he seeks to live down his reputation, but in vain. Then an adventuress,
wishing to use his prestige in putting
over a stock market raid which will impoverish J.J. Joseph, the local capitalist,
appeals to'
courage tocowardice
win his sympathy.his
He simulates
and
joins Joseph's forces. Joseph is kidJones, having
himself to napped
be andthrashed
by theallowed
town bully
and disgraced in the papers, then sets
out to find and rescue Joseph and win
back the admiration of Joseph's daughter, lost with his halo. How he succeeds
makes up the remainder of the wholly
entertaining story.
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
Two-part western dramas.
Made by Frohman Amusement Comany.
The theatre which can exhibit the
longer western features to advantage can
surely find an excellent reason for exhibiting these two-reel productions featuring Texas Guinan, a lady whose
western characterizations are too well
known to require extended discussion.
The policy of playing short features of
the sort in connection with five-reel attractions is certainly a commendable
one. And there is nothing better to include in an evening's program to be
made
up
sitions. wholly of short-length compo"The Little Deputy," "Some Gal" and 1
"The Dangerous Little Devil" are three
that have just been added to the list of
those already published. They maintain
the standard of those that have gone before in every case.
The first thought has always been for
action, and they are plentifully supplied
with that clement. Texas Guinan knows
well the requirements of the field ill
which she works and has a keen appreciation of box office values. Jack Richardson. Belle Bennett and Cliff Smith
aid her greatly in maintaining a high
standard of production.

EXHIBITORS
Bryant Washburn in
LOVE INSURANCE
Five-part comedy; Paramount.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
Published August 17.
OPINIO X : A novel basic idea, novel
development, and novel incidents composing the action of the play are responsible for a film entertainment that
will please the general public quite as
well as the followers of the star.
Lloyds, of London, whose willingness
to insure anything from rain on a specified date to growth of hair upon a
bald head, furnishes the seed from which
the action grows. A nobleman, arriving
in America, has his coming marriage insured, whereupon a representative of the
firm is delegated to prevent the lady
from changing her mind. The complications that arise are certainly interesting and, granting the probability of the
beginning, logical.
Good humored, spontaneous polite
romedy. the feature is rich in amusement qualities. The star. Lois Wilson,
.Theodore Roberts and the lesser members of the cast seem to enjoy every
minute of their work. That enjoyment
-eadily imparts itself to a witness of the
ilay. It is a guarantee of satisfaction.
SYNOPSIS: Lord Harrowby. upon arriving in America to become married to
Cynthia Meyrick. an heiress, goes to the
New York office of Lloyds of London
ind insures against the lady changing
ier mind. Dick Minot. assistant manager of the office, is assigned to the task
?f preventing that occurence. He meets
.he Jady. not knowing her identity, and
alls in love with her. But business is
(lis first thought and. when she derides she does not love her fiance and is
ibout to break the engagement, does
iill in his power to bring about the wedling. This entails the defeating of a
granger who claims to be the real Lord
harrowby. the outwitting of a Customs
ifficer who seeks to arrest the nobleman
or smuggling in a diamond necklace,
■he routing of a clever criminal who
ries to steal the necklace and effecting
hsmissal of a young lady who threatens suit for breach of promise. After all
his is affected, and the wedding is about
o proceed, Cynthia again changes her
nind. This time, however, it is because
>f an act of Lord Harrowby's. which, by
he
termsso ofDickthepresents
policy. 'his
releases
the
ompany.
own case,
s accepted, and they elope.
Richard Travers in
LOUSE WITHOUT CHIL DPEN
■ix-part drama; Argus Enterprises,
directed by Samuel Brodsky.
'ublished on a State Rights basis.
OPINION: One of the biggest ques10ns that face the present generation,
he disinclination toward motherhood
eneral among the so-called higher
masses, is dealt with intelligently- and
onvincingly in this powerful modern
rama. Yet the moral, so dreaded by
;cture audiences generally, is never al>wed to overshadow the story as a
rory:
This is interesting, compelling and will
:>mmand the respect of the most critical.
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It has that quality known as "dramatic
punch" which is so essential to the success of the present day film drama. Samuel Brodsky, the director, is to be
especially commended for his adherence
to the script and co-operation with the
author. He has turned out a production, as a result, that is without a dull
moment.
The acting is splendid throughout, and
as far as production is concerned little
is left to be desired. The general public, viewing the picture in a well-ordered
theatre, will doubtless give it the stamp
of popular approval which it merits.
SYNOPSIS: Florence Wesl ey, an orphan, comes to New York to live with
her uncle. Richard Walker, a wealthy
civil engineer whose home life is made
unhappy
because
of his
wife'sCranston.
refusal
to
bear him
an heir.
James
Mrs. Walker's brother, lives with the
Walkers, and he is attracted to Florence
with the result that his departure for
Europe,
in Walker's
company,
leaves
her
in a delicate
condition.
Mrs. Walker
learns of the condition of affairs and is
at first furious. But when she learn?
that her brother is responsible she sees
Florence through her hour of trial and
claims the child for her own. hoping to
thus appease her husband. The men return and Cranston, having learned in
London that Florence is heiress to a
fortune, proposes marriage and is accepted. As all is about to end to the
satisfaction of everybody, complications
arise which disclose each in his true
colors and bring about the logical conclusion.
Bessie Barriscale in
THE WOMAN MICHAEL
MARRIED
Five-part drama; Robertson-Cole Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by Henry Kolker.
Published in August.
OPINION: Bessie Barriscale has departed from the held of the ultra-serious

drama to the more attractive and infinitely
more popular variety probably best known
as ''society stuff," losing, by the change,
none of her charm, gaining the advantage
of a more congenially disposed fan body.
It is inevitable that the public will like
'The Woman Michael Married." There
is nothing about it to dislike, and everything, in the way of beautiful background,
clever acting, sprightly story and smooth
continuity, to admire. It is as "easy to
look at"
as the
tions during
the best
past of
year.the star's producTack Holt, as Michael, makes a splendid
foil for the star's lead. A numerous and
capable cast assists. Henry Kolker, but
lately identified with the directorial body,
not only lives up to the promise of his first
work,
'Tangled: Threads,"
but surpasses
SYNOPSIS
Mira Sacky.
professionalit.
diver, rescues from the incoming tide a
child. Michael Ordsay. son of wealth, having offered any reward that she might mention. She demands that he marry her. A
good sport, he does so. Then she offers
to leave him for ten thousand dollars and
the protection of his name for two years.
He refuses. To quiet talk, she lives with
him for a while, though as wife in name
only, entertaining his guests until one of
them insults her, when she leaves.
Michael's father, strolling on the beach,
meets Mira and, when he learns her
identity, attempts to bring about a reconciliation. Michael refuses and goes abroad.
Visiting his sister in Rome, two years
later, he finds Mira a prima donna. At last
realizing that they love each other, they
come to the end of the difficulties.
Blackton Retitles Film
The first production of The T. Stuart
Iilackton Feature Pictures, Inc.. Commodore Blackton's new organization, has again
undergone a change of title. Instead of
bearing the name "Moonshine and
Shadow." as previously announced, it will
be published as "My Boy."

Bryant Washburn in a particular! v novel situation from "I.ove Insurance" (.Paramount).

EXHIBITORS
Frank Mayo in
A LITTLE BROTHER OF THE
RICH
Six-part drama; Universal.
Directed by Lynn F. Reynolds.
Published July 14.
OPINION: The exhibitor who exhibits.
"A
of the Rich"
to anything
but Little
profit Brother
must conclude
that the
fault is
his. It certainly will not be the picture's.
In the first place, there is the reputation
of the book as an advertising opportunity.
\\ hen it made its appearance upon the
newsstands some few years ago they were
stormed for copies. Few novels, contemporary or subsequent, caused more discussion.
In the second place. Universal has made
the picturization of the story the equal of
the printed work. It is strong drama,
logical drama, thoughtful drama,, with all
the qualities that go to make up the
thoroughly satisfying film entertainment.
It holds interest every second. It has novelty, sincerity and realism on its side.
Exhibitors projecting the picture may
feel every confidence that it will please.
Properly exploited, it should draw unusually well. What better things can be
said about a production ?
SYNOPSIS: Paul Potter, in his third
year at Yale, becomes engaged to Sylvia
Castle, a small town girl and his sweetheart since childhood. In his last year at
school he becomes the college idol. At the
Junior-Prom Sylvia, with her small town
dress and manner, is outshone by the more
fashionable ladies present and, when Paul
neglects her, returns home and breaks the
engagement. Paul, the greed for gold
gaining mastery, accepts a position with a
brokerage concern, his college popularity
and the effect it will have upon his business success securing him the opportunity.
Sylvia, her parents dead, goes to California
and begins a theatrical career. Paul is discovered in a compromising position with
the wife of a wealthy member of their set
THE LATEST IN
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and, to save himself, he promises to marry
her when her husband has secured a divorce. He does so, but the lady continues
her frivolous habits and they are near the
parting of the ways when Sylvia, about to
make her debut on Broadway, comes to
their house to give a recitation. Shortly
after this Mrs. Potter is killed in an automobile accident and Paul renews his suit
for Sylvia's hand. As he is about to be
accepted a friend tells him that his marriage with an actress will ruin his social
and business standing. Thereupon he makes
an insulting proposition to Sylvia and she
sends him away forever, marrying the actor who has been responsible for her success.
Blanche Sweet in
THE HUSHED HOUR
Five-part drama; Harry Garson
Productions.
Directed by Edmund Mortimer.
Published by First National.
OPINION: Blanche Sweet, Milton
Sills, Wilfred Lucas, Rosemary Theby,
Wyndham Standing and Mary Anderson,
the leading members of the cast, make up
a list that certainly guarantees the quality
of the acting in "The Hushed Hour." Capable people, all of them, their combined
following approximates the entire body of
picture fans. Hence, adequate advertising will insure big attendance, if only the
stars alone are exploited.
There are, however, other aspects of the
play that may be dwelt upon at length.
It is, just as the advertising maintains, a
most unusual story told in a most unusual manner. It is, in fact, four stories,
each as big as many stories that have occupied complete feature lengths, bound in
one by a master-narrative.
Direction, staging, development, all the
technical things that go to make up good
pictures are excellently taken care of.
The one question as to the popular success
of the play arises when it is stated that
a death and a funeral figure prominently.
BATHING SUITS

As this will indicate, there is nothing light
or frivolous about the composition. It is
very serious, thoughful drama, but very
well done. Properly exhibited, this element should not seriously dampen the ardor of its reception.
SYNOPSIS: Upon the death of Judge
Appleton, his widow tells the two grown
daughters and the two grown sons that it
was their father's desire that each of them
spend an hour alone with his corpse. Dick,
who has been wild in his ways, a world
rover, finally marrying and becoming father
of a family, is the first. In his hour he
reviews his past, sees his error in his cruel
treatment of his wife and children and sees
that liquor has caused it all, and resolves
to reform. Daisy, the youngest daughter,
is next in order. She has loved not wisely
but too well, and her problem is the rearing
of her child, born out of wedlock. Her
course is made plain to her through her
father's memory.
son. a
financial
success whoBob,
can the
traceelder
his fortune
to a marriage for gain, sees in outline his
true intentions toward a stenographer employed in his office and decides to stop
while there is yet time. Virginia, the elder
daughter, married to a man whom she has
never permitted to be a husband in the full
sense, spending her time in idle frivolity,
comes to realize the error of her philosophy
and determines to become a wife and
mother. Chastened, the four children meet
upon a new basis, with full understanding,
and the funeral procedes.
Mutt

and Jeff Are
Touring the World
Mutt and Jeff are on a world tour.
This announcement from Fox Film
corporation carries with it a news value
of
greatest
the the
country
over.significance to exhibitors
The funny animated cartoons are to
be made still funnier by their creator.
Captain Bud Fisher, who now is taking
his brain-children around the world
According to latest private a,dvices, they
are having some very extraordinary experiences.
Captain Fisher, already in Europe, will
have Mutt and Jeff visit Paris, Londor
and all the chief capitals of the world
In each they will travel around town
see everything that is to be seen, and dr
everything there is to do. In this per
sonally conducted world tour the fainoii'
cartoonist
expects pair.
to find fertile field'
for his inimitable
Mayor

and Ministers
Praise Armenian Filrr
Preliminary to the showing of "Auc
tion of Souls,"
Aurora
Mar
diganian
ajul of starring
which First
Nationa
Exhibitors' Circuit is the official dis
trihutor at the Strand Theatre, Cantor
Ohio, an advance showing of the filr
was held before city executives and tli
ministry of that city. High praise di
rected toward the picture by Mayor (
E. Porrman, and a score of minister
appeared
the Canton
with goo
box office inresults
for thepress
Strand.

r«« niodeat eontn - Intended for Niudio wear only, (elected from nineteen modela
■ppenrlns In Foa Snnahlne Comedies,
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Kunsky Buys Feature
(icorge W. Trendle, acting for John I
Kunsky Enterprises, Detroit, has hotigl
"The Grain of Dust." in which LBha
Walker is the star, for the State of Midi
gan.

ADVERTISE

YOUR

ADVERTISING

Probably the best suggestion to
idvertising exhibitors that has come
:o light in the past six months is
:hat unwittingly presented by Marshall Field & Company, Chicago,
,\hen that concern inserted in the
newspapers the advertisement re>roduced herewith.
, Alongside that reproduction we
nave placed a specimen display
.vhich shows at a glance how readily
'in exhibitor may use for his own
jurpose the idea which the advertisleadof one of America's
ng genius
ng
stores considered
valuable.
It is almost unnecessary to point
>ut the advantage of this sort of
idvertising. Yet a discussion of it
Is certainly merited.
The obvious point, of course, is
:he fact that an advertisement for
,\Our advertising will bring to that
idvertising attention that it would
hot receive under other circumstances, just as advertising brings
idded attention to your theatre.
If for that reason alone, an insertion modeled after the Marshall
Field composition is worth the
,noney it costs.
But there are other gains.

Care will have been taken, of
course, to make each daily insertion
measure up to the requirements
established by the copy which called
forth the critical inspection.
Three Reasons for Use
The first result is that you have
made him read your advertisement
first.

thing with anything approximating
the same outlay?
Is there any other way, cost not
considered,
that you could gain it as
surely?

The second result is that he has
seen in it qualities that he has never
seen before, long as they may have
existed.
The third result is that your advertising ability, and naturally your
theatre, rises instantly in his estimation above the whole field of entries
Prestige, in one word, is the sum
total of the gains that the advertising advertisement has brought you.
Is there any other way in wlvV
you could gain that very desirable

Builds up Prestige
With bigger theatres, keener
competition, general high class production, the margin of individual
attraction superiority has become
dangerously narrow. It can, with
vigilance, be maintained most of the
time by the exhibitor who can stand
the strain upon his pocket book.
But. no matter what precautions
are taken, days and weeks are sure
to come when the opposition house
has the better show.

Catches Casual Reader's Eye
Coming across the advertising
idvertisement in a section of the
)aper not usually carrying matter
dative to the theatre, the casual
eader is more likely to read it than
le is to read the theatre page itself.
Having read it, he will reason
•omewhat like this:
"Not a bad idea. Wonder if
here's anything to it. Never noiced anything unusual about the
^avoy ads. Guess I'll watch them
or a while and see what it's all
ibout."
And the chances are that he will
watch them a while." Next time
ie glances at the theatre page his
ye will at once seek out the Savoy
idvertisement and read every word
>f it. He will, furthermore, digest
very word of it. to see if it is all
hat was claimed for it.

THEY contain our news
of the day — the special
information that serves as
a guide for the careful and
prudent
for by
the keeping
homemanager —who,

Read

Our

Advertisements

posted on particular advantages to be secured from
time to time, broadens the
scope of her purse and
performs important economies at a time when good
merchandise is scarce.
MARSHALL FIELD
& COMPANY

The time has passed when it was
sufficient for a theatre to advertise
the
performance to the exclusion of
all else.

Read

Our

Advertisements
THEY contain the real
amusement news of the
day - the special information that serves as a
guide for the careful and
prudent buyer of entertainment— for the person
who, by keeping posted
upon advantages
to betime,
secured from time to
assures himself of the
best that the screen offers.
SAVOY SQUARE
THEATRE

two-column ad used by Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, to advertise Marshall Field
advertising, with specimen showing how the idea may be adopted by any exhibitor.
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Crandall Scores Again

Have you a little dromedary at your theatre? This one was a winner for the
Liberty
theatre, attraction.
St. Paul, drumming up trade for "Auction of Souls," the big
First National
The man who has advertised his
pictures alone will then find himself in difficulty. And to overcome
it. if he can overcome it, will entail
great expenditures of time, energy,
and money.
The man who has built up a patron'age by exploiting his theatre
equally with his plays, the man
whose customers are drawn by the
quality of his house organization
and presentation as much as by the
quality of the photoplays offered,
will have less cause for alarm.

Camel

Advertises

"Auction

of Souls"

There is a popular quotation which has
something to say about the man who can
do any one thing well. It maintains that,
though a man be a hermit and live in the
forest fastness, if he can do any one
thing better than anybody else in the world,
the world will make a path to his door.
The quotation comes to mind when the
accompanying advertisement used by Harry
M. Crandall, Metropolitan theatre, Washington. D. C, demands reproduction. This
man Crandall seldom misses a week in
turning out advertising material that can,
in justice, be left out of this department.
The display used for "Through the
Wrong Door," Madge Kennedy's recent
Goldwyn production, certainly deserves
space.
It has the power of simplicity, that
power which has been mentioned so often
in these columns. A splendid combining
of cut and text, the two evenly balanced,
each contributing to the success of the
other, the total effect has double strength.
The reproduction, even in its diminished
size, conveys clearly the impression of the
composition. It is inescapable.
The casual cannot escape being attracted. The careful reader cannot escape the
charm of the design, the graceful lines of
the composite picture, the telling, convincing message of the copy.
A tome might be written upon the subject of simplicity. Yet here a single advertisement carries practically all the points
that might he covered.
Study their

Nine persons out of ten will tell you
that the camel is the most ungainly beast
afoot. The tenth man is the manager
of the Liberty Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
He is of the opinion that the "ship of
theItdesert"
is a this
sadlyway.
underrated animal.
happened
"Auction of Souls," the story of Aurora
Mardiganian's
adventures
in theNational,
land of
the Kurds, distributed
by First
was a recent attraction at the Liberty.
The photograph reproduced herewith
gives a good idea of the huge sign which
was erected over the lobby canopy. It
also shows the camel and the sign he
bore in his journeyings about the city.
But it cannot convey the impression of
the swinging, untiring, methodical gait
of that animal, much iess an idea of the
association of ideas which the sight of
the dromedary fostered.
In that slow, sure, unavoidable advance
there is the whole atmosphere of the
picture. The advance of the barbarians
was as slow, sure, inevitable. That
thought was put over in the newspapers.
Whether or not readers who saw the
camel were aware of the fact, the association was effective.
"Well done, my good and faithful
camel," the manager might well be picas saying.
For Liberty.
"Auction of Souls"
was a tured
winner
for the

Patrons' Comparisons
His patrons may attend the theatre that has the big attraction. But
he need have no fear of consequences.
They will attend critically. There
will be comparison of theatres as
well as pictures. If he has done his
work well he may be confident of
the result of that comparison.
And it is a ten-to-one probability
that these same patrons will arrange
their schedules so as to include his
theatre in their weekly amusement
itinerary.
It is upon the patrons of this sort,
friends in the true sense of the word,
that the exhibitor must depend for
the bulk of his income. lie can
World Changes Title
keep them by careful house manageWorld Pictures announces a change in
the name of the release scheduled for
ment and all that very elastic phrase
implies, lie can get new ones only ' August 25 from "The Man Without a
N'ame" to "The Clouded Name." Corenc
by going after them.
Lzzcll and Kdgar Keller are featured
Who knows a better way than
with John Lowell who is the star of
this?
60
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Merely Amoifoeir

Crandall's Metropolitan, Washington, D.
C, Picture
Used This
Effective
Combination
of
and Copy
Appeal.
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leading cities in the country, displays of
Down" being
as a sales.
fitting phrase
describe
the used
current
Miniatureto suitable size in three hundred and seventystairs erected in the windows, with the
Charleston Manager
five of the slightly smaller ones, adequate
contest and theatre mentioned, completed
Has Beauty Contest
representation in every city of 10,000 or
the good work.
more
population.
I
Stores' Window Displays
The magazines of national circulation
When Columbus discovered America,
The five and ten cent stores, where the
iroved that the earth was round to the "Upstairs and Down" song was being sold, will also carry big advertisements, all havatisfaction of his critics, claimed the land got into the spirit of the thing and used
ing to^ do with the week in question and
all calculated to draw the attention of the
n the name of Spain and settled down into window space also.
leaceful enjoyment of the fame he had
A huge staircase was constructed and ings.
general public to the local exhibitor's offervon, he may have considered the incident, mounted upon a dray, a cloth sign measurn a manner of speaking, closed.
For the smaller towns, though these will
ing eighteen by five feet emblazoning the
Had the good people of that early day message broadcast.
of course benefit by the magazine camn the old world considered it in the same
The Charleston Gazette stood firmly bepaign, special provision has been made for
ight, Indians might still be chasing the
hind the whole enterprise, carried the de- individual exploitation by furnishing the
uffalo about the western plains, engaging
tails of the conditions governing the con- exhibitors with slides, trailers, lithographs,
test prominently, encouraged entries, did announcements all ready for mailing and
n their accustomed tribal altercations, livall in its power to further the scheme.
special publicity co-operation.
ng
ied the
-Man.happy-go-lucky life of the noble And the power of the press is great.
The slide, however, is of especial inThe climax found everybody in Charleshind iterest
t. because of the unique thought beBut
they
didn't
look
at
it
that
way.
ton watching the Strand and the Gazette
The fact that one man had discovered
with
intense
interest.
The
face is a composite photograph,
America, made the hazardous voyage and
Did the box office show the effects of the made up of the eyes of this star, the nose
eturned in safety, was not considered a
?
of that, the lips of another, and so on. Yet
ood reason why no other man should not campaign
It did.
the whole is so well blended that the unino the same thing.
formed observer will seek to identify it
So will yours, if you are as modern as
■ The America of today proves their rea- the Europeans of 1492.
with a player he has seen. The longer he
oning correct.
looks at it the more puzzled he will beWhy, then, should a modern American,
come. It looks like somebody he has seen.
.ith the glaring achievements of history
Of course it does. But who ?
Novel Slide Which
He will want to know.
;lling this story', decide that, because a
You alone can tell him.
Will Create Interest
'ian in Kankakee or Kokomo staged a ceriin exploitation stunt in 11114, he cannot
That is the situation you want to create.
lake a success of it today*'
Putting on Beauty Contest
Exhibitors who plan to take part in the
"The Devil's Riddle"
Such reasoning, obviously, is ridiculous, nation-wide Paramount-Artcraft Week.
August
31-September
7,
will
be
presented
For Gladys Brockwell
"et
it
is
one
of
the
commonest
failing
of
.ankind.
with advertising aids of many varieties, not
"The Devil's Riddle" is announced as a
Consider the beauty contest.
forthcoming picture subject for Gladys
the least notable of which is the "ParaDon't dismiss it.
Brockwell. the William Fox star.
It has been done before, that is true,
mount-Artcraft
Girl"
slide
reproduced
"The Devil's Riddle" was published in
ut so have practically all the advertising herewith.
the Argosy Magazine, and stood out as one
ricks that you will attempt during the
To popularize the week the Paramountext month.
of the best magazine stories of the year.
You try to better your advertising each Artcraft organization is going to run full- It is from the pen of Edwina Levin, author
lay.
Why can't
a beauty
con- page advertisements in the papers of ninety- of many successes.
est better
than you
any put
thatonyour
communiy has known.
You can.
Here's
one it. an account of a man who has
The Strand theatre, Charleston. West
irginia, cast about for a method of stimtUPAMMOUNT-AOTCRMT
girl
lating enthusiasm for the forthcoming
resentation of "Upstairs and Down,"
'live Thomas'
first starring
pining
the Selznick
forces. vehicle since
Newspapers Cooperated
^ho Is She?
The beauty contest idea was suggested,
le thought was fostered and developed,
nd the success of the plan is attested by
Learn the answer
lirteen columns of genuine news in the
in this theatre
>cal papers, culminating in a four-column.
?n-inch spread showing two poses of the
inner and giving full details of the camaign and the circumstances surrounding
These are the salient points.
The details accounting for that success
re equally interesting.
W. T. Eisensmith, a local jeweler, led off
y offering a silver loving cup as a trophy.
he Strand added an autographed porait of Olive Thomas. Second and third
nzes in keeping were also offered.
Photographs of the contestants only
ere to be submitted. A jury of six local
achelors, including a State Senator and
former State Treasurer, was appointed,
11'CaHy.
men whose names had a big meaning
Seven window displays were put on by
>cal department stores, "Upstairs and

During

foramount-Wrtcraft
Week

Design for Slide Presented to Exhibitors Taking Part in "Paramount-Artcraft Week," August 31 to September 7
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a Wife"

The thoroughness which globe-trotters
and those versed in the study of nationalities maintain, characterizes the English
is well illustrated in the advertising of
the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, Canada,
when "Choosing A Wife," the First National special ttraction, was given its
Canadian premier in that city.
The cut reproduced was taken from the
Ottawa Journal of July 21. It appeared the
same in all the Ottawa morning and evening papers.
The display measured thirteen inches,
full page wide.
If that same thoroughness characterized
the other essentials of the campaign there
is every reason to believe that the engagement was a complete success. It could not
be otherwise.
Opposed as are most Americans to taking advice or pointers from anything or
anybody not strictly American, there is
certainly worth while teaching to be found
in this case.
The one safe rule in advertising, the one
that never varies, is as good today as tomorrow, tomorrow as yesterday, is "Use
more
The advertising."
amount that you have been using has
little bearing upon the present or the future. The industry is advancing. The
quality and magnitude of production is
constantly rising. It is every day deserving of more discussion, more exploiting, than the preceding day.
look aquotation.
gift horse But
in theit mouth,"
is "Never
a standard
applies
here.
Don't ignore the suggestion because
of its origin.

MOTOGRAPHY

This Press Sheet
Gives Real Aid

Theatre Spreads on
"Choosing

AND

The exhibitor has been justified in the
past in his habitual disposal of campaign
books and press sheets via the accustomed
waste paper basket. Nine out of ten of
them have been so useless, generally, that
it was scarcely considered worth while for
the small town exhibitor, at least, to wade
through them to obtain the modicum of
real aid that might be found in the tenth
one.
But all that is past.
It is time for the exhibitor, be he big
or small, to cast aside that particular office
habit and give modern press books his
attention.
While actors, directors, writers, technicians and producers have been advancing,
bettering their work, the advertising men
have been far from idle. And the press
books show the result of the work put
upon them.
Triangle's Press Sheet
A case in point is the press sheet put
out by Triangle for the aid of the exhibitor
who
to playa coming
"Many publication.
Against One," with
Anita isKing,
Here is a sheet, simple in the extreme,
but full of material that can be used.
No idle dreaming here. No flights of
the imagination, pretty but impractical
specimen ads, fanciful publicity stuntsjust plain, workable ideas that every man
in the exhibiting business can take hold
of and use to his profit.
Best fitted for reproduction in this department isthe type-and-rule display shown
herewith. In the press sheet it was set
for two-column width, and any printing
establishment in the country is sure to
have on hand the material necessary to
copy it.

First Time Shown in Canada
The Production That Causes a Sensation Where Ever Shown

CbooiitiB . Wilr" uio»i

Marr<a(< Confident"
Wa« Never InMoreTheOO
Prevalent Than
AiCouole
TV Present
Tun, YoungThe and
OldWhoRuthWillIntoWI
Perilous
Wrth All The
"
FE
NG
SI
Think Themselves
One>A
LiveThisHappily
EverBusiness
Afterwards
CH World Every
■Let's Think It Over !
It's Time To Call a Halt
BOYS 1 1 Don I Get Yourselves Into The Fix The Hero Does
GIRLS" Don! Gel Gay With Your Elders'
Men. Women Boys. Girls II You Eve, Intend To Mam See 'Choosine s 'Vi/e
Did Your Sweetheart
"Cfioosing
Wife "Should
Be
Ever Tarn You
Seen ByAlloSofft
AtetSexes of
On Hf l.«t ,iwl, rot *a*h *
Cms* jm* SJSBM It • t-»

Down '
•lid fl'-er til wtM. Ouslllhlt I
*

CHOOSING

A WIFE
tiamaft
ALl THIS WEEK
■V-jfM
(Wfttl
Week
Thi»
Rrjimr u ',-<-,.

IMPERIAL

All

The Canadians Believe in Advertising. The Imperial, Ottawa, Used This Layout,
Thirteen Inches, Page Wide, in Every Paper in 62
the City.

PLAYING
NOW

NOW THE
ROYAL
PLAYING
The Harbor of Su)eet Conlenl
E. D. HORKHE1MER
PRESENTS

ANITA KING
IN INST
"ONE AGA
PIUW
PLAYING
AM \ KIV"
MAIN I
PLATING
NOW
Does might make right? Does the end
justify any means?
The story
girt"virtue,
who was
to choose
betweenof "the
vice and
by herforced
von
mother- The victory of the innocent.
A Really Practical Suggestion for a Layout Taken from Triangle Press Sheet.
Original Two Columns Wide.
No Cuts Needed
Rack of the suggestion there is no ulterior motive. No cuts must be bought
from the exchange. There are no strings
to it. The self-advancement on the part
of the designer that played so large a
part in establishing the above-mentioned
disrepute
which the
campaign bookhad
fallen into
is pleasantly
missing.
This is the sort of aid which the exhibitor needs, will accept, will use. It is
the sort of aid that makes for a closer
understanding and co-operation between
exhibitor and producer.
It is not inconceivable that, other points
being equal, the exhibitor should patronize
the producer who lends the best aid in
exploitation of his wares.
The press sheets which prove their
authors members of that producing company will play a big part in the future of
the industry. Triangle sets a good example in the present instance.
Marshall Neilan to
Begin Production

of

' The Eternal Three"
One of the most efficient producing
staffs ever organized is under the direction of Marshall Neilan, who will soon
start work on his initial independeni
production for First National Exhibitors
Circuit, "The Eternal Three," an adapts
tion from Randall Parrish's book, "Bof
Hampton
Placer."
Paying ofequal
attention to technica
workmanship as well as direction anc
action, Neilan has assembled what is be
lieved to be the stellar of all motion pic
ture aggregations.
Lewis Stone will play the part of Bol
Hampton; Marjorie Daw, leading lad\
for a number of stars, will portray tin
le-ding feminine role; Mahlon Hamiltoi
who played the title role in "Daddy Lonj
Legs," will be the third side of tin
triangle; Wesley Barry, the freckle
faced youth who was recently brotigli
into nation-wide favor on account of hi
work
in "Daddy
Long with
Legs,"six-shooter
will be
little bad
man armed
nearly as large as himself.
Al Green will be assistant director t
Mr. Neilan; Tony Gaudio and Hcnr
Cronjager will attend to the photog
raphy; Ben Carre will be art director
"Buck" Ewing, light director; Joe Eilei
superintendent of laboratory work an
Ferdinand Pinney Earl, art titlcr.
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' Thirteenth Chair"
looked 110 Days By
Two Large Circuits
'he New York exchange of Pathe has
jtt closed two of the biggest contracts
e r signed for a motion picture in this
Iritory when the United Booking Office
a I the Fox Circuit booked "The Thirt<nth Chair," the Acme Pictures Corp ation special, for a total of 110 days.
Dacey Closes Contracts
hese contracts were closed by Ass ant Manager and City Salesman John
J )acey, and is one of the biggest sales
e r made by a Pathe exchange on a
s-zle picture.
>ery house of importance in these
motion pict*> big circuits, featuring
tVes, are included in the theatres which
Chair." of the
play "The
y.1lecause
of theThirteenth
drawing power
E.ard Yeiller success as a stage prod tion in New York, exhibitors in this
jtritory are eager to arrange dates on
tl screen
BLr
York version,
exchange and
has already
arrangedPathe's
solid
bakings on nine prints.
Houses Running Feature
kmong the U. B. O. and Fox houses
iib which
screened"The
are: Thirteenth Chair" will
•astime. Union Hill; Ridge wood.
B.oklyn; Bedford. Brooklyn; Bay
Rge, Brooklyn; Crotona. Manhattan:
Alubon, Manhattan: Folly. Brooklyn;
Aidemy of Music, Manhattan; Star,
Vnhattan: Proctor'?. Mount Yernon;
Pace. Port Richmond; Keith's Grecnpnt, Brooklyn: Proctor's 58th Street.
?inhattan;
Jersey City:Harlem
Proems 125th Proctor's.
Street, Manhattan:
Cera House; Proctor's Vonkers; Proem's 23rd Street. Manhattan: Halsey
Seet, Brooklyn; Keith's Pro?pcct,
E>oklyn; Fox's Nemo. Manhattan;
Fi'sLong
Japanese
it
Island.Gardens, Jamaica; Jaman addition to this string of bookings,
tl New York branch also reports the
- ling of contracts with the New Atlaic, Brooklyn; Bunny, Brooklyn: Oxfed. Brooklyn; Cumberland, Brooklyn;
I ffield, Brooklyn; Highway. Brooklyn.
L rgest Attendance of
Year on Hottest Day
fact that
the thermometer
a "he
laximum
temperature
of 103 reached
degrees
o the opening day and 104 degrees on
tl second and concluding day. did not
it-rfere with the successful showing of
Xry
Pickford inattraction,
"Daddy Long
F st National
at theLegs,"
Granda
T.'atre in Moberly, Mo.
-arl Smith, manager, reported two
r .irds were broken on each day of the
- wing, as follows:
fonday — Highest temperature of the
y r and largest attendance of the season
afhe Grand Theatre.
— Highest
temperature
of the
y,r'uesday
and largest
attendance
of the season
athe Grand Theatre.
Naomi Childers In East
«.'EW
YORKin —Naomi
tn visiting
New YorkChilders
during has
the
t week. Miss Childers left California
soon as her last picture. "The \YorId
Its Women," was completed. She
■ects to return to the Goldwyn studio
J soon.
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MAKING

THEIR

MARK

PAT and Mickey Moore, at the ages of three and four respectively, have already
made an impression on the motion picture public. Pat's work in the Eddie Polo
picture. "A Prisoner for Life," was such that he was cast with Monroe Salisbury
in "The Sleeping Lion." In both pictures little Pat was unadvertised but carried
himself so well that one critic termed him the "co-star." His most recent success
was in "Sahara," with Louise Glaum,
Mickey, although a year younger than Pat, has been no less successful, and
after playing both girl and boy parts in various pictures was cast with Mary McLaren
in "The Unpainted Woman," where she equalled the work of Pat in "Sahara."
100,000

Answers

Are

"Virtuous
Men"
The guessing contest inaugurated several
weeks
by ofS-Ltheir
Pictures
connection
with theagotitle
state 'in
right
production '"Yirtuous Men" has grown to widespread proportions throughout the entire
country. The various state right distributors controlling the S-L picture from coast
to coast have placed the contest in full
swing torsthrough
the medium
of their exhibiand the local
newspapers.
Unusual interest has been manifested in
the contest on the part of motion picture
patrons and thus far more than one hundred thousand interpretations of the meaning of "Virtuous Men" have been forwarded by buyer and exhibitor to the S-L New
York offices. The participants in the guessing contest in many instances have gone to
great lengths through means of the dictionary and research work to prove their contention as to the meaning of "Yirtuous
Men" as applied to the story" told by the
production.
Strange to say thus far all of the answers
received have been far wide of the mark,
as the great majority of theatre patrons
immediately jump to the conclusion that
the word "virtuous" pertains only to matters of sex. The various state right buyers and exhibitors are fortified with the
exact definition of the word, one that while
genuinely applicable to the S-L picture, is
little known to the general public.
The guessing contest will close on the
first of September and it is believed that
before that time close to one million pat63

Received

in

Guessing
Contest
rons willmeaning
have placed
the real
of thetheir
title. "guess" as to
Exhibitors in all sections of the United
States and Canada are enthusiastic over
the wonderful publicity possibilities contained in the contest and many have expressed their opinion that the title of the
S-L production possesses the strongest box
office value of any state right attraction
published during the present year.
Bookings
for "Checkers"
Are Exceptionally
Heavy
On top of the announcement by William Fox of the publication on August
31 of'the spectacular motion picture version of Henry Blossom's great play.
"Checkers." comes the news that the prerelease bookings on this spectacular feature threaten to set a new high mark for
the Fox program.
This is regarded as a direct outgrowth
of the now well-established Fox policy
on all big features which enables the exto see the
chasehibitorin order
that"goods"
he maybefore
know purexactly what he is getting for his audiences. It is already resulting in longer
bookings on all the bigger William Fox
productions,
and inhas
the been
case so
of "Checkers" the demand
unusua
that it is probable additional prints
above the regular quota will have to be
made.
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—
With J. B. ==^^=^e±
Edgar Lewis looks 38 caliber since his
New York City, Aug. 12. 1919.
The American Beauty is at the Hotel
return from the "Land of Dynasties."
Bristol. "Ehg-i-new"
* *and* leads.
W. Griffith's
"Hearts
of the Theatre
World"
Ed Hardin gets all the credit from the hasD. been
showing at
the Cohan
this
week.
It
is
a
revised
version.
Realart. $36,000 is the figure, and anyone
who gets that much credit is entitled to our
* * *
congratulations.
Walter F. Niebuhr, president of the
* » *
American Cinema Corp. can sign up stars
faster than the picture astronomers can reIt's your move Mr. Exhibitor. Fox Film
port them. He has just placed another.
Corporation furnishes the "Checkers" and if
* * *
you don't win, it wont be Arthur James'
Regina Kruh has taken a suite of offices
fault. He's playing your game to a "Farethee-well."
* * *
at
1613 Candler
Kruh's
business
has grownbuilding.
to such Miss
proportions
A sign in front of a garage on 47th street that she has been compelled to engage several assistants.
reads
follows
: ''Owing
to thecharge
high cost
of
laboras and
material,
a modest
will
* * *
be made
for
air."
There's
nothing
free
unWe
are
indebted
Guy Empey, not only
der the sun, although there may be over it, for good pictures, to
but for one of the best
but we have never made the ascension.
baseball teams in New York. We dare
* * *
Guy to stack his nine up against the "All
Leslie Jordan of the International is tak- Stars" of Mamaroneck.
ing his vacation one day at a time — every
Sunday.
Vivian Moses is back on Broadway, with
* * *
about a hundred dollars worth of tan ana
Robert E. Welsh is headed for the everything. Its the real thing too, no overWhite Mountains, or maybe it is the Green, Sunday Atlantic City sunburn, but a regular
Carolina chocolate brown shade that wont
the color doesn't matter, they are mounrub
off. Some make-up.
tains anyway, and Bob's going to pass two
weeks' vacation communing
* * * with nature.
E. Lanning Masters whose business
Eddie Rkkenbacker holds an altitude habitat is in the Fitzgerald building, is
record among aviators anyway you look at handling the publicity campaign for the new
serial in his usual masterful style,
it and eight thousand dollars is a low rec- Artco
ably abetted by his secretary Miss Lillian
ord from any angle for a hero star of this I.
Gale.
* * *
type in a two-reeler.
* * *
MyrtTe Stedman, the lovely motion picIt's nostandards
flight ofareimagination
to say that
ture star, has left for California to play
picture
going up, because
the
the lead in Rex Beach's "The Silver Horde"
Aeromarine Motor and Plane Company
have built a ship which can elevate stars, under direction of Frank Lloyd. Miss
directors and the location man with safety Stedman will play the role of Cherry Malotte, a character which fairly vibrates with
and dispatch. This is a big game and the living
qualities and which is specially suited
">kv is the limit."
to her talents. Miss Stedman has always
been a great admirer of Rex Beach's work,
and is most enthusiastic about "The Silver
Horde." "There is a great difference," said
Miss Stedman just before she left for the
coast, "interestethe
manner
in which
ind inparts
you are
to playyouwhenare you
first become acquainted with them through
the medium of the printed page. But
Cherry Malotte stirred me from the moment our acquaintance began and I am
anxious to begin actually living for the
screen of her life." Miss Stedman's last
work previous to her departure for the
coast
was in the Artcraft special, "The
Witbey.
Teeth of the Tiger," directed by Chet
* * *
Dinah Doytz, secretary to Fred Warren
of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has been
enjoying a vacation in the Berkshire hills.
Dinah looks as brown as a berry and chock
full of pop since her
* return.
* *
Bob Priest picked off a pippin when he
acquired a picture *from
* the
* tree of life.
A. E. HoERL who recently returned with
the 129th Infantry, A. E. F., has joined the
Johnsons, and it is said he is in line for a
JA m : !»OV IK
\\ ho M III iiiipcnr opposite M
Ilimwnrth, chiefship of one of the man-eating tribes on
Ihr Thou. II. I net- Ktnr. In I'm rn tnon n f - the island of "Bollatombawaja." Bosco
\rlcrnf« productions.
he eats 'cm alive. 64

HARRY T. MOREY
Featured in Vitngraph's screen version ■
Charles Klein's stage success, "Th
Gamblers."
Eddie Bonns of the S. L. K. Serial Coi
poration is president of the "Cottage Clut
at Steeple-Chase Park, Rockavvay. Th
has nothing to do with the wooden horse
Cablegram from Ernest Williamson c
the Submarine Film Corporation at Sand
Cay says "Island swept by a broom, n»
damage." It should have read "typhooi
instead of "broom." Ernest must be mal
ing a clean-up down there.
At the rate of one call per day for thrt 4
hundred and sixty-five days, soliciting "E- j
erybody's Business" with negative result i
is enough to make one rather provoke
with "The Little Shepherd of Kingdo
* * *
J
Harry Poppe is at it again. High cla ■
copy for a high class production. "Popp' j
andCome."
"high class" have become synonymou
8. Arthur S. Kane of the Realart Pictur
Corporation was the guest of the "B
Five" at luncheon at the Astor on Aug"
* * *
Mark M. Dintenfass often runs f
Governor of New Jersey, and sometimes
doesn't win, but we think aside from t
"Single Tax" that Mark has a winner
the "Cuckoo Comedies."
* * *
Bert Ennis wishes to be remembered
the trade. He's not leaving it, but this
the First week in ten years that Bert hasi
sent out a line of publicity.
Chaplin Signs Juvenile
Charlie Chaplin recently signed up Ja
Coogan, Jr., to appear with him in co
edies for one year. Jack is but four ye;,
of age and quite a favorite on t
legitimate stage. His last work was w
Annette Kellermann in her Orphei
vaudeville tour. Chaplin says Jack is i
only above the average in intellect, I
that he has the making of a world fame
comedian.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD e very week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chi cago
Artcraft
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks. —
lirbar.ks' version of play makes the
:tnre lOO^c. — A. D. • Stanchfield. Rae
tatre. Ann Arbor. Mich. — Neighbored patronage.
The Marriage Price, with El-ie FerIsen. — A very good picture. Star good
awing card. I'lea>ed patmria-'-. —
t E. Greenwood. Pollard theatre. Guth1, Okla. — Middle class patronage.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
i>uglas Fairbanks. — His best. A regtir Fairbanks picture. Boost it to the
m. Gets the money. Pleased all. —
< J. Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison,
1 — Neighborhood patronage.
The Poppy Girl's Husband, with Willi! S. Hart. — This pleased less than
dy of the Hart pictures I have run.
'. ey do not care for him in this style
c play. — Mrs. Lon Bacon, Pastime
fatre, Itasca, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
Captain Kidd Jr., with Mary Pickford.
Orew well. Not a good picture for
I ry. — C. S. Cone, Grand theatre. Waas . W is. — General patronage.
freedold
of Men,
W'illam
S. Hart.
—
Sne
story.withHart
always
good.
Qhi't think he ever made a poor one. —
--M. Liebir. Royal theatre. Milford, la.
'•porting Life, a Maurice Tourneur
F duction. — Weak. Not what it is
ccked up to be. — DeLuxe theatre.
Snerton, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Whispering Chorus, a DeMille
p duction. — Most excellent. All debited. Only fair business. — W. D.
Itrtin, Badger theatre. Neillsville,
Vs. — Neighborhood patronage.
l'Liss, with Mary Pickford. — Excelm satisfaction. Best ever for our pattlns. Heavy applause. — A. H. Thost,
Cn theatre, Frederickstown, Mo. —
Need patronage.
'ill I Come
Vshburn.
— OneBackof to
the You,
best.with
TookBryant
well
a was warmly applauded. — J. T. Marsill, Colonial theatre. Big Rapids,
i h. — Mixed patronage.
Dhanna Enlists, with Mary Pickford.
- veryone satisfied. Still speaking
a ut it several days afterward. — Mrs.
ti Bacon, Pastime theatre, Itasca,
T . — Small town patronage.
nder the Greenwood Tree, with Elsie
f guson. — Good. Fine. Everyone
>lke well of the picture. — L. J. Butts.
C ison theatre. Maupon. Wis.
Exhibitors Mutual
-is Debt, with Sessue Hayakawa.—
G'd picture. Better than "A Cour. anus Coward." Draws very good.
G'd star. — D. Hirsch, Forest theatre.
P adelphia, Pa. — General patronage.
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The Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.— Excellent drawing card and good
feature for us. — DeLuxe theatre, Somerton. Ariz. — General patronage.
The Temple of Dusk, with Sussue
Hayakawa. — My patrons are still talking
about the picture. It touches the heart
strings. Fine work by the star. — M.
Brotman & Sons. Brotman's Rialto theatre. Rock Island, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — A good star but she should
be put in better stories. Patrons were
not pleased with this one. Nothing to
it.— Bellman Bros., Lyric theatre. Ft. Atkinson, Wis. — Best class patronage.
Josselyn's Wife, with Bessie Barriscale. — Everyone enjoved this. Good. —
Mrs. Lon Bacon. Pastime theatre. Itasca,
Tex. — Mixed patronage.
The Turn in the Road, with an all star
cast. — Fine picture. Very good business.— Charles Kuchan. Idylhour theatre. Canton, III. — Mixed patronage.
The Long Lane's Turning, with Henry
B. Walthall— Walthall does good work
in this picture and support is O. K. but
he fails to pull at the box office. — J. H.
Vaughan. New Orpheum theatre. Maquoketa. Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bonds of Honor, with Sessue Hayakawa.— Hayakawa is a good drawing
card for me. This one was especially
good. — Mrs. Lon Bacon. Pastime theatre. Itasca. Tex. — Mixed patronage.
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First National
A Midnight Romance, with Anita
Stewart.
I can't seeas that
Stewart — isGood.
such But
a whirlwind
an
actress. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell. Ia. — College town.
Choosing a Wife, with a special cast
— Good business and satisfied patrons. —
C. A. Barbian. Waldorf theatre, Akron,
O. — First class patronage.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
— While a good picture it did not drav
like I expected it to. — Mrs. Lon Bacon.
Pastime theatre. Itasca, Tex. — Mixed
patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Big picture to big business. —
W. D. Martin. Badger theatre. Neillsville. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — Not
to be compared with his first two. Of
course he draws the business. — Mrs.
Bacon,
Pastime theatre, Itasca. Tex.
—LonMixed
patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Marv Pickyet. Did
S. "R.have
O.
businessford—Best
forPickford
four nights.
Could
played it a week. — C. S. Cone. Grand
theatre. Wausau. Wis. — General patronage.
Fox
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — Very good picture.
Pleased all my patrons. Good business.
— Charles Guizzetti. Opera House. Gardner, 111.— Small town patronage.
Luck and Pluck, with George W alsh.
— Good. Walsh is a good drawing card
here and this is a fast moving feature. —
Clay H. Powers. Auditorium theatre.
Dunsmuir. Cal. — General patronage.
Putting One Over, with George Walsn.
— Lots of action and pleased audiences.
- — Bender & Naly. Bonaventure theatre,
Kansas City. Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Regeneration, with an all star cast. —
Poor picture. People are getting weary
of this class of pictures. — Auditorium
theatre. Highland. Wis. — Small town
patronage.
Queen of the Sea, with Annette Kellerman. — Not as good as some of her
previous pictures. Light. Nothing to it.
Draws good but doesn't please the public.— W. R. Pyle. Gaiety theatre. Kingsport. Tenn.- — General patronage.
When a Man Sees Red, with William
Farnum. — A great picture. — W. A. Forsyth. Temple theatre. Standish. Mich. —
Small town patronage.
The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum.— People were anxious to see this
after showing Riders of the Purple Sage
and it pleased. — T. L. Meyers. Liberty
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THE LAW

Having a pretty girl (Marguerite De La Motte) wished on to him is but one of the many
humorous
of "Aby Sage
Brush Mutual.
Hamlet," Mr. Desmond's latest RobertsonCole featuresituations
distributed
Exhibitors
theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — Small town pat- Los Angeles, Cal. — Middle class patronronage.
age.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Hoodman Blind, with William Farnum. — Good reissue to good business. —
Moore. — Good, as all of his have been.
W. D. Martin, Badger theatre, Neills- No ■■ business. Heat. — W. H. Mart,
vi lie, Wis. — Small town patronage.
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College
town.
Miss Innocence, with June Caprice. —
Good star in a good program feature.
The Woman on the Index, with Pauline Frederick. — Picture seemed to
— F. J. Gruber, East Jordan, Mich. —
Mixed patronage.
please those who saw it but did not
draw well. Star fine.— M. Brotman &
The Forbidden Room, with Gladys
Brockwell. — Pleased most of our pa- Sons, Brotman's Rialto theatre. Rock
trons. Some were extreme in their Island, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
praise of the picture. — Strand theatre,
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.
Robinson, 111. — Mixed patronage.
— Pleased our patrons. — A. H. Thost,
Gem theatre, Frederickstown, Mo. —
The Strange Woman, with Gladys
Mixed patronage.
Brockwell. — Did not draw. Picture
good. — A. L. Picker, Rialto thc.itre. IronThe Woman on the Index, with Paulwood, Mich. — Mining town patronage.
ine Frederick. — Good mystery story.
Give
this star the stories and she will
The She Devil, with Theda Bara —
make good — College theatre, Los AnRegulation Bara production of somewhat different type. Pleased better than
geles, Cal. — Middle class patronage.
usual. Theda Bara losing drawing
Hodkinson
power with me. — R. L. Hensler, Bijou
The Law That Divides, with Kathleen
theatre, Carrollton, 111. — Small town patronage
Clifford. — Fair picture. Good business.
Ran with serial. — Chas. Kuchan, IdylGoldwyn
hour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
The Face in the Dark, with Mac
As a Man Thinks, with Leah Baird. —
Marsh.
— One and
of Marsh's
best Apictures.
Big business
all satisfied.
happy
Good program picture. Not a Special.
Will not draw. Will not stand advanced
ending always sends them out smiling. —
H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Par- prices. — W. R. Fyle, Gaiety theatre,
deeville, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Kingsport, Tenn. — General patronage.
The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh. —
The Forfeit, with House Peters. — A
Pleased our audience. — A. H. Thost,
first class picture. Well cast and should
Gem theatre, Frederickstown, Mo. —
please. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronGo West, Young Man, with Tom
age.The Heart of Rachel, witli Bessie
Moore.— Not up to his others. Drew
well. — E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Barriscale. — One of the best subjects
Ariz. — Border mining camp.
we've had for some time. Star made
The City of Comrades, with Tom
many friends. Boost it. — C. J. O'Neil,
Moore. — Excellent picture. Many fa- Schullsburg Amusement Co., Schullsburg, Wis. — Small town patronage.
vorable comments. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan,
Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale. 111. — NeighThe Goddess of Lost Lake, with
borhood patronage.
Louise Glaum. — An average offering
The Glorious Adventure, with Mae
helped by beautiful locale.— Mrs. R. J.
Jordan. Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale. III.
Marsh. — Not up to standard. Story
—
High class suburban patronage.
-omrwhat improbable. — College theatre.
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Two-Gun Betty, with Bessie Barriscale.— Good picture. Pleased all. Drew
good. — W. R. Pyle, Gaiety theatre,
Kingsport, Tenn. — General patronage.
The Drifters, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— A No. 1. Fine photography
Played this Monday and had a better
house than usual for that day. — J. H
Yaughan, New Orpheum theatre. Ma
quoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Metro
The Uplifters, with May AllisonGood photography but poor subject mat
ter.
please theatre,
patrons. Kansas
— BenderCityS
Naly, Didn't
Bonaventure
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Full of Pep, with Hale Hamilton.— '
good comedy drama. Pleased well.C. E. Greenwood, Pollard theatre, Gutli
rie, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Island of Intrigue, with May Alii
son.- — One of the best May Allison pictures we have played. Good businessA. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Ar
bor, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion's Den, with Bert Lyttell.Good picture. Star very good. Patron
pleased. — D. Hirsch, Forest theatn
Philadelphia, Pa. — General patronage.
A Successful Adventure, with Ma
Allison. — Usual Allison success with th
above subject. We are glad to see her i
bigger and better pictures, but sorry t
lose her on program. — W. B. Allei
Dixie theatre, Athens, Ala. — Mixed pa
ronage.
Satan Jr., with Viola Dana. — A dand
Give us more like it. — A. J. Hill, Gle"
theatre,
Chicago,
111. — Neighborhoo
patronage.
The Island of Intrigue, with Ma
Allison. — Average program subject wil
some exceptionally fine exteriors. — E. 1
Franck,
Oasis
theatre. Ajo, Ariz. — Bo
der
mining
camp.
Revelation, with Nazimova. — Gre
picture. Pleased our patrons. Son
liked it better than "Eye for Eye
Don't be afraid to boost this one.
Auditorium
theatre, Highland, Wis.Small
town patronage.
Castles in the Air, with May Alliso
— -All recent pictures with this star we
over fine. She is gaining new admire
fast. — John Hafner, l'rincess. theati
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage
The Uplifters, with May Allison.
Burlesque on Bolshevism. Contai
many laughs. — Chas. H. Ryan, Garfie
theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborly
patronage.
Fools and Their Money, with Emu
Wehlen. — Went over good. — Fred Cc|
man, Lyric theatre, St. Joseph. Mo
General patronage.
Castles in the Air, with May Allisi
— As a whole pleasing, but not up
the usual high standard of the Allis
pictures. — W. B. Allen, Dixie theat
Athens, Ala. — Mixed patronage.
That's Good, with Hale Hamilton
Fine comedy-drama that gets them f. t
ing and coming. — F. L. Clarke, Co. i
ronage.
theatre. Hazen, Ark. — Small town p: q
In His Brother's Place, with II
Hamilton.
good,theatre,
l'lea;
■ n' , . — Fred— Went
Cosnian,fairly
Electric
Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.

EXHIBITORS
Paramount
Oh You Women, with Ernest Truex
ind Louise Huff. — Very good: pleased
i bout 80% of a mixed audience. — Liberty
heatre. Reserve, La. — Mixed patronage.
Too Many Millions, with Wallace
?eid. — One of the best pictuers we have
>!ayed. Big business in hot weather. —
V D. Stanchfield. Rae theatre. Ann Ar>or, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Happy Though Married, with Enid
Bennett.— A nice little picture. Nothing
0 rave over. — W. H. Mart, Strand theare, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Extravagance, with Dorothy Dalton.
—A very good production. Pleased
veil. — C. E. Greenwood. Pollard theare, Guthrie, Okla. — Middle class patronHay Foot, Straw Foot, with Charles
<ay. — A good picture which drew we'l
.nd pleased. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinslale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — Neighborlood patronage.
Green Eyes, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Excellent play and pleased our patrons.
-A. H. Thost, Gem theatre. Fredericksown, Mo. — Mixed patronage.
| The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
-This is a dandy. Miss Gish is sure
here with the goods. — F. L. Clarke,
Cozy theatre. Hazen. Ark. — Small town
►atronage.
Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish. —
\n old one that is good any time,
should please any audience that likes
omedy-drama. Good business. — Albert
,Ietzger, Fairy theatre, Knox. Ind.—
■fixed patronage.
1 Her Country First, with Vivian Marin.— Would have been a dandy during
he war, but no good now. — Clay H.
'owers. Auditorium theatre. Dunsmuir.
;"al.— General patronage.
Little Women, with a special cast. —
.'ot wonderful but pleased well. — C. S.
"one. Grand
theatre, Wausau. Wis. —
ieneral
patronage.
Venus in the East, with Bryant Washurn. — Fair picture Washburn at a
tand-still as to drawing power. — W. H.
lart. Strand theatre. Grinnell la. — Col■ge town.
Sandy, with Jack Pickford. — Good
usiness. Complete satisfaction. — A. H.
rhost. Gem theatre. Frederickstown. Mo.
-Mixed patronage.
A Woman of Impulse, with Lina
'avalieri. — Absolutely no good. Atendance was small and they were bored.
Vhy do they make pictures like this
[ne? Star no drawing card at all. —
'lay H. Powers. Strand theatre, Dunsluir. Cal. — General patronage.
Secret Service, with Robert Warwick.
r-Really a superior feature offering but
lot as big a picture as you might be
.•d to believe. Audiences these days
[re sour on war stuff whether it be
^-evolutionary. Civil. Spanish or the late,
•usiness off because of war flavor in
'lis.— Geo. A. Bleich. Empress theatre,
'wensboro, Ky. — Best class patronage.
Poor Boob, with Bryant Washburn. —
'ot much to it. Washburn doesn't get
i-er here. — W. H. Mart. Strand theatre.
nnnell, la. — College town.
The Girl Who Came Back, with Ethel
layton. — Very good. Star growing in
apnlarity. — A. D. Stanchfield. Rae theae. Ann Arbor. Mich. — Neighborhood
itronage.
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Goodbye Bill, with Shirley Mason. —
A picture the average audience cannot
understand. Will not please. — Chas.
Dahler, Abingdon theatre. Abingdon, 111.
The Haunted Bedroom, with Enid Bennett.— Excellent picture. Played to good
business and satisfied the patrons. —
Rudy Schleusener. Superba theatre, Alhambra. Cal. — Transient patronage.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — Star excellent. Story mediocre. Did not draw
well. — Elks Theatre Co., Elks theatre.
Prescott, Ariz. — General patronage.
Goodbye Bill, with Shirley Mason. —
I consider this a very poor picture. —
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
— Small town patronage.
Maggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton. —
This is a good picture. Everybody liked
it. But we did only a small business. —
E. S. Kliner. Trio theatre. Marshheld.
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Source, with Wallace Reid.— Reid
is always good. — H. H. Wilson. Sherman
theatre. Sullivan, Ind. — Mixed patronage.
Partners Three, with Enid Bennett. —
Fine picture that gave good satisfaction.
— F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre. Hazen.
Ark. — Small town patronage.
Mirandy Smiles, with Vivian Martin.
— Excellent picture. Capacity house.
Star well liked. — C. S. Cone. Grand theatre. Wausau. Wis. — General patronage.
When Do We Eat?, with Enid Bennett.
— Very good. Miss Bennett is always
good. Have never ran a poor one yet.
— Clay H. Powers. Auditorium theatre.
Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
A Woman of Impulse, with Lina
Cavalieri. — Fine picture. Star has no
drawing power. — H. H. Wilson. Sherman theatre. Sullivan. Ind. — High class
patronage.
Pathe
A Sporting Chance (American*, with
William Russell. — Fair picture. Unlike
his other pictures. — D Hirsch. Forest
theatre. Philadelphia, Pa. — General patronage.
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The Eyes of Julia Deep (.American),
with Mary Miles Minter. — Fair comedy
drama. Very sweet star. Pleased ail
and had good drawing power. — -M. Brotman & Sons. Brotman's Rialto theatre.
Rock Island, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward. —
Good picture. — E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
Our Better Selves, with Fannie Ward.
— Could be rated as a fair picture, but
did not please. — Fred Cosman, Electric
ronage.
theatre, St. Joseph. Mo. — General patBrass Buttons, with William Russell.
— Somewhat different and good. Pleased
all. — C. E. Bacon, Globe theatre, Stoughton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Brass Buttons (American), with William Russell. — Good program picture.
Full of action. With plenty of clean
comedy. — T. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
theatre. Maquoketa. Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Where the West Begins (American i.
with William Russell. — Fine picture.
Good business. Russell is well liked.
— Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre.
Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Loaded Dice, with Frank Keenan. —
Very satisfactory. — A. H. Thost, Gem
theatre. Frederickstown, Mo. — Mixed
patronage.
An Old Maid's Baby, with Marie Osborne.— Gave general satisfaction. The
children flock to see the little star. Also
a favorite with most of the grown-ups.
— C. J. O'Neil, Schullsburg Amusement
Co.. Schullsburg, Wis. — Small town patronage.
More Trouble, with Frank Keenan. —
Quite satisfactory. — A. H. Thost. Gem
theatre. Frederickstown.
Mo. — Mixed
The Old Maid's Baby, with Marie Osborne.— -Another good picture of this
little star. Always draws a full house
despite . hot weather. — J. H. Vaughan.
New Orpheum theatre. Maquoketa, Ia.
-Neighborhood patronage.

EXHIBITORS
Brass Buttons (American), with William Russell. — Fine picture. Better than
average business. — Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
The Amazing Impostor (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. — A very good
story. Fine acting. Liked by all, but
title has not much drawing power. —
Bellman Bros., Lyric theatre, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. — Best class patronage.
Select
Experimental Marriage, with Constance Talmadge. — Pleased well. Patrons
sure like this star. Don't fail to book
it. — C. E. Greenwood, Pollard theatre,
Guthrie, Okla. — Middle class patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.— Very good. Star very good.
Patrons pleased. — D. Hirsch, Forest
theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. — Mixed patronage.
The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Good picture, but star is not
very well known here. — E. H. Winkler,
Palace theatre, St. Johns, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
In the Hollow of Her Hand, with
Alice Brady. — Brad}- pictures about average as to drawing and pleasing power. —
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,
la. — College town.
Good Night Paul, with Constance Talmadge.— Subject very pleasing. — A. H.
Thost. Gem theatre, Frederickstown,
Mo. — Mixed patronage.
The Whirl Pool, with Alice Brady.—
Very good. Will please Brady followers.— Clay H. Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
Getting Mary Married, with Marion
Davies. — This picture with Marion Davis
was well liked. Business only fair. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Way of a Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — Average in pleasing power.
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Good business. Not much for a special.
— W: H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,
la. — College town.
Woman and Wife, with Alice Brady. —
Good picture. Fair drawing power. —
College theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. —
Middle class patronage.
The Burden of Proof, with Marion
Davies. — Plot A-l, but patrons do not
care for this star. — A. H. Thost, Gem
theatre, Frederickstown, Mo. — Mixed
patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.— Like all Selects, it's a good
bet. — C. E. Bacon, Globe theatre, Stoughton, W is. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Road Through the Dark, with
Clara Kimball Young. — A very fine atPleases. Can't
get the brought
money
with star.traction.
Extra
advertising
no results. — Chas. Dahler, Abingdon,
theatre, Abingdon, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
By Right of Purchase, with Norma
Talmadge. — Class A-l. What the
women want. Fine drawing card. — Coltheatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Middle
class lege
patronage.
The Veiled Adventure, with Constance
Talmadge.
— Up toofstar's
Poor
business because
heat. —average.
W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College
town.
DeLuxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
— No trouble to pack a theatre with a
production of this kind. Advance your
price. No one will complain. — Schullsburg Amusement Co., Schullsburg; Wis.
— Small town patronage.
Triangle

JA\K AND KATHER1XE LEE
I'o.se with Christy Mathenson at Polo
Grounds, New York, during; a recent
engagement of the Giants.
Universal
The Blinding Trail, w ith Monroe Salis- I
bury. — Good picture. Avenge Sunday \
business. — Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour thea- (
tre, Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.

The —Amazing
Wife, Universal
with Mary is MacLaren.
Fine picture.
sure '
Unto the End, with Crance Wilbuv. —
putting out good stories. — College theaFair picture to fair business. — Chas.
tre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Middle class!
patronage.
Kuchan,patronage.
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. —
Mixed
The Dream Lady, with Carmel Myei
The Secret Code, with Gloria SwanThis is a wonderful picture. Held |
son. — Very good. — A. Names, House of —audience
all the way through. — A. L.
Rubian theatre, McCracken, Kans. —
Small town patronage.
Mixed
Robarge,patronage.
Cosmo theatre. Merrill, Wis. — 'M
Paying His Debt, with Roy Stewart. —
A Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.
A good western, with Stewart in a double
role. — Frank Ihmels, Majestic . theatre, — Fine picture. Fine scenery. One of
Harry's best. He's always good. BusiGreen Forest, Ark. — General patronage.
ness fair. — William Thacher. Royal thea- <i
Paying His Debt, with Roy Stewart. —
One of the greatest western pictures tre, Salina, Kans. — Middle class patronever made. Stew-art a big card. Stood
them out for two hours. Packed house
age.Bread, with Mary MacLaren. — Good
at both shows. — A. L. Robarge, Cosmo
picture.
Average business.— 'College ,
theatre, Los Angele-. Cal. — Middle cla.;s
theatre, Merrill, Wis. — Mixed patronage.
patronage.
Taxi, with Taylor Holmes. — Good
business and picture. — Charles Kuchan, ,
She Hired a Husband, with Priscilla
Dean. — Good little comedy. Star good.
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed
patronage.
— C. C. Turning & Son, Pastime theatre.
The Bond of Fear, with Roy Stewart.
ronage.
Walkerville, Mich. — Neighborhood pat— A fair western picture. Some good
sand storm scenes. — Frank Ihmels, MaShe Hired a Husband, with Priscilla
theatre, Greed Forest, Ark. — GenDean. — A splendid subject. — A. J. Hill,
eraljestic
patronage.
Glen hood
theatre,
patronage. Chicago. 111. — NeighborUpside Down, with Taylor Holmes. —
Only fair picture to fair business. Not
The Exquisite Thief, with Priscilla
nearly so good as "Taxi." — John Hafner,
Dean. — Great picture. Liked by everyPrincess borhood
theatre,
Donora,
Pa.
—
Neighpatronage.
body. Fine business. — College theatre, i
Los
Angeles,
Cal. — Middle class patronFaith Endurin,' with Roy Stewart. — A
good western comedy-drama. Star alage.
ways good. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
Vitagraph
theatre,
ronage. Oberlin, Kan*. — Small town patThe Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Upside Down, with Taylor Holmes. —
Very good to very good business for Joyce. — A good picture. Good acting
hot Sunday. — Charles Kuchan. Idylhour and story. — R. A. Stephenson, Dreamland theatre, Harlinger. Tex.
theatre. Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
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The Cambric Mask, with Alice Joyce.
Very poor. Looks like it was made
re years ago. — W. H. Mart, Strand
eatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Find the Woman, with Alice Joyce. —
id not go over with our audience. — A.
. Thost, Gem theatre, Frederickstown,
o. — Mixed patronage.
The Girl Problem, with Corinne Grif:h. — Good picture but did not draw
ell. Star not known. — C. S. Cone,
rand theatre, Wausau, Wis. — General
itronage.
Everybody's Girl, with Alice Joyce. —
'ell received. Poor drawing card. —
. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. —
r»rder mining camp.
Miss Dulcie from Dixie, with Gladys
eslie. — A nice program picture but for
line reason I can't get any money on
itagraph pictures. — Albert Metzger,
airy theatre, Knox, Ind. — Mixed patmag*.
A Rogue's Romance, with Earle Wilims. — A good W illiams picture. Star
lows a little pep. — W. H. Mart. Strand
leatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Miss Dulcie from Dixie, with Gladys
eslie. — Fine. Everybody pleased. Star
drawing better. Good business. —
harles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canin. 111. — Mixed patronage.
World
hil-for-Short, with Evelyn Greeley. —
remely pleasing picture. Miss Grees work is very effective. Good busi-. — W. B. Allen, Dixie theatre,
, , thens. Ala. — Mixed patronage.
Ginger, with Violet Palmer. — This pic[ ure pleased everyone. Give us more
like it.— Matthews Bros., Opera House,
i ireenview. 111. — Mixed patronage.
Mandarin's Gold, with Kitty Gordon.
-Picture just fair. Poor business. — E.
I I. Winkler, Palace theatre, St. Johns,
lans. — Small town patronage.
The Ghost of Slumber Mountain,
i ingle reel special. — Bill it big and you
| -ill surely get big results. Stood them
' ut all evening. — Sidney Spiegel, Comlunity House theatre. Winnetka. 111. —
' ligh class patronage.
Crook O' Dreams, with Louise Huff. —
I iOod picture. Star a favorite here. — R.
li .. Stephenson, Dreamland theatre, Harnger. Tex.
The Man of Bronze, with Lewis Stone.
-Fair picture to fair business. — Charles
.uchan. Idylhour theatre, Canton. 111. —
| Jixed patronage.
Specials
Hearts of Men (Hiram Abramsi, with
eorge Beban. — An excellent picture
ith interest for every patron. — Mrs. R.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
1.— High class suburban patronage.
The House Divided (J. Stuart Black■n), with an all star cast. — A very good
icture to poor business. Might repeat
ter, in fall. — John Hafner, Princess
ieatre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood
itronage.
The Challenge of Chance (Film Clearig House), with Jess Willard. — Good
icture but did not draw. — C. C. Tumg & Son. Pastime theatre, Walkerville,
ich. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Love and the Law (Sherry), with EdDidn't
see shown
it but inthey
said
it wasgar Lewis.
the —best
picture
a year.
Must be good. — William Thacher. Royal
theatre,
ronage. Salina, Kans. — Middle class patSuspense (Film Clearing House), with
Mollie King. — This is a dandy mystery
feature. Photography is very clean and
story will hold interest. — Clay H.
Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir,
Cal. — General patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin i Harry Garson), with Blanche Sweet. — This production is one of the best specials we
ever played. It has great drawing power
and sends the people from the house
satisfied. — Fred W. Wonder, Opera
House, Onawa, la.
Once to Every Man i Frohman Amusement Co.), with Jack Sherill. — Turned
'em — away on this. Splendid production
with a corking good prize fight finish.
Even the ladies applauded. — A. D.
Stanchfield. Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Street of Seven Stars (Sherry),
with Doris Kenyon. — A fine picture. One
of the best we have shown for some
time. — William Thacher, Royal theatre,
Salina, Kans. — Middle class patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin (Harry Garson), with Blanche Sweet. — Excellent
production. Drawing title. Pleased
everybody. Business big. Played four
days. — Jas. Zanias, Apollo theatre, Janesville, Wis. — General patronage.
Serials
The Red Glove (Universal), with Marie
Walcamp. — If patrons like westerns, this
will go good. — Bender & Naly, Bonaventure theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. — Holding up well. Well satisfied. If you want a serial, use Pathe. —
C. E. Bacon, Globe theatre, Stoughton,
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. — Good serial. Gets
the kids. Business dropped off on account of hot weather. — William Thacher.
Royal theatre. Salina, Kans. — Middle
class patronage.
The Perils of Thuader Mountain
(Vitagraph),
with Antonio
—
Most unreasonable
serial I Moreno.
ever ran.
Booked another to keep it alive. — C. A.
.Runyon, Gem theatre, Bigheart, Okla.
The Man of Might (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan — Went over great. Got
the money. — A. H. Thost, Gem theatre,
Frederickstown, Mo. — Mixed patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe), with Pearl
White. — Good serial. Going good. Better than any serial I am running. —
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans. — Middle class patronage.
The Man of Might, (Vitagraph) with
William Duncan. — Certainly a winner.
Great finish. It lets the people leave
your theatre eager to see William Duncan again. — Barney Brotman, Brotman's
Rialto theatre, Rock Island, 111. — Mixed
patronage.
A Fight for Millions, (Vitagraph)
with William Duncan. — Crowds well
pleased. Will make you money. Cannot go wrong on it. — C. G. Frame, Pastime theatre, Claude, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Produce

in Grey"
as Serial
New Production Com-

pany— James Vincent to Direct Screen
Version of Williamson Novel
With the incorporation last week of the it is understood has associated with him
Serico Producing Company, of which
banking and industrial interests of prominence, said :
George N. Wiley, who has long been prominently identified with the industry as a
"The actual filming of 'A Woman in
producer, is named as President, it devel- Grey' will follow five months of as exacting preparation as has ever been given
oped that the present demand of the market
for the works of famous authors has ex- to a screen production. It was Mr. and
tended to the serial field.
Mrs. Williamson's demand, and our desire, that their novel should be presented in
As an introduction of prominent writers
a
manner that would win the approval of
to this field, the Serico Company has sethe
highest
class of audiences.
cured C. N. and A. M. Williamson, reCare Taken for All Details
garded by many as foremost among writers of stirring mystery stories. The most
"Thefore been
most
therewidely read of Williamson's novels, "A
takenscrupulous
to insure care
this has
production
Woman
Grey," has
by
the
SericoinCompany
as itsbeen
first selected
production.
measuring up to the very best standards
of the screen — in the development of the
James Vincent to Direct
story itself ; in the excellence of its phoOf added interest is the fact that the
tography ;in the richness of its settings,
serial is to be produced, according to the and in every other element that enters into
officials of the new organization, with the the making of a high-grade production.
same care and discrimination used in the
"The story, of course, lends itself to this
presentation of the best class of special sort of treatment. It is not the usual sort
pictures. James Vincent, whose latest spe- of serial material. In other words, it is
not just a simple plot, followed by a series
production, credited
"The Spirit
Lafayette,"
was cial
generally
withofhaving
been of hair-breath adventures and detached inone of the most finished offerings of the
cidents. Its thousands of readers throughyear, will direct the picture, which will
out
the
world
know, 'A Woman in Grey'
be in fifteen episodes. A cast of excep- has plots and counterplots of the most
tional calibre, headed by a favorite young
ingenuous character. It has all the tenseness and all the adventure of the average
female star, has been selected. A detailed
announcement of the personnel of this cast serial, if not a great deal more, plus a
story that keeps growing in myswill be made later. The adaptation of "A baffling
tery with each episode. It is a story that
Woman inbe Grey,"
titletheof screen,
which will
probably
changedthe for
has challenges one's ingenuity, but never in
any instance insults the intelligence. The
been made by Walter Richard Hall.
The actual production of the new serial intricacies of its situations are the result of
will begin at once. Arrangements are now
skillful plotting, rather than of improbabeing completed for its distribution, a bilities.
The advertising campaign, it is promised
statement regarding which will be made
in the immediate future. In discussing his will be as equally distinctive. It will be
handled by E. Lanning Masters, Inc., the
new producing activities, Mr. Wiley, whom
OUT FOR A DIAMOND RECORD

organization recently created to specialize
on the exploitation of independent productions, and will be handled by Mr.
Masters personally. An appropriation said
to be in excess of any heretofore made
for serial advertising, has been provided
for this campaign.
Harry Carey Completes
"The Rider of the Law"
Harry Carey, has just finished "Jim of
the Rangers" a Universal production
now titled "The Rider of the Law." The
story concerns a man who joined the
rangers and fulfilled his oath as an officer of the law even when it became his
duty to run down and kill his halfbrother.
Jack Ford, who has directed all of the
star's Universal photodramas, produced
"Jim of the Rangers." The story was
originally written by G. B. Lancaster,
the English novelist, and was put in
scenario form by H. Tipton Steck.
The cast supporting the star includes
Gloria Hope, the Titian haired beauty of
the screen.
role is that of "Betty" a
girl
of the oldHerwest.
The Harry Carey cowboy squadron is
seen in this fall picture. Among them
are: Joe Harris, Ted Brooks, Vesta
Pegg, Duke R. Lee and Jack Woods
Claire Anderson and Jennie Lee pla\
the feminine roles of a siren and Betty%
mother respectively.
Many of the scenes were taken or
Harry Carey's own ranch in San Fran(
cisquito
canyon, thirty miles from Uni
versal City.
"Sahara"

Booked

in DetroiiDi
Charles H. Majestic
Miles and Managing
rector Tom Eland, the forces behim
Detroit's popular Majestic Theatre, paic
signal tribute this week to J. Parke
Read Jr.'s popular Louise Glaum pro,
duction, "Sahara," by booking it for
two weeks' run at that house in advanc
of the publication of the first Unite
Artists' Fairbanks picture, for which th
Majestic holds the franchise.
"Sahara" is to have the distinctiv
and individual exploitation and present:
tion that are characteristic of Detroit
popular theatre. Manager Eland has 01
dered special sets for the house, and hi
musical director will offer "Sahara" wit
arehearsal
special prelude
requiring two weeks (
before rendition.
David Kirkland

The eoaat,
Brratoala Studloa
baseball
team which
preparedRobert
»<> meet
nil70 comera
«h«- vreat
the center,
standing
(left toIn right))
Brnnton,
Beaaleon Barrlacale
anil llotvnrd lllekmnii (ilnrk uniform).

At

Will

Direct "The Bachelor
David Kirkland. who directed
Temperamental Wife." the first of Coi.
stance
(tactions Talmadge's
for First Emerson-Loos
National, has Prt
ju I
been signed by Jos. M. Schenck, 1
direct the second Constance Talmadt
Production, "The Bachelor" which ha
been adapted for the screen by Jol
Emerson and Anita Loos from the Clv<
Fitch aplaysuccessful
by the same
s'<ch
run name,
as a which
Broadw;h:
play, some few years ago. Conwi
rearle will play opposite Miss is
madge in "The Bachelor."

EXHIBITORS
jaramount Opens
Exchanges in South
For New Business
V redisricting of much of the
Sithern territory heretofore served by
f r of the Famous Players-Lasky
bnch officers, involving the establishii of two new exchanges, has been
□ essitated by the increased demands
a;ady made upon these offices under
t Selective Booking plan.
"he new City.
exchanges
located X.
at
Clahoma
Okla., will
and be
Charlotte,
C and will effect the territory now
s ved by the Kansas City. Dallas.
\ shington, and Atlanta exchanges.
^'he the
Oklahoma
exchange will
h'dle
followingCity
territory:
ill of the State of Oklahoma except
H Southeastern counties of Carter.
Vray. Johnston, Pontotoc. Pushmatia. McCurtain, Choctaw. Bryan, Mar- '.I and Love.
Includes Part of Arkansas
ill that Northwestern portion of the
Ste of Arkansas embracing the counn of Boone. Newton, Pope, Conway.
F-ry, Yell,
Scptt.
Caroll, Franklin.
Madison,
Anson,
Logan,
Sebastian.
Cwtord. Washington and Benton.
I 111 that portion of the section known
■the Pan Handle of Texas, starting at
tj Southern boundary of the counties
0 Deaf Smith. Randall. Armstrong.
Inley and Collingsworth and includh) those counties and all the others of
tl Pan Handle running Northward to
tl' Oklahoma State line.
"he new of
territory
contains 1,500.000
a white
p>ulatron
approximately
ii Oklahoma, 100.000 in Texas and
2.000 Arkansas, making a total of 1.B .000. Among the .thriving cities which
vl be served are Oklahoma City. Guthr Tulsa, Sapulpa. Muskogee, McAlest< Okmulgee. Enid. Lawton and El
Fio in Oklahoma: Fort Smith, Ark.,
a Amarillo, Texas.
Charlotte
exchange will handle
tf~he
following
territory:
.11 of the State of North Carolina.
.11 of that section of South Carolina
«.ch embraces the counties of Georget*n, Williamsburg. Clarendon, Calhm, Lexington. Newberry. Greenwood.
.A jeyville, Anderson. Oconee. Pickens,
Cenville. York, Chester, Sumter, Lan<":ter,Laurena,
Darlinton.Cherokee,
Florence. Fairfield,
Horry. Marlbo,
Kerthu,
Lee, Spartenburg,
Richfcp, Chesterfield.
Marion L'nion,
and Dillon.
he Northeastern counties of Teniiikee including Johnston. Sullivan. Cart< Union. Washington. Hawkins.
Gene, Hancock. Granger, Hamblen.
C ke, Jefferson and Sevier.
Charlotte Territory Large
he Charlotte territory contains a
161 white population of approximately
1 0.000 and includes the cities of CharIce. Greensboro. Winston-Salem, FayP'.ville, Raleigh. Wilmington. Asheville,
[*l Durham in North Carolina: Spartan[hjg. Columbia, Camden. Anderson.
S titer and Marion, South Carolina; and
•Bfstol and Johnston City. Tennessee.
11 data regarding the new territory is
J ig segregated in the Kansas City.
C :a>. Washington and Atlanta office?
a will be transferred to the Oklahoma
»- ' and Charlotte exchanges when they
a opened. No appointments have yet
o i made for the new offices.
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MITCH" LIKES HIS OWN

FIRESIDE

Mitchell Lfnin in n MCM from the Select play. "Faith of the Strong."
lad> i* tiloria I'ayton.
Eight

William

Farnum

To Be on Fox
Eight William Farnum productions
are included in the William Fox program for the coming year. They cover
a wide range of characterization, and
must further accentuate Mr. Farnum's
extreme versatility.
The pictures in this de luxe group
already announced by the Fox management are: "Wolves of the Nigh." which
was published on August 10; "The Last
of the Duanes," and "Wings of the
Morning."Standard Is Indicated
These give an indication of the standard which will be maintained. They
show how all the possibilities have been
scanned to get fitting roles for Mr. Farnum. while at the same time presenting
an interesting and dramatic, stressful
story.
Most of these Farnum productions will
be adaptations of famous books and
stage successes. "The Last of the
Duanes." for instance, is another of the
incomparable Zane Grey romances centering about the Texas Rangers. "Wings
of the
Morning"
is Louisto Tracy's
popular novel.
The others,
be announced
later, tionswill
be
equally
notable
contributo the screen.
Farnum's Heart in Work »
Like everyone else in the Fox organization, Mr. Far.num is throwing himself
whole-heartedly into making the vast
production
thoroughmerits.
success such asprogram
ambitioustheendeavor
"More than half the inspiration to an
actor." he says, "lies in the variety of
his roles. If he is kept working on
similar characters he cannot but become
stale. He gets into a rut, so that his
acting becomes
wooden, automatic.

Hix leading

Pictures

Program

For

Year

Called upon to take up an entirely different role, however, he must exert himself to fit the new atmosphere and
portrayal — and thus is put on his mettle
to Fox
give productions
the best thatchosen
is in him."
for Mr. Farnum give that essential variety. "Wolves
of the Night" is a modern story' of business trickery, love and danger. "The
Last of the Duanes" is a frontier story.
"Wings
the
breath ofofthetheseaMorning"
with the carries
storm and
conflict of emotions.
DeGrasse and Giblyn,
Directors, Change Jobs
NEW YORK.— Sam De Grasse, who
directed Dorothy Dalton in her last Ince
production, has returned to the Coast,
and Charles Giblyn has come on from
Los Angeles to act in this capacity in the
next Dalton feature. While it is said
Thomas H. Ince only signed with Mr.
Giblyn for one picture, it is likely he may
remain in New York and. under Mr.
Ince's
make other pictures
for
Mr. supervision,
Ince.
"Khavah"

Sold; Retitled

"The Broken Barrier"
The Zion Films. Inc. has announced the
world rights sale of their picture.
"Khavah,"
by Sholom
Aleichem, totheas Yiddish humorist
often referred
the
Jewish Mark Twain, to the National Film
Distributors. Coincident with the purchase
of this feature production the National
Film Distributors announce a change in the
name of the picture from "Khavah" to
"The Broken Barrier." Alice Hastings essays the star role in the production.
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they put the feature over well and keep ua goodmayhouse,"
Mr. Dietz.
ture
draw said
immense
crowds"The
uptow:pii
but there are always some who like to s(
it again, some who have never seen it, ar,
some who come to the show for the mus
and comedy no matter what is being show
I play as good stuff as they show uj
town and feel that my program is fully
good, even though it is a little bit late

HERE'S A FEAST FOR THE EYES

being presented."
Universal Comedy

Charles Dorety and Sid Smith in a scene from a forthcoming Hulls-Eye production
that looks like a cross section of the "Follies."
|i»n iimBnapMBiBuiiotii urn uiiuHiMuiiuiiBMiiuiisiiiiiii i i iiuiuuiuiurflHiiuiii iiiuiiiiiiiwpa i ihiiuh niimiuiiuu Him wiHiumne
Mak

ing

a Neighborhood

Theatre

Pay

Albert Dictz, Milwaukee Exhibitor, Plays
Attractions Thirty Days After Up Town
Run — . Ind They Draw Capacity Attendance
iiimmiiiiiiiiimiiimimi iiiimimiiiiiuiiuiiimimiiiii uniiiimiriiiiiii Mmnmimimiiiiiiiiminm niiiniiuniinpiiiin mi umimimimin iimmiiimimiiim:i n iiiiiiiimiuP
had the same number of heralds distributed
When an exhibitor in charge of a from
house to house. I used a little more
neighborhood house starts in to "show advertising in the newspapers than usual.
up" a rival exhibitor in charge of an
Attractive Lobby Display
uptown theatre, fur is sure to fix
thick and fast.
"Although my lobby is somewhat smaller
Which introduces Albert Dictz, than the uptown house, I had it arranged
with
the same kind of pictures as
manager of the Savoy Theatre, a they exactly
used during the presentation there.
neighborhood house of Milwaukee,
I was trying to show the neighborhood patrons that I could put on just as good a
home address, Twenty-seventh and
show
as the uptown house for a smaller
Center streets — just close enough to admission
price.
the metropolitan district to be con"I founda out
the uptown
theater had
venient and just far enough away to featured
malethatsoloist
in a program
of
be no inducement to eschew the up- operatic songs. I decided to go them one
town theatres.
better. I arranged for Miss Lorraine
It was during the exploitation of a Meyer, a singer of considerable talent and
special feature attraction that Dictz local reputation to sing certain songs dedicated to .Miss Stewart, tbe star of 'A Midhad occasion to engage in a "hand-to- that knocked
night Romance.'
Thentheatre
I pulled
a stunt
the other
off its
feet :
hand" battle of showmanship with an
the first chorus of several of
up-totvn theatre. The result is told the"Following
songs rendered by Miss Meyer, I had
by the followingthe words flashed on the screen and the
"I was a little bit skeptical about booking audience was invited to sing. The comsinging idea had
'A Midnight Romance,' starring Anita death inmunityMilwaukee
duringbeentheworked
last yearto
Stewart and released by First National Ex- but the results obtained by asking . for tbe
hibitors' Circuit, for two days," said Dietz. audience to sing, showed that the idea
"Tbe shape
uptownjust
theater
across ofin wasn't thoroughly dead yet.
great
thirtyhad
daysputin itadvance
Attendance Above Average
me and really, from their exploitation, it
looked as though every one who had the
"Business
for both
the showslightest interest in moving pictuers at all
ing was well
abovedaystheduring
average.
The
would certainly see the picture.
second day's business was better than the
first.
"But three
I wentthousand
ahead with
it. cards
I distributed
about
window
in this
"Tbe outlying theatre managers have no
particular district. Then I went ahead and reason to complain of lack of patronage if
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Schedule for Year
Provides Variet
A. and J. Stern, producers of the Ce
tury and Rainbow Comedies which hai
met with a nation wide success, have a
nounced the policy of producing 01
comedy a week for the coming year.
The productions will be divided
follows:
Thirteen Lion Comedies.
Thirteen dog and domestic ani
comedies.
Thirteen Charley of the Orient fe
tures.
Thirteen Rough and Ready Comedii
This series of comedies does not i
elude the monkey comedies which a
to be featured by Messrs. Stern the t\
producers, whose comedies are releas
by Universal, have succeeded in obtaing the services of some of the 1><
known comedians and comic charact
portrayers in the country. Mr. and M
Dan Russell, former vaudeville sta
Chai Hong, the Chinese comedian, V<j
Steadman, Dot Farley, Sam Kaufm
and Bill Bevan, are among the m<
prominent
star's featured
bow
and Century
comedies. in the Ra
According to reports received at I
Universal offices the comedies have Ik
booked heavily by exhibitors. In so
cases exhibitors are reported to h;
booked the entire series. Some unco
mon stories and novel direction of th
two series undoubtedly account for |
success of the comedies.
Barthelmess Predicts
New Griffith Succe
Richard Barthelmess, who arrived
New York last week from the west co:
predicts that the Griffith production j
completed will enjoy a success sim
to
of "Broken
Blossoms."
althoil
of that
an entirely
different
character
tl||
that masterpiece.
Mr. Barthelmess, aside from serving)
a principal in the Griffith plays, has b
view
to becoming
a director
eventual
studying
the producer's
methods
wit'
When not actually employed before
camera he has been devoting his timt
the cutting and asscmblving room of
Griffith plant. He will have a lead
role in the first eastern production to
made for First National distribution
Joe Martin on Rampage
the result
of awrecked
three days'
in Aswhich
time he
his rampi
train
quarters at the Universal City arena, ft
Martin, the famous orang-outang of
screen, is now under constant sun
lance. Because the uncanny animal I
the door from its hinges, unlocked
wolves' cage, freed the elephant and
ated general
havoc, a close watch is 1
over
his quarters.
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Richard

to

Government

in Production

and

Distribution Seen by Executives — Will
Mean Big Time Saving
. roplanes are expected to revolutionize just as a few years ago they were buying
the ransportation of motion picture films automobiles.
wi n the next twelve months.
"Virtuous
Men,"
whoE. isK.a Lincoln,
member star
of theof Xew
York Flying
the government
to place
cm '"ith
te market
scores of preparing
planes, both
large Yacht Club, is negotiating with the Aeroan small, within the next few weeks, marine Plane and Motor Company for the
pr; ically every big distributing company purchase of a three-plane enclosed type
in e country is figuring upon acquiring a flying yacht.
The transportation of film from point to
is a serious problem, and the price
the pre>ent
are purchase
vague andis point
would not be taken into consideration of
th('hile
mmediatc
reason plans
for the
proration for emergency, executives ot any method of improvement over railroad
ill f the companies are at present figuring and steamship. Motion picture films are
on neans of utilizing the aeroplanes in transported in Alaska by dog teams, taking
w< department of production and dis- days and weeks to cover the distance,
which the airplane would require minutes
Will Be Put to General Use
or hours, and it must be remembered that
B^e threatened strike of railroad em- in such isolated communities, the moving
pic s may necessitate use of this means of picture is the sole entertainment for the
traportation for all films, within a short natives. Films only earn money when being
shown. The period of transportation is a
Jready. aeroplanes are in more general dead loss to the owners, so if the airplane
DSta the industry than is realized. Xews is going to make it possible to reverse these
ret producers have found them specially figures, it is high time that the industry
val ble for quick delivery. Taxiplanes are acknowledge that the air has been confreiently employed by directors on the
wt coast for hurried trips from one loca- quered. Distances Are Shortened
tion oanother.
Yesterday we thought of England as being three thousand miles away. Today it
""ere
is hardly
company
wh i cannot
find ana producing
aeroplane on
short is but sixteen hours and forty-five minutes
Bole as a big percentage of the current by air. Who is the man who will dare disKe rios call for them in productions.
pute the feasibility of pictures furnished in
(mmander Scott of the Royal British America being shown in Australia five days
Ainip R-34, carried a consignment of mo- later?
no; pictures from Xew York to London
In April, 1917, the United States could
on is recent history-making trans-oceanic boast of less than one hundred aviators. At
air ip, beating the old oceart surface mode the signing of the armistice, the United
of 'livery by just exactly twelve days.
States Government had trained thirty thouStars Buy Planes for Use
sand college-bred men in the art of aviation, at an average cost of $13,000 per man.
t } ny motion picture stars are now buyAt the same time there were thirty-four
ing ieroplanes for pleasure and business, thousand
cadets in the course of training,
so it is needless to say, we have today upwards of sixty thousand aviators, all looking for jobs.

H. B. WARNER
11 Jack Abbe come to a mutual
■ lrrntanding in "The Pagan God." a
1 >crt«i>n-Cole feature, distributed by
i'libitorx*
Mutual.

Producing Company
Will Erect Theatre
At Shreveport, La.
SHREVEPORT, LA.— The entrance
of one of the big motion picture producing companies of the country into the
Shreveport amusement neld was forecasted for an early date by one of a
number of local men who will probably
be affiliated in the operation of a $.'00,000
or $300,000 theatre, at which the company's pictures will be shown.
Although affairs within the motion picture industry are apparently all calm and
serene on the surface, the speaker declared, they are far from satisfactory
when viewed from the inside, in Shreveport as elsewhere. It has come to the
point, he said, where the producers are
buying or building theatres of their own
in chosen locations at which to show
their films instead of selling to theatre
syndicates who have acquired control of
all the picture houses in a city and are
able to dictate what they will pay the
producers for rights to their films in that
city.
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A. Rowland

On

Way Back After
Surveys of Europe
Richard A. Rowland, president of
Metro Pictures Corporation and Screen
Classics. Inc.. is homeward bound aboard
the Holland liner, Xieuw Amsterdam,
after a first hand survey of the foreign
motion picture field that took him
through Great Britain, France. Belgium
and Italy and covered a period of two
months and a half.
Mr. Rowland took return passage on
the Xieuw Amsterdam at a British port
of call. In view of the fact that cable
dispatches to the newspapers have told
of maritime strike troubles, with many
Americans unable to book accommodations on American-bound steamships,
the Metro president was extremely forschedule.tunate to get away according to his own
W. E. Atkinson. Metro general manager, received a wireless message from
Mr. Rowland from mid-ocean, saying
that all was well aboard the Xieuw Amsterdam and that the Metro president
expected to land early in the coming
week. The radio dispatch followed Mr.
Rowland's cable from England, announcing his departure for Xew York.
At the same time Mr. Atkinson received a wire from the Pacific Coast
announcing that Joseph \Y. Engel. treasurer of Metro Pictures Corporation, was
leaving for Xew York with a completed
print of "The Brat," the newest Xazimova production, which Metro has announced for publication September 1.
With Mr. Rowland speeding west by
boat and Mr. Engel journeying east by
rail, it is probable that the two Metro
officials will arrive in the metropolis at
the same time. At any rate, that would
appear to be their intention. Mr. Engel
is bringing the finished print of "The
Brat" for Mr. Rowland's personal inspection.

GLADYS LESLIE
The pretty soiden-haired Yitagraph star
Mho will appear soon in "The Girl
Woman."
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Prints

of First Productions Offered for 1919-20
Season Are at All Fox Exchanges
In Country
William Fox announces that the first "Wolves of the Night," starring William
of the great screen productions promFarnum, from the pen of E. Lloyd Shelised for the season of 1919-1920 are
don; "La Belle Russe," a Theda Bara
now ready for inspection by exhibitors
"Rough Riding Roat all Fox exchanges in every section of super-production;
mance," a Tom Mix thriller; "The
the country.
Splendid Sin," a dramatic production
In making this announcement Fox
with Madlaine Traverse; "The Winning
Film Corporation begins its active Fall Stroke,"
a boat-racing romance, with
campaign with the definite assurance
George Walsh; the Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoon series by Captain Bud
that it has set a new record in offering
to the exhibitor not promises merely,
Fisher, shine
andComedies.
the new series of Fox Sunbut accomplished facts.
With these productions already in the
Advertising Campaign Brings Results
exchanges, Fox Film Corporation faces
With the vanguard of great Fox pro- the exhibitors standing squarely upon
ductions announced for 1919-1920 all
facts.
ready for distribution, the effects of the accomplished
Bookings are already .being made upon
big advertising campaign in the trade
these pictures, which constitute the
press and the nation-wide publicity fore- vanguard of a long line of coming Fox
cast and under way are already apparattractions.
ent.
The advance bookings are unusually
The wisdom of the Fox policy of en- heavy, according to the reports from
abling the exhibitor to inspect the picexchanges.
ture before publication has resulted in the Fox Guess
Work Eliminated
hundreds of new bookings with others
This is attributed to the elimination
constantly coming in. Reports from exof all guess work. Any exhibitor who
changes everywhere recite that the popuvisits a Fox exchange may now be
larity of the plan is sweeping the counshown any or all of the Fox productions
try like a prairie fire and that inquiries
above mentioned. He may also see the
for the new pictures are pouring in from
posters. A complete line of paper is
every quarter.
Each and every one of the long list afforded with each picture, ranging from
of big attractions which William Fox
twenty-four sheet stands down to onesheet.
will present in September and October
is now ready for the exhibitor down to
The advertising material and accesthe last detail.
sories, very complete, also are ready for
inspection
by exhibitors. These include
Xot only have the features themselves
been filmed, but the finished prints await
the press sheet furnished with each subthe verdict of the exhibitors in the Fox
ject, containing complete newspaper advertising and publicity campaigns, and
exchanges, together with all the adverthe new Fine Art slides now furnished
tising material and accessories.
with Fox productions.
Pictures Ready for Viewing
The effects of the big advertising camThe list of these coming attractions
paign inaugurated by Fox Film Corporaincludes:
tion in the motion picture trade press
"Checkers,"
a big Fox special; are already felt. This is another factor
which has contributed to the avalanche
of advance bookings reported from the
Fox offices.
But most important of all to the exhibitor is the fact that William Fox is
presenting his coming attractions on a
fact basis and that the exhibitor may
prove to his own satisfaction, by actual
inspection, not only that the Fox Fall
campaign is an active one, but that it
will deliver the goods.

QBORGB McDANIBLS
Who 1m to lime the li'litllnii BMlfl roll* In
"Tin* Woman I mlrr 4'ovi-r.'* I iiUi-i-niiI'm
prO A H Ctl Ofl of ll ttvw niiii-mt iii>mIit> Ntury.

Theodore Marsden Will
Direct Earle Williams
Theodore Marsden, one of the best
known directors in the motion picture
field and formerly associated with Vitagraph for many years, has returned to
the field. He has been engaged by Vitagraph to direct Earle Williams in his
next picture, "The Black Gate."
Mr. Marsden's work has been of the
highest order and it has been regrettable
that owing to a serious accident he has
not been engaged in picture work for
some time. One of his most notable pictures was "Mortmain." a powerful subject published by Yitagraph.
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Special

HARRY E. NICHOLS
representative
The Her ,
now
on the Westtor Coast.

Babylon Incident Is
Enlarged by De Mille
In "Male and Femal
Babylon in all its ancient pagan ir
nificence forms the background for
appearance for a group of distinguish
film players in Cecil B. DeMille's
ture production,
and FemaB
Thomas
Meigham, "Male
Gloria Swanson,
Daniels, Tully Marshall, Monte B
Clarence Geldardt, Lucien Littlefield
T. E. Duncan are included in the •
of this episode of the story.
"Male and Female" is from the r
of Jeannie Macpherson. founded on i
James
M. Barrie's "The Admir
Crichton."
Miss Macpherson enlai
upon Barrie's use of the poetic
"When 1 Was a King in Babylon (
You
Were ina aChristian
this idea
colorful Slave,"
vision. picturi |
Thomas Meigham plays the rol(»
the pagan king and Gloria Swanso is
the Christian slave in the dramatiza'ii
of this phrase. Gorgeous scenery d
costumes form the setting for
Swanson's descent into a pit inhal 1
by eight lions, upon her refusal to a I
don her religion for a life of luxur I
the favorite of the king.
World Buys Rights
To Brenon's
World Pictures
announces "12
that it!
secured the distribution of Hei r
Brenon'sof newest
pictureIsles.
for all
coun <
outside
the British
It bear:
title "12:10" (Twelve-Ten). The se
are laid in England and in Paris
were actually filmed in these local i
The settings arc characteristic of I
artistic landscape seldom found ou '
of England and the continent.
In support of Marie Doro, the
Mr. Brenon selected actors whose ni <
arc a household word in England!
cause
theirspoken
abilitydrama.
established thr i
work inof the
"12:10" will be published by V[
Pictures as a special feature in the
fall.
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iph Buys Exchanges in North of
England
E. Smith, president of the VitaCompany, has announced the outpurchase of RufFell's system of exin the north of England. The
represents a revolution in the proof distribution for a vital portion of
Europe, and adds a notable chapthe world history' of films,
a result of the deal, which was neted by George H. Smith, head of Vital's English branch and brother of AlE, Smith. Yitagraph again becomes the
>er in the establishment of its own ex?es
Britain.
pean inand Great
American
interestsVitagraph's
thus will
irown into new competition,
lffell's. one of the oldest exchange
■D in Europe, up to now has virtually
coi oiled the film business of Northern
Bind. Through this clearing house, all
Bfrican films had to make their way. It
lerd as a general exchange for the vario companies, giving prioritv to none.
Has one of the finest buildings of its
Bin Great Britain. It was built especllv as a film exchange, and is strategical, located at the St. Martin's end of
Lo acre.
' agraph. which was the pioneer among
African companies to establish branches
in ie other side, has had agencies well
■eared over the south of England and
fr.ee. but up to now lias operated in
the orthern part of the United Kingdom.
It lany other companies, onlv through
Hull's, the giant among the distributors.
. I acquiring
the RutTell's
*ra.i
has established
contactsystem.
with Vitamore
fiia S00 new theatres. This market com■t a distribution field that includes all
Iherincipal cities of the P.ritish Isles. It
■ri s in the following new territory:
*rtnumberland, Durham. Westmoreland
•n. Cumberland, with headquarters at
Ke^rastle-on-Tyne : Yorkshire. KincolnBl Kottinghamshire and Derbyshire,
wit headquarters at Leeds: Lancashire.
Oi lire and North Wales, with headnurers at Manchester: Staffordshire.
Bpshire. Warwickshire. Worcestershire
Liecestershire with headnuarters at
Biringham : South Wales and HerfordH with headnuarters at Cardiff, and
Scrind, with headquarters at Glasgow.
'V uous Foreign
Men" Disposed
Territoriesof for Five
f lupins pace with the raoid distribution
>t 'ritoria! rights for "Virtuous Men" in
lni«ountry and Canada are the sales being
"a. for the S-L Production by T. Franker* diss. Inc. for foreign countries. This
^■rsiization. which controls the entire
lor rn rights for "Virtuous Men." an«or-ed this week the sale of Switzerland.
r»' Holland. Spain and France for the
« distributing "Virtuous Men" for
'or- n countries, the Brockliss organiza-
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Field

Information
tion has placed in effect an innovation
which is meeting with strong approval
from their buyers. Special scenes, filmed
during the making of "Virtuous Men" by
the S-L producers, which in atmosphere
and action carry a direct appeal to foreign
audiences, are inserted in each print. This
plan was worked out by Sydney Garrett.
President of J. Frank Brockliss. Inc. and
Herbert Lubin. prior to the production of
"Virtuous Men." Its success his decided
the S-L organization to carry out this plan
in their forthcoming productions. The
Sawyer-Lubin offices were in receipt this
week of a letter from Mr. Garrett, who
is at present abroad in the interests of his
firm, stating that the S-L feature is meeting with unusual success on the continent.
Spanuth's

Original
Vod-a-Vil Movies
in Europe

The growing market for American films
abroad appears to be spreading even to
short subjects for H. A. Spanuth, president of the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, andMovies
creatorreports
of Spanuth's
Yod-a-Yil
that his Original
one-reel
film composed of vaudeville acts is being
used extensively in Europe.
David P. Howells,
Mr. Spanuth's
foreign
representative,
is showing
the novelty
film
in theatres in the entire Orient, France,
Continental Europe, England, Germany,
Austria- Hungary and Russia where business relations have just recently been reIslands. opened, and also in Cuba and the Philippine

Bech, Van Siclen Sales
A Wortham of Bech. Van Siclen &
Company, Inc.. announces the sale of
"Wild Honey" and "Calibre 38" for England and "A House Divided" for England. France. Belgium. Switzerland. Holland, Germany, Austria. Hungary. Poland, Roumania. Bulgaria, Greece and
Turkev.
"Wild Honey." "Calibre 38." "Twilight." "Inn of the Blue Moon." "Street
of Seven Stars." "Romance of the Underworld," "Marriage." "Out of the
Night."
for
Spainandand"Marriage
Portugal. for Convenience"
— James Beecroft.
"Miracle Man" Given
A Chicago Showing
"The Miracle Man." the ParamountArtcraft special feature produced by
George Loane Tucker from the play by
George M. Cohan, was given its first
Chicago showing on Monday morning.
August 11. at Orchestra Hall, to about
four hundred persons present by invi?
tation.
The presentation got under way on
scheduled time, the immense organ
caught the spirit of the opening scenes
with fore
a haunting
strain,than
and half
bethe first reelChinese
was more
gone all forgot that a combined parade
of Ringling Brothers' and Barnum &
Bailey's circuses was passing along
Michigan Avenue at the same time.
Exhibitors, critics and guests were one
in commendation of the production. Expressions of gratitude were heard on
the part of several wishing to express
their pleasure at being included on the
invitation list. There can be no question of the word-of-mouth publicity
which the entertainment will yield for
the benefit of the play when it embarks
upon its unlimited engagement at one
of Chicago's leading theatres.

SOME OF CHRISTIE'S CIRLS
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Coast

With H. E. N.
Ch arlie
Chaplin*
engagedof
Arthur
Thalasso,
said torecently
be a double
Chaplin's
favorite
Campbell, whoold-time
was killed
in anfoil,
autoEricaccident.
Chaplin states that if Thalasso proves to be
as good as he looks, he will certainly be a
winner.
* * *

Edmund L. Greene, formerly of the
Guaranty Trust and Savings Bank of Los
Angeles is now manager of the Judge
Brown Film Syndicate, producing juvenile
comedies at the David Horsley Studies, Los
Angeles.
* * *

Milla Davenport, one of the screen's
Glen* Williams, formerly of the Doug- cleverest character impersonators, has been
las Fairbanks company, is now acting as called upon to enact widely diversified roles
cameraman for Allan Dwan.
in the recent Nazimova productions. In
* * *
"The Brat," Mrs. Davenport portrays the
The Bessie Barriscale Feature Co. has heartless,
tyrannical landlady and in
obtained the services of Eugene Gaudio, "The Hermit Doctor of Gaya," Naziformerly with Nazimova. to do the mova's production, she is the beloved
camera work for the Barriscale features companion of the star. Mrs. Davenport
under the direction
be remembered as the cruel matron
* *of *Howard Hickman. will
of the John Grier Home in the Mary
In response to numerous inquiries re- Pickford production, "Daddy Longlegs."
ceived at the Henry Lehrman Studios in
Culver City, Calif.. .Mr. Lehrman announces
that no stories are desired from outside
contributors, as the producer himself
originates all the stories for Henry Lehrman comedies.
* ?|t *
Cameraman Arthur Todd has been engaged by Ernest C. Warde, director of
J. Warren Kerrigan's company, to photograph thenow
star's filming
new seriesat ofthe
independent
pictures
Brunton
Studios. Mr. Todd replaces Charles
Kauffman. former Brunton staff photographer who is *now* with
* another studio.
"Brunton Park" is the latest addition
to the ranks of Los Angeles amusement
centers. A portion of the ten-acre tract
on Melrose avenue, opposite the Robert
Brunton Studios, has been converted into
a most modern and thoroughly equipped
ball diamond. The dedicatory game was
not as pronitious, *however,
* * as the "Home."
Assistant Director Frank Geraughty of
J. Warren
company
doLEI. VM) J. KI HHI D
nated the useKerrigan's
of his name,
slightlyhas
altered
filming scenes for "Legends <»f
to make it sound even more Irish than On thelocation
Wilderness," in the Rockies. It will
be presented as » state right feature
at present, to the cause of the motion picOctober l through Balls-Eye.
ture. In other words, a sign on the tenement set used in Mr. Kerrigan's picture
Studio Manager Alfred Davey advises
reads, "Frank Garrity, Photographer.
that the David Horsley studios, being operPictures
Finished
While
You
Wait"
—
or
ated as a commercial studio, have rented
words to that effect. Across the street
stage space to the following companies :
is the Shamrock Saloon, while the names
Ruth Roland Serial Company, Judge Brown
"Murphy"
and "Malone"
are tinge
to be seen
all Film Syndicate, Kewpie Komedy Komalong, lending
a greenish
to .the
atmosphere. The locale of the picture is pany, Hank Mann Comedy Company, AlComedy Company and Elwa Comedy
partly in Ireland and partly on the East kire
Company.
Side, New York. * * *
* * *
M.mi:.
Alla
Nazimova
has just purchased
William Duncan*, who is at Lake
Huntington with the Vitagraph serial a beautiful home in Hollywood. The house
is of Spanish architecture and is surcompany,Coast
expected
return
to Vitagrapb's
rounded bythree acres of highly improved
West
studioto by
August
first, but
much new material has presented itself grounds.
* * *
during the filming of Daredevil Dick and
Mrs.
Harriett
II. Barry, president of
he will remain at the lake for another
tin- National Federation of Better Film
month.
Workers, was a visitor this week at Judge
* * *
*comedy set
* at* the
* Ilorsky studios.
Jimmy Aubrey, under the direction of Brown's
Noel Smith, has completed the excepHenry Lehrman, producer of Lehrman
tional clever comedy in which some highly
amusing trick photography is introduced. comedies, has just left Los Angeles for
The exact nature of this feature of the Colorado Springs, Colo., to attend a convention of executives of the First National
comedy has not been disclosed as it
furnishes several big surprises and the Exhibitors' Circuit. T. L. Tally, vice-president of the First National and proprietor
•-tar and director want to preserve the
clement of surprise until it is revealed on of Tally's Broadway theatre, Los Angeles,
also
attended.
the icreen,
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T. ("Jimmy")
Kelly,comedies,
well knii
forJames
his work
in the Chaplin
l9
ing been associated with Chaplin for 'm
years, is contemplating returning to th'H
gitimate
Dog's L:fl
"Jimmy" stage.
left the After
Chaplin"ACompany
tc o
to the Liberty Theatre at Camp Kear >\
Calif., to produce musical comedies. Al t.
John recently sent for him and at pre it
he is working in the Hank Mann com< :s
at the David Horsley studios, but the 11
"of the boards" is strong and he's ;t
about ready to accept an offer to g. o
Oklahoma tor thirty-five weeks to pro :e
musical comedies from his own scripts >r
comedian.
#
"Jimmy' is quite * a *writer,
as well ; a
The first Lew Cody production, "The eloved Cheater," is fast nearing comple n.
This story by Stephen Fox, Jr., was c >
nally
being entitled
directed "The
by W.Pleasant
Christy Devil."
Cabanr atis
the Astra studios in Glendale. Lou J.
Gasnier is producer.
* * *
Samuel Goldwyn returned to his C er
City studios Aug. 6 after a hurried tr to
New York, where he made connec ns
with Lee Shubert and Al Woods.
M. J. McCarthy will start prodng
Horseshoe Comedies
week.
* *in * Los Angeles xt
L. W. O'CoNNF.ix,
formerly Com
witf ty,
he
Rotbacker
Film Manufacturing
Chicago, and late of the Famous Pis rsLasky studios, is now doing the ca
work for the Ruth Roland serial, he
Adventures of Ruth" at the David rider ■
studios. L. W. enjoys the distinctii of
being the
the American
only motionforces
picture photogr'ier
with
* * * in Siberia.
David Flam, formerly with the ;rn
Newspaper Union, New York City, i< ow
assisting Publicity Director Ted Re at
the Douglas Fairbanks Studio in I lywood.
* * *
I
Rollie Totheroii, chief camerama for
the
Charlie
Film of
Company
lvwood
and Chaplin
a member
the Amin ranol-,Society of Cinematographers, ought be
an expert pie-dodger by this time, fetloH
lie has been with Chaplin for the pas otn
years. Totheroh and Jack Wilson, s US
cameraman
the aChaplin
Conipan f url
are.'
busy crankingfor for
new Chaplin
as vet unnamed.
* * * «— \
Margaret
Greene,
Albert
Parker,
wife inofprivate
Clara life
KbfIrs.
Young's director, has opened in Wa n
ton, D. C., as leading woman in tl a
star cast such
of "The
Regular
Fellow,"Gld«it
includes
players
as Ernest
ning, Frank McCormick and Edwan^i
terfield. After playing at the n pi
capitol for a short time, she is to M
in New York at the Cort theater in n«
Winston Churchill play under the in it
mcnt of Charles Emerson Cooke, air
ing to word just received by Mr. I k<
Mrs. Parker was for some time a e>
her of the
colony,wheor'ljsi
coming
herelocal
frompicture
Broadway,
starred in "Ready Money" and "Tipp I
* * *
"The Silver Horde'" by Rex BkM.
being
produced
Goldwyn
Winner."
under
the
directionat oftheFrank
Lloyd di(
company left for the north Angus 1 \
shoot some scenes along the CoMI
River. Robert McKim has been ch(Jw
enact the role of Marsh in this iM
cast.

CHICAGO

llie Hershberc is now sitting in the
, motoring about the city in behalf of
ocal Metro sales department. How
it feel Willie to be on the other side
le argument these warm summery
ags?
arlie Miller of the local Universal
inge staff arrived in the office recently
the cutest little shade of red glorifyhat discriminating smelling apparatus
s,
which up'tis insaidWisconsin
was the somewhere,
result of a
g party
lid make a spiffy little torch to warn
acoming lake steamers to beware of
go's rockbound coast of a stormv
list of five lucky Pathe winners rea sojourn
)ldannounced
Xew Vawk'towasenjoy
decidedly
conspic-in
in the lack of Chicago names. Come
knights of the grip hereabouts, snap
t. and let's see the next five names
:r all from the Windy City.
; Harlow, erstwhile director of films,
iig. 9 with his family to enjoy a vacapell among the rural attractions of
Ste. Marie.
Brichetto is now seen about local
rcles once more. He is handling the
:t of the Silee Film exchange and it
i>e pretty good stuff when the husky
ff"
inveigled back to the game
lis can
firstbelove.
I. Lockwood. former cameraman with
of the prominent film companies was
naking speed along State street the
evening. He informs us that the
of L. has no terrors for him as he
on the pay roll of one of the best
ns known. Uncle Sam. Hurry back
there thee.
is still plenty of room, bevee" miss

TRADE
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Reported by ''Mac"
is now affiliated with the City sales department of the Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Just as soon as the carpenters cease
striking and go back to work there is a big
job over at the Garrick Theatre building
to start with. Messrs. Hayes & Orr. of the
Argosy Film exchange inform us that this
busy exchange is handling so much business that they will have to knock through
another wall and have a reception hall
constructed for their many exhibitor
clients.
Arthur Clipi-enoer. formerly with Paramount and Fox. is now south side sales
for Mutual, succeeding George O'Malley.
resigned.
S. T. Stevens of the executive field staff
of the Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation spent the past week in Chicago,
leaving for St. Louis Sundav.
Following the announcement of an increase in the scale of the musicians of
Chicago, the Allied Amusement Association
held a meeting on August 5. at which the
exhibitors met a committee of the Musicians' Union and discussed the new rates.
Jos. Winkler, chairman of the musicians'
body, agreed to take up several matters
with his organization and meet the A. A.
A. again on August 19. at which time a
definite scale of wages will be fixed.
I. L. exchange,
Lessermax.returned
managerto ofChicago
the L'niversal
on
Monday after a weeks tour of Wisconsin
summer resorts.
GALE HENRY

LOADS

Phillip Lewis Weds
Pretty Chicago Girl
Miss Estelle Weiss, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Weiss, of Chicago, was married on Wednesday. August 6. to Phillip
L. Lewis, former Chicago film man, he
having conducted the Owl Feature Films
exchange for a number of years. Miss
Weiss was secretary of the Owl Company
for some time.
An elaborate wedding supper followed
the ceremony, which was served at the
Marigold Gardens. The happy couple left
on an extended wedding tour and will be
at home at the Commodore Hotel, Xew
York City, after August 16. Mr. Lewis is
well known in Central west film circles
and the happy couple were the recipients
of many beautiful gifts from friends and
relatives.
Martin Takes Out Show
H. O. Martin, recently appointed manager of the "Hearts of the World" Company, has resigned to assume complete
charge of the road production of "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin" for Greater Stars Productions, through the Illinois territory.
Mr. Martin will be absent from Chicago
for some time. He knows the territory
thoroughly, having been special representative for the William Clune productions.
UP HER "HENRY'

i the Playhouse theatre on Boule
soon to come under the subtle guidnius of the popular Archie Spencer,
tractive theatre should soon become
alar" habit with the oodles of stressing its inviting entrance every minthe day. Back in the "old days," ret. a couple of seasons ago. the
Inn? Well watch this youngster
hings up along Chi's famous prom-

> . Vidor is now stepping on the gas
e local Goldwvn exchange handling
les for the West side territory.
other day we overheard a few
sweet things discussing a former
man who was associated with the
ated Players office. "He had just
arest little cute moustache" was the
I expression of the young maidens,
ler where he can be?" Never fear
ie is still with us. Milton- Kusell

Before
locationsure
for she
a few
for "Heranything,
Week Knd,"
a newactors,
comedy,
>lissMartina
Henrv [flfi nnking
has scenes
not forgotten
including
etc.
( Bulls-Eye.)
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Tarkington Baker
Sees Short Subject
Gain in Popularity
Universal General Manager
Reports Growing Demand
For All Varieties
popularity
the short
subject
has"The
increased
twofoldof within
the last
season and in many cases a short subject
has been exploited as much as a feature." This statement was made this
week bymanager.
Tarkington Baker, Universalis
general
Exhibitors Needs Shorts
In discussing the success of Universal
shortthat
subjects,
Mr. andBaker
"We
find
the large
smallsaid:
exhibitors
have great need for the shorter subjects.
The large exhibitor to round out his program and smaller one to feature several short subjects. It is only proper
to point out the fact that during the past
few months the large Broadway theatres
have booked and presented many Universal short subjects, including the western pictures. This is an unprecedented
action, and proved conclusively that the
short subject is desired by the public.
"Perhapsever
the produced
greatest series
short
subjects
is theof Stage
Women's War Relief series which Universal is releasing. This is the highest
price series of short subjects ever offered
to exhibitors.
Bluebirds Are Popular
"Within the last six months an exceptional heavy booking of the famous Bluebird brand of short subjects has been
recorded. The Eddie Polo Cyclone
Smith series have been extensively
shown, and
'Spur and isSaddle
Series,'
starring
Mariethe Walcamp,
being booked
heavily.
new News
Screenreels
Magazine
the"Universal's
International
are two andof
the most heavily booked short subjects
released by Universal. The new Screen
Magazine has become one of the
few standard entertaining and educational releases that enjoys a wide showing throughout the country."
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Realart Signs Long
Term Lease for Big
Cincinnati Office
Realart Pictures Corporation continues
its rapid expansion, the "latest development being the announcement by Arthur
S. Kane, the president, of the signing of
a long-time lease covering one-half of
the fifth ' floor of the Film Exchange
Building, Broadway and Pioneer street,
as permanent
quarters
the Cincinnati branch office.
Theforterms
of the
agreement were settled at a conference
in New York between Max Goldstein of
Chicago and Mr. Kane. Possession will
be given on October 1.
Realart's Cincinnati exchange is temporarily quartered at 910 Mercantile Library Building and is under the management of Mark Goldman. The latter has
advised Mr. Kane of the installation of
telephone service and the completion of
the preliminary field organization. The
telephone number is Main 3945.
There are now eighteen Realart Exchanges inactive operation, the field thus
far covered including New York, Boston,
Buffalo, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, St.
Louis. Omaha, Kansas City, Minneapolis. Dallas, Denver, Atlanta, Los Angeles and Seattle. Of these, all but
seven are in permanent quarters, and in
most of the latter instances Mr. Kane
already has completed arrangements for
moving in the immediate future from
temporary offices. Practically all of this
work, including the appointment and instal ation ofmanagers, has been accomplished by Mr. Kane within fifteen days.
This is said to constitute a record for the
organization of a sales and distribution
dustry.
department in the motion picture inJoseph Hayden to
Edit for Selznick
* Myron Selznick has engaged Joseph
Hayden to work in conjunction with
Selznick Picin editing
Arthur
George tures.
Mr. Hayden
has had many years
these lines.
along
of practical experience
J. Selznick first started opWhen Lewis
erations as an independent producer,
Mr. Hayden was chosen by him to be
the editor of the earliest Selznick Pictures, including such well remembered
successes as "The Common Law," "The
Price She Paid," "The Easiest Way,"
etc. Later, when Select Pictures Corporation came into being, Hayden retained his post with this organization
and edited many of its productions,
among the best known being "The Death
Dance," "Redhead." "Woman and Wife,"
"Scandal," and "The World to Live In."
Electra, Tex., to Have
New $60,000 Theatre
ELECTRA, TEX. — Within six days
after P. G. Sykes offered stock for sale
in his proposal to erect a new theatre
here, the entire amount had been sub$.-..<)()(). scribed in sums ranging from $25 to

"WTO Till'. < II \S!W"
la Ihr tttlC of the third <-p inihI ■• of I'ntlx'x
aerial,
"The IsGntl
IhlM Mrrnr
fnken. (■iimltlr." from whirh

The new company, in addition to erecting a $60,000 playhouse, will take over
Sykes'atre,Crown
Theatre.
thewhich is to
be calledTheThenewGrand,
will open Christmas day and will play
some legitimate attractions as well as
high class pictures.
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MABEL NORMAXD
In another
tomboy Goldwyn
role. "Upstair*"
her latest
play.
"The Other Half" Is
Listed as Superior
By Robertson-Co
'"The Other Half" will be publisl1**
by Robertson-Cole and distributed
ture.
Exhibitors Mutual as a Superior I
This bare statement is a guarantee
exceptional
merit. In productions
six months hoM."
two Robertson-Cole
been
designated
Superior
Pictu'. •
"The Other Half" is the third to •
placed in that category.
Superior Pictures arc productions
meet with a most rigid standard as
story, detail, direction and general
peal, established by critical officials
the Robertson-Cole and Exhibitors
tual organizations.
It was the un
mous verdict of the committee that
Other Half" met with all of those
quirements.
"The Other Half" was written
directed by King Vidor for Brentw
It is a picture which reflects the real
of life. Its universal appeal and tin
ness are other factors which are
to have aided in its selection as a
perior Picture.
Blames

Pictures for

"Cost of High Livir
WASHINGTON.— Declaring it is
"cost of high living" instead of the
cost of living w-hich is causing troub
the United States, Senator Smith, S
Carolina, told the Senate it was tint
stop everybody running to Congress
a demand for regulatory legislatic
control economic conditions.
Smith said automobiling, motion
ture shows and the pursuit of pies
generally were to blame for a good
of the inequality between wages and
prices.
The statement of Senator Smith
promptly challenged by many lcadc
the motion picture industry, who1
clarcd films made it possible for p<|
to still have high class amusenieili
reasonable prices. Among those am!
ing the senator was J. Robert Pttilll

Guide
STATE

to

Current

Pictures
SFECIAH PRODUCTIONS

~.= =~J—-

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Pathe Exchange*.
Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
iPw Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
fie Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Charge
It to Me,"
five reels,
with Margarita
tome Liar,"
five reels,
with William
Russell. Fisher.
V Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Frixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
I Sporting Chance," five reels, with William Russell.
frdnne from Paris." five reels, with Mary Fisher.
Miles Minter.
MargaritaRussell.
with William
reels, with
five reels,
Lily," five
TigerFour."
[file Feet
Ilix
Ihtii Hero Stuff." five reels, with William Russell.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
1 ferfeet
Model,"
of "Inspiration," five reels,
'infer of Justiee,"re-issue
six reels,
onset Princess."
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
he Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker
oses and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Rally's Blighted Career," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"owdy Ann." two reels, with Fay Tincher.
Hary Moves In," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"hades of Shakespeare." two reels, with Alice Lake,
("angerous Nan McGrew." two reels, with Fay Tincher.
'nybody'a
Widow."
*e Who Hesitates."
I Flirt There Was."
' aere Goes the Groom."
" Cheerful Liar."
' lpid's Hold-Up."
"jbster Dressing."
' >ve — In a Hurry."
' ?no — All Chanee."
'"Ss Master's Voice."
Brew.'
Bear
Escape."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
K 19 — "As Indian Love Story," one reel.
It.
"A Day IsWith
Caranza." one
one reel.
reel.
K StIT —— "What
a Mexican,"
Ir. S— "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
— "Diane ot Green Van," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
——"The
"The Love
Courageous
Coward,"
five reels,
Call," fire
reels, with
Billie with
Rhodes.Sessue Hayakawa
— "Modern Husbands," five reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
— "Josselyn'a Wife." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
— "The Mints of Hell." five reels, with William Desmond.
— "Just Squaw." five reels, with Beatrix Michelena.
— "His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
—"The
Man Threads."
Who Turned
five reels,
Henry B. Warner
— "Broken
five White."
reels, with
Bessie with
Barriscale.
— "Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels, with William Desmond.
— "Better Times," five reels, with Zazu Pitts.
— "The Man Beneath," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa
— "A Man's Country," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
— "Man's Desire." five reels, with an All-Star cast, with Lewis Stone
— "The Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
— "A Sage Brush Hamlet," five reels, with William Desmond.
— "The Pagan God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
— "The Gray Horizon," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
STRAND COMEDIES
8— "Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel.
15— "Little Lucy's Lion," one reel.
22 — " Twas Henry's Fault," one reel.
29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton," one reel.
1 — "Hearts and Hats."
8— "Betty's Bolsheviki."
15 — "Little Lucy's Lion."
: 2»12—— "Little
" Twas Miss
Henry's
Fault."
Pinkerton."
6— "Oh, What a Jam!"
13 — "Fancy Fooling Father."
20 — "Jimmie's Doggone Luck."
27 — "Winning Him Back."
the Boys."
10S—— "Betty
"Good and
Gracious
Grace."
17— "Meet the Wife."
ROTHACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
2— "Columbia Highway," one reel.
8— "An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel.
18— "In Pyramid Land, one reel.
21 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
M — "Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.
6— "A Palestine Pilgrimage." one reel.
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FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous
Wives,"
reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our
Teddy,"
sevensixreels.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy
Long Legs,"
Pickford.
"Mary Regan,"
seven seven
reels, reels,
with with
AnitaMary
Stewart.
"Auction of Souls," eight reels.
"Sunnyside," three reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
"Bill Apperson's Boy." six reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Choosing a Wife," six reels.
"Burglar by Proxy," five reels with Jack Pickford.
"The Hoodlum," five reels with Mary Pickford.
"A Temperamental Wife." five reels, with Constance Talmage.
"Her Kingdom of Dreams," five reels, with Anita Stewart.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
May 4— "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18 — 'The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 1 — "True Heart Susie." five reels. D. W. Griffith Special
fune 8— "Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart,
tune 22 — "The Avalanche." five reels, with El=ie Ferguson.
July 20 — "Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart.
Aug. 17 — "A Society Exile." five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
PARAMOUNT
.May 4 — "Oh! You Women." five reels, Ernest Truax.
May 4— "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
May 11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen." fi»e reels, with Marguerite Clark.
May 11 — "The Home Town Girl," five reels. Vivian Martin.
May 18 — "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothv Dalton.
May
reels,
with Ray.
Shirley Mason.
May 1818 —— "The
'The Final
Busher."Close-Up,"
fire reels,fivewith
Charles
May 25 — "The Haunted Bedroom, five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 25 — 'Til Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Tune 8—1 — "You're
"PuttingFired."
It Over,"
BryantReid.Washburn.
Tune
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Wallace
Tune 8— "An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Tune 15 — "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
June 15 — "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
fune 22 — "Hay Foot, Straw Foot." five reels, with Charles Ray.
fune
Daughter
of the with
Wolf."
five reels^Clark.
with Lila Lee.
June 2229 —— "A
"Girls,"
five reels,
Marguerite
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July 6— "A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 13 — 'The Love Burglar." five reels, with Wallace Reid.
July 20 — "Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
July 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
July 27 — "Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 3— "A Sporting Chance," five reels, wiith Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 3 — "Fires of Faith." seven reels, with Catherine Calvert.
Aug. 10 — "Bill Henry." five reels, with Charles Ray.
Aug. 10 — 'The Virtuous Thief." five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Aug. 17 — "Love Insurance," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 24 — "Noboby Home." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 24 — "Cock o' the Walk," five reels, with Lila Lee.
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
May 25 — 'The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
July 6— "The Firing Line." five reels, with Irene Castle.
July 13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush." five reels, with Catherine Calvart.
Aug. 3 — "The Dark Star," five reels, with Marion Davis.
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Apr. 6— Flagg. "The Last Bottle."
Apr. 13 — Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Apr. 27 — Sennett, 'The Little Widow."
May 4— Drew, "Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
May 18 — Flagg. "Welcome, Little Stranger."
May 25— Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
June 81—— Sennett.
Drew, "Squared."
June
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 29 — Flagg, "The 'Con' in Economy."
July 6 — Sennett. "Trying to Get Along."
July
July 2013 —— Drew.
Sennett,"Bunkered."
"Among Those Present"
July 27 — Flagg. "The Immovable Guest."
Aug. 3— Sennett, "Treating 'em Rough."
Aug. 17 — Sennett. "1919 Comedy Review."
Aug. 24 — Flagg, "Oh Judge How Could You?"
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.
PRODUCTION'S EXTRAORDINARY
"Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
Aug. 31 — "Checkers."
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STANDARD PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
20 — "The Jungle Trail," five reels, with William Farnum.
Apr.
6
—
"The
Midnight
Alarm."
4 — "The Siren's Song," five reels, with Theda Bara.
Apr. 20 — "Wanted — A Baby,"
two reels.
1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
May 4— "The Sea Wolf," two reels.
1529 —— "The
"My Little
Sister,"
five
reels,
with
Evelyn
Nesbit.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
Lone Star Ranger," five reels, with William Farnum.
June 1— "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
June 16 — "A Wonderful Night," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
June 29 — "Their Day of Rest," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Aug. 10 — "Wolves of theTHEDA
Night," BARA
five reels,SERIES
with William Farnum.
July t3 — "Chasing Rainbeaux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
July 27 — "After the Bawl," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Sept. 14 — "La Belle Russe,"TOMfive MIX
reels, SERIES
with Theda Bara.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
Aug. 24 — "Roughriding Romance,"
reels, with Tom Mix.
VICTORY fivePICTURES
"Sandy Burke
the U-Bar
U," five
with Louis Bennison.
Apr. 18 — "Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"Speedy
Meade,"of five
reels, with
Louisreels,
Bennison.
Apr. 27 — "Help I Help I Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
"The Road Called Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
May 11 — "The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
"High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
May 25 — 'The Divorce Trap," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
une 22 — "Putting One Over," five reels, with George Walsh,
GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
6— "The Wilderness Trail," five reels, with Tom Mix.
!uly
uly 20 — "The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
Aug. S— "The Seventh Person." five reels, with George Walsh.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
Aug. 10 — "The Winning Stroke," five reels, with George Walsh.
"When Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.
EXCEL PICTURES
D. W. GRIFFITH
Apr. 6— "Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.
"Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess.
Apr.
20
—
"The
Love
That
Dares,"
five
reels,
with
Madlaine
Traverae.
May 4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
May 18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
{une 6— "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse,
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
une 16— "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
Tune 29 — "Be a Little Sport," five reels, with Albert Ray.
"The Best Man," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
July 20 — "Rose of the West," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"Sahara." seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
Aug. 8 — "Cheating Herself." five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"You Never Know Your Luck," five reels with House Peters.
Aug. IT — "Love Is Love," five reels, with Ray and Fair.
"The Blue Bonnett," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Sept. 14 — "The Splendid Sin," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"A White Man's Chance," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Volcano," six reels, with Leah Baird.
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Apr. 6— "Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
Apr. 80 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
"As a Man Thinks," five reels, with Leah Baird.
May 4— "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
JANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
May 11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot," two reels, with Tom Mix.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
May 25 — "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July fi— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
Tune 15 — "Dabbling in Society," two reels.
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
July 6 — "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
Aug. 31 — "Her First Kiss."
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Sept. 14 — "Dabbling in Society."
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
Apr. 6— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half reel.
Apr. 13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half reel.
"Wanted for Murder."
Apr. 20 — "Pigtails and Peaches." half reel.
"A
Romance
of
the
Air."
Apr. 27 — "Seeing Things," half reel.
'When
Ship Comes In."
May 4— "The Cave Man's Bride," half reel.
'A
HouseMy Divided."
May 11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
"The
Other
Man's Wife." six reels, with Stuart Holmes.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
"The Challenge of Chance," seven reels, with Jess Willard.
May
Shell Game,"
Tune 251—— "The
"Oh I Teacher
I" half half
reel. reel.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
June 8 — "Hands Up," half reel.
"Life's Greatest Problem."
reel,
"Her Mistake."
" halfhalf reel,
"Sweet andPapa,
une 2216—— "Pets
I
Pests,"
"A Woman's Experience."
une 29 — "A Frize Fight," half reel,
"Suspense."
uly 6— "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel,
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
uly 18 — "Downstairs and Up," half reel.
1 — The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
Aug. 24 — "Mutt and Jeff in London," half reel.
Aug. 31— "The Frozen North."
23—— The
Last
Hour
(Novelty
with Music).
False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
Sept. 7 — "Mutt and Jeff in Paris."
4
—
A
Thought
of
Equity
(Epigram).
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
6— Wild Flowers (Comedy).
Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
HARRY GARSON
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
"The Unpardonable Sin." -ight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
"The Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
"For
Husbands
Only,"
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"The Geezer of Berlin."five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Sinking of the Lusitania."
Apr. 186—— "Spotlight
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Mae Pauline
Marsh. Frederick.
"C rashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
Apr.
"One Week Sadie,"
of Life,"
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
Apr. 20 — "The Pest," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Destiny,"
six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
May 4 — "One of the Finest, five reels, with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
SOL LESSER
May 18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin," five reels, with Bothwell Brown.
May
25
—
"When
Doctors
Disagree,"
five
reels,
with
Mabel
Normand.
une fi— "The Fear Woman," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
une 22 — "The City of Comrades," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Woman." MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
uly fl— "Throueh the Wrong Door," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
July 27 — "The Peace of Roaring River," six reels, with Pauline Frederick. "My Lady's Garter."
Aug. 8— "Upstairs," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Broken Butterfly."
"Romany
Rye."
Aug. 17 — "Heartsease," five
reels, with SPECIALS
Tom Moore.
GOLDWYN
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
Apr.
7
—
"The
Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allisoa.
Ambition," seven reels.
3 ocial
Apr.
Redemption,"
five reels,
with Bert
or the Freedom of the East" (Betzwosd), six reels.
Apr. 2114 —— "Blackie's
"False Evidence,
five reels,
with Viola
Dana. Lytell.
"The Border Legion," six reels.
Apr.
28
—
"After
His
Own
Heart,"
five
reels,
with
Hale Hamlltoa.
"The Eternal Magdalene,"
six reels.
May 6— "The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wakltm.
FORD EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
May
12
—
"Castles
in
the
Air,"
five
reels,
with
May
May 19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell. Allison.
Apr. 27 — "A Visit to New Orleans."
May
Pep," five five
reels,
withwithHaleMayHamilton.
May 4 — "Going Up."
Tune 262—— "Full
"Almostof Married,"
reels,
Allison.
May 11— "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
iune
9
—
"Some
Bride/'
five
reels,
with
une 18 — "Fools and Their Money," five Viola
reels, Dana,
with Emmy Wehien.
May 25 — "From Mud Dug."
Tune 1— "The Land of the Ukulele."
une 28 — "One Thing at a Time, O'Day." five reels, with Bert Lytell
Tune 8— "When Black Is Red."
June 30 — "The Uplifters," five reels, with May Allison.
June 16 — "The Only Way."
July 7 — "God's Outlaw," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
June 22 — "Pure Havana.
July 14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
July 21 — "The Microbe," five reels, with Viola Dana.
June 29 — "At the Crossroads."
July 8— "The Fable of the Olive and the Orange."
Aug. 4 — "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
July 13 — "School Days."
Aug. 11 — "The Four Flusher," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
July 20 — "Town of Up and Down."
11 — "A Favv to a Friend." five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
80 Aug.
July 27 — "Sweetness."
Aug. 18 — "A Favor to a Friend," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.

Apr.
May
June
June
Tune
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Children
Pay," seven
reels, with Garrett Hughes.
"Your Wife and Mine,"
six reels.
"Human Passions," six reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of the H»ur," five reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Apr. 7 — "The Amazing Wife." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Apr. 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr. 28 — "The Exquisite Thief," six reels, with PriscUla Dean.
May 5— "Bare Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
May 12 — 'The Delicious Little Devil." six reels, with Mae Mtni«».
May 19 — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
May 26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLarem.
June
Person," six
six reels,
reels, with
with Mae
une 29—— "The
"RidersBigofLittle
Vengeance,"
HarryMurray,
Carey.
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
June 30 — "The Weaker Vessel." six reels, with Mary Macfaren.
July 14 — "A Little Brother of the Rich," six reels, with Frank Mayo.
July 21 — The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
July 2S — "The Man in the Moonlight," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Aug. 4 — "The Petal on Current," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Aug. IS — "The Ace of the Saddle." six reels, with Harrv Carev.
Aug. 25 — "The Trap." six reels, with Olive Tell.
VITAGRAPH
"The
Third
Degree,"
seven
reels,
Alice Joyce (Special).
"Thin Ice." five reels, with CorinnewithGriffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
'A Rogue's Romance." five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
'Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"BeautySpark
Froof,"
five five
reels,reles,
with with
HarryAlice
T. Joyce.
Morey.
"The
Divine,"
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Man Who Won." five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
' The Hornet's Nest." five reels, with Earle William'.
"The Shadow of the Past" five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Girl Woman." five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"DaringBramble
Hearts,"Bush,"
six reels,
with Francis
X. Bushman
"The
five reels,
with Corinne
Griffith. and Beverly Bayne.
"The Gamblers," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"Over the Garden Wall," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Wolf," five reels, with Earle Williams.
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 21 — "The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 — 'The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May 5— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — "The Unwritten Code," fire reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 19 — 'The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
June 2 — "Phil for Short," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
Tune 9— 'Thro' the Toils," five reels, with Montagu LoveJune 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 23 — "Love and the Woman," five reels, with June Elvidge.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21 — "A BToadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 28 — "Bringing Up Betty," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
Aug. 4 — "Coax Me." five reels, with June Elvidge.
Aug. 11 — "The Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
Aug. 18 — "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse.
Aug. 25 — "The Man Without a PRIZM
Name," \five reels, with Corene Uzzell.
"Catalina," one reel.
"Everywhere." one
one reel.
"Model
"Front," Girls."
one reel. reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations," one reel.
Glacier Park; Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old Faithful.
ESSAN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A Night in thetwoShow."
"Shanghaied,"
reels. two reels.
"The Bank," two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.
NEWS REELS
Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Apr. IS — "Her Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed,
une 8— "Playthings of Passion." five reels, with Kitty Gordon,
June
29 — "The Woman Under Oath." five reels, with Florence W*J •
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, 'The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man." with James J. Corbett.
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain," with Antonio Morea*.
Universal, "Elmo the Mighty." with Elmo Lincoln.
Burston "The Mystery of 13," Frances Ford.
Vitagraph. "Smashing Barriers," with William Duncan.
Pathe,
S. L. K. "The
"The Great
Fatal Gamble,"
Fortune." with
with Ann
HelenLuther.
Holmes.

SCREEN' CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
'The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lock wood.
'Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
'A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
The Man Who Stayed at Home." seven reels, with all-star cast.
XAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Revelation^"
seven
reels,
withwith
Nazimova.
Toys of Fate," seven reels,
Nazimova.
Eye
for
Eye,"
seven
reels,
with
Nazimova.
Out
of
the
Fog,"
seven
reels,
with
The Red Lantern." seven reels, withNazimova.
Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
one IS — "The Little Diplomat." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne,
uly 27 — "Our Better Selves." five reels, with Fannie Ward.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
fay 25 — 'The Master Man." five reels, with Frank Keenan.
uly 6— "Gates of Brass," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
.ug. 17 — "The World Aflame." six reels, with Frank Keenan.
VIRGINIA PEARSON
PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
jne 8— "The Bishop's Emerald," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
one 22 — "Oh. Boy I" six reels, with Creigbton Hale and June Caprice.
ug. 24 — "The Love Cheat." five reels, with June Caprice and Creighton Hale.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
or. (— "The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
lay 4— 'The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward,
ine 1 — "All Wrong," five reels, with Bryant Washburn,
jne 29 — "The Profiteers," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES
pr. 10 — 'The Sawdust Doll." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne,
■ay 18 — "Caleb Piper'a Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
The
Boomerang."
/irtuous Sinners." with Henry B. Walthall,
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
pr. — "Getting Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies.
?r. — 'The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance Talmadgtpr. — "Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
»y — 'The New Moon." six reela. with Norma Talmadge.
ay — "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
ne — "Happiness a la Mode," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
ne —"His
— "Upstairs
Down."fivefive
reels,
Thomas.
ne
BridalandNight,"
reels,
withwith
AliceOlive
Brady.
ug. — "The Spite Bride." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
ug- — 'The Perfect Lover," SPECIALS
five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"he One Woman," with All-star cast,
"fce Cavell Case," with Julia Arthur,
"he Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production
tuling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
Tie Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
>ver There."
with Anna
Q. Nilsson and Charles Richmao.
ireak
the Newssixtoreels,
Mother,"
six reels.
"he Undercurrent," five reels, with Guy Empey. I
S-L PICTURES
'irtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchange*
lomance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
he Street of Seven Stars." six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
Jut of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
he Inn of the Blue Moon." six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
larriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert,
'ed
and six
Yellow."
five reels,
Bronco Billy.
Vild Blood
Honey,"
reels, with
Doris with
Kenyon.
on of a for
Gun,"
five reels, with
BToncho
Billy.
larriage
Convenience,"
six
reels,
with
Catherine Calvert.
alibre .38."
wilight," six reels with Doris Kenyon.
■ove and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
eyond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dalton.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
uster's Last Fight," three reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
1 *— "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanchi .
y 11— 'Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
y 18 — ' The Water Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.
with Frances
Belle Bennett.
iey "~!~Iayc"'
1 — The Rootof ofFilbert"
Evil." (Special),
five reels, with
Mann.
le
*
—
,'!J-ove
s
Prisoner"
(Special),
six
reels,
with
Thomas.
le J"— .^dy Wmdemere's Fan," six reels, with All 01ire
Star Cast.
" 7. — Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
" 2*~ .Dombey & Son," six reels, with All Star Cast.
y ,?— ,3>1.n,<'ence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
7 S« ..wug8sy " five reels- with Jackie Saunders.
y ,,?ilstalcen Identity." five reels, with Anita King.
y I— .ii*16 Unbroken Promise," five reels, with Jane Miller.
& * — ,!Ine Lyon's Mail." five reels, with Henry B. Irving.
%'
of passion," five
g- **vr1;——— <.£ruits
,.SDe
fivereels,
reels,with
with Alice
AnitaMann.
King.
?Her Against
Greatest Many,"
Performance," five reels, with Ellen Terry.
I " — Black Eyes," (Special) five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
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DESIGNING

- CONSULTING

- SUPERVISING

EASTMAN
William
FILM

T. Braun

ARCHITECT
155 N. CLARK STREET. CHICAGO

is so safe-guarded in its manufacture, so carefully tested

MOTION

PICTURE THEATRES

AND

STUDIOS

at every stage, that it never
has

an

anything

opportunity

to be

but right.
St.

Identifiable by the words "Eastman" and
"Kodak" on the film margin
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The Perfect
Means

We

Have

PERFECT
THE

Screen
PROJECTION

SCREENS
REPUTATION
It All
PRICE
QUALITY

De berri Scenic
922 W. MONROE ST.

Coburn

Mary -of -the -Woods
-College and Academy for Girls
College
Four Year High School
Standard courses leading Academyto degrees A. B. and B. S. course, 78th Year.
Departments of Expression,
Household Economics, ConFor Bulletins and Illustratservatory ofMusic, School
ed Booklet, address
of Arts.

SISTER SECRETARY, Box 45
OU Hiary-OI-ineW OOllS, MO.
Departmentare accredited
and Academy
of Educatiooby
College State
BothIndiana
Inrl the
Marv nf fno Wnnrlc

Effective Film Insurance for
MANUFACTURERS AND EXCHANGE MANAGERS
All new Alms should be properly treated btfore they a
permittedprocoee
to rua throngh
theandprojection
machine.
special
seasoningcreating
softening
of newdurable
fllmiMy
will positively oftoughen,
an efficiently
and long-lived fllna.
Manyto ofthsChicago's
managers
teet
excellent leading
results ofexchange
my method,
which will
Is Honsatby hand, glvl»g personal
service to every film treats 1.
A. TEITEL
112 Nsrtb La Salic SL, CHICAGO Telephsoe FruUia 3SK

Do It Now
Co.

CHICAGO

Organs

Perfect tonal results signify
every instrument we make
ORGAN
COMPANY
Builders of Quality Organs
220 N. WASHTENAW AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

TOM
PHILLIPS
The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
5728 S. State St.
CHICAGO

FOR SALE— Will Sacrifice. Flexlume Attraction Sign. 12 ft. long,
4 ft. 8 in. high. 2 lines. Complete with 100 letters. Cost $450.00.
Will Motography.
sell for $150.00. Chicago address: B-10, Exhibitors' Herald]
and

COBURN

At Liberty— Licensed Union operator for first class house. Good
lobby
display
and banner
done. Married. Address Box
XY-«-c/o
Exhibitors'
Herald,workChicago.

4*
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Swing

High!

ParamountMack
Comedies

Sennett
will make

any

box-office report buoyant.
They are far up over the
top of any other comedies released nowadays.
Your

patrons

know

it,

too. Mack Sennett's very
name is a synonym for the
best fun in pictures — the
prettiest girls, the funniest
comedians, the most rapid-fire plots and the greatest originality of production.
Book ParamountMack

Sennett

Comedies today and make
your box-office reports hit the
high spots.

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

AXD

MOTOGRAPHV

4

Take

him

It's your

(top
only

And
hope

and beautiful

A

beat

it quick'

"

MdAdci

WESTERN

Lane

,n

WOOINC

are building a following of fans that cannot be
Magda Lane
MORRISON"
PETEdenied.
In— "A and
WESTERN
WOOING" you get action, fire and punch in two
See this two-reeler and see all those that
shape.
reels that will go over in great
you might have missed. AThey are "punch" Westerns with
released
been value
have
box office
par that
excellence.
BOOKING

THRU

ALL

UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGES

WILLIAM
FOX

presents
MADLAINE

WILLIAM
FOX

preserves

HECKERS

1/

■3

s-

K

Be
boss
own

the
of

your

theatre-

OPEN
MARKET
See

the

FOX

ylianager

Be
ooss
own

the
of

i/our

theatre-

OPEN
MARKET
S<?e

ike

FOX

i/i'X .i'
^Manager

j ITiAnRIGANo

KuThLj, _ r.t r

WILLIAM

s

jpresent

THEDA

BARA
in

Ja$elU

^^^*

By David
oi

$[usse

Belasco

Super

Bara

Production

OPEN
MARKET
See

the

FOX

^Manager

oe
boss

tne
of

your

theatre

own

OPEN
MARKET
See

ihelOX

^Manager

■

Button,

Who's
THE

Button,

Got
BUTTON

ELUSIVE
BUSINESS

IN

the
OF

THE
AS

SUCCESS
MOTION

IN

Button?

ANY

IS AS

PICTURE
OTHER.

man with brains and energy started out
ONE
by securing the services of a great star. He
paid her a record salary and filled all the publicity mediums with glowing stories of her great beauty
and talent.
But she didn't "get over."
Another man

Something was lacking.

spent much money striving to convince

his public that "the story's the thing." He chose for
his picture plays themes which had been popularized
by famous writers.
But he, too, failed to find the Button.
Still another man was possessed of the idea that
success comes with fine production. He specialized
on that and backed his one idea with his fortune.
He lost his money and the Button was still at large.
Then came a man who preached the three-in-one
policy of success. He corraled a great star, secured a
big and popular vehicle and ordered his production
to match.
And he found the Button.

Realart Pictures is making this man's experience the basis of its campaign for
business. Stars of youth and beauty and high standing have been its first
consideration and these have been secured. Vehicles were chosen which are
worthy of them and which, as novels, and plays had tremendously wide
appeal. Production of the highest type completes the triangle of requirements and Realart confidently believes that Exhibitors with perception
and good judgment will know where to look for the Button.

A

Girl

with

40,000

Advisers

IF as many as five persons were
you on your career, you would be
Multiply that by 8,000 and you
number already counseling MARY
MINTER.
Since she has become a
star, the
Monday
When

advising
a rarity.
get the
MILES
Realart

increased daily. Last
brought her 1,000 letters.

total has
the mail

40,000

attendant

persons

upon

overcome

writing

the inertia

letters and

buying

stamps, it means 40,000 persons are more
mildly interested in that young lady.
This

is an

astounding

largest number
in the world.

total; probably

of correspondents

than

the

of any star

Multiply them by those who worship, but do
not write, and you find the millions of devoted
adherents of this wonderful girl.
This means

money

at the box office when

her

pictures show. Those Exhibitors who look
ahead and keep their houses ahead, are tying
up her Realart

Mary
In

L.

M.

ANNE
Director, WM.

Pictures.

Miles

Montgomery's
OF
D. TAYLOR

Minter

Famous

GREEN

"Anne"

Books

GABLES

Scenarioist, FRANCES

MARION

Where

Service

selling

Is

TD

EALART'S

A^

Already branch offices have been
een of the principal cities of the United

established in eightStates and bookings

are

being

force

made.

managers,

each

An

alert

with

hibitors are assured
merits

of Realart

cooperation

organization

Given

and

a selling
an

in making

capable
record

intelligent

offerings
each

and

is rounding

of a

booking

to be

are

into

these

proud

a

and

same

of.

interpretation
full

form.

Ex-

of

the

sympathetic

success

from

a box-

office standpoint.
The
EXCHANGE
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK
OMAHA
PITTSBURGH
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON

list of branch

offices to date follows:
MANAGER

ADDRESS
Room 305 Hirsch Bldg., 149 Marietta Street
5 Isabella Street
221 Franklin Street
Room 1204 Consumers Bldg.,
220 South State Street
Room 910 Mercantile Library Bldg.
Room 200 Bangor Building
942 Prospect Avenue, East
Jefferson Hotel (Temporary Address)
1742 Glenarm Street
Room 607 Joseph Mack Bldg.
Rooms 509-10 Republic Bldg.,
Cor. 10th & Walnut Streets
Address to be announced
Room 801 Produce Exchange Building
729 Seventh Avenue
1214 Farnam Street
412 Ferry Street
Room 216 White Building
3626 Olive Street
Rooms 806-20 Mather Building,
916 G Street, N. W.

Manager to be announced
Walter R. Scates
Henry E. Wilkinson
Harry W. Willard
Mark Goldman
James B. Reilly
D. Callahan
Bert R. Latz
Cornelius G. Kingsley
G. R. Sirwell
Oren F. Woody
Harry L. Hollander
Lester W. Adler
B. A. Lucas
Nat Barach
Albert W. Eden
J. C. Ragland
Wm. H. Rippard
Field Manager
Ben F. Simpson

General Sales Manager
John S. Woody

REALART

PICTURES
CORPORATION
Arthur S. Kane, President

112 West 42nd Street, New

York City

A

REGULAR

GIRL*
has been adopted as the

title of the

production previously advertised
SWEETHEART,"
starring

big Selznick

as "EVERYBODY'S

ELSIE

JAMS

Story by Frances
Direction

Marion

- - James

and Edmund

Young.

Distributed

by Select.

Goulding.

Romance

Drama

— Beauty

— Suspense

O'BRIEN
EUGENE
In "THE
PERFECT
LOVER"
A Ralph Ince Production
Distributed

by Select

01s!

D

7Mir

PICTURES

Another

Cleanup

Like "Upstairs

and

Down."
Olive

Thomas
in
"T

HE

SPITE

DE"
BRI
By Louise Winter

Direction---Chas. Giblyn

Distributed

by Select

0

Guaranteed
as a
Selznick
Quality
Production
with many
unique and
surprising
features.

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN
In Booth

Tarkington

and

Julian Street's big hit

THE

COUNTRY

Direction

COUSIN

Alan Crosland

Distributed

by

Select

A

CONSTITUTION.

I want

to thank the many

exhibitors who

have written me their suggestions for my
series of Special Productions.
I shall strive to realize their expectations by
interpreting their valuable counsel and assistance into wholesome
screen entertainment.
My every effort shall be toward creating' lite
reflections which will merit the good will of
all exhibitors.
Into every

scene and

title goes my

entire

reputation.
The public is my

task-master.

Sincerely,

11/eJ J/y

Jos. Schniizer
H K.Somborrv.
KEA3 UK EI*. •
PRCOIDL'NT
TH I RTy~TH REE WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET-NEWYORK-
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"While many of the motion picture concerns are announcing their plans to make better pictures in the future, the
VITAGRAPH

Here

Are

company

Two

EARLE

is going ahead and doing it."
HELEN POLLOCK
In the Sunday Telegraph

That

Prove

It!

WILLIAMS
in

"THE
One

Will

WOLF"

of Eugene Walter's Greatest Stage Plays!
A picture of perfect proportions. A production that gives Earle
Williams a new atmosphere. A red blooded romance in the rough,
with the famous Hudson Bay country as its brawny background.

HARRY

T.

MOREY

in

"THE
GAMBLERS"
Another
Thrilling CHARLES
KLEIN
Drama!
A story of love, high finance and political ambition. Hundreds of
thousands saw the stage presentation. That many and more will
want to see it on the screen.
PRINTS
AT

NOW
ALL

To See Them

READY

VITAGRAPH

Is To Book

In On

FOR

Them

To

YOU

SEE

EXCHANGES
Book

Them

Two Great Stars, Two Great
and Two Famous Authors
VITAGRAPH
Albert E. Smith, President

19

TO

Means
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Press

V

Says

THE

About

VOLCANO

Here again the Exhibitor has the double
advantage of seeing a powerful, finished
production by a recognized big author and—
to have in his pocket as he sees the picture
the carefully-balanced, mature judgments of
the critics of the important trade journals on
presentation
of
Harry
Raver's

Challenging Drama
THOMAS'
AUGUSTUS

Volcano
Starring Beautiful
LEAH

BAIRD

with a cast of 2,000 persons including
Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York

SENSATIONAL,

SAYS

WID'S

:

•Directed

by

GREAT,

SAY

GEORGE

OTHER

IRVING

CRITICS

WIDS' DAILY: Those who made "The Volcano" succeeded in getting over their message.. ..A picture with many interesting features.. .A story that touches many ends.. .Will stand sensational
methods of exploitation... A picture that will go over well with real Americans...Much sympathy
will be obtained by those parts in which a returned wounded soldier takes part...A strong love interest running throughout the story helps considerably... Leah Baird gets away splendidly with a
part that keeps her much in the foreground. "The Volcano" is out of the ordinary. Leah Baird
and Augustus Thomas are a good combination.
MORNING TELEGRAPH: Leah Baird is
splendid as Ruth Carroll, a school teacher
fighting radicalism, in "The Volcano"
and the picture itself is highly interesting
with a big news flavor.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD: "The Volcano"
is a forceful drama that will win the applause
of the American masses. This picture will
serve a good purpose. Leah Baird gives a
splendid performance.
The cast is fine.

W.W.H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Dittributtng through PATHS fwrumge. liKorponilol
20
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Here's
A

the
Recognition
Master
New

of

The motion picture trade press is the telescope through which you, the Exhibitor, first
see big, new developments on the screen horizon. After months of waiting and anticipation, after months of reports that Benjamin B. Hampton would be a surprisingly
big, new factor as a producer, you now find unanimous recognition of his revolutionary new kind of productions in the quotations from the influential trade journals.

first production
for
Benjamin
B. Hampton's
Great Authors Pictures Inc.

The

'W
The ES
photoplay TE
of the novel
by
RN
ERS
STEWART

EDWARD

WHITE

magnificently directed by EDWARD

MILDRED MANNING
FRANKIE LEE

THE

VERDICT

5LOMAN

with an all-star cast:
ROY
STEWART
ROBERT McKIM
MARY JANE IRVING

OF

THE

VARIETY: Stanton Leeds: This is a
great picture! Full of sure-fire detail;
love and sympathy, pathos and fight.
It rings the bell every hundred feet.
Who is responsible for putting the
unexpected in this picture?
MORNING TELEGRAPH: "The Westerners" comes under the head of fewer,
better and bigger pictures. If the rest
of the companies that are promising
us improved films in the Fall offer productions ofthe caliber of "The Westerners" fans and exhibitors will suffer ho
d isappointments.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD: One of
the best box-office attractions of the
season... Red-blooded and with acting
and story to hold the attention of any
audience.

TRADE

WILFRED LUCAS
GRAHAM PETTIE

CRITICS:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: Laurence
Reid:
of "Therealized
Westerners"
has beenTheso story
splendidly
that a
new language has been given expression.
It has everything: punch and pathos,
action and atmosphere. It has the
breath of life.
WID'S: "The Westerners" is largely
straight screen narration . . . Pictorially
effective... One of its chief virtues is
the work of the players. The director
has seen that they do not spoil
their work by over-acting. It has
punch. REVIEW: George T. Pardy:
TRADE
"The Westerners" carries a punch in
every moment of its swiftly-pulsing
action — a story well worth the telling
and told as it should he in pictures.

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York Gty
Distributing through PATH£ Bxhange, Incorporated
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CXZCUTIVC CFFICrs OF
Clara

Kimball young
MANAGEMENT
HARRY GARSON
1845 Allesandro Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Jul?* 16 - 1919»

hacker,
Rot
W. R. Film
Mr.
Rothacker
Mfg. Co.,
1339 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, Illinois.
My Dear

Mr.

Rothacker :-

If you have watched the career of the
Unpardonable Sin throughout the United States, you know better than I
can tell you that the prints excited the most favorable comment of the
press, public and exhibitors.
I just wanted you to know that the Rothacker
Laboratory contributed its share in the sensational success of this
production and to warn you to be prepared to perform a similar servioe
for our next big production, Eyes of Youth, which we believe will
afford Clsra Kimball Young the greatest vehicle of her career, and
which production will be turned over to you for printing.
Yours

very

truly,.

ROBERTSON-COLE

PRODUCTIONS

JESSE D. HAMPTON
Present*

THE
creator of ' Jimmy Valentine" playing a
^ lone hand in the interior of China matches
wits with the might}) tongs of the Howery Kingdom. As Mandarin and beggar he scores bigger
than ever before on the Stage or the Screen. Distributed hy
Exhibitors

Mutual

ROBERTSON-

S

COLE

s

PRODUCTIONS

s

u

f
APRODUCTIONo
the most gorgeous
beauty, pronounced by
great artists a masterpiece of photography.
Tke splendor of the settings isequalled only by
tke powerful dramatic
intensity of the theme.
Distributed by
Produced by
HA WORTH

Exhibitors Mutiu

Billic Billings knew the value of the good old family
doctor when it became necessary to hurry a proposal.

"A

Peppy

Play Joseph
About
Wives
M. Schenck
presents

CONSTANCE

John

and

Stenogs"

TALMADGE
in a

Emerson-Anita

Loos

"A
AN
EARLY TEMPERAMENTAL
SEPTEMBER RELEASE
23

Production

WIFE"

MONEY -MAKING

JACK

ATTRACTIONS

W€K{ORD

I
1 MONEY-MAKING^

ATTRACTIONS

EXHIBITORS

Don't

Forget

HERALD

the

Release

LOUIS

That

AND

Date— SEPTEMBER

B. MAYER

Greatest

ANITA
FRANK

-Star

HERBERT
THOMAS

AITKEN

CURRIER

15th

Presents

All

STEWART

SPOTTISWOODE

M OTOGRAPHY

JAMES

Cast

PROIR
JEFFERSON

NEILL

MAHLON

HAMILTON

WESLEY

BARRY

THOMAS

HOLDING

THOMAS

SANTSCHI

KATHLYN
FRED

TULLY

WILLIAMS

MRS.

HUNTLY

EDWIN
ANNA
ROBERT

MARSHALL

J. W.

WADE

STEVENS

RALPH

GRAVES

0. NILSSON

HARRY

HAM

McKIM

EDWIN

B. TILTON

SUPPORTING

ANITA

STEWART

In Louise
from

"Her

the

Provost's
People's

Powerful
Home

Kingdom
Directed

A
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INE

ART

SLIDES

in be enclosed in a letter or
nt separately by first-class mail.
his not only saves postage but ensures
XNW\1
ompt service.
;\E ART SLIDES are printed on celluloid by a
loto-mechanical process.
ence, all breakage is eliminated and absolute unirmity is obtained.
NE ART SLIDES stand up under heat which would
:iin the old-fashioned silver emulsion glass slide.
colors are absolutely fast at all temperatures.
NE ART SLIDES require less light than regular
ntern slides, because of their greater transparency and
eir absolutely pure whites,
if•deany
amperage they will outlast the old-fashioned
.
NE ART SLIDES are more attractive than the oldshioned slide, because, being reproduced by a half
ne process, the faces show distinctly on the screen and
e white spaces are absolutely clean, clear and brilliant.
FINE ART NON-BREAKABLE CELLULOID
PROJECTION SLIDES
are manufactured solely by

TERNATIONAL LANTERN SLIDE CORPORATION
■ >-239JVEST 28th STREET
NEW YORK

PROJECTION

INSTRUCTIONS:

1 Take two discarded lantern slides, cut
A through the paper binding, and remove and
polish the cover glasses.
2 Take a paper mask from one of the discarded
slides, and place between the two polished
cover glasses.
3 Place the Fine-Art celluloid slide between
the cover glasses, taking care to see that it
is square with the edges ol the glass and that
mask is straight.
4 Hold the glasses firmly together and fasten
top and bottom edges with the gummed strips
to be found herewith.
5 PROJECT IN THE USUAL WAY
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Beginning
SEPTEMBER
7TH

The

BRAY

new

and

greater

by
PICTOGRAPHS

will

be

distributed

GOLDWYN

Important

to Exhibitors

Your

service of the Bray Pictographs will not be interrupted. Merely notify your Goldwyn Exchange that you
wish the service continued, as in the past. The change
in distribution arrangements will mean better service
without
the slightest
inconvenience
on
your part.
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SPECTACULAR
STUDIOS

FACTS

1.

The BRAY

2.

The BRAY STUDIOS invented the processes by which animated cartoons are made and by which the single reel has reached its greatest
development.

3.

The BRAY REEL was the first animated magazine in existence. It is
different from the news reel. It is a magazine put into motion pictures.

4.

The BRA Y PICTOGRAPH
opment ofits existence.

5.

The capitalization of the company
and a half.

6.

Beginning September 7th opportunity for the public and the exhibitor
will be materially increased through the new arrangements of distributing through Goldwyn.

7.

The GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPH
PICTOGRAPH, because:
There

originated the animated cartoon.

now will have the greatest develhas been increased to a million

is a new and greater BRAY

will be these new features:

A wonderful new type of cartoon, made under completely hew processes, by
which such astounding perfection in animation is reached that people cannot
believe they are made from drawings.
Popular Science Romances and Adventures, taking the observer to far-off
planets and revealing the hidden forces of nature. Under the editorial direction
of Waldemar Kaempfert, editor of "Popular Science Monthly," these popular
science features have the backing of that most important national magazine.
They are made by special processes controlled by Bray.

ay~
Goldwyn-Br
PH
PICTOGRA
Goldwyn
Samuel

Distributing
Goldwyn,

Corp.

President
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Triangle Special Presentation
TWTT)

TAYLOR

HOLMES
IN

"Three
Written and directed
Y

Black

Eyes"
Released by the
TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

by CHARLES HO RAN

Trying
To

Escape

Crowds of people are trying to do
that — to escape from World worries
ny. That's
and every day J monoto
why they pay you to entertain them.
well
Heavy dramas don't pull verys that
these days People want picture
will drive away the blues. So folks

They're
are partial to Taylor Holmes features.
success-makers
health-promotors, joy-generators, like
nonsense,
and life-savers. Remember, people
but particularly sensible nonsense— the Taylor
Holmes kind.

When you exploit this attraction, tell your people
that the star has surrounded himself with a bevy
of beautiful girls including Louise Orth, Clara
Moores and little Diana A'len] of the Follies.
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One's a Disgrace.
Tico's Out of Place.
But Three! Well—

Isea REEL
Comedy
k Eyes"
Blac
Thre
A REAL, REEL COMEDY
TAYLOR

WITH

A REAL

REEL STAR

HOLMES

Past-master of facial expressions, he has the rare ability of
emphasizing laughter that becomes all the more impressive by
the enforced silence of screen presentations.
The best tonics in the world are hope, joy, cheerfulness
and mirthfulness.
Holmes
theseandin profitable.
generous doses. That's why the
Holmes administers
habit is happy
"Three Black Eyes'" is full to overflowing with the unique
Holmes
acrobatic dialogue. It's a rumless punch, a prohibition cocktail.
Are you profiting financially on the happiness of others?
Book "Three Black Eyes'' now. It's released by^the —
Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457 Broadway
New York

TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING

31

CORPORATION
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Priceless
Tributes
From
Enthusiastic
Readers
IN
EVERY
MAIL

j
|

To EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:— Please find enclosed
| reports on some of the programs I have played of late. I wish they would all
| report on the pictures they played as I watch these reports closely, and IT HAS
| SAVED THE DAY FOR ME MANY A TIME. Thanking you for past favors,
1 I remain,
Yours very truly,
(Signed) CHAS. DALE,
1
Topic Theatre, Fairfax, Minnesota.
,j
iiiiiiiiiiiiM

|
|
|
|

To EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:— We find it a good j
| idea to clip reports from "What The Picture Did For Me" department and use 1
1 them for press notes in papers. We have used several reports and it pays.
|
Very truly yours,
(Signed) P. K. ANTON,
Manager Royal Theatre, New Castle, Indiana.
pMiranuoM
|
1

|
To EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:— Enclosed find my
f
1 personal check for $1.00 for which send me your Exhibitors Herald and Motog1
1 raphy. If available I would be pleased for you to send me the back copies from
I
| the first of the year by express collect and date my subscription from that date.
|
I just received your sample copy the other day and it is just what I need.
1
Yours truly,
(Signed) H.R.JENKINS,
House, Dahlgren, Illinois.
Opera
|
I'

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

To EXHIBITORS HERALD
1 is fine so let it come along.
I

|

1

|
j
j
j
1

AND

MOTOGRAPHY:

I think your paper |

Yours truly,
JOE ANDERSON,
The Hatton Opera House, Hatton, N. D.
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DID

EVER

Al.

Jennings

Neal

Hart

BEYOND

A

The Reformed Ex-Bandit and
Desperado, who has dodged
'Hot Lead" for years. Now
re-banditing events of his
past life into two reel stories,
released every two weeks.
Thrillers that will make the
oldest inhabitant sit up and
take notice. Booking faster
every day.
"The True Westerner," making two reel REAL Westerns,
two a month. When I say
"Western" I mean EVERYTHING that goes into MAKING a WINNER.

DOUBT

The BEST Two-Reel FEATURES
now being produced. Each
built with the same painstaking care and careful consideration as to detail as the best and BIGGEST of FEATURES.
They

are booking

hungry

faster than FREE

haymakers

meals

among

a crowd

of

on a hot day.
Better connect

NOW.

Opportunity is calling.
Write, wire or phone.

BEE
Toy Building
Milwaukee, Wis

HIVE

FILM
EXCHANGE
(R. C. CRCPPER. President)
207 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
66

CO.
109 W. Maryland St.
Indianapolis

0\
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No. 311 — A handsome sign,
with interchangeable letters
(not lighted) to extend over
sidewalk, hang under canopy
or on front of building.
Takes the place of banners
for every show — looks better
— can be read farther — and
cuts out all expense of making banners. Practically indestructible— changed on a
minute's notice ■— no disappointments when you get an
unexpected film. A money saver, and good advertising
at the same time. One or
two line readers, 158 metal
panels, with assorted letters,
and blank spacers. 14 metal
panels with punctuation
marks and "&," "In" and
"The,"ters,2etc.boxes
holdwhite
letLettersto are
enamel. Background of all
panels finished in black,
painted and baked. Will not
rub off. Guaranteed not to
peel. Borders in brown, red,
or any color desired. Prices:
2 line double face, 12 ft. long,
32 in. high— 172 panels, all
complete, F. O. B. Chicago $175.00
2 line single face, same size —
100 panels, all complete — F.
O. B. Chicago $125.00

-• r—
TODAY
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CASTLE

FIRING

LINE

No. iOi
On frame No. 3C5 photographs are inserted from
the
of top.
frame. Each photograph frame is
slottedfront
at the
Gilt Photograph Frames, slotted at the top for
insertion of photograph, can be supplied separately,
in
quantity desired.
Sizeany11x14
$0.50
Size 22x28
75
Other Stock Designs
We carry seven other regular designs in poster
forms and theater signs, and will be glad to send a
complete catalog upon application. We are prepaied
to make prompt shipment. Special designs to order.
For special requirements we build frames to fit.
Send us a blue print of your lobby and we will
design
effects.
give tousyour
dimensions
we will special
make any
size orOr style
order. and
Supplies of All Kinds
We are headquarters f°r all kinds of supplies for
moving
picture
theaters,
and our
mainenabling
office andus
four branch stores
carry large
stocks,
to make
prompt
Askequipment.
for anything you
want
in the
way ofshipment.
supplies or

No. 303 — One sheet with eignt
11x14 photos,
made ofwings,
3-in.
material,
excepting
which are of 2-in. material
and
door ofWings
one sheet
1 ^ - in .
material.
are hinged
so they can be folded or set
at any angle desired. Has
easel and inforced
legs,with corner
all jointsirons.
reFinished in Gold, Green Filled
or Oak. Size over all, 62 in.
wide by 66 in. high.
Price
$1S.M
No. 304— One sheet hanging
frame
made
up
of
2-incn
material with heavy compo
board back and door opening
from front. Has
Madeopening
of lj^-inch
material.
for
3x14 date strip. All joints
reinforced with corner irons.
Two heavy screw eyes at top
of frame to hang by. Finished in Gold, Green Filled or
Oak. Size over all, 32 inches
wide by 50 inches high.
Price
$6.00
No. 305 — Photo frame Holding
eight 11x14 photos and one
6x28
date strip.
inch material
with Made
bindingof all3around
outside
edge
and corner round moulding with
four
corner ornaments, heavy
compo board back, all joints
reinforced with corner irons.
Has easel,
11x14Compo
framesboard
finished in Gold.
'iack can be finished in either
jreen or Red. Frame any
inish desired. Green filled,
Gold or Oak. Size over all,
42^ inches wide by 7354 inches
high. Price
$18.00

Don't forget
that we arc
exclusive
distributors
for
Illinois,
Indiana
for the
best projection Wisconsin
machine on theandmarket.
Simplex

Projector

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
General Offices:
No. .m
No. ,«I4
845 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
BRANCH SALES OFFICES: Chicago, 407 Mailer* Bid*.; I ndianapolin, 157 N. Illinoin St . ; Mil wal ik«e, 133 Second St.; St. Loui>, 3308 Olive St.
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FLYING

BOATS

SUPERIOR
FOR
DIRECTORS,

LOCATION

STARS

MEN

OF FINISH— COMFORT— SAFETY— PERFORMANCE

:'"'iii"Tii"".'i 1 1 ■ ■

■

,

FACTORY

^pnnm
NEW YORK OFFICE
TIMES BUILDING

KEYPORT, NEW JERSEY
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NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

Motion Picture Industry Takes Neutral Stand
on A. E. A. Strike
New York Exhibitors to Experiment in Cooperative Booking
James MacBride, Fox Film Corporation Executive, Dies
Charles Pyle Ready to Construct Chicago Film
Exchange Building
Northwest Exhibitors' Circuit Increasing Membership Rapidly
William Fox Sees Motion Pictures as Aid to
Prohibition
Ascher Brothers to Build 4,000-Seat Theatre at
Minneapolis
Congress Opens Probe of Scandal Over Government Owned Pictures
Arline Pretty Will Be Featured in "A Woman
in Grey" by Serico
Morris Gest Signs Dorothy Dalton for Stage
Appearance
Rowland Returns with Glowing Report of Opportunity Abroad
Theatre Men See Victory Ahead in Fight on
Various Film Taxes
World Makes Second Attack on New Selective
Booking Policies

41
42

43
44
45
46

49
50
53
54

"A Sage Brush Hamlet," Exhibitors Mutual
C-D, five parts, with William Desmond. . . 61
"Valley of the Giants," Paramount D, five
parts, with Wallace Reid
61
"Love is Love," Fox D, with Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair

61

"The Spite Bride," Select C-D, five parts, with
Olive Thomas

62

"Our Better Selves," Pathe D, five parts, with
Fannie Ward

62

"Heartsease," Goldwyn D, five parts, with Tom
Moore

62

"Evangeline," Fox D, five parts, with Miriam
Cooper

62

AUGUST

63
63

The Cutting Room
55
Exhibitors Bureau
65, 66, 67, 68, 69
What the Picture Did for Me
71. 72. 73, 74, 75
Up and Down Film Row
76
The Export Department
81
Happenings on the Pacific Coast
84
Chicago Trade Events
85
Guide to Current Pictures
88, 89, 90

47
48

63

DEPARTMENTS

42

REVIEWS

Volume IX

' The Misleading Widow," Paramount-Artcraft
C-D, five parts, with Billie Burke
"A Man's Fight," United Picture Theatres D,
five parts, with Dustin Farnum
"A Society Exile," Artcraft D, six parts, with
Elsie Ferguson

ADVERTISERS
Aeromarine Plane & Motor Co
35
American Cinema Corporation
4
Argus Enterprises, Inc
Insert
Bee Hive Exchange, Inc
33
DeBerri Scenic Company
87
DeVry Corporation
87
Doll-Van Film Corporation
37
Exhibitors Supply Company
34
Famous Players- Lasky Corporation
2
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc. .23, 24, 25, 26
Fox Film Corporation. . .5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, 12, 13 ,14
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
1, 28, 29, 91
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
20, 21
International Lantern Slide Corporation
27
Monte M. Katterjohn
Insert
National Poster & Printing Company
87
Pathe Exchange, Inc
92
Nicholas Power Company
38
Realart Pictures Corporation
Insert
Ritchey Lithographing Company
40
Robertson-Cole
Insert
Kothacker Film Manufacturing Company
22
Select Pictures Corporation
15, 16, 17, 18
Triangle Distributing Corporation
30, 31
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
3
Yitagraph Company, Inc
19
30. 1919
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NOW
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playing
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DOLL-VAN

FILM

CORPORATION

207 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.
For Cook County only:
Griever Productions
207 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

37

Merchants Bank BIdg.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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Power's

Intermittent

Movement

Fig. A.

Fig. B

Fig. C

Fig. D

NE entire cycle of operation is shown from Fig. A,
when pins are locked against ring with film at rest, to
o

Fig. D, when pins are about to be re-locked.

During this period the film has advanced one photo ; the change
between views being effected so rapidly that each receives the
longest practical exposure. The film is started and stopped so
gradually that wear is reduced to a minimum.

NICHOLAS

90 GOLD

POWER
(INCORPORATED)

COMPANY

Pioneers of Projection
STREET
NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

I

Illustrated Catalogue 19 gives full details
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most flexible business in the world and there is a
proper place for every scheme of production.
Illustrating both arguments, there certainly is an
advantage in keeping close to publication date in any
picture dealing with current social and labor problems because a year from today a picture of such a
theme might look like ancient history while such a

Pictures

THE motion picture industry, the most progressive
business in the world, is naturally coming within
the immediate consideration of manufacturers of machines for air travel — the twentieth century means of
transportation.
The alignment is a logical and consistent one and
without any considerable bend of the imagination the
day in the near future may be seen when airplanes
will play an important part in the conduct of the motion picture business, not only for their necessary use
in the production of twentieth century stories but
also in achieying a speed in transportation which one
would expect to find utilized in this most progressive
business.
A multitude of the most modern devices have been
called upon to assist in the progress of the motion picture business and it may be conservatively stated that

picture as Fox's '"'Evangeline" is as timely ten years
from now as it is at the present time.

The

Only

Reas on

very violent desire of the British to produce at least the majority of motion pictures
exhibited throughout the Kingdom is very natural.
And it is also very natural that they should be
greatly exercised over the dominance of the American picture in their lands and also the American
effort to become a factor in the exhibition branch
of the industry in Great Britain.
But the natural and understandable part of the
complaint of the trade in Britain ends there. When
they rail against some supposed condition which
practically rules them out of the American market
they are talking nonsense.
All that is necessary to learn why the typical
British motion picture does not receive a warm welcome in the American market is to look at it.

THE

the day is" almost at hand when the hangar will be
as familiar a sight about a studio as a garage.

Various Opinions
LLUSTBATING that there is now and probably
I
will remain room for a variety of opinions on production and distribution, the World Film Corporation
comes forward with a statement denouncing production months in advance of publication.
The World Company holds that a production made
long in advance of the date of issuing may be poorly
timed for the moment it reaches the public, that
the rapidly changing standards and tastes of the public cannot be accurately anticipated in the making of
motion pictures.
In contrast to this position is the opinion of a
number of producers whose production plans carry far
ahead and who have not hesitated in investing huge
sums of money in pictures that are not intended
for publication until months after their completion.

Blue Sky and Hookum

Xew York Morning Telegraph declares: "The
THEMorning
Telegraph directly reaches every worthwhile exhibitor in the United States. If it does not
it The
is themoon
exhibitor's
and his
loss." And now to
is madefault
of green
cheese.
prove
this:
it should
be. If the moon isn't made of green cheese
And further we read : "Once again — The net paid
sales of The Morning Telegraph, on any given day,
are in excess of the combined sales of all the motion
picture
tradepaid
papers."
The net
sales of The Swine World, on any
given day, may be in excess of the combined sales
of all the motion picture trade papers — but nobody
yet has conceived the brilliant idea of advancing this
as a reason for printing motion picture advertising.

Viewing the question from both angles, it is a fortunate thing that producers do not consider these
matters from an identical viewpoint.
Motion picture production is and should be the
39
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R. Cecil Smith, former actor, who gained
a name for himself in the scenario field,,
has been added to the list of scenario
writers in the Selznick studio.
Arthur Ollett, for two years business
manager of Sanger & Jordan and several
Shubert attractions, has been appointed
comptroller of the American Cinema Corporation.
Roy Stone, who has been film editor
for the past two years on the Thomas H.
Ince productions featuring William S.
Hart, is in New York enjoying a vacation.

HERALD

AND
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a Louisville newspaper man and the latter
until recently an instructor in the Army
School of Aerial Photography at Rochester,
N. Y., have just been added to the Metro
staff on the west coast. Each will work
along his accustomed line in the interest of
Metro news.
Jack Dillon, whose productions are too
well known to require cataloging, will direct
May production,
Allison in "Along
her
next
Maxwell Came
Karger,Ruth,"
Director
General of Screen Classics, having just
closed a contract for his services.

James Parrott, character actor, is now
appearing in Bulls-Eye comedies, which
are
rott. directed by his brother, Charles Par-

William Gropper, prominent among the
younger set of American artists, will make
impressionistic sketches of Goldwyn stars
for the use of newspapers and magazines
throughout he country.

Joe Ryan, who has appeared as "heavy"
in several William Duncan serials, has renewed his contract with Vitagraph for
three vears.

Howard
now has
Goldwyn's
assistant Dietz,
advertising until
manager,
been given
complete charge of the exploitation and
service department.

Beulah Livingstone, press representative for the Talmadges, is spending a two
weeks vacation motoring in the Adirondacks. Alma Livingstone is handling her
work.

W. R. Wilkf.rso.n", long associated with
the Universal Company in New York, has
been given the managership of the Kansas
City exchange by that organization.

J. Stuart Blackton has decided to
call his trip to the N. A. M. P. I. convention his vacation on account of the stress
of business.
Antonio Moreno, Vitagraph star, is enjoying arest from work in New York, making his home at the Lamb's club.
Lieutenant Howard Irving Young and
C. Doty Hobart, both widely known
scenario writers, have joined the William
Fox staff and are preparing the script for
William Russell's first production, "Sacred
Silence."
William N. Robson, prominent in Pittsburgh amusement circles, has just been appointed Famous Players-Lasky exploitation
representative for that territory.
Dan C. Byck and Don Keyes, the former

Joe Friedman, managing the Universal
exchange at Detroit, is making a tour of
the southern film centers superintending
the inauguration of the new sales plan
adopted by that concern.
Wallace Reid. Famous Players star,
stopped off in Chicago on Aug. 12, en route
to Los Angeles, from St. Louis, where he
was royally entertained.
Bernard Randall has been engaged by
Harry Grossman to support Lillian Walker in her new serial, "One Million Dollars Reward."
W. S. Adams, photographer for Vitagraph, who enlisted last August and was
assigned to the photo-stat department in
Washington, has been released from service and has joined J. Stuart Blackton
Feature Pictures, Inc.

JAZZ
Ford won't
be able
to make man)
R. M.By J.
improvements
with
six cents. on next year's Flivvei
A 2:75 KissOut on the West coast they're al
worked up over a record-breakinj
salutation given by Roy Stuart t<
Katherine MacDonald in "The Bleed
ers," a new First National feature
The kiss, according to those who hel
stop watches, lasts two and three
fourths minutes, and smashes all pre
vious records by three-fourths of
minute.
It's a GiftPercy Dubb, the world's greatet
stunt suggestor, has been out-Ban
mored
by aon catch-as-catch-can
catc
line writer
the Empy Noos. Liste
to this:
"Robert W. Chambers' 'The Dar
Star' at
theatre."
"Allan
Dwan's
production. 'Tfcl
Dark Star' at
theatre."
"Matt Moore and Dorothy Green i j
'The Dark Star' at
theatre."
Great guns, how do they do it?
Cleaner Pictures, eh? —
That wild, unrestrained cheerii
heard
last week, outit
said, wasin aNew
bunchY'ork
of exhibitors
Kansas, who could not contain theii
selves when they learned there we
to be 88 dressing rooms and 1
shower baths in a new studio to
erected on Long Island.
Some"Clarence
Don't DoErrickson
That— at his Electi
theatre, made a further improveme:
He has installed a new electric mot
to run the machine and all the operat
has to do is watch the film
through." — Prairie Du Chien, W
Courier.
Another Dubb Hint —
Dubbforsees
a fine lobby
chance display.
in "NugjI
Nell"
a unique
up the tile floor and pave the entrar
with gold nuggets.
will attr;
attention.
These do This
not have
to
the real thing, our "3 to 1" stunt st
gestor says — get gold plated ones fn
Tiffany's — they'll answer just as w
Novel, eh? Worth its weight in gc

USING posters that are merely artistic is comparable to baiting a fish hook with
bird seed! To get the desired box-office results a poster must have a genuine
advertising value — and advertising value is the distinguishing quality of the
RITCHEY poster.
THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
406 W. 31st Street. New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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Strike
Business

As Result of Legitimate Houses Closing —
See Permanent Gain in Patronage
While keenly interested in many of the questions involved :n the
.ctors' Equity Association strike now in progress in New York and Chiago, the majority of the motion picture producers feel that they should
bserve a strictly neutral attitude and are conducting themselves accordAs the strike progresses, the possibility of its extending to film actors
nd actresses appears more remote. Men in close touch with the situaon declare that the question is one which will be fought out entirely in
le theatres.
Is Boon for Motion Pictures
The only effect upon the motion picture industry up to the present
is been record-breaking attendance at practically all of the larger motion
cture theatres in Xew York city. With the legitimate attractions closed,
le public is turning to pictures for its entertainment with the result that
5.av.R. O." signs are appearing early in all motion picture houses on Broad-

i
'

$
■

1
I
0
0

As the strike lengthens, both theatre
vners and actors are turning to the
ms — the former to provide attractions
r their houses and the latter, for emoyment.
Several legitimate theatres have alady been converted into picture
»uses. Although some of the mailers state that the introduction of films
a temporary measure intended for
e duration of the strike only, many
•use owners are considering making
e step a permanent one.
For the past week, the Fort Lee
idios have been visited by scores of
•iking actors and actresses seeking
•lployment. They have not been suc'ssful, however.
Permanent Gain for Films
Officials of distributing companies and
uding exhibitors believe that the strike
11 result in thousands of people being
• nverted from stage into screen fans.
Many Xew Yorkers are seeing their
tst motion pictures at the present time
:d are being agreeably surprised by
t merit of the productions offered.
'iese
the people
who only,
for years
: endedare stage
theatres
failinghaveto
nlize the advance motion pictures have
itde.
In Chicago, where only a few theatres
lve closed, the picture theatres have
* yet experienced any great increase
i'patronage above normal.
Both Sides Apparently Friendly
3oth theatre managers and the striki; actors and actresses are apparently
f;ndly to motion picture producers and
c tributors and appreciate their effort
t remain neutral in the fight.
Motion picture producers, who are
ao theatrical producers, naturally have
1 sd up with the theatre owners in the
suggle. Many film actors and actresses,
t o are members of organizations made
t largely of stage actors and actresses.
r?e likewise expressed sympathy for
sikers and in some instances confuted to their campaign fund.
rhe rank and file in the film industry
h'e kept "hands off." Several exhibitor
ajociations have issued statements that
t ir organizations decline to take sides.

Hamilton

Police

Seeking 'Director
Who Disappeared
HAMILTON, OHIO.— A. G. Wood,
motion picture director, who claimed he
was delegated by the Fox Film Corporation to produce a picture here, has disappeared.
In answer to telegraphed inquiry, officials of the Fox company wired: "We
do not know A. G. Wood, nor have we
authorized anyone to make pictures in
A warrant
for Wood's arrest on a
city."
your
charge of obtaining money under false
pretenses has been sworn out. His return is being eagerly awaited by creditors.
Wood was to have staged a big mob
scene — the feature of his production —
August 13. He disappeared the night
before. Scores of "extras," instructed to
report, appeared.
Investigation is alleged to have shown
Wood was located in Indianapolis before coming to Hamilton. He went
under the name of Wirtz. Mrs. Gladys
King Gronbach, who acted as his assistant, expresses confidence that he will
return.
Labor Demands Sunday
Shows at Jacksonville
JACKSONVILLE. ILL— -Acting of
its own accord, the Trades Council has
opened a campaign to force the opening
of motion picture theatres on Sundays.
The unions have had petitions printed
and placed them in stores throughout
the business district.
Jacksonville has been without Sunday
amusements for more than ten years.
Previous to that, there was a pitched
battle over the operation of theatres on
Sunday which resulted in the present
4!
ban.

Police

Deny Having Plans
For Film Censoring
WASHINGTON, D. C— Exhibitors
and exchange men in Washington received a decided scare when a local
newspaper printed an article in which
it was declared the police department
was about to undertake the work of
censoring all films. This story, which,
it is believed, was actuated by the recent arrest of a man (not an exhibitor)
on the charge of exhibiting an obscene
picture, declared that the police department would demand private showings of
every film destined for distribution in
Washington before permitting it to be
shown in any theatre.
Immediately upon appearance of the
story on the streets, police headquarters
were deluged with queries as to why
censorship was to be inaugurated without the question being taken up at all
with the local industry and with inquiries as to when and how it was to
be put into effect.
There is, however, no intention of instituting any censorship in Washington,
according to the head of the police department, Major Raymond W. Pullman.
"There is no censorship law in the
District of Columbia and the police department is not authorized nor has it
tried to do anything more than to enforce the laws and regulations in force
for the public decency." he declared.
Raisuli Wants

Pictures

Of Fight With Spainards
TANGIER. — Raisuli, the bandit chieftain, has had photographs taken of
scenes of his late battles with the Spaniards, but the camera was too small to
give details. He is desirous of having
films taken of "coming engagements" but
finds difficult}- in obtaining photographers.
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TO EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOTOGRAPHY:
Please find enclosed check for
$i.oo to renew my subscription.
/ would just as soon try to run
my theatre without a picture machine as without the HERALD.
/ think your "IV hat the Picture
Did For Me" department is a
great help, especially to the small
town exhibitor who does not
have the opportunity to see the
picture before he shows it.
Wishing you success, I beg to
| remain
Very truly yours,
(Signed)
CHAS. SPAIN HOUR,
|
Auditorium Theatre,
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E. MacBride,

Executive

of Fox

Cooperative

Plan
Corporation, Dies
NEW YORK.— James E-. MacBride,
Exhibitors' Organization
formerly president of the Municipal Civil
Will Foster Experiment
Service Commission and well known in
the newspaper world of this city for
In Booking Film
nearly twenty years, died Thursday,
NEW YORK. — Co-operative booking,
August 14, of heart disease at his home
which is being experimented in by many
western exhibitors' organizations, is to 947 West End Avenue. He was 38 years
be attempted by the Motion Picture Ex- old. In the last mayoralty election Mr.
MacBride virtually managed the camhibitors' League H.
of New
York. B. Grob,
Leo Brecher,
Rachmiel,
paign of John F. Hylan, an-d his reward
the appointment to the head of the
Sydney S. Cohen, Charles L. O'Reilly, was
Civil
Service
Commission. He resigned
Walter Hayes, John H. Springer, Lawrence Bolognino, William Dillon and Ira this position last year to become Chairman of the Executive Committee of the
T. Mosher have been placed upon a comFox Film Corporation.
mittee to formulate plans for the step.
As a newspaperman Mr. MacBride was
Decision at Rochester
The decision was made at a meeting
of the executive committee recently held
in Rochester. Many other important
matters were discussed.
The committee condemned the action
of producing companies in advertising
certain brands of soaps, groceries, patent medicines and cleaning devices in
picture productions, and voted not to
show pictures containing paid advertising unless negotiated for through the
organization.
Many Modify Statute
Preliminary steps towards having the
legislature modify its statute prohibiting
children's
attendance at theatres were
taken.
The action of New York delegates in
withdrawing from the convention of the
M. P. E. A. at St. Louis was approved,
and the pledge of support from the
Miami ceived
Valley
Exhibitors' League rewith enthusiasm.
Veteran Rebuys Theatre
He Sold Upon Enlisting
GRAND HAVEN, MICH.— Hunter
S. Robbins, who sold the Robinhood
theatre in this city when he enlisted in
the aviation corps of the U. S. army
when the war with Germany broke out,
has again acquired control of the playhouse.
Robbins sold the Robinhood theatre
to Paul J. Schlossman of Muskegon who
operated it in connection with his string
of theatres which includes the Regent
at Muskegon.
President Vetoes
'Daylight' Repeal
WASHINGTON, D. C— President Wilson has vetoed the daylight saving repeal recently passed
by congress.
This was the second time the
President has vetoed repeal of the
law by which the clocks are set
set forward an hour on the last
Sunday in March and turned back
an hour the last Sunday in October.
The first veto was several weeks
ago, the repeal being attached as a
rider to the annual agricultural appropriation bil .

JAMES E. MAC BRIDE
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Fox Film Corporation,
who died of heart disease, Thursday, Ausust 14.
for many years the Albany correspondent for The American, and later was on
the staff of The Globe. He was active
in Hearst's support in the publisher's
first campaign for Mayor. The honorary pallbearers at the funeral in the
church on Saturday afternoon included
Mayor Hylan, William R. Hearst, Justice Wagner. John J. Delaney, William
Fox. Axel Warn and L. J. O'Reilly.
Orchestra

Augmented

SAN FRANCJCO, CAL.— Samuel H.
Levin, owner and director of the Coliseum motion picture theatre, located in
the Park-Presidio district, at Ninth avenue and Clement street, has enlarged his
orchestra to fourteen pieces.
Johnson in New York
Millard Johnson of the Australasian
Films, Ltd. has arrived in New York
city,
having
a twenty-five
thousand
mile completed
trip.
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Canadians Hit At
Americans in New
Film Regulations
Ontario to Permit British
Citizens Only to Show
Motion Pictures
WASHINGTON, D. C— Considerable
feeling has been aroused among American film distributors over regulations
recently adopted by the Province of
Ontario, Canada, which provides that
only citizens of Great Britain can be
licensed to show motion pictures or
operate motion picture machines in the
province.
American Consul Sends Copy
The American Consul at Toronto had
sent to Washington the following excerpts from the rules and regulations of
the "Theatres and Cinematograph Act":
"3. Every film exchange, and every
owner, lessee or manager of a theatre,
and every owner, lessee or manager of
a public hall, every person or persons
owning, managing or having control of
a road show, every person or persons
owning or managing or having control
of a traveling cinematograph or moving
picture show, and every apprentice and
operator of a moving picture machine
or similar apparatus, shall obtain a
license lations :and observe the following reguLicenses
"4. All licenses shall be issued by the
Minister and shall expire on the thirtyfirst day of May in each year. Applicants for licenses under these regulations shall by affidavit furnish to the
Minister evidence of British citizenship,
either by birth or naturalization, and no
license shall be granted to other than
BritishClaim
subjects."
Unfair Discrimination
The Consul also enclosed a letter from
the Provincial Treasurer of Ontario explaining that permits are now being issued to American operators of motion
picture machines for the present year on
the understanding that they must take
out naturalization papers if they expect
licenses to be continued.
Considerable indignation was expressed by the meeting of distributor;
and it was decided that the Provincia
ruling was of sufficient importance tc
refer it to the State Department a'
Washington, so that complaint might bt
made of an obviously unfair discrimina
tion against American film men. Th(
subject was referred to Chairman Char
les C. Pettijohn of the Committee oi
Taxation who in turn, through the office:
of the National Association presents
the subject to the State. Department.
Mt. Vernon, 111., Will
Have New Playhousi
MT. VERNON, ILL.— A syndicate o
southern Illinois theatre men have pur
chased the Plaza theatre and adjoinini
ground and started the erection of
large new theatre. Among those inte
ested in the project are George R. New
MimeChristopher.
of Murphysboro and R. C. Cluste
of

A stage large enough for big theatr
cal productions will be built hut th
principal!
be operated
e will
playhous
theatre.
picture
a motion
as
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Oharles

Pyle

Chicago
eturns

From

Ready
Film
New

to Construct
Exchange

York

With

Building

Leases

Signed

By All Large Companies — Discounts Possibility of Rival Building Being Erected

I Film
I
||
|
|

Men Raise
Technical Point

Illinois courts may be asked to
decide
in
Chicagotheas definition
a result ofof "loop"
the city
ordinance ordering all film companies to quit the "loop" by May

|
|
|§
|
|

With contracts for floor space signed by all of the large distributing
Many executives of film com- §
impanies in his possession and promises of leases by most of the inde- |
1, 1920. in the Film Exchange and 1
| panies
jndent exchanges and several accessory companies, Charles Pyle, who has | Mailers buildings on the East side |
I of Wabash avenue claim they are 1
t dertaken construction of a film exchange building for Chicago at Ninth
reet and Wabash avenue, discounted the possibility of there being two
I
point"loop".has never
been j
| outTheof the
ftn exchange buildings erected in Chicago.
| settled. Many people regard the |
"You can't build a film exchange building without leases," he declared, I loop as bounded by the elevated j
| railroad down town loop. With j
'nd I have all of the big companies and practically all of the independent
| this definition, the Film Exchange j
i changes already signed up."
| and Mailers buildings are out of |
Produces Contracts for Space in Building
| the "loop".
Others regard the |
Mr. Pyle, who has just returned from the East after attending the I "loop" as being bounded on the §
! A. M. P. I. convention and later conferring with film men in New York, | East by Michigan avenue.
It is possible that the point will |
pduced a dozen contracts to prove his statement.
He then listed the |
1 be raised by several companies if |
i dependent exchanges which will sign their leases at once.
1 the city attempts to enforce its |
Mr. Hanson is employed in the office
)ne of his surprise announcements
of C. W. James & Company, a real es- SltllJlJ] l|[IIUItlll]IIJIlE->l]|IUIII!lllllllltUIILIMll]lll1llll1N[9tllllll.']llllt]tl[llltirilL1!lll>[ll]llll[ILElllIllltllill IiM i.^=
v's
a statement
to the toeffect
tate firm, which is handling the proposed | order.
cnpany
can be found
take that
over ifthea
film exchange building for William G. Business Men Propose
1 se of Famous Players-Lasky CorporaShedd. Plans for the Shedd building
tn on the building at 845 South WaCommunity Playhouse
b;h avenue, the Lasky corporation will were given in detail in last week's issue
of the Herald.
tie over two entire floors in the new
ROSWELL,
N. M.— For the purpose
sucture .
of providing the people of this city with
Vs practically all of the space in the
amusement and incidently keeping trade
Kerr Returns to Films
F>posed twelve-story building has been
at home, business men have taken precposed of or promised, it will be necesliminary steps towards the erection of a
Lieutenant Harry L. Kerr, who served in
s y to add two stories to the structure
France two years with the U. S. Artillery, motion picture theatre here.
i .he new deal goes through. NegotiaThe site favored faces the Carnegie
tns for transferring the lease on the was discharged from service August 16 and
is on his way to the Coast to rejoin the Library in Main street. It is planned
t lding are now under way.
Keystone organization. He was a visitor to charge prices sufficient to meet the
Construction Starts Soon
at the Chicago office of the Herald August 18. expense of operation only.
building
trades ground
lockout foris the
all that
rw"hedelays
breaking
new
sucture, Mr. Pyle declared. This tan■ will probably be straightened out
vhin a few days and work will then
HERALD'S
Service Car on Coast
s rt immediately.
announcements
as to tenantsin
i "omplete
the building
will be forthcoming
a:>ut ten days. At that time Mr. Pyle
ejects to issue a statement showing
j t what space on each floor is taken
t the various companies and give detled information in regard to many
f tures.
'The recent
labor
trouble
in Chicago
tosted
the cost
of the
building
$200,000
li necessitated increasing the original
urge for floor space from $1 a foot to
535 a foot.
ncluding the ground, the new struct-e
cost more
thantwo$1,800,000.
ins will
are changed
to add
stories, theIf
At will exceed $2,000,000.
Hanson's Story Different
Mr. Pyle'sbuildings
confident will
statement
UtDespite
two exchange
not be
lilt, J. W. Hanson, in charge of the
Hiding proposed to be constructed at
^bash avenue and Harrison street, de< res that ground will be broken for the
Hiding within a few days.
'Everything is going along smoothly
'th our proposition," declared Hanson.
have a dozen exchanges ready to sign
i leases and the rest will tumble over
t:m9«lves to get in before the week is
'For myself.
I doand
not Wabash
believe that
Hiding
at Ninth
will the
be
Hit. The report that we have given
' our plans is entirelv without founda1 n."

Harry E. Nichols, special representative of the HERALD, has invaded the studio lot
and is giving two interested spectators a line of his best selling talk. "No bunk,"
says Hnrry. "We 43print news of the trade while it is news, not ancient history."
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Northwest
Exhibitors' Circuit
Increasing Membership
Rapidly
Mass

Meetings
Names

at Spokane

and

Butte

Add

to Organization — Now Offer
tributors 300 Booking Days

Many

Dis-

SEATTLE, WASH. — Holding mass meetings of exhibitors in the
various important centers in the Northwest, officers of the newly formed
Northwest Exhibitors' Circuit are rapidly building up membership in their
organization so that within a few weeks it is expected that at least one
theatre in every city of size in Washington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho
will be embraced.
The membership, which was seventy-five at the time of organization
early in July, has been doubled since, and is increasing from day to day.
Organize at Spokane and Butte
Mass meetings of exhibitors were held within the last few days at
Spokane, Wash., and Butte, Mont. At Spokane, James G. Clemmer of
Seattle, president, and H. B. Wright of Seattle, general manager, were the
speakers.
Book United Artists Pictures
"Just as other lines of business find it
The circuit is said to have closed for
necessary to organize and co-operate,
the motion General
picture exhibitors
it so," the offerings of the United Artists' Disdeclared
ManagerfindWright,
tributing Corporation, and "His Majesty,
speaking
at Spokane.
"The this
development
the American,"
the Douglas
of
the business
is making
more and production,
published
SeptemberFairbanks
1, is to
appear in all of the theatres in the ormore
necessary."
Among
the theatre men attending the ganization.
meeting were : F. E. Edmonson, GrangeThe Northwest Exhibitors' Circuit is
ville; O. W. Newton, Hillyard; J. E. now
offering distributing organizations
Hurley, Davenport; B. S. Bingham, more than 300 booking days, and expects
Tekoa ; J. S. Nelson, Colfax; H. S. Klin- to be able to offer nearly 500 booking
ger, Connell; N. P. Brown, Waterville;
days by the first of January for big feaH. L. Wright, Fort Lapwai ; H. S. Gra- tures.
ham, Winchester; A. H. Hilton, Lewiston; C. P. Scates, Oroville ; Walter Kastner, Wenatchee; Mrs. S. A. Klinger, Hunt Stromberg
Connell; J. Reynolds, Pasco; F. P. Egan,
Goes to Selznick
Ritzville; Charles Storch, Republic; Mr.
Radtke, Mansfield; Fulton Cook, St. MaNEW
YORK—
Hunt Stromberg has
ries; E. J. Wurman, Sprague ; Alena M. changed his address
from Goldwyn to
Weegelt, Kettle Falls; G. J. Rogers, Selznick,
resignation being effective
Asotin ; G. J. Loomis, Rosalia ; J. C. August 18,thewhen
his duties as director
Brown, Keller; Hays and McSpence,
of the service and exploitation departMarcus.
ment of Selznick began. The Goldwyn
service department, over which Mr.
Stormberg presided for fourteen months,
was founded by him and he put it into
its present active condition.
Samuel Morris, general manager of the
Selznick Corporation, is enthusiastic over
acquiring young Stromberg, who is one
of the most promising of the younger
film men. He came into the film business after a successful career in St.
Louis as a newspaperman.

H. Weston,

English Producer,
Commits Suicide
Falls From Eighteenth Floor
Of Aeolian Building
NEW YORK.— Charles H. Weston,
who prior to five years ago was a
wealthy motion picture manufacturer in
London, England, jumped from a window on the eighteenth floor of the Aeolian Building on 42nd Street on Friday
and was instantly killed. His home was
at 352 South 11th Street, Newark, N. J.
He was born in Jacksonville, Florida. He
was married eight years ago and leaves
a wife and a son five years old.
Weston had become addicted to the
drug habit, by having it administered to
him while recovering from injuries sustained by falling from an aeroplane
while making a war film in 1914. Both
legs were fractured and several ribs and
his nose. His suffering was so great that
morphine had to be administered for a
long period, and on his recovery he was
unable to resist the drug and his physical
and financial conditions became lower
and lower with each succeeding year.
During his career as a producer he
picturized "The Crown Jewels," "Open
Heart, "The Kimberly Mines" and the
"Bishop's Carriage," together with several of Charles Dickens' works. He was
stage manager for Maude Adams for
eight years and he will be remembered
as an actor by the theatre goeTs for his
amusing performance of the dog in.
"Peter Pan."
Old Mobile Playhouse
To Be Picture Theatre
MOBILE, ALA.— The old Majestic
theatre, which at various times has been
occupied as a vaudeville house and motion picture theatre and has more recently housed a candy store, has been
purchased by J. Shinkowitz, owner of
the Queen theatre, and after being remodeled, will be opened as a motion
picture theatre again.

Stanley Controls Three
Theatres in Camden, N. J.
CAMDEN, N. J.— The Stanley Company of America has secured control
of the Grand, Princess and Plaza theaircs in this city, effective September 1.
Some
tl-catrctime
here.ago, it took over the Colonial
The Grand is the largest exclusively
photoplay theatre in this city. The
Princess and Plaza were formerly
Grcenberg houses.

( II Mil I S W . I \ I. Kit
lt<*rrnfl> appointed mnnnicer of llir lull In on polln (In. I > branch of BxMbltOM'
Mutual DImI rllilit Iiik I 'orporii I Ion.

Build at Nampa, Idaho
NAMPA, IDAHO.— E. W. Waddell
has secured a permit to erect a $35,000
motion picture theatre to be known as
"The Ida." The auditorium is to be
TO by HO feet. The theatre will seat 1,200.
44

GLORIA HOPE
Cnat in the lending role opposite Hurry
Cnrey,tion,In"The Rider
his latent
producof theI nlyrrwiil
Law."
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By William Fox
1 (President of Fox Film Corporation)
'■ictures?
How will prohibition affect motion
Will the pictures be the one medium
irough which America will be brought
p resign itself to total abstinence?
These two questions have been asked
,f me by persons in all walks of life
efore and since July 1, and the topic
ontinues to occupy a heavy share of
ie
day's
conversations throughout the
Jnited
States.
l We are entitled to get straight on our
jets before we answer any questions,
herefore, let us go back a little way
lto history.
We know definitely that rum was inentcd or concocted by man prior to
le days of Noah and the ark, and we
.iust reach back into the earlier periods
,f civilization, possibly into the days of
arbarism, to find the reason for its
aving been called into existence as the
ood-little, bad-little brother of manind.
Rum an Invented Stimulant
It is my absolute opinion that rum
/as invented by man as a stimulant to
elp him over rough or depressed places
i his daily life.
You could call it an invention for enertainment or diversion if you wished
o, but its use through the ages has been
lore as a relief from sorrow or care or
vorry than as a means of amusement.
do not refer to wine, but to strong
nuors. that brought the prohibition movelent into prominence.
The idea of prohibition began through
he abuse rather than the use of liquors,
'herereligious
was a time
when in military
all walks andof
ife,
or secular,
ivil, in the mansions and in the cottage,
iquor was just as much a part of the
laily life as any article of food. In
America the use of strong liquors became
widespread because Americans always
;o in heartily for anything they do.
Saloon Enters Politics
Then there grew up the American
aloon, an institution which became a
•olitical center. It was different from
he drinking places of other parts of the
vorld, which in most instances had food
ttachments or were housed in the inns
nd small hotels. It was in these highly
'•olished, well mirrored, brass-railed
daces that the American man began to
ndulge more and more in heavy drinking. They were so conveniently located
hat in the big cities a man rarely had to
yalk more than half a block in any direcion before reaching a sorrow service
•tation.
■ It is not my purpose to discuss in deail the long fight that resulted in the
rederal prohibition amendment; the
acts are pretty well known already to
he American public. But I do propose
o make certain observations which have
o do with the future as well as with
he past. They bear directly on the
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country, with the price of admission no
greater than the price of a drink, it was
only natural that the drinking public
drifted away from the saloon to the
newer, cleaner, more healthful entertainment, which did not deaden the brain,
but, instead, amused and refreshed them.
In the motion picture theatre they forgot their troubles, they lost their worries, they were mentally comforted and
without any evil after effects.
Thinking Power Increased
The common man came to realize that
when he came to drink liquor he was
an enemy to himself, an enemy to his
wife, an enemy and an improper guardian
to his children; he was an incompetent
employe, and, as his drinking became
excessive, a disgrace to his family tree.
The motion picture theatre has made
it possible for this man to reunite himself with his family. Proper recreation
and amusement are as essential to the
human body as are food and sleep. The
motion picture provided for this need at
a popular price of admission, and this
made it possible, with the family life
WILLIAM FOX
centering around this theatre, for the
President of Fox Film Corporation, who
man to be a just husband, a real father,
predicts motion pictures will reconcile
and a worthy employe — a true friend to
America to prohibition.
men and a credit to his family tree.
question of amusement on the one hand
Next-to-Theatre Bar
and relief from care and sorrow on the
As
an
illustration,
many of the theaother.
tres which I now operate and which
I have noticed that a man who sold
were formerly used for other forms of
liquor rarely drank it himself, and that entertainment
had adjoining them a store
the development of the drinking habit that was occupied
for the sale of liquor,
came to a man when, in lime of trouble,
a barroom in conjunction with the
he had need of his every faculty to or
theatre proper.
overcome the obstacles that confronted
For example, there was the old Dewey
him. At such time he would resort to theatre
in Fourteenth Street, which sold
a stimulant which stupefied his brain
patrons while used for burand got him in new trouble, instead of liquor tolesque;itsthe Gotham
Theatre, which had
keeping clear headed so that he might
a
barroom
in
its theatre; the Star Theasolve his problems and see a way out of
tre, which had a gin-mill in tlie nearest
his difficulties.
corner, and, in addition, tow gin-mills on
Use of Liquor Declines
opposite corners of the thoroughfare.
as these places were conA very interesting fact is the natural Just as vertedsoon
into moving picture theatres and
decline in the popularity of liquor for
was established, these bargeneral use in this country. Slowly but the clientele
rooms were forced to close, for they
surely the people themselves were real- were unable to take in sufficient money
izing that they had a greater and safer
their licenses.
friend than liquor, and that this friend to Nopaymanfor has
much opportunity to think
was the motion picture. They were of his future during
his hours of actual
discarding liquor for the screen, and it toil. His brain reverts
to himself after
is my fixed, opinion that even without a
his
working
hours,
to
work
out his perprohibition law, liquor would have been
sonal problems and his own future. If
obsolete ten years hence.
it
is
well
to
stay
sober
while
you are
The greatest factor in the fight against
under the eyes of your employer — if that
liquor has been the motion picture. Men
who had developed the habit of drinking be
is to
employer's
benefit
— it when,
must
an your
advantage
to remain
sober
for lack of something better to do dis- on your own time, you proceed to figure
covered that, for less money than they out your individual problems; for you
would spend in one evening by themselves in a saloon, they could go to a can surely' do that better in your sober
senses than you could in your drunken
motion picture theatre and entertain senses.
themselves and their families at least
twice a week. Ten years ago the most
Pictures Really Entertain
convenient and popular pastime for those
One tremendous advantage to the pubwho had nothing to do in the evening
lic which has been demonstrated in the
was liquor drinking, but since the es- motion pictures is that it really entertablishment of motion picture theatres
ed Ccui/mMfd on page 50)
in every city, town 45and hamlet in the

EXHIBITORS
Building Big Chemical
Plant at Amcelle, Md.
BALTIMORE, MD.— The American
Cellulose Chemical Manufacturing company is busy with extensive preparations
for the construction of an entirely new
plant on the site of the industry now
being developed at Amcelle, Md. Its
cost will be in excess of $2,000,000, with
the possibility that it may mount to
$3,000,000.
These developments are the result of
a contract recently entered into by the
Cellulose company with the Motion Film
company of Pathe Freres, Inc., to manufacture all films to be used by this motion-picture firm. It will employ 1,000
men and women. Housing conditions,
however, and the extension of the street
railway system to Amcelle are among
the problems
yet number
to be worked
out. Unless a sufficient
of houses
are
erected to care for this large number of
workers, it is likely that one of the departments of the film industry may be
taken to Rochester.
Fischer Offices Moved ;
Organization Is Intact
A. H. Fischer Features, Inc., the company recently formed by A. H. Fischer,
B. A. Rolfe and Charles A. Logue, has
formally taken possession of the Thanhouser studios, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
lately purchased by Mr. Fischer, and
has moved its offices there from the
former quarters at 18 East 41st street,
New York. Besides being the home for
the B. A. Rolfe productions, all of the
company's ministered
affairs
nowoffices.
being adfrom the are
studio
The personnel of the organization remains practically intact with the change
of quarters. Charles G. Stewart is studio manager; Carey Wilson, office manager; Harry H. Poppe, in charge of
advertising and publicity.
Albany's New Theatre
Opened With Exercises
ALBANY,
model new
picture house, GA.
the— Albany's
Liberty theatre,
was
opened here recently with appropriate
exercises. The Metropolitan orchestra
gave a musical program before the pictures were presented. A word of welcome in rhyme was delivered by Marita
Lasker, little daughter of H. M. Lasker,
director of the theatre's orchestra. The
playhouse is owned and managed by
Gortatowsky brothers.
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Brothers
4,000-Seat

Begin

Work

Minneapolis

on
Theatre

Motion Picture Playhouse to Be Housed in UpTown Office Structure Which Will
Cost $1,500,000
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Building are substituted for stairs, in effect almost eliminating a climb.
operations wrere begun this week upon
The foyer is to be especially comthe structure that promises for Minnemodious and will provide rest rooms and
apolis the most gorgeous motion picture lounges for the patrons' comfort. The
theatre of the entire midwest section of auditorium is to cover a space 150 feet
by 100 feet wide, in the clear. The
the country. Ascher Brothers of Chi- deep
stage, with wide opening, will have a
cago will control the, house.
depth of 40 feet and be provided with
Ground was broken August 11 for the stage settings for both the screen and
great million and a half dollar office spoken drama, and equipped with the
latest scene handling devices.
structure planned for the 8th and HenneLighting Will Be Feature
pin corner, that is to replace the old
Lighting is to be one of the most disT. B. Walker homestead and gallery for
tinctive features of all. A new decorathe famous Walker art collection that
tive lighting system will be employed
was recently given to the city of Minnethere for the first time. It is designee
apolis. In this building is to be housed
for the auditorium, and assures softei
the new theatre, with 4,000 seating ca- degrees and better distribution of lighi
pacity, the cost of which, exclusive of than has heretofore been accomplished
its furnishings,
lion dollar mark. will reach the half mil- It makes possible a dissolving and blend
ing of color on an increased elaboratt
Beauty Spot for City
scale. The process owes itself to a new
material only recently invented an<
Aschers' Minneapolis theatre will be even more recently appropriated for use
one of the city's beauty spots in archi- in a theatre interior.
tecture. It will follow the Spanish clasNor is the stage to be neglected ii
sic type. The building itself is to be of
a warm tone Minneapolis granite, with its illuminating devices. With a nev
style of indirect lighting it is to bi
a smooth polish, except at the theatre
entrance. Here elaborate carved granite equipped. Besides its lighting effects
will be used to accentuate the theatre the "back of the footlights" promise
portion. This too will follow the classic another surprise. That, by way of ai
style. Lobby and foyer will be finished auxiliary or disappearing stage, whicl
in various colored marbles, covering in will be masked except when in use.
harmonious combinations the walls and
floors.
Completes Nine Westerns
Unique features, unique principally
The Frohman Amusement Corpora
because of their ultra modernity, will
mark the new house from foyer to stage. tion have completed the first nine Texa
In the foyer, ramps of very slow rise Guinan two-reel Western productions.
BUILDING A STAGE FOR ALLAN DWAN

New

York Syndicate
To Build at Atlanta
ATLANTA, GA.— Joseph Johnson,
representing a New York syndicate, has
been in Atlanta several days seeking a
desirable location for an immense new
hotel and motion picture theatre.
Theatre Changes Hands
JACKSON, O.— The Pastime theatre
has been sold by Joseph Armstrong to
John Bruce.
New Lincoln Playhouse
LINCOLN, ILL.— Edward Smith is
erecting a motion picture theatre adjoining his new garage.

(taffe being erected for >lr. Dwan'a exclualve u*<- »« the Bronton Studio»j_ I
\ nevf
with everj modr
equipped
280 f<-<-<
f«-<-i wide bj(Altai
'><• " production
■< will
kncelea. for
Production).
Feature
Dwu long,
photoplay
appliance
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Congress Opens
Probe of Scandal
Over Government
Owned
Pictures
Representative Graham Declares at Least One
Army Office Is Involved in Alleged Fraud
Running Into Millions
Washington. D. C. — Charges of wholesale fraud involving millions
)f dollars in connection with the handling of government-made motion
>ictures will be taken up within a few days by the House committee invesigating the War Department.
In making this announcement today, Representative Graham, Repubican, Illinois, chairman of the committee, said the preliminary evidence
gathered by the committee involved at least one army officer.
Alleges Theft of Government Film
Many government films, Mr. Graham said, have been stolen and
xhibited tor commercial purposes. The army officer involved, according
o the chairman, was one of the chief exhibitors. He is said to have made
ji enormous amount of money without turning in a cent to the governnent.
Several New York motion picture proucers have been summoned to appear
etOTe the committee and testify as to
hat they know of the films.
Concerns Propaganda Films
The questionnaires. Mr. Graham exlained, deal principally with the disease
nd sanitation propaganda films taken
nder the auspices of the surgeon-genral of the army for the purpose of intruding men in the training camps in
ersonal hygiene.
, The explanation offered in the quesonnaire as to how these films got out
ito commercial business was that a ceriin number of them were stolen while
eing transported to the camps.
Claims Officer Made Millions
An officer handling the films for the
Var ed,Department,
Graham as confinhas since been Mr.'
discovered
a priate exhibitor, and has made millions,
he name of this officer is expected to
e brought out at the hearings.
In connection with the investigation

EHILE CH.UTAHD
nklnc Emile Chantard productions for
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, to be
published by Realart Pictures Corporation.

of the War Department films the committee will also inquire into the methods
of the committee on public information
in distributing its films.
Aliens Open Two
More Theatres

in

Canadian Cities
TORONTO, CAN. — This week added
two more theatres to the immense and
rapidly growing chain of the Allen Theatre Enterprises with the opening of
Allen's Danforth theatre in Toronto,
Canada, the home city of the circuit and
the reopening of the former Royal
theatre, Peterboro, Ontario, as the
Allen.
The Danforth is the first of the new
scries of suburban or neighborhood
theatres being built in Toronto by Jule
and Jay J. Allen, there being five others
in course of erection. In the Danforth
the Aliens claims to have set a new
mark in neighborhood theatre construction, for the building is one of the
handsomest in Toronto and possesses all
the beauty
town house.and attractiveness of a downThe Danforth seats 1,800 with all but
600 seats on the lower floor and every
one of them in front of the balcony so
that every spectator, no matter where
sitting, gets a full view of every portion
of the house. There are three rows of
loge seats in the front of the balcony,
which occupies the portion of the house
above the foyer and lobby. A ten-piece
orchestra is supplying the music at the
Danforth, which is located on Danforth
avenue, just east of Broadview.
The Royal theatre, Peterboro, has
been completely
and over
redecorated since havingrefinished
been taken
by
the Aliens. Seats have been rearranged
and many conveniences supplied. An
orchestra is to be featured regularly at
this theatre.
Sell State Rights
Pioneer has sold rights to "Virtuous
Sinners," "The Sins of the Children" and
'Atonement" for western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia to the Simlec Film
company of Pittsburgh.
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BEATRIZ MICHELEXA
Who will appear in a series of photoplays
under
Mutual the
banner.Robertson-Cole Exhibitors
Sydney S. Cohen Makes
Big Profit on Leases
NEW YORK.— Sydney S. Cohen,
president 01 the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of the State of New York,
has leased the remainder of his property
at 1612 Broadway, Northeast corner of
49th street adjoining the Rivoli theatre,
to the firm of Berdon and Walker for a
term of fifteen years at an aggregate
rental of $450,000.
Part of the corner store has been
leased to the United Cigar Stores Co.
of America at a rental of more than
$100,000. This property was secured by
Mr. Cohen about 8 years ago on lease
for a period of 105 years at a yearly
rental of $6,000. The business growth
of Broadway, particularly the number
of theatres that have been erected in
this immediate location, has enhanced
the
rental value of this property tremendously.
Beatriz Michelena

Is

Booster for 'Frisco
Beatriz Michelena, the Robertson-Cole
star whose pictures are distributed by
Exhibitors Mutual, is an ardent supporter
of the movement to boost San Francisco
as a motion picture producing center.
In furtherance of this movement she
recently drove to the San Francisco City
Hall from her studio at San Raphael in a
coach drawn by six horses and offered
Mayor Rolph the use of her big studio
at San Raphael for any producer to make
his first picture produced in the San
Francisco Bay region. Miss Michelena
said that all of her efforts would be to
assist the
Supervisors
and Mayor's Committee in their
campaign.
De Havens Back at Work
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven have returned to their work at the National Studios
after several weeks vacation spent in the
mountains and at the seashore. They are
shooting the first scenes of a new comedy
entitled
of Wm. "Moving
Seiter. Day," under the direction
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Serico

Head Cast in Producing Company's
Serial Based on Novel by C. N. and
A. M. Williamson

ARLINE PRETTY
"Who is to ducing
be featured
toy the
Company in its
new Serieo
serial,ProUA
Woman in Grey."
George H. Wylie, president of the
Serico Producing Company, a new organization, formed recently to produce
the novels of famous authors in serial
form, this week concluded negotiations
for the appearance of Arline Pretty in
the leading role in the first of the comWoman in Grey"
by C. N.pany's
& offerings,
A. M. "A
Williamson.
The selection of Miss Pretty as the
star of the new type of serial promised
by the Serico Company, was made, according to the officials of the organization, in response to the demand of a
large number of exhibitors, among whom
a canvass was conducted, for the presentation of this popular favorite in another serial.
Won Friends with Vitagraph
Having won thousands ot friends
through her appealing characterizations
as the heroine of Vitagraph's serial,
"The Secret Kingdom" and Pathe's
chapterPretty,
picture,
"The
HiddenhasHand."
Miss
it is
declared,
long
been sought for another serial but has
wished to confine herself exclusively to
dramatic features.
The distinctive character of the Williamsons'produce
novel, plus athe
careof being
exercised to
serial
such
quality as will compare with the best
class of special feature attractions, were
the magnets, it is understood, that induced Miss Pretty to return to the serial
field. Upon its completion, a series of
special pictures have been arranged in
which she will be starred.
"A Woman
in Grey,"
is said,
theIndainty
little actress
will it
come
into
her own as in no other production in
which she has thus far appeared. Miss
Pretty's role in the picture is that of

MOTOGRAPHY

New

the daughter of a very old and wealthy
New York family, who is called upon to
circumvent the designs of a clique of
international rogues. The picture is
said to be distinctive in richness of its
settings and the elaborate costuming of
its
heroine.
Miss that
Pretty's
admirers will
be glad
to know
the romantic,
for
which type of work she is best known,
is plentifully blended with the exciting
and the thrilling in the production.
Prominent Actors in Cast
A notable cast, all of whom are well
known in the serial field, has been engaged for the picture. Henry G. Sell,
leading man for Pearl White in several
Pathe serials, appears opposite Miss
Pretty. Other principals are Fred Jones,
Margaret Fielding, James A. Heenan,
Ann Brodie, Violet de Bicari, Mrs.
Adelaine Fitzallen.
Fred Jones and Margaret Fielding
who haveduction,the
"heavy"
in theknown
proare both
very leads
favorably
to photoplay patrons. Miss Fielding has
appeared in important roles in a number
of Fox productions, in addition to being
an established actress of the legitimate
stage. Mr. Jones has appeared in a
number of serial successes, as well as
special features.
Loew May Build Three
Theatres in New Jersey
NEW YORK.— A dispatch from Trenton states that Long Branch, Asbury
Park and Red Bank are likely to have
theatres operated by Marcus Loew. Options have already been secured on several buildings in Long Branch. It is
said that if a Loew theatre is located
in Long Branch, operations on this
structure will probably be opened enrly
in the coming Fall. A pretentious building, rivaling the St. James Theatre at
Asbury, is planned. It is stated that it
would be economical to operate a chain
of theatres at these principal population
centers.

Landing

Stage on Roof of
New Fox Buildinj
Plans for Structure Ar
Changed to Prepare for
the Future
Another novel feature is contemplate
for the new William Fox building — tl
biggest motion picture plant under ot,
roof in the, world — which is now well c|
its way to completion at Tenth avenu
55th
to 56th streets — two minutes fro i
Broadway.
William Fox has taken up with h
architects, William Fried and the firm ■!
Carlson & Wiseman, the practicabili !
of erecting on the roof of the new buil
ing
City.the first airplane landing platform m
passenger-carrying planes in New Yo I
Draftsmen Alter Plans
In
accordance
withengaged
Mr. Fox's
tions, draftsmen are
uponsugge
alte
ations in the original plans to allow f!
the addition of this structure, permittil
the
handling
of atwith
leasthangars
two regulatir1
passenger
planes,
for evi
more.
The platform is to be made of an a |
steel framework and is to be so design I
in relation to the roof proper that it \v
not interfere with the superb lightii
facilities, which are to be made the oi
standing feature of the new studios.
Will Not Mean Delay
Upon the completion of the upp,
story and roof of the building it
planned to continue along with the ert
tion of this platform, so that it will
completed within the time schedule
which the contractors are working — t
building to be ready for formal openi
ceremonies October 1,
To accomplish this the contractors v
engage a special crew of workmen 1
the airplane platform alone and w<
will be pushed with all speed, regardli
of expense, to finish on time.

Upper Montclair May
Have Picture Theatre
NEWARK, N. J.— As a result of a
house-to-house referendum held with Unsanction of the Montclair board of commissioners, Upper Montclair will probably have a picture theatre early this
winter The referendum showed 998
favored a theatre; 242 opposed, and 84
did not vote.
The canvas was conducted by the
Women's Club, which had gone on
record as being opposed to a license being issued. The question was raised when
Max Ginsberg asked for a permit to open
a theatre.

P. \. POWERS
of (In- Universal Film MfK. Co., re-elf
vice-prealdent of the IV. A. M. P. ■ •
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"Frankie"
Get

This,

Dorothy

BoysDalton

"Aphrodite"

FH V \< ES M V\\
!on to appear In Arthur F. Beck*.s prodDCtionit to lit- published bj rathe.
ictor Kremer

on

Trip Through East
Selling Features
/ictor Kremer has left his Chicago
hdquarters and started a whirlwind
tnpaign of the Eastern states for the
Vtor Kremer Film Features. He exKts to spend a month or more in the
* ions states between Chicago and the
.[antic coast.
Completes Western Trip
Ifr. Kremer has just completed a tour
olthe western states and southwestern
Cnada, where he had phenomenal sucds in disposing of the various features
al short reel subjects he controls to
site right distributors.
I hope and expect that my eastern
will be as prolific as my western."
s 1 Mr. Kremer. "If such is the case,
a I am confident of from the number
o nquiries I have already received from
S te Right buyers. I shall have the
c ntry pretty well sold. Business i<
c ling in splendidly from all directions "
Has Many Features
he features which Mr. Kremer is
P ting the most stress upon are a new
P lire by Crane Wilbur, entitled
" ripped for a Million." a thrilling feati "Strife," starring George Le Guere.
" hen Arizona Won," with Shorty
and tenfeatures
Essanaystarring
multipleHenrv
reel
P1" nilton
's, including
E Walthall, Bryant Washburn. Richard
ClTravers. Jack Gardner and Taylor
rimes. The short . subjects include
the blocks of ten pictures each, the
B ncho Billy western dramas, the
S keville western comedies, and the
F'les in Slang by George Ade.

to

do

in New

Yorfy

(Special to HERALD)
LOS ANGELES, Aug. 18.— Dorothy Dalton, the Thomas H. Ince
star, has been engaged by Morris Gest of New York to appear In the
leading
the the
stage
"Aphrodite,"
to be presented
in New role
York of for
firstspectacle,
time in America
in thewhich
near isfuture.
For many weeks there has been considerable speculation in theatrical
circles as to who would be selected by Mr. Gest for this role. Mr.
Gest announced several weeks ago that there was a likelihood that the
production of "Aphrodite" would have to be delayed indefinitely, due to
the fact that he was finding it impossible to obtain a player suited for
the difficult role.
This will be Miss Dalton's initial appearance upon the stage since
obtaining fame as a motion picture player.
An English production of "Aphrodite" has been running for a year
and one-half in London and has been a sensation in theatrical circles
abroad.
Miss Dalton is now in New York City and will shortly commence
rehearsals for the stage play.
Issues Final Warning
On Shipping Case Rules
Chairman P. H. Stilson of the Transportation Committee of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry sends out a final warning to the
trade that proper shipping cases must
be secured and put in use by September
M) with absolutely no exceptions.
"This matter." said Mr. Stilson, "has
been given all the publicity in my power.
The specifications required for film cases
by the Bureau of Explosives have been
•THE SPLENDID

published and the trade informed that
September 30th is the last date on which
shipments under old rulings will be accepted. It is of the utmost importance
that shippers bear this fact in mind and
make preparations now to have on hand
enough of the new cases for their needs."
Reopen Juneau Theatre
JUNEAU, WIS.— James Cayan of
Watertown has leased the Empire theatre from C. F. Justman and has reopened
the playhouse for motion pictures Saturdays and Sundays.

SIN" WITH

MADLAINE

TRAVERSE

the emotional actress in a drama of high life. It was directed
William Fox1>T presents
Howard M. Mitchell and is published as an Excel Picture.
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Glowing

Opportunity

Abroad

President of Metro, Back From Europe, Declares
There Is an Unlimited Demand for American
Pictures

in Old

Glowing accounts of the opportunities
awaiting American motion picture producers in Great Britain, France and other
European countries were brought back
by Richard A. Rowland, president of
Metro Pictures Corporation, when he
returned
after a ten-weeks' survey of the
foreign field.
That the proposed League of Nations
should prove a great boon to the motion
picture industry as well as a mighty
instrument for welding the peoples of
the world into a harmonious family; that
Europe is hungry for American photodramatic productions; that there is a
dearth of picture theatres abroad,
especially in France, and that Europe offers a most fruitful field for the American picture producer's enterprise were
some of Mr. Rowland's observations.
Brings Drury Lane Melodramas
The Metro president returned with the
manuscripts
fivebeDrury
Lane tomelodramas whichof will
converted
the
screen and produced by Screen Classics,
Inc., of which Mr. Rowland is president
also, with all-star casts and numerous
companies, to be published by Metro
under its recently announced policy of
"fewer, bigger and better" screen
specials.
"Over there," said Mr. Rowland, "we
Senate's
about the
deal treaty
heard
fight ona great
the peace
because the
President incorporated the draft of the
League of Nations in it; but in the main
the feeling seemed to prevail that the
League idea would win out.
"European enthusiasm over the prospect of a League of Nations is widespread and genuine. And from my talks
with European exhibitors and other
amusement purveyors, their common belief is that the spirit of universal brotherhood arising from a world bond of nations is bound to be reflected in increased, world-wide interest in motion
pictures. They reason, quite properly,
that the motion picture speaks in the
language of the universe; and with the
United States the keystone of the
interest in our
League,
products the
andEuropean's
in the picture depicting
our people and their habits will have an
appeal even more potent than has been
the case in the past."
Peace Brings New Era
The dawn of peace, in fact, is the
dawn of a new era for the art of the
cinema,
in Mr.
He
was in Paris
whenRowland's
all Franceopinion.
manifested
its joy over the cessation of war, with a
mighty procession of armed men through
the Arc de Trioniphe, and happened to
be in London later when E'gland held
its demonstration, that culminated in a
great outburst of rejoicing in Trafalgar
Square.
Mr. Rowland said that European picture
theatres are doing tremendous business.
The only fly in the ointment is the lack
nf theatres and the scarcity of American
films of the newer and better class. It
was with some advance knowledge of

World

this situation that the Metro president
went abroad last May and it was to
meet it that Metro planned its policy of
"fewer and bigger" productions , by
Screen Classics, Inc., based on the
world's greatest writings, both in
dramatic and prose literature.
The Metro president found unmistakable signs of an improved public taste
abroad. He found that old-fashioned
photodramas, made from loosely-constructed stories lacking in the dramatic
unities and even plausibility itself, have
had their
day. So, too, with the slapstick comedy.
"In the matter of theatres," said Mr.
Rowland, "the situation is positively
acute. Take France, for instance. They*
are something like 1000 theatres, large
and small, throughout the Republic where
works of the camera are shown. These
are always crowded to the bursting point
notwithstanding that some of the American pictures shown are months old.
Need Thousands of Theatres
"There is room for easily 5000 or 6000
photoplay houses, with an assurance of
good business for all of them. Of
course we cannot expect to see new
theatres spring up over night. The
havoc of war has been too thorough in
France. The reconstruction will be slow,
for Fritz left nothing undone in the way
of complete devastation. But the field
is there, and some shrewd Americans
are going to go in with fresh capital and
modern ideas and reap a golden harvest,
beat them to it."
French
unless
The the
British
picture men Mr. Rowland found most cordial and enthusiastic
over American photoplay products, nottalk
withstanding the recent
in cable dispatches
from "boycott"
London. In
France it was the same way, while the
and optimism were
greatest eagerness
manifested
in Italy and Belgium, two
other countries included in Mr. Rowland's itinerary.
F. J. Flaherty Receives
Well Deserved Post

Chicago's best
J. Flaherty,
Frank film
men, andoneforofsome time past
known
manager of the Film Clearing House, received the appointment of Western Division Sales manager for that company on
August 12.
Mr. Flaherty's territory is quite extensive,
covering the territory west of Chicago embracing such cities as Minneapolis. Denver,
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle.
The Clearing House has but three districts
— Eastern, Central and Western, and Mr.
Flaherty was appointed to the largest of
these.
Me will leave Chicago this week to make
a circuit of the principal exchanges. W.
S. Altland has been made assistant manager to Mr. Flaherty.
Flaherty has been busy for the past week
receiving congratulations upon his well
deserved appointment.
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RUTH ROLAND
And her police don, who appear with |
in "The Adventures of Rath," a sei I
now bein^r produced by her own cc •
pany for Pathe.
Prohibition and Picture*
(Continued from page 45)
tains and that entertainment satis without the theatre management hav ;
to supply the added attraction of liqi
The so-called legitimate theatre or :
burlesque theatre which had a barrc 1
in the building or adjoining its build j
admitted publicly, by this fact, chat s
entertainment was not sufficient, i
that it could please better a drun n
audience than a sober one.
early history
of thisman
coun \ h■.
in Inthethedealings
of the white
the Indian, it was possible for the w e
man to make a better business dea H
he first filled the red man with in
water. Applied to modern life, the S: e
condition exists. A man with a c r
brain can protect his family, his u
ployer and himself far better if I
amusements do not cloud his facultit
The Results of Prohibition
What will prohibition do to mo n
pictures?
It will crowd the picture houses.
will call
for the building of b( ;r
andIt finer
theatres.
It will increase the number of t itres because amusement and recrea n.
relief from sorrow, worry, and care re
essential. With the exhilaration J
liquor gone — and, I believe, gone f»
ever — the
vided
for. general public must be 0It is evident that the motion pic re
now has reached a point in develop! nt
where
it is entertainment.
fully able to satisfy
this emand for
No man
accurately foresee the extent of ts
be a n-Cj
believe
what I is
growth,
servativcbutestimate
that tomotion
ture houses will be trebled in the Uied
States, and that their numbers wilhe
t he w "'0
every country
—increased
because, inwhether
there beinprohil>>"1
amusement ca ot
as an
liquorwith
or not,
hope
to cope
the motion pictur
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That Constance Binney will rapidly
:hieve a great popularity is the enthusstic prediction of exchange manager*
: Realart Pictures Corporation, among
hom a spirited discussion was aroused
f an editorial appering in the August
id issue in the Herald.
Arthur S. Kane, president of Realart,
as
pleased for
withMiss
the Herald's
i success
Binney, prediction
and in a
eneral letter to his exchanges enclosed
copy of the editorial with a request
>r a reply.
"You're Right
You'rethe Wrong"
President
Kane — sent
letter out
ider the caption "You are right, Mr.
uigley."of the exchange managers, howMany
er, returned answers which might well
ive been labeled "Your are wrong, Mr.
uigley."
The
nub of the controversy is this:
'The editorial in the Herald concluded
Perhaps the coincidence of names will
ake Miss Binney a second Constance
almadge."
Realart exchange managers took ex•ption to Miss Binney becoming a
econd" to anyone, all predicting she
5ould
one. establish herself as "second" to
The Cause of It All
The editorial which has caused the
despread discussion in the Realart
ganization appeared in "The Cutting
aom." It was as follows:
CONSTANCE BINNEY
STAR
Arthur Kane is advertising Miss
Binney as one of his trio of stars
to start the first season of Realart
Pictures. Miss Binney has never
played star parts in pictures, and yet
performed very creditably opposite
John Barrymore in a recent production. She has met with considerable
favor in the New York dramatic
success "39 East."
This is another case of introduction
sf a stage star to the motion picture public, by men who are experts
i»n the choosing of photoplay stars
md ones which the exhibitor will
nnd profitable and the public find
satisfying.
It will be interesting to note what
'eception
Binney
receives.in
Mr.
Kane Miss
was very
successful
Jutting over Miss Constance Talnadge who previous to her debut in
)ictures had nothing to vouch for
ler but her sister's popularity. Tolay Miss Constance's talent has sur>assed even her sister's in many
vays.
Statement of Detroit Manager
T quite agree with Mr. Quigley exiting his statement that Miss Binney
' uld make a second Constance Tal-
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Constance

Editorial
Entire

Her

WELCOMED

CONSTANCE BINNEY
Who
finds
she is regardedPictures
as a real "find"
l>y thetion,entire
through aRealart
discussion arousedCorporaby nn
editorial appearing in the HERALD.
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madge," wrote C. G. Kingsley, manager
of Realart's
Detroit and
office.ability
"I believe
with
the
attractiveness
of Miss
Binney, she should go far ahead of Miss
Talmadge.
"A little over a week ago I received a
visit from a Mr. W. K. Howett, special
representative for the Universal Film
handling the exploitation of their two
reel
War Relief
series.
TheseStage
seriesWomen's
were screened
for three
or
four of our first-run exhibitors in this
city, and the opinion of everyone was
identical in acclaiming that Miss Binney
had the rest topped."
The Reply from Chicago
H. W. Willard, Chicago manager for
Realart, in his response declared that he
believed Miss Binney would be the senwrote : sation of the year in films. In part, he
"Wish to comment further on the
article as written by Mr. Quigley. In
all my talks with the various exhibitors
in this territory, I find that Constance
Binney is rated as one of the best stars
in the motion picture business. In fact,
we are holding out for just as much
money for Constance Binney as we are
tor Brady and Minter. and in many cases
we have been successful in getting just
as much for her. In fact, the prominent
exhibitors in this territory are all of the
opinion that Constance Binney will be

Binney

in

Pictures

the absolute sensation of the season
afterCleveland
her first picture
been put out."
ManagerhasEnthusiastic
J. B. Reilly, Cleveland manager for
Realart, has the advantage of seeing Miss
Binney in "39 East" in New York and
giveswrote:
a hrst hand opinion of her ability.
He
"When in New York a short time ago,
on the recommendation of my brother, I
witnessed a performance of "39 East"
and I must admit Miss Binney's work
was wonderful.
Mr. ofQuigley
'perhaps the coincidence
names says,
will make
Miss Binney a second Constance Talmadge.' I don't know of any reason
why Miss Binney should not enjoy even
greater popularity
thanhasConstance
madge. She certainly
everythingTal-in
her make up to do so. A great actress
with a personality supplemented with an
abundance of good looks. All that remains to make her a Star of the first
water is the selection of proper vehicles
and I feel sure we won't err in that
Opinion of Prominent Exhibitor
Mark Goldman, Cincinnati manager,
respect."
has
great confidence in Miss Binney as
a result of the expressions of S. Barret
McCormick.
prominent Cincinnati exhibitor. He writes:
"I have the utmost confidence in Miss
Binney becoming the biggest star bet
in the business. The reason for same *s
the endorsement that I received from
Mr. S. Barret McCormick, Directing
Manager of the Circle Theatre, who
carefully watched her work in a two
reel feature that was made by the
Woman's War Relief. To use Mr.
McCormick's own words: "She has the
Dossibilities both in looks, personality,
photography and acting to become the
screen's greatest star, if given the
▼ehicles best suited to her talents."
Albert W. Eden Writes
Albert W. Eden, manager at Seattle,
Washington, predicts that it will take
only two or three pictures to establish
Miss Binney as second to none. His
letter, while short, is pointed. It is as
follows:
"Do not believe as Mr. Quigley does.
It is my opinion that Miss Binney will
exceed Constance Talmadge. It will be
only atures,
question
of two
three will
picwhen I think
Mr. orQuigley
agree with us."
Parsons Withdraws Two
Pictures From Pioneer
NEW YORK.— According to Joe
Brandt, general representative for William Parsons, "The Boomerang" and
"Long Arm of Manister" will not be
distributed through Pioneer. The contract made was dissolved by agreement
after Mr. Parsons had paid Pioneer a
certain sum
money.
"Smiling leavBill"
returned
to theof Coast
on Saturday,
ing Mr. Brandt in charge.
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Weeks

Theatre,

Continues

Detroit

to Make

Rec-

ord With J. Parker Read, Jr's Production
Starring Louise Glaum
and to make it more valuable
Charles H. Miles and Managing Di- production
in theatres of all sizes by showing the
rector Tom Eland, the forces behind
public that it was not permitted to play
Detroit's popular Majestic Theatre, paid promiscuous bookings. The effect of this
signal tribute this week to J. Parker
extra protection policy received striking
Read, Jr.'s popular Louise Glaum pro- verification in New York City, where
the Street
Strand'sTheatre,
period of
duction, "Sahara," by booking it for a after
the 81st
nowprotection,
a Keith
two weeks' run at that house in advance
institution, did the heaviest business ot
the summer and the William Fox circuit
of the first United Artists' Fairbanks
picture for which the Majestic holds the and U. B. O. circuits virtually demonfranchise. During the coming year the
strated new summer levels of patronMajestic is enlarging its hold upon the
Detroit public by planning the biggest age.Important neighborhood houses like
attractions throughout the season ever
S. Cohen's Empire Theatre, The
held exclusively by any one theatre in Sydney
Bronx, again protected against simulMichigan.
taneous showing and paying only a
"Sahara" is to have the distinctive and slight sum for such protection carried
MYRTLE STEDMAX
individual exploitation and presentation
fifty 24-sheets in its patronage radius
\\ ho will play the lead in Rex Bead
and
played
to
the
house
record
for
the
that
are
characteristic
of
Detroit's
big
production,
"The Silver
Horde," to
theatre. Manager Eland has ordered
published through
Goldwyn.
summer. Protection, of course, is not a
special sets for the house and his musinew thing in pictures, but the emphasis
World Buys Story
cal director will offer "Sahara" with a that has been laid upon protection for
special prelude requiring two weeks of "Sahara" customers all summer has inWorld Pictures has purchased fro
rehearsal before rendition.
creased the value and the power of the
John Franklin Poland. "Possession," ;
Booked for Miles Circuit
production in some instances as much
As indicating the faith of Mr. Miles as several hundred per cent above the original story which will be made in
normal of even the best of screen at- a five-reel picture to be released on t!
and his executives
in the
"Sahara,"
anWorld program.
tractions with light protection.
nouncement ismade by
Hodkinson
organization, distributors of this popular production, that it has been booked
for the Miles Detroit circuit and will
have quick second-run presentation after Twelve
Chaplin Classics Will Be
the Majestic in the Miles Regent.
Another important first run presentaPublished
at Six Week
Interval
the
week tionofof "Sahara"
August 18 was
whenarranged
Robert for
Larsen,
William J. Clark Announces Plans of Distribu
of B. F. Keith's Boston Theatre, and
Charles Farris, his right hand ally,
booked "Sahara"
the period
ining Series of Two-Reel Comedies Purchased
augurates the newfor Fall
season that
in the
From Lone Star Corporation
theatres of New England's chief city.
Simultaneously in Providence Charles
Announcement is made by William
June 13, 1920 — "Behind the Screen.'
H. Williams is offering "Sahara" at the J. Clark, president of Exhibitors Mutual
Strand and Edward A. Zorn is re-openJuly
25, 1920—
"The— "The
Rink." Immigrar
Distributing
Corporation,
that
the
twelve
ing his Temple Theatre, Toledo, after
September
5, 1920
Chaplin Classics will be published at
being closed sixty days for renovation
October 17, 1920— "The Adventure
intervals of six weeks, commencing Ocand enlargement, with the same attracNovember 28, 1920 — "The Cure."
tober 5. The Chaplin Classics are the
tion. During the same week Marcus
January
9, 1921
Street"
twelve
Mutual-Lone
Star
specials,
pro"There
has
been— "Easy
evidenced
a grea
Loew's big Stillman, Cleveland, offers
demand
for
the
new
edition
of the Ch
duced
by
Charlie
Chaplin
under
his
$670."Sahara" as its single attraction after 000 a year contract with Mutual.
lins than we expected when we acqui
a campaign of exploitation covering
three weeks, the campaign having been
Negative rights to the series of two- them for distribution by Exhibitors M
reel comedies were acquired late last tual," said Mr. Clark.
handled personally by Jack Keuhn, managing director of the theatre.
spring by the Clark-Cornelius Corpora"The popularity of every one of
tion of which Mr. Clark and H. C. Cor- twelve productions has been establish,
Each week since its publication,
and our information reveals that, frl
nelius, vice-president of Exhibitors Mu"Sahara" hasDuring
grown thein past
popularity
with
tual, are the principal owners.
exhibitors.
seven days
a box office standpoint, there is m|
the number of its bookings by the largvalue in the Chaplin pictures than tbi
Sold Under Series Booking
est first-run theatres exceeded those of
was when originally released. The v;i
With
the
announcement
of
the
pubany preceding week since June 1, the
lishing plan, it was made known that
is established."
date of its first
showing
Rollo Supervises Sales
Washington
Rialto.
Onlyat inTom
thoseMoore's
cities the productions would be sold under
series
booking,
with
special
pre-release,
where "Sahara" has had its downtown
The sale of the Chaplin series is unf
first runs has this big production yet and protection, to the larger theatres in
the supervision of S. J. Rollo, dire<r
reached the smaller theatres and several larger centers. Contracts have already
of sales and exchanges of Exhibits
been closed in more than twenty-five
thousand contracts with the smaller
Mutual, who has outlined the sell I
for exclusive pre-release presentahouses will go into effect for playing cities
tion.
dates by the first of September in such
policy.
The
schedule
follows:
localities.
The new edition will be in de-1*
form, with artistic new main titles d
Extra Protection Given
October 5, 191!) — "The Floorwalker."
subtitles.
The titles under which «
November 16, 1919 — "The Fireman."
Every big first-run theatre in the
productions
were originally publish
Vagabond."
"The
—
1919
28,
December
will be retained that the exhibitor i/
United States that has booked "Sahara"
M."
A.
"One
1920—
8,
February
has received a period of extra proteccapitalize
upon the popularity of •
titles themselves.
March 15, 1920 — "The Count."
tion to emphasize the importance of the
May 2, 1920— "The Pawnshop."
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"heatre Men
See Victory Ahead
In Fight on Various
Film Taxes
L

P. E. A.

Unites

Coast

Campaign

in

Exhibitors
for

From

Repeal

Coast

of War

to

New Jersey Exhibitors at Work
Under the direction of Dr. H. Charles
Hespe of Jersey City the exhibitors of
that city are carrying on an intensive
campaign and have heard from all their
congressmen. The New Jersey newspapers have aided the campaign.
One hundred per cent organization and
efficiency is reported by Percy Wells of
North Carolina, in whose state the campaign has been actively under way for a
month. C. H. Bean of New Hampshire
has completely organized his state. Eugene W. Clarke of New Orleans is
directing the fight in Louisiana and
taking a keen interest in the adjoining
states. R. H. De Bruler of Georgia has
been active in the campaign since its
inception.
How to Use the Petitions
Exhibitors who are in doubt as to the
most effective method of handling petitions are advised that they should be
placed in the most acccessible parts of
the theater where patrons are sure to
pass them. Attention should be called
to them on the screen. When twelve or
fifteen names have been affixed a petition should at once be sent to the Congressman representing the district in
which the signers reside. Bunches of
petitions are not to be sent in one consignment as the committee desires them
to have a continuing effect upon Con-

Measure — Congress Grants Hearing
entiment favoring the repeal of the would be lost by the repeal of the motion picture taxes.
ition picture taxes is sweeping, the
California Is Enthusiastic
:intry. Reports received this week by
Chairman Blumenthal was advised on
Lnis F. Blumenthal. chairman of the
the exhibitors of Califor:iimittee on legislation and tax of the Mondaywere that
solidly back of his committee.
lltion Picture Exhibitors of America, The niafollowing
telegram shows what is
[i, show that the organization of the going on out there :
"Harry Leonhardt, owner of California
remittee's
fighting machine is 90 per Theatre,
accepts appointment as state
:dt
completed.
of tax campaign and would like
Lorn California, Nebraska, Oklahoma, director
instructions regarding arrangements to
Llhigan, Indiana and the states of the take care of incidental expenses. H. H.
STthwest came reports that meetings
>Axhibitors in those states resulted in Bosley, president Theatre Owners' Association, is enthused and promises Leon:Hlion.
adoption
of the ofcommittee's
plan alof
hardt support of seventy-five theatres,
Hundreds
petitions have
co-workers and attendants, and believes
rciy reached Washington and will concan raise
ije to pour in. In most of the states he This
lines money."
up the Pacific slope states.
hnecessary funds to carry on the fight
Last
week
the Northwest
ir being provided, the Cleveland plan executive committee
selected aexhibitors'
state di>t financing the fight having been
rector in Washington, Montana, Oregon
icpted in many cases.
and Idaho, and the local campaigns are
Patrons Enlisted in Fight
under way there and gathering momenitrons of theatres are showing their tum.
No time was lost by Harry Nolan of gress.
vingness to back the exhibitors by
Arbuckle in Xew Studio
getting action out of the ex:a,-rly signing petitions which are being Denver in
hibitors of his state. The Colorado con:i ulated in cities of all sizes. HunFatty
Arbuckle is now safely installed
gressional delegation has always treated
Irls of theatres are showing slides the exhibitors
in
his
new
studio at Culver City writh
of Colorado with the utir working up a genuine sentiment
most consideration, and Mr. Nolan and
plenty of room, all modern facilities and
ignst the taxes. On top of this many
fine sunlight.
believe their national law:o;ressmen who were backward in re- his colleagues
He has already commenced work upon
makers will aid them in this fight. Every
)1:icnaires
ig to the
initial replies
ques- Colorado congressman received a wire
"The Hayseed," his new Paramountare committee's
writing favorable
Arbuckle comedy. Pretty Molly Malone
asking him to confer with his associates
:oxhibitors in their districts.
the state and unite to repeal the will be the leading lady as she is in
le movement received fresh impetus from
"Back Stage." recently completed.
ff\n an organization representing all taxes.
Sri of industry, following the lead of
LUCKY
FILM
SALESMEN
MEET STAR
th motion picture exhibitors, wrote to
rrident Wilson and every member of
Ccgress asking for a repeal of all the
wuime taxes. The need of an imm iate repeal of the taxes is now
re gnized by leading members of both
pa ies.
Will Be Given Hearing
definite date when the ways and
mms committee of the House of Repfentatives will take up the motion pictu taxes has not been fixed, as the
comittee has many other matters
■n';r consideration. Chairman Joseph
rolney of Michigan, chairman of the
conittee. has been personally interest in the campaign through the effoi; of Phil Gleichman of Detroit. It is
liky the committee will hear the exnil ors before long.
Titil this hearing takes place it is impo int that exhibitors continue to circu e petitions and write their congrc;men. A number of congressmen
»n senators have inquired as to what
soices of revenue will be substituted
foihose taken away if the motion pictui taxes are repealed. They have been '
«nt med that the injustice of these taxes
,s grave as the soda water and ice
"fn taxes and operates against the
sa« class of people — the masses and
jn«Tien who provide the entertainment
George
presents Champion*.
Marguerite v*ho
t ourtot,
of "Boundin and
fiveJorhe masses— and that the same means
PatheB. Seitas
Honor-Month
were star
entertained
\ew Gagged,"
York hy tothetheHome
lornaking up the deficit caused by the
office.
Left
to
right
they
are
Harry
Taj
lor.
Kansas
City;
H.
R.
Calloway,
Cincinfefil of the soda water tax should be
nati: Jack Auslet, .\eu Orleans; March Wood, Oklahoma City, and D. C. Stearns,
Cleveland.
emoyed to bring in the revenue which
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selling pictures on a live and let live
basis. It is not knocking every proposiWorld
Makes
Second
Attack on
tion that the other man puts out because
it did not originate the scheme. There
New
Selective Booking
Policies
is good in all things and even in selective booking it is a good thing as it
shows the exhibitor who his friends are.'
Publicity Department Issues Statement Declaring
Exhibitors Are Dissatisfied With Change
Georgette Georgin,
From Program System
French Actress, to
steady showing of pictures at
Follozving up a statement issued by aa regular
Star in Picture
price that convinced the banker that
a World official several weeks ago in the loan was one with a minimum of
which the open booking policies of hazard. I can't go now to a banker and
NEW YORK.— The Georgett
many distributing companies were show him a proposition that will check Georgin Film Company has opened oi
up as I have no certain figures of cost fices at 1547 Broadway where Georg
branded as "the same old bait with a of
film service or how many pictures I Gilbert is in charge as general manage
new line and sinker," the World Picand Tom Bedding as sales and publicit
tures publicity department tired its will get in a year.'
The Percentage Proposition
manager. William Nigh has made a:
second volley this week.
to direct Georgette Georgi'
" 'Another new bait," said another cor- rangements
In a statement issued for publicaMiss Georgin is a French actress wh
tion, itis declared that World has re- The first money
percentage
on
play me
respondent, 'isto goes
has
met
with
much success in Par
.
to the distributor
ceived large numbers of letters from and then we share. I have to take the while
playing in Dumas' "Camille." SI
exhibitors protesting against the way price of service for the film at the value followed this success with a lead
"Raffles,"
"La Flamme," and "Po*
have
I
manufactu
the
by
it
on
set
rer.
open booking is working out. QuotaMars." She has also had some Europe;
nothing to say about it. He can't lose experience
tions from several of the letters are any
in motion pictures.
way in the world. The first money
The first offering of this new cor
given.
is his and if anything else comes in then
pany will be a play from the pen
The statement, which is a defense
Madam Muriel, which was selected 1
share.'
we
"An exhibitor writing from Chicago Mr. Nigh for its dramatic possibility
of the program system to which World
says: 'This selective proposition is like The rest of the cast will include Walt
adheres, is as follows:
the man who comes to you and says. Miller, Edna Maison, Prudence Thorn
"I want to make you a present of a beau- son, Phillippa Mureal and Frank E
"A large number of letters are comtiful enlarged portrait of your mother. Vernon.
ing into the offices of World Pictures
It won't cost you a cent." Having been
every day from exhibitors from all parts
of the country relative to the recent born in Missouri I said: "That's very
kind of you but where do you get off?"
statement of World officials concerning
Eddie Polo In England
the new sales bait held out to owners
The answer I get is — "Well, you see we
sell picture frames and of course you
and managers of motion picture theatres
Advices
just received from England st
will want a handsome gilt frame and a
to induce them to swallow the selective
that Eddie Polo, Universal's serial star n
silk cord tostar
hangpicture
the picture
with."
booking proposition — the latest thing in get
but you
haveYouto in that country producing "The Thirteei
picture distribution. The tenor of every take a a big
bunch
of
shelf
warmers
to
get
Hour," is meeting with a warm recept
one of these letters is along the same
line, i. e., uncertainty of the number of the big picture. With the program I at the hands of the Britishers. The ti
got
them
as
they
came
and
all
at
a
set
he
can spare from actual production h<
pictures that they will be able to secure
this coming season and the boosting of price. If I thought they were no good spending in personal appearances at the r
I could get rid of the contract by giv- Hon picture theatres of the nation and
prices.
"S. R. O." sign is said to be an unfail |
ing reasonable
notice.'
"Even
though
exhibitors
have
hardly
"World
Pictures
are busy making and feature of his performance.
become acquainted with the new scheme
which is only a few weeks old, still suffiWHERE CHARLIE CHAPLIN WORKS
cient time has elapsed for the industry
to realize that the 'goat' is the man that
supplies the sinews to keep the producers going. Just as the World Picture
official said, who contributed the article,
'It is the same old bait with a new hook,
line and sinker.' What the exhibitor is
asking himself according to these letters
that are coming in by ever mail — 'Where
do I get off?'
Letters from Exhibitors
" 'With the program I at least knew
that I was going to get a certain number of features and they would cost me
a certain set price,' writes one prominent
exhibitor.
'With the
selective
booking
with
its specials,
supers,
itinerants
and
other fancy appellations for the coming
releases I will have to stay awake at
nights figuring how my booking sheet
will be filled and at prices that makes
it humanly possible for me to pay my
rent, light, heat, employees, film service,
and
have family.
enough to buy food- and clothes
lor my
"'The distributor can quote a certain
price
these itselcctivcs
and he
if Iknows
don't
agree for
to pay
on the spot
that I will have to come around and sec
hits with my hat in my hand and beg for
it or keep mv house dark. The program
policy made it possible for ine to get the
The noted Ki rren comedian him ix'rliiipN the moat unique Mtudio In the world.
financial aid to get my house. I could
outHidr
rtprtMBtl
nn oldhomcx.
I iiuli-.lt vlllnge street. The executive office* o< P>
the
varlOlU
cozy looklntf
get a lease on showing my contracts for
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Editing the Excess
Footage inING
the News and Publicity
of the M
Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
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control of the existing New England situane "W. H." Decision
tion in first-run houses.
rIE DECISION JUST HANDED
can by the Federal Trade Commission
Another Move in the
It in the future re-issues of William S. Zukor Chess Game
Irt productions must indicate clearly WHAT IS CONSIDERED BY MANY
t t the pictures are this type, is of ut- close students of the film game to be another move in the intricate and gigantic
rst importance to the trade at large.
It decision is of importance to stars be- chess game that Mr. Zukor is playing, is
c se it safeguards them and their late the announcement that Marcus Loew is
entering the legitimate field. Loew. with
p ductions against the satiation of the the
assistance of Zukor now entrenched
p 'lie's appetite for their pictures, by the with Frohman and his Klaw & Erlanger
rssues of old and less finished product interests, is in a position to take care of
o earlier date, under new titles.
any legitimate houses that he might build
Ialso protects the distributor of the or control.
By so doing, another link is added to the
sir's newer product from simultaneous chain that is rapidly being woven into a
eiloitation of re-issues at the time of the network to support the tremendous ambirease of a new subject.
tion of Mr. Zukor to have a huge organC the other hand, it works no real hardization making its own pictures, distributing through its own exchanges, to its own
si- on the company that re-issues the
theatres in not one country, but in every
p;ures,- because if the star's pictures have country of the world.
stcient value to be re-issued, the public Exhibitors throughout the country would
f appreciate the productions as re- do well to watch the development of this
is.es, just as much as if they get into the organization from every standpoint.
thtre and find themselves duped into
Kane to Get
thking the picture was a new one.
'"Soldiers
of Fortune"
T • sort of exploitation never did pay
ar never will. The decision of the Fed- AS FORECASTED IN THIS DEPARTer Trade Commission is indeed a bless- ment some time ago by The Reporter, all
of the Mayflower product will not go
in. to the entire trade.
to Famous Players-Lasky. Realart and
Arthur Kane will handle the Allan Dwan
F;t National
pictures. The first of these, "Soldiers of
Gs Into the Fight
Fortune," is a production that exhibitors
will want to see at the very first opporTE BATTLE BETWEEN THE GI- tunity.
iga^ic theatrical and motion picture inter- The Reporter has it on authentic stateis becoming fiercer. Fox and Famous
ments, that this picture will be one of the
rs are busy buying theatres. Goldwyn
the year and under Dwan's diprotected himself by an alliance with biggest of
rection and the Mayflower policy of alShuberts and Woods. Now First
lowing the director ample money, lots of
>nal gets into the fray, and its open- time and absolutely unhampered direction,
bn&un is the announcement of the Gor- it should be a knockout.
II Wo amalgamation in New England, which With Dwan to Realart and Tucker to Famous, the balance is being very nicely
jJPM N. H. Gordon a total of 37 first-run
^■oofes, with a pooled capital of about maintained between the old company and
the new venture.
millions of dollars.
iThj underlying significance of the entire
JBpoaine is, however, as very clearly The Brenon Picture
Xpoied out by one of the trade journals, WORLD PICTURES ARE GOING TO
^Possibility that Poli and Black, both release a foreign production made by
iJMrjg interests in this territory, will be Herbert Brenon with Marie Doro.
jfford into the combination, as a measure It should serve as a very good indicator
of lf-protection. If this should happen, of what we may expect of pictures made
» the First National would have absolute in foreign countries by American produc55
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ers with American stars. We have been
told that this type of production, called by
many The International Picture from the
theory that the picture will be equally appealing in all countries, will without doubt
usurp and displace the purely American
subject which is made primarily for the
American market.
How much of this is true will be apparent
by the reception accorded Mr. Brenon's
picture entitled "12-10", because here we
have a producer. Brenon, favorably
known, a fairly popular star, and the picture made in foreign countries under the
best conditions possible.
Soft Prints
THE REPORTER WAS VERY MUCH
interested in a discussion he had with a
well known and old motion picture producer.
This producer was lamenting the fact
that it seemed impossible to secure from
film developing laboratories today, what
is known as a soft print.
The soft print strangely enough is the
scorned
heart. and bane of every film developer's
Soft print is one in which the contrasts
between the blacks and whites are not
vivid and the blacks are not hard and
glassy.
The type of print that the film developer
seems to admire is one in which the black
is so hard and solid that it is oppressive
to the eye which correspondingly stems to
kill all the highlights of the scene.
On the other hand, the soft print contains
a black that is more of a deep rich brown
and the whole composition takes on a softness of texture that is extremely beautiful
on interiors.
The difference in result is merely a matter of the proportions of the chemicals
used in printing. As a general rule, prints
made on the west coast are much softer
than those east and in The Reporter's
estimation and that of producers or experts, this type of printing renders a much
more satisfactory product for projection
than the hard print.
In passing, the writer would use as illustration the photographic qualities of the
Ince subjects which I understand are
printed on the coast. Certainly the finish
and quality of Tom Ince's pictures is
among the best and the patrons cannot
complain of harsh and glaring contrasts
that are actuallv troublesome to the eye.
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"Beautiful

Long

Vacation Reading
Driicc Lake, III.,
August 1 5, ig ip.

Island"
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
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TO EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOTOGRAPHY:
/ am having my "Herald and
Motography" forwarded to me
here while They
on say
my you
two-weeks'
vacation.
should
forget about the motion picture
business when you are on your
vacation, but I take pleasure in
reading your trade paper just the

Very truly yours,
| same.
|
(Signed)
RYAN,
Manager, CHAS.
GarfieldH.Theatre,
Chicago, III.
|
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THE song writers have
overlooked a good bet
Constance
ing her sisters, Talmadge's
Norma and

devoted a lot of time to the Ohio river of late and
at Bayside, L. I. This is a scene on the veranda of
bungalow
Natalie. where the First National star is entertain-

"Crimson Shoals"
Offered as State
Right by Monopol
Francis Ford Production
Featured by Unusual
Photography
In the matter of novel effects, "Crimson Shoals," the Monopol state rights
attraction, is said to be one of the unusual pictures offered in the territorial
market this year. Starring Francis
Ford, it was also directed by the leading figures of "The Mystery of 12" and
"The
Silent Mystery."
Through
of remarkable
photographic
effects means
Ford
is presented in a triple character.
Throughout the play he is shown many
times in the same scenes in the character
of son, father and grandfather. A novel
introduction has been worked out for the
purpose of emphasizing this remarkable
performance. A stenographer is shown
seated at a typewriter clicking off the
names of the three characters portrayed
by Ford. As each line appears Ford
is shown in the background in his
various make-ups. In order to attain
this effect a quadruple exposure was
necessitated.
In the matter of backgrounds and exterior locations "Crimson Shoals" alsci
contains a number of unusual views. Th<*
locale of the story is laid for the bettc
part on an Island in the Pacific. Ford
has taken advantage of this opportunity
to secure many magnificent shots showinn picturesque scenery and panoramic
views of great beauty. One scene of
particular magnificence is a sunset
which has been colored by the means of
a new process.

Combined with these unusual features
is a melodramatic story of the pronounced Ford type, carrying with it
many sensational scenes and several
punches, all of which have been stated
by Ford in his usual spectacular fashion.
Ray C. Smallwood
Selected to Direct
Drury Lane Dramas
Ray C Smallwood will direct the first
of the Drury Lane melodramas recently
purchased in London by Richard A.
Rowland, president of Metro Pictures
Corporation for production by Screen
Classics, Inc., with all-star casts, hundreds of extra players and elaborate
scenic and spectacular effects.
Selection of Mr. Smallwood for this
responsible task was made and announced by Maxwell Karger, Director
General in charge of all Screen Classics,
Inc., production at its million dollar studios in Hollywood. It was an evidence
of Mr. Karger's confidence in Mr. Smallwood, who has been associated with
Metro and Screen Classics, Inc., for two
years — first as camera man and latterly
as supervisor of photography and all
laboratory work.
Mr. Smallwood, one of the early Imp
directors and later an independent producer, has had long and varied experience in every phase of motion picture
production. He photographed "Revelathe first of Nazimova's
tremendous
screention,"successes,
before assuming
his
position
as
Metro's
photographic
supervisor.
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Will Make

Virginia Hammond
Star in Own Righ
As a reward for meritorious work
support of Montagu
Love and c
starred with Earl Metcalfe in "The Ba
tier," World
Pictures has elevati
Virginia Hammond, late leading worn;
for E. H. Sothern in many of his mc
prominent stage productions, to the p1
sition of a full fledged star in her o^
right. Her first picture to be publish
in which she is billed above the title
the picture is "Miss Crusoe of the Che;
It was written by Roy S. Sensabau
and the continuity was furnished by
Clarkson Miller, and Frank Crane 1
been selected as her director. In on
that nothing shall be lacking to g
peake."Hammond every opportunity
Miss
please both exhibitors and patrons
picture
has
beentheatres,
selected. a cast of unusual m(
The most prominent of the actors
the picture are Rod La Rocque, Alb
Hart, Irving Brooks, Nora Cecil, Ed\
Sturgis, W. R. Randall and Rich. .
Taberbe "Miss
Crusoe
of the
Chesapea"
will
published
on the
World
progr i
September 29.
Exhibitors Go East

Goh' .
rt Eltinge
"Deseand
BenjaminToB. See
Hampton
Warner's first of the Zane Grey Pictu ,
Inc., productions, "Desert Gold," get ■
ally understood in the industry in *|
vancc of publication to be an unusu y i
large
powerful interest
production,
has p>H
st.-fl
ulated andexhibitor
to the
where powerful first run tactors fi*«j
other cities have come to New V*|
to see it, instead of waiting till _pr » 1
reach the Hodkinson managers in
Pathc branches.
"Desert Gold" is broadly annoui
as being a picture with which W.
Hodkinson challenges the industry
offering to match it against any pro
tion that any other producer has in
serve as his opening picture for the
season
dards. under single picture selling s
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Exploitation

in Middle

Sized

Town

>emonstrates That Special Effort to Advertise
Feature Brings Adequate Results in
Smaller Centers of Country
Demonstrating that a special effort to park cooperative stunts which have already been put over in various cities will
iploit a feature will pay as well in a be featured
here.
cy of 50,000 as in the big cities of the
In addition to this extensive exploitaition, the Selznick organization has
tion program, the widest which has ever
j,t completed a big advertising cam- been put into effect in any but the very
cities, Mr. Grampp, the proprie(ign for Olive Thomas' first Selznick largest
tor of the Orpheum Theatre, which has
1 ture, "Upstairs and Down," at Rock- the first run on this picture in the town,
f d, 111.
made a thorough tie-up with the local
- irst of all, arrangements were made
newspapers both in their news and advertising columns. He also plastered the
\th the Simon Drug Company, the
town
with
the various styles of lithoI gest drug-store in Rockford, situated
graphs gotten out by Selznick Pictures
e the most important car transfer point
on "Upstairs and Down."
i the town, to devote two of its win- Corporation
The effect of this sensational exploitation was concretely evidenced in the
cws to Olive Thomas and her picture,
throngs which packed the Orpheum
oecial stress being placed on the "Up- every day and evening; but what is of
sirs and Down" Sundae, which is also equal if not greater importance is the
fact that Olive Thomas has been made
E tured in this concern's advertisements.
/| autographed photograph of Miss one of the most popular picture stars in
Rockford, her picture is displayed in
lomas, supplied by the Selznick Ex- thousands
of homes in the town and the
pitation Department, was given to surrounding territory, and the name of
C ry woman who made a purchase at Selznick pictures firmly implanted in the
t. store.
minds of every Rockfordian of both
sexes and all ages.
Furniture Store Co-operates
.econd on the list is Leath's, the large, furniture store in Rockford. Despite Cleveland Will Have
t> earlier decision of this company to
Another Big Theatre
a>w nothing to conflict with its annual
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Euclid Heights
/'gust furniture sale, it was finally in- has
been selected as the location for
d ed to call this sale an "Upstairs and
the latest motion picture theatre proIwn"
Sale;
which
meant
that
all
the
widows and all their advertisements on
posed for Cleveland. L. Israel and J.
Makoff will start construction of the
tl; important event carried the name
playhouse at once.
otbughout
Miss Thomas'
firstandSelznick
Picture $175,000
There will be a lobby nineteen by fifty
the town
the surroundfeet, special
rest rooms,
otherIt will
feair territory.picture
Leath'sof also
tures. The house
will seatand1,800.
aographed
Misspresented
Thomas anto
c tomers.
be completed by May 1, 1920.
he third item is the two largest conf«.ionery and ice cream stores in Rockfd which also featured the "Upstairs
a-. Down" Sundae and gave every girl
wd bought one of these concoctions
aiicture of Olive Thomas.
. .'he fourth piece of
which5
ws effected was withco-operation
George Kraft's
a 10 cent store, the largest of its kind
"Rockford. Kraft's windows were litejly plastered with photographs of
Cve Thomas, and also with stills from
"^stairs
well which
as copies
o he songandof Down,"
the sameas title
was
mired by the photoplay and dedicated
Icthe star. Every girl who purchased
a 3py of this song was presented with
ai
autographed photograph of Miss
T>mas.
M he fifth and perhaps the biggest
s)op" of all was arranged when Ashtcs, Rockford's largest department
st e, consented to devote its various
wdows and department sales for ten
d:s to Olive Thomas and "Upstairs
ai Down."
Fox Trot Contest Held
xth is the "Upstairs and Down" week
»' nged for Harlem Park, Rockford's
ar sement center, which was held Augus 4 to 11. "Upstairs and Down" Fox
T t Contests and the other amusement

ALLAN DWA1V
And Art Rosson supervising the Aiming
of "Luck of the Irish" for Mayflower
Photoplay Corporation, whose product
will go through Kealart Pictures.
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When a Feller
Needs a Friend |
|| dioAlthough
new built
Selznick
Stuwhich isthebeing
in Long
Island is planned to be the largest
| in the world, and was thought to
I be about as complete and comprehensive as it is possible to make
one, nevertheless it is expected
that there will be a slight change
I made in the plans.
the table
architect's
were
laidWhen
on the
before plans
the studio
force everyone jumped with glee.
A generous and ample allowance
| had been made for everyone and
1 satisfaction reigned supreme. That
is, almost everyone.
Then up rose Tamar Lane of
the publicity department to take a
joyous peep at the plans. He
| looked
expectantly
50,000
and more
square over
feet the
of space.
There were reception rooms, green
rooms, reading rooms, smoking
rooms, gymnasiums, shower baths,
everything.
But there was no
space
marked
1 He discovered an"Publicity
unmarked Dept."
space
about ten feet square between the
coal bins and the boilers and un| less this is the publicity department, Lane says the main works
of the plant have been completely

§
1
1
|
1
|
1
I
§
I
1
|
1
\
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| neglected.
Complete
Scenes

Exterior
for First of

New Fisher Films
After spending ten days making exterior scenes in the Adirondack Mountains, B. A. Rolfe is back at the Thanhouser studio in New Rochelle, where
he has begun the staging of interiors
for the first picture of the Robert W.
Chambers series which he is producing
for A. H. Fischer Features, Inc. The
offering bears the tentative title of "The
Shining Band," being based on Mr.
Chambers' story of that name with
adaptation for the screen by Charles A.
Logue.
While in the Adirondacks Mr. Rolfe
"shot" the biggest of his exterior scenes.
These include the destruction of the
dam built by one of the two fuedal factions to deprive their opponents — the
members of the ultra-rich Sagamore
Club — of the fishing grounds in their
Vast club preserves.
Operations in the studio were started
with the making of scenes set in the
main lounging room and gun room of
the Sagamore Club. So large is this set
that it takes up every available foot of
space on the entire studio floor. Mr.
Rolfe declares that it is the most massive setting he has had built for any of
his pictures, and he has a record of over
one hundred features.
The setting is the work of Patrick
Carey and A. B. V. Flower, respectively
technical director and art director for
Mr. Rolfe.
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Who's
Who
In Chicago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
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cepted the position of manager. He
served General in this capacity five years,
resigning to open the Bluebird Exchange
for Carl Laemmle in 1914.
After a little more than two years,
he decided to retire. Resigning his post,
he took a trip to the south, spending
several months in New Orleans, Palm
Beach, Hot Springs and other points.
But it was decreed differently. When
Von Ronkel returned to Chicago, Goldmade he
him accepted
an offer the
he couldn't
turn
down wynand
management
1918.Goldwyn's Chicago office early in
of
Miller
To

Brothers

Produce

Western

Features

With

Mix

Fox Star Takes Large Comany to 101 Ranch to
Make Film

I. VAN RONKEL

I. Van Ronkel, vice-president of the Gray Cigar Manufacturing Company, dropped into
a motion picture theatre at State and
Harrison streets, Chicago, in 1906, he
decided there was more money in motion
pictures than there was in clear Havanas.
Consequently, today finds him in the
manager's
chair Pictures
at the Chicago
office
of
the Goldwyn
Corporation.
Hut going hack to 1900 again — Van
Ronkel questioned the manager and
verified his guess that there was money
in the business. Two weeks later, at
a cost of $2,000, he opened a picture
show of his own on Halsted street, between Adams and Jackson, and it paid
for itself in two weeks time.
He opened up two more theatres in
the same neighborhood with the same
result. His only difficulty was in obtaining films.
To remedy the film question, he started
an exchange of his own, the American
Film Service, with himself as president
and manager. It was a gold mine. Within
a year after he saw his first picture, he
owned a film exchange in Chicago with
branches at Memphis and Grand Rapids
and had a half interest in twelve
theatres.
Then the patent question came up and
seeing a chance of losing his entire investment, Von Rnnkel sold his exchange
to the General Film Company and acWHEN

Col. J. C. Miller, who, together with
his brothers, George L. and Zack T., have
for the past two years given the amusement field practically no attention whatever, but have devoted their entire time
to food production and tlYiir oil interests, have recently reopened the motion picture department and expect to
produce several big western features a
Activities Around Ranch
year.
The ranch is the scene of great activities at the present time, as Tom Mix and
his Western company of the Fox Films
Corporation are now producing a western
picture. Mr. Mix and his staff, including
Mr. Wurtzel, West Coast general manaager for Fox, have been on the ranch for
several days making preliminary arrangements for the coming of the company,
which arrived at Bliss Sunday, August 10.
bringing with them two baggage cars of
special equipment and two cars of thoroughbred stock.
Mix, as well as a number of his cowboys, felt perfectly at home on the ranch,
as they have worked for the Miller Brothers for several seasons, both on the
ranch and in their Wild West Show. Mix
is one of the old-timers and one of only
three that are left that worked with Milon the range
"101 Ranch"
was lersknown
outsidebefore
of itstheimmediate
locality, and at that time the Miller's interests wasofknown
as the
"101 outfit,"
consisting
a bunch
of cattle,
chuck
wagon and cowhands, with a dugout as
headquarters.
Mix Producing Own Film
Col. J. C. Miller and Mix have a great
deal of personal interest in producing
this picture, and Mix says that when this
picture is completed his greatest ambition since he has been in the picture
game will be realized.
With the ranch located in the heart of
the Ponca Indian reservation, big buffalo
herd, thousands'
of range
cattle;available,
in fact,
unlimited
live stock
of all kinds
there is nothing that could be wanted
for
in aBrothers
western will
picture
be had.
Miller
not that
only can't
produce
for
themselves, but will be equipped to handle special contracts also. K. L. Williams is back with the picture department
and busy getting eight two-reel western
pictures ready for the market. Mr. Williams, prior to his entry into the army in
1917, was for five years manager of the
motion picture department on the ranch.
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Bee Hive to Start
Two New Exchanges
In Central State;
Closes Deal to Distribut<
Capital Two-Reelers
Features

and

R. C. Cropper, president and gener;
manager of the Bee Hive Film Exchang
Company, Chicago, announces that c
September 15, his company enters tl
feature film field. Two pictures a mont
of five or more reels are to be publish
from the established exchanges in Ch
cago, Milwaukee and Indianapolis. Tl
first feature will be Texas Guinan's fiv
reelBeeWestern,
"Theacquired
She Wolf."
Hive has
the series
two-reelers being produced by Capit
Film Company, in which Neal Hart a:
Al Jennings are featured. It was t
original intention of the Capital Coi
pany to distribute its own pictures, b
Capital officials deemed it more prol
able to manufacture and distribv i
through established and recognized t .
changes.
Mr. Cropper also announces that m
will soon have at least two or more ( g
changes in nearby states. He predi' i
a most prosperous year for the film j
dustry and is taking every advanta f
offered
for the growth and expansion I
his
company.
Ladies' Aid Society
To Conduct Theat
GRAYSONIA, ARK— A new mot
picture airdome is being erected h
by the
Ladies'welfare
Aid Society,
a charita1
and
general
organization.
profits
will
be
expended
in
charita
work.
World Buys Feature
"Where Bonds Are Loosed" the Vdorf Photoplays feature will be <J
tributed by the World Film Corporat m
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International

Film Company
With
Italian Family Joins With

Play Juliet

Garibaldi's
Americans in

Roma-New
York Pictures Corporation
Capitalized at $5,000,000
Jne of the largest American and for- been able to supply the demands of this
«n business amalgamations and the large field. General Garibaldi said: "If
every theatre in Italy were to be closed
t ming of the first American-Italian
tn corporation in the history of the and the entire output given to the near
:- was effected Tuesday afternoon, Orient and Russian fields, we could not
..gust 12. The American company in- satisfy within forty per cent, the demands that are constantly coming to us
tested is the Universal Film company,
from these markets. With this new cori\ the Italian interests are represented
poration we will be able to cover the
t General Guisippe Garibaldi and Captn Ezio Garabaldi. The company is to
entire
field."
The new company will send American
I known as the Roma-Xew York Pict es Corporation and is capitalized at actors and directors to Italy to produce
5000,000. The three Universals who
pictures fortributioEuropean
andtheAmerican
disn. A number of
best actors
\re responsible for the forming of the
stance were Carl Laemmle. R. H. Coch- in Italy are already under contract with
me and P. A. Powers. The two Gari- tne Italian interests of which the new
tldi brothers who represented the corporation has control. The promise of
J lian interests are two famous men in some exceptional and distinctly individt;ir country. The Garibaldis are of the
ual pictures is made.
fnily that has been prominent in Itali\ history for centuries and General
(ribaldi is one of the heroes of the Realart Appoints
1 lian army, having served in many of
tr important engagements of the recent
Lewis Kniskern to
Vr The two Garabaldi brothers are
£ ong the most influential and successSupervise Contracts
f business men in Italy.
Lewis
Kniskern has been appointed
The List of Officers
supervisor
of contracts of Realart PicThe officials of the new Roma-Xew
tures Corporation. He comes to the new
* rk Corporation are: P. A. Powers,
f.sident; General Garabaldi, vice-presi- film producing and distributing company
cit; Miss Ann Feinman, secretary;
with a business record aggregating fifteen years.
(ptain Ezio Garibaldi, assistant secrety, and R. H. Cochrane, treasurer. BeAfter being graduated from the Unises the officers named members of the
versity of Syracuse
'04,
V,ird of directors are: Taikington Ba- Mr. Kniskern
went with
into the
the class
mail oforder
jr, general manager of the Universal
business
and
was
for
four
years
office
(mpany. and Dan B. Lederman, assistmanager of the Kansas City branch of
a': to Carl Laemmle. Mr. Amerigo
will be director of publicity for Montgomery Ward & Company, the ChitJ-rao
corporation.
cago mail order house, at that time the
The corporation, according to the
second largest firm of its kind in the
stements of the officials is to be made
country.
He then became associated
t largest of its kind in motion picture
with W. and H. Walker, a Pittsburgh
iHustry. The proposition has been un- mail
order firm, as an efficiency manager.
dr consideration for some time by the
Following his long experience in the
Uversal officials and the formation of
business of selling through the mails.
tjs corporation enables the American
Mr. Kniskern became sales manager of
ilerests ci the company to have comdte charge of the distribution of the the West Virginia branch of the Burroughs Adding Machine Company, with
Ijlian films made by the company in offices at
Wheeling. He stayed there
tjs country. Besides the releasing of five
years.
t| films made under the American diEnters Film Field
ritors of the corporation — the company
vl\ have access to all the Universal
It
was
at
that time that the photoplay
fjeign exchanges as well as the distri- industry began
to become established in
ion in Asia and the Orient through
nges of its own \vhich are to be a business way, and Mr. Kniskern, sensing its future, joined the old Famous
ilished in the near future,
any of the largest film producing
Players as office manager of the Pittsburgh branch, later holding the same
cnpanies in Italy are connected with
al interested in this new alliance. The position for Artcraft in Pittsburgh. Then
the
consolidation
of Famous Players,
•I re prominent of the Italian producers
Lasky, Artcraft and Paramount took
*o are represented in the corporation
Mr. Kniskern became Pitts■al: Men who were actively engaged in place and
burgh branch manager of the affiliated
*] production of film successes as companies,
a position which he held until
Imbiria,"
Vadis,"plays;
"Giulie
other "Quo
successful
the Cesare"
Bertini last Fall. Mr. Kniskern's film career in
Pittsburgh lasted three years.
8m Co., and the Kerenne Film Co.
In addition to his experience as a busiBig Field for Product
ness executive in film circles, Mr. Kniskern has been an exhibitor. He resigned
"he
statement
was
made
that
special
aention would be given to the Euro- from Famous Players-Lasky to become
Pin-Asiatic field and the Russian mar- affiliated on a partnership basis with the
I The Italian producers, even at the Xathan-Friedberg Company, which op■ t maximum production have never
erates a chain of seven photoplay thea59
ki.

Would

Dorothy Haver, one of the famous Mack
Sennett bathing beauties now on tour
of the principal cities of the United
States, has one desire and her ambitions are far from what the ordinary
person would imagine. Although one
would think she is perfectly happy and
satisfied diving, swdmming and playing
mermaid for Mr. Sennett, such is not
the case. Miss Haver's ambition is to
assume heavy roles in dramatic productions or motion pictures.
tres in Pittsburgh and Cleveland. Mr.
Kniskern supervised the management of
the Pittsburgh houses. This concern recently broke ground for a 1,400-seat
house in East Liberty, the residential
section of Pittsburgh. It is said that the
cost of construction will be between
$150,000 and $200,000. This was Mr.
Kniskern's last connection before joining Realart.
Handles All Contracts
In his present capacity Mr. Kniskerr
handles all matters relating to contracts
with exhibitors. His past business experience in film circles should enable him
to fill this post very acceptably. Having
been an exhibitor, he knows the viewpoint of the man who shows the finished
production to the public and because of
that very valuable experience he will
safeguard the interests of the showman
at all times.
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OF
PICTURES
OF
THE
WEEK
roles allotted to them and seem certain to give satisI T is not difficult to foresee the not-distant end of
faction in the play.
*■ the supremacy of the "five-reeler."' With the new
"THE SPITE BEIDE" (Select) will disappoint
booking polity barely getting under way, the necesthose
who look for a play following the general lines
sity for better pictures has already brought about an
of
"Upstairs
and Down," Olive Thomas' first Selznick
increase in the number of six, seven and eight-part
production. There is a certain novelty of execution
productions. It is logical to believe that this tendency
and several good situations which will doubtless please,
will bring about a state wherein the five-reel length
but as a whole the production is not on a par with
its forerunner.
will occupy about the same position as that now held
by the "two-reeler" which it displaced.
The comedy and the news reel are alike indispensable. A longer show is the inevitable result. The
house with ample seating capacity need look for only
benefit from the change. The smaller theatre, unable
to obtain the necessary revenue, will be pushed to the
only measure that can possibly meet the situation —
a higher admission scale.

"EVANGELINE" (Fox) portrays the action of
Longfellow's classic and preserves the spirit of the
poem. Miriam Cooper is particularly to be commended for the stellar performance, though the whole
cast does fine work. E. A. Walsh is responsible for
excellent direction and the choice of locations and
settings of the best.
"A MAN'S FIGHT" (United Picture Theatres)
presents Dustin Farnum in a play that cannot be

Now is the time to prepare. It can be done gradually now. It will have to be done abruptly if you wait
too long. The matter is worth considering.

ranked with either "A Man in the Open" or "The
Light of Western Stars.'' The story is less dramatic,
the star has less opportunity to score, and the standard
of production is decidedly lower. It may do good
business on the strength of those successes, but it will

"THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS'' (Para'mount) is a story of the Eedwood country of California,
featuring Wallace Eeid. The picture is replete with action consisting of fistic encounters with rough woodsmen and the usual struggle for possession of timberland. What the story lacks in novelty is more than
made up in beautiful photography amid the tall trees.
Grace Darmond appears opposite Mr. Eeid and a capable supporting cast lends realism to the story
"IIEAETSEASE" (Goldwyn) with Tom Moore in
the stellar role is somewhat disappointing in that it
does not furnish this likeable star his usual happy-golucky part. Here he is cast as a poor composer who
is outwitted at every turn by the conventional villain
and is not given an opportunity to inject his smiling
personality into the piece.
"THE MISLEADING WIDOW" (Paramount- A rtcraft) is Billie Burke's best vehicle. Absent from the
screen for six months, her vast following will welcome
her back in this delightful little comedy. It i- taken
from the stage success "Billeted" and gives her full
<(■(>])(' as an extravagani ami carefree little bodi trying
to gel along without using husiness methods.

not heighten the star's prestige.
"A SOCIETY EXILE" (Artcraft) presents the
ever presentable and always attractive Elsie Ferguson
in an English society play that has all the usual equipment of the photoplay of the type. There are good
moments and weak ones, the former sufficiently in
the majority to guarantee the success of the production when it is presented to the public. Elsie Ferguson, in a role that demands more of her than those
usually falling to her lot, proves herself mistress qf
her art.
"OLE BETTEE SELVES" (Pathe) contains ideal
roles for Fannie Ward and Lewis J. Cody, some very
excellent production, and a story that will be somewhat handicapped by the war element which figures
prominently in it. Credit should be warmly accorded
the producers, however, for permitting the plot to
work itself out logically, even though that entails an
unhappy ending.

• A SAGE BEUSH HAMLET" (Exhibitors Mutual )begins as comedy, runs about three reels in very
"LOVE IS LOVE" (Fox) departs radically from
a sudden tranlight vein, then clinches its success by and
the type of play in which Albert Ray and Elinor Fair
convincing
sition to melodrama, rapid action
have appeared to date. It is a modern version of the
dramatic effect. William Desmond is equally at ease
'•Oliver Twist'* pint, with a serious beginning and a
in the comedy and dramatic portions, and the whole of
whnt lighter finish. The stars do well with the
60 the picture is certain to leave a favorable impression.

mi
REVIEWS
\ lliam Desmond in
piece of screen fiction, containing many
well on their way toward popularity.
varied points of merit and interest.
Fore-sighted exhibitors were watching
. SAGE BRUSH HAMLET
As the determined college youth bent their work with deep interest. It is
upon righting a wrong done his blind strange, therefore, that the organization
Ire-part comedy-drama; Robertson
father, Wallace Reid enters into the should have seen fit to suddenly alter
^ole-Exhibitors Mutual.
spirit of the play from the beginning. policy and present them in a melodrama
I-ected by J. J. Franz.
Grace Darmond. as the haughty Miss of the "Oliver Twist" type.
Iblished in August.
Sumner, is particularly effective, while
That is what has been done. "Love Is
such
known players as Charles
Love" rially
is adifferent
veryversion
modern of but
OPIXIOX: "Plum locoed" was the term Ogle, well
Will
Brunton,
Ralph
Lewis.
Hart
the not
old mateplot.
i d by the good citizens of the western
Beery and Kay Laurel ap- Albert Ray is the young man forced into
cnmunity which is the locale of this Hoxie,pear inXoah
support. Many fine scenes amid the ways of crime and Elinor Fair is the
the red wood forests of the west coast sweetheart whose influence gives him
r io-farce to describe the cowboy Hamstrength to break his bondage. They
1 whose activities make up the story. are given and life around a logging town
both prove equal to the assignments
d the same term may be applied as is most convincingly reproduced.
given eralthem,
but itwelcome
is doubtful
the gen\11 as to the person who sits through
Bryceafter
Cardigan
public will
tRe ifchange.
hisS)'XOPSIS
California :home
years returns
in schoolto
t picture and pronounces it other than abroad, to find his father in debt and
After the plot has been brought to a
e ertaining.
somewhere between the third and
almost blind,
and his
mother's
graveof head,
desecrated
by fallen
timber,
the work
fifth reels, an effort is made to shift back
i queer mixture of comedy and drama
Col. Pennington, an unscrupulous finan- to the semi-farcical tone of the stars'
i s, with the accent, for the first three
business rival
of Cardigan,
Sr. earlier productions. It is not a wholly
r Is, upon the comedy. In those three ' cier
Bryceanddetermines
not only
to beat the
attempt, but neither is it altor Is there are good bits here and there, financier
at his own game but also to successful
gether afailure.
sne that elicit not inconsiderable
win
his
niece,
Shirley
Sumner.
He
sends
There
are
people who like stories of
l.ghter. Then, just as the viewer is
aiut to yawn and call it another case for Buck Ogilvy, an old college chum, the sort in film fiction. And these will
press agent for him in pro- pronounce the picture good. But it is
c bad judgment, the action swings into to act as
moting arival road leading to the timber
rlodrama of a sort that jerks everyone
very hazardous to prophecy an enthusiastic reception from those who have
e ct in their seats and keeps them there tract. Securing a temporary franchise
Bryce proceeds to construct a branch
been wa'ching the teamwork.
c:il the final fade-out.
railroad.
A spec-is
The play opened in Chicago at the across Pennington's
tacular fight follows in
which Bryce
SYXOPSIS:
Gerry into
Sands,
locksmith's
£ te-Lake theatre. Some three thousand
apprentice,
is forced
crime
by his
injured
but
he
lays
bare
the
treachery
psons saw it with the reviewer. If
employer, a modern Fagin. Polly Ann
of
the
Colonel,
wins
his
niece
and
recovailause is to be accepted as a fair exKerry, his sweetheart, influences him to
ers possession of the "Valley of the break
p ssion of opinion the vote of approval
away from his hold and finds him
vs unanimous.
Giants" wherein lies his mother's grave. a position in the hotel where she works.
Red Devlin,
"stool pigeon,"
: Larry
Lang, his
a young
c >i'\'OPSIS
ner who has
allowed
herdsranch
to Albert Ray and Elinor Fair in
robbery
and throws
suspicion arranges
on Gerry,a
who is arrested. Devlin then goes his
cindle to almost nothing and spends LOVE IS LOVE
r time with a collection of hard drinkbail and Gerry, desperate, leaves the
drama; Fox.
i , hard fighting cow punchers in his Five-part
country. Polly tells the Chief of Police
Directed by Scott Dunlap.
eploy, spending his money with a reck- Published August 16.
the whole truth. When Gerry has become successful in the west he comes
• 1*5 hand and boasting that "there is
O PI. XI OX: Albert Ray and Elinor Fair, back to search for Polly. The Chief ards
r re where that came from," is considhim
in
his search. The happy ending
in the light-hearted little affairs that
ed crazy by the people of the commucomes about naturally.
( py. His real purpose is to give the have been their vehicles to date, were
inression that he has a natural gold
p:ket on his land, hoping to lure from
hIn,mountain
who has hiding
murderedplace
his "Two
father Gun"
some
y.rs before. A young lady, announcing
brself his cousin, comes to the ranch
t live, death having left her penniless,
f tries to persuade her to leave but
s refuses. Then "Two Gun" Dan and
h gang come to attack the ranch when
a are away but the girl. They gain
e ranee and Larry arrives just in time
t save her. But he is outnumbered and
I "wo Gun" Dan seems about to win
c when the cow punchers return from
t . n and save the day.
\dlace Reid in
WILEY OE THE GIANTS
Le-part drama; Paramount.
I ected by James Cruze.
Iblished August 31.
1PIXIOX: A good story, adapted from
tot. Peter B. Kyne's serial which apI red in the Red Book Magazine, and
gen full scope upon the screen by a
c>able director and a splendid cast,
"ie
Valley ofof the
Giants"
fine
eertainment
a type
pretty offers
generally
s e of a welcome.
t is a romantic tale of the giant fores of California and while similar plots
William Desmond and
Wilson in the final seene of "The SiiRc Brush Hamlet'
61 Lois
h e preceded it, it is a well produced
(Robertson Cole-Kxhibitors' Mutual).

EXHIBITORS
Olive Thomas in
THE SPITE BRIDE
Five-part comedy-drama; Select.
Directed by Charles Gublyn.
Published in August.
OPINION: When Olive Thomas was
assigned the "baby vamp" role in "Upstairs nounced
and Down,"
was generally
prothe sort ofitthing
that she could
do best, acclaimed the ideal role for the
star. It was but natural, therefore, to
expect her subsequent productions to
follow that one at least in star characterization and general production design.
There will be a certain amount of disappointment, therefore, when "The Spite
Bride" is unreeled to those sharing that
expectation.
For the two plays are as
different as altered story type and star
role could make them.
It is, however, a good picture. At
least that w'll be the verdict of those
who have not seen its fore-runner, and
they are best qualified to judge. It lacks
the breeziness, the snap and go, of the
first Selznick production, but it contains
a claim to heart interest that the former
had not.
All things considered, it is probable
that the public will accept the composition as standard.
SYNOPSIS : Tessa is a small town girl
whose yearning for a stage career has
led her to associate herself, with a vaudeville woman of wide experience, the "sister act" enjoying fair success in the city.
of wealth, is jilted
Billy Swayne, a son
by his fiancee for a rival's greater wealth.
A friend advises him to marry any convenient young lady at once, thereby
heading off the embarrassment sure to
result from the breaking of the engagement. At a theatre they sec Tessa and
her partner, later proposing to them that
Tessa marry him at once, accept a thousand dollars cash and an immediate divorce. Tessa consents for the sake of
her partner, whose worthless husband
has offered to permit a divorce for five
hundred dollars. The wedding takes
place, but the partner then demands ten
thousand as the settlement price. Billy
refuses to pay it and kidnaps the young
ladies, keeping them aboard his yacht
until fire drives them into the water and
a passing ship brings them back to land.
Through a lawyer the settlement is
made, in the course of which Billy learns
Abandoni
nature.
Tessa's
ng the
to
secretary
private
becomes
stage, shetrue

Billy'sin mother.
about.happy ending is not
coming The
long
Fannie Ward in
OUR BETTER SELVES
Five-part drama; Pathe.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
Published July 27.
OPINION; The outstanding feature ol
the production is the performance of
Fannie Ward. Against rich backgrounds,
beautiful estates crowded with well
dressed men and women of the idling
class, her personality, appearance and
ability show to their best advantage.
Scarcely less notable is the performance of Lewis J. Cody, leading the support. Stripped of his accustomed villainy, he lounges through the early portion of the play with just the right mixture of carelessness and skill. His is a
performance that will work to his profit
when his own productions are advertised to the public.

HERALD

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

TOM 'MOORE
« ins the heart and hand of Miss Neville
(Helene Chadrriek) in his latest Goldwyn play, "Heartsease."
Of the story there is less to be said.
Tt is beautifully told and skillfully directed. Perhaps a boiled down account
of it is the best way to describe it.
A penniless American marries a
French woman of fashion; they drift into
discord because of money matters, the
war comes on and he enlists in the Secret Service, the two are caught in a
captured chateau and lose their lives in
the service of democracy.
The war plays rather too prominent
a part for the general success of the
picture. But if a splendid beginning will
tide the audience over the war stuff, the
final verdict may not be an adverse one
SYNOPSIS: Willard Standish, American idler, finds himself in love with and
loved by Loyette Mervel, a French lady
of fashion at whose estate he is a guest.
Against his better reasoning, she convinces him that all will be well if they
marry, despite his penury. They are
happy until money matters press, when
a quarrel results. Then the war breaks
out and Willard becomes a member of
the French Secret Service. In line of
•duty he is wounded and seeks refuge in
a convent. Germans advance and the
nuns flee, Loyette arriving to succor
Willard and being forced to don the
garb of the sisterhood for protection.
Willard is hidden and the Germans take
possession. That night she learns of the
plot to explode a field mine from the
tower of the convent. At the critical
moment she prevents this and is killed.
Willard is found and nailed to the convent gate.
Tom Moore in
HEARTSEASE
Five-part drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
Published August 17.
OPINION: Though the plot is ingeniously constructed and follows Charles
Klein's original stage production fairly
well, none of the characters with the exception of Mr. Moore, establish any
claim to the sympathies of the spectator.
As a result the picture docs not hold up
62

as
well as
this isstar's
previous
screero
dramas.
There
a marked
absence
the Moore smile which won this popu
lar young man his place in the sun.
The plot, too, is a more or less famil
iar one, concerning a stolen opera score
a poor but honest composer, and th'
usual villain, nursing a hatred of years
Mr. Moore appears in the role of th'
struggling composer while Sydney Ains
worth furnishes the villainy. Rosemar
Theby is Madam Neville, Alec B. Fran
cis is Neville and Helene Chadwic
essays the role of Miss Neville, in lov
with Tom.
■ SYNOPSIS : Eric Temple has writte
an opera, "Heartsease." Madame Nevill
uses her influence to have an impresari
examine it and while it is entrusted t
her care, Sir Goeffrey, who has hate
Temple since youth, steals it. In a
altercation over its possession Tempi
is struck upon the head and loses h:
mi;,d. Geoffrey produces the opera z
his own to win the hand of Miss Nevill
Eric attends the premier and upon hea'
ing the familiar music his mind is r<
stored. Eric thereupon thrashes S
Goeffrey and in disgrace he is forced t
leave the country, while Eric and h
sweetheart look forward to a bright fi
ture.
Miriam Cooper in
EVANGELINE
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by R. A. Walsh.
Published August 12.
SYNOPSIS: It was no mean task th
R. A. Walsh found himself confronto
with when assigned to the productic
of "Evangeline." Henry Wadswor
Longfellow's American classic. A doub
responsibility was his, the reproducti<
of the incidents, which was compar
tively simple, and the preservation of t!
spirit of the poem, which called for t!
work of a genius.
That Walsh rose to the occasion
evidenced by the production, one of t
finest artistic offerings of the season.
Miriam Cooper, to whom was giv
the leading role, distinguished her*
np less. The role was a congenial o
and she has given it her best work, f
bert Roscoe, Spottiswoode Aitkin, Jam
Marcus and Paul Wiegel are excelle
in support.
It is scarcely necessary to dwell. up
the advertising possibilities of the pi
duction. It has long been a classic, a
few there are who have passed the s(
enth grade in school without making
acquaintance. It is sufficient to say tl
the picture will back up any claim tl
is made for it.
SYNOPSIS:
Evangeline and Gabi
young folk of the little village of Gra
Pre,
gain the consent
of their On
parei I
and announce
their wedding.
morning that it is to occur British s
•diers
land of
in the
summonto '
Arcadians,
Frenchtown,descent,
church and read His Majesty's order
their deportation. The marriage is tl
prevented and, in the deportation,
two lovers lose sight of eacli other si
find their way to different localities. It
leased from surveilance, each sets '
in search of the other. The search c
tinues until both are old, when Gabr ,
to -"
is brought
of a pestilence,
victim
is nurse)
Evangeline
almshouse
the
afflicted.where
Here they arc happy r
a little while, when Gabriel's death curs.
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His earnest and diligent endeavors are
]llie Burke in
futile. His prestige will not rise because
HE MISLEADING WIDOW
of the performance. J. Barney Sherry,
the best player in the supporting cast,
;.e-part comedy-drama; Paramount\rtcraf t.
suffers a similar fate.
Doubtless there are audiences which
jrected by J. S. Robertson.
]blished September 7.
will accept the play. There are also
OPINION: Those who have expressed audiences that will not. The latter are
i great liking for Billie Burke in the probably in the majority.
SYNOPSIS: Rogers Carr, wealthy club
we feel sure will like her in "The
jit
Tsleading Widow." It is her type of man. assumes responsibility for a murj.y. That has been the principal trouble \ler of which he believes his sister guilty.
Iretofore. Her vehicles did not suit her He serves his sentence and returns
j uliar talents. .
home, to find that his father will not
rlere she is cast as a light headed, accept
him because he has besmirched
Kolous woman who runs up enormous
family name. His sister has entered
ots living up to the name of setting atheconvent.
He goes west and engages
t: "best table in town." How she gets in his profession, mining engineer, soon
i?per and deeper into trouble, while
the leader
the "independent"
etertaining an invalided officer of the becoming
owners
in theirof fight
against trust
E. F., has to resort to fraud to raise mine
persecution. Here he meets and learns
fids and is saved at the last moment
1 her stern husband who wishes to to love a western girl who acts as his
stenographer. When success is about to
txh her a lesson, forms the plot around
crown
his efforts his antagonists dislick this interesting and highly entercover his prison record and use it
tningly comedy-drama is woven. It against him. Then his sister appears
\s adapted to the screen. by Frances
with the signed confession of a butler,
Virion
stage play,
•"Billeted."
in their employ, who has told
-rank from
Mills thehandled
the role
of the formerly
the truth upon his dying bed. Happy
j E. F. officer admirably, while James ending.
Ienciently
Crane (Alice
husband) aslooks
cruel Brady's
and masterful
the
Elsie Ferguson in
i urned husband. The piece is beautiIly staged. Excellent comedy relief is A SOCIETY EXILE
rnished by Fred Hearn and Mrs.
]iestly Morrison.
drama; Artcraft.
SYNOPSIS : Betty Teradine agrees to Six-part
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
luse two officers when the call comes
Published August 17.
1 the village that quarters are needed
OPINION: If the percentage of Engr the wounded who are returning from
lish society plays noticeable in the reiance. Col. Preedy is very slow to recent market yield is a fair indication,
irer under the tender care of the beauthere
must be a not inconsiderable detjl "widow," which causes more or less
mand for productions of the type. This,
tk arnong the townspeople. Finally
the latest to appear, is well calculated
j tty is up to her ears in debt and the to
meet that requirement.
Itcher and baker are demanding that
The star, as is usual in her producVir bills be paid. Betty thereupon gets
tions, is the outstanding feature of the
t: local banker to loan her money on
composition. Her work is at all times
lr
husband's
life
insurance:
policy,
givhigh class, and here she is assigned an
U him a telegram she purports to have
emotional role calling for more than
veived, stating that her husband has the
usual skill in characterization. That
issed away. While the matter is being
< cussed her husband walks in. He has
she avoids the appearance of artificiality, under conditions calculated to induce
i.umed another name, however, and
it, reflects to her credit.
iien he feels she has been sufficiently
jnished for her extravagance he forces her.
Iistin Fa mum in
- MAN'S FIGHT
]/e-part
drama; United Picture Theaxes.
Erected by Thomas Heffron.
] blished in August.
OPINION: Plots such as this, like the
lor, we have with us always — the clubjkn
detects
a fellow
cheatij atwho
cards,
the same
club player
man serving
prison sentence when a word of truth
■•'uld have vindicated all concerned,
:.ain the clubman, hewing success out
< the unknown west against terrific
<ds, the unscrupulous "big interests"
id their gunmen, the deathbed confesn, vindication and finally, said clubun's
marriage
the little western
praii flower
whoseto confidence
has spurred
In on.
Ul of which, familiar as it is, might
« be so bad if the affair had been well
pduced. But it has not. Limping cont uity, clumsy cutting and but fair
te
; ging characterize the whole composiAustin Farnum, whose former produces have given unusual satisfaction,
Is here a role little suited to his style.

Li

BILLIE BURKE
Whose extravagant habits almost brine
"The63 Misleading Widow"
to grief in
her
(ParamountArtcraft).

Next in
stands the
mechanicalprominence
elements of production.
George
Fitzmaurice has done well in this connection, difficult English and Venician
settings showing the mastery of the
situation which was his.
The story is typically English. It is
an easy matter to decide, knowing this,
the probabilities of its success at your
theatre.
SYNOPSIS : Nora Shard, American
authoress, is sought in marriage by Lord
Bissett, impoverished Englishman, but
learns of his mercenary motives in time
to save herself. She then collaborates
with an English playwright upon the
adaptation of her novel, until his wife,
deceived into suspicious misconception
by Lord Bissett. kills her husband and
suicides. Nora takes another name and
seeks forgetfulness in Venice. Here she
meets Sir Ralph Newell and they are
married, she believing that a letter she
has written him telling of her real
identity has been received. They return
to England to his home and she learns
that the playwright's wife was her husband's sister and that he believes Nora
Shard responsible. Lord Bissett appears
and attempts to blackmail her, but her
husband learns the truth, deals summarily with Bissett and happiness again
dawns for Nora.
Explosion

to Feature

"The Fatal Fortune"
New S. L. K. Serial
One of the spectacular features in the
new S. L. K. Serial which is featuring
Helen Holmes in "The Fatal Fortune,"
is a tremendous explosion which takes
place in one of the episodes which has
just been completed.
To get the desired effect Donald Mackenzie, who is directing the serial, consumed
of time,
and"
effort. A a great
gang deal
of men
were money
kept working all week building a bridge to span
a canyon over which "The Invisible
Face" makes his escape closely followed
by Helen Holmes in an automobile.
With the preliminary details finished
Mackenzie picked out a location dangerously close to the bridge and gave the
cue for the dirty work to begin. On
came the automobile with "The Invincible Face" and as it safely cleared the
bridge the hired gunmen set off the fuse
and a terriffic explosion followed. The
bridge was blown to smithereens and
the concussion from the explosion threw
Mackenzie several feet from where he
originally stood. Outside of a few lacerations on his hands with which he broke
the fall he was not seriously hurt. Picking himself up he was much concerned
about the cameraman.
Fortunately the waves of concussion
traveled away from the camera and the
cameraman kept right on turning the
crank. Hearing this Mack was all smiles
and insisted on returning to the studio
to have the negative developed. That
night when he was handed the proof
he was jubilant because the scene turned
out beyond his fondest expectations.
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Stars Popular
In China, Reports Warren

MOTOGRAPHY

Heath

Former Representative
of Chinese-American
Company Gives Interesting Interview on
Film Outlook in Orient
"It is up to America to supply the
picture demands of the Orient. American made pictures have all the elements
which appeal to the Oriental mind, action, locale dramatic situations, and indirectly, educational value," declared
Warren Heath, formerly representative
of the Chinese-American Company, when
questioned regarding the picture status
in the Far East. Mr. Heath is well
qualified to speak on the subject, having lived more than a year in China
and Japan. Business took him to
Pekin. Chiau Chau, Shanghai and other
principal cities and brought him into
close touch with native business men and
industries.
"The native element demands action
and high dramatic values. Melodrama
particularly appeals to them. Westerns
such as some of the recent William Desmond, Robertson-Cole features are also
marked popular. In fact, the more trouble the hero or heroine gets into, the
more pleased is the audience. This
naturally leads to a consistent demand
for heavy dramas and good fast comedydrama and judging from what I have
seen from the Robertson-Cole productions Ido not hesitate to say that will
have a marked degree of popularity in
the Far East.
241

"Americans look upon the Chinese as
a stolid, serious minded race, they are
just the opposite. True, they do not
openly express their emotions. However, it is hard to find a race that loves
amusement more than the Chinese.
They will go to almost any lengths to
get it. Chinese Like Amusement
"Shanghai, supports two amusement
parks, "The New World" and "The Old
World." Both of them contain motion
picture theatres, open air with a large
screen and rows of wooden benches on
which the natives seem to swarm, and
brick buildings furnished after the manner of the old Bowery five cent houses.
Sometimes a violin and piano furnishes
music and at other times native talent
with their crude instruments answers
the demand. These theatres, the scenic
railways and other amusements patterned after our own Coney Island are
always
By packed,
don't Chinamean
after thepacked.
American
style forI five
men will crowd themselves into a space
that one American would consider uncomfortable.
"Aside from the amusement viewpoint,
motion pictures are among the most
beneficial of Occidental inventions that
have been introduced into China. When

In the

Shade

IN William Russell's latest American Film Company feature "Six Feet Four," a
screen version of Jackson Gregory's novel, Director Harry King employed
what is perhaps the oldest orchestra on record. The three musicians' ages total
64
241 years. Mr. King is watching them "tune up."

you stop to consider that not a quarter
of the population can even read their
own names, it will naturally be asked,
"How can they understand pictures?"
Not all of them can but they are gradually learning and those who cannot are
at least becoming imbued with a knowledge of customs and ideals of countries
other than their own. In this way
the motion picture is unconsciously
broadening the scope of native vision
and so has become one of the greatest
educational factors in modern China.
Want Pictures from Abroad
"Pictures with Chinese locale do not
interest the people. They want to see
pictures laid in other countries and the
more picturesque and beautiful the settings the better they like them. In this
way they are educating themselves.
"I believe that the Robertson-Cole
policy of varying the locale of its productions will not only do more to insure their popularity but they will have
an educational value which the producer
probably never even considered.
"The demise of a Chinese producing
company which was recently formed
may be laid almost exclusively to the
fact that the public did not wish to see
the things which they were so familiar
with. This has naturally led to almost
complete control of the motion picture
industry by foreigners and the natural
friendship and liking of the Chinese for
Americans has in no small measure contributed to the firm foothold that the
American film industry has secured in
China.
Theatres in All Large Cities
"Native theatres are found in all the
large cities. Many of them are built of
brick and contain wooden seats. These
are gradually taking the place of the old
stockade or open air house, built of bamboo and without seats, the audience sitting on the earthen floor. In the smaller
communities the old type of theatre is
very much in evidence and more of them
are being built. They at least serve their
purpose
in gradually
introducing
tern civilization
into the
provinces. Wes"Viril men stars and the beautiful
women have a certain appeal to the
natives. They all like a man who gets
into a good scrap and fights his way out
Warner, Desmond and Stone are men o:
that type."
"Thirteenth Chair"
Breaks All Record;
Two weeks before the date set for th<
New York premiere of "The Thirteentl
Chair," Pathe's screen version of th>
great stage success, the New York Ex
change of that concern announced tha
it had already exceeded its maximun
quota of playing days. Every indicatioi
argues well for a final record of 100 pe
cent increase over the record now stand
ing
the biggest booking production i;
Pathcfor history.
The Chicago record promises to be n
less remarkable. At the same time th
above announcement was made contract
had already been closed with forty-fou
of the outlying theatres in the territon
Frank II. Rogers and his staff are detei
mined to better the record of their Nc\
York brethren and, with the loop thea
tres still to work upon, have every chanc
of success in their favor.
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THE

"ADD-A-BOX"

If you are a reactionary, a nonrogressive, if you believe that cusom is king and innovation spells
.aste and ruin, do not read another
.ord.
If you are in favor of going ahead,
ot merely keeping abreast of the
imes but stepping ahead of them,
;ading instead of following, then
ive this
"Add-A-Box" idea your
■arnest
attention.
It is a law of nature that nothing
emains stationary. When a man or
thing ceases to go forward that
erson or thing begins to go backward. W hen a tree ceases to grow,
: dies. When a man ceases to learn,
e begins to forget.
Here is an opportunity to step out
h front of your competitors with
umething brand new in the way of
dvertising.
Borrowing an Idea
We have reproduced on the next
age an advertisement that occupied
, page 11 x 16 inches in the current
umber
McCRexall
all's Magazine.
It is
safe betof that
Orderlies sales
ave increased by leaps and bounds
ince its appearance. The United
)rug Company knew what it was
bout when it caused this and simiir designs with the same copy to
ppear in several American publicaions.
i The exhibitor who knows what he
> about will not ' look a gift horse
n the mouth.'' Advertising suggesions of real merit are of rare enough
ccurrence. And this one has in its
ivor all the elements that go to
lake up good advertising.
To illustrate one method of adaptig the scheme to theatre purposes
e have made up a design utilizing
theatre cut from our files and copy
hich
applyhadto in
anymind
theatre.'
Here might
we have
only
ie advertising of the theatre as a
leatre. the advertising which is
ipidly coming into the front rank
om a standpoint of importance,
ndividual picture exploitation is no
>nger enough.
House popularity
ill count for as much in the thea-

Gem
are
the

ADVERTISEMENT

Shows
Always
Best

m

Sh o ws

are Always
trie Best

At the
GEM Th eatre
a Good Play
Every Day

'Add-a-Box" specimen advertisement, made up to show infinite possibilities of
variation offered in new method of designing theatre and individual attraction displays.
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They

work

naturally
and

no

form

habit-

They
work
naturally
and form
no habit~
Effective use of rules, boxes and white
space used by United Drug Co. See
made ad. for theatre adaptation.
tre successes of the future as the
quality of pictures shown.
Use Plenty of Space
In a newspaper the affair should
be given a quarter page. We were
compelled to step it down because
of our page size. The idea is made
clear, however, and it requires no
great imagination to picture it on a
bigger scale.
So much for this individual design.
Now for the suggestions it offers.
Four squares have been used in
our specimen. Four appeared in the
McCall's Magazine display. From
two to a dozen might be used effectively, depending upon the space
the advertisement is to occupy.
As for arrangement, it is the simplest thing in the world to juggle
the boxes about on paper until an
attractive arrangement is struck.
Knowing the style, it is equally simple for a printer to reproduce the
arrangement.
When it comes to mind that the
same plan may be used for the exploitation of a single picture unbounded possibilities present themselves. The cumulative campaign is
the first to occur.
The Add-A-Box Angle
Simplicity is its keynote
A simple box may be used for the
first step. A very few words should
be used.
A second box, smaller or larger,
it matters not, repeating the same
copy may be added for the second
step.
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Thus the space may be enlarged
daily, another box added each time,
and the message repeated. There
lies the important point.
THE COPY MUST NOT BE
CHANGED UNTIL THE LAST
DAY.
Under certain circumstances, when
a cumulative campaign is being
used, additional information from
day to day is desirable. It must be
given to keep the interest alive.
Here, that is not true. The changing form of the advertisement keeps
the interest alive, and keeps emphasizing the copy until it has become
so firmly impressed upon the public
mind that nothing can erase it.
"How big is this thing going to
grow
?" ishimself.
the question
eachwillreader
will ask
And he
look
for the ad every night to see if it
is still "going up."
Gets and Holds Attention
When your detailed announcement appears in the last box that is
added, just before the playing date,
it is going to be read by everybody
that has read any of the leaders.
Are you a progressive?
Will you abandon custom for a
while and "get the edge" on your
competitor ?
Will you lead? Or are you a
follower?
Don't say, "Well, it's a good idea
— for the other fellow — but I guess
I'll stick to the old way." The
world is full of men who "used to
run a picture show."
Opportunity knocks — once.

Clune's, Los Angeles,
Has a Winter Lobby
Thoughtful producers have done very
well this season in providing the ejchibitors of the country with pictures
having "snow stuff" for a background.
There can be no denying the claim that,
dramatic merits being standard, there
is a distinct advantage to be gained
from the exhibition of such productions,
during the heated term.
But merely ' exhibiting them is not
enough.
Much greater returns can be obtained
by letting the people know that very
important little fact about the pictures,
and not a majority of exhibitors have
attended to that point.
A worthy exception to this rule comes
to light with the photograph, reproduced
on
this Los
page, Angeles.
of the lobby of Clune*s
theatre,
Here, without putting the thing intc
words, the impression of wintry weathei
has been put across efficctively by ar
tistic and inexpensive decoration.
A glance at the illustration gives ;
good idea of the means used. Simpli
they were, but sufficient.
"Mother

and the Law"
In Griffith Progran
'"The Mother and the Law" is th ,
fourth offering in the D. W. Grinitl
repertory season at the Geo. M. Coha
Theatre, New York. Prominent in th
cast are Mae Marsh, Miriam Coopei
Robert
Harron, Lee,
Walter
Long, Marsl
Ver '
Lewis, Alberta
Margaret
Lloyd Ingraham and Tod Browning
A special music score arranged by Loui
F. Gottschalk, composer of the musi
for "Broken Blossoms," is a feature c
the production.

Angeles,
This Lobby, Clune's Theatre,
Than AnyLosWords
That Describes
Could Be "The
Used. Mints of Hell" Bet
(,(,

li
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i
For
weekor> entire

HIPP

nAKY ncKrotiD
TttE FIK.ST
OF HER. ptocxjced
fAILUOM
douar.
pteocxxrrions
(5r
her.
own
ccwamyrominc
■ M£R OAEER hAS EQUMLED
"EE
"naunpn
as
tme
little
WMO DLOSSCVNS FORTH orpwi
IHTO
A GCH?G£OVJS BUTTERFLY

ITS THE
COOLEST
Irt
TOWW
SPOT

.n artistic, attractive and convincing strip used by Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, to bring the best class of patronage to the
showing of Mary Pickford's "Daddy Long Legs." It is well balanced, has great pictorial value and carries well written copy.
are that every reader thinks the
newspapers of the smaller cities, per- chances
haps,tailed
is the information
lack of afrom
readywhich
sourceto ofdraw
de- same.
But a closer scrutiny discloses the fact
Shea's Hippodrome
that
are not star's faces, nor the
material
in
making
up
"dope
stories."
Buffalo, Uses Unique
Certainly, the small town exhibitor is faces they
of any individuals, but representatives
of
the
types that attend motion pichandicapped, and his brother in the bigand Dignified Ad
ture exhibitions.
ger cities but slightly less so, by just
Then we saw another number of the
this condition. It is no easy matter to
Gazette
run through the mass of press books that with
newandcopy.the same border appeared
When Mary Pickford's "Daddy Long
has accumulated in search of the history
egs,"
the amazing
box with
officethesuccess
What do you think about it now ?
hich marked
her alliance
First of a given star, descriptive matter, previous productions, etc., all the mass of
Isn't it an improvement over the old
ational Exhibitors Circuit, was shown
and fast column-capacity system ?
data which is so important to the ad- hard
>r the first time to invited audiences
In the first place, it makes the design
vertiser or the writer of an amusement
lere were those who maintained that the
pictorially attractive.
jmedy, in the early reels, would spoil column.
Secondly, it brings the type into a clusParamount-Artcraft has just published
le entertainment as a whole for the better, cuts down the wording and makes
a book devoted wholly to just that sort
■r class houses. Veteran exhibitors, too —
reading
easy. Vet no power is lost in
of
material.
ime of them — which little fact calls to
It is the same size as the usual press the operation.
ttention one of the reasons why nobody
Lastly, it gives individuality which never
but contains forty-seven pages, varies.
For the reference of regular
.•er leaves the film business, that "you book,
straight
type
matter,
and
details
the
biever can tell" element.
it is especially convenient.
ographies, achievements, productions of readers
The national success of the production
The one improvement that might be
as shown these critics to have been in some sixty stars, directors and officials suggested would be the changing of the
■ror.
identified at one time or another with
that organization.
But thewasmanagement
Shea's
Intended especially for a reference
odrome
not one to of
share
that Hipmisike.
volume, no attempt has been made to
make
it attractive by the use of cuts
We reproduce herewith an advertiseor fancy borders. Cold facts only have
ient used by that organization which
been given space, and every page is used
tows clearly that the attempt was made.
Dt to avoid appealing to the better to capacity.
For the advertiser, for the newspaper
asses, but to make a definite bid for
man. for anyone interested in the indus1st that patronage.
try and having occasion to use the thouI Dignity is the little word that desand and one little details that slip the
:ribes the advertisement completely.
mind so easily, the book is a valuable
The designer of the layout knew what
source
of information.
: was about. The drawn lettering is
st heavy enough and not too heavy
read comfortably. At the same time
has grace and beauty, incidentally
New Stuff in Borders
jalities possessed by the picture.
Then the design of the whole comes
From Billings, Mont.
?fcHW' Hands
for attention. The box plan was a
Up
sod one. And it came out perfectly,
ach is easy to read. Each is worth
Here's a man who broke away from
A i imi)>»lli| drur.i with
' *
ading, which fact leads to the reading
t the next. It is obvious that the tradition.
I
^
—
z=r~
Mutt
and Wf|*«]
ader who read the first one read them
Give him your • attention. He deserves
^K, > CAMERA IMC THROUGH
10e ud 20c — 10« *aA 25c V "
L
it.
The box in the lower left-hand corner
He took the old box border off his
BABCOCK STRAND
ates that this was the first engageent of the season to play a whole week. newspaper space and threw it away. He
the advertising was as good on the made up a new border and put it in place
hole as this specimen, there is no doubt of the old. And the change gained him
lat the week was a big one.
pre-eminence among the advertisers in
the Billings (Mont.) Gazette.
I
And look at the border. There it is—
Paramount Booklet
over there in the corner of the page.
The Babcock and Strand theatres, BilContains Much Data
Look at it closer. A glance is not
lings, Mont., gain prominence for their
enough.
advertisements by this simple means of
The first time we glanced at it we
discarding the stereotyped border.
One of the chief reasons for the thought the faces on the arrow were the
Original three columns wide.
arcity of straight publicity in the stars that appeared in the pictures. The
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faces with each insertion and the use of
thumbnail or specially made cuts of the
stars playing the theatres. It would be a
comparatively simple matter to arrange.
But the Babcock and the Strand theatres
are none the less to be congratulated.
The man who originated the idea is of
the type that will remain in the motion
picture business after nine-tenths of his
contemporaries have found other pursuits.
And he will prosper.
Advertising When
There Is No Star
Samuel Sivits, director of advertising
and publicity for the Rowland & Clark
theatres in Pittsburgh, Pa., found himself confronted with a real problem when
"Choosing A Wife," the Samuelson
British production distributed by the
First National Exhibitors Circuit, was
scheduled for an engagement at the
Regent.
There was no star to work with. And
a star's name is a mighty handy quantity
to have on hand when it comes to writing advertising for a motion picture. The
picture had a leading man, of course,
but
actor's
namein ahasn't
great andealEnglish
of drawing
power
strictlya
American city like Pittsburgh. So he
had to look for the next best thing.
It is the general practice, in cases of
the sort, to look up the writer of the
play or story from which the play was
taken, the director or, in emergency, the
producer.
Sivits turned to these, naturally, but in
vain. They were all English.
The title next presented itself.
"Choosing A Wife" is not a bad title.
It doesn't carry much of an appeal, per-

With no star, no prominent author and
no popular stage play to use for advertising purposes, the Regent, Pittsburgh,
got results by thus picturing the story
in a quarter-page spread.
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haps, but it doesn't discourage interest.
Still, it is not one that lends itself readily to exploitation.
The plot was left. And it was here
that
Sivits found the solution of his
difficulty.

Hulsey's Theatre
Gets Publicity on
"Better Times" Film

He helearned
thethestory
Then
went to
core of'the
of it andpicture.
took
out the meat. Man's choice of a life
companion .was the subject treated.
The accompanying reproduction of a
quarter-page advertisement which he
used in the Pittsburgh papers illustrates
quite izedwell
the manner
in which he utilthe theme
in his copy.
With a minimum of printed matter,
and this hand-drawn, and therefore occupying but little space, he has left the
bulk of the story-telling to the picture
element. That it tells the story and
presents duction
thewill attest.
problem vividly the reproMr. Sivits has the right idea on this
question. And it is a question of no
little importance. It may not be often
that an exhibitor finds himself in just
this position, but it is well to be prepared when that situation develops.
This seems to be a very good way out
of the difficulty.

Some weeks ago occasion was found
to comment in these columns upon the
value of a well chosen title to the advertising exhibitor. And at that time
"Better Times," the title of the Brentwood production distributed by Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors Mutual was
mentioned as an ideal example of what
a title should be.
Now comes from distant Texas the
account of a man who saw in that title
the great opportunities offered and took
advantage of them.
Pei haps the story is best told by the
Dallas Daily Times Herald:
"Breaking into jail isn't as easy as it
seems. William Saal, enterprising booking agent and publicity shark for the
Hulsey Theatre interests, tried his best
to get
'pinched'
Wednesday afternoon
and
failed
completely.
Finds Ancient Auto

Combining Picture
And Copy Effectively
Those who know, or should know,
maintain that J. Warren Kerrigan's popularity lies chiefly among the feminine
portion of the public, and that his good
looks are chiefly responsible for it.
The manager of the American theatre
at Butte, Mont., must have known these
things when he made up his advertisement for "A White Man's Chance," Kerrigan's most recent Hodkinson Production.
A study of the 3-column lay-out, reproduced herewith, will bear witness to
the soundness of its designer's judgment.
The striking power of the appeal is
centered in the half-tone cut of the star.
It is- a good cut, clean, forceful, and
presents the star at his best.
The word "handsome" might well have
been omitted from the copy which follows, but it. is not a serious fault. There
really was no need, however, to mention the fact that the star qualifies as
that. The photograph tells it better
than the word.
The management should be commended
also for the neat manner in which the
selling argument has been set. It is
not a wonderful argument, in itself, but
it is presented so clearly and forcefully
that it cannot fail to get the desired
result.
Lastly, the signature at the bottom in
our idea of what a signature should be.
It isn't
stereotyped,
and it isn't
freakish.
Tt
is readable
and natural,
at the
same
time striking. And that slogan, "Cozy
and Cool." especially appearing as it
does, the last thought presented, is altogether convincing.
As a whole, the composition screams
of the cleverness of its designer, his insight and his ability to put his conception on paper. It may be western
in origin, but it is universal in excellence.
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"Saal had dug up an antiquated 'Tin
Six' at an East Dallas junk yard which
was an exact double of the flivver driven
by Zasu Pitts in the picture, "Better
Times," now showing at the Old Mill
Theatre. He figured that if he could
make it run far enough to violate a few
traffic ordinances he would be arrested
and thereby gain much notoriety. Such
is the nature of a press agent.
STARTS
TODAY

JACK

3 DAYS
ONLY

KERRIGAN

"A
WHITE
CHANCE"
The bigger
Ihry are theMAN'S
harder Ihey fall—
Mexican hmvfi
were no match for big Jack's bare. Amcrfcan fltl»-NOTE!Jhe arm of"Antfrican
Concert
under asthea
direction
Ptofand M director
S Manntk,ofOrchestra'
xvtdety known
Vtolin soloist
exceptional
ability,
trill make thein initial appearance Sunday afternoon
atmusicians
2 30 Prof,
ManntH
has
selected
each
his
utmost care
promises
thaio/ the
American witteithcontinue,
Q$ in and
the past,
to supply
the
' Best Music in Butte "
"THE TIGER'S TRAIL"
Parkj at the (itant Organ PATHE NEW

A skillful arrangement of star, portrai
and descriptive copy used by the Amer
ican theatre at Butte, Mont., in a three
column spread.
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"Just how he stumbled upon the aged
.izzie' could not be learned. It was a
'02 model Ford — a weird-looking bird
•a side winder with more jumps and
>ps in it than a grasshopper. The
heels and body were still intact, though
ey showed the ravages of the ages and
e engine retained a shadow of its forer
uncertain
cough.a 'Twist
her tail,'
outed
Saal, taking
determined
grip
i the wheel at the start of the famous
ur.
"lean shows,
Finley, gave
publicity
man crank
for the
ulsey
the side
an
commodating twist — and lo! the relic
by-gone days came back to life with
ear-splitting crash that threatened to
atter its occupants. With a dangerous
rch the critter banged into gear and
;nt clattering, jerking and snorting
•iwn Elm street toward the business
ction.
Tried to Get Arrested
"But
law did
not to
stepinterfere.
in. Perhaps
e copsthe were
afraid
At
• zry intersection the ancient mariners
vre given the right of way as pedes•ans and horses scurried for the safety
• side streets. Even the street cars
:>pped while passengers gazed on in
•■ror.
'1 tried to get arrested," he explained
::erward. "But
break You
any
;tomobile
laws Iwithcouldn't
this relic.
the cops didn't realize that it was
; automobile."
The phrase "Better Times" manifested
ielf in cooperative advertising coverij a full page in the Times-Herald.
' etter Times" was linked up with betv lines of merchandise. "Better Times,"
ltter cigars, better service, better foot
•rnfort, and similar phrases were used
1 advertise the local merchants. The
•rd dealers illustrated their ad with a
T.ture of the famous "Better Times"
The page was captioned "Better
'mes," and the Old Mill advertisement
frying a particularly strong selling aptil covered a third of the page.
Unusual Publicity
Attracts in Boston
Vhen a newspaper is unable to reach
i parties concerned in a story before
T ss time, but is just as positive as it is
I.sible to be that verification of details
i just a matter of getting the telephone
< K., "it is said" is cunningly wedged
1 ween two important statements and the
sry goes to the public.
public The
has story
learnedis believed
to ignoreor that
1 "hat
le phrase.
not
rieved according to the judgment of the
r der.
newspaper
insertpublicity
an "it is Anita
said"
i \.this
accountwould
of the
wart, enjoyed
"Mary Regan"
and the Traveler,
Olympia
t' atre
in the Boston
it this is not a newspaper. So here is
t story.
iead it carefully. Think it over. Then
a yourself — "Was it coincidence or
s wmanship?"
)ne bright day the Boston Traveler,
o of the leading dailies of that intel1< ual center, announced that a reporter
hi been assigned to the delicate but
d;ctable task of interviewing Anita
• wart and would write his findings for
t' benefit of its readers.
le did.

Twelve Words and a
Cut for "Heartsease"

IN
HEARTSEASE
Last Showihg3 Today
MABEL NORMAND
"UPSTAIRS"
Two-column announcement display used
by the Standard Theatre, Cleveland,
which gets full value out of a picture
and thirteen words.

The Standard theatre. Cleveland, Ohio,
might have used a thousand words and
conveyed a less compelling idea of
"Heartsease," Tom Moore's latest Goldwyn production, than they did in a dozen
words and a picture, which make up the
advertisement reproduced herewith.
A dozen words and a picture.
Anybody will read a dozen words, no
matter what they are about. And if
they are about something good, and the
picture that goes with them has a tendency to convince the reader that they
are about something desirable, the remaining impression is a better one than
the aforesaid thousand words could produce.
There is something attractive about
the picture. It is hard to determine
just what. Maybe it is the expression
of complete
satisfaction,
"heartsease,"
that
Tom Moore
wears. Maybe
— well,
anyway, it is there.
And 'the words, "Tom Moore in
'Heartsease,'" tell enough about the affair for the present, the play date not
yet having arrived.
At the top, beside the signature,
"Sunday and All Week" appears twice,
for a total of eight more words.
What has been accomplished?
Twelve simple words, not a verb
among them, have told the public the
essential facts about the coming attraction.

A single picture has influenced a majority of readers to desire to see the
He went to California, to the home of
the star, and his first article appeared un- production.
Could a page spread have done more?
der a seven-column streamer, itself runSimplicity is the goal of all things.
ning some three columns of type and il- The history of invention, of every delustrated with pictures of the star and
scription, shows a steady movement
her husband.
from the complex to the simple. StickHe didn't miss a thing. He went into
ing to our field, recall the first motion
the details of Miss Stewart's life as thor- picture projectors — the film tank under
oughly as might an investigator for Brad- the machine proper, the million and one
ing. have
street
gone into her financial stand- screws and bolts in the heads, the lamp
with the loose jointed carbon
Six days in a row, on that same page, house
holders, the rheostat with the red hot
his articles continued, until everybody who coils
always burning out when the house
read the paper must have known every- was packed.
thing
there
was
to
know
about
Anita
Compare
it with the compact, simple,
Stewart.
smooth-running projectors of today.
Now for the coincidence — or was it
Motion picture advertising has not adshowmanship?
vanced to as high a state. But picture
The day the first article appeared, "Mary advertising, in its better sense, did not
Regan." Anita Stewart's First National
with the invention of the projector.
production, appeared at the Olvmpia thea- begin
tre.
It is coming ahead, though, more rapAdvertisements appeared in the paper. irly than the mechanical improvement
They were calculated to have just the ef- of model after model ever advanced.
Are you doing your bit to help it athad — a linking up with the
tain perfection?
seriesfectinthat they
the Traveler.
And as long as the articles continued —
"Mary atRegan"
continued to unfold itself
daily
the Olympia.
Comment as to box office results are Screen Critic Praises
unnecessary.
Robertson-Cole Film
Think it over.
As a showman, veteran of advertising
"The Turn in the Road," the Robertand publicity campaigns of many .varieties,
son-Cole feature distributed
decide.
Was
it
coincidence?
Or
showhibitors Mutual has been rankedbyas Exthe
manship?
second best production of the year by
Frederick James Smith in "The CelluNew Tom Mix Picture
loid Critic's" screen review of the year.
Tom Mix, the William Fox cowpuncher
Reviewing it he states, "The Turn in
the
Road" is not a human document, but
star, and Sol M. Wurtzel, general super- it comes
nearer being one than any
intendent of the Fox studios in Hollywood, California, have gone to Ponca photoplay he has glimpsed. In one
single picture, he says. King W. Vidor
City. Oklahoma, to make arrangements
steps into the front rank of directors.
for the filming of a new Mix picture.
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Attractive Booklet
from Goldwyn

Pictures

"Your Copy of the Important AnDid her
you baby
ever see
mother
that indidn't
think
was athe
prettiest
the
nouncement" is the information that
world?
appears in the upper left hand corner of
a big, impressive looking manilla enDid youthat
ever everybody
see a motherin that
velope which the current mails are
anxious
the wasn't
world
bringing to the exhibitors of the country.
should know it?
Of course not.
"The Future of the Motion Picture"
adorns the attractive title page of the
Therefore, the Gay theatre, Chicago
stands no chance of losing by the en- forty-two page booklet which is to be
terprise in which they are presently en- found within the container, and Samuel
Goldwyn is the author.
gaged.
Then follows the detailed announceHeralds have been passed out in the
ment of the Goldwyn plans for the
neighborhood, in connection with other
advertising matter, which inform the coming season, expected to be the biggest season the motion picture has ever
mothers of the community that by arranging with a certain photographer for experienced.
The whole is printed on the best stock
an appointment they can have a camera
obtainable, beautifully illustrated, well
man come to their home, photograph
their baby, unless it is more than four worded and easy to read. It will not
years old, and see the pictures, on a take long to read the whole, and all of
it is worth reading. It is, at the same
given date, at the theatre.
Where is the mother that is not going time, a splendid reference book and one
to take advantage of the offer?
fitThe
for aconvenience
place in anyof man's
library. has
the exhibitor
She need not be a motion picture encertainly been considered here.
thusiast. She need not be a customer.
The book serves a double purpose for
That she is a mother is enough. She
the Goldwyn organization.
will not miss the opportunity.
When an exhibitor seeks an especially
Incidentally, and it need be mentioned
notable production for a coming holiday
only as that, a prize is offered for the or
other occasion it is natural that he
baby pronounced most beautiful when a
collection of the short films are run off will look where that production is most
readily accessible. For reference and
upon the screen.
the Goldwyn publication is
That adds the contest angle. But it emergency,
invaluable.
is a very unessential angle.
Mothers will be drawn to the theatre.
Rialto Books Comedies
Further patronage will result. But it will
not be the offer of the prize that is reThe Merit
Corporation
have contracted withFilm
the New
York Rialto
and
sponsible. Itwill be the appeal to the
mother instinct.
Rivoli theatres for the playing of the
The Gay theatre would have gained
Mack Swain single-reel comedies proprestige had it omitted the contest angle
duced by the Frohman Amusement
Corporation.
,J
altogether.
DONALD CRISP AND HIS MERCER

First Super-Bara
Film "LaBelle Russe"
Ready in Septembe
As the first of the three super-Ba
productions, announcement of whic
has already been made, early in Sej
tember, Fox Film Corporation will pn
sent Theda Bara in "La Belle Russe
an adaptation from the play of the san
name by David Belasco. This pictui
is said by Fox officials to be the greate
production in which Miss Bara has
"La Belle Russe," the play, was 01
peared.
of Belasco's earliest productions,
went far to establish his reputation as
leading American dramatist and its su
cess was phenomenal both at home ai
abroad.
Dramatic Tension High
The point which is most stressed
Fox Film Corporation in connecti
with "La Belle Russe" is the hi
dramatic tension which is maintain
throughout. When the stage play u
first presented the critics ot the count
were unanimous in praising the drama
qualities of the story.
All of the high points of the story,
of its gripping elements have been ca
fully preserved by Charles J. Brah
who made the screen version and a
directed the picture.
The powerful
climax, asthan
it now
is e\'
more
was stands,
the climax
the play. This was made possible
unusual double-exposure photograf
by
which
the good
sister confronts
Belle
Russe,"
her wicked
twin, as "
latter is trying to foist herself on
aristocratic family into which the gi
sister has married.
Double-Exposure Scenes
This situation is shown with exctional force on the screen and
double-exposure scenes are said by 1 1
Film Corporation to be among the ml
telling in the history of screen dram;
Many unusual incidents marked
production
of "La incidents
Belle Russe."
of
the untoward
would h(
ruined the denouncement of the |
had it not been Miss Bara's seli'-pos
Schenectady Theatre
Men Fight Showing

70 70 mil. * nn hour
Tin- PlMOW Playen director recently run (hroiiKh » fence while koIiik
Hi
laeotIn I'nrk
inn'k.lu*l>
Loa with
Vnm'icw.
hut came <>u( • the Occident nnacathed. l.ol»
\\ Uanfl
ihf yuiinit
>I p. CrlMp.

Free Films in Pais
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — Gain g
unfair competition, local theatre men t
protesting against the giving of «
motion
picture shows in the public p:-*
of
the city.
Twice exchanges supplying the y
have
the objection
of film
the "<•
hibitorsheeded
and declined
to furnish
Park Superintendent Daniel J. Swee!
He recently made arrangements J
another
exchange and the shows
been resumed.
With warm weather cutting intolfl
tendance under normal conditions.'*!
motion picture theatre owners arc d"
ing
difficult to compete against he j
free itentertainments.
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You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It ia a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me", EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
Artcraft
Don't Change Your Husband, a De
Tile production. — This picture went
c;r big in our theatre. It is a superb
pduction which appeals to both men
al women. — L. W. Neal, Sterling theat , Superior, Wis.
Square Deal Sanderson, with William
SHart. — Pleased well and attracted imrnsely for two days. Especially strong
f Hart. Second day's business exceed first. — Geo. A. Bleich, Empress
tae.atre, Owensboro, Ky. — Best patronThe Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
luglas Fairbanks. — Advertised this
h.vily and enjoyed good business. But
pture was not the production people
e>ected. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness theae. Rushville, Neb. — Neighborhood
peonage.
Exhibitors Mutual
V. Trick of Fate, with Bessie
E'riscale. — One of star's best. She delirs the goods when they give her the
p per vehicle. — J. H. Vaughn, New Orp um theatre, Maquoketa, Ia. — Neighb hood patronage.
'he Man Who Turned White, with
I B. Warner. — Very good picture,
kny comments. But very poor busin s. Lost money. Warner new here.
J. LuKachie, Gem theatre, Camd , Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
'he Turn in the Road, with an all star
c. — Book this. Simply wonderful.
B business and sent people away high1> pleased. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
fhtre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
peonage.
he Courageous Coward, with Sessue
H.-akawa. — Acting good. Not much of
a ot. My patrons don't care for Japan« plays. No business. — William Franci South Side theatre, Greensburg, Ind.
— ixed patronage.
he Woman Michael Married, with
B sie Barriscale. — Very good. Good
bt ness with this kind of pictures. Star
w make many new friends and hold
tr old ones. — A. J. LuKachie, Gem
th tre, Camden, Ark. — Neighborhood
ps onage.
odern Husbands, with Henry B.
W thall. — Good picture. Good business.
B<t Walthall I have run.— Charles
K han, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. —
Med patronage.
is Debt, with Sessue Hayakawa. —
Vi jr highly praised. His stories can't
be eat and his pictures never fail. — Mrs.
J- . Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
— Mghborhood patronage.
le Mints of Hell, with William Des-

mond.— Best northern picture we have
run for some time. Very good story with
good cast. Book it and boost it. — P. K.
Anton, Royal theatre, Newcastle, Ind.
First National
A Midnight Romance, with Anita
Stewart. — Good in every respect. Good
Dusiness.— Charles DePaul„ Dreamland
theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. — General
patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — A
few more like this and Chaplin will have
a good excuse for retirement. — Geo. A.
Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensboro,
Ky. — Best patronage.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart. —
Great. Fine business. — Grand theatre,
Anamosa, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Absolutely the best Pickford picture yet. Children liked it, men liked it,
women liked it. If you book it you can
be sure you will please all. — L. W. Heal,
Sterling theatre, Superior, Wis.

THEDA BARA
In "l.a Belle Roane," from David Belasco's
celebratedporation >. Utnge drama (Fox Film CorDaddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — In a class by itself. Give us mort
like it. Ran five days. Pleased everyone. Business very good for hot weather.
— M. F. Gruenvvald. Washington theatre,
Richmond, Ind. — Mixed patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — Fine
performance. Capacity business. — Tal
Bye, United
theatre, Cambridge, Minn. —
General
patronage.
A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin. —
The best yet. Good business at advanced
prices. — W. D. Martin, Badger theatre,
Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Fine picture. Out of ordinary.
Drew capacity. — Grand theatre, Ana71
mosa, Ia.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Bill— Apperson's
Boy,we with
ford.
Best Pickford
ever Jack
ran.PickDo
not raise admission. Let them all see
w-hat he can do. Then get your prices. —
P. K. Anton, Royal theatre, Newcastle,
Ind.
Fox
The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum. — Very good. William Farnum always good for me. — Charles Giuzzetti,
Opera House, Gardner, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Caught in the Act, with Peggy Hyland. — Fine comedy-drama. Good entertainment for the whole family. — Clay H.
Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir,
Cal. — General patronage.
My Little Sister, with Evelyn Nesbit.
— A fairly good picture. Good story. A
good star. — A. H. Blank, Palace theatre,
Des Moines, Ia. — Downtown patronage.
The Siren's Song, with Theda Bara. —
Not Theda Bara's best by any means.
The play ends too abruptly. Star a favorite here. Two days good business. — ■
Mack J. Davis, Dream theatre, Port
Angeles, Wash. — General patronage.
I'll Say So, with George Walsh. — Star
has had much better vehicles. — Elk's
theatre, Prescott, Ariz. — General patronage.The Lone Star Ranger, with William
Farnum. —andI have
Frnum's
pictures
this isrun
the all
best.of Everyone
went wild over it. Fine acting. Photography great. — William Francis, South
Side theatre, Greensburg, Ind.— Mixed
patronage.
The Kid Is Clever, with George Walsh.
— A good picture but not as good as
"This Is the Life"— J. L. Meyers Libtheatre,
ronage. Ivesdale, 111. — Small town patThe Man Hunter, with William Farnum.— Good picture. All Farnum pictures go big here. Star well liked. — W.
R. Pyle, Gaiety theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Jack Spurlock, Prodigal, with George
Walsh. — I did not see this picture myself, but my people were well pleased. —
F. J. Gruber, Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — Absolutely wonderful. If
you
haven't
Trail"
and this,
do soused
and "The
doubleRainbow
your prices.
—
Chas. Spainhour, Auditorium theatre,
Greensburg, Kans. — Small town patronage.Salome, with Theda Bara. — Remarkable production. Drew good business
two days. This picture is clean. Nothing immoral pictured. — Clay H. Powers,
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The Man of Honor, with Harold Lock
Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. —
wood. — As usual, a good Lockwood pic
General patronage.
ture. Holds from start to finish. Stai
The Rebellious Bride, with Peggy Hytakes well here. Good business.— Mad
land. — Picture that pleased all. Hyland
J. Davis, Dream theatre, Port Angeles
is always a good bet here. — H. W. Kerr,
Wash. — General patronage.
Kerr theatre, Little Sioux, la. — Small
The Way of the Strong, with Anna Q
town patronage.
Nilsson.— Patrons highly
pleased. Somi
The Rebellious Bride, with Peggy Hygreat
snow
stuff.—
C.
J.
O'Neil,
Schulls
burg Amusement Co., Schullsburg,
land.— Great. Just the kind of plays she
Wis
is suited for. No one should lose on this
The
Red
Lantern,
with
Nazimovaone. Book it and boost it. — William
Splendid production. Very spectaculai
Francis, South Side theatre, Greensburg,
Nazimova excellent. Big drawer. — Elk
Ind. — Mixed patronage.
theatre, Prescott, Ariz. — General patron
The Jungle Trail, with William Farage.
num. — One of Farnum's best. Fine.
The Lion's
with Bert Lytell.Book it. Two days capacity business.- —
This kind will Den,
not go. Nothing
to i
Mack J. Davis, Dream theaue, Port AnPleased none. Poor business. — W. I
geles, Wash. — General patronage.
Pyle, Gaiety theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.This is the Life, with George Walsh.
Neighborhood patronage.
— This is fine. Patrons thought it one
The Red Lantern, with Nazimovaof the best ever seen. — J. L. Meyers, LibPoor picture. Poor business all wee:
erty theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — Small town
Don't book it. — Charles DePaul, Drean
patronage.
land theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.General
patronage.
Western Blood, with Tom Mix. —
SESSUE HA YAK AW A
Mighty clever Western comedy. Pleased.
Johnny
on the Spot, with Hale Han
And Eileen Percy in "The Gray Horizon,"
— A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann
a Exhibitor)*'
Robertson-Cole
— A good picture well received.Arbor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Mutual. feature distributed by ilton.
Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatr
The Bird of Prey, with Gladys BrockHinsdale, 111. — Neighborhood patronag
well. — A well constructed play, although
Faith, with Bert Lytell.— This is 01
star is rather new here. Patrons well Fair. Average box office power. — Coltheatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Middle
of the best Lytell pictures I have show
pleased. Good house. — Mack J. Davis, class lege
patronage.
Book
it by all means. — L. A. Hasse, M
Dream theatre, Port Angeles, Wash. —
The Floor Below, with Mabel Nor- jestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Transie i
General patronage.
mand.— This is a good comedy-drama. —
patronage.
When Fate Decides, with Madlaine
L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,
The Parisian Tigress, with Vic
Traverse. — -Traverse is making many ad- Wis.
—
Transient
patronage.
Dana. — An excellent picture. Star :
mirers by her excellent work. Tense
The Pest, with Mabel Normand. — Fair ways good. — Elks theatre Co., El I
situations are well handled. — H. W.
picture. Business fair. Pleased most of theatre, Prescott, Ariz. — General patro
Kerr, Kerr theatre. Little Sioux, la. —
my patrons. — M. F. Gruenwald, WashSmall town patronage.
ington theatre, Richmond, Ind. — Mixed
age.After His Own Heart, with Hale Ha
patronage.
Goldwyn
ilton. — Did not please. Like all Hatr
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar. —
ton pictures. — Charles DePaul, Drea
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
land theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich
Fine picture. Good business. — College
Xormand. — Good Normand picture but theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. — Middle class General patronage.
not so good as most of her previous patronage.
Some Bride, with Viola Dana. — Gc
work. Took well with the children.
picture. Star well liked. All her p
Hodkinson
Fine comments. — A. J. LuKachie, Gem
tures will go over. — W. P. Pyle, Gaii
theatre, Camden, Ark. — Neighborhood
Fighting Through, with E. K. Lincoln.
theatre,
Kingsport, Tenn. — Neighb
patronage.
hood patronage.
— Good picture. Good business. Have
not
run
a
poor
Hodkinson
feature
yet.
All Woman, with Mae Marsh. — Good
Paramount
picture. Pleased all.— L. A. Hasse, Ma- — Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.— Mixed patronage.
jestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Transient
The Firing Line, with Irene Casth ■
patronage.
The Best Man, with J. Warren Kerri- Good
picture. Star well advertised ;.<«
The City of Comrades, with Tom
gan.— tures
Good
picture.
All
this
star's
picdrew
good
business. — Rudy Schleusei, ,'
are
good.
Star
popular
here.
AlMoore. — Very good. Pleased my patSuperba
theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — G •jfl
rons. Business unusually good for hot
patronage.
ways in good stories. — W. Pyle, Gaiety eral
weather. — M. F. Gruenwald, Washingtheatre, Kingsport, Tenn. — NeighborThe Price Mark, with Dorothy Dall , a
hood patronage.
ton theatre, Richmond, Ind. — Mixed patronage.
acting audience.
but not a —very
The Love Hunger, with Lillian —forGood
a choice
Paulchoice
Ovenst ', *
Walker. — A fair program picture. Good
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Lyric patronage.
theatre, Winchester, 111. — H t >1
class
cast.— J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
Moore. — A fine picture. A-l story, good
acting and good star. — A. II. Blank, Pal- theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Neighborhood
Peppy Polly, with Dorothy Gish.—
patronage.
ace theatre, Des Moines, la. — Downtown
patronage.
theatreMisswithGisli
this.has It's
gr- IJ
Angel Child, with Kathleen Clifford. packed
The
bestourpicture
appe.i
One Week of Life, with Pauline Fred- — A delightful comedy. Business below in for some time. Book it. — L. \V. IHfl
crick. — Something is decidedly lacking normal. Picture satisfied those present. Sterling theatre, Superior, Wis.
in Miss Frederick's productions under — C. J. O'Neil, Schullsburg Amusement
The White Heather, with an all T
Goldwyn. Is it direction? This is bet- Co., Schullsburg, Wis.
cast.
— Not a melodrama that will an t
ter than the others and will get over,
Come Again, Smith, with J. Warren
enthusiasm and the average small J
but nobody will remember it as worthy.
Kerrigan. — Average program picture. —
will not care for it.— Geo k.
— Geo. A. Bleich, Empress theatre, J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, audience
Bleich. Empress theatre, OwensbV
Owensboro, Ky. — Best patronage.
Maquoketa, la. — Neiuhborhood patronKy. — Best patronage.
Spotlight Saide, with Mac Marsh. — A
The Vamp, with Enid Bennett.— SB
pleasant surprise. This one pleased our age.The Heart of Rachel, with Bessie
^omedy drama. Could not be exce fc.
audience and they said so. Couldn't see Barriscale. — An absorbing story which
Box office valuetheatre,
great. —Rantoul,
Walter (J"
anything but good in the picture. — R. L. greatly pleased. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, dington,
Henslcr, Bijou theatre, Carrolton, 111. —
Hinsdale, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rural and Home
soldier patronage.
Neighborhood patronage.
The False Faces, with Henry B. Vjj|
Metro
Too Fat to Fight, with Frank Mclnhall.
— An excellent picture. Did
tyre. — Pleasing picture. Everybody
Castles in the Air, with May Allison. —
well. — Elks theatre, Prescott,
pleased. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio thea- Best May Allison ever made. Wish they draw
General patronage.
tre, Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood pat- would make more like it. — Charles Dcronage.
Paul, Dreamland theatre, Sault Ste.
On the Quiet, with John liarrymoFailed to please all owing to star 1 '8
72 patronage.
Marie, Mich. — General
Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy. —
on his usual picture drunk in the «
1
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They liked this star in Raffles,
"hy not give him a real chance in
smething similar. — R. J. Relf, Star
uatre, Decorah, la.
The Claws of the Hun, with Charles
ly. — A dandy. Everybody pleased. —
(and theatre, Anamosa, la. — Neighborlod patronage.
Dh, You Women, with Ernest Truex
al Louise Huff. — Good program picture.
Ierybody pleased. Did not raise prices.
-i. B. MaFarling, Tokio theatre, Morehise, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
'he Woman Thou Gavest Me, with
s cial cast. — Capacity houses against
s 3ng , opposition. — Tal Bye, United
leatre, Cambridge, Minn. — General
p ronage.
•tring Beans, with Charles Ray. — Very
g>d. They welcomed Ray back in the
s t of play that seems to be second
nure for him. — R. L. Hensler, Bijou
tlatre, Carrolton, 111. — Neighborhood
p ronage.
Source,
with Wallace
Vnt"heover
fine. Wallace
Reid wellReid.—
liked
he. — F. E. Heller, Strand theatre, And son, Ind. — High class patronage.
(uicksands, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Id this with repeat Chaplin comedy.
Inleased. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Ginell, la. — College town.
he Love Burglar, with Wallace Reid.
- n excellent picture. People at
b<ches, so business only fair. — Rudy
S»leusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra,
C — Neighborhood patronage.
artners Three, with Enid Bennett. —
Vy pleasing picture. — Bender & Nalv,
B aventure theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
N?hborhood patronage.
he Marriage Ring, with Enid Benin — Made a big hit. Wonderful scener— R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah.
Ia
reen Eyes, with Dorothy Dalton.—
!?•— H. H. Wilson, Sherman theatre,
Siivan, Ind. — High class patronage.
iree Men and a Girl, with Marguarite
CI k. — This Clark picture went over
prty good and it pleased the majority.
pif|ie star is kept in the right kind of
pi' ires, not fairy tales, she will become
m.'e popular.— Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield
th tre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood
paonage.
aggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton —
V<> good picture. Poor drawing power
oeuse'of big attraction previous night.
—pa Dnage.
ks theatre, Prescott, Ariz.— General
ie Man from Funeral Range, with
Wlace Reid. — A good show.— R. J.
Re' Star theatre, Decorah, Ia.
■or Boob, with Bryant Washburn —
E-vllent comedy-drama. Many favorab comments on this one.
Lots of
co cal situations. — Clay H. Powers,
At torium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. —
Ge ral patronage.
'ie
Girl, with Shirley Masoi-A Winning
light comedy
drama. No drawing
po r.— Miss T; Benesch, Bell theatre,
Chigo, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
l;re Comes the Bride, with John Barryi>re. — Not as good as "On the Quiet."
t-'
H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,
la. College
town.
1,e Marriage Ring, with Enid Bennel-Only Fair.— H. H. Wilson, Sherma theatre, Sullivan, Ind.— High class
Pat nage.
Ie Rescuing Angel, with Shirley Ma-
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son.— Picture good but star nas no drawing power. Business only fair. — Rudy
Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra,
Cal. — Middle class patronage.
Three Men and a Girl, with Marguerite Clark. — A nice clean five-reeler but
no drawing power whatever. — Miss T.
Benesch, Bell theatre, Chicago, 111.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Pathe
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward.—
Positively a winner. The biggest suecess in a long time. Pleased all. — M.
Brotman & Sons, Brotman's Rialto theatre, Rock Island, III. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Wives and Other Wives, (American)
with Mary Miles Minter. — Not a good
play for Minter. Patrons did not care for
this style. Light business. — Mack J.
Davis, Dream theatre, Port Angeles,
Wash. — General patronage.
Caleb Piper's Girl, with Helene Chadwick. — Weak program picture. Full
house disappointed. — J. H. Vaughan,
New Orpheum theatre, Maquokcta, Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Unknown Love, with Dolores
Cassinelli and E. K. Lincoln. — Very good
picture. Fine business in a two day run
despite war stuff. — Grand theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. — General patronage.
The Profiteers, with Fannie Ward.—
Quite disappointing as Miss Ward is
usually fine. Too mechanical and gruesome.— T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre.
Rushville, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.The Voice of Destiny, with Baby
Marie Osborne. — A good play but
would rather see Marie in one not so
serious. — Frank Ihmels, Majestic theatre, Green Forest, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Yvonne from Paris, (American) with
Mary Miles Minter. — Good picture. Best
Minter yet. Little star a drawing card.
GUY EMPEY
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— H. Everhart, National theatre, Greensvil e, O.— Transient patronage.
Where the West Begins (American)
with William Russell. — A well directed
picture. Good from start to finish.
Russell is a favorite here. Two nights
to good business. — Mack J. Davis, Dream
theatre, Port Angeles, Wash.— General
patronage.
The Midnight Stage, with Frank Keenan. — A dandy western play. The star
plays two roles that are remarkable. It's
good. Get it.— Clay H. Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General
patronage.
An Old Maid's Baby, with Baby
Marie Osborne. — Great
picture. Baby
Marie is a good card at this theatre and
was good all the way through. — A. L.
Robarge,patronage.
Cosmo theatre, Merrill, Wis. —
Mixed
The Sawdust Doll, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — We can always get big business with this child's plays. Always a
big drawer.— Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal
theatre, Omaha. Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Twenty-One, with Bryant Washburn.
— An extra good picture. — A. J. Hill.
Glen hood
theatre,
patronage. Chicago, 111. — NeighborThe Profiteers, with Fannie Ward. —
Good title. A picture of today. Fannie Ward at her best. — H. Everhart,
National theatre, Greensville, O. — Transient patronage.
A Bachelor's Wife, (American) with
Mary Miles Minter. — Good. Poor business on account of heat. She is a pleasing star, even if given weak stories. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha.
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Molly of the Follies, (American) with
Margarita Fisher. — Light weight. Not
up to star's standard. One night run.
Good business. — Mack J. Davis, Dream
theatre, Port Angeles, Wash. — General
patronage.

IN "THE UNDERCURRENT"

The hero of French battlefields drama
will noon
be presented
of American
life. by Select Pictures in a stirring
73
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Talmadge. — One of star's best. Went
over big. — Rudy S'.hleusener, Superba
theatre, Alhambra, Cal, — General patronage.
Triangle

CORIXNE GRIFFITH
Thehandful
winsome
A'itaRraph
of good
luck instar,
"Theholding:
Bramblea
Bush."
The Intrusion of Isabel, (American)
with Mary Miles Minter. — Best Minter
picture in a long time. Average Monday business. — Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Select
Who Cares, with Constance Talmadge.
Good. The kind of picture people want
to see these hot days. Good business. —
A. J. LuKachie, Gem theatre, Camden,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Veiled Adventure, with Constance
Talmadge. — Good. Drew well for hot
weather. Pleased all. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Studio Girl, with Constance
Talmadge. — An old one but a very good
picture. Good drawing card. — E. L.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. —
Border mining camp.
Upstairs and Down, with Olive
Thomas. — Very nice picture. — Grand
theatre, Anamosa, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Ordeal of Rosetta, with Alice
Brady. — Good picture. Drew well. — C.
S. Cone, Grand theatre, Wausau, Wis. —
General patronage.
The Secret of the Storm Country, with
Norma Talmadge. — A little old but print
was in excellent condition and picture is
good enough for a special. — Chas. Spainhour, Auditorium theatre, Grecnsburg,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Knife, with Alice Brady. — Great
picture. Liked by majority. — College
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Middle class
patronage.
Red Head, with Alice Brady.— Absolutely best work this star has done
for Select. Big business. Everyone
highly pleased. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Up the Road with Sallie, with Constance Talmadge. — Good, as are all of
this star. Constance sure brings them
in. — Chas. Spainhour, Auditorium theatre, Grecnsburg, Kans. — Small town
patronage.
The Way of a Woman, with Norma

The Law of the Great Northwest,
with Marjorie Wilson. — Very good picture. Capacity business. — E. H. Winkler,
Palace theatre, St. Johns, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
The Mayor of Filbert, with Jack Richardson.— This picture drew a packed
house and pleased. Good cast and full
of action. Worth advertising as a
special. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Wolves of the Border, with Roy
Stewart. — A good western play. Lots of
gun action. — Frank Ihmels, Majestic
theatre, Green Forest, Ark. — General
patronage.
The Sin Ye Do, with Frank Keenan. —
Book this one and advertise heavy, as it
will please them all. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Transient
patronage.
I Love You, with Alma Rubens. — As
strong a picture as many of the so-called
specials. — R. Rose Riley, Wigwam theronage.atre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patA Gamble in Souls, with William Desmond.— A fairly good play, but did not
like Desmond in that kind of a role. —
Frank Ihmels, Majestic theatre. Green
Forest, Ark. — General patronage.
United Picture Theatres
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. — Fine. Pleased a good-sized audience. Personally, did not like it as well
as "The Light of Western Stars." — Clay
H. Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
Playthings of Passion, with Kitty Gordon.— Fair picture but well directed.
Star has no pulling power. Too much
dress. Not enough plot. Poor title.
Poor business. — C. E. Hansing, Nokomis
theatre,
Minneapolis, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. — Not up to his first one. Did not
draw as well. Photography, exteriors
and titles unusually good. — E. L. Franck,
Oasising camp.
theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border minA Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. — Good western. Took well. Business good. — A. J. LuKachie, Gem theronge. atre, Camden, Ark. — Neighborhood patUniversal
The Spitfire of Seville, with Hedda
Nova. — Good picture. — Grand theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. — General patronage.
The Sleeping Lion, with Monroe Salisbury.— Fine picture. Salisbury made
many friends with this picture. Full of
action after first reel. Average Sunday
business. — Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour the*
atre. Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
The Sleeping Lion, with Monroe Salisbury.—inessGreat.
One of heat.
his best.
Big busfor the terrible
His plays
are
great. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
( hiiaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Wildcat of Paris, with Priscilla
Dean. — Criticisms varied from averge t<>
fine. Al melodrama. StaT's work ex74
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cellent. Drew well. — E. L. Franck
Oasising camp.
theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border minThe Delicious Little Devil, with Mm
Murray. — Fairly good picture but star i:
not very well liked here. — A. H. Blank
Palace theatre. Des Moines, la. — Down
town patronage.
The Amazing Wide, with Mary Mac
Laren. — Very good. Did not draw a
well as it should but pleased all. — K. H
Hulquist, Chicago theatre, Chicago, 11
Downtown patronage.
Smashing Through, with Herbet
Rawlinson. — Pretty good. Star is ne>
here and drew very good businessClay H. Powers, Auditoiium theatrDunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
The Outcasts of Poker Flats, wil
Harry Carey. — Carey is better in h
later pictures. People like more figh
ing. Photography great. Star dot
some fine acting. — William Franci
South Side theatre, Greensburg, Ind.Mixed patronage.
Outcasts of Poker Flats, with Har
Carey. — A picture that pleased all. Go<
business.
— Grand
theatre, Rochester, .'
Y. — General
patronage.
A Fight for Love, with Harry Care
— Full of action. Very good busine
for very hot Sunday. — Charles Kuchj
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mix
patronage.
The Exquisite Thief, with Prisci
Dean. — A real one with a real star. Pr i
cilia Dean
a puller. — H. Everha
National theatre, Greensville, O. — Tr;
sient patronage.
The Silk-Lined Burglar, with Prisci
Dean.
— Here
is one you
won'thonors
go wrow -I(i
on. Sam
DeGrasse
shares
the star. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orphe I
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — NeighboThc I
patronage.
A Fight for Love, with Harry Care\
Our first Carey picture and a good o jj
Book it. Business good. — J. L. Mey< 1
Liberty
theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — Snfl
town patronage.

EXHIBITORS
Vitagraph
Baree, Son of Kazan, with Nell Shipnan. — Good picture. Good enough for
my audience. Book it and boost it for
all you are worth. — Chas. G. Bauman.
Star theatre. Oshkosh, Wis. — Neighborlood patronage.
The Girl at Bay, with Corinne Griffith.
—Best this star has appeared in. She
> at last becoming popular. This truly
.vas high class production. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Stitch in Time, with Gladys Leslie.
—Star stimulates joy. As usual, a nice
ittle story. Pleased all. Picture has a
pleasing termination. — Mack J. Davis.
Dream theatre, Port Angeles, Wash. —
General patronage.
Silent Strength, with Harry T. Morey.
Jood picture to average Saturday busiless. — Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Thin Ice, with Corinne Griffith. — Star
becoming very popular. Her wonderful wardrobe attracts the fair sex. This
drama is fine. Business good. — C. J.
O'Xeil. Schullsburg Amusement Co.,
Schullsburg, Wis.
Cupid Forecloses, with Bessie Love. —
Star's usual light production. Will not
excite comment one way or the other. —
Grand theatre, Rochester, N. Y. — General
patronage.
Beauty Proof, with Harry T. Morey. —
Good. Drew fairly well. I can't make
my people like this kind of pictures. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha.
Xeb. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Rogue's Romance, with Earle Williams.— A well directed play. Strong.
One of Williams' best. It will please
the fans. — Mack J. Davis, Dream theatre.
Port Angeles, Wash. — General patronage.
Fighting Destiny, with Harry T.
Morey. — Very good picture to good business.— Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre. Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Third
with run.
Alice Attracted
Joyce. —
Good for Degree,
an extended
lew patrons.
Business far above the
verage. A real special. — C. J. O'Xeil.
hullsburg Amusement
Co., Schullsg, Wis.
The Little Boss, with Bessie Love. —
othing to it but photography of the
edwood forests. Poorest picture this
tar has made. — J. H. Yaughan, Xew
Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa.
Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Yankee Princess, with Bessie Love.
— This is a winner. Book it. It will
Jplease all, especially the Irish. Good
[business. — Mack J. Davis, Dream thelatre, Port Angeles, Wash. — General patronage.
The Hornet's Nest, with Earle Willliams. — People disappointed in the story.
We drew good business. — Mrs. J. A. DosRal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl Problem, with Corinne GrifIfith. — Good picture. Average business. —
[Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Cannon, 111.— Mixed patronage.
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce. —
Went oveT big here. Miss Joyce is at
her best in this picture. — L. W. Heal.
Sterling theatre, Superior, Wis.
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Dust of Desire, with Ruby de Remer.
— Yery good but too heavy for summer.
Business ordinary. — A. J. LuKachie,
Gem theatre. Camden. Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Golden Wall, with Carlyle Blackwell. — Star well liked. Picture pleased
audience. Settings and photograp
beautiful. You will make no mistake hvin
booking this one. — W. R. Champion.
Opera House, Hazel Green, 111.
T'Other Dear
, with
Huff. — Good high Charmer
class feature. Louise
Drew
well.— Sidney Spiegel Jr., Communitv
House theatre. Winnetka, 111.— High
class patronage.
The American Way, with Arthur
Ashley and Dorothy Green. — Good.
Took well. Business usual. Many comments. Could use many more pictures
on this order— A. J. LuKachie, Gem
theatre, Camden, Ark.— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Zero Hour, with June Elvidge. —
Good picture. Fair business. Hot
weather. — Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre. Canton, III. — Mixed patronage.
The American Way. with Arthur Ashley.—Yery good. Pleased all.— H. A.
Sylvester, Gaiety theatre, Kankakee, 111.
— Transient patronage.
Specials
The Son of a Gun fSherry) with J. M.
Anderson. — Yery fine picture. Good action and good business. — Charles DePaul. Dreamland theatre, Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich. — General patronage.
The Challenge of Chance (Film Clearing House) with Jesse Willard. — A sad
disappointment here. Picture would
have got by if photography had been
good. But it was not. — Clay H. Powers.
Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. —
General patronage.
Rothapfel Unit Program (Film Clearing Hause) produced by S. F. Rothapfel.— Failed to please my patrons. Fell
flat as a box office attraction. — M. F.
Gruenwald, Washington theatre. Richmond, Ind. — Mixed patronage.
The House Divided (J. Stuart Blackton) with a special cast. — Picture good
but business poor. — Charles Kuchan.
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed
patronage.
Love and the Law (Sherry) with an
all star cast. — Better than most specials.
Good business two days. — Charles DePaul, Dreamland theatre, Sault Ste.
Marie. Mich. — General patronage.
Life's Greatest Problem (Film Clearing House) with Mitchell Lewis. — Good,
and interesting. — Clay H. Powers. Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — General
patronage.
Hearts of Men, (Hiram Abrams) with
George Beban. — A good, clean family
picture.
theysaid
like that
Bebanit they'll
this
one.If All
ended like
too
quickly. — H. P. Thompson. Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Love and the Law (Sherry > with Edgar Lewis. — Good picture to fair business.— Charles Kuchan. Idylhour theatre.
Canton, 111. — Mixed 75patronage.
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New York City, Aug. 1ft 1919.
accident
James Grainger has but limited
insurance on his automobile and none of it
covers "self collision," as a result of which
James ran head-on into another car up
over sevSing-Sing way and had to hand the
garage
in
enty dollars to a poor orphan
is: Get
story
this
of
moral
business. The
a "Henry" car and buy your spare parts at
Woolworth's.
* * *
W hile dining at the Astor the other day,
one of a party began to grumble about the
: "Don't
Hadleyyouchirped
food when
old
may grow
the bread,
fun ofHopp
make
* * *
yourself."
Waldorf Pictures Corporation will close
its New York offices at 220 West 42nd
street and move the headquarters to their
studio in Boston.
* * *
Rev. Patrick Joseph Diamond must be
a gem-in-the-rough, as he is referred to as
of Chinatown. Thed
the "fighting priest"warpath
for hard-bode
Reverend is on the
pictures in his parish.
* * *
Arthur MacHuch, live wire press agent,
is certainly keeping the name B. S. Moss
before the puband the Broadway Theatre
lic, and the long line in front of the theatre
nightly is the reason for the broad smile
on Arthur's face. * * *
got
Last Monday night the Clan na' Gael
the
in beef
indulged
and
s
Shanley'
at
together
corned
of
national dish. Huge portions
and cabbage were served to Marshall NeiMclan, Matt Moore, Timothy O'Day, John
Sweeney, Jimmie "Scrapping" Grainger,
y. All enandbutPathadO'Roone
Jack Pickford
to wash it down
joyed the repast,
with Irish
ginger *ale.* *

There is no comeback to the "Boomerang"
g it. It's a
now that Joe Brandt is handlin
sure hit and will "knock 'em dead" first
throw.
* * *
Blanche Abrams has relieved Howard
Dietz of the routine of advertising at the
Goldwyn Company. Miss Abrams has the
ability and training to fill the position to the
queen's taste.
Carl Edouards, director of the Strand
orchestra, is rendering a class of music
with the tranwhich has made a great hit Chester
Blade :
sients. To quote the Port
"The Strand orchestra of New York is a
e
up-to-dat
of the
music
dandy asandwellplays
It can
vian.
antedelu
as the
kind
makes
jazz, march and classic in a way that
time."ear.Music
the rural
you
Go tohathit,
sootheall the
charmsfeeltogood
Carl.
* * *
Fred Beecroft has gone to Maine for a
two weeks' vacation.
* * *
Roiiert E. Welsh is expected to return
to his M. P. News editorial desk this week.
Bob has enjoyed himself even though he
didn't sec the doctor
* *before
* leaving.
The old reliable Tom Bedding is again
behind a publicity desk in the film industry. This time, however, he essays the
French and has a mouthful every time he
has to say the name of his company. Tom
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Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Miss Samuels is
quite an expert with rod and reel, it is said,
and she almost fished the bottom out of
the lake.
* * *

J. B. =
=
George Landy is off on a two weeks'
furlough for recreation and rest.
is a Hnguest par excellence and if he skids
* * *
on the French he can shoot it across in the
Realart's "Soldiers of Fortune" is unlingo of Cicero, "quod erat demondergoing the final cutting.
* * *
strandum."
On
Thursday
Major
Ian Hay Beith
The new title for Grace Davidson's first
for Europe. Major Beith has for
production, which she made for the Pioneer sailed
some time past been a member of Cecil B.
Film Company, is *"Atonement."
* *
DeMille's staff producing the "Male and
Female" feature. * * *
Report from the coast says that Margaret
Campbell of the Goldwyn Company, who
The Pacific Producing Company is the
has a home close by the sea at Los Angeles, newest company to make a bid for popliterally fell into a small fortune one day
ular favor. The first story to be pictured
last week while strolling along the beach.
by
this
organization is a serial, "The RaMiss Campbell was accompanied by a tenMystery," Cleo
whichMadison
will be isinthetwelve
year-old boy on her stroll and the boy was parts, dium
in which
star.
very much interested in the passing ships. Others in this thriller are Eileen Sedgwick,
All of a sudden the lad spied a miniature Bob Reeves, Jeff Osborne, Gordon Mcwaterspout about half a mile off shore.
Miss Campbell, after a close scrutiny, said: Gregar and Bob Gray.
* * *
"Why, son, that's a whale, a real, live,
Some wag has suggested that it might be
Cetacea eps." "Don't
honest-to-goodness
know
about that," replied the lad, "but he a fine scheme to unite Universale "Joe
Martin" and Vitagraph's "Sarah" in the
looks proved
as though
getting
sea sick."
This
to behethewascase.
The whale
got bonds of matrimony to produce comedy
stars,
of course, that they were
a touch of old fashioned "mal de mer" and issue byprovided,
said union; and further provided,
did the Jonah act, only in this case, instead
of setting free a no account Jonah, he of course, that the progeny be normal and
the screen.
sized chunk of amber- show a predilection* for
a fair ashore
up floated
coughed
* *
gris, which
and was picked
up by the charming Margaret. Ambergris
Anyway, Joe Martin has a high-priced
is one of the most valuable substances
* * *
known and is used in the manufacture of press agent.
perfume.
Well
done,
Margaret.
"Why
The
oldest
exhibitor
recorded in AmerGet Married" when fortune knocks at your
beach in that fashion? I sure would like
ica was Cortez, who screened "Desert
Gold" in 1547. Some say that the wiley old
to be a beach-comber in Los Angeles.
boy was a reviewer and that he panned
* * *
"Desert Gold." * * *
Lenore Samuels, secretary to Vivian
Moses of the House of Selznick, has just
Dave Berman has joined the Realart
returned from a two weeks' vacation at Pictures Corporation
* *as *purchasing agent.
Helen Michaels has signed up with the
Realart Pictures Corporation.
* * *
Charles Spers has signed a contract with
the Vitagraph Company. Mr. Spers is the
youngest juvenile in the motion picture
industry. He will support Bessie Love in
her forthcoming offering.
* * *
Henry Miller, Jr., has joined the cast
of the Pinero play to support Tom Moo're.
New

England

Film Men

Enjoy
"Get
BOSTON,
MASS.—
The Together"
New England
Exchange
Managers'
Association,
including members in Boston, New Haven,
Portland and Bangor, held an enjoyable
"Get Together" at Pemberton Inn, Boston,
assistant
managers, salesmen andmanagers,
bookers
attending.
Frederick S. Murphy presided at the
business meeting. Talks were given by
William H. Jenner (secretary). Harry
Ascher, J. A. Mullin, Harry Campbell
and Dr. Edward Goldman.
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New Bay Ridge Theatre
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Max H. Robitchek, president
of will
the Halendon
Construction company,
erect a modern
motion picture theatre at Fifth avenue
and 8(ith street, Bay Ridge, upon a site
recently purchased for $55,000.
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Bray

Pictographs

Products
fohn

Are

and

All

Secured

Other
by

Goldwyn

R. Bray Increases Capital Stock and Prepares to Add Several Novelties
for
Distribution During Coming Year

Closely following the enlargement of
ioldwyn Pictures Corp., through the
Krease of the capitalization and the
(filiation of the Shuberts, A. H. Woods
nd the Selwyns, comes the announcelent that the twenty million dollar cororation has scored again by adding the
'•ray Pictographs and the entire product
f the Bray organization to its list of
ttractions. This is regarded as an acquiition of the first importance, in that the
roduct of the Bray Studios is unique
ven at the present time and will be
reatly amplified under the contract with
lohdwyn.
The Pictographs in single reels, which
lready have become popular, will be
ublished weekly under the name of
k>ldwyn-Bray Pictographs, and the serice now in force will be continued withut interruption. The week beginning
•eptember 7 the pictures will go through
ioldwyn exchanges.
Company Is Enlarged
To more efficiently handle the growig requirements of the company, which
fter a time will supply Goldwyn with
hree reels a week, instead of one, the
apital has been increased to $1,500,000.
'he
concern,
henceforth
to be
nown new
as Bray
Pictures
Corp., retains
■11 the assets and the good will of the
5ray Studios. Plans are nearing cora■letion for the erection of a new studio
nd office building to house the producion, sales and administrative departnents. Also, the organization has been
■repared to meet greater demands by the
ddition of a number of men, prominent
n financial, scientific and artistic affairs,
ohn R. Bray continues as controlling
tockholder and as President.
The Short Reel Masterpiece was the
■roductive goal of the company, accordng to a statement issued by Mr. Bray,
nd now it has been reached, he beieves. Several distinct novelties are
lready underway and will be forthicming early in the fall, while others
re being developed for subsequent
lonths.
One of the novelties will be the first
omic cartoon in colors, an absolute
nnovation in screen entertainment which
tfr. Bray has perfected and for which he
ontrols basis patents that prohibit the
mitation of these colored cartoons by
Inv other producer.
Soon there will follow the first
nimated tragedy and the animated
antasy, also produced under basis
•atents controlled by the Bray corporaion. The Bray organization has been
working on these novelties for a coniderable time and has perfected proesses to such a degree that the figures
■n the screen appear absolutely lifeike, so much so that those who viewed
he initial productions believed they were
lade with people instead of from drawngs. Lieutenant J. F. Leventhal and

Max Fleischer gave Mr. Bray valuable
co-operation in bringing the pictures to
their present state of perfection.
Pictograph To Be Improved
Under the direction of Waldemar
Kaempfert. editor of Popular Science
Monthly, and with the backing of that
publication, the science, romance and
adventure numbers of the Pictograph
will be enlarged upon and made an even
more striking feature of the Pictograph
than they have been in the past. Here
again, the Bray Corporation controls
patents that give it a monopoly on this
form of screen production which opens
up unlimited opportunities for the presentation of the Jules Verne type of
story in which romance, adventure and
science are combined in fiction of an
intensely interesting nature.
Variety and human interest will be
marked in forthcoming Pictographs, according to present plans. Sports will
have their place, also travel subjects,
intimate studies of world-famous personalities and curious novelties gathered
by cameramen sent to all corners of the
globe.
Another New Playhouse
MADISONVILLE, KY.— E. W. Dozier, manager of the Garrick theatre, has
opened
motion
theatrefiveat times
Nortonville aand
will picture
give shows
a week. Thomas Morse, who has been
connected with the Garrick, will act as
manager.
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In looking
over a lot of movie
| junk, such as press books and the
| like, I found a January number
| of EXHIBITORS HERALD.
| / never knew that I had this
| sample copy in my office and
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N. Dak. §
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Oscar Apfel Completes
"The Oakdale Affair"
Oscar Apfel has finished directing the
production of "The Oakdale Affair,"
Edgar Rice Burroughs' mystery story in
which Evelyn Greeley is the star. He
is now at work cutting the picture to
get it down to a length that makes it
desirable for use by exhibitors. He is
being assisted in editing the picture by
Lee Dougherty, well known film cutter,
as well as the oldest in the industry. Mr.
Apfel states that in view of his experience in trying to make a trained bear
amenable to direction he is not willing
to undertake another picture that requires the services of trained animals.

"OUR MARY" IN "THE HOODLUM"
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Toledo

Will

Have

$75,000 Playhouse
Opened November 1
TOLEDO, O.— Remodeling of the old
Kaiserhof cafe building, 325 St. Clair
street, for a new $75,000 motion picture
theatre will be started at once by the
Pantheon Theatre Co., recently incorporated here for $100,000.
A 20-year lease has been acquired by
Lon Hoiles of the George B. Ricaby Co.
The
is owned by the Eiffel
Realtyproperty
Co.
The new theatre will be known as the
Pantheon. It will have a seating capacity
of 1,000. The interior of the present
building will be entirely torn out and
an elaborate front put on. It is expected
the theatre will be opened Nov. 1.
Incorporators of the Pantheon Theatre
Co., are: John F. Kulmer, H. C. Horater
of the Alhambra theatre, John J. Gardner, Langdon W. Kumler and William
H. McLellan.

Scene from 'His Majesty, the American," Fairbanks* first production nnder the United
Artists Corporation banner, to be published September 1.
Airplanes

Test

Prove
Valuable
Aids
I
To Motion
Picture Concerns

of Aeromarine Plane to CarryJMail to Outgoing Vessel Convinces Industry of
Its Worth

The White Star Steamship company
has contracted with the Aeromarine
Plane and Motor Company, of New
York, for the delivery of late mail to
their steamers on outgoing voyages.
Specifications call for delivery on board
two hours and thirty minutes after sailing time.
The Majestic left her dock at 11 a. m.,
Thursday, August 14, and the flying boat
left her mooring at 1 p. m. In just
twenty minutes or at 1:20 p. in. the mail
had been dropped on board the Majestic eighteen miles at sea.
Tin- White Star Steamship Company
has announced that it is well pleased
with the results of the experiment and
that it had decided to make airplanes
part
its passenger
ships' equipment
just of
as allsoon
as the Aeromarine
Plane
and Motor Company could supply them.
Picture Companies Use Planes
Several motion picture companies have
arranged to furnish airplanes for location managers it is said, and will include
airplanes in the necessary equipment.
The airplane is here to take its place
in the commerce of the world, and one
of the most important industries of the
world is the motion picture.
The White Star Steamship Company
states it will use airplanes to deliver the
manifests to ships at sea. By so doing
they will permit of the sailing of each
ship at least eighteen hours sooner than
if she had awaited as is required by law
under the existing conditions. This same
company as others have at different
times in the past used speed launches
to overtake ships leaving port. Each
minute saverl it is said means exactly
seventy-six dollars, for that is the aver-

age cost of operating a large passenger
steamer.
Deliver Films Anywhere
Motion pictures can be delivered under
any and all conditions by airplane to
interior towns on and off the railroad,
saving half or more of the time required
by any other method.
Managers can use airplanes to spot locations, then wireless to studios for the
passenger plane to proceed at once with
the actors as to latitude, longitude and
minute location as directed, saving much
time and money for the company. The
first motion picture concern that adopts
this system will doubtless be heralded
internationally as the pace-maker.
The U. S. Government airplane mail
department is looking for landing fields
in all parts of the country. Motion picture studios are usually located in the
outlying districts near such fields, and
the possibilities of organizing flying
clubs and arranging for the use of that
field for clubs are many. Incidentally a
Tcquest to the airmail post master general at Washington that the field be put
on the airmail route should be taken advantage of.
Booklet Describes Plan
The Exhibitors Herald will mail
free upon application a booklet giving
full information in such matters and will
gladly furnish any other cooperation
possible.
The airmail is being extended as fast
as it is possible to locate the fields and
it is reasonable to believe that the town
offering all necessary facilities to tht
Government is going to be considered
first.
78

"Virtuous

Men" Opens
Run at Washington

"Virtuous Men," the S-L production,
opened at Poli's Theatre, Washington.
D. C, on August 10th for an indefinite
run. According to H. E. Coffey, Manager
of the Empire Film Distributing Co.,
which organization is handling the picterritory,
"Virtuous
playedture fortothis
capacity
at the
opening Men''
performance in Washington. Unusual in-'
terest on the part of the motion picture
public has been manifested in the Poli
presentation due to the tremendous
newspaper campaign which heralded the
coming of the production some time ago
in connection with Moore's Rialto Theatre.
Arthur H. Sawyer of S-L Pictures, together with Bert Ennis, Director of Publicity, are at present in Washington to
assist in the exploitation campaign which
the picture will receive throughout its
run. The S-L publicity representative
has arranged for distribution next week
of one thousand "teasers" to the Washington motion picture public for the
purpose of securing the correct definition
of the picture's unusual title. Prizes will
be distributed to the winners of this contest at the close of the engagement.
Companies to Nominate
N. A. M. P. I. Committee?
NEW YORK.— President William A
Brady of the National Association oj
the Motion Picture Industry has re
quested the member companies to norn
inate executives for service on the vari
ous committees of the Association foi
the coming year, with the understands
that nominations will be equivalent tu
appointment by the president.
This plan of allowing each coniparn
to pick the men it wishes lo see as it:!
representatives on each important com
mittee, was initiated last year am
worked so well that ;t has been decide'
to continue it. To the committees ha
been intrusted a great part of the wori
of the Association and to their effort
a substantial portion of the concrete ac
complishment of the organization durint
tlic past year must be credited.
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John's Invention Wins Instantaneous Approval— Is Big Improvement Over Old
Fashioned Heavy Glass Slide
The Fine Art Slide manufactured by better on the screen," he explained, "but
he International Lantern Slide Cor- the numerous troubles in handling the
oration for the use of motion picture old slide are all eliminated in this one.
roducers and exhibitors, as well as an It is unbreakable — it costs less to disdvertising medium for other branches
tribute, the initial cost is less — it can be
f industry, seems to have already es- sent by first class mail with a letter.
ablished itself, according to reports
rom the offices of the manufacturer, as There are innumerable advantages I
he coming motion picture theatre slide. could mention in favor of my patented
It was designed, experimented with slide — but we will leave that to the conor years, and finally perfected by Robert
sumer.
ohn, an inventor of many photographic
Fox Places Big Order
inovations who saw the manifold disdvantages in the old-fashioned heavy
Fox Film Corporation, however,
lass slide invented years ago with the has"The
seen the merits in my Art Slide and
rs.t magic lantern.
all these employees you see here are
Differs from Other Slides
working full speed on orders for Fox
This new Fine Art Slide differs so to cover their newest productions such
mch from its predecessor that it can
as 'Checkers,' 'Wolves of the Xight.'
ardly be classed as a magic lantern
fide. The first and most obvious dis- "Evangeline,' 'La Belle Russe.' 'Rough
dvantage of the old style, the two
Riding Romance'
many others.
Orfrom other and
prominent
producers
lasses — have been dispensed with, are alsoders under
way
and
we
are
receiving
liminating the possibility of breakage.
many inquiries from some of the big
This feature of common lantern slides
as long hampered the producer and exhibitors throughout the country since
made their recent anxhibitor. Instead, Mr. John has built the Fox company
nouncement of the adoption of our
tie body of his slide from gelatine, and
he picture, instead of being photoJohn is highly enthusiastic over
raphed, printed, developed and dried in theMr.success
of his Fine Art Slide and
le old manner is now completed rapidly
slide."
predicts that it will revolutionize the
yelatine
meansprocess,
of Mr. enabling
John's special
photoslide projection branch of the motion
him to obtain
ie same beautiful half-tone effects picture industry in view of the many
superior qualities of this unique slide
ound in the finest screeji prints. The
including plain black-and-whites as well
opy for the slide is, theretore, printed as
the infinite color combinations which
n the gelatinous sheet, which is pliant
.nd light, and will take flat colors or are obtainable with his special half-tone
ombinations as may be desired.
process.
Motion picture producers, beginning
■ith Fox Film Corporation who have
dopted the Fine Art Slides for all
Jture
big tospecial
een quick
realize productions',
the enormous have
adantages of this slide over the old style
md many have already discarded the
eavy glass one for this unique new
eparture.
John Still Experifnenting
At the laboratory of the International
•antern Slide Corporation at 229 West
3th Street, Mr. John, the inventor and
erfector of the screen's latest novelty,
. at present engaged in making exeriments on some new and interesting
olor combinations for the slide which
e has just introduced on the market.
"It iswhen
veryapproached
gratifying,"on said
in;ntor
the the
subject
f his slide. "I have been working on
lis Art Slide for a long time and the
-*ception which it has been given by
ie producers and exchange managers reays me in full for the work I have put
ito it.
"Years
me The
that
lere
was ago
needit ofoccurred
such a to
slide.
Id style glass article had many drawacks, and, after a score of experiments
ith several different materials I finally
gured out the process which has rellted in the slide you see here.
ROBERT JOHN
Inventor of Fine Art Mid<"Not only is the projected picture
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Marcus Loew to Add
Three More Theatres
To Cleveland String
CLEVELAND. O.— District Manager
Tack Kuhn of the Marcus Loew interests
has announced that within the next
twelve months Mr. Loew will have at
least seven theatres in operation in
Cleveland. He now has four pla\-houses
here.
The most recent addition to the Loew
string here is the New Euclid which was
taken over August 9. The other three
are the Stillman, Alhambra and Mall.
The Liberty, which is being remodeledv
will be reopened some time in the fall.
Mr. Kuhn is acting as manager of the
Stillman theatre with Syd Gates as assistant. Michael Goldstein is managing
the Euclid. Jack Greenbaum is manager
of the Alhambra with Edward White as
assistant. The Mall is managed by William Smith with Lester Kline as assistant. M. A. Malaney will have charge
of the publicity and advertising for all
the Loew theatres here.
Goldwyn

Anniversary

Week,
September of8-14
Ever since
the announcement
the
enlargement of Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
by the increase of the capital stock to
twenty million dollars and the affiliation
of the Shubert, A. H. Woods and the
Selwyn interests, Goldwyn exchange men
have been preparing
to make
Goldwyn's
anniversary
week, Sept.
8-14, surpass
all
records.
Every member of the twenty-two exchanges is out to make the six days
memorable. They mark the third anniversary of Goldwyn, and even more than
that, they stand as the beginning of a
new era in the life of Goldwyn Pictures
Corp., which now has unlimited resources in capital, play material, stars,
directors and authors.

"U" Buys Stories by
Well- Known Authors
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Company, has just announced the acquisition of thirteen
stories by famous authors for immediate
production. This is in line with
Laemmle's long-maintained conviction
that the story is the basis of every really
good production.
Among the works purchased are "The
Peddler" and "The Germaine." by Henry
C. Rowland: "No Experience Required,"
by Frank R. Adams; "Myself Becky."
by W. Carey Wonderly and "The
Strange Case
Cavendish."
the
typewriter
of of
Randall
Parish, from
the last
named to be made into a serial of
eighteen episodes featuring Kathryn
O'Connor and Jack Perrin.
Optimistic Exhibitor
To Build at Klamath
KLAMATH FALLS, ORE— Confident that the completion of a new railroad now being extended to this city will
result in a big boom for the town, H.
W. Poole has purchased 103 frontage in
the business district and within thirty
days will begin the construction of a
theatre with a seating capacity of 1.800.
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They cited scores of instances of wher
big advertising campaigns had resulte
in capacity crowds for week runs, d(
spite the fact that the mercury ws
around the 90 mark, and the dayligl
saving bugaboo stalked about.
Pioneer

Left to riiilit — Mrs. Levy, Col. Fred Levy, First Xational franchise holder, Louisville,
Kt.; August Blum, of Levy Bros.; Henry Lehrmun, of Henry Lehrman Productions, Inc.;
Anita ofSchmidt,
L. Tally, and
vice-president
First
National
andMissholder
franehiseof Milwaukee;
Los Angeles T.territory,
Miss Henrietta
Luscher, Milwaukee.
Exhibitors
Of

Prepare

Daylight

to Make
Saving

Best

Permanently

Wilson's Veto of Repeal Means Continuance for
Term of Years — Advertising Overcomes
Many Disadvantages of Situation
Exhibitors of the country, who now
performance to see the part of the program they have missed. This often reregard their fight against the daylight
sults in scores being turned away at the
saving law as lost for a period of years
beginning of the second show, although
at least, are preparing to adjust themthe house is half empty a half hour later.
selves to it.
To counteract this, some managers
run short features for the first half hour
AS long as the measure was regarded
and repeat them at the end of the first
as a temporary one which eventually
the second evening performance,
would lie repealed, theatre owners de- and
which in effect means the second show
voted little time to studying out the best
way of handling the situation. Now,
begins a half hour later than the usual
however, they feel that steps must be hour.
taken to counteract the blow daylight
Producers Aid Exhibitors
saving has given to summer attendance
at theatres.
Complaints during the past summer
were fewer than usual, however, as proLength of Features Problem
ducers and distributors have aided exhibitors materially by turning out proThe length of programs offered is one
ductions of exceptional merit for the
of the questions being considered. By summer months.
careful checking up, many theatre men
All of the large producing companies
believe thattainment toholding
the evening's
enter-is have studied the summer question and
seven reels,
if possible,
attempted to make the entertainment
the best policy.
especially appealing during the
The Riviera,theatres,
one of has
Chicago's
big offered
warm months. Snow scenes are freneighborhood
found that
quently introduced.
running a long program during the sumThroughout the past three months, the
mer months cuts seriously into its box
companies have published strong picoffice receipts. When a feature runs over
tures which in previous years would have
five reels, it must have exceptional merit
been saved for the late fall and winter.
to win a showing at this house.
Advertising Is Important
Seating Capacity Is Reduced
( >ther theatre men report that it they
Exchange managers who were asked
start their first evening show at the their opinion as the best way to overusual hour, the house does not fill up
come the daylight saving law disadvantages declared that heavier advertising
For nearly an hour ami that a large perwould bring the attendance.
centage of the people stay to the second
SO

Y

Building

Chain of Exchanges
To Handle Produc
Distribution Depots Are Al
ready Established in
Six Cities
With exchanges in six principal citit
now handling its output, the Pionei
Film Corporation is building a chain <
independent exchanges which it expec
will extend over the entire United Stati
before the end of fall.
Pioneer has its own offices in Ne
York and Buffalo and is now affiliat<
with Greater Stars Productions in Ch
cago, The Eastern Features Film :
Boston and the M. & R. exchanges i
San Francisco.
Seek More Productions
In order to keep its list of federate
exchanges well supplied with attractioi
which can compete in the open mark
with any and all comers, the Pionee
in addition to continuing its policy <
purchasing the really notable produ
tions placed on the market, are carryir
on negotiations with the end in vie
of forming a chain of independent pu
chasing units, which will make pictun
on
subjects
which have
been su'
mitted
for approval
to thefirst
exchangemt
handling Pioneer productions.
A body to be known as the Pione
general staff, composed of the men b
hind the Pioneer Film Corporation, tl
officers of the exchanges and the pr
ducing units will be formed. The po\
ers of this body will be purely advisor
but all matters of policy, both of pr
duction and exploitation will be su
mitted to it for consideration ai
discussion.
Pioneer Defines Plan
The Pioneer Film Corporation will
no time attempt to encroach upon tl
rights of the associated associations, b
will reserve for itself the final word upc
all matters pertaining to the gener
policy, and it will be the arbiter in di
puted
For questions.
months past the Pioneer Exec
tives have been studying the details
the proposed chain, and when the m
ment came to begin the formation
the cooperative body, the facts we
presented to those interested in a co
crete form, and were accepted by :
who have entered the new organizati<
with but few modifications.
Realart Gets Chautard Filn
A contract has been closed with Em
Chautard Productions by Arthur S. Kai
president of Realart Pictures Corpor
tion, and Isaac Wolpcr, president
Mayflower Photoplay Corporatic
whereby six pictures are to be ma
under the terms of the agreement. T
first of these, "The Mystery of the Yi
low Room," a detective story, will
completed within the next few days ai
published early this Fall
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Export Figures for Month of June
fiTASHIXGTOX. D. C. — Exports of motion picture film? during th^ fiscal year
4 with last June were somewhat higher than those of the fiscal year 1914.
last pre-war year, according to reports secured from the Bureau of Foreign
Domestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce.
During the twelve
tks ended with June. 1919. we exported unexposed film to the total of 93.131.290
r feet, with a value of $2,161,210. as compared with 155,359,550 linear feet,
at $4,264,722, during the corresponding period of 1913-14; our exports of
film, however, totaled 96.933.749 feet, with a value of $5,963,333. as comwith 32.690.104 feet, worth $2,282,924, in 1913-14.
exports during the month of June, as reported by the bureau, ran excepilly heavy, shipments consisting of 14.461,001 feet of unexposed film, valued
1,554. and 11.977.556 feet of exposed film, worth $641,820.
rhe
rts infollowing
detail: tabie, prepared by the experts of the bureau, show the month's
Not Exposed
Exposed
Linear Feet
tries
Linear Feet
400.816
i
nark
MOXTE BLUE
22.015
ce .
10,366
79.573
791.536
871
Who has just sigrned a contract with
23S.37S
69.662
.13,885.137
4.936
Famon* Playern-Lajsky Corporation to
13,600
Goza and Cyprus Is.
309
appear in Paramount-Artcraft pictures
441.685
for the next five years.
21.337
533
755.896
44,200
1.000
agai ".!".!;'.".!".'."".".!".'."!
16.400
29.082
130.000
15.000
500
6.000 been resigstered with the Czecho-Slo42.339
21.040
117.496
1.889.352
vak Consulate. All such certificates of
29.909
origin must be viseed by the Czecho1.345
slovak Consulate. The consular charges
620
62.000
ia
348.939
79.440
1.248.010
12.74S
125 for such vise will be $2.50. Forms of
the above mentioned certificates of ori5.000
224.000
6.470
4,600
gin will be supplied by the Czecho-Slo200
327.232
vak Consulate General in New York.
20.524
dland and Labrador,
11.858
258,211
Before making shipments, exporters
5.i (On
d and Tobago
29,000
225 are cautioned to apply to the Czecho2.433
523.110
64,749
20.742
slovak Commercial Commission for the
sh West Indies,
670 purpose of complying with such require800
40.000
.inican Republic
20.000
ments of the Czecho-Slovak Government
553.825
ntina
22.424 as will insure the entrance of such ship535,705
320
9.600
25.080
ments into Czecho-Slovakia.
360
181,699
11.710
v.300
96.300
2.645 Evidence of Issuance of Import License
200.641
niay .
48.793
■zuela
36.171
Not Now Required Before Certifi3,979
1.212
434
cation of Invoice
225.908
7.543
250
8,000
h India
20,920
4.500
363,007
The
War
Trade
Board Section of the
242,233
s Settlements
18.289
Department of State announces for the
i East Indies.
223.484
information of importers that American
391,296
6,028 Consuls abroad have been instructed that
a in Asia.
13,128
2.400 4S»it is no longer necessary to require eviralia
84,000
42,052
761.024
dence of the issuance of an import
Zealand
140,674
454.260
license before certifying an invoice
ppine Islands . .
15.734
122,988
sh West Africa.
11.047 covering the shipment of any commodity
>t
48.900
notwithstanding such com1.902 whatsoever,
modity may be one whose importation
14.461.001
$641,320 is still subject to control by individual
$279,554
11,977,556
Total
license. The foregoing regulation supersedes and concels the regulation contained in the third paragraph of W. T.
1. Imports into Czecho-Slovakia have B. R, 533 issued January 20, 1919.
Shipments to Czecho-Slovakiaof the
le War Trade Board Section
been restricted by the Czecho-Slovak
: rtment of State have been advised rials.
Government to foodstuffs and raw mateje Czecho-Slovak Consul of the es"Bobby" North and Lawrence Weber
ashment of the Czecho-Slovak ComImports into Czecho-Slovakia will of the Apollo Trading Company have
i:ial Commission, of 154 Nassau be2. authorized by the Czecho-Slovak just
closed a deal whereby that company
t, New York City, for the purpose
only when covered by cerministering, in this country, certain Government
tificates of origin, indicating the nature will have complete foreign distribution
new Carlyle Blackwell proo- of the merchandise, quantity, numbers rights in the
of the Czecho-Sl
regulation
new being made in California.
nt scontrolli
ng imports and
VI and
Governme
marks of the shipments, names of Blackwell ductions
will
make six pictures in the
t that country.
the consignees and the steamers on
"e War Trade Board Section of the which the goods are to be shipped. Such first sixteen months' work. Charles
t rtment of State have also been ad- certificates of origin must be sworn to Swickard is directing the first production. Joseph Friedberg is handling the
s by the Czecho-Slovak Consul par- before a Notary, whose signature must films domestically.
— James Beccroft.
the County Clerk, or
by
rnrly
of
the
following
import
regulacertified
be
> of the Czecho-Slovak Government:
whose signature and appointment have
81
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hundreds of places of amusement, ha
just sent a telegram to the Prince invit
ing him to be the guest at another simila
reception. Mr. Fox, in the telegran
welcomed the Prince to the new worl
and extended to him the congratulation
of motion picture workers throughoi
the United States. He then suggeste
that His Royal Highness, being note
for his democracy, inspect the great mc
tion picture city, within two miles c
Broadway, which is now being coi
structed by the Fox interests at 56t
street and Tenth avenue.

Post Nature
Pictures Finished

New

Type of Scenics Will Be
Distributed by Paramount in Sept.
Marking the advent to the screen of
a new type of scenic, which for beauty
of subject and artistry is expected to
surpass anything of a scenic nature ever
hitherto attempted, it is said. There
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures will
be released during September by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
These pictures, running a single reel,
have been taken in various parts of this
country and Canada and are said to be
photographic expressions of Nature in
her most charming moods. Critics who
have seen them declare they are the most
beautiful examples of nature photography yet shown on the screen. Every
scene in each reel is toned or tinted, and
the photography is of the highest artistic character, no scene having been made
unless weather conditions were perfect.
The first release will be "Come, Watch
With Me The Passing Night." This
picture which won unusual commendation when shown at a special engagement some time ago at the Rivoli
Theatre, New York was made in the
West, the scenes having been shot in
Washington, California, Oregon and
British Columbia. The picture was five
months in the making, sometimes as
much as a whole week being required to
obtain 100 feet of the kind of photography desirable. Several of the scenes
were photographed during the early
morning hours before dawn.
The Post Pictures Corporation's
photographers, W. A. Van Scoy and H.
C. Shimeld, went to New England to
get the scenery for the second Paramount-Post Nature Picture. "A Voice
of Gladness." The scenes in this are
said to be marked with a joyous charm
that is accentuated by the titles, which
are taken from some of the best lyric
poetry.
The third Paramount-Post Nature
Picture to be released will be "When
Nature Smiles," which will be available
for exhibitors September 28. This picture was taken in Oregon.
"Brute Breaker" Ready
"The Brute Breaker," a six-part production featuring Frank Mayo and Kathryn Adams, whose "The Little Brother
of the Rich" is now on the market, has
just been completed by the Universal
Film Company. Lynn Reynolds, who
has produced numerous features of an
out-of-doors nature, made the feature
from the story by Johnston McGulley,
a magazine contributor of note.
Write Song for Film
"The White Heather," the ParamountArtcraft Special produced by Maurice
Tourneur, is the latest release of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to
have a special song written around it.
This is published by the McKinley Music
Company of 145 West 45th street, New
York, and 1501 Fast 55th street, Chicago,
with words by Charles A. Snyder and
music by Alfred L. Haasc and J. Fred
Coots.

New

"VOICE OF GLADNESS"
One of the many beautiful bits of landscape and sky caught by the camera for
the forthcoming Paramount Post Nature
series.

"Oh

Boy" Is Opening
Attraction at New
St. Louis Playhouse
The new Grand-Florissant Theatre, in
St. Louis, built at a cost of approximately $200,000, will throw open its
doors to the public for the first time, on
Labor Day night.
As the opening attraction, Manager
Goldman has selected "Oh, Boy!", Capellani's film version of the gieat musical
comedy, which Pathe is distributing. The
selection of "Oh, Boy!" is a great tribute to the drawing power ot the picture,
for by the time it is due to open the
Grand-Florissant it will have played in
a number of other St. Louis theatres.
The Grand-Florissant is considered
one of the most beautiful theatres in St.
Louis, legitimate or motion picture. It
was designed with a view to the artistic,
and is a combination, in model, of several of the finest theatres in the United
States. Manager Goldman will introduce
many novelties to his St. Louis patrons,
and his selection of a film-musical comedy for his premier performance is not
the least of them.
William Fox Invites
Prince of Wales to Be
Guest at Reception
When His Royal Highness, the Prince
of Wales, visits New York he is expected
to be the guest of honor at a tremendous
reception, with sentimental surroundings,
in the Academy, of Music, the largest
motion picture house in the world. The
sentiment attached to such a reception is
that when Edward VII, then Prince of
Wales, visited New York, in the 60's, as
"Lord Renfrew," he was welcomed to
the United States by an imposing reception at the eld Academy of Music.
With this thought in mind, William
Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation,
who controN the Academy among his
82

Jersey Theatre
Managers Work Hard
For Sunday Openin
Interest among motion picture men
centering on the closing weeks of tl
campaign the Exhibitors' League of Nt
Jersey is waging for passage of the ena
ling measure by which Sunday exhil
tions of film plays may be voted in ai
community in the state.
Dr. H. Charles Hespe, president of tl
league, is working overtime to bri
home to legislators the fact that pub
opinion, wherever it has had a chance
be heard, is overwhelmingly in favor .
the referendum law, and he is confide
that this year the efforts of his organi: i
tion, backed by the support of the >
tional Association of the Motion Picti
Industry, will result in a victory for t f
measure.
Local labor bodies have gone on rec< I
as in favor of Sunday motion pictur' k
and it is understood that a number ^
prospective candidates for state offi .
will come out on the same side. Bef
the September primaries it is possi L
that one or both of the party platfor J
will contain a plank advocating the p-l
sage of a Sunday opening bill.
Orpheum

Circuit Gets
"Topics of the Da
With the closing of a blanket cont t
which secures for the Orpheum Vaude'i
Circuit, with the leading variety thea s
of the country and Canada among its m bers, the snappy Literary Digest
known as "Topics of the Day," publis i'
by
Pathe,thisa continent-wide
assured
popular featuredistribution
of comp 1
tively recent birth.
The first of the Orpheum theatres -i
hibited the reel on August 17, and it »
said that it would be appearing dail; n
every theatre of the chain by August l.j
The B. F. Keith Circuit lias already t; lithe feature when this new contract M
closed, which brings the reel before *J
combined
and
Canada.vaudeville audiences of Amil
Arthur F. Beck Buys
"The Capitol" for Bai
Arthur F. Beck, the President of 1
Artco Productions, Inc., announces the I
chase of the Broadway success, "The ('
tol," by Augustus Thomas, as the staij
vehicle for Miss Leah Baird. This i
make the third release of the Artco <
ductions, Inc., the first two being "■
Man Thinks" and "The Volcano" >
Mr. mark
Beck a promises
Caj »<
will
new epochthatin "Tha
photoplay
seutation.
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PLAY

G. A. R. Assisting
In Presentation

of

Warwick Feature
Old Soldiers Willing to Aid
the Exploitation of

he popular utar will npne.tr^iiiurll
BOOB inin her
•-The .nupport.
UlKht to Happine**.'
9H, :.m-i i
H,
How

to

Advertise

a

Special

with William

Feature

Toledo Exhibitor Adopts Policy of "The
Bigger the Feature, the Heavier The Advertising"— Paves Way for Repeat Dates
mmmtmmmmmmm
believe that no exhibitor can afford
"I believe in good lobby smashes and
very few of the attractions are presented
.tcverlook a single advertising bet when
without them. On 'Sunnyside' I used
hts playing a special feature attraction.
three large especially-painted signs hung
T thing for every wide.-awake showfrom the marquis. I surmounted the
mi to do is figure out just how many
marquis with a large cut-out of Chaplin.
"I handled the newspapers carefully.
pole he can reach with his exploitaThey carried large ads in advance of
the
showing and also carried an ad each
rhis illustrated the viewpoint of E. H.
day during the week of the showing of
GT stle,
manager
Loew's
atre at
Toledo, ofOhio,
whenValentine
Gerstle
the picture.
overlook
a single
bet.
I think I nodidn't
exhibitor
should
miss
p asked to account for the phenominal
any
opportunities
for
promotion
when
stress he had achieved with a special he is playing a new Charlie Chaplin
feure attraction. It had been uncomfoably hot in Cleveland during the picture.
•Wk's run of his attraction. All other
Chaplin's Are Sure Bets
attsement sources claiming to be warm"Chaplin's pictures are regarded as
W'ther remedies had spared no efforts more
or less of a sure bet by the average
are Cleveland's crowds to their own
picture-goer. Consequently there is no
into rests.
need of over-ambitious word matter and
Gerstle Explains Ideas
eulogies of the star. Just as strong as
the exhibitor realizes that Chaplin is a
;rstle attributes his success to "sen- box
office attraction so does the public
si!:" exploitation.
realize
the same thing. The main thing
iat that exploitation is not always
to do is to reach out and notify everys-'ible." he said, qualifying his stateone possible. The mere announcement
Wt of success. "For I really think 'Chaplin's New Picture,' is enough to
it But in this case my promotion de- bring the crowds. Consequently as
nuded merely that I let Cleveland know
many big posters as can possibly be used
th I had Charlie Chaplin's third million
and as many other advertising mediums
deir production, 'Sunnyside,' released
can be found to carry this message
tby7irst Xational Exhibitors' Circuit. I as
be put to work by the exhibitor.
>dn this by using twenty-four sheets, should
"But the most interesting part of
twity-five six sheets, two hundred one'Sunnyside' for me. if you are to know,
sn ts and two hundred cards. I realized
th general interest in the Chaplin pic- is that I'm going to repeat it later on."
tu and for this reason I did not confine
^advertising efforts to the downtown
Superb May Move
di: icts. I went into the neighborhood
TAMPA, FLA.— H. A. Kelly, presise>ons with my exploitation because I
dent of the Superb Film Corporation of
■be ved that 'Sunnyside' was a picture
Miami, is considering moving his entire
th was worth going miles to see. Box
oft; returns proved I was correct.
plant to this city.
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"Secret Service"
Branches of the Grand Army of the
Republic are greatly assisting exhibitors in putting over "Secret
the Paramount-Artcraft
Special, Service,"
starring
Robert Warwick, as one of the biggest
attractions offered by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in some time.
Parades Aid Exploitation
In Xew York City several weeks ago.
the various executives of the G. A. R.
organization were highly enthusiastic
over the manner in which Hugh Ford
handled this production as well as the
artistry of Robert Warwick and other
members of the cast. Reports from different parts of the country, it is announced by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, indicate that exhibitors are
finding valuable allies in the local
branches of the G. A. R. and many
"stunts" including parades, meetings and
celebrations are being used in connection with the showing of the film of
Civil War days.
At the Stillman Theatre in Cleveland.
Ohio, the G. A. R. idea was used to particular advantage, the box-office results
proving to what a great extent the veterans can help the manager in scoring
aWith
ten strike
with the ofuseWilliam
of the "stunt."
the assistance
Leyser,
the exploitation expert of the local Famous Players-Lasky office, the theatre
gained the utmost cooperation from the
G. A. R. branch and after it was all
over, Department Commander H. C.
Martindale expressed himself in a letter to Mr. personal
Leyser, asacknowledgment
follows: "I wishto
to make
you and the management of the Stillman
for your courtesy in inviting the Civil
War Veterans to see the play "Secret
Service" two nights ago. It was deeply
appreciated and greatly enjoyed by all
who were privileged to attend. I count
it one of the masterpieces of the moving
picture stage."
Old Soldiers Co-Operate
The Publicity Department of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has
found the G. A. R. branches glad to cooperate in the presentation of "Secret
Service"
everytown
exhibitor
runs
this and
film urges
in whose
there who
is a
local branch, to take advantage of this
co-operation. By arranging a "G. A. R.
Xight," obtaining
with a parade
through the
street,
endorsements
from main
the
officers for advertising and publicity purposes, and interviews with them for the
newspapers, the showing of this film
can be made a big event.
New Leslie Feature
Gladys Leslie has begun active work
on her new feature, "Fate in the Balance." from the novelette by Seward W
Hopkins, published in the All Story Magazine. The picture is being made at Vitagraph's eastern studio in Brooklyn, under
the direction of John W. Xoble. who retors. cently joined Yitagraph's staff of direc-
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ican consulate and, with the rest of tr
refugees, was sent home via Hollanr
When America entered the war Acker ei
listed. He served in France with the 401
division artillery.

Reported by H. E. N.
.
=
J. M. McLain, master of properties
James L. Kirkwood, appearing in the into a contract with the Charlie Chaplin the Western Vitagraph studios in Holl
all-star cast of "The Luck of the Irish," Company at the highest salary ever paid wood, was employed in the same capaci
such a youthful actor.
in course of production at the Brunton
in the eastern studios for ten years pri.
Studios under the direction of Allan
to his migration west. Joe crav
Dwan, broke a bone in his hand during
Buster Keaton is fast developing into Hawaiian music. He has just purchased
the filming of a fight scene between Jimmy a Christy
and can be seen any Hawthorne (not a bush — a phonograpl
and a band of crooks, but is continuing day out atMathewson,
the Lehrman Studio in Culver and he whiles away the beautiful Ca
fornia evenings listening to melodio
working. Besides Kirkwood, the cast in- City, warming up the old soup bone.
cludes such notable players as Anna Q.
strains originated in that Paradise of t
Nilsson, Harry Northrup and Ward
"O-Louie"
Crane.
Jay O'Bbien Chapman, P. A. for J. Pacific.
goes His
intofavorite
rapturesis when
he heaaWarren Kerrigan, blossomed forth this •Joe
"On
the
Beach
at
Waikiki."
and startled the natives of the
Work has just commenced on the fourth week
Brunton lot with a beautiful palm beach
Brentwood production, of which King creation.
Another page in motion picture histc
Vidor is both author and director. The
will shortly be written according to N
release date of "The Other Half," DirecHerbert Acker, formerly with the 40th H. Spitzer of the Bull's-Eye Film Corpi
tor Vidor's third Brentwood production,
tion, when the Bull's-Eye will announce
will be announced shortly. This story Division, U. S. A., has accepted a posi- new
one-reel novelty, which will
was also written by the youthful director.
tion as artCompany,
title director
for Bull's-Eye
original and have far-reaching resu
Comedy
Hollywood,
which
The
novelty
will be advertised in I
will feature art titles exclusively.
September issues of the trade papers.
The final scenes of "A Lad of Ireland,"
the
title on
of J.theWarren
thirdworking
production
BruntonKerrigan's
lot, are
Lieut. R. Lyons, who was chief photog- Celebrated Players
being filmed. The Irish settings for this
for the 79th Division, A. E. F.,
film are exact counterparts of Irish vil- recently rapher
returned from France and is now
Lands S-L-K Serial
lages, for which fact Mr. Robert Brunton
is responsible, he having secured many
filming Montgomery
& Rock's
"BigWest
V"
two-reel
comedy
subjects
at
the
photographs of Ireland in his travels
For Big Territoi
through that country a few years ago. Coast Vitagraph studios, Hollywood, as- J. L. Friedman Secures Mai
sisted by George Hibbard.
Mr. Brunton offered them to Director
Warde when the sets were being erected
Popular Comedies For Hi
and not a detail of the photographs is
Herbert Acker of Los Angeles, Cal.,
Chicago Exchange
missing in the completed sets.
who
has
been
engaged
by
Bull's-Eye
to
J.
L.
Friedman, president of the C< ■
draw art titles and cartoons, had the
Herman- C. Raymaker, formerly mega- unique experience of being one of a hand- brated Players Film Company, Chica ,
phone dictator for Mack Sennett, Triful of Americans that were in Munich, returned to Chicago on Sunday, Augt
angle and Mack Swain productions, is now
Germany, in August, 1914, when the world
directing Gale Henry for the Model Com- war broke out. Acker, who was then 17, after a three days' visit to New Yt ,|
edy Company of Hollywood. Herman re- studying art in one of the German ateliers, during which time he completed nego •
cently returned from service with the U.
tions for the purchase of several imp immediately applied for aid at the AmerS. Navy. Bruno Becker will be associated
taut subjects for Middle West territor .
with Director Raymaker in the producThe leading subject taken over for I
tion of these comedies although increased
tribution by Mr. Friedman is the S-K<
activities necessitate Mr. Becker looking
Temperamental Joe
Serial, featuring Helen Holmes. C -i
after the destinies of the Model Comedy
brated Players will distribute this se !
Co., mainly in an executive capacity.
in Northern Illinois and Indiana.
Among other purchases by Mr. Fr S. P. Trood, formerly with the Lesan
man are the following: The Halln n
Advertising Agency, New York City, is
Boys, two-reel comedies for Illinois d
now P. D. for the Brentwood Film CorIndiana; the Hank Mann comedies r
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnes i
poration, Hollywood. Mr. Trood advised
North and South Dakota; the Gaunit.
the Herald representative that the Brentwood Corporation will put on a second
Pictorial for Illinois; Typical Tips, is.<4|
company in the very near future.
by Tom Bret for Northern Illinois.
Another deal of considerable im
tance negotiated by Mr. Friedman isifts
H. S. Griffith, who has just recovered
purchase of the new Gaiety Come Mj
from an illness resulting from a stroke of
which are single reel subjects, featmfparalysis, is now appearing in Allan
George
Ovey andpurchased
the "Gaietythe Girls."
Dwan's new picture in course of producMr. Friedman
folio' ifS
tion, entitled, "The Luck of the Irish."
territory
on
this
subject:
Illinois.
)*b|
Mr.director
Griffith's
Sutherland
ana, Wisconsin. Iowa, Missouri, Kai Si i
is
of daughter,
films for the
V. W. C.Griffith,
A.
Nebraska,
Minnesota. North and S th 1
Dakota.
Gus Meins, formerly with the Life
Publishing Co., New York, and later with
Love Feature Complete
Vitagraph, is now writing scenarios for
the Fox Sunshine Comedies featuring
llossie Love's newest Vitagraph i'M
Fddie Cline, at the Fox studios in Hollyture,
the Garden
*•']
reached"Over
the Eastern
offices.Wall,"
As P if\
wood*.
Gordon,
a
winsome
young
woman
ho
Jack Coogan, who appeared in the New
falls in love with the wealthy man oit*i
York winter garden shows ami with Another
side of theMiss
wall, Love
believing
th.'Ijfi
nette Kellerman, has left the vaudeville
is
a chauffeur.
has an<
M
of those sweet characters that have rM
stage to join the Fatty Arbuckle Company.
her a favorite throughout the con T
Jack takes Al St. John's place with RosJOB >■ \orang-outang
It'l l N
coc's ciescompany.
famouJi
netor, Her new leading man. Allen FopJ<jl
seem to runLaugh-provoking
in the family astendenJack i nlvemMl'fl
who Iuim i n placed under Knnrd folCoogan, Jr., i.ged four, recently entered
Smith
lowing i three dnye' rnmpnjfe,
the star. I >'■;
admirablythe topicture.
plays directed
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Reported by "Mac
in on Frank Zamtsreno, president of Unity
Photoplays Co. That one Frank almost
WON on the recent car-strike was surely a
gem.
No, we don't want to, let Frank tell
it!

Dwen W. McKibbett. owner of the
jou theatre, Racine, Wis., was giving his
end. Manager E. F. Tarbell. of the
'tagraph
o.o. we
lastimagine
Friday Owen
and from
!■ look ofthethings
was
:;king another "Third Degree." Great
up that *'Mc" from Wisconsin and if
\i think he can't pack 'em in matinees
A even- evening, just slip him your ear
spell.payHe dividends.
is "long" on a car-load of
ir asa that

Gosh, some folks are stingy. All those
"dear things" were given an opportunity to
display their prowess as swimmers in old
Lake Michigan on a certain day last week,
while not on the job at the Zeigfeld theatre. All right, let it go at that, but take it
from us, ole Lake Mich was some lucky
puddle, eh, ye bachelors !

. \Y. Johnson returns to the fold of
former chief, F. J. Flaherty of the Film
iring House exchange, having just reled from Fitzpatrick-McElroy sales
artment of the Ford Weeklies.

Pall Smith, erstwhile editor of Screen
Opinions, returned to Chicago on August
18, and was busy renewing acquaintances
among the film people. Paul saw service
with the U. S. Marines abroad and could
write several books upon his experiences.

. E. Holah. general manager for the
H. Blank enterprises at Omaha. Xeb.,
-,t the week-end Aug. 9, with his big
ther "Howling" Holah of the local
igraph exchange.
lust not mind a little excitement like
: ye tenants of the Film Exchange
ding. For a while it had our past
: riot beat a mile. Nothing at all but
debonair Phil Soloman, rep. leavthe Film Clearing House all dolled
prepared to go out and get the boys
the dotted line for the big serial,
ail of the Octopus." He tells us,
,-y inch of this new serial has thrills to
:e. All right Phil— but why add to it.
■reasonable. Save that "wild" shirt for
evening at the Green Mill.
Inowball"
was surely
busy man
r noon paging
James a Salter
of the
the
graph sales department about the inof Molloy's
"remodeled"
' cies
was finally
located away
off in oneCafe.
of
more secluded spots, giving a chocol sundae a ???? of a beating, ably as•d bv two brand new straws.
ax Lewis is back again in the Garrick
Dure building after an absence of more
klu a year. From learning the aero
ga? under the expert tutelage of the
;ht brothers at Buffalo, for pastime
M: takes over the Frontier theatre on
theiutskirts of Buffalo, and just prior to
de rting for Chicago "GIVES" it away
shcing a "NET" profit on the deal of.
sa\a shade better than 6 per cent. Incid' tally, bear in mind, the Enterprise
Sif. Company, makers of all sorts of
dupeable
to lax. steel enamel signs, is responsible

H YZIMOV V
In the titular role of "The Hrat.-' taken
from Maude Fiilton-* piny (Metro).
while visiting the Film Exchange building.
"Come on let's get out where it's cool." Why
not
try our
"curb high
market."
not open
up until
noon. besides it does
If you think being a theatre magnate is a
sinecure just hie out to the Pantheon any
old evening. First of all. string of motor
cars stretched out for a block or two attracts the eye. These belong to the poor
downtrodden Chicago film salesmen. Then
move toward the beautiful lobby and note
the handsome swains lolling .about on the
aristrocratic furniture all waiting to spill
their tale of moneyed opportunities. No,
they are not reporters seeking the affable
presence of the owner Joe Tkinz for an interview, but our
"Knights
the film day.
grip."it
And to make
it the
end of ofa perfect
takes the subtle Trixz to handle 'em all
with the polish of a diplomat born to foreign courts.

Special Wireless.
On board S. S. Xoordam. Julv 22.
ST REGARDS TO THE "BUNCH"
HICAGO
WILL BE WITH YOU
■ SOON.
Wynand Van Gelder.

That recently acquired serial. "The
Masked
of Unity
seems to Trail."
have caught
on. Photoplays
judging by Co.,
the
smiles of M. J. Mintz, manager, and the
way he is keeping "the boys" stepping on it.
Those two watches reposing on the desks
of Messrs. Brockell and Elliott of Greater
Stars Productions, have nothing to do
whatsoever with keeping those two livewire exchangemen awake. They are simply novel gifts tendered to them by M. H.
Hoffman, general manager of the Pioneer
Film Corp.. upon a recent visit to Chicago.
That alarm attachment is mighty apropos
for you never can tell when a chap might
be induced to overstay his "set-in" with the
goddess Morpheus.

-eems the other day. exhibitor Salo
:ach was all excited and heated up

If any of the boys about town are anxious
to arrange novel bets and WIN just drop

\ i li am Orr of the Argosy Film Exchi^e left August 11 for an extended vacat i to be spent amid the wilds of Colorad
fan vSprings. Colo., accompanied by the
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Maurice Choyxski, president of the Allied Amusements Association, appointed the
followingrectorsexhibitors
upon the last
Board
of that Association
weekof : DiNathan Ascher. Joseph Trinz, Samuel
Katz. H. A. Gundling, Geo. B. Hopkinson,
W. E.Andrew
Heaney.Karzas.
H. E. Louis
Newell.Marks,
I. E. Frank
Berkson,
M. Teter. Ludwig Schindler, John Bobeng,
Arthur Schoenstadt, S. Abrams.
Advertising manager Rosenberger. of the
Thomas E. Wilson company, almost blocked
traffic on the North Side boulevards, the
other day, when he drove three automobiles
full of the Mack Sennett Bathing Girls to
Wilson Beach to photograph them in bathing suits provided by his firm. There was
a procession many block long following
the three car loads of beauty by the time
the beach was reached.
Aaron J. Jones, of the firm of Jones,
Linick & Scliaefer. returned from Denver
August 14. where he atended the meeting of
the directors of the First National Exhibitors Circuit.
Clyde Eckhardt. district manager for the
Fox Film Corporation, spent several days
in New York, last week, in conference with
W. R. Sheehan. general manager, and Herman Robbins. assistant general manager.
New booking policies were taken up.
M. J. Mintz, manager of Unity Photoplays, isback
after
week-end for
tripthe
to Milwaukee, where
he aarranged
first
run of "The Masked Rider," Unity's newserial.
George Levine, the big "U" salesman, is
all excited. It seems he's got a bear of a
picture, a one reeler about a bear hunt and
two others, a lion hunt and elephant hunt.
And now
Georgie's hunting for exhibs. to
book
the pics.
Wordexchange
from New
to the that
localHarry
L'niversal
is toYork
the effect
Rice, erstwhile P. A. in these parts, is rapidly recovering from his recent painful, automobile accident.

EXHIBITORS
Frank Zambreno, of Unity Photoplays,
lias been giving the market the "up and
down"acquisition
recently ofandtheas following
a result announces
the
Monopole
features, which are available now : "The
Burning Silence" with William Tooker and
lva Shepard; "Valley of Night," "Sinners
Three" with Lionel Barrymore; "Barrier
Between" with Wm. Tooker and Catherine
Countiss ; "Road of Tears" with Mary
Nash andElita
"TheProctor
Greyhound"
with Anna
Wm.
Tooker,
Otis and
Laughlin.
W. R. Wilkerson, New York manager
of Jewel productions, passed through Chicago on Friday, Aug. 15, en route to Kansas City.
W. K. Howard, representing the Stage
Women's War Relief, whose films are being handled through the Universal exchanges, stopped off in Chicago, Aug. 15,
to look over the field prior to the showing
of the pictures.
Frank Baker has succeeded Dana Hayes
as manager of the Mack Sennett bathing
girl company, now playing its fifth week at
Ziegfeld theatre. Mr. Hayes resigned to go
out as advance agent for Jack Dempsey's
road show under the management of
Linick, Jacoby and Lichtenstein.
W. J. Callahan,
W. Griffith's
repre-to
sentative, arrived inD.town
August 15,
supervise the inauguration of the Griffith
repertory at the Randolph theatre. The
first one to be presented will be "The
Mother and the Law" featuring Mae Marsh.
Fred Aiken, Select manager, has returned
from a two weeks vacation.
Additional Territory
Sold on Vod-A-Vil Film
H. A. Spanuth, president of the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, has
just completed deals whereby he has
disposed of the rights of Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies in the states of
Pennsylvania, District of Columbia,
Louisiana, Maryland and West Virginia.
The Liberty Feature Film Company
of Shreveport, Louisiana, will handle the
films in that state, and Sol Blum, operating under the name of the Superior
Film Company, will cover the District
of Columbia. Maryland, West Virginia
and Pennsylvania.
Nat Wolff Is Back
Nat Wolff who has just returned to Chicago fromwhere
servicehewith
Sam'sfourteen
forces
overseas,
was Uncle
stationed
months, will resume his civil pursuits as
special representative for Greater Stars
Productions, in the Consumers building.
Nat is probably among the best known and
most popular film salesmen of the central
West.
Keith Books "Other Half"
For 81st Street Theatre
Announcement has been made of the
booking of "The Other Half," the Robcrtson-Colc feature distributed by Exhibitors Mutual for the Fighty-first Street
Theatre, New York, the first picture to be
booked for that house by the B. F. Keith
management
"The and
other
has been
booked four days
thisHalf"
will mark
its
initial Broadway presentation.
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Buys

"Yankee Doodle" for
Wide Territories
Linick-Jacoby Enterprises, operators
of the Ziegfield Theatre, Chicago,
where "Yankee Doodle In Berlin"
and the Mack Sennett Bathing Girls are
having a successful engagement, have
purchased that attraction for Missouri,
Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota and
South Dakota, and will present it in
those states on both percentage and
straight rental contracts.
H. O. Martin, who has had charge of
the middle western territory for "Hearts
of thetive forWorld,"
has acted
as representaSol. Lesser,
in Chicago
and its
vicinity, will have charge of the bookings
for Linick-Jacoby Enterprises, coming
to that firm as its new general manager.
The purchase of the rights to these
eight states together with their management of the tour of Jack Dempsey,
world's heavyweight champion, gives this
young firm two of the biggest attracfields. tions in the motion picture and theatrical
Triangle Will Issue
Special Plan Book For
Next Holmes Comedy
Triangle is greatly increasing its aids
to exhibitors on the next Taylor Holmes
special, the final title of which has been
decided
upon as feature
"Threeof Black
Eyes."
The
outstanding
the publicity
on this Holmes production is a 12-page
plan book, which is being published by
the Publicity Department. This will
contain, in addition to advance press
stories, synopses, reviews and current
publicity, reproductions of ad cuts, posters and many other promotion and advertising ideas. There have been prepared additional vari-colored posters;
lobby cards, including a complete set of
11x14 and 22x28; three and four-column
ad cuts, supplementing the usual one,
two and three-column cuts; and music
cues and slides.
According to the latest reports from
exchanges the Taylor Holmes vehicles
are going strong. It is because of the
constantly increasing demand that Triangle is making a special effort to prounusually
and suitable
quantitiesvide
of aids
for large
the exhibitor.
In the
case
of "Three Black Eyes," which is to be
published August 31, emphasis is being
placed on the punch and comedy elements.
H. E. Lotz Los Angeles
Manager for Select
H. E. Lotz, formerly Pacific representative for Select Pictures, at his personal
request has been appointed manager of
the Los Angeles Exchange.
In making the voluntary change from
the position of Pacific Representative to
the post of Los Angeles branch manager, Mr. Lotz will be enabled to gratify
his long-felt wish to establish a permanent home for his wife and family. _ As
Pacific representative, Mr. Lotz divided
his time between the branches at Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, San
I rancisco and Seattle.
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Al Lichtman
Important

Makes
Changes

F. P.-L. Department
Al. Lichtman, general manager of tht
Famous
distributionPlayers-Lasky
department, hasCorporation':
made sev
eral promotions. Louis L. Dent, OscaA. Morgan and Allan S. Glenn have beei
moved up to more important positions ii
the organization. R. E. Bradford, well
known exchange manager in Chicago
has been engaged to take charge of th
Atlanta Office.
Louis L. Dent, who has been in charg
of the Atlantic Office, has been ap
pointed special representative at th
District
Manager's
office,
Dan Michalove
resigned.
Oscarsucceedin
A. Moi
gan, until recently manager of the Wasl
ington Office of the Famous Players, h;
assumed the duties of assistant sale
manager, replacing L. F. Guimond wh
has been transferred to the advertisin
and publicity department.
Allan S. 'Glenn assumes charge of tl
accessory sales and promotion depar
ment under the supervision o{ S. I
Kent, General sales manager.
Proposed New Theatre
To Raise Sunday Issue
At Cleveland Heighi
CLEVELAND, O.— Cleveland Heigh
village soon will be in the midst of
battle over the question of permitti',
motion pictures to be shown on Sund;
This became apparent when E. A. Mat
ham, Euclid Arcade, sold 100 by 200 f(
in Euclid blvd., just west of Covent
road, to Jacob Makoff and Louis Isra
who announced that they would cc
struct a $200,000 to $300,000 butldii,
housing an 1,800-seat theatre as well
stores and living apartments.
Up to this time the Heights has be
strictly Puritanical on the Sunday qui
tion, about the only things permitted I
ing the
and
on householder's
his automobile.workTheabout
onlyho|
IM
tures seen have been those shown I j
the high school auditorium twice a w<p|
under the
auspicesfor ofSunday
the Women's
Club.
Requests
pictures Cih :
been
many, especially
popi ■
tion trebled
in the last since
year the
or two,
argument being that Heights pec:
went downtown and spent their mo :
for pictures on Sundays and the vill
might
a large
it. Butlis'
village keep
officers
and share
churchof people
frowned on the suggestion.
Only two weeks ago a deal for a tl tre was thrown over because the inte ing builders
said they
couldshows.
not m "
any
money without
Sunday
Elks Abandon Theatre
Plan at Pendleton, 0
PENDLETON, ORE.— Upon as
ance by Greulich & Matlock that
would erect a modern theatre in Per
ton next spring, the Elks lodge V
to abandon its plan of providing f
theatre
here. in the new Elks home to be I
Greulich & Matlock will erect '
new theatre on the present site of
Alta theatre. Construction, they
nounce, will start January 15.

EXHIBITORS
Jhotoplay and Stage
Play Simultaneously
Draw Record Crowds
Sensation was created in Cleveland,
>hio, upon the presentation simultaeously of "The House Without Chilren"
at the
legitimate
leatres.
At two
one first-class
the photoplay
was
lown and at the other the spoken drama
: the
was inenacted
with many
the same
same story
players
each production.
Audiences fought for admission to
)th attractions with the result that an
lormous box office business was done
both theatres and arrangements forthith made to hold the photoplay version
•er for an additional week thus to ac•mmodate the demand for admission.
Reports of the outstanding success of
e innovation at Cleveland reached Xew
ork and several big theatrical maners immediately opened negotiations
th Robert W. Priest, president of the
!m Market, Inc., which organization
11 handle the distribution of "The
ouse Without Children," looking toirds an early season at a first-class
;itimate theatre for the stage version
;d at another for the photoplay.
orinne Barker Given
Role In "The Climbers"
The Vitagraph Company has selected
< rinne Earker to play Julia Goodesly
1 "The Climbers," the role which was
i.de famous by Clara Bloodgood. Miss
lrker will play a supporting part to
C rinne Griffith for whom "The Climber" was purchased.

HERALD
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Lehr to Star

In "The Open Door"
Artclass Pictures, Inc., sponsors for
"The Open Door," has selected Anna
Lehr for the stellar role in their production. Dallas M. Fitzgerald, under whose
supervision the Artclass picture is being
made, found in the former Triangle
player the exact character called for by
the script. It is said that Miss Lehr
will be called upon to do the most extraordinary work of her career in this
film, which is a sensational melodrama
dealing with a vital social theme.
An all star cast has been engaged to
support this well known screen performer in be
"Thementioned
Open Door,"
which may
Sam J. among
Ryan,
John P. Wade, Edith Stockton. Walter
Miller, Robert Broderick and Frank
Evans.
William

Fox Buys Mark
Twain Story for Film
The film rights of Mark Twain's satire,
"A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's
Court," has just been purchased by Fox
Film Corporation, after long negotiations with the Mark Twain estate. It
will be used for a Tom Mix picture.
The acquisition of this story signalized
a great victory, for a number of prominent producers had been engaged in a
struggle for the motion picture rights to
this popular classic of international wit
and humor. The keenest rivalry was
manifested in the bidding, but the Fox
company was determined to get the story
— and got it.

Combining every essential to perfect
projection with ease of operation and
requiring neither setting up nor adjustments.
The
DeVry

Black Announces List
Of Theatres in Black
Circuit, New England
Official announcement of the theatres
included in The Black Circuit of New
England theatres was made this week
by Alfred S. Black, as a result of misstatements inan eastern trade paper.
The list is as follows: Merrimack
Square and Jewel in Lowell, Mass.;
Roxburv in Boston; Park in Utica,
N. Y.; Strand in Rutland, Vt.; Park,
Empire and Arcade in Rockland, Me.;
Bath Opera House, Liberty, Columbia
and Arcade in Bath, Me.; Star and
Scenic in Westbrook, Me.; Central in
Biddeford, Me.; Haines in Waterville,
Me.; Bangor Opera House now building
in Bangor,
Glover's in Warren,
Me.;
Lincoln Me.;
in Damariscotta,
Me., as
well as a lease signed for a new 2,500capacity theatre at Congress and High
streets, Portland, Me.
The circuit also controls the Exhibitors' Film Booking Company of Xew
England with an office at 6-t Broadway,
Boston, in which many New England
theatres are affiliated.
Davis Story Completed
Realart Pictures Corporation has received word from Allan Dwan that his
latest
production,
"Soldiers
of Fortune,"
is ready to leave his
Hollywood
studios.
"Soldiers of Fortune" is the first of eight
photoplay productions which Mr. Dwan
is making for Mayflower Photoplay Corporation and which are to be distributed
by Realart Pictures Corporation. They
will
be
known
as Allan Dwan Productions.

SEND

FOR
FREE
SAMPLE
of the Best Display Banner
You Have Ever Seen.
32 In. wide x 10 Ft. long— printed in 2 and 3 colors
Mention name of picture you are going to play
The National Poster & Printing Co.
506 South Wabash Ave., Chicago
PRINTERS
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR THE THEATRE
AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL FROM HERBERT L. WEIL.
THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES PORT HURON, MICH.
I want to take this occasion to compliment
upon the
appearance of these banners. They show no lack of you
detail and are
not
only
attractive,
but a highly valuable addition to any theatre's
disp
lay.
H. L. W.

Portable Projector
isIt theis entirely
approvedself-contained
ideal for traveling
usein a exhibitors'
neat, compact
case, ageattaches
to
any
light
socket
.
generator,
storbatteries or independent lighting plants, and
projects perfect pictures at the touch of a button.
Write for a complete catalog telling of its application. Address
THE DeVRY
1232 Marianna St

MOTOGRAPHY

CORPORATION
Chicago, Illinois

America's
At Liberty-Licensed
for first
class Address
house. Good
lobby display
and Union
banner operator
work done.
Married.
Box
XY — c/o Exhibitors' Herald, Chicago.

Foremost
ADMIT
THE

Exhibitors

are the Best Money

OR SALE— Will Sacrifice. Flexlume Attraction Sign. 12 ft. long,
ft. 8 in. high. 2 lines. Complete with 100 letters. Cost $450.00.
-'ill
sell for $150.00. Chicago address: B-10, Exhibitors' Herald
ad Motography.

DE

BERRI

SCENIC

922 W. MONROE ST.
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Can Buy
CO.
CHICAGO

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Milei Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Trixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"A Sporting Chance," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvdnne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The
Tiger Four,
Lily," five
five reels,
reels, with
with William
MargaritaRussell.
Fisher.
"Six Feet
"This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
'Perfect Model." re-issue
of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger ofPrincess."
Justice,' six reels.
"Sunset
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"The Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
"Roses and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
"Sally's Blighted Career," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"Rowdy Ann," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"Mary Moves In," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"Shades of Shakespeare," two reels, with Alice Lake.
"Dangerous Nan McGrew," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"Anybody's
Widow."
"He Who Hesitates."
"A Flirt There Was."
"There Goes the Groom."
"A Cheerful Liar."
"Cupid's Hold-Up."
"Lobster Dressing."
"Love — In a Hurry."
"Reno — All Change."
"His Master's Voice."
"Home Brew."
"Her Bear Escape."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
F«k. 10— "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
Fab. 17 — "A Day With Caranza," one reel.
Feb. 14 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel.
Mar. S— "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels,
Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, withwithCharles
'The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme.Chaplin.
"Virtuous
Wives,"
reeli, with Anita Stewart.Petrava.
"Our
Teddy,"
sevensixreels.
"A Midnight Romance." seven reels with Anita Stewart.
^Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
1,'Daddy
Long Legs,"
seven
reels,
Pickford.
Mary Regan,"
seveneight
reels,reels.
with with
AnitaMary
Stewart.
"Auction
of Souls,"
"Sunnyside," three reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
"Bill Apperson's Boy," six reels, with Jack Pickford.
Choosing a Wife," six reels.
"Burglar by Proxy," five reels with Jack Pickford.
"The Hoodlum," five reels with Mary Pickford.
"A Temperamental Wife," five reels, with Constance Talmage.
"Her Kingdom of Dreams," five reels, with Anita Stewart.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
May 4— "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18 — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas
June 1— "True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. Griffith Special, Fairbaab
fune 8 — "Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Tune 22 — "The Avalanche," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
July 20 — "Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart
Aug. 17 — "A Society Exile," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
PARAMOUNT
May 4 — "Oh! You Women," five reels, Ernest Truax.
May 4 — "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
May 11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
May 11 — "The Home Town Girl," five reels, Vivian Martin.
May 18 — "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Daltoa.
May 18 — "The Final Close-Up," 'five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 18 — "The Busher," five reels, with Charles Ray.
May 25 — "The Haunted Bedroom, five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 26 — "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Tune 8—1 —"You're
"PuttingFired,"
It Over,"
Bryant
June
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Wallace
Reid.Washburn.
Tune 8 — "An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Tune 15 — "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
June 15 — "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Daltoa.
(une 22 — "Hay Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
fune 22 — "A Daughter of the Wolf," five reels, with Lila Lee.
June 29 — "Girls " five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July
"A Very
Young five
Man."reels,
fivewith
reels,Wallace
with Bryant
July 136 —— "The
LoveGood
Burglar,"
Reid. Washbura.
July 20 — "Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
July 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
July 27 — "Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Aug.
Chance,"
reels,withwiith
Ethd Clayton.
HO BERTS ON -COLE PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 33 —— "A
"FiresSporting
of Faith."
seven five
reels,
Catherine
Calvert.
Aug. 10 — "Bill Henry," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Apr.
"Diane
ot
Green
Van,"
five
reels,
with
Alma
Rubens.
Aug.
10
—
"The
Virtuous
Thief."
five
reels,
with
Enid
Bennett.
Apr.
Aug. 17 — "Love Insurance," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
■'The Courageous Coward," five reel*, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Apr.
"The Love Call," fire reeli, with BiUie Rhodes.
Aug. 24 — "Noboby Home." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Apr.
Aug. 24 — "Cock o' the Walk," five reels, with Lila Lee.
May
"Modern Husbands," five reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
May
"Josselyn's Wife." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Aug. 31 — "The Witness for the Defense," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson
May
"The Mints of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
Aug. 31— "The Valley of the Giants," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
May
"Just Squaw," five reels, with Beatrix Michelena.
Sept.
Widow,"sixfivereels,
reels,withwithDorothy
Billie Burke.
"His
Debt,"
five
reels,
with
Sessue
Hayakawa.
Sept. 77 —— "The
"The Misleading
Market of Souls,"
Dalton.
June
"In Search of Arcady, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
PARAMOUNT
ARTCRAFT
SPECIALS
June
"The
Man
Who
Turned
White,"
five
reels,
with
Henry
B.
Warner.
June
"Broken Threads." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Tune
May 25 — "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
"Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels with William Desmond.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June
■"Better
Times," five reels, with Zazu Pitts.
July
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
■'The
Man
Beneath,"
five
reels,
with
Sessue
Hayakawa.
July
July 6 — "The Firing Line." five reels, with Irene Castle.
"A
Man's
Country,"
five
reels,
with
Alma
Rubens.
July
July
13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush." five reels, with Catherine Call
"Man's
Desire,"
five
reels,
with
an
All-Star
cast,
with
Lewis
Stone.
July
■"The Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale. Aug. 3 — "The Dark Star," five reels, with Marion Davis.
Aug.
"A
Sage
Brush
Hamlet,"
five
reels,
with
William
Desmond.
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Aug.
■"The Pagan God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Aug.
-"The Gray Horizon," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
May 4 — Drew, "Harold, The Last of the Saxons."
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
STRAND COMEDIES
May IS! — Flagg. "Welcome, Little Stranger."
J une 8 — "Betty's Bolslieviki," one reel.
May 26 — Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
June 15 — "Little Lucy's Lion," one reel.
June 81 —— Sennett.
Drew, "Squared."
June
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 22 — " 'Twas Henry's Fault," one reel.
June 20 — "Little Mis« Pinkerton," one reel.
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 1 — "Hearts and Hats."
June 8— "Betty's Bolsheviki."
June 29 — Flagg. "The 'Con' in Economy."
June 16 — "Little Lucy's Lion."
July 6 — Sennett. "Trying to Get Along."
June 22—" 'Twas Henry's Fault."
July
Miss Pinkerton."
June
luly 2013 —— Drew.
Sennett,"Bunkered."
"Among Those Present."
July 29 — "Little What
a Jam!"
July 27— Flagg. "The Immovable Guest."
July 186—— "Oh,
"Fancy
Fooling
Father."
Aug.
3
—
Sennett.
"Treating 'em Rough."
July
Doggone Luck."
Aug. 10 — Flagg, "Oh Judge How Could You?"
July 20 — "Jimmie's
"Winning Him Rack."
Aug.
17
—
Sennett.
"A
Lady's Tailor."
Aug. 273 —— "Betty
the Boys."
Aug. 24 — Drew, "A Sisterly Scheme."
Aug. 10 — "Good and
Gracious Grace."
Aug.
31
—
Sennett,
"Uncle
Tom Without the Cabin," two reels.
Aug. 17— "Meet the
Wife."
Aug. 31 — Briggs, "New Folks in Town."
ROTH ACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Mar. t — "Columbia Highway," one reel.
Mar. • — "An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel.
niG, TIMELY PICTURES
Mar. 1*— "In Pyramid Land, one reel.
Mar. it — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands," one reel.
"The
Land
of
the
Free."
All star cast, seven parts.
ss
Mir.
"Queen
the Sea."
Five parts,
Annette
the Gondolas," one reel.
"Why I ofShould
Not Marry.'1
All with
star cast,
five Kellerman.
parts.
Apr. •—— "Glimpsing
"A Palestine Pilgrimage." one reel.

■ ■
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PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
.leopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
.es Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
alome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
lg. 31 — "Checkers."
STANDARD PICTURES
ay 4 — "The Siren's Song." five reels, with Theda Bara.
ie 1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
ne
five reels,
ie 15—
29 — "My
"The Little
Lone Sister,"
Star Ranger,"
fivewith
reels,Evelyn
with Nesbit.
William Farnum.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
g. 10 — "Wolves of the Night," five reels, with William Farnum.
THEDA BARA SERIES
Dt. 14 — "La Belle Russe," five reels, with Theda Bara.
TOM MIX SERIES
.g. 24 — "Roughriding Romance,"
reels, with Tom Mix.
VICTORY fivePICTURES
y 11 — "The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
y 25 — "The Divorce Trap." five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
e 22 — "Putting One Over," five reels, with George Walsh.
Jy
"The Sneak,"
Wilderness
five Gladys
reels, with
Tom Mix.
)y 206—— "The
five Trail."
reels, with
Brockwell.
,g. 8— "The Seventh Person." five reels, with George Walsh.
jg. 10 — "The Winning Stroke," five reels, with George Walsh.
EXCEL PICTURES
ly 4— "Miss Adventure,", five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
I y 18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
(e 8— "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse,
e 16— "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
I e 20 — "Be a Little Sport." five reels, with Albert Ray.
)v 20— "Rose of the West," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse,
/j.
"Cheating
Herself."five five
Hyland.
H. 178—— "Love
Is Love,"
reels,reels,
withwith
Ray Peggy
and Fair.
5 t. 14 — "The Splendid Sin," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
> t 11*—— "A
Lady Tenderfoot."
Bellhop's Secret."
two with
reels.Tom Mix.
\t
"A Soft
two reels,
m 26 — "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
IV 8— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
T e 15— "Dabbling in Society." two reels.
I • 8— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
At. 31— "Her First Kiss."
£ t. 14 — "Dabbling in Society."
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
1 4— "The Cave Man's Bride," half reel.
I' 11— "Sir Sidney," half reel.
Ir 18— "Left at the Post," half reel.
Ir 85—
Shell Game,"
1— 'The
"Oh! Teacher
I" half half
reel. reel.
8— "Hands Up," half reel.
16—
22— "Sweet
"Pets andPapa,"
Pests."halfhalfreel.reel.
29— "A Frize Fight," half reel.
8— "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel.
18 — "Downstairs and Up," half reef.
A.
24
and Jeff
in London," half reel.
A. 31—— "Mutt
'The Frozen
North."
S . 7— "Mutt and Jeff in Paris."
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
'•:e to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
"t Unpardonable Sin," -ight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
" : Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
4— "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
11 — "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
26 — "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Nonnaad.
8— 'The Fear Woman," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Ju 22 — "The City of Comrades." five reels, with Tom Moore.
the Wrong Door," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
ro 278—— "Throueh
'The Peace of Roaring River," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
At.
'Upstairs," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
At 17 — "Heartsease," five reels, with Tom Moore.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
i™1**
°'
Sunset,"
seven
reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
He Blood " six reels.
,\
!°r'»
Cross,"
six
reels,
with
HSial Ambition," seven reels. Howard Heckman.
Freedom
of thesix East"
Tt the
Border
Legion."
reels. (Betzwosd), six reels.
« Eternal Magdalene," six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Ma
4
—
"Going
Up."
Ms 11— "Can the Poor Fish?"
Ms 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
Ma 25— "From Mud Dug."
1— 'The Land of the Ukulele."
8— "When Black Is Red."
15—
Wav."
lui 22— "The
"Pure Only
Havana."
lui 20— "At the Crossroads."
ii 13—
,S~~ !!Ihe
Jul
"SchoolFable
Days."of the OIive and the Orange."
tJuli 27—
2°~!Town
of UP and Down."
"Sweetness."

MOTOGRAPHY

CAPITOL COMEDIES
May 4— "The Sea Wolf," two reels.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
June 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De nav»'
June 15— "A Wonderful Night," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
June 29 — 'Their Day of Rest," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
July 13 — "Chasing Rainbeaux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons
July 27 — "After the Bawl," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
"Sandy
the U-Bar
U," five
with Louis benn.^.
**Spee<ly Burke
Meade,"of five
reels, with
Louisreels,
Bennison.
'The Road Called Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennisos.
"High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GRAPHIC FILM COMPANi
'The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
"When Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.
D. W. GRIFFITH
'Broken Blossoms,' five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richaru sauuun
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
"The
Best seven
Man," reels,
five reels,
"Sahara."
with with
LouiseJ. Warren
Glaum. Kerrigan.
"You Never Know Your Luck," five reels with House lv.~. ..
"The Blue Bonnet," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"A White Man's Chance," five reels, with J. Warren Kai,.,^
"The Volcano," six reels, with Leah Baird.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"As a Man Thinks," five reels, with Leah Baird.
"Desert Gold," withJANE
E. K. GREY*
Lincoln. PICTURES, INC.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
"Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
'When
Ship Comes In."
"A
HouseMy Divided."
"The Other Man's Wife." six reels, with Stuart Holmes.
"The Challenge of Chance," seven reels, with Jess Willard.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Her Mistake."
"A
Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
"When My Ship Comes In." five reels, with Jane Grey.
"When, a Woman Strikes," five reels, with Ben Wilson.
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1— The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
45—— AWildThought
Equity (Epigram).
Flowersof (Comedy).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Life or Honor." seven reels, with Leah Baird.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
■"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezer of Berlin."
'The
Sinking
of theto Lusitania."
"f>ashinf
Throueh
Berlin," seven parts
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
SOL LESSER
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin," five reels, with Bothwell Brown.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"Woman."
"My
Garter."
"BrokenLady's
Butterfly."
"Romany
Rye."

89

May
May
May
May
Tune
tune
June
Tune
June
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
6— "The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
12 — "Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
li> — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lvtell.
26 — "Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
2 — "Almost Mairied," five reels, with May Allison.
9— "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
16 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
23 — "One Thine at a Time, O'Day." five reels, with Bert Lytell.
30 — "The Uplifters," five reels, with May Allison.
7 — "God's Outlaw," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
21 — "The Microbe." five reels, with Viola Dana.
4— "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
11 — "The Four Flusher," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
11 — "A Favor to a Friend." five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
18 — "A Favor to a Friend," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lock-wood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," seven reels, with all-star cast.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Toys of Tate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye offortheEye^Fog,"seven
"Out
sevenreels,
reels,withwithNazimova.
Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern." seven reels, with Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
June
16
—
"The
Little
fivereels,
reels,with
with Fannie
Baby Marie
July 27 — "Our Better Diplomat,"
Selves." five
Ward. Osborne.
Aug. 31 — "The Thirteenth Chair," six reels, with Yvonne Delva.
Sept. 14 — "The Virtuous Model," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
May 25 — "The Master Man," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
July 6— "Gates of Brass," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
Aug. 1" — "The World Aflame," six reels, with Frank Keenan.
VIRGINIA PEARSON PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
June 8 — "The Bishop's Emeralds," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALBERT CAPELLANI PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 22 — "Oh. Boy!" six reels, with Creighton Hale and June Caprice.
Aug. 24 — "The Love Cheat," five reels, with June Caprice and Creighton Hale.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
May 4 — "The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
June 1 — "All Wrong." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
June 29 — "The Profiteers," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
"The
Boomerang."
"Virtuous Sinners." with Henry B. Walthall.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
— "The New Moon," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
— "Jacques of Silver North," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
— "Happiness a la Mode," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
——"His
"Upstairs
Down,"fivefive
reels,
Thomas.
BridalandNight,"
reels,
withwith
AliceOlive
Brady.
— "The Spite Bride," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
— 'The Perfect Lover," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
SPECIALS
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
'The Cavell Case.'* with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richmou.
"Break the News to Mother," six reels.
"The Undercurrent," five reels, with Guy Empey.
S-L PICTURES
"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

May
May
fune
[une
Fune
Aug.
Aug.

WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchange*
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with Broncho Billy.
"Marriage
for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .88."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dalton.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
May 4 — "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanche .
May 11 — "Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmea.
May 18 — "The Water Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.
May
Belle Bennett.
one 251—— "Mayor
"The Rootof ofFilbert"
Evil," (Special),
five reels, with
with Frances
Mann.
une 8— "Love's Prisoner" (Special), six reels, with Olive Thomas.
one 16— "Lady Windemere's Fan," six reels, with All Star Cast.
une 22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
une 20 — "Dombey & Son," six reels, with All Star Cast.
uly « — "Prudence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Tbomaa.
' uly
"Muggsy," Identity,"
five reels, five
withreels,
JackiewithSaunders.
uly 3018 —— "Mistaken
Anita King.
July
27
—
"The
Unbroken
Promise,"
five with
reels,Henry
with Jane
Miller.
Aug. 8— "The Lyon's Mail." five reels,
B. Irving.
Aug. 10 — "Fruits of Passion," five reels, with Alice Mann.
Aug. 17 — "One Against Many," five reels, with Anita King.
Aug. 24 — "Her Greatest Performance," five reels, with Ellen Terry.
Aug. 31 — "Black Eyes," (Special) five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And the Children Pay," seven reels, with Garrett Hughes.
"Your Wife and Mine," six reels.
"Human Passions," six reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of the Hour," five reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Apr. 7 — "The Amazing Wife," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Apr. 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr. 28 — "The Exquisite Thief," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
May 5— "Bare Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
May 12 — "The Delicious Little Devil," six reels, with Mae Mnn^.
May 19 — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
May 26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLarea.
Tune 2 — "The Big Little Person, six reels, with Mae Murray.
June 9 — "Riders of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
June 30 — "The Weaker Vessel." six reels, with Mary Maclaren.
July 14 — "A Little Brother of the Rich," six reels, with Frank Mayo.
July 21 — "The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
July 28 — "The Man in the Moonlight," six reels, with Monroe Salisbui
Aug. 4 — "The Petal on Current," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Aug. 18 — "The Ace of the Saddle," six reels, with Harry Carey.
Aug. 25 — "The Trap," six reels, with Olive Tell.
VITAGRAPH
"The Third Degree," seven reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
"Thin Ice," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"BeautySpark
Froof,"
five reels,
with with
HarryAlice
T. Joyce.
Morey.
"The
Divine."
five reles,
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Man Who Won," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Cupid Hornet's
Forecloses,"
reels,
withwithBessie
"The
Nest."fivefive
reels,
EarleLove,Williams.
"The Shadow of the Past" five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Girl Woman," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Daring Hearts," six reels, with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Baj
"The Bramble Bush," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Gamblers," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"Over the Garden Wall," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Wolf," five reels, with Earle Williams.
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 21 — "The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 — "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May 6— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — "The Unwritten Code," fire reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 19 — "The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
June
"Phil forthe Short,"
fune 29—— "Thro'
Toils," five
five reels,
reels, with
with Evelyn
Montagu Greeley,
Love.
June 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 23 — "Love and the Woman," five reels, with June Elvidge.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21 — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 284 —— "Coax
"Bringing
Betty,"
Evelyn Greeley.
Aug.
Me,"Up five
reels,fivewithreels,
JunewithElvidge.
Aug. 11 — "The Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
Aug. 18 — "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse.
Aug. 25 — "The Man Without a PRIZMA
Name." five reels, with Corene Uzzell
"Catalina," one reel.
"Everywhere,"
one reel.
reel.
"Model Girls."
one
"Front,"
one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations,"
one reel.
Glacier Park;
Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old Faithful.
ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A Night in thetwoShow,"
"Shanghaied,"
reels. two reels.
"The
Bank," two reel*.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.
NEWS REELS
Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
une 8 — "Playthings of Passion." five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
une 29 — "The Woman Under Oath." five reels, with Florence
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White
Universal,
"The ofRed
Glove,"
Marie
WalcampLarkin.
Pathe, "Terror
theCase,
Range,"with
withHerbert
George
Oliver,
"The Carter
Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man." with James J. Corbett.
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain," with Antonio Mores*.
Universal, "Elmo the Mighty." with Elmo Lincoln.
Burston "The Mystery of IS," Frances Ford.
Vitagraph.
Barriers,"
Pathe, "The"Smashing
Great Gamble,"
with with
Ann William
Luther. Duncan.
S. L. K. "The Fatal Fortune," with Helen Holmes.
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TEN TWO-REELERS

"FAH0U5
NOW

MOTOGRAPHY

Ohn

SHfflt STORIES"
QggjjE
IN
SCOTLAND

with the J. P. McGowan Universal Company of Universal players filming a
startlingbignew
winner Wethat
promises
to overshadow
all of inPolo's
former
serialserial
successes.
promise
you something
extraordinary
this
serial, staged on two Continents. In the meantime you can popularize the
great POLO in your house by showing the entire series of ten BIG

"CYCLONE
SMITH"
STORIES
each two reels, and each a complete story in itself. Each
subject handled,
directed and produced on the same plane as the costliest 5-reel subjects.
These are all SPECIAL PICTURES, on which you can not only set the stage
for POLO'S
appearance
but youUniversal
can makeExchange.
a young
cleanup
at the
same time.in hisSeegreat
thembig allnewat serial,
your nearest
" WATCH

FOR THE BIG TWELVE
3
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Most Powerful Motion Picture

©LISgCOT
<§®IL®
Directed by T.HAYES HUNTER
With an All-Star Cast:
E.K.LINCOLN
Margery Wilson Eileen Percy W. Lawscn Butt Walter Long Russell Simpson
Arthur Morrison
Edward Coxen Frank Lanning Frank Brownlee
William Bain bridge
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Gty
Distributing through PATH!- Exchange, Incorporated

•
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Challenge

Amerkc

Desert Gold is more than "the greatest
Zane Grey picture ever produced."
It has the vitality and remarkable
force and imagination of Benjamin B.
Hampton, a new producing genius,
plus the personal supervision of Zane
Grey himself.
Desert Gold has been held back

to

match and whip any other "big picture"
that any other producer has in reserve,
or thinks he has.
Any exhibitor whohas heard thathiscompetitor has a "great picture" scheduled
has, in Desert Gold, a greater one: any
exhibitor with one big one booked, in
Desert Gold, can book one still bigger.

ZANE

CR

EYS

MOST
POWERFUI
MOTION
PICTURE

i

With
—

This

Production

Desert Gold is courage in the saddle
and romance in the heart of Youth.
It is the story of fighting Dick Gale
who rode into the jaws of Hell for a
girl: a story of loyalty and riches: of
revenge and retribution: of gigantic
action !
It is the most compelling picture <>f
this year and all the other years you
can remember. It is breath-taking. It
thrills \<tu like an electric batter)'.
It is built according to a new pattern;
1>\ a new imagination: under a new
system
"not
in
the of
sameproduction.
street with Itamis other
picture."

DESERT

COLD

An all-star cast in which every player of an
important role has heen starred, co-starred
or featured by other big companies.

r

V

A director who has done his biggest screen
achievement because the producer Mr. Hampton, and the author, Mr. Grey, permitted him
to go the limit in intelligence and expenditure.
Mr. Hampton says this to you: "I am content
to let this production represent my standards
for the exhibitors of America."
Zane Grey savs to you: "The spirit, the action
and truth of Desert Gold have been put on the
screen. The picture is my book as I wrote it."
W. W. Hodkinson, the distributor, says to
you: "Not since 1 first saw 'The Birth of a
Nation' has any picture given me such a thrill
as Desert Gold."
Pre-released for first runs in September
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PATHE hvlwngc. Incorporated
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Yes,
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Mutt

Jeff are actual men
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AND

Live
who

MOTOGRAPHY

and

Breathe

are screened

by

modesty

From all parts of the world William Fox has received communications asking if MUTT
and JEFF are really living persons or FICTITIOUS characters.
Believing YOU, as a READER of this paper, are entitled to the frank TRUTH regarding
Capt. Bud Fisher's best friends, we will REVEAL a SECRET.
Mr. Mutt in everyday life is Archibald J. Mutt. He is a BOILER MAKER, 43 years old,
with the slight afflictions of Rheumatism. He LIVES at 427 Piccolo Avenue, The Bronx. Mr.
Mutt is employed by the New York Central Railroad, and in the recent strike was spokesman for
the Nut department of the boiler division. Mr. Mutt has TEN children and ONE wife. He pays
$17 a month RENT and takes a Turkish BATH every four calendar WEEKS. Among his
FADS are having his shoes SHINED and having his hair CUT on each Friday falling on the
13th.
As for Jeff, he is Edgar Horace Jeff. He is 51 years old, TIMID and BASHFUL, and
through years of faithful SERVICE as a tender of bar, his only physical AFFLICTIONS are
small corns and LARGE bunions. In his dancing shoes he measures 4 feet 10 inches.
THE MEASUREMENTS
MR. MUTT
MR. JEFF
Height
6 ft. 6 in.
4 ft. 10 in.
Weight
118 lbs.
118i/2 lbs.
Chest
22 inches
49 inches
Hat Size
6%
7%
Mr. Jeff, an advocate of the Rooseveltian theory, is directly RESPONSIBLE for a family
of 12 chUdren, but, UNFORTUNATELY, he is a WIDOWER.
In the best social circles of the Bronx it is ASSERTED that Mr. Jeff is engaged to marry
the FASCINATING widow, Mrs. Katrinka Kaltenblatz, who is the happy mother of 8 children,
all living.
Mrs. Kaltenblatz presides over one of the most ATTRACTIVE delicatessen shops in the
Bronx, the AROMA of which RIVALS that of the CELEBRATED perfume factories of France.
Recently this social leader broke her RIGHT arm while HANGING out the family wash. She
fell THREE stories.
Capt. Fisher advises that Mr. Mutt and Mr. Jeff have both received MEDALS for having
SHOT a film salesman after a DESPERATE encounter.
Mr. Jeff resides at 1474 Unconscious Avenue, The Bronx, a HOME he selected because it
was near the Pinochle parlor at 2555 Webster Avenue, where nightly he PLAYS for modest
stakes with Mr. Mutt, on which FREQUENT occasions he is usually OUT of luck.
Always are they Captain Fisher's guests.
It is of interest to KNOW that Capt. Bud Fisher first met Mutt and Jeff at the UNITED
FIREMEN'S BALL, in Canarsie, where they were RIVALS for dancing HONORS.
We must ADD that Mr. Mutt and Mr. Jeff are BOTH very SERIOUS men.
They live their lives QUIETLY but with SPEED.
They are CAREFUL, saving, and yet generous and none may say they ever denied ASSISTANCE to a needy FRIEND.
If YOU, as a reader of THIS paper, desire more information regarding these INTERESTING gentlemen, you are invited to see them in their MASTERPIECES of comicosity.
The next releases at Fox Exchanges of Mutt and Jeff cartoons are "Sound Your A," "The
Frozen North," "Hard Lines," "All That Glitters Is Not," "Everybody's Doing It," "Mutt and
Jeff in Spain," "Honest Booking Agents," "New York Night Life," "Bound in Spaghetti," "In
the Movies," "Window Cleaners," "Confessions of a Telephone Girl," "The Plumbers."
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Ideas are what count in any business.
The Realart Pictures idea was horn two months ago.
No steps then had been taken toward organization ; no
stars had been engaged ; no offices had been leased, no
studio arrangements had been made; no branch managers had been employed, none of the mass of details
connected with launching a great commercial enterprise
had been approached.
Today, Realart Pictures Corporation is a reality — one
of the livest organizations in the motion picture business. Ithas engaged three great stars. It has five
pictures in work. It has established branch offices and
installed branch managers in twenty of the principal
cities of the country. It has under way an extensive
advertising and publicity campaign, rivaling that of
concerns which have been in the business for years. In
short, it already has bridged the big gap between anticipation and achievement.

That's the enormous driving force of the Realart idea.
That's why Realart today is able to announce on the
following pages eight great productions by one of the
master directors of filmdom.

A nd

Ren

I art

is

beginning!

just

REALART
To

Release

Allan

Dwan

Productions
You know Allan Dwan —
Dwan, director of many Douglas Fairbanks successes;
of William H. Crane in "David Harum;" of Clara
Kimball Young in "Cheating Cheaters;" of Marguerite
Clark in "Wildflower"—
Duan, tvho has contributed so generously to the
profits of the photoplay exhibitor!

w
m

This genius of motion picture technic is to make eight
productions for Mayflower Photoplay Corporation.
Isaac Wolper, President, to be released through
Realart.
And his first picture will be
SOLDIERS
Ry RICHARD

OF

FORTUNE

HARDING

DAVIS

the novel that has been read by new thousands every
year for twenty years — the novel on which AUGUSTUS
THOMAS based a stage play that has survived nearly
two decades of changing tastes and incessant competition— a story famed for its rippling style, its swift dramatic action and the hypnotic power of its love appeal.

$

^Productions

3V

in

the

Field

T~JEALART'S
branch
are itspersonal
missionaries
tT\ the field. They
comemanagers
into intimate,
contactin
^- with the Exhibitor. We believe you will agree with us
that they are a fine, representative body of men, who can
l>e trusted to tell the truth about any proposition they may
Realart trusts them.
bo handling
Get acquainted with Realart ideas and ideals at any of the
following addresse;
EXCHANGE
ADDRESS
MANAGER
Atlanta
Room 305 Hirsch Building,
146 Marietta Street
Joseph
Boston
5 Isabella Street
Walter L.
R. Marentette
Srates
221 Franklin Street
Buffalo
Henry
E.
Wilkinson
Chicago
Room 1204 Consumers Building,
220 South State Street
Harry Goldman
W. Willar.l
Cincinnati
Room 910 Mercantile Library Bldg Mark
Cleveland
Room 200 Bangor Building,
James B. Reilly
942 Prospect Avenue, East
Dallas
1905 Commerce St. (Temporary Addresp) Diaz Callahan
Bert
R Latz
Denver
1742 Glenarm Street
C. G. Kingsley
Detroit
Room 607 Joseph Mack Building
Kansas Cit Rooms 509-10 Republic Building,
Cor. 10th & Walnut Streets
John MacMeekin
Los Angeles Suite 839-840 Merchants National
Bank Bldg., Sixth & Spring Sis. Oren F. Woody
Minneapolis Boom 801 Produce Exchange Bldg. Harry L. Hollander
New York
729 Seventh Avenue
Lester W. Adler
B. A. Lucas
Omaha ] 214 Farnam Street
Philadelph a Southeast Corner 13th & Vine Sts.
Jay
Nat Emanuel
Barach
Pittsburgh
1018 Forbes Street
Ralph
San t'rancisco To be announced
Albert B.W. Quive
Eden
Seattle Room 216 White Building
St. Louis
3626 Olive Street
J. C. Ragland
Washington Rooms 806-820 Mather Building,
William H. Rippard
916 G Street, N. W.
I

Ben F. Simpson, Field Manager
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GUY
EMPEY
Supported by FLORENCE EVELYN MARTIN

and a big cast in

UNDERCURRENT"
A''the
Wilfrid North
Production
Produced by the GUY
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Constantly changing,
like sun-kissed waves,
is the face of

OLIVE
In Louise Winter's

Made

it

THOMAS

Story

"THE
SPITE
by Selznick

Directed

by Charles Giblyn

BRIDE"
Distributed

by Select

"THE

PERFECT

LOVER"

EUGENE

A RALPH

1NCE PRODUCTION

O'BRIEN

In his first starring appearance

Made

by Selznick

Distributed by Select
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sound

advice-

Don't put up the big money
for this until you see it.
Wait until you see what
First Run Theatres.

Then,

and

MOTOGRAPHY

ATTRACTIONS

you'll have

it does

at First N ational

then only, you'll appreciate

MARY

what'it'is.

PICKFORD

In her second picture from her own studio

"THE

HOODLUM"

We think this Miss Pickford's
Greatest Character Study
Directed by S. A. FRANKLIN
Photographed by CHAS. ROSHER
Released

Sept.

to pay

1st

"Read 'em and weep
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people say that happy marriages are made in heaven, but believe

the good

old family

off many
Joseph

doctor

polishes

a courtship."

M. Schenck

CONSTANCE

Presents

TALMADGE
... in a ...

John

Emerson

—

Anita

Loos

PRODUCTION
"A

An

TEMPERAMENTAL
Directed by David Kirkland

Early

September

Release
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Cast

The Fans all know them
ANITA STEWART
SPOTTISWOOD AITKEN
FRANK CURRIER
HAMILTON"
MAHLON HOLDING
THOMAS
KATHLYN WILLIAMS
FRED HUNTLY
EDWIN STEVENS
ANNA Q. NTLSSON
ROBERT McKIM
HERBERT PRIOR
THOMAS JEFFERSON
IAMES NEILL
WESLEY BARRY
THOMAS SANTSCHI
TULLY MARSHALL
MRS. J. W. WADE
RALPH GRAVES
HARRY HAM
EDWIN B. TIL I f >\

ALL

of

Portraits
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Excellent

Photodrama

"Choosing A Wife" .
Samuelson, British Prod. — First National
DIRECTOR
Not credited
AUTHORS
Ernest Heidre and Metcalfe Wood
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Thoroughly excellent photodrama
that bares the heart of a woman in a compelling manner.
STORY
Adapted from the novel of English Society,
"The Elder
good picture
stuff. Miss Blossom"; unusually
DIRECTION
With repression the keynote was
responsible
matic worth.in no little degree for film's draPHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent all the way through.
LIGHTINGS
Effective illuminations throughout.
CAMERA WORK
First rate
PLAYERS
Minna Grey's work exceptionally
good; others also able artists; included Isabel Elsom, J. H. Willis, C. M. Hallard, Tom
Reynolds and Owen Nares — all English
players.
EXTERIORS
Some mighty pretty stuff that
suited the locale of the story.
INTERIORS
All of them held to high standard
DETAIL
Fine all the way through, except that
letter inserts were a bit difficult to read because of crowded writing
CHARACTER OF STORY
Emotional drama of
the better sort.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,385 feet
"Choosing A Wife" is an excellent picture considered from any angle. It is a photodrama that bares
the heart of a woman in a most compelling manner —
in a manner that makes deeply personal with anyone
who sees the film the emotional heights and depths
reached by the "Elder Miss Blossom." And Minna
Grey, an English actress, gives a truly remarkable performance in the leading role. It is she who makes so
real and so dramatically pathetic the character of the
woman who, having arrived at that stage of life where
she is neither young or old, reaches out for love with
a heart-hungry intensity that commands sympathy
utterly.
the by
pathos
of the ofwoman's
Plumbed
to
theAnd
depths
an avowal
love notlove.
intended
for her,
Spread

M OTOGRAPHY

AIL.V

Sunday, August 17, 1919
Thoroughly

AND

Yourself

On This One
Box Office Analysis
Spread yourself on this one. Go to it. The picture is
absolutely "there." and there should be no reason in
the world why you can't clean up with it if you put
it over right. All you have to do is get the folks to your
house — you needn't have the least worry about the
picture's ability to please them and make them tell
others to come and see it. It certainly is a film worth
quite a bit of extra work on your part. Advertise It as
a special attraction — it is.
A Wife" is audience.
a picture that
pleaseof
the"Choosing
most discriminating
It hasshould
a scope
appeal that covers almost everybody capable of sympathy. It will certainly fit in the first-run houses and
in better-class neighborhood houses as well — which
dues not nieau that it would be out of place in many of
the cheaper houses. It is an unusual picture, and one
distinctly worth booking.

With

Wide

Scope of Appeal

19

the woman's deep well of emotion gushes forth iu the
purest stream of noble passion and faith. Climbing
steadily, sometimes slipping because of ungovernable
circumstances, but gaining lost ground through unbounding faith, she reaches the pinnacle of happiness
only to be dashed to the darkest depths of emptiness
— and once more to be uplifted even higher by a
greater and deeper love than before.
The story from which the picture was made certainly does deliver the dramatic goods in its screen
form. Its development is steady and logical, and its
situations build with a cumulative force. It is an unusual story, as far as pictures are concerned, and
brings to the screen an unusual picture. There is not
a villain in it, nor is there villainly ; there is not a
hero in it. nor are there heroics; nobody is killed
or even threatened, and the sex stuff is noticeable by
its absence. None of the old "movie" friends are
found, and as a result the film is one that appeals particularly on the strength of its pathos and the fidelity
of its presentation.
Repression is the keynote all the way through. The
director proved himselif a deep student of dramatic
technique, and the players all acted admirably and
without resort to "theatricalism." The picture is sincere and deep; nothing was glossed over carelessly.
The story's scope of appeal is as wide as human
sympathy itsflf. For its /leading character the film has
an unmarried woman, perhaps iu the early thirties,
who so far has been cheated of romance. She has
means and position, but love has never come into her
life. Through logical hapenings she is led to believe
that a man just past nfiddle age is in love with her.
She
In reality
loves theIt woman's
young
niece,loves
but him.
gets their
names hetwisted.
is thus that
the
elder Miss Blossom gets a letter intended for the niece
on the man's departure for the South Seas.
Faithfully the woman waits his return. When he
does come he believes the niece is going to marry him.
The straightening out of these complications is interesting and dramatic in the extreme. No chance was
lost for an added touch, and there are sequences running all through the film that are more than sure of a
deeply sympathetic response. Its conclusion is thoroughly satisfying to all concerned.
The one criticism is that the letter inserts in the film
were a trifle difficult to read because of the crowded
ivriting.
. Will Please Any Audience
for the Exhibitor
And don't let the absence of a big name scare you
at all. In this case you're selling picture — not star —
although you can rest assured that the acting in the
piece is all that could be asked. Your folks certainly
are going to ask you if you are going to have any
more pictures with Minna Grey in them. Her work
could hardly be improved. Just advertise the cast as
"all star."
Furthermore, there is no need to worry at all on the
score of the picture's having been produced in England. In the matter of production it is very well up to
the presfnt-day standard in America, and there is emphatically nothing "foreign" about it — it is up-to-date
in every respect.
"The Elder Miss Blossom" had quite a wide cir
culation in this country as a novel, so obviously
it's up to you to advertise the fact that you have 1
film version of that novel of English life. The story,
while laid in England, is universal iu applicaJon.
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"While many of the motion picture concerns are announcing their plans to make better pictures in the future, the
VITAGRAPH

Here

Are

company

Two

EARLE

"THE
One

is going ahead and doing it."
HELEN POLLOCK
In the Sunday Telegraph

That

Will

Prove

It!

WILLIAMS
in

WOLF"

of Eugene Walter's Greatest Stage Plays!
A picture of perfect proportions. A production that gives Earle
Williams a new atmosphere. A red blooded romance in the rough,
with the famous Hudson Bay country as its brawny background.

HARRY

T.

MOREY

in

"THE
GAMBLERS"
Another
Thrilling CHARLES
KLEIN
Drama!
A story of love, high finance and political ambition. Hundreds of
thousands saw the stage presentation. That many and more will
want to see it on the screen.
PRINTS
AT

NOW
ALL

READY

VITAGRAPH

FOR

YOU

SEE

EXCHANGES

To See Them Is To Book Them— To Book Them
In On Two Great Stars, Two Great
and Two Famous Authors
VITAGRAPH
Albert E. Smith, President
21

TO

Means
Plays

Cashing

House

'By

Robert

Author of The Eternal Magdalene, fires ^Sprinj

m

f

"Seven children on seventy-five dollars a month I
Tell us, Manley, how do you manage it?"

i

f

pi
'Jim, my own brother, my God I"

no numan-lntQTQst
Jibigh
All-star

"Jim — please !"

Cast

RICHARD

TRAVERS

G RETCH

HARTMAN

EN

HENRY

dm

.w^;

C5ELL

HELEN
WEER
Directed by
SAMUEL

BRODSKY

"Jim, Jim I I'm to afraid I"

produced
Sales

JtytSHt

by

ROBERT

CHU
W.

Argu

PHIBS1

Without

Children

McLaughlin

)ecameron Nights, The Pearl of Great Price etc.

"A girl that's made one mistake U still good
enough for
and him."
if she hasn't
she'sanytoo man
good; for

me

Rights

Buyers!

This is a Picture that will pack and jam any theatre!
t requires special exploitation because it is a big and sensational subject,
elicately handled. Not smutty! It has wonderful possibilities for indeendent distributors who can give it attention.
'resented at the same time in the two leading legitimate theatres in
Jeveland, beginning the week of August ioth: —
-the photo-play at
Klaw 8C Erlanger's Opera House
-the spoken version at
Shubert-Colonial Theatre
id at both theatres to a succession of packed houses!
Address inquiries to
OBERT W. PRIEST, Sales Agent (The Film Market, Inc.)
Times Building, New York City

The joyi that might have been.'
irterprises
Inc.
| ^*VUmJ^rketInc)X\hK£S

Cleveland

OLDC.

NEW

YORK/

EXHIBITORS

THE

HER

A L D

A ND

following

number

of

advertisers
papers

Motion

in the

News

24

issue:

-
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-

-
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-

-
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Review

-
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World

Trade

23d

trade
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Picture
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Hampton Del Ruth, who for a period of
o ver five years has been intimately identified
with the production of all Keystone and
Sennett-Par amount Comedies, in capacity
of managing editor, director and production
manager, has severed his connections with
the latter studio, and is at present engaged
in editing and personally supervising the
direction of all William Fox-Sunshine
Co m e dy Pro duct io n s .
Mr. Del Ruth personally assures the
exhibitor of the same high standard of
comedy production with which his name
has been so closely identified in the past.
Associated

Players

Chester Conklin
Polly Moron
Glen Cavender

Jack Cooper
Slim Somerville
Ethel Teare

Tom Kennedy
Harry Booker
Bill Franey

Ed Kennedy
Harry McCoy
Billy Armstrong

Alice 'Davenport
Laura
Bobbie Dunn

LaVarnie

lfrith a chorus of thirty bathing beauties
including Marvel Rea, Dorothy Lee,
Vera St e a dm an

produced
The
Wild

New Sunshine Releases
under the personal supervision o)
Hampton Del Ruth

Yellow
Waves

Dog

Catcher
Chicken
and Women

a la Cabaret

Foot light Maids
Back to Nature

Girls
Her

First Kiss

Sheriff Nell's Comeback
His Naughty Wife
The Roaming Bathtub
A Schoolhouse Scandal
Hearts
Tender
Hungry Lions and

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

CHRISTIE
SPECIALS
in Two

Reels

FAY

TINCHER
and a

FEATURE
CAST
including
EARL
EDDIE
AND

Dangerous

Nan

Released

CELEBRATED
MIDWEST
STANDARD

THE

RODNEY
BARRY
CHRISTIE

GIRLS

McGrew

in September

PLAYERS

the eastern school
JHEY
mastertold
there was one grand

FILM
FILM

SERVICE

26

she 'alius'
thing about his fiancee
gave her victims a 'swell' burial.

Focus
E x
And

Your

On

h i b i t o r s Herald
Bear

Increasing
The

Attention

real

Exhibitors

In

Mind

popularity
service

That
only

Its
reflects

it is rendering

of the nation —

to

great and

small

V

STATE

AND

FOREIGN

RIGHTS

ALREADY

SOLD

Foreign
Territories!
Solo
Great Brirain.
France. Germany
a.
South Austrial'i
Africa. Russia,
|
Belgium, Balkans.
Norway, Sweden.
Greece, Holland. Itafy.
GILLESPIE BROS.
Far East
j. pearson

COBP.
Helen

rBhe

Holmes

FATAL

II

FORTUNE

i T^it
Acclaimed

4Pvt

by the Metropolitan

Critics as the most

melodram-

atic sensation of a decade.

!
— Knockout
WHY HESITATE? DON'T WRITE, WIRE
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION
S. S. KRELLBERG. President
NEW YORK CITY
:
:
112 West 42nd Street

Surefire

— Livewire

BUREAU OF

DOMESTIC
BRANCH
OFFICES
ATLANTA. GA.
BALTIMORE. MO.
BOSTON. MASS.
BUFFALO.
BUTTE. MONT.N V.
CALGARY.
CHARLOTTE. N. C.
CHICAGO.
CINCINNATI.ILL. 0.
CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS. 0.0.
DALLAS. TEX.
DENVER. COL.
OES MOINES. IA.
DETROIT.
EL PA80. MICH.
TEX.
FT SMITH. ARK.
INDIANAPOLIS. INO.
JACKSONVILLE. FLA
LOB ANOELEB. CAL.
KANSAS CITY. MO.
LOUISVILLE.
KT.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
MILWAUKEE.
WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS.
MONTREAL. MINN.
NEW HAVEN. CONN
NEW
ORLEANS.M. V.LA.
NEW YORK.
OKLA. CITYNEB.OK LA.
OMAHA.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
PITTSBURGHORE.PA.
STPORTLANO
LOUIS. MO.
•ALT
LAKE CITY CAL.
UTAH^
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE. WASH.
SPOKANE. WASH.
SIOUX Mill. B. O.
ST JOHNj^J1
TORONTO.
VANCOUVER*",J
WICHITA. KAN.
WILKES. BARRC. PA.

L ECONOMICS

CO-OPERATING
REPUBLIC OF CHILI
'UNITED
STATES
GOVERNMENT
REPUBL'C OF CHINA
COUNCIL
OFOF NATIONAL
DEFENSE
REPUBLIC
FRANCE
PANNATIONAL
AMERICAN
UNION OF FRANCE
THE BRITISH EMPIRE
COMMITTEE
DOMINION
OF
CANADA
KINGDOM OFOFJAPAN
SP*IN
COMMONWEALTH
OF
AUSTRALIA
EMPIRE
UNION
AFRICA
REPUBLIC
OFOF MEXICO
DOMINIONOF OFSOUTH
NEWFOUNDLAND
REPUBLIC
NICARAGUA
PROTECTORATE
MOROCCO
REPUBLIC
OF
ARGENTINA
FEDERATION OF OFSWITZERLAND
REPUBLIC OF BOLIVIA

ALEXANDRIA
BANOOENQ
BARCELONA
BOMBAY
BUENOS
AIRES
HAVANA
HONQ KONO
LONDON
MANILA

MEXICO CITY
PANAMA
PARIS
RIO DEJUANJANEIRO
SAN
SINGAPORE
SYDNEY
TOKIO
VALPARISQ,

New York, July 18, 1919.
Nicholas Powers Company,
90 Gold Street,
New York City.
Gentlemen: The wonderful results which we are getting
in the use of your Powers 6B projectors on all
of our Public Service Trucks must be most grati
fylng to you.
As you know we are turning out these trucksof
oulte rabidly at this time to carry the light
c method
knowledge todlstant lands by the graphi
with indeal
res
pictu
These
es.
pictur
of notiondustry
,
commerce, travel, public health city earn
aruction, recla^
e constand
roads, bridg
tatlon' good
dairy subjects,
kgricultural s,
Uon of IZi. and
In tne open.
and are shown free to the masse
can be largely
rom
The food resulting theref
attributed to the marvelous efficiency of your
projection equipment.Yours truly, p

FH/AB

■TV** ••••••
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ANNOUNCEMENT

EXHIBITORS
THE

CAPITAL

EXCHANGES

FILM
IN

COMPANY

MINNEAPOLIS,

CHICAGO

AND

HAVE

PURCHASED

BEEN

MILWAUKEE
BY

THE

LUDWIG

C9^

FILM

NOW
OF

BOOKING

TWO

REEL

A

SERIES

WESTERNS

FEATURING

HARRY

MEYERS

- the LONE STAR WESTERN
ALSO THE TWO REEL

JESTER

COMEDIES
WRITE
WE

LUDWIG

—PHONE—

SERVE

FILM

D. PADORR,
TOY BLDG.
MILWAUKEE

series-'

BEST

CO.

MGR.

207 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO
28

YOU

WIRE

LOEB ARCADE
MINNEAPOLIS

EVERY

EXHIBITOR

IN

INDIANA

ILLINOIS

WANTS

Guinan

Texas
THE

AND

FEMALE

BILL

HART

A
FEMALE

IN
HER
LATEST
GREATEST
FIVE
REEL
FEATURE

MIXTURE
OF BILL HART
FAIRBANKS
HARRY CAREY
AND
TOM

MIX

"TH

E

OF WESTERN THRILLS AND ROMANCE "
F
WOL
E
H
15TH
S
SEPTEMBER^
RELEASED
FIVE REELS

A

ALSO

SERIES

OF

TWO

REEL

WESTERNS

FEATURING

TEXAS

TOY BUILDING
MILWAUKEE

GUINAN

Z07 S. WABASH 1
CHICAGO

1109 MARYLAND^
IINDIANAPOLISU

EXHIBITORS

^Zie most

HERALD

valuable

AND

piano

MOTOGRAPHY

in ifte world

The purchase of a piano should be the decision
of a lifetime. The enjoyment of its possession
should ripen with succeeding years. It is to meet
this standard the Steger Piano is made. Today
Steger Pianos of wondrous tonal and artistic
beauty are finding their full-measured destiny in
thousands of American homes.
Steger Pianos and Player P lanos are shipped on approval to
persons of responsibility.
^ Write for the Steger Style Brochure and convenient terms.
Steger dealers everywhere.
STEGER

& SONS PIANO MANUFACTURING CO.
FounJcJ by John V. Stc^cr. 1879
Factories at Steger, Illinois
SteSer Building, Chicago
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CASTLE

FIRING

LINE

No. 311
No. 304 — One sheet hanging
frame made
of compo
2-inch
material
with up
heavy
board back and door opening
from front. Has
Made opening
of lJ4-inch
material.
for
3x14 date strip. All joints
reinforced with corner irons.
Two heavy screw eyes at top
of frame to hang by. Finin Gold,
Oak. ishedSize
overGreen
all, 32Filled
inchesor
wide by 50 inches high.
Price
S6.W
No. 30S -Photo frame holding
eight 11x14 photos and one
6x28 date strip. Photo frames
slotted at top for inserting
photos.
of 3-inch
material withMade
binding
all around
outside edge and comer round
moulding with
cornerboard
ornaments, heavyfourcompo
back,
all
joints
reinforced
with
comer irons. Has easel, 11x14
frames finished in Gold. Compo board Green
back can
be finished
in either
or Red.
Frame
any finish desired. Green filled.
Gold or Oak. Size over all,
42'A inches wide by li'A inches
high. Price
««•••
Gilt tedPhotograph
Frames,
at the top for insertionslot-of
photograph,
be quantity
supplied
separately, incanany
desired.
Size 11x14
*>-S«
Size 22x28
*S

No. 311interchangeable
— A handsome letters
sign,
.vith
inot hghted) to extend over
sidewalk, hang under canopy
or on front of building. Double
or single face, as desired.
Takes the place of banners
for
— canevery
be show
read— looks
farther better
— and
cuts out expense. Practically
indestructible — changed on a
minute's notice
no get
disap-an
pointments when— you
unexpected film. One or two
line readers, double face. 158
metal panels, with assorted
letters. 14 metal panels with
punctuation marks and W
"In" letters,
and "The."
boxes areto
hold
etc. 2Letters
white enamel. Background of
all panels finished in black,
painted and baked. Will not
rub off or peel. Borders in
brown, sired.
red.Prices:or any color de2 line double face, 12 ft. long.
32 in. high — 172 panels, all
complete. F. O. B. cagoChiS17S.I*
2 line single face, same sire —
100 8panels,
all completeS12S.H
— F.
O.
Chicago
No. 3*3 — One sheet with eignt
11x14 photos, made of 3-in.
material.
wings,
which
are excepting
of 2-in. material
and door of one sheet l'/S-in.
material.
are hinged
so they canWings
be folded
or set
at any angle desired. Has
-asel and inforced
legs,with corner
all jointsirons.
reFinished in Gold. Green Filled
or Oak. Size over all. 62 in.
wide by 66 in. high.
Price
SIS.W

Other Stock Designs
\\ e carry seven other regular designs
in poster frames and theater signs, and
will be glad to send a complete catalog
upon application. For special requirements we build frames to fit. Send us
a blueprint of your lobby and we will
design special effects. Or give us dimensions and we will make any size or
style to your order.
Supplies of All Kinds
We are headquarters for all kinds of
supplies for moving picture theaters.
Ask for anything you want in the way
of supplies or equipment.
Don't forget that we arc exclus
distributors for Illinois, Wisconsin and
Indiana for the best projection machine
on the market, the

v, ;ih

SIMPLEX PROJECTOR
Dealers: W rite for Special Terms.

exhibitors Supply Co.
845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago
BRANCH SALES OFFICESi Chicago, 407 Mailers Bid?. : Indianapolis, 157 N. Illinois St. ; Milwaukee, 133 Second St. ; St. Louis, 3308 Olive St.
■«'
i
■
ii
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u
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Eyes

of

Clune's

AND

the

Cinema

World

Production

Greatest

of

WRIGHT'S

BELL

HAROLD

Love,

-MOTOGRAPHY

Story

Adventure

of

and

Intrigue

SEVEN WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN PORTLAND, ORE.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN SEATTLE, WASH.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN DENVER, COLO.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN OMAHA, NEB.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN DES MOINES, IOWA
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN ST. LOUIS, MO.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN KANSAS CITY, MO.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN CHICAGO, ILLS.
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN MINNEAPOLIS,
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN MILWAUKEE,
TWO WEEKS CONTINUOUS RUN IN DETROIT,
165 NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES IN CHICAGO,

And
Grand

Opera

Now

Showing

House,
Runs,

Cincinnati,

Continuous

of ANY

Picture Since 'The Birth of a Nation."
■■■■■■

OHIO

by

FILM

Sole Owners

the

COMPANY

of the State Rights of

INDIANA

Office After Sept. 1st, 122 W.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE IMMEDIATELY

Ohio

Greatest Testimonials

Distributed

Main

in the

Greatest

WISIMA

MINN.
WIS.
MICH.
ILL.

New

ILLINOIS
York

FOR PATES.

St., Indianapolis, Ind.
II. A. SIMS, GEN- 1. MGR.
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Book

ing

LIKE

WILD

FIR

="
no

THE MASKED RIDEF
tPisoUe Ha. I
Th« Hoie in the Wall
THE

GREATEST

OF

ALL

WESTERN

SERIALS

I.

J5
THE

MASKED
WRITE,

Unity

OR

PHONE

Photoplays
FRANK

207

WIRE

RIDER

S. Wabash

Ave.

ZAMBRENO,
33

Company
President
CHICAGO

THE

INDEPENDENT
NEWS

OF THE

FILM

WEEK

TRADE

PAPER,

"Kathleen
Mavourneen," Fox D, six parts, with 62
Theda Bara

Theatre Circuits Create Big Question for Exhibitors .*...'. 39
Chicago Theatre Owners Assured No General
Strike Will Be Called
43

"Witness for the Defense." Paramount D. five
parts, with Elsie Ferguson
63
"The Undercurrent," Select I), seven parts, with
Guy Empey.
63

1'. from
A. Powers,
Treasurer
of Universal, Resigns 44
National
Association

Departments
Exhibitors Bureau
65, 66, 67, 68. 69, 70
What the Picture Did for Me
71. 72, 73. 74, 75
Up and Down Film Row
m
The Export Department
81
Happenings on the Pacific Coast
84
Chicago Trade Events
85
Guide to Current Pictures
87. 88, 89
Advertisers

Central West Exhibitors May Join for Co-Operative Booking
Balaban and Katz to Build Big Theatre in
Chicago Loop
Mayer Signs Joseph Henabery to Direct Mildred
Harris Chaplin
lack Pickford Signs Long Term Contract With
Goldwyn Pictures
Emmett J. Flynn Signed by Fox to Direct Next
Russell Picture
W illiam Fox Pictures Crowding Forty-Fourth
Street Playhouse
McCarthy and Mitchell Enter Foreign Field
With Guy Smith
Louis J. Selznick Will Provide Free Insurance
for All Employes
Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, Puts Over Special
Stunt for "The Brat"
Successful
Books and Stage Flays Furnish
Stories for Realart Stars

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

"The Westerner" Is Selected to Open Strand
Theatre, Brooklyn
55
J. Stuart Blackton Productions to lie Published
Through Pathe
56
Vivian M. Moses Leaves Select to Form Company W ith Empey
57
Reviews
"Checkers," Fox I), seven parts, with Thomas J.
Carrigan
61
"The Gray Horizon," Exhibitors Mutual D. five
parts, with Sessue Hayakawa
61
"Her Kingdom of Dreams," First National I),
seven parts, with Anita Stewart
61
"The Hoodlum," First National C-D, six parts,
with Mary Pickford
62
"The Market of Souls," Paramount D, five parts,
with Dorothy Dal ton
62
"The Love Cheat," Pathe C, five parts, with June
Caprice and Creighton Hale
62
Volume IX

SEPTEMBER

Argus Enterprises
22. 23
Bee-Hive Exchange, Inc
29
Capital Film Company
27
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
2(>
DeBerri Scenic Company
90
Doll-Van Film Corporation
35
Eastman Kodak Company
90

anay
Ess
Exhibitors Supply Company
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
First National Exhibitors Circuit. Inc. 17, 18,
Fox Film Corporation 5, 6, 7. 8, 9. 10,
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
W. V . Hodkinson Corporation
Ludwig Film-Company
Metro Pictures Corporation
Nicholas Power Company

'M
31
2
1". 20
11, 12
1. 91
Insert
28
Insert
Insert

Tom Phillips
.'
90
Pathe Exchange, Inc
()2
Realart Pictures Corporation
Insert
Ritchey Lithographing Company
38
Robertson-Cole
Insert
Hampton Del Ruth
,
25
Select Pictures Corporation
13. 14, 15. F>
S. L. K. Serial Corporation
Insert
Steger Piano Company
30
A. Teitel
90 I
Unity Photoplays Company
33 I
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
3
Vitagraph Company, Inc
21
Wisima Film Company
32
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FOBERTSON-COLE

Creator of the "TURN

PRODUCTIONS

IN THE ROAD"

and "BETTER TIMES"

A NJ OTHER Brentwood creation of
even greater merit than "The Turn
in the Road" and "Better Times"
is this broad heart-gripping story of "The
Other Half." It is not a ranting, railing,
damnation of one class b}) another, but it
is a gentle unfolding on the screen of the
good that Lincoln said was in every heart.
It is a story so simple, so well told, so \0ell

suspicion of tears, a human sympathy^ that
gets you whether you are a millionaire or

acted, that $ou ne*der miss an inch of film.

pauper if you ps° human.

IT deals with one of the most important I
questions of the day, Capital and
Labor, but the manufacturer and the
worker can sit side by side in your theatre
to see this picture and they will leave it
hand in hand. There is not a line of
hatred in it. There is a heart grip, a

Distributed b>>
EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

I
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Wisconsin

Exhibitors!
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of
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on
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J
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Is

Now
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For
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1 j

Through
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|1
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From
Readers
Y Enthusiastic
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L
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To EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPH Y :— Please find enclosed
reports on some of the programs I have played of late. I wish they would all
report on the pictures they played as I watch these reports closely, and IT HAS
SAVED THE DAY FOR ME MANY A TIME. Thanking you for past favors,
I remain,
Yours very truly,
(Signed) CHAS. DALE,
Topic Theatre, Fairfax, Minnesota.
iiiiiiimiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

To EXHIBITORS

HERALD

AND

MOTOGRAPH Y:— We

|
I
§
|

find it a good

| idea to clip reports from "What The Picture Did For Me" department and use
1 them for press notes in papers. We have used several reports and it pays.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) P. K. ANTON,
Manager Royal Theatre, New Castle, Indiana.
Inunnraii^^
gjPllllllllM^
To EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPH Y :— Enclosed find my
1 personal check for $1.00 for which send me your Exhibitors Herald and Motog1 raphy. If available I would be pleased for you to send me the back copies from
1 the first of the year by express collect and date my subscription from that date.
I just received your sample copy the other day and it is just what I need.
1
Yours truly,
(Signed) H. R. JENKINS,
Opera House, Dahlgren, Illinois.
frilllllllllllUIIflllllllllllllllllllUlllllllM
BjMBIIIIIMM^
To EXHIBITORS

HERALD

| is fine so let it come along.

AND

MOTOGRAPH Y:

I think your paper

Yours truly,

JOE ANDERSON,
The Hatton Opera House, Hatton, N. D.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllljlllllllllllllllllllllM
illllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM
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Reader

Thinks

Whole

Story!

|
|
j
|
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Editorial

Comment

ot

"Wfe

THE

British cinema trade continues to grieve seriously over the situation they have encountered
in the American market. They simply will not accept the explanation, which is obvious enough, that
the only reason British pictures are not enthusiastically received here is that as a general thing they
have not been even near the American standard of
* * *
production.
Mil. W. A. NORTHAM, in a rather direct article
in a recent issue of The Bioscope (London)
launches the unpleasant charge that there exists a
boycott against English pictures and anything English designed for the American stage. In support

strike involving the
of the actor**
ty industry
probabili
THE
seems to be getting very
picture
motion
remote. Of course, there i* no good reason why it
should as the entirp controversy is foreign to motion
picture industry.

REPORTS from thioughout the country regarding
the attitude of the operators' union are not now
available but the men who preside over projection
room activities in Chicago and the neighboring communities together with the officers of their organization are pursuing a sane, level-headed course. They
are declining to allow even the higher-ups in Chicago
labor to use them as tools in a matter which is r.o concern of theirs:

of this contention he cites a recent experience in' NewYork City when he held several trade showings but
could not even tempt buyers to his hall.
* * *
MI.'. XORTHAM is simply mistaken, that's
all. He misinterprets indifference toward
specific pictures for indifference toward anything
of a British production. If he should arrive one day
in New York City with a really big picture, a production that would measure up to the standard demanded bythe American public, he would find himself just about the most popular man along trade
routes — whether the picture was made in England
<>r in China.
* * *

THE actors — even those who do not make a busiB68B of being funny — have done some very comical
things m the period of this strike but nothing really
funnier has occurred than their alignment in Chicago
with a group of labor czars who undoubtedly are very
capable in directing the labor aspirations of plumbers
and bricklayers but who are sadly out of their sphere
in all that has to do with this theatrical ami theatric
walk -out.

MR.

NORTHAM'S charge that we do not want
anything English in our theatres is absurd.
On the side of the stage theatre the influence of
English plays and players has been tremendous.
Motion pictures produced by George Loane Tucker in
England were readily accepted and proved of great
popularity with the American public.
* * *

PA. POWEBS out of the National Association!
• Only momentarily, we hope, for throughout the
list of capable executives who have directed the destinies ofthe National Association there is nor..1 more
valuable than the very popular Pat Powers. Mr.
Powers has a very definite idea as to just what the
National Association should and should not do with

IF our friends of the British trade would divert the
energy they are now spending in worrying about
the mythical boycott to the business of producing
pictures that measure up to the American standard
thev would more speedily put themselves in a position to make a real test of the attitude of the American market.

reference to the actors' strike just as he has a very
definite opinion on most anything else of importance.
Through his resignation from the National Association he has vindicated the sincerity of his opinion
on the actors' strike matter, and having done this
he should be content and should return forthwith
where 1h< counsel and advice are needed.
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—
T. W. Chatburn, assistant general manager of Vitagraph, on a swing around the
western territory, visited Chicago Friday,
August 22.
Flqyd M. Brockell, of the Greater Stars
Productions, Inc., Chicago, spent last week
in New York City, closing a deal with
Equity Pictures.
Mary Miles Minter, the Realart star, is
to be guest of honor at the twenty-eighth
annual baby parade to be held August 2T,
at Asbury Park, N. J.
Albert W. Eden is the newly appointed
head
of Realart's
Seattleas office
Emanuel
is announced
takingandoverHaya
like post at Philadelphia.
Raymond McKee, well known screen juvenile, has been signed by World Films to
appear in an Apfel production opposite
Evelyn Greeley.
H. \Y. McCall, manager of the Liberty
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla., has just
returned to that city aften ten days spent in
NTew York arranging future bookings.
Priestley Morrison, well known for his
stage performances and a legitimate actor
of
note,Films
is the
newFort
casting"
directortaking
for
World
at the
Lee studio,
the place left vacant by the resignation of
Robert Mclntyre.
Henry E. Wilkinson, manager of the
Realart Buffalo office, spent last week in
New York on business.
Priscilla Dean, rumored as contemplating alliances with various producing concerns, has affixed her signature to a long
term contract under which she will continue with Universal.
Joe H. Meyek, well known throughout
the trade and recently publicity and exploitation manager for Universal at Cincin-

JA
By
J.ZZ
R. M.

— i

nati, has been appointed acting director
of exchange publicity in New York during
the
of Harry
Rice, recently injured
in anabsence'
automobile
accident.

Hurrah!—
The threatened strike of the P. A.'s
has been
calledwasoff.to They
agree
on who
write couldn'i
the an
nouncement for the papers.

James Young, one of the oldest directors
in the business and now directing Elsie
Janis in her first Selznick production, was
recently married to Clara Whipple, well
known to the screen.

HardGetto out
Keep the
Track
'Em- Anothci
cardof index.
national organization of exhibitors ha
been formed in New York — the N A
E. C. Inc.

J. C. Jossey, special representative lor
the Arrow Film Corporation, has just completed an eight weeks' tour of the leading
midwest cities and reports state-rights
prospects brilliant for the coming season.
Alice Joyce, who has been enjoying a
short vacation at White Sulphur Springs,
Va., has duction
resumed
work upon program.
her next profor the Vitagraph
Al Ligori, who had charge of the camera
work in the production of "The Firing
Line,"
Castle's
special, Irene
has signed
up Paramount-Artcraft
with Paul Scardon,
director
for
the
Crest
Pictures Corporation.
Charles Hertzman, for the past four
years press agent and theatre manager for
Comstock and Gest, producers of the legitimate stage, has been appointed by Tarkington Baker, general manager for Universal,
as western publicity director.
R. Cecil Smith, well known as a writer,
has just formed an alliance with the Selznick senario staff and will begin work immediately.
Dr. Rowland Rogers, graduate of the
University of Chicago and owner of the
Triangle and Victoria theatres here, has
joined the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph Company andcational
willdirector.occupy the position of edu-

And Did
They're
8,000 Strongyou know
there is a society o
American Magicians? Well there is
And they've endorsed Houdini's nex
picture. So Harry's all set.
"When
Openedare insore
Scranton"
— Brad
The Iactors
about the
incident. He "went on" and playc
the part of a butler — with side-burn
and
9:45
whicheverything—
was tied in
up his
forshow
a few"Atnight:
And the newspaper reports say. "th
applause
lastedstuff.
five minutes." That
stealing their
H. C.Actors
of L. Notehave lifted the ban on ?
bills, for the duration of the strik
Heretofore they were declared to 1
"hoodoos" and would not be accepti.
by actors in good standing. Howeve
it has been discovered that a $2
regular currency and goes further th:
a $1.
Must Be Some Other Strike—
The Billboard had the actors' stril
ended last week. It announced "f
Over — Equity Wins," in big bio'
Bettype.
He's Been to New York —
Fearing an epidemic of eyestra
when the Mack Sennett bathing gr
take
on Cleveland's
beachtl
the their
Park airing
director
has ordered
they
wear
'em
longer
—
or
four
incr
above the knee.
Sad Vacationing
Stuffat Bevo this week. I
near Beer — which is why this is oi
one-half of one per cent as funny
usual.
J. R- M

TO

make a ticket selling, money getting poster is no simple matter. To execute such a poster requires a great organization of poster advertising
experts, poster artists and poster printers. The greatest poster organization in
the world, complete in every detail, is

THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
406 W. 31st Street. New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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Question

Controversy

Seen

of

as

Hour

Result

of

At-

tempts to Use
"Force"
in Booking— Individual Exhibitors Enter
Vigorous
Protests

CJ A problem of great significance
matter of theatre circuits.

has recently

<jj During recent
months
number and in influence.

has

there

I| The future of the theatre circuit
to every individual in the industry.

been

developed

a big

is a matter

in the

expansion

in

of vital concern

<jj The theatre circuit, whether it be controlled by producing and
distributing interests, an individual or an exhibiting company, or
whether it exists merely as an alliance of exhibitors for the purpose
of booking, may be productive of great good or it may develop into
the greatest single menace that the industry has encountered.
t EXHIBITORS
HERALD,
with a view to inviting discussion of
the situation and making plain the issues involved, presents herewith an outline of the question together with copies of certain interesting documents which indicate the possible trend of theatre
circuit operation, bulk booking and allied matters.
A contest which promises to be
ought out bitterly has developed beween distributing interests and certain
Hied groups of theatres.
Among the many charges that have
>.een hurled back and forth in controvrsy is the assertion of distributors that
ttempts are being made through the
nediuni of a veiled boycott to rent picures at a figure arbitrarily decided
ipon by group booking units.
1 Failure of the distributors to yield
? answered by an informal agreement
n the part of the theatre interests to
)ck the pictures in question out of the
'rritory.
Independent exhibitors at various
oints throughout the country have
aised a storm of protest over this sitation on the grounds that the distribtors, due to the loss of revenue in cerun territories through the operation
f the quasi boycott, are increasing rends with a view to recouping for losses
i the closed districts.
, One of the best known exhibitors in
ue United States who has requested
iat his name be withheld declares tbat

T TERE is an outline of
/ 7 one of the biggest problems of the hour. It
is your problem and it means
a great deal to the future of
|

|
|
q

|

your business.
EXHIBI TORS HERALD in
presenting the accompanying
article tal^es no sides in the
controversy, but offers it simply
as an important and interesting
item of news.
EXHIBITORS HERALD
wants the viewpoint of exhibitors on the question, both those
affiliated with booking circuits
and individual exhibitors. Our
columns are open. Register
your opinion.
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the question already has developed to
a point where relief is imperative. The
exhibitor referred to states that he ha<
been a close observer of the development
of circuit operation and group booking
and declares that the time has arrived
when the trade at large should be
aroused
uation. to the possible perils of the sit"The great mass of exhibitors of
America." he declared, "are in the market for renting pictures simply as individuals, buying film for one, two or
possibly three theatres. It is from these
sources that the great volume of the
industry's income is received and these
exhibitors shall not and cannot be made
to carry a burden placed upon their
shoulders by the high-handed methods
of certain circuit combinations that believe themselves to be czars of their respective territories.
•'Every exhibitor who values the future of his own business and the future
of the industry is willing to pay a fair
price for a film that he uses. He realizes(Continued
that if the standard
of producon Page 41)
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Direction

A stubborn battle which can only result in loss to both exhibitor and distributor
appears to be growing out of the type of management that is being carried on by certain
booking groups.
EXHIBITORS HERALD is interested in the controversy only to the extent of demanding fair play for the rank and file of exhibitors of America.
This publication directs attention to the situation with the view of causing wise
counsel to prevail and to see eliminated the causes of a bitter friction which, if persisted in, will sooner or later bring to the entire industry an almost irreparable loss.
On another page we publish communications

sent out by the secretary of a booking

circuit which are of a type that cannot win. To speak of using "force" to rent pictures
at a price below their actual worth is sheer nonsense. The chief effect of such talk is
to delude unwary theatremen into alignment with a combination which if carried on
would have a demoralizing effect upon general and individual business.
This publication is dedicated to the furtherance of the best interests of the exhibitors of America and it would be derelict in its duty if it did not point out to its readers
that a combination of this kind, in the first place, is illegal; secondly, that it is neither a
wise nor a practicable plan to attempt to brow-beat distributors who may be selling
pictures in your territory after your combination disappears and, thirdly, that while for
a time you may be able to beat down prices below a fair and equitable level you would
at the same time be beating down the standard of production to a point where your
former patrons would pass your theatre as if it were a plague spot.
The basic idea behind this type of booking plan is to buy pictures for a certain locality
at a ridiculously low figure and then be content to allow the distributor to boost prices
in other localities to make up for the deficiency. It is this fact that has roused a great
resentment among a great number of individual exhibitors who have voiced their sentiments to EXHIBITORS HERALD in no uncertain terms.
In one of the communications
line, "Remember, secrecy is our
scheme of operation will not bear
mately conducted asking only for
working.

addressed to the circuit's members you will note the
watchword." This is almost a confession that their
the light of day for certainly a booking circuit legitifair play need not resort to this tunnel method of

You will also note frequent repetition of the line, "You will therefore continue to
lay off this picture according to the by-laws." This matter is subject to especial warning.
The inevitable trend of a practice of this nature is toward the federal courts and indictment for combining in restraint of trade. Certainly, no exhibitor for the saving of a few
dollars on his programs has any desire to meet such a situation.
Group booking legitimately conducted can operate to the great advantage of members of such a circuit. Many circuits throughout the country are proving this day by day.
There is a big saving in sales expense to the distributor and in the natural course the
amount thus saved is deducted from rental prices. We are not here concerned with this
type of circuit.
It is the other type of circuit, conceived on the principle that strong-arm practices
can be made to fit in with modern business methods that has created the necessity for
this warning. The individual exhibitor who becomes identified with this type of circuit
is running a great risk of imperiling his entire business investment and also becoming a
factor in curbing the progress of the industry and lowering the standard of the art.
Beware of a club that may become a boomerang.
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(Continued from Page 39)
tion is to be maintained and improved
the producer must receive back his investment and a fair return in the form
of profits. He will not stand to be
gouged and he will make no attempt to
gouge the producer.
"This type of exhibitor can only get
a square deal as long as the strong booking units give the producer and distributor a square deal. I have found
through sad experience that when a
picture is locked out of a territory aujacent to mine, the exchange comes
along to me and wants to make me
help him out on his loss in the other
territory.
"It is high time the trade wakes up
to the dangers of the autocratic hooking
methods of certain theatre chains."
A serious aspect of the situaiion is
disclosed in plans being entertained by

Confidential
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certain distributors to resort to court
action and to retire indefinitely from
certain localities where they declare
they have encountered conditions which
they characterize as "unbearable."
A leading distributor who insists that
his name not be connected with the controversy atthis time outlined his position as follows:
"It is the aim of my organization to
rent pictures consistently at a price that
will enable the exhibitor to make money
as well as having a little left for ourselves. Out of the several thousand
accounts we are serving there is now
and always has been a minimum of dissatisfaction.
"In dealing with the individual exhibitor we have never encountered any
difficulty. But with the recent development of certain booking circuits we
have encountered a condition which we

intend to batter down regardless of expense and we are prepared to go even
so far as to invite the scrutiny of the
federal authorities of a situation which
we believe to be dangerously near a deliberate combination in restraint of
trade.
"Unless there is a change of front
we have practically decided that pending such action we will retire from the
localities
in question."
EXHIBITORS
HERALD presents
below copies of two communications
sent out by a western circuit. The letters were supplied by an exhibitor who
has withdrawn from the circuit, advancing as his reason his belief that
the attitude assumed in these communications is"hostile to the best interests
of the individual exhibitor and the industry at large."
IjllUiUJlIIIJilillUIIUIUUIIlUUrillllllllUiUIJIllUIIUiUlIlIIIiUIJJtMU

Letters

of Northwest
Circuit
■■■OHMDIDIIIIIIIinillllllllW
Seattle, Wash., July 21, 1919.
Seattle, Wash., July 30, 1919.
TO THE MEMBERS NORTHWEST
WEEKLY REPORT NO. 4
TO THE MEMBERS NORTHWEST
EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.:
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.:
The Film Committee met yesterday and transacted
I am in receipt of three or four letters from differthe following business:
ent members of the Circuit complaining about the
"PAID IN ADVANCE." Universal. Last week
prices that we paid for Fairbanks, etc. YOU MUST
negotiations were commenced for this feature and an
REALIZE THAT WE CANNOT COME RIGHT
offer of $6,150 was made. They were asking $11,500.
OUT AND USE "FORCE" UNTIL WE HAVE
Mr. Baum informed Mr. Clemmer and Mr. Wright that
he would submit the offer to New York and confer with
BOUGHT A PICTURE OR TWO, AND GOT OURSELVES FAIRLY STARTED.
us further. Nothing having been heard from Mr. Baum,
From
now on, gentlemen, we are going to fight
the Committee got him on the phone yesterday and
and find out whether or not the Circuit is any good,
found that this picture had been sold to Seattle, Portand buy pictures for what they are worth. The perland, Butte, Montana, without our having any more
centages have now been adjusted and your percentage
chance at same. It was, therefore, unanimously voted
by the Film Committee that all members should lay off is figured at ll/2 per cent. If you do not figure that this
percentage is right, let me know. Also, put me in
this picture according to the by-laws. YOU WILL,
THEREFORE, NOT BOOK THIS PICTURE.
touch with what you consider prices for your towns.
Each one of you write me a letter and tell me what you
"THE WESTERNERS." The quotation received
consider
Pickford worth, and what you consider Nazifrom "The Westerners" was $18,000 which, of course,
is ridiculous. The Committee decided that this pic- mova worth, what you consider Talmadge worth, and
ture was worth $6,000, but after due consideration de- give me an idea of what you are really paying for your
cided to offer $7,000. This offer has not been accepted programs and stars. This information is invaluable.
Gentlemen, the film companies do not want to do
by the Hodkinson people as yet, but we will know
business with us. Why? Because they are afraid. Ninewithin the next six days. YOU WILL, THEREtenths of Film Row do not think we can stick. The
FORE, CONTINUE TO LAY OFF "THE WESTpictures which are on the list to hold out on at the
ERNERS."
"BETTER TIMES." This subject was brought
up for consideration, and by a majority vote of the
Committee was purchased for $3,000. Kindly send in
dates desired on this production.
The re-issue of the Twelve Chaplin Mutuals were
offered, and after discussion it was decided to release
'hese for individual booking.
(Continued on Column 1, Page 42)

present time are: "Paid in Advance," Universal; "The
Westerners," a Hodkinson Production; the new Goldwyns : the new Paramounts ; "Shepherd of the Hills" ;
Checkers," released by Fox, and also the Metro productions starting with Nazimova in "The Brat."
The following pictures you may book individually
as the Circuit has released them: Rothapfel Unit Pro( Continued on Column 2, Page 42)

EXHIBITORS
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(Continued from Column I, Page 41)
"SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS."
The Committee instructs the members to lay off any negotiations
on "The Shepherd of the Hills" until same has been
reviewed by the Committee.
"PRIZMA." We were asked to make a quotation
on "Prizma" for the entire territory, but decided that
this was not a matter for the circuit to act upon, and
the World Film Corporation have been advised that
this picture will be negotiated for by each member individually.
The matter of getting down to a basis of prices and
bookings of Goldwyns, Metros and Paramounts were
fully discussed, AND IT WAS UNANIMOUSLY
AGREED THAT THE MEMBERS BE INSTRUCTED TO LAY OFF OF THE NEW GOLDWYNS,
METROS AND NEW PARAMOUNTS until the
Committee can meet the division managers of these
companies and discuss with them their new policies.
"CHECKERS." Fox. The Committee reviewed
this picture and unanimously decided to release same
for individual booking.
PATHE. Pathe will give us quotations on "13th
Chair" and "World Aflame" within the next ten days
CONSEQUENTLY YOU WILL LAY OFF THESE.
We have bought "The House Divided," as advised
you previously, for $3,750. Please send in your dates
for this. Contracts will be sent out to cover shortly.
LAY OFF FOLLOWING PRODUCTIONS:
Paid in Advance
Shepherd of the Hills
The Westerners
13th Chair
World Aflame
New Goldwyn, New Paramount, and New Metro.
SUMMARY: Dated July 30th.
H. B. WRIGHT,
Secretary and Manager.
FOX PRESENTS

AND
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{Continued from Column 2, Page 41)

grams: "Better Times," "The Man Who Stayed at
Home," and "Oh! Boy."
Now, gentlemen, we must stick together if we are
going to accomplish our aims, and NO MAN SHOULD
BUY ANY OF THE PRODUCTIONS WE ARE
HOLDING OUT ON UNTIL HE HEARS FROM
US. We enclose herewith blank report of your bookings, which please fill out and return to the office immediately so that we will know what open time you have.
This is very important.
Now, for the last time, don't forget that from now
on there will be no more complaints as to the price of
service, and if any man's percentage is too low, he
should raise it because it causes somebody else to pay
a higher percent. REMEMBER, "SECRECY" IS
OUR WATCHWORD. DO NOT TELL ANYBODY
ANYTHING, and write me on receipt of this your
frank opinion of prices and your percentage.
There is absolutely no doubt boys, but what we
are going to have to pay higher prices than last year's
quotations, inasmuch as the price of stars has gone up,
the price of labor has gone up, and everything has gone
up, including the fact that THEY MUST MAKE bigger and better pictures this year. This being the case,
we must naturally expect to pay a little more than we
have been paying. However, this organization was
organized for the exhibitors, and I am here to do your
bidding, and if you will let me know the prices you
want me to hold out on, we will absolutely hold, but
remember, WE MUST STICK.
Respectfully,
H. B. WRIGHT,

"EVANGELINE"

Secretary and Manager.
AS A SPECIAL

iimry Wndiim>rih Lonsfellow'a
elaaald the itended
sublime engagement
drama »r nilattime,
reaeheafourth
the »ereea
Mirinm
11 in imm\ iiiniinKi
the Fortystreet with
Theater,
\e« Cooper
York. in the prineipai role.
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Owners
Assured
Strike Will Be Called

elegram From C. C. Shay to Dr. Sam Atkinson
Brings Welcome News to Exhibitors
Throughout Country
A telegram from C. C. Shay, president of the I. A. T. S. E., carrying
<urance that no general strike will be called with the purpose of closing
motion picture theatres in the country, was received by Dr. Sam Atkin-n, vice-president of the A. A. A. of Chicago, on Monday August 25.
On Friday, August 22, executive officers of the motion picture oper, jrs' and theatre janitors' union in Chicago had given assurance that no
al strike would be called in'Chicago and there would be no walkout
i less a general strike was called from Xew York.
Situation Is Still Dangerous
Operators, however, have announced that they will not handle any
produced
any producers
member ofthisthedecision
Managers'
Protective
.>nsdefinite
list by
of the
is aimed
at has Association.
been made
I blic, as yet.
\s a result of this announcement. Dr. City, to Miss Katherine de la Montanye.
•cinson stated that he believed ex- former cashier at the Lyric. The weditors in Chicago and the Central West
ding took place at the Hellenic church.
. uld be treading on thin ice for six Chicago, August 7, and came as a surc nths.
prise to his business associates.
The magnificent estate of 20 acres nowCare must be used in booking," he being
built by Mr. Sinapoule, one of the
; lared. "There are rumors current in
r ard to many of the producers and the show places of Oklahoma, is to be their
eless exhibitor may find himself in residence when they return here a year
h water.
hence. They are going to Greece on
their honeymoon.
I
presume
that
William
A.
Brady's
: ts are barred by the operators, the
i " ones I think of being 'Little Women'
L. L. Stewart Joins
al
'Stolen
my opinion
t t Mr.
BradyOrders.'
made a It
big ismistake
when
Lynch Enterprises
'■ attempted to involve the motion picL. L. Stewart, for some time publicity
I e industry in the actors' strike.
director for the Triangle Distributing
Shay's Answer Assuring
Corporation, has resigned to accept a
Mr.
Shay's
telegram
»vas
an
answer
t one I had sent him explaining that position with the S. A. Lynch Enter* exhibitors of Chicago were absoI' ly neutral in the present tight and
prises. Mr. Ste'wart expects to join the
'i alway.- been fair to labor organiza- Lynch organization in Atlanta. Ga.,
t is. His reply practically assured me about September 10.
t,t no general strike closing motion
Mr. Stewart will be affiliated with the
p ure theatres will be called.
Lynch
Enterprises as advertising and
I believe that every man interested
director and mav assume mannthe motion pictures business should publicity agement
of one of the Atlanta theatres
b called to a mass meeting to outline of the circuit.
o policies. It is dangerous times. No
0 should rock the boat."
:11 through the past week there were Strike Threatened
f'Orts that the motion picture theatres
''Zhicago would be closed. The climax
By N. Y. Operators
cae Friday
XEW YORK. — There is great agitaChicago Conference Held
Pr. Atkinson and Max Ascher of the
tion in film circles over the operators'
AIA. A. called a conference with the threat to call a strike, if the dark houses
"on officials. Frank Brown, Thomas J. in the city are opened for film presentaK.nolds and Tom Maloy for the opertion. Charles C. Shay, president of the
ate and Hal Johnston Steve Kelleher
and motion picture opM C. P. Shea of the janitors attended. I. A. of T.erators,S.told E.
the National Association
It meeting lasted several hours.
that if more pictures are opened in dark
»r. Atkinson and Mr. Ascher pointed
houses, there will be air opero that a strike would work a big in- Broadway
ators' strike.
ulice upon an industry in no way connfed with the trouble with the actors
ai, the dramatic producing managers, fleport Gradwell May
lithe end, the union officials agreed,
Join Louis J. Selznick
tt'f no local strike would be called. /
NEW YORK— Persistent rumor has
it that Ricord Gradwell is to resign
C lahoma Exhibitor
from the World Film Company and asMarried in Chicago
sociate himself with Louis J. Selznick.
, KLAHOMA CITY. OKLA.— WoB
When a representative of the Herald in"} just been received here of the mJ«
quired over the 'phone as to the authenn e of John Sinopoule, owner and mai
ticity of the report,
the publicity deof the Lyric theatre at Oklahoml
partment refused to43confirm or deny it.

^:niinmiHiL]i:iiuii;iiii]i:;;ii>!imi[iU!i:iii.i!i[iJii[;:[ri-:-ia::..,;..i:-nuimtnii '■i,.'inimuun;:unjrar.ip-^
I Bathing Girls as
Ushers No More

|

I Chief of Police Garrity of Chi- 1
I cago is not a man who is easily f
1 shocked, but wheii he saw the j
I young women ushers at the Zieg- |
| feW theatre garbed in bathing I
1 suits he lifted his left hand to his j
| eyes to shut out the gaze.
| "Tut, tut." said the chief, peek- §
ing through
his fingers, "this will ||
|| never
do."
| Then, entering the office of the |
1 theatre, he told the manager to |
| "make those girls put on their I
| clothes."
I
I "You know," added the chief, I
| "they might catch cold. Anyway, j
| the theatre is no place for bathing |
| costumes, except on the stage." |
^mnujiuiiniiuiuiiiiaiiiiuiiiMiiimiiuii iitiiiutitiitiinii' iijiiininiiimmitTnuiimnmumiutuKiiumuitS
Frank

B. Rogers,

Popular Chicagoany
Receives Promotion
Frank B. Rogers, manager of the Chicago branch of Pathe Exchange, was
appointed district manager by the home
office on August 22. Mr. Rogers will
make Chicago his headquarters and will
have nine exchanges in the central west
to look after. He will cover the territory as far east as Detroit, south to St.
Louis, exclusive of Kansas City, west to
Omaha and Des Moines and north to
Minneapolis.
Mr. agerRogers'
position
manwill be filled
by E.as A.branch
Eschmann,
formerly connected with the World exchange in Cincinnati.
Although but three years in the business, Mr. Rogers has built up a large
and enviable acquaintance among the exhibitors of the middle west. He was formerly in the cottonseed meal business in
Kansas City and came to Chicago in
January, 1917. He entered the film field
as salesman for Essanay and later joined
George Kleine's
whichof
position
he becameexchange,
assistant from
manager
the Standard Film Corporation, of which
Ralph O. Proctor was manager. He followed Proctor at Pathe as manager and
now succeeds him in his old position as
district manager.
WISIMA

CO. MOVES
TO INDIANAPOLIS
The Wisima Film Company announces
that it will move its headquarters to Indianapolis this week.
H. A. Sims, manager, states he is doing this to better facilitate the exploitation of the Clune feature, "The Eyes of
The
Wisima company intends to put
the
on anWorld."
extensive advertising campaign to
put this picture over in Indiana and
Southern Illinois. "The Eyes of the
World" had a very successful run in Chicago recently,
to big
on
all the
theatrepla3-ing
circuits
andbusiness
at many
downtown theatres. The run at the Randolph Theatre, the new Jones, Linick &
Schaefer picture palace, broke all records
at that popular house.
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Resolutions Refusing to Take Sides in
Equity Strike Situation
In view of the fact that the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry refused to adopt at a recent meeting a resolution which declared the Association as being opposed to the taking of any joint action
with the Producing Manager's Protective Association and that the Association had previously declared itself in favor of the Protective Managers'
Association, P. A. Powers, treasurer of the Universal Film 'Manufacturing Company, has sent his resignation to the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, asking that it be accepted immediately.
This action comes as a result of the belief of Mr. Powers that the
Association should not take action with the Managers' Association. Mr.
Powers in his resignation declared that it was important that the N. A.
M. P. I. should be set right before the public in the stand which he felt
they should take in a controversy of this kind where they were injected
into it by outside influences which have heretofore not been friendly to
motion pictures.
Sees Nothing in Common
Mr. Powers pointed out that there is nothing analogous in the situation as it relates to the managres who hire actors for stage plays and
producers of motion pictures who contract with artists to work before the
motion picture camera.
the writer feels that it is impossible for
According to Mr. Powers he could not branch,
him to continue the co-operation which he has
understand how the Motion Picture Asso- always
given and I regret very much that I am
to retain
ciation could in good faith enter into this obliged myin order
resignation
whichmyI own
trust self-respect
the Board otto
sort of a fight without making an error. He tender
Directors
will
accept
at
the
earliest
stated that the contractual relations differ as I have felt that no action of the kindpossible
which date
the
resolution of the Association of August 6th states
widely. He also stated that he does not and should
be
taken
by
our
industry
for
several
reasons.
will not approve of any actions that pledges
The principal one of these reasons is that we know
the picture producer to undertake any action nothing tweenwhatever
of theManagers
contractual
bethe Theatrical
and relations
the Actors
which would give support to theatrical Equity Association
or the individual members of
managers.
it. It was absolutely essential that the organization
would retain a neutral attitude and not to be used
Following
Mr. F.Powers'
letter Executive
of resig- by
outside interests due to strike breakers, etc.
nation sent tois Mr.
H. Elliott,
Members of our organization exhibiting pictures in
Secretary of the National Association of theatres which were closed by the strike and which
would be nothing more or less than the use of our
Motion Picture Industry, August 21 :
Industry
for this purpose
interest on
heretoAugust 21, 1919.
fore antagonistic,
and willinbetheir
a hardship
the
very people who have made it possible to popularize
Mr.
Frederick
H.
Elliott
Ex.
Sec'y.
the
motion
picture
form
of
entertainment,
and
also
National
Ass'n
of
the
Motion
Picture
Industry.
Times Building, New York City.
antagonizes union labor and labor in general from
which source the great revenue is derived, which
makes it possible to produce the class of pictures
My dear Mr. Elliott: —
which the United States is making at the present
Referring
to
the
situation
which
has
recently
developed in the Association with reference to the time, and which has placed the Motion Picture
Industry of America as practically controlling the
controversy
Managers'andAssociation and thebetween
Actors Theatrical
Equity Association
more .vorld's market.
very much
havetime
beenandobliged
particularly the resolution which was passed at a takeI regret
this action
in viewthatofI the
labor toI
meeting of the Distributors and Producers on
have devoted in matters vital to the Association,
August ducers
Bthand distributors
which resolution
stated
that
the
proof motion picture affiliate and it is with regret that I sever my relations with
with
theii the Association in view of the many friends, which
effortstheandTheatrical
help themManagers'
in the fightAssociation,
against theinEquity
during mv connection with it. HowAssociation, and which further stated that they I haveever, asmade
stated, I feel
that in justice to myself that
possible.
would use every effort to secure for the actor an no other action isYours
very truly,
equitable
contract
but
would
do
business
only
with
the individual and not with the actors organization.
P. A. Powers.
The writer was absent from the city when the
meeting
was
held
and
on
my
return
I
immediately
The
resolutions
referred
to
by Mr. Powsent a letter to the president of the Association.
ers urged that the companies affiliated with
Mr. ing
William
A.
Brady,
asking
him
to
call
a
meetthe N. A. M. P. I. decline to sell or lease
immediately
remedyone,thisandmistake
which the
writer felt
was a toserious
which placed
the pictures
to the theatres affected by the
strike.
Motionistic to Picture
Industry
in
a
position
as
antagonorganized labor. This meeting was called
forTheTuesday
and was awellresolution
attended. which after
writer lastintroduced
three or four hours debate was mutilated and finally "Picadilly Jim" to
referred hack to a meeting of the distributors and
Selznick for Moore
producersnoon. This
which
was called
for well
Wednesdav
meeting
was also
attended,afteralthough none of the principals who were responsible
The
initial
Owen Moore production
for theceptresolution
of August
were Mr.
present,
exPresident William
A. f,th
Brady.
Adolph
to
he
made
by
Selznick Pictures CorpoZukor of the Famous Laskv Pictures, Mr. Samuel
GoldwTD of the Goldwvn Pictures Corporation and
ration
will
be
"Piccadilly
a novel
Mr. William
the Pox but
Pictures,
did not at- by P. G. Wodchouse which Jim,"
appeared setend either ofFoxthe ofmeetings,
were represented
rial y in the Saturday Evening Post.
by proxy. No action was taken on this resolution,
although it was important that the Motion Picture
Wesley Ruggles, engaged to direct the
Industry should be set right before the public in
is soon to return from a vathe stand which the writer felt they should take in production,
in California and work will be
a controversy
kind influences
where theywhich
werehave
in- begun atcation once.
jected into it ofby this
outside
The title role is said to
heretofore not been friendlv to motion pictures.
In view of the actions .of the directors, both of sonality.
be one prcfectly suited to the star's perthe Association and the producers' and distributors'
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P. A. POWERS
Who has resigned from the M. A. M. P.
following
that organization's reee
stand on the actors' strike question
Prominent Florida
Exhibitor Touring
Country for Idee
Carl Kettler,
of the
BijouBeaca'
Rialto
Theatres owner
at West
Palm
Fla., as well as representative hous
on both the East and West coasts,
veteran
of thirteen
experienceofti
an exhibitor,
visitedyears'
the Herald
Friday, August 22.
Mr. Kettler is on a tour of the count
in search of new ideas in motion p
tures presentation. Theatre constn
tion is also being studied by Mr. Kett
and D. A. Burkhart, his companion
the trip, as several new theatres are
be erected immediately following th
return to Florida.
All the principal cities of the court
are to be included in the itinerary a
every theatre which might contain
hint is to be closely inspected. F(
years
as heada ofterm
the asExhibitors'
of Florida,
mayor ofLeaf
W
Palm Beach, and service in other mur
ipal offices stamps him a thorough. d<
thinking manager, and his present deavor promises well for the mot
picture future of his community.
Indicative of his attitude toward
industry and his faith in the future
the exhibitor is his rejection of glitt
ing proposals recently made by one
the largest Southern Circuits. Mr. K
tier's answer, that he preferred i
"tight it out alone," coming from a n
of hisfield
standing,
the
at large.should be of interest •
Nigh Cancels Contract
With Georgin Film C
NEW YORK.— It was announced t
week that William Nigh had been ■
pointed director for the Georgette Gt •
gin Film Company, but since that I j
Mr Nigh has found that he would !
unable to start directing for them at
time demanded,
the contract was cCeled
by mutual soagreement
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May

Join For Co-Operative
Booking
leport Current That One Hundred
or More
Theatres May Organize for Purposes
of Bulk Booking
A co-operative booking association which will embrace one hundred or
ore Illinois. Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan and Iowa motion picture theatres,
said to be in the process of organization.
Chicago theatres, it is understood, will not be included in the combination
1 account of the failure of former attempts at co-operative booking in which
hicago
" down-state"
theatrescities
joined.
A as
difference
in competitive contions inand
Chicago
and the smaller
is given
the reason.

Exhibitors. Mutual
Names M. J. Mintz
Chicago Manager
Unity Photo Plays Executive
Takes New Position Monday, August 25
M. J. Mintz, general manager of the
Unity Photoplays Company of Chicago
for the past four years, has been named
Chicago manager for the Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation. He took
office Monday, August 25.
Mr. Mintz is thoroughly familiar with
every phase of the exchange business in
Chicago. He entered the film business

Down State Circuits Open Chicago Office
The report was given credence when the Aurora Tr eatre Company, the
ilm Amusement Company of Rockford. the L. M. Rubens Theatres of Joliet
e Frank Thielen Circuit and the Western Motion Picture Distributing Service
tablished permanent offices in the rooms occupied by the Exhibitors Alliance
Illinois. The five companies represent thirty of the largest down-state
eatres.
YV. D. Burford, representative of the
jfora and the Thielen companies, de- Virginia Theatre
Men Join Miami
ed that the five companies had been
nsolidated but subsequently admitted
Exhibitors1 League
ere were "important plans under way
CHARLESTON, W. VA.— At a heavlich cannot
announced
time."
The
Rubens betheatres
and atthethis
Western
ily attended meeting held here the Motion
otion Picture Distributing Service are Picture Exhibitors of West Virginia
presented in Chicago by M. M. Ru- affected a combine with the Miami Valns. The Palm Amusement Company
ley Exhibitors League of Ohio. This
Rockford, 111., is represented by
larles Lamb.
newly welded exhibitor body promises
Sees Need of Organization
to become a big factor in the film indusMr. Bufford stated that the big prices
try in the United States.
ked for features since most of the
More than 150 new members were enrolled in the Miami Valley League,
mpanies adopted "open booking" is
ening the way for a co-operative book? association.
which helps to give the new organization added momentum. Indiana is the
"With the prices now being asked, it
almost necessary to see every pic- next state in line, and while no definite
re before it is purchased," he de- date has been indicated for a meeting
ired. "The Alliance is being flooded there, an early announcement is exth requests for information in regard
features, serials and short subjects
pected.
ery day.
Plans have been made to bring Michigan into the League shortly, and steps
"Co-operative
organizations
appartly are being successfully conducted are being taken to effect this further
. other states, and it would not sur- combination. Harry M. Berman of the
ise me if some similar move was made New York League and A. F. Kinzeler,
Illinois.
Secretary of the Miami Valley League
have headed for Cleveland to confer with
"The
fact
that
Mr.
Rubens,
Mr.
Lamb
d myself will have adjacent desks does representatives of further states who
t mean that the companies we repre- want to enter into the combination.
nt will be combined, however. We are
lependent of each other."
Selznick Buys Rights
Thielen Conducting Experiment
To Eugene Walter Play
Frank Thielen, owner of a long chain
■ both motion picture and vaudeville
NEW YORK.— Myron Selznick has
uses, is about to conduct an cxperithe film rights to "Just a
•nt in the Majestic theatre at Bloom- purchased
Wife," by Eugene Walter. The play was
Ston and the Orpheum theatre at bought
with no particular star in mind,
ilesburg. which may change the policy but will be kept until Myron Selziick
all of the houses he controls.
decides to whom to bestow it.
He is testing the same plan now in
• eration in the State-Lake theatre, ChiFilm Actors in Wreck
■go — that is combining vaudeville and
:tures. At bloomington and GalesLOS ANGELES. CAL.— Twenty-six
rg, he will give programs consisting persons were injured at Los Angeles in
• three vaudeville acts, a feature pic- a wreck, a trolley car crashed into a
sight-seeing car on Van Nuys Avenue.
"e, and short subjects.
If it is successful, vaudeville will There were thirty motion picture actors
obably be added to his other motion on the bus. Some of the injured were
ture houses, and motion pictures to women, one of whom was Edith
i.vaudeville.
theatres, now given over exclusively McCarty of Brooklyn, New York, who
sustained a broken 45limb.

M. J. MINTZ
Who has been appointed manager of the
Chicago office
Exhibitors Mutual DistributingofCorporation.
six years ago as an exhibitor, building
the Harvard Theatre at Sixty-third street
and Harvard avenue, one of the finest
motion picture houses in the city at
that time.
Started as Exhibitor
He owned and operated the theatre
for two years and then sold it in order
to more actively enter the him business.
Going to Texas for the Unity Sales
Corporation of New York, he opened
many of the best exchanges in that state,
exploiting the serial "The Yellow MenFour years ago, he joined with Frank
Zambreno of Chicago in opening the
Unity Photoplays Company. The exchange, which was started to exploit a
single
production,
Unborn,"
since grown to one"The
of the
largest has
independent film exchanges in the middle
west.
ace." becoming an exhibitor, Mr.
Before
Mintz was an orchestra leader and music
writer. From 1894 to 1900, he occupied
an executive position with a large picture
frame and molding manufacturing cornpan}-, later becoming sales manager for
the J. I. Austen Company, Chicago art
publishers.
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Rosenwald and Company Back Plans for Thre<
New Chicago Playhouses and Invasion
Of the Central States.
Backed by Rosenwald and Company, the Balaban and Katz Corporation of Chicago has purchased a site at State and Lake streets and early
next spring will begin the construction of the largest theatre building in
the world.
It is to be given over exclusively to motion pictures ; will seat more
than 5,000 people, and is intended to be the most beautiful cinema theatre
in the United States. It will represent an investment of more than
$3,500,000.
Negotiations Started Eighteen Months Ago
For the past year and a half, the Balaban and Katz Corporation has
been seeking a suitable location for such a theatre in the loop district of
Chicago. The property acquired is 175 by 200 feet and takes in practically
half a block of the most valuable business property in the Central West.
Simultaneously with announcing the
closing of this deal, the Balaban and
Katz Corporation stated that work on
its new $1,000,000 theatre at SixtyThird street and Cottage Grove avenue
had already been started, and early in
the spring it would build a 5,000-seat
house in the Wilson Avenue district
to succeed the Riviera, which is to be
turned into a vaudeville theatre.
Will Invade Central States
"That is our announcement for 1920,"
declared Sam Katz. "In 1921 we will
have a still bigger announcement. We
are going to extend our holdings
throughout the Central States.
"Rosenwald and Company are associated with us. We are entirely independent of any producing or distributing company, and of any other chain
or Under
circuit."the terms of the deal closed
August 26, the Balaban and Katz Corporation will take over its newly acquired loop property, March 1, 1920, and
expects to open its proposed theatre
by Labor Day, 1920.
The site is at the southeast corner
of State and Lake streets, opposite the
State Lake theatre building. It takes
half block with the exentire
up the ception
of the Lemoync building.
Exclusively for Theatre
The building will be exclusively for
theatre purposes. There will be no
stores or offices. In addition to the
">,000 people who can be seated, the
promenades will acwaiting roomscommodate and
an additional thousand, so
that 0,000 tickets can be sold to one
performance.
Balaban and Katz have already placed
orders for steel, terra cotta and other
material, so that construction can begin
the day the property is turned over.
Fox

Buys Four
Denver Theatres
DKXVKR. COLO— The William Fox
Theatre Corporation of New York has
mirchascd the leases of the Rivoli, Isis,
Strand and Plaza theatres of this city.
The price paid is said to be $1,000,000.
Zamlt represented Mr. Fox in the
John
transaction.

Abrams Sails in Sept.
NEW YORK, AUG. 25.lj-Hiram
Abrams, vice-president and general manager of the United Artists' Distributing
Corporation, intends to sail for JEurope
shortly after the first of September.
Mr. Abrams intends to establish in
England and in the Continent depots for
the distribution of "Big Four" pictures.
Show Holmes Serial
NEW YORK. AUG. 26.— Trade ihowings of the S. L. K. serial, featuring
Helen held
Holmes,
and "The Red Viper,"
were
here today.
The Holmes serial was shown at \the
Miles projection room and "The Red
Viper"
at a morning exhibition at
Rialto Theatre.
"Miracle Man" Opens
NEW YORK.— "The Miracle Man."
which was to have opened at the Broadway Theatre, had its premier showing at
the Cohan Theatre Tuesday evening, August 26.

Loew
New
Buys

in
York

Big

OJQ'R A P H Y
Hall Enterprises
Combined Into One
Large Corporation
Absorbing the Frank G. Hall enterprises, Film Clearing House, Indepen
dent Sales Corporation, Film Finana
Corporation, Rothapfel Picture Corpora
tion, Hobart Henley Productions, Inc.
and Chas. Miller Productions, Inc., ;
new $2,500,000 company entitled Hall
mark Pictures Corporation has just beei
formed and will begin active operationimmediately. All of the companies at
fected by the new organization are "go
ing" concerns, covering both the produc
ing and marketing of special motion pic
tures, so that no delay will be necessary
before Hallmark pictures are seen upoi
the screen, and work in both the studio
and exchanges will go on without inter
ruption.
Among the directors of the new cor
poration are Col. Jacob Ruppert, Col
Howard S. Borden, Frederick E. Grant
Ashbel P. Fitch and Frank G. Hall.
Promising an interesting statement a
an early date, Mr. Hall stated that reg
ular weekly publications would star
early in September, including a fifteen
episode Ben Wilson serial, "The Trail o
thetheOctopus,"
of whichby areHobar
no\
in
exchanges,prints
productions
Henley and Charles Miller, with othe
special features by directors equally a
prominent.
"In addition to adding to the efficienc
of thethatorganization,"
"w
feel
the fact thatMr.we Hall
havesaid,
a trad
name which we can make the hallmar
of quality in pictures, just as the hall
mark on silver and gold is accepted a
the standard of purity, will prove of ir,
estimable value to us in winning th
recognition of the public to the high er
tertainment value of our productions."
Buy Wisconsin Rights
The Doll-Van Film corporation ha'
purchased
Wisconsin
rights tobougl
"Th
Birth of a the
Race."
It previously
the Illinois and Indiana rights for th
production.

Land

Theatre

Valuable

Deal

Magnate

Broadway

Site

(Special to the HERALD)
NEW YORK, AUG. 25.— One of the biggest theatre deals
on record has just been closed here.
At a figure said to exceed two million dollars Marcus Loew
has obtained title to the property at the northeast corner of
Broadway and Forty-fifth street.
It is understood that the Famous Players-Lasky corporation
is associated with Mr. Loew in the purchase of the property.
Although no official announcement has been made, it is understood that there will be erected upon the site a sixteen-story
office building which will also house two theatres — one motion
picture theatre and one vaudeville theatre.
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to
Chaplin

Director of Douglas Fairbanks in First United
Artists Production Goes With Louis
B. Mayer Productions
Following his announced intention of for Mrs. Chaplin in her past productions, under the direction of Lois Weber.
securing the best possible director for
Buys Curwood Stories
his new star, Mildred Harris Chaplin,
One of the most important acts of
Louis B. Mayer has just signed a contract with Joseph Henabery to direct aJl Louis B. Mayer, the producer of Anita
the future Mrs. Chaplin productions. For Stewart, Mildred Harris Chaplin and
sometime past Mayer has been angling Mayer productions, since he came East
for Henabery, and considers himself very from the Coast, was the purchasing of
fortunate in landing what he believes the the world motion picture rights of
twelve of the best known stories of the
most
rectors.promising of all the younger di- noted author, James Oliver Curwood.
The deal is said to be the largest ever
Directed Douglas Fairbanks
consumated for the works of any individual author, and its magnitude may be
Henabery has the distinction of being
hosen to direct the first Big Four pro- judged by the fact that Curwood himself has just closed with William Randuction of Douglas Fairbanks, "His
the biggest contract
Majesty — The American." It was while known todolphtheHearst,
writing profession, calling
for a full novel length serial to run in
Housekeeping Magazine, called "Vallev
of The
Silent
Men." of money involved in the
amount
Mayer-Curwood transactions is not
made public, but it is understood to be
close on to six figures. Curwood's rise
in the literary profession has been nothing short of phenomenal, and there is an
ever-increasing demand for every product of his pen. In virility and versatility
ne reminds one of the late Jack London, and many critics even consider him
the superior of that mental giant.
At the present time his works are in
far greater demand for motion picture
material than those of any other author,
and it is understood that fabulous sums
are being offered for his future stories.
His first story to be picturized created
a sensation. It was "God's Country and
the Woman." which was produced by
Yitagraph a few years ago. Some of his
best known and most widely read stories
are "Yellow Back." "Xo,iiads of the
Xorth," "Golden Snare." "Back to God's
Country" and the "River's End."
JOSEPH HKVVIIF.HY
BROCKELL & ELLIOTT
Who ha» been »ijrned h> I.ouia II. Mater
CLOSE FOR PICTURES
to direct Mlldrrd IlnrrU ( h.-iplin.
OF CLARA K. YOUNG
vorking on this picture that Mayer began
negotiations with him. He has always
Among the big announcements in film
been a favorite of Fairbanks, and di- circles in Chicago this week comes the
rected some of the latter's most suc- news that the Greater Stars Productions.
Inc.. has secured the first four new Clara
:essful pictures, including "The Man
From Painted Post," "Say, Young Fel- Kimball Young productions.
The deal was closed by Floyd Brockell
ow," and "Swat the Kaiser." He also
directed the Liberty Loan propaganda upon his recent visit to New York city
ilms in which Fairbanks appeared.
and the arrangement with the Equity
Pictures Corporation gives Brockell and
Assisted D. W. Griffith
Elliott the Illinois territory for what will
As a screen actor Henabery first undoubtedly be one of the big screen
gained a reputation almost equal to that events of the year.
he has now attained as a director. He
The play is a picturization of the stage
will long be remembered for his delight- success which ran for two years in Xew
ful portrayal of Abraham Lincoln in "The York and is now playing to tremendous
Birth of a Nation," and in the making of business in London. It was directed by
this great picture he acted as assistant Albert Parker, from the • scenario by
to D. \V. Griffith. Later he also as- Charles E. Whittaker.
H. K. Somborn. president of the
Griffith in producing
"Intolerance,"
and sosistedinvaluable
did Griffith
find him
Pictures, announces that "The
that he made him chief of his research Equity
Eyes of Youth"
is the by
firsthisof company.
ten proiepartment.
ductions to be issued
Mr. Mayer has added to his Chaplin Miss Young will make but one picture a
-taff Dal Clawson and Pete Harrod, as vear, it is said. All of these will be handled in the central west by Greater Stars
photographer and electrician, respectvely. who acted in the same capacity Productions.
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WH DESHOKD TAYLOR
Director of "Anne of <»reen Gables," Mary
Miles Minter'* first Realnrt production.
Virginia Theatre
Managers Protest
High Priced Film
NORFOLK. VA.— Declaring that they
will be forced to close their theatres if
the charges for film; is materially increased, the Affiliated Motion Picture
Exhibitors of Yirginia have adopted resolutions, protesting against any increase
in charges. The managers also adopted
resolutions which will be sent to the
members of congress from Yirginia,
Xorth Carolina. Maryland and Delaware, missions
askingbe repealed.
that the war tax on adImmediately after the passage of the
resolutions the magnates adjourned their
convention and were entertained at
luncheon by Jake and Otto Wells in
the Ocean View hotel. The convention,
which lasted two days, was declared to
be a tremendous success by the managers and Ocean Yiew described as the
best possible place for such a convention.
Following are the resolutions adopted:
"Resolved by the Yirginia exhibitors,
in assembly in convention at Ocean
Yiew, Yirginia, August 13 and 14, 1919.
representing practically 90 per cent of
the theatres of the state, having received
notices from the producers and distributors that prices in general would be three
or four times higher than at present,
and preferring not to further increase
our price of admission.
"Resolved, that unless these demands
are modified, we. the exhibitors of Yirginia. would ineither
be forced
our theatres
the near
future to
or close
deny
the public those pictures."
To Film "The Round Up"
XEW YORK.— Edward Day's melodrama, "The Round tip," which was a
popular success in 1907, is to be remade
into a modern picture of the big scale.
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Goldwyn

Pictures

First Production Will Probably Be Founded On
Story of Civil War Days in the
Cumberland Mountains
ship.
name, but sprang from a family relation-

JACK PICKFORD
Who lias been signed to .star in a series
of pictures for Goldwyn.
Jack Pickford has signed a long-term
contract with Goldwyn Pictures. The
talented brother of the equally talented
Mary celebrated his twenty-third birthday on August 15 by linking his fortunes up with those of Geraldine Farrar,
Pauline Frederick, Madge Kennedy,
Mabel Normand, Tom Moore and Will
Rogers, all of who are now stars under
the Goldwyn emblem. Two days after
signing his new contract Mr. Pickford
left New York for the studios in Culver
City, Calif., where he will begin work
at once.
The latest Goldwyn acquisition has had
a remarkable career for one so young.
Although only 23, as stated, he has been
a motion-picture actor for ten years,
while his complete histrionic experience
dates almost from the time he began to
lisp. Mr. Pickford was born in Toronto,
Canada, his father dying when he was
only eleven months old. Soon he and
his sisters, Mary and Lottie, both little
girls, were called upon to help solve the
situation left by the early death of their
parent.
Adopts Name of Pic!:ford
Along with Mary and Lottie. Jack
played in various companies. Among
the legitimate companies which he played
in was Chauncey Olcott's presentation of "Edmund Burke." [rjcidentally,
it may be noted that in that production
as well as in others for long afterwards
the youiiK actor used his original name.
"I.uk Smith." It was not until some
years later that Tack definitely adopted as
Ins stage name that already taken hy his
sister.
"Pickford was not a coined

Ten years ago the then Jack Smith began to work for Biograph under the direction of D. W. Griffith, in the days
when one-reelers were the sole productions of the industry. He was fortunate
in his early associations, for Biograph,
at the time of his first connection, was
virtually a training-school which was to
give to motion-pictures many of their
best-known lights in future days. Mabel
Normand, also a Goldwyn star today:
Owen Moore, Mack Sennett, sister Mary
and Mr. Griffith were some of the minor
figures associated at the time in Biograph productions.
Jack'sandfirst
was
in an Indian
mob scene,
he part
received
$5 for his work — good pay in those days.
Returns to Biograph
His next adventure in his new field was
when he went to Cuba to act in a production of which Tom Ince — then comparatively unknown — was director. He
returned to the states to re-establish his
connection with Biograph and from that
time his progress was sure and steady.
Even as his sister Mary was winning
fame her brother was winning his. At
the age of 21 he organized his own company and conducted it with success. But
the business of being at once executive,
director and star was too much even for
his energetic temperament.
Among the productions which have
helped to raise him to a popular and critical favorite, "Seventeen," "Tom Sawyer," "Great Expectations," "The Dummy," "The
"Freckles"in
stand out
fromVarmint"
a host. and
The material
all these pictures was peculiarly suitable
to the gifts of their star. Mr. Pickford
brings to the screen a juvenile presence
seemingly unsophisticated and as fresh
and natural as the treasure-hunting soul
of Tom Sawyer. He has, however, a
keen, intelligent perception of the characters he portrays and a delightful understanding of the spontaneous, boyish
spirits, and this quality united to his
unusual juvenile presence makes him a
valid interpreter of the heart of Booth
Tarkington's "Seventeen" and Mark
Twain's eternal boy.
Aids Story Selection
It is understood that various scripts
are already under consideration for Mr.
Pickford, who is very insistent that he
play only such roles as he feels he is
suited for and who makes it a habit to
find such roles, being a steady reader
both for pleasure and professional purposes. It is expected that announcement
will shortly be made of the acceptance
by him of a theme springing from a
famous novel dealing with a portion of
the Civil War in the rocky retreats of
the Cumberland Mountains.
Roberts Renews Contract
Theodore Roberts recently celebrated
tin- close of his fifth year in motion pictures and started out under a new contract with Famous Playcrs-Laskv.

English Rights to
Metro Productions
Bought by Jury, Ltd.
The output of Metro Pictures Corporation and the output of Screen Classics.
Inc., and Xazimova productions for the
next two years are involved in the $2,500,000 transaction recently executed by
Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro
and Screen Classics, Inc., with Sir William Jury of Jury, Ltd., in England. Announcement tothis effect was made by
Mr. Rowland shortly after his return
from his ten weeks' tour of the European
motion picture field.
Mr. Rowland arrived on the HollandAmerican liner Nieuw Amsterdam and
since getting back to his sanctum in the
Metro offices has impressed everybody
with whom he has come in contact by his
unrestrained enthusiasm over conditions
he found in England, France, Italy and
the other European countries he visited.
While the placing of the Metro, Screen
Classics, Inc., and Nazimova productions
in England with Sir William Jury was
perhaps the greatest business stroke accomplished bv Mr. Rowland abroad, he
intimates that the Metro step is but a
beginning in the tremendous motion picture trade that will develop with surprising rapidity between this country and
the old world.
In revealing that the consideration involved in the sale of Metro pictures to
Jury, lars,
Ltd.,
was two declared
and halfthat
million
dolMr. Rowland
the Jury
theatres in England, which number more
than 200, will be "the home of Metro
pictures" for the next two years, at
least.
Another New Playhouse
Planned For Washington
WASHINGTON, D. C— Property occupied by the Convent of the Visitation,
Connecticut avenue, Seventeenth, L and
De Sales street, has been sold to William T. Gilliher, for $800,000. It has a
frontage of 325 feet on Connecticut avenue and an area of 116,579 square feet,
and will be improved with a department
store, motion
smail
stores. picture theatre and various,
The Connecticut avenue frontage wili
be subdivided in a manner to leave n
large suite at the corner of L street for
a department store. A motion picture
theatre will be erected on De Sale.'
street, with an entrance on Connecticut
avenue. An automobile row will be built
on
Seventeenth
street,
consisting of sales
rooms
and service
stations.
Pennsylvania

Censors

Give "Upstairs" Permii
PHILADELPHIA, PA— TJie Penn
sylvania
StateitsBoard
finally placed
stamp ofof Censors
approval ha'm
the
with latest
Mable Goldwyn
Normand,picture,
after "Upstairs,'
reconsider
ing its decision to practically elimihati
in its entirety one of the most thrilliw
and realistic fight scenes ever filmed
Harry M. White, local representative fo
the
film company,
told scene
lb.- board
the elimination
of this
would tharc
story.
suit in the complete disruption of tn<
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Fox

Russell

Picture

'Eastward Ho!" Chosen as First Production in
Which New
Director Will ActScenario Being Prepared
The most recent addition to the staff Ho!" was submitted at a conference of
<i Fox Film Corporation directors is Mr. Fox with Mr. Russell, Mr. Flynn,
Mr. Sheenan general manager, and
emmett J. Flynn.
Hamilton Thompson, of the scenario deMr. Flynn is a director of national
partment. They agreed unanimously
that a superb opportunity was offered,
cputation in every branch of motion
and the next step was to effect arrangeicture production from two-reel comements with the Munsey Company.
ies to special features and lengthy serFrank A. Munsey, head of that organils, and he has guided many popular
ization, was equally enthusiastic.
creen stars through some of their most
uccessful starring vehicles.
Munsey Approves Plan
The first picture which Mr. Flynn
"'Eastward Ho!' is a story that should
.nil direct for William Fox is a William
(ussell production of the Victory series, be told all over the world, and it should
nd it will follow, according to present be told on the screen," said Mr. Munsey.
is a story
of love, motives
adventureover
and evil.
the
lans, the first of the Russell pictures, "It
triumph
of decent
I congratulate the Fox interests on having selected it as the second of their
Victory pictures starring Mr. Russell.
"It ispart
a story
a star
whichtypically
is the American,
embodimentwithof
the composite American spirit, and no
better selection of star or director
could have been made. The lives of
both
of America's
victorious
spirit are
of typical
manhood.
They began
their
careers as American boys who had to
battle to win, and they won their way to
the top of their professions by clean
living and hard, honorable fighting.
"I neverFlynn.
make before
any rash
claims,"
said
Director
he left
for Lake
Hopatcong.
like the
ideait of
second
Russell "Ipicture
I think
willthis
be
a world-bea.cr. But, after all, the public must decide such things. All I can
say is that both Mr. Russell and I will
do our best. Both of us are doing our
utmost to make photoplays that will be
shown when the present generation has

EMMETT J. FLYNN
iho has been signed by William Fox to
dlreet William Itussell in his second
\ letory picture, "Eastward Ho!"
Sacred Silence," now nearing compleon
rde. under the direction of Harry MilSelect Magazine Story
"Eastward
Ho!"as isthethese name'
of the
cture selected
:ond Russell
;hicle, with Mr. Flynn as director. It
an adaptation of the well-known novel
t the same name from the pen of Wilrni McLeod Raine, which caused quite
stir in literary circles when it appeared
•tween the covers of Munsey's Maga'ne recently. The story is one of the
.'est
the East,
withrevolving
a thrilling
plot
id a and
powerful
story
around
ic central character which suggested
i William Fox an ideal role for Mr.
ussell, so exactly does it fit his type
id talents.
Mr. Flynn has gone to Lake Hopatmg, N. J., with Roy Somcrville. of the
ox staff, to prepare the scenario for
e production, which it is expected will
• completed about the time Mr. Rus'1 has finished "Sacred Silence."
The idea of picturizing "F.astward

passed away."
New Freight Rates
On Motion Pictures
WASHINGTON, D. C— New freight
rales on motion pictures and other commodities from this country to the Far
East have just been named by the United
States Shipping Board.
The general cargo rate from North
Atlantic ports to Japan, China, Philippine Islands, French Indo China, Federated Malay States and Dutch East Indies via Hongkong. Shanghai, Kobe,
Yokohama and Manila, has been made
$1.12 per hundred pounds or 62*^ cents
per cubic foot.
The rate on motion picture films in
boxes from Pacific Coast ports to the
destinations named above is two per
cent ad valorem.
New Fox Cartoon Process
With the new "Mutt and Jeff" cartoon
comedies just received from London the
Fox Film Corporation will put into operation a new process for animating the
"Bud" Fisher characters, a process that it
is claimed will insure to every action the
even motion of the flesh and blood
49
comedian.

MILTON E. HOFFMAN
Who has been appointed seneral manager
of
the British
stud'os Producers,
of the Famous
Lasky
Ltd. PlayersMILTON E. HOFFMAN
GOING TO ENGLAND
Milton E. Hoffman, now general manager of the Lasky studio in Hollywood,
Calif., has been appointed general manager of the studios of the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., and
will gotober 1. to take up his duties there OcThis is inforlinethewithentire
a general
scheduled
studio "step-up"
staff, in
the course of which Al Kaufman, now in
charge of the building operations in London, will return to America, and Charles
Eyton, present manager of the Morosco
studio, will take the position vacated by
Mr. Hoffman.
"Virtuous Men" for
Eastern Canada Goes
To Allen Interests
Arthur H. Sawyer of S-L Pictures
stated this week that a deal had been
closedring whereby
"Virtuous
Men,"
starE. K. Lincoln
had been
acquired
for Eastern Canada by Jules and J. J.
Allen, the leading showmen and distributers ofthe Dominion. The arrangements were consumated between Phil
Kauffman, general manager of The
Monarch Film Company and Mr.
Sawyer, acting for S-L Pictures. The
Monarch Film Company is the distribution branch of the extensive Allen exchange interests which handles the territory contained in Eastern Canada.
Kauffman made a trip especially to
New York in order to take up with the
S-L executives the details of the broadcast exploitation campaign which he will
start next month in behalf of "Virtuous
Men." In addition to placing an order
for large quantities of the various special aids prepared for the S-L Pictures,
Kauffman also arranged during his stay
in New York for the special appearance
of Grace Darling in conjunction with
the
presentation
of "Virtuous
Men"initial
at one
of the leading
Allen
Theatres.
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I he scenic effects secured by Director
Brabin and his cameraman, George
William
Fox Pictures Crowding
Lane, arc said to be marvels of beautv
and the setting, picturesque and attracForty-fourth
Street Playhouse
tive in the smallest details.
In support of Theda Bara are Edward
O'Connor, Jennie Dickerson, Raymond
"Evangeline" and "Kathleen Mavourneen" DrawMcKee, Marc McDermott, Marcia Haring Big Houses and Will Continue
ris, Henry Hallam, Jarry Gripp and
Morgan Thorpe. In addition to the^e
Run Indefinitely
principals are hundreds of Irish folkBy special arrangement with J. J. and "Kathleen Mavourneen" and he has dis- types most carefully selected.
tinguished himself with the manner in
The publication dates for both of
Lee Shubert. Fox Film Corporation
which he has staged the unique Irish these super-pictures are
far off, and'
opened Shubert's 44th Street Theatre,
story. All the famous old lovable char- it is expected that by thestilltime
pic- j
on Tuesday evening, August 19, with
acters he has made to live and breathe tures are issued both will have the
aroused
with an accuracy that is startling and widespread interest and enthusiasm
the two super-picture dramas "Evangethat will reach the heart- throughout the country by the success
line" and "Kathleen Mavourneen" in ad- with a delicacy
strings of the most callous.
of their New York runs, thereby adding
vance of scheduled publication dates.
greatly
[Arrangements with the lessees provide
exhibitors.to their drawing power for the
for an indefinite run.
William Fox in Statement
Longfellow's Poem Adapted
In commenting upon these two creations William Fox said:
"Evangeline" is a screen adaptation
of Longfellow's immortal poem of the
"For more than four years I have resame name, probably the best known
ceived repeated requests from thinking
men and women in all parts of the world
of all the
great
poet's
writings
and
famfor a new type of motion picture produciliar to school children throughout
tion which would faithfully present the
America. This feature of the program
work
of the masters of literature, to tht
has effected the wide appeal predicted
end that their educational and entertainfor it by Mr. Fox, who has declared
ment values should be made available tc
that both productions are the result of
the masses.
a new type of motion picture which
should present the work of the masters
"With this purpose in view I set
about the making of these two subjects
of literature and have an educational
I leave the result of my work to th(
as well as an entertainment aim.
judgment of the public. I will say, how
Reviewers of "Evangeline" are unanever, that these creations have beei
imous in their praise, and the National
brought into being without reference tc
Board of Review has laid special stress
expenditure and solely with the idea o
in its report on the fact that it is "an
undoubtedly faithful and sincere screenfaithfullyworks.
interpreting
the contributed
spirit of twr*
master
If I have
tc
ing of I .ongfellow s famous poem,
the art of the screen, the upbuilding o
treated with sympathy and artistry and
remarkably successful in making live
which
my than
heart's
dearest wish,
shall be ismore
repaid.
the period of the story and in creating
reality in characters.
"I can assure the public of a very dif
ferent type of entertainment than the;
"Evangeline," with an all-star cast,
features the beautiful Miriam Cooper in
ever have seen before."
the most delightful role of her career
as a screen heroine, under the expert
Alexander Gaden Will
direction of R. A. Walsh, who has outdone himself and the many great sucReturn to Pictures in
cesses which he has produced for Fox,
by the faithfulness and sincerity with
Hodkinson Productioi
which he has staged this important
After an absence of almost a yea
picture. There is probably no other
from motion pictures, Alexander Gadei
story of American history which would
call for the sympathetic touch which
one of the best known leading men c
is essential
in "Evangeline"
and at
the screen, is returning as leading ma_
same
time inject
into the action
of the
the
for Doris Kenyon in the Louis Josep
powerful drama the force which is Te<|iiired to make it the living, breathing
Vance
super-feature, "The Bandbox
pqem which it is.
which is being produced by Deitricl
Supporting Miss Cooper are such
Beck, Inc., for publication through Hoc
notable screen players as Albert Roscoe,
kinson. During his absence from tr
Spottiswoode Aitken, James Marcus and
screen, Mr. Gaden has been on tour wit
Paul Weigel. J. D. Jennings, one of the
his own company in vaudeville, the onl
most capable of Fox photographers, was
field in which he had. heretofore, bee
unknown as an actor.
the cameraman with Mr. Walsh.
Mr. Gaden was born in Montreal
Miss Bara No Longer Vampire
1883,
and made his first appearance r
The other half of the program introthe
stage
at the age of fifteen. Durir
duces Thcda Bara, in "Kathleen Mahis long career,
has legitimate
played overstagfi'
vourne n" a combined adaptation of
hundred
parts onhe the
Tom
Moore's
gem
of
poetry
and
the
appearing with practically every wel
phenomenally successful stage play by
known star. His last engagement on tl
Dion Boucicault.
legitimate stage was with Henry \
In "Kathleen Mavourneen" Miss Bara,
as the star, is seen in a role which is
X"
in "Madame
Savagehe Company
which
had the leading
male role.
the antithesis of the vampire part with
Mr.
Gaden's
first
picture
engagemc
which she so long has been identified.
was with Famous Players immediate
Her part is that of the sweet Irish
after their organization. He remain
colleen, Kathleen, and around it has
with them for two years and then b
been woven a beautiful love story from
Klrnt NOfnoN from the Inltinl II. A. Kolfe came a Universal star. After a year wi
the poem and play which have charmed
production of Kohl. W. ( number*' ». . i. - that company, he returned to Famo
millions in the past.
ofI'ViiturcH,
NlorU-N Ine.
to be mndr for A. H. Klneher
Charles T. Brabin is the director of
Players and was afterwards starred !
Vitagraph and Gaumont.
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IN "THE FATAL

FORTUNE"

lelen Holme- i lef 1 1 playint; the imrt of a reporter (center l. in the etatekea of two urreedy senmen and (rigrfct) lasted to a pillar,
where she i» tortured by flame, to make her re»eal the hiding place ol the mueh sought map < S. I.. K. Serial Corp. I
VicCarthy

and

Foreign
len

Mitchell
Field

Government

Enter

With

Guy

Smith

Associated in Success of D. W. Griffith
Features Join in Exploiting Big
Productions Abroad

A new project for the furtherance of
merican films in foreign lands has been
ade public. J. J. McCarthy and Theojre Mitchell, whose efforts helped "The
irth of a Nation." "Intolerance" and
her D. W. Griffith productions attain
e great success they have enjoyed,
ive joined forces with Guy Groswell
nith, Ltd. It is the intention of Mr.
nith and his new associates to select for
e foreign trade such American-made
ctures as are peculiarly adapted to its
•eds. and with this end in view, Mr.
nith has spent three years making a
reful personal survey of the requireents of the foreign field.
Sees Big Opportunity
in Europe,
the FarresponEast
id"Conditions
South America
are greatly
for ourhasmove,"
said Mr. brought
Smith.
7he sewar
undoubtedly
merica vividly before foreign peoples
d has awakened in them an interest
things American. And while AmerBtn pictures are rather widely known
nerever pictures are shown, the acmplishments of the big producers, such
D. \\ . Griffith and others, are as yet
known outside of a few countries. As
inager of the Chestnut Street Theatre
Philadelphia, Mr. McCarthy not only
monstrated by his clever exploitation
d exhibition that good pictures could
mand hi^h prices and could stand long
ns, but he also made a winning theatre
t of one that was a loser. He later heme associated with the Griffith proctitis from the birth of "The Birth
• a Nation.' continuing his work through
ntolerance" and other Griffith sucsses. He was also interested in the
inging out of the much talked about
"
ickey.'
Mr.
Mitchell came from the newspairs to accept a position with the the-

atrical firm of Klaw & Erlanger, where
he handled some of their most widely
known stars and most successful productions. He also represented the Morosco theatrical activities in Xew York,
leaving Morosco to become manager of
the tiny Band Box Theatre in that city.
In 1915 he joined Mr. McCarthy in introducing to the public "The Birth of a
Nation." and the two have been associated in the Griffith enterprises since that
time.
Buys "Broken Blossoms"
As their first American offerint; to the
foreign trade. Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd..
has purchased the world rights, outside
of Canada and the United States, to
Griffith's most recent artistic success,
"Broken Blossoms," tliereby setting
themselves a high standard to maintain.
Build Largest Sign
NEW YORK.— The O. J. Gude Company have finished the largest motion
picture sign in the world. It is atop the
Hotel Hermitage and advertises the
Realart Pictures.
Negro Theatre Burns
HONEY GROVE. TEX.— A motion
picture theatre patronized by Negroes
and an adjoining garage, both owned by
R. C. Bryan, were completely destroyed
by fire.
Opens With Goldwyn
Isaac Guckenheimer, proprietor of the
new Blackstone Theatre in Pittsburgh,
Pa., selected the Goldwyn production,
Tom ture
Moore
in "Heartsease,"
as the_
attraction
for the opening
of feahis
house last week.
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Negatives of Official
War Department Film
WASHINGTON. D. C— Strenuous
efforts are being made to secure from
the War Department, for popular exhibition throughout the country, the
motion pictures taken by the various
branches during the war, among which
are some wonderful and stirring scenes.
To accompli.-h
this has
end.introduced
Senator Wadsworth
of New York
a bill
in Congress authorizing the Secretary of
War to produce and sell duplicate
negatives and prints of the motion pictures in possession of his department.
The films would be sold at as near the
actual cost of production as could be
ascertained, and the funds received from
such sales would be transferred to the
treasury.
Practically every branch of the army,
but especially the Signal Corps, took
pictures of its work during .he war.
These pictures, many of them, were taker,
at the very front and several casualties
resulted from the efforts of enthusiastic operators to photograph the various
battles. The Medical Corps is another
branch which has taken voluminous pictures, while the Air Service also secured
a photographic history of its work.
Selig Sells Foreign
Rights to His Serial
Featuring Animals
The entire foreign rights on the animal
serial entitled, "The Lost City," which
William N. Selig has been producing in
Los Angeles, have been disposed of.
In the production of the serial Mr.
Selig has made extensive use of animals
from his elaborate zoo, which he has
maintained at Los Angeles for several
As yet no announcement has been
made as to when the serial will be isyears.
sued for the American market. Neither
has there been any mention of what distributing organization will handle the
subject
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Sends Letters
In First Mail Bag
Free Insurance
for All Employes
Taken by Seaplane
An
example
of the enterprise of Fox
Select Pictures Corporation Announces Gift is
Film Corporation is cited in the sensaAcknowledgment
of Earnest Efforts
tional "beat" which is accomplished over
and Loyalty of Organization
all other motion picture producers of
As an expression of appreciation for $1,500 after eighteen months' service, etc., the United States recently.
until the amount reaches $3,000.
On that day the trans-Atlantic liner
the loyalty and co-operation of its many
The same principle obtains in Class C. Adriatic drew away from her pier in
employes, Select Pictures Corporation
Employes in this class are insured for New York bound to Southampton. Plans
has announced an arrangement with the
the amount of $500, after six months' had been perfected by the New York
Travelers Insurance Company of Hartservice, the amount automatically in- Post Office in which the Adriatic was tc
creasing $100 every six months until the
ford, Conn., whereby every member and
total
reaches $2,000. As in Class A and play a leading part. William Fox wa>
employe in the Select organization will
quick to avail himself of the opportunity
Class B, it is retroactive, and past serv- offered.
be provided with free life insurance.
ice is recognized.
The transaction has already been conThe announcement of free insurance
The sailing of the Adriatic marked the
summated and policies will be mailed to
first tttempt of the United States Gov
to every employe in the Select Pictures
the various employes of Select Pictures
within a few days. The action of in- Corporation is in the form of an ac- eminent to inaugurate a regular seaplane foreign mail service. Long after
knowledgment by President Lewis J.
suring its employes is voluntary on the
steamer had passed from view of
part of the Select organization and im- Selznick of his appreciation for the the
earnest efforts and loyaity of the organ- New York Harbor a special seaplane
poses no obligation of any kind upon
them. It is done in the sole interest
off" from the Foreign Post Of
ization's members during the year they "hopped
fice station on the North River front
of the men and women who have co- have been associated with him.
carrying with it the first bag of mail to
operated to make Select Pictures Corpobe dropped on the deck of the liner. In
ration a success.
Lois Weber Begins
the bag were many official communicaMorris Outlines Benefits
Work for Paramount
tions, but, besides these, were two letIn speaking of the matter of insurters from Fox Film Corporation — the
Following an extended vacation in the first letters
ance for the employes of the Select orever sent overseas by a moganization, General Manager Morris out- east, during which time she underwent
tion picture producer via the seaplane
mail
route.
lined the many benefits which the ema successful operation upon her arm,
ployes will derive. He pointed out the Lois Weber, who recently contracted to
The letters, which were identical, were
fact that scores of persons are desirous
addressed to Mr. Reed, in charge of tin
make a series of productions for Fa- Fox London office, and Mr. Abrahan
of purchasing insurance for the protection of their families, but are unable bemous Players-Lasky, has returned with Carlos of the Paris office.
cause of the great expense in keeping
her husband, Philip Smalley, to Los
up the premiums. By insuring their emAngeles, where she will begin work early
Tom Mix in Oklahoma
ployes, without cos,t to the individuals.
in October.
Select is providing its co-workers with
Tom Mix, Fox star, is now at worl
something which in many instances they
Proctor in Chicago
with o complete company of supporting
are unable to obtain for themselves. Another feature of the form of insurance
Ralph O. Proctor, general manager of players at Ponca City, Okla.. upon hi:
which is given employes of the Select distribution for United Artists Corp., next production. The title of this ha:
organization is the fact that no physical
stopped off in Chicago on Saturday.
not yet been divulged but it is intimatei
examination of any kind is required. Sept. 23, on his way back to New -York that it is another western along thi
Thousands of persons who can afford after a tour of the country inspecting
lines of
"Rough Riding Romance" aiv
"The
Daredevil."
insurance are often unable to procure distributing depots of that organization.
it because of the rigid physical examinations and tests which are imposed by
HAROLD LLOYD IS SOME SKATER
the insuring company.
Although block insurance, which is
the kind that is being given to the Select employes, has for a long time been
in use by various corporations and industries, this is the first time on record
of its application in amusement circles.
Three Clauses Are Named
Three forms or classes of insurance
are named in the contract. Class A provides that every employe in the Select
organization, who is designated in this
class, will automatically become insured
after sixizationmonths'
in the organfor $1,000.service
The amount
automatically increases $500 every six
months until the. amount of insurance
shall have reached $5,000. It is retroactive and past services will be included
For instance, if an employe has been in
the Select organization for twelve months
he will immediately be insured for $1,6.00.
At
end ofwill
eighteen
service
his the
insurance
amountmonths'
to $2,000,
etc.
Class B provides for $1,000 insurance
after service of six months, the amount
automatically increasing $250 every six
months. As in Class A, it is retroactive,
and past service will be included. For
example, employes of Select who are
Lnyone \>ii<> can negotiate a few fancy turn* on roller Nkntrx in » IiIrIi Ii»< ""d
registered in Class B, will be insured
inmmei cane trial « ii «■ money, h l* > scene from IiIn Intent Pathe comedy, "Don
for $1,250 after twelve months' service.
Shu v."
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First United Artists
Feature Eight Reels;
Prints at Exchanges

Puts

Over Special Stunt for "The
Brat"
3il Painting and Novel Electric Signs Announce
Approaching
RunFeature
of Nazimova's
Latest
At the end of a long lobby over the
r.trance to the theatre proper the prorietor of the Merrill Theatre. Milwaukee.
Vis., has placed a display for advance
dvertising of Xazimova in "The Brat"
onsisting of a five-foot oil painting of
he star, and an electric sign printing out
ie name of Xazimova and of the prouction. all against a black curtain.
The display is exceptionally effective,
.ccording to H. L. Conway, manager of
ie Milwaukee Metro Exchange, the idea
•id its splendid execution is the talk of
ne town, not only among exhibitors
ut also among the patrons of theatres.
Display Is Effective
The portrait, a full length of Xazimova
i the character of "The Brat," is a cutut from a poster done over in oils to
nd it extra lustre. A spotlight is thrown
n the entire sign. The words, "X'aziova in 'The Brat.' " are an electric dislay. The words. "Starting Sunday.
ugustthrown
31," are
whiterelief
cardboard
jts,
in sharp
against cutthe
ack background by the white beam
om the spotlight.
A special trailer film making much the
.me announcement was thrown on the
reen'.
on poster,
the film with
was the
the
me as The
that figure
on the
ords: "The Merrill announces Xaziova in 'The Brat.' the triumph of her
reen career, for showing starting Auist 31."
These two advertising stunts, it is unrstood. were worked out through colboration of the proprietor of the Mer1 and the Metro exchange manager,
is an evidence, Metro officials point
it. not only of the confidence which
hibitors are showing in booking this
lestll productions
and greatest
of Xazimova's
spefor indefinitely
long runs
d exploiting them with the utmost
;edom, but also of the close co-operam of the Metro branches with the there managers in getting the very best
suits out of every Metro release.
Advance Bookings Heavy
The avalanche of bookings for "The
at"
just beginning
slide. employes
In many
the isMetro
exchangesto extra
i! being taken on to handle the thouid and one little details which occur
lenever a picture of this importance
published. That the Metro organiza] n is smooth-running is not sufficient,
ie entire personnel of the company is
:|bued with the spirit of attending careHly to every item in distributing a great
ipduction just as if the concern had
ijthing else to do but concentrate on one
tatre. This is responsible for the renrkable expressions of gratification on
<fc part of exhibitors throughout the
'lintry on the excellence, the compreIrsiveness and thoroughness of Metro
^vice.
One exhibitor wrote into the home of' ! this week:
I will say this for your exchange:
I seems to have two businesses. The

first is booking the pictures it has for
distribution. And the second, and the
one which really seems outwardly to be
the real one, going into the theatre with
me and by good hard thinking and even
harder work, helping to put over every
Metro picture so that I get the utmost
from it. I have almost got to feel that
the Metro man is business partner."
'The Capitol" New
Leah Baird Vehicle
"The Capitol," Augustus Thomas'
stage success with a year on Broadway
to its credit, is the production selected
by Artco Productions, Inc., as Leah
Baird's next starring vehicle to be distributed by W. W. Hodkinson.
The story of the play is laid in Washington and deals with the leading characters of American official life. Amelia
Bingham. Mary Shaw. George Robinson,
Frazier Coulter and Ernest Hastings
are numbered in the supporting cast.

Marshall

To

Neilan

Reduce

H.

Prints for Douglas Fairbanks' first
picture through United Artists Corporation. "His Majesty, the American" have
been
distributed
all of and
the everything
company's
eighteen
branch tooffices
is inber readiness
for
publication.
Septemfirst.
"His Majesty, the American" will be
published in eight reels. The picture is
7.900 feet long and is the most ambitious
undertaking in Fairbanks' screen career.
The record breaking first run bookings, embracing numerous runs of two
weeks, three weeks and even longer periods, forecasted a production of unusual
magnitude, for it has been known for
many weeks that Fairbanks was going
at the making of his picture with longer
runs in mind.
Goldwyn

For "The Cup of Fury"
Helene Chadwick and Rockliffe Fellowes will play the leading roles in "The
Cup of Fury," the first Eminent Authors
Picture by Rupert Hughes to be announced by Samuel Goldwyn. For their
support Kate Lester, Florence Deshon.
Clarissa Selwynne, Sydnev Ainsworth,
Herbert Standing. Dwight Crittenden
and Frank Morgan already have been
selected.

Wins

C.

Selects Cast

His

Fight

L. in Los

Angeles

Merchants Offer to Readjust Price, Cutting Profits
to 10 Per Cent— San Francisco^Bids
For Studios
For the first time in the history of solidlv behind Mr. Xeilan and they are
motion picture production in Los Angeles not ready to arbitrate until the offered
the merchants of the city have been agreement of the merchants is put in
stirred to definite action. Closely follow- some
form which will compel its being
ing the ultimatum delivered by Marshall lived up to.
Xeilan that he would not deal with Los
The city of San Francisco, hearing of
Angeles merchants unless they made a the controversy, immediately set t a repradical change in their methods of doing
Angeles to see Mare toLos bearing
shall Xeilanresentativand
word that if
business, he was waited upon by a committee of business men headed by Mose
Los Angeles would not give him a square
Hamburger, owner of the largest retail deal San Francisco would. Upon receivestablishment on the Pacific coast. Mr.
ing the details of the situation, the San
Hamburger, as spokesman, expressed re- Francisce merchants countered the Los
gret at the attitude taken by Mr. Xeilan. Angeles proposition with an offer to
but admitted that there was much reason sell goods at cost, saying they wanted
industry as an adfor complaint. In behalf of the mer- the motionvertisingpicture
power for their city and not a
chants of the city he made the Xeilan
also proposition
made Mr.
organization a proposition which abso- spending
Xeilan a power.
studio They
building
lutely reduces profit on all goods to a which
was so attractive that he canceled
maximum of 10 per cent. Furthermore,
it was agreed that the business men of temporarily all plans for building in Los
the town would co-operate with the city Angeles.Controversy Is Important
officials in making Los Angeles a better
This controversy is perhaps the most
place to produce motion pictures in.
important
of the
the- alleged
many which
have oc-of
Producers Back Neilan
curred over
profiteering
It was found by investigation on the Los Angeles merchants. It probably
part of the motion picture producers will result in those studios which are
that the Xeilan plan of outside buying unable to get away from the city owing
was a practical one and that its adoption to leases or property holdings doing
would mean the saving of many hundreds
buying under the new plan, and
of thousands of dollars. It was the their
many of the other studios moving to
knowledge of this investigation and its San
Francisco.
result which th'-ew the merchants of the
'In any event it will mean a vast savcity into a panic and stirred them to
ing to the studios, and every credi:
action.
should be given to Marshall Xeilan for
The producers have placed themselves bringing the profiteers to terms.
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Stage Plays
for Realart Stars

Arthur S. Kane Cites Selection of "Erstwhile
Susan" for Constance Binney as Proof Exhibitors' Promises Will Be Fulfilled
ment with Harrison Grey Fiske, who
"Stories based on successful books and
was responsible for the stage direction.
stage plays," was the slogan Arthur S.
Following the New York run, Mrs.
Kane adopted when he announced the Fiske
took the play on a tour of all the
organization of Realart Pictures Cor- principal cities of the East and Middle
West. The balance of the country saw
poration.
"Erstwhile Susan" in its third season as
And now. Mr. Kane cites his first Cona theatrical attraction when Miss Crosstance Binney production, "Erstwhile
man assumed the title role. Miss CrosSusan," as evidence of his intention to man's company went to the Pacific
Coast, closing its year in Los Angeles.
keep faith with exhibitors. "Erstwhile
Book Was Widly Read
Susan" has been both book and play and
involves names well known in literary
The book "Barnabetta," from which
and dramatic circles. The author is both the stage play and screen producwere adapted, has wide popularity
Helen R. Martin and the play has been with tion
book lovers. It was first published
a vehicle for Minnie Maddern Fiske and
the Century Company, who printed
Henrietta Crosman. Harrison Grey by
ten editions, and later by Grosset and
Fiske was involved in the production
and the Century Company as publishers books
Dunlap.are Itpopular
is evidentwiththatplaywrights,
Mrs. Martin'sas
of the novel.
another of her stories, "Tillie," was seen
Was Big Stage Success
as a play during the past season at
"Erstwhile
opened
York
with Mrs.Susan'"
Fiske as
the starin atNew
the Henry Miller's Theatre in New York.
The photoplay adaptation of "ErstGaiety Theatre on January 18, 1916, and
while Susan" was made by Kathryne
played until summer. It had a run of Stuart and the picture is now being produced under the direction of John S.
one hundred and sixty-eight performRobertson. In the photoplay, Constance
ances. The play was adapted by Marian
<le Forest from Mrs. Martin's well Binney will portray "Barnabetta." The
known novel on Pennsylvania dutch life, early fall will probably see this first
Constance Binney release by Realart in
"Barnabetta," and was produced by the
hands of exhibitors.
Corey-Williams-Riter. Inc., by arrangeSCENES

FROM

REALART'S

Will C. Smith Reports
Demand for Projectors
NEW YORK.— Will C. Smith of the
Nicholas Power Company has returned
from Europe last week. Mr. Smith was
abroad for many weeks, advancing the
interest of his company. He report.-, that
the export market for projection Machines is in a most flourishing condition and that the business the PowerCompany will participate in exceeds all
expectation. In fact, the volume of busi
ness from both Europe and South America is so great, he said, that the Powers
plant will have to work to its utmost capacity to handle the pressing demand for
the Powers C B Cameragraph.
Big Sullivan Picture
Now Well Under Way
Work is rapidly progressing at the
Thomas H. Ince studio on the making
of the big special feature, "Americanism
vs.
Bolshevism,"
by on
C. Gardnet
Sullivan
and beingwritten
produced
an elab
orate scale with an all-star cast. Hall
of the picture is made, and after viewing
this, Thomas H. Ince is enthusiastic
over it. He has expressed the belief ii
will be one of the most forceful drama?
ever presented on the screen.
United Artists Move
Chicago Branch Office
Cresson E. Smith, manager of the Chi
cago branch of the United Artists Cor
poration, announces that after Septem (
her 1, the office of that concern will lu
located at 17 North Wabash Ave.

FIRST PRODUCTION

role »t "Erstwhile tarn" adapted from ih<- aocceaa of »lr«. Flake.
< rmatance Blnne? in the utellar
nhi Datca and In replete «iih hnmorona mm well n- «iriuii<i«i<- situational
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Is Selected to
Theatre, Brooklyn

V. W. Hodkinson's Production Booked Seventy
Days by U. B. O. — Novel Exploitation
Stunts are Perfected
Based upon its splendid success at the
ew York Strand during the first week
August, Benjamin B. Hampton's first
oduction for Great Authors' Pictures,
c, "The Westerners" by Stewart Edlrd White, has been booked for the
w 4,000-scat Brooklyn Strand as one
the opening attractions in that new
use, the largest theatre in Brooklyn.
The contract for "The Westerners"
is signed by Walter Hays, treasurer
. the Mark Strand interests in eight
•w York state and three New England
lies, just as it was booked for the full
■ ek of August 24 at the big Newark
"and owned and operated by the same
i erests and Max Spiegel.
U. B. O. Books Feature
The United Booking Office, B. F.
ith and Keith & Proctor interests,
vich recently swung J. Parker Read.
. 's Louise Glaum production, "Sahara."
;"0ss the entire breadth of their chain
i theatres, likewise during the past week
; ned contracts for "The Westerners"
f September and October playing date>
i .ering in excess of seventy days across
New York and Xew Jersey chain
i' ir
theatres.
The U. B. O. contracts were signed
1' Dr. E. G. Lauder, who declares "The
V'Sterners"
to be one of
the are
markedly
'•v
type of productions
which
worki a complete change in the standards
i motion picture production.
Vnnouncenient of the signing of other
i >ortant circuits in New York are to
I made within the next few days. The
Uted Booking Office playing time for
a>ig picture that receives the full circt booking is longer in point of days
al importance of theatres than any
oS er
tes.motion picture circuit in the United
Publishers to Co-operate
n conjunction with the presentation
""The Westerners" as one of the first
a -actions of the Brooklyn Strand, Gross & Dunlap, publishers of Stewart Ed^v•d White's novels, will give that thea'j:
the full
benefit of a city-wide
dblay
in department,
book andwindow
drug
sres similar to the successful camPgn which powerfully linked up the
pjlic in Manhattan recently with the
i> ial eastern presentation of the pictvt at the New York Strand.
he Grosset & Dunlap book link-up
wti the pictured portrayal of the novel
ir )lves the direct newspaper advertiser of the book with mention of the
tl itre name where the presentation is
p ie, in the department store advertisII of its book department and the use
ii Brooklyn in store windows in conation with the book, of one thousand
si its of the production and more than
sets of the eleven by fourteen lobby
*"lays. The entire metropolitan camP/rn is personally handled by S. A.
JKins of the Grosset & Dunlap organi-

zation, the ablest book promotion executive in the publishing industryBookings Are Heavy
More than a score of the important
first-run theatres of the country that have
signedheld
contracts
"The dated
Westerners"
have
back itsfor
playing
for the
first or second week in September, rating this unusual production as powerful
enough to offset or match whatever production their competitors may be withholding as the opening attractions for
the new season.
W. ofHodkinson's
Denvermenmanager
theW.first
the Hodkinson
to makeis
a clean sweep of his territory by closing
contracts for every first-run key city
or town in his territory, backed up with
contracts for subject runs in every community in the territory where a picture
can be brought back later to other theatres for secondary or repeat performances. One of the striking features of
many contracts in the Denver zone is
that first-run theatres have booked repeat date engagements for "The Westerners" in the identical theatres where
first presentations are made. This is one
of the alert practices of the Denver zone
exhibitors who play two engagements,
and sometimes three, of pictures that
prove their power on the first showings.
Bert Ennis to Remain
With Sawyer and Lubin
Bert Ennis, director of publicity for
S-L Pictures, wishes it known that he
has not severed his connections with the
firm of Sawyer and Lubin. During the
past four weeks, Ennis consented to
handle some special exploitation work
for a well known state right organiz*a-

i
L
DOROTHY GISH
And support
the support)
In "Nobody Home,"(note
n Paramount
picture
just
out.
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tion. This has given rise to the rumor
that the publicist and Sawyer-Lubin had
parted company. Ennis is permanently
located with the S-L forces and will be
in full charge of the exploitation campaign which will mark the renewal of
the firm's
following
next
monthactivities
of Herbert
Lubin the
fromreturn
the
coast. He has been responsible for the
unusual advertising which featured the
selling
"Virtuous
Men"therecently
and
also hasof to
his credit
distinctive
publicity campaign which marked the
production of the Madame Petrova series of pictures.
At the completion of his special work
in the interests of "Crimson Shoals" and
"Alma Where Do You Live," Ennis
will once again devote his entire time and
efforts to the interests of Arthur H.
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin.
Bill in Congress
Would Repeal All
Taxes on Theatres
WASHINGTON, D. C— The exhibitors of the country would be relieved of
practically all Federal taxation, under
the terms of a bill which has been introduced in Congress by Representative
Kahn of California. Mr. Kahn would
repeal Sections 800 (admission tax), 906
(film rental tax) and 1001 (tax on seating
of the --evenue law, effectivecapacity)
immediately.
The three taxes considered in this
measure are the most important of all
the taxes borne by the industry and the
first two have been the subject of a great
deal of complaint. The admission tax
has ever since its inception been a decided burden to the theatres, not because itcost them a great deal of money,
but because of the fact that it was a
direct tax upon their public and one
which has been the cause of much inconvenience. The film rental tax, the
successor to the footage taxes, has been
a bone of contention between the exchanges and the exhibitors, the latter
feeling that with all the other taxes they
are called upon to pay the exchanges
should be willing to bear the burden of
this one, while the exchanges and producers have pointed out that the law
specifically gives them authority to pass
it along to the exhibitor. The tax on
seating capacity is not new and there
has never been a great deal of complaint
regarding it.
The feeling behind the bill is that
some change must be made in the present practice if the great industry which
has been built up is to continue as one
of the most important businesses in the
country. There has been a strong feeling for many months that, now the war
is over, there should be a reduction in
costs all along the line, yet the theatres
are unable to meet this demand as their
increased scales are due almost entirely
to war taxes. The removal of the war
taxes, atresitto reduce
is felt,their
would
enable rates
the theadmission
and
would result, in any event, in the elimination of the odious admission tax.
Theatres for Weston
WESTON, W. VA.— This city is to
have two motion picture theatres by fall,
one to be opened in the Mallory building and the other to be erected by Dr.
George I. Keener.
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Than Ten Features During the
Coming Twelve Months
J. Stuart Blackton, pioneer of the motion picture industry, has signed a contract wherehy he will publish his works,
made in the studio of the Blackton Productions, Inc., through the Pathe Exchange, Inc. Under the arrangements,
Mr. B!ackton will produce a minimum
of six special features, and a maximum
of ten during the ensuing year.
In announcing the contract between
Pathe and Mr. Blackton. Paul Brunet,
vice-president and general manager of
Pathe
"Theproductions
acquisition isof inthelineJ.
Stuart said:
Blackton
with the Pathe policy of giving the exhibitor the finest type of feature productions available. The reputation of Mr.
Blackton and his noteworthy success
in the past, insures the highest class of
pictures under the Pathe arrangement
with him.
Promises High Standard
"Mr. Blackton will confine himself
to the production of photo-dramas based
upon stories that have a strong appeal
for audiences of today. The artists he
has engaged for his productions are well
and favorably known, and I can assure
J. STl'AUT BLACKTON
the thousands of exhibitors booking
Whose
prodiirtioiis
are to he puhlislii-d
through Pathe that the series will mainthrough I*;itlie.
tain the high standard established by Mr.
Blackton, with the added merit that his
plant, equipped for the production of
constant endeavor is ever to attain newer
the biggest photoplays. Its lighting sysandMr.higher
achievement."
tem represents everything in the adBlackton, in outlining his plans
vanced science of electricity. Mr. Blackfor the ensuing year, made the following
ton has his own staff of assistants who
statement:
"The
series
of
productions
have
been
with him for years and are
I have planned for release through
acquainted with his methods.
Pathe, will be the best examples of the thoroughly
Announcement will be made later by
screen craft it is possible for me to make.
as to the publication date of the
It will be my first task to obtain the Pathe Blackton
production, together with
best available literary material on the first
all the details in connection with it.
market suitable for screen production.
I havestory
already
purchased
'Dawn.'
the
great
by Eleanor
H. Porter,
author
"Best of Luck" First
of 'Polyanna' which she has just sold
Metro English Picture
for $50,000. I consider 'Dawn' even bet"The Best of Luck," one of the six
ter picture material than 'Polyanna.'
" 'Dawn' is one of the best sellers of Drury Lane melodramas purchased by
the year. More than 1,000,000 copies
have been disposed of already and it is Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro
Pictures Corporation, during his recent
still selling. It is a human heart story —
a story of New England without a vil- European trip will be the first to be prolain.
duced by Screen Classics, Inc.
"Sylvia
Brcamerin and
Gordonas
This is the most recent and said to be
will
be featured
this Robert
production,
well as in several of other pictures I one of the best of the Drury Lane spectacles and was first produced in London
will make during the year.
on September 27, 1910. It played to good
Promises Human Appeal
business despite the war, which was in
"Fanny
Brice. comedies,
for years awill
popular
fav- full swing at that time.
orite in musical
also have
a prominent part. There are suitable
characterizations for Eddie Dunn and "Sahara" Praised in
Gus Alexander, whom I consider the
best comedians of their type in motion
Everybody's Magazine
pictures. Every picture I will produe
The
current
issue of Everybody's Magwill have a popular appeal, for it is
azine publishes an elaborate illustration
my intention to produe plays that have
heart interest, strong love appeal, and from "Sahara," the J. Parker Reid production issued by the W. W. Hodkinson
above all will be human and true to
Corporation. The accompanying article
Blackton Productions, Inc., has its own
life."
rite-. "Sahara" as a motion picture of
Bttldio in Brooklyn.
It is a modern
highest artistic values.
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j Another Booster
For Herald's Dept.
! TO and
EXHIBITORS'
HERALD
MOTOGRAPHY:
We arc enclosing our first
[ contribution to your "What The
ment.
j Picture
Did For Me" departW e consider this feature alone
j worth the price of the subscrip| tion.
Very truly yours,
The Isis Theatre,
Roseville, III.
Teufel & Pf etcher, Mgrs.
(Signed) Ray Pf etcher.
Cincinnati To Have
Roof Theatre Built
Entirely Of Glas
CINCINNATI. OHIO.— Cincinnati
to have a glass theatre: a motion pictui
theatre with walls and rool entirely i
glass. This unique institution is to 1
built on the roof of the Orpheum the
tre, McMillan street, between Gilbe
avenue and Kemper lane. " Contrac
have just been let by 1. M. and Jack 1
Martin at an estimated cost of $30,0(
The project, in effect, is to' enclose tl
present Orpheum roof theatre in win
glass, with just enough steel framewo
to carry the large plates of glass and
enable the complete opening of the sid
and roof for warm weather periods.
The effect of the improvement will
to the
permit
the time,
use ofas the
theatr
in
winter
well "sky
as the
sui
mer — a condition which was heretofc
impossible — and also to permit the u
of the theatre on rainy nights. A he;
ing system for the roof theatre is al
provided for in the plans, and there v.
be other improvements. The buildi
of the glass enclosure will make the C
pheum the largest picture theatre in t
city, with a seating capacity of sligh
over
the year
The 3,100
roof allalone
now 'round.
seats 1.000. 0
of the unique advantages will be tl
men will be permitted to smoke in t
glass house. Maj. Bert. L. Baldwin dr
the plans, and will supervise the c<
struction, which is to start in Octob
Five MacGrath

Novels

Secured by Wistar
The motion picture rights to five
Harold MacGrath's best known ;
most popular stories have been p
chased by Lynn S. Card, president
Wistaria Productions, Inc. The wo
purchased are: "The Best Man," "T[
Candidates." "Mr. 'Shifty' Sulliva
"The Place of Honeymoons" and "I
rott and Company."
In addition to the works of ';
author, Mr. Card also purchased
motion
picture
Samuel
H ■
kins
Adams'
novelrights
"The toSecret
of Lot
some Cove," which went into ten '
seller--and
of the
day. to be one of the 1 1
proved
Hons
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Rothacker

Select
With

Director

Enters

Camera

Empey
Produc-

ing Venture — Started In Motion Picture
Business as a Scenario Writer
Mr. Moses states that his association
Moses,Corporation
publicity since
director
f< 'ivian
Select M.
Pictures
its with Empey will be somewhat in the
nature of a partnership, and will afford
o anization, will leave that company
5 rtly in order to associate himself him the broadest scope for such abilities
uh Guy Empey in the production of as he possesses. Not only will he take
-;cial pictures. Mr. Moses has handed managerial charge of the business end
h resignation to President Lewis J. of the Empey productions, but he will
Sznick. of Select, and, according to also take part in the preparation and
a ouncement just made, will leave that production of the photoplays.
Has Faith in Empey
ctt lpany
as to
Empey by begin
Sepber 1.so He
willjoin
immediately
"I have great faith." said Mr. Moses,
wking upon a forthcoming production "in Guy Empey's abilities. He is a man
of many ideas, a born builder of stories,
o iected by Empey.
with a strong sense of dramatic values
With Select Two Years
and no mean knowledge of photoplay
Viv" Moses started with Select on the
Above all he is a man of
d. that new corporation opened its technique.
a creator — quick to conceive and
d rs, in the summer of 1917. Taking action,
to act upon his conception. And
u.er his charge publicity, advertising, quick
he always has the courage to back his
ai exhibitor's service, he built up a very ardent convictions. I am happy to
ctipact and efficient department which be associated with him, and I believe
that together we are going to do some
slvly
expandeda and
with ofSelect's
st dy success,
large grew
measure
which
nv be attributed to his work. For the interesting
things."
Mr. Moses,
who entered the motion
bi er part of two years Moses person- picture business as a scenario writer,
al wrote and designed all the adver- was for many years a magazine writer
and editor, and served on the staff of
many of the most prominent magazines,
including the Cosmopolitan. Harpers.
Metropolitan, Literary Digest and others
He was for years on the editorial staff
of the AY:c York Times, the Tribune and
other metropolitan dailies.

Motion

Picture
To

\ l\ 1 V \ H. MOSES
W» has resigned a* Publicity Director lor
■lect Pictures to associate himself with
uy
Empey in the production of special
i tails.
tifig put out by Select, wrote or in?Fed all the publicity, and directly
bailed the very large traffic of corre>pidence and service to exhibitors and
brich offices. He also took complete
ch ge of the production of lithographs.
se;ting subjects and passing upon all
skches. His record at Select has been
or of clean, business-building industry,
an has gained him a reputation.

Back

Sends
Expedition

For 'Outdoor' Film
A completely equipped camera crewhas been sent out by the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Company for the purpose of securing thousands of feet of
scenic subjects which will be published
this falldoors"asseries.part of the Rothacker "OutThis crew will be in charge of Stanley
Twist, head camera man Ernest Powell
and assistant camera man Charles Geis,
with a sufficient amount of guides, hunters, helpers, and pack horses.
The first stop will be Banff in the
Canadian Rockies, and while they are in
that vicinity will cover Lake Louise and
Golden and then go inland to country
which never before heard the click of
the motion picture camera.
It is planned to secure some extraordinary subjects of big game hunting
and game fishing, in fact, if the hope?
for this expedition materialize, the result will be a series of "Outdoors" subjects of a character unusual and superior in every respect.
According to present itinerary, this
crew will not return to Chicago until
the middle of October, and it is expected that the film will be finished,
edited, titled and ready for presentation
during November or December.
This is only one of the several expeditions which will be sent out by the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
to
secure new
material for Rothacker
"Outdoors"
scenics.

Industry

Ready

Air-Craft

Legislation

Picture Interests to Profit by Use of Aerial
Transportation System Pledges Support
A field of endeavor which is bound to Postal System is the most prominent
develop proportions now beyond the example of the value of the innovation.
scope of the boldest imagination will Bringing it into our own sphere, it is
become an actuality with the openings
not difficult to foresee in the very near
scheduled for the near future of two
future a motion picture exchange with
great Air Yacht Service Stations in a landing station upon its roof and a
the East.
machine and pilot in service to bring to
A group of New York capitalists are the exhibitor "that show that didn't arnow engaged in constructing the first
This is but one of the uses to which
of these at Fort Washington Point
Park on the Hudson River. A similar the plane may be put in the motion picproject is being launched at Fort Lee,
ture industry alone, an industry in the
ivity.
N. J., the center of Eastern studio act- interest of which the Aeromarine Plane
and Motor Company is particularly conWith the Aeromarim- Plane and cerned.
rive."
Motor Company and like concerns
To Establish Air Garages
spending millions of odllars in the perfection of air navigation, it is inevitBut
there
must be laws. Already thirable that the air plane will soon be as
teen people have been killed in an accident in Chicago which would have been
generally accepted as a means of transportation as the automobile is today.
prevented by proper regulations.
And there must be air-garages, just
Traffic Laws Necessary
Laws must be made to facilitate this as there are land-garages, for the voyager through the blue. Such legislation
new national improvement, and they will soon
be introduced into CongTess.
must be made at once. Just as road It must also
be introduced into state,
laws, property tax laws, paving and
grading ordinances had to be altered or county and city legislative bodies.
created to accomodate the automobile,
Leaders of the producing and disso must air-traffic laws, landing stage
tributing branches of the industry have
laws, harbor laws be incorporated into already voiced their willingness to lend
the statutes for the safety of the flying every possible support to measures that
are right. Each exhibitor, in his turn,
and non-flying population alike.
The use of the plane by the U. S. should use his influence locally.
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Who's
Who
In Chicago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

CRESSOIV E. SMITH

CRESSON E. SMITH, selected to open
the Chicago office of the newly
formed United Artists' Corporation,
had the pleasure of reporting to his main
office that six weeks before the first picture
of the company was to published — even before its name was announced — he had
closed contracts for its showing in every
city of size in his territory.
When it is realized that Smith has a
bigger territory than any other Chicago
branch manager, the above statement can
be appreciated. He is responsible for Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, eastern Iowa, and
-.outhern Wisconsin.
Cresson E. Smith is another Chicago
exchange manager who started' in the
film world as an exhibitor. Ten years
ago, he was manager of the Acropolis
theatre in Pittsburgh, Pa. When the
first state organization of exhibitors was
formed, he was elected vice-president.
After two years as theatre manager, he
took the road as salesman in western Pennsylvania for the Kreele Film Company,
later becoming manager of the Weiland
Feature Film Company of Pittsburgh and
then of the Alliance Film Program of Cincinnati.
He became a salesman again in Ohio and
Pennsylvania for the Alco Film Company,
and when Metro was formed, took the same
territory for that company. Five years ago.
Metro selected him to open its Des Moines
office, and a year later, transferred him to
Chicago as manager there. He was Chicago
manager for Metro at the time he decided
to cast his lot with the "Big Four." While
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with Metro, Smith made a reputation for
himself in exploiting big productions, his
last success being to lead the country in
bookings for "The Red Lantern."
Realart
Two

Appoints
New

Albert Eden Made

Managers
Seattle Ex-

change Head — Jay Emanuel
Gets Quaker City
Arthur S. Kane, president of the Realart Pictures Corporation announces two
more important appointments the company having secured the services of Albert W. Eden, of Seattle and Jay Emanuel of Philadelphia.
Mr. Eden will be in charge of the
Northwest territory. His appointment
as branch manager with headquarters at
Seattle followed a visit of J. S. Woody,
general sales manager, who is touring
the West, establishing exchanges.
After reading law, Mr. Eden turned
his attention to the business of selling
bonds and mortgages, following which
he became interested in the promotion
of photoplays from a business standpoint. He was with the Fox Film Corporation for four years in charge of the
Denver, Salt Lake City and Seattle exchanges. Afterwards he became Northwest manager of Select, leaving this
latter organization to accept his present
position.
Knows Northwestern Exhibitors
Mr. Eden is said to have visited every
motion picture theatre in the Pacific
Northwest and to be personally acquainted with practically every exhibitor in
that territory. He has opened offices
in Suite 216 of the White Building.
Jay Emanuel, who has been active in
photoplay circles for the past ten years,
lias been appointed manager of the Philadelphia exchange. To accept his present position, Mr. Emanuel resigned from
the city sales management of the Philadelphia branch of World Film Corporcapacity.ation, after two years' service in this
Emanuel's
previous
connections
in Mr.
the motion
picture
industry
were as
an exhibitor. He was an exhibitor for
eight years prior to joining World.
The Philadelphia Realart office is located in offices at the Southeast corner
of Thirteenth and Vine streets.
Lionel Barrymore

Realart

V

Managers

Albert W. Eden, who has
been made Branch Manager with headquarters at\
Seattle, Wash, and (below) [
Jay Emanuel appointed
Manager of Philadelphia]
Exchange.

to

Star inis made
"Copperhead"
Announcement
at the Famous
Players-Lasky office that the production
of "The Copperhead," in which Lionel
Barrymore is to appear in the leading
role, will be started at the New York
studios the first of September, and that
Charles Maigne, who directed Irene
Castle in "The hiring Line" and more
recently
in "Should
Wife Forgive?" will
be in charge
of the aproduction.
"The Copperhead," it will be recalled,
was the play which Mr. Barrymore
scored the greatest success of his career,
his performance being hailed by some
critics as the finest piece of dramatic acting by an American actor since the days
nf Edwin Booth. The play ran for the
entire season of 1017-1H in New York and
continued for a full year thereafter in
Oth/ r large cities of the country.
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Claim

Fox and Zukor

Seek Spokane Theatr
SPOKANE, WASH.— Motion picti
exhibitors state that in the last f'
weeks they have received offers for ihi
theatres from both the Fox Film 0
poration and the Famous Players-Las
Corporation. The Clcmmer and Stilw
theatres, it is said, were made reco
bids, which were refused.
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''Serious Business — Making
Comeclles,,
AT LEAST HEXRY LEHRMAN, WHO HAS BEEN AT
IT FOR YEARS. SAYS SO— NO PLACE FOR THE
NOVICE— REQUIRES SKILL TO MAKE TWO LAUGHS
GROW WHERE ONLY A SMILE FLOURISHED.

J-EXRV LEHRMAX. producer of
-I the forthcoming Henry Lehrman
■^Comedies for the First National
vhibitors'
for many
yearsin
le of the Circuit,
foremostandcreative
artists
e field of motion picture comedy, gives
an interview this week an interesting
position of the changing tendencies of
m humor, and the difficulties which
nfront those whose task is to make
0 laughs flourish where only a smile
iew before. Mr. Lerhman's unconvenInal originality as supervision^ director
j the Henry Lehrman Sunshine Cornlies within the past two years has unjubtedly been a considerable factor in
p progress which has been made.
[To the superficial observer." says Mr.
ihrman, "the creation of film comedy
^pears to constitute the easiest branch
< production endeavor. The novice in
isnario writing almost invariably bejis byleaving
dashingtheoff more
a succession
cornlies,
serious ofthemes
r treatment after he shall have acJired a certain facility of expression
ithe language of the screen, and a more
x-urate knowledge of the so-called me<bnics of the art. The comedy direcr is often looked upon as having failed
1 reach the pinnacle of artistic accomishment occupied by his brethren of
i; drama, and the idea persists that
' yone can make comedies.'
Comedies Must Be Original
'Nothing could be further from the
al facts. The production of comeis the most serious in the film world
even as it is the most interesting) —
involves the exercise of the utmost
resourcefulness and ingenuity. It is
bably true that more thought, more
llor and more painstaking care are lavi ed on a successful two-reel comedy
i n on the average dramatic feature of
i re than twice its length. Indeed, in
t'case
of Lehrman
Comedies,
this comrrison applies
as well
to the time
consned in production, since my pictures
c two-reel length require an average of
t weeks each for filming.
To these facts can be attributed much
c the progress made in film comedy
0 ing the past two years — an advance
vich has far exceeded that made in
t dramatic field within the same perd. and has wrought a complete change
1 the standards of humorous product is. While producers of film drama
h-e given scant evidence of progressp thought, pictured comedy has shown
a constantly changing improvement of
nthod and execution. The forcible
c tact of the common chicken-egg with
hnan visage is now in distinctly bad
o .r. whatever the age of the egg. The
c tard pie as a weapon of defense is
nre than apt to prove offensive. No
]< ger can the kick in comedies be regred entirely with the feet. New lines
o 'business' or action must be cons ltly devised, new 'gags' introduced.
n " situations contrived — alwavs it

;iji. in i u, .im: i;ui <i:;s3iirmiiii:!nin]niun:iiit:iitm:iiiiiuiiaDnr,it:iaanuiiHiuii ii;luuuiitiiHuisiiijii]
must be something new; and always it
must be either funny or breathlessly
thrilling. In these days of the sophisticated audience it is not sufficient to do
the unexpected. The blase film fan is
constantly expecting the unexpected, and
it becomes necessary to cap the 'unexpected' action with some further bit of
humorous by-play to induce a laugh.
Three Weeks Photographing Flies
"And a film comedy is not simply a
motion picture with some laughs in it.
A successful comedy must be an unbroken succession of laughs, resulting
either from purely humorous action or
speech on the part of the performers;
from the prompting of humorous thought
on the part of the audience; or from the
depiction of thrilling situation or action
which culminates so disastrously or so
miraculously that the spectator must
laugh from the very force of pent-up
emotion. There must be a continuously
ascending degree of the ludicrous, and
never a lag in the tempto of the action,
once the pace is established. It is difficult enough to wring a laugh from an
audience, but to pile laugh on laugh, and
to keep it up for forty minutes, requires
not only a thorough understanding of
the possibilities of pictured action and
the ingenious application of such knowledge, but unlimited patience and hard
work. I once spent more than three
weeks in securing a few short close-ups
of a pair of flies in the bowl of a spoon,
and considered myself fortunate in finally obtaining just the action I desired.
"All wild animals, be they flies or
lions, are more tempermental than the
most intractable star, and this fact only
adds- to the woes of the man whose business it is to be funny. The constant
demand for thrills has made the production of comedies the most dangerous
branch of film work, and has necessitated
the tedious repetition of hazardous
'stunts' in an effort to secure a few seconds of satisfactory action on the screen.
"Since
of the
motion picture is the
to province
amuse and
entertain,
the
comedy must be accorded a high position in the film world. Many a theatre
owner has seen a good comedy bolster
up a weak feature and literally 'save the
show.' And I am starting production
on the new Lehrman Comedies with the
conviction that the possibilities of future
development are unlimited, and that the
coming years will see every motion picture judged not upon its length, but on
the quality of the entertainment which
it offers."
Powder

Flash Burns Actor

in Bull's-Eye
appearingburned
Hap Ward,
Monday,
was severely
Comedies,
August 18, when a can of flash powder
exploded during a comedy scene. Ward
suffered first-degree burns to his throat,
arms and hands. He is under the care
of a physician.
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Midnight Show Gets
Around Closing Law
When the Fargo Fair was in progress
and the town taxed to its capacity by
visitors from the surrounding country,
all on amusement bent, the theatres
faced the certainty of great loss of revenue by reason of the ordinance which
forbids
the exhibition of motion pictures
on
Sunday.
"Sahara," J. PaTker Read, Jr.'s spectacular Louise Glaum production was
the performance scheduled for Monday,
at the Strand theatre, and on Saturday
night it occurred to Samuel Cornish,
manager,mancethat
he at
could
stage a Sunday,
perforbeginning
midnight,
advertise it heavily and get around the
inconvenience.
Advertising matter was hurriedly prepared, cut-outs and portraits of the star
being used, and aviators present for the
entertainment of the Fair goers were
called into service and sprinkled them
broadcast over the city. Mr. Cornish
states that the result was a capacity
attendance and a box office revenue
which more than justified the pains
taken to stage the innovation.
Complete

Interiors
For Ferguson Film
Director George Fitzmaurice, working
at the New York studios of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, has completed terfeit."
all theElsieinterior
scenes for "CounFerguson's
mount-Artcraft
production,coming
and is Paranow
waiting for settled weather to proceed
with the exteriors.
These will be taken at Milford. Pa.,
and Greenwich, Conn., a few more on
board a yacht on Long Island Sound.
The play is a comedy-drama by Ouida
Bergere, from an original story by Robert Baker.
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There is a tendency on the part of some exhibitors to
announce an attraction as appearing at their theatres,
tell something about the star, the director arid the
cost of the production, and forget to state whether
the play is comedy, drama, comedy-drama, tragedy or
farce.
Fans have very pronounced likes and dislikes. They
are a decidedly critical lot. And the person who comes
to your theatre to see a comedy and finds a heavy drama
being unreeled is not a satisfied patron. It is a simple
matter to classify each production. It is a matter
worthy of your attention.
"THE LOVE CHEAT" (Pathe) features June
Caprice and Creighton Hale and is typical of the
stars. Comedy of very light texture and smooth-running continuity, simple of plot and graceful of action,
it should please the class that it attracts.
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ceeded or failed. The plot is heavy but well handled,
one weak point in logic being largely compensated for

It is an age of labels.
Whether or not it is decided to agree with the system, the system exists and must be served. That
which is not labeled, and plainly, stands a good chanceof coming in for slight consideration by any and all.

OF
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by the excellence of the whole. ■
"THE GRAY HORIZON" (Exhibitors Mutual)
contains the usual Sessue Hayakawa plot with modifications and alterations that lend it freshness. The
presence of Tsuru Aoki in the cast is a point of superiority. The work of the star is up to the standard
of his past performances, which needs no comment.
All things considered, it should do for the box office
exactly what the last half dozen of his productions have
done, no more and no less.
"HER

KINGDOM OF DREAMS" (First National) presents Anita Stewart in the best story and
role that she has had to date. It is excellently mounted
and approximates perfection in every technical department. The star rises to every possibility with excellent
characterization and a thoroughly satisfying performance is the result. It should eclipse both in popular
esteem and dollar and cents success anything she has
done heretofore.
• THE WITNESS FOR THE DEFENSE" (Paramount-Artcraft) will please or displease exactly as
Elsie Ferguson is liked or disliked by the viewing body.
The play has good points and weak points which about
balance each other, the final decision of the fan-critic
being determined by that person's opinion of the star.
It is certain that a majority of the theatre-going public admire her work. The same proportion will like
the picture.

••THE HOODLUM" (First National) provides
Mary Pickford with opportunity to do the things she
has won to her present high position by doing. The
play is excellently mounted, directorially and technically excellent, and should prove thoroughly satisfactory from every angle. "Another 'Daddy Long Legs' "
is what the public and the exhibitor wants. And that
is what "The Hoodlum" seems destined to prove itself.

"KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN" (Fox) puts upon
celluloid the old Irish melody known the world over.
Theda Bara, abandoning the characterization that has
made her famous, surprises somewhat by her splendid
portrayal of the title role. The settings have been
made up with an eye to detail and a finished production, sure to satisfy, is the result.

"CHECKERS" (Fox) promises great returns for the
exhibitor who advertises and exploits on a large scale
tlic many points that are offered. Few picture-; offer
such opportunities for the box office salesman, and few
back up so well in quality the promises that can be
made for it. A spectacular production, and a good
play in every sense, it should make itself a record
for extended runs.

"Til E UNDERCURRENT" (Select) is a melodramatic recital of a Bolshevik uprising that is nipped
in the bud by a returned soldier. Guy Empey wrote
the story and also plays the leading role and proves
as good an actor as lie is a writer. The production is
well staged and should have a wide, popular appeal.

'THE MARKET OF SOULS" (Paramount) has
the rich dressing characteristic of the Dorothy Dalton
plays, is similar in type to those that have gone before
and should succeed or fail for vou as these have suc-
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Thomas J. Carrigan in
CHECKERS
Seven-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Richard Stanton.
Published August 31.
OPISIOS '.- You can slip " Checkers"
quietly into a week's program, play it
just like you play the rest of your pictures and give satisfaction to the public.
But you are foolish if you do.
"Checkers" is no ordinary picture.
It begs for exploitation
in every
,cene, and backs up its plea with qualities that are not to be ignored. The man
vho puts the picture on with all the
spectacular advertising devices he can
amnion to his aid. runs a big preparaory campaign and a'day-by-day "smash"
luring the showing, will thank the Fox
rilm Corporation for one of the biggest
veeks of his history. It is that sort of
play. It should be played long enough
or everybody in town or neighborhood
o get to see it. It will please them all.
Description does not give a fair imression of the play's dramatic power,
adjectives might be strung together end.'ssrjr, but the dash, snap and go of the
ction would still remain unappreciated.
• "Checkers"
a production
which
very
exhibitoris should
see for himself,
'.ven.
contractsreview
are signed
nd
thethough
date set.thea personal
is the
nly means by which the full advertising
ossibilities can be realized. And the
Jnfidence which such a personal review
ill impart is worth the time it takes.
SYNOPSIS: "Checkers" is a follower
f the race track, a Southern gentleman,
tough not of clearly established standg. Pert Barlow, engaged to Arthur
endall, scion of an old Southern tarni. appeals to Checkers to-persuade her
ince to give up drink. Kendall proves
bpdess and Pert becomes engaged to
heckers without her father's consent,
le is locked in her room, but escapes
id elopes with Checkers. They take
tmorse, her horse, with them and plan
ester him in a big race about to be
n. Kendall has borrowed heavily of
Jit's
placed hired
the money
■otherfather
horse.and With
aids on
he
'ecks the train upon which Remorse is
ing taken to the track, captures Pert
•d imprisons her in Chinatown, and
leckers raises funds to bet on the race,
■morse is brought safely to the track
d Pert, rescued by Checkers, is forced
ride him in the race when Kendall's
ents blind the intended jockey. She
ns and her father forgives and accepts
: happy couple into the home.
ssne Hayakawa in
-IE GHAY HORIZON
/e-part drama; Exhibitors' Mutual,
rected by William Worthington.
blished in August.
OPISIOS' : Followers of the recent
yakawa productions will find little in
' s one to change their last-formed esti' te of his ability and vehicles. The
'-at ability is here, and the vehicle dif-

fers but slightly from the majority of
his offerings.
The incidents are different, complications arise from different circumstances,
and the star role is this time that of a
Japanese artist in the California hills,
but in essence the plot and its working
out is the same.
The mechanics of the production are.
as usual, finely handled and well calculated to the story in hand. Photography,
continuity, settings, all are fitting.
The one advantage the picture has
over its predecessors is the presence in
the cast of Tsuru Aoki. than whom, in
character, the screen presents no more
capable ladv.
SYSOPSIS: There lives in the hills
of California a Japanese artist whose
skill in color brings to his door the
cleverest counterfeiter of his day. seeking the useof ofspurious
the artist's
the
preparation
bonds gift
he isinabout
to circulate. At first deceived, the artist
becomes indignant when he learns the
truth about the enterprise and shows his
guest the door. But O Hura San. the
artist's
arrivedhusband
from Japan
in searchsister,
of thenewly
American
who
has deserted her. identifies the stranger
as her spouse. He seeks to escape and
in the encounter which follows the girl
and her husband meet death. The artist
is taken up, in time, by society and becomes wealthy and famous. Then he discovers that his chief patroness, a lady
whom he has come to love, is the bigamous widow of the man he has murdered. Her brother accuses him of evil
designs and learns the truth about the
murder. When he demands proof the
artist realizes that publication of the
facts will blast the life of the woman he
loves, so destroys the evidence and prepares to meet trial.

HER KIXGDOM OF DREAMS
Seven-part drama; First National.
Lirected by Marshall Neilan.
Published September 15.
OPISIOS': "Her Kingdom of Dreams"
is without doubt one of the season's finest pictures. It is beautifully mounted
and magnificently acted by as fine a
cast as ever graced the silver sheet.
Anita Stewart never had a better vehicle.
The story is logical and convincing. It
starts out with a rush and from the first
foot to the last there is not a dull, nor
a padded, moment in the seven reels.
Miss Stewart is cast in a role that is
particularly well suited to her style and
type of acting and when one glances
over the all-star cast in her support, you
can realize it was no small undertaking
to play the lead. In her support appeared Kathlyn Williams, Mahlon Hamilton. Robert McKim. Spottiswoode Aitken, Thomas Jefferson. James Neil.
Thomas Holding and last but not least
Wesley Barry.
The story", which was written byAgnes L. Provost, shows how the secretary of a wealthy man. who marries his
son. frustrates a scheme to mulct the
son out a fortune. Miss Stewart is the
secretary while Mahlon Hamilton was
excellent in the role of Fred Warren,
the son. Anna Q. Xilsson had the role
of a vampire and played it exceptionally
well. The staging and photography
were of the highest merit.
SYSOPSIS: Judith Rutledge becomes the confidential secretary to James
Warren, wealthy banker; His eldest son.
James, meets a tragic death in an auto
accident, and the guilt for a forged
check found on his person is assumed
by his younger brother. Fred. The

A dramatic moment from -Checker"." ahonriD^ the car mshine to destruction Tvith
all on board iFotl.
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hanker is stricken while upbraiding his
son, Fred, and soon thereafter dies. He
expresses a wish that his son marry
Judith and the ceremony is performed
at once, the fortune being left in her
name. However, she turns over the
bulk of the estate to her husband, and
leaves for the west because of Fred's
apparent love for another. Here she
meets Tom Langley, who has been
cheated out of a lumber tract by Yarnall, an unscrupulous promoter who has
interested Fred in his lumber company.
Langley goes to New York, catches
Yarnall as he is about to flee with the
spoils of the lumber company and a reconciliation follows between Fred and
Judith.
Mary Pickford in
THE HOODLUM
Six-part comedy-drama; First National.
Directed by S. A. Franklin.
Published in September.
OPINION: "Our Mary" in "The
Hoodlum" does the things she alone
knows so well how to do. She romps
through the six reels in a manner that
will bring shouts of glee from the youngsters and many a chuckle from the older
folks. Though the plot is slight, concerning the antics of the daughter of a
man of wealth who prefers to live in
the slums, where he can study the poor,
she manages to inject enough life into
the play by her spirited, piquant individual throughout
performancetheto six
holdreels.
one's attention
The picture verges on the slap-stick
where Mary, chased by a policeman,
runs in and out of a hut and slides
down a coal chute into a dirty cellar,
but this is but an incident in the story's
telling.
Artistic taste in mounting has been
employed, the subtitling is excellent and
the piece is played with such light and
airy gaiety that it constitutes a most
diverting piece of screen entertainment.
SYNOPSIS: Amy Burke lives with
her wealthy grandfather on Fifth avenue, New York, and while he loves her
he gives her scant attention. Her father
devotes his time to living in the slums
of the city, where he is writing a book.
Upon a return to the slums Amy accompanies her father rather than go to
Europe with her grandfather and soon
she enters into the life on Craigen street.
She is known, in a short time, as the
"Hoodlum," dancing, playing and shootingsters"craps"
with theA toughest
in the street.
struggling youngartist
crosses her path and a warm friendship
springs up between them. Craigen street
is visited by a mysterous stranger who
helps thecomes poor
and with
befast friends.
On whom
a visitAmy
to her
former home to secure a paper which
will vindicate the artist for an alleged
forgery, Amy and the artist are caught
by the police. Her grandfather saves
them and it develops that he is the
stranger from Craigen street.
Dorothy Dalton in
THE MARKET OF SOULS
Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Joseph DeGrasse.
Published September 7.
OPINION: Those who attend the
Dorothy Dalton entertainments out of
admiration for the star's work, the lavish
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reported killed in France, appears and
tells the truth. Temple and Helen are
reconciled, when Lyle disappears, it being concluded that his was not a return of the flesh but the spirit.

MARY PICKFORD
Studies,
oil, soFirst
hard National
in "Theattraction.
Hoodlum,"
her second
settings which are characteristic of them,
the high standard of production which
always marks their preparation, will find
"The Market of Souls" superior to the
majority of her past attractions in these
respects.
It is a splendidly acted, well developed, carefully told narrative of the type
for which the star is famous.
For four reels it is good drama, not
entirely new, perhaps, but entirely interesting to the adult. Then, to straighten
out the plot tangle, a character who has
fought and died in France is brought
back in supernatural form, allowed to impart the information necessary to the
happiness of the remaining members of
the cast, and then evaporates into thin
air, the inference being that the troubled
soul of the sinner demanded this return
of the spirit in concrete form.
Just how this, to say the least, unusual
incident will influence popular opinion
regarding the picture is a matter of conjecture. Each exhibitor, knowing his
patronage, can decide for himself what
the character of its reception will be. It
is the one doubtful.
point that may make the play's
reception
SYNOPSIS: Helen Armes, a nurse,
comes to New York from Albany to
visit her married brother. As she arrives on New Year's Eve she is at once
added to a cabaret party being made up
to include her brother's wife and Lyle
Bayne, a wealthy bachelor. At the
cabaret she meets Temple Bayne, his
brother, a woman-hater who begins to
believe in her. She wearies of the performance, Lyle Bayne takes her home,
lures her into his apartment and attempts familiarities. She escapes but is
judged
guilty the
by place
her sister-in-law,
once leaving
to go to theat
nurses' headquarters. Temple Bayne arrives, fights with his brother after he
has been
a lie about
acter and told
the incident,
and Helen's
is blindedcharby
a blow. Helen is assigned to his case
and nurses him back to sight, he remaining ignorant of her identity, but
asking her hand in marriage. When he
recovers his sight he denounces her and
62 when Lyle Bayne,
she is about t<> leave

June Caprice and Creighton Hale in
THE LOVE CHEAT
Five-part comedy; Pathe.
Directed by George Archibaud.
Published August 24.
OPINION: Creighton Hale and June
Caprice, whose terrestial junction dates
from
Boy!"
have intheir
the co-oppearance
present vehicle ina "Oh
production
which, if less spectacular in the way of
box office promise, is as well calculated
to please.
It is comedy of the lighter order,
rather swift of procedure and graceful
as to outline. If it is not exceptionally
rich in laugh-giving material, neither i>
it monotonous nor devoid of interest.
It is just the sort of play that will be
expected of the stars and should please
the type of audience that will be attracted by its announcement.
Directorially and photographically the
composition displays good taste and a
sure grasp of photoplay technicalities.
The personal supervision of Albert Ca-l
pellani is discernable through the actual
handiwork of George Archibaud.
SYNOPSIS: Henry Calvin, interior
decorator on his uppers, has an appoint
ment to meet a wealthy prospect at a
fashionable hotel. His friends lend hint
their clothes and money and he keep:
the appointment, only to find the cus
tomer gone. At the check room he geb<
the
wrongto coat
and finds
the pocke'
a ticket
a dinner
partyinbeing
givei
in the hotel. Spurred by hunger he at
tends, satisfies his appetite and meet:
Louise Gordon, daughter of the host
instant love being mutual. Leaving
without disclosing
his identity,
latecontinues
his suit, financed
by her heforme
fiance through the intervention of a mu
tual
the girl's
consenhe
to a friend.
marriage Heand wins
is about
to marry
when his conscience comes to life an*
he disappears. Louise, however, feel
that money should play no part in lov
affairs, so, when she learns the trutl
follows him to the little curio sho
where he has hidden and the happy end
ing ensues.
Theda Bara in
KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN
Six-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Charles J. Brabin.
Published August 19.
OPINION: Those who have voice
a desire to see Theda Bara in other tha
the character which has come to b
synonymous with her name will be give
that opportunity in the present prodm
tion. As the Irish girl whose name pri
vides the title of the play, the star
mistress of a characterization total)
different
the
past. than any which she has had i
When it is added that she delivers ei
tertainment goods of high quality, ce
tain to satisfy, the conclusion must 1
drawn that the picture, with the doub
attraction
of quality and novelty, wi
succeed.
Unusual photography of fitting ar
minutely perfect settings makes viewin
the composition a pleasure. Mention
also due the lighting effects, some til
usual results having been secured at
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dded to the attractive qualities of the
hole.
SYNOPSIS: Kathleen and Terrence,
rish peasants, plan their wedding in ancipation of a lifetime of happiness,
hen their dreams are broken into by
le Squire of the estate, attracted by
lathleen's
and a Aforced
age to himbeauty,
ts the result.
little marlater
le Squire meets Lady Clancarthy, posssed of vast estates and funds, is connced that he can win her if freed
E Kathleen and lures the girl to a
nely spot in the woods to leave her.
ere she is set upon by ruffians, when
serted by her husband, and rescued
ily by the timely arrival of Terrence,
ho kills one of her assailants. Ternce is tried and found guilty of the
ime, the evidence indicating that he
ts lured Kathleen here for a foul purose and murdered the man who came
• the rescue. He pays the death penalty
i the gallows, whereupon Kathleen
akes to find it all a dream and preparajns for the wedding follow.
Isie Ferguson in
'ITNESS FOR THE DEFENSE
ve-part drama; Paramount-Artcraft.
irected by George Fitzmaurice.
iblished August 31
OPINION : If there is an actress upon
e screen of today who can portray ex:mc emotion continuously, without
ss of power or realism, Elise Ferguson
that actress. To a length that would
pear ridiculous in the hands of a less
lented person she carries her characrization convincingly and easily.
It is the acting of the star that will
longest remembered by those who
tness the unreeling of "The Witness
>r the Defense."
The play, in bare outline, is not a
etty thing. Yet it has a Broadway
ccess to its credit, which leads to the
nclusion that it has the necessary quales to bring about a goodly sale to the
blic.
As Paramount-Artcraft has photoaphed it, with Warner Oland, Wyndni Standing and Vernon Steel heading
e supporting cast, it is a grimly draitic story of English life and society,
th India supplying the goodly portion
the background.
If your patronage is such that a play
' the typeis will
give satisfaction,
the
oduction
technically
and pictorially
11 fitted for presentation.
SYNOPSIS: Stella Derrick and Dick
lzelwood, young English folk, neighrs and sweethearts, meet with partal opposition to their marriage and
ella goes to India to care for her inlid father, Dick finally gaining a seat
the House of Commons. In India
ella's father forces her to marry Capt.
llantyne of the diplomatic service that
! money may make the latter years
• his life happier. Hei* father's sudden
ath leaves her at the mercy of her
utal husband, whom drink has made
(ptial. They are encamped in the jun• when Ballantyne becomes delirious
•d she kills him in self-defense. She
accused and brought to trial. As
verdict of guilt is about to be brought
nry Thresk. who has long besought
r to run away with him, gives false
;timony which secures her acquittal,
e returns to England and is about
marry Dick when Thresk presents his
mands. Dick overhears, Stella tells
n all, and they are married.

(iny Empey makes to the stronghold of the Reds only to find one of the ring
has shot herself in "The I ndereurrent" (Select).
Guy Empey in
THE UNDERCURRENT
Seven-part drama; Select.
Directed by Wilfred North.
Published as a special.
OPINION: "The Undercurrent" is a
rather sensational and melodramatic recital of a Bolshevistic uprising that is
nipped in the bud by a returned soldier.
The story was written by Sergeant Guy
Empey and as a picture of the machinations of the Reds can hardly be taken
seriously. If the Red menace was as
crude and elementary as herein outlined
it would not take the police long to
cope with it.
Empey essays the role of the returned
soldier who becomes embroiled in Bolshevist conspiracies. He is ably assisted
by a very capable cast of players including Florence Evelyn Martin, who
plays the role of the wife, Marguertie
Courtot, Betty Blythe, Sally Crute,
Charles A. Stevenson, Eugene Strong
and others whose work is well attuned
to the emotional spirit of the story.
Judicious cutting would speed up the
action in the first part and reduce the
footage considerably, scenes showing a
full moon with gathering clouds being
unnecessary and detracting from the
main story. However, it will furnish an
hour's enjoyment
those
seekingvivid
an
exciting
tale and fcr
gives
a fairly
picture of facturing
social
city. unrest in a small manuSYNOPSIS : Jack Duncan returns
from France where he helped whip the
Kaiser by driving a tank through the
Argonne forest and takes up his old job
in Steel City mills. The Reds, who
have their agents sprinkled throughout
the town, succeed in getting Jack to
join their organization when he is discharged from the mill. He mixes with
the social outcasts who are planning to
blow up the mills, burn the homes of
the owners and wreck the city. On the
night of the uprising, however, he finds
one of the leaders has invaded his own
home and when called upon for a speech
63

later
that denounces
evening he them.
destroysThethe rioting
Red's
flag and
starts, Jack goes to the nearest barracks
for troops, on a locomotive manned by
one of the Reds, and effectively quells
the whole crowd, as well as causes the
death of the ring leaders.
"The Glorious Lady"
Olive Thomas' Third
Selznick Production
"The Glorious Lady" is the title that
has
decided production,
upon for Olivewhich
Thomas'
thirdbeenSelznick
was
produced under the working title of
"Duty and the Woman." "The Glorious
Lady" is different from anything Miss
Thomas has ever done before, and is a
story laid in picturesque old England.
It was directed by George Irving.
Matt Moore plays opposite the star.
Other prominent players in the cast are,
Huntley Gordon, Evelyn Brent, Robert
Taber and Mrs. Henry Clive. "The
Glorious Lady" will follow "The Spite
Bride" Miss Thomas' second production.
Three Six-Reel Features
Under Way at Universal
Three six-reel feature photodramas
which are expected to be among Universal's best productions were put into production this week at the West coast
studio.
Elmo Lincoln, has commenced work
under Director Rex Ingram on "The
Beach Comber" from the story by J. G.
Hawks. Frank Mayo has started on
"Lasca," a screen adaptation of the well
known poem of the Rio Grande. "Betty
Reforms" is the title of a story by
Mildred Considine which William C.
Dowlan has started producing with Ora
Carew, Forrest Stanley and Charles
Clary as the triumvirate of stars.
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Artclass Corporation
Announced as Sponsor

to Play

Goldwyn
First-Run
Productions
Contract Points Out Valuable Solution

Of Booking Problem Existing
Cities of Nation
When signatures were affixed to contracts whereby Harry Koplar, head of
the Greater Amusement Company, St.
Louis, agreed with the St. Louis representatives ofthe Goldwyn Pictures Corporation to play the productions of that
concern "day and date" at six theatres
in that city an important precedent was
established.
Advertising Advantages
Koplar had been using Goldwyn pictures at his theatres for a long time, but
it seemed unavoidable that the second
and subsequent run nouses should suffer because of the previous showing. It
was realized, also, that advertising for
a given picture had to be maintained for
six times as long a period as it takes to
exploit a single engagement.
By the new arrangement it is planned
to open the same picture at the six
theatres throughout the city simultaneously, a single huge campaign being
waged for the exploitation of all.
Though the increase in rental price was
a not inconsiderable one, indications are
that the increased satisfaction of the
public and the amassed revenue will
more than off-set the difference.
Solves Big Problem
In practically every city in the country there is at least one chain of theatres
under a single management confronted
with the same condition that has existed
until now in St. Louis. Mr. Koplar's
Madge

in Big

plan seems to be an infallible one, a sure
solution of the difficulty. It will doubtless be adopted geneiaily, to the mutual
satisfaction of the theatre, the exchange
and the public.
Famous

Players-Lasky
Song-Picture Is Ready
Prints of the special picture to be run
in connection with the singing of the
song, "When a Feller Needs a Friend,"
based on the Paramount-Briggs Comed.es, are being distribbted to all the
branch offices of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, it was announced
this week, and will be available for showings to all exhibitors who book the
Paramount-Briggs Comedies.
The picture, which is a pictorial delineation of the scenes suggested by the
words of the song, is free for exhibitors,
it is emphasized by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, and it may be obtained by applying to the Fa nous Players-Lasky branch offices. With ths picture, which is designed for exhibition
the week preceding the showing of any
Paramount-Briggs Co nedy, the exhibitor also may obtain, free of charge, the
services of one of the staff of professional singers employed by Joseph W.
Stern & Co., publishers of "When a
Feller Needs a Friend."

Gives a Demonstration

For "The Open Door"
Lifting the veil of mystery that has
enshrouded the producing of the film,
"The Open Door," it has come to light
that the Artclass Pictures Corporation
composed of a trio of film executives, is
sponsor for this seven-reel vehicle from
the pen of Garfield Thompson, who gave
to the screen many of William Foxsuccesses. The production is under tin
supervision of Dallas M. Fitzgerald. The
technical end is in charge of Mr. Tame;
Wollnough, formerly with the Fox Filn
Corporation. The photography is b\
Jack Holbrook, formerly with Florenct
Reed, and William Hutchinson, formerh
with Triangle Film Corporation.
' ^e Open Door" cast includes Editl
Stockton. Anna Lehr, John P. Wade
Diana Allen, Frank Evans, Bob Broder
Walter Miller, Sam J. Rvan, Willian
Cavanaugh and Johnnie Walker.
Artclass will produce six feature:
yearly and distribution plans will be an
miffed later. Offices have been openec
on the fifth floor of the Longacre Build
ing, 1476 Broadway, New York City.
Building Massive Set For
New Lehrman Comedie;
Construction of a magnificent set to bi
used in the first of the Henry Lehrmai
Comedies for the First National Exhib
itors' Circuit is now under way at th'
Lehrman Studios in Culver City, unde
the supervision of Technical Directo
Ea-le Olin, and the work will be com
pleted within the next two or three day;
The set, which represents a corridor in
million-dollar apartment house, is of th
most elaborate construction, and is ex
pected to set a high standard for futur
Lehrman productions.
It is stated that Mr. Lehrman is t
give particular attention to the matter c
settings and will make thfem as fine a
those used by any company in existeno
irrespective of the length or magnitud
if pictures produced.
"Human

Fly" Will Star

In Series for Bull's-Ey
Jack Morris, sixteen years old, said t
be the youngest "human fly" in tli
world, has been engaged by the Bull'Eye Film Corporation and will be fe;
turcd in a series of productions depic
ing Morris' life from the time he ws
three years old. The new film star, wh
was born in Chicago, has been climbin
all buildings since he was ten yeai
old. Prior to that he was on the vaud<
ville stage. Morris has appeared in prai
tically every city in America, either o
the stage or climbing office buildings.

MISS KENNEDY in "Strictly Confidential," her newest Uoldwyn vemcle, ta^en
from Jerome K. Jerome's story, "Fanny and the Servant Problem," marries a
lord. a The
to train
her they
to become
a "lady," 64
but finally agree that
she knows
thingservants
or two try
about
life that
never knew.

Larson Not Manager
Mrs. M. R. Johnson, owner of tl
Royal and Wonderland theatres, Tills
Ok'la., that
wishes
it clear
t'-ade
she tois make
sole owner
and tornaitl
agcr of these theatres and that T. 1
Larson, erroneously referred to as DM)
agcr of the Royal theatre, is not ai
connected in any manii'
has been
never that
with
playhouse.
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The most popular subject of conversation and newspaper discussion
;ince the war is the high cost of livng. It has ceased to be a mere
>hrase, meaning something real to
he poor but only half-seriously con;idered by the less affected classes,
ind now demands the attention of
very thinking, eating, person in the
ountry.

tended isto take this monster apart
and see what it is made of.
That is what we have done.
We have interspersed this article
with a series of boxes which set
forth vividly the rise in prices of the
staple food products, the very essentials of life.

The man in the street, your neigh>or on the car, in the barber shop
hair, every place that citizens
father, is talking about it. And
here is no flippancy in his tone.

"Butter Are Butter"
1909 price
$0.20

And the Quality
Remains

the Same

Something must be done," is the
opular decision, and action, violent
necessary, looms in the not dismt future.
You, as an exhibitor, have had
luse to realize the seriousness of
ie situation. Old customers have
"opped away, customers that you
now absolutely would like to come
> your show but cannot, or imagine
ley cannot, afford it.
Here is a remedy.
The best way to rid yourself of a
enace is to go straight to it, find
it all about it, and fight it out.
The best way to convince the genal public that the high cost of livg is no reason that the motion
cture theatre should not be at-

You?

show them the answer, and it is
a good bet that many of your old
"Steak Be Steak"
1909 price
$0.18
1919 price
And the Quality
Remains

1919 price
And the Quality
Remains

"Eggs Is Eggs"
1909 price
$0.15
1919 price
60

for

60

the Same

You can take them out bodily,
give- them to your newspaper and
have them inserted as they stand,
either one each day for four days or
on different page of a single issue.
On the fifth -day, or upon the
theatre page if the boxes are used
in a single issue, the specimen advertisement on the following page
is to be used.
There is no escaping the conclusion of the reader.
Interest will be drawn to the
boxes, intense interest, for they deal
"Potatoes Am Potatoes"
1909 price
$0.50
1919 price
And the Quality
Remains

3.50

the Same

with subjects that are prominent in
the minds of every living human.
They will wonder what it is all
about.
The theatre advertisement will
65

45

the Same

patrons who have discontinued their
attendance will come back into the
loid.
But that is only a part of the good
effect that will result.
You will bring your theatre into
the foreground
everybody's
consciousness,of
and you
will identify
vourself with the great body of
those who desire a readjustment.
Considered solely as publicity, the
thing is worth using.
With the other advantages mentioned and local twists which you
can work into it, the idea should be
one of the advertising sensations of
your
Notseason.
enough stress can be placed
upon the importance of keeping
your theatre identified with the
leading topics of the day, the subjects that are in the public mind and
upon the public tongue.
No one considers a modiste a very
essential member of the social body.
Of course, she is a worthy citizeness
and all that, but the fact that society
could go on without her lowers her
place in the scale of popular esteem.
The butcher, by the reverse psychology, islooked upon as one of the
pillars upon which society depends
for support. He is indispensable to
the comfort, welfare and happiness
of the public.
You would rather be considered
in that light by your townsmen. It
pays to be held in such esteem. And
the sure way of maintaining that
standing is the one outlined above.
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Pictures
1909
1919

Are

■

Pictures

price
price

.20
$ .10
And the quality —
Has Improved 1000%

B
I

We can't keep down the
cost of living —
But we CAN show you the
best pictures made at the
lowest possible figure.

I

Management —

| Franklin

And those are the points that are fused
and given striking power by the simple
picture
At theused.
top of the advertisement, which
is reproduced herewith, appears another
line worthy of comment. Anybody, playing the picture might have been prompted to write, "If you want to laugh yourself sick — come and see," etc., but it was
another matter to write, "If you want
There
a distinctwell
shock " in that word
"well."
to
laugh isyourself
It is unexpetced. It looks all wrong.
It makes the reader hesitate. Then, as
the
point makes itself clear, it registers
strongly.
Altogether, though there is nothing
remarkable about the general appearance of the thing, the advertisement is
of the type that brings business — success. It should be studied for that reason.
Exhibitor Follows
Herald Suggestion

Theatre
■■in

Display presenting clinching argument for motion picture attendance despite the
high cost of living
tion of that difficulty solved in the only
logical
manner.
United Artists Have
Every sheet of paper, every photograph
lobby display, every item of advertising
Many New Aids
material furnished by the exchange,
comes to the exhibitor upon payment of
just exactly the cost price to them.
When the United Artists CorporaThese are but a few of the good points
tion's
first
packet
of
exploitation
aids
offered.
Specimen advertisements, borarrives at your theatre you will become
ders that may be photographed and used
convinced, if you are not already, that as stock cuts, slides and all the other
here is a producing concern that has customary accessories, all are here and
stepped away from tradition and dipped
all are good. The work must be seen
into the original.
to be appreciated.
In a large, indestructible card-board
folder, the material to be used with "His
Majesty, The American," the first vehicle
Nashville Laughs at
published and in which Douglas Fairbanks is starred, is now going out. Here
Comic Cow Stunt
are a few of the good points about it.
Every exhibitor has clipped stories
for the press, wondering, while in the
"The Wizard of Oz" started it.
process, how it was possible to make one
The Princess theatre, Nashville, Tencopy serve four or six papers.
Such an exhibitor must have been
didn't forgetgo it.on, intermittently,
It willnessee,probably
present when this concern mapped out forever.
its plans, for here appear four copies of
The Tin Man and the Scare Crow were
every bit of publicity printed.
A particularly worthy step that has really funny. And the animals that appeared in support carried out the idea.
been taken, a step that should be folThe musical comedies that followed it
lowed by all right-thinking producers
and distributors, has to do with the post- for the next ten years or so used the idea
until it was worn threadbare, but the
ers supplied for the production.
The reading matter on all of them
intoxicated lion, the rag-time giraffe and
mentions just two things — the star and the dancing donkey still figure largely in
the title of the play. Not a word about
theThese
circusthings
clown'sarcrepertoire.
funny.
the man who designed the costumes, the
Charlie Chaplin is funny.
store that sold the shoes, the artist who
The Princess theatre, advertising
painted the interiors — not even the name
of the producer or distributor. If for "Sunnyside," Chaplin's third First National attraction, connected up the two
no other reason than this, exhibitors
generally are going to be glad that a in a picture that contains a chuckle for
the
most
serious minded.
new organization witli new ideas has
entered the field.
True, the scene pictured does not apThen, there is the matter of cost.
pear in the picture. But what matters
It is common knowledge that more
that? The picture is funny and has to
paper would be used if the price were
do with the farm. Those are the essential points.
not prohibitive.
And here is the soltt66

Following out the suggestion made
and illustrated in these columns some
weeks ago, the New Blackstone Theatre, Pittsburgh, has proved to the complete satisfaction of all concerned that
the news reel is worthy of individual
exploitation.
The New Universal Screen Magazine
was recently given a four column, teninch spread in the Pittsburgh Press, the
displaywise freebeing
placed picture
on a page
otherof motion
advertising,
as advised. The paper people cooperated
with the management in turning out the
finest possible example of advertising
genius and the New Blackstone states
that the results gained justify a repetition of the enterprise at intervals in the
future.
Rename Thanhouser Plant
The name of the studio and plant built
and formerly occupied by the Thanhouser Film Corporation at New
Rochelle, N. Y., has been changed. It
is now known as the Fischer studios,
after A. H. Fischer, who recently acpurchasequired
to bethe property
the home byof outright
B. A. RoltV
productions.
If You Want to Laugh Yourself Well,
CHARLES SEE CHAPLIN

TODAY"Sunnyside"
AT THE
PRINCESS

Nashville, Tenn., found a chuckle u
this picture.
attended. the perform
was well Naturally,
ance
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Planning Ahead Is
Barret McCormack' s
Method of Working
If a man set out to make his fortune
in the oil business he would be foolish
not to concern himself, first of all, with
;he history of John D. Rockefeller and
his fortune.
The biography of the late Andre**
Carnegie is the best accessible text book
for the student of steel.
And advertising exhibitors, whatever
their station, can put their time to no
better use than the study of the work
>f Barret McCormack, who has been
-esponsible for the great success of the
..'ircle theatre, Indianapolis.
. Just as the oil and steel kings struck
ieep into the heart of their respective
ndustries, sounded out every hidden re:ess and brought out all that was in the
jusiness, so has McCormack gone
traight to the heart of advertising as
in institution and extracted the gold
irom the dross.
And just as the organizations built up
>y these men dominate their fields, so
loes the "Shrine of The Silent Art"
lominate the field of exhibitor adverisers.
Examples of Circle Ads
, A description of the processes by
shich the man's success has been
rought about would have to be written
y the man himself. It is not our purose here to seek to set forth in our
alting way the infinite attention to deiils and the strong, sure grasp of
knassed facts that has enabled him to
;t the Circle
the stands.
high plane of exellence
where upon
it now
Instead, we have made up a spread of
:st a few samples of his work that have
ppeared from time to time.
It reflects but dimly the character of
te whole. A really representative re'oduction would occupy a book larger
lan this periodical.
.The
scope of the man's genius is
rounding.
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One
pages
black
words

week we find him crowding the
of Indianapolis newspapers with
and white splashes of ink, a few
and many pictures, the latter always carefully drawn and well printed,
the former always compact and powerful, packed full of meaning and commanding of respect.
Uses Color Splashes
The next week witnesses a complete
change of tone, a softening of the picture appeal, a preponderance of worded
appeal and an alteration in the general
appearance of the whole.
Then, unexpectedly, a huge color
splash will appear upon a page otherwise solid white and black, the pinnacle
of attraction power. Expense seems to
figure but lightly in the calculations of
the designer. Results are what count,
and the means thereto is always considered merely a means, nothing more.
That seems to sound the keynote of
the Circle policy.
It is not a matter of "How much will
it cost?" in this case. It is a question
of Is"How
patronage that
will you
it draw?"
that much
the question
have
asked yourself or your advertising man
when a big attraction needed exploitation? Or did the chance that the picture
might not pay out, that rain or unexpected opposition might defeat your
campaign, prevent you from going into
the thing with full speed ahead?
Lesson to Be Learned
All too many of us fall victim to that
error. It is. in the last analysis, shortsightednes — nothing more nor less.
McCormack does not plan his advertising "fromwill
picture
to picture."
He
knows there
be attractions
that will
not justify the expense put upon them.
That is inevitable.
But he knows also that there will be a
big feature sometime in the future that
will so far exceed his estimate of its
money-getting qualities that the excess
will support half a dozen failures.
There is the biggest lesson to be
learned from the Circle theatre and its
advertising. We might go on for reams,
picking apart some of his best individual
advertisements, showing why they are
good and why others modeled after
them are sure to win patronage, but this
is the big. important point brought out
by the mass.
It is a point which every exhibitor in
America should take to himself.

"Bearcat"

Has Real

Showman's

Press Book

Exhibitors who have watched the extended advance campaign appearing in
the trade journals already know the
calibre of the advertising man who has
designed the press book that they will
use in exploiting "When Bearcat Went
Dry," the picturization by C. R. Macauley
Photoplays
Neville
Buck's
novel
of the of
sameCharles
name about
to be
distributed by World Films.
The same originality so noticeable in
this advance work is carried through to
the day that you open with the attraction, a press book at once unique and
practical supplying the connecting link.
Though the book is of unusual size,
sixteen pages 15 by 11 inches, it probably
has a smaller word count than nine out
of ten such volumes appearing currently.
Yet in the comparatively few big-type
sentences there are packed more suggestions than occur to most advertising men
in their life time.
All the accustomed exploitation devices are treated, but they are treated
as actualities, not the myths that they
have come to be considered. Practicality is always the dominant note, and
every tails
suggestion
practical.
dethat are so issadly
lackingThe
in the
impossible proposals so frequently made
are present here. And the small town
man, as well as his metropolitan brother,
can do everything the book tells him
to The
do. whole is written in the language
of the showman. Xo high-flown hyperbole here to fill space, no fantastic visualizations of stunts that are impossible
and absurd, just real, hard, boiled down,
common sense.
If "When Bearcat Went Dry" does not
succeed in your theatre, it will not be
the fault of the organization providing
the exploitation aids.
World Buys August Story
World Pictures has purchased from
Edwin August the screen rights to his
original story called "The Pointed Pen"
which will,
in <-tory
form immediately so be
as put
to make
it possible
for
production during the coming month.

-» I
*}TUST
novel"
stunned Hughes'
America.
asstartled
MajorandRupert
a
90 will its remarkable
translation
to the screen
E
HB
br VUrv

Random selections from the striking advertisements used by Barret McCormack of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
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Chaplin's Poses Make
Advertising Point
In probably four out of five of Charlie
Chaplin's many comedies since his first
appearance before the lens he has been
pictured for at least a portion of the
length as the laziest man in the pictured
locale.
People remember that sort of thing,
not consciously, but subconsciously,
which is a lot more important.
The management of the Strand theatre, San Francisco, must have remembered it, too, and consciously.
At any rate, no better pose could have
been chosen than the one used by that
organization. The result, a seven-column strip, is reproduced herewith.
It solved a real riddle excellently.
There is never a great deal to be said
about a comedy, except to mention the
comedian, the general tone of the affair
and the purely statistical information.
And when a comedy assumes the importance of the Chaplin creation, "Sunnyside,"
thirdmore
Firstthan
National
attraction, his
something
that must
be
said.
The picture here used tells a great
deal. the
Yet public
it doesn't
anything.
gives
a verytelldefinite
idea asIt
to the nature of the new comedy, and it
recalls vividly the past successes of the
star through the characteristic pose.
It is barely possible that the manageof theanalyzing
Strand didn't
go to the
troublement of
their reason
for
using just that picture. It is more likely
that the picture presented itself to the
imagination from just that same fund of
forgotten memories which the picture
brought to life for those who saw it in
the paper.
The result is the same. The advertisement is good. And it points out a line
of reasoning that should be followed by
every man who designs or dictates advertising for the amusement public.
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WEEK
TOMORROW
STARTING
STRAND
FIRST TIME
IN SAN FRANCISCO
WHO'/ AFRAID OF WORK?

Seven-column spread from the Strand, San Francisco, in which a characteristii
pose and a few words exert a strong appeal.
Moore's Five Words
Describe This Play
Jos. W. Stern & Co. are music publishers too well known to require introduction.
The successes of the concern number
among the hundreds.
"When a Feller Needs a Friend," the
comic series by Cartoonist Briggs enjoys a
like reputation.
These publishers have issued a song by
that name. The front cover carries a picture of the cartoonist and the line, "A Musical Interpretation of the Paramount-Briggs
When that song goes on sale there will
Comedies."
be
a demand for the comedies. When the
comedies are shown in your theatre there
will be a demand for the song.
There have been song tie-ups galore. Do
vou know of a better one?

c/fte was tl.e smoo ihes t
confidence queen and the slickes t
jewel thief olTrisco town had ever
CHARLIE
U'chaHerboxl

a with
romantic
crook melodrama
throbhin?'J#i
PRETTY
SMOOTH",
h«art interest
written specially
for iht stav by
" t
BAYAHP
VEILLER LL
'author of the Hth.Chan-"
^
and Within the La*- J
SUPERBA"

CHAPLIN
GIRLS
GALORE

f«™ ik. a*. Ma
MSIDE'
SUN'F FARM VLIFE

*

ITAngeles,
is easy tositting
imagine
the advertising
Tally's
and the Superba
theatres,
Los
in their
respective men
officesof and
contemplating
the values
of their
respective attractions on the day that the advertisements, here reproduced, were
designed. They agreed pretty well, this time. For both decided on quarter pages
and both put their best efforts into the composition. We are not going to try to
draw comparisons between the two results. The attraction qualities of the two are
about even. Tne reader can do no better than to study them both, draw his own
conclusions and render his own verdict.
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Tom Moore's Rialto, (Washington
D. C.) ad for "Burglary by Proxy," Jacl
Pickford's second First National produc
tion, sticks pretty close to the "usua
thing" in advertising. It is three-col
umns wide by fourteen inches high, bu
it has lines that are worthy of you
attention.
What better describes the modern mo
tion picture theatre than that line sand
wiched between the words, Moore'
Rialto,
the Muses"?
Music,"Temple
painting,of sculpture,
the leader
of the conventional nine, are found ii
harmonic unity in the well-ordered thea
tre of today. But not all the peopl
realize it. And it is a fact which peopl
should be made to realize.
Tom Moore has the right idea in re
peating the statement every time th
name of the theatre appears. A dircc
bid for the better class is made, c
course,
the street.
line appeals no less t
the man but
in the
It's a good line.
Then, "A Merry Plot of Hearts."
How could a picture
more
describedbe inbetter
as few an'c
fewer attractively
words?
Andcouldn't.
those five words not only di
It
scribe the play, but describe the soi
of play that the people of today endors
by their patronage.
jumping
big type,
tell
theNow,
essential
factsthe about
the which
productio
as a production, consider this —
"Her sweetheart was such a liar — an
someone had told her that all liars wcr
thieves. She was beginning to believ
it. He had even stolen from her — foi
luscious kisses and her cute little heart
That serves a double purpose,
takes the "heavy" sound away from tl
"burglar" in the title, and it gives tli
impression that the play is one of tho>
ever
"light and
snappy"
affan
which popular
are just
the most
successfi
attractions
beingnow
presented.
Arrangement of type and picture
good, the ensemble of the whole displa
is good, and the lines quoted are c:
ceptionally so — yet no great amount i
work has been done to make the advc
tisement stand out above the ordinar
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As a whole its pictorial beauty is exceptional. Black and white is seldom
arranged to better advantage. Complaint
might be made that the opinions of the
Los Angeles cnt.es. at least, is too small.
It is true that some effort is required to
read them. But, after all. how many
people would read them, anyway? Not
many. And those who felt the desire
would not hesitate because the reading
required a slight effort.
Clune's Broadway will lose nothing by
the effort. It has expressed its personality definitely, splendidly. And the advertisement may be considered a fair
sample of that theatre's work.
Attention — Getting

%
i
IN
Burglar
5 SCCHProxy
A LlAB
<weetreabt B
rr .4 y
F1BT UTWUL inUCTIOI-f ""HcWti toted fcy Tmi Mttri
sroit or -oloists
»r tiAtro stwtcui
tAHovs musical
omut^Tn
DA>I£L imceskiv tO\l>t'CTOR
■Still Tf U
,r»sicn*i run »f- |
Icellent lines appear in copy used by
rtoore's
Washington,
C. A
ood cut Rialto,
completes
the good D.work.
Zlune's Broadway Ad
Has Individuality
V'henhea ismanthoughtful
sits for about
a dozen
gphs
his photoattire,
r knows he will probably not have
n;e taken for a long, long time and
th the picture he gets will represent
h on the mantle of those to whom he
st is it. He wants to look his best.
.'hen a theatre inserts an advertisenm in a newspaper, providing it is an
csblished institution, something like
th same thought applies. Every theatre
sr aid consider the advertisements
w :h represents it in the newspapers as
iirortant as the individual regards his
.ograph.
' is, to all purposes, as truly a photogr>h as though a camera of some ingeous design were used to catch the
sp t of the establishment and transfer
it • paper.
Joking at the matter in this light, it
is iteresting to consider the work of
Che's Broadway theatre, Los Angeles,
in ie Los Angeles Evening Herald". We
re bduce a specimen of that advertisinf
is a hand-drawn composition, horde lettering and all. And it has not
on attraction power, but grace and
ne-ty
en- ety. as it appears in its four-column

Copy Used by "Met"
You have stood on the curb and
watched the band march by with the
usual marching
"blare ofhome.
trumpets"
as the
boys
came
You have
listened
to the music and pronounced it good or
bad as your judgment dictated. You
have looked, first, at the slide trombones
in the front rank, working in unison,
every slide slipping forward and back
together.
But after the band had passed — who
did you remember? Was it the cornet
player?
It was The
not. clarinet player?
Nor was it the trombone player.
You remembered the man that trudged
along under the burden of a bass horn
that wrapped itself around and around
his body and belched forth its blatant
notes his
from a wide-spread flare high
above
Why? head.
Because the big horn caught and held
your eye. You wondered how it must
feel to carry that load all over town
on a warm July day.
Xow look at the advertisement for
"The Road Called Straight." Louis Bennison's
Goldwyn production,
by
the Metropolitan
theatre of carried
Cleveland.
Ohio, in the Clezxland Plain Dealer.
As it appeared in the daily, two columns wide and black as night, it had the
same attention-getting qualities as the
bass player in the band. And just as

'BROADWAY
538 SO.BDWY.

a
jgT

%

la* s. Last Week Now Placing =

SSB3
S
«
r*Y]

•*
latest master picture
*» A
D.W.GRIFFITH'S 1
TRUE HEART SUSIE «
a pow'j] d'acaa 3 ruian aeart< Dra_u*cJp too t£ toe
What ttte Los Angeles critics sa?
: trt r- : ~j v«i-

3
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An advertisement, four columns by
ten inches, of which any theatre might
be proud. Clune's Broadway, Los
Angeles, made it.
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LOUIS
IN
BENNISON
"The Ro
ad

Called

A Romance of the
West and the East.
HEAR
William
Play
StraLang
ight"
Popular Selections On
the Xylophone.

"Easy to read and sure to be noticed"
fitly describes the two-column ad used
land.
by the Metropolitan Theatre. Cleveyou remembered the bass player, to the
exclusion of all other musicians, so must
the readers of the paper have remembered the Metropolitan advertisement
after all the other displays in the paper
were forgotten.
That is the kind of advertisement you
want for your theatre. Therefore, you
must be interested in the design which
gave this one its power.
First of all, it is simple. Secondly,
it deals in direct terms, short, crisp
phrases.
Thirdly, it provides itself with background, consequently perspective, by
the use of horizontal lines thrown in for
no other reason.
What more is there to say? What
more is required of an advertisement?
It serves its purpose, and serves it well.
The idea is good.
Elaine Hammerstein
Feature Is Started
Elaine Hammerstein has finally started
work
"Theof Country
the
screen on
version
the well Cousin,"
known stage
success by Booth Tarkington and Julian
Street, in which Miss Hammerstein will
make her bow as a Selznick star. The
production, which is being made in the
New Jersey Studio, will be the first
Selznick picture to be taken in the new
studios the company recently acquired in
Fort Lee.

EXHIBITORS
Effective Cartoon
For Reid Picture
Every now . and again the exhibitor
finds himself confronted with a picture,
good in every way itself, yet about
which it is almost impossible to build
a worded selling argument that has convincing qualities.
And just that often the intelligent exhibitor shunts his worded argument into
a corner of the display somewhere and
leaves the bulk of the work to the picture portion of the composition.
"You're Fired," Wallace Reid's recent
Paramount production, was such a picture. It was highly entertaining in itself, sure to please those who saw it,
yet of so light texture, such purely
comic subject matter, that fit lines to
persuade attendance did not occur at
once or eventually.
It is rather difficult to convince a cold
public that it will enjoy seeing a young
man booted about by circumstance from
one
another
Fate to
throws
him "job"
in justto the
right until
situation
win
the necessary consent of the beloved
young
parent.
But alady's
picture
can do it, *as witnesses
the accompanying reproduction of the
Fairbankspearing in the
theatre's
advertisement
apSpringfield
{Ohio} News.
Everyis man
a' courtin',"
which
every that
man hasthat"gone
has reached
the
age of reason, can recall an instance
when a foot like the one pictured loomed
menacingly in his imagination, if not in
very fact. And every man who has
reached
that same age has been "fired"
at
least once.
The picture will draw them.
Then, too, it has just enough of the
cartoon about it to make it catch the
eye of every reader who turns to the
page upon which it appears. The
chances are, also, that it will hold that
eye long enough to convince the reader
that he or she should read the copy in
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Fired!

Three-column display, using little copy
and effective picture, a good combination, Fairbanks Theatre, Springfield, O.
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the little box at the lower left hand
corner.
The plot is then made clear, and it is
brought home that the play is an O.
Henry story. Few Americans there are
today who do not know what O. Henry
could do with a plot of that character.
The combination of effects is unmistakable. It is a combination which can
spell but one thing — attendance.

_ «M^^
al OroadwayWirtsomc

(2nd episode
Milium"""cjmm
ef
THUNDER,
MOUNTAIN
«J oAntoriiofiprvno
.ik
Carol rfolloWqi/

— a comedy scream by
MS^ HOKUM4
HARE
Tt /I* MONTGOMERY •">" ROCK
V1TAGRAPH — DID ITA feature, a comedy and a serial advertised in ideal proportion by the
Palace, Los Angeles.
Palace, Los Angeles,
Has Effective Ad
When more than a feature is to be advertised in a given space the advertiser
frequently finds himself pondering upon
the importance of the various units that
are to make up the whole of the program, with the question of their relative
importance paramount.
It is not a simple question. Nor is it
a question about which any set rule may
be fixed. As the patrons differ, as the
attractions vary, as circumstances generally dictate, so must he arrive at his
own conclusion based upon knowledge of
conditions and1 past experience.
It may be of advantage, however, to
reproduce here the advertisement of the
Palace theatre, Los Angeles, which
shows how one man solved the question
to the satisfaction of himself and all
concerned.
He was going to play a feature, a serial
and a comedy of rather more than ordinary importance. Some people would
be attracted by the feature, some by the
serial, and certainly the comedy could
not be neglected entirely.
Luckily, he had cuts at hand to go
with each attraction. Then all that remained was to place the attractions in
the order of their importance, get an
artistic arrangement of the whole, and
have the artist draw 70up the design.

Taylor Holmes to
Make Appearance
At Detroit Hous<
Triangle Star Consents t
Putting on Monologue
at Colonial
From their Detroit manager Triang
not only receives enthusistic reports wil
reference to the reception of booking e:
tended to their Taylor Holmes special
just published in that territory, but, I
substantiate the fact, H. K. Moss, ma:
ager of the Detroit exchange, announc
that Warren and Cohen, owners of t!
Colonial Theatre, have voluntarily ii
creased their run on "Upside Dowi
from three days to a solid week. Th
extended run owing to the approval ai
success which marked the showing
the first three Taylor Holmes picture
despite the unusually hot weather e
perienced in Detroit at the time thi
were first shown.
"Upside Down" will not only be fe
tured for the entire week of Septemb
1, but also inaugurates a change in tl
house policy of the Colonial fro
straight pictures to pictures and vaud
ville, under the supervision of the Ma
cus Loew circuit. In honor of the occ
sion, Triangle has extended the court
sies of their jovial star, Taylor Holmi
who will appear in person to enterta
the audiences with stories of the stud
and other bits of amusement which ch?
acterize his unique talents.
The Marcus Loew interests have s
ranged an extensive publicity campaii
and will send special representatives
Detroit to assure wide exploitation
the opening of the Colonial vaudevil
The Detroit Triangle exchange repoi
that it has arranged bookings on t
former Holmes releases in many oth
Detroit theatres for the same week, wh
the four other theatres under the m?
agement of Warren and Cohen will al
feature at least one Holmes picture
fact,have
fortybeen
or fifty
bookings
to
scheduled
for are
the report
week
September 1, establishing practically
Taylor Holmes week in Detroit.
Second Eugene O'Brien
Film Near Completk
"Sealed Hearts," which will be Eugc
O'Brien's second starring production i
der the Sedznick banner, and whi
was written for the screen by Edmii
Goulding and Eugene Walters, is r;
idly nearing completion under the gii
ing hand of Director Ralph Ince. S'
eral important scenes were filmed I
week on Director Ince's beautiful Lo
Island estate. Lucille Stewart is pi;
and Rob
Mr. O'Brien
ing opposite
Edeson,
the celebrated
American act
also plays a principal role. The fit.
scenes
of "Sealed
Hearts"
are days.
expec'
to be shot
within the
next few
• Film Post Story
"The Gift of the Desert," adapted fr
a well known Saturday Evening Post st<
by Peter B. Kyne, has been put "
production at Universal City as Ha
Carey's newest western drama. >
story originally appeared under the t
of "The Three Godfathers."
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did lor the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "W hat The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
A Romance of Happy Valley, a Grith Production. — A first class picture in
rery way. — DeLuxe theatre, Somerton,
riz. — Neighborhood patronage.
Johnny Get Your Gun, with Fred
tone. — Stone is great in this, better
lan Fairbanks in some of his work,
leased big houses. — J. C. Newett.
trand theatre, Robinson, 111. — Mixed
itronage.
Square Deal Sanderson, with William
Hart. — Was liked and drew good busiess. — J. Henkle Henry, Empire theatre,
Winchester, Va.
M'Liss, with Mary Pickford. — This is
good picture and pleases almost everysdy. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
berlin, Kans. — Neighborhood patronThe Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
ouglas Fairbanks. — Capacity two days,
ypical Fairbanks picture. Full of pep
id ginger. — Geo. E. Simmons, Avonia
eatre. Avon, 111. — Rural patronage.
Shark Monroe, with William S. Hart.
Book it and advertise it. A moneytter. — Meldrin & Clark, Opera House,
Awards, N. Y.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
■uglas Fairbanks. — Went over fine for
0t &days.
'em away.
— MacKenNeff, Turned
The Picture
House,
Atlanta,
o. — Small town patronage.
The Girl Who Stayed at Home, a
iffith production. — Not up to Griffith
•.ndard, yet pleased and drew. — J. HenHenry, Empire theatre, Winchester,
Exhibitors Mutual
\nd a Still Small Voice, with Henry
1 Walthall. — A good big picture and
: that pleased all. — H. A. Wishard,
\ shard theatre. Bloomfield, la. — Neighhood patronage.
Whitewashed Walls, with William
Ismond. — Just a good burlesque picte that will please most any audience.
I'.l of laughs from start to finish. Two
nhts' good business. — Mack J. Davis,
£;am theatre, Port Angeles, Wash. —
1 leral patronage.
'he Turn in the Road, with an alls " cast. — Very good. Would like to
n e more like it. You can't go wrong
o advertising this big. — P. K. Anton,
R al theatre, Newcastle, Ind.
tearts or Diamonds, with William
E mond. — Lots of pep. Holds you from
t to finish. A good picture. Book it.
E ellent business one day. — Mack J.
D is, Dream theatre, Port Angeles.
»»h. — General patronage.
he Mints of Hell, with William Desmd. — Good picture. Good business.

\\ \ irn v ii \ wlky
\|ip«-:irinu
in
in thr IlilN,"
Kohl. Warn irk"Tuld(1'nramciuntArlcraft)with
Desmond is popular with my patrons. —
Chas. Kuchan. Idylhour theatre, Canton,
111. — Mixed patronage.
Just Squaw, with Beatrice Michelena.
— Good picture. Suited for Saturday
trade. Star does good work and has
good atre.
support.
— P.Ind.K. Anton, Royal theNewcastle,
First National Exhibitors
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Great. Advance your prices and
clean up on it. — W. O Jensen, Lathrop
theatre. Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
A Midnight Romance, with Anita
Stewart. — A classy production. Story
adequate and nothing overdone. Pleased
our patrons. — Elks theatre. Prescott,
Ariz. — General patronage.
Tempered Steel, with Olga Petrova. —
Excellent picture to good business. Star
is very popular here. — W. D. Martin,
Neillsville, Wis. — NeighBadger theatre,
borhood patronage.
Mary Pickwith three
Legs,
Daddy
days in
to run
picture
— FirstLong
ford.
mv house. Held up third Jay as strong
as first. — W. H. Mart. Strand theatre,
Grinnell, la. — College town.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — Fell
down both days— J. Henkle Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
71

Bill Apperson's Boy, with Jack Pickford. — The best Pickford we've played
yet. Don't be afraid of it. Pleased a nice
crowd and we are going to repeat it. —
Van Praag & Meyn, Central Garden
theatre,
hood Kansas
patronage. City, Kans. — NeighborA Dog's
Life, Played
with Charlie
Chaplin.—at
Good
picture.
to capacity
every performance. — C. C. Turning &
Son. Pastime theatre, Walkerville, Mich.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart. —
Another dandy. Name a great drawing
card. — Cliff Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa. Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fox
Putting One Over, with George
Walsh. — Not up to the usual Walsh
standard. — H. H. Sink, Pastime theatre,
Greenville, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Les Miserables, with William Farnum.
— Excellent. Everybody pleased. Full
house. Rained, or I could have filled two
more. — M. A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre.
Orange, Ya. — Mixed patronage.
The Forbidden Room, with Gladys
Brockwell. — Very strong. A play that
will keep them guessing as to the ending.— Clay H. Powers. Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir. Cal. — General patronage.
Married in Haste, with Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair. — Poor picture. Must have
been short of stories when it was produced.— Teufel & Pfetcher, Isis theatre,
Roseville, 111. — General patronage.
Mr. Logan, U. S. A., with Tom Mix. —
Story is fine. — Arthur T. Goggans, Riverdale theatre, Riverview, Ala. — General
patronage.
The Liar, with Virginia Pearson. —
One of Virginia's best Patrons well
pleased.
run.
Book it. — Good
Mack business.
J. Davis, Two
Dreamdays'
theatre.
Port Angeles, Wash. — General patronThe Sneak, with Gladys Brockwell. —
age.
A remarkable production. Star draws
well. Very capable cast. — Raymond
Frankel, Lubin theatre, Cincinnati, O. —
Transient patronage.
Tell It to the Marines, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. — Good picture, but not
liked as well as former ones with these
stars. — C. C. Turning & Sons, Pastime
theatre, Walkerville. Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Hunter, with William Farnum.— Compliment producer and star.
Big scenes unequalled by anyone.
Pleases the whole house, even the
grouches. — M. A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre. Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.
True Blue, with William Farnum. —
Farnum never yet disappointed our audi-
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The is Lion's
detail. — Harvey G. Thorpe, New Grand
Bert Lytell.—
This
a littleDen,
slow with
for Lytell,
but has
theatre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
Lytell
comedy.
some
with
story
good
a
Hodkinson
is liked better in fast westerns or melo| JF the first gold miner in |
d
r
a
m
a
s
.
—
H.
G.
Thorpe,
New
Grand
| Alaska had kept his §
Burglar for a Night, with J. Warren
theatre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
| secret thousands who be- | Kerrigan. — A pleasing show. Good for
Blackie's Redemption, with Bert LySaturday. — Mrs. R. J. Jorcfan, Hinsdale
tell.— A very good picture. Star
| came rich would have 1 theatre, Hirsdale, 111. — High class subElks theatre, Prescott, Ariz.
liked. —patronage.
well
urban patronage.
General
—
| died poor.
W:thin the Cup, with Bessie Barris• No Man's Land, with Bert Lytell.—
— Pleased all Drew good. — L. Lan| When you find a gold § cale
Contains suspense and action. Very
likos. Royal theatre, Waco, Tex.
| mine in a picture, work I
good. — Harvey G. Thorpe, New Grand
The Dr'fters, with J. Warren Kerri- theatre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
gan.— Good story of the north. — Harvey
| Then you tell the next | G. Thorpe.
New Grand theatre, Crosby,
Why Germany Must Pay, with a speMinn.
— Mining town.
cial cast. — Excellent. Pleased a large
| man.
Good comments from patrons
The Be~t Man. with J. Warren Kerri- audience.
nmimiffliffliiiiiifiiiiiiiMiiiiiiii
— Arthur T. Goggans, Rivgan.— A dandy picture. Drew us a big Fine business.
erdale theatre, Riverview, Ala. — General
house in hot weather and left enthusiasence. Big business. — T. L. Meyers, Libtic and a booster for Kerrigan. — Van patronage.
erty theatre, Ivesdale, III.— Small town
Praag & Meyn, Central Garden theatre.
The Only Road, with Viola Dana.—
patronage.
ronage.
Ka-sas City, Kans. — Neighborhood pat- This star is a good one, and the picture
was a very good average production —
The Honor System, with a special
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre. Obercast. — Excellent picture. Good business.
Tl-e End of the Game, with J. WarStory holds audience. Book it and share
ren Kerrigan. — Good p'cture. Good bus- lin, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
a handsome profit. — Arthur T. Goggans,
Boston Blackie's Little Pal. with Bert
iness.— Charles Kuchan. Idylhour theaRiverdale theatre, Riverview, Ala. — Gentre. Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Lytell. — The plot in this is so interesting
eral patronage.
that the five reels seem like two. Good.
Metro
— Harvey G. Thorpe. New Grand theaSwat the Spy, with Jane and Kathertre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
The Red Lantern, with Xazimova. —
ine Lee. — Fine picture. Played to capacity.— C. C. Turning & Son, Pastime
Easy to Make Money, with Bert LyPleasing and drew fairly well for a pictheatre, Walkerville, Mich. — Neighbortell.— A subject that pleases generally.
with fore'gn
setting.
— J. Henkle
hood patronage.
Henry,ture,Empire
theatre,
Winchester,
Va. — Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St.
Ace High, with Tom Mix.— Mix is one
Joseph. Mo — General patronage.
Way of the Strong, with Anna
of our best stars and this picture is a Q. The
Nilsson.
—
Better
than
lots
of
so-called
That's Good, with Hale Hamiltongood one. — J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, features. Great. Book it. — A. J. Hill, Very
poor,
at boxveryoffice
entertainIvesdale, 111. — Small town patronage.
ment. Hamilton
poor and
at box
office.
Glen hood
theatre.
patronage. Chicago, 111. — Neighbor- — W. O. Lensen. Lathrop theatre.
Why I Would Not Marry, with a special cast. — Worth anybody's time. All
The Way of the Strong, with Anna Q. Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage
our people pleased. A good lesson and Nilsson.—
Paramount
Extra good program picture.
nothing to offend. — M. A. Barbee, WilPleased,
but
didn't
draw
very
well.
This
bur theatre. Orange, Va. — Mixed patron- can
Three Men and a Girl, with Marguer
be put on as a special and will
age.
satisfy. — W. O. Jensen. Lathrop theatre, ite Clark. — One of Clark's best. AdverGoldwyn
tise it big. It is worth it. — H. H. Sink.
( >maha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pastime theatre,
The Uplifters, with May Allison. —
borhood patronage.Greenville, O. — NeighWhen Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Rather poor. A shame to pull star down
Normand— This is about the best Gold- in popularity with such a subject. — Fred
Alias Mike Moran, with Wallace Reid.
Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, — As usual, very good. Impossible story
wyn of the "Mickey" order yet made.
Very pleasing.— J. C. Newett, Strand
Mo. — General patronage.
redeemed by action and story. — J. C.
theatre, Robinson, 111. — Mixed patronage.
VOLA "BAWLS OUT" 'BILL
Heartsease, with Tom Moore. — Star
is a favorite. Draws best of any on Goldwyn program. Good picture. — J. Frankel.
Hippodrome theatre, Newport, Ky. —
Neighborhood patronage.
All Woman, with Mae Marsh.— Good,
and pleased. Get very few Goldwyns
that are not good— H. A. Wishard,
Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.— Very good comedy-drama with
very funny titles. It will drive away
the blues. — Harvey G. Thorpe, New
Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining
town.
The Eternal Magdalene, with Maxine
Elliot. — Fine picture with good business.
— J. Henkle Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand. —
A first class program feature. S. R. O.
— Geo. E. Simmons, Avonia theatre.
Avon. III. — Rural patronage.
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
N'ormand. — A dandy comedy. A second
"Mickfey." Will get anybody a good
house. — Van Praag & Meyn, Central
Garden theatre. Kansas City, Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Gcraldinc Farrar.—
Has an all star cast with Milton Sills
William Kuwell mid 72Vola Vale in one of the dramatic acenea from "Sla Feel I'onr,"
and Tom Santchi. Excellent in every
mi Ajnerlcaa I'.lm Co. prodacl to ■><• laaued earl] la <h<- Pall.
pilllllllllillllllllllHIIIiniUIH
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N'ewett. Strand theatre. Robinson, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
I'll Get Him Yet, with Dorothy Gish.
— Drew well and pleased as all Gish
pictures do. — J. Henkle Henry. Empire
theatre. Winchester, Va.
The Busher, with Charles Ray. —
Great. People 100% satisfied. Ray
draws better than most of the socalled big stars. — R. R. Booth. Paramount theatre. Nebraska City, Xeb. —
Small town patronage.
Peppy Polly, with Dorothy Gish. —
Sure-tire winner. I am asked to repeat it. Not a dull scene. — Walter Coddington. Home theatre. Rantoul. 111. — •
Rural patronage.
Good Gracious Annabelle, with Billie
Burke. — An enioyable picture. Star well
liked here. — Elks theatre. Prescott, Ariz.
—General patronage.
Her Country First, with Vivian Martin.— Repeat Arbuckle saved the showBig business. — W. H. Mart. Strand theatre. Grinnell, la. — College town.
Little Women, with a special cast. —
To those who read the story this was
sreat. Not desired, however, by present
day audiences. — J. C. Newett, Strand
theatre, Robinson, III. — Mixed patronage.
Secret Service, with Robert Warwick.— Drew big business and pleased
patrons. Star well liked. — Rudy
Schleusener, Superba theatre. Alhambra,
Cal. — Middle class patronage.
Seventeen, with Jack Pickford. —
Pleasing. Big business. — Brockhouse
>.nd Weeks, Electric theatre, Avenzville,
111. — Small town patronage.
Girls, with Marguerite Clark. — Very
lice offering and very nice business. — J.
rlenkle Henry, Empire theatre, Winhester, Va.
The Woman Thou Gavest Me, with
in all star cast. — One of the best picures ever made for getting the money and
ure to please. Hot night and full
louse. — Chas. Dahler. Bijou theatre.
Vbingdon, 111. — Neighborhood patron,ge.
I You're Fired, with Wallace Reid. —
lrery pleasing and drew weli. — J. Henkle
penry, Empire theatre, Winchester, -Va.
Claws of the Hun, with Charles Ray.
r-Every
picure. A exhibitor
real star.should
Good play
star.thisGood
hotography, and plenty of punch. —
!liff Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa, la.
-Neighborhood patronage.
The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
-Very good. Many comments were reeived on this one. — Clay H. Powers,
.uditorium theatre. Dunsmuir. Cal. —
leneral patronage.
On the Quiet, with John Barrymore. —
Excellent picture. Drew well and
leased everyone. — T. C. Shipley. Essless theatre, Rushville. Neb.— Neigharhood patronage.
Something to Do, with Bryant Washirn. — A fairly good picture. Unusual
ory puts it over. — H. H. Sink. Pastime
icatre. Greenville. O. — Neighborhood
itronage.
Viviette, with Vivian Martin. — This is
strong play well acted. Everybody
jell pleased— R. Ross Riley. Wigwam
featre, Oberlin, Kans. — Neighborhood
itronage.
Oh, You Women, with Ernest Truex
id Louise Huff. — Not a special feature,
mediocre program picture. — Geo. E.
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Simmons, Avonia theatre, Avon, 111. —
Rural patronage.
The White Man's Law, with Sessue
Hayakawa. — Star doesn't draw much for
us. Picture fair. Photography fine. — M.
A. Barbee. Wilbur theatre. Orange, Va. —
Mixed patronage.
Little Comrade, with Vivian Martin.

ARLINE PRETTY
The popular feminine lead who will be
featured in "A Woman in Grey," first of
the Serieo Produeinu ( ompany'M pieture**.
— This is a weak one. — W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre. Grinnell. Ia. — College
town.
Let's Get a Divorce, with Billie Burke.
— Fine. It will please them. — J. W.
Baird. Opera House. Plattonsburg. Mo.
Poor Boob, with Bryant Washburn. —
A pleasing picture. Good supporting
casts are helping this star. — Elks theatre.
Prescott. Ariz. — General patronage.
The Mating of Marcella, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Beautifully made picture that
pleased an average audience. — R. J. Relf.
Star theatre. Decorah, Ia.
The Law of Men, with Enid Bennett.
— Very good production. Star does not
draw in this neighborhood. — Rudy
Schleusener. Superba theatre. Alhambra.
Cal. — Middle class patronage.
Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray.
— One of the best Ray pictures we have
ever played. There is more action in it
than in the usual Ray subjects. — H. H.
Sink. Pastime theatre, Greenville, O. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sheriff's Son, with Charles Ray. —
Good Western and got me the business.
— W. H. Mart. Strand theatre. Grinnell.
Ia. — College town.
The Petticoat Pilot, with Vivian Martin.— Very good. Enough comedy to
make it pleasing. Miss Martin is a favorite here. — J. B. Endert. Endert theronage.atre, Crescent City, Cal. — General patThe Firefly of France, with Wallace
Reid. — Fine picture but short, which public criticised. — M. A. Barbee. Wilbur
theatre, Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.
The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
73

— This pleased and' Pdrew
My pathe well.
trons seem to like aher.
even if I do
not. — W. O. Jensen. Lathrop theatre.
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — Went
over only fair. A little too silly. Star
is good but overplayed in this. — J. C.
Newett,
Strand theatre, Robinson, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
Money Isn't Everything, (American)
with Margarita Fisher. — Very interesting story. Good acting. — Harvey G.
Thorpe, New Grand theatre. Crosby.
Minn. — Mining town.
Some Liar, ( American) with William
Russell. — This star is sure a winner snd
still young. Don't be afraid of this one.
It's good. — Van Praag & Meyn. Central
Garden theatre, Kansas City. Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Voice of Destiny, with Baby
Marie Osborne. — Pleased old and young
alike. Heavy juvenile patronage. A. J.
Hill, Glenborhood
theatre.
patronage. Chicago. 111. — NeighThe Midnight Stage, with Frank Keenan. — Excellent western. Well produced. Keenan's characterization splendid.— Elks theatre, Prescott, Ariz. — General patronage.
Yvonne from Paris (American) with
Mary Miles Minter. — Average subject
but star carries the story through, so
pleases. — Fred Cosman, Electric theatre.
St. Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
More Trouble, with Frank Keenan. —
An absolute knockout. — Clay H. Powers,
Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. —
General patronage.
All the World to Nothing, (American)
with William Russell. — This is a dandy.
You can raise your prices on this. Very
interesting througout the six reels. —
Harvey G. Thorpe. New Grand theatre.
Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
Waifs, with Gladys Hullette. — Only
fair. Can't get business with this program.— T. C. Shipley. Essaness theatre.
Rushville, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.Todd of the Times, with Frank Keenan.— Audiences wrell pleased with Frank
Keenan's work. — Geo. E. Simmons.
Avonia theatre, Avon, 111. — Rural patronSelect
age.
Happiness a la Mode, with Constance
Talmadge. — An average subject not up
to usual standard of the star. — Fred
Cosman. Electric theatre, St. Joseph.
Mc. — General patronage.
Upstairs and Down, with Olive
Thomas. — A very high class picture,
which pleased all. Excellent photography.— Harvey G. Thorpe. New Grand
theatre. Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
Goodnight Paul, with Constance Talmadge.— A surefire picture. Always a
fine entertainment from this star. — Clay
H. Powers, Auditorium theatre, Dunsmuir. Cal. — General patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.— A little out of the ordinary foT
Norma, but an exceptionally strong picture. Pleased generally. Miss Talmadge
always stands them up. Splendid business.— Walter Coddington. Home theatre. Rantoul, 111. — Rural patronage.
The Probation Wife, with Norma Talmadge.— Not up to Talmadge pictures
standard but a good one. It will get
the money. — H. H. Sink, Pastime theatre.

EXHIBITORS
Greenville, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Children of Banishment, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Not up to star's standard. — DeLuxe theatre, Somerton, Ariz. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Way of a Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — A very good picture. Star
well liked. Good business. — J. Frankel,
Temple theatre, Newport, Ky. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Death Dance, with Alice Brady.
— Very good, having an excellent story.
— Harvey G. Thorpe, New Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Lewis. lent.
— Very
good. from
Photography
No comments
audience. excelFair
attendance. — M. A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre, Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.
Her Great Chance, with Alice Brady.
Poor. Why do they make them? — W. H.
Mart. Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
A Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance Talmadge. — Pleased them all,
which is something unusual. — Teufel &
Pfetcher, Isis theatre, Roseville. 111.—
General patronage.
The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Lewis. — This is a very good story of
Alaska in its prime. Tom Santchi does
some good acting. A good fight in this.
— Harvey G. Thorpe, New Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball Young. — Very good picture, but
business poor.— J. Henkle Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
Upstairs and Down, with Olive
Thomas. — Did not live up to expectations. Fair picture. Poor direction. —
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre. Grinnell, la.
— College town.
Triangle
The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.—
Extra good. Beautiful scenery. Good
story. — Chas. Spainhour. Auditorium
theatre, Greensburg, Kans. — Small town
patronage.
Desert Law, with Jack Richardson. —
Entertaining and pleasing. — M. A. Bartheatre, Orange, Va. —
bee,
Mixed Wilbur
patronage.
Limousine Life, with Olive Thomas. —
A clever, entertaining picture. Star
good.— R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mayor of Filbert, with Jack Richardson.— Very good program picture.
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Nothing extra. — Arthur T. Goggans,
Riverdale theatre, Riverview, Ala. — General patronage.
The Woman Under Oath, with Florence Reed. — The picture is splendid in
every way. Star great. Good business
for hot day. — Eizzie E. Ohiuing, Dreamland theatre, Michigan City, Ind. — General patronage.
Unto the End, with Crane Wilbur. —
Star unknown. Picture not too bad, but
this kind of ending is not good. — -Meldon & Clark, Opera House, Edwards,
N. Y.
The Root of Evil, with Frances Mann.
— A good picture. Pleased the majority.— A. J. Hill, Glen theatre, Chicago,
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
By Proxy, with Roy Stewart. — A
good western comedy-drama. Was liked
by most of the patrons. — Frank Ihmels,
Majestic theatre. Green Forest, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Painted Lily, with Alma Rubens.
— Good, but failed to pull for me. We
find all Triangles good so far. Have run
lots of them. — Wm. Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Universal

The Risky Road, with Dorothy Phillips.— This kind of a story is being overdone. The better class of people do not
DEM
EMBER
that
desire such. — H. G. Thorpe, New Grand
theatre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
When a Girl Loves, with Mildred Harpicture you "cleaned
ris.— VeTy nice picture. Good drawing
up on" because a friend- | card.— M. A. Barbee, Wilbur theatre,
Orange, Va. — Mixed patronage.
ly exhibitor "wised you \
A Taste of Life, with Edith Roberts.
— Good picture. Pleased all. — C. C.
up" to it?
Turning & Son. Pastime theatre, Walkcrvillc, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
off"
him made
Did
about you
one "tip
that had
A Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.
— Slow. Carey has worked up a good
money for you?
help much.
one didn't
but this
—following
Van Praag
& Meyn,
Central Garden
Do it now, and let everytheatre,
body in.
hood Kansas
patronage. City, Kans.— NeighborlllllllllllllllflMllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
Bare Fists, with Harry Carey.— Very
74

good. Carey always draws good at this
house. — K. H. Hulquist, Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111.- — Downtown patronThree
Mounted
Men, with Harry
age.
Carey. — This is very good, with lots of,
punch. — Harvey G. Thorpe, New Grand
theatre, Crosby, Minn. — Mining town.
The Spitfire of Seville, with Hedda
Nova. — Did not draw. Fair production.
Star good. — Raymond Frankel, Lubin
ronage.
theatre, Cincinnati, O. — Transient patThe Fire of Youth, with Ruth Clifford.
— Fair picture. Star not known. — C. C.
Turning & Son, Pastime theatre, Walk »
erville, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage 1
The Weaker Vessel, with Mary Mac- /
Laren. — -Very poor. No drawing power
Could have been done in three reels a<
well as six. — R. R. Booth, Paramount
theatre, Nebraska City.Neb.— Small towr
patronage.
Vitagraph
Beating the Odds, with Harry T
Morey. — Morey draws well here in ain
kind of a picture. Good business and ;
good picture. Star makes fine showing
A little deeper than ordinary picture
— Mack J. Davis, Dream theatre, Por
Angeles, Wash. — General patronage.
Beating the Odds, with Harry T
Morey. — Good. Drew good house am
pleased all. — Van Praag & Meyn, Cen
Garden theatre,
Kansas City, Kan—tralNeighborhood
patronage.
Silent Stiength, with Harry T. More}
— Patrons'
comment
favorable. — Geo,
Simmons,
Avonia theatre, Avon, II (
—E. Rural
patronage.
From Headquarters, with Anita Stew
art. — A reissue but well put togetlui
Not much of a story stretched to fivi
reels. Seemed to please. — Harvey I
Grand theatre, Crosl>>
New town.
Thorpe,
Minn. — Mining
A Bachelor's Children, with Harry 1
Morey. — Pleased. — J. L. Meyers, Libertffl
ronage.
theatre, Ivesdale, 111.— Small town pal
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Two Women, with Anita Stewart. —
atrons not very enthusiastic. Rather
ight. Earle Williams saves it. Two
ays of fair business. — Mack J. Davis,
)ream theatre, Port Angeies, Wash. —
ieneral patronage.
Fighting Destiny, with Harry T.
.lorey. — A very good mystery play,
howing Morey at his best. You cannot
:o wrong with this. — Harvey G. Thorpe.
\ew Grand theatre, Crosi.y, Minn. —
fining town.
The Spark Divine, with Alice Joyce.
—This went over good with us. The
ar strike helped us. Kept patrons in
he neighborhood. — Chas. H. Ryan, Gareld theatre. Chicago, 111. — Neighborood patronage.
The Painted World, with Anita Stewart.— Would be a total failure if it were
•lot
of here.
star's— Mack
mother.J.
Mar for
not the
likedsupport
very well
Davis, Dream theatre, Port Angeles,
Wash. — General patronage.
World
Home Wanted, with Madge Evans. —
lust a picture. Pleased the kids. — H. A.
'ylvester, Gaiety
theatre, Kankakee, 111.
—Transient
patronage.
A Broadway Saint, with Montagu
Love. — Good story. Star and cast very
,'ood. Drawing power good. — Raymond
"rankel. Lubin
theatre, Cincinnati, O. —
Transient
patronage.
The Cross Bearer, with Montagu
.ove. — Fine picture. Full house, despite
iot weather. Scenes grand. — M. A. Bar'ee,
Wilbur theatre, Orange, Va. — Mixed
atronage.
The Sea Waif, with Louise Huff —
iood picture. Poor business. Hot
veather and carnival in town. — Chas.
uchan, Idylhour theatre. Canton, 111. —
Jlixed patronage.
The Girl Alaska, with Lottie Kruse.
Really a travelog of Alaska. No real
tar. Drawing power only fair. — J. Dry
ten, Alhambra theatre, Cincinnati, O.
Transient patronage.
Special
The Unpardonable Sin, (Harry Garon) with Blanche Sweet. — A fine prouction. Gave excellent satisfaction,
ilore business than any picture since
Birth of a Nation." — A. W. Walton,
irand Opera House, Perry, la. — General
■atronage.
A House Divided, (J. Stuart Blackon) with a special cast. — Very fine. Did
ot draw. — DeLuxe theatre, Somerton,
vriz. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Romance of the Air, (Film Clearing
louse) with I ieut. Bert Hall— Wonderul picture. House full and stood up. —
. .. Lanlikos, Royal theatre, Waco, Tex.
f The Warrior, (Geo. Kleine) with
laciste. — Good. I am repeating and doig better than first showing. Shall reeat again in September. — K. H. Huluist, Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111.'owntown patronage.
A House Divided, (J. Stuart Black■m)
a special
Very well.
fine —pic-J.
ire.with
Pleased
all cast.
and — drew
lenkle Henry, Empire theatre, Winhester, Va.
The Unpardonable Sin, (Harry Garon) with Blanche Sweet. — Two day
howing to big business at 25 and 50
ents. Picture gave universal satisfac-
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Iowa.tion.— G. E. Dixon, Opera House, Sibley,
Hearts of Men, i Hiram Abrams) with
George Beban. — Everybody liked it.
Beban good drawing card. — DeLuxe theatre, Somerton, Ariz. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Woman, (Maurice Tourneur) with a
special cast. — Not a success with me. If
picture had more publicity before release^ it would have equalled •'IntolerNeeds big
—
Walter ance."
Coddingt
on,advance
Home advertisi
theatre, ng.
Rantoul, 111. — Rural patronage.
Red Blood and Yellow, (Sherry) with
G. M. Anderson. — Poor picture. Not
liked.— C. C. Turning & Son. Pastime
theatre, Walkerville. Mich.— Neighborhood patronage.
Mickey, (Western Import) with Mabel
Normand.— They liked it.— J. W. Baird
Opera House, Plattonsburg, Mo.
Mickey, (Western Import) with Mabel
Normand.— Played three days to good
houses. Everyone pleased. — Harvey G.
Thorpe, New Grand theatre, Crosby,
Minn. — Mining town.
When My Ship Comes in, (Film Clearing House) with Jane Grey.— Good picture. Good business.— Charles Kuchan
Idylhour theatre. Canton, III.— Mixed
patronage.
Rothapfel Unit Program, (Film Clearing House) produced by S. L. Rothapfel.— Pleased and drew fairly well. Any
innovation takes at first. — J.
Henkfe
Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
Serial

The Tiger's Trail, (Pathe) with Ruth
Roland. — One of
the best serials I ever
ran. Held up better than any of the
others. — Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre,
Salina, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Elmo the Mighty, (Universal) with
Elmo Lincoln. — Best serial I have ever
seen. Big drawing card for this house.
— K. H. Hulquist, Chicago theatre,
Chicago, 111. — Downtown patronage.
Elmo the Mighty, (Universal) with
Elmo Lincoln. — Can't say too much for
this serial. It's great. Sure does draw
the people. Boosted Lincoln as "Tarzan" and each week receipts get better.
Get it before it is too late. — Van Praag
& Meyn, Central Garden theatre. Kansas
City, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lure of the Circus (Universal)
with Eddie Polo. — Does not draw for
me. — H. B. McFarlin. Tokio theatre,
Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Perils of Thunder Mountain
(Vitagraph) with Antonio Moreno. — Fait
but not up to Vitagraph standard. — H.
Everhart, National theatre, Greensville.
O. — Transient patronage.
The Iron Test, (Vitagraph) with AnItonio Moreno. — Always pleases our patrons.— A. H. Thost, Gem theatre, Frederickstown, Mo. — Mixed patronage.
Hands Up (Pathe) with Ruth Roland.
— Packed them in during the hot weather
and the farmers' busiest time. — J. L.
Meyers,town
Liberty
theatre, Ivesdale, 111. —
Small
patronage.
The Man of Might (Vitagraph) with
William Duncan. — Excellent serial.
Good drawing card. — H. B. McFarling,
Tokio theatre. Morehouse. Mo. — Neighborhood patronage. 75
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UP
AND
DOWN
FILM
ROW
^^s^^s^
With J. B.
New York City, Aug. 26, 1919.
"The Interborough strike had no terrors
Many happy and profitable returns of the for the Astor waiters," said Joe Lee. "They
day to the Goldwyn baby on its third drove up to the side entrance in their Rollsbirthday, September 8th.
Royces ■ at the usual
* * *
* *time."
*
H. C. Walton, sales manager of the
Sol Lesser left Moss' Broadway theatre
one night recently in a mad rush to reach American Cinema Corporation, is taking a
the Grand Central station.- Of course, there much-needed rest at Roscoe, New York.
* * *
wasn't ment,a when
taxiJane
in sight.
a moAllen, Heone lingered
of the Sennett
Mollie
King,
in
private life Mrs. KenBathing Beauties, asked him if she could
neth D. Alexander, just returned from
drop him anywhere. As he left the limousine her honeymoon,
which she spent on her
he said, "Thank you for the lift. I'll be husband's plantation in Kentucky. She will
glad to reciprocate some day when I'm in a begin work on her second American Cinema
picture within the next few days. John M.
position to own a *car."
* *
Stall, who directed "Greater Than Love,"
Joe Samath, the export expert, purchased will direct Miss King's next picture.
an interest in one of the leading Broadway
Joseph Franklin Poland has sold a
hotels; that is, he feels that he has a part
ownership, since his lunch checks for the story to the World Film Company which
past week amount to enough to warrant his will be produced as* a* five-reeler.
*
believing that he was buying more than
food.
* * *
The first Blanche Sweet production, "A
Woman of Pleasure," is finished. It will
If you want to keep down your overhead be published through
* *Pathe.
*
this fall, buy cheap hats, as the hat checkers are unionizing and are going to grade
The name of the old Tannhouser Studio
tips according to the brand name in your has been changed to Fischer Studios, not
sky-piece. Charlie Henkel thinks skull caps because the studio is located a short diswill become very popular among film folk
tance from "Mackerel Reef," as Harry
this fall.
Poppe put it, but because the owner is A.
* * *
H. Fischer. That's all right, Harry, but
Following the general trend of advance- remember, Execution Rock is only two
ment and achievement, Guy Empey has
miles away, and if you don't keep up to
added Vivian M. Moses to his list of heavy your
picture standard, we are liable to hear
hitters.
of
it on account of Echo Bay, and it was
* * *
Captain Kidd who named the rock bears,
L. W. Atwater, who has been purchas- and everyone knows what happened to him.
ing agent for the Community Motion Picture Bureau, has resigned.
* * * cutter for Tom
Tom Walker, formerly
Ince, is now reviewer, cutter and general
Some wiseacre remarked that Joe Kelley
supervisor of projection for the Capitol
was fond of the vine, and since he attached Theatre.
himself to the Wistaria Productions, we
are sure of it. * * *
M. Cohen of the Monopol Pictures Company is the human dynamo who has thrown
"The White Rock" is finished and Dorthy Dalton is responsible.
* * *
"The Dodo," which was written by Frank
BlZMER, will be put in scenario form at an
early date. This should make rare entertainment.
* * *
"Aviarialy" speaking, we have had the
"Eagle's Eye" and "Max Sennett's chickens." Why not screen the birds of "Peacock Alley"?
* * *
"Money Making Attractions," issued by
First National Exhibitors Circuit in pamphlet form, is a work of art. which reflects
much credit on the institution and C. I..
Yearsley and Farl J. Hudson. However,
methinks it might well have been called
"Star Dust."
* * *
Helen Ferguson, the charming seventeenyear-old screen star, has just begun work
on a new production, which will give her
a starring role which is rich in its acting
opportunities and which is especially well
adapted to this sweet little actress's talents
* * *
Charlie Ray scored a clean home run
When he made the hit in "Bill Henry." It
is clever comedy well done, and everybody's talking
about it. ■ Let's have more
of the same
brand.

so much energy into the new enterprise
"More power to you."
* * *
Margery Daw, Douglas Fairbanks' lead
ing lady, is now leading lady for Marshall
Neilan. Miss Daw is now in town visiting
friends.
* * *
Earl J. Hudson has a big bump of humor, and he is going to have his little joke
in the music of the National Sales Qui
House organ.
* * *
Charlie Verhalen has been so hamperec
by railroad strikes of late that he threaten:
to purchase an aeromarine car in which te
fly to his office in the morning and volplam
home in the evening. During the war
Charlie took a course in aeronautics ane
learned all about cloud plunging, so i
might be well for him to get a four
passenger boat so he could pick up sorru
of the rest of is. How about it?
* * *
Elaine Hammerstein and company an
looking for different atmosphere in the up
per part of the state. Cooperstown is nearh
four hundred feet above sea level.
* * *
Sunday night marked the closing of the
repertoire season of D. W. Griffith at the
Cohan Theatre. The final curtain wen
down on "The Mother and the Law." Since
May 13, two hundred performances have
been given. "Broken Blossoms" was pre
sented one hundred and thirty-seven times
"The Fall of Babylon," fifty-one times
"Hearts of the World," thirteen times ane
the "Mother and the Law," thirteen times
D. W. Griffith expects to reopen the rep j
ertoire season in a Broadway theatre, a
which
"The Mother and the Law'
will be times
the opener.
Randolph Bartlett. of the House o
Selznick, has one * of* the* most perfect ar
arrangements in the industry. Randolpl
furnishes the ideas and his staff execut'
them in a way which is self-evident. Ane
furthermore, they are always on time.
Alice Joyce has returned from a thre
* * Sulphur Spring;
weeks' vacation at* White
She
looks
as
matchless
ever. for
SheVita
wi'
probably appear in lighteras roles
* * *
graph.
J. Ray Johnson of the Arrow has bee
blazing a trail in the Adirondacks. Refor
he left he had his car to the ground am
knew pretty well * whether
anyone wa
*
poaching on his * reservation.
On Friday last, Percy L. Watkks of th
Triangle Film Company was the guest o
the "Big Five" at luncheon at the Astoi
Mr. Waters is a most convincing talker, an'
when he became reminiscent of the industn
it was a most interesting chapter.
* * *
George
Landy
has
joined the Realart i'
the publicity department.

JIOAN AIKKIt
An Pert Bartow, heroine of the blur Fox
Production,76"Chrrkem."

Max Cohen on Trip
Max Cohen, president of Monopc
Pictures Company, has left New Yor
for a swing around the country i
the interests e)f his two state righ
pictures. "Crimson Shoals" and "Aim
Where Do You Live." Mr. Cohen ha
been working for several weeks in th
preparation of the aelvertising and pul
licity accessories designed to assist buyc
and exhibitor in exploiting these tw
features.
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in 'Dangerous Waters,'
based liam
on Desmond
the original
story by George
Elwood Jenks. It is a society drama
based on the facts surrounding an Olympian revel held by New York society a
tew years ago. The characters for a
good part of the time assume the roles
of the various Gods of the Pantheon.
This is a unique touch which gives considerable opportunity for artistrv and
picturesqueness.
Warner As English Officer
"H. B. Warner will also be presented
by Jesse D. Hampton in another drama
laid in a foreign country, it is the story
of an English army officer, stationed in
India, who risks his all — position, comfort and even honor — for the woman he
loves. For sheer dramatic intensity and
sweeping power it would be hard to
equal. It is a story that will grip an
audience and hold its riveted attention
from beginning to end."
Announcement of the complete schedule and policy of the Robertson-Cole organization for 1919-1920 season is expected within the next few days.

Program
Official Declares That Pictures to Be Offered
Are Strongest Yet Published on One
Month's Schedule
Five features of exceptional class and has fallen in love with her. He marries
istinction will mark the initial publi- her and takes her back to England with
ations on the fall program, according to him. There Sheka finds out that there
is also a purchase price for the woman,
nnouncement made by Robertson-Cole,
he productions will be the September and, to help her husband, she offers herself for sale to the man who proves
lobertson-Cole offerings, distributed by
ixhibitors Mutual. Two of them are be her uncle, the brother of her mother,to
who.
with the father, had been murdered
daptions of noted books and three from
riginal stories.
by the Bedouin.
"The role of Sheka offers Miss Barris"In fact," declared one of the Robertcale a part which she has never before
on-Cole officials, "it is the finest series
f pictures from every viewpoint that attempted. It gives her considerable ope have ever released in any one month.
portunity for emotional acting and
wear some beautiful Oriental creationsto
.
"The Robertson-Cole
organization
loroughly
alive to the fall
situation andis It is a novel part and one in which Miss
le keen competition that will face the Barriscale should be especially popular.
xhibitors. These pictures were pro" 'Her purchase Price' is another B. B.
uced with an especial view to the fall feature produced under
the direction of
Howard Hickman.
emands and exhibitors will find in them
Christie to Enlarge
roductions of the highest consistent
Hayakawa Picture Offered
Its Studios at Once
ass and box-office value. They are an"The Hayakawa picture
In order to take care of the increased
.vers to both the star and the story
nestions.
production, produced under isthea Haworth
direction
volume and scale of productions which
of Wiliiam Worthington. who has been have
already been unaertaken and
Four Stars On Schedule
having such remarkable success in handmapped out for the coming twelve
ling
famous
Nippones
actor.
The
the
e
months, the Christie Film Company has
the September
four story is one of the few world-famous
t"On
the best
stars. H. B.program
Warner.areBessie
found it necessary to elaborate on the
arriscale. Sessue Hayakawa and Wil- novels especially adaptable to Hayarecently planned improvements of its
am Desmond. This insures a wide kawa's use. Several other works
the property occupying the city blocks at
inge in the variety of the productions, same author have been among theby best
Sunset and Gower streets, Hollywood.
; each of these artists is a specialist productions of recent years. It is a
The program of enlargements which
story with a really dramatic mystery, one
the delineation of especial types.
is called for by the demands of the twothat
will
hold
a
picture
audience
from
bereel
special productions now under way
"Theandstories
greatly
bothdramas
as to
ginning to end. Its air of romance is an and for the regular schedule of Christfe
pe
locale.vary
There
are two
id in foreign countries, a racial mystery odd mixture of the East and West, a comedies includes three new stages, the
ory. a sociological drama and what is mixture which with the mystery gives
largest of which will be 186 by 80 feet
•clarcd to be the best straight mystery originality and a breath-holding susin
dimensions. This stage will' occupy
ory of the year, 'The House of In- pense.
the center
the be
studio's
whileit.
new
buildingsof will
erectedspace
around
"This
will
be
the
first
of
a
new
series
igue.' by Arthur Stringer.
Hayakawa pictures to be released as The second new stage will be 150 by 65
"The House of Intrigue' is one of of
.e most thrilling tales Arthur Stringer Superior pictures and measuring up to feet, while the third will be 100 by 65
feet, the three together furnishing the
er wrote. It is full of romance, mys- the rigid standard established for such
Christies with more stage room than any
ry and dramatic suspense elements designation.
other
comedy-making organization.
hich go to make an ideal motion pic"Jesse D. Hampton will present Wilire story. It is also a story that has
'PUT HIM TO SLEEF LIKE THIS"
ceived world-wide publicity, first as
Saturday Evening Post serial and later
book form, published by Bobbs. MerU & Co. This in itself is an invaluable
:set to exhibitors. Much of the action
l<es place in the home of a young
.'iress,
housewhoof through
intrigue,'force
whereof
arbara 'the
Pretlow,
ncumstances has become an associate
thieves, is tested and found true. Her
sociates had planned to rob the 'house
intrigue'
samerealistic.
night asHowever,
the test
comes
morethatthan
helps to prove 'Babbie' innocent to
e satisfaction of the guardian of the
'Babbie' finds a new home
diress
loveandas sowell.
Bessie Barriscale Film
"The Bessie Barriscale picture will
Purchase
picturization
an'Her
original
story Price,'
written a especially
for
iss Barriscale by Mr. M. B. Havey.
is a story of that picturesque land
iere the East and West meet. Egypt.
the ancient city of Cairo. Egypt, the
rl, Sheka. is reared by a Bedouin bandit,
•sing as a silk merchant. She is reared
the culture of both the Orient and
e Occident that she may bring a higher
ice at the slave market. At the sale
e is purchased by an Englishman who

Charles Ray,
learning;
the fine points
of of
boxing;
in "The Egre
Crate plan
Wallop."
a ParanioontArtcraft
prodaetion,
the first
the Selective
booking:
pictures.
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Uzzell, Charles Mackay, Eric Dalton,
Albert Hart and two score more.
Virginia Hammond makes her second
appearance on the world program in
September when on September 29 she
will be
seenby inRoy
"MissS. Crusoe"
an original story
Sensabaugh
with
a continuity contrived by J. Clarkson
Miller. Frank Crane is the director.
The cast includes Rod La Rocque, a
screen actor who has earned his popularity by good work in supporting the
best known stars of the screen. Others
in the cast are Nora Cecil, Albert Hart.
W. R. Randall, Irving Brooks and Edward Sturgis.
During the month Kinograms will offer on its De Luxe News Reel eight
releases. Prizma will also be represented
by several new natural color subjects.

HERE COMES THE BRIDE

One of tlie pretty scenes from
"Greater featuring
Than Love,"
the Kins.
American Cinema Corporation's
production
Mnllie
Five

Productions

On
"The

Are

World's

Scheduled

September

Program

Oakdale Affair," Apfel's Feature Starring
Evelyn Greeley, Included in List
Announced for Month

The World Pictures program for the
month of September includes five pictures in which June Elvidge, Evelyn
(Greeley, Earl Metcalfe, Virginia Hammond, Arthur Ashley, and Dorothy
Green are cast for the stellar roles.
Beginning September 1, the World
offers
"The Earl
Battler,"
a five-reel
picture
in which
Metcalfe
and Virginia
Hammond are seen. Supporting these
two well known players are Harry C.
Brown, known to the legitimate stage as
the creator of interesting roles in many
Broadway successes, Edwin Dennison,
Frank Hageny, Irving Brooks, Florence
Malone, last seen in New York with
(iuy Bates Post in "The Masquerader,"
Al H. Stewart and other prominent actors. The story was the original one by
Forrest Halsey, favorably known as an
author who has contributed many fiction
articles to the best known magazines.
The continuity was created by Harry O.
Hoyt. Frank Reicher directed the production.
"The Father's Wife"
The next is scheduled for September
8 with "His Father's Wife" in which
June Klvidge is the star. Sam Hardy,
late with Charles Dillingham's produc"The appeared
Canary," inis featured.
Mr.
Hardytion of has
pictures some
years ago, his most notable screen appearance was made
in "Judyby Forgot."
Miss Ehridgc
is supported
W. T.
Carleton, Virginia Valli, Ann Egglcston.
who was in the original production of

"Old Lady 21." David Davies, also an
actor of distinction, well remembered
for his performance in support of William Gillette in the original production
of "Sherlock Holmes," Marion Barney
and other players of screen reputation.
Frank Crane directed "His Father's
Wife" which was written by Helen Cristene Hoerle and the continuity is the
work of Phil Lonergan.
On September 15 Arthur Ashley and
Dorothy Green will be seen in the third
of their series of pictures for World
Film in "Forest Rivals," a tale of the
Canadian woods. Harry Hoyt directed
the picture. Jack Drumier, Kempton
Greene, Clay Clement, Frank Montgomery are the best known of the supporting
company.
"The Oakdale Affair"
September 22 marks the presentation
of an Apfcl production in which Evelyn
Greeley is the star and which bears the
title of "The Oakdale Affair." This
story was written by Edward Rice Burroughs who is well remembered among
patrons of picture theatres as the author of "Tarzan
of betheoneApes."
This
production
is said to
of the most
pretentious that World Pictures had
made in the last two years. Here is a
photoplay that is filled with novelties
and thrills. The services of a trained
bear were employed. Miss Greeley was
supported by a large and notable cast
which included Reginald Denny, Maude
Turner Gordon, Ben Johnson, Corrinne
78

Wallace McCutcheon
Engaged to Support
Constance Talmadge
W allace McCutcheon, the actor who
covered himself with considerable glory
in the recent war, having joined the
British army in 1914, as a private, and
returned a Major in 1918, in the Leicester
Regiment, has been engaged by Jos. M.
Schenck to play an important role in
'The Bachelor," the second Constance
Talmadge First National Production.
"The Bachelor" is being adapted for the
screen by John Emerson and Anita Loos,
name.
from the Clyde Fitch play of the same
Mr. McCutcheon was last seen on the
films in the Robert Chambers serial, "In
Secret," in which he played the leading
man, opposite Pearl White. He is well
known en the speaking stage, having appeared in such successful productions as
"Her Little Highness," with Mitzi Hajos:
'The Boys and Betty," with Marie Cahill.
and "The Slim Princess," with Elsie
Janis. stance
In "The
with ConTalmadge, Bachelor,"
Mr. McCutcheon
will
play the role of Kirby, business partner
and pal of Conway Tearle, the leading
man.
"Mothers

of Men" Not
To Be War Feature
"Mothers of Men," the first Edward
Jose Production for Film Specials, Inc..
although adapted from the novel of the
same name, by Henry William Warner
and DeWitte Kaplan, will not be a war
picture. The war element in the book
has been eliminated, save only when
necessary to give background and atmosphere to events which happen to have
occurred during war times.
Claire Whitney, Lumsdcn Hare. Martha Mansfield, Gaston Glass and Frankie
Bailey are some of those who will be
seen in the cast of this film which is now
rapidly nearing completion. The story is
divided into two sections, the first part
dealing with German episodes and the
second part with French.
Second Truex Comedy
Ernest Truex is making "Too Good
To
Be True,"
the second
of his J.series
of two-reel
comedies
for Amedce
Van
Beuren. This production was adapted
lo the screen by Mann Pace from thr
original story of Kenneth Webb. John
Joseph Harvey is directing the comedy
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Sh erman S. Krellberg Tells Interesting
Story of Negotiations for Script Upon
Which to Build Serial for Helen Holmes

MOTOGRAPHY

Daylight Repeal
Wins Over Veto
WASHINGTON, D. C— Repeal
of tne aaylight saving law, accomplished by Congress August 20,
came as a pleasant surprise to exhiDitors of the country. For the
past week Congressmen and Senators who voted for the repeal have
been showered with telegrams and
letters containing thanks from
theatre owners.
Exhibitors believed that President Wilson's second veto of the
measure meant permanent defeat.
The House overrode the veto 223
to 101 and the Senate, 57 to 19.

Frank Wunderlee. Eill Black. Floyd
In the opinion of Sherman S.
Buckley, Sidney Dalbrook and Nellie
berg, president of the S. L. K. KrellSerial
Fatal Lindrith to support Miss Holmes.
Corporation, producer of "The
"In conjunction with the elaborateness
Fortune" starring Helen Holmes, the
story is the big factor in serial making of the settings and the minutest details
given to every phase of the story, I am
today.
setting about to eclipse any exploitation
"When I set about to produce my and
advertising campaigns ever before
present serial with Miss Holmes," said attempted
on a serial production.
Mr. Krellberg, "My first move was to
Song for New Serial
make a serial which would excel anythingticulareverformbefore
produced in this
par"Helen Holmes will be the first serial
of entertainment.
A serial
who will go down to posterity
which would equal any feature in point actress
immortalized in a song. Songs have advantage by Philadelphia exhibitors to
of logic, situations and excellence of been written for actresses in feature pic- exploit
the showing of the picture at
tures, but never before has this been their theatres.
' production. There was only one way
to carry out my intentions — secure the attempted for a serial screen favorite.
Many managers in the Quaker City,
best story, director and actors to sup- The song will be entitled 'Pretty Helen.' realizing the superb advertising it gives
port Miss Holmes — this I finally accomThe words were written by Walter Rich"Daddy ments
Long
Legs," have
made arrangeplished.
with singers
to appear
at their
ard Hall, author of the 'Fatal Fortune,'
Read Scores of Scripts
theatre
a
few
days
in
advance
of the
the serial in which Miss Holmes is nowshowing
of
the
feature
and
have
them
being
featured.
The
melody
is
by
Wil"I realized, most of all, that the story
liam A. Sullivan who has the score of sing the song at each performance. As
was the biggest factor with which I had
to contend in the making of my serial several musical comedies to his credit." the chorus is flashed on the screen the
audiences are quick to take their cue and
and after reading some hundred odd
they join in the singing of the chorus.
Quaker
Exhibitors
Use
'scripts,
I began
to fell
discouraged
as
In this manner everyone becomes
not one of
the many
stories
I had read,
anxious to see the picture when it comes
Song to Aid Exploiting
embraced all the elements so necessary
to the particular theatre and at the same
in the production of a serial where the
time are quite familiar with the words
action can never slow down for a single
Of "Daddy Long Legs"
and
music of the song.
moment, where situation upon situation
The
popular
song
entitled
"Dear
Old
"Dear Old Daddy Long Legs" has
must unfold itself, where every episode
must contain a counter plot exclusive of Daddy Long Legs," inspired by the title made a hit from the start and is nowbeing played and sung in almost every
the story's
master
in which
charm- and theme of Jean Webster's famous
there is any kind of a musiing romance
mustplot,
blend
itself a through
story and play. "Daddy Long Legs," a home calwhere
instrument. Several cf the wideall the intrigues and plotting, each episode film version of which is now being disawake managers have secu.ed a promishould possess one or more hair raising
tributed through the First National Exnent singer in their neighborhood to
thrills, the characters should be human
lead
in
these sings and have found that
hibitors'
Circuit
with
Mary
Pickford
in
and still each a distinct type in his or the role of Jerusha Abbott, the little
in this way they draw many of the singher portrayal of their part.
orphan girl, is being used to a good
er's friends to the theatre.
"This was the kind of story I sought
when I went into the open market offerPEARL WHITE IN A NEW PATHE SERIAL
ing one of the highest orices ever offered
for a serial story. This offer brought
me 'The Fatal Fortune' which I think
is one of the greatest serial stories ever
written. I immediately communicated
with the author, Walter Richard Hall,
whom it didn't take me long to find was
>ither a better business man than myself, or a darn shrewd poker player — be:ause he raised the price considerably
aver my original offer and besides made
ne like it.
Had to Pay His Price
"I wanted the story badly and I pre•ume he wanted the money, although he
lidn't seem any too anxious, due, I supJose, to a snug little bank account deived from the writing of numerous successful features and a Broadway musical
;omedy which he has to his credit. I
inally purchased the story — at his price.
The sum I intend to some day publish.
The story now in my possession, I looked
bout for the most capable serial diector to produce it. Donald Mackenzie
leeds no introduction as a serial direcpr as his 'Perils of Pauline,' 'Shielding
'hadow' and 'Seven Pearls' are well reaembered by every serial fan.
"With
star,about
storycasting
and director
al!
ined
up, myI set
the parts
vith the best serial actors available,
ecuring such prominent players as EvelTB Erith (Pearl White) fills to learn the secret from Kay MeRaj- (Walter McOralll
79In the first episode of "The Black Secret."
-ieutenant Jack Levering, Leslie King.
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"DOUG" DROPS IN ON 'EM UNEXPECTEDLY

Admits

Getting

Square

Deal

Wisconsin Exhibitor
comments on booking
systems and states his
preference for old order.

Evidently the Mexican officiate are looking lor Some one in •Mis Hajes >, ilie American."
A .scene from Fairbanks' initial production for I nited Artists' Corporation.
Monte

Well

M. Katterjohn
Announces
New
Idea in Picture Production

Known
Films

Scenario

Writer

Will

Supervise

Made From His Original Stories —
Equity to Distribute
or director, his work was over, except
Monte M. Katterjohn, for years known
as a successful scenario creator, has an- that he was ordered to grind out another, and then another. The writer,
nounced his allied connections for the as a rule,
had little or nothing to say
filming and distribution of stories created
in the further shaping of the play. If
by himself.
a director decided to eliminate or change
The productions will be made at the any portions of the dramatic construction, he usually did so without consultHarry Garson studio in Edendale, Cal..
ing anyone.
and will be known as Katterjohn plays.
W hile Katterjohn will engage the most
Business and production organizations
skilled directors in filmland to stage
have been completed, and the screen
his plays, yet at the same time he will
visualization
of the young
author's
personally supervise their entire proplay
will be started
within the
next first
two
duction, being in constant attendance
weeks.
and
consultation with the director.
Henry G. Mehl, formerly with l!utReserves Present Methods
ler Brothers of Chicago, has been selected as production manager, and WilAnother
revolutionary step taken by
liam E. Kecfe, who for years was assoKatterjohn will be the reversal of the
ciated with D. W. Griffith, acting as per- present
custom in purchasing published
sonal representative, will assist Katterstories
john in the same capacity.
authors. and stage plays by well known
Four Productions in Year
Arrangements are now being comFour productions will be made within
pleted by which several novel and stage
the year, to be presented by Harry Gar- play authors of popular note will Actionson, and distributed by the recently
ize and arrange in spoken plays the
original screen stories created by Katformed
'
Fquity
Pictures
Corporation,
which likewise promotes the Clara Kimterjohn. These books will be published
ball Young productions.
simultaneously or a short time following
The author of the play who also does the exhibition of the films. The works
the work of supervising the production
of fiction will be published by Katterjohn and circulated in the same manner
from its inception as an intangible imaginative spark until the finished product
employed by the foremost American
is thrown upon the screen creates a new
publishing houses. The stage versions
departure in the annals of filmdom.
of the stories will so
be produced only in
Heretofore when a scenario creator
such cases where the associate theatrical
producers deem the dramatization of
arranged a manuscript and relinquished
financial value.
bis efforts to the production manager

To Exhibitors Herald: I note a reference in your last issue to "inflexible
booking," and I wonde.r if there is such
a thing. In my experience I have not
found a case of it.
As far is I am concerned I am unable
to enthuse over the "open booking" matter. Iprefer booking just as I have in
the past, for, in accordance with my
opening statement. I have never yet
found an exchange that refused to cancel
any picture, when asked to do so in
reasonable time, to allow me to run any
Special" I wanted
Of course
these caS/es the cancellto.
ed picture wouldin
be sent in to me later.
Of course I do not mean that a cancellation would be
on a week's
notice—I would not given
expect that and no
one else should. The exchange is entitled to fair treatment in
respect
certainly. But if there arethatexchang
es
that will not do this, we ought to know
it so as to steer clear of them.
I have found many shortc
in
the exchanges and many cases omings
of downright dishonesty also, but so far as "init so far.flexible booking" I have never run acros-,
And. gentlemen, while I am
there is a matter that I think youwriting
take up which would help us littlecould
fellows, who cannot always
our pictures before we buy them.seeThat
is in
the matter of so-called "Specials." As
you no doubt
know, the practice is in
many cases to produce simply a progra
m
picture, label it a "Special" and sell it
to the exhibitor at double price or more.
Then the exhibitor must boost his prices.
If the picture is really a "Special" this
is
all right, but if it proves to be no better than the picture he ran the night
and the one he runs the next '
before
night, he
custome
rs. has a bunch of dissatisfied
Now my suggestion is that, when you
review a "Special," tell whether it is
really a "Special" or simply a good picTo my mind, a real "Special is a
pictureture.that
your customer, sitting in
his seat, can see just why he was charged
an extra admission price. If he cannot
see this, it is not a "Special." I have
had
several
these "Specials"
simply
goodof program
pictures. that were
Thisfellow.
is an important subject to the
little
Vcrv truly yours,
(Signed) W. D. Martin,
The Rad<?er Theatre.
Neillsville, Wisconsin.
Third Blackton Film
The third production of J. Stuart
Blackton Features, Inc., has been started
under
the working title of "Sunset." It
ois I mbased
stead.on an original story by Stanley

EXHIBITORS

THE SITUATION IN CHINA
Mington Shaw, of the Chinese Commission of Trade, who is in this country
to investigate American methods of manufacture, producing and employment, has
arrived in New York, ending a tour of
the United States, during which he visited almost every principal city in the
country. He is a Chinese and was educated at Medhurst College, Shanghai, his
home city.
Mr. Shaw arrived in this country in
May, 1915. to study business methods,
and took courses in the Pennington
School. Pennington, N. J.; Dickinson
College. Williamsport, Pa.; New York
State School of Agriculture, Farmingdale, L. I., and Columbia University. He
is a brother-in-law of C. C. Nieh, vicepresident of the Chinese Commission of
Trade. Mr. Shaw is part owner of the
Shanghai Cotton Mills, China, and a rep-esentative of the Chinese General
Chamber of Commerce. He became a
nember of the International Reform Bueau, the San Francisco Chamber of
Zommerce. the London Missionary So:iety. the Red Cross Society of China,
he National Committee of the Y. M.
1. A., and the World's Students' Federaion, and is a special correspondent for
he Eastern Times.
His grandfather and father were promnent in Chinese public affairs, and when
hey died left large fortunes.
Mr. Shaw says: "The people of the
'nited
States are
anxiously
waiting Itforis
he
ratification
of the
peace treaty.
articularly important that this should
e soon, especially from a commercial
tandpoint. Business men are patiently
.aiting, looking toward the Far East, to
pen up markets and invest their money,
"hina
is rich in resources,
3 be developed.
For this which
reason need
she
)oks toward America. At this time
othing should be allowed to come be.veen the two nations. However, ceriin things have appeared which are not
?nducive to true friendly relationships.
"For instance, exhibitions of the soilled
'underground
are
inducted
in many Chinatown,'
amusement etc.,
parks,
hich do not represent the Chinese as
ley really exist. They are entirely mispresented here in regard to life, cus>ms and manners. Also the motion piclres concerning the Chinese chiefly
islead the public with false stories and
rtitious manners. In fuct, both repre•nt the Chinese in such a cruel and
iperstitious aspect as to make them ap■ar ridiculous to the Chinese as well as
i Americans and tend to create racial
>like.
"It s proper
to show peculiarities
istoms
of an interesting
people like and
the
linese. but to misrepresent a people,
aking them appear superstitious and
uel, when such conditions never did and
id never could exist, is be3-ond the pale
human decency. The American people
e opposed to misrepresentation. They
sire
ist. to know the Chinese as thev reallv
They want to know their good qualis, their integrity, their past achieve-
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ments, rather than false impressions put
together only for the purpose of making
an attractive motion picture or a seaside
amusement. It is highly improbable that
these misrepresentations have been wilfully done, but. wilful or not, they convey false impressions and tehd to
estrange the people of the two friendly
republics, and. therefore, should not be
permitted."FOREIGN" NOTES
Afton Majtot. of the Port Natal Films.
Ltd., of Africa, was in New York last
week. While here Mr. Majtot purcnased
many short subjects for African distribution. He left on the Century, Saturday,
for Los Angeles, at which place he expects to buy live-reel features. It is his
intention
ber 17. to return to New York SeptemJury's, Ltd.. of London has secured the
English rights to Nazimova productions.
Dave Mountan sailed on the Adriatic
for London in the interests of the William Steiner Company, which is handling
"The Masked Rider."
License RAC No. 77 is all that is necessary in shipping motion picture films
to all countries except the following:
Russia, Germany, Austria-Hungary. Belgium and Turkey. In order to ship film
to these countries a War Trade Board
license is necessarv.
Guy Boswell Smith, Theodore Mitchell
and J. J. McCarthy have formed a company which is to be known as "Smith.
Ltd." The company has been formed for
exportsecured
trade and
"Broken
been
for the
foreignBlossoms"market. has
Bayar Svensky is in New York, purchasing short subjects and short dramas
for Scandinavia. — James Beecroft.
Buyers Show Interest
In Monopol Offerings
Strong interest on the part of buyers
has been shown in "Alma. Where Do
You Live?", now being offered to buyers by Monopol Pictures Company. Max
Cohn. president of this organization,
has received bids for territory from the
leading buyers in every section. They
are particularly attracted by the strong
publicity value attached to the picture.
Due to its presentation for several
years in New York and afterwards on
the road. "Alma. Where Do You Live?"
has a title known by theatre-goers from
coast to coast. Coupled with the popularity of this name is the famous song
of the same title which has been whistled
and sung by millions in this country and
abroad. Arrangements are now in
course of progress between Monopol
Pictures Company and the J. H. Remick
Music Publishing Company
a view
81 numberwithwith
of tying up the song
the
release of the picture production.

CiLORIA SWAXSOV
In Cecil B.mirable trichton."
de Mille's
picture.
"The Ada drama
of Twentieth
Century
love
that
flourishes
bonds of civilization are loosed. where
New West Comedies
Meet Favor in East
NEW YORK.— George B. West, general manager of the Emerald Film Company, is in New York. Mr. West has
prints of the first three Billy West pictures with him. and the distributing organizations which have seen them are of
the opinion that the Emerald pictures are
far superior to any hitherto made by
Billy West. George West is at the Hotel
Astor, and he expects to remain in New
York for another week.
New Comedy Series
Mark M. Dintenfass has completed the
fifth of his new series of twe-reel comedies and states that the first one will
be published early in September and that
the others will follow at the rate of one
each month for one year at least. Name
of
held.the distributor is for the present withTheatres for Annapolis
ANNAPOLIS. MD.— Construction of
two new motion picture theatres will
begin here early in the fall, one to cost
$75,000 and the other $70,000. Of the
two theatres now in operation, one is
to be remodeled so as to double its
seating capacity.
Opening Is Successful
JACKSONVILLE. TEX.— The new
$20,000 Dorbandt picture theatre opened
here recently, playing to more than 2,000
people the first night. Several hundred
turned away after standing in line nearly
an hour.
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Board
of Review
Will
'Edit Films
E. D. M artin, CKairman of the National
Board, Explains Functions of O rganization to
Which N. A. M. P. I. Has G iven Wide rower
When the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry in Convention atRochester voted to give the
National Board of Reviczv of Motio>i
Pictures unlimited powers in passing
upon films produced by all of its members, the functions and aims of tins
board became of vital interest to every
one in the industry.
Through the courtesy of E. D.
Martin, chairman of the Board of Review, the Herald is able to present a
comprehensive statement of the
Board's history and policies.
His article is well worth reading as
the Board of Review seems destined
to occupy a prominent place in the industry which will increase in importance from year to year.
By E. D. Martin
(Chairman of the Board of Review)
The National Board of Review was
founded by the People's Institute in
1909 to bring about a plan for cooperation between an amusement enterprise
of commercial character and a social
agency closely in touch with the masses
of the people, in the interests of the
general public welfare. From a small
committee of ten reviewing the scattered productions of early manufacturers the National Board, expanding to
keep pace with the phenomenal advance
of the motion picture industry, has
grown into the present great organization with its two hundred public spirited
citizen reviewers contributing their time
and best efforts to the cause of clean entertainment.
The mittee
National
Board'slocated
Advisory
Comof one hundred,
in various
localities throughout the country from
Maine to Cajifornia, keeps in constant
communication with the Board, advising
the Home Office of week to week developments in public sentiment and public
taste. Throughout the period of the motion picture's invaluable
vast expansion
has rendered
servicethenotBoard
only
as an interpreter of current public opinion, but as indicating in advance the
probable road along which such opinion
is likely to travel.
Sprague Smith's Prophecy
The importance of this service was
pointed out by Charles Sprague Smith,
the first director of the People's Institute, in a prophetic utterance to producers at the time of the original organization of the National Board:
"Gentlemen,
industry
are embarked upon isthemore
than you
an industry.
It is a social force and in time it will
grow to be one of the greatest of social
forces with power to form and direct
the public taste, the public mind and the
public morals. The motion picture
promises in time to reach more people
and influence more profoundly their attitudes, their habits of thought and their

ideals than any other ennobling force we
know of. To keep your film stories
within the broad lines of current morality and yet not open up an avenue for
tyrannical repression, personal or local
prejudice, or graft, some form of regulation should be established, but it should
be along lines of cooperation between
your industry and open minded citizens
serving the public of his own free will
and appointed in some way as far as removed from the direct or indirect influence of politics or politicians as posIt is in the spirit of that exhortation
that the National Board of Review was
formed
sible." and still functions, and it is in
the same spirit that the National Association has now passed resolutions which
advocate that every dramatic film story
be submitted to the National Board of
Review. In addition, by arousing public opinion the producers plan to induce
the public to withhold its patronage
from pictures
submitted
National Board fornotreview.
This toit isthehoped
will tend to automatically debar from the
screen that type of picture made for immediate and temporary gain and which
while not actually obscene or morally
objectionable (since such matter is fully
covered by the common law) may be
of the sensational or offensive character which calls forth criticism from those
who are normally friendly toward the
motion picture industry.
It is important to note that, in contrast to official boards of censorship, the
National Board of Review stands fundamental y in an advisory capacity to

motion picture industry. It is onl.
through the voluntary action of the pro
ducers that their films are submitted t«
it for review and its decisions accepter
It stands also in an advisory capacit;
to hundreds of city officials throughou
the country, keeping them fully informe.
as to the character of current motioi
picture offerings. The impartial excel
lence of its work is a clinching argumen
against the enactment of oppressive art'
undemocratic laws for the establishmen
of politically appointed boards of cen
sors.
Hess Statement Apropos
Gabriel L. Hess, general counsel fo
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation an
chairman of the Censorship Committe
of the National Association of the Mo
tion Picture Industry, well describes th
functions and nature of the Nation?
Board of Review as follows:
"The relationship of the Nations
Board to the producer of motion pic
tures is exactly that of the copy reade
or the editor of a newspaper to his re
porter or contributer. If in reviewing
picture the Board sees nothing to blue
pencil it so notifies the producer. I
on the other hand, the Board's editor
ship
alterations
or onii<
sions decides
it so upon
recommends
to the
pro
ducer, who has agreed in advance t
accept
the progressive
Board's decisions.
"Every
producer recog
nizes the importance, from the stand
point of enlightened self-interest if froi
no other, of keeping his product attune
to public opinion. The producer vest
in the ofNational
Boardoverseer,
the powers
an'
duties
an editorial
with fait
in its ten years' experience in studyin
the public's reactions to the screen.
"The producer believes that the Na
tional Board is a democratic institutio:
reflecting the public collective though
and taste. As such it has his suppor
He has chosen it to edit his product a
the publisher chooses the wisest an
most dependable editor he can secure t
blue pencil or to O. K. his news copy.
"Right

to Happiness"
To Open in New Yorl
"The Right to Happiness," the larger
production to be offered by Universal sine
the
now its
historic
of Humanity."
to open
New "Heart
York season
at the Par itheatre. Columbus Circle, on September
Dorothy Phillips is the star and Allen Holi
liar the director, both of whom are claime
to have surpassed all previous efforts in thi
production.
According to such information as is avai
able regarding the nature of the story
should become instantly popular with th
general public. It recites dramatically th
tale of a young Russian revolutionist \vh
believes in the power of armed force a
the sure remedy for all conditions. Th
subject is a popular one and the productio
has the advantage of timeliness on its sidi
Pa the Review to Be

<;. ». BE31 FFHJRTITZ
\\ h > haa ><>> Important role i» "The Shining Band," I he Robt. W. Chamber* s(«>ry
plctnrtaedFealnreai
by 11. a. it«ir<- tor 1. H.
Fischer
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Published Each Weel
Beginning October 19, the Pathe Re
view will be issued every week, instca
of semi-monthly.
Some of the established features ar
the Novograph slow motion pictures, th
Ditmars animal studies, the scenics marl
and other in
process,features.
the Pathecolor
by
dustrial
and educational
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OF YACHTING

irlor Holme* and Louise Orth in a Meat from "Three Black Ej <•■.." a picture, the
pre«» aeent ftajx, »\llh a "rum lei* punch."
lealart

Places

No

Time

Limit

In Emile Chautard's Contract
A contract without a time limit — one
duction standpoint, will first be seen in
ique, it is said, in the history of the the picture, "The Mystery of the Yellow
nion- picture business — is the basis on
Room," based on a famous detective
lich Emile Chautard is making "photo- story by Gaston Leroux. Mr. Chautard
as saying he is enjoying absovels"
ration. for Mayflower Photoplay Cor- is quoted
lute artistic freedom for the first time
According to a statement by Arthur S. since he started to make photoplays,
ine, president of Realart Pictures Cor- which, by the way, was in France with
ration. through which the Chautard
one of the first French producers.
Inductions will be published, it is proved in the director's contract simply
'it he shall make six feature pictures. Cleo Madison to Star
Nothing Said About Time
In "The Radium Mystery"
Cleo Madison, formerly connected with
Nothing is said about time," Mr. Kane
(plains,
the the Universal, has been engaged to apc>ire
both"forof the
Mr. reason
Chautardthatandit is
Presipear in the new serial "The Radium
cit Wolper of Mayflower that the di- Mystery,"
now being produced by the
r tor shall not be hurried. And it is Pacific Producing
Company at Hollyts phase of the matter which appeals
wood, California. She will play the lead
i st strongly to me, outside of the fact. in this serial and will be known as the
Countess Nada, which will be the mysCa acourse,
director.of Mr. Chautard's reputation
terious character who holds the soluIt is our idea that one of the banes
tion to the radium mystery.
She was the star in the Universal
0 the business has been rush products Often, practically everything is serial "Trey of Hearts" and since then
s rificed to speed. Hasty casting can
has been playing leads in several subc se much trouble and cheapen what
jects. Playing the lead opposite her will
n?ht otherwise have been a big pic- be Eileen Sedgwick and Bob Reeves.
t e. And too rapid work on sets, film- This cast also includes Jeff Osborne.
ii. cutting and printing, leads to neg- Gordon McGregor and Robert Gray.
ty of details which may be almost fatal
t'the success of a production.
Timely Films and Y. B. K.
First Play Detective Story
Of course there is another extreme —
Occupy Joint Offices
tit of running up costs unnecessarily
Timely Films, Inc., producers of
b dalliance, or by too much attention "Topics of the Day," and the Y. B. K.
t< mmaterial points — but there is a way
Corporation, makers of Paramounto preventing this. The important thing, Film
Drew Comedies, have combined their
ii my opinion, is that there shall be offices and are now occupying the entire
a )le time allowed for good work, and fourth floor of the Palace Theatre AnMl is what Mr. Wolper and Mr.
nex at 1562 Broadway, New York City.
Liutard had ui mind when the provi- The Timely organization removed from
sos of their six-production contract
the Longacre Bulding. J4T6 Broadway
* e drafted."
and the Y. B. K. forces from the Candler
he result of this plan, from the pro- Building. 220 West 42d Street.

"The Amazing Lovers"
Is Title Chosen for
First Fischer Film
The title of the first production of the
Robert W. Chambers series of stories
which B. A. Rolfe is picturizing for the
new firm of A. H. Fischer Features, Inc..
is announced as "The Amazing Lovers."
The production is based on Mr. Chambers' story "The Shining Band," with
adaptations
for the screen by Charles
A.
Logue.
Adventure, romance, intrigue — all
these elements are woven into "The
Shining Band" with that piquant style
for which Robert W. Chambers is
noted. It is a story of a group of
fifteen worldly, selfish, cynical characters on one hand and of an eccentric
recluse, his pretty daughter, and a band
of fanatics on the other. The group of
fifteen comprise the elect of the Sagamore Club, a paradise in the Adirondacks, who, by the power of money, put
amidst
fenceofaround
God's country.
In the
their exclusive
social barrier
lives O'Hara, recluse and a man of mystery, who guards his holdings in the
heart oftrusion
thewith aclub's
infiery preserves
hatred for against
all society
hands.
because he has suffered by society'*
The club wishes to evict O'Hara and
the members of the Shining Band, under Amasa Munn and Dr. Land, a confirmed cynic, who has been burned in
the fires of love has come out with a
laugh, determines to try to settle the
dispute. He meets Eileen O'Hara, who
is
guarding her
father'stheproperty
trespassing,
marking
beginningagainst
of a
romance between two amazing lovers —
a man of the world and a girl of the
wild.
Frohman Gives Option
For Ohio to Exclusive
A contract was entered into with
Greenwald & Griffith, owners of the Exexclusive Film Exchange of Cleveland.
Ohio, whereby they acquired the series
of Thirteen Texas Guinan two-reel
westerns and twenty-six single-reel
Mack Swain Comedies. Mr. Frank
Greenwald of that concern made a special trip to New York to negotiate with
The Frohman Amusement Corporation
for the acquisition of these productions,
and at the same time Mr. Greenwald
secured an option for the territory of
Ohio on all future productions to be
produced and published on the state
right market by The Frohman Amusement Corporation.
Ohio Rights Are Sold
George Stockton, the owner of the
Ohio Ivan Film Exchange has acquired
The Frohman's Amusement Corporation's six-part special, "Once to Every
Man." Mr. Stockton plans a state-wide
campaign on this attraction, and has
engaged two special road men to devote
their entire time to putting over the
production in that territory. At the
same time, Mr. Stockton acquired "The
Conquest of Canaan" starring Edith
Taliferro.
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Reported by H. E. N.
Catalina Island. Cal., was graced last week
Several big deals in Los Angeles suburban tbcatres have been consummated
with quite a few satellites of filmdom and,
through the Leo Ryan Theatre Brokerage incidentally, "ye scribe" and family caught
of L. A. Frank L. Alexander, who has a few fish, too. Among the many noted
managed the Iris Theatre, Hollywood, since anglers were H. B. Warner, Earle Williams, William Farnum and William
it was built, has sold his popular house to
J. B. Zellek, formerly engaged in the whole- Desmond. Kathlyn Williams, looking
sale liquor business in New Orleans, La. more slender and charming than ever, was
Mr. Ryan reports that this is one of the also enjoying a few days' vacation. As we
largest purchase prices ever paid for a sub- go to press, H. B. Warner is still poking
urban house in Los Angeles, the considera- around the hidden depths of the Submarine Gardens, looking for fruit in the shape
tion being over the sum of twenty thousand
of A fish and enviously visualizing the 250dollars. The Iris plays strictly a ParamountArtcraft program. Mr. Alexander leaves pound swordfish Bill Farnum had just
the ranks of the L. A. exhibitors owing to brought in. Bill Desmond was seen tearill-health and on his physician's advice.
ing up the "still" of his fish.
The Majestic Theatre at Redlands, Cal.,
is now under the management of Joseph
Jauman, formerly in the drug business at
Yuma, Ariz. J. A. Menard formerly controlled the destinies of this beautiful theatre and during that time he had — at a cost
of eighteen thousand dollars — completely
remodeled the house, entire new orchestra
base, new photoplayer and a complete ventilating plant having been installed, which
makes this one of the finest theatres in
southern California. This deal was put
through by the Leo Ryan Theatre Brokerage, L. A.
The Crown Theatre, Sawtelle, California, owned and managed by Roy D. Bougie,
was the scene of a serious fire last week,
starting in the projection booth. The operator's arms werefeature
badly burned
and a fivereel Vitagraph
was entirely
destroyed. Roy states that he plays Big V
Comedies at his popular house and that they
are going over with a bang.
J. Sams, owner of the Rosemary Theatre at Ocean Park, Cal., showed the Herald
representative over his new forty-five thousand dollar theatre. The Rosemary is one
of the most beautiful beach theatres on
the Pacific coast. It is equipped with
Simplex-Mazda projection and Mr. Sams
advises that it is entirely successful and
is no longer an experiment with him. Also,
this theatre has a Hoffman screen. The ventilating system is so connected up that
pure salt air is evenly distributed throughance. out the house during the entire performWilliam Desmond, the Exhibitors Mutual star, surprised the natives of Catalina
Island, Cal., last week by catching the
largest sword fish of the season, weighing
143 pounds. Mr. and Mrs. Desmond are
vacationing at the St. Catherine Hotel at
Avalon, Catalina Island. Bill and his bride
(Mary Mclvor) journeyed to this popular
island planeresort
Syd Chaplin's
Curtis told
hydroat $27.50in per.
Mr. Desmond
the
I 1 1 km. i) representative while at Catalina that
he very much enjoyed the experience of
being a "shooting star."
L. D. PlTBDY. formerly with the Metro
Exchange, L. A., has now aligned himself
with the box Film Exchange of Los Angeles. L. D. office
was sure
the wish
"contract
king"
of the Metro
and we
him success
with his new line of celluloid.

"The Thirteenth Chair"
First Pathe Fall Film
For the opening of the fall season,
which promises to be the brightest in
its history, Pathe has selected as its
feature offering, Leonce Perret's screen
version of the great stage play, "The
Thirteenth
by Bayard
Yeiller,
which
as a Chair,"
legitimate
production
has
played in practically every big city in
the United States.
Pathe has listed a series of features
for early fall issue, among which will be
"The Virtuous Model," starring Dolores
Cassinelli; "The False Code," a Frank
Keenan attraction; "The Twin Pawns."
starring Mae Murray, and "Impossible
Catherine,"
son series. second of the Virginia Pear-

SHOOT

to Add

Eight Subjects to
List During Year
The Bulls-Eye Film Corporation has
entered its second year as a producing
and distributing organization of short
subject attractions with the announcement that it now controls the sole rights
for six of the most popular one and tworeel features on the market.
The "big six" on the Bulls-Eye list
are as follows: Gale Henry comedies,
the Bulls-Eye master-comedies, A. LinMiller'sweekly),
"Weakly thein Legends
Digestion"of
(comiccolnnews
the Wilderness (Burrud Scenics), the
Napoleon and Sally monkey-shines, and
Tid-bits, a prose novelty.
According to Milton L. Cohen, BullsEye president, at least eight more attractions will come under the Bulls-Eye
distributing system the coming year, one
of which
will be a "scoop" of nationwide importance.
Dorothy Phillips' Next
Titledsupervising
"Ambition"
AfterFilm
personally
the pre
mier of "The Right to Happiness," al
the California theatre, Los Angeles' newest and largest picture playhouse, Al let
Holubar is now preparing to start im
mediately
new feaa?
ture dramaupon
with"Ambition,"
Dorothy aPhillips
the star.
Miss Phillips will be seen as a coun
try girl who is fired with ambitions t<
become the greatest opera singer o
the age. How she finally discovers tha
wordly success is made a hallow mocker;
by the sacrifices one has to make t'
attain it, furnishes the big punch of th
narrative. The story was written b
Director Holubar and is being put i
continuity by Olga Linck Scholl, wh
has been Holubar's authorial assistan
on "The Heart of Humanity" and "Th
Right to Happiness."
Three Chicago Directors
In Frohman Corporatioi
At the annual meeting of the stocl,
holders of The Frohman Amusemei
Corporation, William L. Sherrill was ri
elected president and treasurer of tl
corporation. M. H. Scully of Chicago
vice-president
and Jesse
J. Goldburg, se'
retary and general
manager.
The report of operations for the ye;
ending July 31 was submitted by M
Sherrill to the stockholders, and revcak
of affair
a most prosperous condition
The stockholders elected the followii
Director
of
as members of the Board
William L. Sherrill, M. H. Scully
Chicago. William H. Burn of Chicag
C. S. Anderson of Hot Springs, Grov
D. Edwards of Chicago, H. W. Davis
Wilmington. Del., and Jack Shernl.

Wilbur May Star in Film
Crane Wilbur has received an off
from a prominent motion picture pr
duccr to star in a photoplay written
co-st
Tie will
acceptsknown
If he -law,
himself.
as Mary
his sister-in
with
Yadi. well known dancer in vaudeville.

Sam Reiger, him who goes about
oosting the sales of that enterprising
rm in the Consumers Building, with
name like the first bar of a Swiss
odel. came back to Our Town this
lorning with some new contracts, a
nglir.g sensation in the most westerly
ocket, and a story about a prize tight —
irdon me — boxing match he happened
rross down La Salle way, between a
ib and another guy. The gob came in
■cond.

Reported by "Mar"

in exploitingthe "The
EyesWestof territory
the World"
throughout
Central
for
the Wisima Film Company, leaves Sept. 20
for Salt Lake City to resume his engineering studies at Utah University.
Why shouldn't the service of the Argosy
Film exchange be right up to the minute?
Especially the exquisite condition of the
films
when thosegetthree
"pretties,"
Frank-and-Deal
through
fussing Tylerthem
with those cute little digits of theirs.

Lee Herz, so they say, has gone East
oking for his vacation. No word has
•en received as we rv.sh madly to press
to whether or not Mrs. Herz has
>ne looking for herz.

Will Cress Smith, manager for the "Big
Four" exchange, kindly set our minds at
rest? That sartorial super-creation that has
been creative of such a furore among the
Beau Brummels of the Consumers Building for the past few days. Is that the
$105.00 "gift" won some weeks ago. Sure,
a riot, Cress old deah — and so becoming.

Since the Actor people have quit actg and have gone into the striking busies, it's hard to decide what to do with
e flowers they used to get. F'rinstance,
>u had oughta see the conservatory ef:t M. J. Mintz walked into when he
tered his new office at the Exhibitors
ntual exchange. Everything was there
cept one of these large wreaths with
ather" embroidered on its bosom.
Morrie Salkim is thinking seriously of
ying a S z car. And to think we
;?d to know him when he owned a
i Try fliv!
\alph J. Crocker, the Elgin Xecktie ext-t. was in the Village this week signii up for comedies and things. R. J.
? s that since the electric juice has
t:n
in Elgin
unIchedturned
the on
Tank
with again,
which he's
he was
fnding his lights lit, and has gone out
c the light manufacturing business.
young
"devilhisdog."
C. N. discharge
Keppler,
b"hejust
received
honorable
m the service, is to affiliate with the local
?s squad of the Triangle exchange. _ He
i the S3d Company, 6th Regiment, U. S.
^rines as Sergeant, having received the
■ix de Guerre with palms, carrying four
■ ice and two wound chevrons, received
• ous wounds at Soissons. Welcome back
' ppie," and may you soon establish as
i iable a record as a "sivie" on the Trii'le sales records.
ouis B. Goulden of the Celebrated
pi ers Film Corporation, is back lagain
al r his extended motor trip covering Indna. According to Manager Weiss of
d" First National Exchange and stateto ts of Louis— "It was the greatest trip
«v put over.-' Must be so, when rivals
aj:e.
nother sales representative has been
a';d to the Greater Stars Productions
e.Mange, B. W. Wolfman for the city
fe tory. Mr. Wolfman, who by the way's brother-in-law of Henry Trinz, is a
ne:omer to the business, although an old
hal in the sales games, having the privile of purveying everything from a shoes*' g to acre farms. Go to it. Wolfman.

'Chub' Florixe of the Pathe sales force
is certainly to be pitied. He is in a terrible
fix. Between piling up contracts and refusing offers to show how 'tis accomplished —
he manages to catch a wink or two of slumber. Modest chap that "Chub," eh — Oh,
H viMoitii: i> \ \\
To he fraturrd in a Heriex of Marshall
Ncilnnd picture* for Kir*t National H\hihitor** < iri'uit.
old
wishestop,arewe're
vours.watching you. and our well
With that flock of "goodies" that has
been recently contracted for by the Celebrated Players Film Corp., J. S. Mednikow
is running wild about the local office.
Johnny can't figure which is best, "play 'em
all" being his solution to the situation.
Had the pleasure of dropping in at the
I'nitying and
Photoplays
exchange
the other
morn-in
greeting the
youngest
film man
the business, Milton Rosenthal, son of
the well-known Al Rosenthal of New York
and Chicago. Milt has the pater skinned a
mile for speed and pep and take it from
us, he's hard boiled and with the shell
on, too.
An old-timer, though a new face to local
film circles, is the smiling countenance of
Harold Gollos, who just returned from
overseas service to associate with the local
Celebrated Players Corp. Harold is looking fine and dandy after his two years over
there with the U. S. Q. C.
Xot satisfied with grabbing bundles of
coin from the Bee Hive exchange. Morrie
Salkin and HexRi Ellmax. the two sixcylinder phenoms have picked off a fillum
feature on their own account. We refuse
to answer — let them wise you up ! !
H. A. Sims, Jr., who since his return
from overseas har. been assisting his father
85

Wonders never cease in this great old
business we're in. Another record has been
shot to pieces. We thought M. J. Mixtz,
recent manager for the Unity Photoplays
would at least stick out another year and
establish
a world'swith
record
length of service continuously
one forexchange.
And
here he goes and accepts the managerial
reins of the local Mutual exchange. Well
go
J., best
and good
from buywhere
we toare,it itM.looks
like o'luck
a pretty
for
Mutual.
E. F. Tareell, manager of the Vitagraph
upon returning from a recent trip spent at
the Milwaukee office, referring to thirst
panaceas served in Milwaukee as compared
with Chicago He claims they are about
alike. There is no "kick" to it. Nice to be
satisfied — isn't it?
H. R. Phillips, formerly of the local
Capital Film exchange, is now covering the
city for the Arthur S. Hyman Attractions
and from the way "Phil" is stepping on the
gas looks
bound
to go. as though some records are
B.
open
back

A. Lucas, former Illinois representative for Metro, who recently resigned to
the Realart branch at Omaha, Neb., is
in Chicago having accepted the Illinois territory under Cresson Smith, manager of the L'nited Artists Corp.

Another big mystery' for the fillum
sleuths to solve. Manager McCoy of the
Arthur S. Hyman Attractions will not even
hint where the "big chief" is. Must be
pretty nice to be able to secret oneself so
effectively amidst the whirl and bustle of
our busy game, when almost every little

EXHIBITORS
nook and corner has a film theatre. Come
on A. S. H. let's have it, \vc may want to
rest on o' these days.
Lowell Thomas, former Chicago newspaper man and more recently a war correspondent, will exhibit motion pictures of
the Allenby campaign in Asia Minor at
the Auditorium Theatre, Sept. 22.
Down

State News

Reports from Smaller Cities in
Illinois Show Many Changes
in Censorship of Theatres
O. H. Seibert, manager, Teden's Opera
House, Lemont, 111., announces the arrival of Walter Harrison Seibert, weight
s pounds.
Louis Landau, Washington Theatre,
Belleville, has purchased the Opera
House at Collinsville and will open for
the season on Labor Day.
W. H. Cadoret, La Petite Theatre,
Kankakee, 111., has returned from a two
weeks' vacation through the east.
H. E. H AG, Opera House, Momence,
111., reports the business so good that
he will run six nights a week instead of
three as heretofore.
D. H. Bestor, manager, Court Theatre,
Kankakee, 111., has been elected alderman of the First Ward of the city.
R. E. Elliott, although he is located
in a town of 400 people, has just completed a modern 500 seat theatre at
Donovan, 111.
C. B. Burkhardt, will close his theatre, at Homer Park, Homer, 111., on
Labor Day and continue running his
downtown theatre after that.
Mike Gerrib, Orpheum Theatre, Westville, has taken over the Union Theatre,
Georgetown, 111., and re-christened it the
Orpheum.
J. S. Quirk, Strand Theatre, Tuscola,
111., was a Chicago visitor.
F. B. Mathews, owner of a theatre in
Oakland, 111., has taken over the houses
at Kansas and Newman, 111.
I-". M. Francis, general manager of the
Charleston Theatre company, is erecting a new house with a seating capacity
of 900.
Will I^ooan, has closed the Lyric Theatre at Toledo, III.
EaKL Parker has opened under the
style
and111. name of Parker's Movie,
Greenup,
Business is so good at Robinson, 111.,
that J. C. Hewitt had to lease the Opera
House to take care of his crowds at
the Strand Theatre.
All the houses in Olney, 111., were
< losed for several nights recently due
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to a storm, which put the power house
out of commission.
Robert Cluster, old time showman
from southern Illinois, is now the manager of two theatres at Besiton, 111.
Louis Maroxey, Johnston City, 111., is
erecting
1,500 seat theatre in Johnston City,a 111.
The Colonial Amusement company at
Eldorado, 111., and the Turner Theatre
company of the same city, have amalgamated under the name of the FarrarTurner Amusement company.
Pioneer Will Hold
Conference With Its
Affiliated Exchanges
Within the next week a general pow
wow will be held in New York between
the heads of the independent exchanges
which are handling the Pioneer product
throughout the country, and the producers who are to make the pictures for
and under the supervision of the Pioneer
general staff.
M. H. Hoffman, as general manager,
will preside at the meetings. Among
those who are expected to be present
are Herman Rifkin of the Eastern Feature Film Co. of Boston, Floyd Brockell
or Clyde Elliott of the Greater Stars of
Chicago, and Charles D. Rosenthal and
E. B. Mayer of the M. & R. exchanges
in Frisco and Los Angeles.
The plans announced last week of the
Pioneer's purpose to create a chain of
co-operative exchanges extending across
the continent, are progressing and it is
expected that several other prominent
film men, representing independent interests will take their places at the council table as members of the Pioneer's
body of co-operative exchangement.
Former

Marine Joins
Triangle in Chicago
C. N. Keppler, who served two years
in France with the Sixth Marines and
won the Croix de Guerre, has been assigned the north side territory in Chicago as salesman for Triangle.
Keppler was discharged from the army
June 15. He left Essanay to enlist at
the time the war broke out, and served
as sergeant with the 83rd company, 6th
Marines. He was wounded in the leg
near Soissons, July 19, 1918, and was
one of 2,000 men in the Second Division
decorated by General Petain at Vallen■dar, Germany, December 22.
Taylor Holmes Comedy
Making Chicago Record
" Three Black Eyes," the latest Taylor
Holmes comedy, is piling up an enviable
booking recoTd in the Chicago territory
for
J. E. territory.
Willias, manager of Triangle's
Chicago
It opened its prelease showing over
tin I .ubliner and Trinz circuit. The Palm
theatre at Rockford also secured a prelease run. Down state bookings as well
as those in Chicago are heavy, commencing August the publication date.
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Use Motion Picture
As Aid To Salesmen
hi "iiiimniiiiuii-rMiiMinf;
The motion picture has been selected
by the National Cash Register Company
of Dayton, Ohio, as one of the most
valuable aids to its salesmen that can
be devised.
In addition to having five traveling
lecturers on the road, the company has
established a department through which
its films will be available to all sales
offices throughout the country, at all
times.
Two propaganda films, intended to
drive home the need of a cash register
in business, have been produced, one
under the title "The Troubles of a Merchant and How to Stop Them," and the
other,
"Functions
of ait Cash
Register."
In addition
to these,
has other
films
to round out a program with.
The five lecturers go from city to city,
giving lectures illustrated by the films
before merchants' associations, commercial clubs, and other organizations. Under the new plan, all sales agents can
secure the film and arrange to show it
•in their own city.
Tsuri Aoki Is Given
Tsuri Aoki,
"U"
Cast byJapanese
ng famous
Strothe
actress,
life Mrs. with
Sessuea strong
Haya-'
kawa, isintoprivate
be surrounded
cast in her first Universal super-feature
"The Breath of the Gods," which Rollir
Sturgeon will produce from the wel
known novel by Sydney McCall. Stan
hope Wheatcroft will be seen as he!
French lover; Ethel Shannon will pla>
the American girl; her chum, Pat O'Mal
ley
will Carewe
play thewill
American
lover
Arthur
be seengirl's
as Prino
Hagane, a Japanese potentate who be
comes
Skinner theas Japanese
Mrs. Todd.girl's father; Mario:
Minor parts will be taken by Ma
Wells, Wedgewood Nowell and N. Sek
Elaborate sets are now being built a
Universal City for the production, th
principal scenes of which are laid
Washington and Tokio.
Wesley Ruggles to
Direct Owen Moor
Owen Moore, who was recently signe
by Myron Selznick to appear in a seri(
now pr>
of big special productions, is under
tl
paring for his first picture
Selznick banner, which will be the scrct
version of a well known play. The tit
will be announced later. Mr. Moore w
be directed by Wesley Ruggles, anoth
recent Selznick acquisition. This wl
first productic
be Mr. ARuggles'
alsoSelznick.
for
prominent cast of pla
and work will 1
is being
ers
started
within selected,
a few days.
Russian Film Completed
"Common Property" a six-reel drai
by Elliott J. Clawson dealing with J
recent nationalization of women in Ri
completed by Direct
just been
sia,
PaulhasPowell
at Universal City, and
now being cut and titled.
li
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STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Paths Exchanges.
•Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
'Put
Your Hands."
with Russell.
MarpriU Fiaher.
BrassUpButtons,"
five reels,fivewithreels,
William
The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Milei Minter.
Charge
It to 6V«
Me," reels,
five reels,
Margarita
Some Liar,"
with with
William
Russell. Fisher.
\ Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Trixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
with William Russell.
K Sporting
Yvonne
fromChance,"
Paris." five
five reels,
reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
with Margarita Fisher.
reels,
five
Lily,"
Tiger
The
Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Perfect Model." re-issue of "Inspiration." five reels.
Finger ofPrincess."
Justice," six reels.
<un*ei
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
The Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
Roses and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Sally's Blighted Career," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
}owdy Ann." two reels, with Fay Tincher.
tfary Moves In," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
Shades of Shakespeare." two reels, with Alice Lake.
dangerous Nan McGrew." two reels, with Fay Tincher.
Anybody's
Widow."
\t Who Hesitates."
\There
FlirtGoes
TheretheWas."
Groom." _ \ Cheerful Liar."
'upid'?
.obiter Hold-Up."
Dressing."
.ove — In a Hurry."
!eno — All Change."
tis Master's Voice."
lome Brew."
icr Bear Escape."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
». 10— "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
4.b. 1417 —— "What
"A Day IsWith
Caranza," one
one reel.
reel.
a Mexican,"
sr. 8— 'The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
r. — "Diane ot Green Van," fivt reels, with Alma Rubens
r.
"The Love
Courageous
Coward."
five reeU.
r. —— "The
Call," fire
reels, with
Billie with
Rhodes.Sessue Hayakawa.
r. —"Modern Husbands." five reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
iy — "Josaelyn'i Wife," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
iy — "The Mints of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
y — "Just Squaw." five reela, with Beatrix Miehelena.
y — "His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
ic — "In Search of Arcady. five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
le
Who Turned
five reels,
Henry B. Warner.
le —'The
—"BrokenMan Threads."
five White."
reels, with
Bessie with
Barriseale.
it — "Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels with William Desmond.
. ie — "Better Times," five reels, with Zazu Pitts,
.y — 'The Man Beneath," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
,y — "A Man's Country," five reels, with Alma Rubena.
.7 — "Man's Desire." five reels, with an All-Star cast, with Lewis Stone,
.y — 'The Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
-?. — "A Sage Brush Hamlet," five reels, with William Desmond,
•g. —'The Pagan God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
■%■ — 'The Gray Horizon." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
1 «. — "The Other Half," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
S TRAM) COMEDIES
8— "Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel.
15— "Little Lucy's Lion." one reel.
24 — •■ Twas Henry's Fault," one reel.
!»1—— "Little
one reel.
"Hearts Miss
and Pinkerton,"
Hats."
8— "Betty's Bolsheviki."
16— "Little Lucy's Lion."
" Twas Henry's Fault."
J e J 9— "Little
Miss Pinkerton."
•—"Oh, What a Jam!"
18 — "Fancy Fooling Father."
20— "Jimmies Doggone Luck."
27 — "Winning Him Back."
8— "Betty and the Boys."
10 — "Good Gracious Grace."
17— "Meet the Wife."
ROTH ACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
8— "Columbia Highway." one reel.
•— "An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel.
1*— "In Pyramid Land, one reel.
88 — « 'Mid Sahara's Sands," one reel.
— "Glimpsing;
Gondolas," one
one reel.
reel.
•—"A
PalestinethePilgrimage."

Pictures
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
'The Panther Woman," fire reela, with Mme Petrova.
"Virtuous
Wives,"
reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Onr Teddy,"
seressixreela.
"A Midnight Romance." seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy
Long Legs,"
seven
reels,
Pickford.
"Mary
seveneight
reels,reels.
with with
AnitaMary
Stewart.
"AuctionRegan,"
of Souls,"
"Sunnyside," three reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
"Bill Apperson's Boy." six reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Choosing a Wife," six reels.
"Burglar
by Proxy,"
Pickford.
"The Hoodlum,"
five five
reelsreels
with with
MaryJack
Pickford.
"A Temperamental Wife." five reels, with Constance Talmage.
"Her Kingdom of Dreams." five reels, with Anita Stewart.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
May 4 — 'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18 — 'The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, wi-h Douglas Fairbanks.
lune 1 — "True Heart Susie," five reels. D. W. Griffth Special.
June
Deal Sanderson."
withFergu<son.
William S. Hart.
lune 228—— "Square
"The Avalanche."
five reels,fivewithreels,Fl«ie
July 20 — "Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart.
Aug. 17 — "A Society Exile," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
PARAMOUNT
May 4 — "Oh! You Women." five reels, Ernest Tniax.
May 4— "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
May 11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen," fire reels, with Marguerite Clark.
May 11 — "The Home Town Girl," five reels. Vivian Martin.
May
Red Butte,"
reels,
Dorothy
Daltoa.
May 1818 —— "The
"The Lady
Final ofClose-Up,"
five five
reels,
withwithShirley
Mason.
May IS — 'The Busher." five reels, with Charles RayMay 25 — 'The Haunted Bedroom, five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 25 — "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Tune 8—1— "You're
"Putting Fired."
It Over,"
BryantReid.Washburn.
June
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Wallace
Tune 8— "An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Tune 15 — "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
June 15 — "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Tune 22 — "Hay Foot, Straw Foot." five reels, with Charles Ray.
fune 22 — "A Daughter of the Wolf." five reeK with Lila Lee.
June 29 — "Girls," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July 6— "A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 13 — "The Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
July 20 — "Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
July 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
July 27 — "Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 3 — "A Sporting Chalice," five reels, wiith Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 3 — "Fires of Faith." seven reels, with Catherine Calvert.
Aug. 10— "Bill Henry." five reels, with Charles Ray.
Aug. 10 — 'The Virtuous Thief," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Aug. 17 — "Love Insurance," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 24 — "Noboby Home." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 24 — "Cock o' the Walk." five reels, with Lila Lee.
Aug. 31 — "The Witness for the Defense," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Aug. 31 — 'The Valley of the Giants," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept. 7 — "The Misleading Widow," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Sept. 7 — "The Market of Souls," six reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
May 25 — 'The Woman Thou Gavest Me." seven reels.
June 15 — ^"Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June
"White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
May 296—— "The
Aug.
July
Firing Line." five reels, with Irene Castle.
Tuly
13
—
"The
of Katherine
Bush."
reels, Davis.
with Catherine Calvrrt
May
-"The Career
Dark Star,"
five reels,
with fiveMarion
May
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
4 — Drew, "Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
18
Flagg "Welcome.
LittleFaces."
Stranger."
25 —— Sennett,
"Love's False
1
—
Drew,
"Squared."
luly
July
Tuly 8— Sennett. "No Mother to Guide Him."
"A Desert Hero."
June 2215 —— Arbuckle,
Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June
29
—
Flage,
"The
'Con' in Economy."
June 6 — Sennett, "Trying
June 13 — Drew "Bunkered."to Get Along."
June 20 — Sennett, "Among Those Present."
Aug.
Aug.
'The Immovable Guest."
Aug. 273—— Flagg
July
Sennett. "Treating 'em Rough."
10
—
Flagg,
How Could You?"
Aug. 17— Sennett "Oh"A Judge
Lady's Tailor."
"A
Sisterly
Aug. 2431 —— Drew,
Sennett, "Uncle TomScheme."
Without the Cabin," two reels.
31 — Briggs, "New Folks in Town."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.
S7
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'"Cleopatra." Eighi parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserable:,.' Light parts, with William harnum.
"Salome"
hiKhi ,.art!,, with Theda Bara
Aug. 31 — "Checkers."
STANDARD PICTURES
Mav * — "The Siren's Song." five rceK, with Theda Bara.
June 1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
June 2915—— "The
"My Little
five reels,
fune
Lone Sister,"
Star Ranger,"
fivewith
reels,Evelyn
with Nesbil.
William Farnum.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Aug. 10— "Wolves of the Night," five reels, with William Farnum.
THEDA BARA SERIES
Sept. 14 — "La Belle Russe," five reels, with Theda Bara.
TOM MIX SERIES
Aug. 24 — "Roughriding Romance,"
reels, with Tom Mix.
VICTOR) fivePICTURES
May
11
—
"The
Coming
of
the
Law,"
five
reels, with Tom Mix.
May 25— "The Divorce rap— five reels, with
(iladys Brock
fune 22 — "Tutting One 1Over."
five reels, with George Walsh.well,
July
6—
"The
W
ilderness
Trail."
five
reels,
with
Tom Mix.
July
"The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Aug. 208—— "Trie
Seventh Person " five reels, with George Walsh.
Aug. 10 — "The Winning Stroke," five reels, with George Walsh.
EXCEL PICTURES

May
May
June
fune
fune
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with
Hyland.Ray.
18 — "Wnrtis and Music By," five reels, Peggy
with Albert
6
—
"When
Fate
Decides,"
five
reels,
with
Madlaine
Traverse.
IS — "Cowdance Court," five reels,
29— "Re a Little Sport." five reels, with
with Peggy
Albert Hyland.
Ray
20 — "Rose of the West." five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
3 — "( heating Herself." five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
17 — "Love Is Love." five reels, with Ray and Fair.
14 — "The Splendid Sin," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May II— "A Soft Tenderfoot" two reel* with Tom Mix.
May 26 — "Virtuous Husbands," two reelf.
July 6 — "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
Tune 15 — "HahMing in Society." two reels.
fuly « — "Merry tailhirds." two reels.
Aug. 31— "Her First Kiss."
Sept. 14 — "Dabbling in Society."
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
May 4— "The Cave Man's Bride." half reel.
May 11 — "Sir Sidney." half reel.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel.
May 25— "The Shell Game," half reel.
June 1— "Oh' Teacher!" half reel.
June 8 — "Hands Up," half reel.
une 16 — "Sweet Papa," half reel.
une 22 — "Pets and rests," half reel.
une 29 — "A Trize Fight," half reel.
uly 6 — "Look Pleasant, Please." half reel,
fuly IS — " Downstairs and I'p." half reel
Aug.
and Jeff
in London," half reel.
Aug. 2431 —— "Mutt
"The Frozen
North."
Sept. 7— "Mutt and Jeff in Paris."
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
'The Unpardonable Sin." »ight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
"The Hushed Hour " five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
May 4 — "One of the Finest." five reels with Tom Moore.
May 11— "l eave ft To Susan " five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May l«— Rex Reach's "The Crimson Gardenia. " six reels.
May 15— "When Doctors Disagree." five reels, with Mabel Normand.
June » — "The Fear Woman " five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
June 22 — "The City of Comrades." five reels with Tom Moore.
lulv «— •T'toiv h the Wrong Door" five reeK with Madge Kennedy.
July 27 — "The Peace of Roaring River," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Aug. 3 — "I'pstairs," five reels with Mahel Normand.
Aug. 17 — "Heartsease," five reels, with Tom Moore.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"Heart
of thr" Sunset."
"Blue Blood
six reels seven reels, with Anna C/ NiUwin
"Honor'« Cross " six reels with Howard Heckman
"Social Amotion." seven reels.
!"For
Freedom
"The the
Rarftet
I ev*innof " thesix East"
reels (Betzwood), aix reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
May
4 — "Going
May II—
"Can theUp."Poor Fish?"
May 18 — "A Wild Goose Chase."
May 96 — "From Mud Dug."
lune 1 — "The Land of the Ukulele."
Is Red."
BlackWay."
une
"When Only
!
uneun
22168——e"The
"Pure
Havana,
une 29 — "At the Crossroads."
uly
6— "The
uly 13—
"SchoolFable
Days."of the Olive and the Orange."
uly
20—
'Town
of
uly 27 — "Sweetneai." Up and Down."
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CAPITOL COMEDIES
May
4
—
"The
Sea
Wolf,"
iwo reels.two reels.
May 18 — "I ircumstantial Evidence,"
fune 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De tiavr*fune 15 — "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
June 29 — "Their Day of Kesl." two reels, with Carter De Haven,
july 1J — "Chasing Kainbeaux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsouj.
,/uly" 27 — 'After the Bawl," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
/\ug. 24 — "Honeymooning." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
aandy Burke of the U Bar U," five reels, with Louis bcnu.... .
":5peed>RoadMeade,"
five reels, five
with reels,
Louiswith
Bennison.
"The
Called Straight,"
Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets." five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GRAPHIC FILM COMPAN1
"The Woman and the Beaai," live reeis"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah -Baird.
"V\ hen Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.
D. W. GRIFFITH
"Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richara dsiuiui
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
"The Best Man," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"Sahara," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"You Never Know Your Luck,'' five reels with House I u .
"The Blue Bonnet," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"A White Man's Chance," five reels, with J. Warren Ken .„...,"The Volcano," six reels, with Leah Baird.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"As a Man Thinks," five reels, with Leah Baird.
JANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
"Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
"When
Ship Comes In."
'A
HouseMy Divided."
"The Other Man's Wife," six reels, with Stuart Holmes.
"The Challenge of Chance," seven reels, with Jess Willard.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Her
Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
"When My Ship Comes In," five reels, with Jane Grey.
"When a Woman Strikes," five reels, with Ben Wilson.
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1— The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
46—— AWildThought
Equity (Epigram).
Flowersof (Comedy).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Life or Honor,'* seven reels, with Leah Baird.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezer of Berlin."
'The Sinking
of theto Lusitania."
"rrashing
Through
Berlin." seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity." nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips
"Deetinv." six reels, with Dorothv Phillip's.
'Paid In Advance," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
SOL LESSER
"Yankee Doodle irf Berlin," five reels, with Bothwell Brown.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"Woman."
"My
Garter." .
"RrokenLady's
Butterfly."
"Romany
Rye."
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
May 6— "The Amateur Adventuress." five reels, with Emmy Waslta
May 12 — "Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
May 19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lvtell.
May 26 — "Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Inne 2 — "Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
tune 9— "Some Bride/' five reels, with Viola Dana.
June 16 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehren.
lime 28 — "One Thing at a Time, O'Day." five reels, with Bert Lytell
fune 30 — "The Uplifters," five reels, with May Allison.
July 7 — "God's Outlaw." five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
July
Brother'sfivePlace,"
five reels,
fuly 2114 —— "In
"The HisMicrobe,"
reels, with
Viola with
Dana. Hale Hamilton.
Aug. 4 — "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Aug. 11— "The Four Flusher." five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Aug. 11 — "A Favor to a Friend." five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
Aug. 18 — "A Favor to a Friend." fire reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Children
Pay," seven
reels, with Garrett Hughes.
"Your Wife
and Mine,"
six reels.
"Human
Passions,"
six reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of »hr Hum," five reel*
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Apr. 7 — "The Amazing Wife." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Apr. 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr. 285—— "Bare
"The Exquisite
Priscilla Dean.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
May
Fists," sixThief,"
reels, six
withreels,
HarrywithCarey.
May
12
—
"The
Delicious
Little
Devil."
six
reels,
with Mae Mui,(J.
ne IS— "The Little Diplomat." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne,
May IK — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
ily 27 — "Our Better Selves " five reels, with Fannie Ward.
May
26
—
"The
Unpainted
Woman,"
six
reels,
with
Mary MacLaren.
ig. 81 — "The Thirteenth Chair," six reels, with Yvonne Delva.
June 2— "The Big Little Person, six reels, with Mae Murray.
pt. 14 — "The Virtuous
Model,"
six
reels,
with
Dolores
Cassinelli.
June
9
—
"Riders
of
Vengeance,"
six
reels,
with
Harry
Carey.
FRANK KEEN AN PRODUCTIONS
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
June
30
—
"The
Weaker
Vessel."
six
reels,
with
Mary
Maclaren.
ay 25 — "The Master Man." five reels with Frank Keenan.
July 14 — "A Little Brother of the Rich," six reels, with Frank Mayo.
ly 6— "Gates of Brass," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
July 21 — 'The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
ig. 17 — "The World Aflame," six reels, with Frank Keenan.
July 28 — "The Man in the Moonlight," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
VIRGINIA PEARSOX
PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Aug. 4 — "The Petal on Current," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Aug. 18 — "The Ace of the Saddle," six reels, with Harry Carey.
ne 8— "The Bishop's Emeralds," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
Aug. 25 — "The Trap." six reels, with Olive Tell.
Sept. S — "The Woman Under Cover." six reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
ALBERT
CAPELLAN1
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
VITAGRAPH
ne 12 — "Oh. Boyl" six reek, with Creiehtnn Hale and June Caprice
"The Third Degree," seven reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
g. 34 — 'The Love Cheat," five reels, with June Caprice and Creighton Hale.
"Thin Ice." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance." five reels, with F.arle Williams.
iy 4— 'The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward,
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
le 1— "All Wrong." five reels with Bryant Washburn.
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
ie 29 — "The Profiteers," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
"Beauty Proof, " five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
'The Spark Divine." five reles, with Alice Joyce.
"A Girl at Bay." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
be Boomerang " with Henry B. Walthall,
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
irtuous Sinners."
"A
five reels,
Griffith.Morey.
"TheGirlManat Bay,"
Who Won
" five with
reels,Corinne
with Harry
"Cupid
Forecloses,"
five
reels,
with
Bessie
"The Hornet's Nest " five reels with F.arleLove.Williams
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Shadow of the Past" five reels with Anita Stewart.
"The Girl Woman." five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
ly — 'The New Moon." six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
ly — "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"DaringBramble
Hearts,"Bush,"
six reels,
with Francis
X. Bushman
'The
five reels,
with Corinne
Griffith. and Beverly Bayne.
'e — "Happiness a la Mode." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"The Gamblers," five reels, with»Harry T. Morey.
le
—
"Upstairs
and
Down."
five
reels,
with
Olive
Thomas
le — "His Bridal Night." five reels, with Alice Bradv
"Over the Garden Wall," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The
— 'The Spite Bride," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
May Wolf," five reels, with Earle Williams.
•z- — The Perfect Lover," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
May
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
SPECIALS
21 — "The Quukening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
May
"The Price of Doubt." five reels, with All Star Cast.
' le One Woman," with All-star cast.
Apr.
Apr. 285—— "Ginger,"
' le Cavell Cage," with Julia Arthur.
five reels, with Violet Palmer.
12— "The Unwritten Code," fire reels, with Shirley Mason
' le Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production
19 — "The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
' llini Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
Amateur Widow." five reels, with Zena Keefe.
' ie Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
lune 262 —— "An
'Thil for Short." five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
>rt There." six reels, with Anna 0 Nilsson and Charles R:.- .,.
I line 9 — -Thro' the Toils " five reels, with Montagu Love.
" eak the News to Mother." six reels.
c ifi_-The Devil's Trail." five reels, with Betty
*ie Undercurrent," five reels, with Guy Empey.
June 23— "Love and the Woman." five reels, with June Elvidge.
June
June
Wanted." five reels, with Madge Evans.
S-L PICTURES
July 307— "Home
"The American Way." five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
14
"Dust
of
Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
" rtuons Men," with E. K. Lincoln.
July
"A Broadway Saint." five reels with Montagu Love.
Aug.
July 21
284 —— "Coax
"Bringing
Retty."
Evelyn Greeley.
Me,"Up five
reels,fivewithreels,
JunewithElvidge.
July
WM, L. SHERRY SERVICE
Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
"The
11—
Aug
Aug. 18— "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchange*
Name." five reels, with Corene Uzzell.
Aug. 25 — "The Man Without a PRISMA
'u^uriage,"
e Ion of five
the reels,
Blue with
Moon,"Catherine
six reek,Calver
with l)on« Kenyon
"Catalina." one reel.
H i Blood and Yellow." five reels, with Bronco Billy.
'"Model
Everywhere."
one reel.
reel.
Girls." one
m Id Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Front," one reel.
u n of a Con," five reels, with Broncno Billy
"Kiddies," one reel.
" Triage
for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert
ibre S8."
"China," one reel.
" ilifht," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
' ve and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
"Alaska Revelations."
one reel
Glacier Park;
Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old FaithfuL
ESSAX AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"A
Night in thetwoShow."
" fond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dalton.
"Shanghaied,"
reels. two reels.
"The
Bank " two reel*.
"Police." two reels.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
"Triple Trouble." two reels.
NEWS REELS
"'iter's Last Fight," three reels.
one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
Kinograms.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
8— "Playthings of Passion."
June
"Khavah,
4— "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanchi .
Oath " five reels ivith Florence °
June 29_"The Woman Under
11 — "Taxi" (Special), five reels with Taylor Holmes.
ZION
FILM,
INC.
'* — 'The Water Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.
25 — "Mayor of Filbert" (Special), with Belle Bennett.
with
Alice
Hastines
1— 'The Root of Evil." five reels, with Frances Mann.
CURRENT SERIALS
"Love'sWindemere's
Prisoner" (Special),
reels,
Thoma*.
16•—— "Lady
Fan," six sixreels,
withwith
All OHtc
Star Cast.
I'earl White
Raider,"
Lightning
"The
Pathe,
22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Universal,
"The Red Glove,"
Marie
WalcampI.arkin.
— "Dombey & Son," six reels, with All Star Cast.
George
with
^ange,"
the
of
"Terror
Pathe
*— ^Prudence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Thomas. Oliver "The Carter Case," with Herbert
Rawhnson.
J*
"Muggsy." Identity."
five reels, five
withreels,
JackiewithSaunders.
Pathe.
'The"The
Tiger's
Trail,"Man."
with with
Ruth James
Roland.J. Corhett
*n —— "Mistaken
Anita King.
Universal
Midnieht
27 — 'The Unbroken Promise," five reels, with Jane Miller.
with Antonio Moreno
of Thunder
"Perils the
Vitagraph,
IjThe Lyon's
Mail," five
B. Irving.
with Elmo Lincoln.
Mizhty." Mountain,"
"Elmo
Universal. "The
108—— "^ru'ts
OI Passion,"
five reels,
reels, with
with Henry
Alice Mann.
Burston
Mystery of 13," Frances Ford.
17 — '^One Against Many," five reels, with Anita King.
William Duncan.
Barriers," with
"SmashingGamble,"
Vitagraph.
*J
EllenHolmes.
Terry.
Pathe,
31 —— 'Her
Black Greatest
Eyes," Performance,"
(Special) five five
reels,reels,
with with
Taylor
S L K "The
"The Great
Fatal Fortune," with
with Ann
HelenLuther.
Holmes.
89

SCREEN CLASSICS, IXC, SPECIALS
The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
The Man Who Stayed at Home." seven reels, with all-star cast.
,
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Toy* of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
Eye
"hit offortheEye,"
Fog,"seven
sevenreels,
reels,withwithNazimova.
Nazimova.
The Red Lantern." seven reels, with Nazimova.
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EASTMAN

Only

One

Way

FILM
There's only
* * *
One way
is so safe-guarded in its manufacture, so carefully tested
at every stage, that it never
has

an

anything

opportunity

To Make Money

to be

* * *

but right.

In the Show Business
4t*

*4

And
Identifiable by the words "Eastman" and
"Kodak" on the film margin

That is
£ ♦ ♦
To Keep

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

* * *
Abreast

The Perfect
Means

PERFECT
THE

Screen

Of the
sfe " Times.
$ i

PROJECTION
AND
* * *
The Only Way

We

Have

Ml
SCREEN
REPUTATION
It All
PRICE
QUALITY

DE BERRI SCENIC
922 W. MONROE ST.

* * *
Do It Now
CO.

To Keep Abreast
* ♦ ♦

CHICAGO

FILM CONSERVATION
By my method of cleaning and softening
films, you reap maximum results at a
minimum cost. I am serving the foremost concerns in the country.
Try my pmream and be convinced
A. TEITEL, 112 No. La Salle St.. Chicago
Telephone Franklin 3516

Of the Times
* * *
Is by Reading
*

* *

The

'JO
Exhibitors Herald.

TOM
PHILLIPS
The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
5728 S. State St.
CHICAGO
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Samuel

Goldwyn

presents
PAULINE

FREDERICK

of

"Bonds
By Louis Sherwin

ED WEEKLY

MA RT I S J

Love"

Directed by Reginald Barker

QUICLEY , PUBLISHER

ONE DOLLAR

(a

J
'The days of real sport."
ALEX

YOKEL

and J. STUART

PARAMOUNT

By BRIGGS

of the New York Tribune.

GILLESPIE

BRIGGS

present

COMEDIES

Scenarios and supervision by CLARE

a week. The most unique and
ONE reel
distinctive one-reel comedies offered to
the puhlic, backed by the wonderful pubClare A. Briggs' famous
ge of
prestiing
licity
in American newspapers.
cartoons andappear
Not animated cartoons but real picture
comedies, enacted by real people depicting the
simple natural comedy stories made famous by
Briggs in "The Days of Real Sport." "When a
Feller Needs a Friend," "Friend Wife." "Handy

A. BRIGGS

Man Around the House," and other popular subFirst comedies to be released beginning August
31st include:
jects.
"NEW FOLKS IN TOWN"
"SKINNY, SCHOOL AND SCANDAL"
"S'PRISE PARTY N* EVERTHING"
"A RAINY DAY"
•T< (TYGKAFT GALLERY"

M FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
-3* AOOLPH ZUKOR/Vo JKSSE L. LASKY Vhy Prm C F.CIL B DE M ILLE Drnxtor Gsmm '
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lau£h— thrill—

fill— lau&h—

~ thin

laugh

II— laugh

lau^h-thrtll-lau^h-thHll
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UNIVERSAL

laugh—
thrill—

SPECIAL

One of the finest Universal

thrill— lau^h

lau^h-

thrill
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Special Attractions of the Season
3
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A

Few

Words

About

"BUNK"
All the extra exploitation, all the extra newspaper advertising, all the additional service departments and special
men in the branch offices are not going to make average
pictures or poor pictures earn you any more money now
than they have in the past.
If all of this forced draught effort does not pull in the
crowds the first day, the after-effect will injure your house
for the future.
You feel the injury of over-promotion on
'the next picture.''''
We know a picture on which between $8,000 and S9,000
newspaper advertising was spent in a single city in three
days — and even that comparative mountain of money did
not deliver a week-long patronage.
The demand — the requirement — the essential thing for
exhibitors today is the picture that has within itself power
— the power to draw patrons — the power to make people
like it and talk about it.
Is there any exhibitor anywhere who is such a fool as to
believe that he is not paying for all these wasteful, freak,
circused campaigns? Or for the extra "service men?"
for the extra local advertising?

Or

You are paying for them — you can bet your last dollar you are!
A vital question for exhibitors to consider right now is: Are you
buying pictures or are you buying exploitation that is from fifty
to seventy-five percent unprofitable, and most of it done by
men who never owned or operated theatres and who know few,
if any, of the actual problems of showmanship?
The error of this year for many exhibitors will be that many pictures will not live up to the 100% exploitation standards. All
W. W. Hodkinson releases will be carefully graded in keeping
with their values and exploited honestly in keeping with their
values. In the Hodkinson organization no exhibitor will be victimized bythe power of publicity.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifih Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PATHi- Exchange, Incorporated

ROBERTSON

- COLE

PRODUCTIONS

SEASON

OF

19 19-1920

Pictures of a Higk Standard of Excellence
Sessue Hayakawa
Bessie Barriscale
H. B. Warner
Edith Store\
Beatriz Michelena
William Desmond
Brentwood Pictures
Strand Comedies
Scenic Adventure Series
Martin Joknson Pictures
New Female Star Uo be announcid)
NJew Male Star I to bt announced)
Robertson-Cole Specials

Robertson-Cole

will continue to offer

tke exhibitors a product w?itk v?kick
tkey can make money.

ROBERTSON

-COLE

PRODUCTIONS
SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

In a series of eight new Hadorth Productions commencing in
October.
BESSIE BARRISCALE
Will appear in eight netO B. B. Features starting in November.
H. B. WARNER
Jesse D. Hampton will present Mr. Warner in six additional subjects following " <The Man WKo Turned Wkite" and "H^e
EDITH STOREY
Pagan God."
After a year in war work, devoting Ker strength and talent to
the soldiers and sailors in a modest unheralded way, will be
offered in a series of eight nev? pictures to be produced by
Haworth.
BEATRIZ MICHELENA
In two more big compelling outdoor dramas.
WILLIAM

DESMOND

Will be presented by* jesse D. Hampton in two productions
following " A Sage Brush Hamlet."
BRENTWOOD
PICTURES
'Three more productions on the order of " The Turn in the
Road," "Better Times" and "The Other Half directed by*
King W. Vidor.
TWO NEW STARS
A man and woman star of the first magnitude whose names will
be announced later.
STRAND

COMEDIES

ACole.
single reel comedy produced each -oJeek especially for RobertsonSCENIC ADVENTURES
Episodes of enthralling interest centering about wonder spots of
the world.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Of strange peoples tfhich are now being filmed by Mr. Johnson
ROBERTSON-COLE SPECIALS
With big stories and exceptional casts will consist of twelve big
super-pictures.

Distributed by*
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Broadway
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( penry ii)adsworth Longfellow's
viiaiiy dramatic ftoerrv

m/A j>HRIAM^OOPER aslvangeiine
Directed by
Walsh
and

THEDA

BARA

supreme
W

in,

Irish drama

//If
y/v

^^^3 'Directed by Charles
J-'Brabin
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ENTERTAINMENTS

EXHIBITORS

JLJirectecL

by

PRA2MK

BEAL

FOX

HERALD

ENTERTAINMENTS

Tense

with

action

and

alive

with

the

i mflhe

beauties

SPLENDID

^Directed

FOX

of

by

EN

Howard

high

life

SIN
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supreme
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attractions*
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HERALD

ROLFB

presents
MOBERT

magnificent
by

THE

a

WCHAMBERS

productions

great

author,

of

great

beginning

AMAZING

SERIES

stories
witk

LOVERS

^^W^^^dJy

A.LOGUE

CHARLES

the

Shining

ROBERT

-a

Band"

W1BERS

story

which

for

its vital plot, its
vivacity,
and

piquancy

sentiment

out as

one

of the best

of the Chambers
WATCH

FOR

stands

works

FURTHER

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A.H.FISCHER

A.H.Fischer,

pres. Ureas.;
NEW

B.A.Rolfe,

FEATURES^

vice-pres.-, Chas. A.Logue,

ROCHELLE,

N.Y.
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The Sign of Service

"Tag!
BUT
PLAY
IF

You're
YOU
THE

YOU

DON'T
HAVE
TO
GAME
THAT
WAY
DON'T

WANT

T is to enable you to play motion
i Realart has come into existence.
You
and

It!"

TO

pictures

your way that

have said you wanted BIG STARS, GOOD
STORIES
COMPETENT
DIRECTION
combined in each picture.

You have pleaded for SERVICE — prompt deliveries, courteous
consideration, intelligent assistance in exploitation and such reasonable co-operation as any good customer is entitled to receive.
You

have declared your desire to be emancipated
cerity, exaggeration, bluff, bluster and buncombe.

from

insin-

You want to buy as other merchants buy — on a basis of known value.
Realart

Pictures

Realart

stands

and

Realart

on the theory

Policy meet

your requirements.

that there is a big field for the

right pictures, sold on the right principle.
You will find this policy clearly reflected in the spirit of the
men of the new organization. Their very enthusiasm bespeaks
supreme confidence in Realart Pictures, in Realart Service, and
in Realart Ideals.
You don't have to be "it" You can play the game
For the Realart way is your way !

the Realart way !
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T7i€ Sign q/" Superiority

Emile
To

Chautard

Release

T^MILE

CHAUTARD

Through
was

to the drama

Realart
born. Artist, author,

actor, stage and screen director — he has climbed
steep steps to international fame.

Leading
with

man

Madame

French

the long,

for years at the foremost Parisian theatres, playing
Rejane and other great stars; director of early

photoplay

successes,

such

as "The

Girl from

Rectors"

and "The Merry Widow;" in America responsible for many of
the best pictures of Alice Brady, Elsie Ferguson, Lina Cavalieri,
Vivian Martin, Doris Kenyon, Mollie King and other popular
actresses; now making a series of six big photonoveh for Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, Isaac Wolper, President, to be
released through Realart.
The first of the new

series of pictures by this master

director is a

story based on what Gilbert K. Chesterton calls "probably
best detective tale of our times," Gaston Leroux's

the

Room"
Yellow
of the
Mystery
A crime is committed in a room with no conceivable exit for
escape. But the offender does escape; passes from the room like
a shadow. And in his explanation of the apparently impossible,
EMILE CHAUTARD
has presented a story that rivals Edgar
Allan

Poe's remarkable

problem

in the murder

of the "Rue

de

La Morgue."
"The Mystery of the Yellow
Will YOU share in it?

99999
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Room"

99

will make

box office history.
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PICTURES
T/ie Sign of Satisfaction

A hasMan's
ing
For vital,
He
something to say Wait
that will interest
you — something
about profits!
You!
He is prepared to demonstrate that an event really new and big has taken place in
filmdom during the last few weeks.
You will find his address below. And he will be at that address whenever you tell
him you will call. Or, he will call on you whenever you tell him you have the leisure.
TODAY ? NOW !
STREET

CITY
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK
OMAHA
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON

ADDRESS

MANAGER

Room 302 Hirsch Bldg., 146 Marietta Street
5 Isabella Street
221 Franklin Street
Room 1204 Consumers Bldg.,
220 South State Street
Room 910 Mercantile Library Bldg.
Room 200 Bangor Building,
942 Prospect Avenue, East
1905 Commerce Street (Temporary Address)
1742 Glenarm Street
Room 607 Joseph Mack Bldg.
Rooms 509-10 Republic Bldg.,
Cor. 10th and Walnut Streets
Suite 839-840 Merchants National Bank Bldg.,
Sixth and Spring Streets
Room 801 Produce Exchange Building
729 Seventh Avenue
1214 Farnam Street
Southeast cor. 13th and Vine Streets
1018-1020 Forbes Street
Rooms 1006-1008 David Hewes Building,
995 Market Street
Room 216 White Building
3626 Olive Street
Rooms 806-820 Mather Bldg., 916 G St., N. W.

Joseph L. Marentette
Walter R. Scates
Henry E. Wilkinson
Harry W. Willard
Mark Goldman
James B. Reilly
D. Callahan
Bert R. Latz
C. G. Kingsley
John N. MacMeekin
Oren F. Woody
Harry L. Hollander
Lester W. Adler
Melville E. Maxwell
Jay
Nat Emanuel
Barach
Ralph B. Quive
Albert W. Eden
J.Wm.
C. Ragland
H. Rippard

Ben F. Simpson, Field Manager

J. S. Woody, General Sales Manager
REALART

PICTURES
CORPORATION
Arthur S. Kane, President
112 West 42nd Street, New York City
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V
THE MYSTERIOUS
MASTER MIND OF THE
SACRED TWELVE SWORN
TO RECOVER FROM TUE FOUR
CORNERS OF THE EARTH THE
NINE DAGGERS THAT ODEN
.THE DOOPTO THE HIDDEN „
DEVILS TRADEMARK

Octopus
EEATUPING
DEN

WILSON

&

NEVA

GEDBEP

15 SMASHING
EPISODES

^THE

SEDIAL

OH

A

THOUSAND

TUP

ILLS

"

PRODUCED
UNDEP

THE

PERSONAL
SUPERVISION
/DEN

WLSON

-0PEI6M PIGWTS CONTROLLED BY DAVID P.WOVCLLS

UALLMAD^ DCTUCC
THRU
S A. LYNCH ENTERPRISES, INC.
FOR.
ST. LOUIS, KANSAS CITX OMAMA.ATLANTA,
DALLAS, £ NEW ORLEANS TERRITORIES
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The original of the following letter is on file in the office of D. W. GRIFFITH
SERVICE, 720 Longacre Building, 1480 Broadway, New York City.
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"Hearts of the World" ( new version), "The Fall of Babylon" and "The Mother and
the Law" carry the prestige of the Griffith Repertory Season of 204 consecutive performances at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, Broadway and 43rd Street, New York City, where
they played to capacity business at prices ranging from 50c to $3.
Ml three productions are released through D. W. GRIFFITH SERVICE, Albert L.
Grey, General Manager, Suite 720, Longacre Building, New York City.
VI /"iT*!? "The Fall of Babylon" will be ready for early bookings immediately following
1 1 \J 1 Lj its present tour at $2 prices over the Klaw & Erlanger circuit.
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The newest, finest and largest
picture house in New York
THE

CAPITOL

has booked for one of its first
offerings

GUY

EMPEY
in

THE

Made

UNDERCURRENT"
carrying out a policy of presenting
only the highest class photodramas.

Distributed

by Empey

15

by Select

Get an early date
while there are
any to be had.

In
GENE
EU
it

O'BRIEN

PERFECT
THE
INCE
PH
A RAL
Made

by Selznick

LOVER"
PRODUCTION

Distributed

by Select

Another sensation by
the popular star of
''Upstairs and Down"

u

s

Made

by Selznick

OLIVE
In
THE

THOMAS

SPITE

BRIDE

Distributed

by Select

Made

by Selznick
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First National
release
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will shortly

another

SPECIAL

that is_a special
Follow its tracks —
more next week

A

BIG

First National
Attraction
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Mary

greatest character study is
Pickford's
"THE

I )incK <l by S A

HERALD

Franklin

Photographed by'Chas. Roshcr

HOODLUM"

^Iffix I

X^^T*^?
A First National
Attraction
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Released
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There's
Pep in the
Advertising

HERALD

Picture
and
Pep in the
for It.
Provided

Here is some Press Sheet Copy —

"You want a hubby who hates all women
Dearie, there's no such animal."

but you.

If employers'
wives
theirwrinkles
way, stenog's
faces
would
be covered
withhadeither
or whiskers.
Ala foi! There's a dash of French savee in
this tale of a man-hunting maid.

Cut f om press sheet
Joseph

M.

Schenck

CONSTANCE

presents

TALMADGE
m

A

John

Emerson-Anita

Loos

Production

"A

TEMPERAMENTAL

WIFE"

Directed by David Kirkland

Released

Sept.

1st.

A First National
Attraction
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J

\ Robert AlWm \

J^alph Graves

The

greatest All-star cast ever seen in one Production

advertise!

to

Easy

Because

every one of the cast

I has a personal following

ANITA

STEWART
IN

"Her

Kingdom
Directed by Marshallof
NeilanDreams"

Built

Released

for

long

Sept. 15th

runs

A First National
Attraction
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Serial

Ibr

3C

Businessman — Laborer,
Boy,

Matron
A

Serial

or

Girl,

Young

for All Classes

WILLIAM

and

Theatre

for Every
31

Woman

DUNCAN
XXX

\k

"SMASHING
BARRIERS"
VITAGRAPH
Albert E Smith. President
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Advertising
of

is

Modern

tlie
Bu

Lifeblood
siness

Combined with merit of product it
creates the substance of success

THE

advertising

campaign

now

being

launched for "THE
STORMY
PETREL"
starring LOUISE
HUFF,
is bac ked by the
absolute
high

faith

quality

of

trie

producers

in the

of this production.

AMERICAN

CINEMA

CORPORATION
WALTER

NIEBUHR,

President
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Combination

Philosophy,

Elaborately

Art

New

of

and

Cynicism

Animated
Sparkling

Photography
Subjects

Carefully

Selected

INCOMPARABLE
Produced by two Artists with a
"REP" in the motion picture business
LUIS

SEEL
220

Telephone
Bryant 6796

West
p
boon

F. A.

42nd

Street, New

J
ready
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Have
You
Visited

0

The

Ludwig

Film

$

You

$

Large
by

owe

it to your

receipts

can

MEYERS

Star"

Reel
in a class

Laughs?—

Jester

You

Office —

only be assured

Series

A Big Star — A Splendid Cast — Gripping,
and Careful Preparation Place These

Two

Box

Booking:

HARRY

"Lone

Exchanges

Sensational

j
Stories

Westerns
by

get
in

2

Reel

Book

them

j

themselves

an

evening

full

Comedies
and

see

—

UDWIG

FILM
Exchanges
Also
D. PADORR, Manager
Also
Loeb Arcade
207 South Wabash Avenue
Toy Building
Milwaukee
CHICAGO
Minneapolis
20

BEE-HIVE
FILM
EXCHANGE
CO
R.C. CROPPER,
PRESIDENT.

WARNING

WATCH

RED"THIS

FOR

HA
IGAN
MAN
IS RR
A CROOK!

MANY

DETECTIVES

AGENCIES
BEST
HE

TO

ARE

TRAP

ARE

TRYING
HIM

IS LIABLE

AND

TO

ON

HIS

THEIR

TRAIL.
LEVEL

CONVICT

ENTER

ANY

ATRE IN ILLINOIS, INDIANA
CONSIN. GREAT CROWDS

WILL

SECURE

BOX-OFFICE

LATEST

WIRE— PHONE

TOY BUILDING
MILWAUKEE

BEE

A

RECEIPTS
REEL

FIVE

MYSTERIOUS

NEAREST

ARE
HIM

REWARD

LIBERAL
VIA

THE-

OR WISFOLLOW

HIM
CONTINUALLY.
IF YOU
FORTUNATE
ENOUGH
TO CATCH
YOU

HIM.

MR.
OR

FEATURE,

OUR
"THE

BROWNING."
WRITE

HIVE

(207 S. WABASH 1
CHICAGO

WITH

IMMEDIATELY
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"Your

Magazine

Tops

Them

All")

T
IBERTY
THEATRfT
"L/
"As You Like It"
SU &f)e $eat tEfttngg in tfjc Jf tela of Silent 2Brama
p. Cfjompson, ilflanager
1L. j&. ^Isfjlep, g>ec. anb treats.
Pardeeville, Wisconsin

To—

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

Gentlemen;Congratulations on the strides you have made
in the field of magazines devoted to the motion picture
industry.
Your magazine tops them all.
Your department
"What The Picture Did For Me" is an invaluable guide for
the exhibitor.
If every exhibitor will use it and give
the other fellow the results
experience, it will continue

of his honest-to-goodness
to be of more and more value.

Every exhibitor should tell us exactly what the picture
is.
Sometimes really good pictures fail to bring business
through poor exploitation and the picture should not be
blamed for it.
Some tell us that "it is a good picture but
it did not do business for me" which is the proper spirit.
If you have that picture coming, you know about how far to
go with a report like that.
Just to judge the picture on
its merits alone seems to me to be the safest way. I usually
group the reports on a certain picture and strike an
average.
This lands a fellow pretty close to sure fire
results on any subject.
I am enclosing my $1.00 for another year.
Keep
coming and let the good magazine continue to grow.
Very

respectfully
LIBERTY

[signed]
28

it

yours,
THEATRE,

H. P. Thompson
Pardeeville,

Wis.
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CHRISTIE
SPECIALS
in Two

Reels

FAY

TINCHER
and a

FEATURE
CAST
including
EARL
EDDIE
AND

Dangerous

Nan

Released

DISTRIBUTED BY
A. H. Blank Enterprises
OMAHA, NEBR.
Crescent Film Co.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Midwest Distributing Corp.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.
207 SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
Standard Film Service
DETROIT, MICH., CLEVELAND and
CINCINNATI, OHIO

THE

RODNEY
BARRY
CHRISTIE

GIRLS

McGrew

in September

•yHEY
the was
eastern
mastertold
there
one school
grand

29

thing about his fiancee — she 'alius'
gave her victims a 'swell' burial.

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher
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Ail editorial copy and
business correspondence
should be addressed to
Chicago office.
Forms close 6 P. M.
Mondays.

THE

HERALD
With which is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY

FILM

INDEPENDENT

NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

D. W. Griffith in Alliance with E. E. Smathers,
Eastern Millionaire
35
Alabama Exhibitors Fight to Save Theatres
from Politics
36
Producers Refuse Pictures to Houses Closed by
A. E. A. Strike
37
Universal Will Send Company to Japan to Produce Serial
38
Film Theft Committee Pushes Campaign to Tail
Offenders
39
Cleveland Exhibitors Declare War on "Pirates"
of the Trade
40
Randolph Bartlett Made Head of Select's Advertising Department
41
Fight for Film Tax Repeals Winning Friends in
Congress
42
Robertson-Cole Adds Three Stars: Makes Fall
Announcement
45
Goldwyn to Celebrate Anniversary Week of September 8to 14
-. . . .
Hancock Announces Completion of Staff to Produce Fox News
New Fox Motion Picture Plant Ready for Occupancy October 1
World Pictures Secures Scries of Waldorf Film's
Productions .

47
48
49
50

"The Westerners" Booked Day and Date Over
Big Chicago Circuits
53
"The
Miracle
Opens Run at Cohan's 54
Theatre,
New Man''
York
Realart Will Give "Sinners" Premier at Sing
Sing Prison
55
Reviews
"His Majesty, The American," United Artists
C-D, six parts, with Douglas Fairbanks
63
"Heart
of
Youth,"
Paramount
D,
five
parts,
with
Lila Lee
63
"The Woman Under Cover," Universal D. six
parts, with Fritzj Brunette
63
"A Burglar by Proxy," First National C, five
parts, with Jack Pick ford
63
"Backstage,"
Paramount C, two parts, with Ros- 64
coe Arbuckle
"The Perfect Lover," Select D, five parts, witli
Eugene O'Brien
64
Volume IX

SEPTEMBER

Editorial and Executive
Offices:
417 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.
Harrison 9248.
New York Office:
1476 Broadway.
Tel. Bryant 51 11.

TRADE

PAPER,

"Mother and the Law," D. W. Griffith D. seven
parts, with Mae Marsh
64
"ThewithOther
Half,"
Robertson-Cole
D,
five
parts,
ZaSu Pitts
65
"Sinbad the Sailor," Universal-Jewel special.
one part
"The Red Viper," Tyrad Pictures D, six parts.
with Gareth Hughes
"The Third Kiss," Paramount-Artcraft D, five
parts, with Vivian Martin
"Nobody Home." Paramount C, five parts, with
Dorothy Gish

65
65
65
66

Departments
The Cutting Room
43
Exhibitors Bureau
67, 68. 69. 70. 71
Up and Down Film Row
78
The Export Department
83
Happenings on the Pacific Coast
84
Chicago Trade Events
.85, 86
Guide to Current Pictures
87, 88, 89, 90
Advertisers
Aeromarine Plane & Motor Company
32
American Cinema Corporation
24
Bee-Hive Exchange. Inc
27
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
29
DeBerri Scenic Company
90
DeVry Corporation
90
Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation
2
First National Exhibitors Circuit. Inc. 19, 20, 21, 22
Fox Film Corporation
5. 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
1, 91
D.
W." Griffith
Service
14
Hallmark
Pictures
13
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
4
Ludwig Film Company
26
Lyon & Healy
89
National Poster & Printing Company
90
Pathe Exchange, Inc
92
Realart Pictures Corporation
Insert
Ritchey Lithographing Corporation
34
Robertson-Cole Company
Insert
Select Pictures Corporation
15. 16. 17. 18
Screen Follies
25
Unity Photoplays Company
31
I'niversal Film Manufacturing Company
3
Vitagraph Company. Inc
23
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1 rou ble Ahead

Dying?

IT is being firmly declared by many close observers
that the brand name and trade mark in motion
pictures is doomed to oblivion in the near future.
Recent developments to quite an extent seem to
bear out this contention and in the history of the
industry there is little or nothing upon which to argue
the permanent value of the trade mark in pictures.
There was a time when "Biograph" on a motion
picture was equivalent to "Sterling" on silver. But
today the trade name Biograph is but an echo down
from another era in pictures.
There are indications that in the near future at
least the brand name is to play but a very small part
in the business. The trend of popularity both with
the trade and the general public seems to be toward
the big star, big director and big story picture, regardles ofwhat trade mark the picture carries.
The majority of exhibitors who had big successes

Tl I B determined effort of leading producing
companies to obtain the services of authors of
reputation and proven ability seems to be developing a situation in which it will soon be rather difficult for an author to know just where he belongs.
According to announcements of several companies this author and that author is under contract. Of course, an author must be a rather versatile person but we strongly suspect that none of
them has developed any method of being under exclusive contract in more than one place at one time,
tit
The One

Danger

IN this actors' strike business there has been much
ado about practically nothing, as far as the motion
picture industry is concerned. All that was necessary for motion picture folks to do in the matter
was to mind their own business. And, fortunately,
— even after a bad start — they have succeeded in
doing this. The only dangerous element that remains to be contended with are those persons who
insist upon viewing the situation through the hazy
goggles of Broadway gossip.
* * *

in playing "Tarzan of the Apes" could not tell what
company produced it; "The Miracle Man," destined
to be one of the big successes of the season, will be
known as a George Loane Tucker production and a
Nazimova production comes to the trade simply as a
Nazimova production with little or no thought of
what company produces it.
The inevitable variance in quality seems to be a fact
in this business which strongly militates against the
permanence of prestige in trade marks.
* * *
Gold wyn

q£

"None

So Bh nd

a former vice presiSHERRILL,
Mof theL.National
WILLIAdent
Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, breaks with this body because he
cannot see the necessity or advisability of the alliance with the National Board of Review.
The ostrich method of defense may afford a comfortable state of mind until the crash comes but this
lactic should hardly be given a place in modern

s Birthday

approach of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation toward its third anniversary suggests passing comment on the remarkable commercial and
artistic progress of this organization in the short
space of three years. Launched with splendid
optimism at a moment when the present as well as
the immediate future of the motion picture business
was, in many quarters, a matter of sinister speculation thfs organization has forged on steadily toward
its goal of greater pictures and wider activity until
it has attained within the short space of three years
a degree of achievement that undoubtedly is and
should be a matter of great gratification to the responsible executives.

THE

* * *

preparedness.
Real

Salesman

THE recent performance of Mr. Rowland of
Metro makes it known that he is quite a salesman. In a few hours pilfered from a sight-seeing
schedule while in England recently he succeeded in
signing up for pictures of his firm some two hundred
theatres under the direction of Sir William Jury.
33
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Colvin W. Brown, head of Exhibitors
Mutual's publicity forces, arrived in Chivisit. cago on Labor Day for a three-day business

aids for Select, has been added to the publicity staff of Realart Pictures Corporation,
where he will serve in a similar capacity.

Marshall Neilan left New York for the
Pacific coast on Wednesday, September 3.

Doty Hobart, well known as a scenario
writer, has been engaged to write the continuities for the Paramount-Briggs Comedies made by Briggs Pictures, Inc.

Marjorie Daw left for California September 4. Miss Daw had been in New
York for two weeks.
Mary Murrillo, one of the best known
writers for the screen, lately concluded a
visit to her parents in London and returned
to this country to accept a position on the
Norma Talmadge staff.
Arthur
Krows,
Vitagraph'sscenario
continuity
staff,
has been
madeof assistant
editor, relieving Lucien Hubbard, who has
been assigned to work on a number of
forthcoming special productions.
George Terwilliger, author of several
screen plays and a director of many stars,
has been engaged to direct Alice Joyce in
her coming production, "Pride."
R. William Neil, who lately produced
"The Career of Catherine Bush," and is
now engaged upon "The Band Box," starring Doris Kenyon, is looking forward
anxiously to the arrival in New York of
his wife and the baby, born since he left
Los Angeles, whom he has never seen.
Edna S. Michaels, for a year publicity
writer for Select, has been added to the
Realart publicity staff.
James H. Cunniff, an accountant of note
in other circles, has been appointed chief
traveling auditor for the Realart Pictures
Corporation. He will assist Dario L. Faralla, comptroller, in the installation of a
branch accounting system.
David E. Berman, for two years associated with Fox Film in various capacities
and more recently of Select, is announced
as purchasing agent for Realart Pictures
Corporation.
George Landy, recently engaged in the
preparation of press books and advertising

Walter McGrail, who played important
parts in "Within the Law," "The Business
of Life" and "Everybody's Girl," has been
secured to play opposite Elaine Hammerstein in her first Selznick production, "The
Country Cousin."
Wesley Ruggles, who is to direct Owen
Moore in his forthcoming Selznick production, has just returned east from a three
weeks visit to his parents in Los Angeles.
Al Jennings, whose bandit experiences
are to form the basis for his Capital features, has returned to the West coast after
a personal appearance tour of the country.
George Ovey, of both musical comedy and
film experience, has been signed to appear
in comedies by the newly formed producing
company, Gaiety Comedies, Inc.
Mildred Harris Chaplin is spending a
two weeks vacation at Catalina Island preparatory to beginning production under her
Louis B. Mayer contract.
Denison Clift, who has been special
writer at the Fox West coast studios for
the past eighteen months, has been made
supervising editorial head of all Fox feature productions to be made in California.
George H. Melford, whose name has figured directorially in many big features of
the past, will direct Jack London's "The
Sea Wolf," a coming Paramount-Artcraft
picture.
Maurice Tourneur is preparing to produce "Treasurer Island," Jack Holt, Lon
Chaney, Wilton Taylor and Bull Montana
already
the
play. having been selected for roles in

By
J.ZZ
R. M.
JA
Tut! Tut!
Ten little bathing girls
Ushers at a show.
Nothing much above the waist,
Nothing much below.
Bad Chicago Copper kicked
On their knees so nude.
Made them put their dresses on.
Ain't policemen rude?

Alas, I Knew Him WellExit Thanhouser — enter Fischer.
The king is dead — long live the king.
"A. H. Fischer" is the new name over
the studio door in New Rochelle.
Big Doings —
Percysuggester,
Dubb, the
world's greatest
stunt
is preparing
one of
the most startling fall announcements
ever perpetrated. We are not at liberty to divulge his plan at present
but understand it is to include an entirely new policy. He will inaugurate
a watch contest, a popularity contest
and guessing contest, all of which will
be kept going at one and the same
time. Watch for further notices.
Enough for Everybody —
The loving cup factories must be
working overtime. Four pictures in
one week showing these handy dirt
catchers. And one photo had six on it.
No Shortage of Companies —
Notwithstanding
that signed
all the up,
available authors have been
all
the copyrighted stories bought and the
future output of our popular writers
subscribed for for picture purposes,
there's a lot of new companies being
formed every week. That "shortage
of screen material bugaboo" doesn't
stop 'em.
This Is too Much —
Almost everything else has been
blamed on motion pictures and now
comes a sporting writer and says they
ruined Jess Willard.

THE artists who are responsible for practically every great moving picture
poster that has appeared on the boards in recent years are all in the RITCHEY
organization. As a result we have a literal monopoly in the production of great
photo-play posters.
THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
406 W. 31st Street. New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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(Special to Exhibitors Herald)'
NEW YORK, Sept. 2. — A deal of far-reaching importance has been
legotiated between David Wark Griffith and E. E. Smathers, well-known
apitalist and sportsman of New York City.
Although confirmatory details are lacking at this time, the arrangenent is looked upon as one which will place at the disposal of Mr. Griffith
i vast financial backing for future triumphs in motion picture production.
The initial move in the alliance between Mr. Griffith and Mr. Smathers
s the purchase, concluded last week, of the estate of the late Henry M.
rlagler, "Vergemere," on Orienta Point, Mamaroneck, New York.
The sum of $325,000 was paid for the property and buildings. The purhase was made by Mr. Smathers, who immediately transferred the estate
0 Mr. Griffith.
Another transaction of greater importance occurred some time ago
nd the details are only now available.
PLAN "D. W. GRIFFITH THEATRE"
Through the combination with Mr. Smathers, Mr. Griffith is to have a
beatre — probably exclusively for Griffith productions — in New York City.
Tie skating rink property at Fifty-third street and Broadway, which reently was purchased in the name of Mr. Smathers, will be remodeled into
theatre building which will carry the name of Griffith.
The Flagler estate at Mamaroneck is to be used by Mr. Griffith as a
fudio. The property is situated on Long Island Sound and is considered
ne of the handsomest places in the East. The estate comprises twenty-six
cres and several buildings now standing, together with twenty-one acres
f land under water, the riparian rights to which belong to the estate.
Just prior to the death of Henry M. Flagler, the New York Yacht Club
ffered him $750,000 for the place, but he declined the offer. After his
emise the property went to Mrs. Flagler, and, upon her death, was
illed to her niece. The niece makes her home at Newport and had no use
>r the estate, which she sacrificed to Mr. Griffith.
AFFORDS VAST FACILITIES
There are several large buildings on the place besides the colonial manion, which is a structure half colonial and half modern architecture, and
1 which there are thirty-seven rooms.
"Vergemere" is three miles from the railroad station and is located on
point which was immortalized by J. Fennimore Cooper as "Satan's Toe"
i "The Spy." The point commands a wonderful view of Long Island
ound and is directly opposite the Larchmont Yacht Club. Three miles
cross the bay of Larchmont and across the Sound stands Castle Gould on
ands Point.
TO ERECT UNIQUE STUDIO
From confidential sources it is learned that Mr. Griffith, in anticipation
f the purchase of the property, has worked out plans for a studio building
> be erected on the grounds of the estate which will be unique in many
aspects. The fortunate location of the estate offers many natural advances both for the placing of the studio building and for obtaining excellent
<terior shots for motion picture production.
If present plans are carried into effect, construction work will comlence immediately with a view to having the new buildings completed and
ie estate ready for occupancy within ninety days.
The alliance between Mr. Smathers and Mr. Griffith is looked upon as
ie of the most important deals in recent motion picture history. The acnUition of the Flagler estate and the plans for a D. W. Griffith theatre in
ew York City indicate the scope of the intended operation.
With the completion of the D. W. Griffith Theatre the public will be
ven the first motion picture "personality" theatre. During the recent exbition of Griffith productions at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre in New York
ity, Mr. Griffith demonstrated the drawing power of his name, as his variis productions, all old except "Broken Blossoms," played to unusually big
lsiness throughout an engagement running nearly three months.
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Buys Goldwyn
"Dangerous
Days"
to Produce
Noted Rinehart Story
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES, Sept. 2.— "Dangerous Days" will be the first production
for the Goldwyn series of Eminent
Authors' pictures, according to an announcement here today by Samuel Goldwyn, president of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation.
"Dangerous Days" is the latest novel
by Mary
Rinehart.
hart, who Roberts
in company
with herMrs.
two Rinesons,
is now in California, concurred in the
decision to have her first picture based
on her latest novel.
Discussing the acquisition of the popular novel for a Goldwyn production,
Mr. Goldwyn said:
" 'Dangerous Days' is a vivid picture
of American society during the most
deeply aroused period of our history.
The men and women in the story are
caught in the great tide of an unsuspected current of life. It is a brilliant
and penetrating study of married life
beginning with Mrs. Haverford's question. 'What do men want, anyhow?'"
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Bill, Now
Before Legislature, Condemned by Theatre, Owners Through
State — Measure Is Drastic
bombs, the use of chloroform, ether or
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— Exhibitors
throughout the state are organizing to drugs to render a perso'n unconscious;
defeat a film censorship bill, which has binding, gagging, stabbing, accompanied
been introduced in the state legislature
by profuse bleeding, lashing, whipping,
and hanging, or persons in deWith "Keep the Theatres out of Poli- torturing,
lirium or insane, abortion or malpractice,
tics" as their battle cry, the theatre owncounterfeiting,
incendiarism; provided,
ers are enlisting the newspapers and genhowever, that nothing in this act is
eral public on their side, and sentiment
against the bill is sweeping the state. meant to prohibit or make unlawful the
Despite the strength of censorship advo- presentation of any reel, film or view that
cates, it is believed, the measure will be represents the work, inquiry, investigadefeated.
tion or reports on any inquisitorial or inMeasure Drastic in Its Terms
vestigating committee, board or organization expressly provided by the laws of
According
to
exhibitors,
the
bill
is
patterned after the law now in effect in the United States or any municipality in
Pennsylvania and is most drastic in its the United States, which such reel, film
or view is ordered — and provided further
provisions. Many theatre owners declare
that nothing in this act shall prevent the
that its passage would destroy the moboard
from approving any reel, film or
bama. tion picture business throughout Ala- view which they do not deem harmful
The bill provides for a system of to humanSalaries
welfare."
to Total $15,000
examination, approval and regulation of
all films and slides to be exhibited in Alastamp
approval The
must bill
be
onThe
eachboard's
film or
viewof shown.
bama and for a board of governors.
The bill further provides that the bill provides that for the examination of each
film, reel or set of views of 1,200 lineal
shall
disapprove
films "as
are sacreligious,
obscene,suchvulgar,
indecent
or feet or less the board shall receive in adimmoral, together with the presentation
vance afee of $1, and $1 for each duplior showing of the human body in the
cate or print thereof, to be paid in adnude state, domestic or conjugal infivance. It also provides for re-examina
delity of an immoral nature, child birth tion, and appeal from the decision of the
or maternity scene, the seduction of board to the court of common pleas of
women or girls, assaults upon women
the proper county and provides penalties
with immoral intent, the procuration or for violations of the act. The annual salaries of the employees of the board as
prostitution in all forms of girls, and
their confinement for immoral purposes.
provided for is about $15,000.
Many Scenes Prohibited
"All films, reels or views depicting the Gradwell Denies
use of morphine, cocaine, opium or other
habit forming drugs, together with traf
Recent Report of
fic in same; robbing, murder, poisoning
New Affiliation
pocket picking, the lighting or wiring
i mumnnun iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiinini mumrn miiiiiijim
Ricord Gradwell, in a telegraphic communication to Exhibitors Herald, denies
the rumor which has been in circulaExhibitor Must
tion to the effect that Mr. Gradwell is
planning an affiliation with the Lewis J.
Have HERALD
Selznick enterprises.
Mr. Gradwell states the report is incorrect and requests Exhibitors Herald
| TO EXHIBITORS HERALD:
to make this denial.
1
Enclosed find check for one
| year's subscription to your "com- | Screen Follies Latest
| ing to the front" HERALD.
News Weekly on Market
j
"What the Picture Did for §
NEW YORK.— Last week a new
: Me" and other valuable items in
screen weekly came into being under the
name of Screen Follies, which is to be a
your trade paper are worth sevone thousand feet in length, of
j eral times the price we are pay- \ weekly,
\ ing. There are several other \ animated photography, which will be
treated in a novel way and will deal in
i reasons why I must have EX- i fact
and fiction. The Screen Follies will
\ HIBITORS
HERALD
every \ be ready for publication within a week
or
two.
| week on my desk.
Wishing you the best of sue- 1
Lait Joins Selznick
i cess, I remain,
Jack
Lait, well known Chicago newsVery truly yours,
paperman, who has won national recognition as a playwright, short story
(Signed) CHAS. BLAIN,
writer and humorist, has been signed by
Morgan Theatre,
Myron Selznick, president of Selznick
pictures, to write 36exclusively for the
Hcnryetta, Okla.
Selznick company for a period of one
idlUII ■■■■^■■■■■■■■■tniiniiiniiiraiTPitnuaiirTiinHiiiinTHiiiiiTiiiiiitMiiiiiiiiiii niniiiiiil.
year.

CHARLES J. BRABIN
Who is announced by William Fox as the
author of "Kathleen Mavourneen."
CHARLES J. BRABIN
IS MYSTERY AUTHOR
In answer to the many inquiries which
have been received at the executive offices of Fox Film Corporation since the
introduction of Theda Bara's latest vehicle, theatre
"Kathleen Mavourneen,"
the 44th
Street
in New York, atregarding
the authorship of this masterpiece of
screencraft, William Fox feels it incum-,
bent on him to disclose the name of the
adapter.
Charles T. Brabin, whose name appears
on thesion ofintroductory
titles folk
of thelifefilmas verthis tale of Irish
the
director of the production, has proved
himself in this endeavor more than an
able director. He also adapted the story
to the silent drama, and the manner in
which he has acquitted himself proves
his ability in literary technique of pictures as well as in the production of
them.
Harvey Horater East
NEW YORK.— Harvey C. Horater.
of the Alhambra Theatre, Toledo, Ohio,
has been in New York for some time,
purchasing
accessories
equipmentfor
his new theatre,
The and
Panthenon.
He
expects eration
toin October.
have his new theatre in opInquire at 1600
Broadway, N. Y.
In answer to letters of inquiry
from twenty-two exhibitors, asking
for information with reference to
a scheduled announcement of the
Theatres of AmerUnited
ica, Picture
Exhibitors Herald desires to
state
that
this
publication
information on the subject. has no

The press department of the
United Picture Theatres first stated
that an announcement regarding
plans for the year would be made
on or about June 1. Again, the
made that informawas disclosed
statemen
on Sept. J.
tion twould.be
Apparently, there has been a new
ment.
postponement of the announce-
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Possibility of Film Theatres
Becomes More Remote

Strike

Neutrality
Closing

As long as there is no attempt made to reopen legitimate theatres,
losed by the Equity strike, by using motion pictures, the motion picture
heatres of the country are not in danger of being darkened.
This is the reassuring word which has been given to exhibitors throughout the United States during the past few days.
Bronx Theatre Closed in New York
The only development in the East during the past seven days of inter!st to the motion picture industry was the closing of' the Bronx theatre,
vhich has been devoted to motion pictures. Union leaders explained that
he house was owned by Cohan and Harris, who are theatrical managers.
■ Big producers, while making no pubc announcement of a decision, have
eadily declined to permit their pictures
> be shown in legitimate theatres closed
y the strike.
Two New York houses have opened
|ith William Fox productions but it
as explained that Fox had obtained
long term lease on both playhouses
:fore they were closed by the strike.
third house which Fox had also leased
;fore
nted. the strike will not open, it is reOpening Is Cancelled
Rather than do anything to disturb
e finely balanced situation, the Argus
nterprises, Inc., producers of "The
ouse- Without
the
)ening
of this Children,"
feature atcancelled
the Gaiety
heatre, New York city, standing the
ss rather than jeopardize the industry.
Persistent reports that settlement of
ie strike may be announced at any
ne persist. One rumor states that the
eatres will reopen September 15; anher, October 1.
At Boston, the Colonial, Plymouth,
irk Square, Shubert, Wilbur and Treont theatres were closed Labor Day
hen the actors walked out. At Province, R. I., the Subert-Majestic, the
ayflower,
Erlanger'sOpera
new
eatre, andKlaw
the and
Providence
ouse were closed.
in Chicago and New York, the strikg actors have successfully opened
nefit performances to assist in finan? the strike.
•
hree Gate City
Theatres Merged
SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL.— By the
ms of a deal recently closed, the Calirnia, Imperial and Portola theatres
«me under the management of Eugene
Roth and Jack A. Partington, who
ve plans for the betterment and standiization of the programs offered at
ese houses. The Imperial, formerly
maged by Mr. Partington, will now be
"erated as the "long run" house of the
ree, only big features that can be
loked for indefinite engagements being
sected. "The Miracle Man," the first
< these will be followed by "Male or
1 male" and "Peg o' My Heart." which
i as far ahead as it is yet possible to
a ange for attractions.

Metro

Buys Rights

"Old president
Lady of31"
Richard A.ToRowland,
the
Metro Pictures Corp., has purchased the
screen rights to "Old Lady 31," the
stage play by Rachel Crothers which
enjoyed successful runs in New York
and Chicago at the Thirty-ninth Street
and Cort theatres, respectively.
It will be produced by Screen Classics,
Inc., with an all-star cast selected by
Maxwell Karger, director general of that
organization. It is the third play by
this writer to be produced by Metro,
"The Three of Us" and "A Man's
World," the latter featuring Emily
Stevens, being past productions appearing on the Metro schedule.

York Police
Arrest Three Men

As Film Thieves
NEW YORK. — Detective Joseph
Russo,
attached
to thethree
district
staff, has
arrested
men attorney's
charged
with the theft of $2,600 worth of films
from the office of the Pioneer Film Corporation on the eleventh floor at 130
West 46th street on the morning of
August 19. On that date $5,000 worth of
films were reported stolen by the company.
The prisoners described themselves as
Morris Cohen. £4 years old, of West
140th street, a film broker; Joseph Levy,
20 years old, of West 24th street, a film
delivery agent, and Thaddeus Potter,
night watchman of the building from
which the reels were stolen.
The police have received two suitcases containing six reels of a film
called "The Lady of the Dugout," a
seven-reel film they claim that Julius
Bellman, manager of the film company
which is the complainant in the case,
identified the films as part of those stolen
from
the company's
According
to Actingvault.
District Attorney
Joab H. Banton, Levy and Potter made
voluntary statements.
The films reported stolen from the
Pioneer Film Corporation are only a
small part of hundreds of thousands of
dollars'
worth of films reported stolen
say.
in this city during the past twelve
months, the district attorney attaches
Rivoli and Rialto to

Jule and J. J. Allen, whose Allen Theatre Enterprises embraces over forty
theatres in Canada, announce as the
latest addition to their circuit a new
theatre to be- erected at Windsor, Ont.,
just across the national boundary line
from Detroit, Mich.
This will be the second house for them
in the city, the Windsor theatre being
already under their management. It will
be known as the Allen theatre, as are
all houses opened in cities not already
having a theatre by that name.

Play Chaplin Classics
The Chaplin Classics, the new edition
de luxe of the twelve Mutual-Chaplin
comedies, are being booked for prerelease presentation in the largest and
finest theatres in the country, according
to an announcement from Exhibitors
Mutual, which will distribute them.
The most notable booking so far has
been for simultaneous presentation of
all twelve of the Chaplin classics at the
Rivoli and Rialto theatres, New York
City. A contract for the twelve productions, to play day and date at the two
Broadway houses, has been signed by
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, managing director
of both theatres. The first release, "The
Floorwalker," will be shown at the two
houses during the week of September 14.

Airman

Selznick

Aliens

to Build
In Windsor,

Ont.

Drops Tickets

For Feature's Premier
NEW YORK.— "The Right to Happiness," the Universal feature with Dorothy Phillips in the leading role and directed by Allen Holubar, opened at the
Park Theatre on Saturday, August 30,
to capacity attendance. A thirty-six
piece symphony orchestra, the Russian
Cathedral Quartette and the famous
Balalaika Orchestra, under the supervision of S. L. Rothapfel, were features
of the presentation.
A novel exploitation stunt was staged
when Lieut. C. S. Jones, American ace,
flew over Belmont race track throwing
out complimentary tickets to the Park
Theatre.
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Secures
Lewis as Director
NEW YORK.— Edgar Lewis, who has
been touring the Orient in quest of pictureturnedmaterial
and and
atmosphere,
reto America
affixed hishasname
to a contract by the terms of which he
will direct a series of productions for
Selznick Pictures.

Brooklyn Strand Opens
NEW YORK.— The Strand Theatre of
Brooklyn opened its doors to the public
on Friday. Manager J. Victor Wilson
stated that he will show nothing but the
best.
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Serial
Which

Leaves for Orient September 16 — Four
Companies Already Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the chief cameraman. The supporting
NEW YORK. — One of the most interesting and important announcements of the cast will include Harlan Ticker, Wadsweek is that made by the Universal Film worth Harris and Otto Lederer.
The company will also include George
Company to the effect that a fifth producing
Rively, scenarist; Elinor Fried, business
organization, headed by Marie Walcamp, will leave this country Sept. 16 manager and film editor; Earl R. Hinds,
bound for Japan, where a serial to be developer; Charles Monroe, electrician,
known
as "The Petals of Lao-Tze" will and Stockton Quincy, property chief.
be
filmed.
The unit will be equipped with a complete portable film laboratory, film tanks,
Four Already Abroad
drying drums and a printing machine.
There are already four Universal pro- A quarter of a million feet of film will
ducing companies abroad, and with the
Marie Walcamp organization working in be taken along for the use of the comThe other three serials to be produced
pany.
by Universal are: "The Strange Case of
Cavendish," by Randall Parish; "Wits
and the Woman," from a novel by Violet
Irwin,introduce
and "The
which
will
Art Man
AccordHunter,"
as a Universal star.
Russell Simpson to
Star in Own Pictures
Russell Simpson, who made such a trehit in Rex
"Thecharacter
Brand"
and who mendousgave
an Beach's
admirable
portrayal in First National's "Bill Apperson's Boy," has just finished his initial starring
"Out of theproduce
Dust."
Simpson
will,vehicle,
in all probability,
independently after finishing the engagements he made previous to his decision
to form his own company.
Katherine

MARIE WALCAMP
Who will Ntar in the Nerial Universal will
product* in Japan.
Japan under the direction of Henry McRae, four new serials will be in the
course of production.
The Eddie Polo company is now in
Scotland, making scenes for "The Thirteenth Hour." The Smithsonian-Universal African expedition, the AlderLaemmle expedition into the Orient,
and the industrial expedition headed by
Roswell B. Johnson bring the present
total to four.
The Marie Walcamp expedition will
be the second serial producing organization to be sent abroad by Universal.
It is the first time that a producing unit
has gone to such expense to get the best
serial material available.
J. Allen Dunn Author
The story to be produced was written
by J. Allen Dunn, a well-known writer
of western material, and Thomas Gubbins will act as assistant director and
interpreter. Joe Waddell, formerly in
the American aviation service, will be

MacDonald

BuysMacDonald,
Chambers'
Novel
Katherine
who recently
signed with First National, has just purchased Robert Chambers' famous novel.
"The Turning Point." T. L. Tally, of
Los Angeles, vice-president of the circuit, is very much enthused over Miss
MacDonald's work.
"The

House

Says

Still, the

East

Is Buzzin

With
Select's
Star Report
Is to Marry
NEW YORK.— Miss Elsie Janis, tl
noted actress, now starring in a seri
of Select Pictures, admitted today Edd
Rickenbacher, ace of American act
stands more than ace high with her—
do all members of the Ninety-four
Aero Squadron, of which she is hono
ary commander.
But as for being engaged to mar
Eddie — well, let her tell it:
"Engaged to Eddie Rickenbacher? i:
goodness,
Therewish
isn'tI one
truth in it.no.I only
couldiotamal
such a nice announcement. I'd shout
and singin itmyandjoy.maybe weep it to all t!
world,
"Why, I scarcely know him, at
haven't the slightest idea where the de
boy is. And for all I know, he m;
have a wife and three children som
where.
"I guess the story got started whe
some time ago, Eddie Rickenbacker ai
I were appearing in a benefit entertai
ment together on the Century roof,
had been on for a turn and Ricke
backer, the dear boy, followed me. V
both received warm receptions and tl
audience
calling first
me a;'f
then for began
Rickenbacher,
andforthen
both of us together.
"But I don't see that having our nam
called together right out in public li
that constitutes matrimony. Do you
Green Leaves Fox
Alfred E. Green, who was employed
director of the Fox Film Corporation
the studios at Hollywood, Cal., has i
signed to go with another film compai
He made with
one Miss
picture,
"TheHyland
Web
Chance,"
Peggy
the star, in which it is believed
brought out all the great possibilities
the pretty Fox ingenue.

Without Children"
Stirs Interest of Road

Robert W. Priest, president of The
Film Market, Inc., the selling agent for
"The House Without Children," has received fifty-one letters and inquiries
from prospective buyers seeking information regarding the "road-show" possibilities of Robert McLaughlin's newest feature. The title of "The House
Without Children" stamps it as a possible road-show proposition and, of
course, the wide-awake picture showmen who are on the lookout for attractions depend largely on titles for their
advance information.
Flood of Inquiries Received
Telegraphic announcements were sent
to the principal newspapers throughout
the country the night "The House Without Children"
opened
the then
Operait
House,
Cleveland,
Ohio,at and
was that the flood of inquiries began to
flow in.
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Janis

She's Not Engaged
To American Ac

Me

Few pictures are produced that hz
the requirements of a road show. Hei
when oneit shows
up, the
all eyes
are tun'
towards
to study
possibilities.
Given Expert Exploitation
A plan is being drawn up with a vi
to assisting state rights buyers to be
and exploit "The House Without CI
dren" to the best possible advanta
The approved theatrical method
booking an attraction in one theatre ii
town not more than once a year 1
been accepted and approved as
proper starting point or foundation
the plan, which entails a manager (wJ
the film and musical score) and an :
vance agent with cut trunk, cuts, ni
and other accessories of a first-class
traction. Bookings will be made twe
months ahead — the lease period on "1
House Without Children" is for I
years.
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Grauman

to Build

to Jail Offenders

4,200-Seat Playhouse
At Los Angeles, Cal.

Wilkes-Barre Attorney and Associate Held to
Grand Jury — Eight Hundred Reels of Film
Recovered in Pennsylvania

LOS and
ANGELES,
CAL. show-house,
— America's
largest
most luxurious
to cost more than $2,000,000, will be immediately constructed at the present
site of the First Methodist Church, Sixth
and Hill streets, on ground for which
Sid Grauman.
motion-picture
exhibitor, and his the
father,
D. J. Grauman,
have just paid $1,000,000 cash, in the
largest cash realty transaction consummated in downtown Los Angeles within
the last eleven years.
The great showhouse will be known
as
Theatre.
The Grauman's
building and Metropolitan
equipment alone,
it is
announced, will cost $1,500,000; the structure will be of reinforced concrete and
fireproof throughout, will have the appointments of the best modern clubs
and hotels, and will contain many features never before attempted in a theatre. Mr. Grauman states that nothing
will be left undone to make it the most
magnificent theatre in the world. The
seating capacity, according to present
plans, will be 4,200.
Razing of the buildings now on the
site will- start within thirty days, and
construction of the theatre in sixty days.
Three shifts of men will be employed for
the wrecking and building. The architect to draw the final plans will be selected within a few days. It is believed
the Metropolitan will be finished within
eight months.

Campaign

New York City, Long Island, and Wilkes Barre, Pa. were reached by
ihe long arm of the Film Theft Committee of the National Association of
:he Motion Picture Industry last week. Walter S. Casterline, an attorney
it law, residing in Wilkes Barre, and Ray Stiver, alleged associate of Caszerline, were the first persons hit. The Committee obtained six indictnents against Casterline and two against Stiver, grand larceny and frauduent conversion being charged.
Casterline and Stiver were arrested last spring and the Famous Play-'
;rs-Lasky releases, "Snow White" and "Love Mask"; Triangle's "Little
Jena's Romance" and "Love and Justice"; and World's "A Girl's Folly"
md "Square Deal." taken from them. The Committee's agents took up
he trail of these men at the trial of Brandenburg of Philadelphia, where
estimony was given that appeared to implicate Casterline. Both were
leld for the Grand Jury.
Many Witnesses Are Called
As witnesses before that body appeared Louis Rogers, Rogers Film
'orporation,
New York;
Schaeffer, World
Pictures
Corporation,
sew
York; Messrs.
GreenGeorge
and Humphries,
Triangle,
Philadelphia;
Mr.
nveigert, Famous Players-Lasky, Philadelphia; and H. Minot Pitman,
hairman of the Film Theft Committee, all of whom journeyed to Wilkes
larre for this specific purpose last week.
In addition to Chairman Pitman, who all knowledge of the existence of the
a leading member af the New York reels that he had ever engaged in their
M and of counsel to the home office sale. When faced with the exporter,
Sovine denied everjiaving met him.
[ Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
bram Salsburg of Wilkes Barre, and
Mr. Unger immediately supoenaed the
is brother, M. H. Salsburg, represented
operator and cashier of the Douglas
le Association on the legal prosecu- Theatre and obtained from the operator
)rs. The National Association also a statement on the strength of which the
:ted on information that Louis Sovine, New York Grand Jury indicted Sovine
.vner of the Douglas Theatre, Lenox August 22nd on the charge of criminally
venue and 142 Street. New York City, receiving stolen films. Detective Seras dealing in films alleged to be the
geant McGann of the 26th Manhattan
operty of various film companies. The
Precinct has been officially thanked by
ilm
Theft secured
Committee's
claimof the Committee for zealous work in this
ey have
direct agents
evidence
les to two parties by Sovine. and one case. • Quantity of Film Recovered
t of film was taken possession of by
ivestigator Hawkins, it is charged,
The Committee's detectives on a tour
hile being removed from the theatre of Eastern Pennsylvania have gathered
emises; and a larger lot recovered by in eight hundred reels of film, mainly
awkins in Patchogue, Long Island, held for "emergency" shows. Vitater a follow-up investigation. The last graph's "The Changing Woman," whicn
t was being held for export to Cuba, had been deliberate'y stolen, was ree Committee says. They comprised
covered, but no charges were made because of lack of sufficient legal evidence
rbuckle's "Oh, Doctor!." "His Wedto
support
the allegations.
ng Night," "The Cook" and "Moonine;" Sennett's "Sheriff Nell's TusIn Kingston a missing copy of Universal's "Idle Wives" was taken from a
:;" Century's "Automaniacs;" Jester's
theatre owner, who said he had rented
he Wrjng Flat;" Artcraft's "Riddle
it from Nat Nathanson and a Mr. Katz.
iwn;" Universal's "Circus of Life;"
'd Triangle's "A Place in the Sun."
the
latterof having
formerly
in ' the
employ
Universal.
Katz been
is said
to
Search Warrants Secured
have obtained the film by purchase from
Through the assistance of Alfred J. Brandenburg of Philadelphia.
The committee closed a week of cork
illey, First Assistant District Attorney
New York County, the Committee
ing activity by securing a bench wartained a search warrant for the premrant for the arrest of a gentleman cons in Patchogue where the above films
victed not very long ago of attempted
•re located. Although Patchogue was grand larceny of motion picture films,
t in his district, Mr. Taliey used his and now out on suspended sentence.
luence on the authorities there to the The moment this party returns to the
■d that the reels were speedily re- city of his residence, the police will
•vered. The Patchogue exporter made greet him effusively. The film crooks
• affidavit, in which he stated he had everywhere are said to have made up
;rchased the films from Sovine. Assist- their minds that the National Association means business and few missing
• t District Attorney Joab Banton of
•w York issued a supoena for Sovine, subjects have been reported by the ex10 was examined by Assistant District
changes since the crusade commenced
torney Albert Unger. Sovine denied two months ago.
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International to Use
Areomarine Planes at
Pershing Homecoming
NEW YORK. — The International
News Weekly has perfected all arrangements for the filming of the great Pershing home-coming. They have arranged with the Aeromarine Plane &
Motor Company to furnish planes for
their cameramen and also for airships
to carryutivessome
of the
execout to sea
to International
greet the general.
Charles Hetrick, manager of the International News Service, co-operated with
the Aeromarine Plane & Motor Company.
"Billie West Comedies"
Sold for Several States
NEW. YORK.— George B. West,
manager of the Emerald Film Company
of Chicago, who is now in New York,
has disposed of considerable territory
for
"Billy States
West to
Comedies."
The Harry
New
England
Sam Grand;
Landy vania
purchased
the western
Pennsyl-B.
and West Virginia
territory;
Amsterdam took eastern Pennsylvania
and southern New Jersey; Harry Charnas, Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan, and
David Chatkin took California.
New Geneva Theatre
GENEVA, N. Y— L. G. Brady, formerly connected with the Regent and
Strand theatres, has given definite confirmation tothe report that he is to build
a new and pretentious motion picture
theatre here. Outside capital is involved
in the deal, but no statement was made
concerning the site chosen.
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Trade

Issue Appeal to Theatre Owners Throughout
Country to Join in Fight Against All Who
Attempt to Collect "Tribute"
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — War on all "pirates" who prey upon the motion
picture exhibitors has been declared by the officers of the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Association.
The immediate concern is the "music tax," but other questions are to
be taken up. "Not a Cent for Tribute !" is the slogan adopted. An appeal
to all exhibitors throughout the country to join in the fight has been sent
out.
Defensive Attitude Is Abandoned
In a brief statement addressed to the entire motion picture industry,
the Cleveland exhibitors announce that they are no longer on the defensive, that in the future they are ready to attack anyone or anything
attempting to deprive them of their "legitimate rights and privileges."
The statement carries the signatures
tions, including those of the future as
well as the past.
of H. H. Lustig, president; C. W. Masterman, vice-president; Sam Bullock,
vehicle
in which
Tom"Cappy
Wise Ricks,"
has madethesuch
a success,
will
executive secretary, and the following
members of the executive committee:
be the first of the plays to be produced.
M. Horowitz, D. L. Schuman, W. J. With the Morosco library as well as
Slimm, W. H. Horsey, Max Schachtel,
that recently acquired with the purchase
G. W. Heinbuch and Joseph Grossman.
of Charles Frohman, Inc., to draw from,
It is as follows:
a great supply of popular successes is
"This association condemns the prac- now available for the use of the Paratice of any producer who consciously or mount-Artcraft producing companies.
otherwise introduces song numbers or
musical numbers of taxable music in
their productions, making it almost ob- Harold Lloyd to
ligatory upon the exhibitor to submit
to what we consider illegal extortion at
Make Two-Reelers
the hands of certain publishers, who thus
Pursuant to plans- mapped out by
compel us to advertise their goods after
Charles Pathe, Paul Brunet, vice-presiinflicting a so-called royalty tax, upon
dent of Pathe Exchanges, Inc., and Hal
the
exhibitors'
advertising
medium,
viz.:
the screen.
E. Roach, president of the Rolin Film
Members Behind Movement
Co., duringNovember
Mr. Pathe's
to
America,
2 willrecent
mark visit
the ap"We also condemn the practice of the
pearance
of
the
first
of
a
series
of
twomusic publishing Shylocks who send free part comedies featuring Harold Lloyd.
samples of taxable music to unsuspectThe star is well on the road to reing managers and pianists with a recovery
his injuries
received
in afromstudio
accidentrecently
and there
quest to play the same, without informing them that the said number is tax- will be no break in the publication of his
able— a palpable trick to catch the unfeatures. With the advent of the twowary and lead them to break the law.
reel length, however, it has been decided
"Our entire membership, which is now
to publish monthly instead of weekly,
100 per cent of Cleveland's motion pic- as has been the custom, a longer time
ture theatres, are pledged to use as lit- being required for production.
tle as possible of so-called taxable music
in such theatres as have found it neces'sign
up' and a our
are Philadelphia Exchange
pledgedsary to to
inaugurate
real officers
movement
Added to Pioneer Chain
to rid the industry of 'pirates' of this ilk.
"We further call upon every organizaThe Masterpiece Film Attractions of
tion of exhibitors to take similar acPhiladelphia has been added to the
tion and be ready to join us when Cleveland starts the aforesaid movement, and chain of independent exchanges which
no passing of the hat. We intend from will handle Pioneer products, making
now on to attack anyone and everyone
seven companies signed to date. Greater
Productions secured the Chicago
who attempts to deprive us of the least Stars
territory.
of our legitimate rights and privileges.
During the past week Pioneer added
The day of a mere defensive attitude is
McFaddcn Physical Culture comedies to
gone. In the name of policy or expeits list of pictures. Fifty-two are to be
diency we have been long-suffering.
"From this date 'not a cent for tribute' published.
is the slogan and Ohio is the battlefield."
Publication Date Set
Lasky Gets Rights
October
26 is the date fixed by Pathe
To Morosco Plays
for the publication of "Bound and
NEW YORK. — Jesse L. Lasky, presi- Gagged," the serial which will introduce
dent of the Famous-Players Lasky Cor- as a screen actor George B. Seitz, long
identified with the scenario and direcporation, has announced that the corporation has secured the screen rights
torial departments of various motion picture organizations. 40
to all 'Oliver Morosco stage produc-

OREN F. WOODY
Popular Pacific Coast exchange man, no
manager of Los Angeles branch of Rea
art Pictures Corporation.
Woody

is Manager
Of Realart Branc

Oren F. Woody, connected in the pa
with the selling forces of many of tl
leading distributing and producing o
ganizations, has been appointed by A
thur S. Kane, president of the Reala
Pictures
Corp.,of manager
of the Los A'
geles
branch
that company.
Mr. Woody began his motion pictu
career as sales representative of the 1
T. Crawford Film Exchange, St. Lou
later becoming branch manager for tl
concern. He was later identified \vi
Mutual, General, McClure, Triangle a
Select in various capacities.
The Los Angeles office of Realart w
be located in the Merchants Natioi
Bank Building, Sixth and Spring Stree
Aschers, Chicago,
Contra'
When theSign
AscherHuge
Brothers
Amu?
ment Enterprises, Chicago, owning o>
of the largest theatre chains in the coi
try, signed a contract to give two hi
dred days to each of D. W. Griffit
productions.
the World"
"The Mother "Hearts
and the ofLaw,"
a precedta
was established by that concern.
In a letter to Ed. L. Moore, rep
senting the D. W. Griffith Servi
Nathan Ascher, acting for the compa.
states: "We wish to say to you that t
is the biggest contract for any pictt
that wc have ever given to anyone,
bigger than any contract we have e<
known to be given on any two picture
Mt. Vernon

Theatre

Changes Managemei
MT. VERNON, ILL.— The Star th.
tre has been sold to Joe Bartlow
Huntingburg, Ind., who took possess
August 25. Mr. Vandegrift, who op
atcd the theatre for the past sc\
years, left Sept. 1 for Downey, <where
him. a new theatre is being built

EXHIBITORS
Randolph

Hunt

Bartlett

Made

Head

HERALD
of

Select's Advertising
Department
Stromberg and Tamar Lane Announced as

per cent efficiency at a minimum cost,
thus saving money directly for the exhibitor, as it will be turned back into productions, or devoted to exploitation for
his direct box office benefit."

Wellington Playter
Associates — Efficiency By Avoiding
To Produce Feature
Duplication Is Aim of Executive
Randolph Bartlett resumes this week
At Spokane Studios
In other words, there is almost triplicate
khe position of publicity and advertising circulation in the trade paper field.
[nanager of Select Pictures Corporation,
"This may, in a measure, seem to be a Anna A. Nilsson and Irving
from which he resigned two years ago to matter which does not affect the exhibCummings Signed
become editor of Photoplay Magazine,
itor directly, and yet we find that exhibas Stars
during a temporary absence of Julian
itors more and more are realizing that
Johnson. When the Selznick Pictures
there is one source of moving picture
Corporation was organized last January, money for all purposes, and one only —
SPOKANE, WASH. — Wellington
Mr. Bartlett was the first employe, and the box office. The responsibility of the Playter, a veteran of the screen, who
tvith the resignation last week of Vivian advertising department is to spend for
Moses, he now takes over the entire pub- the information of the exhibitor only recently purchased at receiver's sale the
icity and advertising department of the such amounts as are necessary, and to studio of the defunct Washington Moselect, the distributing company.
tion Picture Corporation, has gone to
Los Angeles to sign talent for his forthStromberg and Lane Assist
coming productions, to be made in
I Associated with Mr. Bartlett are Hunt
jtromberg and Tamar Lane. The former
Spokane.
s organizing an exhibitors' service deIrving Cummings, well known leadpartment to supplement and co-operate
ing man, Anna Q. Xilsson, who has
vith the exploitation department, which
starred in the productions of various
vill also be under his supervision. Mr.
companies and Elizabeth Mahoney, a
^ane will continue in charge of direct
scenario writer, are members of the pro■ublicity from the Selznick Studios, with
ducing unit who have already been sepecial reference to features for newspacured. Other players and technical men
■ers, syndicates and fan publications.
will
Mr. Playter upon his
returnaccompany
trip.
The already crowded publicity offices
if Select at 729 7th Avenue were overThe new organization begins auspiaxed by these additions to the staff, and
ciously with the declaration of the presinother suite has been secured on the
dent that a strong stand is to be taken
ixth floor of the Godfrey building. C.
against
the salacious and immoral in
i. Ryan, purchasing agent, moved into
motion pictures, the preference for outhese offices this week, the quarters he
door material as subject matter and the
ormcrly occupied on the tenth floor beannouncement of his intention to conlg turned over to Mr. Stromberg. Seduct the affairs of the concern upon a
->ct offices are now distributed over three
profit-sharing basis.
oors of the Godfrey building, the fourThough the studios were secured by
5enth, tenth and sixth.
Mr. Playter at his own bid, $30,000, he
Bartlett in Statement
maintains that they could not be duplicated anywhere in the country at three
' There will be no change in the advertimes that figure and that a better
ting policy of the Select Pictures Corclimate for motion picture production
oration,"
Bartlett,to "except
old down says
the Mr.
advertising
the tradeto
could not have been found. Stockholdecessities. There has been a tendency
ers in the defunct corporation, who have
sought to mend their losses by buying
1 moving picture advertising to use the
RANDOLPH BARTLETT
Who ha* been appointed manacer of the into the new one, have been disap•ade
press, less for
exhibitors
f productions
thaninforming
for showing
off.
punlieity and advertising departments*
pointed. Only $50,000 worth of stock
of Seleet Picture* Corporation.
was offered and that is practically all
antastic
'art'
layouts
and
the
most
exensive color printing have been hurled
subscribed.
ito this battle of producers' vanity. The devote the remaining appropriation for
elect policy is not to scatter advertis- advertising to direct co-operation. I
Theatre Changes Hands
have now been studying advertising to
ig recklessly, but to select the most
fective publications and place our prop- the trade for three years and believe that
MACOX, MO. — During the past week
ortions before the exhibitors in a sim- the means which we have adopted for
!e, direct and economical manner.
keeping in touch with exhibitors reaches a deal was closed at Clarence whereby
Carl Muff of this city, took over the
"Instead
indulgingand
in flamboyant
this waste an almost perfect balance between effec- management of the Culver Theatre at
lused
by of
superfluous
tiveness and economy. With the launchIvertising, Select will devote more and
ing of the new department, including an that place and on Saturday night, August 30, the house gave its opening perore of its advertising appropriation to exhibitors' organ, by Mr. Stromberg, I formance.
am
convinced that we will have 100
e exploitation of pictures in direct cojeration with exhibitors, and in furnishg exhibitors with material and suggests where it is impossible to have a
Viewpoint of An Expert
presentative actually on the ground,
his does not mean a reduction of trade
iper advertising and publicity, but a
"The Select policy is not to scatter advertising reckose
Its. scrutiny of expenditures and relessly, but to select the most effective publications and
Seeks Advertising Efficiency
place our proposition before the exhibitor in a simple,
"For example, an exhibitor visited the
fice last
week and mentioned an adverdirect and economical manner," declares Randolph
ement of the Elsie Janis production.
Bartlett, advertising manager of the Select Pictures
Regular Fellow,' remarking that he
d seen it in a certain publication in
Corporation.
iich it did not appear. The publication
Select Pictures Corporation is using four
named, he said, was the trade paper he
full pages in colors weekly in EXHIBITORS
eferred. and yet the advertisement
HERALD.
iched him and its message got across.
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in Congress

Exhibitors

of America

Report Steady Progress Throughout
Country During Past Week
Ohio Still Unorganized
Ohio, with its large delegation in ConHow One Senator
gress, is still holding up the progress
of the campaign though many individual
Changed His Mind
exhibitors in that state have been following the committee's suggestions. The
Senator George W. Norris of
fact that Congressman Nicholas LongNebraska, one of the leading
worth, a member of the Ways and
members of the upper House
Means Committee Tesides in Ohio and is
wrote the Legislation and Tax
a power in Congress makes that state
Committee in reply to its first
one of the pivotal ones in the fight and
questionaire that he did not think
unless the Ohio exhibitors make a conthere was much of a chance in
certed effort to interest Mr. Longworth
bringing about the repeal of the
and other Congressmen from Ohio the
motion picture taxes. He was
successful issue of the campaign will be
willing to be shown so Chairman
delayed that much longer.
Blumenthal wrote him a long letChairman Blumenthal this week adter setting forth some of the most
dres ed aletter to John Seifert one of
pointed arguments of the many
the leading officials of the Miami Valley
against the motion picture taxes.
Exhibitors' Association requesting his
Senator Norris replied as follows:
cooperation and pointing out that whatUNITED STATES SENATE
ever differences exist between various
August 23, 1919.
Dear Mr. Blumenthal:
sets of exhibitors the tax fight should
I have read with Interest your
be considered of paramount importance.
favor of the 1st instant, and with to
Organization of New York state is
thank you for this full explanation of
proceeding under the direction of Ruthe effect of the tax levied by the last
enactment of War Revenue measures
dolph Sanders and many exhibitors
upon the motion picture exhibitors of
throughout the city and state are followthe country, and their patrons. While
I have received a few complaints being the New
committee's
suggestions.who use
fore, they are made in most general
Many
York exhibitors
terms,
and
g-ave
me
only
a
vague
idea
Reeland
programs
found
that in this
of the facts. It seems to me there is
merit in your complaint and it will
week's
issue
a
form
of
petition
theahave,
I assure you, my sympathetic
tre patrons to sign had been for
inserted.
consideration.
Theatres using Reeland programs called
Thankingyou for your letter, per(Continued on Page 56)
mit me to remain.
Very truly yours,
G. W. NOBBIS.
National of Denver Is
The tax committee has in its
files many other letters from ConRegained by Woodward
gressmen who express the same
opinion as Senator Norris now
DENVER, COLO.— O. D. Woodward,
holds. The committee has lost no
organizer of the National Film Comtime in . presenting formidable
pany in Englewood, announced that he,
arguments to every member of
with W. H. Ender, a lumberman, and
Congress who expressed doubt as
their associates had formed the Engleto theture injustice
of the motion pictaxes.
wood Picture Film Company, to take
over the National Company, and that
motion pictures would be made at the
The tax revision hearing which Chairman Joseph W. Fordney of the Ways
Mr. Woodward organized the National
plant.
and Means Committee of the House of Company, but it went into bankruptcy
Representatives has promised to give and surrendered thirty acres of ground
to the owner, E. J. Johnthe Legislation and Tax Committee of in Englewood
son, and a $75,000 building and plant for
the Motion Picture Exhibitors of Amermaking pictures.
It was stated by Mr. Woodward that
ica,
Inc.,
will
be
a
real
exhibitors'
hearing.
steps would be taken immediately for
Plans for the hearing are now being reopening the studio and the making of
pictures.
prepared by Chairman Louis F. Blumenthal. They will be announced after
Chairman Fordney has set a -date for City May Vote on
the hearing. It will be an opporunity
Sunday Theatres
to lay before the committee the exact
position of the exhibitor regarding the
MURPH YSBORO, ILL— At a recent
taxes and to show Congress that the
meeting of the city council the forces
theatre owners of the country arc not
seeking to shirk their patriotic war
representing opposition to the opening
duties but demand oniy justice.
of motion picture theatres on Sunday
Every exhibitor in the country is be- presented their side of the case and
ing urged to support House Bill No.
Mayor Davis gave them his assurance
8493 introduced by Congressman Julius
Kahn last week. Mr. Kahn's standing
that a week's notice would be given in
in Congress will bring many of his col- case it was decided to put the matter to
leagues to the support of the bill.
a general vote.
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ABRAHAM

S. SCHOMER

Abraham Schomer
Forms Company to
Produce Pictures
Organization Complete and
Work About to Begin on
First Feature
Abraham S. Schomer, playwright and
director, has completed all the plans for
the Schomer-Ross Producing Corporation, and is now making preparations for
the starting of his first picture under the
new banner. Schomer is not new to
either the motion picture or theatrical
field, his most recent work being the
production
of "Ruling
was published
by SelectPassions,"
Pictures which
as a
special picture.
Four to Six First Year
The policy of the new organization will
be to produce from four to six special
pictures a year, each with a well known
star, whose money making possibilities'
have been proven. Mr. Schomer, as before, will write and direct; and he has
already completed the writing and
adaptation
"The vehicle
Scarlet under
Flame,"thewhich
will be the ofinitial
new
organization. The leading role is to be
portrayed by a prominent theatrical and
picture star, whose name will be divulged
very shortly. Space has already been
leased at the Biograph Studios, and it is
expected Mr. Schomer will start work
during the course of the week.
Mr. Schomer will be remembered for
his plays produced on Broadway. Among
which were
"The Inner
Yellow
"Today"
and "The
Man."Passport,"
Manheimer Is Manager.
E. S. Manheimer will handle the entire
output of the Schomer-Ross Productions,
and it has been decided to unite the producing and distributing offices at 130
West 46th street. Maurice Meyers, who
recently exploited lane and Katherine
Lee for the Rogers Film Corporation, is
opening exploitation offices at 230 West
and publicity.
and will handle the advertis4Jnding street,
i
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Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
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An Unusual
Advertisement
LAST YEAR WHEN* PARAMOUNT
Artcraft pulled off their National Week
there was a lot of agitation by both distributors and exhibitors. The idea was derided and scored as being entirely wrong
and presumptious. But it was successful.
This year, by all accounts, it will be an
oven bigger success and the "Million Dollar
Zukor Week" seems assured.
But the real point of this little article is
concerned with an ad that appeared in a
ocal trade journal last week, signed by
>everal prominent New York Exhibitors
and the purport of which was to express to
the trade at large that they were heartily in
sympathy with the New York Paramount
exchange in its efforts to close up a maximum number of theatres for a full week on
Famous Players-Lasky product for the
seven days starting the 30th of August.
They also stated that they wished the local
.xchange and its officers success because
they "gave real service to exhibitors."
There we are — revolution has come — exhibitors actually praise exchange men. But
lfter all. it's a sure enough boost for
\rthur Whyte and his hard working crew.
If they win the big prize an exhibitor dinler should be in order.
Another Barrymore
Through Famous
LAST YEAR IT WAS JOHN BARRYhore and now it's Ethel. John Barrymore's
iroductions, if released by Paramount this
.ear, will undoubtedly be superspecials.
Ethel's will not be listed so high.
MI of which brings us back to Peter Ibbeton. Haven't heard much about this proluction and the three Barrymore's that are
o make it lately. It ought to be a knock>ut if made by a real director.
-lodkinson and
he Aliens
TO THE REPORTER IT IS INTER•sting to note that Hodkinson product will
>e distributed by the Aliens in Canada,
""aramount
have atjust
the Aliens,
lodkinson was
oneended
time with
Paramount
and
>y a strange coincidence, the lines are runling parallel.
Che last two productions from the organiation at 527 Fifth Avenue have been unsnally good. The Reporter can truthfully
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say that "The Westerners" and "Desert
Gold" are the type of pictures that help
the business along. Let's have more of
them. They're Western, too, and that's odd
because a while ago there was an awful
wail from exhibitors that Westerns were
dead — didn't Bill Hart don dress clothes?
Two Outstanding
Developments
JACK PICKFORD WITH GOLDWYN
and Blackton with Pathe. How times
change ! Pickford has a lot of gTound to
make up and a lot of false gossip to live
down — but he has the star material and
should go far.
Blackton on the other hand is distinctly a
worth while acquisition from the producer
standpoint, to Pathe.
To The Reporter it means that Pathe are
about to go after big productions in a big
way — the purchase of the story "Dawn"
from Eleanor Porter at the stated price of
§50,000 speaks for itself. A lot of money,
but it should form the basis of a real
picture.
It will be interesting to contrast the success
of this story without a big star with its
companion, "Pollyanna," written by the
same author and being made by Miss Pickford. Exhibitors would be wise to keep
some figures for their own guidance.
Situation in Detroit
Opening Up
WITH THE COMING OF FON TO
Detroit, the situation there which has been
for a long time pretty much closed, as far
as equitable division of first runs is concerned, will be materially changed.
Aliens will have a house shortly, the Majestic is independent, Fox will have his
showing, and Mr. Kunsky's monopoly will
be a thing of the past.
The developments of the last few weeks in
the changing hands of theatre control has
broken up a lot of "tough situations" as
they are known to distributors.
By the same token Fox is spreading his
theatre control to the West, where he
never before has owned his own houses.
43 — Paramount. Fox.
The race is on in earnest
First National, L'niversal, etc.. etc.
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Many Distributing
Executives Graduate
IT'S INTERESTING TO SEE THE
younger line of distributing executives
graduating into independent enterprise.
Bernie Finemen, formerly with Paramount,
now handling
Katherine
affairs, Lou Rogers,
one timeMacdonald's
exchange man,
now guiding the Lee Kiddies in their new
venture. And along comes Hunter Bennett with a new exhibitors' association and
Lynn
Hall. Card in active production for Frank
How the boys progress.
And it is as it should be. To the younger
generation of film men we must look for
our new and independent enterprises.
Universal in the
Foreign Limelight
FIVE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS ARE
said to be tied up in the capitalization of
the new Roma-New York Pictures Corp.,
which is the Universal and the big Italian
producing company. Undoubtedly the idea
is to work an interchange of ideas, stars,
and pictures similar to the Paramount idea
in England. The Reporter will comment
further upon this new combination when
more detailed information is available. At
'the moment it speaks well for the financial
security and strength of the oldest film
company today.
Harold McGrath Stories
for Independent Sales
PRACTICALLY A HAROLD McGRATH
series will be released through the Independent Sales Company by the newly formed
Wistaria Pictures Corp. McGrath's material
is particularly well suited to translation into
screen drama. His "Luck of the Irish" is
being produced by Allen Dwan and bids
fair to be a powerful picture.
If Independent Sales are wise they will give
big credit to this author on their advertising material just as the Universal are doing
with their Fanny Hurst story.
Tearing Away
the Veil
THE NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS
Circuit has certainly started something in
permitting the prices bid and asked for
pictures for their circuit to become known.
If they are to support the attitude that they
are taking of setting prices for productions
which are so at variance with the prices

EXHIBITORS
asked by distributors, they should state
how they arrive at their price schedule. In
other words, give the distributor facts that
will prove conclusively that their figures
and offers are reasonable. Then, again, is
an individual exhibitor better off to sacrifice a big picture entirely, or to his opposition, because the circuit as a whole will not
buy it— when, if he took it individually and
paid the price asked — he could make money
and add to his prestige?
A circuit that has as its only aim the cutting of product prices must fail. Prices of
pictures must be based on the potential box
office values of the productions — the distributor must make a profit and a fair profit
as compared to the exhibitor.
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Charles A. Logue
Will Adapt All
Chambers
Stories for A. H. Fisher

Announcement
Made That New Company Has
Exclusive Right to His Services— Has Written
Score of Screen Successes

By the organization of A. H. Fischer
Features, Inc., Charles A. Logue, well
known writer of screen material, comes
into a new position of prominence in the
industry. Mr. Logue is an incorporator
with B. A. Rolfe and A. H. Fischer of
the new company and besides filling the
office of secretary will adapt for picturization the Robert W. Chambers series
of stories secured by the firm as well as
There must be the spirit of "co-operation"
in a circuit and the attitude of being ready write original material. His time and
will be devoted exclusively to
to purchase good material at a proper services
the duties of his new affiliation.
price, if the scheme is to succeed.
Prior to breaking into motion pictures
The Northwest exhibitors should continue as an author, Mr. Logue was a newspaper man and magazine writer. He
on their policy of publicity, but support all served on
such dailies as Tlie New York
statements by uncontestable facts — then the World and The New York Tribune, and
producer and distributor will have to appre- was a contributor to Munsey's and other
ciate the justness of their claim if he magazines.
Wins Success as Scenarioist
wishes to deal with them.
About two and a half years ago he
wrote his first scenario, called "The White
Raven. He sold it to Metro, who picturBrentwood Corporation
ized it with Ethel Barrymore as the star.
Buys Mena Film Studio
The picture opened in the Strand theatre,
York, and was widely booked. By
With the outright purchase of the aNewcoincidence
the picturizations of the
studio buildings, laboratories and equip- next four stories written by Mr. Logue
ment which they had formerly rented also were given their initial presentations in the Strand theatre.
from the Mena Film Company, and the
time that he has been writing
transfer of a long term lease on the forInthethescreen
Mr. Logue has turned out
ground fronting for one block on Founover a score of feature stories, four seritain avenue between Berendo and Cataals and a large number of adaptations.
lina streets, the Brentwood Film CorpoThe list of original stories includes "The
ration is preparing to carry out an ex- Lost Battalion," "The Riddle of the Unitensive expansion program both as to its
verse," "The Kingdom of Youth," "Just
studio facilities and as to its production
for Tonight," "The Service Star," "The
plans.
Compact," "Outwitted," "The Duchess of
The purchase which was effected at a Doubt," "The White Raven," "Wife by
reported consideration of $45,000, has Proxy," "The Feud Girl" and "My Lady
been contemplated for many months but Incog." The serials were "The House
was held up because of the conditions
of, Hate," "The Hidden Hand," "The Tibrought about by the war which preger's Trail" and "The Master Mystery."
vented the Mena Company from carry- Among the adaptations were Rex
ing out its original intention of sending
Beach's "Laughing Hyde," "The Br-ind,"
its company to Palestine to complete its "Too
Fat to Fight" and "My Four Years
series of biblical pictures.
in Germany."
THREE SCENES FROM B. A. ROLFE'S FIRST ROBERT W.

Mr. Logue is the adaptor of "The Shining Band," by Robert W. Chambers, now
being picturized under the title of "The
Amazing Lovers" as the first of the Robert W. Chambers series presented by B.
A.
Inc.Rolfe through A. H. Fischer Features.
Practically all of the exterior scenes to
this production have been photographed
and considerable inroads have been made
into the list of interiors. For a week
now Mr. Rolfe and Mr. DeVonde have
been shooting in the biggest interior set
in the picture, a representation of the
main room of the ultra-exclusive Sagamore Club, yet there remains a number
of scenes to be made in it, notably those
marking its destruction.
New Cheboygan House
DETROIT, MICH.— A $50,000 motion
picture theatre for Cheboygan is under
way. Option on the site has been secured, and materials are in shipment.
The building is to be 200 feet deep, 50
foot front and 80-foot rear, with modern
features. The project was launched by
Fitzpatrick-McElroy & Co., of Chicago,
who operate circuits in Illinois, Indiana,
Wisconsin and Michigan, of forty theatres.
Retitle Janis Film
Myron Selznick announces that "A
Regular Girl" is the title that has been
decided upon for Elsie Janis' first Selznick production. It was formerly announced that the production would be
titled "Everybody's Sweetheart."
Completing Peake Film
NEW YORK.— Elliott Peake's story,
"The Altar on Little Thunder," is Hearcompletion.
the ing
title
which "The
is to Divorced
be used Wife"
for theis
screen adaptation.
CHAMBERS

STORY

silllx. which contain promise of Banana! merit in "The Imaging Lover*," i>ii»i-<i mi Chambers' "The shining llnml," now being produceo1 in the Baal for publication <><<- foil.
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Robertson-Cole
Sessue

Hayakawa,

Desmond,

H.

to

HERALD

Add

Bessie

B. Warner

Three

Barriscale,

and

Beatriz

Stars

William

Michelena

In New
Series — Edith
Storey
Is Announced
All Must Be Specials
The announcement of Robertson-Cole,
covering the fiscal year of 1919-1920 with
"They
will
be specials in every sense
Robertson-Cole
of the word, big gripping pictures that
the publication of fifty-two features,
twelve specials, comedies, scenics and
will answer the demand for pictures suitPla ns in Brief
new Martin Johnson pictures, shows a
able for continued runs covering periods
of
several weeks. World famous novels
remarkable broadening of scope, inEvery
picture
before
accepted
for
crease in number and raising of the
and plays will form their basis, and casts
distribution must measure up to
standard of productions to be published
surpassed by none will fill the various
the
Superior
Brand
requirements.
roles.
by that organization for distribution by
During the year 1919-1920, fiftyExhibitors' Mutual.
"Fifty-two Strand comedies, each
two features, twelve specials, commeasuring up to the highest comedy
The fifty-two features will be pubedies,
scenics,
and
new
Martin
lished as Robertson-Cole Superior Picstandards and a series of unique scenics
Johnson pictures will be published.
tures. They will be produced by Brentphotographed in all parts of the world
wood, Haworth, Jesse D. Hampton, B.
and having an educational as well as enThe features will include eight
B. Features, Inc., and Beatriz Michelena
tertaining value which will serve to
starring Sessue Hayakawa, two
Pictures. Southern California Producing
round
out a well balanced program for
starring
Beatriz
Michelena,
six
theatres.
Co. will furnish a one-reel comedy each
starring H. B. Warner, two starweek, and Martin Johnson's new series
"Martin Johnson is now visiting unexring William Desmond, eight starwill be pictures of unexplored parts of
plored islands of the South Pacific, takring Bessie Barriscale, eight starthe South Pacific, which he is now taking a new series of pictures which will
ring Edith Storey, three King W.
ing. Haworth will be one of the proVidor productions, and others, probe
included
j'ear's different
releases.
ducers of the twelve specials, completing
These
picturesamong
will betheentirely
viding one Superior picture each
week.
the year's schedule.
from
'Cannibals
of
the
South
Five Stars in New Series
which created a sensation in that Seas,'
they
Four
of
the
twelve
specials
will
will show the very unusual and unheard
The five Robertson-Cole stars, Sessue
be produced
by Haworth.
Conof conditions as discovered by this faHayakawa. Barriscale, H. B. Warner,
tracts for other
eight are being
William Desmond and Beatriz Michelena
mous photographer in his trip of exploraclosed.
will appear in new series of pictures. In
tion.
Three new stars have been added,
addition, three new stars have been engaged. Miss Edith Storey will be the
announcement being made of Edith
first of these to start work on a series of
Stories Are Strong
Storey, and reserved for the other
two until a later date.
eight pictures.
will mark
Storey's ofreturn
Rights to many successful plays,
toThis
the screen
afterMiss
an absence
two
"The talent of the Robertson-Cole
books
and stories have been seyears.
Without
doubt public
and exhibstars will be utilized to the fullest excured, and well known writers
itor alike
will welcome
her return
under
tent. They will be cast in strong roles
signed to furnish scenarios.
the Robertson-Cole banner.
in the best stories that the market can
r on! m vanm uw
furnish. Some of the best authors in
Served in France
this country are now writing for comwill make money for the exhibitor and
panies producing for Robertson-Cole.
Among these authors whose works are
satisfy Robertson-Cole
public demand!"willWith
this
in
After rising to a degree of popularity view,
now
being
produced by Haworth, B. B.
make only
Features and Jesse D. Hampton are Bret
attained by few stars, Edith Storey ap- Superior Pictures. The schedule accordparently deserted the screen. Nothing
ing to which the various productions will Harte. E. Phillips Oppenheim, Arthur
has been heard of her for more than be released
has been arranged so that Stringer and P. G. Wodehouse. Legititwenty-four months, and the announcethe stars will appear at stated intervals
plays and written
famous especially
nove's, .inforadditionmateto stories
the
ment of her return is more than gratify- and so attain the best results for the
various stars, will supply the material
ing. During those two years Miss exhibitor.
Storey, without acclaim and publicity,
for the Robertson-Cole productions.
and with the knowledge of only a few of
"The Bret Harte stories have long
her intimate friends, has been engaged
been sought after by various producers.
First in October
in most self-sacrificing work. She was
They are virile, unusual stories and especially adaptable to the screen. H. B.
serving Uncle Sam. entertaining the soldiers in France. She volunteered early
"The first of the new Superior Pic- Warner will be cast in at least one of
in 1917 and was among the first women
them.
The first of the E. Phillips Optures will be released in October, consent overseas. Testimonials both from
penheim works to be released will be a
tinuing
throughout
the
year
at
the
rate
commanding officers and units testify to of one each week. Sessue Hayakawa
picturization
of his famous novel. 'The
the appreciation of her efforts and the will be starred in a series of eight of Illustrious Prince,'
with Sessue Hayapopularity she attained in her new field.
kawa
in
the
titular
role. William DesB. B. FeaShe returned to this country late in the them, produced
mond will appear in a screen adaptation
tures will makeby Haworth;
eight pictures
with
spring and having secured a much needed
Bessie Barriscale; George E. Middleton
of one of P. G. Wodehouse's plays and
rest she will start work at the Haworth
will direct Beatriz Michelena in two Arthur Stringer's 'The House of
Studios in September.
more
pretentious
productions
this
year,
Intrigue' is scheduled for early fall reOther Announcements Later
and Jesse D. Hampton will present H. lease.
Announcement concerning the other B. Warner in six pictures, succeeding
King W. Vidor Continues
stars, one of whom is a man, said to have 'The Man Who Turned White' and
"King W. Yidor, who has established
U»j hjghest possible box office value, 'The Pagan God' and William Desmond
anAtie^ other, a woman of equal reputa- in two. Haworth will also produce the a remarkable reputation both as arf author and as a director with his 'The Turn
eight Edith Storey offerings. Brenttion' will be made by Robertson-Cole
Iwithip fhe next few weeks.
wood will furnish three additional pro- in the Road' and 'The Other 'Half.' will
continue
to write and direct for Brentductions
directed
by
King
W.
Vidor.
' In-- summarizing the policy for the
wood. Earle Snell, M. B. Harvey,
coming year, an official of the RobertFour of the twelve specials will be produced by Haworth. Contracts for the
son-Cole organization declared. "The one
'WilF. McGrew
Jenks,who
ElwoodMyton,
lis and Fred
have contribind only policy of Robertson-Cole is to other eight are being arranged and will George
secure the best pictures, pictures that be concluded within a few weeks.
uted such successes as 'The Pagan God.'
45
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'The Man Who Turned White,' 'Her
Purchase Price,' 'Just Squaw,' 'The Prodigal Liar' toandwrite
'White-washed
will
continue
stories for Walls,'
RobertsonCole productions.
"William
who hasSessue
had
such
markedWorthington,
success directing
Hayakawa and Howard Hickman, who
has been directing Bessie Barriscale in
some of her best pictures, will continue
in their present capacities. George E.
Middleton will direct the two Beatrix
Michelena productions, and Park Frame,
director of 'The Man Who Turned
White'
'The Pagan
will
handle H.andB. Warner
in his God,'
succeeding
pictures.
All to Be Superior Pictures
"The standard
Robertson-Cole
productions has beenofgradually
raised until
now the various producing organizations are required to meet the rigid Superior Picture standard before their pictures are accepted for distribution. During the past year only four productions
met with that standard; for the coming
year all will have to measure up to those
requirements and all will be designated
as Superior Pictures.
"There will be no lowering of the
quality established by Robertson-Cole
under any circumstances and exhibitors
may rest assured that all pictures during
the coming year will measure up to the
classification
that of the highest standard ofrequired;
excellence.
Growth

Phenomenal

Comparing a resume of the activities
of Robertson-Cole for the past year, an
almost phenomenal growth is represented.
It was in January that RobertsonCole's first contribution to the silent
drama appeared on the domestic film
market, Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of
the South
Several
of suc-of
cess in the Seas."
exporting
trade years
was back
the Robertson-Cole movement
in the

HERALD
The Hayakawa features alone are said
to be playing in approximately five thousand theatres throughout the country.
Such theatres such as The Picadilly
Rochester,
N. Y.;
The Waldorf,
Akron'
Ohio,
are now
running
the pictures
for
a full week and playing to capacity
houses. The H. B. Warner features have
reported bookings, a close second in
number to the Hayakawa pictures. Bessie Barriscale is more popular than ever,
and William Desmond and Beatriz Michelena pictures are meeting with success
at every turn.
Concerning the Brentwood productions, "The Turn in the Road," "Better
Times" and "The Other Half" — their
reputations speak for them. Exhibitors
throughout the country have capitalized
on their merit.
Despite the phenomenal growth Robertson-Cole has maintained its business
and high standard and as a result exhibitors will universally approve its broadened schedule and policy.

EDITH STOREY
\\ !i> is to return to t.i.- bt^een a* a star
in
a si'rii's of eight productions for
Robertson-Cole.

Bookings Increase
Throughout Country

United States — experience that has resulted in that organization becoming one
of the staunchest business firms in the
country.
During the past eight months, since
the release of .the Johnson feature, Robertson-Cole has placed before the public
through its distributing agents, Exhibitors Mutual, about forty features,
amongtions ofthem
some of
the best producthe current
season.
Growth Is Phenomenal

"Contracts for Robertson-Cole features
secured by Exhibitors Mutual during the
past few months presage the showing of
Robertson-Cole pictures in the majority
of first class houses during the coming
year," declared an official of the Robertorganization.Mutual
"Statistics
received fromson-Cole
Exhibitors
will serve
to bear out that statement.
"In Rochester, N. Y., nineteen theatres (
out of twenty-six are booking RobertsonCole pictures through Exhibitors Mutual
Forty-four of the fifty-nine theatres in
Buffalo, N. Y., are showing our productions, and in Erie, Pa., eleven out of a
possible sixteen are likewise booking
through Exhibitors Mutual. In Cleveland, twenty-five new accounts including
eight first run houses have been opened
in four weeks.
{Continued to Page 54)

One month after the release of "Cannibals of the South
RobertsonCole productions
wereSeas,"
scarcely
to be
found in any first run houses. The opening of thetrenchedfiscal
it firmly
enin a hostyear
of finds
foremost
first run
houses in every section of the country.
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Week

to

Celeb

of September

Big Sales Drive
Ch osen to Open
Goldwyn Pictures enters on its third
year as a producing and distributing organization the week of September 8-14.
The anniversary will be celebrated by
Samuel Goldwyn and -his associates at
the Culver City Studios in California by
the executives and their forces at the
home office in New York, and by the
branch managers and salesmen in the
twenty-two exchanges through which
Goldwyn Pictures are circulated.
For several weeks past, the sales
forces have been preparing for the greatest concentrated sales drive it has ever
attempted. It will cover a period of six
days, during which the Goldwyn gospel,
"Don't Book Goldwyn Pictures Until
You Have Seen Them," will be spread
broadcast through the country. It is intended that the first eight Goldwyn pictures chosen to launch the new season
shall be brought to the attention of
every exhibitor.
Boost Eight Productions
The productions being boosted under
the slogan, "This Is a Goldwyn Week,"
are Rex Beach's "The Girl From Outside," Tom Moore in "Lord and Lady
Algy," Geraldine Farrar in "The World
and Its Woman." Will Rogers in "Almost a Husband," Madge Kennedy in
"Strictly Confidential," Rupert Hughes'
"The Cup of Fury," Mabel Xormand in
"Empty Paradise," and Pauline Fredcrick in "Bonds of Love."
The Goldwyn Corporation will celebrate many more anniversaries, but it
is unlikely that any will have the momentous significance of the anniversary
of 1919, coming at the end of a year in
which the resources and scope of the
organization have been tremendously increased, and ushering in a new year that
promises even greater success.
Progress Is Swift
Scarcely a week of the past season has
tailed to bring some important improvement in the Goldwyn organization, cither
in the producing or distributing branches,
but the high marks of progress are found
I in great acquisitions, the benefits of
which will be felt by exhibitors in years
to come. Samuel Goldwyn has succeeded in winning the co-operation of
the greatest creative brains in America,
also of the foremost theatrical producers
in the country. He has placed his concern on such an impregnable financial
footing that the capitalization now stands
at $20,000,000 instead of $3,000,000, and
he has perfected a system of service for
the exhibitor that is a vast advance over
anything
of the kind attempted heretofore.
One of the first moves in carrying out
I the policy Of expansion was the purchase
of the Culver City Studios in California,
which offer the finest producing facilities
in the world. These studios contain six
immense stages and are accessible to the
most varied and desirable exteriors. But
for all its spaciousness, the Culver City
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rate
8 to 14

Anniversary

Set

for

— Eight Productions Are
Third Season of Company
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Aside

Congratulations
The history of motion pictures offers no more startling
growth than that of Goldwyn
Pictures, now a twenty million
dollar corporation entering
upon its third year as a producing and distributing organiza-

§
j
j
|
|
j
|

| tion.
It is scarcely twenty-four I
| months since Samuel Goldwyn |
j published his first picture.
|
Today, his company stands |
j among the leaders in the film §
| industry.
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plant is not sufficient to meet the demands soon to be made on the producing forces, and before long Goldwyn
will have studio property in the east
equaling
lishment. in capacity the California estabSecure Eminent Authors
From an artistic standpoint, the past
twelve months have brought nothing
more notable than the organization of
the Eminent Authors, an alliance of the
foremost writers in America to co-operate with Samuel Goldwyn in bringing
their most popular works to the screen
in the best possible form. No mere representative list of American writers
could be compiled than that comprising
the Eminent Authors — Rex Beach. Rupert Hughes. Gertrude Atherton, Mary
Roberts Rinehart, Basil King, Gouveneur
Morris and Leroy Scott. Not content
with contributing their fiction creations,
these authors are spending considerable
time at the studios working with the
Goldwyn studio organization.
Then, only a few weeks ago, Mr. Goldwyn closed the most far-reaching alliance ever recorded in the amusement
world by bringing the Shuberts, A. H.
Woods and the Selwyns into the Goldwyn Corporation, and securing the motion picture rights to the inexhaustible
number of plays controlled by these
leaders in the theatrical field.
Big Advertising Campaigns
Already some results of the newline-up are being felt. National advertising on an unparalleled scale has been
launched, and the first two plays have
been selected for production. "The
Woman in Room 13" and "Roads of Destiny," bothwhich
of them
Woods
successes
will outstanding
be used as starring
vehicles for Pauline Frederick.
Goldwyn's latest triumph in acquiring
the finest screen material that the market has to offer was in securing the
unique output of the Bray Studios, including the Pictograph, to be known as
the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph, and other
single reel subjects47 that are being

planned
for publications in the near future.
Started Two Years Ago
It has taken Samuel Goldwyn just two
years from the time his first picture was
published to arrive at his present dominant position in the industry. When the
studios at Fort Les were found to be
inadequate for the producing activities
of the company with its steadily increasing list of stars, no time was lost in
purchasing the Culver City plant; new
exchanges were established until the
branches now total twenty-two. and the
most experienced men in the businesss
were installed in these exchanges to assist exhibitors in getting the highest returns from the Goldwyn product.
Maine

Show Men
Book Pathe in Boston
Journeying 542 miles through three
states to book the Pathe-Western
Photoplays'
serial.from
"The northern
Great Gamble,"
six
exhibitors
Maine
reached Boston last week and signed up
for the Pathe product for one year.
The party included Thomas Willett.
Dreamland Theatre, Van Buren, Me.;
J. J. Hone, Opera House, Presque Isle.
Me.; Charles H. Sevmour, Bijou Theatre,
Houlton, Fort
Me.;Fairfield,
R.'O. Me.;
Sukeforth,
Park
Theatre,
R. A. Flora,
Powers Theatre. Caribou, Me.; and J. J.
Hone, Jr.. Opera House, Presque Isle.
Me.
While in Boston, the visitors were entertained for several days by A. M.
Holah, Branch Manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.; F. L. Hudson, Assistant
Manager,
and WilliamTheGreen,
Maine representative.
Maine Pathe's
exhibitors have formed a new theatrical circuit
in Aroostook County and booked Pathe
pictures for the various houses.
Alice Brady CompanyReturns to New

York

Alice Brady's company which went to
Nantucket Island, off the coast of Massachuset s to film the»exteriors for her
first
Realart
adapted by Eve production,
Unsell from "Sinners,"
the stage
play by Owen Davis, has returned to
New York. While most of the picture
has been filmed, active production has
not yet been completed. The company
is
now Studios
workingonata Miss
NewYork
seriesBrady's
of interior
scenes. Some exteriors requiring New
York atmosphere will follow the studio
work.
The star did not return with the company. She will remain on Nantucket
Island until the end of the month, taking a short rest in preparation for much
more strenuous efforts during the coming season. Early in the fall, Miss Brady
will start on a tour of the country in
her
greatest
stage success,
After."
In addition
to this, "Forever
she will
continue her photoplay work by making
pictures while on the road for Realart.
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Hancock

Ernest

Announces
Completion
Of Staff to Produce
Fox News

Howard

Feature

HERALD

Culbertson

Appointed

to Edit

Department — Sixty Staff Cameramen
To Gather Material

With the recent appointment of Ernest
Howard Culbertson as editor of the Feature Department, Herbert Ernest Hancock, Director of Fox News, announces
that his staff of executive and heads of
departments is complete.
As it stands today, Fox News, the latest entrant into the weekly film field,
represents the most powerful organization of its kind. Although started by Mr.
Hancock a brief two weeks ago, the organizing of Fox News has moved so rapidly that it stands today as the foremost in this line of the motion picture

will give its service exclusively to Fox
News, beginning September 1. In addition to this regular news service the
United Press had instructed its thirtyfive branch managers to work in close
conjunction with Fox News cameramen
all over the world. This arrangement
will apply not only to current news
events, but also to news features. This
is the first time that any deal of this
kind has been attempted between a film
weekly and a newspaper organization.
"I am particularly gratified at this arrangement made with the United Press,"
said Mr.
"and bothjoinMr.meMit-in
chell andHancock,
Mr. Culbertson
believing that this combination leaves no
doubt of the complete success of Fox
Mr. Mitchell's staff consists of six
expert
cameramen for local news, a corps
News."
of assistants, title writers and cutters,
and a librarian whose duty it is to maintain an elaborate card index system on
all negatives.
Don Hancock to Assist
Assisting Mr. Culbertson is Don Hancock, who is a brother of director and an
experienced film man and former newspaper writer. Mr. Culbertson also has
cameramen exclusively assigned to him
with ture
special
work. photographic outfits for fea-

ERNEST HOWARD CULBERTSON
Who Iiiin been appointed editor of the
Feature Department of Fox News, which
will appear early this fall.
industry. Fox News is divided into two
distinct sections — a Feature Department
and a News Department. As announced
a few days ago, Pell Mitchell, formerly
in charge of the taumont weekly, is Mr.
Hancock's news editor, while Mr. Culbertson presides at the feature end of
the reel.
Affiliates With United Press
Mr.tion andMitchell's
part of are
the situated
organiza-at
his headquarters
3 West 01st street, pending completion
of the new William Fox building at loth
avenue and 55th and 50th streets. Mr.
Culbertson's headquarters are at KiO
West
where At
Mr. present
Hancock's
office 46th
also street
is located.
the
Fox News force is made up, outside of
the offices mentioned of over sixty staff
cameramen here and abroad, and an editor, Eugene Castle, for a special Pacific
Coast edition.
An important innovation is announced
by Mr. Hancock in an affiliation of the
Fox News with the United Press — which

'Although it would not be wise at this
time to go into detail as to the several
projects under way,' continued Mr Hancock, "I may say that Fox News will
start off with a bunch of surprises for the
film world. Having been given a free
hand by Mr. Fox and Winfield R. Sheehan, his general manager, I have left no
stone unturned to secure the best brains
in the country. We are at present negotiating along channels that will give
us a news reel of an entirely different
character from anything that has been
presented
so far." began his career as a
Mr. Culbertson
reporter on The Washington Times, and
later was special writer on that paper and
on The Washington Star. Subsequently
he was with Doubleday, Page & Co., and
for a brief period was a writer on the
staff of Smart Set.
Started With Universal.
He made his entry into the motion picture game with the establishment of Universale Screen Magazine. He was associate editor of this for two years and
most of the important features which
appearedceived inand produced
it during that
timeCulbertson.
were conby Mr.
Following
joined
Universal's
scenario staff, this
wrotehe and
assisted
in the production of "Heads Win," the five-reel
picture produced in co-operation with the
International Correspondence Schools
and received with nation-wide acclaim,
particularly
by the trade and in industrial
circles.
He also is co-author with Kilbourn
Gordon of "Enemies Within," a war play
presented on the road last season by William A. Brady, and is author of the book
for "Kiss Me," a rollicking tabloid mu48

sical comedy, which appeared at the Palace in New York in June and was one of
the hits of the Keith Circuit last season.
Fox

News

Seeking

Expert Cameramen
From Pell Mitchell of the Fox News
Pictorial staff comes the cry that he is
still in search of a few more good livewire cameramen to complete the photographic staff of this growing organization.
Mr. Mitchell, who is the most recent
addition to the force under Herbert E.
Hancock, head of the Fox News, advises
us that the recent full page ad carried
by Fox Film Corporation brought many
returns and that within the past two
weeks expert photographers have joined
the Fox staff and been stationed at various stations.
There are still several fine openings
on the staff for more good men, who are
wide-awake and looking for real good
money and the right kind of a job, in an
organization which is working with the
precision of clockwork. If you know of
anyone who has overlooked this opportunity, steer him arund to see Mr. Mitchell about this big chance.
Fox Names Managers
For Denver Theatres
DENVER, COLO.— John Zanft, general representative for the William Fox
circuit of theatres, has announced the
appointment in Denver of Edward L.
Hayman as managing director of the
Rivoli and Isis theatres, recently purchased by the Fox corporation. Mr.
Hayman comes from St. Louis, Mo.,
where he managed the Fox theatres.
H. C. McDonald was named as managing director of the Strand and Plaza
theatres. Mr. McDonald comes from
Los Angeles, Calif., where he had charge
of publicity and screening of the Fox
productions.
MisstoRene
Tuhey will remain as assistant
Mr. Hayman.
Renco

Film Co. Buys

Dolly Matters Film
The world rights to "Mother-Love
and the Law," a six-reel production by
the Crystal Photoplays Corp., based
upon the Dolly Matters baby litigation
which has appeared extensively and for
an extended period in the newspapers
of the nation, have been purchased by
the Renco Film Co., Chicago, who also
control "The Birth of a Race."
Dolly Ledgervvood Matters, the
mother in the true story, plays the leading role in the picture, which is said to
be an exact reproduction of her experience.
Price Gets Indian
Single-Reel Dramas
C. B. Price of the C. B. Price Co., Inc..
announces that they have secured the
exclusive rights to a series of fifteen
single-reel Indian dramas featuring
Mona Darkfeathcr, said to be the only
real Indian star the screen has ever
known.
There are fifteen pictures in the scries,
known as "Pricefilms," and they will be
sold to State Rights men immediately.

EXHIBITORS
A MONUMENT

TO WILLIAM

HERALD

FOX'S PROGRESSIVENESS

Lynch

to Distribute
Hallmark Productions
The S. A. Lynch Enterprise, theatre
owners and distributors covering Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, North and South
Carolina, Alabama, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Texas, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Arkansas and Missouri, will take
care of the distribution after Sept. 1 of
all the publications of the Hallmark Picture Corporation.
By the terms of the agreement entered into with Frank G. Hall, president
of the producing company, this concern
will also handle all the pictures published through the Independent Sales
Corp. and the Film Clearing House for
the same territory.
"The Trail of the Octapus," the Ben
Wilson serial, will be the first attraction taken over by S. A. Lynch.

A photograph
showing
th*' wpenl
gigantic
motion picture
plant1. in \ew
York City
li* being
erected.withIt wUfh
is to betheready
for occupancy
October
New

Fox

Motion

Ready

for

Picture

Plant

Occupancy

October

Contractors Speed Work So That Opening
Be Held With Appropriate Exercises
On Scheduled Date
The new William Fox motion picture
plant at 10th avenue, 55th and 56th
streets, New York, is nearing completion. With the four walls finished and
the roofing under way, the building
should be opened as per schedule on the
first of October. Twelve giant bowstring
trusses, each one hundred feet long and
weighing five tons, are ready to be set
in position. The opening of this "film
city"
monies.will be marked by formal cereMassive One-Piece Truss
The massive one-piece truss used in
She Fox building is a new creation ;n the
>vorld of architecture and is especially
idapted to this form of construction. Its
idoption means that the entire top floor,
.vhich will be utilized exclusively for stuiios, will be free from posts or other obstructions.
Just as soon as the trusses are in posiion and the roof completed, work will
>e begun on the proposed aeroplane
anding platform. This will be one of
he novel features of the building. Its
nstallation will not interfere at all with
he original plans of the structure or
vith the occupancy of the building at the
cheduled time. This is the first 'plane
anding station of its kind actually conidered and constructed in the city of
v'ew
York.
Owingit will
to the
he Fox
building
be location
convenientof
or seaplanes and as well as others. It
s probable that the platform will accomnodate two new of the largest passenger
■lanes of the most modern types.
Aero Landing Platform
Plans for this aero landing platform
re being made, and it is expected that
hey will be submitted to Mr. Fox for

1

Can

approval very soon. Several aeroplane
manufacturers and individuals contemplating aero-passenger service to and
from the metropolis, are endeavoring to
make arrangements with Fox Film Corporation for landing privileges on this
roof. Whether the platform will be used
for the Fox organization exclusively has
not been decided.

GLADYS BROCKWELL
IN DRAMATIC ROLE
In one of the most intensely dramatic
roles it has been her good fortune to
enact in motion pictures — in fact, one of
the most dramatic ever shown on the
screen — Gladys Brockwell will make her
bow in her September picture under the
William Fox expanded scheme of productions for 1919-1920. "Broken Commandments" will be published September 21.
Those who have witnessed the advance
showings of this photoplay have been
unanimous in unstinted praises of both
the actress and her vehicle. They declare
unreservedly
"Broken
ments" that
WilliaminFox
has Commandentrusted
Gladys Brockwell with one of the biggest dramatic screen productions of the
past four years.

Stiner Completes
"Hell's Half Acre"
"Hell's Half Acre," the first of the
Lone Star Western Dramas featuring
Harry Meyers, has been completed by
William Stiner, the producer, and delivered to the Arrow Film Corporation.
Xew York.
The interest that this series has attracted and the confidence which is felt
in the star and producer is evidenced
by the announcement that one-third of
the country had been sold to state
rightsture was
distributors
finished. before the first picTalmadge

Feature
Nears Completion
Constance
secondExhibitors
production for the Talmadge's
First National
Circuit is rapidly nearing completion according to advices received from the
studio.
The play is a picturization by Anita
Loos and John Emerson of the Clyde
Fitch comedy, "The Bachelor," and said
to be capitally fitted for the star. Conway Tearle appears opposite her and
the cast includes Wallace McCutcheon,
Jeannette Horton and Jack Kane.
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"Kismet," Stage Success in Which Otis Skinner
Starred, to Be First Picture Made Under
Direction of David G. Fischer
Contracts were entered into on Monday between World Pictures and the
Waldorf Film Corporation whereby the
former will have the distribution rights
to a series of picture productions to be
made by the Waldorf Company.
The initial production of this series of
features will be a picturization of Edward Knaubloch's international success
"Kismet." which is well remembered in

1)1 \ il> G. FISCHER
Director General of Waldorf Film Corporation, which will produce a Neries of
NpecialN for World Picture*.
the United States for the fame it brought
to Otis Skinner, who starred in this
oriental drama, under the management
of Chas. Frohman in association with
Klaw and Erlanger and Harrison Grey
Fiske. Although Otis Skinner had
through a number of famous plays
reached a pinnacle shared by very few
eminent actors, it was his masterly interpretation of the "beggar" in "Kismet"
that gave him his greatest eclat. He
played an entire season at the Knickerbocker Theatre, New York, four months
in Chicago, three months in Boston,
three months in Philadelphia and was
seen in all the principal cities of the
United States, in England and all the
countries on the Continent.
David G. Fischer Director
David G. Fischer, who will direct the
making of the play into a picture, has
for a long time been trying to secure
what others had failed to obtain. His
persistence was rewarded even though
a record breaking price had to be met.
Xow that he has the play in his possession he is already making preparations
to begin the work of putting it in screen
form. It will require the services of a

hundred actors, not counting the mobs
that will have to be trained through rehearsals covering several weeks to give
the proper background to the picture.
Mr. Fischer is in a position to do this
unusual work as his backers have set no
money limit on the cost of production.
Each actor is being picked with due care
to the attainment of idealization of types
which the picture calls for.
Eight camera men have been engaged
and the very best modern equipment i:i
studio facilities is now being purchased.
The entire fall will be devoted to the
building of a city in Florida that will
correspond in all details to that portion
of the city of Bagdad, in Arabia, that is
concerned in Mr. Knoblauch's wonderful
tale that owes its inspiration to the immortal "Arabian
claimed
that $100,000
will Nights."
be the sumIt ofis expense
in building this city, ground for which
will be provided by one of the stockholders who recently
estate in Florida
that has purchased
28 miles ofancoast
line and extends back into the interior
40 miles. On this trac* of 'and the city
will be built.
Send Buyers to Europe
Two men were dispatched >o Europe
especially to buy draperies, costumes
and properties for the proper establishment of scenic atmosphere. They also
journeyed to Bagdad to make drawings
and take pictures o( the scenes described
in the play so that they can be accurately reproduced in Florida.
Purchasing agents are already scouring
F ciida buying building material and an
employment agency has been instituted
on the ground to secure workmen and
day laborers. A laboratory equipment
has been secured and will be taken to the
scene of operation so that no time will
be lost in the development of negatives
and making of prints. It is expected to
finish the picture this winter.
Selznick Buys Right
To Film "Just a Wife"
Myron Selznick announces that he has
purchased the motion picture rights to
the well known Belasco success, "Just
A Wife," which was written by Eugene
Walters,
whose atplay,
was presented
the "The
SelwynChallenge,"
Theatre,
New York. Mr. Walters also elaborated with Edmund Goulding in writing
Eugene O'Brien's latest Selznick picture, nounced
"Sealedwho Hearts."
It is not
will be featured
in anthe
screen version of "Just A Wife."
Gale Henry Company
To Clifford Studio
The Model Comedy Company', manufacturing the Gale Henry comedies, will
he established on September 5, in the
new home of the organization at the
Clifford studios, Hollywood. Equipment
is now being transferred and the new
property being overhauled by a corps
of men from the 50technical department.

DeVry Corporation
Issues Projection
Manual for Trade
The DeVry Corporation, manufacturer
of the DeVry portable projection machine, has just issued a projection
manual for which there will, undoubtedly,
be a big demand.
The "Manual of Portable Projection."
just off the press, was several months
in preparation. Although containing
considerable information of interest to
the professional projectionist, it is primarily intended for the laity comprising
a large percentage of portable projector
users. Exceptional care was necessary
in its preparation in order to avoid unintelligible technical explanations. At
the same time mechanical details have
been made very clear.
The Manual is loose-leaf so as to
facilitate additions and changes. It
comprises detailed instructions for the
threading operation, general care and
oiling of the projector as well as clear,
concise and untechnical explanations of
the function of the projector parts.
Photographs and instructive dragrams
are used to clearly visualize every
function.
The function of the screen is clearly
depicted and the method of securing the
best projection results under any condition are carefully explained. In similar
manner, the care, humidification, inspecting and repairing of film, the use of
rheostat batteries and even the methods
of shipping the projector, are covered
in Aan complete
interestingcross
and index
instructive
makesmanner.
refer- '
ence an easy matter. Copies of this
manual, accompanying every projector
that is shipped, making clear to all
owners the simplicity of the DeVry's
operation.
New Device Perfected
For Animated Drawing
A new device that is expected to revolutionize present methods used in the
production of animated drawings for the
screen has just been perfected by W. 0.
Hurst, production manager of the Educational Department of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. It already
has been employed in the making of
forthcoming numbers of the Paramount'
Magazine, the new weekly one-reel attraction being published by that concern
By this device it is possible to show
animated drawings with photographic
subjects when actual photography will
lend clarity or atmosphere to the whole
Mr. Hurst hit upon the method, which \>
really a discovery, during the production
of "Forty Minutes to France," one of the
subjects in the second publication of th(
series.
To Open Palace,
Hamilton, Ohic
HAMILTON, O.— Plans are rapid!}
maturingmotion
for thepicture
openinghouse,
of Hamilton':
newest
the Pal
ace, on South Third street. Fred Meyer
who will be the general manager of th<
Palace, will arrive here Sunday to mak<
further plans for the opening. Mr. Meyei
has seventeen other motion picturi
houses under his management, which wil
permit him to give to Hamilton the ven
best that the motion picture world ha
to present.
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Public,

Not

E. W.
Film.
Out

Censors,

Hammons.
Declares

Objec

By E. W. Hammons
Vice-President and General Manager of the
Educational Films Corporation of America
There is no denying the fact that motion picture programs, as presented in
the average photoplay theatre, have left
much to be desired, from the viewpoint
of the American mother who intends to
safeguard her children. Reams have been
written to prove this point, and columns
nave been devoted to condemnation of
motion pictures in general because of
his apparent failure to measure up to a
ertain standard.
It is not my purpose to defend the moion picture for its past performances, or
o even venture into that phase of the
ubject. All I would do is suggest pos:ble ways and means for the future imirovement of motion picture programs,
s I see the way open for the American
loman to accomplish this end. Organzed womanhood is the only force that
an better the quality of motion picture
roduction. and I am fully convinced that
co-operation"
the only
lethod by whichis women
can effective
hope to
ecure these results.
Like Publication of Books
The production of motion pictures can
e compared in every essential detail
ith the publication of books, magazines
nd newspapers. Every product of the
rinting press has its counterpart on the
lotion picture screen, and, if you seek
ly opinion, the motion picture has a
lade the best of it all the way around
s a medium of expression. I am citing
.ie comparison between the printed
ord and the motion picture as a means
f emphasizing what I mean by "co-op•ation" on the part of American mothCondemnation, opposition, criticism
id legalized censorship can never ac>mplish the results that are desired,
appose, for instance, the demand were
ade that all books, magazines and
;wspapers be abolished, or subjected to
rigid censorship because cheap novels
id unclean stories were being printed?
hile it is undoubtedly true that this
)jectionable condition does exist, there
no possibilty of any censorship of the
ess, for the simple reason that the vast
ajority stands behind the clean and the
spectable. giving moral support to the
tter things which can be expressed by
inter's ink. The unclean portion fades
to a tiny segment of the whole, overadowed by a great majority, and will
accepted as a necessary evil as long as
:man
re. nature continues to be human naWomen Must Solve Question
The co-operation that will raise the
indard of motion pictures is to be
und in the whole-hearted support and
proval of organized womenhood. rep-

Can
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Organized
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Improve

Manager

of Eductional

Womanhood

Pictures

By

Films

Can

Concerted

Weed
Action

upon to have uniformly good programs.
The care that is taken in the selection of
the short pictures that usually surround
the main attraction is another indication
of the standards of quality which a theatre maintains. The progress that is being made in the motion picture industry
is measured by the extent of the use of
good ->hort-subject material. Five year*
ago there was but one really first class
motion picture house in Xew York
City — now there are three, and this fall
will see this number doubled or tripled.
The season of 1919-1920 will see this
ratio of increase in the quality of motion
picture theatres manifest from coast to
coast. There could be no better time
for a movement to insure the success of
the higher class films.
Bear in mind that the neighborhood
theatre man regards your voice as one
in a thousand. Give him the impression
that you as an individual devote your
idea of -better
ridingor thea pastime,
timea tohobby
as
and hefilms*'
will
quicklyions.
discount
your
expressed
opinRemember that he has had much
experience with various organizations
who have sought to regulate and reform
K. YV. HAMMOXS
pictures
fromremember
a certainthat"ele\ iee-I're«iident and (.eneral Manager of motion vated"
position, and
he
F.ducationnl Film*, nho believes organ- can identify this sort of help at sight.
ized womanhood ran eliminate objectionBut, that
on thestraws
contrary,
don'twhich
overlook
the
able him-.
fact
indicate
way the
wind
is
blowing,
and
that
your
theatre
resenting the best of American citizen- man is all ears for the honest opinions of
ship. For lack of this support, the standards of the motion picture have been dic- his regular patrons. You will find him
tated by too great a percentage of the scouting around at all hours to learn
minority, thus establishing a demand for your likes and dislikes, and the next day
will see him fighting with the producer
the less desirable kind of entertainment.
There are better films — of unquestiona- to secure the material demanded by the
ble quality — existing today, and there majority of his patrons.
has never been any inclination on the
Children Present Problem
part of the producer to withhold this
kind of material from the market. PicThe problem of young childr.n is one
ture producers
a whole
are straightwhich presents the greatest difficulty for
forward businessas men
who have
but one most
mothers, and in dealing with it
purpose — to turn out productions that here I shall again use my previous comwill please the public. And the proof of
parison of the motion picture industry
their
pudding is in the box-office receipts with the publishing trade. You do not
thereof.
boys and girls to read any and
The theatre which you patronize is the expect
every kind of magazine, and neither
runis
it
If
problem.
key to the whole
would you think it plausible to limit all
ning questionable programs, perhaps it is
The Youth's
Nicholasto and
reading to St.
your fault. A sufficient number of the Companion
in order
protect the chilbetter element have not registered apdren. Regular motion picture programs
proval and support for the higher class can never be. and should never be. built
of film entertainment. Therefore your to match the intelligence of an eleven
neighborhood exhibitor must cater to the
If any detail is objecdemand he finds. If you seek better vear old child.
it is equally objectionable
films, with a real sincerity of purpose, whether thetionable,average
age of the audience
vou will not only find them, but you will is eight or eighty, and as such should
also discover that this self-same theatre be eliminated. There should be perin the subformances exclusively for children, which
man is as keenly interested
ject as you are. You may depend upon adults might find rather too slender for
it. the average exhibitor is proud of his real entertainment, but there should
better. never be performances exclusively for
calling, and is anxious to make itadvance
It is his business to keep well in
would not be fit for chilfilms adultsdren towhich
the
supply
to
and
see.
of his audience,
before
almost
demand
to meet a new
In the city of Chicago, so-called "pink
you realize such a demand has beer cre- permits" are issued for the exhibition of
ated.
— "chilfor adults
exclusivelyToday,
How to Tell Good Theatres
pictures
dren not admitted."
the loop
district of Chicago leads the country in the
The theatre that is physically clean and exhibition
of
commonplace
films,
under
well managed can usually be depended
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high-sounding titles and "pink permits."
The ofsignthe— "children
not admitted"
one
oldest theatrical
tricks, —andis
the would-be reformers, with their mistaken idea of the value of the "pink permit" have made the cheap theatres of
Chicago a disgrace to the moving picture
industry. Citizens of New York State
see their motion pictures as they are produced, while citizens of Pennsylvania
have their picture programs rigidly censored. And yet, after a number of years
of this sort of thing, I am confident that
no one can point to a difference of one
tiny fraction of one degree in the morals
of either state as compared with the
other. Public condemnation of any theatrical attraction is invariably "pie for
the press agent," and will always be a
distinct
duction. advantage for the offending proDiscusses His Products
The products of the Educational Films
Corporation of America are limited to
single-reel features — travel, scenic, scientific, nature study and kindred subjects. Our production is therefore beyond the scope of censorship, and our
position with regard to better films is not
influenced by our relations with the market. We do, however, note that the increasing desire for better pictures leads
to an ever-increasing market for the type
of material which we are producing. Motion picture audiences are changing and
creating new and greater markets for the
more serious type of film production.
One by one the motion picture theatres
are taking on the new dignity of community centers, presenting a program
with all the variety of the newspaper,
magazine and best-seller rolled into one.
It is a popular joke to refer to the
ANITA
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motion picture trade as "the industry
in
its infancy."
Five years was
ago, organized,
when the
Educational
Corporation
the number of satisfactory "Educational"
subjectsgers.could
be counted
on one's with
finToday there
are hundreds,
school and college activities, and the
use of "Educational" subjects in the theatres increasing every day. In the glorious tomorr.ow, which is just around the
corner, the motion picture will come into
its own — as a fine art as well as a great
industry. Then we shall have our complete film library with thousands of subjects; we shall see the founding of "The
Children's Theatre" in the heart of New
York, and the motion picture theatre in
every community will be a regular part
of the daily life of father, mother and the
children.
Commodious House
Planned for Dallas
DALLAS, TEX.— A neighborhood
theatre with a capacity of 1,200 persons
will be constructed near the corner of
Jefferson and Tyler streets by G. R.
Wright, owner of the Blue Bird Theatre, 215 South Tyler avenue. It will be
100x150 feet in size and will cost $35,000.
The site has not been chosen.
"1 am going to install a $10,000 organ,
a women's rest room and a nursery for
the little ones," Mr. Wright said. "The
new theatre will have cooling, ventilating and heating systems. I am going to
give the people of Oak Cliff one of the
best neighborhood theatres in Dallas and
exhibit only first class films."
STEWART

IN "HER

KINGDOM

Mutual

Announces
Changes in Field
S. J. Rollo, director of sales and exchanges of Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation, announces the following changes in the field force:
Fred G. Sliter, branch manager at
Pittsburgh, and formerly branch manager in New York City, has been promoted to the position of special field
representative covering eastern and central western territory. Mr. Sliter was
formerly commissioner of film to Mexico
under the division of films of the committee on publi; information. He has been
in the Mutual organization for six years
starting at Albany as salesman and later
being branch manager of the Albany exchange.
C. W. Moore, assistant manager at
Pittsburgh, has been appointed acting
manager of that exchange vice Mr.
Sliter.
W. L. Parker, formerly on the sales
force of the Cincinnati and Washington
exchanges, has been transferred to the
executive offices.
John Melsheimer, formerly cashier at
the executive offices who went to New
York when the offices were transferred
from Chicago, has returned to Chicago
as chief clerk of the Chicago exchange.
Discontinues Pictures
BATAVIA. N. Y.— The Family Theatre, Batavia's leading photoplay theatre,
has
discontinued
its pictureto policy
is remodeling
preparatory
adoptingand'a
straight legitimate program.

OF DREAMS"
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Louise Provost's novel furnished tin- plot for HiIh splendid drama of business mid nodal life. IHInn Stewart In Hiipported by Mnhl"
Hamilton,
Santacht, Tolly
Harahnll,
<(. Nllaaon, Kathlyn Williams, James Nelll, Wesley Barry »"
«ri,rc <>r Thomas
oihrrN — practically
an all-atar
mat.Ralph Grave*, v
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"The

Westerners"
Booked
Day and
Date Over Big Chicago
Circuits

Ascher

Brothers
To Show

and Lubliner and Trinz Chains
Hodkinson Productions
Simultaneously

Contracts for complete circuit-wide
bookings of the Ascher Brothers and
Lubliner & Trinz chains of theatres in
Chicago have been signed with the \V.
\V. Hodkinson Corporation for Benjamin
B. Hampton's first Great Authors' production, "The Westerners," from the
lovel of Stewart Edward White. These
;ontracts were taken by Sidney J. Goldnan, the Hodkinson Chicago manager,
ind follow a circuit-wide booking in New
t'ork of the United Booking Offices
Keith and Proctor time) by Marx S.
sathan. manager of the metropolitan
istrict.
Opens New Season
"The Westerners" will play day and
ate over the Chicago zone and will be
he opening attraction of the new
musement season by both of these
owerful western circuits. During the
ast twelve months only one other prouction has gone through the entire
ngth of these two chains of theatres
ay and date and that, incidentally, was
ie Hodkinson picture of "Sahara." the
g J. Parker Read, Jr., Louise Glaum
■oduction.
"The Westerners" has promptly chalnged the attention of the great first
n factors of the industry. Other first
•ns signed during the past few days
elude the Colonial Theatre, Akron,
e Goldberg Brothers' first run and
'cuit in Omaha, the Sequoia Theatre,
cramento, the Laughlin Theatre, Long
•ach, Cal., and more than one hundred
•her points, representing an even disbution across the thirty Hodkinson
ies zones.
The big first runs throughout the naln find exploitation angles aplenty in
'he Westerners." The historic happeni:s in the Great Authors' productions
s proving food for unusual advertisi; and exploitation of a better sort,
len there is the big campaign of Gross; and Dunlap to assist exhibitors in
plting over the Benjamin B. Hampton
Pjture as one of the sure fire money
gters of the year.
Publishers to Aid Exploitation
'his
alert organization
of publishers.
* > control
all of Stewart
Edward
V ite's novels, have 23,000 booksellers
iitvery section of the country all lined
n for greater co-operation of booksips and motion picture theatres than
h; ever been known in the history of
industry.
i New York alone during the record
m:ing run of "The Westerners" at the
S nd Theatre, no less than fourteen
of he city's larger book stores devot?d

their windows to a display of "The
Westerners,"
and special
department
drug
stores also took
pains and
to bring
the Stewart Edward White novel before
the public eye for days in advance and
all during the presentation of this powerful Hodkinson release at the Strand.

New Bathing Beauties
To Bow to Public Soon
Frank Zambreno of the Unity Pictures
Corporation, announces the purchase of
another important series of pictures.
This new series is composed of comedies in which Chuck Reisner is the featured comedian — but. in addition to the
star there will appear in the cast
twenty "Beach Beauties," bathing girls,
who. if their photographs are any criterion, are all that they are claimed to
be — beautiful and easy to look upon.
And, what is of greater interest, they
will travel and appear personally at each
presentation of their pictures. A number of the ladies of the bath are well
known Chicago girls.
The first comedy, now ready for publication, will be known as "Dog Days."
"Sahara" Sold for
Canadian

Territory

Canadian
rights
to "Sahara,"
the
J. The
Parker
Read, Jr.
production
featuring
Louise Glaum, have been sold by the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation to Jule
and J. J. Allen, distributors and exhibitors owning and operating more than
fort>- theatres in Canada.
The feature will be used by the Aliens
to start off the new season at their
theatres in Winnipeg and Toronto as
well as the lesser theatres in the circuit.
And for the first time a Dominion-wide
billboard campaign is being made in
behalf of a single production, this to
precede the Canadian publication.
Pictographs Colored
By New Bray Process
The first of the Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs, which will be published on Sept.
7. will introduce to the public the new
process just perfected by their creator
which imparts to the movements of the
pictured actors the continuous motions
of live performers.
The second number of the series to be
published will also present something
new in the form of colored cartoons, in
which it is said the natural colors of the
subject matter have been reproduced
with remarkable faithfulness.
Each issue of the series will contain
a short length of Chester Outdoor scenes
to be known as "Chester Tidbits."
Hot Fight Waged for
Sunday Picture Shows
NAPERVILLE, ILL.— The fight for
Sunday pictures here is getting more exciting every hour. Both sides have petitions out and house-to-house canvasses
of the town are being made. The Sileiit
Six Booster club have got additional
posters out today with the big headlines, "Throw Away Your Hammer and
Get a Horn." This Booster club, which
is a newly-organized club in Xaperville, advocates
motion pictures, if educational, on Sunday.
Constance Talmadge and Wyndhani Standing, in .Miss Talmadge's initial First \ari.mnl
"A Temperamental
writtenpicture,
by John
Emerson and AVife."
Anita
Loos, and directed by David Kirkland.
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Retitle
The
title of"Nobody
the DorothyHome"
Gish Paramount picture originally called "Nobody
Home." has been changed to "Out of
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he resumed his duties with Vitagraph,
occupying an executive position at the
general headquarters at 16C0 Broadway.
Is Schooled for Position
Mr. Smith is thoroughly familiar with
the
ing. motion picture industry from every
angle — production, exploitation and sell-

NEW

Mr. Smith received a rousing welcome
at the Vitagraph studio.
"It seemed like a regular home-coming," said one of the Vitagraph stars
yesterday, referring to Mr. Smith's return. "It also makes me think of the
old days here. Mr. Smith is one of the
few persons I have met who could scold
a player and make him or her regard it
as a favor by virtue of the results he
would obtain from the scolding."

Jack Kerrigan ItandwillLillian
Walker inbya the
love W.scene
"A Joyous
Liar," just eompleted.
be distributed
W. from
Hodkinson
Corporation.
"The

Miracle

Man"

Opens

Run

At Cohan's
Theatre, New
York
Effective Prologue and Epilogue Make Premier
Sensation — Critics Pronounce Film
One of the Best of the Season
"The Miracle Man," the ParamountArtcraft picturization of the story by
Frank L. Pickard and the play by
George M. Cohan, opened an indefinite
engagement at Cohan's theatre, New
York, on August 26 to a capacity attendance.
A model audience of picture enthusiasts were in their seats when the overture began, drawn by the printed news
an-d
whispered
reports of
the picture's
greatness.
A pensive
silence
endured
while a splendid scenic reel of the Canadian Rockies unwound its length.
Opens with Stage Setting
Then the big attraction took the center of attention with a massive stage
setting depicting a street in Chinatown
and a cast of some fifty players enacting
the Toles of characteristic denizens of
the district. During the five minutes
while this scene was being presented
the spirit of the opening scenes of the
play was imparted to the gathering.
No sooner had the title been disposed
of than the first scenes of the picture
seemed to take up the threads of the
scene that had been pictured on the
stage. The connection held up intense
interest until the four principal characters had been introduced, when the action of the play itself, getting into its
swing, claimed every thought for the
next hour and thirty minutes.
Epilogue Is Effective
Something
new inwhen
picture
tion was uncovered
the presentalast film
scene faded into darkness and the rising lights disclosed a stage setting
carrying the abstract peace of the film
to the concrete setting and characters

presented. After a brief but effiective
epilogue, perhaps the most successful
thing of the sort ever attempted, the
auditorium hummed iike a bee hive with
the comments of the gathering, comments voiced in intense whispers and
certainly indicative of the high appreciation accorded the play.
Some mentioned the name of Thomas
Meighan, the star of the picture.
Other's
spoke All
of George
Loanethe Tucker,
the director.
agreed that
screen
had given tainment
themduringnothefiner
evening's enterseason.
Arthur
Named

V. Smith

is

Assistant

to

Vitagraph President
Arthur V. Smith, brother of Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph, has been
appointed assistant to the president with
headquarters at the Brooklyn studio.
day.
He entered on his new duties on MonSees Service Abroad
Mr. Smith formerly was studio manager of the Brooklyn plant. When the
United States entered t ne war he
entered the officers school at Pittsburgh, although he was beyond the draft
age, and won his commission as first
lieutenant. He insisted on overseas service and was assigned to the motor
transport service. He spent twenty-two
months in France being one of the few
officers from Plattsburg who were over
the draft age, to see active service.
When Lieut. Smith was mustered out

ROBERTSON-COLE PLANS
(Continued from page 46)
"The Waldorf Theatre. Akron, Ohio,
booked for the first time a Hayakawa
picture, 'The Man Beneath,' last week.
It was continued for the full week and
on
the strength
the first
two nights'
business.
Manager ofBarbias
contracted
for
all the Hayakawa pictures for the coming year.
" 'The Pagan God' played to capacity
in two first run houses in Columbus, the
Metropolitan and the Grand running for(
the entire week.
"Reports like these give a bare idea oi
what may be expected with a complete
program of Superior Pictures.
"Eight months ago, Robertson-Colt
features
booked ofin Martin
a singleJohn
firs'
run house.wereThenot release
son's pictures, 'Cannibals of the Sotrtl
Sea Island,'
proved pictures
the entering
Those
remarkable
were wedge
showi
in
the
Rialto,
one
of
New
York's
larges
theatres, and in the majority of the big
ger houses throughout the countr\
From that day on the number of first rut
houses booking Robertson-Cole picture
through Exhibitors Mutual has gradual!
increased. The high standard of produc
tions maintained throughout the summe
brought about so many new contract,
that the coming year will see Robertson
Cole features showing in at least t\v
first run houses in every citv.
Ten First Runs in Cities
"Contracts already received show tlu
as many as eight and ten first run house
in some of the larger cities will run th
Robertson-Cole
program of Superif
Pictures.
"The high standard of our Superit
Pictures, 'The Man Who Turned VVhite
'The Pagan God' and 'The Other Hal
have given the exhibitors a confidenc
ings,
that is reflected in the increased bool
"Wc guarantee them fifty-two pictunj
measuring up to the same standard ail
we feel assured our increased efforts I
maintain this high standard will me;j
more money for the exhibitor.
"The open and star series booking is!
policy proving especially attractive I
exhibitors and has resulted in many co
tracts for special series. Almost fil
thousand theatres will show the nv
Hayakawa pictures and this number W
without doubt be greatly increased h
fore the first is released.
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Will Give
Premier
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"Sinners"

at Sing

Sing

Prison

\rthur

S. Kane Grants Unusual Requests Coming
York's
From Unfortunates in New
Penal Institution

"Sinners,"
in which
Brady will
ave
her initial
screenAlice
appearance
tor
ealart Pictures Corporation, will have
5 first public showing at Sing Sing
rison.
What is believed to be the most ungual better ever received by a producing
rmpiny accounts for the dcvsii'ti to
lo« letter
Sing Sing
to see "Sinners"
he
is addressed
to Arthurfirst,S.
ane, president of Realart, and is signed
.• Louis Jacobs, chairman of the entermmeni committee of the Mutual W'elre League. It reads in part as i'ol,\vs:
The first production on any stage of
;ss 3rady's new picture for your comny was given on the stage of the Mual Welfare League when Mr. William
Brady presented
us the
on
iristmas
Day, 1914. 'Sinners'
This was toalso
st dramatic performance ever given
this institution and Miss Brady was
e first dramatic artist to entertain us.
e have a further interest in 'Sinners'
cause we understand that Mr. James
in Missof Brady's
rtCrane
in theappears
picturization
the play supand
is the last actor to have appeared on
■ r stage.
Interested in Production
All these things being so. you will
it wonder that we are especially interi ed in the picture and in fact have
< ne to look on it as something in which
' have almost a peculiar right. We
Mild greatly like, if you can see your
vy clear, to continue our priority with
ts splendid drama by being the first to
a it in its new form and hope that you
\ 1 find it possible to accord us this.
We recognize that we are asking a
t at deal of vou and our onlv excuse
THREE

ALICE BRADY

GOOD

for the asking is that you have always
accorded us such generous co-operation
and the fact that for us the performance
of 'Sinners' marked the ending of an old
and outworn system and the inauguration of a new and brighter day which
has invested it with a sentiment for us
that nothing else has evoked."
Mr. Kane very promptly granted Mr.
Jacobs'
request, this
and according
a Realart statement
will mark tothe
first
time that a stage play and its screen
adaption will both have had their first
public showing on the same stage. The
photoplay version adapted by Eve Unsell is said to follow the play very closely
so that the Mutual W'elfare League will
be able to make comparisons. In addition Miss Brady plays the leading part
of ''Mary Horton," as she did in the
stage version.
Mr. Jacobs' Reply
Replying to the letter in which Realart
promised the first public showing of
"Sinners"
to Sing Sing, Mr. Jacobs
wrote:
"The news that we will be permitted
to screen 'Sinners' first is the most welcome that we have had for a long time.
Miss Brady is a sort of fetish with us.
She's our favorite both on the screen
and stage and if it were possible that she
could appear here in person at the time
of the screening she would receive an
ovation that would be electrifying and
would be inspiring to her throughout the
long and successful career we hope she
"Sinners"
nearing
complehave."
may
tion under is
therapidly
direction
of Kenneth
Webb. The members of the Mutual
Welfare League will probably see it on
their screen during the early fall. Alice

REASONS

WHY

REALART

I'rady said that if her double duty of
appearing on tour in the stage play,
"Forever After," and making screen productions for Realart permitted, she would
certainly be present at this premier.
Minter Appearing at
New England Theatres
Xew England exhibitors are endeavoring to capitalize the presence of Mary
Miles Minter in their vicinity. Several
of them in Boston and neighboring communities already have introduced her to
their patrons and others, throughout
New England, have extended invitations
for personal appearances which, on account of the distance, Miss Minter has
not yet been able to accept.
Practically all of the exteriors of
''Anne of Green Gables," which is to be
Miss Minter's first Realart picture, are
being taken at Dedham, Mass., a short
distance out of Boston. Comparatively
few big pictures have been made in the
Boston neighborhood and exhibitor interest isreported to be unusual.
Von Tilzer Publishes
Song With "Big 4" Tie-Up
Getting his inspiration from "Big
Four's" first release, the Douglas Fairbanks' picture, "His Majesty, the American," Albert Von Tilzer has written a
new song bearing the same title. The
song is being published by the Broadway Music Corporation, New York City,
and that company is beginning a country-wide campaign to popularize the
song in conjunction with the big first
runs of the picture.
Selznick Buys Rights
Myron Selznick has purchased the
motion picture rights to "The Girl from
out Yonder," a stage play of some years
ago, and will use it as the fourth Olive
Thomas production for the Select program. Ralph Ince will direct and production will begin as soon as he finishes
work
upon
"Sealed
Hearts." Eugene
O'Brien's second
picture.

EXECUTIVES

MARY MILES MINTER

ARE HAPPY

CONSTANCE

BINNEY

EXHIBITORS
THE LOVERS

IN "THE AMAZING

HERALD

LOVERS"

lege Widow," in which Miss Hallo
played the title role. Miss Hallor mad
her stage debut with Zeigfeld's Follies.
The play was put in scenario form b
Anthony Paul Kelley, whose work as
screen writer needs no introduction t
the exhibitors. George Irving has bee
selected as director.
SEEK FILM TAX REPEAL
(Continued from page 42)
attention to the petition by means c
slides and hundreds of patrons, chief)
women, the wives of wage earners, wei
eager in their demand for "copies t
sign." When signed they were forwan
ed to Washington by the theati
owners.
The committee now has on hand
large stock of neatly printed petitioi
which
be gladlywithout
sent tocost.
any A exhi'
itor in will
the country
wir

One of the scenes from the first B. A. Rolfe production of the Robert W. Chambers'
series of stories. It is based on Mr. Chambers' "The Shining; Band,'' but will be
published
the screen as "The Amazing Lovers," which is considered a more
appropriateon title.
Kay

Laurel,

Ziegfeld

Beauty,
Kay Laurel, Ziegfeld Follies beauty
and more recently seen in the featured
role of Rex Beach's "The Brand," is to
be featured in a series of special features by a newly organized producing
company, Sheer and Company, with J. M.
Sheer, who was a prominent member of
the producing forces of the old Solax
Company, heading the executive forces.
Production was started this week at the
Reliance Studio, Yonkers under the personal direction and supervision of Jack
O'Brien, who until recently was director
general of the Virginia Pearson Picture
Corporation.
Story of the Oil Country
P. M. Sheer announces that one of
America's best known and most popular
playwrights is the author of Miss Laurel'sinfirst
ture
thestory.
Texas Romance
Oklahomaandoil advencountry with the famous Texas Ranger playing an important role, are the predominating elements of the drama. Following the taking of the interior scenes at
the Reliance Studios, Miss Laurel and
company will go to Texas, for exteriors
in the vicinity of Fort Worth, where the
action of the story is laid.
Following Miss Laurel's success in the
principal role of Rex Beach's "The
Brand" byand
theoneunusual
popularityof
gained
her as
of the beauties
the Midnight Revue of the Ziegfeld Follies, the promoters of the new company
feel that there has been an insistent demand by the public for more features
with Miss Laurel Starred. Mr. Sheer, in
making the announcement of the formation of (he new company, said that he has

Follies
to Be Star in Series
every reason to believe that with such a
combination of star and director, he will
be able to give the public pictures of
quality.
To Be Ready This Fall.
The sole aim of the newly organized
company, according
to Mr. pictures
Sheer's that
announcement, isto produce
will give Miss Laurel every opportunity
to display those qualities and that ability which won fame for her on the New
York stage. With Sheer and Company
Miss Laurel will have all the advantages
accruing to a star heading her own producing
Director
O'Brien
announces thatcompany.
he expects
to have
the new
Laurel feature ready for the first part of
the fall season and added that it will be
given a Broadway run, prior to general
publication.
Production

Begun

"BlueProductions
Pearl"
The LawrenceOn Weber
have notified the World Pictures that the
first of the series of special features .they
will make for the World Company has
been put in work.
The initial subject will be a picturization of "The Blue Pearl," Anne Crawford Flexncr's play, that was the opening attraction at the Longacrc Theatre
last season. Edith Hallor has been selected as the star. Miss Hallor is a well
known stage favorite who has been under the management of the Shuberts,
Zeigfeld, Comstock, Elliott and Gest.
Her last appearance in New York was in
"Leave It to Jane," a musical version of
George Ade's famous comedy, "The Col56

or line, to the committee's headquarte
at 1587 Broadway will bring them by r
turn mail.
Northwest Exhibitors Are Busy
H. B. Wright, secretary of the Nort
west Exhibitors' Circuit returned <
August 20th from a tour of Washingtc
Montana, Oregon and Idaho and he r
ports that in each state he perfect
the tax repeal organization and foui
every exhibitor busy.
Every tax
exhibitor
will 1 '
showing
slides inby Kansas
September
according to H. E. Jameyson of Wich
who is state director for Kansas. W,
bor A. Shea of Eastport, Maine, has r
only interested the Congressmen of 1
state in the tax fight but has enlist
the support and active aid of the nev
Joseph Rickard of Phoenix, Ariz.,
papers.
terested the Arizona Gazette, one of
influential papers of the southwest
the fight with the result that a lo
editorial appeared on August 16, impl'
ing Congress to do something for I
motion picture theatres which had dc :
noble work during the war. An exce I
from the editorial follows:
"It must be recognized that the ntion picture theatres have been heav
burdened with taxes, besides be:
hampered with meddlesome regulati< ;
of censorship and Sunday limitatio,
while they did, during the war a v t
service to the government in the use t
their houses for war publicity. Tl^
would have seemed to have earned so
relief;direct
but taxes.
why not apply it to th
own
"Each show house in l'hoenix p:
$120 annual city license; $120 ann
$200 Federal License :
countyon license,
tax
film amounting to about $
making a total of $1,140. This, of cou
is in addition
regular taxes such
everybody
else topays.
"The theatres are entitled to some
lief certainly, and as soon as it can

An editorial to the same effect
peared recently in the Ithaca ne
papers. Generally the Western nc
papers, reflecting the liberality of vn»'
have edil
some of the states there
in given."
against a continuation of the r
ializcd
ajCSMyrick of the Rialto theatre, Ri«.
reports" Montana is thoroughly lined P-
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Over

Will

Build

Three

Vladison Square and Crawford Added to Chicago
Chain— Million Dollar House Projected
For Northwest Side
Following closely upon the announceent that Lubliner and Trinz had conieted plans for two new theatres, both
them with a seating capacity of 4,500,
mes the news that a third new one is
be constructed by the same firm.
To Be Called the "Panacea"
Word was received from the L. & T.
■ices some time ago that an elaborate
)W Picture Palace at Madison and Ked; avenue, and another was contemi ted at Pleasant street and Wisconsin
j'nue in Oak Park. Now it is anr inced that plans have been accepted
f a third new showhouse, to be cons icted at the corner of Milwaukee and
Svyer avenue, one of the busiest and
n;t prosperous sections of the Northn t Side. The cost of this third theai will exceed, it is believed, $1,000,000.
Itvill be known as the "Panacea." As
5c i as labor conditions permit, work
m be started on all three houses.
laborate presentation, special stress
beg laid upon carefully selected pictus, and music furnished by the best
obinable orchestras, will be the idea
in iind in the opening of all three newpi; houses.
Take Over Two Theatres
'i Friday, August 29, Lubliner and
Trz completed negotiations which put
tht in control of the Madison Square
amCrawford theatres, two of the largest nd best known picture houses on
Ch igo's West Side. A considerable
sui it is understood, was paid to add
(the two playhouses to the rapidly
groing Lubliner and Trinz Chicago
E h theatres passed into the hands of
the new owners on Labor Day, Monoay September 1. While the plans are
to vt both houses thoroughly overnau 1 and redecorated, they will not be
dosl. The work will proceed without
THREE

interrupting the showing of pictures.
The same care and beauty of presentation, so evident in other Lubliner and
Trinz houses, will be introduced into the
Madison Square and the Crawford.
Paducah,

Ky., to
Have New Theatre
PADUCAH, KY.— The Big Feature
Rights Corporation circuit, with headquarters inLouisville, Ky., will establish
a modern motion picture theatre in
Paducah at an early date, according to
announcement made of Lee Goldberg,
a representative of the company. Goldberg has been in Paducah the past few
days and has selected the location for
the new theatre, but would not say
where it was. The theatre will be one of
the most modern in the south, he said,
and will exhibit high-class pictures that
will include some of the most prominent
motion picture actors and actresses in
the country. The new show house will
give Paducah four moving picture theatres. Plans are to have the theatre ready
to open early the coming fall.
Goldwyn

Secures
Two Woods

SCENES FROM

Universal Buys Four
Stories for Production
Four new stories, two of which are by
two of America's foremost authors, have
been purchased by the Universal Company in order to carry out that company's announced policy of producing
better pictures from the work of wellknown authors.
The four stories, the purchase of which
has not been previously announced, are:
"The Amiable Charlatan" by E. Phillips
Oppenheim; "Oats and the Woman" by
Fannie Hurst; "Germanine" by Henry C.
Loan.
Rowland; and "Undraped" by H. Van

Plays

Two notable stage successes of last
season have been secured by Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation. "The Woman in
Room 13," and "Roads of Destiny," both
Al Woods' productions originally, wiil
be screened with Pauline Frederick in
the star roles. The selection of these
plays is the first important development
following upon the recent amalgamation
of the interests of the Shuborts, .>elwyns, and Mr. Woods with Goldwyn, uy
which the latter has the first film nghis
to any of the productions of the three
producing houses.
STRONG

La Crosse Gets New
Up-To-Date Theatre
LA CROSSE, WIS.— Part of a handsome, fireproof, four-story building, the
new theatre being erected by the La
Crosse Theatres company in the 100
block in North Fourth street will be the
largest, best equipped and safest motion
picture house in the state of Wisconsin
outside of the city of Milwaukee.
Detailed plans for the big new business block have been outlmed by officers
of the company and Parkinson and
Dockendorff, architects who drew the
plans tionand
supervising the construcof the are
building.
The theatre, which will be 122 feet
long and 76 feet wide, with a high arched
roof, will have a seating capacity of
1,361. There will be eight exits, totalling
42 feet in width, permitting the house
to be emptied of people in one minute.

World Changes Date
"Where Bonds Are Loosed," a five
reel production starring Dixie Lee, will
be published by World Film on September 22, taking the place of "The
Oakdale
Affair," previously scheduled
for
that date.
Buys Staunton Theatre
G. K. Dubis, formerly of the Comet
Theatre, St. Louis, Mo., has bought the
Playhouse at Staunton, 111., and will present motion pictures and vaudeville.

"THE RED VIPER"

Hughes Is the central healthy
figure ofmental
this stirring
of a youth
won toof radicalism
but later returned to a
state by story
his sudden
realization
the mistakehy hehishassweetheart,
made.
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EXHIBITORS
State Rights for
S. L. K. Serial Are
Selling Rapidly
Herman S. Krellberg is meeting with
phenomenal success in selling the state
rights to the new Helen Holmes Serial,
"The Fatal Fortune." Mr. Krellberg,
president and general manager of the
S. L. K. Serial Corporai/on, which company is producing this serial, announces
the sale during the past week of ths
following territories: California, Colorado and Nevada, Consolidated Film
Corp. of California; Canadian Rights,
purchased by J. C. Brady, president of
the Canadian Exhibitors Exchange, Ltd.;
Michigan, purchased by A. S. Hyman,
president of the Hyman Attractions;
Western Illinois and Indiana, purchased
by J. L. Friedman, president of the
Celebrated Players Film Co. In addition to these, the entire world rights
have been sold with the following few
exceptions: Washington, Oregon. Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, North Dakota,
Nebraska, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico,
Texas, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Louisiana, Kentucky and Upper New York.
Beyond question of doubt, this sets a
record for the State R:ghts sale of a
serial, considerirg that the production
is still in the making and as yet. no
trade showing has been given. Jt is
quite unusual for a serial to sell before
at least three episodes have been showi ,
but in this instance, Miss Holmes is such
Only the Brave
Deserve

the Fair

HERALD

a strong drawing card and the story is
so strong, together with the advertising
campaign that has been conducted since
before the picture was started, the State
Rights buyers have had little hesitancy
in coming to the front and making the
purchase.
Paramount

Shows

New

Briggs Short Features
The Chicago Paramount Offices sent
out invitations, during the week, for an
elaborate exploitation demonstration on
the new Briggs "When a Feller Needs a
Friend" subjects, to take place Tuesday
afternoon, September 2, at the Paramount Projection Parlor.
As an adjunct to the pictures themselves, itwas planned to have an attractive musical setting rendered. This musical part of the program was placed
in the hands of Sig Bosley of the Joseph W. Stern Co., publishers of the
song.
a Feller
Needs
a Friend,"
which "When
is dedicated
to the
picture.
Four of the new Briggs subjects,
which are one reel in length, and an address on the methods of exploitation
for the pictures formed the backbone
of the proposed program. In this connection, to aid in intelligent exploitation, the Paramount Exploitation Bureau has prepared a special 300 foot
film, which, together with the Sterns
"When a Feller Needs a Friend" song,
promises publicity for the picture of
the strongest quality.
New Opera House at
San Antonio, Texas
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.— Definite announcement was made during the week
of plans for the construction of a new
Mexican theatre on South San Saba
street facing Washington Square The
building, which will be three stories, will
be put up by four Mexican camps of the
Woodmen of the World (Lenadores del
Mundo) at a cost of not less than $100,000.
Besides using the theatre for joint
lodge meetings and celebrations, first
class theatrical companies will be
brought from the City of Mexico, and
the proponents are planning for comic
opera and grand opera.
Motion pictures will be run at intervals, and it is believed the theatre will be
a paying proposition from the start.
Des Moines May
Have New Theatre
DES MOINES, IA.— It is rumored
that a motion picture theatre is to be
installed in the main floor of the Garver
building, 707-709 Locust street, recently
leased to Abe Frankcl, Sol Panor, A.
Sugarman, J. Sorokin and D. Kirkpatrick. Mr. Frankcl has long been identicity. fied with motion picture interests in this
"The Golden

\n>li..\>. i . .pi . ... I,. O. Palmer, V. S. V.
mill >in> llllaoiif dainty screen classic,
in... atari look nlarat] wall pnxlnic toaat her.

Shower"

is

Gladys
Leslie's
Gladys Leslie
has begun
work Next
upon
her next Vitagraph feature, "The Golden
Shower," by Marie Eve. John W.
Noble, who directed the star in "The
Gray Towers Mystery" is in charge and
the
castTucker
includes
T'ummings,
Richard
and Robert
Estellc Taylor.
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J. BARNEY SHERRY
AVho starred in "A Little Brother of I
Rich" and who is east in lending pa
in many Universal attractions. He
one
of the screen's hest known charac '
actors.
$40,000 Theatre
For Davenport, ) .
DAVENPORT, IA.— A motion ture theatre to cost $40,000 will be c ■
structed in the business district of N<,h
Harrison street, if present plans m •rialize. The seating capacity of the H
structure will be 1,200 people. It is <pected that arrangements will sooi >e
completed for the deal and that i<
new theatre will be ready for the wier
season.
Names of the contracting parties ill
be announced as soon as the paper: rt
signed. Merchants of Harrison s ct
are elatedfeature
over prospects
for anotht ittractive
for their center.
To Reopen

Ruston,

Washington, The: re
TACOMA, WASH.— Much inter is
being taken by residents of Rusr> H,,;
the opening
of theforRuston
has
been closed
severaltheatre,
month " >ch
D«
M. Leonard, who operated three at*
ago in partnership with his brothc In*
16.
returned
to take charge again. The tting will be on or about Saturday, A «$l
New

Management

for

oo
m vrr
at Kala
Lyric MICH—
KALAMAZ
theatre
on OO.
East Main
street,Thefo <W
operated under the management
Kalamazoo Amusement conipan
been taken over by P. C. Schram
-;
ager of the Orpheum theatre, and H
conducted under his supervision.
New Alabama Theati
lll'NTSVILLE, ALA.— A new
theatre is to be erected on J< 1
('.
I.. Hackworth.
strut
by W. T. Hutchens and If1
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"Soldiers

of Fortune" Feature
Dedicated to Civil Engineers
but that it will be made as agreed upon.
Books and plays have been dedicated.
The property is 90x120 feet and faces
>ot seldom a photoplay. Allan Dwan
on both Second and Jefferson streets.
las done the unusual by dedicating "'Sol- Mr. Maxcy and associates have informed
liers of Fortune," his first production as Wausau parties that their purpose in
ndependent director, to civil engineers.
acquiring the property is to erect a
'Soldiers of Fortune" was made by Mr. large,
modern theatre and motion picture
>wan for Mayflower Photoplay Corpohouse,
and that plans will be adopted
■ation and will be published by Realart
Pictures Corporation. The picture is and the contract let as soon as possible.
Kised on the story as written by Richard
Warding Davis and dramatized by Aupistus Thomas. Mr. Dwan explains the Muskegon to Have
ledication by citing the fact that the
New Film Theatre
itory 's based on the activities of engileering pioneers who blaze the way for
MUSKEGON". MICH.— George E.
jvilization.
Murphy, formerly with the Lion Theatre
Tribute to Civil Engineers
company, has leased the Houle building.
Terrace street and Western avenue, and
"Civil engineers and their co-workers."
ic says, "are the pioneers and martyrs
will remodel it in*o an up-to-date motion
>f place. I know of no men more pic- picture theatre. It will be known as the
aresque, more essential to civilization,
Chateau theatre.
vhose work is so little appreciated, buildModern cooling, ventilating and heat'ng railroads, harnessing rivers, tunneling systems will be installed, a regular
ng mountains, blazing trails to new
orchestra will be employed, and new,
rontiers, battling every foot of the way
high class furnishings will be put in, it
•o that we may live and travel in comis announced. The exact seating capacort. I have always been deeply interity has not been made known as yet, but
•sted in the great sacrifices that these
a semi-balnen are always making for civilization, (the arrangement,
plan, will beincluding
novel, Mr.
Murphy
ind I am proud indeed to dedicate this, says.conyContracts
have
already
been
ny first photoplay as an independent
>roducer, to such a wonderful body of signed for first class film service.
nen."
The hero of "Soldiers of Fortune" is a
ivil engineer who falls in love with a
\'ew
society
as newspapers.
a result of
eadingYork
about
her girl
in the
A'hen he meets her later in his own en-ironment — the rough country where he
5 developing a great mine — he discovers
hat her interests and his are by no
neans similar and that her younger siser is the member of the family who has
nherited
father's fighting
and
vholesomeher interest
in the spirit
practical
hings of life.
Follows Novel Closely
Mr. Dwan is authority for the statenent that the Davis novel has been
:losely followed and that his endeavor
las been not only to make the photoplay
nteresting from a story standpoint, but
o emphasize strongly the big spectacular
eatures.
Dathe Publishes
"Virtuous Model"
"The Virtuous Model," an Albert
lapellani production with Dolores Cas•inelli in the star role, will be the Pathe
mblication for September 14.
The picture is an adaptation of the
veil known play, "The Gutter," by Pierre
•Volff, with the setting changed to Amerca but the spirit of the original French
etained. The star will be supported by
ielen Lowell, May Hopkins, Vincent
ierrano, Franklyn Farnum, Marie Cham>ers and Paul Doucet.
sew Film Theatre
For Wausau, Wis.
WAUSAU. WIS. — A deal has been
onsummated whereby W. G. Maxcy of
)shkosh becomes owner of the Winetki property at the corner of Second and
efferson streets. While there are a few
ormalities to be observed before the
eal is concluded, there is now no doubt

First for News
In Film
|
|
|
|
1
|
j
j

Field

TO. EXHIBITORS HERALD:
Enclosed find one dollar for a
one-xear subscription to EXHI B I TORS HERALD.
I will
say for film news your paper surpasses them all.
Trusting J zcill not miss an
issue, I remain,
Yours very truly,

|
j
§
i
j
j
|
|
§
j

| (Signed) H. C. KNELLER, |
|
Lyric
Theatre,
Lancaster,
Ohio ||

Realart to Distribute
Million Portraits of
Mary Miles Minter
That it pays to advertise in photoplay
trade papers is conclusively proven in
the case of Realart Pictures Corporation, according to the publicity department of that company. The insert of
Mary Miles Minter which appeared in
the trade journals dated August 16 and
August 30. included a reproduction of a
portrait of the little Realart star as its
most outstanding feature and the many
requests that have come from exhibitors
from all over the country for this picture
Realarta very
officialsproves
that thebeyond
trade doubt
papersto have
wide circulation, that they are well read
and that the subscribers have vital interest in what is going on in photoplay
circles.
In order to satisfy the demands for
this picture of Mary Miles Minter, which
have flowed into the home office and the
twenty branches, Realart is having 1,000.000 extra copies printed. The largest
part of these — 600.000 — will be circulated
by The New York World, one of the
leading metropolitan dailies, with its
issue of Sunday, September 14. The
portrait will be reproduced in full colors,
just as it appeared in the trade papers.
Allen to Film More
Animals
for "U"
Major Wild
Tack Allen,
whose animal
pictures have been a feature of the Universal short subject department for some
time past, has signed a second contract
with
company
'another
series that
of the
same. toHeproduce
has been
assigned two camera men and a corps of
assistants to aid him in the work and
goes on location immediately.

-The
Girl from
Beach'sto first
picture
for Outside."
Eminent Rex
Authors
go
through Goldivyn.
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"The Tame Wife" New
Corinne Griffith Play
"The Tame Wife" has been selected
by Vitagraph
as Corinne
Griffith's
feafollowat "The
on which
she isture tonow
work. Climbers,"
Tom Terriss.
who
is
Missdirecting
Griffith "The
in herClimbers'*
new play.will direct
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Who's
Who
In Chicago Film Circles
Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West
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Indiana Theatre,
Remodeled, Opens
ANDERSON, IND.— The Starland
theatre, just remodeled and enlarged at a
cost of approximately $8,000, re-opened
August 17.
An extension 30 feet long was built to
the west end of the theatre room providing room for 250 additional seats.
With the new seats the theatre has a
capacity for seating 800 persons.
In addition to the increase in seating
capacity numerous other improvements
have been made in the house, including
the addition of oboe and trumpet sets of
pipes to the pipe organ, increasing the
volume of the organ two-fold.
Palms and tulip beds and handsome
new lighting effects .also have been
added to the interior decorative effect
and greatly increase the beauty of the
theatre.
Film Companies
Organized in Chicago
Two Chicago film companies were incorporated in Illinois during the past
week. Frederic O. Mason, Edward R..
Adams and Donald L. Evans are the incorporators of the Esslo Film Corporation, 220 South State Street, with a capital stock of $60,000. Franklin Raber,
Charles E. Clark and Ely M. Aaron are
the incorporators of the Fort Dearborn
Distributing Company, 19 South Wells
street, capitalized at $2,500.

Puppy

Love

New

E. F. TARBELL
Four years of college makes a
lawyer, and
Six years fits a physician for practice—
What must sixteen years in the motion picture college of experience have
done for E. F. Tarbell?
Here is a man who really began at
the bottom. Sixteen years ago he opened
the first motion picture theatre in Tampa,
Florida. The fledgling industry struck
its pace and Tarbell struck his at the
same time. EveTy time a new theatre
was one
projected,
was "inheonhadthea deal."
At
time orheanother
hand
in the affairs of every theatre that appeared during the next ten years.
When he sold out his interests to take
over the Tampa exchange of the Mutual
Film Corporation it was considered by
one editor worthy of editorial comment,
and the praise that this man wrote voiced
the sentiment of the city.
Tarbell remained in Tampa two years,
operating
with the territory whichinheclose
knewtouch
so well.
Then Vitagraph called and he left his
friends of twelve years to take up his
duties for that organization in Pittsburgh. Here his comprehensive understanding of film problems and conditions
gained him such esteem that he was
given the Chicago managership when
that position was vacated by T. W. Chatburn a year ago.
Does Tarbell know his business? Ask
any Chicago exhibitor who has been "up
against it" with any of the thousand and
one problems to which the exhibitor is
heir.

To Build Theatre
In Centralia, 111.
CENTRALIA, ILL. — C. W. Hall and
G. W. E. Griffin, present owners of the
Grand Theatre are going to give the
city another motion picture house. It
has been made known that the site is
already purchased and plans and specifications are being drawn as rapidly as
possible for the new structure which
will be located in the old shop yards,
immediately south of the city hall.
This, beyond all doubt, is the choice
location for an enterprise of this kind,
in view of the fact that plans for the
new depot are already drawn showing
an entrance from Locust street just
south of the theatre site.
New Pittsburgh Theatre
PITTSBURGH, PA.— An East End
realtor says that an offer of $300,000 has
been made for the Vilsack property,
55x200 feet, on Penn avenue, adjoining
the former East Liberty postoffice buildtime of
ago the
by Park
Hunt bank
Millering,frombought
thesome
receiver
for $160,000. The offer for the Vilsack
property is said to have been made by
motion picture theatre interests which
desire to erect on the Vilsack lot and on
the postoffice
building would
lot a motion
picture theatre which
seat about
2,000.
Sells Picture Theatre
JACKSONVILLE,
W. Theatre,
W. Gilham,
proprietor of theILL.—
Kialto
has sold that property
to
Frederick
Lawson, who vember I. will take r,o
over possession No-

BEATRICE LOVEJOY
Playing leads in Balls-Eye Comedies, in
caught by the camera while spending a
little time between scenes with her peta.
$30,000 Theatre
For Forest City
FOREST CITY, ARK.— (SpecialsRussell Williams and Louie Haven, proprietors of the Imperial theatre here, returned the first of the week from Memphis,
negotiations
for the of
pur-a
chase ofwhere
a site
and the erection
modern film palace and vaudeville stage
in Forest City were practically closed
with the Priddy-Williams Company, a
firm of investment bankers of the Bluff
City. Mr. Priddy of this company is
already interested in a chain of theatres
in the states of Tennessee and Mississippi and has had wide experience in
financing such enterprises.
Lee Children at Work
On Second Production
The second of the Jane and Catherine
Lee series of comedy playlets is in the
course of production, according to the
statement of Lou Rogers, president of
the Rogers Film Corporation.
Phillip Bartholomae, a screen writer
of note, wrote the scenario of this as
well as the first production and Teft
Johnson is directing. The play is a
southern story said to contain many
comedy
situations
suitable
for the talents or the
young ladies
featured.
Electric Lights Will
Announce Owen Moore
In accordance with the Selznick policy
to give each of its stars a special electric sign campaign, a huge sign is being erected at 4Cth Street and Broadblazing forth
the name signed
of Owento
Mooreway,'who
was recently
make a series of special productions for
Selznick.
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tures. Again she is a working girl, and again something like the usual adventures occur to disturb the
course of her life. It should do just about what her
others have done for the box office and the entertainment of the public.

ONE of Chicago's prominent loop theatres is still
displaying at every performance a slide reading,
"Remember — during the coming hot weather, that the
temperature at this theatre will always be maintained
at seventy degrees."
When the slide made its appearance, early last
Spring, it showed good judgment and doubtless made
business for the house during the heated term. Continued use of it now can do no good. It is generally
believed that the worst of the warm weather has come
and gone. A change of copy, at least, should be made.
This is a minor matter. In itself it does but little
damage. But the public is prone to take things like
that as indicative of the house policy, and here the inference would be contrary to the best interests of the
theatre.
Details count for much.

"A BURGLAR BY PROXY" (First National)
brings back to the screen the Jack Pickford of "His
Majesty Bunker Bean," one of the most popular of his
earlier productions. In the light-hearted role given
the star he is certain to win the favor of all who see
the picture. It is the character in which he should be
maintained.
"HEART OF YOUTH" (Paramount) resembles the Ray productions in the matter of locale and
general outline, but Lila Lee is the wholly feminine
star and her success is complete. Settings, lightings,
all technicalities, are typical of the producers, which
is saying much. It is among the best productions of
the star.

Watch them.

"HIS MAJESTY, THE AMERICAN" (United
Artists) follows closely the style of the Fairbanks successes of the past and presents the dashing Douglas in
his element. It promises to be a remarkable box office
attraction as well as popular in the public estimation.
It is lavishly staged, cleverly developed and should satisfy completely.

"THE PERFECT LOVER" (Select) represents a
huge outlay of funds by the manufacturers and gives
Eugene O'Brien a flying start upon his star career.
Calculated to appeal most strongly to the feminine portion of the motion picture public, its reception in this
quarter will be the gauge of its success.

"THE OTHER HALF," (Exhibitors Mutual) tells
a simple story in simple manner, but demands the
attention of every exhibitor in that it represents the
work of King W. Vidor and ZaSu Pitts, a director
and an actress that are bound to find a big future in
the industry. It is in every sense a good picture, the
sort of play that everybody will enjoy and remember.

"THE RED VIPER" (Tyrad Pictures, Inc.) deals
in radicalism and Americanism, pointing a worthy
moral while telling a story interesting and entertaining for itself alone. Gareth Hughes is starred and
demonstrates that he deserves the high place by splendid characterization and sterling portrayal of a difficult role. It is a big picture and a timely one.

"THE MOTHER AND THE LAW" (D. W. Griffith) is an elaboration upon the modern story of "Intolerance," seven reels in length and altogether worthy
of the producer's name. It contains a cast of excellent players and tells a story as timely as it is interesting and effective. It will stand all the advertising
that can be given it.

"THE WOMAN UNDER COVER" (Universal) is
in keeping with UniversaPs announcement of better
and fewer pictures for the coming year. Although
the plot is heavily dramatic, there are frequent interspersements
of humor which, with well chosen settings
ing.
and excellent direction, make it a well rounded offer-

"THE THIRD KISS," (Paramount) presents
Vivian Martin in a role similar to those which she lias
played in most of her past productions and of which
she makes a standard characterization. It moves a
bit slowly but has novel incidents to make up for this
minor fault. It should please generally.

"NOBODY HOME" (Paramount) is composed,
practically, of a fifty per cent solution of Dorothy Gish
at her nuttiest, and fifty per cent froth. The plot,
if you can accuse a farce of having a plot, is light,
airy and rapid in motion. To put it shortly, "Nobody
Home" is a perfect cream puff of a picture — easy to
look at and hard to digest.

"CHASING RAINBOWS" (Fox) develops along
the lines of most of the past Gladys Brockwell fea-
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louglas Fairbanks in
IIS MAJESTY, THE
AMERICAN
ix-part comedy drama; United Artists
)irected by Joseph Henabery
>ublished September 1.
OPINION: If it is reasonable to judge
picture's success by the attendance it
raws. "His Majesty, the American"
.ems destined to qualify as a sensation.
At The Woodlawn, Chicago's leading
outh Side theatre, on the second day
i its run. a column of perhaps a thouind people awaited entrance from miditernoon
ten o'clock
in the
vening. until
At thepastRiviera
and Central
ark. north and west sides respectively,
similar condition prevailed.
The play is typically Fairbanks. The
:ar does the things he knows by past
xperience that he is most successful in
oing. The story is of the type that has
leased in the past. And the spirit of the
hole thing is the Fairbanks spirit.
The production is unusual chiefly by
;ason of the huge outlay of funds that
as accompanied its making. There are
suntless sets, every one of them involvig great expenditures of time and
ioney. There is excellent photography,
lasterly cutting and a resultant contiuity that prevents the most momentary
rop in interest. The well-known suporting cast, familiar to Fairbanks auiences, is satisfying as usual.
There are advertising opportunities
alore. There are spleridid presentation
ossibilities. With both taken advanige of, the play is certain to prove a
inner in every respect.
SYNOPSIS: Bill, an American whose
air-rising escapades have made him the
ilk of New York, leaves that metroplis when an efficient district attorney
Dnverts it to Sunday school orderliess, and visits Mexico in search of adenture. Here he is reached by a teleram from a foreign country bidding
Jm to come at once to the capital. At
le station he is met by a mysterious
tranger and told that he will be sumloned when the time is ripe. A rebelon is brewing and the plotters seek to
ipture him, but he eludes them. The
iing gathers his court about him. while
le rabble, headed by the traitorous
linister of War, storm the castle. Bill
ons the uniform of an army officer and
peeds to an outlying garrison, returns
ith the mounted troops and is present
time for the king to present him as
eir apparent and future ruler of the naon. Thuswithis aquiet
restored
jmance
pretty
memberand ofBill's
the
Durt
allowed
to
progress
to
the
hylenial altar.
.ila Lee in
IEART OF YOUTH
ive-part drama; Paramount,
•irected by Robert Vignola.
ublished August 24.
OPINION: A nice little story with
nice little star told in a nice little way.
t is a rural drama, with the small town

Fritzi Brunette in
THE WOMAN UNDER COVER
Six-part drama; Universal.
Directed by George Siegman.
Published September 8.
OPINION: Starting with a punch
and ending with a clever series of closeups, the majority of theatre-goers will
find this an exceptionally good bit of
entertainment. There is a finish apparent in the direction and editing which
too many productions lack.
Relieving the serious story which
forms the framework of the production,
comedy.are frequent bits of well-executed
there

GLA9 F A1KHA NKS
In one of his novel entries in "His Majesty, the \iiierienn." the first production i.uhlished hv the "Hid Four."

atmosphere and types that helped Charlie Ray to where he is. It is handled
skillfully, riding along on an even keel
to an end that is plainly visible before
the first half reel has got well under
to watch in its deway. but is pleasant
velopment. Lila Lee handles her part
well, and is well assisted by a supporting
cast, a number of whom are youngsters,
whose kid antics help considerably.
There are several deft little touches. — byplay, but none the less agreeable to see.
To say that the general atmospnere and
the photography are way up the scale
of excellence is almost unnecessary —
Paramount usually takes care of that
end to near perfection.
SYNOPSIS: Calvin Prendergast and
Os Whipple, small town neighbors,
quarrel regarding a strip of land, on
which is a spring, and which both claim.
Tosephine Darchat. granddaughter of
Whipple, and Russ Prendergast. soneachof
Calvin, are much attracted by
other, although both of the old men
object. Calvin and Os leave town to
seek legal advice regarding the spring.
absence the young folks'
their
Duringaffair
progresses, rousing the jeallove
Prenousy of a young lady guest of theanding
dergasts, who causes a misunderst
between Jo and Russ by changing a
of Russ's into almost an inlove note
sult. Calvin and Os arrive back in
town. Each man's anger is aroused by
other's
of the
activities
reports
the
to take
determines
Calvin
family. of
gang
a
and summons likewise
spring by storm,
of rowdies to his aid. Whipple
calls out a gang. During the skirmish
t's
of Prendergas
one creek.
that takes
Jo rescues
into the
fallsplace,
children
Jo from drowning.
him, and Russ saves63
All the discord is smoothed out.

While Miss Brunette's interpretation
of the part of a woman reporter may
not satisfy a cynical audience of newspaper men, it is far more faithful than
the usual screen interpretation. She
makes a favorable impression and has
been surrounded with a strong cast.
SYNOPSIS: Yvonne, an actress,
murders her husband following a quarrel
and upon threat of exposure, promises
to marry Billy, a choru» man who discovers her guilt. When she refuses to
carry out tentions
her fromagreement
acceptsBilly
ata wealthyandbroker,
tells his story to "The Leader," a news"Mac." city editor, assigns Alma, a
woman reporter, to the task of securing
paper.
Yvonne's confession to make certain of
the story given them. She is a sister
of Billy, but does not know his interest
in the case.
After securing the confession, Alma
discovers the truth of the situation but
telephones her scoop to the paper.
Much to her surprise, the exposure of
her brother fails to discourage the love
of "Mac" for her and the closeup finds
the city editor and Alma married.
Jack Pickford in
A BURGLAR BY PROXY
Five-part comedy; First National.
Directed by Jack Dillon.
Published in August.
OPINION: The Jack Pickford of
"Seventeen," of "Sandy" and of "His
Majesty
Bean"uponis the
backheels
again.of
Following Bunker
so closely
"Bill Apperson's Boy." the production
emphasizes the character ability of the
star.
It is more than likely that the lighthearted, nimble-footed Jack of these
productions is the one that the public
likes best. It is certain that this type
of play is the more popular and causes
the most talk.
"A Burglar by Proxy" is frank comThere is"
no attempt
insert
drama edy.
where
drama
does notto belong,
just to please those who like that sort
straightto pad.
or. adventure
of thing, forward
stuff,Snappy,
with humorous
subtitles and only semi-serious incident,
it leaves the central character to stand
out, and it is by that character that the
success or failure of its presentation will
be determined.
At the Rose theatre, Chicago, a dropin audience representing all walks of
life accorded it a pleasant welcome and

EXHIBITORS
punctuated the performance with frequent laughter. That is a pretty fair
indication that the production will be
successful wherever shown.
SYNOPSIS: Dick Robin, a youth of
good family, passes the home of Dorothy
Mason, hears that young lady playing
the piano, feigns an automobile accident
and is taken in and nursed for three
days, until his supposed injuries are well.
As he leaves he takes Dorothy's heart
with
leaves
his own.deserts
"Spike,"
leaderhimof and
a trio
of crooks,
his
associates and they seize upon Jack,
forcing him, at the point of a gun, to
enter the home of his beloved to secure
such valuables as he can find. Dorothy
awakens, believes his story and allows
him to depart, giving him a gun and
telling him of suspicion that has been
directed toward him following the theft
of
important
papers
herthefather's
desk.
He escapes
and from
goes to
home
of
Dorothy's
suitors Atwhom
he another
believes of
guilty
of the theft.
the
safe door
he
meets
"Spike,"
suggests an alliance. Police arrive who
but they
both escape. The action then shifts to
a country estate where a house party is
in progress. Here the principals gather
and the plot works out to a logical
though novel conclusion.
Roscoe Arbuckle in
BACKSTAGE
Two-part comedy; Paramount.
OPINION: Not as good as the best
Fatty has made, but reasonably close to
it. As the name suggests, a great deal
of the action revolves around condftions behind the scenes; facing an actor's strike
Fatty and his themselves.
helpers decideA
to stage
a performance
classic dance indulged in by Fatty with
a leopard skin across his massive shoulders, and the placid faced, funny Buster
Kcaton as one of these thinly clad, arm
waving ladies, is one of the rare touches
of comedy introduced. It will hold its
own, without a doubt.
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Eugene O'Brien in
THE PERFECT LOVER
Five-part drama; Select.
Directed by Ralph Ince.
Published in August.
OPINION:
Eugene portion
O'Brien'sof
popularity
with Itthewasfeminine
the picture-going public that brought
about his stardom. His curls, his profile,
his general good looks brought fan letters
and fan letters brought independence.
The producers have kept these things in
mind during the production of his first
starring vehicle.
It is just the sort of play that was
to be expected when the above facts are
considered, just the%story that the title
suggests. In the role of an artist,
capable but too good looking to be popular for his genius alone, he is taken up by
admiring and none too virtuous ladies
of wealth and patronized until he becomes the lion of the hour. Then his
conscience triumphs and he begins at
the bottom again, fighting his way up
through poverty and adversity to a position won upon merit alone.
Ralph Ince has introduced some excellent effects in lighting and subtitling.
The somewhat complicated continuity is
well handled and engaging. Settings
and costuming surpass even the high
Selznick standard.
What the popular reception of the
piece will be depend largely upon the
feminine element of that body. A tryout is certainly advisable.
SYNOPSIS: David Standing, student
artist, is admired by Hilda Byfield,
whose husband is wealthy but elderly,
and engaged to paint her portrait. She
brings her friends to his studio and
brings about his popularity in society.
At the height of his reign, he realizes
that his popularity is not due to his
talent and goes back to his small-town
home, where he marries a simple country girl. Poverty overtakes them and
he finds himself unable to sell his paintings. He appeals to a fellow-artist of

Bngene O'Brien iiml* the uirl who mean* real happlneaa <<> him,
Perfect L<n er" < s.-i<-ci >.
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The climax of The

other days, now popular, for paymer
of an old loan. In his studio he meet
one of the women he has spurned, sh
gives him a ring to pawn, then has hit
arrested for stealing it. When he tell
her his story and shows her his newl
born baby, she relents and he is n
leased. Happiness follows with recof
nition of his work by competent an
unprejudiced judges.
Mae Marsh in
MOTHER AND THE LA W
Seven-part drama; D. W. Griffith Repei
toire.
Directed by D. W. Griffith.
Published as second unit of repertoire.
OPINION: The hypocrite, the bigo
the profiteer, the politician, the unb<
liever and the pampered wealthy, wi
be made uncomfortable by a viewing c
"The Mother and the Law."
The true humanitarian, whatever h:
station and occupation, will pronounc
it a welcome shedding of light upon foi
and darksome places.
The former will speak slightingly c
the production or maintain a carefi
silence. The latter will be loud in the
praise and make special effort to er
courage acquaintances, of whatever das
to see the picture.
In advertising it, an exhibitor shoul
make known the fact that the play is a
elaboration of the modern story froi
"Intolerance." This can be done wit!
out fear of cutting down patronage, a»
the picture will grow as the run pre
It is a Griffith film of the type th;
gresses.
he enioys, a homely story of homel
conditions and people, natural at a
times and at all times realistic. Mn
Marsh, Robert Harron, Walter Lonj
Wilfred Lucas and Miriam Cooper pei
form in perfect accord with the directc
and the result is a finished, unified dr;
matic effect.
Settings, continuity, technicalities get
erally, need no comment other than th
statement that they are typical of th
producer. And the timeliness of tl
story today but indicates the foresigl
that was
his when "Intolerance" \vr
being
prepared.
SYNOPSIS: The Boy and The Der.
One are son and daughter of workme
in a mill owned by a grim master of it
dustry who squeezes profits from h
employes
finance
his sister's
charities. toWhen
wages
are cut, so-calle
the en
ployes strike, the militia is called 01
and The Boy's father is killed. He poe
to the citv and poverty forces him int
crime. The Dear one also comes to th
city, with her father, who dies soo
after. They meet and are married, Th
Boy reforming. But his associates, a
fronted, "frame up" on him and lie
sentenced to a term in prison for
crime of which he is ignorant. Th
Dear One struggles to support the chjl
which comes soon after, but cliarit
workers take the little one away froi
her and place it in an orphanage. Th
Boy returns from prison and they bf(?i.
life anew, but The Musketeer, leader (
the old gang, assaults The Dear On
and is shot. The Boy is sentenced t
hang for the crime and is bravely save
bv the confession of the guilty mistrcf
of The Musketeer, the murderess. The
baby peace
dead, comes
its place
is taken by anotlx
and
at last.
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:aSu Pitts in
rHE OTHER HALF
"ive-reel drama; Robertson-Cole Exibitors Mutual.
)irected by King W. Vidor.
'ublished in August.
OPINION: The exhibitor who deals
i futures, the wise exhibitor, should
ive his attention to this King VidoraSu Pitts combination. There are big
4ings ahead for them.
It began with "Better Times." It is
ontinued in "The Other Half."
Both are simple screenings of simple
tories of simple life. And in that simlicity lies the strength that is bound to
lake the director and the star important
ictors in the future of the industry.
There are those that have compared
he young people, in their styles, to
Iriffith and Lillian Gish, respectively,
t is not a fair comparison. Their methds are not the same, and they deserve
redit for their originality.
"The Other Half" is first of all a
tory. As such it holds interest and
ntertains, the star's work winning her
laudits only after furthering the intersts
of the
director's
rilliant
bits production.
reflect to hisThe
credit
in the
ame manner.
It is a good picture, a picture that
nybody and everybody will like. And it
omes from a quarter whence other good
ictures may be expected. Now is the
me to introduce them to your patronge.SYNOPSIS: Captain Donald Trent,
■hose father owns the mills that are
le chief industry of the little town, relrns from France with a clear vision of
umanity
goes
d work inandthehumanity's
plant to rights
work and
up from
le bottom. With him, returns Corj
oral Jimmy, known by no other name,
:ho takes back his old job in the mill,
'rent's sweetheart is also brought into
ne andmakes
the Jazz
Jimmy's
sweet-of
eart,
up theKid,fourth
member
happy quartette. Then Trent Sr. dies
nd Donald becomes manager of the
i ilIs, quickly losing sight of his new5und views. There is an accident in
ie mills and Jimmy is blinded. Trent
;fuses
him. Trent's
irough totheseceditorial
columns sweetheart,
of a newsSper which she has purchased, reaches
is heart and wins the scattered quar';tte back to unity and happiness.
INBAD THE SAILOR
•ne-part special ;Universal-Jewel special.
>irected by Norman Dawn,
'ublished September 8.
OPINION: There is merit to this
nort special feature which recommends
to every exhibitor. It is a fairy story,
ver which children will go into ecstacy,
nd which the majority of adults will
njoy greatly. A boy, who has been
wading the adventures of Sinbad, falls
sleep and, in his dream, goes through
experiences.
made
pinbad's
entirely
of children The
and cast
theiris acting
I a credit to Norman Dawn, the di3Ctor. The production is richly staged,
t is filled with clean, wholesome humor,
he subtitles are the verses of a poem
hich runs through it. It is worthy of
special advertising effort and a promient place on the program.
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Florence Vidor as the wealthy social worker who attempts to improve conditions
anion); the poorer class. A scene from "The Other Half," King Vidor's latest production for Rohertson-Cole, distributed through Exhibitors' Mutual.
Vivian Martin in
Gareth Hughes in
THE THIRD KISS
THE RED VIPER
Six-part drama; Tyrad Pictures, Inc.
Five-part drama; Paramount- Artcraft.
Directed by Robert Vignola.
Directed by Jacques Tyrol.
Published September 24.
Published August 26th.
OPINION: A rather appealing narOPINION: "The Red Viper" is a
stirring drama of Americanism which
rative, starting in a welfare settlement in
abounds in action and is so well played a rough neighborhood, and working its
by a capable cast that it pleases from way into society, makes this a pretty attractive offering. Vivian Martin is
start to finish. The locations are true
Vivian Martin — same as she was when
to type and the picture has splendid con- she first began and has been in practinuity which enables one to follow it
tically all her films. In this one she has
with perfect ease at all times. Gareth a very fine supporting cast, and has been
tendered careful direction. More, the
Hughes as "David Belkov" is exception- director has introduced into his play
ally fine. So capably is he supported various minor details — a touch of amby Ruth Stonehouse, Jack Gilbert, Irma
ateur theatricals, some exceptionally
Harrison and R. H. Fitzsimmons that good mansion interiors, and rcenes in
which Vivian is dressed in clothes that
he must share laurels with them.
the ladies. The story unJacques Tyrol has shown great ability will interest
winds a bit slowly, working up to a
in directing this picture. All in all, finish which discovers Miss Martin being
"The Red Viper" is one of the agree- rescued from a burning building. A
good offering, Paramount has in this
able surprises of the season.
SYNOPSIS: David Belkov, born and one.
raised in the foreign section of the city,
SYNOPSIS: Rupert Bawlf is a settlement worker, and he has clone wonders
is a staunch American but allows himthe tough districts of town. His
self to be swayed by Yolanda, his sweet- in
wife, although she loathes the work,
heart, afervent radicalist. While under
cheerfully helps him, because of her
h**r influence he becomes identified witr
great
love for him. Missy, a factory
a band of agitators who plot the death
of a judge who has pronounced the death girl, is able, by her knowledge of conditions, to help hkn very much, and he
sentence upon one of their number. It
falls in love with her. To protect
is David's pamphlet, printed in his crude
phraseology, that stirs the lower classes Bawlf's name from scandal, which mudslinging papers are slinging on it, Oliver
of the city to revolt. Yolanda is chosen
as the member to deliver the bomb to Cloyne, a millionaire who is keen for
the work that Bawlf is doing, persuades
the judge and David is conscience
stricken. He prints another leaflet that Missy to marry him, although he loves,
has just the opposite effect but it is too hopelessly, Mrs. Bawlf. He learns that
Missy is the granddaughter of the owner
late to stop the death plot by that means
alone. Consequently, he rushes to the of the factory where she works, having
assumed the role of factory girl to help
judge's
prevents
crime follows.
and is in welfare work. After their imitation
woundedhome,
in the
affair thewhich
Cloyne and his heirless
The happy ending works out naturally honeymoon,
who is his wife in name only, come
after the quelling of the anarchists and bride,
home.
Bawlf and his wife seek them
their sympathizers.
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out. Mrs. Bawlf, falling ill, goes away
for a rest. Bawlf persuades Missy to
come to his aid in the welfare work, and
when she agrees, he tries to force his
affections on her again. She resists, and
shows him what a fool he is. Going
over a new building, on an inspection
tour, Missy is locked in by a crazed old
lady, who, in revenge for the death of
her daughter in a factory fire, sets fire
to the building to kill Missy in the same
way. Cloyne at first suspecting that
Missy has run off with Bawlf, learns
the truth and rescues her from the fire.
Dorothy Gish in
NOBODY HOME
Five-part farce; Paramount.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
Published August 24.
OPINION : Very light, very merry
and more or less inane. Dorothy Gish,
with her rare sense of foolery, naturally
predominates, although her surrounding
cast enters well into the air of foolishness and merriment from which the picture sprouts. Careful direction has been
given, and the play is well dressed, both
in costume and scenery. It moves with
a certain wild fury that is typical of
farces, and relates the story — if you can
call it a story — right well. Some folks
will remark that it is among the funniest pictures they've seen; others will
pronounce it the most insane.
SYNOPSIS: Frances Wadsworth is a
superstitious girl, and believes implicitly
in fortunes told by cards. She discovers,
by her cards, that her friend Mollie
Reurke, is doomed to marry, and although Mollie's papa objects, Frances
aids Mollie in her elopement, meeting at
the ceremony a blonde young man. As
her cards have told her a blonde young
man will enter her life, she accepts her
new acquaintance as the gift of fate.
Maurice Rennard, an adventurer, makes
up his mind to marry the money attached
to Frances, and, upon consulting her
cards, and finding that a dark man would
cross her path, Frances submits. The
wedding, however, is postponed, due to
a black cat crossing Frances' path. Frantakes refuge
in Mollie's
left ces
vacant
by Mollie
and herapartment,
husband
leaving town. The blonde young man
also takes refuge there, down at heart
both by reason of his failure to win
Frances, and the fact that in order to
land a contract for his farm he almost
has to wed the silly daughter of the man
who is to let the contract. Burglars also
enter
the "vacant"
from room
to room apartment.
takes place, Anotchase
one
of the occupants seeing the others. The
burglars finally succeed in putting both
the blonde gentleman and Frances to
sleep with a billy, and proceed to ransack the flat.enter
Mollie,
and Maurice
the Mollie's
flat and husband
discover
Frances and her blond chum. The
burglars are captured. Maurice decides
Emily Smith, daughter of the man with
the contract, is good enough for him,
so relieves the blonde gentleman of her.
Frances and the blonde chap, once more
set out to marry, but Frances postpones
the ceremony once more, because it is
raijiing, and marrying in rainy weather
is very unlucky.
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Vitagraph
Secures Stories by
Twelve
Well Known

President

Smith

Writers

Announces

Series of Productions Based Upon Works of Leaders in
the Literary Field
month, during the coming year, the first
Authors,'
it seems,
havescreen
been of
coming
into
their own
on the
late. one to make its appearance being Rex
Several large producing companies, feel- Beach's "The Vengeance of Durand,'
ing that the skill of the author has as which will be ready November 10.
much to do with the success of a picture
Stories to Give Variety
as the popularity of a star or the ability
Mr.
Chester
put in several months
of a director, have added to their staffs very strenuous efforts
in completing thi:
authors whose names are bywords in
coup, although his position and promithe literary field.
nence in the fiction world and his wide
Twelve Writers Contribute
acquaintance with fellow-authors of the
And now Vitagraph, through its presi- first water practically gave him the right
dent, Albert E. Smith, after quietly ne- of way in placing the subject before
gotiating for some time, comes to the those whom he had selected as putting
forth pose.
fiction
purA glanceideal
at theforlistVitagraph's
of names above
gives indications that the coming twelve
Vitagraph "Big Author" pictures will be
of great variety, as portrayers of every
human emotion will be found in the list
of their authors. Cobb is famous as a
humorist, and a master of pathos. Mrs
Rinehart's stories of mystery have enjoyed an extensive reading. Booth Tarkington is a word painter of human folks
Beach's
areadventure.
widely known
for
their
vividstories
rush of
And the
others possess, each one of them, a peculiar style all their own.
Mr. Chester, aside from his duties as
scenario editor, has in mind the preparation of stories of his own, of the "GetRich-Quick Wallingford" style, for the

ALBERT E. SMITH
President of Vitagraph) who announces
the acquisition of stories by twelve leading authors.
front with the announcement that
George Randolph Chester, scenario editor of the Vitagraph Company, has succeeded in obtaining the publication rights
to works by twelve of the most prominent contemporary writers of fiction. It
was
largely due
Mr. Chester's
wide
acquaintance
withto persons
of admitted
literary superiority that this announcement was made possible.
Consequently an imposing list of
names tionswill
for the grace
comingVitagraph's
year. The productwelve
whose skill in the building of interesting
and popular stories, and rights to whose
stories have been obtained by Mr. Chester, are Rex Beach, Robert W. Chambers. Rupert Hughes, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, Irvin S. Cobb, Booth Tarkington, Richard Harding Davis, O.
Henry, George Adc. Gouverncur Morris,
Amelia Rives, and Mr. Chester himself.
Their pictures will be published, one a
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Pathe Changes Title
To Blackton Feature
The J. Stuart Blackton production
which is to mark the affiliation recently
formed with Pathe Exchanges, Inc., ha;
again undergone a change of title. Originally known as "Moonshine and
Shadow," and later changed to "My
Boy," this feature will make its appearance as "The Moonshine Trail," officials
having decided at a recent conference
that this title better expresses the spirit
of the play and affords greater facilities
for exploitation.
The story is the work of J. Stuart
Blackton an'd Stanley Olmsted in col
laboration, and the former was person
ally in charge of direction. Sylvia
Breamer, Robert Gordon, Julia Svvayne
Gordon and Madame Margaret Barry
the Russian actress, are numbered in the
cast.
Connecticut

Towns

For Sunday Shows
stateThe Sunday
CONN.—
HAVEN,
NEWwide agitation for and
against
is
theatres
openings for motion picture
for the theainto a victory
shapingmen.itself
Every week sees one or more
tre
towns added to the list of the victorious,
and twenty-two formerly limited to six
days each week are now enjoying the
liberty of the full seven.
Among the recent additions are: New
Haven, West Haven, Middletown, Hart
Danbury, Wilford, Bridgeport, Bristol,
limantic, Norwalk, Naugatuck, Windsor
r, SouthMancheste
Rockville,Waterbury
Locks, Winstcd,
, Putnam.
ington,

What

Ah

out

With the exhibitors of the nation
ipidly being converted to the
greater advertising" system which
. generally looked upon as being
le salvation of the exhibiting busiess of the future, it is strange that
le scarcity of really good house
rgans continues to characterize the
lotion picture theatre industry of
le nation.
Xo water-proof reason for this
renounced short-coming is to be
>und in logic based upon existing
anditions. There are no circum:ances with tendencies to discourse enterprise along this line. The
rinting of good programs costs no
lore, or little more, than the printlg of mediocre publications.. No
ther branch of the industry has exrted an influence against them.
Importance Underestimated
The condition must be due to a
lilure on the part of exhibitors to
istly rate the importance of such a
redely publication. And this imortance cannot be over-estimated.
In the house organ, and there
lone, the exhibitor has freedom of
xpression. There are no space
mitations there. There are no
ews columns to dictate the size or
irm of the matter and display,
"here atis anocertain
need to
figure
every
.ord
price,
counting

Your

House

is a valuable part. But it is not all.
You are not getting full value out
of your money unless you include
also well written matter in the form
of little editorials or special articles
which have a tendency to encourage
the general habit of motion picture
attendance.
A Force for Good
A well prepared organ, attractive
and interesting as to style and content, will be remembered by its
readers. A simple listing of attractions will not. It serves a temporary purpose. The better sort
plants a permanent force for good.
If you can prepare a booklet that
will be taken to the homes of your
patrons, placed on the reading table
or mantle and left there, you have
placed a representative, an eloquent
salesman, in the heart of the field
you wish to sell.
It reaches the reader in his leisure,
at a time when he will read it in its
entirety and digest the contents. It
is there for reference when amusement is the subject of conversation
or a place to spend an evening is
sought.
What other form of advertising

lem to keep within the pre-de;rmined total.
Program Your Newspaper
There is no restriction upon the
ubject matter that may be included,
t is your newspaper.
You can use
for what purpose you will. You
an determine the editorial policy
nd, through it, mould the public to
our wishes.
It should not be the sole purpose
f a program to list the attractions
laying or coming, with a few words
escribing each. That, of course.

,-Ye towne crier" could not have spread
this seasonal hint to better advantage
for the Palace, Wichita, Kans.
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Organ.'

that you can use, except the ever reliable newspaper, does as much?
Adopt Good Form
Because the program is the work
of the individual exhibitor, and apparently for no other reason, it has.
been allowed to decline. A form
that was good a year or two ago,
maybe earlier than that, is still
maintained because it is known.
The logic of that is good, as far as
it goes,
but it doesn't
far enough.
The business
is notgowhat
it was
then. The public is not what it was
then. Why should the program remain the same?
A few theatres have developed
miniature newspapers which certainly deserve credit. They are the
ideal solutions of the problem.
It Takes Time
But not every manager has time
to edit a newspaper, small as it may
be. He has time, though, to confer with his printer upon the adoption of a really attractive form for
his publication.
This detail settled, he has time to
clip from fan magazines, tiade papers and press books material which
will be available at one time or another.
An evening is sufficient time to
devote to the preparation of the
copy, if the evening is devoted to
that and that alone. And an evening could not be put to better advantage.
Your Representative
But it matters not how the time
is found, or what steps are taken in
essenThe- and
out.
the isorgan
getting
tial thing
to get
it out
to
make it good.
If you were going into the home
of the family you most want to add
to vour clientele to present reasons
for their attendance, you would
dress vour best and talk your best.
Your house organ is going into just
that home for just that purpose.
Give it the same care and you cannot be disappointed1 with the result.

EXHIBITORS
Watch

the Hands
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reduced size, we copy it here. It is
worth repeating.
With were
the first
found,
"Marie's
hands
not hands
thoseis of
an ordinary
housemaid." With the second, "Midnight
found Marie's hands differently emThen, in this
"Marie
raised her ployed."
beautiful
handsorder,
in mute
entreaty— 'I love him so,' she said."
"Roger seized Marie's wrist as Blinkie's
fist closed ' threateningly." "Blinkie and
Marie raised their glasses — 'To the boodle,' they said. And "The accusing hand
of Roger's father pointed straight at
trembling
What's itMarie."
all about?
Of course you don't know, unless
you've seen the picture. No one else
does, either. But you've seen the hands,
and now you want to see who they belong to and why they did just these
things. That is precisely what the public
display.wanted to know after they read the
And all from the exchange.
Does it pay to watch this source?
Chaplin Classics
Have Good Posters

In a Lois Weber Product-ion
Ro i OM Sioi ybyMii ioiiOi'th A>i i Rom
hor of "The anc
Price of AGe-de"
Tim,;
A Afidnight
LIBERTY
4^DiT>
— C<U'«I T»e»e*»e*e r-t^T-KST-S
roler lee We... e eiotr Ilk. lew >»
A device with powerful indirect appeal
used by the Liberty theatre in the
Bellingham (Mont.) Herald.

Watch

the Hands"
Pulls for Liberty

Some time ago it was suggested in
these columns that the exhibitor would
find it to his advantage to give over the
old habit vertising
of aidsthrowing
producer's
adinto the the
waste
basket and
give them some real attention.
The suggestion is worthy of repetition. It must be repeated and repeated
until the last man in the box office
trenches comes to a full realization of
its importance.
A sample of the high grade work now
being put out by these organizations is
reproduced here to lend force to the
argument. It is the "Watch the Hands"
advertising furnished fay the First National Exhibitors Circuit in connection
with
"A
Romance."
We haveof
found theMidnight
best possible
illustration
its practical application in the four-column, page deep advertisement used by
the Liberty theatre at Billingham, Washington.
It speaks for itself.
Lest the reading matter accompanying
the hands be found unreadable in the

If there is a star in motion pictures
that is worthy of advertising to the subordination ofthe play that star is Charlie
Chaplin. In his case, emphatically as in
no other, it is the star that counts.
That fact was borne in mind when it
was decided to publish a new edition of
the Mutual-Chaplin comedies, and it
shows up prominently in the samples of
the lithographs prepared and presented
herewith.
There is a practically untouched field
for the motion picture advertiser in the
bill boards of the nation. They have
been used, it is true, and at times rather
extensively. But enterprise in this direction has never assumed the proportions it
warrants and has never been consistently
conducted.
Every exhibitor should use more paper.
That is one of the unchanging and unchangeable rules of advertising. And the
present is the right time to begin it.
The posters here pictured had good
pictorial value. They are characteristic

of the star, they are well made, and the'
original is in four colors.
The shoes in the circle, which mighi
be called the trade-mark of the comedian
make a particularly promising bid for
exploitation. They can be reproduced in
the newspaper advertising, the heralds
and all other departments.
You should use more paper. Why nol
begin now?
How

Well Do You
Know Your Barber?

Professional humorists, conductors oi
comedy newspaper columns, cartoonists
and habitual wits have fallen back when
hard pressed, from time immemorable
upon the barber for a never-failing butt
for their humor.
He is talkative. You know it. The
humorists know it. That is why their
remarks and stories about him are funny
to But
you. what does he talk about?
You know, from experience, that it
is customary to begin with the weather
or politics, jump to scandal, to barbershop stories, the latest practical joke,
and frequently to theatricals.
Barbers read. When their chair is vacant there is nothing else to do. They
are well read, if not always well posted,
for they read everything that interests
them. And theatricals interest them.
In the working day a single barber, if
he is of the. type that has many friends
and customers, can encourage directly
fifty persons, and indirectly five hundred,
to attend or not to attend a certain theatre or attraction. He talks about the
pictures he sees. And he is a harsh
critic.
While you are •being barbered you
can't be doing anything else. You might
as well be getting that barber lined up
as a booster for your show. A pass will 1

EXHIBITORS
TODAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

p NELC
GISH
Chicago Balloon Disaster
two-column display with strong pictorial appeal used by the Strand
Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
s a lot more welcome than a tip. And
hen you have made him your friend he
not going to knock your show. He is
Ding to boost.
It's a small matter. Sure. But it
Desn't cost anything. And it will
nount to a good many dollars in the
jurse of a year.
Diminutive Space
Dominates Page
There isn't a whole lot to say about
lis little two-column notice from the
isn't
Thereabout.
:rand
whole theatre.
lot of itOmaha,
to say Neb.
anything
It doesn't take up much room upon a
iwspaper page, especially when the rest
the page is also devoted to theatre
lvertising.
But it gets a reading. It gets the first
ading.
That's important.
Just why, do you suppose, does the
v-e scan the page hastily and stoc
jruptly as it lights upon this little
[uarc in the lower right-hand corner?
It hasn't anything unusual about 't. It
n'tis, awhen
"splash,"
a "whisper."
all is and
said itandisn'tdone,
a notice.
. says, simply enough, that Dorothy
ish will appear upon the Strand screen
•day, Fridav and Saturday in a picture
illed ' Nugget Nell." Yet it gives the
r of importance which results in your
tensive study of the whole announcement.
This little trick of arranging a few
lords, a cut and a border in such a mantr as to absolutely insure a careful readmakes advertisthe trick that
is justsuccessful.
[gg men
The man who has it
whatever busiin
place
sure of a high
The man who does not
kve nessithe ischooses.
less fortunate.
The happy part of the matter is the
ct that it can be acquired. It takes
udy, but it is worth it. Do you study
\ get that effect?
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sions adopted for all Paramount- Artcraft
press books. Including the front and
back covers it contains twenty-four pages
and is the largest and most complete
ever issued by the company.
The cover is of the rinest coated white
stock and is printed in two colors, red
and black. The front cover carries the
title presentation and a portrait of
George Loane Tucker. The inside
front cover contains photographic reproductions of all the lithograph posters
which have been prepared and a twentyfour; also an advance slide.
The third page contains editorial comment, including short sketches of the producer, Frank L. Packard, and George
M. Cohan, who dramatized "The Miracle
Man"; comment upon the cast, a synopsis of the story and a table of contents.
Backing this page, as page four, are reproductions ofproduction cuts for use in
newspaper publicity, and instructions as
to how to obtain them.
Page five presents an interview with
Thomas Meighan. suitable for use as a
Sunday feature. This is illustrated with
portraits of Mr. Meighan and Betty
Compson.
Then follows the cast and story of
"The Miracle Man," especially adapted
for use in exhibitor's house organs. On
the same page is a press review of the
picture, suitable for use in daily papers
in towns where the production will run
for more than one day. Immediately
following is a page of valuable suggestions on how to exploit the picture.
Further cataloging of contents would
be but a futile attempt to impart the
impression of the completeness and thoroughness with which the work has been
compiled.
The point is this.
It has good ideas, and lots of them.
Whether or not you are going to run the
STARTS
TODAY
THREE
DAYS

The Price of
Innocence
the pmo"*J

Paramount Publishes
Large Campaign Book

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporabn has just issued to exhibitors the
[ess book of the George Loane Tucker
oduction. "The Miracle Man." which 1 =
heduled for Paramount- Artcraft pubation September 14th. The book is apoximatelv 11 by 14 inches, the dimen-

s ct»t> r* the

Coming Sunday — CHAS. RAY « "Hayfoot^tr.wfoot"
How the Liberty theatre, Portland,
Ore., exploited a picture without namwide. ing the star. Original four columns
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picture, you cannot do better than to
obtain a copy of the book and rzad it
carefully. It has ideas which can be applied generally. And it is a fine sidelight
uponful men
theinlatest
methods of the thoughtadvertising.
Fine Display for
"Price of Innocence"
Advertisers have been urged constantly, for the past six months or more, to
"sell the story."
An enterprising exhibitor found that
he could make people come to the theatre by telling them all or a part of the
story and letting them know that it
could be seen in pictures at his theatre
on a given date.
The idea was good.
It is good yet.
But there must be moderation in all
things, and in this particular affair that
guide has not been observed.
The advertising of the past six
months has bristled with story, and
very little else. "What would you do if
— ," "Suppose that you — ," "If you were
aphrases
girl like
," these
and other
have Mary
so —worn
themselves
into
the minds of the readers of the nation
that they have almost ceased to have
the slightest effect. It is a good deal
like trying to sell the same farmer the
same gold brick by the same argument
that the same brick was sold to him
in 1900. It works just about as well.
But what can we do?
That is the natural question, and it
has as many answers as any other question springing from a like source by
reason of a like mistake.
It is not our purpose, here, to lay
down laws for all the substitutes that
might be and can be used. But here
is one that will work. Others will be
mentioned from time to time.
The Liberty theatre, Portland. Oregon, was about
playNational
"The Price
Innocence,"
the toFirst
attrac-of
tion starring Stella Talbot.
Can you imagine a title better suited
to the old scheme?
How easy it would have been to start
out with. "Suppose you wanted to keep
that precious innocence which had always been yours — that chastity which
came to you from your mother — etc,
And how monotonous it would have
etc., etc.,
been,
also."
How much better to handle the thing
We have rehandled.
the way itproducedwas
the four
column display that
carried it in the Portland Oregonian.
There is white space in abundance,
unique pictorial arrangement, and just
enough
selling argument to carry it, not
an
over-supply.
Digested, the selling argument reads
"Virtue"
says — Anything
dictionary
thus. "TheValor.
Strength.
Chastity.
One who
good and honorable. "Sinner"
offender. a Amandegenerate."
sins. An
or
"Can
asked.
is
it
Then to both definitions at thewoman
answer
same
"Snappy" is the colloquial term that
best describes it. Sufficient and conEnglish.
up in the king's
vincing sums itadvertising
And good
expresses
our
opinion
of
it.
time?"

EXHIBITORS
Black Line Border
Does Work of Cut
One of the oldest complaints that exhibitor advertisers have to offer, a complaint that has been identified with the
business since its infancy, has to do with
newspaper cuts, from whatever source,
that look upon paper like nothing so
much
as compositor's
finger-prints.
Looking
at a cut, which
is the only
way the exhibitor has of judging it, tells
him nothing. They all look pretty good
on the block. And a proof is only dubious assurance. Actual use in the final
edition is the only sure test, and is
then too late to effect a remedy.
Reasoning thus, perhaps, the Strand
theatre. Billings, Montana, completely
obviated such a disappointment when
"The
Border Legion,"
a Goldwyn
special,at
was recently
booked for
presentation
that playhouse.
Nor was pictorial value lost. The appeal was there. The demand for attention was just as strong. The effect was
just as sure. And only black lines were
used to get it. Printers can always produce black lines.
Here, of course, the black lines were
included in the made border. And even
made borders are sometimes ruined in
the setting.
of that ofoc-a
currence areBut
less the
thanchances
the chances
good-looking cut turning out badly.
That the advertisement lost nothing by
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Good use of cuts, pictorial excellence
of the whole and compact copy lends
distinction to the work oi the Palace,
Wichita, Kans.
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'THE BORDER
LEGION'
A Melodrama of the Lawless West, in the Days of "49"
WITH

j
£2

=

BLANCHE BATES— HOBART BOSWORTH
New York press and public have gone
wild over this Goldwyn picture,
and a MACK SENNETT comedy
"HIS HIDDEN PURPOSE"
10-20
Today
Monday&
and25
lOSTRAND
THEATER

Oi

II

A border that has all the attention-getting value of a mat or cut, yet is not too hea
1^1111=1111=1111=11111=1111=1111'^
for the body matter, used by the Strand Theatre, Billings, Mont.
•the omission of a cut is clearly seen in
the slightly reduced reproduction on this
The Palace Theatre,
Wichita, Knows Ho
page.
Excellent Campaign
There is current a marked tender
Book for "Checkers"
toward the upright in theatre adveri
So general has become the use
The great black-and-white, eight-page, ing.
space the height of which is treble
newspaper size campaign book furnished
quadruple its width that the square
by the Fox Film Corporation for the aid other
figures, when they appear, sm
of
the
exhibitor
who
books
"Checkers,"
of
the extraordinary.
the seven part special published by that dency.
And there is good reason for the
company, cellenceattains
a new standard of exfor the concern.
In the first place, the high adverti
"Checkers" is a great big picture. It
needs big exploitation. It is one of those ment stands a better chance of be
pictures that cannot be advertised too seen than any other shape. It will ca
the eye, no matter in what level
heavily, and is exhibited most success- gaze
drift across the page. It is natu
fully to a packed house. Big advertising
then, that the eye will turn from
is the only way to pack that house. And course
and travel downward to take
the suggestions offered in the book are the remainder
of the copy.
certain to succeed.
Another
advantage
is this. The per
The paper supplied consists of one,
three, six and twenty-four sheets. Every who doesn't feel inclined to read a
one pictures a scene from the play, the story will not read anything that
twenty-four carrying the big railroad looks like a long story. And the squ
lateral oblong certainly looks Ion
wreck that actually occurs in the pic- or
than the high, narrow rectangle.
ture, one of the breath-taking moments
Pictures, also, are given better pr<
of a wholly startling production.
inence and accommodated more rea«
Then there is a full page of newspaper
by
the narrower, taller shape.
material that any editor who is not prejAs example, we reproduce an ad
udiced against the screen will surely use.
It looks like news, is well written, and, tisement used by the Palace thea
of course, exerts that much-desired effect Wichita, Kansas, in exploitation of
upon the reader.
Paramount-Artcraft
Special, "Se
There is a song, a plentiful supply of
Attention
should
first
be directed
newspaper cuts that fairly radiate action,
catchlines and big moments galore, and the number of cuts that arc _include,
Service."
page deep display. It is no m
lastly, but not least, a horseshoe door the
hanger that should lend itself to many
task
cuts,artistic
a signal
block to
and juggle
a title eight
mat info
gr
varieties of exploitation.
The picture makes a strong bid for ing when four columns, page deep, is
exploitation. The producer has provided allotcd space and copy must be inclu
the means of getting that necessary pub- somewhere.
licity. It will be strange indeed if the
The square outline would not acc
picture is not looked back upon in future modate the matter nearly so well,
all.
Yet here it is all included, a g
as one of the big 70
specials of a specialridden period.
selling argument set in, and the W
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PEMHOU
TO&AVAMO
ALL #&£*C
S
Th©
HOUSE
iWITHOUT
CHILDREN
Richard Travers
Star of *• Photo Oranu
M3t)*«« and Evening
IN PERSON

("he K. & E. Opera House, Cleveland,
Ohio, used this four-column smash
' when the star of the play appeared
I also in the legitimate production at an
i opposition house.
?ace essential to readability is still a
Hiality of the whole.
It is more than probable that the county holds many exhibitors who have
een wondering just why it was that
ley could not get the same effect with
le old-fashioned shape that other men
'jt with the new. A little study of the
latter should make the secret clear.
Good One-Sheet
For "Six Feet Four"
A one-sheet that illustrates graphically
le power that a sheet of paper may be
lade to wield over the amusement inlinations of the public is that reprouced herewith, from the paper supplied
y the American Film Company for "Six
'eet
six part . production feairingFour."
Williamthe Russell.
The value of the one-sheet is sadly
nderrated by the majority of exhibits. "They're too much trouble." says
ne. "You have to change them too
ften." said another. And for one reaon or another this department of adverting is neglected.
The price of ten. twenty or fifty oneneet boards is comparatively nominal,
he placing of these boards is a matter
■fit the
simplest
hotels
shouldpsychology.
be favored The
with nearone.
•he post office or sub-station should not
neglected. Every important store,
ery busy corner, every gathering place
the town or neighborhood should have
ne of your one-sheet boards in a proment place.
The passer-by will notice it. The habit
f reading signs has become firmly fixed
the American people. They read
erything they see, if it is big enough
read without effort and brief enough
t to discourage.
The one-sheet here presented has these
alities. and in addition, the much-toi-desired and seldom found quality
lown as "punch."
The situation pictured is not an ordi-
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nary one. It has no precedent in the
experience of the average individual. It
is, therefore, novel. It has the romantic
flavor that is the keynote of the successday. ful motion picture productions of the
Pictorially and psychologically, the
composition is right. With the added
attraction of excellent coloring it is cerlic. tain to exert a strong appeal to the pubQuestion Mark
Gets Attention
When "The House Without Children."
the play by Robert H. McLaughlin, was
presented in Cleveland, O., simultaneously at the Colonial and at the Klaw and
Erlanger Opera House in stage and film
form respectively, the attendance created by the "coincidence" was such as to
warrant
a second week's run of the picture.
Naturally, considerable interest atto the method
used by that theatre to taches
advertise
the event.
We are reproducing herewith the four
column spread which announced the decision of the management to the Cleveland public. Aside from the circumstances surrounding the occasion for the
display, attention is merited by the form
decided upon.
The interrogation point is probably the
only written symbol used by English
speaking people that comes under a rule
without an exception. It always means
that a question has been asked. It never
can mean anything else. And everybody
will listen to a question.
Ask a man anything. He will listen.
No matter how frivolous, how inconsequential or ridiculous your query may
be, he will hear you out. It is a sure
means of getting attention. A plain
statement, though it be important, may
not be heeded. An exclamation, unless
it be of the more forceful variety, will

A one-sheet that is sure to draw patronage forRussell
"Six-Feet
Four," the latest
William
production.

ffninnnniit,Ttminitrr5
A stock block set-up, effective and
handy for emergency use, from the
Wichita Theatre, Wichita, Kans.
pass unheard. But a question demands
an answer. It always gets a hearing.
That symbol, simple and familiar as it
is, was the means used by the Opera
House to force everybody who read
The Cleveland Plain Dealer to read the
advertisement of the picture.
The tures
display
is hand-drawn,
and depends
upon type. uses no picGood Box Border
For Emergencies
As the industry progresses toward stability and aplomb, the possibility of "last
minute" program changes and substitutions becomes more and more remote.
But it has not yet passed beyond the
realm of the immediate present, as every
exhibitor has good cause to know.
The failure of the express company to
deliver your show at the appointed time,
the exchange error that ties up the last
available print, the slip-up here, there
or elsewhere that necessitates a hurry-up
change of attraction is still a very important feature of the exhibitor business.
At such times the confusion is great.
Advertising that has been arranged for
must be pulled out and new advertising
planned to take its place. The printer
calls up every five minutes to see if the
copy is ready. And usually it is not. The
final result is, more often than not, an
advertisement that does justice neither
to the attraction nor to the theatre.
What can you suggest as a remedy for
the situation better than the box border
used by the Wichita theatre, Wichita.
Kansas?
The advertisement reproduced measured two colunms in the original. It is
effective and it is simple. If used day in
and day out it might get monotonous, but
that is not the purpose of the device.
If used only for occasions such as
those mentioned above, the monotony is
avoided and a difficulty is dissolved into
thin air.
Followed out, of course, the scheme
would embrace varying sizes and varying designs. And a cash outlay insignificant compared with the end served will
supply a stock of box borders big enough
to take care of any and all emergencies.
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John L. Russell to
Produce Series of

Will

Pauline

Serial

Sidney Reynolds Working
on Novel Idea
Create Interest in Production Starring

to

Hypnotist and Vaudeville Favorite
A mechanical window advertising dis- now in the making. This will be done
by recalling to theatre-goers that J.
play \v"ill feature the exploitation of Sid- Robert
Pauline has played at the given
ney Reynolds' fifteen-episode serial now
theatre
in that city.
being made
with
J.
Robert
Pauline,
hypnotist and vaudeville headliner.
First Display in New York
It is the intention of Mr. Reynolds to
The first of these models, Mr. Reynolds intends, shall be installed in the
develop a number of displays for use in
some of the larger cities of the country.
windows of the main offices of the Supreme Pictures, Inc., which are located
These displays are to be constructed for
at 101 West 42d Street and 6th Avenue.
easy packing and transportation.
Picturizes Scene from Drama
It is believed by him that hundreds of
thousands of people will see the display
The display will endeavor to picturize
in unique fashion a moment from a from this busy and crowded corner during the long period that the display is to
dramatic scene in the serial. A life-size
be kept going.
figure of J. Robert Pauline will be shown
and a portrait of Director Will S. Davis
"We believe," says Mr. Reyonlds, "that
we have a novel idea in this moving
as well as the figure of the camera-man
turning the crank of the motion picture window display of motion pictures and
camera. The drop in the back of the novelty is the life blood of the show
window is to be done in very animated
business,- — and extremely desirable in excolors, picturizing the locale of the scene.
ploitation of productions. We are seekIn connection with this device, publicity
ing in every possible way to develop
original
exploitation
ideas and material
cards will go into the window explaining that J. Robert Pauline is the star in commensurate with a story which we
the Supreme Pictures, Inc., serial. A think is unique in its serial treatment
list of the various theatres at which the and dramatic effects. If we only achieve
half of the full measure of opportunity
production is to be shown will be printed
on another card.
afforded by the striking elements in our
For the other cities in which this de- serial we feel that we will have achieved
a wonderful production. Naturally, an
vice is to be used, an effort will be made
to link up the established popularity on exhibitor exploitation campaign based on
such a story must enjoy unique elements
the vaudeville stage enjoyed by Mr.
Pauline with his appearance in the serial
of appeal."
DIFFICULTIES OF WAR-TIME
PHOTOGRAPHY

North

Woods

Films

John L. Russell, who produced "The
Man Without a Name," a new World
Film publication, "The Root of Evil,"
"The Water Lily" and "Fruits of Passion," Triangle productions, and other
successes, has been engaged by the Arrow Film Corporation to produce a series
of twelve two-reel dramas of the North
woods. John Lowell, Charles Robins,
the stunt actor, George Crossman and
Vangie Lawrence will be the leading
members of the producing company.
The stories will be written by L. Caje
Russell, author of "Merely Players," a
Kitty Gordon World picture, "The Light
Within," "The Life Mask," and "Temvehicles.pered Steel," the last three Olga Petrova
The series will be known as "Blazed
Trail Productions" and will be ready
for publication September 15. The Arrow Film Corporation is now prepared
to close contracts.
English Actor to Star
In Universal Comedies
Wheeler Dryden, a young English actor and son of Leo Dryden, famous
English author-composer and actor, has
been signed by Universal to appear in
comedies which are to be produced at
the Universal studio at Coyetsville, New
Jersey. Dryden has just completed a.
seven and a half year tour of the Orient
where he appeared as a leading comedian
in a company touring.
The has
firstbeen
comedy
he title
will
appear
given'inthewhich
tentative
of "Wheeler's Winning Ways." He will
be seen in some five or six different
roles in this comedy. Playing in support
of Mr. Dryden in this comedy which
is being directed by George Cochrane
is: George Brown, well-known Marine
comedian; Cathryn Hildreth, who ha<
played ingenue leads in Harold Lock
woodPolly
productions;
Louis J. O'Connor
and
Vann.
Re- title Leslie Feature

Mystery''
TowersMystery,"
"The"Gray
Gray Towers.
mad(
under
the
working
title
of
"Fateat inVitath<
Balance" has been completed
graph's Brooklyn studio. John YV. Noble
who recently joined the staff of Vita
graph directors, was fortunate in havin|
splendid weather for the outside loca
tions and took the final scenes muc!
sooner than was expected.
"The Gray Towers Mystery" afford
Miss Leslie her second opportunity t'
show what she could do with a dramati
role. Her earlier work has been con
fined almost exclusively to light corned)
The role of Jewell Wheeler, in her ne\
play, "The Gray Towers Mystery," is
heavy one, full of emotional scenes.

JE. WILLIAMSON submitting for inspection the scenario of his latest submarine production to Major E. E. Turner, Commandant of Forces, Bahamas,
• West Indies. The British authorities in the Bahamas were watchful of all
movements during the war on land and under the sea, and the 72
making of the latest
Williamson
"sub-sea
thriller,"
which
is
about
completed
and
is heralded as the
greatest yet and full of new thrills, received careful government supervision.

Plan Advertising Drive
An advertising campaign of nation
wide scope, upon which $1,000,000 is t
be expended will be launched by Pathi
and, between the latter part of Octobe
of this year and October 1920, will carr
the name and product of Pathc befor
nearly :S0, 000, 000 persons.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

Me"

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo, with
Douglas Fairbanks. — Nothing extra,
fust a regular Fairbanks picture. — Wm.
Woodin. Opera House, Towanda, Pa. —
General patronage.
The Great Love, a Griffith production.
:— A real picture in every way. War
heme does not hurt it any. Immense
tusiness. — W. D. Martin, Badger theare,
onage.N'eillsville, Wis. — Small town pat, Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
—Excellent picture. Plenty of action. —
Meldrin & Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
For Better For Worse, a Griffith proluction. — Great. An attraction that any
heatre can be proud to run. — F. J. Marin, Peoples theatre, Maurium, Mich. —
'."eighborhood patronage.
Johnny Get Your Gun, with Fred
jtone. — A humdinger. Could have douiled prices and pleased, had I known
vhat it was. The kind of western that
ieople eat up. — A. L. Middleton. Queen
heatre, Dequeen, Ark. — Neighborhood
>atronage.
; The Great Love, a Griffith production.
—Failed to please. Not good for small
■owns. — G. E. Ebenvine, Auditorium
heatre. Marblehead, O. — Neighborhood
•atronage.
■. Captain Kidd, Jr., with Mary Pickord. — Not as good as usual run of Picklords, but pleased. Pickford still the
^est drawing card here. — Wm. Woodin.
)pera House, Towanda, Pa. — General
wtronage.
Square Deal Sanderson, with William
Hart. — Hart always takes well here.
f"his is a typical Hart picture. If you
i lave shown Hart before you won't be
.isappointed in this. — G. W. Johnson,
jjifystic theatre. Marmarth. N. D.
Till I Come Back to You, a DcMille
•reduction — Excellent production. Evrybody pleased. Great. Don't pass it
ip. — J. B. Endert. Endert theatre, Cresj)lent City. Cal. — General patronage.
' The Money Corall, with William S.
Jart. — Fine. Hart always pleases. — A.
blf. Leitch, Royal theatre, Milford, la. —
Jeneral patronage.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
-Good western. They like Hart. Book
—J. W. Baird, Opera House, Plattonsurg. Mo.
For Better For Worse, a DeMille prouction. — Fine and drew big. — J. Henkle
lenry. Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
Branding Broadway, with William S.
lart. — Fine picture, with usual Hart
tuff. Big audiences thoroughly pleased.
-W. D. Martin. Badger theatre. Neillsille, Wis. — Small town patronage.

The Avalanche, with Elsie Ferguson.
— Very clever star and in fine role. Patrons like it tine. Big business. — D. B.
Vanderlip, Washington theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Exhibitors Mutual
The Woman Michael Married, with
Bessie Barriscale. — Very good. Consider
this the star's very best. Just what the
better class of people like. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre. Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Whitewashed Walls, with William
Desmond. — Fine. Al. Fine drawing
card. Packed them both shows. Photography great. — A. F. & R. A. Pagenkopf,
New Palace theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Courageous Coward, with Sessue
Hayakawa. — Not as well liked as his
previous offerings. — J. H. Yaughan. New
Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Turn of the Road, with an allstar cast. — Fine picture. Yery good business for a hot Saturday. — Charles
Kuchan. Idylhour theatre. Canton, 111. —
Mixed patronage.

The Prodigal Liar, with William Desmond.— Pleasing comedy western. The
humorous vein will please all. Good
photography. — H. W. Kerr, Kerr theatre, Little Sioux, la. — Small town patronage.
First National Exhibitors
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Good. All First National attractions get top money for us. — Raymond Piper, Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev. — Mixed patronage.
Burglar by Proxy, with Jack Pickford. — An average picture. — Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. —
General patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — Big
money maker, but be sure to back it up
with an extra good show.- — Wm.
Woodin.
Opera House, Towanda, Pa. —
General patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Broke our house record. Everybody pleased. Advertise this right and
you cannot fail to get the money. We
turned them away the last night on a
three-day run. — J. H. Yaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical
patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — A good picture from start to finish. Weather very hot. Business only
fair. — T. H. Nagle, Crescent theatre,
Shawano. Wis. — Small town patronage.
Auction of Souls, with Aurora Mardiganian. — Owing to light trouble I lost
money on this. It is truly a wonderful
picture,
but now
peopleanddon't
want tothisplease.
kind
of
pictures
it failed
Was shown to a small house. — G. W.
Johnson.
Dakota. Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
Daddy
Mary Played
Pickford.
— WentLong
overLegs,
to bigwith
crowds.
two days. Turned away hundreds of
people. — A. F. & R. A. Pagenkopf. New
Palace theatre. Los Angeles, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — Not
up to Chaplin standard, but gets the
money. — Jack Marks. Opera House.
Clarksburg, W. Ya.— Transient patron-

BEATRIZ MICHELEXA
Who is beins; Marred in a series of RobertsoJi-t'ole productions, distributed by
Exhibitors* Mutual.
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Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. — age.
Chaplin slipped when he made this one.
— W. H. Mart. Strand theatre. Grinnell.
Ia.; — College town.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. —
Drew splendid business but did not come
up to expectations. — Yan Praag & Meyn,
Central Garden theatre. Kansas City,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daddy
Long two
Legs,days
withtoMary
ford.
— Played
S. R.PickO.
crowds. Brought it back in two weeks
and plaved S. R. O. again. Wonderfu
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The Crimson Gardenia, with Owen
Moore. — Excellent picture. Wonderful
cast puts the story over. Photography
great. — F. L. Stineman, La Petite theatre, Ocean Park, Cal.— Beach patronage.
The Crimson Gardenia, with Owen
Moore. — Extra fine. Played two days
and pleased all. A novel, out of the
ordinary finish. — Wm. Woodin, Opera
House, Towanda, Pa. — General patronage.
Just for Tonight, with Tom Moore.—
A good drawing card. Well liked. — F.
B. Garrett, Jewel theatre, Clarendon,
Ark.

picture. — F. L. Stineman, La Petite theatre, Ocean Park, Cal.
Fox
The Sneak, with Gladys Brockwell. —
My audiences do not care for Gypsy
plays. Show this to your Saturday
crowds, if at all. — Geo. A. Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky. — Best
class patronage.
Treat 'Em Rough, with Tom Mix. —
The only Fox star that draws here. —
F. B. Garrett, Jewel theatre, Clarendon,
Ark.
The Divorce Trap, with Gladys Brockwell. — Good picture with plenty of
action. Fox surely puts out the drawing
cards. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Infidelity, with an all-star cast. — A
fairly good picture. — Meldrin & Clark,
Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Bride of Fear, with Jewell Carmen.— A very good program picture.
Business fair for hot weather. — T. H.
Nagle, Crescent theatre, Shawano, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
The Jungle Trail, with William Farnum. — Very good for two days. Scenes
made in Florida. Work up interest in
your patrons who visit Florida. — Wm.
Woodin, Opera House, Towanda, Pa. —
General patronage.
The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum. — Went over big. Photography
great. Farnum sure packs them in. — E.
F. Hardy, Strand theatre, Santa Catalina
Island, Cal. — General patronage.
For Freedom, with William Farnum.
— Very good, though a little old. All
Farnums are worth running. — C. E.
Leiningcr, Grand theatre, East Palestine, O.
Les Miserables, with William Farnum.
— A superior feature in every respect.
I'arnum's
work
wonderful. — Geo. E

Simmons, Avonia theatre, Avon, 111. —
Rural patronage.
Cowardice Court, with Peggy Hyland.
— Pleasing to all. SceneTy fine. Star
good. Good photography. — H. W.
Kerr, Kerr theatre, Little Sioux, la. —
Small town patronage.
Luck and Pluck, with George Walsh. —
Drew fair. — B. H. Lustig, Dreamland
theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Six Shooter Andy, with Tom Mix. —
Excellent western. Large audience well
pleased. — W. D. Martin, Badger theatre,
Meiilsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.A Woman There Was, with Theda
Bara. — Star, once my best bet for a
capacity house, now the poorest. Will
not use more of her pictures. The last
three have killed her. — A. L. Middleton,
Queen theatre,
DeQueen, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Goldwyn
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — Fair picture. Tom Moore is
not popular here yet. — Jack Marks, Operasient
House,
Clarksburg, W. Va. — Tranpatronage.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.— As usual, star's work is good.
Hut she has had better stories. Poor business.— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz. — Border mining camp.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — Splendid in every respect and
something you can place a personal
guarantee upon. It is a most appealing
story, well acted and well produced. —
Geo. A. Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky.— Best class patronage.
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. — A very good love story with
two good stars. Very good settings. —
Harvey G. Thorpe, 74New Giand theatre,
Crosby, Minn. — Mining
town.

The Fear Woman, with Pauline Frederick.— Excellent offering. Fair attendance at advanced prices. — Jack Marks,
Opera House,
Clarksburg, W. Va. —
Transient
patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
— Just fair program picture.— B. H. Lustig, Dreamland theatre, Los Angeles,
Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hodkinson
The Love Hunger, with Lillian
Walker. — Fine picture. Good business.
— Charles Kuchan, Idylbour theatre,
Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Sahara, with Louise Glaum. — A beautiful spectacle. But in this fast world
the public does not caTe for scenery. —
Jack Marks, Opera House, Clarksburg,
W. Va.— Transient patronage.
Two-Gun Betty, with Bessie Barriscale. — Good for light summer amusement.— Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — High class patronage.
The Goddess of Lost Lake, with
Louise Glaum. — Fine program offering
with fine locale and excellent photography.— J. H. Vaughn, New Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Best Man, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— Everyone liked this picture. —
Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Metro
Opportunity, with Viola Dana. — Good
Just enough comedy to make it go over
good. Don't be afraid of this one. — C.
E. Leininger,
Grand patronage.
theatre, East Palestine, O.— General
A Successful Adventure, with May Al
lison. — My first Allison and it is O. K
Played it to full house and my patron;
ask for more. — R. L. Olson, Princess
theatre,
Berthold, N. Dak. — Neighbor
hood
patronage.
Some Bride, with Viola Dana. — Thi
most Business
satisfactory
picture
sincestill"Satai
Jr."
good.
People
talk
ing about it. — John Hafner, Princess the
|II1IM0IIM^
U/OULD
you tell your
brother to buy a car
I that you knew wasn
j worth the money?
1 Certainly not.

t

Then tell your brother exhibitor not to buy that
picture you lost on.
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiB
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excellent picture for a family theatre.—
The Gypsy Trail, with Bryant WashMrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
burn.— Nice picture, but no knockout.
Fair business. — W. D. Martin, Badger
Hinsdale, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town
The Busher, with Charles Ray.— The patronage.
picture took well. One of Ray's best,
Maggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton.
Book it. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
— A really good clean comedy-drama.
a super-knockout, but the kind of
Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray. Not
picture that gets over with all classes.
—be Asafraid
usual,to aboost
goodit.RayPleased
picture.
Don't
—
A.
L. Middieton, Queen theatre, Deeveryone.
— A. M. Leitch, Royal theatre, Milford, Queen, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
la. — General patronage.
Pathe
The Family Skeleton, with Charles
Ray. — Not up to the standard. Did not
The Little Orphan, with Baby Marie
please as most of Paramount pictures. —
Osborne. — Best Osborne picture I ever
G. E. Ebenvine, Auditorium theatre, played.
Drew good. Photography fine.
Marblehead, O. — Neighborhood patron- Good comedy-drama. — L. 1. King, Wigage.
wam theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Peppy Polly, with Dorothy Gish —
Very good vehicle for star, but too nonThe Girl from Bohemia, with Irene
sensical for the more intelligent. Why
not give her some real stories and not so Castle. — Good picture. Good business.
this star's pictures are good. Star
much farce. — A. L. Middieton, Queen All
popular here. — T. H. Nagle, Crescent
theatre, DeQueen, Ark. — Neighborhood
theatre, Shawano, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
patronage.
Vicky Van, with Ethel Clayton. —
Molly of the Follies, (American) with
Mighty good show. Ran Arbuckle comMargarita Fisher. — This star always
edy with it and the combination was per- gets me the crowd. Her pictures always
fect.— F. J Martin, Peoples theatre, good and money-makers for me. — G. W.
Maurium, Mich. — Neighborhood patron- Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth,
age
N. Dak.
Little Women, with a special cast. —
Oh, Boy! with June Caprice and
Pleased. Nothing extra as a picture, but
Hale. — Nothing to play, but
it got many pleasant comments from Creighton
large advertising got it over. — Jack
the patrons. — Wm. Woodin, Opera Marks,
Opera House, Clarksburg, W.
House, Towanda, Pa. — General patron- Ya. — Transient patronage.
age.The Lady of Red Butte, with Dorothy
The Narrow Path, with Fannie Ward.
Jewel
Dalton. — Poor. Better to play a re- . — Good picture to fair business. — J. H.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorpeater.— Will F. Krahn, Lorin theatre, Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Mathy Phillips. — A fine picture. — J. L. Berkeley, Cal. — Neighborhood patron- quoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Sawdust Doll, with Baby Marie
theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — age.
Liberty
leyers,
mall town
patronage.
The Woman Thou Gavest Me, with a Osborne. — Book it now. Fair beginning and whirlwind finish. Everyone
The Heart of Humanity, with Doro- special cast. — Big drawing card. Very
hy Phillips. — Getting old now but still fine production. — E. L. Franck, Oasis delighted. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale
ood.— Meldrin & Clark, Opera House, camp.
theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — Neighborhood
theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border* mining patronage.
Idwards, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronge.
CORINNE GRIFFITH AS A PEACE MAKER
For Husbands Only, with Mildred
larris. — General satisfaction. Nice picure to look at. Not a complaint. — Raymond Piper. Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, New — Mixed patronage.
Destiny, with Dorothy Phillips. — Patons pleased. Photography pretty fair,
'ood business. — D. B. Vanderlip, Washngton theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
'hillips. — All of our patrons said this
vas the finest picture we have ever
hown. Dorothy Phillips can act and
he supporting cast is great. WaT is
>ver, but scenes in this picture will set
n audience wild. — H. P. Thompson,
liberty theatre. Pardeeville. Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.

tre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patonage.
Some Bride, with Viola Dana. — Very
Everyone enjoyed this producood.
lon. — F. J. Martin. Peoples theatre,
.aurium, Mich. — N'eighboihood patronge.
Almost Married, with May Allison. —
Iverybody likes May Allison. Good
rawing card. — F. B. Garrett, Jewel thetre, Clarendon, Ark.
The Blind Man's Eyes, with Bert
.ytell. — A 1 in every respect. — Mrs. R.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale.
11.— Neighborhood patronage.
A Pair of Cupids, with Bushman and
;ayne. — Excellent comedy-drama.on Supthis.
ort unusually good. No kicks
-E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
-Border mining camp.
Sylvia on a Spree, with Emmy
Vehlen. — Very highly praised. Good
omedy-drama. Give us more like it. —
'. H. Nagle, Crescent theatre, Shawano,
Vis. — Small town patronage.
The Man Who Stayed at Home, with
Cing Baggot. Fine picture. Direction
erfect. Drawing power good. PhotogLittle, Clune's
excellent.—
iphy
iroadway
theatre,O.LosL. Angeles, Cal. —
)owntown patronage.
Hitting the High Spots, with Bert
.ytell. — Good picture, good acting, from
tart to finish. Patrons highly pleased,
iood business.— T. H. Nagle, Crescent
heatre, Shawano, Wis. — Small town
atronage.

Paramount
A Sporting Chance, with Ethel Clayon. — Just ordinary progiam picture,
iolding up fine. Pa'.rons are pleased,
'hotography and direction good. — O. L.
kittle, Clune's Broadway theatre, Los
Vngeles, Cal. — Downtown patronage.
Girls, with Marguerite Clark. — Of a
ight variety that will please the ladies,
iecond day's business as good as the
irst. The best of the recent Clarks. —
ieo. A. Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensoro, Ky. — Best class patronage.
Louisiana, with Vivian Martin. — An

Bush.'' one of Vitagraph's recently c.
The reconciliation scene
75 in "The BrainMe
productions.
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EXHIBITORS
SOMEBODY
said,
Silence is golden.
But he wasn't talking
about motion pictures.
Tell the exhibitors of the
nation about the good as
Well as the bad.
They'll do the same for
you.
mm
Kidder & Ko, with Bryant Washburn.
— As good as some specials. Big business and sent people away highly
pleased. — T. H. Nagle, Crescent theatre,
Shawano, Wis. — Small town patronage.
The Bishop's Emeralds, with Virginia
Pearson. — Story and cast very good.
Some complaints about the star. She
will never be a big drawing card. — Mrs.
J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
A Bachelor's Wife, (American) with
Mary Miles Minter. — Well played comedy-drama. Good photography. This
star is coming fast. Big house Monday
night. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Midnight Stage, with Frank Keenan. — One of the best pieces of character work we have ever had. Support
worthy of star. — E. L. Franck, Oasis
theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining
camp.
Select
Upstairs and Down, with Olive
Thomas. — Very pretty little picture with
some beautiful photography. — Cliff
Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Death Dance, with Alice Brady.
— A good picture for any grown-up audience. Will please. Settings massive. —
C. E. Leininger, Grand theatre, East
Palestine, O. — General patronage.
The Indestructible Wife, with Alice
Brady. — Better keep away from this. No
reason for a picture like it. — Will F.
Krahn, Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Cecilia of the Pink Roses, with Marion Davies. — Fair picture. Very glad
this star is off program. She does not
improve any picture. — John Hafner,
Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Marie Ltd., with Alice Brady. — Not
Miss isBrady's
Fell the second
She
losing best.
her popularity
with day.
our
patrons. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Veiled Adventure, with Constance Talmadge. — About the weakest
of
all
Constance
Talmadge's
pictures.
Not bad, but nothing
anyone will
want
to tell anyone else about. — Geo. A.
Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensboro,
Ky. — Best class patronage.
Red Head, with Alice Brady. —
Pleased. — Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
A Pair of Silk Stockings, with Confiance Talmadge. — Dandy show, and it
packed them in. — Win. Doodin, Opera
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House, Towanda, Pa. — General patronage.
Her Only Way, with Norma Talmadge.— A very good picture. Star is
liked here very much. She always draws
and Select pictures are like> Norma. — W.
R. Champion, Opera House, Hazel
Green, Wis. — General patronage.
The Probation Wife, with Norma Talmadge.— High class patronage packed
my house. Best star I have. — F. B. Garrett, Jewel theatre, Clarendon, Ark.
Her Only Way, with Norma Talmadge.— A very good picture. Star
very good in this. Well liked by all. — C.
E. Leininger,
Grand theatre, East Palestine, O.
Happiness A La Mode, with Constance Talmadge. — She is not drawing
them as good as formerly. Stories' seem
to be at fault. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Experimental Marriage, with Constance Talmadge. — Packed my house.
Everybody likes her. — F. B. Garrett,
Jewel theatre, Clarendon, Ark.
Triangle

Very good.— Meldrin & Clark, Opera
hood.
House, Edwards, N. Y — NeighborRestless Souls, with Alma Rubens.—
As good and better than many of the
so-called specials. Poor business on account of extreme heat. — T. H. Nagle,
Crescent theatre, Shawano, Wis. — Smali
town patronage.
United
A Man's Fight, with Dustin Farnum.
— A satisfactory production. Pleased.—
Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St.
Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
Together, with Violet Mersereau.—
Here's a top notch program picture that
pleased all. — Raymond Piper, Piper's
Opera
House, Virginia City, Nev.—
Mixed patronage.
Her Code of Honor, with Florence
Reed. — Star not known. Fine picture. —
F. B. Garrett, Jewel theatre, Clarendon,
Ark.

A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum.— Play it up big. It is a good bet.
The out-door scenes and photography
are excellent. — H. H. Sink, Pastime
Mystic Faces, with Jack Abbe. — A theatre, Greenville, O. — Neighborhood
good one. — Meldrin & Clark, Opera patronage.
House, Edwards, N. Y. — Neighborhood
Her Code of Honor, with Florence
patronage.
Reed.
— Didn't get it over. — DeLuxe theThe Man Who Woke Up, with Paulatre, Somerton. Ariz. — Neighborhood
ine Stark. — Not much to this picture. patronage.
Hard to understand at first. Too slow
The Woman Under Oath, with Florin action. — Chas. Oliver, Majestic theaence Reed. — Good story. Well protre, Green Forest, Ark. — Neighborhood
duced.— Fred Cosman, Electric theatre,
patronage.
St. Joseph, Mo. — General patronage. '
Upside Down, with Taylor Holmes. —
Not as good as "Taxi." Business fell
Universal
off on second day. — Grand theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. — General patronage.
The Fire Flingers, with Rupert Julian.
—Book it. It can't be beat to fill house.
Love's Prisoner, with Olive Thomas.
— Nothing special about this. Have
Forced to put on second show. — R. L.
had much better program pictures. — J. Olson, Princess theatre, Berthold, N.
H. Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Dak.- — Neighborliood patronage.
Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
The Man in the Moonlight, with
Deuce Duncan, with William Des- Harry Carey. — A very good picture.
mond.— Desmond always good. — Mel- Star's work fine. Drew better business
drin & Clark, Opera House, Edwards,
on second day. — Grand theatre, RochesN. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
ter, N. Y. — General patronage.
Deuce Duncan, with William DesThe Delicious Little Devil, with Mae
mond.— Star good. Picture good. Rental right. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic thea- Murray. — Here is a good cne. Full of
ginger. Played to good business. — J. H.
tre, Marmarth, N. D.
Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, MaBeyond the Shadows, with William
quoketa, la.— Critical patronage.
Desmond. — This is a &6od one. Book it.
A
Fight
for Love, with Harry Carey.
Big business. Went over big. — C. E.
Good picture. Exceptionally good
Leininger, Grand theatre, East Pales- —scenery
in the big timber. S. R. 0. on
tine, O.— General patronage.
— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre. Ajo,
A Successful Failure, with Jack Dev- this.
Ariz.
—
Border
mining camp.
ereaux. — Pleased immensely. Star new
The Silklined Burglar, with Priscilla
heic. Dandy program picture. Pleased
all. — T. H. Nagle, Crescent theatre, Dean. — Dean sure is a comer. Fine picture. Good photography. Good story.
Shawano, Wis. — Small town patronage.
Dombey & Son, with an English cast. — W. C. Rolfes, Banner theatre, L09
— Poor. — John Hafner, Princess theatre. Angeles, Cal. — Transient patronage.
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hell Morgan's Girl, with Dorothy
The Mayor of Filbert, with Jack Rich- Phillips. — This did not please like I ex- !
ardson.— Drew well but picture is too pected it to. Too much rough stuff.—
long. — Grand theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
— General patronage.
Faith Endurin', with Roy Stewart. —
ATOBODY
ever sufferGood western comedy-drama. Stewart
always good. Pleased all. — Win. Thachj
ed for telling the truth.
er, Royal borhood
theatre,
Truth is King here.
patronage.Salina, Kans. — NeighThe Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.
| You can ta/^e what you
— A good western with plenty of riding
and shooting. — Frank Ihmcis, Majestic
read for Gospel truth and
theatre, Green Forest,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage. 76
pay for it in kind.
The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart. —
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G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
A Millionaire Pirate, with Monroe
Salisbury. — Star new to me. Excellent
acting. A story to produce thought, but
may not be understood by all audiences.
— Mrs. R J. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111. — Xeighborho jd patronage.
The Petal on the Current, with Mary
MacLaren. — Fine picture. Drew good
business despite reopening of an opposition house. — Grand theatre, Rochester,
W Y. — General patronage.
The Blinding Trail, with Monroe
Salisbury. — Better than "The Man in the
Moonlight." but not a good enough
story. ' Salisbury always fills the hou>e
for every show. — A. M. Leitch, Royal
theatre, Milford, la. — General patronage.
Pretty Smooth, with Priscilla Dean. —
An absolute knockout. Excellent cast.
Star was never better. — F. L. Stineman,
La Petite theatre. Ocean Park, Cal.
The Light of Victory, with Monroe
Salisbury. — Good picture. Fine character acting, but patrons object to the
ending. — J. H. Vaughan, Xew Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronlge.
Vitagraph
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. — Went good. Drew fine. — W. C.
Rolfes. Banner theatre, Los Angeles,
Cal. — Transient patronage.
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce.
—Only fair picture. Alice Joyce does
tot draw here. — Jack Marks, Opera
House. Clarksburgh, W. Va. — Transient
patronage.
The Wishing Ring Man, with Bessie
Love. — Good picture. Good business.
Pleased everyone. — Charles Kuchan.
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed
>atronage.
The Man Who Won, with Harry T.
Morey. — Liked by all who saw it but
railed to draw big. Beautiful scenery
ind good photography. — Mrs. J. A. Dos'.al, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Xeb. — Xeigh>orhood patronage.
Beating the Odds, with Harry T.
Morey. — Better than ordinary. Good
picture. — W. C. Rolfes. Banner theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. — Transient patronage.
• A Rogue's Romance, wit'.i Earle Wiliams. — Can't make a dollar with this
star. Picture is all right. — J. H.
Vaughan. Xew Orpheum theatre, Maluoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Miss Dulcie from Dixie, with Corinne
Griffith. — Good picture. Drew big house.
—Eugene Saunders. Palace theatre.
Harvard, III. — General patronage.
Silent Strength, with Harry T. Morey.
—A good picture. Morey should draw
>vhere he is known. — J. H. Vaughan.
Vew Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. —
Critical patronage.
World
Three Green Eyes, with an all star
:ast. — Very good. Buch better than average picture. Drew good. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha. Xeb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil's Trail, v. ith Betty Comp'On. — A special at program prices. Business fine. Advertise it big and make
■ome real money. — John Hafner. Prin"ess theatre. Donora, Pa. — Xeighboriood patronage.
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The Grouch, with Montagu Love. —
Fine picture. Pleased everyone. Poor
business. — Chas. Kuchan. Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. — Mixed patronage.
Broken Ties, with Montagu Love. — A
new star for our house but he made a
hit. Women wild about him. A very
good picture. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha. Xeb. — Xeighborhood
patronage.
Love and the Woman, with June Elvidge. — A very good picture to poor
business. — John Hafner. Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Yankee DoodleSpecial
in Berlin, (Mack Sennett) with Bothwell Browne. — Better
than any Chaplin I ever had. Big
crowds. Played two days. — L. I. King.
Wigwam theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
Rothapfel Unit Program (Film Clearing House) produced by S. L. Rothapfel.— Showed this two days. Public
disappointed. — Jack Marks, Opera
House. Clarksburg. W. Va. — Transient
patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin, (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Picture
great. Pleased fine. Well taken by my
audience. — L. H. Rasmuson, Grand theatre. Spencer, la. — Small town patronage.
The House Divided (J. Stuart Blackton) with a special cast. — Perfect cast.
Story could not be improved. Direction fine. Plot good. Drew capacity —
F. L. Stineman, La Petite theatre,
Ocean Park, Cal.
Wild Honey, (Sherry) with Doris
Kenyon. — Booked this to fill a hole in
my
program
and theatre.
it didn't Ajo,
fill it. —Ariz.
E. —L.
Franck,
Oasis
Border mining camp.
The Unpardonable Sin, (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Patrons well
pleased. Photography great. Capacity
business. — E. F. Hardy. Strand theatre.
Santa Catalina Island, Cal. — General
patronage.
Twilight (Sherry) with Doris Kenyon.— Fine picture. Good business. —
Charles Kuchan. Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.— Mixed patronage.
Serial
The Master Mystery (World") with
Houdini. — Playing eighth episode and
holding good. Ordinarily do not play
serials but this one is different. Houdini does some sunts. — O. L. Little.
Clune's Broadway theatre, Los Angeles,
Cal. — Downtown patronage.
The Perils of Thunder Mountain,
with Antonio Moreno. —
(Vitagraph)
Have
run three episodes and very good.
Lots of thrills. Going stronger each
week. — C. E. Leininger, Grand theatre.
East Palestine, O. — General patronage.
The Perils of Thunder Mountain,
(Vitagraph) with Antonio Moreno. —
The first seven episodes knockouts on
account of wonderful snow stuff. Plenty of action all the way. Serial holding
its own in 14th episode. — A. L. Middleton, Queen theatre. DeQueen. Ark. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
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New York City, Sept. 2, 1919.
Louis Burston was one of the interested
spectators at the showing of "The Red
Viper"
at the
Rialto. even
Louisin said
he wasn't
very fond
of snakes,
the days
when
atime,
fellow's
tongue
is
at
half
mast
all
the
but he liked the Viper.

J. B.
"
Violet Heming is back in tswn from the
coast.
"Every Woman"
sometime or papers
other
is hemming.
Leeds, Yorkshire,
please copy.
* * *
Taylor Holmes has become a non-resident member of the Larchmont Yacht Club.
For some weeks Taylor has been working
one of the finest yachts on Long
The old reliable Ernest Shipman upon aboard
Island Sound, not as a deck hand, but as a
his arrival in the East took to semi-secluof the deep sea variety. Incision on his shooting p-r-e-s-a-r-v-e. But "movie salt"
dental y he is a good skipper and has piloted
now that the big deal has been consummated, Ernest is out on Broadway and is many a "set" to a *successful
"hatch."
* *
as striking a figure as any actor. Pardon
Ruby
De
Remer
will
play
opposite
E. K.
the jest, Ernest, I don't want to "Ham"
Lincoln
"The Crucible"
for of
the masculine
American
you.
Cinema. in This
combination
Speaking of figures, and 'tis said figures
never lie, the chorus ladies along the "avenew" are a galaxy of symmetrical contrans, as JoetheLee
put with
it. But
Joe hasn't
been seen dictioon
street
blinkers
on as
yet. How come?
The Auditorium theatre of Mamaroneck
showed "The Great Gamble" last week, and
despite the fact that audiences are supposed to have become weary of war stuff,
the "Mamaros" liked the picture. And Old
Glory took the house by storm every time
she showed. However, Manager Cassey
might well improve his projection, for in
this respect his house is far behind the requirements ofthe present day.
* * *
Jack Levering has returned to the city
and looks as fine as silk. Jack has just finished ahard role in the S. L. K. serial, but
is ready to give battle
* * to* the next.
Vivian Moses is there fifty ways. He
has just devised a tremendous scheme for
the exploitation of Guy Empey's new picture. It's a whale.* * *
Frank from
"Million
a Minute"
has
returned
the Maine
woods Smith
with three
two-reel dramas which he is about to
place on a program.* * *
The much heralded Film Folks' Chowder
Party under the management of Joe Lee
will probably be held September 20th, either
at
the Tuckeyhoe
Grove
on the BronxYacht
River.Club or Sweeney's
* * *
Eddie Bonns is a winner. At the big
field day meet at Cunningham Pleasure
Park, Seaside, Long Island, he won a potato race. His time was one hour, two
minutes, fifteen and two-fifths seconds. The
prizea ham
was on
a half
sack asofa result.
"spuds." Eddie
has
his back
* * *
P. A. Powers has one million to spend
for Pathe publicity. Money makes the
mare go, and a million should make her
step some.
* * *
Lee Herz of Chicago, who has been
stopping at the Astor for the past week,
has
gone to Atlantic City for a week's
vacation.
* * »
Regina Kuril spent the Labor Day week
end at Center Mariches, Long Island. Miss
Kruh is famous for her skill as a tennis
player, and it is said she was very much
courted during her stay among the four
hundred.

E. K. LINCOLN
Htar of the American Cinema Corporation
and feminine perfection should go a long
way toward furnishing an optical feast for
theatre patrons of both genders. Eddie is
a bear and Ruby is a bird.
* * *
Considering that a more truthful review
could be had from the "Bandetta" of the
state penitentiary than from the legitimate
writers, the Famous Players submitted
"The Miracle Man" to the jail birds for
approval. They undoubtedly took a bird's
eye view of it. * * *
S. J. Warshansky, press representative
for Supreme Pictures, which is featuring
"Pauline" in a serial, has his hands full
these days, owing to the fact that there is
such a striking resemblance between Paul
Panzer and himself. His office is located
at 42nd street and 6th Avenue, and all t he
girls arc requesting photographs of him,
thinking that he is Panzer. Maybe this is
a fact.
* * *
F. A. A. Daiime (fellow of American
Academy) is one of the animated workers
78
behind the Screen Follies
Weekly. While
New

Mr. Dahme has a disarranged alphabet before his name, he is a regular democratic
fellow, full of pep and original ideas which
will go a long way toward making the ne\V
venture a great success.
* * *
Rose Shulsinger has returned from
Waldheim Camp, Big Moose, where she
spent her vacation and her money. If possible, Rose looks more attractive than ever
and she is ready to engulf the trade press
with International publicity.
* * *
Joe Brandt is making things hum for
the "Nationals," and his work in the "Big
League"one. guarantees his staying there.
Strike
* * *
Mollie King, American Cinema star, has
gained a host of youthful admirers down
Long Island way. It has been her custom
to give candy to the children in the vicinity
of the studio. The news soon spread far
and wide and every morning a string of
kids from far and near are in line at the
studio waiting for "Lady Bountiful."
* * *
Mable Julienne Scott has been signed
up by liam
William
play oppositespecial
WilRussell inFoxhisto forthcoming
production, which is as yet unnamed. Maaway with
"The Barrier" and has
been bleagotwinner
ever since.
* * *
"Women Men Forget" is the monicker
by which Mollie King's new picture is to
be known. But take it from me, you can't
forget Mollie King.
* * *
Daniel Boone blazed a trail on the Kentucky timber when things were black, but
"Davie Crocket" has the timbre in his advertising which blazes and is read.
* * *
Last Wednesday Jim Grainger had a
rather narrow escape. While returning
from the railroad station to his home, a
wild
chicken flew
a neighbor's
yard
and attacked
him. outJimof ran
for his house
but the irate hen kept close to his heels
and threatened at any moment to bite him.
The sad part of the story is that as Jim and
the chicken flew into Grainger's yard, his
dog, which was peacefully slumbering on
the lawn, spied them and it made a beeline
for the Rockaway capon. The chicken got
excited and lost its head, at least that is
what Jim told the judge, but the woman .
who owned the fowl insisted that the dog
bit a cutlet out of her "egg plant" which
caused its death. "Five dollars and costs,"
said the had
judge,
which HeJames
Grainger
to pay.
said he"Scrappy"
had all
kinds of experiences with chickens, but this
one capped the climax.
Ford Educational

in

Six Thousand Houses
The Goldwyn Distributing Corporation announces that it has achieved the
goal aimed at a few months ago when it
was determined to place the Ford singlereel weekly in six thousand American
theatres.
That number of theatres has now been
contracted with for a weekly showing of
the reel and a new campaign has been
started, encouraged by the success of
the first,hibitorsto
to theadd
list. another thousand ex-
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Ready

Continental

Europe

Will

C. Smith Returns Confident
that American Projector Can Win in
Competition of Merit Against Price
Despite the fact that the high rate of are shown as well as features, comedies,
news weeklies and travelogues being
exchange prevailing in Continental
Europe makes it difficult to compete on popular.
"While it is true 'hat the war had
a price basis with European projection a great effect upon our business," said
machines, Will C. Smith, general manMr. Smith, '"It is also true that we made
a great many sales abroad, the majority
ager of the Nicholas Power Company
being
to the British government. Durwho has just returned from a trip
ing the war. the chief problem was deabroad, is confident that the Power's
If it hadn't
for this
difficulty, livery.
our sales
could been
have been
doubled.
Cameragraph can win in a campaign on
merit and has outlined plans for the
"Duringquartersmy
stay,
I
made
my
headin London, Paris and Rome.
extension of sales forces throughout
In England, I spent considerable time
Europe.
with our representatives. Walturdaw,
In England, the Cameragraph leads Ltd. This organization has been Powthe field, more than 4,000 Power maer's representatives for the past ten
chines being in use. On the continent, years and I made arrangements for the
this representation."
however, Pathe and Gaumont are at continuance
Sees of
Devastation
of War
present the most popular.
While
abroad.
Mr.
Smith
took the opBrings Interesting Information
portunity of visiting Verdun, Chateau
Although the purpose of his trip to Thierry, the Somme, Liege and other
Europe was to reorganize the foreign battle fields. He said the devastation
affairs of his company, which had been was beyond description. He also had
seriously interrupted by the war, Mr. the good fortune to be in Paris July 14,
Smith returned with valuable data on on which Victory Day was celebrated
matters of vital interest to the entire by the Allied Armies.
trade.
In conclusion Mr. Smith said that alAmerican stars and productions are
together he had a very successful trip,
well liked in all of the countries he visit- and that he was very much satisfied
ed, in many bejng preferred to domestic with the results that are bound to flow
stars and pictures.
from his visit. He can see nothing in
During the war, he reports, few pro- the future, as soon as the exchange
ductions were made abroad. In Paris,
been overcome, but inthere are about 190 theatres, all of difficultycreasedhas
sales for the Powers machine.
which did a big business during the war.
In London, there are. 300 and these also
Spere Joins Vitagraph
enjoy war prosperity. In Italy, however, the theatres received scant patCharles
Spere, a clever young juveronage.
nile, has been engaged by Vitagraph to
Programs Are Similar
play the leading male role opposite BesThe programs offered in European
sie Love in her next feature, which was
theatres are very similar to those in
American playhouses.
Short subjects
written bv Gerald Duffy.
A CORNER

OF METRO

S BIG PLANT

Edward Earl
the dynamic president of the
Nicholas Power'Co-

Stanley Company Buys
Philadelphia Theatre
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— When the
announcement was recently made of the
sale of the South Broad Street Theatre,
there was considerable speculation and
secrecy attached to the transaction. It
was generally believed that the property
had been taken over for office building
purposes and thai the famous playhouse
would soon be but a pleasant memory.
It transpired that such is not to be
the case, and that the Broad will continue as a place of amusement. This
came in the announcement that the Stanley Company of America had purchased
the property, and, starting with the end
of the coming season, the house will
thereafter become a part of the chain of
theatres now in the control of this organization for the exploitation of motion pictures.
New MacLaren Vehicle
An original story, not published, enof Treachery."
was
writtentitledby"Clothes
Baroness
Mahrah which
de Meyer,
has been purchased by Universal through
the aid
It is probable thatof itJulia
will R.be Tutwiler.
used as a vehicle
for
Mary MacLaren.

Bird'sClassics
eye viewProductions
of the modern
studios Itat occupies
Hollywood.fifteen
Calif.,acres.
where The
Xazimova
are made.
offices and
are Screen
in the
administration buildine of colonial design.
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Change Bulls-Eye Title
The Bulls-Eye Film Corporation announces that the title of the third Charlie Dorety feature comedy has been
changed from "The Sweet Shop" to "A
Scented Romance."

EXHIBITORS
AMERICAN
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REPRESENTATIVES

AT CHICAGO

CONFERENCE

Top Autenrieth,
row: WallaceI . Akin,
C. V.Edwin
Ford, H.
L. B.Ryan,
Douglas,
W. Xormand,
Henry
It . L.I ..Honeck,
R. E.C. Nehls,
Lower row:
F. Bent,
C. A. F*.Stimson,
manager,
B. D.Fisher,
Goodman,
M. Franklin,
W. Rosnagle.
"Flying A" Holds
Sales Conference
Representatives Assemble in
Chicago to Study Fall
Productions
A get-together meeting was held recently by executives and representatives
of the American Film Company, Inc.,
at Chicago headquarters, with the purpose of enabling the men to study the
company's big new fall productions and
acquaint themselves with important
changes that are being made in selling
policy.
W. C. Huey Was There
Those present at the conference, representing in large part the sales force of
the central district, included not only all
the live wires shown in the group photograph herewith, but also the Boston
"Flying A" representative, W. C. Huey,
who happened to be unavoidably absent
from the lot when the order came to
"shoot."
"Six Feet Four," American's big new
six-reeler of American life, was the main
topic of discussion throughout the conference. Great enthusiasm marked its
numerous screenings. As C. A. Stimson, manager of the Film Rental Department, declared: "If every big exhibitor
in the land isn't clamoring for first-run
privileges as soon as prints are available,
I am no judge of pictures. 'Six Feet
Four'est thing,
is thethatbiggest
thing,to and
swift-in
has come
the the
screen
years. Its pulling power is GREAT,
and every showman who books this special— the dramatic pictured version of
Jackson
popular
—
can feel Gregory's
supremely most
confident
that novel
it will
bring his entertainment way past the 100
per cent notch.
Complete to Small Details
"'Six Feet Four' was six months in the
making, and it furnishes proof, in every
single detail, of the care and time and
money that have been put into it."
Mr. Stinson is now in the east .'-riviug
his personal supervision to advance
showings of the film.

"The Band

Box" Aided

By National Tie -Up
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, distributor of all future productions made by
Deitrich-Bock, Inc., announces that
"The Bandbox," first of the Louis Joseph Vance series starring Doris Kenyon, now nearing completion, will be
ready for publication in the latter part
of September, preceded and followed by
a heavy advertising and exploitation
campaign and by book publisher linkups of an unusual character.
In keeping with other campaigns devised on the big productions released
through Hodkinson nation-wide arrangements have been made with bookstores for the liberal exploitation of
"The Bandbox" and already publisher
advertising of this production has been
arranged by Arthur F. Bsck, treasurer
of the Deitrich-Beck, Inc., and president
of the Artco productions starring Leah
Baird, to include all of the book selling
mediums both of the wholesale and retail book trade.
Jackie Saunders Star
In World Production
World Pictures announces the engagement of Jackie Saunders for the star
role in its forthcoming production of
"Dad's Girl," a well known play that
is now being scenarioized for pictures.
Miss Saunders is no newcomer in the
picture industry. She began her career
with the Biograph Company. Successive engagements fojlowed with Pathe,
Universal and Balboa. Her. most prominent successes were made in "Shrine of
Happiness," Flirting Bride," "A Bit of
Kindling," "Betty Be Good." "The Wildcat and "Grip of Evil."
Book to Aid Exploitation
To aid in exploiting its new production "Everybody's
Business,"
W. H.author
Productions has had H.
C. Witwer,
of a number of popular stories, write
a 30,000 word novelization of the picture.
Arrangements arc being made for a wide
distribution of the novel in connection
with the publishing 80of the story.

Name

Guy

f;. p.

Empey

AmongWriters
'Ten Best'
of War
Collection of New Fiction
Will Include Story by
Soldier-Author
As indicative of the recognition which
Guy Empey has won as an author, it is
interesting to note that in a forthcoming
collection entitled "Short Stories of the
New America," which is in process of
publication by The Henry Holt Co.,
there is included "The Coward," one of
the most notable stories by Guy Empey.
Empey Included in List
The new volume, which is calculated
to interpret the new spirit of America
through some of the literature which
has been born of the great war, is being
edited by Mary A. Leselle. It is announced as representing the best work of
ten "American writers of note." That
Mr. Empey is included in this number is
an interesting testimonial of the position
which he has obtained in the last two
Guy Empey is now concentrating his
abundant
energies on productions for the
years.
screen, and his most recent photo-drama
is "The Undercurrent," which is being
distributed by Select Pictures Corporation. Empey won his first fame as the
author of "Over the Top." This book,
the sale of which swept all Englishspeaking countries like wildfire, soon
found its way to the screen in the pic"Over bytheVitagraph.
Top," in which
Empeyture version
was of
starred
Is Preparing Two Pictures.
Other volumes came at short intervals
from this celebrated author's productive
pen, "First Call" being followed in quick
order by "Tales from a Dugout." Mr.
Empey has in the course of preparation
another volume, announcement of which
will shortly be issued by his publsiher
The purely literary activities of Guy
Empey are only an accompaniment for
his motion picture activities. Mr. Empey
has in course of preparation two notable
photo-dramas, one of which will soon
reach the production stage.
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President of J. D. Hampton Productions, Formerly of
American Tobacco Co., Aims to Cut Out Element of
Gamble to Exhibitors in New Blanche Sweet Series

"When I chose Blanche Sweet as a
special feature star, to select her own
stories, to produce her own pictures, and
to do so in her own individual way, I
only carried out the same business judgment and the same commercial principles that made so much money tor the
big and little dealers of the American
Tobacco Company." So said J. D.
Hampton, formerly of the American Tobacco Company, now president of the J.
D. Hampton Productions, who is presenting the Blanche Sweet Pictures as
Pathe Release Specials.
"When I first entered the motion picture field, three years ago, my friends
told me that motion pictures were not a
standardized commodity, that the same
ideas that made money for the dealer in
the tobacco line could not be used in this
field. But they forget one big thing —
that business principles are fixed like
theorems and are the same in any commercial endeavor. The details differ.
Business Is Business.
"And
so
afterstudy,
threewhich
years has
of extensive
and intensive
taken me
through the various stages and experiences of production, distribution and ex<hibitioh, I find the same basic formula
holds just as true with motion pictures
as with tobacco.
"Don't misunderstand me. I'm ndt
comparing a high powered star, who by
past performances and success is entrenched in the interest and confidence
of the public and exhibitors, with a cutand-dried product that you buy across
the counter. No. But I do say emphatically that if the exhibitor is to eliminate the hit-and-miss methods. and leave
out the gamble at his end of the bargain, and if the Pathe salesmen are to
eclipse sales records, and jf the Blanche
'Sweet productions are to pay dividends
— then it is imperative that we put into
active operation the selfsame basic
thought that has been so successful and
brought in the money before. Simple,
isn't it? Here
Yes, and
simple.
it is:the principle is just as
Ichance
"To give
the other
fair man's
to make
some fellow
moneya while
you
are making yours.
Iithe"DoBlanche
you wonder
I consider carry
that
Sweet why
Productions
topmost value to the exhibitor, and why
J value this opportunity to demonstrate
[that, taken as a maxim of business, the
,root idea is identical in the tobacco busipess
try. as it is in the motion picture indusConfidence in Miss Sweet
• "But going one step farther and bringing the truism down to bed rock cases.
Take Miss Sweet, whose background of
achievement, with D. W. Griffith, her
Lasky successes, preceded her spectacular achievement as an independent star.
At present in her own company she is
mbuing her pictures with that wealth of
noney making material which has carded her to that splendid point in her
screen career, and bringing the brains
ind the experience of former success to
>ear on her future ones. In other words
Miss Sweet is just as keenly sensitive to

the exhibitor angle as the J. D. Hampton
organization is of her interest, and as
the Pathe organization is of us both.
Blanche ofSweet
Specials
a "The
combination
values
that will
are offer
built
with that vital essential in mind — Help
eliminate the gamble to the exhibitor.
With this idea in mind she is selecting
stories of an out-of-the-ordinary calibre
as
in the
of 'Afirst
Woman
Pleasure.'
which
willcase
be her
Pathe ofrelease,
and
is choosing her supporting casts, well
rounded and well balanced; names which
have a pull at the box office window.
"There it is in a nut shell. And that
is why I maintain that if I apply the
same sound principles which proved of
benefit to the dealer in the tobacco field,
I'll be able, with the help of Miss Sweet,
to take some of the gamble out of the
exhibitor's business. Both of us can
make a little."
Goldwyn Gets Stage Plays
Two notable stage successes of last
season have been secured by Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation. "The Woman in
Room 13," and "Roads of Destiny," both
Al Woods productions originally, will
be screened with Pauline Frederick in
the star roles. The selection of these
plays is the first important development
following upon the recent amalgamation
of the interests of the Shuberts, Selwyns, and Mr. Woods with Goldwyn,
by which the latter has the first film
rights to any of the productions of the
three producing houses.
Airplanes

Gain

A LINCOLN MILLER
Editor
"Weakly Indigestion"
news offilmthedistributed
by Bulls-Eye comic
Film
Corporation.
Farnum Breaks Record
From William True, owner of the
Strand theatre, at Hartford, Conn.,
comes the statement that "The Lone
Star Ranger," a Fox production with
William Farnum in the leading role, established the record on Saturday,
August 16, for the biggest Saturday maatre. tinee business in the iiistory of that the-

in Importance

To the Motion Picture Industry
Another instance of the importance of dustry on a commercial price basis by
one more field for that product.
the airplane to the motion picture indus- creating Help
to Win World War
try is evident. William Fox has inIt is a matter of history that the mostructed his architects, Carlson and
tion picture world was second to none in
Wiseman, to reconstruct the plans of the helping to win the war by devoting time
mammoth picture studio now being of the programs of all houses at every
to the sale of Thrift Stamps,
erected and to provide therein for an air- performance
Bonds, Red Cross subscriptions,
plane landing on the roof. This with the Liberty
entertaining
at
the camps and hospitals,
two contemplated above 177th Street on
and, while it is not generally known,
the Hudson will make three landing sta- etc.,
a motion picture of the entire front was
tions for Manhattan Island.
Willard to Assist
made on an average of every three minutes during the latter part of the war,
Charles F. Willard. consulting engineer for the Aeromarine Plane and Mo- on davs when pictures could be made,
tor Corp, will assist and advise the Fox and the world's war did not produce
building contractors as to the layout of greater
aviators. heroes than the motion picture
the landing roof.
men had to fly at an altitude of
serv- a Those
airplanes'
is but then start
This
few hundred or thousand feet directly
pictures,
with ofmotion
ice in connectio
over the trenches in order to get the picand there are two most excellent reasons
of the front showing what the
why every other picture concern in the enemyture mao
was doing, how the battle was
countrv will fall in line — First the airgoing, and to prepare the Allied offenses
of and
plane "is greatly needed as a meanslocadefenses. The cameraman was every
ation to and fromandoutside
transport
of
bit as important as the aviator in the
delivery
tions: spotting locations
to exhibpictures
the
negatives
why shouldn't
war. soingenuity
of the
winning
Second—finished
be a great help allied?
This will
itors.and
two
newest
of man's
be closely
mto Uncle Sam in putting the aircraft
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Bull's-Eye President
Compliments Workers
Milton L. Cohen, president of the
Bull's-Eye Film Corporation, concluded
a busy week on the west coast August
20, when he left Los Angeles on his return trip to New York. The greater
part
of
Mr. toCohen's
timetheinHollywood
the west
was devoted
inspecting
plant of the Bull's-Eye and assisting Nat
H. Spitzer, studio manager, in perfecting plans for the coming year. Before
leaving the studios Mr. Cohen made an
address to the 300 employes who make
the Bull's-Eye comedies in which he said
in part:
"In behalf of the Bull's-Eye Film Corporation, wish
I
to thank you people personally for your part in putting the
Bull's-Eye comedies on the motion picture map. About a year ago we began
this concern in a small way. At this
time we have six one and two-reel features that have made both the exhibitors
and movie patrons sit up and take notice. You workers have made this possible, and to you goes the credit."

Lieut. Jack Levering, who is assisting Helen Holmes in the S. L. K. serial, is placed
under arrest and compelled to submit to the indignity of being searched.

Pre-Review
Photoplay
Catholic
Service Established and Working
Charles J. Meegan, in Charge, Issues Statement
Covering Scope and Purpose of New
Organization
"There's nothing puritanical in our
The Catholic Photoplay Pre-Review
Service, intended, its promoters state, to policy — -we will work along lines of liberality but never forgetting the point
serve more than seventeen million per- where good ends and bad begins. We
sons in this country, is, after many
aim to stimulate, not impede. We are
weeks of preparation, established and not 'kill-joys' — we are 'boosters.'
"Our service will be at the disposal of
working. Its offices are at 553-554 Bryant every
Catholic congregation, society or
Park building, New York.
organization in the country. We will be
According to a statement issued from the connecting link between more than
its offices, the Catholic Photoplay Pre- seventeen million Catholics and the
Review Service will co-operate with most
makers,
distributors
and ex-in
of the leading Catholic publications in photoplay hibitors.
We purpose
being a factor
this country — insuring a wide circulation
co-operation.
in a specialized sphere.
Will Have Wide Scope
Charles J. Meegan in Charge
Its promoters are said to be men with
"When certain details have been coma well-grounded knowledge of the photopleted, this service, in connection with
play industry, having a wide experience
pictures of especial interest to juveniles,
in the advertising and propaganda field will be extended to most of the Catholic
and in earnest sympathy with the policy parochial schools.
of making and exhibiting only clean pic"Our endorsement of a picture will,
tures. Mr. Charles J. Meegan, formerly
we hope, serve as a guide for Catholics
connected with George Kleine. is for the and non-Catholics alike. We are doing
present in charge. Mr. Meegan only re- for the producers, distributors and excently left the service of Knights of
hibitors what they have always labored
Columbus War Work, where for more
to do — viz., getting in touch with and
than a year he was in close touch with advising the photoplay theatre patrons
the Catholic press and all the newspapers
who, in the final analysis, support and
of the country.
make possible the industry. We have
Discussing the Catholic Photoplay
the machinery to do this and will unquesPre-Review Service, Mr. Meegan said:
tionably attain our purpose.
"Our machinery has been set up to
"It is intion.noNeither
manner
a censoring
proposiis it intended
to criticise.
also cover Europe and South America,
Its paramount purpose is to find good especially in countries whore Catholics
pictures and commend them to the world
predominate, and within a few weeks we
at large, specializing in the Catholic
will be in close touch and co-operating
field. We will let others deal with objec- with Catholics throughout the world — or
tionable films. Our patrons will learn at least wherever motion pictures are
through us only about worthy plays.
82
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Song Dedicated to
Constance Talmadge
Ernest Golden has dedicated his newest composition,
stance Talmadge."Constance,"
The music tois Connow
published in sheet form and in full orchestration. The cover of this tuneful
one-step bears an attractive autographed
photograph of Constance Talmadge, together with an inscription that it will
be
first
"A Temperamental
Wife." introduced
"Constance"in will
be included on
the music cue sheets for "A Temperamental Wife," to be published in the
press
booklet
on formation
Miss Talmadge's
first
company.
picture, since the
of her own
Arrangements are being made by the
Photoplay Music Co., 1520 Broadway,
New York City, to have elaborate window displays of this instrumental selection simultaneously with the first showing of "A .Temperamental Wife," in
every large city from New York to the
coast. Arrangements are being made
to have special souvenir matinees, when
every lady in the audience will receive
a copy of this composition. MacLean

and May Start

Work MacLean
on ''Mary's
Douglas
and Doris Ankle"
May have
commenced
on "Mary's
the Thomas work
H. Ince
studio Ankle"
in Culverat
City, under the direction of Lloyd Ingra
ham. who directed them in "What's Youi
Husband Doing?" The pictures being
made will be published to the public it
the following order: "Twenty-three am
a Half Hours' Leave," "What's Youi
Husband Doing?" "Mary's Ankle."
Pearl White Withdraws
From Political Rac(
Pearl White, Fox star, who recentb
announced herself a candidate for th(
Assembly from Queens County, Nev
York City, has withdrawn from th<
race. In a letter to the Republicat
leader of the county the s.tar states tha
the obligations imposed upon her by he
motion
decision. picture work brought about th'
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SELECT TO ESTABLISH ENGLISH
BRANCH
Select Pictures Corporation will establish next month a branch in England
to be known as Select Pictures. Ltd.
This branch will be conducted by Maxwell Milder as president and Miss Edith
Kotch as treasurer.
Mr. Milder has been for several years
manager of the Select branch in Philadelphia, and Miss Kotch has been secretary to Lewis J. Selznick. president of
the Select Pictures Corporation. They
will sail for England September 6 on the
Celtic.
Heretofore. Miss Kotch, in addition to
her duties as secretary to Mr. Selznick,
Has been manager of the foreign department of Select and ha-s conducted successfully the marketing of the output by
:ablc and by personal negotiations with
buyers on this side.
Outlines Policy Abroad
Mr. Selznick ^as decided that the polcy of close contact with the exhibitors
.vhich is his motto in America, should be
equally successful in handling foreign
Dusiness, consequently it was decided to
Dpen this European branch in London,
:o study the problems and the possibili:ies of this important phase of the busiless.
Until permanent offices can be chained, temporary headquarters will be
opened in the Hotel Savoy in London.
Several cables have been exchanged with
London brokers in the interest of securng a London office, but the negotiations
.vere unsuccessful, and it will remain for
V£r. Milder and Miss Kotch to obtain a
ocation after they have reached the
Jther side.
The first work of the president and
Teasurer of the London corporation will
)e confined to a general investigation of
:onditions in London and England, after
vhich it is probable that several branch
)ffices will be established in the imporant cities of England, Scotland, Ireland
tnd Wales.
To Arrange Private Showings
As soon as headquarters are estabished in London, the office will arrange
or a series of private showings on
very
Selznick
is availa>le
at that
time. subject
Prints which
of the first
three
Dlive Thomas attractions. "Upstairs and
)own," "The Spite Bride" and "The
jlorious Lady" will be carried to Lonlon by the ship on which Mr. Milder and
*liss Kotch make their trip. Prints will
Jso be taken of Elaine Hammerstein's
irst picture, ''The Country Cousin." Eurene O'Brien's first picture. "The Perect Lover," and Elsie Janis' forthcomng production. "A Regular Girl." One
>f the first steps after arriving in Lonlon will be the engagement of an exploitation man. and as soon as the Lonlon office is opened, the work of exploitng the Selznick pictures in the Euro>ean capital will then commence.
Max Milder, president of Select Picures. Ltd.. will remain permanently in
-ondon. and as the various branches in
>ther cities of Great Britain are estab-
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lished he will automatically assume the
general management of them. Miss
Kotch will also remain in London indefinitely, but as soon as the affairs of the
office will permit, she will proceed to
Paris for the purpose of investigating the
motion picture market in France.
EXPORTATION TO RUSSIA
The War Trade Board Section of the
Department of State has received advices from Mr. August Heid. formerly
the War Trade Board representative at
Vladivostok, that goods destined for Siberia continue to arrive at that port
consigned to him. The War Trade Board
Section recalls to shippers that it was
announced in W. T. B. R. 470, issued
January 3, 1919, that on and after that
date it would no longer be necessary" to
consigne Siberian shipments to the War
Trade Board representative at Vladivostok and. accordingly, shippers are requested to refrain from consigning any
further shipments to said representative.
SHIPPERS'

TIONEXPORT
TO BE FILEDDECLARAIN
DUPLICATE
The War Trade Board Section of the
Department of State announces that the
"Procedure of Filing Shippers' Export
Declarations." as set forth in pages 11
and 12 of War Trade Board Journal
No. 4 of January 21. 1918. has been
amended so as to withdraw that portion
of Rule 1 of said procedure which reexport declarations
be filed quired
in shippers'
quadruplicate
for all exportsto
to foreign countries. On and after Augusttion18.are 1919.
export only,
declara-in
to be shippers'
filed in duplicate
•accordance with the practice existing
prior to the promulgation of the abovementioned procedure of Januarv 21. 191S.
The foregoing amendment likewise rescinds Rule 3. which required that only
copy of shippers' export declarations
''must accompany the goods to their foreign destination, to be delivered to the
American Consular Officer at the port
of discharge." and also that part cf Rule
4. which required one copy of the export declaration to be forwarded by
collectors of customs to the War Trade
Board. Concurrent action has been taken
bv the Treasurv Department in the issuance of T. D. dated August 10. 1919.
which is amendatory of T. D. 37570.
and the foregoing amendment has also_
been approved by the Department of
Commerce.
Calibrived inBayard,
of Leeds.
England, arXew Vork
last Wednesday
to
purchase pictures, both dramas and
comedies, for a combination in England
which was formed for the purpose of
supplying the English possessions with
pictures direct from London. Mr. Bayard said that the object of the new combination, which name is to be kept dark
for some months, was formed with the
object of supplying the wants of England's insular possessions with films
from London, rather than to compel
83

MI*S EDITH KOTCH
Secretary to Lewis J. Selznick. who ?oes
to Fn^lnnd
tures, Ltd. a* treasurer of Select Picthem to shop all over the world, as they
are doing today. "In doing this." said
Mr. Bayard,
"we areasadvancing
the film
interests of London
the logical
center of the world."
Reginald Ward has purchased the entire foreign rights to the American Cinema productions.
— James Beecroft.
Fox Will Restore
Academy of Music
To Former Beauty
XEW YORK.— With the idea of making his Academy of Music a house
known throughout the world as the
home of motion pictures of the highest
type. William Fox is refitting and refurnishing the famous old building with
an effect that recalls the appearance of
the Academy when it was the brilliant
center of grand opera.
Mr. Fox. who owns a big chain of
theatres throughout the United States,
has an especial pride in the Academy of
Music. Here he intends to give initial
showings of Fox productions with such
stars as Pearl White. William Farnum,
Theda Bara. Tom Mix. William Russell,
Gladys Brockwell. George Walsh. Madlaine Traverse. Peggy Hyland. Albert
Fay and Elinor Fair, and such features
as Fox Xews. the famous Mutt and Jeff
animated cartoons, and the Sunshine
comedies.
Retitle Talmadge Film
The title of Norma Talmadge's next
production for the Select program. "By
Right of Conquest," has been changed
to "The Call of Xature," it having been
decided that the latter is more appropriate and will serve better as a box office
attraction. It is scheduled for publication in October.
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Reported by H. E. N.
H. J. Siler, owner of the Gale Theatre, Cal. The Hip opened as a ,"tab" house,
Whittier, Cal., is breaking ground for a but is now playing pictures exclusively.
new 1500-seat house in the same town.
The estimated cost of the new theatre is
H. F. Beir, formerly an exhibitor of
$95,000, the organ to be installed costing Denver and .Fort Collins, Colo., is now
$25,000 alone. The plans for this theatre operating the New Liberty theatre at Long
are a composite of the California and Beach, Cal. Associated with Mr. Beir is
Grauman's in Los Angeles, and it will be J. E. Wrightsman, also an old-time theatre
the fourth biggest house in southern Cal- man from Colorado. Mr. Beir still conifornia. Mr. Siler's program follows the Colo. trols the Empress theatre at Ft. Collins,
release
at
Grauman'sowned
in L. byA. Mr.TheSiler,
Berryis
Grand at Whittier,
closed.
J. W. Anderson has just returned from
Santa Barbara, where he was general manager of the Portola Theatres Company, and
Harry Lee Wilbert, owner of the Rialto
at Fullerton, Cal., will shortly take over has assumed the management of the Universal theatre, the Laughlin, at Long
the lease for a new house at La Habra,
Cal. Mr. Wilber will completely equip this Beach, Cal.
house and make it one of the most attractive and up-to-date theatres in southern
Peter L. Shamray is now chief laboraCalifornia. A stage is to be built in the
tory director at the Douglas Fairbanks
new playhouse and the estimated cost of studio. Pete was in complete charge of
the building, when completed, is in the the motion picture section, U. S. Signal
neighborhood of $40,000.
Corps Laboratories, at Paris, France, with
the
A. E. F., also was formerly superinG. T. Ingram is breaking ground at
tendent of the Triangle Laboratories and
Anaheim, Cal., for a new $20,000 house, to assistant superintendent for D. W. Griffith.
be opened in the very near future.
C. F. Ramsey, formerly of the Morosco
theatre in Los Angeles, Cal., has recently
taken over the Colonial theatre in Orange,
Cal., which has a seating capacity of 500.
The Colonial is strictly modern and Mr.
Ramsey is playing only first-class productions, using principally Paramount-Artcraft
features.
Mr. Ramsey's
houseCalifornia.
is one of
the
most popular
in southern

Rodman Visits Ince Plant
Admiral Rodman and his staff made a
visit to the Thomas H. Ince photoplay
studio in Culver Cuty, one of the interevents of Later
the fleet's
arrival on thein
Pacific esting
coast.
he participated
the ceremony of unfurling the Ince aviation field flag at Venice. It is from this
field that the trans-Pacific airship fight is
C. E. Freshwater, formerly a pioneer ex- to be made. Admiral Rodman complimented Mr. Ince highly on his patriotism
hibitor of Montana, is now operating the
Hip theatre on the Pike at Long Beach, in so generously encouraging aviation.
ADMIRAL RODMAN VISITS THE INCE STUDIO

Woman Is Head of New
Producing Organization
What is believed to be the first instance on record, in which the feminine
mind assumes the dual role of producer
and executive manager, became known,
this week, with the announcement of
the launching of the Cathrine Curtis
Corporation. Backed by Wall Street
and with a board of directors consisting
of some of the most representative financiers of the Metropolis, the organization has just sprung into being, with
headquarters in Los Angeles, and New
York offices at 120 Broadway.
Miss Curtis has been made president,
George M. Taylor, vice-president and
Dorman T. Connet, secretary and treasurer. On the board of directors are
Arthur F. Spalding, Malcolm McLellan.
and Robert M. Simpson, all members
of New York Stock Exchange and New
York Cotton Exchange; George M. Taylor, E. R. Pirtle and Albert L. Judson,
capitalists; George J. Whalen, president
of the United Cigar Stores Company;
Reese Llewellyn, president of the
Llewellyn Iron Works, and William
Dewey Loucks, the attorney. Loucks
and Alexander are counsel for the corporation.
Kathleen

O'Connor

to

Be Star in "U" Serial
With Kathleen O'Connor, who played "
opposite James J. Corbett in "The Midnight Man," as the star, the production
of a serial version of Randall Parish's
well known mystery novel, "The Strange
Case of Cavendish" has been started at
Universal City. It will be in eighteen
episodes of two-reels each.
A number of the best sellers are included in the list of Parish's work, such
as "The Devil's Own," "When Wilderness Was King" and "My Lady of the
North." William Pigott and Joe Brandt
adapted "The Strange Case of Cavenfilms, while Karl Coolidge
wrote dish"
thefor the
continuity.
Jack Perrin will be seen in the principal masculine role. Kathleen O'Connor will newspaper
be seen as reporter
Stella Donovan,
intrepid
who enjoysan.'
personally solving baffling mysteries.
Studio Cuts H. C. L.
The personnel of the west coast Rull'sEye Comedies studio has banded together to cut the high cost of living.
Co-operative buying, eliminating the middleman's profit by hauling the foodstuff?
from the producers in the argicultural
districts adjacent to Los Angeles with
trucks
by thetheBull's-Eye
con-1
cern anddonated
distributing
victuals each
daytheon system
the Bull's-Eye
inciude<
in
to keep "lot,"
down are
prices.

Daring
repeal innaval
revlenpicture
<>n thestudio.
w>»t Coant,
«oore« photograph
of naval <>Mi<-«TM
iirxi the
allmpna
>■ motion
The above
ihowe li.nl
(leftiliHrto
■riuht)
In IT. < . Gardner Bnlllvan, Thomas ■■. Iace( Mantra! Rodman and ■> member <>f Ms
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Washington to Vitagraph
Warren Washington, a director and
also a player of both stage and soreer
experience, has been signed by Vita
th<
"Buried
graph to
second
of direct
the present
seriesTreasure."
of O. Menr\
storiescompany.
published in two-reel lengths b>
that

R. L. Jacobv, former president of the
Unmarried Film Men's League. Chicago
Chapter, went and got himself kicked out of
the above named lodge not long since. W ell,
here's how — Congratulations and all that
sort of thing, you know, R. L., old top.
(Business of gulping down a strong glass
of Applju.)
Speaking
marriage
'S' funnyarewhat
hard
months of
August
and —September
for
the single men. Just look at these statistics!
F. P. Ishmael of the World Film Company, Chicago office, celebrated the 15th
anniversary of his wedding on Saturday,
August 30th. He pleasantly surprised his
wife, so they say, by presenting her with
either a Pierce-Arrow or a Packard. Why
not economize, Ish, old-timer, on one of
those nice Aeromarine Sky Boats. William Junius, who runs that prosperous
Maplewood Theatre, you know, likewise
will celebrate his 15th anniversary on the
15th of September. Max Schwarz also
committed matrimony in September, on the
18th day, 17 years ago. Max says the country spoiled a long string of successful anniversary celebrations by going dry.
Just think — all those fellows married 15
years
or better ! And y'oughta see how well
they look.
Phil Solomon, who holds down the first
chair in the Film Clearing House, announces that on Wednesday and Thursday,
September 3rd and 4th, at 1 o'clock in the
afternoon,
the Octopus,"
new serial,"The
will Trail
be onof exhibition
in the
the
Vitagraph Projection room, fifth floor of
the Film Exchange. Phil says this new
serial featuring Neva Gerber and Ben Wilson is a raz-tooter, and chuck full of jazbo,
if you get what I mean, so you better look
it over.

Reported by "Mac"
Henry Dollman, president of Doll-Van,
stopped over one day in Chicago on his
way to Indianapolis fro mthe East.
Fred C. Aiken, manager of the Chicago
Select exchange, left Friday for Milwaukee,
to help the new Select Picture, featuring
Eugene getO'Brien,
name,
off to a"The
flyingPerfect
start atLover"
the Newby
Strand Theatre in that city where it opened
on Labor Day.
Speaking of this "Perfect Lover" picture,
several exhibitors who saw a pre-publication showing of it at the Universal room
last week, are wondering whether or not
it would be proper to drop a line to Mr.
O'Brien for a little advice on how he gets
that way. Must be nice to have the ladies
wild, if you're what they're wild about.
Gentlemen, attention ! Miss Alice Maison, late of the Sennett Beach Buds, appearing on Broadway in connection with
Yankee Doodle in Berlin, arrived in Chicago this week to join the Chicago group of
Sennet beauties. Miss Maison is the little
lady that wears the short suit, you know.
Eddie Silverman, that busy little Select
person, just buzzed back from New York,
where he spent a week. He says a week
isn't all he spent. O, I know, Eddie, I
know.
Harry Grampp, manager of several theatres in towns near Chicago, dropped into
Select's office and handed Ben Beadell a
nice looking cigar for the assistance Ben

S. R. Moses, who used to travel hither
and yon for Goldwyn, has accepted a proposition to travel hither and yon for the
Film Clearing House. He has been traveling hither and yon for the latter concern
since Friday, August 23.
Phil Solomon had his dogs remounted
on O'Sullivan Rubber Tires this week. He
says the cost of 35x8 tires is something
fierce. He should have done like the other
millionaire, Mr. Armour, and got his
friends to slip him a new pair of concrete
mashers.
Frank Flaherty has gone to Denver
carrying
a new
handleforto thehis Film
name.
He's
now district
manager
Clearing
House. His trip to Denver was to inspect
the various exchanges in his territory and
see what makes them tick.
Ruth Miller has been in the film business
for a long time. And Ruth Miller decided
she needed a rest, so Ruth Miller left the
barred window of the Film Clearing House
for a short vacation Monday, the 25th of
August, at Madison, Wis. Ruth Miller
took along her little red bathing suit, and
0 what a nice time the little fishes are
having watching Ruth's prowess as a
swimmer. Now, Ruth, don't tell us you
lever broke into print.

VICTOR EUBANK
Former director general for Essanay, has
just completed three one-act sketches.
The first of these, "Camouflage," is to be
used
hy James
Meehan
cast and
will open
this with
week anin all-star
a New
York vaudeville theatre.
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rendered in helping him put over "Upstairs
and Down." As long as pictures are good,
Ben,cigars.
he should worry about the high cost
of
Dutch Myers went down to Rockford
the
otherPalm
day, Theatre
along with
Charlie
of the
there.
TheyLamb
got
hungry, so both of them went into the diner,
on the train. Dutch started to order, but
when he saw at the bottom of the bill $1.25,
he swallowed hard and asked. "How about
sandwiches." It is rumored that Dutch now
carries his lunch on his trips.
Chub FLORiNE-made his debut in a New
Buick the other day, having sold his other
car. It is easy to see that Chub leads a
fast life, as the Buick is a 1021 model.
people ofnever
enough.FilmHere's
DelSome
Goodman
the get
American
and
Jack Burke of the Parkway on 22nd St..
spending a perfectly good holiday watching
the big fuss down there at Benton Harbor.
"Sid" Goldman has a new man out for
Hodkinson. Mr. "Herb" Hawkinson being
the party in question. Here's luck, Herb.
Sid hair
also inannounces
his
the middle.that he is now partin'
Speaking of joyful jobs, we rise and
presentible,Hank
Peters withrubber
the indestructhand embroidered
doughnut
for landing the snappiest situation in these
parts.
He'sGreen
judging
contest at the
Mill,theandbathing
folks girls
say when
it comes to judging feminine pulchritude,
Hank swings an awful mean glim.
Tommy Greenwood, who used to keep
track of where and when the Triangle
pictures played, being booker for them until right recent, is now on the job for Hodkinson. He's been setting a wicked pace for
the other boys to shoot at, and that during
his first week.
The Celebrated Mr. Friedman has returned from Charlevoix, Michigan, where
he spent the week end with a stiff neck.
From the howling mob that gathers daily
around the desk of Aaron Saperstein,
you'd
discovered
the
answer think
to thethat
H. C.boyL. had
question.
Sap says
he is thinking seriously of taking down the
knitted
"Home
neverhis like
which has
hung was
above
deskthis"
for motto
ages,
and substituting "Gang around me, guys."
J. S. Mednikow, the demon closer, has
closed a contract, so he says, with Harry
Thompson of the Logan Square, for all the
short stuff he handles. The contract starts
with the opening of the theatre. September 6.
Phil Solomon says the rottenest part of
the film business is that there's no way of
the dull season. Y'cant
gettingthearound
insure
fillums y'know.
Question : What is busier than a
inBalaban?
the office. Answer: A. Katz, he's never
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Ike Van Ronkel, who handles the affairs of Mr. Goldwyn in Chicago, says he
hasn't
new lately.
can he?heard
That anything
shirt he wears
makes a How
jazz
band sound like the echo of a humming
bird's whisper.

We have with us this week, gentlemen,
another
from
"Over
Max W. gentleman
Roos, formerly
of that
well There,"
known
amusement concern, the A. E. F., whom he
represented at Le Harve and Chaumont,
has signed up with Realart to sell their
pictures in these parts.

J. L. Friedman of Celebrated Players
recently got back from New York with a
hunch of new purchases which J. S.
Mednikow says are doing great business.

Ludwig

Will somebody that knows him real well
please tell me if that's always the same
cigar
thatsize
Si ever
Griever
the same
sincesmokes?
I knew it.It's been
D. Padorr of the Ludwig Film Exchange
is certainly one busy manager. Mr. Ludwig
has procured for Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin the well known Harry Meyers in a
two-reel Western, as well as two-reel Jester
Comedy. He has been signing up on the
Ebony Comedies. You all remember the
colored casts. If Padorr keeps going at
that rate, the Ludwig Film Exchange will
be a shining light in the film exchanges.
Louis Goulden of the Celebrated xiayers
Corp., 207 South Wabash Avenue, has
bought himself a Flivver, having received
the auto fever while riding with Harry
Weiss. He expects to tour Indiana regularly, making exhibitors happy as well as
helping
John D. Rockefeller create a fortune.
Irving Mack slips us the info that he is
"at home" in his new office at 608 Consumers Building.
He'ssaysbeen
there looks
two
weeks already,
and he
business
so
he'll beIrvablealsoto announces
pay the rentthat
again
nextgood
month.
he
had a birthday this week upon which occasion he presented young Josef, his youngest
child, y'know, with a new bed. I suppose
when the baby's next birthday comes
around he'll be presented with a cook stove,
or maybe a bathtub — who knows?
Joe Schnitzer, formerly with the Universal Film Company, and now president of
the Equity Film Company, is due to arrive
here sjiortly.
S. A. Shirley, district manager of Metro,
is also among the late arrivals in our village.
He will tarry for several weeks.
G. W. Smith is the name of a new Triangle representative.
He's been
the
road since
Monday. August
25, andout isondoing
well, thank you. Looks like the Triangle
bunch was trying to get a corner on the
Smiths — no?
Jawn Dromey, who used to claim Chicago his home, but who left this city flat
on its back and went with the Exhibitors
Mutual to New York, was back in the city
during the past week, renewing old acquaintances, and so on. N'York ain't
N'Ynrkjobssaysin Jawn
their
a huff.since the Actor folk quit
It looks pleasant, docs it not, to behold
the genial robust form of Deacon Rowley,
who holds the sales championship for this
district in the :'.00 pound class, reclining
gently in the offices of the Realart Film
Company, which firm he now calls his? It
docs.

Films

Buys

Capital Exchanges
Samuel Ludwig has organized the
Ludwig Films Company, with temporary
headquarters, in the Film Exchange
Building at 207 South Wabash, Chicago,
whence he will direct the future operation of numerous exchanges just purchased from the Capital Film Company.
The Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Chicago offices have taken over most of
the Capital releases and contracts, excepting the Neal Hart and Al Jennings
pictures in Illinois and Wisconsin. Mr.
Ludwig is at present in New York securing films for his exchanges.
The physical distribution in Chicago is
being handled by the Bee Hive Film Exchange Company. David Padorr is manager of the Chicago exchange.
Paramount Anniversary
• Week Doubles Last Year
Anniversary week, it was announced
by the Paramount office in Chicago, has
just
come for
to athis
close.
And Paramount
this year's
business
special
week is just double what was done during the Anniversary week last year in
the Chicago district.
As a consequence of the tremendous
bulk of business it was necessary to increase orders for advertising aids and
accessories to just double the usual
amount.
Nor is the splendid success of Anniversary week all the Chicago Paramount
Office has accomplished. All the first
run houses in Chicago, and most of those
in the Chicago territory, have closed contracts for the coming year's Paramount
Pictures,
startingrecord,
September
It's not
only
a Chicago
says 31.
Paramount,
it's a world record.
Adams

Corporation
Buys Iowa Theatres
NEWTON, IOWA.— F. P. Lemen and
Walter Heki, proprietors of the Rialto
theatre of this city, have closed a deal
whereby the local playhouse will henceforth be owned and operated by the
Adams Theatre Corporation of Des
Moines. The purchasers are known to
be one of the growing picture show syndicates of the state of Iowa. ■ They own
houses in nine towns in the south half
of the state of Iowa — having a total of
fifteen theatres in these places. They
plan to add to this list all over the
state of Iowa — having purchased two
houses in Grinnell and one in Iowa City
last week. They will take possession of
the business September 1.

Ainsworth House Opens
AINSWORTH.
IA.— This
motion
picture theatre,
locatedcity's
nextnewto
the post office, was opened with an
eight-reel program with no admission
charge.
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Bee Hive Purchases
Second Feature for
Its Fall Program
R. C. Cropper, president and general
manager of the Bee Hive Film Exchange
company, has just secured "The Mysterious Mr.Walter
Browning,"
Paul
Panzer and
Miller featuring
as the second
five-reel feature to be published through
his exchanges in Milwaukee, IndianMilwaukee.
This apolisisand said
to be one of the great
mystery pictures of the year, and a fitting picture for the second number on
the Bee Hive Feature program. Publication date will be October 1, lor Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
Mr. Cropper is now on his first vacation in fifteen years, and is taking a
much needed rest. After a cruise of the
Great Lakes, he expects to arrive in New
York City about September 15, at which
time he will close deals for the other
features to be published later in the
season.
Two new Bee Hive Exchanges are to
be announced very shortly, in nearby
states, bringing the total up to five.
Chicago Supply House
Opens St. Louis Branch
The opening of a new branch store of
the Exhibitors' Supply Company of Chicago is announced to the trade. The new
branch is at 3308 Olive street, St. Louis.
A. P. Lombard of Detroit, where he
enjoys a large acquaintance among motion picture people through his connection with the Detroit Office of the Precision Machine Company, has been selected to fill the post of manager of the
new Exhibitors' Supply St. Louis Office.
The four
opening
St. this
Louiscompany
branch
makes
citiesof inthe
which
is represented. Besides the new office in
St. Louis and the general office in Chicago, there are branches in Indianapolis
and Milwaukee; in addition to which a
rapidly growing factory is maintained
in Chicago, where lobby display frames
of
all natures are designed and constructed.
Theatre Proposed
For Cairo, 111.
CAIRO, ILL.— The Picture Theatrt
Corporation, which operates and controh
a string of motion picture theatres ovei
the United States, is said to be consider
ing
atre the
here.erection and operation of a the
Representatives of the corporation arc
said to have made inquiries of an ownei
of property
nue
for termsat on9tha and
lease.Commercial ave
The company is financed by motioi
picture interests and in other cities when
theatres are operated sells stock to loca
interests for the formation of separati
companies for each theatre.
Wisconsin

Theatre Sold

Roland Her
FENNIM
,nandez
has ORE,
purchasedWIS.—
the motion pictur
business of E. H. Brechler and is now i
charge. He is an experienced showmai
having had three years' experience in th
work and plans on giving the public th
best pictures available. Shows will b
given three times a week, Tuesda;
Thursday and Saturday nights.

Guide

to

Current

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
9tt Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
3ris» Buttons," five reels, with William Russell,
rbe Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
.'bargeLiar,"
It to Me,"
five reels,
with Margarita
jome
five reels,
with William
Russell. Fisher,
V Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"rixie from Broadway. " five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
\'vdnne
Sporting
Russell,
fromChance,"
Paris," five
five reels,
reels, with
with William
Mary Miles
Minter.
"be
Tiger
Lily,"
five
reels,
with
Margarita
Fisher.
;ix Feet Four, five reels, with William Russell,
"bif Hero Stuff." five reels, with William Russell.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
•erfeet Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels,
'infer of Justice," six reels,
unset Princess."
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
he Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kollcer.
'oses and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
ally's Blighted Career," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
:owdy Ann." two reels, with Fay Tincher.
lary Moves In," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
hades of Shakespeare," two reels, with Alice Lake.
'angerous Nan McGrew." two reels, with Fay Tincher.
Widow."
(enybody*§
Who Hesitates."
. Flirt There Was."
here Goes#the Groom."
. Cheerful Liar."
apid's Hold-Up."
oDster Dressing."
ove — In a Hurry.''
eno — All Change."
it Master's Voice."
ome Brew."
er Bear Escape."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
b. 1ft— "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
b. 17 — "A Day With Caranza." one reel.
h. 14 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel.
ir. S— "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.

Pictures

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The
Panther Woman," fire reels, with Mme. Petrova
"Virtuous
Wives,"
reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our
Teddy,"
sevensixreels.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary
seveneight
reels,reels.
with Anita Stewart.
"AuctionRegan,"
of Souls,"
"Sunnyside," three reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
"Bill Apperson's
Boy."sixsixreels.
reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Choosing
a Wife,"
"Burglar by Proxy," five reels with Jack Pickford.
"The Hoodlum," five reels with Mary Pickford.
"A
Wife," fivefivereels,
Talmage.
"HerTemperamental
Kingdom of Dreams,"
reels,with
withConstance
Anita Stewart.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
May 4— "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18 — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 1 — "True Heart Susie." five reels, D. W. Griffith Special.
Fune 8— "Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart,
lune 22 — "The Avalanche." five reels, with F.He Ferguson.
July 20 — "Wagon Tracks" five reels, with William S. Hart,
Aug. 17 — "A Society Exile," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
PARAMOUNT
May 11 — "The Home Town Girl," five reels, Vivian Martin.
May 18 — "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
May 18 — "The Final Close-Up," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 18 — 'The Busher," five reels, with Charles Ray.
May 25 — "The Haunted Bedroom, five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 25 — 'Til Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Iune
"PuttingFired,"
It Over,"
BryantReid.Washburn,
une 8—1 — "You're
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Wallace
une 8— "An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin,
une 15 — "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton,
une 15 — "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
fune 22 — "Hay Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
(une 22 — "A Daughter of the Wolf." five reels, with Lila Lee.
June 29 — "Girls," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
June 29 — "The Rose of Granda," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
July 6— "A Very Good Young Man." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 13 — "The Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
July 20 — "Louisiana," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
July 27 — "Rose of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
July 27 — "Nugget Nell," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 3 — "A Sporting Chance," five reels, wiith Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 3 — "Fires of Faith." seven reels, with Catherine Calvert,
Aug. 10 — "Bill Henry," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Aug. 10 — "The Virtuous Thief," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Aug. 17 — "Love Insurance," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 24 — "Noboby Home." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 24 — "Cock o' the Walk," five reels, with Lila Lee.
Aug. 31 — "The Witness for the Defense," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Aug. 31 — "The Valley of the Giants," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept, 7 — "The Misleading Widow," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Sept. 7 — "The Market of Souls," six reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. 14 — "The Third Kiss," five parts, with Vivian Martin.
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
May 25 — "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
July 6 — "The Firing Line." five reels, with Irene Castle.
July 13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush." five reels, with Catherine Calvart.
Aug. 3 — "The Dark Star," five reels, with Marion Davis.
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
May 18 — Flagg. "Welcome, Little Stranger."
May 25 — Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
June 81—— Sennett.
Drew, "Squared."
June
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 29 — Flagg. "The 'Con' in Economy."
July 6— Sennett. "Trying to Get Along."
July 2013 —— Drew.
July
Sennett,"Bunkered."
"Among Those Present."
July
27
—
Flagg.
Immovable
Aug. 3 — Sennett,"The"Treating
em Guest."
Rough."
Aug. 10 — Flagg, "Oh Judge How Could You?"
Aug.
17
—
Sennett.
"A
Lady's
Tailor."
Aug.
SisterlyTomScheme."
Aug. 2431 —— Drew,
Sennett,"A"Uncle
Without the Cabin," two reels.
Aug. 31 — Briggs. "New Folks in Town."
Sept. 7 — Arbuckle. "Backstage."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

EXHIBITORS* MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
-'The Mints of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
-"Just Squaw." five reels, with Beatrix Michelena.
-"His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
-"In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhode*.
-'The
Man Threads."
Who Turned
five reels,
Henry B. Warner.
-"Broken
five White."
reels, with
Bessie with
Barriscale.
■"Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels, with William Desmond.
-"Better Times," five reels, with Zaru Pitts.
-"The Man Beneath," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
-"A Man's Country," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
-"Man's Desire." five reels, with an All-Star cast, with Lewis Stone.
-"The Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
-"A Sage Brush Hamlet," five reels, with William Desmond.
-'The Pagan God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
-"The Gray Horizon." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
•'The Other Half." five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
-"Her Purchase Price," five reels, with Bessie Bar. iscale.
STRAND COSIEDIES
"Betty's
Bolsheviki,"
one reel.
8—
Lucy's Lion," one reel.
2125——'"'Little
Twas Henry's Fault," one reel.
'Little Miss
one reel.
29—' "Hearts
and Pinkerton,"
Hats."
Bolsheviki."
i: 1581———' "Betty's
Lucy's Lion."
: 22— ""Little
Twas Miss
Henry's Fault."
Tittle
'
—
29 "Oh, What aPinkerton."
Jam!"
"Fancy Fooling Father."
Jimmie's
Doggone
Luck."
2270——' 'Winning Him Back."
'Betty
and
the
Boys."
Gracious Grace."
10—' 'Good
'Meet the Wife."
17—'
ROTH ACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
&*< •— "Columbia Highway," one reel,
jr•— "In
"An Pyramid
Eyeful ofLand?*
Egypt,"
r- 1«—
one one
reel. reel.
r- a* — "'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
IrGondolas," one
one reeL
reel.
' • *••—— ||Glimpsing_
"A PalestinethePilgrimage."
FILM MARKET, INC.
ie House Without Children," six reels, with Richard Travers.
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CAPITOL COMEDIES
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
May 4— "The Sea Wolf," two reels.
'•Cleopatra." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
iune
"In Wonderful
a Pinch," twoNight,"
reels, two
with reels,
Mr. and
Carter Bill"
De jbav«—
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
une 161 —— "A
withMrs."Smiling
Parsons,
Aug. 81 — "Checkers."
une 29 — "Their Day of Rest," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
STANDARD PICTURES
July 13 — "Chasing Rainbeaux," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parson*.
July 27 — "After the Bawl," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
May 4 — "The Siren's Song." five reels, with Theda Bara.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning," two reels, with Carter De Haven.
!une 1 — "A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
une
five reels,
,
BENNISON STAR SERIES
une 1620 —— "My
"The Little
Lone Sister,"
Star Ranger,"
fivewith
reels,Evelyn
with Nesbit.
William Farnum.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Btnu,^..
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Speedy
reels, five
with reels,
Louiswith
Bennison.
'The RoadMeade,"
Called five
Straight,
Louis Bennison.
Aug. 10 — "Wolves of the Night," five reels, with William Farnum.
"Hich Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
THEDA RARA SERIES
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
Sept. 14 — "La Belle Russe," five reels, with Theda Bara.
GRAPHIC FILM COMPANi
TOM MIX SERIES
"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
Aug. 24 — "Roughriding Romance,"
reels, with Tom Mix.
"When Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.
VICTORY fivePICTURES
May 11 — "The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
D. W. GRIFFITH
May 25 — "The Divorce Trap." five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"Broken Blossoms,' five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richara nail
iune 22 — "Putting One Over," five reels, with George Walsh,
uly 6— "The Wilderness Trail." five reels, with Tom Mix.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
uly 20 — "The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Aug. 3 — "The Seventh Person." five reels, with George Walsh.
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
Aug. 10 — "The Winning Stroke," five reels, with George Walsh.
"The Best Man," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
EXCEL PICTURES
"Sahara," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"You Never Know Your Luck," five reels with House Few,..
May 4 — "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"The Blue Bonnet," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
May 18 — "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
"A
White Man's Chance," five reels, with J. Warren Kent***.
(une 6— "When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse,
"The Volcano," six reels, with Leah Baird.
une IB — "Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Tune 29 — "Be a Little Sport," five reels, with Albert Ray.
July 20 — "Rose of the West," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"As
a
Man
Thinks,"
five
reels, with Leah Baird.
Aug. 3 — "Cheating Herself." five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
Aug. 17 — "Love Is Love,' five reels, with Ray and Fair.
JANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
Sept. 14 — "The Splendid Sin," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"Desert Gold,' with E. K. Lincoln.
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
May 4 — "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two reels.
May 11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two reels, with Tom Mix.
May 25 — "Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
July 6— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
June 15 — "Dabbling in Society," two reels.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
luly 6— "Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
SPECIALS
Aug. 31 — "Her First Kiss."
Sept. 14 — "Dabbling in Society."
"Wanted
for
Murder."
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
"A Romance of the Air."
"When
Ship Comes In."
■"A
HouseMy Divided."
May 4 — "The Cave Man's Bride," half reel.
May 11 — "Sir Sidney," half reel.
"The
Other
Man's Wife." six reels, with Stuart Holmes.
May 18 — "Left at the Post," half reel. .
"The Challenge of Chance," seven reels, with Jess Willard.
May
25—
"The
Shell
Game,"
half
reel.
Tune 1— "Oh! Teacher I" half reel.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
fune 8— "Hands Up," half reel.
"Her Mistake."
une 16 — "Sweet Papa," half reel.
"A
Woman's
Experience."
une 22 — "Pets and Pests." half reel.
"Suspense."
une 29— "A Frize Fight," half reel.
"When My Ship Comes In," five reels, with Jane Grey.
uly 6— "Look Pleasant, Please," half reel.
"When a Woman Strikes," five reels, with Ben Wilson.
uly 13 — "Downstairs and Up," half ree/.
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
Aug. 24 — "Mutt and Jeff in London," half reel.
Aug. 31 — "The Frozen North."
1— The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
Sept. 7 — "Mutt and Jeff in Paris."
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
8 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
4— A Thought of Equity (Epigram).
6— Wild Flowers (Comedy).
Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
HARRY GARSON
"Life
or
Honor,"
seven
reels, with Leah Baird.
"The Unpardonable Sin," »ight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
"The Hushed Hour," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
"The
Dottor
and
the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geeier of Berlin."
May 4 "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Sinking
of theto Lusitania."
May 11 "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Crashing
Tnroueh
Berlin,"nineseven
partswith Dorothy Phillips.
May 18 Rex
"The
Heart
of
Humanity,"
reels,
Beach's
"The
Crimson
Gardenia,"
six
reels.
May 25 "When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Destinv."
six
reels,
with
Dorothv
Phillips,
June 8 "The Fear Woman." five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Paid In Advance," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
June 22 "The City of Comrades," five reels, with Tom Moore.
luly fi "Throuph the Wrong Door," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
SOL LESSER
July
"The Peace of Roaring River," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Aug
"Woman Doodle in Berlin," five reels, with Bothwell Brown.
"Upstairs," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Yankee
reels, with Tom Moore.
Aug. 17—' Heartsease," five
"RrokeLan MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"M
y d
"Heart
of
the
Sunset,"
seven
reels,
with
Anna
Q.
Nilsson
May
"Blue Blood " six reels.
"Romany Rye
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
y's Garter."
May
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
Butterfly."
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
May
"The Border Legion." six reels.
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
"The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wshlsa
"CastlesLion's
in Den
the "Air,"
five reels,
with Lvtell.
May Allison.
"The
five reels,
with Bert
May 4 — "Going Up."
Iune
'Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
May 11— "Can the Poor Fish?"
"Almost Married," five reels, with Mav Allison.
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
luly
'Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
May 25 — "From Mud Dug."
June 1 — "The Land of the Ukulele."
'Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
Iune
."
Red
Is
ck
'One
Thing at a five
Time,reels,
O'Day,"
five reels,
Bla
6
—
1
en
"Wh Only Way."
June
unene158—— "The
'The Uplifters,"
with May
Allison.with Bert Lytell
Iu
'God's Outlaw." five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
June
une 22 — .HPure Havana. '
une 29 — "At the Crossroads."
July
'In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Aug.
June
'The Microbe," five reels, with Viola Dana.
12—'
uly 6— "The Fable of the Olive and the Orange."
Aug.
uly 13 — "School Days."
Auk.
'Easy
to Make
Money," five
fivereels,
reels,with
withEmmv
Bert Wehien.
Lytell.
19—'
uly 20 — "Town of Up and Down."
'A
Favor
to a Friend."
26—'
uly 27 — "Sweetness."
88
The Four Flusher," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
18—'
7— 2' 3—' —'—'
92
30—'
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SCREEN CLASSICS, IXC, SPECIALS
The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
'Shadows of Suspicion." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
*A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
The Man Who Stayed at Home," seven reels, with all-star cast
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Toys of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
'Eye for Eye, seven reels, with Nazimova.
•Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
The Red Lantern." seven reels, with Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
an* 15 — "The Little Diplomat." five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne,
uly 2" — "Our Better Selves " five reels, with Fannie Ward,
ug. SI — 'The Thirteenth Chair," six reels, with Yvonne Delva.
ept 14 — "The Virtuous Model," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.
FRANK KEEXAN PRODUCTIONS
fay J5— "The Master Man." five reels, with Frank Keenan.
uly 6— "Gates of Brass," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
os 1" — 'The World Aflame," six reels, with Frank Keenan.
VIRGINIA PEARSON PHOTOPLAYS. INC.
«ne 8— "The Bishop's Emeralds," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS. INC.
one 22 — "Oh. Boy I" six reels, with Creiehton Hale and June Caprice.
ug. 24 — 'The Love Cheat." five reels, with June Caprice and Creighton Hale.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
'ay 4— 'The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward,
ine 1 — "All Wrong." five reels, with Bryant Washburn,
ine 29 — "The Profiteers," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
The
Boomerang."
/irtuous Sinners." with Henry B. Walthall,

Better
cost

with

at lower

instruments

'that
"fit the
Ready for immediate

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
— 'The New Moon." six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
— "Jacques of Silver North." five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
— "Happiness a la Mode." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
—— "His
"Upstairs
Down."fivefive
reels,
Thomas.
BridalandNight,"
reels,
withwith
AliceOlive
Brady.
— "The Spite Bride," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
— The Perfect Lover," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
SPECIALS
"he One Woman," with All-star cast.
"he Cavell Caae/ with Julia Arthur.
"he
Patrol,"
lulingMidnight
Passions,"
with an
JuliaInce
DeanProduction.
and Edwin Arden.
"he Hidden Truth," six reeli, with Anna Case.
Her
There."
six
reels,
with
Anna
Q.
•reak the News to Mother," six reels. Nilsson and Charles Richmao.
"he Undercurrent," five reels, with Guy Empey. '.
S-L PICTURES
'irtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchange*
he Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
(arriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert,
ed Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy,
/ild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
on of a Gun," five reels, with B-roncno Billy,
[arriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert,
alibre Sa."
wilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
ove and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

pit"
delivery

The Incomparable Fotoplayer
Supplies continuous music; no pause between
pieces. Rivals complete Symphony Orchestra. A
girl
operate
— -plays your big features. Follows
cue can
sheets
exactly.

ay
ay
ne
ne
ne
Jg.
Jg.

$3100 to $io,ooo-installed; easy weekly payments
Lyon &. Healy Theatre Pit Pipe Organ
A real pipe organ that your pianist can play.
Plays both automatically and manually. Hand
played Organ Rolls — new list monthly.
$2750 installed; easy weekly payments
Lyon &. Healy
Portable Piano Pipe Organ
A Twornanual Organ-Piano combination. Plays
both automatically and manually.
§1800; easy weekly payments
Lyon & Healy Jazz Orchestra
Concert Piano with complete drum and trap out'
fit.
Playscomedies.
automatically
manually.
"Pep"
in your
$1500andinstalled;
easy Puts
payments
Orchestral Pipe Organs, $3500 to $50,000
Prices subject to change

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
eyond the Law," six reels, with Emmett Dalton.
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
'ister's Last Fight," three reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
Jy
4
—
"A
Place
in the Sun,"
five reels,
•t 11 — 'Taxi" (Special),
five reels
with with
TaylorMargaret
Holmes. Blanch* .
m 18— "The Water Lily." five reels, with Alice Mann.
•V 25 — "Mayor of Filbert" (Special), with Belle Bennett.
f e 1 — 'The Root of Evil." five reels, with Frances Mann.
Ie g— "Love's Prisoner" (Special), six reels, with Olive Thomas.
Je 15— "Lady Windemere's Fan." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Je 22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Ie 20— "Domhey & Son." six reels, with All Star Cast.
I' 15— "Prudence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
I' 13 — "Muggsy." five reels, with Jackie Saunders.
D* 20 — "Mistaken Identity." five reels, with Anita King.
J' 27 — "The Unbroken Promise," five reels, with Jane Miller.
8— 'The Lyon's Mail." five reels, with Henry B. Irving,
it 10 — "Fruits of Passion," five reels, with Alice Mann.
*!• 17 — "One Against Many," five reels, with Anita King.
*:■ 24 — "Her Greatest Performance," five reels, with Ellen Terry.
''• 31 — "Black Eyes," (Special) five reels, with Taylor Holmes.

music

MAIL

World's Largest Music House
57-84 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
COUPON
NOW
FOR FULL PARTICULARS

LYON" &. HEALY:
Send FREE full particulars of your Theatre Instruments.
Seating capacity of my Theatre is
Music now used is
Name of Theatre
Proprietor or Manager
89

EXHIBITORS

America's

Foremost
ADMIT
THE

Exhibitors

are the Best Money Can Buy
DE BERRI SCENIC CO.
922 W. MONROE ST.
CHICAGO

The

DeVry

Portable Projector
has received the unanimous endorsement of all the leaders in filmdom.
Producers, Stais, Exchanges and Theatres find it an invaluable aid in their
work.
Write for our catalog, telling of its
application and how you, too, may
profit by its use. Address.

THE DeVRY
1232 Marianna St.

SEND

FOR

CORPORATION
Chicago, Illinois

FREE

SAMPLE

of the Best Display Banner
You Have Ever Seen.
32 Id. wide x 10 Ft. long — printed in 2 and 3 colors
Mention name of picture you are going to play
The National Poster & Printing Co.
506 South Wabash Ave., Chicago
PRINTERS
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE THEATRE
AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL FROM HERBERT L. WEIL,
THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES PORT HURON, MICH.
I want to take this occasion to compliment you upon the
appearance of these banners. They show no lack o( detail and are
not only attractive, but a highly valuable addition to H.
any L.theatre's
display.
W.

DESIGNING

- CONSULTING

William

- SUPERVISING

T. Braun

ARCHITECT
155 N. CLARK STREET, CHICAGO

MOTION

PICTURE THEATRES

AND

STUDIOS

HERALD

TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Children
Pay," seven
reels, with Garrett Hughes.
"Your Wife
and Mine,"
six reels.
"Human
Passions,"
six reels.
"The Red Viper, six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of the Hour," five reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
May
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
May
Apr.
May 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr. 28 — "The Exquisite Thief," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
May 6— "Bare Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
12 — "The Delicious Little Devil," six reels, with Mae Maim,.
19 — "The Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLana.
2 — "The Big Little Person, six reels, with Mae Murray.
9 — "Riders of Vengeance, six reels, with Harry Carey.
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
June
June
June 30 — "The Weaker Vessel." six reels, with Mary Maclaren.
July 14 — "A Little Brother of the Rich," six reels, with Frank Mayo.
July 21 — "The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
July
Moonlight,"
six reels,
Salisbury I
Aug. 284 —— "The
"The Man
Petal inon theCurrent,"
six reels,
with with
Mary Monroe
MacLaren.
Aug. 18 — "The Ace of the Saddle," six reels, with Harry Carey.
Aug. 25 — "The Trap," six reels, with Olive Tell.
5ept. 8 — "The Woman Under Cover," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
Sept. 15 — "The Sundown Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
VITAGRAPH
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"BeautySpark
Froof,"
five reels,
with with
HarryAlice
T. Morey.
"The
Divine,"
five reles,
Joyce.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Man Who Won," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornet's Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Shadow of the Past" five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Girl Woman." five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Daring Hearts," six reels, with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayni
"The Bramble Bush," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Gamblers," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"Over
the Garden
Wall,"withfiveEarle
reels,Williams.
with Bessie Love.
"The Wolf,"
five reels,
"The Wreck," five parts, with Anita Stewart.
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 28 — "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May S— "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12 — "The Unwritten Code," fire reels, with Shirley Mawa.
May 19 — "The Social Pirate." five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
June 2 — "Phil for Short," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley,
fune 9— "Thro' the Toils," five reels, with Montagu Love.
June 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 23 — "Love and the Woman," five reels, with June Elvidge.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21 — "A Broadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 28 — "Bringing Up Betty," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.
Aug. 4 — "Coax Me," five reels, with June Elvidge.
Aug. 11 — "The Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
Aug. 18 — "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse.
Aug. 25 — "The Man Without a Name." five reels, with Corene Uzrell.
Sept. 1 — "The Battler," five reels,
with Earl Metcalf.
PRIZIHA
"Catalina," one reel.
"Everywhere,"
one reel.
reel.
"Model
one
"Front," Girls."
one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations," one reel.
Glacier Park; Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old FaithfuL
ESSANAY-CHAPMN COMEDIES
"A Night in thetwoShow,"
"Shanghaied,"
reels. two reels.
"The Bank," two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.
NEWS REELS
Kinograms. one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Tune 8 — "Playthings of Passion," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
June 29 — "The Woman Under Oath." five reels, with Florence
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, 'The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal. "The Midnight Man." with James J. Corbett.
Vitagraph, "Elmo
"Perils the
of Thunder
Antonio Moreno.
Universal,
Mighty." Mountain."
with Elmo with
Lincoln.
Burston "The Mystery of IS," Frances Ford.
Vitagraph."The"Smashing
Barriers,"
Great Gamble,"
with with
Ann William
Luther. Duncan.
V0 S.Pathe,
L. K. "The Fatal Fortune," with Helen Holmes.
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ONE DOLLAR

COMBINING

BUSINESS

Booking the Paramount-Mack Sennett
Comedies under the new Selective
Booking

Plan is to combine

with pleasure. You

business

see them first at

your exchange, and if you laugh hard
enough you're safe in booking them.

"UNCLE

WITH

Mack

PLEASURE

Sennett has many imitators, and

they can imitate everything except —
Mack Sennett Comedies.
These comedies are going to be funnier
and better this season. The first of
them is entitled

TOM
WITHOUT
THE
Featuring BEN TURPIN
Charles Lynn

and Marie

CABIN"

Provost

Compared with other comedies, it is as laughing gas to ammonia.
You can see this at your exchange now. Go over and laugh at it
— then laugh at the imitators.
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10
Whirlwind

(yclone-Smfth
TWO-REELERS
—
each
Sf ory
compleie
in
ifself
"A Prisoner for Life"
"A Phantom Fugitive"
"The Wild Rider"
"Cyclone Smith's Come-back"
"A Pistol Point Proposal"

UNIVERSAL

"Cyclone Smith Plays Trumps'
"The Missing Bullet"
"Down, But Not Out"
"Cyclone Smith's Partner"
"For Life"
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TUE MXSTEPIOUS
MASTER MIND OF THE
SACPED TWELVE SWORN
TO RECOVER CPOM TUE TOUP
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JUE DOOP TO TUE HIDDEN „
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Octopus
FEATURING
DEN WILSON &
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For

Selznick

Whenever

Exhibitors

Only

you play a

Selznick production, in all your
advertising use this trade mark :

BECAUSE:

You

will be playing more Selznick
patrons will be looking for them.

It is more

pictures and your

than a trade mark — it is a personality.

It stands for the biggest successes

on the screen today.

It is a box-office magnet.
AND

BECAUSE
NATIONAL

Made

by SELZNICK

IT

IS BACKED

BY

ADVERTISING

Distributed by SELECT

D

1'

T

The box office sensation of
1919 has been the success of
Olive Thomas, as a Selznick
Star. This success will grow
with every picture.

Ready Now
Olive

Thomas

In Louise Winter's story — Direction Chas. Giblyn

"The

Made

by Selznick

Spite

Bride"

Distributed

by Select

AT
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THEATRES

THIS

WEEK

In Frances
Marion and Edmund
Gojlding'sIEN
O'BR
NE
EUGE
'THE
A
Made

RALPH

PERFECT
INCE

LOVER"

PRODUCTION

by Selznick

Distributed

by Select

SELECT((||))PICTURES

N

NewNovel-a
TUDILLINEVEDY

SCENE!

UT of the jungles came beautiful Darwa, the victim of a crazed
o scientist's Great Experiment to prove the Darwinian theory
of the origin of the human race.
Accused of being but part human on the eve of her wedding to
her hero-love; kidnapped by fiendish plotters and caged with a
giant ape-killer of the forests; tracked and hounded by those who
would destroy the divine law of love.
All these ingredients of mystery, romance and adventure are
strikingly interwoven in the newest, greatest special attraction based
on one of the most fascinating subjects in the world.

A

sera

A tremendously powerful sevenreel special from the original
story by Charles
A. Logue;
directed by Burton King.
Noteworthy cast of popular players
headed by Ruth Budd — the
screen's daring "stunt" star!

SELECT(^)PICTURES

Made

to

youq

box

A

oto

fob

office

!

S a splendid attracuon for large and small theatres
everywhere, "A Scream in the Night" invites test and
comparison.

It is something new and different, a melodramatic triumph that
strikes it the heart of things and appeals vividly to those who
seek a departure from the commonplace in screen drama.
It is, in fact, a production made to order for showmen who are
satisfied only with the big profits that come from big themes, big
plots and big, thrilling action.
"A Scream in the Night" is YOUR KIXD of a Special !

in tueNIGHT

'T'HE Select exploitation experts
* in your city will help put it over
as a smashing box-office clean-up.
Ask for the special Campaign
Book, chock full of crowd- getting
ads. and displays. At all Select
branches.

D

I

'1

Get in on the ground floor
Be first in your town to book
In Frances Marion and
ELSIE

"A
Made

JANIS

REGULAR

by Selznick

Edmund

Goulding's

GIRL
Distributed

by Select
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IKeBlue

Bonnet
Directed by Louis Wm. Chaudet
Picture Billie Rhodes

as a

foundling, deserted by a fugitive mother.

You see her as a Salvation
Army angel.

Picture her as a wild, bare-

Y ou next see her reunite the

legged harum-scarum youngster in a shop where thieves
redeem and pledge their

girl who stayed at home with
the bov who went away.
Here is a story of love and
danger: of sweetness and

spoils.
Imagine her winsome appeal
as a newsboy facing the dangers of a big citv.

charm.

RATION
CORPO
527 FifthNSON
Avenue. New
York Gty
W.W. HODKI
Distributing through PATHE ttihangs, Incorporated

Released now.

SKIAGRAPH

SECURES

STORIES

BY WORLD'S
GREATEST
AUTHOfi
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, announces this week the acquisition of rights to the products of twelve great authors. The names he mentions
They represent the aristocracy of brains.
glow with long established fame.

Mr. Smith's announcement spells the enthronement of a new power in films.
It is the final evidence that writers now share the importance
of stars.
In addition to the imposing list of famous plays announced for release
during the season of 19 1 9-20, VITAGRAPH
has purchased the literary products of these twelve writers :
RICHARD HARDING DAVIS
REX BEACH
O.
HENRY
ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
GEORGE ADE
RUPERT HUGHES
GOUVERNEUR MORRIS
MARY ROBERTS RINEHART
AMELIE RIVES
IRV1N S. COBB
GEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER
BOOTH TARKINGTON
Every

American

Knows

These

Writers

They are writers who have reached the elusive goal known as Fame.
names are a guarantee for real ideas, real craftsmanship, real story.

Their

VITAGRAPH
has been holding back silently while its competitors' claims
were creeping forward, and has been reaching for a whole battalion of the
greatest names procurable before mentioning its effort.
Now, the statement of what VITAGRAPH
has mobilized in the form of
writing folk is made with the same assurance that a manufacturing plant proclaims itsinstallation of a compound engine.
The authors whose stories have been purchased by VITAGRAPH
form
a veritable liberty motor of genius.
The pages of the best modern fiction have been exhaustively searched by
George Randolph Chester, himself a famous author, as well as production editor
of VITAGRAPH, that the BEST STORIES might be secured for VITAGRAPH.
The associations and craft standing of Mr. Chester as an author have for years been in the
highest altitude of the writing profession. His presence gave VITAGRAPH an inside track in the
quest for big stories.
VITAGRAPH has for years had the. greatest players and directors the market could afford,
and has employed the best stories that could be procured in open competition. The only channel
for further stride lay in the direction of top-rung writing genius.
Here is a galaxy of brilliant names such as has never been offered to the exhibitor.
Names from the Hall of Fame, each with a distinct and separate niche :
REX BEACH, whose works paint the visual narrative of the wild places.
ROBERT W. CHAMBERS, famed for his sparkling society dramas.
RUPERT HUGHES, whose every word of his tales of city life, of social strife, fairly leaps
from the page.
MARY ROBERTS R1NEHART, always master of mystery, whose stories on the screen will
have an especial appeal for women.
1RVIN S. COBB, called " the world's greatest reporter."
BOOTH TARK1NGTON— the worlds greatest stylist.
And then —
RICHARD HARDING DAVIS — whose slashing adventure stories have endowed his memory
with perpetual life.
O. HENRY, with his masterpieces of heart-stuff — slices of human life.
GEORGE ADE, master of humor, and his quaint, delightful slang.
GOUVERNEUR MORRIS, writer of the unusual love story.
AMELIE RIVES, who knows and writes the throbbing dramas of diplomatic life — BIG
STUFF !
And last but not least,
GEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER, with his tales of that lovable vagabond, J. RUFUS
WALLINGFORD, himself.

READ

GEORGE

RANDOLPH

CHESTER'S

LETTER

ON

NEXT

PAlE

JOHN M.QUI N N. General Man*

BT E SMITH. P»«sioe«T

V

I TAGRAP
GENERAL.

H

PHILAOELPH
OMAHA
PITTSBUHl
ST. LOUIS
SALT LAKE CI
SANSEATTLE
FRANCIS
SYRACUSE
WAS H I NGTC
CANADA
MONT R E A
TORONTO
STWINNIPEG
OOHN.N.

Inc.

OFFICES

lOOO BROADWAY
NewYork
Mr. Albert S. Smith.,
Vitagraph Inc.,
Brooklyn,

My

dear

Mr.

Aug*

15,

1919.

President,

Smith:Following

i3 the

list

of

popular writers for
the Vitagraph' s twelve , one- a-month, big-author feature
specials in the season of 1919-20; viz:Hex Beach
Robert W. Chambers
Rupert Hughes
Mary Roberts Rinehart
Irvin S. Cobb
3ooth Tarkington

Richard Harding
0. Henry

At

included

your

insistence,

and shall try to make
picture worthy of the
eleven authors.

Davis

George Ade
Gouverneur Morris
Amelie Rives
George Randolph Chester

I have

my

own

name

the special "Ga t-Rich-Quick-7/allingford"
superb stories provided by the other

I have no hesitation in saying that no motion
picture producing company has announced or can announce a
list of popular modern authors so illustrious as these eleven
other names, and the stories, without exception, are in my
estimation the best which have been offered to Vitagraph. Thes
in
withbeen
our offered
"Famous toPlays"
aeries, make
suchconjunction
as has never
the exhibitor.

a galaxy

Starting with Rex Beach's powerful story,
"THE VMGEA^OS OF DURAIJD , " which releases
m IJovembar
there is not a weak spot in the "line -up.™
strenuous

This letter marks
effort, and I must

the end
confess

of several months of
that
as I read over

the imposing array of talent which we have gathered for this
"grand slam
1 am much more than content— and I feel certain
that, anxious as you are to give the public better pictures
than the;; could obtain from any other source, you too will be
more than satisfied with the selection.

Yours

cordially,
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IS WHAT EVERY ONE SAYS ABOUT
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"The

SPECIALS

Specials that are Specials"

Distributed through

/mi
di
Celebrated
Film
Corp.
r> i u . a Players
„ „. , , .
207 .So. Wabash
Ave.
^.
_„
.
Chicago,
111.

Standard
_
. _,.Film
, Service,
Detroit, Mich.,
, ' and
Cleveland
„,_.
. .
ll^Cincinnati, Ohio.

Midwest Distributing Corp.
Milwaukee, Wise.

A. H. Blank'Enterprises
Omaha, Neb.
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CrescentjFilmjCo.
Kansas City, Mo.

Who

e

New

is

the

First

National

Stai

Before

we

watch

her

screens
at our
United

There

sign

and
Box

a

star

we

on

our

work
take

her

Offices

measure

all over

the

States.

is absolutely
work about her

no

guess-

ability

or

value.

A

NEW

FIRST

STAR

must

public

be

NATIONAL
an

OLD

favorite.
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ATTRACTIONS

ThejPerfect

The

of
Perfect

Star

Picture

gives^ajhighly finished,
reserved and charming
performance

Louis

B. Mayer

ANITA

presents

STEWART
supported by

The

Greatest

All-Star

Cast

in

"Her

Kingdom
of Dreams"
Directed by
Marshall

A September

Release

Neilan

29

EXHIBITORS

The porcupine is a rambling cuss and
he never cares who he meets on the forest
trails. Arrayed in panoply of spears he
roams securely on, and when danger
threatens rolls himself into a sort of
barbed wire entanglement that no other
animal cares to charge.

James

Oliver

Curwood

has won his tremendous following by the
way he writes of the doings of animals
and humans. He has spent years in the
wilds and knows them like an Indian.
It is the animals in his stories that
have made

them

16 varieties

popular

of wild

animals

as natural as life in this most
ual attraction.

unus-

30

HERALD

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

A Special
that is a Special

Title announced

— a unique novelty
— a powerful drama
— a tender love story
— a play of thrills

A BIG
First National
Attraction

31

next week
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charm

The

that

sparkling

alone— the

ish personality
its best

is hers

appears

in this,

her

Joseph M. Schenck
Constance

girlat

latest.

Presents

Talmadge
in a

John

Emerson-Anita

Loos

Production

"A Temperamental
"A

peppy

play about

and stenogs"
A September Release

Wife"
wives

What

Realart

Is

The money of the principal nations is made from
similar stuff, but it is not all equally valuable.
The same basic ingredients enter into most cake,
but all cake is not equally good.
Nature is as muck evidenced in stormy as in fair
weather, but its efforts are not equally prized.
Star, story, direction and photography are the
essentials of a motion picture, but motion pictures
do not possess equal quality
The STORY
is the heart of the picture, the
ACTOR
its soul, the DIRECTOR
its brain,
an d PHOTOGRAPHY
the atmosphere it
breathes. Perfection is attained only through
harmonious functioning of these parts.

DEALART
**~^* all the

stands

essentials

for the

accurate

of motion

picture

blending

of

production.

Realart Pictures are so perfectly balanced* so smoothrunning, that one is conscious only of their ahsorhing
appeal

and

Realart

marvelous

insures

satisfaction

reflects its unusual
returns !
You

can

learn

Realart

entertainment

quality

today

service

value.

to

your

m

increased

about
at branch

the

patrons

Realart

box-office

idea

offices in all the

firinciftal cities of the country.

ana

and

WW

An

Makes

Actress

VTOUTH,
*■ and
must
artist

Beauty,

a Genius

Great?

Talent.

for hard

give of her test.

Absolute

cerity marks the relation
to her
ic.

ALICE

work.

Yes,
She
Sin-

of the great

BRADY

has singularly demonstrated these qualities
through triumph after triumph — an unbroken
record of stage and motion picture successes, in
which she has endeared herself to the whole
amusement loving world.
Charming, captivating innocence amid morally
sordid environment — innocence that is protected
because of its truth — such is the role m which
Miss Brady achieved one of her biggest stage successes— a role m which she is to he seen throughout the world through the medium of Realart
Pictures — little "Mary

Horton

in

SINNERS
New York and the country have paid exceptional tribute to Miss Brady
as the stage star of this great Owen Davis drama. Now exhibitors
everywhere are to have the opportunity shortly of profiting from the
great screen production being made under direction of Kenneth Webb.

Service

Tbat

S

erves

kave read a great deal, and heard more,
YOU
about producer service — about courtesy,
square dealing, promptness and kearty co-operation.
And

tbat is why you will be interested in knowing that Realart Pictures Corporation kas adopted tkis policy as a kusiness principle, and that Mr.
J. S. Woody, General Sales Manager, and Mr.
Ben F. Simpson, Field Manager, kave installed in
branck offices, managers wko recognize tke value
of backing up good pictures witk service tkat serves.
Twenty

exckanges are

being established.

Tke following kave been opened to date :
CITY

STREET

ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK
OMAHA
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON

ADDRESS

MANAGER

Room 305 Hirsch Bldg., 149 Marietta St.
5 Isabella Street
221 Franklin Street
Room 1204 Consumers Bldg., 220 S. State St.
Room 910 Mercantile Lit rary Building
Room 200 Bangor Bldg., 942 Prospect Ave., East
1905 Commerce Street (Temporary Address)
1742 Glenarm Street
Room 607 Joseph Mack Building
Rooms 509-10 Republic Building,
Cor. 10th & Walnut Sts.
Suite 839-840 Merchants National Bank Bldg.,
Sixth and Spring Streets
Room 801 Produce Exchange Building
729 Seventh Avenue
1214 Farnam Street
To Be Announced
412 Ferry Street
Room 216 White Building
3626 Olive Street
Rooms 806-820 Mather Bldg. 916GSt.,N.W.

REALART

To Be Announced
Walter R. Scates
Henry E. Wilk inson
Harry W. Will ard
Mark Goldman
James B. Reilly
D. Callah an
Bert R. Latz
C. G. Kingsley
To Be Announced
Oren F. Woody
Harry L. Hollander
Lester W. Adler
B. A. Lucas
Jay Barach
Emanuel
Nat
Alhert W. Eden
J.
C. Ragland
Wm.
H. Rippard

PICTURES
CORPORATION
ARTHUR
S. KANE. President

112 West

42nd Street, New

York City
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HERALD

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

America's

Billy

Now

Own

West

appearing in new,
comedies

sparkling

Mir*h Provoking Scenes
from the
New Comedies
of the Emerald Motion
Picture Co.,
Starring the Inimitable
BILLY WEST

PRODUCED
Emerald

BY

Motion
Picture
FREDERICK J. IRELAND, Pres.

1717-1729 No. Wells Street
CHICAGO,

34

ILLINOIS

C),
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The

Emerald

Motion

Picture

Co.

presents
the

only

and

original

BILLY

WEST

America's

Own Actor
With

ETHELYN

Comedian

GIBSON
..In..

Two-Reel

Production
Directed

FREDERICK

Initial

by

J.

IRELAND

Release

September

"Mustered

Comedies

15

Out"

35
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THESE
SAUCY
SHAPELY
SIRENS
OF THE
SEA

WILLIAM
S. BASTAR
PRESENTS
THE

SCREEN'S
MOST
ENTHRALLING
BEVY
OF FASCINATING

THE

BEACH

|
IN
AND

APPEARING

CONJUNCTION
FUNNIEST

WITH

OF

THE

MODELS

IN PERSON

DOG
WITH

GIRLIES

THE

SEASIDE

KING

OF

COMEItf

REISNER

UNITY
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THE MASKED RIDER)'
THRILLER OF ALL WESTERN

THE

"THE
CR
PHONE

MASKED

PLAYS
Z\MBRENO,

SERIALS

RIDER"

COMPANY
President

CHICAGO,

37

ILLINOIS
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HERALD
Best Box Office
Attractions

IUDWIG
FILM

Every Release
a Winner

EXCHANGES

-NOW-

READY!
The

Harry

first of the Lone

Meyers

June

in

Keith

Chas.

Star Series

S
HELL'
HALF

Graham
and

even

ACRE

better than

we

Both in the Quality of the Pictures and
Their Power as a Public Attraction and
Sure Fire Money Getter for Your Box
Office.
These

Two

Reel

Westerns

Even Our Mother-In-Law
Jester

Two

Reel

promised
A3* Super Short Feature Pronounced by
Hardened Critics of the Screen as the
Picture Containing More Action than
Any Ever Before Witnessed by Them.

are
Laughed

Unexcelled
at

Comedies

LUDWIG

FILM
Also
Toy Building
Milwaukee

Exchanges
Also
D. PADORR, Manager
Loeb Arcade
207 South Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO
Minneapolis

BEE-HIVE
FILM
EXCHANGE
CO
R.C. CROPPER,
PRESIDENT.

EDNA

MAISON
PAUL

PANZER
"TH
E
WALTER
O.

MY

ST

MR.

tU)Ht\ MAI50N /A.ThgM<jst<n<*»rV WWl

ER

MILLER

IO

US

BR
OW
FIVE REEL
FEATURE
NI
NG

"

a MYSTERIOUS

m

hit

The Greatest Surprise in Suspense, Thrills and Mysterious
Melodrama ever concocted into five reels of film. Released
October 1 st. Obey that impulse that will make you take your
fountain pen and fill out the slip below.
It means money.
Here is
Opportunity
Fill It Out
No

BEE HIVE FILM EXCHANGE CO..
I
R. C CROPPER. Pres.
I
207 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago. III.
I
107 W. Maryland St.. Indianapolis. Ind.
Toy Building. Milwaukee, Wis.
|
|
Please quote me your lowest price for the Great Mysterious 5-reel feature,
days.
, "THE MYSTERIOUS MR. BROWNING," for

Obligation
CUT OUT

Who

and
MAIL

TOY BUILDING
MILWAUKEE

Is

"Red"
Harrigan

Name
City
THEATRE
State

L

r207 S. WABASH \
CHICAGO L^^^

109 W MARYLAND]
j
INDIANAP0U5
A

Forms close 6 P. M.
Mondays.
THE

I N

D

NEWS

EXHIBITORS

Editorial and Executive
Offices:
417 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago. 111.
Harrison 9248.

HERALD

New York Office:
1476 Broadway.
Tel. Bryant 51 11.

With which is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY

FILM

NDENT
OF THE

WEEK

Settlement of Actors' Strike Ends Crisis for
Film Industry
45
Northwest Financiers Building Gigantic Chain
of Playhouses
46
California Theatre Owners Join to Ask Repeal
of Film Taxes
47
Famous Players-Lasky to Open Non-Theatrical
Exchanges
First National to Distribute Mildred Harris
Chaplin Series
Wage Increase to Studio Employes to Result in
Higher Film Prices
William Fox Announces Twelve Pictures for
Month of September
Permanent Policy Is Being Worked Out by
Realart Pictures

48
49
50
53
55

"The Westerners" Promises New Record for
Central West Bookings
56
"Back to God's Country" to Be Published
Through First National
57
Leading Theatres Contract for Metro Productions in Entirety
58
Vitagraph Prepares to Publish Charles Klein's
"The Gamblers"
59
Robertson-Cole Facilities for Production Will
Be increased
62
Reviews
"Themova
Brat," Metro C-D, seven parts, with Nazi- 71
"Lord and Lady Algy," Goldwyn C-D, six
parts, with Tom Moore
71
"The Right to Happiness," Universal-Jewel D,
eight parts, with Dorothy Phillips
71
"The Westerners," Hodkinson D, seven parts,
with a special cast
72
"Tlie Temperamental Wife," Select F, five parts,
. with Constance Talmadge
72
"Her Purchase Price," Robertson-Cole Exhibitors Mutual D, five parts, with Bessie Barriscale
73
"When Bearcat Went Dry," World D, six parts,
with a special cast
73
Volume IX

SEPTEMBER

TRADE

PAPER,

"Desert Gold," Hodkinson D, seven parts, with
a special cast
73
Departments
The Cutting Room
51, 52
Exhibitors Bureau
75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80
Up and Down Film Row
86
The Export Department
91
Happenings on the Pacific Coast
92
Chicago Trade Events
93
Guide to Current Pictures
94, 95, 96
Advertisers
American Cinema Corporation
Bee-Hive Exchange, Inc
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Coburn Organ Company
Eastman Kodak Company
Emerald Motion Picture Company
Essanay
Exhibitors Supply Company
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
First National Exhibitors Circuit
29, 30, 31, 32 and
Fox Film Corporation
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Hallmark Pictures

33
39
28
98
98
34, 35
42
98
2
Insert
16, 17
1, 99
18

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
25
Lightning Coin Changer Company
97
Ludwig Film Company
38
Pathe Exchange, Inc
100
Tom Phillips
98
Realart Pictures Corporation
Insert
Ritchey Lithographing Company
44
Robertson-Cole Company
Insert
Select Pictures Corporation. ... 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24
A. Teitel
....98
Unity Photoplays Company
36, 37
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
3
Vitagraph Company, Inc
26, 27
World
42
20. 1919
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class

himself
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Ifayakawa
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Unique

Unit}?

of screen

opinion

•'llllllllih11'1".1" '

acclaims

him

unexcelled

"Sessue Hayakawa needn't take a back seat for
any star on the silver sheet. It is a delight to watch
him score his points. He does it so quietly and
effectively."
"To comment

— New

York

R eview

or the star's acting is unnecessary). Mr. Hayakawa is in a

class by himself as a screen star."

— N.

Y. fyforning Telegraph.

"His suppressed methods of acting hold one completely. He more
astutely registers emotion by an immobile countenance than most actors do by
letting their features roam all over their faces. The intelligence of his work and
the fact that he stands alone in the portrayal of Oriental heroes makes his
pictures always worth seeing."

— Exhihitor s Trade

Review

"Seldom have more plays of one star been more consistent in quality than
those of the famous Sessue Hayakawa."
— Screen imons
"Hayakawa's popularity grow's apace. Beyond question he is one of the
most popular players on the screen today. He is a past master in the art of
repression."

— Exhihitor s Herald

"The acting of Mr. Hayakawa is unexcelled." — J^lotion Picture News

Produced by
HAWORTH

Distributed by

EXHIBITORS

Your

Magazine

T

HERALD

Tops

Them

All

IBERTY
THEATRfT
"As You Like It"
311 Ctc Jgest tTfjings in tfje jfitlts of Anient Drama
3Sj>.
iCfjompson, fllanager
TL. P. 3(s})lcp, g>ec. ana Zxeas.
Pardeeville, Wisconsin

To—

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

Gentlemen ;Congratulations on the strides you have made
in the field of magazines devoted to the motion picture
industry.
Your magazine tops them all.
Your department
"What The Picture Did For Me" is an invaluable guide for
the exhibitor.
If every exhibitor will use it and give
the other fellow the results of his honest-to-goodness
experience, it will continue to be of more and more value.
Every exhibitor should tell us exactly what the picture
is.
Sometimes really good pictures fail to bring business
through poor exploitation and the picture should not be
blamed for it.
Some tell us that "it is a good picture but
it did not do business for me" which is the proper spirit.
If you have that picture coming, you know about how far to
go with a report like that.
Just to judge the picture on
its merits alone seems to me to be the safest way. I usually
group the reports on a certain picture and strike an
average.
This lands a fellow pretty close to sure fire
results on any subject.
I am enclosing my $1.00 for another year.
Keep
coming and let the good magazine continue to grow.
Very

respectfully
LIBERTY

[signed]

it

yours,
THEATRE,

H. P. Thompson
Pardeeville,
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the actors' strike lifted a measure of relief conies to the motion picture business, as
at any moment during the existence of this controversy between theatrical managers and their players
the film business might have been seriously involved
to its great financial loss, which would have been
all the more regrettable as the entire controversy was
one in which the industry rightly had no part.
At several points during the period of the strike
film leaders demonstrated exceptionally good judgment which undoubtedly played a big part in averting the disaster of closed theatres. Several firms and
individuals are to be complimented. Among these is
the Argus Enterprises, Inc., of Cleveland, who deferred the exhibition of a picture in a Broadway
stage theatre to avoid involving the industry in the
strike.
0 0 £

AGAIN the film theft committee of the National
Association becomes very active in prosecuting
individuals engaged in the business of stealing and
re-selling motion picture films. This work is of
major importance and its benefits are very great. The
industry has been shouldering an enormous loss
through this form of crime and the breaking up of
the practice is progress of a definite and concrete
kind.
"
N
OT a cent for tribute/' announces the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association,
which comprises — one hundred per cent — the exhibitors of the Forest City.
The declaration of the association applies particularly to the music tax hold-up. And it is a very
healthy and commendable attitude, which in the ordinarv course of events most certainly will get
results.
In this particular, Cleveland exhibitors are setting
example which may very well be followed elsean
where.

THE perennial discussion regarding the alleged
Eastward trend of studio locations doubtless will
he stimulated by the news of the plan of D. W.
Griffith to erect an elaborate place for the making of
motion pictures just outside of New York City.

Mr. Griffith has been almost exclusively identified
with production in Los Angeles since the old Biograph days. A statement from Mr. Griffith outlining
his reasons for removal Eastward will be awaited
with considerable interest.
* * *
IF current plans for the establishment in New York
City of the "D. W. Griffith Theatre"— as exclusively reported in Exhibitors Herald last week — cam
through the entire industry will look to this institution not only for new production ideas, but also for
new presentation ideas, as Mr. Griffith has repeatedly demonstrated the scope of his vision in this
activity.

REPOBTS from various points throughout the
country indicate that current conditions are
forcing an increase in theatre admission charges. The
only element of surprise in this news is that the
increases have not been put into effect some time ago.
Every expense incidental to the operation of a theatre
has- increased greatly and in too few cases has the
admission rate been correspondingly raised. From a
multitude of reasons it may be seen that film rental
will continue to be higher and the far-visioned exhibitor will not lose time in getting his admission
schedule in proper shape at this time, because an
increase a few months hence may not be so easily
effected.
FBOM his intimate daily contact with the public
the exhibitor who is alert and observant should
be able to forecast very accurately the types of stories
which are strongest in the public's favor. With a
view to capitalizing this knowledge of the exhibitor
the Metro Pictures Corporation is carrying into effect
a plan of reliance upon the information and judgment
of exhibitors in the matter of selecting stories which
should be productive of excellent results.
The producing organization declares that it will
endeavor to purchase and picturize such stories as
the exhibitors of the country recommend. The com^3 pany specifically requests theatremen to send them
suggestions relative to stage plays or novels that seem
to be good picture material.
This invitation doubtless will be welcomed by
exhibitors and in the natural course many valuable
suggestions should be forthcoming.
1 ; . .: ■; inil
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J. S. Woody, general sales manager of
Realart Pictures Corporation, stopped off
in Chicago last week en route to New
York, following
three months' trip
around
the westerna country.

Frank Hampton, business manager of
the Selznick studios, has been raised to the
position of studio manager, James Dent,
formerly
Selznick's
taking the postMyron
left vacant
by theassistant,
promotion.

Sounds Like It —
We suspect that that undertaker who
presented Lillian Russell with a gold
trimmed coffin was a former motion
picture P. A.

Charles Kenyon and Harry F. Thew,
well known writers of stage and screen productions respectively, are the latest additions to the Goldwyn editorial staff.

S. A. Shirley, central division manager of Metro Pictures Corporation, is
to make Chicago his permanent headquarters, moving from Kansas City.

Theodore Kosloff, the noted Russian interpretative dancer, has been signed to appear in two forthcoming Cecil B. DeMille
productions.

Frank Keenan has completed a ten
weeks' tour of the United States, during
which time he appeared in every large city
and gave addresses upon the labor question, and is back in Los Angeles at work
upon
duction."The Life Test," a forthcoming pro-

Worse
the doctor
"Flu"— says the high
A Than
Chicago
cost of living is a disease.
Well, steak at 60 cents a pound
makes one pretty sick.
And a suit of clothes is a regular
operation
now-a-days.
While many
a housewife has a butter and egg fit.

Lillian Biron, formerly connected with
the Mack Sennett company, will appear in
Gaiety comedies as leading lady for George
Ovey.
Chester Bennett, long identified with
the Earle Williams Vitagraph producing
company in the capacity of assistant director, has been put in complete charge of production for this producing unit.
Gertrude Selby and Harry Deep, and
Katherine Lewis and James Liddy, are
announced as the star teams to be featured
in the new series of Strand comedies to be
distributed through Exhibitors Mutual.
George B. Allison, known throughout
the Southern states as "the dean of filmdom," by reason of his long service in that
territory, has been appointed Southern district manager of the Fox Film Corporation,
and will have headquarters at Atlanta.
George Foster Platt, whose first film
production is Helen Kellar's play, "Delivbut onepastof decade,
the leading
state producerserance,"
of the
will direct
the
screen dramas to be produced by the Cathrine Curtis Corporation.
L. L. Stewart, for the past fifteen
months publicity director and advertising
manager for Triangle, has resigned to accept asimilar position with the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises in Atlanta.

Eugene O'Brien, who is resting for a
shortsecond
time after
finishing
"Sealed finds
Hearts,"
his
Selznick
production,
his
vacation spoiled by an abscess in the ear
which necessitates frequent visits to a physician.
Honus Wagner, former Pittsburgh
baseball star, has signed a contract to perform for a motion picture concern. His
first picture will be a baseball comedy.
"Those Sennett girls get away with it—
why can't I?" says Honus.
Joseph M. Schenck is now established
in his new offices at 140 West 43rd street,
New York, from where he will direct the
future activities of his many motion picture
interests.
William L. Sherrill, of the Frohman
Amusement Corporation, has gone to California to sign a new star for the forthcoming serial to be produced by that producing company.
Priestly Morrison will succeed Robert
Mclntyre as casting director at the World
Film studios in Fort Lee, N. J.
Johnny Dooley, under the direction of
William Nigh, has completed his fifth tworeel comedy for the Fox program.

Got to Have Contrast —
Mark Dittenfass announces there
will be no night scenes taken for those
Cuckoo Comedies. The entire cast is
to appear in blackface.
Speaking of Come-Backs —
Paul Dickey, the playwright, wants
$10,000 from a film company for "The
Come-Back." A good "•come-back"
ought to be worth it.
Strangers to Us —
Kinograms this week shows them
raising hops for beer in California.
What's hops? And what's beer?
Then They'd Be Satisfied—
There's a new brand of pictures —
"Pricefilms." What some exhibitors
would like to see are films without
Blame
price. It on the Kaiser —
Strikers closed a theatre in New
York where "Yankee Doodle in Berlin" was showing. Is this more German propaganda or what?

Naturally —
The M. P. Business seems to take
kindly to the aeroplane, from all re ,,
new sensation
of will
us, eh?
ports.
Being upto inmany
the air
be nc 'it
Overlooked? —
We pause to wonder why some in*
spired a music
dedi
cate
popular publisher
song todoesn't
the Pathi
Weekly. It's all the rage this season

THE public do not judge a photo-play by its posters; from the posters
they merely decide whether the show is worth seeing.
That is why
RITCHEY posters are the most valuable assets a photo-play can have!

THE RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
CORP.
406 W. 31st Street. New York
Phone Chelsea 8388
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EXHIBITORS
Florida Exhibitors
Will Form League
LAKELAND, FLA.— As the result of
^ recent get-together session of South
Florida exhibitors held in this city rerently. it is believed that a state exlibitors' organization will be formed beore the first of the year. George Hoffman is the leader in the movement.
Among the exhibitors interested are:
C D. Cooley, Strand theatre; F. M. Catr
•on, Bonita; Herb La Belle, Rivoli, Na:ional and Spanish theatres, Tampa; H.
Griffin, Rex theatre; John Sylvester,
Plaza. St. Petersburg; B. B. Beacham.
irand and Phillips theatre. Orlando; J.
3. Woodbeck, Casino, Kissimmee; F. E.
Villiamson Grand, Winter Haven; H. L.
Pittman, Royal, Clearwater; D. C.
■Coons. Virginia theatre, Sarasota: B. B.
jutton. New Wallace. Bradentown; A.
fvirkhuff, Palm, Palmetto; John Cole.
Majestic. Fort Meade; F. A. Harris,
jrand. Winter Haven; T. L. Marquis.
5artow; I. W. McDonaW, Royal. Wanhula: H. C. Goldstein. Plaza, Punta
Torda: R. A. Ragean, Plant City; M. H.
ippstein, Tarpon Springs; L. P. Davis.
\rcadia, and B. B. Garner, Casino. Lakeand.
Exchange Manager
Delivers Film in
Aeroplane Taxicab
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. — Rather
han disappoint Manager Lewiston of
he motion picture theatre at Winona,
vlinn.. James V. Bryson, manager of the
Jniversal exchange of this city, hired
.n aeroplane and made a special trip to
Vinona
Heart of
ilm.
whenwithhe "The
was unable
to Humanity"
dispatch it
>n the last train out of Minneapolis.
The trip was made without incident
Jid the aeroplane arrived in time for
he evening show to be given at a little
ater than the usual hour.
Returning was not as simple a matter,
lowever. The pilot lost his directions in
cloudbank and the machine had to
escend at La Crosse for more gasoline.
Utica to Vote on
Sunday Question
UTICA. N. Y— This city will vote
•n the question of permitting motion
>ictures to remain open Sundays at the
teneral election November 4. Twelve
>f the fifteen council men present at the
neeting
ored the considering
referendum. the question fa1 The Sunday question has been debated
iere for several weeks. The Motion picjre Exhibitors' League secured 40,000
ignatures to petitions asking Sunday
•pening of theatres, and is confident the
aeasure will pass by a big majority.
Joe M. Harris to Produce
Joe and
M. Harris,
well-known
picure
theatrical
man of motion
the Middle
Vest, has perfected an arrangement
.ith William N. Selig for the production
f a series of special features.
Mr. Harris returned last week from
-OS Angeles, where final details of the
rrar"ement were completed. Mr. Haria states that production will start
,rithin a short time under the superision of Mr. Selig.
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Settlement
of Actors' Strike
Ends Crisis for Film
Danger

of Motion

Picture

Theatres

Industry
Being

Is Permanently Removed — Big Relief
Entire Trade

Closed
to

Bringing to an end the danger of a tremenduous loss to the motion
picture industry, the strike of the Actors Equity Association was settled
early the morning of September 6 and theatres in New York, Chicago and
other cities affected reopened within the next forty-eight hours.
Although good judgment and sane action on the part of motion picture
producers, distributors and exhibitors had reduced the possibility of the
industry's becoming involved in the situation to a minimum, the action of
the strikers and managers in getting together came as a great relief to
every branch of the film business.
Reflects Great Credit to Entire Industry
The fact that the threatened nation-wide strike of motion picture
operators was avoided and a score of other critical situations straightened
out during the four weeks, reflects credit to scores of men in the motion
picture industry. At any time during the month, carelessness in any
quarter might have plunged any or all branches of the trade into the
strike.
Individual Contracts
Declarations of strict neutrality issued
by various organizations of exhibitors
7 — Individual contracts are to be enand distributors relieved the early tentered into between the Producing Mansion, and as new situations arose, they
agers' Association on one hand and
were met promptly and fairly.
the Equity, or Fidelity, or an individual
C. C. Shay, president of the I. A. T. on the other hand.
8— These contracts are to call for
S. E., showed his approval of the ineight performances a week, a minimum
dustry's
stand
by
issuing
a
statement
two weeks ago that no general strike salary for members of the chorus of $30
of operators would be called.
a week while working in New York and
S35 while on the road, and full pay
Many Sacrifices Made
for all rehearsals above four weeks in
Many distributing companies sacrificed musical
dramatic plays.
productions and five weeks in
the opportunity of big profits by refusing to lease films to the legitimate
9— The stage hands and musicians are
theatres closed by the strike.
also bound not call upon the actors
In many instances, theatres formerly
to go out in a sympathetic strike.
given over to stage plays were about
10 — All existing contracts are to be
to be turned into motion picture play- lived up to by both parties, and all
houses. In all cases, however, unless actors displaced through the strike are
union officials were satisfied that the to be taken back except in cases where
change had been contemplated before the other players have been contracted for
strike developed, the change was post- to fill vacancies. In these instances the
Producingthe Managers'
has
The strike was settled at a conference
reserved
right to findAssociation,
other positions
poned.
started the evening of September 5 and for the replaced actors or to make a
cash
compromise, the amount of which
continued until 3 o'clock the following
sary.
morning.
shall be fixed by arbitration if necesChief Points of Agreement
The principal
the new
ment, which is points
to runin for
five agreeyears, Kashin Buys Control
expiring June, 1924. were outlined by
Of Screen Letter Box
Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Gilmore as follows:
NEW YORK. — From now on the
1 — Recognition of the Actors' Equity Screen Letter Box will be under the
Association.
2 — All lawsuits and damage actions exclusive control of Morris A. Kashin.
bought producing
Jack Cohn'sthis
interest
begun during the strike are to be dis- who
the has
company
weeklyin
continued.
short tosubject.
It has
been Letter
Mr. Kashin's
make the
Screen
Box a
3 — The theatre is to remain an "open idea
combination of drama, comedy and edu45—— There
are to be nostrike
"blackislists."
cation. These various phases to be
No sympathetic
to be worked into
questions and answers. The
shop."
ordered
the Actors'in Equity.
6 — Allbyquestions
dispute must be length of the film will be increased from
1,000 feet, and nearly every quessubmitted to a board of arbitration con- 500 totion will
answered in pictures instead
sisting of one manager, a representative of in cold betype.
of the Actors' Equity Association in case
the dispute involves a member of that
association, or in case a member of the
Fidelity League is in the dispute he is
HoldF0II3-."
Up "April
"April
the latestFolly"
production
to be represented by his organization,
and in both cases, a third party to be featuring Marion Davies, will not be
known as an umprie, to be selected by ture.
issued as a Paramount or Artcraft picthe two arbitrators.
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Herberg, C. S. Jensen, H. T. Moore and
S. Baker Now
Control Eighteen

Theatres — Propose Many More
TACOMA, WASH. — Closing of what is said to be one of the largest
motion picture theatre deals ever consummated on the Pacific Coast,
involving the purchase of theatres in Washington, Oregon and Montana,
has been announced by J. G. Von Herberg, speaking for his associates,
C. S. Jensen, H. T. Moore and John S. Barker.
As a result of this big transfer of theatre money and property, the new
organization, formed by these men who have for years been powers in the
financial field in the Northwest, is said to find itself in an unparalled position of influence.
Now Controls Eighteen Large Theatres
This is declared to be the strongest amusement co-partnership west of
the Mississippi river and is in immediate possession of the following
holdings :
The Victory, the Strand, the Colonial and the Rialto in Tacoma.
The Liberty, the Coliseum, the Strand and the Mission in Seattle.
The Picture House in Medford, Ore.
The Rialto and the Peoples in Butte.
The Liberty, the Columbia, the Star, the Majestic, the Peoples and the
suburban theatres in Portland.
In addition to these eighteen houses,
ture is not likely to get very far in its
all in active operation at this time, the contamination of the public morals of
this
section of the country.
firm announced it is having plans drawn
"Our
are family theatres;
for the immediate construction of while thetheatres
big fellows in the East and
Europe
are
making
the world safe for
modern playhouses in the three Washdemocracy we are going to try to make
ington cities of Everett, Bremerton and
the motion picture out here safe for
Yakima, and the Oregon city of Medevery member of the family. We are
ford, the latter structure to replace the happy in the belief that as, from now
theatre just purchased.
on, Jensen & Von Herberg pictures will
lie viewed by more than half a million
Statement by Von Herberg
persons each week, the stand we have
taken for wholesome pictures will not
"Other deals," said Manager Von Herlie without a decidedly beneficial efberg,
"are
pending
by
which
other
leading Pacific Northwestern photoplay
fect upon public morals, for the motion
houses will ere long come into the big picture is more intimately woven into
camp, assuring to the majority of the the life of the American family than
smaller cities in this territory the same
any other amusement feature. It is the
completeness of motion picture service
only school and the most potent moral
influence in the lives of tens of thounow being enjoyed by the larger communities in which Jensen & Von Hersands of our fellow citizens."
berg are operating.
"We believe that our purchase of so
many additional theatre properties will Brandt Engineers
mean a great deal to the motion picture
Another Big Deal
going public of the Pacific Northwest,
which includes virtually everybody. We
NEW YORK.— Joseph Brandt has
consider it merely a matter of ensomething else to do besides sit in his
lightened selfishness, as a good business
new office and watch the Broadway
policy, to present the very best pictures
we can buy at the lowest admission
sights. That was proved when it beprices consistent with proper service,
came known that the W. W. Hodkinson
in our score of theatres.
Corporation
is going to have "Mary
To Fight Salacious Films
Minds Her Business" as a Billy Rhodes
vehicle. Joe made the trade, represent"Our vast holdings naturally give us
a great leverage in the purchase of the
ing William Parsons in the deal, which
best features made. Buying on a wholewas made with the Ladies' Home Journal
sale basis, for 20 theatres at once, we
can, of course, do much better than
in which George Weston's serial recently
could a single manager buying for a ran.
single house. But what is of even
"Mary Minds Her Business" is schedgreater importance, to my mind, is the
uled to be the third Billy Rhodes proability we will have to hold down the
duction and carried out the idea, adPacific Northwest showing of improper
films to the minimum. By the time
vanced by both Mr. Parsons and the
we refuse booking to any salacious or
Hodkinson Corporation, that only plays
morbid picture at the majority of the
adapted
from well-known books and
leading houses in Tacoma, Portland, Sestage
attle, Butte, Bremerton, Yakima, EverRhodes. plays would46 be used for Miss
ett, Medford, and other cities, that pic-

Producer
Grace

Sues
Darmond,

Asking $31,200
LOS ANGELES. CAL. — Reversing
the usual order of suits of this nature.
Louis Burston, a motion picture producer filed suit for breech of contract
against a film actress, Grace Darmond.
also known as Grace Johnson. Burston
demanded $31,200 damages, alleging
Miss Darmond was almost invariably
from an hour to three hours late at the
studio and sometimes did not show up
at all.
As ahe result,
"the plaintiff
serial
was making
was not declared,
completeda
so as to be published on time. As Miss
Darmond was the star of the serial it
could not be filmed without her. He
listed his damages as follows^
For failure to appear for work on Aug.
3, $800 he was forced to pay in salaries
and expenses; for failure to appear Aug.
4, $600; for expenses because of her
alleged irregularity in appearing for
work from July 24 to August 23.
$4,800; for general damages in being delayed
in the total.
production of and
the hampered
serial, $25,000;
$31,200.
The contract was made and Miss Darmond brought here from the east to star
in the serial at a salary of $200 a week,
the complaint recited.
Charles Hutchinson
Joins New Company
NEW YORK.— Charles Hutchison,
in "The Great Gamble,"
who appeared
produced
by Western Photoplays for
publication through Pathe, has been engaged to star in a serial to be produced
by the Allgood Pictures Corporation,
which has just been granted a charter
by the Secretary of State.
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Fifteen
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Percy L. Waters
Elected Chairman
Of Distributors
At a meeting of the Distributors' Division of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, Percy L.
Waters, president of the Triangle Distributing Corporation, was unanimously
elected Chairman with John M. Quinn,
general manager of Vitagraph, Inc. as
vice-chairman and Frederick H. Elliott
was re-elected Secretary.
Consideration was given to the Nationalization of F. I. L. M. Clubs ana
Exchange Managers Associations and it
was decided to request each F. I. L. M.
Club or Exchange Managers Association to send two delegates in the person
of the President and Secretary to attend a convention to be held at headquarters of the National Association in
the Times
tober 29. Building, on Wednesday, OcAt this meeting ways and means will
be considered for co-ordinating the
work of these local units with the various committee activities of the National
Association.
The Committee on the organization of
the exchange associations consists of
Lewis Innerarity, Secretary of Pathe
[Exchange, Inc.. as chairman; Charles C.
Pettijohn, Exhibitors Mutual Dist.
Corp.; Al Lichtman, Famous PlayersLasky Corp.; Herman Robbins, Fox
Film Corp., and Felix Goldvvyn Pictures
Corp.

of All

Members

Join
Film

Taxes

of Association

Telegrams

Representatives

A picture showing the effective use of
electric lights at the 44th Street Theatre, New York,
where
William "EvanF"ox I*
presenting
two big
production*.
geline" and "Kathleen Mavourneen."

Owners

and

to

Send

Their

Senators

(Special to the HERALD)
LOS AXGELES, CAL. — Fifteen hundred members of the Theatre
Owners' Association of California, Inc.. have sent individual telegrams to
all California representatives and senators soliciting their cooperation in
repealing the admission, rental and seating taxes now imposed on motion
picture industries.
The telegrams were dispatched the night of September 5, and the following day, every exhibitor-member started the circulation of petitions
among their patrons to the same effect.
Seek One Hundred Thousand Signatures
Although it is hoped to send the petitions to Washington within a few
days, the association has set a mark of 100,000 signatures to be secured to
the petitions.
The signatures were obtained through
All through California sentiment of
the efforts of Wilbur A. Shea, promimotion picture theatre patrons appears
nent theatre owner of Eastport and
to favor the repeal, and early reports Calais, who has proved himself one of
are that the petitions are being eagerly the most active exhibitors in the camsigned.
paign forces. to obtaining signatures to
In addition
New Hampshire Active
petitions Mr. Shea wrote to each of the
BOSTON, MASS.— Exhibitors of the Congressmen from his state with the
state of New Hampshire, in session here result that they expressed themselves
favorably on the repeal and pledged
Tuesday, September 9, unanimously
themselves to vote for it if the Ways
adopted resolutions addressed to congress asking repeal of the three war tax- and Means Committee reported favorably on the pending repeal bills.
es which theatre owners are now compelled to pay.
Mr. Shea deserves special credit for
The meeting was called by C. H. Bean
the prompt and efficient manner in
of Franklin, N. H., and was well at- which he got to work on the tax repeal
tended. Dinner was served at the Ar- campaign and in spite of tile fact that
lington Hotel. Many matteis of interest he is a very busy man.
to the exhibitors of the state were discussed.
Commercial Clubs Interested
NEW YORK.— A number of the leading commercial organizations of the
country are being interested in the tax
repeal campaign. Through C. H. de
B ruler of Georgia the National Chamber
of Commerce, one of the most influential bodies of business men in the country, is considering an invitation to support the campaign.
Phil Gleichman of Detroit has already received a favorable reply from
the Detroit Chamber of Commerce
whose support he sought.
Through Harry Leonhardt of Los Angeles and A. ofP. the
Michael
al counsel
Los Narlian,
Angeles generFilm
Board of Trade, the California State
Legislature will be asked to come out in
support of the tax repeal measures.
These encouraging reports show that
the campaign plans outlined by the
Committee on Legislation and Tax are
bearing fruit. There should be no difficulty in interesting local civic organizations, since investigation has shown
that the war taxes are generally discountry. approved by merchants throughout the
Forward Maine Petitions
EASTPORT, MAINE.— Ten feet of
signatures affixed to petitions asking
Congress to repeal the motion picture
taxes were forwarded this week to ConThe signMaine. and
gressman Petersofof Eastport
ers are residents
Calais,
Me.
47

C. B. PRICE
Of C. B. Price Company, Inc., which has
secured the exclusive rights to a series
of fifteen single-reel Indian dramas
featuring Mona Darkfenther.
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Arrangements Being Made
in Twenty-Eight
Large Cities to Provide Special Service
for Schools and Churches
As part of the vast program of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to
distribute motion pictures to churches,
clubs, schools, and other non-theatrical
institutions, David K. Niles, general
manager of the Non-Theatrical Distribution Department, has prefected arrangements for the establishment of
special Paramount Non-Theatrical exchanges in twenty-eight of the principal
cities of this country. Each of these exchanges will be manned by a staff of
special service men, trained to meet the
needs of clergymen, educators and other
civic leaders who may wish to exhibit
motion pictures.
Non-Theatrical Exchanges
These exchanges, it is announced, will
be known as the Paramount Non-Theatrical Exchanges, and their sole object
will be to handle films and supply service to non-theatrical exhibitors.
All parts of the country are represented in the list of exchanges which
Mr. Niles has established, and they wfll
begin functioning when the first of the
non-theatrical pictures are ready for distribution in about two weeks.
Cities Are Selected
There will be three Paramount NonTheatrical exchanges in New England.
To Build New Theatre
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Daniel E. Hyman will build a one-story motion picture
theatre at Elmwood avenue and 17th street,
at a cost of $25,000. Work will be begun
at once.

.F. HOIIKHT l"A I, I/INK
WIki In beinfc stnrrcd in the fifteen episode
Mrrllil now
Im-Iiik ofmildcSupreme
by Sidney
Reynold*, president
Pictures,
Ine.

The
addresses'
8 Shawmut
Boston;
85 Marketare street,
Portland,street,
Me.,
and 132 Meadow street, New Haven.
Two exchanges will handle the business
in New York State, one at 145 Franklin
street, Buffalo, and the other in New
York City. The other Paramount NonTheatrical exchanges "will be in Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincinnatti, Cleveland, Chicago, Minneapolis,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Detroit, Des
Moines, Omaha, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Charlotte, Salt
Lake City, Denver, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Seattle and Portland.
Pearl White Narrowly
Escapes Severe Injury
Pearl White, William Fox star, narrowly escaped severe injury while making an appeal for the benefit for the
Tanner orphans in Chicago. Miss White
was telling a crowd about the benefit at
the Auditorium from the running board
of her automobile at Ashland avenue
and Sixty-third street.
A small truck raced into the crowd
and crashed into Miss White's machine.
The star escaped injury by vaulting
to safety almost as the crash came.

A

JOH1V I .. INCE
Who Is directing: Viola Dana, the dainty
Screen Classics, Inc., star, in an elaborate picturization of "Please Get Married," the Oliver
Morosco
by James
Cnllen
and stage
Lewissuccess,
Allen
Browne.
Zion Film Reorganized
The Zion Films, Inc., has reorganized.
S. Adler, former president has resigned.
M. Kehlman, vice president, becomes
general manager. A second production
will be started immediately.

Temperamental
Wife" To Open
In New
York at Strand Theatre

Constance Talmadge's first National
picture, "A Temperamental Wife," a
John Emerson-Anita Loos production,
will have its first presentation at the
Strand Theatre the week of September
14, and will then be shown at the Brooklyn Strand, the week of September 21.
All of the other five Constance Talmadge First Nationals to follow 'A
Temperamental
Wife,"at will
also York
have
their initial showing
the New
and Brooklyn Strands.
Nevada Senator Is Husband
In "A Temperamental Wife," Miss
Talmadge in the role of Billie Billings,
pretty, capricious and afflicted with an
unreasonably jealous nature, has a novel
assortment of laughable experiences
both before and after her marriage to
the prim Senator Newton, from Nevada.
Billienever
wouldn't
any manwoman.
unless he
had
lookedmarry
at another
As the Senator was absolutely ignorant of romance — owing to a sluggish
liver — he seemed to fill the requirements.
But soon Billie found that she didn't
quite like the idea of being the one to
do all the loving. The Senator's health
improves with wedded bliss, and he decides to teach his wife a lesson. He refuses to discharge his pretty stenograjiher and the bottom falls out of Billie's world of dreams.
Runs Away With Count
Enraged, she runs away with a Bulgarian Count. Winning back the affec-

tions of her apparently hard-hearted
husband, affords Billie a goodly assortment of adventures and plenty of work,
and the audience plenty of laughs.
Chief in support of Constance Talmadge, is Wyndham Standing, in the
role of the Senator. Armand Kaliz
plays the role of the Count. "A TemKirkland. peramental Wife" was directed by David
"Right to Happiness"
Given Trade Showing
"The Right to Happiness," Dorothy
Phillip's latest Jewel Production, was
given an invitation showing at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, on Tuesday, September 4. An audience, comprised of prominent exhibitors, and ladies interested in
the development of motion pictures
along better lines, watched the unreeling of the production and at the end
pronounced themselves satisfied that it
is a splendid picture.
Dr. Samuel Atkinson of the Jewel Chicago office, opened the program witli a
few terse and well chosen words introducing the picture and asking for the
views of those present, upon it. Dr.
Atkinson's remarks were followed by a
short overture, rendered by the Orchestra Hall Orchestra, the lights dimmed
out and the picture opened. Throughout its entire eight reels it held the attention of those invited to pass upon it.
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(Special to the HERALD)
XEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 9.— The First National Exhibitor's Circuit has closed a contract with Louis B. Mayer, whereby it will distribute
the series of six features starring Mildred Harris Chaplin, which are to be
produced from adaptions of successful books and plays, personally selected
for the star by Mr. Mayer.
Mrs. Chaplin, wife of the famous comedian, has entirely recovered
from her recent serious illness and work on her first feature will be
started in time to make possible first run presentation later in December.
Joseph Henabery Secured as Director
Joseph Henabery, who wrote and directed "His Majesty, the American," starring Douglas Fairbanks, which is the initial offering of the
United Artists, will direct Mildred Harris Chaplin in the entire series.
The stories which have been secured
for Mrs. Chaplin include the following:
"Old Dad," by Eleanor Hallowell Abbott.
"Pollyop of the Storn Country," by
Grace Miller White.

George Broadhurst
Sells Film Rights
To Famous Players
(Special to the HERALD)
XEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 9.— The
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has
signed a contract with George Broadhurst whereby it acquires rights to all
his plays, both those which are already
proved successes and those which he
may write in the future.
Broadhurst as a playwright is unique
in the number of his successes. Among
them are "Bought and Paid For," "Law
of the Land," "Man of the Hour" and
"Today." His first successes were farces,
"What Happened to Jones" and "Why
Smith Left Home." The latter has already been filmed by Famous Players,
with Bryant Washburn in the leading
Broadhurst was sixteen years old when
part.
he began writing plays. He was then
working for the Chicago Board of 1 rade
and patronizing Hooley's Theatre (now
Powers'). In 1917 he built the Broadhurst Theatre and entered the producing field.

LOUIS B. MAYER
Who has announced that the special productions starring Mildred Harris Chaplin
will be distributed by First National
Exhibitors' Circuit.
"Foolish Youth," by Louise Winter.
"They All Bear Watching," by Alice
Roberts.
"Danger," by H. H. Van Loan.
"Watch Your Wife," by E. Mason
Hopper.
"The Inferior Sex," by Maxine Elliott.
First National is already distributing
Louis
tions. B. Mayer's Anita Stewart produc-

Cleveland's First Film
Theatre Being Torn Down
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— One of Cleveland's landmarks is about to pass out of
existence. The first motion picture theatre opened in Cleveland is to be torn
down to make room for another theatre
more up-to-date and larger.
Eighteen years ago the American
Amusement
Cleveland's
first picture Company
house onopened
Superior
avenue,
next to the Hollenden Hotel. Nine years
later it moved to Superior avenue, opposite the Cleveland Hotel.
Now a new, up-to-date theatre will
rise on the site of the old American. It
will seat 950 and be ready about December 1.
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Goldwyn Purchases
John Fox, Jr., Novel
For Jack Pick ford
(Special to the HERALD)
NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 9.—
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has secured one of the most widely read American novels in acquiring the photoplay
rights to "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come," by the late John Fox, Jr.,
as the first starring vehicle for Jack
Pickford, who recently signed a long
term contract with Goldwyn.
Particular interest centers in the picturization of this story because of the
unique place which this author won for
himself among American authors. Mr.
Fox, who died this year, devoted his life
to interpreting the lives of mountaineers
of Eastern Kentucky, their loves and
their feuds, and their home life.
"The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come" is his best known novel and since
its first publication as a serial in Scribner'siesMagazine
a million
of the bookmorehavethanbeen
sold. copThe
picturized version of the story has been
based on the original book and on the
play made by Eugene Walter. In its
dramatic form it was an immense success.
Jack Pickford, who is now at the Culver City studio, suggested the purchase
of the screen rights to the book for him.
Offers Reward for
Arrest of Thieves
Manager Mueller of the Broadway
theatre, 5206 Broadway, and the Leland
theatre, 4716 Lincoln avenue, Chicago,
has offered a reward of $50 for information leading to the arrest and conviction
of thieves who stole the mechanisms and
lenses at both of his theatres recently.
At the Broadway, he had Simplex machines, mechanism numbers 8267 and
8297. At the Leland theatre he had 1916
Motiograph
bers 2165485 machines,
and 2165476.mechanism numDetroit Syndicate Buys
Two Ionia Playhouses
IONIA, MICH.— The Regent and
Family Theatres of this city, formerly
under the management of Clifford Snell,
has been purchased by a Detroit syndicate which is establishing a chain of
theatres in this part of the state.
H. B. Zapp and G. A. Ranshaw of
Detroit represented the syndicate in the
negotiations. Ex-Senator Burrill Tripp
of Allegan is understood to be interested
in the deal.
Babe

Ruth to Star
In Motion Pictures

Babe
Ruth, League
heavy hitter
the Boston American
baseballfor team,
who
has
shattered
the
world's
record
for
home runs in one season, is to be starred
in a motion picture to be made on the
west coast this winter, according to gossip in baseball circles.
The name of the producer and the
nature of the feature has not been announced.
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i Eastern Theatres
Boost Admission J

NEW YORK.— As a result of
the increased film rentals, theatres
throughout the east are advancing
admission prices from 3 to 15
cents per seat.
The Rivoli and Rialto boosted
their prices 15 cents; the Loew
Circuit, 5 cents and independent
houses, various sums. The Strand
put a new scale into effect some
time ago. The Fox chain expects
to raise prices about 3 cents per

I
1
§
1

Rentals— Burden Will Probably Be Passed
Onto Public by Increased Admission
1
|
LOS AXGELES, CAL.— Higher film posing contenders were at variance were |
1
rentals for motion picture theatres, big the question of a closed shop and the I
1
of the demand for overtime charges. |
and little, throughout the United States size
While willing to meet the increased |
|
and the world now seem to be inevitable, wage scale, the Producers felt that these I
|
as a result of demands of the various demands for overtime were exorbitant |
^
a closed shop for motion picmechanics' unions and employes of the and that
ture production was an impossibility.
motion picture studios in Los Angeles,
No matter what the outcome of the ^jijijiu jfiij:jiinn mi inu iiiirinn tifirisi(iiiii) n miiiJuiMiiiiiiiiniiuiimiiiiiJirijriiiiiiiiiijriiijtmiiiuuitmB^I
and vicinity.
present controversy, wages will go up, | seat.
Weeks Visits Exchange
Their demands, submitted in the form and this fact coupled with the increase
CHARLES
A. WEEKS, general manof a written agreement to go into ef- of from forty to seventy per cent in
ager of the Benj. B. Hampton Producstudio materials, as has already been
fect September first, call for a greater
tions, stopped off in Chicago on Saturoutlined in the trade papers of the moincreased wage scale for carpenters,
day, Sept. 6, for a conference with Sidtion picture industry, will necessitate
electricians, painters, grips, property
higher rentals than ever.
ney J. Goldman, Chicago, district manmen, gang foremen and unskilled labor,
This in turn will unquestionably re- tion. ager for the W. W. Hodkinson corporasult in higlier charges to the ultimate
with further demands for overtime, SunMr. Weeks left Saturday evening for
day and holiday work.
consumer, the public, in the way of increased theatre admission charges, ex- Los Angeles, where he will confer with
Increased Wages Are Granted
Mr. Hampton, after which he will make
actly as has been done by all other
These demands were made on all the businesses that have had to meet after a tour of various important distributing
centers.
studios operating in Hollywood, and at the war high-priced conditions.
a meeting of the Motion Picture Producers Association, at which were present representatives of practically every
studio in Los Angeles, August 26, it was
agreed that the wage scale demanded
Cla ims
Qual lty Tra de
Mark
Ne cessary
by the unions be accepted.
RANDOLPH
BARTLETT
DECLARES
EXHIBITOR
The Producers' Association was willing to get together with the union
AND PUBLIC ARE GUIDED BY BRAND NAMES;
representatives and a United States
DISAGREES WITH EXHIBITORS
HERALD
Government mediator, as was done last
year. This the Unions refused, and the
Producers Association was further conciliatory and agreed to meet the union
If it appears on a few bad productions
Xew York, Sept. 6, 1919.
representatives direct in order to enit will sumesoon
its meaning, or rather asTo the Editor Exhibitors Herald:
a new lose
meaning.
deavor to come to a mutually satisfactory agreement which would prevent the
In the course of today's work three matYou quote Biograph as a trade name
closing down of all the studios.
ters came to my attention, as follows :
which now "is but an echo from another
The companies represented in the sitera." This is an unworthy argument.
1. A telegram from Tom Arthur, manuation were Famous Players, Fox,
ager of the Cecil Theatre, Mason City, Biograph has not produced pictures in lour
Metro, Universal and others, and a furyears. When it was in operation, the trade
ther conference was called for August
Iowa, reading : "Eugene O'Brien in 'The mark, as you admit, meant "Sterling."
28. The only points on which the opPerfect Lover' opened yesterday to capacity Then it began to mean something else.
Then it meant nothing, because it was not
and packed them in again today. Wonderful production and talk of the town. used. But there are thousands upon thousans of fans today who remember with
Positively the greatest drawing card we
keenest pleasure that their first picture
ever played. Selznick productions are thrills were through Biograph and hardly
one of them now can tell you who were
making us real money."
2. A full page advertisement for your the stars or what the stories.
There is this, however, to be said conpublication, which I had prepared to excerning trade marks. In the picture busiplain to exhibitors of Selznick Pictures
ness it has been the custom to make extravagant claims, and this tendency has
why it is to their interest to use the Selznick Trademark in advertising these pro- been reflected in the choice of trade marks.
In many instances these signs manual claim
ductions.
absolute supremacy for the product. This
3. Your editorial, ''Are Trade Marks
is why I have added the argument that the
Dying ?" wherein you argue that they are.
Selznick trade mark stands for a personReference to the advertising pages will
ality. The name Selznick means something
show the arguments I advance in favor of definite in the mind of every exhibitor in
the countrv, and through Selznick Pictures
the trade mark. Mr. Arthur's telegram
it will have a definite meaning for the pubsubstantiates the first of these. "Selznick
lic. In other words, it is a personality and
not a boast, when it is flashed upon the
productions are making us real money," he screen
and shown in the advertisements.
says. If you ever had access to the mail
Most important of all, however, is the
received daily by the great "fan" magazines, you would know that the patrons of linking of a big national advertising campaign with the trade mark. When we adtheatres watch very closely indeed the
vertise Olive Thomas,Owen
Eugene
O'Brien.
output and the stars and directors of the Elaine Hammerstein,
Moore
and
various companies.
m LBEL ii MESNE m on
Elsie
Janis
as
Selznick
stars,
we
are
creatYou
cannot
fool
the
public
with
a
trade
Wholo ploy
Iiiim hi.i
iM'fii BlffBGd
William Fox
ing in the(Continued
public mindona page
condition
mark.
oppMltG
Wflllom l»yItiiKNcll.
68) receptive
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CUTTING
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Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly — and With a Punch
By THE * REPORTER
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Profitable
Exploitation
THE INTRODUCTION OF Exploitation men in the various exchanges
of the distribution concerns has aroused
the antagonistic comment of at least one
organization in the field.
The attitude of this organization toward
the exploitation men is that they are an
expense, in many cases needless, which will
have to be borne by the exhibitor. Upon
analysis of the scheme, however, this conclusion seems a little tit hasty as if these
exploitation men are really men who can
live up to the name given them, there is no
reason why they should not be a great
asset. Exploitation heads like Claud Saunders. Bert Adler and others of similar type
are men who have been in this game for a
long while and know it from every angle.
They have operated houses and shows and
are competent to give any exhibitor, even
the best, advice and assistance that is valuable.
If the companies employing these exploitation executives are willing to spend sufficient money in salaries to secure the right
type of men, there is no reason why an individual exploitation- man should not be of
vital assistance to exhibitors in a very
practical way.
The Reporter thinks that by far the system in need of greater correction and
change is that of having the exploitation
material going out from the home offices
prepared in most cases by men who have
not any knowledge of what is needed by the
exhibitor.
The preparation of exploitation material
needs just as practical men to originate it
as does the actual field exploitation.
Indefinite Run Introduced in
Rialto and Rivoli Theatres
IT IS STATED THAT "THE MIRACLE
Man," after moving from the Cohan Theatre to the Rialto and Rivoli Theatres, will
institute beginning of indefinite runs of
really big pictures in these two houses.
This development is significant inasmuch as
it spells the beginning of really worthwhile engagements for big pictures of merit
that will place them more in the light of
attractions than of a film with limited entertainment value.
Long Life to
Chaplin Productions
THE FACT THAT THE RIVOLI
and Rialto Theatres of Xew York City

re vf.tt r?. re rs^re.re re re re re rere re re re fb^ss^

have booked the early Chaplin releases
which are being reissued is amazing
proof of the long life and enduring qualities of these productions.
I
+
WHAT

DO

YOU

THINK

The Reporter has had letters
from various members of the industry touching on important
subjects and many of these presented such interest angles that
it has been decided to publish a
series of these letters under the \
above heading, and give the trade
at large an opportunity to make
comment upon the subjects discussed.
We welcome your comment,
and will publish each statement
made whenever possible. Address your correspondence to
The Reporter, care of Exhibitors
Herald, 41J So. Dearborn St.,
Chicago.
Is 35r6 of High
Receipts Too
Dear Reporter:
I am a first run exhibitor in a
large town. I have been approached by various competing
salesmen representing first class
product, and one salesman made a
statement that he felt an exhibitor
should pay 35' c of his weekly revenue through the box-office, for
film rental.
I personally believe that this
percentage is too high and that the
j exhibitor who consistently pays
this amount year in and year out,
will not make the profit he is entitled to. However, I am keen to
get the opinion of some of my
brother exhibitors on the subject,
and would be glad if you would
find some means of securing them
for me.
Yours very truly,
F. J. M.
Big Xew York houses are not the only
ones who are using this material, as many
other leading theatres throughout the country are also reported as having arranged
for dates on the entire series of twelve pictures.
The edurance of popularity is perhaps a
little unusual and abnormal in the film busi51

ness, but it only goes to show that if a production is made with a sufficiently unique
appeal, it will practically live forever.
In this connection the plan of the W. H.
Productions Company to sell outright prints
of an early Chaplin comedy is extremely
interesting, inasmuch as it is conceivable
that an exhibitor buying one of these prints
can revive it from time to time almost indefinitely provided he did not show it at too
short intervals.
"Broken Blossoms"
Through United Artists
THE FACT THAT THE GRIFFITH
production will be distributed by the United
Artists has occasioned quite some surprise.
From all reports available it is very evident
that Griffith received an unusually big price
for this picture and one that will keep the
United Artists Selling Corporation busy
digging up money to pay for it. Under the
above agreement "Broken Blossoms" will
now be listed as the first Griffith picture to
go through the United Artists and will
help to build in the gap between the first
Fairbanks and the first Pickford. "Broken
Blossoms," which is a big picture in a different way, will be an interesting example
to follow, inasmuch as it has claimed to be
a production that will not be popular in any
but the first run houses. The statement has
been made time and time again that this
picture has not the small town popularity
requirements.
The Reporter is inclined to differ from this
opinion and feels that the sheer artistry
protraved by Griffith in the production will
guarantee its success.
American Film
Announces Plans
AS QUOTED BY THE REPORTER IX
these columns a short time ago, the American Film Company, having decided to dispense with the majority of its stars was
about due to make a statement concerning
its future plans.
From information available, it is evident
that this organization has far-sightedly realized the trend of the market today, and is
about to produce special pictures of the better type for which there is believed to be
an excellent market.
The Reporter believes that this decision
of the American is indeed wise and that if
properly carried out and based on story
material of real merit, the future should
hold even brighter promise than the past.
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Pictures Only Basis
For Future Market

British Situation
Clearing

THERE ISN'T THE SLIGHTEST
doubt that the motion picture market is
steadily but surely stabilizing itself. We
have had a lot of argument in reference to
the relative merit of stars and stories.
Arguments pro and con have been advanced and largely from partisan standpoints, but it is very plainly evident that
the picture as the whole will be the only
standard of value in the market in the
future.

IT IS VERY EVIDENT THAT THE
British film situation is rapidly clearing up.
The wiseness of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corp. in interesting English capital in their
enterprise, to a large degree is now apparent,
inasmuch as it has enabled Major Davies,
head of the organization, and a native born
Britisher, to issue statements which have
automatically refuted the allegations made
by the agitated and restless section of the
British trade.
If the American industry maintains the
common sense attitude that it has up to
date on this subject, and nothing of an
inflammatory or irritating nature is put in
print, there is no reason why the process of
internationalizing the film industry as far
as France and England is concerned, should
not proceed apace.

Paramount's sales plan for the new season is strongly indicative of this fact. While
it is true that they have practically the same
number of stars that they had before, and
that each star will make approximately the
same number of pictures as before, yet the
Paramount Company is selling not so many
Bennetts or so many Rays, but rather a
total number of pictures per year, in which
will be included a certain definite number
of productions from each star.
In other words, in The Reporter's estimation, the Famous Players-Lasky Company has realized that pictures are, after all,
the real thing in the industry and that they
must not build their house from the shifting
sands of the stars, but rather convince the
exhibitor of their ability to make good pictures consistently and upon this basis get
his continued support.
Goldwyn with their eminent authors, is
working upon a much similar plan and The
Reporter has been informed that Goldwyn
is not going to ask its authors for more
than two stories a year per individual.
THREE

PRINCIPALS

A Loew First Run
House in New York
ANOTHER GUN IN THE HUGE FILM
campaign was fired last week, when it was
announced that Loew would have a first run
picture house at Broadway and 45th street.
This will further open up the first run sitution in New York and make another big
house available for first run pictures. The
Loew house extant have always been second
run theatres, and the present move is logical. No doubt it is also a carefully planned
development in the entire campaign being
carried out by Mr. Loew, Mr. Zukor and
their associates.
A Coming
Director
THERE IS A YOUNG MAN AT PRESent making a picture for Ince who has
made several productions for Lasky, that
IN WILLIAM

deserves watching. His name is Irvin Willat, and his success has been meteoric.
He made "False Faces" with Walthall for
Ince, which from the standpoint of direction and the mastery of intricate detailing is
splendid and very wonderful. His latest
production is "The Grim Game" with Houdini, now showing on Broadway, and after
the spectator has watched the picture in its
various developments, he is amazed that a
director could follow it and keep all the
multiple threads clean and clear, during the
disjointed process of production.
Willat is now engaged in making a special for Ince, which will be released, it is
understood, as a Super-Special by Paramount-Artcraft. With this picture completed, and on the market, Willat deserves
a place in the class with Tourneur, Melford
Miller, etc.
Canadian
Discrimination
THE SECTION @F THE PROVINCE
of Ontario fostered by the Hon. Mr. McGarry, forcing all persons showing pictures
to be British citizens is not the sort of
action we anticipated or appreciate from
Canada. As a broad minded nation, such
unnecessary and drastic restrictions do not
or are not by any means excused by their
recent agitation against the too much
Americanism in the pictures being imported.
At least a reasonable length of time
should be given to a theatre owner, in Canada, say a year to find out if he desires to
remain in business in the country, and if so
at that time a limited degree of citizenship
might be called for, but to force him to
become naturalized immediately upon his
entrance into the Province and taking up
this line of business is calculated to repel
such importation of capable brains that
would do the industry in Canada a lot of

FOX'S PRODUCTION good.
OF "CHECKERS'

Thomna J. Cnrrlirnn (left), Tnnininny Young; nnd CnrrlKnn (renter) anil .lemi Acker (rlfcM), to whoac rrnllHtle work much of the »uceeMN of the nereen production of Henry M. HIonmoiii'n fcrcnt HtiiKe mucccnm In attributed. "Checker*" I* now miming nt the Centrnl
Thentre on llrondwny, l\c»v York, nnd other lendlnjr flml run houncN throuKhout the country.
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Two
Big Specials — Short
Subjects On
List
The month of September will see the
the advantages accruing from the prerelease Theatre.
showing of "Evangeline"
the
publication for the new year, of a repreWilliam Fox Opens
44th Street
The news ofat this
sentative assortment of big William
engagement
has
spread
like
wildfire
Expanded Program
Fox screen productions, including a
over the country, arousing keen interest
wide range of stories having an appeal
Announcement of the list of
among theatre
educational societies, schools managers,
and colleges.
for all classes of theatres and all classes
of audiences.
productions
published
by Wil-of
Mr. Walsh's cameraman on "Evanliam Fox for
the month
These pictures are forerunners in the
geline" waswho J.canD. always
Jennings,
photographer
be adepended
greatly expanded program announced by
September is of special imporupon
for
the
finest
possible
light
and
Fox for the season of 1919-20 — which
tance to exhibitors on account
tone.
includes among the stars William Farof the expanded program of
The beautiful Miriam Cooper plays
num, Pearl White, Tom Mix, Theda
the title role in the picture, supported
the Fox Film Corporation for
Bara, Gladys Brockwell, George Walsh,
the coming year.
by a cast of sterling players which inWilliam Russell, Madlaine Traverse, Alcludes Albert Roscoe, Spottiswoode AitWilliam Farnum, Pearl
bert
Ray,
Elinor
Fair
and
Peggy
Hyken, James Marcus and Paul Weigel.
land. Besides the stellar vehicles of
White,
Tom
Mix,
Theda
Bara,
these favorites, the program for the
Publish "La Belle Russe"
Gladys Brockwell, George
forthcoming season comprises a generThe second of the features for Septemous sprinkling of the humorous Fox
Walsh, William Russell, Madber 21 is one of the Theda Bara series,
Sunshine Comedies and the Muti and
laine Traverse, Albert Ray,
a -marvelously fine adaptation of David
Elinor
Fair
and
Peggy
Hyland
Jeff
Fisher. Animated Cartoons by "Bud"
Belasco's famous stage story play "La
are included in the list of stars
Belle Russe." Miss Bara in this enacts
a dual role.
"The Splendid Sin" First
to be featured during the year.
"La Belle Russe" as a stage play
In the order of September features
The list for the month inachieved astounding success in all the
the statuesque Madlaine Traverse heads
cludes
two
big
specials
which
cities
of the country and also achieved
the long list of productions in an Excel
popularity abroad. The late William
are to go on the open market
picture entitled "The Splendid Sin." This
Winter declared it was a most note— "Evangeline" and "La Belle
story according to trade journal reviewworthy addition to the works of the
ers who have seen it, is a forceful, draAmerican theatre. The scenario for
matic tale, enabling the talented Miss
this film was made by Charles J. Brabin,
Traverse to show her admirers the
Russe."
who. wrote and directed "Kathleen
finest piece of emotional acting she has
had the opportunity of exhibiting before work for Fox. Friend F. Baker was the Mavourneen" in which Miss Bara is now
appearing
the 44th St. Theatre with
a camera.
cameraman — and his work is always of phenomenal at success.
the first class.
The
story
of
"The
Splendid
Sin"
is
the work of that well-known screen
An outstanding feature of "La Belle
Another September 14 publication —
Russe" is the wonderfully fine work of
writer, E. Forest, who has contributed
the new series of Sunshine ComMiss Bara in the dual role — which has
many successful entertainments to the one ofedies— is
a comic two-reel picture, been handled by Mr. Brabin in a way
motion picture field. Denison Clif, an
in Society," heralded as equal- which marks it as a new departure in
expert technician of the silent drama, "Dabbling
ing in mirth merit the funniest of the double-exposures on the screen. In sevis credited with the adaptation of the
eral scenes the star is seen in both charplay, and Walter Williams turned the famous "Lucky Thirteen" which still are
acters simultaneously, the two figures
them in throughout the councrank of the camera, with Howard M. packing
try; exhibitors evidently finding them in being in such close proximity as to perMitchell as the director. The supporting
plex even the spectator to whom the
feature. The famous Suncast, which includes Charles Clarym, a big drawing
shine Beauty Brigade, morever, has a double-exposure in screen photography
Jeanne Calhoun, Wheeler Oakman. Eli- following all its own among the fans.
no longer is a novelty. The photognor Hancock, George Hackathorn and
rapher responsible for this advanced
The third for this date is a "Mutt and
Edwin Booth Tilton, is certainly a strong
entitled "All That Glitters Is Not." work is George Lane.
group. This production was published Jeff"
showing these humorous little India-Ink
In the cast with Miss Bara are WarSeptember 7.
figures in a series of exciting and novel burton Gamble, Marian Stewart, Robert
On the same date the first of the Sep- adventures.
Lee Keeling, William B. Davidson, Alice
tember "Mutt
and number
Jeff" series
was pubWilson and Robert Vivian.
September 21 Important
lished— the
initial
of these
two
black-and-white comics in their round
September 21 is a date of especial imPeggy Hyland Feature
of the world tour with their famous
portance inthe Fox schedule, and means
The piquant and popular Peggy Hymuch
to
municipalities
interested
in
the
creator, Capt. "Bud" Fisher. This is
land plays the part in the third
said to be an excruciatingly funny ani- educational value of the motion picture. Fox picture
for the 21st, a comedymated cartoon. It is entitled "Mutt and This is the day set for the publication
felicitously named "The Merryof the great William Fox special pro- drama
Jeff in Switzerland."
Go-Round," in which she appears as an
duction — "Evangeline" — Henry Wads- enchanting
gypsy maiden who discovers
Gladys Brockwell's Success
worth
Longfellow's
immortal
poem
September 14 is the date for three adapted to the silent drama by R. A. the parents from whom she was kidnapped as aman
babeof and
also choice,
finds happiFox productions. Among them is one Walsh. Mr. Walsh directed this amness in the
her own
after
bitious picture in a mp.nner which has adventures
which move with swiftness
of the charming Gladys Brock-well's elicited unstinted praise from reviewers
best her
vehicles,
of aThis
woman's
and
code aof story
honor.
pictureloveis and critics who have seen Mr. Fox's and unbroken interest.
Merry-Go-Round" was adapted
"Broken Commandments." It is one of own presentation of th? picture at the by"The
Douglas Bronson from an original
the Victory series and typical of the 44th Street Theatre in New York —
where it is still thrilling thousands by story by Richard Washburn Child,
standard set by Fox for this brand.
author of many novels, short stories and
beauty and sincerity with which it successful
"Broken Commandments" is an orig- the
picture plays.
inal story written by John Clymer and follows the original story.
Under the direction of Edmund LawRuth Ann Baldwin with scenario form
Exhibitors who have booked- this big
rence. Miss Hyland has created a most
by Miss Baldwin. It was directed by Fox special have already acknowledged
and the home office fetching role, and the whole offering
Frank Beal, who has done some very fine to Fox exchanges 53
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Iteports from the West Const state that there are hundreds of men applying' daily for
parts in I>el Kuth's Sunshine Comedies, published by William Fox. The above snapfrom "Dabbling
Society" with
showsthislive
for the rush. Who wouldn't
want shot
a job
in the same incompany
bevyreasons
of beauties?
is said to carry with it an appeal which
should grip audiences of all classes and
ages.
Among those engaged to support the
star are such favorites as handsome Jack
Mulhall, Edward Jobson, Edwin B. Tilton, Vera Lewis, Robert Walker, Willard
Louis, and Lule Warrenton.
It" is theCartoon
name
of "Everybdoy's
the Mutt and Doing
Jeff Animated
for the week of September 21. The best
of
Bud areFisher's
clean
wit and
humor
said to bright,
be in this
one-reel.
The last three pictures from the Fox
Film Corporation for the month of September are scheduled for the 28th, and
compromise one Excel picture, one Suncartoon.shine Comedy and one "Mutt and Jeff"
Walsh in "From Now On"
The Excel is a splendid vehicle for the
athletic George Walsh. It is classed as
a melodrama dealing with the halfworld,
is called
"From
It is aand
gripping
story
and Now
gives On."
Mr.
Walsh a role for fullest display of his
histrionic talent than any he ever had
before.
The story was written by Frank L.
Packard, achieved
whose "The
Man" hasin
recently
such Miracle
great success
New York.
K. A. Walsh, who is a brother of the
star, directed this production after writing the scenario from the story of Mr.
I'ackard. With Mr. Walsh, as cameraman, was Joseph Ruttcnberg, one of the
most capable of the large Fox staff; and
between director and photographer have
been developed some striking interiors
in the slums where many scenes of the
picture arc laid.
Strong Supporting Cast
The cast supporting Mr. Walsh includes Regina Quinn. Mario Maicruni,
1 '.-till Kverton, Tom Walsh and Cesere

Gravina, and several hundred persons
figure in the big metropolitan street
scenes depicting life in the underworld
— always of interest to the theatre-going
public.
"His Naughty Wife" suggests many
humorous possibilities contained in the
Fox Sunshine Comedy listed for the 28th.
A "Mutt and Jeff" cartoon. "In Spain,"
completes the list of Fox Film Corporation for September.
Both of these two last named offerings are said to represent the last word
in broad, wholesome humor, meeting
the popular demand for light, clean
screen entertainment.
The Fox schedule of twelve offerings
for the month embraces practically
every type of entertainment from farce
comedy to the strongest drama, and all
are said to maintain the high standards
established by the Fox organization. The
productions all are backed by far-reaching publicity and live advertising campaigns, planned to bring to exhibitors
the best results.
New Tacoma Theatre
TACOMA, WASH.— Peter David has
opened to the West End motion picture
enthusiasts his fourth theatre. Equipped
with the most up-to-date projectors and
modeled upon the latest lines of theatre
construction, the house is modern in every
respect.
Laemmle in Chicago
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Mfg. Co., arrived in Chicago on Sunday,
Sept. representatives
7, for a two-days'of
conference
with local
the organization. Mr. Laemmle is returning to New York after an extended
stay at Universal City.
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Cissy Fitzgerald
Comedy Series Is
Secured by World
World Pictures announces the signing of contracts that will give this company the distributing rights to a series
of two-reel comedies that will be produced by the Cissy Fitzgerald Film Corporation. Miss Fitzgerald will be the
star of these productions and is well
fitted for the position. This international artist has had considerable experience in screen work having been
associated with the Vitagraph Company
for several years both in short subjects
as well as five and six-reel features.
Some years ago Charles Frohman was
attracted to the work of a young English miss who was in one of George
Edwardes' companies playing at the
Shaftsbury Theatre, London. He engaged her for America. The play that
brought her fame here and which also
elevated her to the position of the leading musical comedy comedienne in England was "The Foundling." Her famous
wink and kick was the by-word of the
time and so enormous was her vogue in
America, alone, that her first season
tour in this city netted a profit of over
one hundred and twenty-five thousand
dollars which at that time was an unheard of sum to make out of a play in
one season.
Then she went back to England and
appeared for a solid year in London and
thereafterlowingtoured
"provinces."
Folwhich shetheappeared
in South
Africa, Australia. Xew Zealand and India. It is said that Cissy Fitzgerald has
appeared in more countries than any
actress the world has ever known.
Miss Fitzgerald will begin work immediately and will specialize on polite
comedies in contradistinction to the socalled "slapstick."
Charlotte Walker
Star for American
NEW YORK.— Information from the
Coast names Charlotte Walker as the
star of a special motion picture production now being made by the American
Film Company at Santa Barbara. With
Miss Walker are associated Thomas
Santschi and Wheeler Oakman, both of
whom were members of the old Selig
Company in its heyday. Just what Miss
Walker is doing in the way of picturemaking, that is to say the title of the
feature, is not given, the only clue being
a big ballroom scene.
Goldwyn Signs Director
William Parke, experienced in directing
motion picture productions of every type,
has been added to the Goldwyn staff and is
already actively engaged in directing the
Pauline Frederick producing unit.
Theatre Changes Hands
MICHIGAN CITY, IND.— Jacob and
Abe Wallerstein, the latter of Laportc.
have purchased the Starland theatre and
will operate it along the same lines as have
been followed in the past. Jacob Wallerstein will be actively in charge of the future of the plaj liciuse.
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Intelligent Service — "Great Stars, Popular Vehicles, Competent Directors and Beautiful Photography" Component Parts
Elsewhere Realart expresses itself: Realart idea is an extension to the
Realart Pictures Corporation this
week announces its policy for the "A great actress is one who possesses
motion picture industry of that closeyouth, beauty and talent; a popular ve- knit relation and the realization of the
season of 1919-1920. The announcement
common welfare which is the basis for
hicle
is
one
which
has
indelibly
imis somewhat different from that to which
pressed itself upon the mind of the the success of those corporations in all
exhibitors have been accustomed because
public as a successful novel, story or other industrial lines that reflect the best
play; competent
in the
co- ideals of modern American business.
it is declared to apply "forever," rather
ordination of thedirection
various lies
factors
which
"Realart's message to the exhibitor
than to be limited to a short period.
make up the photoplay. The Realart
may, therefore, be summed up in a stateEmphasis is laid on Realart ideals — a idea is to ensure a Satisfaction to the
ment of the Realart idea, as applied to
motion picture public that will reflect production and distribution: to work for
theme peculiar to all the advertising
which Arthur S. Kane has done since
its quality
in better
increased
box-office
re- the mutual interest of producer and exturns. For in
business
lies, after
hibitor by blending essential factors into
he took the presidency of the new cona harmonious whole that will tend to
cern. His first pledge, and many of all. the only proper criterion of sustained excellence." plan of the corporawards Policy
perfection."
the succeeding ones, as a Realart stateThe distribution
Must Be Permanent
tion is also set on the same high plane
ment notes, was to the exhibitor.
Such
a
policy,
it is argued, cannot be
in the scope with which it covers the seasonal. Its value,
indeed, lies in the
Service both prompt and intelligent was
country and in the personnel of the success of the endeavor to make it
promised.
men at the helm of national and local
permanent. The idea of Mr. Kane and
distribution.
Since then, this idea has been amplihis associates is that the exhibitor is
fied, upon the theory, apparently, that
Exhibitor Will Protect Himself
more interested in knowing what Realart's attitude toward him is to be than
there are two angles of a producers'
"The
distribution
phase
of
the
Realart
in
having immediate information reprogram that are of vital interest to the
garding all the productions it may be
idea." say officials of the corporation,
exhibitor — the picture and the distribuRealart's desire to sell to him.
based upon a mutuality of interest
tion plan. It is along these lines that "is
between producer and exhibitor. One
cannot flourish long or prosperously
Realart maintain? its offers of a helping
without the other. The producer who
Second Bill Aims
hand.
gouges the exhibitor or who produces
Four Component Parts
To End Film Tax
poor pictures cannot long endure: the
will protect himself. Similarly,
As to the picture itself, Realart de- exhibitor
(Special to the HERALD)
clares the opinion in its advertising that the exhibitor who fails to do his share
WASHINGTON, D. C— The imposiwill also fall by the wayside. The weltion of a tax on all manufactures except
fare of each is thoroughly interwoven
"the component parts are a great star,
a popular vehicle, competent direction
with that of the other and only those
those of foodstuffs instead of the present
taxes on motion picture films and
and beautiful photography." The ideal will survive who recognize this mutuality admissions, is proposed by Representapicture, it is contended, subordinates no of interest and foster it by proper recitive Jefferis of Nebraska in a bill he has
procity.
one of these elements, nor features any
just introduced in the House of Repre"Realart
distribution
is
permeated
with
one of them to the detriment of the the determination to serve. Courtesy,
sentatives.
The measure calls for the repeal of
square dealing, promptness and hearty section
others. '"The story is the heart of the
800, admission taxes, and 900.
cooperation are its component parts: rental taxes,
picture, the actor its soul, 'the director
as well as the taxes on soft
its brain, and the photography the here again they are blended so that drinks, tobacco
and articles included in
they work with a smoothness and an the excise section,
atmosphere
it
breathes:"
each
is
imand the substitution
portant and perfection is attained only efficiency that keep the wheels going
therefor of a tax of one-half of one per
through the harmonious functioning of without any friction and produce the best cent
on
all
manufactures
results for all concerned.
The basic
all the parts.
MARY

MILES MINTER S DEBUT

AS A REALART

STAR

The dainty little actress is snid to have been civen an exceptional 55opportunity to display her artistry in "Anne of the Green Gables,"
adapted by Fninio Marion from the four "Anne" books by L. X. Montgomery. The feature is still in the course of production.
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and

Thirty-Nine

Theatres

Sign for Feature Within Twenty-Four
Hours After Chicago Books Open
Lincoln Square, Decatur, 111.; AudiWithin twenty-four hours after Sidney
torium, South Bend, Ind.; Fox, Aurora,
J. Goldman, Chicago manager for the
111.; Grand, Macomb, 111.; Park, ChamW. W. Hodkinson Corporation, opened
paign, 111.; Fischer, Danville, 111.; Grand,
his bookings for "The Westerners," the Gary, Ind.; Strand, Clinton, la.; Marfeature had been booked by the two
quette, LaSalle, 111.; Alamo, Monmouth,
111.; Idle Hour, Canton, 111.; Opera
largest Chicago circuits, fourteen lead- House,
Bushnell, 111.; Grand, Blue
ing Chicago theatres and twenty-five
Island, 111.; Bijou, Benton Harbor,
theatres in Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, and Mich.; Caldwell, St. Joseph, Mich.;
Michigan.
Ideal, Lamont, 111.; Castle, BloomingContracts signed during the next few ton, 111.; Strand, Niles, Mich.; Princess,
DeKalb, 111.; Columbia and Empress,
days smashed all records for HodkinPeoria, 111.; Gem, Gary, Ind.; Garden,
son's Chicago office. As the total rap- Davenport, la., and Colonial, Rock
idly increases, it is apparent that the Island, 111.
"This isn't by any means a complete
picturization of Stewart Edward White's
list," said Mr. GoFldman. "It is merely
great novel will stand among the most
to give you an idea of the class of houses
successful of the new season in the all
around this territory into which the
Central West.
picture is drawing large audiences and
Successful Runs Started
sending them away pleased and enthusiastic.
Already the production has opened
Antipathy Is Overcome
successful runs at the theatres controlled
"There's
situation here in this
by Ascher Brothers, and Lubliner and territory, ona queer
the western picture quesTrinz.
tion. Many of the exhibitors, especially
Chicago theatres, in addition to the in Chicago, greeted me with the salutation on "Western pictures will not draw
two circuits, which signed contracts
That,thehowever,
was bewhen the books were first opened, in- in my foretheatre."
they had had
opportunity
of
clude the Vendome, Gold, Hamlin, Tif- viewing "The Westerners" on the
screen.
fin, Harper, Logan Square, Pastime,
Waverly, Linden, Pickford, Crown Hip"Now, 'The Westerners' is almost 100
podrome, Plaisance, Hub, Monogram,
per cent a western picture, with Western settings, Western characters, and a
Famous, and Gaiety, the last named located in South Chicago.
story laid in the Western country. But
First day bookings in the Central it only took a screening to demonstrate
states included the Palm, Rockford, 111.; that this Western picture was far and
away from the beaten track of what is
commonly called typical Western photoplays.
"The exhibitors saw upon the screen,
so they told me, a new type of Western
story, which of course, was natural, as
Mr.noted
White,
author
of 'The
is
in the
literary
field Westerners,'
as a weaver
of stories of the Great West without a
peer. When the boys saw the new feeling which had been injected into the
picture, and the many little touches, here
and
that plane
liftedthey
'ThehadWesterners'
way there,
above the
grown to
expect in a Western picture, they just
naturally
it. because
recognized thewanted
satisfaction
it wouldtheygive
the
folks who were to see it at their theatres.
Getting contracts was simple after they
saw it.
"And from all reports I've heard, 'The
Westerners' is playing to large and well
pleased audiences
the were
same sick
audiences that I hadnightly
been —told
and tired of western pictures."
Extra Salesmen Necessary
Mr. Goldman took over the affairs of
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation in
Chicago a month ago. He pushed "The
Westerners" alone for a few days, until
the sudden discovery by exhibitors in
Chicago territory that it was a picture
they wanted badly swamped him with
H I : m . t . MASON A. BOHOIiIi
business. Now he has the assistance of
Thr <-lever roller skatlnK performer*.
vtImmc nci Mppeam in ttpnntithv 'Vod-Atwo salesmen, and there doesn't seem to
VII Movie*.'
be any let-up in Bight

ALBERT S. LE VIIVO
Scenario writer who has been chosen by
Maxwell Karger to adapt the first of the
Drury Lane plays, recently acquired by
Metro, for all-star production.
Finds Big Demand
For West Comedies
George B. West Returns to
Chicago After Trip
to New York
Returning from a visit of several
weeks in New York, George B. West,
sales manager of the "Billy West Comedies" for the Emerald Film Company,
declared that territory is rapidly being
disposed of and it will be but a short
time before the entire world rights to
the series will be sold.
Foreign rights have already been sol-d.
as well as rights for New England,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, New Jersey, and other states. Negotiations are
pending for several large blocks of the
remaining territory. Bidding is particularly spirited for the Southern states.
Production is progressing rapidly.
Billy West being engaged on his sixth
picture at the present time. The first
live have been passed upon and measure
up to the exacting standard set by Mr.
West and Frederick J. Ireland, owner
of the Emerald studios
"Mustered Out" is the title selected
for the first of the West comedies to
reach the screen. It is to be published
September 15, and especially timely on
account of mustering out of the American army being practically completed.
Announce

Title Change

The title of Norma Talmadge's forthcoming production, "By Right of Conquest." has been changed to "The Broken
Barrier." Arthur Hornblow, editor of the
Theatre magazine, is the author of the
drama and Wyndham Standing will appear
opposite the star.
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Unique

"Back
to God's Country",
to Be Published
by
First National, Taken
Under
Great Difficulty
In

far

North — Wild

The picturization of James Oliver Curwood's story, "Wapi, the Walrus," which
appeared in Good Housekeeping Magazine,
and is to be published by the First National
Exhibitor's Circuit Sept. 29 under the
title of "Back to God's Country," is one
of the most unusual and unique pictures
ever screened. It was produced by the
Curwood-Carver productions of which
Ernest Shipman is sales manager.
There are sixteen different varieties of
wild animals pictured in this special attraction, including wolves, bears, mountain lions, lynx, porcupines and other
of the furry folk. Xo writer knows and
loves wild animals as well as James
Oliver Curwood, and he accompanied the
troop on their trip and personally supervised the shooting of many of the scenes.
Story Centers About Dog
His animal stories in Good Housekeeping and the Cosmopolitan Magazine are
known by millons of readers all over
the United States, who will now have
the opportunity to see these same friends
in real life, as they live in their natural
surroundings in the wilds.
Mr. Curwood has woven an unusually
strong story around Wapi, the Killer, a
gigantic, savage dog, who has been the
foe of man and beast until he comes
under
touch
a woman's
hand. the
His gentle
love for
her ofleads
him to
battle with a whole team of dogs, which
he kills and maims.
The First National has planned an unusually strong advertising campaign to
bring out the beauties and the unusual
features of this picture, as well as getting out a large line of artistic advertising accessories and stunts for exhibitors booking the picture.
Scenes Taken in Far North
Probably the most striking feature of
this picture is that most of the scenes
were taken in the far north, in fact,
north of the 56th parallel, and nearer
the pole than any other picture was
taken.
The company was assembled in California and proceeded on seven different
railroads and finally by dog sledges with
Indian guides to Le9ser Slave lake,
where they camped in shacks on the
ice. On three sides were the frozen
forests and on the other the vast wastes
of the ice fields. There was not a settlement nor a railroad between the camp
and the Arctic ocean.
Nell Shipman, who takes the stellar
role, was the only white woman within
miles around, the others being half
breeds and Indians. Some of the other
whites in the company were Ernest Shipman, the man responsible for the picture, the author; David Hartford, the
director; Wheeler Oakman, the leading
man; Wellington Plater, Ralph Laidlaw
and Charles Arling, who take important
roles.

Animals

Feature

Company Suffers Privations
The company suffered the greatest
privations because of the intense cold,
which was fifty degrees below zero most
of the time and frequently touched sixty
below. Great fires were kept going day
and night to make it possible for the
company to have some degree of warmth
and to do their work.
Despite the greatest precautions, one
of the members of the company died.
Roland Byron, who was first selected as
leading man. The tragedy nearly disrupted the company, but it was finally
decided to go on with the work and
Wheeler Oakman was sent for to take
Mr.
ence Byron's
finally place.
won theGrit
dayandandperserverresulted
in the picturization of some of the most
unusual scenes ever screened.
Another member of the company was
so badly frozen that both feet were
amputated, while there was scarcely a
player that did not suffer frozen fingers,
ears and noses, and severe frost bites.
Live on Moose and Fish
The members of the company lived in
their furs for many weeks, eating mostly
moose and white fish. Mr. Curwood
acted in part as the camp hunter and
kept it supplied with meat. On one occasion, when a storm raged for four
days, it was impossible to hunt and the
dog sleds were unable to get through

\ELL SH1PMAX
Star
of "Back to God's
Country,"
the isfirstto
Curwood-Carver
production
which
be published through First National.
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Picture

from the nearest settlement. They were
eating the last of their supply of provisions when the storm finally broke up.
A remarkable feature was the building of a ship 180 feet long in the ice
on the lake to represent a coast trader,
frozen in the ice. The masts and heavy
timber were cut in the forests and
dragged to the spot, and the rest of the
lumber and other material were hauled
by dog miles
sleds away.
from the nearest railroad
thirty
Scenery Is Beautiful
The scenery in the picture is both
be'autifulterestand
inare theterrifying.
beautiful Intense
scenes inin the
western mountains with roaring streams
and gigantic forests, with the wild folk,
who are tamed by their love for the
girl who lives alone in this out-of-theway district with her father.
The great ice fields of the north and
the vast snow wastes with the terrible
storms of the Arctics are awe inspiring.
In this howling wilderness, most of the
scenes were taken. Camera men had
to work with huge mittens and when
they framed, focused or threaded their
machines were in constant danger of
frost bites.
So cold was it that the oil had to be
withdrawn from the cameras to prevent its freezing, and film that was
stationary
only a freezing
moment sowould
result in the for
emulsion
that the
celluloid would break like brittle glass.
One point of scientific interest was the
fact that more than 20,000 feet of film
were shot without a single foot of static.
The scenery in the picture is among
the most wonderful and varied ever
shown and the picture itself is unique
and unusual in every way. There are
so many intense and dramatic scenes
that much of it almost urbelievable.
Credit to Ernest Shipman
Ernest Shipman, the man responsible
for the picture, because the picturization
is strange and almost unbelievable in
scores of places, has sworn to an affidavit to the effect that everything shown
and everything told of the production is
indisputable in any detail.
One of these most striking scenes is
the terrific battle between Wapi, the
Killer, the gigantic and powerful dog,
with a whole dog team. He attacks
them at the instance of his mistress to
save her life. So fierce is the fight that
the men with whips are unable to separate the dogs and Wapi is severely injured, although he eventually maims or
kills all of the dogs of the team.
It is a picture that will attract attention everywhere for its beautiful scenery, its picturization of animal life in
their native forests, its intense dramatic
action, the strong work of the cast and
the unusual story by Mr. Curwood,
where he shows that the wild animal is
almost human.
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Chicago, Lead Long List of Houses
Which Have Signed
Many of the largest theatre circuits in Strand Theatres, in Milwaukee, Wis., under the managership of E. O. Bostick;
the United States as well as leading inin Des Moines, la.; the Calidividual exhibitors have contracted for the Rialto,
fornia Theatre, in Los Angeles; the
Metro's entire output during the coming Ziegfeld Theatre, the Balaban and Katz
year, it was announced by executives of houses, and Asher Brothers' Circuit, in
the company this week.
Chicago; and Crandall's circuit of seven
The contracts were secured following houses in Washington, D. C. including
Crandall'sGrand,
theatre,
the Metropolitan,
the
the announcement that "Fair and Avenue
in Pennsylvania
avenue;
the Knickerbocker, the Savoy, the
Warmer," "Lombardi, Ltd." and "Please
Get Married" will be the first theatre Apollo and the Meaders.
picture offered by Screens Classics, Inc.
Bookings for "The Brat"
Besides Screen Classics productions,
Houses which already have booked
the contracts include all of Nazimova's
"The Brat" and have practically given
productions, the first for the current assurance that they will fall in line with
foregoing theatres and contract for
year being "The Brat," which is scoring the
the entire Metro output are John H.
tremendous success.
Kunsky's houses in Detroit; Finklestein
Other Contracts Assured
and Ruben's theatres in Minneapolis and
Besides those houses contracting for St. Paul; the Regent and Piccadilly, in
the entire output of Screen Classics, Inc., Rochester, operated by the Rogerson
Co., with William Callahan as manager;
and Nazimova Productions, to whose
in Buffalo, manproductions Metro has exclusive right, Shea'saged byHippodrome,
Harold Franklin: the Colonial,
in Indianapolis, Ind.: the Strand, in
as many more theatres of the same
New Orleans, La., operated by the Saencalibre have snapped up "The Brat" as ger
Amusement Company; Hie Stanley,
a preliminary step, with the understandin Philadelphia; the Grand Central, in
ing and assurance that the booking of St. Louis, Mo.; the Liberty. Kansas City.
the entire remainder of Metro pictures Mo.; the Queen, Dallas, Tex.; the Zoe
under the new system will follow as a Theatre. Houston, Tex.: the Strand.
matter of course.
Portland, Ore.; the Stillman and the AlThe Loew Circuit of theatres in New
hambra, Cleveland, O.; the Liberty.
York and other cities has booked the Pittsburgh: Loew's Dayton, in Dayton,
whole Metro supply. The new Capitol O.; the Sun, Omaha. Neb.; the Forsythe.
Theatre on Broadway at Fifty-first Atlanta, Ga. ; the Wells Amusement Co.
street
has booked
also houses, including the Norfolk Circuit
the first
three of"ThetheBrat"
new andScreen
and the Richmond Circuit: the Rivoli
and the Isis in Denver. Colo., and James
Classics, Inc., productions.
Besides the Capitol and the Loew Cir- Clemmer's Clemmcr Theatre, in Seattle,
cuit, other theatres which have taken all Wash.
The length of time of these bookings
N'azimova Productions and all Screen
Classics, Inc., specials are the Merrill and is not for a short run, but on the aver58

age for a week or more. Many of the
theatres
"ThewithBrat"
for an
initial runhave
of booked
one week,
an option
on
a secondtheweek's
This, point
too, isout,
an
evidence,
Metrorun.
officials
of the soundness of the fewer and better
pictures policy.
Ludwig Will Have
His Headquaters
In Chicago Office
D. Padorr, general manager of the
Ludwig Film Exchanges, is authority
for the statement that the Chicago Office -of this concern will be its headquarters.
Mr. Ludwig has recently returned
from the East where he made several
good purchases, which will be announced later. His plans are to start
in slowly, with a list of good short subjects, and work up gradually to the
larger picture, his idea being later on to
offer exhibitors in this territory carefully chosen and well purchased big productions.
At present the Harry Meyers Lone
Star series of two reel westerns is occupying most of the time of the Ludwig exchanges. A • private screening
was given for exhibitors on these Meyers pictures on Monday September 1,
with the result that those who were
present went away well pleased, commenting upon the rapid action portrayed
in the pictures.
Ludwig Exchanges have been opened
in the following states: Nebraska, Iowa,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois and Indiana.
Buy

Canadian

Rights

to Chaplin Comedies
Through the C. B. Price Company.
Inc., twelve Charles Chaplin comedy features were sold to Allen Brothers for
the entire Dominion of Canada, for the
Clark-Cornelius Corporation, owners of
the ChapMns
madefor for
Mutual and havewhich
been were
revised
further
publication.
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to Publish

Charles Klein's "The
Gambler"
Harry Morey Starred in Production — Adaption
Follows Play Closely Except That Love
Interest Is introduced
"The ofGamblers."
version
the famous Yitagraph's
drama by thescreen
late
Charles Klein, is soon to be published.
This stirring play of love and jealousy,
high finance and political ambition, bids
fair to be one of the most popular ever
offered with Harry T. Morey as the
star. Entirely different from the two
other of the Klein plays presented by
Vitagraph on the screen. "The Lion and
the sard
Mouse"
and just
"Theas Third
is
to be
virile,Degree,"
and evenit
more
timely
in
its
theme
than
its predeccessors.
"The Gamblers" was adapted for the
screen by Sam Taylor and Lucian Hubbard, who adhered closely to the story
but injected several situations that were
only hinted at in the original play.
Then too, the adapters have changed the
motif of the play. As originally produced it was political ambition that led
the Assistant Attorney General to prosecute, ifnot persecute, the alleged gamblers with bank funds. In the present
production jealousy of his wife brings
about this result.
Morey as Wilbur Emerson
Mr. Morey has the role of Wilbur
Emerson, the man who undertakes to
combat the money trust. His financial
operations absorb his mind and activity
and he neglects the girl he was to have
married. The sweetheart, Catherine
Ames, isparentdisappointed
aplack of interest.in Emerson's
She feels that
he is too sure of her and in a moment
of pique accepts the offer of marriage
from Darwin, the Assistant Attorney
General, and marries him. Soon, however, comes her awakening and the realization that she has married the wrong
man. The inevitable triangle is missing,
however. Both she and Emerson remember her marriage vows.
Meantime Emerson, with the vitality
of youth and lure of adventure, conceives the idea that with the financial
backing of his father, head of the Emerson National Bank, and two other
•wealthy business associates, he successfully can combat the money trust — a far
stronger financial combination. He plans
a campaign against the trust, using its
own methods of fighting in the dark.
His three associates place the younger
Emerson in complete control of the operations. Catherine has been married
and Emerson now gives himself completely up to financial matters, but the
fight goes against him. Matters reach
the point that a large sum is needed to
keep the newer combination from being
wrecked on financial rocks. Then Wilbur, without the knowledge of his
father, but with the consent of his other
associates, technically violates the banking laws. They borrow money from the
Emerson Bank on their own notes, accepting them as officers of the bank.
"They
gamble
will win
and
take up the that
notesthey
before
theiroutillegal
act is discovered.
Jealousy Enters Plot
Darwin, however, believes that there
lis an understanding between his wife

and Emerson and through jealousy has
himself appointed examiner into the
conditions of the Emerson bank. He
discovers that something is wrong and
"sweats" George Cowper. one of Emerson's associates, until he confesses.
The deal in Wall street, however, takes
a turn for the better and Emerson makes
good the notes at the bank and recovers
the envelope containing them only to
find that the originals have been removed and imitations substituted.
Cowper is accused and in acknowledging
his double dealing to protect his own
skin, learns that he has sacrificed his
friends needlessly. He tells that he
gave the original notes to Darwin.
Then comes one of the greatest moments of the play. Emerson learns that
the envelope containing the notes is in
the possession of Mrs. Darwin and that
her husband has started for Washington
on business. He steals into her home
like a burglar and enters her chamber.
It is midnight.
Emerson's butler is in the pay of Darwin and he informs the Assistant Attorney General at the railway station of
what has taken place. Darwin rushes
home and finds his wife talking with
Emerson. He accuses his wife of unfaithfulness and there 'is a fight. Secret
Service operators come to the assistance
of Darwin and Emerson is arrested on
the charge of attempted burglary. He
is freed in the morning, however, as
Mrs. Darwin refuses to appear against
him.
Works to Strong Climax
A pretty scene follows. Emerson calls
his associates in conference and explains that one man should take the
blame in order that the others may go
free. He offers to be the man, but they
decide to draw lots. Cards are dealt.

the first ace to decide. The elder Emerson really gets the card, but the son
cleverly shifts it to himself.
Darwin tells his wife that if she will
prosecute
Emersonof heherwill
take her She
action as evidence
innocence.
declines, however, and declares that she
will let him divorce her. She goes to
Emerson with the notes but her husband arrives in time to regain them.
Then, armed with affidavits of his associates, placing all the blame on him.
Emerson assumes the responsibility of
the illegal transaction. There is a
tender parting between Emerson and
Mrs. Darwin in which she assures him
that she will soon be divorced and that
she will be waiting for him when he has
served his sentence if he is found
guilty.
Paul Scardon directed "The Gamblers" in a masterful manner and Vitagraph provided an excellent cast and
beautiful settings. Among the well
known players in the cast are Charles
Kent. Agnes Avres. Helen Ferguson.
Eric Mayne. George Majeroni and
George Backus.
Saenger Company to
Have N. Y. Office
The Saenger Amusement Company
of New Orleans, which has grown rapidly in the last couple of years and now
controls 75 theaters in five states, has
made a move that will doubtless be
by other similar organizafollowed
tions. This Company is opening a New
York office from which, it is stated, all
bookings and general arrangements for
supply of product for the circuit will
the made.
be
is the first of the strictly moSaenger
tion picture circuits of any size to open
a New York connection. The value to
the circuit of such an office is obvioti".
Thev will be able to make quicker and
better arrangements for their service
with the leading distributors and will
doubtless be able to secure concessions
otherthat would be hard to negotiate of
the
wise. It puts the representative
and
s
circuit on a par with the producer
meet
can
he
as
inasmuch
distributors
them on common ground with all the
necessary time at his disposal and not
under the urge of catching the next train.
r and distributor will welproduce
The come
this move because it will enable
them to close their big deals with a
minimum of expense and effort and also
to follow up the sale during the time .of
his consummation with care and accuracy
'Buck' Massie New House

Manager at California
ANGELES, CAL.— The California theatre has a new house manager
in the person of Henry L. Massie. Mr.
Massie is a showman of many years'
experience, and was manager of the Shubert theatre in New Orleans: Odd Fellows' Auditorium. Cincinnati: dune's
Auditorium in this city; the mammoth Olympia theatre, in London,
England, and the Blackpool Coliseum,
also in England.
"Buck" Massie. as he is known to his
intimates, has also had a vast amount of
branches of the circus
experienceandin isallknown
business,
from one end of
the country to the other.
LOS

GLADYS LESLIE
V picture of the Vitagraph star from a
newly posed portrait.
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Realart

Twenty-Four Sheets and
mented by Newspaper

HERALD

Campaign

Electric Signs Augand Trade Paper

papers. Mr. Landy will be engaged with
others, whose names are to be announced
later, in work connected with the special
exploitation of stars.
The eldest employe of the department except Mr. Fritts, is Hugh Harvey, who is in charge of trade paper
publicity. Jay A. Gove, formerly director of publicity and advertising for Fox.
has recently joined Realart.
Posters of Realart stars are being sent
out this week to a large number of exhibitors. These are reported to be unusually high grade one sheets. Three
styles of lobby display photographs, covering the first Realart releases, are now
in work. These include two sizes of
hand-colored displays — 22 by 28 and 11
by 14 — and one style of black and whitc;
8 by 10, hand-colored star uprights, 23
by 28, are about ready for shipment.
The publicity department expects also
to be represented shortly in every principal city of the country, including many
places other than the twenty communities where branch offices are maintained.
The organization, when completed, will
be as complete as any in the industry.

Interest — Specialists Join Staff
The faith of Realart Pictures Corcirculation of these publications averages from 100,000 to 300,000.
poration in the power and value of adOther Advertising Accessories
vertising isevidenced by the manner in
The publicity department of Realart
which it has carried on its advertising
also is busily engaged in the preparation
campaign in the trade papers. Realart
of press books, lobby display, lithographs
is barely three months old, yet its name
and other advertising accessories. This
branch of the organization, under the
and policies are as well known, to judge
supervision of John Pond Fritts, has
from comments, as many of the comone of the most rapidly growing
panies that have been established for been
departments of the Realart organization.
years. This remarkable condition, RealTwo publicity specialists joined the
art officials believe, is due in part to staff this week, Bert Adler, who has a
very wide acquaintance in the industry
the character of the inserts which have
been provided, but it is recognized that and who has long been engaged in business for himself as an exploitation exthe value of these has been materially
pert, will establish a department to be
enhanced by the circulation provided
devoted exclusively to advertising and
promoting big special features. His first A. G. Spencer Marries
through the trade papers.
work will be in behalf of the Allan
In addition to this advertising, Realart
Miss Henrietta Laughlin
Production "Soldiers of Fortune"
has adopted other means to exploit its Dwan
productions. One of these mediums is and the Emile Chautard Production,
A. G. Spencer, Chicago's youngest
MysteryKarpen
of the has
Yellow
outdoor advertising. This part of the "The
C. Alfred
beenRoom."
employed motion picture impresario, and erstwhile
work was started when one sheet and
to specialize on copy and designs for Metro film salesman, surprised his many
twenty-four sheets announcing Realart
stars made their appearance on the bill- advertising accessories. This has been friends in the industry last Wednesday
boards of New York and other cities of Mr. Karpen's work for many years and by marrying Miss Henrietta D. Laughthe experience he brings is expected by
the country. Realart has been comlin, the bookkeeper of the Metro explimented on the artistic quality of the Realart officials to result in making the
change in the Mailers building.
lithographs as well as on the dignified novel
corporation's
output of accessories both
and
effective.
The romance began, it is said, about
way in which the announcement of lh«
stars has been presented to the passera year ago, when Mr. Spencer met Miss
Landy Joins Realart
by.
Laughlin in the Metro office. Judge
George Landy and Edna Michaels,
Erects Electric Sign
both recently with Select, have joined the Harry A. Fischer, a friend of the brideRealart also has leased the big elec- Realart publicity staff within the past ing.
groom, performed the ceremony in the
days. Miss Michaels is giving her
tric sign on the roof of the Hotel Her- few
mitage, located at the southerly end of attention to the writing and placing of county building, last Wednesday mornTimes Square, the rental being $108,000. feature stories with magazines and newsThe sign stands twelve stories over one
of the busiest and most famous corners
VIOLA DANA ENJOYS A MOMENT'S REST
in
■
the
world,
Broadway
and
Fortysecond Street, and faces north toward
the center of the American amusement
world. It is one hundred and four feet
wide and seventy-two feet high and is
said to be the largest electric sign ill
the world exploiting photoplays.
A concrete example of the fact that it
pays a producing and distributing company to advertise in the photoplay trade
journals is the announcement that the
New York World editorial department
requested for distribution, with its edition of Sunday, September 21, the
portrait of Mary Miles Minter that was
a feature of the Realart insert in the
trade papers of August 16 and August 30.
Not only will the World readers in New
York, its environs and other cities become acquainted with the fact that World
will advertise its intention to publish
her picture on all its subway and elevated
railroad billboards, on its fleet of automobiles and wagons, through its circulation department and in the advertising columns of the Morning and Evening
World daily until September 21.
More than 1,000,000 copies of Miss
M
ordered
printed
in inter's
the firstportrait
edition.were
Present
indications
are said to be that the total eventually
will be much larger. Not less than ten
large newspapers are reported to be
Thr Mlnr of the new Screen Claaalca, Inc., production, "Pleaae <;••! Married," watchea the
negotiating for use of the portrait as an
members of her 60supporting <n>it at work on n ncciic which doe* not call for her
insert with Sunday editions, and the
appearance,
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"Jazz Kid

/. \ SI 1'ITTS
Who taken the part of Jennie Jones, a
laundry worker in "The Other Half,"
Ilrentwood's latext Robertson-Cole SuMutual. perior Picture distributed by Exhibitors'
Georgia Governor
to Renew Efforts
for State Censor
ATLANTA, GA. — Governor Dorsey
has announced his determination to renew his fight for the passage of a state
motion picture censorship bill before the
1920 legislature.
A censorship bill was introduced in
the last legislature but died in committee
without being reported out.
To win votes for the measure, the advocates of the bill declare that it will
produce sufficient revenue in addition
to paying the expense of censorship to
finance a rural free library system in
the state.
This is expected to have a big influence in the rural districts and exhibitors
believe that they will have a hard fight
to defeat the bill. A state-wide campaign against the measure will be
launched immediately to arouse public
sentiment against the proposed law.
Rork Buys Chambers'
Story for His Star
LOS ANGELES. CAL.— Sam E.
Rork has bought "The Turning Point,"
considered by many to be Robert W.
Chambers' best work and which was the
most popular seller of 1912 in novel
form, under the title of "Taponette," for
the next production of the lately acquired First National star, Katherine
MacDonald. Rork has had the story in
mind for some time for Miss MacDonald, but as is the case with every btg
novel or play, other producers were bidding heavily for it.

Pat

Dowling 'Kids' The Press Agents
West Coast Publicity Manufacturer Takes

|

Shot at His Contemporaries — Incidentally
He Succeeds in Breaking Into Public Print
iiiiiiuiiiiiuii;iiii!ii'!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiii!iiiiiiiuiimiiii:iiiiiiiuiiiiii:iiiinuiii:iUiiiiiiiiliiilliiL'iiiiilh:
Prizes Offered for Everyone
It is the function of every press
So feasible does Christie think the
agent to see that the man who signs the
plan that he is willing to offer a whole
pay roll breaks into print here and lot of prizes to the aviators trying the
there.
flight. He will give, in addition to the
forty pounds of bacon, a second prize
All over the country, the gifted arc of one bottle of two-year old Bourbon
whiskey
to any aviator who has to come
hammering typewriters with the hope
down while Kentucky or any of the
that editors of magazines, trade other southern states are passing around
papers, or newspapers will take a under him. A third prize of one Ford
automobile will be given to any aviator
fancy to their wares.
comes down anywhere in the ocean.
If some P. A. hits upon a happy idea who
Other prizes will be given so that no
which gets across, a Hood of similar one will be slighted.
stories pour in. For instance, a short
The only string tied to the prizes is
all flights must commence within
time ago a motion picture star chal- that
days from the starting point at
lenged Jack Dcmpsey and broke into thirty
Sunset Boulevard and Gower streets,
print in all parts of the country.
Los Angeles. Appropriate costumes
must be worn. Puttees and leather
Twenty other stars have challenged
coats will be supplied by the M. P. D. A.,
Dcmpsey since that time.
Los Angeles branch.
Later, a prominent producer offered
a purse to the aviator who Hew from
Australia to the West Coast. Purses
Bee Hive Salesman
for air flights promptly appeared from
Will Cover Routes
all corners.
In Fleet of Fords
Pat Dowling, P. A. for the Christie
Film company, has a sense of humor
R. C. Cropper, President of the Bee
which zvas provoked by this outburst, Hive Film Exchange Company is experiand the result is that Dowling "breaks
menting with a unique method of "Railroading" his Salesmen over their respective territories.
Now that aviation has become the
Heretofore salesmen have at times
in":
burning
topic of the hour — in those few experienced great difficulty in making
peaceful moments left to us after dis- some towns on account of poorly arranged railroad schedules, at times being
cussing the strike-profiteer-Mexico-etc,
problem — and now that several of our unable to cover more than one town a
well known Americans have seen fit to
day. When Bee Hive entered the feaoffer prizes for hop-offs to parts known
ture field, it was decided that another
and unknown. Al E. Christie, comedy
means of transportation was necessary,
producer, rises to a point of order and so the idea of "Fordizing" it was condeclares that he will award a prize of
sidered. Every automobile made atforty pounds of bacon to the aviator
tempted to secure the buriness. though
who is first successful in flying around the salesmen
themselves expressed a
the earth.
preference for the little old Ford.
D. O. Reese who covers Illinois is the
Christie Figures It Out
While waiting for the clouds to part first one to try out the experiment, and
leaves September 15 to cover the field.
so that he could make an aerial scene
of a chase to Mexico via aeroplane with He expects to reach many towns hereEdith Roberts in a Christie Comedy
tofore missed. Should Mr. Reese demonstrate the practicability of the plan,
Special. Christie lay on his back in the
other salesmen covering Indigrass near the Mercury Aviation hangars all ofana.the
Illinois
and Wisconsin for Bee Hive
and dreamed out the unheard of scheme
will
be
"hitched"
to Fords.
around-thean
by which,
The third feature selected for the Bee
world
flight he
will declares,
be dead easy.
It is a known fact, he says, that the
is Neal Hart's
program
Feature
Hive reel
earth is round. It is also known that five
western
drama of "When the
the earth is loose in space. The fact Desert Smiled," release rate has been
that the earth moves around on its orbit set for October 15.
in space or the space moves around the
earth or whichever it is would make it
possible for an aviator, if he could be
Studio for Cleveland
supplied with food and drink by captive
baloons or something to hover at a
CLEVELAND, O.— Attorney Joseph N.
standstill over the starting point and Ackerman is responsible for the announcefrom there the starting point would
ment that a motion picture studio to be
known as the Collins Laboratory and
move around and come under him again,
Studio Co. will be erected in this city.
or he would move around with the space
to the starting point again, whichever
One hundred thousand dollars is the estiit is. Thus, he would, in effect, fly
mated cost of the structure and work will
around the earth with comparative small
be started upon it as soon as incorporation
use of gasoline.
papers are completed.
61
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Robertson-Cole
Facilities for
Production
Will Be Increased
Haworth

Sales Department
Of American Film

and Brentwood Studios Plan Enlargements to Meet Increasing Schedule of

Pictures For the Coming Year
Within a short time it is hoped to
Increased production for RobertsonCole is resulting in the enlarging of the have buildings and equipment ready to
it possible for two companies to
studio facilities of the companies pro- make
work at the same time. Present faciliducing for that organization. Present
ties meet the needs of only one comfacilities will of necessity be greatly
pany.
Haworth Will Enlarge
enlarged in order to provide space
enough to make enough pictures for disHaworth will expand iis production
activities threefold during the coming
tribution by Exhibitors Mutual accordyear in order to meet the Robertsoning
to
Robertson-Cole's
schedule.
Cole demands, and the studios will be
Both Haworth and Brentwood have
enlarged
proportionately. It will be
already announced plans for additions
necessary to have floor space available
to their plants. Brentwood recently
for three or four companies, instead 01
purchased the ground lease and comas heretofore. As Haworth does all
plete studio plant in Hollywood, Cal., one
its interiors under lights this means
which it has for some months past the
construction of a building large
rented from the Mena Film Company.
enough for three stages and the necesThe consideration is understood to have
sary equipment. William J. Comery has
been $45,000 for buildings and equip- just returned
Coast to supervise
ment alone. The price paid for the the enlarging toof the
the Hollywood plant.
ground lease which covers a long
period of time has not been made public. The work is to be pushed to the utmost
as at least two companies wili be workHas Room for Expansion
ing by the latter part of September. By
The property comprises three and a that time both Sessue Hayakawa ana
half acres fronting on Fountain avenue
Edith
Haworth's lateststars,
addition
and running from Berendo to Catalina
to
the Storey,
list of Robertson-Cole
will
streets. It is more than a half a block- have started work on current pictures.
in depth. The plant and one open air
B. B. Features with Bessie Barriscale
stage was built by the Mena Film Comwill continue making pictures at the
pany for the production of such parts
Brunton studio. Jessie Hampton will
of biblical stories as could be taken in make
the H. B. Warner and William
this country. War prevented the trip Desmond, Robertson-Cole pictures- at
to Palastine so production was stopped
his own studios.
in this country and the plant leased to
Brentwood.
Since taking over the plant almost a
Read Film Completed
year ago, Brentwood has made in it
three remarkably successful features for
William P. S. Earle is just completing
Robertson-Cole. Its measure of suc- a big seven reel melodrama for J. Parker
cess and the increased number of pic- Read at the studio in Culver City
tures it will produce for RobertsonCole for distribution by Exhibitors
entitled
"TheLouise
Lone Glaum
Wolf's byDaughter."
written for
Louis J.
Mutual has led to plans which will more
than double the present floor space. Only Vance, author of "False Faces," "The
about a half of the available ground
Lone Wolf" and other well known
space is at present occupied, leaving stories. It is a story dealing with the
Limehouse district in London.
plenty of room for the extensions.
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H

PEEP AT "THE COUNTRY

to Direct

Wins Important Position
Within Year After Joining Company
C. A. Stimson, well-known exchange
manager, has been promoted to the post
of manager of the sales department at
the American
fice in Chicago.Film Company's home ofMr. Stimson is not a newcomer in
the "Flying A" organization, having
been identified with the field work of
that company for some little time. He
brings to his important position the advantage of long experience in general
business and years of specialized work
in the distribution department of the
motion picture industry.
The University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor attended to the education of Mr.
Stimson. When college days were over
he secured his first taste of the business
world through the selling end of the
automobile business. The topic of the
day, however, was the big opportunities
offered by pictures and in July, 1914, he
obeyed the call of the films. After winning his spurs as salesman in his first
position,
was transferred to a branch
office
as he
manager.
In October, 1918, Mr. Stimson assumed the duties of Milwaukee representative for the American Film Company, Inc. So excellent a record did
he chalk up for himself in this field that
before long he was appointed to the
post of Special Representative, and later
to that of Personal Representative of
President S. S. Hutchinson.
Theatre to Reopen
NEW ORLEANS. LA.— Clarence Bennett and L. S. Bourdeaux have leased the
Lafayette theatre in Baronne street, between Poydras and Lafayette streets, and
announce complete renovation to be followed by a season of motion picture and
legitimate attractions.
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Triumph

for

Richard

Stanton
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"Checkers". William Fox's Big Racing
,
Reflects Great Credit to Its Director— Feature
Stanton
Has Long List of Successful Screen Productions

JtlCHARD STANTON
A very good likeness of the director of
William Fox'* screen version of Henry
M. Blossom's great play, ••< heckers."
"Checkers,"
the by
big William
special Fox,
racingmarks
production published
a new triumph for Richard Stanton as its
director.
The early lite and experience of Mr.
Stanton contributed materially to the fine
equipment which later brought him distinction in motion picture. At the age of
seven he began selling newspapers in Philadelphia, where he was born. At the
age of eight he ran away from home because he thought his father was undulysevere with him. And he made good.
Today he ocupies a most enviable position among the masters of screen craft,
having produced for Fox Film Corporation a score or more of the biggest successes of the screen.
Has Interesting Experiences
has sold
jumped
freights,
and bells,
"hoofed"
HeHe has
papers,
hopped
picked;t.
primes, mined and harvested. He ran a
milk route, farmed — in fact, did everything,
up to the time he was eighteen years old.
that yould earn him the honest dollar and
carry him around the country to see things.
.Then he went back home and presented
himself and his bank-roll of SSOO to his
parents. There was great rejoicing and
"Dick"
given
the opportunity
of going
to High was
School
— from
which he was
graduated with honors. He immediately took to
the
joiningand Forepaugh's
stock stage,
organization,
later became Theatre
a memhgr of Ward & Yokes' Company. At this
l&tt he introduced the popular song. ''Some
Day When Dreams Come True."
Earthquake Ruins Opportunity
About this time his Uncle Richard, owner
of the Stanton Steel Plant in Pittsburg,
offered him the position of manager of
their San Francisco office. With his uncle

he went to "Frisco just in time to meet the
earthquake— and the steel job vanished.
Returning to Xew York, voung Stanton
became a juvenile with Kolb ft Dill for
four seasons : he joined the old Yitagraph
company and made his debut in motion
pictures. This was the beginning of his
distinguished career in the silent drama, in
which he has played the parts of actor,
author, director and supervisor. He was a
member of various producing organizations
before he joined William Fox — since which
time he has contributed numerous sensationally successful pictures to the screen.
Produces Many Successes
Among these are such well-known plavs
as "The Beast." with George Walsh : "The
Spy," The Love Thief." "Responsibility."
which caused a furore in Paris : "The Land
of the Free." "The Caillaux Case." "Whv
I Would
Marry." and"The
Trail"
with
WillamNotFarnum.
mostJungle
recently
the
big screen production of Henry M. Blos"Checkers."som's celebrated racing melodrama
This pictorial version of "Checkers" is
undoubtedly the greatest achievement of
Mr. Stanton, and one of which he may well
be proud. It is a big play handled in a big
way. produced with all the accuracy and
lavishness characteristic of William Fox
productions.
Mr. Stanton is a quiet man, soft-spoken
and mild-mannered. He believes in "treating the other fellow right" in order to get
results — and he gets them. At present he
is engaged upon the details of a mammoth
screen enterprise for Fox which is referred
to by officials of that organization as the
beginning of still greater things in motion
pictures.
United Artist to
Publish Griffith's
•'Broken Blossoms"
United Artists Corporation announces
as its second picture D. W. Griffith's
supreme achievement "Broken BlosMr. Griffith's decision to make "Broken Blossoms" available through L'nited
soms."
Artists Corporation's
organization, follows closedistributing
on the heavy
bookings written by the '"Big Four" on
the first Fairbanks' production, "His
Majesty,
the American."
The Circle
Theatre Chicago has already booked the picture for the week
of October 19.
Theatre to Enlarge
SAX DIEGO. CAL.— Plans are formulated and work will be begun immediately upon the remodeling of the Superba theatre. The house now seats
1.000 persons, which capacity will be
doubled by the improvements scheduled.
A $25,000 organ is expected daily and
rebuilding operations will begin as soon
63
as it is on the ground.

Lait Closes

Big Script Deal
"O. Henry of West" to Dispose of Output to Selznick
Pictures Corporation
_ What is said to be one of the largest,
if not the largest, contracts ever entered into between a writer and a motion picture company is about to be consumated by Jack Lait of Chicago and
Lewis J. Selznick of Selznick Pictures
Corporation.
Under this contract the Selznick Pictures Corporation will secure the exclusive rights to all of Mr. Lait's stories
for screen purposes for a period of five
Mr. Selznick has agreed to pay Mr.
Lait $200 a week for five years for the
years.
use of this material, and besides this
stipulated sum Mr. Lait is to receive. Jt
is said, $1500 for every story accepted
by Mr. Selznick during the first year
of the contract; $1600 for every story
the second year: $1700 for every story
the third year; $1S00 for every story the
fourth year and $2,000 for every story
accepted the fifth year.
Writes Story a Month
Mr. Lait will submit one story
a month, or 60 stories in all, and should
the Selznick company only accept onu
half of that number it would net Mr.
Lait over a half million dollars. Olive
Thomas.
O'Brien,
Elaine
merstein Eugene
and Owen
Moore
willHamstar
in them.
As a short story writer Mr. Lait has
few peers. He is one of the best known
fictionists of the present day, having
first come into prominence on a Chicago
daily about ten years ago. At that time
he turned cut one feature story a day.
He commenced writing about twenty
years ago and besides conducting a
column on the Chicago Tribune finds
time to contribute to Xew York papers
and write an occasional play for the
speaking stage.
Covers Wide Field
Marie Dressier
time"
vaudeville
actors and
haveother
used"bigvehicles
written by Mr. Lait and at one time
he had twelve successful vaudeville
sketches in production.
Mr. Lait's stories cover a wide variety
of themes embracing stories of every
day life, crook tales, society dramas and
embody all classes and types of people
with whom he has been brought in contact during his newspaper experience.
Xat Phillips who is looking after Mr.
Lait's interests in connection with his
motion picture contract, has just returned
after a week's conferenceto Chicago,
with Mr. Selznick.Saenger Buys Trianon
Theatre at Xew Orleans
XEW ORLEAXS, LA.— The Trianon
theatre, one of the earliest better class
photoplays theatres in this city, has
passed into the control of the Saenger
Amusement Company. It is centrally
located and one of the most beautiful
theatres in the South.
When the Trianon was built, many
people regarded it as folly to build a
motion picture playhouse on so expensive a site. It was a paying investment
from the start, however.
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Hippodrome,

Springfield,

Novel

Means

The newspapers yielded up full value
to the management of the Hippodrome
theatre, Sprinfield, Ohio, when one of
the most novel methods on record was
used to exploit the opening of "The
Great Gamble," the Pathe serial feainson. turing Anne Luther and Charles HutchThe advertising began one step ahead
of the usual serial advertising.
The first thing attempted was to
arouse interest in the stunt about to be
staged. No mention was made of the
serial or any player in it. It was announced simply, though in big space,
that the theatre was to stage a stunt.
When talk had died down somewhat,
it was announced that the stunt would
be staged on a given date.
Then, on the day before the serial was
to begin, a "puzzle" ad was used, wltn
amuch
lot ofreal
interesting
copy that
didn'tof give
information.
Some
the
stunts in the serial were mentioned, but
not identified with the serial.
When it was time to announce the
serial itself, this was done in something
like the usual manner in the usual part
of the paper. But advertisements were
scattered about on other pages to call
attention to the important announcement.
Building Theatre
SIOUX CITY, IA.— Excavation has
been completed and the foundation is
going in for a $20,000 motion picture
theatre to be erected on North Riverside boulevard. The building will be
two stories high, the theatre and three
store rooms to occupy the main floor
and the second to be devoted to apartments.

GRACE! DARLING
ii Million Dollar Publicity Girl" to be
fell til nil In "The
\ inn /I ni; Lover*," ll
picture
Fiii. ai \.li < r Knife
I i n I u re«,
I lie. made fur A. H.

HERALD

Has

of Exploitation

The "stunt" so often mentioned in the
early advertising was at last disclosed.
It was novel. It was one of those things
that anybody can do but nobody does
until shown the way.
Orange Crush, a soda fountain drink
just now enjoying a run of popularity,
was the inducement offered. With every
ticket to the performance the buyer got
also an ice cold bottle of the drink.
The opening was staged on Sunday.
The crowd that came was one of the
largest that
at thehad
Hippodrome.ever
And thegathered
innovation
the
desired effect.
In itself, the event is interesting.
In the possibilities it presents it is
of manifold importance.
If a bottle of Orange Crush will ao
this much for a serial, why will not any
one of a thousand other inducements
that suggest themselves be as efficacious?
If this type of exploitation is logically
right, and it seems to be very successful, there are as many different ways Ov
using it as there are exhibitors to use it.
Thought is all that is required to bring
them forth. And if they will bring the
added business that they brought in this
case, the matter is certainly worth thinking about.
Grace

Darling,

Rolfe

Financiers Directors
Of Hallmark Pictures
Colonel Jacob Ruppert, Colonel Howard S. Borden, Frederick B. Grant, Ashbel P. Fitch and Frank G. Hall, head
the directorial body governing the Hallmark Picture Corporation, a $2,500,000
company resulting from the merger of
the Frank Hall enterprises, Film Clearing House, Independent Sales Corporation, Film Finance Corporation, Rothapfel Picture Corporation, Hobart Henley
Productions, Inc., and Charles Miller
Productions, Inc.
The new company is operating on an
extensive scale, publishing a picture each
week after September 1, including a fifteen-episode serial, starring Ben Wilson
and Neva Gerber, titled, "The Trail of
the Octopus," twelve special productions and twenty-six Hallmark Pictures.
Hobart Henley and Charles Miller productions will figure prominently in the
specials and the production of other directors will be announced later.
Star Deserts Stage
Clyde Fillmore, star in the Oliver
Morosco stage play, "Civilian Clothes,"
was engaged to play the male lead in a
Universal feature now in production, has
decided to remain in California and devote his time to screen work, allowing
the stage play to proceed to Chicago
without him.
Star,

Is

Million Dollar Publicity Girl
If all the publicity she has received journeyed to Panama where she explored the Canal Zone, contributing
were to be measured in terms of money,
meanwhile her front page newspaper
Grace Darling, who is playing the in- copy with material gained in interviews
genue role in "The Amazing Lovers," an with the actual builders of the canal.
After Panama Miss Darling visited the
adaptation by Charles A. Logue of
San
Diego Exposition, then Los AngeRobert W. Chamber's story, "The Shinles, where she was presented with the
ing
Band,"
and
the
first
of
a
series
of
key
to the city by Mayor Charles T.
Chambers stories to be picturized by B.
A. Rolfe for presentation through A. H. O'Neall. At the fair in San Francisco
Fischer Features, Inc., could rightly be she was feted as an Honored guest.
The copy written by and around Miss
called the million dollar publicity girl.
The space accorded her, reckoned at Darling occupied hundreds of pages of
at reg-a
space rates, would run well into the sev- newspaper
ular rates,space
wouldwhich,
haveif bought
cost easily
en figures.
million dollars.
Makes Transcontinental Trip
And all this publicity was gained in
Shipped Films by Auto
a period of a few years — since 1915 to
be exact. In that year Miss Darling
Expressing films by automobile from
made a transcontinental trip in the in- Los Angeles to all Southern Calterest of the Hearst-Selig News Pictorifornia points was the action takial, appearing before the camera for
en by the Los Angeles Motion Picscenes to be used in the weekly, and
ture Board of Trade during a recent
writing he.' impressions of the journey
railroad strike. Arthur B. Lamb, exfor publication in a number of widely
change manager for Metro Pictures Corcirculated big city diilies.
poration, and president of the board of
For weeks before the start Miss Dar- trade, dedicated his time for a week to
establishing
ling's trip was widely heralded in pages
this service. and keeping in operation
upon pages of newspaper space. On
January 20 she left New York with the
From 150 to 200 pieces were shipped
World's Fair in San Francisco as her daily, the express service covering four
destination, carrying a message of greet- routes. One, from Los Angeles to liaking to Governor Hiram Johnson, of Cal- crsfield, took in all San Joaquin Valley
ifornia, from Governor Charles Whitpoints. The second, to Santa Barbara,
man, of New York.
took in all the Southern Pacific RailInterviewed at Washington
road shipping points. The third one,
stasupplied
Diego,
San
to
,Shc stopped off at Washington, where
A fourth auto
trainintervening
left San Dicpo
she met and interviewed a number of daily tions.
for
El
Ccntro,
and
covered
the
64 Washington she
Imperial Valley.
national figures. From
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Friend

Travels

Take

900

Miles

Gift

to Arthur

HERALD

to

S. Kane

Charles C. Pyle Makes Present of Valued Painting
Of Mary Miles Minter to President of
Realart Pictures Corporation
Because, nine or ten years ago, he had been signed to make productions
owned an Eskimo dog that a little girl which Realart Pictures Corporation will
liked, a man rode 900 miles recently publish, he packed the painting careto take a present to a friend.
fully, boarded a train for New York and
No, this isn't a synopsis of a serial; the next morning appeared in the office
of an old-time friend, Arthur S. Kane,
it's a true
storypicture
about folks.
three nationally
known
motion
president of Realart.
The gift bearer is a Chicagoan. The
And now the painting — 36 inches high
present is a painting. The recipient is by 20 inches wide — is being elaborately
framed.
a New Yorker. And the circumstances
are these:
will have the place of honor on
It was back in 1909 or 1910 that the the"Itwalls
of our new quarters, being
incident occurred on which the story is made ready in Fifth Avenue," is Mr.
founded. Charles C. Pyle, now inter- Kane's promise.
ested in an ambitious plan to provide the
Maybe there will be an unveiling in
Windy City with an imposing film ex- which Miss Minter will have an imporchange building, then was engaged in
part — Mr. Kane hasn't decided
the amusement business. He lived at about tant
that.
the Ontario Hotel.
Mr. Pyle had been out walkine one
afternoon and had stopped in the hotel Metro to Purchase
lobby when he noticed that a little girl
was evidencing a shy sort of interest
Plays or Novels that
in his Eskimo dog. Naturally enough,
Exhibitors Suggest
Mr. Pyle became interested in the little
girl and ere many days had elapsed they
Richard
A. Rowland, president of
were on very friendly terms.
Metro Pictures Corporation and Screen
Meets Mary Miles Minter
Classics, Inc., announces that in its deThe child, apparently about six or
termination to co-operate with the exseven years old, was an enigma to Mr.
hibitor by producing "fewer, bigger and
Pyle at first. He learned that her mother
was living quietly at Hammond, Ind., better" pictures, Metro will buy any successful stage play or notable novel that
not far from Chicago, and he was
puzzled by the obvious efforts to make a sufficient number of Metro and other
the little girl appear older than she was. exhibitors may name, regardless of the
She wore high-heeled shoes and her market price.
street dress was obviously designed to
"If there should be, among the prosgive the impression that she was a
perous showmen who exhibit Metro picyoung
woman instead of a seven-yearold.
tpres now, or who plan to show them in
It was not until Mr. Pyle learned that future, a favorite drama or book to
the child was an actress — featured in the
Farnum stage play, "The 'Littlest which the screen rights are available,"
Rebel" — that he understood the mother's says Mr. Rowland, "Metro will purchase
absence and the little girl's strange at- that play or that novel and make it into
tempt to appear grown up. She was a motion picture special. All producers
Juliet Shelby, who had been banned are aware that the prices of plays and
from appearing in Chicago theatres under a local labor law; she was not six- books have been skyrocketed to unteen years old. Hence, Juliet Shelby believeable heights; but Metro is game
cousin — enough to pay the price for a vehicle
Juliet Shelby's
become
had
Mary Miles Minter.
And Mary Miles
Minter she has been ever since. The that the judgment of experienced exhibitors decides is worthy of screen reprereal Mary Miles Minter was dead, but
her birth certificate showed that she was
born sixteen years prior to the Chicago sentation."
Metro's "fewer and better" pictures
1919-20 contemplates the proappearance of "The 'Littlest' Rebel." policy for duction
of thirty-six world-famous
Mr. Pyle's interest in the little girl
continued throughout the Chicago en- stage successes and novels by celebrated
gagement. And hence one day when he authors. A majority of these vehicles
visited the studio of an artist friend have already been acquired. They will
and saw a large painting of Miss Minter, be produced by Screen Classics, Inc.,
he became enthusiastic to such a degree stars, Bert Lytell, Viola Dana and May
that the artist presented it to him. The Allison in stellar roles. A few of the
painting had been made while Mistress thirty-six stories remain to be selected.
in "The 'Littlest'
Minter was
Rebel"
and appearing
was a study of her in the
Universal Buys Story
role she played. The artist had used
it in studio work as a model for himself
The second story for the use of Tsuru
and his students.
Aoki has been purchased by Universal
from Abigal Hazel Fitch. The story,
Kane Is Greatly Pleased
65
For six or seven years Mr. Pyle "The Breath of the Dragon" is said to
treasured the portrait. But the other be especially suited to the roles porday when he learned that Miss Minter
trayed by Tsuru Aoki.

MARY MILES MINTER
From a painting made ten years ago
when she starred in "The 'Littlest'
Rebel." The painting was recently presented by Charles C. Pyle of Chicago to
Arthur S. Kane, president of Realart
Pictures Corporation, which now numbers Miss Minter among its stars.
Hallmark Opens Drive
With Two New Features
Hallmark Picture Corporation announced two new features productions
ready
for
Fallproduction
release, "Wit
Burton King
with Wins,"
Florencea
Billings, Hugh Thompson, John Nichols,
E. J. Ratcliffe, Eugene Strong and
Joseph Smiley in the principal roles
and "Love, Honor and (?)," a Charles
Miller production with Stuart Holmes
and Ellen Cassidy in the featured roles.
"Wit Wins" is a screen version of
Leander De Cordova's story and "Love,
Honor
and The
(?)" first
is from
story by stor>
Julia
Burnham.
is aa mystery
with love and romance running through
the plot. The Miller production is a
domestic drama dealing with the unliappiness that comes to a young couple
when the wife is carried away with the
attentions of an unprincipled suitor and
her mania for society.
Ohio Rights Sold for
"House Without Children"
The first sale of state rights to Robert
McLaughlin's latest production, "The
House Without Children," has been made
and covers the state of Ohio. The purchase was made by a syndicate which
will handle the pictures as a road-show
from the offices of Argus Feature Pictures, Sloan Building, Cleveland.
Several other big deals are pending
whereby
"ThetheHouse
Without
Children"
will
become
property
of specialists
in the various territories and be booked
as a special attraction or as a road-show.
A vast assortment of advertising accessories and pictorial posters, including
24 sheet stand, have been supplied and
altogether an equipment equal to any
ever before furnished for a feature picture will be available for exploitation
purposes.
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Ush ers

Under

Military

System

|

S. Barret McCormick of Indianapolis Tells
Of Innovation at His Circle Theatre Which
Gives
Playhouse
Distinctive Personality
RwpwiMBMiiiMmmim^^^
S. Barret McCormick and the Circle
preserve the discipline essential to courtesy. Every person who enters the
theatre, Indianapolis, names that go
theatre is greeted with a salute
hand in hand, need no introduction to Circle
before his ticket is taken from him.
the motion picture trade. The reputaThen the white uniformed usher abouttion built up by that playhouse under
faces and quietly but quickly leads him
to his seat.
Mr.
McCormick's
direction
is
nationally
There is a bit of good psychology back
known and cited.
of the salute, psychology which occurred
His views upon the usher question, as to
Md. McCormick at the time the Circle
upon any other question in which the in- theatre was opened and every step was
dustry is concerned, are consequently of taken to make it worthy of its title, "The
Shrine of the Silent Art."
deep interest to the trade at large.
Public Likes Salutes
Army Training for Ushers
"The
public
to be saluted," says
Mr. McCormick begins by stating his Mr. McCormick,likes"not
for the value of
the
solute,
but
because
it indicates that
firm belief in the training system used
the
usher
is
entirely
at
their service. It
by the United States army. And this is said that high ranking
army officers
belief is now a new one, brought on by gauge the efficiency of any
command
the war, but a belief evidenced by his by the way its members salute, and I believe this. If an usher is lazy, incapable,
determination made years ago to conduct his usher staff upon a military or indifferent, he will salute in just that
policy and established as efficacious by way. If he is bright, interested and
the unsurpassed usher service which has able, he will take as much pride in a
always been a fixed feature of his snappy salute as he does in his personal
theatre.
appearance and the way he handles
There are twenty-five ushers on the
Circle staff. A captain, aided by two
There is no opposing Mr. McCorlieutenants, direct the staff and hold full
patrons."
mick's argument. Words will not prove
military authority over them. There are it faulty. And success in practice has
proved it right.
daily drills and calisthenics taken from
the "Manual of Arms." There is daily
Details,
McCormick's
belief,
areaccording
essentialsto toMr. success.
And
inspection and rules as strict as those
enforced in our cantonments and abroad.
the usher system of any theatre is a
The result is a body of men that carry
highly important detail of that instituthemselves with military bearing, yet tion.
Two

Fox

Prove
New

Features
Successes
York

at

Premier

"Evangeline" and "Kathleen
Mavourneen" Attract
Croweded Houses
The two big William Fox productions,
"Evangeline," from Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow's immortal love epic, and
"Kathleen Mavourneen," the photoplay
inspired by Julia Crawford's poem of the
same name, are proved successes. Demands for these features are already
pouring into the Fox office after a run
of little more than two weeks at the
Forty-fourth Street Theatre.
Productions Win Praise
"Evangeline" has received exceptional
praise from the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures for its fidelity
to Longfellow's great poem, and "Kathleen Mavourneen" has won similar laudatory comment. Not only have these
two productions been indorsed by the
Hoard of Review, but also by publte
through the medium of the newspaper
critics.
of "Evangeline"
hasThebeenpublication
advanced date
a month
and that of
"Kathleen Mavourneen" nearly two
months.
Ry this sudden advance in

dates and the demands of exhibitors —
who, having learned of the great success of these pictures in New York, request immediate shipment — the Fox
laboratory staff are kept busy day and
night, making extra prints.
Showings for Students
By special arrangement with Messrs.
Lee and J. J. Shubert. the 44th Street
Theatre has been leased for an indefinite run and already requests are being made by various educational organizations, including public schools, that
these Fox features be continued in New
York so that arrangements may be made
for a showing to students.
Universal Has Film
Of Chinese Battling
The first film to be sent to this country by the Universal, Alder-Laemmlc
expedition into the Orient has arrived
at the West Coast studios. Although
the expedition is covering the Orient
for scenic productions and unusual
photography it is most unusual that the
first picture to be returned to this country should be that of a battle scene.
The film sent in depict the scenes of
the last of a long series of engagements
which took place between the North and
South forces of China at Wu Waa,
Chang Sha.
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C. A. manager
STIMSOX who has been
Former exchange
promoted
to
general
sales manager of
American Film Co., Inc.
J. L. Marentette

Is

Made Manager for
Realart at Atlanta
With a record of seventeen years' experience in the motion picture business,
Joseph L. Marentette comes to Reelart
Pictures Corporation as manager of the
Atlanta branch. He has just been appointed by Ben F. Simpson, field manager of the company.
Mr. Marentette became identified with
motion pictures as an exhibitor in the
pioneer days of 1902 when he showed
"The Eruption of Mount Pelee" in Illinois and Indiana, using a black tent as
his theatre. He later was in the employ
of the William H. Swanson Film Company in Chicago and Omaha, remaining,
with the Swanson company two years
and then joining the International Projection and Producing Corporation, the
first independent distributors.
When the International was dissolved,
Mr. Marentette went with the Consolidated Amusement Company to operate
an exchange and manage a chain oi
photoplay theatres in Baltimore. This
latter company was merged in 1912 with
the Consolidated Film and Supply Company and Mr. Marentette was made
manager of the Atlanta Branch.
Following
term withjoined
Consolidated Film, aMr.long
Marentette
the
sales organization of the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises,
beingof manager
of the
Atlanta exchanges
Triangle and
World
Two years later he was engaged by
Goldwyn to open the Atlanta exchange
of that company. He resigned from
ment.
Goldwyn to accept the Realart appointAtlanta ol'ticcs haw been established
Suite 302 Hirsch building.
14f. Realart
Mariettaat Street.
by
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New

Fox

Building
Scenario
One of the many innovations connected with the opening of the new William Fox building, now rapidly nearing
completion at Tenth Avenue. 55th to
56th Streets, is a scenario school, to be
organized and operated in conjunction
with the regular Scenario Department
of Fox Film Corporation.
In taking this step toward the further advancement of the silent drama it is
the aim of Mr. Fox to encourage in
every possible manner the best literary
talent now being developed under the
curriculum of the college. Columbia
University already maintains a class on
motion picture story writing, but it is
the opinion of Mr. Fox that the subject
of screen story writing can be only
superficially treated unless combined
with a course in the technicalities of production. It is for this purpose that the
producer is organizing the school, which
will have a room allotted to it in the
mammoth Fox building.
Thompson Chosen Head
Hamilton Thompson, head of the Fox
Scenario Department, has been selected by Mr. Fox as supervisor of the new
scenario school. While Mr. Thompson will devote a great deal of time
to his new duties, these will not interfere with his regular duties in the handling of Fox photoplay scripts — which in
Fox Exploiting Film
On Life of Pershing
Simultaneous with the flaring newspaper headlines which greeted the Commander-in-chief ofAmerica's forces in
the world war. General John J. Pershing (Black Jack, as he is familiarly called) upon his arrival in this country. September S. all branches of Fox
Film Corporation opened a well-timed
drive throughout the country on the big
William Fox super-production "The
Land of the Free."
The reason for this combined activities of the Fox executive staff is the
peculiar significance which "The Land
of theturn ofFree"
has assumed
rethe General.
The with
basis the
of the
production is the life of Pershing himself founded on authentic information
regarding his boyhood and school career, and leading up to his rise to the
command of the American Expeditionary Forces.
Grauman

Takes Lease

On Quinn's Playhouse
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Sid Grauman, his attorneys and representatives
of Quinn's
theatre
andrecently.
their attorneys wereRialto
closeted
all day
Grauman is to take over the lease
of the South Broadway theatre shortly.
It is understood that Paramount-Artcraft second-run pictures will be shown
m the house.
Film "Treasure Island"
LOS AXGELES. CAL. — Maurice
Tourneur will shortly begin production
of Robert Louis Stevenson's "Treasure
Island," which will be published as a
Paramount-Artcratt special.

to Include
School for

HERALD

Columbia

itself is a good-sized task, considering
the plans announced for the season of
1919-1920.
Under Mr.
Thompson's
snpervision.
selected
classes personal
of Columbia
students will be given instruction in the
details of photoplay story writing, and
the more difficult work connected with
the writing of continuity of scripts. This
is a vital part of motion picture production, and its importance is evidenced by
the fact that there are comparatively
few continuity writers recognized as of
the first class.
Under the conditions as planned for
the organization of the Fox scenario
school for students of Columbia, all
pupils will be given opportunity to observe the making of motion pictures in
the various branches of the art, with
the idea of familiarizing them with the
possibilities of the players and the camera. In this way they may gradually
perfect the technical qualities which are
so essential in the writing of successful
photoplays.
Class-room Well Equipped
According to the present arrangement
the school-room will be located near
Mr. Thompson's office and just below
the big studio on the upper floor, enabling the supervising director to conduct his classes quickly to the various

Hodkinson

sets for observation. In the class-room
which will be equipped with every modconvenience, the students may do
their ern
writing.
As an aid in the selection of the most
promising students. Mr. Hamilton expects that one of the faculty at Columbia will co-operate with him in this direction.
Sol Lesser Is Still
With Bathing Girls
NEW YORK. — Sol Lesser says the
report of his withdrawal from the Mack
Sennett Bathing Girls is like the tale or
Mark Twain's death — greatly exaggerated. He is still on the job and is peddling, or rather superintending the pedof "Yankee Doodle
in Bathing
Berlin."
ihe filmdling accompaniment
to the
Girls. This dual attraction is at present
ploying
weeks'in engagement
at the
Montauka two
Theatre
Brooklyn, to
be
:ollowing by a tour of the subway circuit.
Ebony Resumes Activity
After an absence of several months,
the Ebony Film Corporation, of Chicago, has resumed production of its
first two reel comedy subject. Instead
of featuring an all-negro cast, it is now
starring only its two black-faced comedians, E. G. Tatum and Sam Jacks,
supported by an entire white cast.

fs "Money-Maker"
All That the Name

Distinctly "different" and altogether
individual among its kind. "The MoneyMaker." the exploitation newspaper published by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for the use of exhibitors playing
"Desert Gold," the picturization of the
Zane Grey novel, sounds a new note in
exhibitor aids.
True to its name, the paper deals
primarily and exclusively with means
and methods of making money. The
fanciful schemes so easy to write and
so hard to practise, the seemingly feasible but wholly impractical "stunts." the
school-girl newspaper stories, so familiar to exhibitors seeking assistance, are
conspicuously absent.
The first page i> devoted to press material, and it is good material. There is
not a story on the page that could not
be used as it stands in ,the most carefully conducted newspaper in the land.
They
have the "news'
'angle
to publication.
And they
are necessary
of sizes
admirably suited to editorial selection.
A half page is given to photographs
of the posters available. They are presented, labelled, and that is all. Xo
promise is made that their appearance
upon your boards will be followed by a
mob attendance necessitating police
protection. It is not claimed that business will be suspended while the populace attends the first showing of the picture. The posters are allowed to tell
their own tale. And they tell a story
that the exhibitor wants to hear.
The middle pages of the book are
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Implies

given over to description of the cooperative arrangements made with Grosset & Dunlap and Watterson, Berlin &
Snyder, publishers of the book from
which the picture was taken and the
song written for the picture respectively.
Grosset & Dunlap have arranged with
every book dealer in the country handling their novels for a window display to
be staged in connection with your theatre, if you are playing the picture. The
usual difficulties of winning over the
local dealer by your unsupoorted arguments are thus overcome. Beginning
"at the source." the oroducers have here
extended a real helping hand.
The same is true of -the song offered.
Watterson, Berlin & Snyder have
broken away from precedent in this instance and written a song that is a song
as well as an advertising stunt. It has
words that can be found in the dictionary, unlike many of those used in similar compositions produced for advertising purposes alone and there is a
point to the whole that will lend it popularity. The connection, of course, is of
correspondingly increased value.
Then there are cuts that can easily
be used for advertising purposes, not
grotesque shapes that have to be
trimmed to fit whatever space you
choose to use. And there are advertising layouts that have real pictorial
value and copy that will convince.
sary.
To go into further detail is unnecesHere is a paper that lives up to its
name.
And the
name is one very much
worth living
up to.
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Who's
Who
In Chicago Film Circles

"Thirteenth Chair"
Expected to Break
Records for Pathe
Fred

Intimate Studies of Men
Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

GEORGE \. MONTGOMERY
GEORGE X. MONTGOMERY,
western district manager for William L. Sherry, holds J. C. Graham
acountable for his knowledge and succes in the motion picture industry.
Montgomery had been down South in
the lumber business ever since graduating from the University of Illinois. J.
G. Graham had been in the lumber busincs down South also, but had left to
join the ranks of the rapidly growing
new industry. Montgomery met Graham
when the latter was general manager of
Mutual. He volunteered to show how it
was done and sent Montgomery to Indianapolis as manager of that important
branch.
The next two years saw him as manager of many ofhces of the World Film
Corporation while personal representative of the president of that company.
The Chicago office of General Film
Company flourished under Montgomery's management and when the order
came to discontinue the General's operations, Mr. Sherry as one of its leading contributors, gave recognition to the
successful exploitation that had been carried on under Montgomery's guidance
and appointed him to the most important post, western district manager in
charge of all offices west of Pittsburgh.
Just now Mr. Montgomery is lining
up a strenuous Fall campaign for his
sales organization as Mr. Sherry has important additions ready for Fall business. Mr. Montgomery always has a
smile and the glad hand for whoever
visits the Sherry offices in the Film
building,countsChicago,
which ofnohisdoubt
acfor considerable
success.
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C. Qiiimby

Predicts

Film Will Surpass "ComClay"
Fred C. Quimby,mon Director
of Exchanges of Pathe, has just returned
from a nation-wide lour on behalf of
Pathe attractions, and brings back an
interesting story of the success greeting "The Thirteenth Chair" because of
its drawing power as a stage production.
From the knowledge he gained in
many Pathe Exchanges, Mr. Quimby
predicts "The Thirteenth Chair" will
have a more successful life than "Common Clay" another screen version of a
famous play, which has already played
in more than 3,000 theatres.
Exhibitors Like Plays
"Exhibitors are keen for pictures produced from popular plays" said Mr.
Quimby on his return. "The success of
'Common Clay' proved that. But I am
more certain than ever, after looking
over the records of bookings on 'The
Thirteenth Chair' that adaptations of
stage productions are in big demand.
" 'Common Clay' has proved the biggest feature ever issued by Pathe. In
many sections, the Fannie Ward special
more than doubled our maximum allotment of booking dates and there are
good prospects that the allotments will
be tripled.
"With 'The Thirteenth Chair' I found
conditions more favorable, I would say,
than they were for 'Common Clay.' Naturally we looked for tremendous business on these pictures in the larger communities where the fame of the plays
was bound to penetrate. But we were
not so sanguine about the smaller cities.
Still, there is not a quota we established
m any section
wasn't far
surpassed.
Advance that
Bookings
Heavy

NORMAN KERRY
Appearing;
in "Soldiers
of Fortune,"
the
first of the
Allan Dwan
Productions
ivhich are being; made for Mayflower
Photoplay
Corporation
and will
be published by Realurt
Pictures
Corporation.
The mere fact that there are exceptions
is not to the point. There are occasional
independent
productions
as "Tarzan"
which prove to
be brilliantsuch
foundlings.
We,
too, have these, such as "A Scream in the
Night,"
by B. The
A. Rolfe,
will
soonmade
release.
Select which
trade Select
mark
may not mean so much to the public for
this reason, that it is the distributing banner for productions from many sources.
But where a trade mark stands for a distinct organization, working consistently
along delinite lines, it cannot help meaning
something, and eventually the public will
discover that meaning. This same declaration I made in an article in Photoplay
"It is a little too early to predict just Magazine four years ago, before I had so
much as heard the name of Selznick, andhow big a success 'The Thirteenth
Chair' will become. While I was on the before I had begun to look at pictures from
road the release date on the Bayard
the business angle. Therefore it is not
Veiller sensation was still several weeks
pressconfirms
agent's
idea, butconviction.
recent exoff. Yet the advance bookings were so merely a perience
my original
heavy that I was fully convinced the
In short, I not only believe that you are
great
record of The
'Common
would
entirely wrong in your deductions concernbe surpassed.
advanceClay'
dates
on
ing the trade mark, but I think that if
'The Thirteenth Chair' far over-shadowed those received for 'Common Clay.' producers in general were to be persuaded
This business held up and increased prothat you are right it would be a most serious blow to progress, for if you rob a
portionately.have
I
since been informed
by Branch Managers, when prints of producer of this incentive to establish himself and his firm name at the forefront of
'The
Thirteenth
Chair'
received
and screened
for first
run were
exhibitors.
the procession, you place a premium upon
"The success' of these two plays, I a hit-or-miss policy. He will "take a
believe, bears out the contention I have
chance" with a story or a production that
always made, that stage triumphs make
he believes is low grade, if he thinks there
more appealing motion pictures than
is a chance to "get away" with it, and if
he is convinced that his reputation will not
popular books.
suffer.
* * *
QUALITY TRADE MARKS
{Continued from page 49)
of this
length
I regret
for the specific presentation of Selznick
tion, but it the
is only
a small
partcommunica
of what I
Pictures and these stars in the theatres all think about the subject, and I may add I
over the country. If the trade mark means
doubt very much if I would care long to
nothing, this money is wasted, but results associate myself with the picture business
if I lilt otherwise.
prove that this is not true. You would
Sincerely yours,
hardly say that - the names of Belasco.
Randolph Bartlett,
Woods, Brady, etc., mean nothing to the
playgoer, and the distinction between these Advertising Manager. Selznick and Select
Pictures Corporations.
and picture trade marks is hard to discern.
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LONGFELLOW'S immortal poem, "Evangeline," has been done by William Fox into a motion picture
that will live forever." The beauty, sympathetic
production that is being referred to as "a picture
appeal and charming artistry of the master poem have been caught upon the screen with great
fidelity. Miriam Cooper, pictured above, gives to the leading role a sincerity and tense emotionalism,
making her impersonation of the Longfellow character a notable feature of an exceptional production.
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atmosphere for his personality could have been
chosen. Comedy-drama, with the accent on the
humorous side, it is a pleasing story admirably told

THE cast of characters is au important item.
It is also a much neglected one. It is time
for some serious thought to be devoted to it.
Not one patron in a thousand can read the
tabular record of players and characters, before they
have seen the picture, and retain the names to connect them up with the players as they appear. And
it is important, for the sake of future attendance,

by a cast of excellently selected players. The star's
drawing power is a known quantity. The play is certain to enhance that power.
"WHEN BEABCAT WENT DRY" (World) has
no precedent in recent production. It is a strong
and apparently authentic portrayal of life in the
mountains of Kentucky, vividly told, tellingly executed, and impressive. The liquor element, emphasized bythe title, is admirably handled and properly
subordinated to the story. Intensely dramatic, essentially human and forceful by reason of its strict
adherence to nature and logic, it must be seen to be

that the player's name be distinctly identified with
his person.
The practice of scattering the cast of characters
through the early reels, introducing each name as
the player is about to appear, is a decidedly more
intelligent one. And in a few productions, very
few, the names have been disclosed after the character has appeared — which seems to be the ideal
method.

properly estimated.

It is to the interest of the exhibitor, and, therefore, every person in the industry, that the public
know every player by name and by characters played.
By the present system that acquaintance is not being advanced.
What producer will take the first step in bettering this condition?

"HER PURCHASE PRICE" (Exhibitors' Mutual) presents Bessie Barriscale in one of her most
attractive roles. Her delineation of a difficult part is
wholly convincing and entertaining. The story is not
remarkably original, but is well told, Howard Hickan's direction being up to standard. Beautifully
staged and technically well nigh perfect, it is certain
to give general satisfaction.

"DESERT GOLD" (Hodkinson) is a typical Zane
Grey story of the sort widely popular with the American public at this time. The Benjamin B. Hampton picturization of the novel is rich in box-office
possibilities. It is. a rapidly moving melodrama
enacted against a background of rugged charm and
beauty by a capable cast headed by E. K. Lincoln.

"THE WESTERNERS" (Hodkinson) brings to
celluloid the splendid dramatic record of the gold
rash to the Black Hills that was Stewart Edward
White's novel. The seven reels contain not one inch
of surplus film, the story being compactly told and
accurately produced. Roy Stewart, Wilfred Lucas,
Robert McKim and Mildred Manning head a large
cast that give life to the characters.

"THE BEAT" (Metro) establishes Nazimova beyond question as one of the leading actresses of all
time. Her versatility, questioned by some, is no
longer open to controversy, the strictly American
cbaracterization so well portrayed in the present production stamping her, once and for all time, an artiste. The play is as strictly American as the role,
and has a stage success to its credit for an exploitation basis. Properly exploited and presented, its complete success is a matter of course.

"THE RIGHT TO HAPPINESS" (Jewel) satisfies the expectations built up by "The Heart of Humanity."' Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holubar, star
and director of both productions, again prove their
fitness for the assignments. The present publication
deals with a big and timely subject in a big and
modern manner. The appeal of the theme is a general one and the point is sure to strike home. As
a whole, the production should very nearly approximate its predecessor in popularity.

"LORD AND LADY ALGY" (Goldwyn) places
Tom Moore in English society, than which no better
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Nazimova in
THE BRAT
Seven-part comedy-drama; Metro.
Directed by Herbert Blache.
Published as a special.
OPINION; It versatility is, as claimed,
the supreme test of acting ability, "The
Brat"
Nazimova
forever establishes
in the front
rank of finally
stage and
and
screen stars.
In a role differing from her past
characterizations as :nght differs from
day, a distinctly American role and a
trying one. she proves herself mistress
of every situation and equal to every
demand.
The play is too well known to require
description here. Its stage success is
a matter of common knowledge and the
advertising advantage of this is apparent to every showman.
The picture is going to be just what
the exhibitor makes it. The story was
such that the elaborate settings of "The
Red Lantern"
not be consists
duplicated.of
The
cast, also,could
necessarily
fewer members. It is not a spectacle,
nor intended for one, so cannot be exploited in spectacular manner.
It is, however, a human narrative,
dramatic and impressive by reason of
plot and story, convincing, interesting
and of a popular type.
Presentation will mean everything to
the production. The exhibitor who contracts for the film, pays the rental,
raises his price and considers his work
done is doing justice neither to himself
nor the attraction.
• Let the same man study the picture,
rehearse his orchestra and operator
carefully to insure, absolute synchronism, prepare his program as a unit
rather than as a collection of units, and
the offering is certain to result in complete satisfaction.
Advertising and exploitation angles

NAZIMOVA
Featured in "The Brat." the Metro pieturization of Maude Fulton-.* stage success.

are so obvious that they need not be
discussed. Getting the first crowd
should be a very simple matter. After
that, if the exploitation is continued
within the theatre, the engagement
should go down on record as one of
theSYXOPSIS:
season's bigThesuccesses.
Brat, a chorus girl
known by no other name, is discharged
from the Summer Garden chorus when
she refuses to submit to the advances
of Stephen Forrester, a young waster.
He follows her to the street and a quarrel ensues, after which she is arrested.
At the court she is found by Mac Millan
Forrester,
brother, a novelistherinpersecutor's
search of an elder
underworld
character to study, and the judge allows
her to go to his home to live for that
purpose. Here her unvarnished manForester's
andmuch
her
father,nersascausewell
as Mrs. fiancee
Forrester,
uneasiness.
The out
Bratof keeps
record a secret
respectStephen's
for his
brother. When the novel is finished
and the Brat is about to leave. Stephen
attempts
Mac Millan's
she takes totherobblame.
Stephen safe
makesanda
clean breast of the affair, exhonorating
the Brat,
fiancee
releases and
him to Mac
marryMillan's
the girl
he has
learned to love.

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
lii a characteristic pose in "The Right to
Happiness.'"
thewasI niversal-Jewel
production which
directed by Allen
Holuhar. Miss Phillips takes the role
of Sonia, a Russian anarchist.

Tom Moore in
she can win the money necessary to reLORD AND LADY ALGY
coup her husband's losses. Mrs. Tudway,
wife
cf aaway
friend
Lord Algy's.
Six-part comedy-drama; Goldwyn.
plans to run
withof another
man.
Algy learns of the plan, and consents
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
to
co-operate
with
the
elopers,
allowing
Published September 14.
them to use his chambers as a rendevous.
OPINION : The Tom Moore personality, in the hope of persuading Mrs. Tudway
the personality that has made him an to stick to her husband. Scandal conunfailing box office asset in whatever
nects the names of Lady Algy with
role is given him, dominates the present Jethroe. and Lord Algy with Mrs. Tudproduction. The market value of the
way. Algy's horse loses the race, while
personality, therefore, may be taken as
horse wins. Tudway disexactly indicative of the market value of Lady Algy's
covers his wife in Algy's chamber, and
the picture.
suspects him of stealing her affections.
But Goldwyn has not left the whole
Lady Algy enters, grasps the situation
burden of the entertainment to the stai. at
a glance, and diplomatically smooths
They have provided sumptuous settings, things
over. She informs Algy of her
a splendid supporting cast led by Xaomi
success at the races and they are reChilders at her best, and a skilled direc- united.
tor whose efforts figure prominently in
the finished product.
The type, comedy-drama, and the lo- Dorothy Phillips in
cale, "society" England, are currently
THE RIGHT TO HAPPINESS
Eight-part
drama; Jewel.
popular.
The plot is well constructed and devoted chiefly to the comedy element of Directed by Allen Holubar.
the story, just enough dramatic incident Published in September.
being incorporated to lend weight to the
OPINION ; Exhibitorial attention is not
whole. Some of the humorous bits occurring in the action rank high among often so sharply drawn to a single production as is the case in this instance
screen comedy endeavors of all time.
of the second Allen Holubar-Dorothy
The patronage assured a Tom Moore
picture is a voluminous one. Few stars Phillips production. The remarkable
have ever advanced in popularity so success of "The Heart of Humanity"
quickly as has he in the past year. At- has implanted a public demand for more
tendance is certain. The picture will pictures of like caliber.
warrant that attendance.
of Chicago exhibA goodly
SYNOPSIS: Lord Algy is addicted to
itors, with gathering
this demand in mind, attended the trade showing of the picbetting, which causes an estrangement
ture at Orchestra Hall on August 30.
with his wife. They part, under an informal arrangement, although each ad- The concensus of opinion voiced by this
mires the other very much. Lord Algy keenly critical body was to the effect
determines to retrench his fortunes by that the public would not be disbacking a certain horse in a race. Lady
As the highly emotional daughter of
the horse cannot win. appointed.
Algy. knowing
makes
friends with 71a certain Jethroe. to the tenements, victim of radicalist propaganda, the star is excellently cast and
pet a tip from him on the race, whereby
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effective. The work is to her liking
and she rises splendidly to the opportunity.
The story is deeply dramatic and deals
with big forces, forces of paramount importance at the present time and of universal interest. The action calls for
big scenes and large gatherings, and
these Holubar has supplied and manipulated in masterly fashion.
Straight drama, drama with a purpose,
but first of all a story, a good story, the
prospects for a warm reception at the
hands of the public are bright.
SYNOPSIS: Dorothea and Vivian, twin
daughters of Hardcastle, an American
millionaire living in Russia, are separated during a massacre in the Jewish
quarter, when they are babies. Vivian
returns to America with her father, who
has grown bitter of heart. Dorothea,
given up as dead, is saved and brought
up by a Jewish family. She enters the
ranks of the Bolsheviki, becoming a
ringleader. She is sent to America to
sow discord. Her father, a millionaire
autocrat, treats those who labor for him
without consideration, which causes a
falling out with his old partner, who
opens a factory on the co-operative
plan, which is wonderfully successful.
Dorothea succeeds in winning the support of the workmen of her father, while
those of his partner turn a deaf ear to
her war cry of violence. Paul, a young
Russian, son of the family which raised
Dorothea, is in love with her. He has
come with her to America, where he
tries to replace her belief in violence
with a belief in brotherly love. Dorothea
leads her father's workmen to his home
to force him to their terms. She saves
her
between
her
and sister's
one of life
the by
mobstepping
who shoots
at her.
Taken into the house, Dorothea's father
learns that she is his daughter and relents, giving in to his workmen, and
promising them better conditions.
Roy Stewart, Wilfred Lucas and Mildred
Manning in
THE WESTERNERS
Seven-part drama; Hodkinson.
Directed by Edward Sloman.
Published in August.
OPINION : As a historical document
recording one of the most interesting
episodes of American history, the gold
rush to the Black Hills, as proof of the
desirability of authorial co-operation in
the production of novel picturizations,
and as absorbing, realistic, entertaining screen
Westerners,"
produced
by drama,
Benjamin"The
B. Hampton
for
Hodkinson distribution, is three-fold
valuable.
The story is a substantial one. There
are plots and counterplots, well woven
together and unified. The dashing action characteristic of the Western production is present at times but only
when occasion warrants, the general
pace of the whole being the careful, suspense building advance of the good story
teller.
Against a richly colored but authentic
background, a large cast headed by Wilfred Lucas, Roy Stewart, Robert McKim
and Mildred Manning perforin their
various roles in excellent manner. It
would be hard to say wiircti of the four
should be named as star, so evenly
matched are their characterizations, but
it is necessary to mention that Robert
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CONSTANCE TALMADGE
A new portrait of the star of "A Temperamental Wife," the which
John EmersonAnita
Loos production
First National
will puhlish this month.
McKim, the leading Western heavy of
all time, has never surpassed his present
work.
The play should be advertised as
exactly what it is, a Western classic.
It is big in every way. Seven reels,
often a weary length, is not one inch
too long for the story. Production and
direction are of the highest order. The
play should please universally.
SYNOPSIS: Michael Lafond, a halfbreed, insults Prue Welch, wife of a
scientist drawn to the Black Hills in the
search for gold, and escapes to the Indians, where he becomes a leader of the
tribe. With his Indian followers he returns and murders her, stealing her baby.
Years later he has again joined the
whites and operates a series of gambling
halls and saloons in South Dakota. The
baby is known as his daughter, being
too young at the time of her abduction
to remember her parentage. Jim Buckley, who drove Lafond from the pioneer
caravan after his attack years before,
is now a mine owner and Welch, half
insane, lives on his bounty. Lafond
seeks to turn the miners against him
and bring about his downfall. Molly
W elch, known as Molly Lafond, falls in
love with Cheyenne Harry, the local bad
man, and reforms him. Harry and Jim
Buckley, against great odds, outwit
Lafond and turn him over to the Indians, who take their revenge upon him
in characteristic Indian manner. Molly
and Harry find happiness.
Constance Talmadge in
THE TEMPERAMENTAL WIFE
Five-part farce; First National.
Directed by David Kirkland.
Published in September.
OPINION : The name of Constance
Talmadge has come to be popularly regarded as synonymous with a very
definite and very desirable style of photoplay farce. The attendance that greets
72

each new production featuring the star
is drawn from many classes, classes
united in the demand for just that type
of amusement.
Standardization of output has been the
result, and an estimate of each new production must be based upon the knowledge that its patronage is pre-determined and a set and detailed expectation
must be fulfilled.
"TheFirstTemperamental
Wrife," a the
first
National attraction,
storystar's
by
Anita Loos and John Emerson, experienced and capable designers of farce,
measures up to every established standard. It is "of a piece" with her past
productions and as these have pleased
so must this please also.
The work of the star, direction,
photography, settings, all the technical
accouterments, are of the high order
fixed by precedent. The handiwork of
the Loos-Emerson combination is a very
notable added merit. The combination
of talent is a good one. The play is
good. The future should hold big things
for the persons involved and the exhibitor using their works.
SYNOPSIS: Billie Billings, a temperamental young lady, interrupts her
fiance in a tender moment with his
stenographer and breaks off the engagement swearing eternal enmity to the
whole male sex. A week later, at a
hotel near Washington, she hears of
Senator Newton of Idaho, a woman-shy
bachelor much sought after by the marriageable set, and determines to win him.
He arrives, in company with Doctor
Keene, the Billings' family physician, and
she begins her wooing as soon as she
is introduced. By various subterfuges
she brings him to the point of proposing
and accepts him. The honeymoon over,
she discovers that his secretary, known
as Smith, whom she has thought a man,
is a woman, and she demands her disrefuses
and estrangement charge.
follows.Newton
Billie
pretends
to elope
with a Count who has long Deen a suitor,
and Newton follows. The reconciliation
is brought about in a unique manner.
Priscilla Dean With
Health Recovered Is
At Work on Feature
"The Virgin of Stamboul," from trie
story "Undraped" by H. H. Van Loan,
will be the next starring vehicle for
Priscilla Dean, the Universal star, who
has just signed a new contract. It will
cost a small fortune to produce.
Sparkling with a brilliant pageantry
and impressive in the mystic majesty of
the East, "The Virgin of Stamboul" Is
expected to be the most talked-of-photodramatic offering in which Miss Dean
has yet appeared.
When Miss Dean returned to Universal City, following a vacation of several
months in which time she recuperated
from the attack of pneumonia that
caused world-wide anxiety for her safety,
it was decided that "The Virgin of
Stamboul" was the one story with sufficient dash and color to be suitable for
this unusual star.
In "The Virgin of Stamboul" Miss
Dean will appear as a dancing girl,
dancing for alms as a beggar on the
cobbled streets of Constantinople.
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E. K. Lincoln, Eileen Percy and Margery Wilson in
DESERT GOLD
Seven-part Western melodrama: Hodkinson.
Directed by T. Hayes Hunter.
Published in September.
OPINION: "Desert Gold" is a typical
Zane Grey story, of the sort widely
popular with the American public at
this time. The Benj. B. Hampton picturization of the novel affords a screen
production rich in box office possibilities.
The motion picture version of "Desert
Gold" is a rapidly moving melodrama
staged
in "the country
God forgot"
against out
a background
of rugged
charm
and beauty and enacted by a very acceptable cast headed by E. K. Lincoln.
Eileen Percy and Margery Wilson. The
work of the players is uniformly good
and several excellent characterizations
are offered, among them an Indian rol:
played by a native of the Yaqui country
which is a decidedly effective bit of portraiture. Among other familiar nam •>
-in the cast which is described as "all
star"Butt.
are Edward Coxen and W. Lawson
The spirited action which one expects
to find in a play of this type is an outstanding feature of "Desert Gold." From
almost the opening scene there is packed
in a wide range of thrills and suspensemoment which are of the stuff that seldom if ever misses with the great mass
of the theatre-goipg public. A number
of fight scenes staged high in a rocky
canyon are especially effective. The inspiring story of Zane Grey has been
transferred to the screen with gr.-at
fidelity.
SYNOPSIS: An army captain in the
Southwest forestalls a threatened abduction of his sweetheart by a Mexican
brigand. He is assi^'ed by a college
chum who happens into the locality in
search of adventure. The adventurer
removes the girl to a nearby ranch for
safety and while there he falls in love
with the ranchman's ward. In a series
of rapidly moving incidents th;ri follows sensational fights with bands of
Mexican outlaws, captures and rescues;
a contest to defeat a land shark who
seeks to confiscate the ranchman's property and the eventual discovery of a
gold lode through the aid of a faithful
Indian servant, bringing with it the
finding of papers which establish the
parentage of the ranchman's ward. The
picture closely follows the Zane Grey
story.
Be ssie Barriscale in
HER PURCHASE PRICE
Five-part drama; Robertson-Cole.
Directed by Howard Hickman.
Published in August.
OPINION : Bessie Barriscale, beautiful
and at ease in whatever role or setting
she is placed, has never appeared to
better advantage than as the Christian
girl captive in Cairo and. later, the misunderstood lady of nobility.
The picture has been lavishly staged
and, with attention to details and appreciation of mass values evident in every
scene, is optically charming.
And while the eye is held by the
beauty of the composition, a well chosen
and altogether capable cast portray a
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story which, while not startingly original, is interesting and convincing.
Howard Hickman's direction is up to
requirements in every respect. He
deals in proven standards, rather than
innovations, and intensive application to
these principles results in unity of story
and perfect coherence.
There are few audiences, if any, that
do not welcome a Barriscale production.
It is doubtful if the screen boasts a
star of wider appeal. She has made few
pictures of more general interest. The
logical conclusion is that the play will
succeed.
SYNOPSIS:, Sir Derek Anstruthers
touring Egypt, meets Sheka. supposedly
a slave girl, learns that she is white and
has been reared by a native bandit since
the massacre of her mother's caravan
upon the desert, and falls in love with
her. When she is offered for sale upon
the block he outbids the natives and
George Vincent, a scion of wealthy family, marries her and takes her back to
England as his wife. Here Vincent
comes also, and with the aid of Diana
Vane, who had hoped to win Sir Derek's
title, promotes discord in the Anstruthers household. Pressed for money, Sir
Derek declares that he would give anything for ten thousand pounds. Sheka
goes to sell herself to a notorious roue
who has made advances to her, but Sir
Derek learns of her intention and follows. When he arrives it is discovered
that the roue has cleared up the mystery
of her parentage, that she is his lawful
heir, and all ends happily.
WHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY
Six-part drama; World.
Directed by Ollie L. Sellers.
Published as a Special.
OPINION: "Red blooded," the adjective
so frequently abused by over enthusias-

tic advertisers as to have become almost
meaningless, accurately describes the
drama which is "When Bearcat Went
Real emotions are here recorded. The
rough mountain characters who make
up the cast are real people, un-veneered.
at times uncouth, elemental in their
loves and hates and ever regardless of
man-made law, but essentially human
andDry."
convincingly natural.
The story concerns the struggles of
one "Bearcat" Stacy against an inborn
taste for liquor and the narrowing hypocrisy ofeducated,
local
conditions.
but a social
man of
principle Unand
courage to back it up, he is a fiction
character of extraordinary interest.
Though the liquor question is treated
and answered with rare intelligence, it
is kept in its proper place as a factor
of the plot, not the purpose of it. The
story is at all times the important
issue, and it is a story worth while.
A realistic production of a strong story
concerning crude and elemental men
and women, it is unique in that no
hint of suggestiveness has been allowed
to creep in. If the American audience
attends the theatre for the sake of the
play, and
is the ofreason
dance in thethatmajority
cases, for
theyattenwill
find in this production exactly what they
seek.
SYNOPSIS: Bearcat Stacy, an untamed
son of the Kentucky mountain country,
fights against a natural taste for liquor.
He loves Blossom Fulkerson, a neighbor
girl, and his love is returned, but she
asks him to promise never to drink
again and he fails to keep his word.
Kennard Towers, proprietor of the chief
saloon in the little town nearby, causes
Bearcat's father to be arrested on a
abductintoBlosplanning
false charge,
som. A stranger
who hasto come
the
mountains wins Blossom's fancy and
promise of marriage, then goes away.
and reBearcat learns of the promise
solves to bring him back dead or alive,
thinking Blossom compromised. He
also sets out to cleanse the country ot
the drink evil and gathers about him
a band of night riders for the purpose.
How he achieves his aims and wins
the
play. make up the big moments of
Blossom
Rubye De Remer Rests
After Completion of

BESSIE BARRISCALE
of "Her.
the EnglishPrice,"heiressthe heroine
\s Purchase
Robertson-Cole
Mutual. being distributed by Exhibitors'
feature
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"His Temporary Wife"
It has taken many weeks to produce
"His Temporary Wife," Gaumont feature photo-drama, in which the beautiful Rubye DeRemer has been busily
engaged in playing the title-role.
While Miss DeRemer admits the engagement to have been a most delightful one, yet she asserts emphatically
that she welcomes a needed respite.
"As I feel just now. with the work
all done, I'd rather play 'Temporary
Rest' than to continue to play 'His Temporary Wife' ," declared the lovely
Rubye after her final scene was finished.
Stepping gracefully into the realm of
screen stars from the Ziegfeld girls
beautiful,
made MissHerDeRemer's
career
mosthasremarkable.
popularity seems to increase with each new picture
turedpublished
player. in which she is the fea-
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Helen Holmes, Star of "The Fatal Fortune",
Refused to Take a Dare When a Child — Now
Performs "Stunts" Which Thrill Thousands
lilllKlllUHIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIlf
Loves Little Children
Helen Holmes, who is starring in "The
Fatal Fortune" for the S. L. K. Serial
"I
love
kiddies," she said smiling, "and
Corporation, was lounging between
when all1 the
went wide,
to anlittle
orphans'
home eyes
and
scenes in the Grantwood studios, when
saw
wondering
she was asked how she came to get into staring up at me, I wanted to take the
making serials which work carries with
whole bunch home with me. It took
it no end of hazards. Miss Holmes
me a long time to decide on which one
reclined languidly in a large rocking
to take, but I finally took the little one
chair. Her big brown eyes, which are
I have adopted. She looked so lonely
one of her chief charms, were partly and forlorn, and those big, brown eyes
closed, and one not knowing her for the just won me over, so I took her. I am
daring artist she is, would have thought
going to give her the finest education in
that she was just an ordinary indolent
the country. At present, I consider her
sort of women.
my mascot and often bring her to the
studio with me. I tried to do a small
No Boy Could Stump Her
the war
to help.
wasn't
much,during
but, what
I did,
I did Itwith
my
"Well," she replied to the question. "I part
don't
exactly
know,
except
that
when
whole
I was a kid, I was always doing stunts.
Thereheart."
are two things in the line of
I was called the Tom Boy of our town.
sports
in
which Miss Holmes is excepNo boy could stump me. If he did a
tionally interested. One is golf and the
other is motoring. She can drive a
certain dangerous stunt, or jump or anything like that, I was always going him
motor car as perfectly as any Broadway
one better. I was always athletic from
taxi chauffeur. And speed — Gee whizz!
the first I can remember. As I grew
Some time if you're out on a long stretch
older, I found a world of health in ath- of
road, and you see a puff or
letics and out of door exercise, and I dustcountry
half a mile ahead and in fifteen
followed it. As I came into young
seconds something rushes past you like
womanhood, I still continued to do so. a Twentieth Century engine, and so fast
When I decided to go into pictures, I you can hardly see what or who it is,
figured that the serial work would give
"Helen She
Holmes"
—
me the best scope for my talents in as
foryouthatgasp,
willjustbesayHelen.
simply
burns up the roads.
athletics."
any while
fear
Despite the impression one gets watchof "But,
being have
injuredyouor never
perhapshadkilled
ing Miss Holmes on the screen, when
she
is attired in her street and home
doing thethese
death defying things?"
asked
interviewer.
gowns, she is a much different appearing
young woman. She is fairly tall, not
"Not in the least," replied the young
woman with a careless smile. "You
too slender, and carries herself excelfee. I am a fatalist. I figure that what
lently. She is youthful in appearance,
will happen will happen, and you cannot
and
pretty and attractive.
avoid it. The next minute ahead is a She exceptionally
is the sort of girl anyone would
blank to us all. Take for instance, one
turn around and look after as she passed
man walks down the street and as he is them on the street.
about to turn a certain corner someDanger in Day's Work
thing attracts his attention, someone
"The tinued
stunts
I do in the
concalls him across the street. Directly beMiss Holmes
as pictures,"
the interview
hind him is another man, and as he
passes the same corner, a brick falls on
drew to a close, "are to me only in the
his head and kills him. So there you
day'sofwork.
don't take I only
a very few
them Iseriously.
eat
are. How did the first man come to ordinary
well, sleep and rest well, keep my head
miss
the
brick?
That's
the
way
I
look
and mind always about me, and I feel
at things. But athletic stunts are not under
these circumstances, I have little
all that I can do," continued the great
to fear outside of the ordinary run of
star,
sittingandup when
straight
in the
can cook;
I say
cook,chair.
I mean"I fate. I suppose, I will continue to make
serials for as long as I continue in the
cook.
don't
mean I boil
egg, pastry,
or fry picture-making business. I feel that
a pieceI of
steak.
can anmake
and biscuits and pies, and cakes and all there is a big field there for a woman of
sorts of goodies. I love to knit and sew, my experience and I have not the slightdesire to make big features. The
and I am really quite human when I serialest fascinates
me and holds me, and
get away from the atmosphere of the
in thatmainparticular
place, toI intend
restudio and get into my home. I can
for some time
come. to The
milk a cow, ride a horse and chop down
serial I am working in, I consider the
a tree if necessary. I just love the best
I have ever had as a vehicle for
country. That is why I have a farm in
California and why I spend my time off real thrills and entertainment."
there. It gives me the greatest pleasure
of my life and I always look forward to
Call N. A. M. P. I. Meeting
it when my work gets exceptionally
President William A. Brady has called
hard
working
in aofpicture."
Misswhile
Holmes
is fond
children. She
i special meeting of the members of the
has adopted a little Belgium orphan
National Association of the Motion Picwhose father, mother and a brother and
ture Industry to be held at the headtwo sisters lost their lives in that illquarters, Times Building. New York, on
Thursday, September 11, at 3 p. m.
fated country. 'a
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Hi
HELEN HOLMES
Star of the new S. L. K. serial. "The FataE
Fortune,studios.
n now being' filmed at Grantwood
Tom

Mix Risks Life

Bull-Dogging Buffalo
The most dangerous performance ever
attempted by a daredevil cowpuncher —
to say nothing of a motion picture star
— is the "bull-dogging" of a buffalo by
Tom Mix, the famous William Fox star,
for a new special feature on which he
now is working in Oklahoma.
The scenes of the picture in which
Mix
hazardous "bull-dogging"
stunt does
were this
photographed
on the ranch
of Colonel Joe Miller near Ponca City,
where the cowboy star once was a familiarmotion
figure inpictures.
the days before he entered
Universal Will Star
Art Acord in Serials
Art Acord, the western star, has returned to the pictures after two years
service in the army. He has just signed
a three-year contract with Universal to
be featured in short-reel western dramas
and in serials.
Sent from Camp Kearney (California)
to France. Acord was transferred to
the 4th Division, which went through
some of the heaviest fighting of the war
on the Verdun front. While "over
there" he won the Croix-de-guerrc.
New Omaha Playhouse
OMAHA, NEB. — The Moon theatre,
erected on the site of the first motion picture show to be opened in Omaha, fourteen years ago, has been opened by the
World Realty Co., making the third theatre
directed by this concern in the city. The
theatre is modern in every respect and
theof the Sun
lines capacity
followsatre.closely
It has a the
seating
of 1,000
and was erected at a cost of $350,000.
Start MacLaren Feature
Mary MacLaren has started production at Universal City on "No Experience Required," a six-reel feature based
by Frank R. Adams, writer,
the story
on
storie.s are now featured by thf
whose
Cosmopolitan magazine.

September

28,

On September 25, 1919, the wise
exhibitor is going to cause to appear
in his newspapers the first of a
series of advertisements that is
bound to make money for him.
On September 26 and 27 he is
going to increase the size of his
advertisements and develop his
copy.
On September 28 he is going to
take the largest space that rates
will warrant and put into it a broadside of house doctrine and policy
announcement.
On that date, September 28, the
clocks of the nation will be set back
one hour. The next morning people
will get up one hour later and business will go on as before. It is
doubtful if many persons will find
anything in their daily experience
to indicate that a change has been
made.
Business Will Boom
But motion picture theatres generally will experience an increased
patronage from that date on.
The measure of that increase will
he determined by the advance
advantage taken of the event.
It is to call attention to the
opportunity thus offered that we
devote space to it almost a month
before the scheduled change.
"When You Set Your Clock
Ahead— Get In Time With The
Empire."
That is the line that suggests
itself for the opening gun of the
campaign. It is a line well balanced and easily arranged to fit
whatever shape you decide to give
your first display. It would be as
well to let it go as it stands, or at
least with the single addition of a
small cut of your theatre.
"The Latest Thing in Motion
Pictures."
"The Theatre Timely."
"Always Ahead Of The Time."
"The
Up-To-Date Theatre,"
These are a few lines that suggest themselves for elaboration
upon the original announcement.

1919

Opportunity!

They may be varied infinitely and
adapted to local conditions.
On the third day it would be wise
to include copy telling something
like the following story.
"The added hour of daylight benefits you and benefits us. It gives yon
time to see our show before bed time.
It gives us another hour in our day,
added revenue, and we can give you
better and bigger shows for the same

Then, to tone down the argument
for attendance, without weakening
it. the starting hours of your performances should be given in forceful prominence. Go into details.
Schedule the feature, the comedy,
the news reel and every other item
of the show. Make a distinct effort
to have these exact, and list them
in a manner that will convince.
A Good Connection
A suitable announcement that

1 he amount of copy devoted to
old price."
this istyle of argument will be determined by the amount of space
used. It can be great or small. The
spiritantofthing.the argument is the import-

may be made here, as a final connection with the change in time, is
suggested by a California exhibitor
who has already employed it to
success.
In practically all cities telephone
girls are no longer permitted to give
the time of day to subscribers who
call up and ask for it. And the
practice was quite general before
this rule went into effect.
Now, when the housewife finds
her clock stopped, she must go to a
neighbor or call up a friend.

On the last day, the evening
before the clock is put back one
hour, a spread should be used and
copy supplied incorporating all of
the lines that have appeared before,
reiterating the argument in newphraseology and with suitable
elaboration.
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This exhibitor advertises that the
time may be ascertained at any hour
of the day by calling up his theatre.
The idea is good. The girl who
answers the phone is polite and
pleasant. It is surprising how
many take advantage of the offer
and add. after the time has been
given, a question about the current
performance.
Cost Trifling
It costs nothing but a little of the
ticket girl's time. It is courtesy
and a step toward intimacy with
your patrons. The advertising angle
is perfectly apparent.
With a line announcing this
innovation appearing at the bottom
of your closing spread, the campaign cannot be otherwise than
successful.
The present sketchy outline has
been written to set exhibitors to
thinking over the possibilities of the
idea. The entire department could
easily have been devoted to specimen advertisements and discussion
of off-shoots from the central
scheme that will occur to all thinking readers.
But the plan you evolve for yourself will be of many times that
value to you.
It is an opportunity that certainly
should not be disregarded.
Clock And Title
Combination

Wins

The value of combinations cannot be
over-estimated.
An artistic ball costume is, in itself,
pretty.
A pretty woman is a pretty woman, in
a gingham gown, but only a pretty
woman.
Tut the pretty gown on the pretty
woman and you have something interesting.
The illustration is extreme. The
truth is the important item. It is a vital
factor in advertising psychology.
The songs bearing motion picture titles
and ornamented with the portraits of
stars, just now so popular, illustrate the
point practically.
To get the psychological truth inside
the borders of a newspaper advertisement and make it work for the benefit
of your theatre and the prosperity of
your bank book is a difficult matter. It
requires thought and work.
The Liberty theatre. Portland, Oregon,
has done just that thing in the accompanying display used in behalf of "A
Midnight Romance,"
the First
Attraction
starring Anita
Stewart.National
Midnightthe ishour
a "time
of day."
probably
most often
spokenIt ofis
and most definitely fixed in the public
mind. It represents more than mere
position of hands upon a dial. It carries with it the idea of a definite atmosphere and a more or less fixed set of
circumstances.
A clock is a clock.
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Four-column strip, relying for effectiveness upon association of ideas, used by
the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
And a picture,
of the "still" or
"motion"
variety, be
is aitpicture.
In the advertisement reproduced herewith, therefore, we have a triple combination, picture with picture, clock with
title, and a very complicated association
of ideas hinging upon romance, midnight and past experience.
Add that the composition is pictorially
well nigh perfect, that it has all the
attributes of business-getting appeal and
argument, and the success of the designer's efforts is clinched.
Presentation Is a
Powerful Advertiser
When "His Majesty, the American,"
Douglas Fairbanks' initial production under the United Artists' trade-mark,
appeared at the Woodlawn theatre, Chicago, on Sunday, August 31, the sidewalk was blocked almost to the corner
with patrons who had come too late to
get in to the first show.
Advertising did that.
The same agerit was responsible for
a similar condition existing up to time
for going to press.
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But the comments of those coming out
of the theatre are responsible for the
account
of the showing in this department.
The picture, of course, was the principal topic of conversation.
Second in importance, though fully as
many words were devoted to it, was the
manner of presentation which the theatre had used.
There was a changing-light effect that
figured in it. There was a communitychorus conducted by the orchestra and
aided by song slides each carrying a
line of the song, and there was a mixed
reel
feature.of short subjects preceding the
But the big topic was the smashing
accompaniment supplied the feature and
the mechanical effects that gave an air
of realism to the action.
A police gong, a fire bell, a water
imitation, automobile imitation, galloping
horses, and all the lesser noises which
fit so well into the composition of a
Fairbanks' production were here furnished in a high state of perfection.
After the first title had been run off
the screen was left dark for fully thirty
seconds, during which time the orchestra and effect man bombarded the
ear drums of the assembled masses with
a sound barage that brought everybody
to erect attention. Then the music
dropped to a lullaby for the first ten
seconds of the picture, when the action
took up the thread and the noise bellowed forth again. At intervals throughout the picture, whenever occasion warranted it, the same proceedure was
followed out.
The result was a double one. Everybody in the theatre was kept alert while
the picture was going on. There was
an exhiliration about it that was inescapable. People go to the theatre for
exhiliration. They like it.
The second result was an even more
important one. People went away talking about the thing. It could hardly be
called an innovation. Revival fits the
occasion more closely, for effects are
as old as motion pictures.
It just illustrates a vital truth. Nothing
is too small to be overlooked. Here a
comparatively minor matter was made
the best advertisement that could have
been secured. And that comparatively
minor matter is at the disposal of every
exhibitor in the world.
Screen Classics To
Film Hardy Novel
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles," a novel
by Thomas Hardy that has enjoyed considerable popularity, has just been put
into
script
by !'"inis
Fox, ofInc.the
scenario staffform
of Screen
Classics,
A special cast will be assigned to the
production. Alice Lake being mentioned
as the probable lead. Maxwell Karger,
Director General, will personally select
the players.
Farnum Begins New Film
Following a brief vacation at Sag
Harbor, L. I.. William Farnum, who recently completed "The Last of the
Duanes" and "Wings of the Morning."
begun work ofupon
"If I Were
King,"
ahaspicturization
the novel
by J. Huntly
McCarthy.
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"Ambition,"

Add-a-Box"
Advertising
Adopted by Western
If there remains in the industry today
a man who has not become aware of the
great strides forward being taken by advertising exhibitors, let him give his attention to the advertisements appearing
at the bottom of this page.
In the Herald of August 30 this department carried an article entitled "The
Add-A-Box Advertisement." Concrete
illustrations of what could be done by
this method of advertising were presented. Additional suggestions of the
manner in which the idea could be utilized for varying purposes and under
varying circumstances were added.
Exhibitors were urged to avail themselves of the scheme while it was yet
new and get full value out of it. It was
to overcome the human tendency to
"wait and let the other fellow try it," the
greatest bar to advertising progress that
exists, that such urging was considered
necessary.
Two Exhibitors Try It
That two exhibitors, one in Portland,
Oregon, and the other in Billings, Montana, operating the Columbia and
Regent theatres respectively, have already put the scheme into practical use

Plan
Exhibitors

is a certain indication that the exhibitors of the nation are awake to the realization that in advertising lies the success of the future and eager to advance
toward new standards and greater
achievements.
The Herald, naturally, is glad to see
its ideas adopted. Such adoption encourages work along experimental aiyl
innovational lines, efforts to dig out and
prepare
scribers. new devices for exhibitor subBut there is, in the present instance,
cause for rejoicing by every member of
every branch of the industry.
Box Office Is Criterion
Stars, producers, directors, exchange
men, even the technical workmen and
writers for the screen, must depend, in
the last analysis, upon the exhibitor for
support. And the exhibitor must depend
upon his patrons. His box office receipts furnish the money for every activity along every branch of the producing,
distributing and exhibiting business.
And his advertising regulates the flow
of money into his box office.
The concrete proof of the fact that
American exhibitors are aware of this
fact, are ready and anxious to enlarge
and improve their newspaper representation, is concrete proof that the industry
as a unit is safe in its present prosperity
and headed for bigger and better things
in the future.
STARTS
TODAY
ALL BRAND
NEW
RUNS
3 DAYS

A New
Holubar-Phillips
Feature Started
Production has started in the little
town of Pleasanton, a suburb thirty
miles from San Francisco, on "Ambition," the
Holubar-Phillips
feature. Thenewdirector
who scored supera success with "The Heart of Humanity" ana
"The Right
of Happiness"
surrounded Dorothy
Phillips with has
a strong
cast, including Robert Andersen, Rudolf Valentine, William Ellingford, Mrs.
Margaret Mann, Emily Chichester,
Mary Wise, Elinor Field, Dan Crimniins, Rosa Gore, Frank Elliott, Katherine Griffith and Emma Gerdes.
Miss Phillips will be seen as a small
town girl who is fired with the ambition
to become a great opera singer. She
battles her way through the world to
the pinnacle of operatic fame, only to
find it all a hollow mockery, and that
the glitter and glamor of what the world
calls success is only a drop in the bucket
compared with the sympathy and understanding of the loved ones at home.
The story was written by Allen Holubar and the screen script prepared by
Olga Linek Scholl, who has been associated with Holubar in the preparation
of "The Heart of Humanity" and "The
Right
Happiness."
The tosmall
town scenes will be taken
in Pleasanton, the metropolitan sequence in San Francisco, and the scenes
supposed to take place in the Metropolitan Grand Opera House will be made at
Universal City where a set that is an
exact replica of the famous theatre is
being built.

Of course, "Doug" is at the
REGENT
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Spreads used by the Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore., and the Regent, Billings, Mont., showing the practicability and effectiveness of the "Add-a-Box" advertising plan sponsored by EXHIBITORS HERALD for August 30.
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play used Anita
for "Human
the Firstto
National
StewartDesire,"
production,
illustrate our point. The picture with
the appended sign board is good. It is
unusual and attracts by reason of that
fact.
The "Now — Right — Now" at the top
is a typical Palace bit and a good pointer
for other exhibitor advertisers to absorb and
It's a oflot
effective
thanemulate.
mere mention
the more
date
of exhibition.
But comment is unnecessary. The advertisement speaks for itself. And it
tells a story of praise for its creator.
Exteriors

The "double
deck" lobby
of Grauman's
theatre, Losto Angeles,
showing the striking
exploitation
measure Million
used toDollar
draw patronage
an engagement
of "The Avalanche," featuring Elsie Ferguson.
Grauman' s Lobby Is
Big Fan Attraction
We are reproducing herewith a photograph of the lobby of Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, showing the unique exploitation which was
given "The Avalanche," the ParamountArtcraft production, and the crowd
which was attracted.
Grauman's is particularly fortunate in
having a "double deck" lobby, which permits of exploitation features of this variety. Not many theatres are as well
equipped-, though it is safe to predict
that such an arrangement will be a feature of the big theatres of the future.
Here the old lobby display, effective
and worth while in itself, is developed
to a point where its power is multiplied
many times. If a still display catches
attention and arouses comment, it is obviously same
apparent that
"live" a display
will do the
thingsa upon
larger
scale. The photograph attests the truth
of the conclusion.
Not every exhibitor can exactly emulatehibitor
Grauman's
example,
can do the
same but
thingevery
uponex-a
smaller scale. And it is certainly worth
trying.
Laundry Wagon Is
Advertising Medium
We arc in receipt of a post card from
J. Hardy, manager of the Strand theatre, Avalon, Catalina Island, California,
which carries a picture tco dark for
reproduction but illustrating an idea
worthy of mention.
The Pasadena Laundry operates a
truck system in surrounding towns and

cities. The trucks are of the type usually employed for this and similar
purposes, a long chasts topped by a high
boxed body.
By some arrangement, not explained
to us, Mr. Hardy has managed to place
a sign board in brilliant colors upon the
top of every wagon operating through
his territory.
The sign reads, simply enough,
"Strand
NewsuchPictures
Daily."
The colorTheatre.
scheme is
that attention
drawn to the passing vehicle must necessarily center upon the theatre sign.
Here is good advertising, good circulation, and permanency, at a single
cost. The first cost of the signs and
the installation expense closes the cash
book entry. Once installed, a permanent
representation is insured.
A very simple idea. An idea very
easy to adapt to other agencies and
purposes. The power of suggestion is
strong. This brief account should suggest countless variations and adaptations
to every reader.

Feature

Rolfe's Production
Of Chambers Novel
With the exception of one group of a
half dozen scenes, B. A. Rolfe has completed the work of picturizing the exteriors for "The Amazing Lovers," his
first production for presentation through
A. H. Fischer Features, Inc., and also
the first of the Robert W. Chambers
series of stories, recently acquired, to
be converted into screen entertainment.
Viewing the exteriors simply from
the standpoint of beauty, Mr. Rolfe can
legitimately herald them, if he so desires, as one of the features of the picture, for he has faithfully recorded the
atmosphere of opulence as it was
sketched by Mr. Chambers in locating
his the
characters.
scenes
were "shot"
on
DeLamar The
estate
on Long
Island
and in the Adirondack Mountains.
The magnificence of the scenic invesgiven "The
Amazing
eclipsetiturethat
provided
any Lovers"
one of will
the
many features Mr. Rolfe has produced
in his five years as a producer.

*OWMOW-

White Space Well
Employed by Palace
There' are more pretentious advertisers in America than the Palace theatre, Wichita, Kansas, but there are few
that are more effective. From this little
midwestern city there appears a weekly
quota of newspaper clippings that are
uniformly good.
The secret of this success seems to
be the generous use of white space in
every representation displayd. There
are variances in the copy, the style is
changed frequently, sometimes cuts are
used and sometimes they are not. but
always, unfailingly, there is the great
amount of white space, usually at least
fifty per cent of the space being devoted
to that alone.
We have chosen from the latest assortment received 78the three-column dis-
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Three-column display from the Palace,
Wichita, Kansas, showing the attention-drawing power of white space.
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Standard advertising principles are
Mr.
Albright's
forte. He The
knows
valuesof
and he
knows position.
success
his theatre is proof of the advertising
genius which is his.
Strand, Akron, O.,
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H. A. Albright, manager of the American theatre, Butte, Mont., gets good
results by employing standard advertising principles.
American Employs
Standard Methods
H. A. Albright of the American theatre, Butte, Montana, whose advertisement for "The Microbe," Viola Dana's
Metro production, appears on this page,
is an advocate of the "greater adverIt is tising"
his policy.
belief that the exhibitor who
succeeds is the exhibitor who advertises,
and he bears out in practice the beliefs
that he voices.
Mr. Albright was not always an exhibitor, but he has always been an advertiser. And the school in which he
learned his lesson has no peer. Before
the attraction of the silver screen became too strong to be ignored, he was
affiliated with the Thos. Cusack Co., the
greatest outdoor advertisers in the
world, and here he learned the smash"It pays
to advertise."
Timesing truth
havethat
changed
considerably
since
then, but the truth is as powerful as
ever, and as important.
Back of the advertisement, here pictured, may be seen the ghost of the
principles Mr. Albright learned when the
bill boards of the country, the barns and
the fences, factories and bridges, were
his space.
The "little The
copy centering
in big letters"
prominent.
of the idea
cut isis
another bill board principle that has
stuck. Both are good principles, and,
as combined in the American display,
effective.
The present reproduction is typical of
his work. In the three-column original
it dominated the page upon which it
appeared. Yet there is nothing startling
about any part of it.

Practically every modern exhibitor
makes a sincere endeavor to build up his
theatre's character. He may not use
that word in speaking of the matter,
but that is the right word none the less.
What the public thinks of your theatre itself, regardless of the attractions
presented, is certain to influence largely
the patronage that your theatre is to
enjoy. So universally is this fact appreciated that it needs no further comment.
The Strand theatre, Akron. Ohio, devotes rather more than the usual effort
toward maintaining the quality of its
performances and house conduct. That
it succeeds is mirrored in the great
amount of space which is always used
in the Akron newspapers.
But it goes a step further.
Not content to let the character of
the theatre sink into the consciousness

CTRAND

THEATRE
THECHARACTER
flJi OF
of the public by its own appeal, a distinct attempt is made to register this
important factor.
The signature which appears at the
top of the advertisement which is before us is worthy of consideration. It
is a step forward in house exploitation.
When a citizen reads that signature
he cannot escape asking himself what
the character of the theatre is. Memory
Mipplies the necessary information, if
that citizen has attended a Strand performance in the past, and the conviction
is clinched that here is truly a theatre
of character.
The idea is good, and the design is
good. The theatre which uses no such
means to identify itself with the better
things in theatre management and presentation should give the matter thought.
It is a small point, but a point very
worthy of attention.
Kansas City Theatre
Prints Good Program
The Herald for the week of September 13 had hardly left the press when we
had occasion to open one of the first
copies and read again the article entitled "What About Your House
A copy could not have reached Kanfas
City by that time.
Organ?"
Yet from that city, as if to anticipate
some of the statements we made, came
a copy of the Liberty Theatre Herald,
the house organ published by this prominent South-Western amusement institution.
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It is a striking illustration of what the
house organ should be.
Printed on high grade stock, with four
colors involved in its makeup, it is a
thing of beauty. Its fourteen pages
give it weight that commands respect
and insures reading. And it is more
a magazine than it is a program, with
cuts and copy
that serve a purely entertainment purpose.
The whole is worth reproducing. To
reproduce any part of it would be to do
it scant justice. And to reproduce it
all is impossible.
It is very probable, though, that the
management will supply interested exhibitors with a copy, and it is certainly
worth writing for.
Elaborate Dodger
Aids "Some

Liar"

Throw-aways, dodgers, heralds, call
them what you may, seldom come
in for a lot of attention in the consideration of the exhibitor advertiser. It is
certain that they do not receive the
thought to which they are entitled.
The throw-away system of exploitation is, in a way, a relic of other days.
And because it is one of the oldest
forms, it is neglected.
The very apparent fact that the dodger
reaches places untouched by other
means seems not to be recognized by
the exhibitor of today.
Into the automobile at the curb, into
the hand of the passerby, into the mail
box of every resident, into the newspapersliveredhe buys,
the packages
deto his home,
into allhe ofhasthese
its
way. the well distributed dodger finds
places
And it gets attention. It get's everybody's attention.
It doesn't hold that attention long.
But it holds it long enough to force
home a selling argument. If that argument is good, the dodger has served its
purpose. It has made a customer. And
it has done it cheaply.
These qualities are possessed by the
throw-away here reproduced, used by
R. E. Hoffman of the Universal theatre,
Minneapolis, Minn., in exploiting "Some
Liar," the William RusseK production
produced by American.
The copy is good.
YOU
ARE
Hereby notified th»t Wm. RUSSELL'S new play
SOME
LIAR
will be «hown at the UNIVERSITY THEATRE
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, JULY 10-31 and
BELIEVE

ME!

The arrangement is perfect.
It gets the eye and holds it. The
thing, once seen, must be read. Once
read, the argument has been implanted
too deeply to be eradicated.
The dodger should be used more extensively. The present one is a good
model to follow.
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The Metropolitan and Standard theatres, Cleveland, O., present a study in competitive advertising in this half page exploiting
Robertson-Cole — Exhibitors Mutual productions. Which do you think won the contest?
Keen Competition in
Cleveland Advertising
Cleveland, Ohio, as anyone who follows the motion picture advertising of
the nation well knows, is a city of good
advertisers. There are a number of
first class theatres, all pretty eveiily
matched as to house facilities and drawing from the same resident classes. That
advertising should be keenly competitive
and, therefore, interesting is a natural
result of these conditions.
We are reproducing herewith a half
page which was recently shared by the
Metropolitan and Standard theatres in
the Cleveland Plain Dealer. It gives a
pretty fair idea of the struggle for supremacy which is always being waged
and the methods by which each theatre
seeks to gain the advantage.
Both attractions, on this occasion,
were from the Robertson-Cole Exhibitors Mutual supply source, so advertising naming the producer or distributor
was at once dismissed from consideration and the designers had to look to
the pictures themselves for exploitation
points.
Pictorial attraction seems to have been
the next consideration of the advertisers, and here the results obtained stand
about on a par. Preference is a matter

of taste, so evenly matched are the contesting lay-outs, and the general public
was probably evenly divided upon the
subject.
The boxed selling argument, similarly
placed in each spread, had the last word
in convincing prospective customers.
Let us consrder them.
The Standard went in for the "question and answer" method. That it is a
food method is an established fact borne
out by a great mass of past experiences.
"What do men most desire? Is it
love, home, ambition, or just contentment? Or are they satisfied with the
desire of the moth for the star — of the
man for his mate?"
Set up the way it appears, the argument is stronger than as here reproduced. It doesn't urge attendance, but
it suggests
worth
seeing. that the play is distinctlyThe Metropolitan used quite a different
style.
"What you'll see in 'The Pagan God.'
A wonderful sunken Chinese garden with
artificial water-falls. Exact replicas of
the gorgeous palace interiors of the
Palace Beautiful in Shantung, Mongolia.
An Oriental adventuress vamping an
American secret diplomat. A glimpse
into the underworld of China."
"Vamping," in the latter argument, is
a weak point and out of key, but it is
the language of the fan and therefore,
excusable.
you'lland
see"found
line
of appeal isThe
also"what
one tried
worthy. It has past successes to its
credit quite as numerous as the "question and answer" method.
Just as good a lesson
as any that we
80

could point out is that which may be
drawn by the reader from a close scrutiny of the advertisements. We have
reproduced them for that purpose.
Which do you think is the best?
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This quarter page ad from Topeka, Kansas, emphasizes the comedy without
slighting the feature, psychological
placing of the units evening up the
appeal of the two offerings.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
OX FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address. "What The
Picture Ehd For Me". EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearb orn St.. Chicago
Artcraft
Wagon Tracks, with William S. Hart.
— Good business. — Liberty theatre, Seattle. Wash.
Johnny Get Your Gun, with Fred
Stone. — Fair program picture. Drawing
fair. — C. F. Ramsey. Colonial theatre,
Orange, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Johana Enlists, with Mary Pickford.
—Here is a Pickford subject that pleases
everyone. It should be re-edited, now
that the war is over. With judicious
cutting it would be a fine offering. — T.
C Shipley. Essaness theatre, Rushville.
Xeb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Barbary Sheep, with Elsie Ferguson.
— About four out of five patrons disappointed. Too much posing. Not enough
punch. — A. J. Hill. Glen theatre. Chicago, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
— Very good. Patrons pleased. Good
business. — M. Barnes. Barnes theatre,
Fillmore, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bound in Morocco, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — The poorest Fairbanks picture we have ever used. — D. B. Follett.
Star theatre, Gibsonburg, O. — General
patronage.
The Knickerbocker Buckaroo. with
Douglas Fairbanks. — Fell down and did
not draw. — J. Henkle Henry. Empire
theatre, Winchester, Va.
Hearts of the Wild, with Elsie Ferguson.— Star did not draw, but nearly
everyone pleased with picture. Some excellent scenery. — T. C. Shipley. Essaness
theatre. Rushville. Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
A Romance of Happy Valley, a Griffith
production. — lust mediocre. Hardly an
ordinary program picture. — L. G. Roesner. Colonial theatre, Winona, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Romance of Happy Valley, a Griffith
production. — Excellent and pleased all.
Business good. — J. Henkle Henry, Empire theatre. Winchester,- Ya.
The Money Corral, with William S.
Hart. — Fine picture. Best Hart yet. Direction all that could be asked. Patrons
well pleased. — E. F. Hardy. Strand theatre. Santa Catalina Island. Cal.— General
patronage.
Exhibitors Mutual
The Turn in the Road, with a special
cast. — A new type of picture and one
that ought to please all classes. A
change and a welcome one. Little Ben
Alexander is a wonder— Harold Daspit.
Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La. — Mixed
patronage.
Life's a Funny Proposition, with William Desmond. — This is a fine comedy-

drama. The first Desmond picture we
have had and it went big. — Eddie Craffets, Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind. —
Small town patronage.
The Woman Michael Married, with
Bessie Barriscale. — A very fine production. Story interesting and settings
beautiful. This star is very popular here.
— F. F. Latta, Lyric theatre, Austin,
Minn. — General patronage.
Better Times, with ZaSu Pitts— A
good comedy-drama to fair business. Nobody particularly enthused over it. but
majority
was theatre,
well pleased.
— John
ner. Pastime
Donora,
Pa. HafThe Girl of My Dreams, with Billie
Rhodes. — A common program picture.
Poorest business in months. — Chas.
Dahler, Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 111.
Girl of My Dreams, with Billie Rhodes.
— My patrons passing out all had a big
smile and said it was a very good picture. The kids went wild about it. Book
it. — Eddie Craffets. Pastime theatre.
Seelyville, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Gray Horizon, with Sussue Hayakawa. — A beautiful production. This
actor has a large following, but his pictures are too sad. Why not a happy end-

rent Rnhert«on-Cole production, distributed by Fxhibitors"81 Mutu:il.

ing once in a while? — F. F. Latta. Lyric
theatre, Austin, Minn. — General patronage.The Man Beneath, with Sussue Hayakawa. — Did satisfactory business. Star
not popular here, but picture O. K. —
C. A. Barbian, Waldorf theatre. Akron.
O. — Transient patronage.
The Turn in the Road, with a special
cast. — Fine picture that drew big. — J.
Henkle cheHenry,
Empire theatre, Winster, Ya.
The Gray Horizon, with Sessue Hayakawa. — Good picture, but ending is poor.
— H. Everhart. National theatre, Greenvil e, O.— Neighborhood patronage.
Girl of My Dreams, with Billie Rhodes.
— Yery good. Play it.— F. B. Riley,
Riley hood
theatre.
patronage.Doland, S. D.— NeighborFirst National Exhibitors
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Most wonderful picture yet. Business good. — A. B. Momand. Savoy theatre. Shawnee. Okla.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
■— The best Chaplin out. Full house, well
pleased. — R. O. Pepper. Bide-A-Weee
theatre, St. Croix Falls, Wis. — General
patronage.
Human Desire, with Anita Stewart. —
This picture made a bigger hit and got
more business on second day than "Virtuous Wives." despite strong opposition.
It sure pleased the feminine patrons. —
lohn Hafner. Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart. —
Drew big for two days, afternoons and
evenings. Star's work exceptionally
Good. — J. A. Titus. American theatre.
Long Beach, Cal. — Beach patronage.
Bill— Apperson's
Boy, Pleased
with Jack
Pickford.
Star coming.
everyone
here. Give us more like it. Action good.
— Ellis Irvin. Cozy theatre, Newkirk.
Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Very good picture with good
drawing power. Broke all records. —
T. J. Kempke. Lyric theatre, Crete,
Neb. — General patronage.
Burglar by Proxy, with Jack Pickford.
— Fine business. — Coliseum theatre, Seattle, Wash.
A Midnight Romance, with Anita
Stewart. — Concensus of opinion to effect
that this is Anita Stewart's best picture.
Many tuous
thought
surpassed Odeon
"VirWives." — itA. even
B. Momand,
theatre, Shawnee, Okla.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — More wonderful than ''Tarzan
of the Apes." The star is quite popular
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on account of his recent challenge to
Jack Dempsey. Capacity houses. — R. O.
Pepper, Bide-A-Wee theatre, St. Croix
Falls, Wis. — General patronage.
Bill— Another
Apperson'sgood
Boy, one.
with Everything
Jack Pickford.
satisfactory. — C. A. Barbian, Waldorf
theatre, Akron, O. — Transient patronage.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. —
People disappointed. Give us two reels,
Charlie, good ones. — Mrs. R. J. Jordan,
ninsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Drew and pleased a large crowd.
Many comments. — Chas. Spamhour,
Auditorium theatre, Greensburg, Kans. —
Small town patronage.
Choosing a Wife, with an English
cast. — Big business. — Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Sunnyside, with Charlie Chaplin. —
Packed them in for three days. Patrons
stated they did not care so much for this
as for other Chaplin pictures. — F. L.
Stineman, La Petite theatre, Ocean Park,
Cal.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
Fine. Went over big. — S. H. Hayman.
Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb. —
Transient patronage.
Auction of Souls, with Aurora Mardiganian. — The biggest money-getter yet.
A clean picture suitable for any neighborho d.— Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — One week of Paradise. — C. A.
Barbian. Waldorf theatre, Akron, O. —
Transient patronage.
Fox
Never Say Quit, with George Walsh.
— Lots of excitement and thrills in this
one. Walsh is a winner. — Harold DasGLADYS
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pit,
theatre, Kentwood, La. — ■
MixedAtherton
patronage.
Fighting Blood, with William Farnum.
— Very good picture. Pleased them all.
- — Louis Frana, Olympic theatre, Calraar, la. — General patronage.
Fighting Blood, with William Farnum.
— A very good Farnum picture-ihat will
be sure to please Farnum fans. — Harold
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
■— Mixed patronage.
Caught in the Act, with Peggy Hyland. — Usual Hyland stuff. Mildly pleasing. Normal business. — M. Barnes,
Barnes theatre, Fillmore, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Putting One Over, with George Walsh.
— Fair picture. Business good first day,
very poor second. — J. H. MacDonald,
Strand theatre, Walla Walla, Wash.
When Men Desire, with Theda Bara.
— Good picture. Drew well. — G. Hill &
Son, Grand theatre, Lebanon, O. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum.— People went wild after seeing
"Riders of the Purple Sage." Ran this
one three times. — A. L. Hepp, Idylhour
theatre.
ronage. Greely, Neb. — Small town patWestern Blood, with. Tom Mix. — Good
picture. Great horseman. — K. H. Hulquist, Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
Fighting for Gold, with Tom Mix. —
First class. Capacity business. — S. A.
Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Wilderness Trail, with Tom Mix.
— Drew immense. Two capacity houses.
Photography great. — Harry Lee Wilber.
Rialto theatre. Fullerton. Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
When Men Desire, with Theda Bara.
— A good picture. Better than Theda
Bara used to make. Not quite so strong.

IN "BROKEN

COMMANDMENTS"

—Neb.
T. — J.General
Kempke.
Lyric theatre, Crete,
patronage.
Putting One Over, with George Walsh.
— Splendid picture. Give us more like
this one. Walsh always gets the money
here. — G. Hill & Son, Grand theatre,
Lebanon, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Luck and Pluck, with George Walsh.
— Another Walsh of the kind that are
full of pep. Suits small town crowds.
Full house for two shows. — A. L. Hepp,
Idylhour theatre, Greely, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Durand of the Bad Lands, with Tom
Mix. — Fine. Best Mix picture yet. — H.
H. Jewett, Grand theatre, Annandale.
Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Goldwyn
Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore.—
Everyone liked this. Star is gaining
popularity. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness
theatre, Rushville, Neb. — General patronage.When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Normand. — Just good. Satisfied those
who like Normand. — H. T. McKenna,
Prinqess
theatre, Clare, Mich. — Small
town
patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore. —
Very good. — M. Barnes, Barnes theatre,
Fillmore, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hidden Fires, with Mae Marsh. — This
star does not draw. Picture only fair.—
T. C. Shipley. Essaness theatre, Rushville. Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dodging a Million, with Mabel Normand.— Everyone expected to see another "Mickey." Fifty per cent of capacity house pleased. Others disappointed.
Star is better in comedy. — A. N. Miles.
Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh. —
Went over big. The best Marsh picture since "Polly of the Circus." A
great Sunday picture. — Beth Drew Guhl.
Pastime theatre, Delevan, Wis. — Higii
class patronage.
The Pest, with Mabel. Normand. —
Best yet under Goldwyn direction. Normal business. — M. Barnes, Barnes thearonage.
tre. Fillmore, Cal. — Neighborhood patThe Pest, with Mabel Normand— The
story was only fair but got the money.
However, the star deserves credit. She
would be a top-notcher if she had better
direction. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn thearonage.
tre, Detroit, Mich.- — Neighborhood patThe Danger Game, with Madge Kennedy.— This fell flat. Story too silly to
be entertaining. — Harold Daspit. Atherronage.
ton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Mixed patSandy Burke of the U-Bar-U, with
Louis Bennison. — An exceptionally good
light western picture that sent everyone
out smiling. — Beth Drew Guhl, Pastime
ronage.
theatre. Delevan, Wis. — High class patMetro
Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. — A great
production and a star who has them all
beat. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre,
Kentwood, La. — Mixed patronage.
The Poor Rich Man, with Bushman
and Bayne. — This was a picture that
pleased all. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre. Mauston, Wis.— Small town patron-
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age.The Spender, with Bert Lytell— One
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street fair. — A. N. Miles, Eminence, theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Rich Man, with Bushman
and Bayne. — A dandy comedy-drama.
These stars draw well here. — R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
— Neighborhood patronage.
In for Thirty Days, with May Allison.
— A riot of fun. A capacity audience was
delighted with it. Don't be afraid to
advertise it heavily. It will be up to anything you can say. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — -Neighborhood patronage.
Toys of Fate, with Nazimova. — Drew
well but did not please as well as "Out
of the Fog." Nazimova is wonderful.
— T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre, Rushville, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
One-Thing-At-a-Time O'Day, with
Bert Lytell. — Here is a good comedydrama which was enjoyed by young and
old. Business good. — John Hafner, Pastime theatre, Donora, Pa.
In Judgment Of, with Franklyn Farnum. — A picture with a clever plot and
an exceptional twist. A delightful ending. Many compliments on it. Rather
an old picture but very good. — H. P.
Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville.
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Red Lantern, with Nazimova. —
Poor picture. Lost money. Story poor.
— Ellis Irvin, Cozy theatre, Newkirk.
Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Full of Pep, with Hale Hamilton. —
Poorest Hamilton picture yet played.
Poor business. — M. Barnes, Barnes theatre, Fillmore, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Spender, with Bert Lytell.— As
clever a comedy-drama as we have run.
— R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pals First, with Harold Lockwood. —
Lockwood always has good business,
and this picture is a good one. Any
audience will enjoy it. — H. P. Thompson,
Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
The Dark Star, with Marion Davis. —
Went over big. Played to capacity five
days. — W. J. Farley, Palace theatre,
Long Beach, Cal. — Downtown patronage.
Hard Boiled, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Good comedy-drama. Will suit most all
classes. — P. K. Anton, Royal theatre,
Newcastle, Ind. — General patronage.
The Source, with Wallace Reid. —
Very good. Everyone liked this one.
Many favorable comments. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre, Rushville, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Rich Man Poor Man, with Marguerite
Clark.- — Refreshing to see Clark in something besides fairy tales. — H. T. McKenna, Princess theatre, Clare, Mich —
Small town patronage.
Out of a Clear Sky, with Marguerite
Clark. — Good story for women. Fair
business. — M. Barnes, Barnes theatre,
Fillmore, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — Fine picture. Pleased all. She is very good. —
Reed & Son, Lyric theatre. New Aim,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Out of a Clear Sky, with Marguerite
Clark. — Marguerite always draws good
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for this house and never fails to please.
— T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre. Rushville, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Way of a Man with a Maid, with
Bryant Washburn. — Good comedydrama. — P. K. Anton, Royal theatre,
Newcastle, Ind. — General patronage.
A Very Good Young Man, with
Bryant Washburn. — Pleasing picture.
One of his best. A clean picture. Plot
very good. — H. J. Tiler, Gale theatre,
Whittier, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Marriage Ring, with Enid Bennett.— A most excellent picture. Star
good but drawing power only fair. —
W. C. Cleeton, Gem theatre, Higbee.
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Oh You Women, with Ernest Truex
and Louise Huff. — Poor picture and did
not draw. — J. Henkle Henry. Empire
theatre, Winchester, Va.
The Make Believe Wife, with Billie
Burke. — Star is one of our best drawing
cards and this is her best picture so far.
Two full houses on Sunday night. —
Beth Drew Guhl. Pastime theatre. Delevan, Wis. — High class patronage.
Naughty Naughty, with Enid Bennett.
— Pleasing picture. Good comedy. They
left with a smile. — J. B. Endert, Endert
theatre. Crescent City, Cal. — General
patronage.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — Clever
picture that pleased 100%. — Colonial
theatre. Winona. Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Puppy Love, with Lila Lee. — Pleased
patrons of all ages. An enjoyable offering. Star well cast. — Elks theatre, Prescott, Ariz. — General patronage.
I'll Get Him Yet, with Dorothy Gish.
— A knockout. The best Dorothy Gish
ever made. Went over big. — Rudy
Schleusener, Superba theatre. Alhambra.
Cal. — Middle class patronage.
The Law of the 83North, with Charles

Ray. — I didn't see anything to rave
about in this. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
with Marguerite Clark. — Fine picture.
Did not draw well here. — Reed & Son,
Lyric theatre.
New. Aim, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rustling a Bride, with Lila Lee. —
Good. Get it. Good business. — Will F.
Krahn, Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Polly, with
It's
a Peppy
good picture.
Our Dorothy
patrons Gish.
like —Dorothy.— Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. — High class patronage.
Pathe
The Profiteers, with Fannie Ward.—
Very opportune.
Satisfied the
patrons of a fair attendance.
Runadult
a good
comedj- with this subject or the kids
will be disappointed. — C. J. O'Neil,
Schullsburg Amusement Co., Schullsburg, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Oh Boy, with June Caprice and Creigiiton Hale. — Biggest disappointment of
the season. Not musical comedy at all.
Stage and cabaret element very slight
and ordinary. Ordinary business. — A.
B. Momand, Odeon theatre, Shawnee,
Okla.
The Sawdust Doll, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — Excellent. Will please any
audience. One of the best offerings I
have had this season of its type. — T. C.
Shipley. Essaness theatre. Rushville,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Narrow Path, with Fannie Ward.
— Story good. Photography excellent.
Drew well for two days. — J. A. Titus,
American theatre, Long Beach, Cal. —
Beach patronage.
The World Aflame, with Frank Keenan. — This is a picture to make people
think. Will be a money-maker if shown
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now, while the subject is so timely. —
F. F. Latta, Lyric theatre, Austin, Minn.
— General patronage.
The Sawdust Doll, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — Fine. Don't hesitate to step
on this one if your patrons like this
little star. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre, Rushville, Neb. — General patronage.
An Old Maid's Baby, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — Excellent picture. Good attendance. Audience pleased. — Hardin
Enterprise Co., Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Twenty-One, with Bryant Washburn.
— Clean and entertaining, but not up to
Washburn's usual standard. — P. G. Estee, Star theatre. Alexandria, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Voice of Destiny, with Baby
Marie Osborne. — A picture everybody
liked. — Not
a "kid"
picture
any
means.
Mackenzie
& Neff,
The by
Picture
House, Atlanta, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Infatuation, with Gaby Deslys. — Fair
picture that drew only fair. — J. Henkle
Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
This Hero Stuff, (American), with
William Russell. — Passable. Fits in all
right for a change. — Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. — General
patronage.
Our Better Selves, with Fannie Ward.
— Best Ward yet. Went over great.
Good support. — H. Everhart, National
theatre, Greenville, O. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward. —
Exceptionally fine play. Pleased and
packed the house. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre. Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Sporting Chance, (American) with
William Russell. — Good. Not his best,
but he drew them in, and this had been
shown in our neighborhood before. — ■
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Tiger Lily, (American), with
Margarita Fisher.- — Good comedy-drama.
Up to Fisher standard. — H. Everhart,
National theatre, Greenville, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Bachelor's Wife (American), with
Mary Miles Mintcr. — We wish American
had a dozen more as good to offer us. —
Beth Drew Guhl, Pastime theatre, Delevan, Wis. — High class patronage
Select
Red Head, with Alice Brady. — Very
good. A regular picture and one that
should be boosted big. Business good. —
L. G. Rcosner, Colonial theatre, Winona, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Indesctructible Wife, with Alice
Brady. — Very good picture but not a
drawing card. — J. Henkle Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
Happiness A La Mode, with Constance
Talmadge. — Star good. Story good. A
comedy-drama that should please anyone.— P. K. Anton, Royal theatre, Newcastle, Ind. — General patronage.
Cecilia of the Pink Roses, with Marion
Davies. — Very poor. Too slow and
drawn out. Disappointing to the audience.— H. T. McKcnna, Princess theatre, Clare. Mich. — Small town patronage.
At the Mercy of Men, with Alice
Brady. — Well liked. Select pictures always go over for us. — D. B. Follett.
Star theatre, Gibsonburg, O. — General
patronage.
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Breezy Jim, with Crune Wilbur. —
Extra good. Had more favorable comment on this than on any picture we
j have used for some time. — Chas. Spainwant
DUCERS
I pRO
es. §
better pictur
to ma^e
|
hour, Auditorium theatre, Greensburg,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
by |
| They learn HOW
Love's Pay Day, with Rosemary
Theby. — Fairly good.— Meldrin & Clark,
| their failures.
Edwards, N. Y. — Neigh% Are you paying for one j Opera House,
borhood patronage.
y?
res
j
toda
% of those failu
Love's Prisoner, with Olive Thomas.
— Good, clean picture. Draws good. —
| Tell the next exhibitor j J.
A. Titus, American theatre, Long
| about it and save him j Beach, Cal. — Beach patronage.
Universal
money
1Bulli
ng .
The Man in the Moonlight, with Monroe Salisbury. — A very poor story. ActUpstairs and Down, with Olive
ing and production O. K. but on the
Thomas. — Very good. Some say, "Bet- whole the picture is poor. Star was a
ter than Micky." — F. B. Riley, Riley comer but such stories kill him.— J. H.
MacDonald. Strand theatre, Walla
theatre. Doland, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Walla, Wash.
The Honeymoon, with Constance TalThe Sleeping Lion, with Monroe Salismadge.--Nice little comedy-drama. --Cliff
bury.— Exceptionally good picture. This
Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa, la. —
star
is coming fast. At his best in a
Neighborhood patronage.
half-breed characterization.— Jack Cairns.
The Shuttle, with Constance Tal- Brooklyn borhood
theatre,
patronage.Detroit, Mich. — Neighmadge.— A popular story well done.
Constance Talmadge surprisingly good
The Fire Flingers, with Rupert Julian.
in drawing power. — H. T. McKenna,
— Drew fair. Patrons not very well
Princess theatre, Clare, Mich. — Small
pleased. — Walter J. Slingerland, Wigtown patronage.
wam theatre, Long Beach, Cal. — Beach
The Better Wife, with Clara Kimball
patronage.
Young. — One of star's best, both in story
The Unpainted Woman, with Mary
and character. — Fred Cosman, Electric MacLaren.
— More than an average protheatre,
St.
Joseph,
Mo.
—
General
patronage.
gram picture. — H. Everhart, National
Bolshevism on Trial, with a special theatre. Greenville. O. — Neighborhood
patronage.
cast. — Fair picture and drew accordingly.
A Taste of Life, with Edith Roberts.
— J. Henkle Henry, Empire theatre, Win- —Fair picture. Poor business. — Louis
chester, Va.
Frana, Olympic
Getting Mary Married, with Marion
General
patronage. theatre. Calmar, la. —
Davies. — Moves slowly until Matt Moore
Riders
of Vengeance, with Harry
appears. Matt saves the play. Pleased
Carey. — Business good. — Mission theaapparently. Business
fair. —Co..
C. J. SchullsO'Neil,
tre, Seattle, Wash.
Schullsburg
Amusement
Roped, with Harry Carey. — Good.
burg, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Tal- Everybody pleased. — A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greely, Neb. — Small town
madge.— Fine picture. Norma Talmadge
always draws well for me. — G. Hill & patronage.
Bare Fists, with Harry Carey. — Fine
Son, Grand theatre, Lebanon, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
picture and pleased, as do all of this
star's. — P. G. Estee. Star theatre, AlexGetting Mary Married, with Marion
andria. S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Davies. — People well pleased, but can't
The Talk of the Town, with Dorothy
pull business with this star. — T. C. ShipPhillips. — New star for us. Opinions
ley, Essaness theatre, Rushville, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
varied greatly. It's a good picture. —
Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre.
Triangle
Hinsdale, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
When a Girl Loves, with Mildred
Muggsy, with Jackie Saunders. — A
Harris. — Story poor. Star had no
very pleasing little picture to fair business.— John Hafner, Pastime theatre, chance. Rooked this for two days and
Donora, Pa.
took it off the second. — L. G. Roesner,
Colonial theatre,
Winona, Minn. — NeighUntamed, with Roy Stewart. — Stewart
borhood patronage.
always good. — Meldrin & Clark, Opera
House, Edwards. N. Y. — Neighborhood
Bare Fists, with Harry Carey. — Ace
patronage.
high. Patrons all pleased. — S. A. HayPeggy, with Billie Burke. — Good. — J. man, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, — Transient patronage.
111. — Small town patronage.
The Unpainted Woman, with Mary
MacLaren. — Fine picture. Star very
Toton. with Olive Thomas. — Too slow.
Disappointing. — M. Barnes. Barnes thea- good. Pleased all. This picture should
ronage.tre. Fillmore, Cal. — Neighborhood pat- please any audience. — Charles Guizzetti,
Opera hoodHouse.
patronage. Gardner, 111. — NeighborLife or Country, with Gloria Svvanson.
— Very good. Up to date story of plots
The Blinding Trail, with Monroe Salisand intrigue. — Meldrin & Clark, Opera
bury.— Good North Country picture. —
P. G, Estee. Star theatre, Alexandria,
House, Edwards, N. Y. — Neighborhood
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
patronage.
Prudence on Broadway, with Olive
The Man in the Moonlight, with MonThomas. — Not as pleasing as her other
roe Salisbury. — The best actor on the
pictures. — H. T. McKenna. Princess theascreen
today but has no stories. Don't
tre, Clare, Mich. — Small town patronage.
see why Universal doesn't give SalisiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH
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bury good stories. — A. M. Leitch, Royal
theatre, Milford, la. — General patronage.
VitagrapK
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce —
Big business, with absolute silence iv
house for two hours while picture was
showing. .Photography good. — Harry
Lee Wilber, Rialto theatre, Whittier.
Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Stitch in Time, with Gladys Leslie.
■— Very good picture. Pleased everybody.— Louis Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar, la. — General patronage.
•The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce. —
One wonderful week. — C. A. Barbian,
Waldorf theatre, Akron, O. — Transient
patronage.
A Rogue's
Romance,
Williams.— Lots of
action. with
Star Earle
a favorite
here. Box office results good. — C. J.
O'Neil, Schullsburg Amusement Co.,
Schullsburg, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. — Picture was very well liked.
Favorable comments. — A. L. Hepp. Idylhour theatre, Greely, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
Fortune's Child, with Gladys Leslie. —
Good picture to good business. — Charles
Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. —
Mixed patronage.
The Third Degree, with Alice Joyce. —
Picture great. Star good. Boost, as
picture will please all. Business good. — ■
L. G. Roesner, Colonial theatre. Winona,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Yankee Princess, with Bessie Love.
— A dandy picture that pleased all my
people. — Eugene Saunders. Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. — General patronage.
Fighting Destiny, with Harry T.
Morey. — Good picture well received by
fair house. — A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greely. Neb. — Small town patronage.
World
The Social Pirate, with June Elvidge.
— Very fair picture. — W. M. Raymond,
Fairyland theatre. Long Beach, Cal. —
Beach patronage.
The Scar, with Kitty Gordon.— Make
big money with this star. She is a good
drawing card. This made money for
its. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal theatre.
Omaha, Neb.— Neighborhod patronage.
The Trap, with Alice Brady. — Good
drama, with a star who can deliver the
goods.— Harold Daspit, Athcrton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Mixed patronage.
The Sea Waif, with Louise Huff—
Extraordinary program picture. Star
and John Bowers good. — W. R. Champion, Opera House. Hazel Green, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Hunt, with Ethel Clayton Much surprised at drawing power of
this. Pleased everybody. Wish T could
get more like it. Enough of comedy
and drama to make it good. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil's Trail, with Betty Compson. — Star is well liked. Big business
in spite of hot weather. Settings fine. —
Ellis Irvin. Cozy theatre, Newkirk, Okla.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Moral Deadline, with Frank
Mayo. — This star is a big drawing card
with the ladies. Did good business
despite big competition. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha. Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
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Special
The Unpardonable
Sin, (Harry Gareon) with Blanche Sweet. — A wonderful picture. Immense business. — Fred
Beerher, Orpheum theatre, Sioux Falls,
S. D. — General patronage.
Red Blood and Yellow, (Sherry) with
G. M. Anderson. — Drew fine. A good
picture for me. — S. J. Russo, Virginia
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Transient
patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin, (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Biggest special ever played Fort Dodge. — Lawrence
Picague, Majestic theatre, Fort Dodge,
la.
The Unpardonable Sin, (Harry Garson) with Blanche Sweet. — Excellent
picture. Good pathos and comedy. Sure
fine money-getter. — J. L. Morrisey, Lyceum theatre, Duluth, Minn. — General
patronage.
The Shepherd of the Hills, (Harold
Bell Wright Corp.) with a special cast. —
This picture is a wonderful drawing
card but is made in ten reels. If your
patrons like long pictures it is all right.
Personally, I think it would make a fine
five-reeler. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness
theatre, Rushville, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The House Divided, (J. Stuart Blackton) with a special cast. — Fairly good
picture. Pleased all. Fair patronage. —
Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Twilight, (Sherry) with Doris Kenyon.
— Very pleasing. Normal business. —
M. Barnes, Barnes theatre, Fillmore, Cal.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Suspense, (Film Clearing House) with
Molly King. — Good picture. Pleased
majority. — Louis Frana, Olympic theatre, Calmar, la. — General patronage.
Mickey, with Mabel Normand. — Very
good, but don't try to get over fifty
cents for it in a small town. — F. B. Riley,
Riley theatre, Doland, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Suspense, (Film Clearing House) with
Molly King. — Very poor. Do not want
any more like this. — Walter T. Slingerland, Wigwam theatre, Long Beach, Cal.
— Beach patronage.
Serial
The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — Good business. Well
balanced and a clean picture. Half way
through and audience pleased. — Hardin
Enterprise
Co., Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Tiger's Trail, (Pathe) with Ruth
Roland. — This is going bigger than any
serial I have ever run. Patrons like
Miss Roland and George Larkin sure
has a stand-in with the kids. — Eddie
Craffets, Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind.
— Small town patronage.
Hands Up, (Pathe) with Ruth Roland.
— One of the best we have ever run.
You will make no mistake in booking it.
— D. B. Follett, Star theatre, Gibsonburg, O. — General patronage.
The Red Glove, (Universal) with
Marie Walcamp. — Big business all
through the entire serial. Story pleased.
— Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lightning Raider, (Pathe) with
Pearl White. — Business falling off. — E.
A. Keithly, Lyric theatre, Center, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
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Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Join in This Co-operative Service.
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors.
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
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AND

DOWN

= With
New York City, Sept. 9, 1919.
Victor Kremer, who has just returned
from a trans-continental trip, is about to
remove his office from the Tilden building
to the Times Square section.
The upward trend of prices has hit Loew,
Fox
the Rialto.
It'scents,
only but
an average
boost and
of from
five to ten
remember that motion pictures are the poor peoindoor pastime,
and if you
to theple'splane
of the speaking
stageboost
how them
is a
guy who is only pulling down five or six
hundred a week going to take his family to
the cinema every week?
"Hardin knows how" is the wording on
the ad for the'House of Hardin and when
it comes to erecting electric signs "Ed" is
there. His latest electric display required
the use of sixty thousand electric lights.
Earl Hudson desires it to be known that
he has not had any vacation this season,
despite published statements to the contrary.
"Bill"
Yearsley
took a Day
flyingandtripwaded
to a
trout
stream
over Labor
right into it to the tune of a full creel.
Harry Poppe says that commuting on the
Xew York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad isthe hardest strain possible on a good
disposition. Harry thinks Spanish is the
most poetic language in which to express
one's thoughts relative to the train service.
M. L. Cohen, general manager of the
Bull's Eye Film Corporation, has returned
to his desk after an extended tour throughout the country.
George B. West, brother of Billy West
and manager of sales of the Emerald MoH. B. WARNER IN "FOR

FILM
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J. B. ^=E===E
tion Picture Comnany, has returned to Chicago, after spending a few weeks at the
Hotel Astor.
Marguerite Clark, the Famous Players
star, has returned to New York after making five pictures on the coast. Her future
pictures will be made at the Famous Players studio on 56th street.
Eleanor Hines, former secretary to one
of the officials of the Fox Film Corporation and more recently secretary to Director
William Nigh, has joined First National
Exhibitors Circuit as secretary to J. D.
Williams, the general manager.
Betty Compson, who took the leading
feminine role in "The Miracle Man," now
announces that she will appear in dramas
only instead of comedies as heretofore.
Here's wishing her luck.
Walter F. Niebuhr of the American
Cinema Corporation left Tuesday for the
West. His first stop will be Chicago.
"The Melody of Youth" has been purchased for Eugene O'Brien by Myron Selznick.nal story
"ThebyMelody
Youth" is an origiOuida ofBergere.
Joyce in herby next
"Pride."
willAlice
be supported
Percypicture,
Marmont,
the
English actor.
Lucy Cottcn and Wyndham Standing
are the featured players in Cosmo Hamilton's "The Miracle of Love," which Robert Z. Leonard, with an all-English cast, is
making for Cosmopolitan Productions at
the Biograph Studio.
Louis B. Mayer left for Los Angeles
Friday night.
A WOMAN'S

HONOR"

Samuel L. Rothapfel, who staged the
photodra
"The Right to Happiness," at
the Parkma,Theatre,
is getting ready for an
early trip to California. He has been called
there in connection with a big film spectacle
that
later. will reach Broadway some months
NEW

CAPITOL THEATRE
BOOKS METRO FILMS
The new Capitol Theatre on Broadway near Fifty-first street, New York,
the largest and most modern theatre in
the world, is to be the Xew York home
of Metro pictures.
Negotiations were closed last week
between Edward J. Bowes, vice president and managing director of the Capitol Theatre, and Richard A. Rowland
and William E. Atkinson, respectively
president and general manager of Metro
Pictures Corporation, whereby the Capitol closed for bookings not only of "The
Brat," Nazimova's latest production, but
of "Lombardi, Ltd.," "Fair and Warmer"
and "Please Get Married," the Screen
Classics, Inc., specials starring Bert Lytell, May Allison and Viola Dana.
The Nazimova production of "The
Brat," presented
Rowland and
Maxwell
Karger, byandMr.distributed
by
Metro, is planned by Mr. Bowes for
early presentation at the Capitol Theatre. The fact that the big motion picture house is as yet uncompleted makes
it impossible to announce the definite
date of "The Brat" showing, but it will
be among the first three, so far as is
now known.
World to Publish Third
Of Judge Brown Series
The third of the series of featurettes
produced by Judge Brown and which
are being distributed by World Pictures bears the title of "Gum Drops and
Overalls." It will be published October 13. The success of the two previous
pictures,
the Gear,
and
"Demand "Shift
of Dugan"
has Freck"
encouraged
Judgeities Brown
his studio
so that ittois enlarge
quite probable
thatfacilthe
number of his productions will be increased.
In "Gum Drops and Overalls" he has
taken an experience of his while presiding over the Juvenile Court in Salt Lake
City and given it a motion picture setting in which the "Eternal Boy" is made
the star.
Reports
that Pictures
have comefromintoexhibitors
the offices of World
in different sections of the country express the opinion that these picture
dramas will have the same hold on the
public
Boothon Tarkington's
stories
of
boy that
life have
the reading public.

THE story is laid almost entirely in India, Mr. Warner playing the part of an
English army surgeon who leaves his mother country after a disappointment in
love. It is elaborately staged. The production was made by Jesse D. Hampton
and published by Robertson-Cole as a Superior Picture through Exhibitors Mutual.
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New Vitagraph Director
Edwin L. Hollywood has just been
added to the staff of Vitagraph directors
at the Brooklyn studio and will direct
Harry T. Morey in his next picture. Mr.
Hollywood, who was formerly well
known on the spoken stage, has had a
varied experience in the motion picture
field both as director and actor. He
directed several war pictures for the
United States Government.
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Real art Entered
Distributing
By Arthur

The reception accorded Realart Piction. tures has been way beyond all expectaIn founding this enterprise, we had a
very definite idea that a field existed for
anyone with experience, high-producing
standards, honesty of purpose, ample
capital and a certain amount of ability.
Though we may claim at least some of
these virtues, if not all. and have been
trying to make them manifest, we have
been really amazed at the spontaneous,
unanimous manner in which the country
has risen to Realart.
Our thought here is not to exult over
anything as having been achieved by us,
but only to thank the exhibitors, who
are showing their belief.
Never in the history of the business
was an exhibitor so pulled and hauled.
He is tugged this way and that, toward
this and clastic,that
We may anybe selling
iconobut we "plan."
do not believe
scheme marks the highway to success.
* * flit has been my observation during
twelve years of manufacturing and marketing pictures and before that exhibiting them, that the market is always
crowded. There is eternally much more
film than the photoplay houses can consume. But never in the history of the
business had there been a surplus of
good pictures. Wonderful as the productions are and have been, there never
has been a time, is not now and never
will be when worthy products will go
begging.
In this era of bigger and better producing, the difficulty of making attractions which will stand out is greater
than ever. It was with a full understanding of this condition that we. of Realart.
have launched forth. We realize thoroughly that if our stars and specials appear in the important theatres over the
country, as they are being arranged for,
it will be for only one reason: because
they deserve to be.
Therefore, it is our purpose not to go
"slanchwise,"' "catawampus" or "kittering" object
but straight
the determination.
mark. That is
our
and thatto our
# * *
The motion picture industry becom.-s
daily more important, more dignified,
recruiting a splendid type of men. The
vast strides which exhibitors are making
in the housing and the presentation of
photoplays seem almost magical. Thousands are seated in comfort today in onetheatre, where yesterday only a few
hundred could attend. The exhibitors
are showing their faith in the future by
the handsome edifices constantly going
up all over the land. Post-war expansion and activity in all lines are here and
the coming season cannot be otherwise
than wonderful.
All this means those who furnish the
attractions must strive as never before to
equal the advance in theatres and exhibiting and the great era of prosperity
throughout the country. Therefore, the
producers arc tremendously alive to the
importance of the new season and on
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S. Kane
every hand ambitious plans are being
laid or are under way. We feel sure
we will meet that part of the situation.
•It may seem paradoxical, but today so
great is the demand for quality and class
and so large the field for it that the most
expensive thing a producer can do is the
least expensive. And vice versa. Making a subject to fill a gap, securing a
sum of money and then making a photoplay for that amount, and like methods
which obtained in* the
are obsolete.
* past,
*
It is ditureRealart's
to let the
expenbe what isidea
necessary
to put
on
the subject, and we believe that is what
is happening more or less throughout
the industry. We intend to continue to
encourage all independent producers
who have the resources, the ability and
the determination to produce in this
manner.
Realart has been more than fortunate
in the men who have aligned themselves
thus far with us, in the whole-hearted
co-operation of the trade press and in
the magnificent reception given us by
the exhibitors of the trade generally.
We shall strive every minute to merit
all the confidence so finely expressed.
War Heroine Placed in
William Farnum Cast
The cast selected to support William
Farnum in his big Fox picture, "If I
Were King." the celebrated stage success by Justin Huntly McCarthy — will
include Miss Eddie Hodges, a charming young southern girl recently returned from France, where she served
for sixteen months as a Salvation Army
lassie.
Prior to going to France in the Salvation Army, Miss Hodges was instrumental in the sale of $100,000 worth of Liberty Bonds in Chicago. It was through
this work that a Salvation Army Officer
induced her to enlist in that body and
go to France to cheer the soldiers. This
southern girl was infatuated with the
idea of doing this active war work for
her country.
Film Editor to Wed
The engagement of Miss Rae Lippman
to Charles Hochberg. film editor of the
Henry Lehrman Comedies, has just been
announced. Miss Lippman is a graduate
of Wellesley College and is a native of
Paterson, N._ J., while the prospective
groom formerly resided in Boston. The
romance of the young couple began
when Mr. Hochberg was in the governbut theset.date of its culminationmenthasservice,
not been
New California Theatre
MODESTO, CAL.— William Mclndoo. of Fresno, has purchased four lots
on Tenth street, between J and K
streets, and work will begin immediately
upon the tearing down of the structures now standing to make room for a
•■fT.VOOO motion picture theatre.
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Poster Company to
Refuse Bill Boards
To Salacious Films
A stop of exceptional importance in
the fight of the National Association
of the Motion Picture against the exploitation by unprincipled producers of
questionable pictures for temporary
gain, has just been taken. Under an
agreement with the Poster Advertising
Company, a new member of the National Association, it has been determined
to refuse bill posting space to any pictures which have come under the ban
of the mittee,
Association's
of which Mr. Censorship
Gabriel L. ComHess,
of
the
Goldwyn
Pictures
Corporation, is
Chairman.
The problem of cleaning house from
within the industry has been one which
has exercised reputable producers for
a long time. But it is certain that the
type of producer who will sacrifice the
good name and the future of the indusfor a film
quickthat
personal
turn-over
in thea
sort tryof
inevitably
produces
public reaction harmful to the industry
as a whole, is more of a bane to the motion picture than its avowed enemies.
And the members of the National Association are determined that this type
of exploiter must go.
With the recently expressed determination of trade papers to refuse advertisements of questionable films, the
agreement of the National Association
to support the rulings of the National
Board of Review, and the new plan of
the Poster Advertising Company, champions of cleaner and better films believe that the situation is more encouraging now than at any time in the
history of the industry.
"Walk Offs" for Metro
June Mathis and A. P. Younger have
completed their adaptation and scenario
of "The Walk Offs," a picturization of
the Oliver Morosco stage success by
Frederic and Fanny Hatton, which will
be
vehicle
for May
ScreenAllison's
Classics,next
Inc.,starring
to follow
the
production of the Avery Hopwood farce,
"Fair and Warmer."
Jack Dillon, a recent addition to the
Screen Classics. Inc.. directorial staff
under Director General Maxwell Kareer. will direct Miss Allison in "The
Walk Offs."
Fox to Have Restaurant
NEW YORK.— Two hundred people
can be accomodated at a time in a restaurant to be operated in connection
with the new Fox studios. A banquet
will be held there when the plant is
officially opened.
State Rights Sold
NEW Y£)RK.— Greater New York
New Jersey rights to "The
and
S. L. K.. serial, have
Fortune."
Fatalnorthern
Photoplays
to Elk the
sold
been
First Katterjohn Special
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— "Love. Honor, and Obey," the first MontetheKatterlatter
john special, will be published
part of October.
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"The

Trail of the Octopus" Published This Month
Is Backed by Elaborate Advertising
Campaign
Described as the most unusual serial actual physical dar.ing but in the mental
psychology incorporated that carries with
production *of the current year, "The
it all the force of the convincing drarrra
Trail of the Octopus," featuring Ben experienced in the reading of Conan
Wilson and Neva Gerber, makes its bow
best who
sellers.
is the
ion of those
have This
seen the
first opinfour
to the public this month under the ban- Doyle's
episodes
projected
privately
and
this
ner of the Hallmark Picture Corporation. It carries with it one of the most
will, it is hoped, be the opinion of thfc
elaborate and comprehensive advertis- millions who will see it when it is released the first week in September.
ing campaigns ever inaugurated in the
Wilson Supervises Production
interest
of
an
episodic
'attraction.
In connection with its presentation,
Ben Wilson who, with Neva Gerber, is
the exhibitor is offered a carefully
starred in "The Trail of the Octopus,"
planned business-getter in the Dagger
Plan, formulated to incite a new interest is popularly known as one of the
best serial stars. His work in
and offers a sure-fire incentive to bring screen's
is known to the milpatrons to the theatre. The plan as Universallions. Inserials
this production Mr. Wilson
worked out by Harry P. Diggs, head of has been given
a big advantage over all
the exploitation department of Hall- preceeding productions in which he has
mark Picture Corporation, is explained
in detail in a special booklet issued In appeared because during production of
"The Trail of the Octopus" he was diconnection with the press book.
rectly in charge of production and suMental Thrills Promised
pervised the direction of each and every
The Ben Wilson serial is said to leave episode. Frank G. Hall, executive head
the beaten tracks of former serial pro- of Hallmark Picture Corporation, anductions in that the plot of its unique
nounces that prints of the first six episodes of the serial are now in the hands
story based on the adventures of a
criminologist, gives play not alone to of the Hallmark exchange men. The
the thrill element as exemplified by the serial is in fifteen episodes.
FOX'S DOUBLE BILL
ATTRACTS INTEREST
Considerable interest has been aroused
by the recent acquisition of the 44th
street Theatre by William Fox, who is
presenting there in advance of publication dates the big double bill made up
of the screen adaptation of Longfellow's "Evangeline" and the fascinating
tale of "Kathleen Mavourneen." Newspaper critics and trade paper reviewers
have been practically unanimous in
voicing hearty approval of the artistic
qualities of both pictures.
Following close upon this c^iccess
came the opening of the Central Theatre on Longacre Square with the spectacular Fox production of "Checkers,"
based on the celebrated racing melodrama from the pen of Henry M. Blossom Jr., a play which enjoyed remarkable success throughout the country
for years and conceded to be the greatest racing drama ever written.
State Legislature
Lauds "World Aflame"
"The World Aflame," the Pathe special production featuring Frank Keenan,
is said to be the first motioif picture to
receive official endorsement by a state
legislature.
The upper and lower houses of the
Virginia legislature have given their ofrecognitionsigned
of the
photoplay's
value inficial
a letter
by the
clerk of
the Senate and to which is attached the
names of the committee which drew up
the resolution.

Playhouse,
With

Chicago,

BEX WILSON
Star of Hallmark Picture Corporation's
serial,
"The TrailSeptember
of the Octopus,"
which
was published
1.
Rebuild Dayton Theatre
DAYTON, O— The Majestic theatre, on
Jefferson street, south of Main, has been
purchased
by John
Seifert
Bert Marshall, owners
of the
Idealandtheatre,
who
will rebuild the theatre and make improvements involving expenditures of between
$.-.0,000 and $00,000.
Is Re-opened

Paramount-Artcraft

Films

Michigan Avenue Theatre, Beautifully Decorated
Will Show Motion Pictures Exclusively
"The Playhouse," Chicago, has been set with numerous articles of wicker
re-opened, and Michigan Avenue, Chi- furniture. On the walls are suspended,
cago's "Highway of Fashion," has a by tasseled pink cords, some half dozen
theatre for the presentation of pictures paintings.
Music is furnished by an orchestra
which fits in well with the dignified
under the direction of Waller Kipkowscheme of things along the Boulevard.
Redecorated from end to end and ski, formerly director of the orchestra at
the Central
Park Theatre.
kowski
has surrounded
himself Mr.
with Kipthe
from top to bottom, "The Playhouse"
is a delight to the eye, and a compli- very best musicians obtainable, most of
ment to the taste of particular people. them from well known symphony orchestras. Besides the orchestra, the
The color scheme of the interior of the
Playhouse
house is a soothing tint of old rose,
ball organ. is equipped with a new Kimtrimmed tastefully in gold, dotted here
Lasky Productions Exclusively
and there with tiny, pink shaded lamps.
The Playhouse is under the control
The doors and the proscenium are draped
of A. G. Spencer and H. M. Smith. Mr.
in soft, rose colored tapestries. On
Smith announces that Paramount and
either side of the screen rises a tall Artcraft
pictures will be shown a,t the
white pillar, Grecian in effect, as are
Playhouse exclusively, together with the
the side walls of the setting. There is Sennett and Arbuckle comedies, Ring
Lardr.er comedies. Post Travelogues
an opening in either wall, in which is and
The Screen Magazine.
visible a warm glow of ruby light from
A tasteful and pleasing program is
hidden lamps. Tn each corner of the offered, comprising the Feature picture,
stage is placed an artistic wicker bowl a comedy, a Post Travelogue, the Screen
Magazine and vocal selections of a
light, with a few pieces of dainty wicker
higher order. That the policy of the
furniture to complete the picture.
house matches well with the exclusive
ideals of Michigan Avenue seems to be
Lobby Handsomely Decorated
well proven by the popularity which the
The lobby follows the same general
Playhouse
has Spencer.
enjoyed since its opening under Mr.
color scheme — old rose and gold, and is
88
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Says His Investigation Proves Star Series and Fifty-TwoA-Year Basis Is Wanted

Despite the early season flurry over
wide-open booking the exhibitor is
buying his pictures on the star series
and fifty-two-a-year basis as he has in
the past, according to William J. Clark,
president of Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation.
The tendency to book a solid schedule for a year, or to book star series,
shopping for the stars he wants until
his schedule is filled, he says is more
apparent among the big exhibitors
than among the owners of small houses
and one of the most marked features
of the return to former booking methods is apparent in the attitude of the
larger circuits.
The exhibitor is still shopping for
his pictures and will probably continue
to shop more or less, but he is not going to shop for everything he plays.
Most of his pictures are coining to
his screen on the star series or regular
weekly booking arrangement, Mr.
Clark declares.

"The big exhibitor, particularly the
owner
of a circuit of theatres, was first
to see the impracticability of the socalled wide-open market," said Mr.
Clark, who himself is an exhibitor, president of Consolidated Theatres, Inc., in
Michigan.
"The idea of buying his pictures wherever he pleased and one at a time appealed, upon first thought, to the exhibitor, but his second thought was of the
enormity of the task such a plan put
upon him with the dangers and uncerof securing suitable productions
screen.
for his tainty
"The announc
of openon booking
within
considerement
caused
able commoti
the industry. Some exhibitors hailed it
as the Utopia of the motion picture business, but the majority, upon analysis, fell
back upon the star series plan of booking, which, from every angle, is the most
satisfactory of all plans under which
motion pictures have been bought and
sold.
"The exhibitor is the boss in this business and he is going to buy his pictures
as he pleases. Every indication from
our exchanges is that the exhibitor is
buying, and intends to buy, on the star
series basis or on the basis of one every
week.
"Theforopen
only
the booking
exhibitorplanwhoworks
playswella
weekly change in a territory where there
is little competition, but in territories
where competition is at all severe and
in houses where changes are made twice
a week or more often, his troubles increase out of all proportion.
"The exhibitor has become more or

less wary of the frequent cry of 'special'
'special' because he appreciates that the
term which originally was used as the
designation for a big production, one of
those ever so often big pictures, has
been converted into a selling term. Its
indiscriminate use has destroyed the
value of the word and the so-called special of today isn't getting bookings as a
special nor bringing the prices of a special until it has been screen examined and
box office tested.
"The exhibitor is up against certain
trade conditions within his own particular territory. He has determined, to a
fairly accurate degree, the box office
value of the various stars. He knows
just about how much he can afford to
pay for the pictures of a certain star in
his territory for he knows that that
pictures will do just about so
star's
much business.
"Protected as he is in most star series
contracts with a cancellation clause of
one or two pictures, the exhibitor knows
he isn't running any very big chances by
booking a star series of six or eight pictures. He knows
thattake
he were
isn't taking
the chance
he would
he to
adopt an open booking plan or a picture
by picture policy and discover, after
running half the series, that the rest of
the series has been taken away from him
by the overbid of a competitor, and gobbling the popularity which he had built
in his district for the star.
SESSUE HAYAKAWA

"Confidently, from every indication in
our twenty-six exchanges and from the
reports of my personal representatives
who have been in the field analyzing
conditions and reporting direct to my
office, I look for little open booking this
fall and next winter.
"As an exhibitor-owned and exhibitorcontrolled distributing organization, we
adopted a policy of permitting the exhibitor to buy his pictures as he pleased,
open booking, star series or consecutively w^eek by week, and our contracts,
coming in for fall, indicate conclusively
that the exhibitor not only has made up
his mind but that he is actually buying
on the star series and the consecutive
booking plans in a much greater proportion than he is on the open booking
Million Dollar Theatre
To Be Built at St. Loviis
ST. LOUIS, MO. — A permit has been
issued for the erection of a million dollar
motion picture theatre at Grand and
Lucasplan."
avenues, on the property formerly
occupied
by permit
the Catholic
Girls' toHigh
School. The
was granted
the
Hamilton Building Company. The building will have a frontage of 129 feet on
Grand avenue and 310 feet on Lucas
avenue.
Opens New Theatre
MIDDLETOWN, DEL.— With the opening of the new opera house, built on the
site of the old one, burned down in December, ]'J18, Middletown comes into possession of a modern and thoroughly up-todate motion picture theatre. John E.
l ewis, who bought the ground as well as
the building, will operate the house as a
motion picture theatre.
POURS AT TEA

5

The Robertson-Cole
caughtas by
camera at isa included
private little
dinner.
It's perfectly
all right, ofstarcourse,
Mrs.theHayakawa
in those
present.
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Appointed During Past Week — Salt Lake
City Post to Be Filled at Once
With the exception of Salt Lake City, experience that is bound to prove beneficial.
where it is expected that an appointSladdin Named In Boston
ment will be made within the next week,
Mr. Sladdin, the new Boston repreGoldwyn Pictures Corporation has comsentative, isespecially well known in the
pleted its list of press and service repretrade through his connection with a
sentatives located at the twenty-two
number of producing and distributing
Goldwyn exchanges- for the purpose of companies. With the Helen Holmes
as general representative and
assisting exhibitors in giving their pic- Company,
director of the Consolidated
tures the most effective and complete ex- publicity
Film Corp., in association with the Wilploitation possible. In most of the exliamson Brothers, in exploiting "Cachanges the press and service experts
biria" in the leading theatres throughout
tin- L'nited States, and with Louis Mayer
have been co-operating with exhibitors
in organizing the campaign for the Anita
ior the past month, and judging from
the letters received at the home office Stewart pictures, Mr. Sladdin has won
reputation as a motion pictheir services are thoroughly appre- an enviable
ture man of exceptional ability.
ciated by theatre managers who have
been showing Goldwyn films.
Recent appointments, bringing the
total up to twenty-one, are Frank C. Chester, Pa., to Have
New $150,000 Theatre
Teck, Seattle: Gertrude R. Deppen, Dallas; W. Bodin, San Francisco, and Mack
CHESTER,
PA.— A contract for a ncw
McSween, New York. Spencer Sladdin
motion picture theatre has been
has been named to succeed A. A. Lionais $150,000
awarded to the Chester Construction
in Boston. From the many available ap- Company by Edward Margolin, the implicants, Goldwyn has been careful in
a site adjacent to
every instance to select those who have the famousprovement to occupy
old Washington Hotel,
had a thorough newspaper training, which was erected
nearly 200 years ago
usually combined with experience in and eventually made famous by housing
practical showmanship.
George Washington and other distinTeck Is Newspaper Man
guished men of Revolutionary times.
The
hotel proper will not be disturbed at
Mr. Teck, the Seattle representative, is
a newspaper man, magazine writer and the present time, but additions made to
publisher, who is widely known in the the original building from time to time
Northwest, where he has spent most of will be removed to make room for the
his life. For more than twenty years he changes.
has been closely associated with many
important undertakings in the state of
Begin Work on Theatre
Washington. He has edited a number
CHEBOYGAN, MICH. — Ground has
of publications in various fields. For been
broken for the new $50,000 motion
four years he was executive secretary of
pictureness theatre
to be erected in the busithe Bellingham Chamber of Commerce:
district here.
also he was one of the organizers of the
Washington Federation of Commercial
Organizations, of which he was secretary and treasurer for the first two year=
and president in 1917. His name is on
the list of organizers and directors, of
the Pacific Northwest Tourist Association, from which he resigned in 1917.
During his career he has been an editor
or a special writer on many of the leading papers in the Northwest.
Gertrude R. Deopen. at the Dallas exchange, is the second woman to be instal ed as a press and service representative, the other being Unda Hamren at
the Omaha branch. Miss Deppen has
been engaged in advertising work for
several years. At the time of joining
the Goldwyn organization, she was publicity director
of the Her
Dallas
Woman's
Advertising
League.
acquaintance
in Dallas is extensive and will be 6f
value to her in arranging tie-up campaigns for Goldwyn Pictures.
Mack McSween, appointed in the New
York territory, is a newspaper and ad
vertisinp man who has made a special
study of the handling of motion oictures. In San Francisco. Goldwyn feels
EDGAH LEWIS
that an ideal man has been chosen in
to ■ contract
afllxed
Whoto ha*
W. Bodin, who knows the territorv
iiir<-<-( ii aerie*alffnatnre
of production*
for
SelBiUch Picture* 90
Corpomtlon.
thoroughly and has had much practical

Nashville

to Have

2,000-Seat Theatre
Crescent Amusement Company to Enlarge Elite
at $150,000 Cost
NASHVILLE, TENN— The largest
motion picture deal occurring in Nashville for some time has taken place
through the medium of the Crescent
Amusement Co., acquiring a long lease
on the building at 2J1 Fifth avenue,
north, occupied for years by the Ocean
cafe, and which adjoins the Elite theatre,
now operated by the Crescent.
Lease Expires Soon
According to Tony Sudekum, president of the Crescent Amusement Co.,
as soon as the Ocean's lease on the
building expires at an early date, the
work of converting the Elite and the
Ocean building into one big motion picture theatre will be started. The lease
of the Ocean building carries with it
the second and third floors as well, since
it will be necessary to tear out the entire interior to fit it into a motion picture house.
Likewise it will be necessary at the
same time to dismantle the Elite and
build a wall on one side where a stairway adjoins the Ocean building.
When the two buildings are finally
converted into a picture theatre it is
estimated that it will have a seating capacity of over 2,000, easily the largest
in Nashville, and, in point of size, in the
South. In order to increase the seating
capacity, a concrete balcony will be
erected and the building will be fireproof
throughout.
Will Cost $150,0:0
It is estimated that the cost of the
reconstruction will be approximately
$150,000.
When completed this will be the finest
motion picture house of the city, not
excepting the Knickerbocker, which is
a model in construction and appointments, as the Crescent Amusement Company plans to be lavish in fitting it up
and
make
it the prize showhouse of their
string.
New Jersey Corporation
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.— The Ruberta Amusement Company of Perth
Amboy, has filed incorporation articles,
calling for $50,000 capitalization, with
500 shares of stock. They will conduct
a motion picture theatre at 135 Smith
street. The incorporators are Philip
Klivan. David Snapcr and Col. R. Kelsey.
F. & R. Buy Theatres
ST. PAUL, MINN. — The Finkelstein
and Ruben interests have purchased the
Alhambra
and Gemstreet.
motion picture theatres on Seventh
Buys Newton, la., House
NEWTON, I A.— The Adams Theatre
Company has purchased the Rialto motion picture theatre here, and will make
many improvements.
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Resumption of Trade with Hungary
The War Trade Board Section of the
Department of State announces that,
effective September 2. 1919, the resumption of trade and communication between the United States and Hungary
has been authorized, and that, to effect
such authorization, the General Enemy
Trade License referred to in W. T. B.
R. 802, issued July 14. 1919, has been
amended by deleting the words '"Hungary or" from Paragraph 2 of the limitations upon said General Enemy Trade
License.
Exports
Exports from the United States to
Hungary will be controlled by individual
export licenses, but such licenses will be
issued freely upon application, except
with respect to the following commodities whose exportation to Hungary will
be restricted for military reasons:
Aircraft of all kinds, including aeroplanes, airships, balloon and their component parts, together with accessories
and articles suitable for use in connection with aircraft.
Apparatus which can be used for the
storage or projection of compressed or
liquidated gases, flame acids, or other
destructive agents capable of u«e in warlike operations and their component
parts.
Armor plates.
Armored Motor Cars.
Arms of all kinds, including arms for
sporting purposes and their component
parts.
Barbed wire and implements for fixing
and cutting same.
Camp Equipment, articles of. and their
component parts.
Clothing and equipment of a distinctively military character.
Electrical Appliances adapted for use
in war and their component part;.
Explosives, especially prepared for use
in war.
Field glasses.
Gases for war purposes.
Guns and machine guns.
Gun mountings, limbers, and military
wagons of all descriptions.
Harness or horse equipment of military character.
Implements and apparatus designed
exclusively for the manufacture of munitions of war. or for the manufacture or
repair of arms or of war material, for use
on land or sea.
Mines, submarines, and their component parts.
Projectiles, cHarges, cartridges, and
grenades of all kinds and their component parts.
Range finders and their component
parts.
Searchlights and their component
parts.
Submarine sound signalling apparatus
and materials for wireless telegraphs.
Torpedoes.
Warships, including boats and their

HERALD
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Information
component parts of such a nature that
they can only be used on a vessel of war.
It is to be understood that the exportation of the following articles viz.,
barbed wire and implements for fixing
and cutting the same, articles of camp
equipment and their component parts,
clothing and equipment of a distinctively
military character, electrical appliance*
for use in war and their component
parts, military wagons of all descriptions, and harness or horse equipment
of a military character, is forbidden only
on account of the military use to which
such articles can be put. If exporters
have information showing that the articles are destined for civil purposes, the
same should be submitted with the applications for export licenses.
Imports
Imports into the United States from
Hungarv may take place under General
Import
PBF Xo.
(W. which
T. B.
R. 825 'License
issued August
15, 371919),
has been revised and extended, effective
September 2. 1919, so as to permit the
importation from Hungary, without individual import licenses, of all commodities except those specifically enumerated in paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of said
W. T. B. R. 825. paragraph 3 of said
Ruling being hereby cancelled and withdrawn.
Arrow's Foreign Sales
Arrow
Company has Europe
"sold twelve
natures Film
for continental
and
also thirty-one-reel comedies for the
same territory. Other pictures have
been sold for the United Kingdom.
— James Bcecroft.

Castle Play Completed
Irene Castle has completed her second Paramount - Artcraft production,
"Should a Wife Forgive?" for the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and,
with her husband, Robert Treman, has
gone to her home in Ithaca, New York.
Since her marriage to Mr. Treman she
has had little time to enjoy any of the
pleasures of- home life, having been almost constantly engaged in her productions for Famous Players-Lasky, but she
has now been promised a real vacation
and is determined to take full advantage
of it-Fox Appoints Manager
ST. LOUIS, MO.— Walter D. Schaefer,
of Elizabeth. N. J., has been appointed
manager of the William Fox Liberty theatre to fill the vacancy left by Edward L.
Colo.
Hvman. recently transferred to Denver,
Donates

Film to Charity

Yitagraph
film, Love,
"A Yankee Princess."donated
featuringtheBessie
for
its showing at the Shakespeare Theatre,
Chicago, at a special performance for
the Chicago Babies' Free Milk Fund. *
New Morey Features
One of Yitagraph's early pictures will
be "In Honor's Web," a play of life in
high society with Harry T. Morey in
the leading role, written by Perry Vekroff.
Lasky Publishes Book
NEW YORK.— A book has been published by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, giving its history and, incidentally, the adventures of the company since its birth in 1912.

St. Louis House Opened
ST. LOUIS, MO.— The new GrandFlorissant theatre at Grand and Florissant avenues, erected at a cost of $350,000, has been opened It has a seating
capacity of 2.500. The theatre will be
operated as a first run house by the
Greater Amusement company.
New Davenport Playhouse
DAVENPORT, IOWA— Cervin and
Horn, architects, have announced that
they have completed plans for a motion
picture theatre to be erected this Fall
at Nineteenth street and Third Avenue.
It will have a seating capacity of 1.800.
Hall Secures Serial
NEW YORK. — Another serial, now
in the cour>e of production, has been secured by Frank G. Hall of HallmarkPictures Corporation. It will be published following "The Trail of the Oc"Loot" is Completed
topus."
"Loot," a Saturday Evening Fost story
from the pen of Arthur Somers Roche,
has been completed as a six-reel feature
at Universal City by Director William
C. Dowlan. This is considered one of
Universal's best program productions.
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Vnd a real, PEGGY
genuine HYI.WD
lion cub in a scene
from the latest William Vox screen success,
"The
Merry-tio-Kounu."
It Isdi-a
romance of Hie in the open spaces,
rected by Edmund Lawrence.
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=Reported by H. E. N.
Jay E. Sherwood, formerly of Madison,
effects of the artisans' efforts. The im\\ is., is now with the Florence Theatre Co.,
tember 1. provements will be completed about SepPasadena, Cal., managing their theatre,
"Tin- fulFlorence,"
said to beCalifornia.
the most beautihouse in southern
Mr.
G. A. Bush, president of the BroadwaySherwood was prominent in legislative Amusement
Company of San Diego, Calicircles in Wisconsin, interesting himself on
fornia, israpidly recovering from a severe
behalf
of
the
Exhibitors'
Association
of
attack
of
inflammatory
rheumatism and is
Wisconsin.
now able to be at his office for a few hours
each day. Mr. Bush states that the new
''The Village Shoemaker," a two-reel $25,000 Pope-Jones organ has just arcomedy featuring M. J. McCartv, has just
rived and will be installed in his Superba
been completed and is now in the cutting Theatre immediately. The Broadway
room. The releasing company for this pic- Amusement Company reopened the Illusion Theatre, September 1.
ture has not as yet been decided upon.
J. V. Spaugh, owner of the Euclid Theatre at Ontario, Calif., has broken ground
for his new $75,000 theatre. It will be
named "The California" and will have a
beautiful new pipe organ of the Pope-Jones
type.

"The release
Miracle
will have
its preshowing atMan"
the Plaza
Theatre.
San
Diego, owned by W. W. Whitson. The
Plaza has one of the most up-to-date projection rooms in the city, having installed
two new Powers S-B machines.

Thomas and Humphrey, proprietors of
the Argonne Theatre, Colton, Calif., have
just finished remodeling their theatre. Mr.
Humphrey was with the A. E. F. in France
and was a member of the Argonne offensive, hence the changing of the name of
his theatre from the Crescent to the Argonne on his was
return
"over of
there."
Mr. Thomas
also from
a member
the
U. S. forces, having been honorably discharged as a lieutenant.

John Meek, manager of the Orpheum
Theatre at National City, Calif., has inaugurated a new policy to stimulate business.
The Orpheum puts on five four-round
bouts every Saturday night. Louis Stutz*,
popular San Diego exhibitor, was the announcer and timekeeper for the premier
opening Saturday night at the Orpheum.
From all reports Louis is some announcer.
W. H. Scott, who runs the seaside resort
theatre, Elysium, at Oceanside, Calif., reports business fine.

The paint brushes are flying and the
hammers knocking on the walls of the
C. M. Welstead, formerly of the Ford
Belvedere Theatre at Pomona, Calif. E. M.
Motor Company, Detroit, Mich., has taken
Smith, the popular owner of the American
and Belvedere Theatres, has just finished charge of the Garden Theatre at La Jolla,
remodeling the American Theatre and will Calif. C. M. reports that he is enjoying a
and has the only theatre
shortly install newr machines. The Belve- inlarge
the patronage
city.
dere is rapidly commencing to show the
POPULAR NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE

H. B. Warner, with his wife and baby
Joan, is sojourning between pictures at the
Hotel Coronado, Coronado, Calif. The
popular star will journe- with his company
to Catalina Island next week to start work
on his new production.

The Hillcrest and Palace Theatres,
owned by L. Stutz, formerly an exhibitor
in the Goldengate City and Los Angeles,
report business picking up in San Diego.
Mr. Stuz, when interviewed by the Herald
representative, stated that the San Diego
exhibitors should shortly enjoy a prosperous era owing to the opening of the Tia
Jauna border and the coming of the San
Diego and Arizona Railway.
H. E. Gressler. branch manager for the
Savage Tire Corporation of San Diego,
recently assumed charge of the Logan
Heights Theatre,
class attractions. which plays onlv first-

Jessie D. Hampton to
Build $200,000 Studio
HOLLYWOOD, CAL.— Work is to be
started immediately upon a huge $200,000 motion picture studio plant for the
Jesse D. Hampton productions. The
plant is to be located on 10 acres at
Hollywood boulevard and La Brea
avenue.

It is believed that units of the
including administration buildings,plant,
labstages,When
will be'
completedoratories
withinand three
90 days.
finished
the studio will have a stage space
of
43,000
square feet.
It will have a frontage of 760 feet and
will be artistic in design and arrangement, it is said.
Among screen stars who will occupy
Warn
and ersWilli
Desm
urfB-^1"
areamBlanc
Sweet,
heond
1 er fluart

Des Moines, la., Theatre
Is Installing Balcony
DES MOINES. IA.-The Grand Theatre, East Sixth street and Grand avenue, isbeing remodeled,
rated the
frontage doubled and theredeco
seating capacity trebled by the addition of the room
adjoming the playhouse and the installation of a circular balcony in the second
story of the former building.
The new front will be forty-four feet
facing on East Sixth street. It will be
built of pressed brick. In the front a
soda
n and candy shop will be
installedfountai
.
New equipment, consisting of two
Power Six-B machines, new lights and
a new screen are being installed.
The Grand has been under the management of S. Elman since its opening,
seven years ago.

Mm Dreamland Theatre at 3021 South Main itreeti Lna kna;eleai Cal.i haa junt opened
for another Uiu winter aeaaon. it. H. Ladle J« the owner €>f tut* eoaey houee.

Builds at Augusta, Kan.
AUGUSTA, KAN.— W. B. Jackson,
wealthy real estate owner, has started
the construction of a motion picture
theatre which he hopes to complete in
ninety days. It will seat fil2 people.

Si Greiver of Greiver Productions fame
was lamped the other day dining with
Exhib. Cooper of the 20th Century rilm
palace and at the conclusion of ''mess" Si
was seen to extend a bundle of Uncle Sam's
green goods toward fren' Cooper with a
proposition attached thereto. "Come on
'Coop.'wily
call Cooper
it— odd or
it's yours."
The
noteven
to —beanddaunted
nor
separated — murmured. "Give me a look, and
I'll bet even money?"
That must have been an awful struggle
at Benton Harbor over Labor Day judging
from the appearance of Del Goodman's
welcome right. Besides, the ointment that
lingers on his desk has a hospital (able)
odor? NO! Del was but an onlooker.
H. C. Holah, representative for the local
Vitagraph has surely been missed the past
few days. Never mind "ABIE," take your
time — James Salter will care for the piles
of contracts in your absence.
Paying no attention whatsoever to the
"League
fromAn aorder
foreign angleofareetc,"
surelyfillum
on theaffairs
ascend.
for a flock of slides has been received in
ole Chi and no other than the famous Tom
Phillips is the means of supplying same.
Right from Amsterdam, Holland, and
CASH with. Only goes to show Chicago has
a lot to brag about, besides the waves from
Lake Mich, that continuously purr about
our shores and that galaxy of beauteous
feminine that promenades Boul. Mich.
Johhny Mednikow of the Celebrated
Players, reports there are "cooler" places to
stop over the week-ends than hanging about
the sultry Loop. In fact over Labor Day
Johnny had the pleasure of initiating his
pal, Si. Greiver with a permeation of its
invigorating ozone. Only a twenty-minute
jaunt from the city, somewhere about Forest Park, we understand. Rates are extremely reasonable when the present H. C.
L. is considered, $52.00 for a 24-hour visit.
Now that the truck loads of floral tributes
tendered to M. J. Mintz, mgr. of Exhibitors Mutual have been hauled away, everything is humming about the 18th floor of
the Consumers Building and Manager
MintzWehasrefer
a smile
that crowd
is just crowding
'em
in.
to that
of exhibitors
that seems to increase daily.
Lee Herz, of the Silee Film exchange, has
purchased another round trip ticket to
points east. While Lee is absent, Ed.
Brichitto and Sam Riecf.r are giving the
clients of this busy independent exchange
service par excellence.
I Another new face to be seen about the
Exhibitors Mutual exchange is the popular
H. W. Peters, who resigned Sept. 6 from
Pathe exchange to assume the office of
assistant manager and director of sales
under M. J. Mintz.
Bruce Godshaw, one of the best known
exhibitors throughout the Central West,
and for the past several years associated
with the Ascher Enterprises, is to manage
the destinies of the Prairie theatre, owned
by Siegel and Cohn.
1

Reported by "Mac"
Sid Goldman is wearing a wound stripe
on his sock this week. Been limping around
with a flat tire, so they tell me.
Pat Dillon went out to the ball game one
day last week, forgetting, as it were, in the
excitement of the pennant race, the fact
that he had an engagement with Mrs.
Dillon, for lunch. Please omit flowers.
Stanley W. Waite has joined the Pathe
Sales force. Mr. Waite, who just returned
from Europe where he says there has been
a war recently. If names mean anything
Mr. Waite's business for Pathe should be
rawther heavy. We do not guarantee this
joke in the least.
George Paull of the States theatre, says
coquettishly that he doesn't mind the high
cost
as he He
don'twears
have anto
pay of
for collars
them as
by long
the inch.
18yZ. How about one of your old collars
for a belt, George?
If the guy in the green tie happens in
on
you during
looking
for him.the week let us know. We're
W\ J. Blrford, of Aurora, is at present
sojourning in Petosky, vacationing, so to
speak.
Eddie Kunze was a Chicago visitor during the week, bringing with him a happy
smile
news Theatre
that he inknocked
'em
dead atandthe the
Princess
Springfield,
during Fair Week, with "O Boy." That's
odd.
Gents, meet H. J. Terry, now with Metro,
formerly up the lake in Milwaukee with
George Kleine and Vitagraph. Mr. Terry
has one of those open face, Swiss movement
personalities that indicates a lot of friends
are coming his way.
A FABLE
Once upon a time there was a salesman
morning.
who
reported for work at 9 o'clock in the
Moral : If you must sleep late in the
mornings, sell films for a living.
Those sterling Spanish athletes, Chub
Florine and Hank Peters announce to
the public that they claim the handball
championship of the world, South Chicago,
and the west side of State street. They will
meet all comers and are specially desirous
of staging a handball shindig with Max
and Harry Hyman. If it was a pie eating
contest, now Chub, we might take you up.
A. S. Clippinger, of Mutual, announces
the arrival of a brand new baby boy on
Wednesday, September 3. Both mother and
baby are doing well, thank you, and father
is tickled to death.
Harry Corbett, the Beau Brummel of
53rd street, has made arrangements with
the smartest Style Shops in Chicago, to present a stunning style and fashion revue at
the Harper Theatre for four days starting
September 15th. H. J. states that the ladies
will wear $35,000 worth of furs the opening
night. We'll be down, Harry. We like to
hang around expensive stuff.

G. H. Meyers, Park Theatre, Champaign,
111., was a recent Chicago visitor.
R. H. Hatfield, who opened the first
picture theatre in Superior, Wis., spent a
lew days in Chicago, announcing that the
call of the celluloids has gotten hold of
him again. Consequently he is remodeling
the old Grand Opera House at Superior,
putting several hundred thousand dollars
worth of improvements into the building
and will open on the 5th of October with
high-class pictures.
Red Meyers, representing Geo. Erber of
East St. Louis, president of the Erber
Amusement Company, was a city visitor
this week.
C. C. Smith reports business great at
the Opera House at Hoopeston, 111.
E. M. Vennum opened his new house,
The Okow, at Findlay, 111., on September
1st. He reports business good.
Jos. J. Ransom, Royal Theatre, Palestine,
111.,
a city visitor buying service for the
Fall was
season.
J. H. Dales, Star Theatre, Oregon, III.,
was a Chicago visitor as well as F. G.
Ronrer, Family Theatre, Dixon, 111.
The Armory Theatre, Ridgefarm, 111.,
managed by Miss Naomi Lane, opened the
season September 6th with First National
attractions exclusively.
Father Hogben of the Lyceum Theatre,
Chenoa, was in town booking pictures for
his theatre. This is not a Church Amusementtheatre
House, run
but as
a full-fledged
ture
a side line. motion picChas. Danzinger, owner of the General
Film Brokers, died following an operation
at St. Luke's Hospital September 1. Mr.
Danzinger, who was seventy years old had
been in the picture business for the last
fourteen years. He remembered the days
when Joe Hopp. Salo Aurbach. Harry
Weiss, Max Lewis and several other film
men were under one roof doing business
as the Chicago Film Exchange. The body
was shipped to Boston for burial. Mr.
Danzinger was the father of Charlotte Ives,
well-known motion picture actress. Harry
Weiss of the First National Exhibitors Exchange has been appointed administrator
for his estate.
R. C. Seery of the First National Exhibitors Exchange spent a few days in
Bloomington, 111., signing contracts.
H. A. R. Dutton, who flits around
right spry for the Exhibitors Supply
Company, has just emerged from a rapid
fire,
St. Louis,
wherepep-injecting
he has beentrip
for from
the past
week,
helping
open
up
the
new
branch
there. Business looks so good, saysoffice
Mr.
Dutton, that it makes him feel shivery
all over to think of it.

FILM MARKET, INC.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
'Brass Buttons,". ' five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charfe
It to Me,"
five reels,
Margarita
"Some Liar,"
five reels,
with with
William
Russell. Fisher.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
'Trixie from Broadway," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"A Sporting Chance," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvdnne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily/' five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
"Six Feet Four," six reels, with William Russell.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger
Justice," six reels.
"Sunset ofPrincess."
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"The Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
"Roses and Thorns." with Lenore Ulrich.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
"Sally's Blighted Career," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"Rowdy Ann," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"Mary Moves In," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"Shades of Shakespeare," two reels, with Alice Lake.
"Dangerous Nan McGrew," two reels, with Fay Tincher.
"Anybody's Widow."
"He Who Hesitates."
"A Flirt There Was."
"There Goes the Groom."
"A Cheerful Liar."
"Cupid's Hold-Up."
"Lobster Dressing."
"Love — In a Hurry."
"Reno — All Change."
"His Master's Voice."
"Home Brew."
"Her Bear Escape."
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Feb. 10 — "An Indian Love Story," one reel.
Fob. 17 — "A Day With Caranza," one reel.
Feb. 24 — "What Is a Mexican," one reel.
Mar. S — "The Washington Air Patrol," one reel.

"The House Without Children," six reels, with Richard Travers.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
'The
Panther
Woman,"
five with
reels, Anita
with Mme.
"Virtuous
Wives,"
reels,
Stewart.Petrova.
"Our Teddy,"
sevensixreels.
"A Midnight Romance." seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy
Long Legs,"
seven
reels,
Pickford.
"Mary
seveneight
reels,reels.
with with
AnitaMary
Stewart.
"AuctionRegan,"
of Souls,"
"Sunnyside," three reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
' Bill Apperson's
Boy,"sixsixreels.
reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Choosing
a Wife,"
"Burglar by Proxy," five reels with Jack Pickford.
"The Hoodlum," five reels with Mary Pickford.
"A Temperamental Wife." five reels, with Constance Talmage.
"Her Kingdom of Dreams," five reels, with Anita Stewart.
May
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
4 — "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
18 — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks
1— "True Heart Susie," five reels. D. W. Griffith Special.
fune
Deal Sanderson,"
reels,ElsiewithFerguson.
William" S. Hart
Tune 228 —— "Square
"The Avalanche,"
five reels,fivewith
June
July 20 — "Wagon Tracks"- five reels, with William S. Hart.
Aug. 17 — "A Society Exile," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
PAR AMOUNT
-"The Busher," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Haunted Bedroom," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 2518- -"The
-"I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
May
-"Putting
It Over,"
BryantReid.Washburn.
May 25- 'You're Fired,"
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Wallace
Tune 8 —1— 'An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
June
-"Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Tune 815—
Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
June
— -"Other
"Hay Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
fune 22—
"A
Daughter
of the with
Wolf."
five reels,Clark.
with Lila Lee.
June
15—
five reels,
Marguerite
(une 22— -"Girls,"
-"The
Rose
of
Granda,"
five
reels,
with
Cavalieri.
June 29— -"A Very Good Young Man." five reels,Lina
with Bryant Washburn.
Love Burglar," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
June 29- -"The
five reels, with Vivian Martin.
July
6- -"Louisiana,"
Tuly 13of the River," five reels, with Lila Lee.
Tuly
20- -"Rose
—"Nugget
Nell,"
five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
July
Aug. 27-3 -"A Sporting Chance,"
reels,
Ethel Clayton.
July
Aug. 3 -"Fires of Faith." seven five
reels,
withwiith
Catherine
Calvert.
Aug. 10 -"Bill Henry." five reels, with Charles Ray.
Aug. 10 -"The Virtuous Thief." five reels, with Enid Bennett.
-"Love Insurance," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug.
Home." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Aug. 2417 -"Noboby
Aug. 24 -"Cock o' the Walk," five reels, with Lila Lee.
-"The Witness for the Defense," five reels, with Elsie Fergusom.
Valley of the Giants." five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Aug. 31- -"The
-"The Misleading Widow," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Aug. SI- -"The Market of Souls," six reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. 7- -"The Third Kiss," five parts, with Vivian Martin.
Sept.
Sept. 14-7PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
May 25 — "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven reels.
June 15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert Warwick.
June 29 — "White Heather," seven reels, with all-star cast.
July 6 — "The Firing Line," five reels, with Irene Castle
July 13 — "The Career of Katherine Bush." five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
Aug. 3 — "The Dark Star," five reels, with Marion Davis.
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
May 11 — Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
May 18 — Flagg, "Welcome, Little Stranger."
May 25 — Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
June
June 81 —— Drew,
Sennett,"Squared."
"No Mother to Guide Him."
June 15 — Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
June 22 — Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
June 29 — Flagg, "The 'Con' in Economy."
Inly 6 — Sennett. "Trying to Get Along."
July
Drew. "Bunkered."
July 2013 —— Sennett,
"Among Those Present."
July 27— Flagg. "The I mmovable Guest."
Aug. 3 — Sennett. "Treating 'em Rough."
Aug. 10 — Flagg, "Oh Judge How Could You?"
Aug.
Lady's Scheme."
Tailor."
Aug. 2417 —— Sennett.
Drew, "A "ASisterly
Aug. 31 — Sennett, "Uncle Tom Without the Cabin." two reels.
Aug. 31 — Briggs. "New Folks in Town."
Sept. 7 — Arbuckle. "Backstage."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
lilt: PRODI CTIONS

EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
May
"The
Mints
of Hell." five reels, with William Desmond.
May
"Just Squaw." five reels, with Beatrix Micbelena.
May
"His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
June
"In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Tune
"The
Man Threads,"
Who Turned
five reels,
Henry B. Warner.
June
"Broken
five White,"
reels, with
Bessie with
Barriscale.
Juney
"Bare-fisted
Gallagher,"
five
reels,
with
William
Desmond.
ul
"Better Times," five reels, with Zazu Pitts.
e
"The
Man
Beneath,"
five
reels,
with
Sessue
Hayakawa.
n
Ju
"A Man's Country," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
July
"Man's Desire," five reels, with an All-Star cast, with Lewis Stone.
July
"The
Woman Michael Married," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Aug.
"A Sage Brush Hamlet," five reels, with William Desmond.
Aug.
"The
Pagan God," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Aug.
"The Gray Horizon." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Aug.
"The
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Zasu Bessie
Pitts. Baniscale.
Sept.
"Her Other
PurchaseHalf,"
Price."
Sept.
-"Dangerous
Waters,"
with
William
Desmond.
Sept.
"For a Woman's Honor." with H. B. Warnerk.
Sept.
"House of Intrigue." (Haworth Special).
Sept.
—
"The
Illustrious
with Sessue
Hayawaka.
Oct.
— "The Dead
Line."Prince,"
with Beatrice
Michelena.
Oct.
— "The Prince and Betty." with William Desmond.
Oct.
— "Maruja," with H. B. Warner.
STRAND COMEDIES
J une 8 — "Betty's Bolsheviki," one reel.
June 15 — "Little Lucy's Lion," one reel
June 22 — " 'Twas Henry's Fault," one reel
June 29 — "Little Miss Pinkerton." one reel.
June 1 — "Hearts and Hats."
June 8 — "Belty's Bolsheviki."
June IS — "Little Lucy's Lion."
June
Twas Miss
Henry's
Fault."
June 2922—"
— "Little
Pinkerton."
July 6—
"Oh,
What
a
Jam!"
July
"Fancy looting Father."
July 2018 —— "Jimmie's
Luck."
July 27 — "Winning Doggone
Back."
Aug. 3 — "Betty and Him
the Boys."
Aug. 10 — "Good Gracious
Aug. 17 — "Meet the Wife." Grace."
ItOTHACKBR OUT-DOOB SUBJECTS
Mar. 2 — "Columbia Highway." one reel.
Mar. • — "An F.yeful of Egypt." one reel.
Mar. 18 — "In Pyramid Land, one reel.
Mar. 31 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
Mar.
the Gondolas," one reel.
Apr. S96—— "Glimpsing
"A Palestine Pilgrimage," one reel

Ann
Sept.
(let.
Nov.
94

3121
12Ii —

"I"Kvangrliiie."
heckers."
"Kathleena Husband
Mavornecn."
"Should
Forgive?"

EXHIBITORS
WILLIAM FARM M SERIES
Aug.
10
—
"Wolves
of
Oct. 12— 'The Last ofthetheNight."
Duanes."
Nov. 30 — "Wings of the Morning."
TOM MIX SERIES
Aug. 24 — "Rough Riding Romance."
Oct. 197—
— "The
Maniac."
Dec.
'The Speed
Daredevil."
THE DA BAR A SERIES
Sept.
21
—
"La
Belle
Russe."
Dec. 21 — "Lure of Ambition."
VICTORY PIC TURES
Sept.
14 — "Broken Now
Commandments,"
with Gladys Brockwell.
Sept.
On," with
Oct- 2*12 —— "From
"Sacred Silence,"
with George
WilliamWalsh.
Russell.
Oct. 26 — "Chasing Rainbows," with Gladys BrockwelL
Nov.
9
—
"The
Winning
Stroke,"
with
George
Nov. 23 — "Eastward Hoi" with William Russell.Walsh.
Dec. 7 — "Thieves," with Gladys Brockwell.
EXCEL PICTURES
Sept. 7 — "The Splendid Sin." with Madlaine Traverse.
Sept. 21 — "The Merry-Go-Round," with Peggy Hyland.
Oct. 195—— "Snares
"The Lost
Princess,"
Ray and
Fair.
Oct.
of Paris."
withwith
Madlaine
Traverse.
Nov. 2— 'The Web of Chance." with Peggy Hyland
SI \»HI\E COMEDIO
Aug. 31— "Her First Kiss."
Sept. 14 — "Dabbling in Society."
Sept. 2812—— "His
Wife."Women."
Oct.
"Wild Naughty
Waves and
Oct. 26 — "The Yellow Dog Catcher."
Nov. 239 —— "Back
"Footlight
Maids."Girls."
Nor.
to Nature
Dec. 7 — "The Schoolhouse Scandal."
Dec. 21— The Roaming Bath Tub."
MUTT AMI JEFF
Aug. 17 — "Frozen North."
Aug. 24 — "Sound Your 'A'."
Aug.
Lions.'Sept. 317—— "Hard
"In Switzerland."
Sept. 14 — "All that Glitters Is Not."
Sept. 21 — "Everybody's Doing It."
Sept. 28 — "In Spain."
Oct. 5 — "Honest Book Agents."
Oct. 12 — "New York Night Life."
Oct. 2619 —— "In
"Bound
in Spagetti."
Oct.
the Movies.
Nov. 2 — "Window Cleaners."
Nov.
9 — 'The
"Confessions
of a Telephone Girl."
Nov. 16—
Plumbers."
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
HARRY GARSON
"The Unpardonable Sin," -ight reeli, with Blanche Sweet
'The Hushed Hour," five reeli, with Blanche Sweet.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
May 4 — "One of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 — Rex Beach's 'The Crimson Gardenia," six reels.
May S5 — "When Doctors Disagree," fire reels, with Mabel Nonnaaa.
une 8 — 'The Fear Woman." five reels, with Pauline Frederick,
une 22 — "The City of Comrades." five reels, with Tom Moore.
July 6 — "Throueh the Wrong Door," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
July 27 — 'The Peace of Roaring River," six reels, with Pauline Frederick
Aug. S— "Upstairs," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Aug. 17 — "Heartsease," five reels, with Tom Moore.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"Heart
of
the
Sunset,"
sever,
reels, with Anna Q. NUsson
"Blue Blood," six reel*.
"Honor'i Croaa," six reels, with Howard Heekman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
'The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
May 4— "Going Up."
May 11— "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
May
Mud ofDug."
'one SS1—— "From
"The Land
the Ukulele."
rone 8— "When Black Is Red."
June 15 — "The Only Way."
June 22 — "Pure Havana.
June 29 — "At the Crossroads."
July 6— "The Fable of the Olive and the Orange."
nly IS — "School Days "
, nly 20 — 'Town of Up and Down."
, nly 27 — "Sweetness."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
May 4— "The Sea Wolf." two reels.
May 18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
une 1 — "In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs Carter De riav<—
une IS — "A Wonderful Night." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons
, une 29 — 'Their Day of Rest." two reels, with Carter De Haven,
uly 13 — "Chasing Rainbeaux." two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parson*.
, nly 27 — "After the Bawl." two reels, with Carter De Haven.
Aug. 24 — "Honeymooning, two reels, with Carter De Haven.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
•fcndy Burke of the U-Bar U." five reels, with Louis Binmau ■
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

HERALD
The Road
Called five
Straight,"
five reels,
Louis Bennison.
"High
Pockets,"
reels, with
Louis with
Bennison.
"Lord Jim," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GOLDW YX-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Sept.
7
—
"The
Samoan
Follies."
Sept. 14 — "Meet Nick Carter."
Sept
21—
"Hello
Mars."
Sept.28 — "The Uncrowned King of Brazil."
GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
"When Mea Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.
D. W. GRIFFITH
"Broken Blossoms," five reels, with Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.
The Best seven
Man," reels,
five reela.
"Sahara,"
with with
LouiseJ. Warren
Glaum. Kerrigan.
"You Never Know Your Luck," five reels with House Fewi».
'The Blue Bonnet," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"A White
Man's six
Chance,"
five reels,
"The
Volcano,"
reels, with
Leah with
Balrd.J. Warren KemKiu.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"As a Man Thinks," five reels, with Leah Baird.
JANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
'The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.
SPECIALS
"Wanted for Murder."
"A Romance of the Air."
'When
Ship Come* In."
'A
HouseMy Divided."
"The Other Man's Wife," six reels, with Stuart Holmes.
"The Challenge of Chance," seven reels, with Jess Willard.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."
"When My Ship Comes In," five reels, with Jane Grey.
"When a Woman Strikes," five reels, with Ben Wilson.
ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1— The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3— False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
A Thought
Equity (Epigram).
64—— Wild
Flowersof (Comedy).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred HarrU.
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
'The Geezer ef Berlin."
"The Sinking
of theto Luaitania."
"Crashing
Berlin,"nineseven
"The
HeartThroueh
of Humanity,"
reels,parts.
with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny." six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
'Paid In Advance," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
SOL LESSER
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin," five reels, with Bothwell Brown.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"Woman."
"My
Garter."
"BrokenLadv's
Butterfly."
"Romany
Rye."
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
May G— "The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wshlw
May 12 — "Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
May 19 — "The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lvtell.
May
Pep," five five
reels,reels,
withwithHaleMayHamilton.
Tune 262—— "Full
"Almostof Married,"
Allison.
Tune 9 — "Some Bride/' five reels, with Viola Dana.
Tune 18 — "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehien.
Tune 23 — "One Thing at a Time, O'Day," five reels, with Bert LytelL
June SO — 'The Uplifters," five reels, with May Allison.
Inly 7 — "God's Outlaw," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
July 14 — "In His Brother's Place," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
July 21 — 'The Microbe," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Aug. 4— "Easy to Make Money," five reels, with Bert Lvtell.
Aug. 11 — "A Favor to a Friend," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen
Aug. 18 — "The Four Flusher." five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
The Man Who Stayed at Home," seven reels, with all-star cast.
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NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Toys of Fate." seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye offortheEyejFog,"
' seven
"Out
sevenreels,
reels,withwithNazimova.
Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern." seven reels, with Nazimova.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE SPECIAL, FEATURES
June
15—
"The
Little
fivereels,
reels,with
with Fannie
Baby Marie
July 27 — "Our Better Diplomat,"
Selves." five
Ward. Osborne.
Aug. 31 — "The Thirteenth Chair," six reels, with Yvonne Delva.
Sept. 14 — "The Virtuous Model," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
May 25 — "The Master Man," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
July 6 — "Gates of Brass," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
Aug. 1" — "The World Aflame." six reels, with Frank Keenan.
Sept. 21 — "The False Code," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
VIRGINIA PEARSO!\ PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
June 8 — "The Bishop's Emeralds," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.
ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 22 — "Oh. Boy!" six reels, with Creighton Hale and June Caprice.
Aug. 24 — "The Love Cheat," five reels, with June Caprice and Creighton Hale.
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
May 4 — "The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
June 1 — "All Wrong." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
June 29 — "The Profiteers," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
"The
Boomerang."
"Virtuous Sinners." with Henry B. Walthall.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
— "The New Moon," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
— "Jacques of Silver North," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
— "Happiness a la Mode," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Upstairs
Down."fivefive
reels,
Thomas.
—— "His
BridalandNight,"
reels,
withwith
AliceOlive
Brady.
— "The Spite Bride," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
— 'The Perfect Lover," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
SPECIALS
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
'The Cavell Case.'' with Julia Arthur.
'The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richmdn.
"Break the News to Mother," six reels.
"The Undercurrent," five reels, with Guy Empey. '.
S-L PICTURES
"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.
WM. L. SHERRY SERVICE
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchange*
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with Broncho Billy.
"Marriage.38."
for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law," six reels, with Emmrtt Dalton
TOWER FILM CORPORATION
"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
May 4 — "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch. .
May 11 — 'Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
May 18 — "The Water Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.
May
Belle Bennett.
une 25—
1 — "Mayor
"The Rootof ofFilbert"
Evil," (Special),
five reels, with
with Frances
Mann.
une 168—— "Lady
"Love's Windemere's
Prisoner" (Special),
reels,
Thomas.
une
Fan," six sixreels,
withwith
All Olire
Star Cast.
June 22 — "Upside Down" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes,
lune 29 — "Dombey St Son," six reels, with All Star Cast.
July 0 — "Prudence of Broadway" (speical), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
July 13 — "Muggsy." five reels, with Jackie Saunders.
July 20 — "Mistaken Identity." five reels, with Anita King.
July 27 — "The Unbroken Promise," five reels, with Jane Miller.
Aug. 8— 'The Lyon's Mail." five reels, with Henry B. Irving.
Aug. 10 — "Fruits of Passion," five reels, with Alice Mann.
Aug. 17 — "One Against Many," five reels, with Anita King.
Aug. 24 — "Her Greatest Performance," five reels, with Ellen Terry.
Aug. 31 — "Black Eyes," (Special) five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And the Children Pay." seven reels, with Garrett Hughes.
"Your Wife and Mine," six reels.
"Human Passions." six reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of the Hour." five reels

May
May
tune
fune
lune
Aug.
Aug.

HERALD
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Apr. 14 — "What Am I Bid?" five reels, with Mae Murray.
Apr. 21 — "Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Apr. 285—— "Bare
"The Exquisite
Priscilla Dean.
May
Fists," sixThief,"
reels, six
withreels,
HarrywithCarey.
May 12 — "The Delicious Little Devil," six reels, with Mae Mm.,,.
May 19 — "The^ Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
May 26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six reels, with Mary MacLarm.
June 2 — "The Big Little Person, six reels, with Mae Murray.
June 9 — "Riders of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
June 16 — "Pretty Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
June 30 — "The Weaker Vessel." six reels, with Mary Maclaren.
July 14 — "A Little Brother of the Rich," six reels, with Frank Mayo.
July 21 — "The Spitfire of Seville," six reels, with Hedda Nova.
July 28 — "The Man in the Moonlight," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Aug. 4 — "The Petal on Current," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Aug. 18 — "The Ace of the Saddle," six reels, with Harry Carey.
Aug. 25 — "The Trap," six reels, with Olive Tell.
Sept. 8 — "The Woman Under Cover." six reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
Sept. 15 — "The Sundown Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Sept. 22 — "Common Property," six reels, with Robt. Anderson.
VITAGRAPH
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance." five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"BeautySpark
rroof,"
five reels,
with with
HarryAlice
T. Morey.
"The
Divine,"
five reles,
Joyce.
"A Girl at Bay." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Girl at Bay," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Man Who Won," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Cupid
Forecloses,"
reels,
Bessie
"The Hornet's
Nest."fivefive
reels,withwith
EarleLove.Williams
"The Shadow of the Past" five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Girl Woman." five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Daring Hearts," six reels, with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne.
"The Bramble Bush," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Gamblers," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"Over the Garden Wall," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Wolf." five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Wreck," five parts, with Anita Stewart.
"The
Gray TowersWoman,"
Mystery,"five five
"The Winchester
reels,reels,
with with
AliceGladys
Joyce. Leslie.
"The Climbers," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 28— 'The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
May 6 — "Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
May 12— "The Unwritten Code," fire reels, with Shirley Mason
May 19 — "The Social Pirate," five reels, with June Elvidge.
May 26 — "An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
lune
lune 92 —— "Phil
"Thro' forthe Short,"
Toils," five
five reels,
reels, with
with Evelyn
Montagu Greeley,
Love.
June 16 — "The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.
June 28 — "Love and the Woman," five reels, with June Elvidge.
June 30 — "Home Wanted," five reels, with Madge Evans.
July 7 — "The American Way," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
July 14 — "Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
July 21 — "A B-roadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
July 284 —— "Coax
"BringingMe,"Up five
Betty,"
Evelyn Greeley.
Aug.
reels,fivewithreels,JunewithElvidge.
Aug. 11 — "The Praise Agent," five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
Aug. 18 — "The Girl Alaska," five reels, with Lottie Kruse.
Aug. 25 — "The Man Without a Name." five reels, with Corene Uzzell.
Sept. 1 — "The Battler," five reels, with Earl Metcalf.
Sept. 8 — "His Father's Wife," five reels, with June Elvidge.
Sept. 15 — "Forest Rivals," five reels,
with Arthur Ashley.
PRIZMLA
"Catalina," one reel.
"Everywhere."
one reel.
reel.
"Model
one
"Front," Girls."
one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one reel.
"Alaska Revelations," one reel.
Glacier Park; Hawaii; Apache Trail; Old Faithful.
ESSANAY -CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A
Night
in
the
Show."
"Shanghaied,"
two reels.
reels. two reels.
"The Bank." two
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.
NEWS REELS
Kinograms. one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
une 8 — "Playthings of Passion." five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
une 29 — "The Woman Under Oath." five reels, with Florence
ZION FILM, INC.
"Khavah." with Alice Hastings.
CURRENT SERIALS
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White
Universal, "The Red Glove." Marie Walcamp
Pathe, "Terror of the Hange." with George I.arUin
Oliver,
"The Tiger's
Carter Trail."
Case," with
Rawlinson.
Pathe. "The
with Herbert
Ruth Roland.
Universal "The Midnight Man." with James J. Corhett
Vitagraph, "Perils nf Thunder Mountain." with Antonio Moreo*.
Universal. "Elmo the Mighty " with Elmo Lin-oln.
Burston "The Mystery of 13," Frances Ford.
Vitagraph.
Barriers."
Pathe, "The"Smashing
Great Gamble,"
with with
Ann William
Luther. Duncan.
S L. K. "The Fatal Fortune," with Helen Holmes.
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Money

LIGHTNING

Changing

CHANGER

does

IMPLY press a button and — Presto — the change comes jingling out into
S the metal cup, where it is easily scooped up by the patron.
Compare that with the old way — digging several coins out of a drawer —
counting, handling them — pushing them across the counter to be scraped
up by the purchaser with the risk of dropping them, keeping the line waiting— to say nothing of delays caused by mistakes which must happen
when change is not counted mechanically.
The Lightning Changer counts and delivers change mechanically,
at the touch of a button — saving brain work, mistakes from fatigue, arguments and delays.
// 7«.'/7/ make change for 1,500 patrons an hour,
without error.
It takes no skill to operate; takes less experience than the old way. Takes little space
— 9^2x12x13 inches — and weighs only 20
pounds — easily carried.
The magnificent new State-Lake Theatre,
Chicago, recently opened to crowded houses,
has installed two Lightning Changers after
careful comparison with other machines.
W rite for descriptive circular A to Theatrical Division. You need a Lightning Changer
right away
wantToday
to keep in the front
ran
k.if youWrite
LIGHTNING COIN CHANGER CO.
34-36 Lake Street
Chicago
97

EXHIBITORS

Good

Poster

HERALD

Frames

Add
Your

Class

to

Theatre

A good frame adds 100% to the advertising value of Lithographs and PhotoOur factory is equipped to make Frames
graphs.
and
tions.Signs of all sizes, shapes and descripOur prices are right. Stock sizes always
on hand. Special sizes promptly made.
Write for complete catalog.
Moving
Theatre

Picture
Supplies

Our stores are Headquarters for all kinds
of supplies— from a "Goodnight" slide to
complete equipment, including the wonderful SIMPLEX Projection Machine.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
Factory and General Offices
845 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Branch Sales Offices
CHICAGO
—
407
MaUers
INDIANAPOLIS
15 N. St.Illinois Si.
MILWAUKEE— 133 SecondBldg
St.
ST.
LOUIS— 3308— Olive

Coburn
EASTMAN

Organs

Perfect tonal results signify
every instrument

FILM

we

make

COBURN

is so safe -guarded in its man-

ORGAN
COMPANY
Builders of Quality Organs
220 N. WASHTENAW AVENUE
CHICAGO. ILL

ufacture, so carefully tested
at every stage, that it never
has an
anything

opportunity

to be

but right.

Identifiable, by the words " Kastman" and
"Kodak" on the film margin
KAST.MAX KODAK COMPANY
HOCHF.STF.il, N. V.

FILM CONSERVATION
By my method of cleaning and softening
films, you reap maximum results at a
minimum cost. I am serving the foremost concerns in the country.
Try my proeeit
A. TEITEL,
112 No.andLa beSalleconn'nctJ
St., Chicago
Telephone Franklin 3516

TOM
PHILLIPS
The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
5728 S. State St.
CHICAGO

-his powerful
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